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‘SHOW BUSINESS HALL OF FAME’
•4

Ike’s Convalescing ‘Hit Parade’
Washington, Oct. 4.
Radio listeners in the Washington area can tune into the same
music which is being piped into President Eisenhower’s hospital
room during his convalescence from his recent heart attack. Sub¬
urban radio station WGAY, in nearby Silver Spring, Md., obtained
from Fitzsimmons Hospital in Denver a list of the 20 tunes that
were selected for the Chief Executive’s private “hit parade.” They
not only feature them on their regular musical and d.j. shows,
but played entire 20 on past Sunday’s (2) regular “Music in the
Air” three-hour show.
The Presidential “hit parade” is as follows:
In The Still of the Night
Clair de Lune
Song of Love
Drigo’s Serenade
To a Wild Rose
Flirtation Waltz
Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes
Mattinata
Selections from “Die Fledermaus”
Evening Song
* Selections from “The Caucasian Suite”
Indian Summer
Selections from “The Student Prince”
Star Dust
Songs My Mother Taught Me
Barcarolle
L’Amour Toujours L’Amour
Moonlight and Roses
Time on My Hands
Sleepy Lagoon

Ike s Expected Count Me Out’
AZingy Pick-Me-Up for NBC
If NBC had any misgivings about 4
latching on to a sponsor (or spon- '
sors) for the ’56 political conven¬
tions, they were all but eradicated
by the sudden turn of events last
week, following President Eisen¬
hower’s heart attack, which sheds
new and important interest on
both the Democratic and Republi¬
can conclaves next summer.
Since it’s considered a virtual
certainty that the President will
not permit himself to be projected
as a candidate for reelection, the
heightened political undertones
ar.d overtones surrounding the Chi
and Frisco conclaves has already
brought in its wake some feelers
from potential clients on the NBCTV coverage of the two major
events.
CBS has already sold its Demmy-GOP coverage to Westinghouse
$5,000,000. It was anticipated
that Philco would ditto on the
NBC-TV coverage (thus duplicat¬
es the two-sponsor setup that
Prevailed back in ’52), but Philco
(Continued on page 20)

Electronicam—Is It Film
Or Live?—Cues AFTRA,
SAG Jurisdictional Tiff
A new jurisdictional squab
has broken out between the Sen
Actors Guild and’ the Ameri<
Federation of TV-Radio Arti:
)n 1 D tu M o n t ’ s Electronic
uilmed-like-live video camera) '
j^hti’e of the dispute. An AFT!
faict sent yesterday (Tues.) to
lv producers telling them to lay
jr.® of tlle astern is direct slap
< which last May inked a c
to oversee acting done
Electronicam.
a
to producers AFT!
DuMont wasn’t i
rulpc8 le union’s “fair practi<
ieam Su\ce tl?e Present Elects
system is done in the m
Continued on page 18)
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Five-Nation Film Roundrobin Dealing
ON STAGE ARTISTS With ‘Jealousy —A Japanese Gimmick
By ABEL GREEN
Eddie Cantor, whose show busi¬
ness career parallels the publish¬
ing life of Variety now pointing to
the semi-centennial celebration,
has documented his own concept
of a show business “Hall of Fame.”
Himself a star who rose from the
ranks, and with his second volume
of memoirs slated for next year’s
publication, Cantor details his rea¬
sons for selecting the following
galaxy of show biz greats for im¬
mortality.
Note that his choices are limited
to the performance end, since he
is himself first the actor.
George M. Cohan and Noel Cow¬
ard are included as performers
first—their songsmithing is part of
the versatility that contributes to
the sum total—whereas Irving Ber¬
lin and George Gershwin are lim¬
ited to tunesmithing. “Such ‘limit¬
ation’ should happen to me,” ob¬
serves Cantor, “but my reasons, in
the’ following list which I think
(Continued on page 62)

Detroit, Oct. 4.
When the new musical com¬
edy “Delilah,” starring Carol
Channing, extended past mid¬
night opening night, the boxoffice phones at the Shubert
Theatre began to ring. House
manager Joe Nederlander ex¬
plained that the calls were
from baby-sitters demanding
to know what had happened
to the parents, who promised
to be home by 11:30 p.m.
Told the show still was in
progress, the usual rejoinder
A seven-game World Series
was, “I’m gonna be in trouble
after one of the best-attended
at home.”_ heavyweight championship match¬
es in years has given New York
niteries and hotels one of the most
prosperous periods in several sea¬
sons. The white space in the cafes
and restaurants has been reduced
considerably and most of the top
spots are going at capacity.
The hotels got some turnover,
but there were more than enough
taking
the place of the departing
“Teahouse of the August Moon”
has racked up an approximate guests to provide capacity occu¬
pancy
at
most of the midtown inns.
$1,000,000 profit thus far on Broad¬
Biz this year exceeded that of
way and the road.
last
season,
when there was only
The take was $744,584 on the
Maurice Evans-George Schaefer one team (N. Y. Giants) playing
New
York.
Such
sustained occu¬
original Broadway production as of
last Sept. 10. Another $204,594 pancy of hotels for a single sports
(Continued on page 71)
was tallied by the Howard LindsayRussel Crouse touring company as
of last Aug. 21. That brought the
total take on both offerings to
$949,178. Profits during the ensu¬
ing weeks ending last Saturday (1)
hiked, the figure over the $1,000,Total of 58,980,000 viewers
000 mark.
A total of $788,898 has been dis¬ watched Marine Capt. Richard Mctributed by both productions, Cutcheon win his $64,000 bank¬
which, incidentally, were separate¬ roll on Sept. 12 on the CBS-TV
ly financed. Backers of the N. Y. “$64,000 Question,” according to
presentation had received a $313,- the American Research Bureau.
199 return on their $100,000 in¬ The ARB national survey for Sep¬
vestment as of last Sept. 10. That tember shows “Question” in first
represented 50c'o of a $626,398 place, with the Sept. 12 show snar¬
ing ajrating of 66.4.
divvy.
Show was seen in 22,340,000
The road company return to inhomes.
(Continued on page 6)

N.Y. Cafes, Hotels
Basked in Biz Of
Series & Fight

‘Teahouse Tops
$1,008,000 Profit

CAPT. McCUTCHEON’S
58,980,000 VIEWERS

‘Flannel' at Easter
This coming Easter is going
to be a grey flannel suit sea¬
son, if 20th-Fox has its way.
Easter is wrhen 20th will re¬
lease its Gregory Peck starrer,
“Man in the Grey Flannel
Suit” and company is making
some elaborate promotional
preparations.
/!
Charles Einfeld',’ 20th adpub v.p., has hired Bert Baclirach, men’s clothing authority,
to arrange the tieups and
make the country “flannel suit
conscious.” Suit manufacturers
already have indicated they'll
cooperate to the hilt.

34 Early Chaplin
Shorts for TV

Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Tolio Company Ltd., of Tokyo,
will make coproduction deals with
producers in five other countries,
including the U. S., England,
France, Germany and Italy, for
jointly turning out a 12-reel fea¬
ture, “Jealousy,” next year, ac¬
cording to Nagamasa Kawakita,
managing director. He’s now in
Hollywood to discuss project and
also to see about the American re¬
lease of his outfit's “Samurai.”
Each producer will do a two-reel
version of his conception of the
subject, in the language of his
country, and each will receive dis¬
tribution rights to the full picture
in his own country. Participating
producers then will split the profits
from feature’s release in other
countries of the world.
American rights to “Samurai,”
one of Japan’s top grossers of 1954
and for which William Holden does
the narration for the American re¬
lease, have been acquired by
Homel Pictures Inc. Holden, re¬
sponsible for film’s release here,
saw the picture when he was in
Nippon last year and is partnered
in Homel with Robert Homel, also
associate producer on picture, and
(Continued on page 71)

Some 34 Charlie Chaplin vin¬
tage shorts will be released for
television within the next few
weeks. The shorts, made between
1910 and 1916 and comprising 18
two-reelers and 16 one-reelers,
will be released by Clnema-Vue
Productions, the new syndication
firm headed by Joseph Smith, one¬
time RKO and Lippert exec and
latterly v.p. of Guild Films.
Shorts, which have played thea¬
tres (latest booking was about
three months ago in New York’s
Boston, Oct. 4.
55th Street Playhouse), are being
Disk of “Black Denim Trousers
turned over to Cinema-Vue by and Motorcycle Boots” came in
Morris Kleinerman, head of Ideal for a roasting from The Pilot and
from Tony LaCamera, television
(Continued on page 71)
editor of the Boston-American, in
the Hub this frame and disk jocks
who have been featuring the pop
tune were scored.
Said The Pilot, official publica¬
tion of the Catholic Archdiocese of
Boston: “What of the many local
Atlantic City, Oct. 4.
The Miss America Pageant of disk jockeys whose daily spinning
this year was the most successful of this platter and mouthing of
of all pageants, says its director, glib phrases about its appeal give
Lenora Slaughter. It grossed $84,- the impression that they approve
000 against a previous high of a crazy, mixedup motorcyclist?
$64,000, and this despite the na¬ After all, these are the same gen¬
tionally-televised Saturday night tlemen of the ether waves who in
deal which many thought would times past were quick to express
their responsibilities to the youth
cut down its gate.
Miss Slaughter disclosed the v.ho listen to them.
gross figures before. the Rotary
“The implications in the song
here last week (27). A complete must be disturbing to safety organ¬
breakdown will be made when its izations as well as to the safedriv¬
directors meet to reorganize later ing cyclists. They are not anxious
in the year.
to be regarded as a strange breed
Meanwhile, Sharon Kay Ritchie, of cats, costumed oddly and driv¬
the Miss America of 1956, is ex¬ ing recklessly without concern of
pected to earn more than any pre¬ life or limb for themselves or
vious winner of the event. Last others. Surely such a song is not
week in New York she made still helping their campaign for high¬
and pic shots for sponsors Camay way safety, nor can the disk joc¬
Soap, Philco Television and the keys who feature this pop tune be
Florida Citrus Commissions, the considered their best friends.
“Furthermore, teenagers who so
pix for television advertising. Sun¬
day night (2) she made a guest often take their cue from their
appearance on “Philco TV Play¬ favorite record spinners find in
house,” and a host of guesters this ditty some strange ideas about
(Continued on page 62»
follows.
*

Motorcycle Disk Panned
By Hub Catholic Sheet;
TV Ed Berates Jockeys

MISS AMERICA PAGEANT
HITS RECORD 84G HIGH
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Actors Squawk Again Over Aliens;
This Time Uncle Sam s the Heavy

i;

She-Bums and He-Bums
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During 50 years of publishing,
this weekly has felt impelled with
some frequency to throw the spot¬
light of its news upon some shady
characters who sought to move into
show biz. Just a few months ago
when a call girl, fresh from put¬
ting the finger on her former boy
friend, planned to "go straight” by
going into show biz, albeit in some
suburban gimfiills, we editorialized
on page 1 our distaste for this par¬
ticular route to? reformation. This
put up in a good light with those
who think show biz has a good
name to protect and in a bad light
with a few courtly chaps who took
the lady at her word that she had
theatrical talent, too.
Wasn’t
Variety advocating censorship, we
we’re asked? Not as we saw it.
The girl could play anywhere she
could get booked but she also had
to be prepared for the comments
upon her taste and judgment which
sprang up spontaneously.
Our Chicago office way back in
the early 1930s reviewed an over¬
coiffured doll who had just
gunned down her husband, and
convinced a Chicago judge, in
one
of those
brief Chicago
trials, that she had no choice.
Restored to liberty by judicial gal¬
lantry the wife promptly accepted
a week in burlesque at the StateCongress. Her act consisted of
being introduced by a soubrette,
appearing from the wings, in the
latest atrocious fashion and going
into a spiel about "poor Joe”—by
which she meant the husband
who, by now,, she hadn’t meant to
punish so everlasting. Then she
fainted and the soubrette took
over and went into a song. Well
you get all kinds of flotsam in
show biz, usually for about two
weeks or so. It passes sometimes
by the name ofT showmanship but
Variety has usually held that word
in a considerably higher repute.
There was an especially unpleas¬
ant little episode during the Pro¬
hibition era at a night club on 22d
Street in Chicago. Seems that a
mobster felt the pangs of love for
one of the babes who preferred
the young romantic juvenile in the
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floorshow. The mobster had how
medicine fed the juvenile who wrn!
to the hospital with a burst an
pendix which proved a terminal
case. The other mobsters said he
hadn t oughta done it.
e
Hoodlums have touched show
biz at various times and at various
points, a fact made graphic her*
that issues back in recalling th*
Nazi-like torture inflicted upon Joe
E. Lewis, a man whose capacity for
survival is orie for the medical
books. Variety staffers have also
had their share of threats of phvs
ical violence. They were also ap¬
proached with bribes, the most
famous case being that involving
the late . Arthur Ungar in Holly*
wood.
During the period when
the film studios were domi¬
nated by mobsters and almost
openly paying off, and before the
sordid details came out in subse¬
quent court trials,, Ungar was print¬
ing denunciations of Willie Bioff
and George Browne with a blunt¬
ness that shakedown artist was un¬
accustomed to and which, with his
mentality, he naturally supposed
could he cured with a large en¬
velope full of large banknotes.
Bioff seemed honestly, excuse the
word, astonished when Unger told
him you-Rnow-what-with the cash.
Unger had learned about ruf¬
fians in the police courts of New
York, Chicago and Pittsburgh be¬
fore becoming a trade paperman.
Without going into the melodrama
of the fight with Willie Bioff, and
crediting of Westbrook Pegler as
the nemesis of Bioff, let it go, un¬
adorned, for the Golden Jubilee
year record that there are many
in California who to this day think
Bioff was softened up and dis¬
credited as a hood well before Peg¬
ler took over. Be that as it may
but don’t forget to remember
that Variety was only a trade
paper and that Pegler was as big
as his syndicate of big dailies.
Naturally Ungar cleared it with
the publisher.
And we’ll just
mention in passing that the stu¬
dios, fearful of the Browne-Bioff
mob, cancelled their advertising
months running.

Another uproar is brewing over 4
the alien actor situation. This time '
Actors Equity is burning over the Grade Fields in From
importation of seven performers
Italy for British TV
for "Tiger At the Gates,” which
Manchester, Sept. 27.
opened last Monday (3) at the
Grade
Fields, in Britain to sing
Plymouth Theatre, N, Y.
on commercial tv, played a con¬
The union’s beef," however, in cert date at the local Belle Vue
this instance is with-the U. S. Bu¬ stadium, doing two separate 30reau of Immigration & Naturaliza¬ minute stints.
tion. Although the union has
Star, in from Capri, Italy, also
jurisdiction over the number of visited her hometown of Rochdale,
imported performers a production adjoining Manchester. Vet English
can use (40% of the cast), it thrush is accompanied by her hus¬
doesn’t control the issuance of band, Boris Alperovici.
work permits_ to foreign talent.
That comes under the jurisdiction
©f the Immigration department.
That’s where the rub Is.
FRANK DE VOL
Under the McCarran Act, an
[composed and Conducted Music for
alien requesting an employment
U.A.’s "The Big Knife.”
permit must be of distinguished
Colgate Variety Hour on NBC-TV.
merit and ability and/or must not
Preparing — for
TV — "DO
Y OU
TRUST YOUR WIFE?” starring
be replaceable in the U. S. In line
' By VICTOR SKAARUP
EDGAR BERGEN, "BETTY WHITE
with this, Equity received a letter
Copenhagen, Oct. 4.
SHOW.”
from the Immigration agency ask¬
The British have taken over | Apologies to San Francisco and Los
ing an okay for the importation of
Angeles. Called to New York for
Copenhagen
until
Oct.
13
with
an
seven unnamed actors for "Tiger.”
Empire Exposition.
The Tivoli COLGATE VARIETY HOUR. Se6
The union refused to greenlight Gardens after closing its own sea¬ you in the next two weeks.
“unnamed” performers, since this son reopened a fortnight later
made it impossible to judge their completely transformed with Brit¬
merit, ability or replaceability as ish displays. All of Copenhagen is
required by the McCarran Act. indeed one vast commercial. An
Nevertheless, the seven were per¬ old-style English pub is operating
mitted entry. The union has been temporarily to dispense British
conferring with Immigration offi¬ beer. At Rosenberg Castle British
cials to insure that the McCarran military are offering the "Tattoo”
act specifications are considered in spectacle and Shakespeare is in
the future
full spotlight at the Royal Theatre
Las Vegas, Oct. 4.
Other shows using imported per¬ with John Gielgud and Peggy
Although the nitery biz here
formers include "Isle of the, Ashcroft.
commands the output of news
Goats,” which opened last night'
Downtown merchants have a full -anent the entertainment industry,
(Tues.) at the Fulton Theatre, array of British goods and there is operators along Las Vegas’ televi¬
N. Y., and "Chalk Garden,” cur¬ spedal emphasis upon British mo¬ sion and radio row laid claim last
rently playing an out-of-town try¬ tor cars, although how a Dane week to two nationwide "firsts.”
out. Additionally, alien talent, is could get a permit from his own
According to Morry Zenoff, pub¬
represented by the D’Oyly Carte government to purchase one with¬ lisher of two newspapers and own¬
Opera Co. current at the Shubert out the usual prohibitive 25 % extra er-operator of a radio station in
Theatre, N. Y.; Maurice Chevalier, tax is not clear.
nearby Henderson, he .will install
at the Lyceum Theatre, N. Y., and
An Anglo-Danish revue has been a 24-hour television station in Las
"Joyce Greenfel Requests the produced and the town is full of Vegas.
Pleasure,” which preems next British visitors including the Duke
Zenoff’s application for video op¬
Monday (10) at the Bijou Thea¬ of Edinburgh. The many-sided ex¬ eration—which would be the third
citement is making a fine feast for. channel here—was approved by
tre, N. Y.
In the latter three instances the the Danish television which is new the FCC last week. He plans to
talent is specialized, but is fig¬ and, usually hard up for funds and set up his studios and transmitter
ured as using theatres that could I therefore talent.
atop the nine story Fremont ho¬
reasonably serve as berths for pro¬
tel, currently under construction
ductions utilizing Equity members,
downtown.
Call letters, Zenoff
since there’s a dearth of available
said, were applied for his "Chan¬
houses for upcoming shows.
nel Lucky 13” last week. Opera¬
tion, he said, after midnight, will
be films, news and novelty shows
Boston, Oct. 4.
and music.
Expect 35G ‘Guys’ Preem
Katharine
Cornell’s
planned
Radio in Las Vegas boasted the
100% to Saranac Hosp tour in "Dark Is Light Enough” greatest number of stations per ---1Censorship abroad gained an im¬
Entire receipts, expected to has been postponed until Decem¬ capita in the country. Five radio
portant booster last week when
amount to $35,000, from the re¬ ber as a result of the operation outlets service the area, which ac¬
India’s
Prime Minister Jawaharlal
served seat opening of Samuel performed on her at Deaconess cording to census, has a popula¬
Nehru added his voice to those
Goldwyn’s" "Guys and Dolls” at the Hospital here Thursday morning tion of 50,000.
Paris, Oct. 4.
who
have
deplored Hollywood’s
Capitol, N. Y., Nov. 3 will go to the (29) for a small, chronic lung ab¬
Pathe-Marconi Disk Co. cele¬ version of life in Africa and the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital & scess. That was revealed by the
brated its 50th anni with a large Far East.
Research Laboratory at Saranac star’s general manager, Gertrude
banquet at the Hotel Georges V
Company executives in N. Y.
Macy.
Lake, N. Y.
last week. It coincided with the weren’t unduly disturbed over the
Miss Cornell was reported "rest¬
presentation of the golden platter, outburst, but voiced concern lest
Gus Eyssell, president of Rocke¬
for the millionth record sold to censors elsewhere be prodded into
feller Center, is chairman of the ing comfortably” and the hospital
Les Compagnons De La Chanson. a renewed examination of U. S.
committee to promote the sale of issued a bulletin stating that the
The Compagnons were on hand to pictures dealing with their respec¬
tickets in Broadway houses and operation was successful, without
Hollywood,
Oct.
4.
complications.
Miss
Macy
said
it
receive it from the hands of Pierre
neighborhood theatres. Theatres
Biggest obstacle to developing Bourgeois, head of Pathe-Marconi. tive areas. Danger exists particu¬
throughout the New York area was "elective” surgery, performed
larly in former colonial territories
of
new
faces
is
opposition
from
at
the
actress’
convenience.
Other golden record winners where nationalism runs high.
have agreed to participate in the
bankers, company sales depart¬
were
Luis
Mariano,
sale of tickets and will run a 45Guthrie McClintic, Miss Cor¬ ments, and local exhibitors, accord¬ present
Nehru’s remarks, in New Delhi,
Jacques Helian, Charles Trenet came after a group of African stu¬
second trailer announcing the nell’s husband, visited her after the
event. Ducats will sell at $5 and operation and was "not at all wor¬ ing to consensus at first of new se¬ and Tino Rossi.
dents
protested against the Uni¬
$10, with a limited number of ried or upset,” Miss.. Macy re¬ ries of Screen Producers Guild
versal release, "Tanganyika.” Pic
roundtables with press.
Session
divan seats available at $100.
ported.
was
banned
and yanked from the
evolved no answer to problem.
theatre where it was playing
Producers agreed that there’s lit¬
within
three
hours
after Nehru told
tle prospect of change in current
a press confab that some of the
situation until over-all quality of
films being shown in India were "in
an entertainment, rather than
bad taste” because they insulted
who’s in it, becomes the yardstick
other people. He added he hoped
of merit.
Producers also be¬
India’s film censors would go into
Buenos Aires.
moaned present demands of estab¬
the matter and commented that
lished stars for "kings’ ransom in Editor, Variety:
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
Hollywood
apparently was still
Such a blessed relief that it’s all
salaries, story control, director
thinking of Africa as "the white
control” and other reins usually over at last!
1905-1955
man’s
burden.”
[ We have lived eight years under
held by studio or producer.
The students, studying at Delhi
a real terror and now; we have to
laugh each time we read a news¬ University, had told the Prime
Subscription Order Form
(Continued on page 20)
paper; it seems so strange to be
Enclosed find check for $
[scanning it from end to end and
actually
know
we
are
reading
the
One Year
Please send VARIETY for
truth.
Two Years
Pensacola, Fla., Oct. 4.
I Now your correspondent can
Marvin L. Brewton, manager, come out from hiding and tell peo¬
To
and B. R. Emerson, projectionist ple quite openly that she works
(Picas* Print Name)
of the Twin-Air Drive-In Theatre, for Variety.
I have had to be
Marcus Loew Hall, named after
Street ....
were freed of charges ©f exhibiting careful even with the American the founder of Loew’s Inc., will be
obscene matter when a Court of company managers in the past, not dedicated at New York University
Record jury, after 17 minutes of because I thought they might give this Saturday (8) at 11:30 a.m.
Cily..Zone .... State
deliberation, found the nudism me away, but members of their Building, a new residence for men
film, "Garden of Eden,” was not staff might.
at the University Heights campus,
immoral. The defendants were ar¬
I have also to get out a press was made possible largely by the
Regular Subscription Ratos
rested April 1 when "Eden” was card. Would you be good enough contribution of Loew’s Interna¬
unveiled at their ozoner.
One Year—$10.00
Two Years—$18.00
to send me a letter appointing me tional prexy Arthur M. Loew, son
In his charge to the jury. Judge your correspondent, please. I had of the film Industry pioneer.
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year
Ernest E. Mason said nudity in it¬ one years ago, but had to destroy
NYU officials have invited in*
self was not obscene and that "gen- it with all other proofs a long time dustryites to participate in the
erally, to be obscene a film must ago. I will need one to get the dedication ceremony which will be
J'finiETY Inc.
counsel or Invite to vice or volup¬ press card.
followed by an inspection of tne
15« W.rt 44th Street
N.w York 34. M. Y.
tuousness, deride virtue and sug¬
I shall even bp able to visit building and a luncheon. Arthur
gest unchaste or lustful ideas.”
(Continued on page 71)
Loew is a graduate of the college.
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British Talent, Goods
Take Over Copenhagen;
Boon for Danish Video

Vegas on 24-Hour
Dial n’ Dice Duty

Asians, Africans Resent Films That
They Say Insult Dark-Skinned

CORNELL DELAYS TOUR;
LUNG SURGERY IS O.K.

Pathe-Marconi 50th Anni

Who Opposes ‘New Faces’?
Just Bankers, Sales Chiefs
And Main St. Exhibitors

Peron Overthrow Ends
Underground Operation
Of Show Biz Reporter

variety

Nudie Not Naughty

NYU’s Marcus Loew Hall
Being Dedicated Sat.
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MGM’S BIG MAKE-WITH-WORDS
Silent Vampires Blind as Bats
Nita Naldi in Detroit to Give Carol Channing OldStyle Slither
By FRED TEW
Detroit, Oct. 4.
Silent screen sirens had one
thing in common, according to Ni¬
ta Naldi. “We were all as blind as
ba,t,Tlieda Bara couldn’t see a foot
ahead of her and poor Rudy (Val¬
entino) groped his way through
many a love scene, and I really
mean groped. In that connection,
I’ll tell you a little secret: They
all used big reflectors to get extra
light from the sun. It was so blind¬
ing we all had to squint—that’s
how we acquired that interesting
Oriental look.”
Miss Naldi made the comments
while advising Carol Channing for
her role of a silent screen star in
“Delilah,” the new rriusical comedy
which preemed at the Shubert last
week.
“We didn’t have any censors in
those days, but we did have our
own bosoms and our own eye¬
lashes,” Miss Naldi recalled. “We
got away with things in those days
that would give the modern screen
censors the horrors, such as the
long embrace and the exploring
hands. At the same time, there are
things that are accepted nowadays
that would have been rejected in
19.13 with outraged cries. Com¬
pared with, the degree of nudity
(Continued on page 6)

WeH on 20th Lot
Stockholders of 20th-Fox were
told the good news last week that
seven oil wells are currently pro¬
ducing on the 20th studio property
and an eighth one has begun drill¬
ing. Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy,
said oil and gas sales should com¬
mence within 30 to 45 days and
eventual revenues “may be sub¬
stantial.”
Interim report reiterated that
2Cth, for the first 26 weeks of this
year, ended June 25, had a net of
$2,790,800 — or $1.06 per share —
as against earnings of $3,096,545,
cr $1.17 per share, for the same
period in 1954. Second quarter
1955 net was $1,366,989 or 52c
per share against $1,048,515, or 40c
per share, for the comparable three
months in 1954.

51 WRITERS BUSY Reeves Seeks Stanley Financing For
ON 41 FEATURES Cinerama Film About Atomic Energy

Hollywood, Oct. 4.
With 51 writers currently at
Script-Scouting Paris
work on 41 pictures or under con¬
Europe is not only gaining
tract for ' future
commitments,
stature as a source of perform¬
Metro’s roster of writing talent is
ing talent for American pic¬
at an eight-year peak.
tures but also as a reservoir
Company began its 1955-56 fiscal
for literary works.
This is
year, Sept. 1, with deals for 72
pointed up in Metro’s decision
stars and featured players and 18
to open an editorial office in
producers and 17 directors assign¬
Paris.
ed to specific projects. The major¬
Kenneth MacKenna, Metro
ity of scripts now in preparation
studio story head, leaves for
are for production and release dur¬
Paris shortly to open this
ing the next two years.
script outpost.
Metro has
“Our
longrange
program
of
been operating an editorial
building up a backlog of important
office in London for some
story properties has made it possi¬
time.
ble to attract the most experienced
and
proven
writers
available.”
Schary said. “At the same time we
are constantly looking for and de¬
veloping promising new writers."
Schary, who started in the industry
as a writer and still occasionally
does an adaptation, has always
sought top
writing talent for
Metro. “Too much cannot be said
for the contribution of the writer
to our program,” he said “We are
working on scripts in many in¬
stances more than a year in ad¬
Allied Artists has its sights set vance of production. This is a major
(Continued on page 18)
on an operation akin to United
Artists’ and if plans work out AA
will be pitted against UA to some
degree in the competition for pro¬
duction and performer talent. Any¬
way, that’s the AA aim.

Bogart-Bacall
Deal Latest In
Allied Upbeat

Headed by Steve Broidy, AA
some time ago wrapped up deals
with William Wyler, Billy Wilder
and John Huston which gave the
producer-directors stock benefits
as well as production financing.'
Over the past week the company
finalized a pact with Mapleton
Productions, of which. Humphrey
Bogart is president, calling for apic costarring Bogart and his wife,
Lauren Bacall, with Walter Wanger to function as producer.
While the terms of the agree¬
ment with Bogart were kept under
wraps, it’s underlined that AA is
reaching out for star material, simi¬
larly as UA has been doing in
past, and as part of which program
numerous stars have established
their own corporate setups.

UA Takes Judgment Of
$27,513 Vs. Wm. Joyce On
His ‘Canyon Crossroads’

Theatreless Towns
To Get‘Robe’As
16m Roadshow

Roadshowings of “The Robe” in
the 16m CinemaScope version are
planned by 20th-Fox. It’s said to
be the first time that a 16m road¬
show has been attempted in the
U.S. even though it’s been done
once or twice in Canada.
In theatreless towns, 20th short
subjects and sales manager. Lem
Jones, expects to sell “The Robe”
on a guarantee against percentage
basis. Elsewhere, flat prices will
be upped for the subject.

Polio and Box Office
Boston, Oct. 4.
Hub’s polio epidemic, which
whammed film attendance all
summer long, is waning, Bos¬
ton Health Commissioner John
H. Cauley stated this week
after Boston had its first poliofree day in 11 weeks.
Some 45 recent cases bring
the state total for the year to
3,129, almost five times the
number recorded in 1954.

Kido for Inti
Appeals Board
Over Jap‘Code
By HY HOLLINGER
A censor appeal board, made up
of Japanese nationals and repre¬
sentatives of foreign distributors,
has been suggested as a possible
solution to the United States film
companies’ objection to submitting
their pictures to Japan’s counter¬
part of Hollywood’s Production
Code.
The idea was presented Monday
(3) by Shiro Kido, president of the
Shochiku Co., Japan's largest pro¬
duction, distribution, and exhibiI tion company.
Op a world-wide
industry survey, Kido, on his first
visit to the U. S., met the trade. press in New York at United Artists,
whose pictures his company dis¬
tributes in Japan.
With a Japanese newspaperman,
Sam Ishikawa, acting as interpre¬
ter, Kido said that the proposed
appeal board could review the de¬
cisions of the censor board.
He
declared that the complaints of
American filmites should be acted
upon where the facts warrant it.
He said he understood that the
U. S. majors objected to some

Hazard Reeves, president of Cin¬
erama Inc., the equipment manu¬
facturing and install^ttiro'n firm, is
seeking financial support from
Stanley Warner for his proposed
production of a Cinerama film
dealing with the peaceful uses of
atomic energy.
Reeves’ pitch to SW appears
somewhat paradoxical because his
main purpose in launching a sepa¬
rate Cinerama project was because
of dissatisfaction with the pace
with which the theatre chain was
producing new pictures in the
three-strip medium.
Reeves has
long contended that it would be
possible to open more Cinerama
installations in the United States
if there were more product avail¬
able for the theatres.
Failure of SW to make three
pictures over a two-year period, as
stipulated in the contract giving
the circuit the exhibition and pro¬
duction rights to the medium, en¬
abled Reeves to launch a produc¬
tion project on is own. However,
(Continued on page 7)

Chas.K.Feldman In
Capital Gain Deal
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Apparently bypassing any im¬
mediate production on his own
Charles K. Feldman has now sold
out all of his Group Productions’,
properties to 20th-Fox in a capi¬
tal gains deal. involving around
$1,000,000.
Feldman currently is in Europe
surveying
production
situation,
may make 'features there but prob¬
ably won’t produce in Hollywood
for some time.
He sold his interest in “Seven
Year Itch” plus “Oh Men. Oh
Women,” “Wayward Bus,” “Heav¬
en Knows Mr. Allison,” “Bernadine,”
“Hilda
Crane.”
“Lonely
Steeple,” “Tender Mercy.”

(Continued on page 6)
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Vidoscope Anamorphic
Camera Lens Latest;
Has C’Scope Effect

Judgment of $27,513 in favor of
United Artists was handed down last
vreek by N. Y. Supreme Court Jus¬
tice William C. Hecht against indie
producer William Joyce.
Award
arose out of a May 29, 1954, con¬
tract under which Joyce agreed to
assume any liability which might
stem from production of “Canyon
Crossroads," a western meller star¬
ring Richard Basehart and Phyllis
Kirk.
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VIVE LA FRANCE-BUT SOME CONFUSION;
N.Y. ADVICE TO PARIS: SEND STARS
Appointment of Joseph Martinatti to head up the projected French
film center in New York City had
some independent distributors of
foreign product somewhat confused
last week.
These Americans were wonder¬
ing (1) why the French didn’t
choose a man conversant with for¬
eign film problems in the United
States and (2) just what Martinatti’s function would be. Some were
openly critical of any center setup,
holding it would have been wiser
policy for the French to spend
available funds on sending over
French stars and personalities that
could be helpful in selling pictures.
Martinatti is a former chef de
cabinet for Andre Morice, the Min¬
ister of Commerce & Industry,
who is directly in charge of film
matters.
Could Be Useful
For the most part, U. S. Indies
agree that having a French office
In N. Y. could be useful. It could
be used as a focal point of infor¬
mation about the French industry
and its product, and also it could
undoubtedly function as a sort of
“supervisor” for the French pro¬
ducers who, once they have sold
their pix to an American outfit,
would then have someone in N. Y.
to look after their interests.
For instance, there are any num¬
ber of French prints floating
around the U. S. on which the
original distribution rights have
expired. The French producer may
have sold his film to an indie, who
had it for a while and then went
out of business. The Frenchman
naturally would like to have his
property back, or at least account¬
ed for. An official French bureau
In N. Y. could do some tracing.
Purpose of the center, as stated
in Paris, is to be a liaison between
French producers and U. S. distribs, do a p.r. job for the French
industry and examine the U. S.
market and it potential for French
pic expansion.
9
There is no question that Mar¬
tinatti will get cooperation from
the local distribs here, but like the
French themselves, the indies are
a lot of highly individual operators
who prefer to do things their own
way and with a minimum of inter¬
ference. While there is an indie
erg, the Independent Motion Pic¬
ture Distributors Assn., headed by
Arthur Mayer, outfit really has
been barely active for precisely the
reason that it’s almost impossible
to reconcile strong individual mem¬
ber opinions.
Should Come Sooner ♦
As for market expansion, it was
pointed out in N. Y. last week that
Martinatti comes somewhat late;
that each distrib has had that goal
in mind for some considerable time
past and that, anyway, there is vir¬
tually nothing that he knows—or
is going to know—about the Amer¬
ican market and its problems that
each indie hasn’t known for years.
Nor its it likely that he will come
up with any unique solutions that
haven’t been thought of before.
Nevertheless, some of the inde¬
pendents feel that Martinatti’s ar¬
rival upon the scene will serve to
give producers in France a better
understanding of the difficulties in¬
herent in selling a foreign film in
the U. S. and the actual limita¬
tions of the market.
There is pronounced regret here
that the French didn’t choose
man with film experience over
what amounts to a quasi diplomat.
No one In N. Y. knows Martinatti
and the job of “getting acquainted'
alone is going to take a lot of time.
As one indie put it: “It’ll take him
over a year just to learn where
the bodies are buried.”

Oresman, Textile Man,
Joins Republic Board
New member of Republic Pic¬
ture’s board is A. Louis Oresman
who was elected Mon. (3) at a direc¬
tors’ meet held at the company’s
New York homeoffice. President
of Catalina, Inc., a textile firm, he’s
also an RKO Theatres director.
Oresman succeeds Walter L.
Titus Jr., who remains as a Rep
v.p. but resigned from the board
. “due' to pressure of added sales
duty” in the company’s southern
territory.

DUB STARLETS 'DEBS'
Makeup Artists Name 10 of Prom¬
ise—One Bing’s Niece
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Ten young Hollywod actresses
were crowned Deb Stars of 1955,
as most promising young players
on screen and tv, by Makeup Ar¬
tists, Hair Stylists and Body Make¬
up Artists, at organization’s third
annual Friday (30) at the Pal¬
ladium.
Intro’d
by
emcee
Maureen
O’Hara, lineup included: Cathy
Crosby, daughter of Bob Crosby,
singer on her father’s tv show;
Anita Ekberg, Batjac Productions;
Liliane Montevecchi, Metro; Kip
Hamilton, 20th-Fox; Mara Corday,
Universal; Jody Lowrance, Para¬
mount; Lori Nelson, Warners;
Tracey Morgan, NBC; Marisa Pavan, sister of Pier Angeli, Hal Wal¬
lis; Gloria Talbot, Pine-Thomas.

Colorado Locations Active
By GLENN TRUMP
Montrose, Colo., Oct. 4.
Colorado is developing into a
happy shooting grounds for Hol¬
lywood these days—with plenty of
fine CinemaScope scenery avail¬
able and a cool altitude to beat the
California heat. No less than three
companies have been jn this area
slightly west of the Rockies in the
past six weeks and folks here¬
abouts are begihning to take mat¬
ters in stride.
’Tribute to a Bad Man,” M-G-M
hoss opera starring James Cagney,
is wrapping up two months of lo¬
cation duty up fiere at Montrose.
“Maverick Queen,” Republic entry
starring Barbara Stanwyck, Barry
Sullivan and Wally Ford is doing
likewise at Silverton, Colo., just 60
miles away. There were several
interchanging visits of the compa¬
nies and crews on these.
And now, just a few more miles
away at Durango, Mike Todd has a
(Continued on page 7)
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ZINNEMANN TO WARNERS
Director Forms Own Company
Under Producer-Director Deal

Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Fred Zinnemann, who has been
associated directorwise with many
top indies, has formed FRZ Com¬
pany and joins Warner Bros, as
producer-director of his own films
for WB presentation.
Priot' to finalizing the WB deal,
he had considered directing “AnHollywood, Oct. 4.
Approximately 425 Technicolor dersonville” for Columbia Pic¬
employees go off salary indefinitely tures.
Friday (7) as a result of a 30%
dropoff in print manufacture and
delivery orders for fourth quarter
of the current year.
Slash will affect plant seniority
to April, 1952, meaning anyone
hired since that date will be laid
New York.
off. Remaining personnel will be Editor, Variety:
realigned, many of those recently
I have recently returned from
promoted moved back to old posts
Europe where, among other things,
or lesser jobs, at old pay rates.
I visited Venice during the Film
Festival. In catching up on back
issues of Variety, I find a good
deal of discussion regarding the

Seniority Cutoff Date For
425 Technicolor Employes;
30% Drop in Print Volume

‘MISS DOVE’ SCREENINGS
FOR PARENT-TEACHERS|Festival
1 should like t0 add
mine.

Banking again on favorable
word-of-mouth, 20th-Fox is arrang¬
ing preview screenings of its “Good
Morning, Miss Dove,” in 60 key
cities between Nov. 14 and 18. It
followed the same pattern with “A
Man Called Peter.”
Screenings will be for ParentsTeachers groups, clubs, school prin¬
cipals, educators, etc. What 20th
hopes to do is spread the word that
“Miss Dove”—unlike “Blackboard
Jungle”—conforms more to the
traditional and favorable concept
of the American school and
teacher.

Roy Disney on O’seas Trip
London, Oct. 4.
Roy Disney, head of Disney Pro¬
ductions, arrived here over the
past weekend for confabs with
Cyril Edgar and Cyril James, the
heads of the British distributing
outlet, on the launching of “Davy
Crockett.”
During his stay in London, Dis¬
ney also is looking over the new
distributing setup here, housed in
one building. He will go to Europe
after a few days here and returns
to the U. S. in three weeks.

From my point of view, this Fes¬
tival was merely an excuse for a
number of people to spend some
time at Lido Beach. It was impos¬
sible to find motion picture execu¬
tives in Rome during that period.
Yet they had nothing to do at Ven¬
ice except attend motion picture
showings at stated intervals, or a
cocktail party, or lie in the sun at
the beach.
Now perhaps these are interest¬
ing “business activities” for a few
days, but not for several weeks,
and, Incidentally, you don’t have
to go to Venice to see a movie or
have a cocktail. The tourists and
children would gape at any pretty
girl with windblown hair who
walked by on the beach at the Ex¬
celsior Hotel, because where no¬
body is a celebrity, everyone might
be.
It was amazing to me how the
newspapers in Europe managed to
create so much copy when nothing
was happening.
I can’t say that I was as much
Impressed by the Festival as I was
by Lido Beach.
Theodore R. Kupferman.
Vice President, Cine¬
rama Productions, Inc.

Pub-Ad Dept, in East;
Mendelsohn to Sales
,

A1 Mendelsohn, radio-tv confab
for Universal, has been pfil
from the homeoffice publicity de¬
partment for the post of assistant
sales manager of United WorM
Films, a wholly-owned U subsirii
ary. He’Ll work under sales chief
Norman Gluck, assuming his newly-created position in about tv™
weeks. UWF specializes in com
mercial pictures, with tv spots and
commercials a leading aspect of
its business. Mendelsohn will concentrate on the company’s televi"
sion business,
With the exit of Mendelsohn
from the publicity staff, Charles
Simonelli, eastern pub-ad chief is
planning a reorganization of the
department. Jerry Evans is slated
to head an expanded radio-tv-ex*
ploitation-tieup department. Moving in to assist Evans will be
Maurice Segal, who currently
handles the publicity for U’s spe*
cial films division, including the
J. Arthur Rank product.
Decline in the number of Rank
films as well as other specials on
U’s roster is said to be cueing
Segal’s shift.
The specials, ineluding the Rank films, apparent*
ly will receive the same treatment
publicity-wise as U's regular re*
leases under the new setup. It’s
understood that U’s Screen Publi*
cists Guild unit is meeting to study
the proposed arrangement since
the union usually frowns on a
company’s failure to make a re¬
placement v?hen an opening exists.

N. Y. to L. A.
Americo Aboaf
Alec Alexander
Robert W. Coyne
Joe De Santis
A1 Durante
Claudia Franck
Judy Holliday
Arthur Katz
Don Mankiewicz
Irene Manning
Lori March
Dean Myers
A1 J. Neiburg
Arthur Penn
Henry B. Sell
Howard Tress
James R. Velde
Sir William Walton
Max Weinberg
Lawrence Weingarten
George Wolf

L. A. to N. Y.

Arthur Loew Fills In U.S. State Dept.
[On Ambassador Luce’s ‘Blackboard9 Pressures]
+»+♦♦♦♦<

Loew’s International has taken sharp exception
to the “facts” as stated in the State Dept.’s an¬
swer to the film company’s protest over the with¬
drawal of “The Blackboard Jungle” at the recent
Venice Film Festival at the insistence of Ambas¬
sador Clare Boothe Luce.
In a letter to Robinson Mcllvaine, Acting Assist¬
ant Secretary of Public Affairs, Loew’s Interna¬
tional prexy Arthur M. Loew declared there ap¬
pears to be “irreconcilable discrepancies in the
‘facts’ as set forth in your letter and as known
to us and in a large measure supported by sworn
affidavits.”
While expressing satisfaction with the State
Dept.’s assurance that neither it or its representa¬
tives “would ever attempt in any way to curb the
free dissemination of views and opinions or to pre¬
judge any artistic presentation.” Loew nevertheless
said he had to bring the matter of the facts to the
State Dept.’s attention “for the record.”
Misinformed
The film company topper said “it must be clearly
from a misunderstanding” that the State Dept, stated
that “Blackboard Jungle” had been substituted for
another film originally in the list of American
entries, Loew noted that “To Catch a Thief” and
“The Kentuckian” were officially invited to repre¬
sent the American film industry and that “Jungle”
was invited by the Venice authorities and “con¬
sequently it did not replace any other film.”
Loew also declared that there was no evidence
that: tl) “The Ambassador made it quite clear that
she assumed no authority over the selection of
American entries nor any official power to request
their withdrawal.” (2) She “stressed strongly to’the
Festival Director that . . . American motion picture
producers were free to enter and submit any film
they wished in such festivals”; (3) “The festival
authorities remained free to retain the entry”; (4)
“The Rome MPEA (Motion Picture Export Assn.)
representative reported to the director of the festi¬
val that the MGM original entry ‘Interrupted Mel¬
ody,’ should be substituted for ‘Blackboard Jungle’ ”
According to Loew, sworn statements in pos¬
session of the company indicated: U) The Ambas¬
sador called in the "MPEA representative upon her
arrival in Venice and stated that either “Black¬
board Jungle” would be withdrawn or else she
would leave the festival and would publicize the
motives for her action both in Italy and at home.
She added and stated she was willing to be quoted

>♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ MM4

that she would, cause “the greatest scandal in mo¬
tion picture history” if the picture were not with¬
draw. The MPEA representative advised the Am¬
bassador he would report the matter to the MPEA
in New York and to MGM.
Delivered ‘A Tirade’?
(3) On the following day the Ambassador called
in the MPEA rep and he advised her that he had
not received an answer to the cables he had sent
to New York. Thereupon Mrs. Luce sent for the
president of the Venice Film Festival and what has
been characterized by an eyewitness as “a tirade,”
told this official that if she did not have word by
5 o’clock that evening that “Blackboard Jungle”
would not be shown, she and her entire official party
would leave Venice at that time and publicize ex¬
tensively the reason for their departure.
. _ (3) The
_
Ambassador told the president of the festival that
it seemed intent on inviting only those pictures
which present America
in the
—'
a
4.1-_ worst
J possible light.
(4) After the Festival had cancelled “Jungle” at the
Ambassador’s insistence, Metro requested that its
picture “Interrupted Melody” be invited and this
suggestion was favorably acted upon.
Not First Time
Loew stated that this isn’t the first time that
Mrs. Luce had shown indignation over the picture
shown at the Festival. On a previous occasion, ac¬
cording to Loew, Mrs. Luce had expressed dissatis¬
faction with tjie showing of “The Bad and the
Beautiful” to the MPEA. “This year at Venice”
Loew said, “our Ambassador recalled this to the
representative of the. MPEA and said that she had
been promised that care would be exercised in
future selections, that nevertheless, in a subsequent
Festival, a 20th-Fox gangster picture had been se¬
lected and this year the Festival, but for heiwntervention, would show ‘Blackboard Jungle ’ which
she also opposed.”
’
Loew stressed that Mrs. Luce’s “actions this year
appear to fall into a pattern which we are delighted
to learn does not represent the Government’s posi¬
tion nor reflect its views.”
Loew’s letter to Mcllvaine, dated Sept. 27 as
well as his original protest and the full text of
the State Dept.’s reply were issued by. the film
company this week. The company stated that it
was issuing the letters because of so many requests
from the press that “we^ feel obliged to issue, and
without comment” the correspondence.
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Ralph Thomas
Robert Wise
James Woolf
Emerson Yorke

N. Y. to Europe
‘“Jacqueline Adams
Wylie Adams
Roy Disney
Anatole Fistoulari
Irving Green
Lennie Hayton
Lena Horne
Lou Levy
Silvana Pampaninl
Aldo V. Pinelli
Peter Schaffers
Jerry Whyte
Leverett Wright

Europe to N. Y*
Kirk Douglas
Ivry Gitlis
Vladimir Golschmann
Alan Kayes
Howard Letts
Joseph Meyer
Dimitri Mitropoulos
Ida Ostro
Manle Sacks
Walter Savory
Spyros P. Skouras
Rise Stevens
Ann Todd
Albert F. Walters
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SEE ‘NEW DEALISM’ IN 16m CASE
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New «York Sound Track
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Kalph Ward, formerly of ABC and latterly Rockhill Productions,
to Y&R as producer-director of commercials . . . Rev. Timothy S.
Healy becomes chairman of the department of communication arts
at Fordham U. and boss of the o&o WFUV-FM . . . Maggi McNellis
picked as most likely on-the-air candidate to pitch the virtues of
Dairy Maid Mozzarella and Ricotta Cheese .. . . Ajemian Sisters, violinpiano brace, were first guests on WQXR’s “Studio Series" last Sun¬
day <21 . . . Executive and nominating committees of Radio Ad Bureau
ineet Oct. 12, with Kenyon Brown and Charles Caley as chairmen of
the respective groups . . .
Peter Schaffers and Aldo V. Pinelli, heads of Berlin's Melody Film
Co., returned to Germany last week on the SS Andrea Doria . . .
Paramount closed a deal to release Marlon Brando's indie, “To Tame
a Land," which will be filmed on the Par lot . . . Audie Murphy
bought screen rights to “Survival," a yarn by Fred Banker, for indie
production . . . Metro signed Lily Kemble-Cooper for a role in “Gaby."
Hollywood took it on the chin, legit had its economic feet of clay
spotlighted and an actor found himself in the middle last week as
a luncheon thrown by the Film Estimate Board of National Organi¬
zations {Green Sheet) in N. Y. listened to a fitful discussion on films
vs. the stage. Participants were Hollis Alpert of The New Yorker
and the Saturday Review, on whose article the forum was based;
Bosley Crowther, N. Y. Times film critic; Lawrence Langner of the
Theatre Guild, and Norris Houghton of the Phoenix Theatre, offBroadway legit house. Langner, while humorously defensive about
the theatre, set the proper tone by stating that, in his opinion, the
entire discussion was silly and that it was absurd to argue films are
better than the stage. (Alpert’s article had taken that tack). Lang¬
ner, with frequent references to Shakespeare, conveyed the impres¬
sion that great writers wouldn’t work for the screen; that it was
difficult to express any great thoughts in films anyway, and that,
unlike the stage, pictures weren’t free to express themselves. To
which Crowther replied that both media could exist side-by-side,
that Hollywood was producing its share of controversial themes and
that, in any case, it was “Live and Let Live," with, pix likely to
outlast the stage. Houghton contributed the thought that pictures
couldn't duplicate the experience of the stage. Actor Arthur Kennedy
was candid in admitting that thesps preferred the stage but were
drawn to Hollywood by the lure of the dollar. Marjorie Dawson of
the Motion Picture Assn, of America was moderator.’
Ed Seguin of Balaban & Katz, taking note of Dale Evans' song,
“The Bible Tells Me So" which made a hero out of Nick Noble and
got him booked into the B&K Chicago late this month, has applied
the same general idea and come up with “Variety Tells Me So." This
may not be the corner for lyrics, but anyhow, here ’tis:
On stage, screen and .vid — e — o
Who’s doing who most sue ■— cess — ful — ly
How can you know? Var — i ’ty tells you so.
The shows with the au — d — ence
And the blast — ed flops that’ll bare — ly please
Hoio can you know? ' Var — i ’ty tells you so.
The pro — duct due to — mor — row
And what'S real good to — day
Keep Var — i 'ty be — side you.
It’ll guide you all the way.
On stage, screen and vid —■ e — o
Who’s doing ioho most sue — cess — ful — ly
How can you know?
Var — i 'ty tells you so.
Indie producer Rex Carlton signed Robert Aldo to direct and star
in “Summons to Suicide," to.be produced in Rome this winter . . .
Film editing staff at Warners is busier than at any previous time this
year, with a total of 14 features, including three indies, in the cut¬
ting precess . . . Lew Kerner signed David Dortort to screenplay
“Studs Lonigan," for United Artists release . . . Ted Bolnick succeeded
Herb Koenstein as president of Outdoor Amusements, Inc., operators
of Corriganville, location for numerous westerns . . . Roger Corman
will direct “Swamp Women," first film to be produced by Woolner
Bros. Pictures, starting October 19 in Louisiana.
“I’ve now seen ‘Marty’ three times, and I say it’s for snobs," writes
Gordon Sinclair, in Canada’s Liberty: “It’s patronizing §nd class-con¬
scious, it glorifies mediocrity, thus asking the .customers to do a
Jack Horner and say what a good boy am I. Marty tires to make
even the lowest of us look superior. He’s a fumbler and a square.
But not us. We’re* better. We can sympathize with the poor oaf,
even understand him. But to get dowrn on Marty’s personal level is
not for us."

Spoon-Feed ‘Trouble With Harry
Paramount Policy of Careful Product Evaluation Re¬
sults in Special Strategy for Hitchcock Release
Paramount intends to go slow
on Uie sale of “Trouble With Har¬
ry." Alfred Hitchcock comedy
which has Shirley MacLaine, John
Forsythe and Edmund Gwenn in
the leads. Company feels there
hasn’t been enough word out on
the picture and plans a penetra¬
tion buildup via initial art house
showcasing. It will open this month,
at N Y.’s Paris Theatre.
This is a new approach for Par
And ties in with the outfit's new
policy of closer market appraising
with each pic. Though lightweight
c?st names, “Harry" could have
obtained a first-run outing in
Gotham solely on the strength of
■Hitchcock's producer-director role,
Jts stated. But Par took the posi¬
tion that such a booking might
hove as its result insufficient time
10 get “Harry" established.
pi ?n an°ther switch, Par also deicied against projection room
n'n^ni^s which 'are usually a
PJU of the distrib’s “word-of-

mouth" campaigns. No such show¬
ings for “Harry," Par ruled, be¬
cause the pic “plays better" in a
theatre. Its impact might be lost
on the small screening room audi¬
ences, it was felt.
“Harry" was given its world
premiere at the Paramount Thea¬
tre, Barre, Vt., Friday (30). Par
hosted 40 press and radio-tv reps
on a junket to the area where the
film was locationed. Hitchcock,
Miss MacLaine, Vermont Gov. Jo¬
seph B. Johnson and other local
brass participated in the series of
events focusing on the opening.

Goldwyn’s Tokyo Plan
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Samuel Goldwyn will attend the
Japanese preem of his “Guys and
Dolls" in Tokyo next March.
Meanwhile, producer heads for
N. Y. this week for world preem of
picture. He will also attend similar
openings in Boston, Philadelphia
and Chicago prior to return here.

TRIflLSKIRTING
Los Angeles, Oct. 4.
There is ho case in the Govern¬
ment’s 16-millimeter antitrust suit
against five major film companies
for asserted conspiracy in with¬
holding product from television
unless it can be proven that the de¬
fendants engaged in “unreasonable
restraint," Federal Judge Leon R.
Yankwich, before whom the suit is
being tried, told Samuel Flatow,
U.S. attorney prosecuting for the
Justice Dept, last week.
In pointing out that in his opin¬
ion this is the “most important
point” in the case, Judge Yankwich
declared:
want to emphasize that
insofar as I understand the
law (Sherman Act) I would
still
have
to
determine
whether the restraint is unrea¬
sonable in the particular cir¬
cumstance, because it isn’t
merely a question of saying,
7 am doing it to prevent com¬
petition.’ That does not mean
anything, because you can’t
prevent a certain type of com¬
petition if it is not unreason¬
able in its effect upon the out¬
sider and upon the public.”
In further stressing his attitude,
while Flatow was emphasizing the
conspiracy allegations of the case
as he was intro’ing documents,
Judge Yankwich declared:
‘There is another phase to the
lawsuit which to my mind is much
more important. That is, whether
this is an unreasonable restraint
regardless of whether there is a
conspiracy or not.
“Because as I told you (Flatow)
before, a conspiracy doesn’t make
an act which is legitimate, illegiti¬
mate under the (Sherman) Act.
“As I say, I am merely trying to
get at Mr. Flatow’s attitude, and
that is that he seems to be so con¬
cerned with the problem of con¬
spiracy that he overlooks the fact
that even if he proves a con¬
spiracy, he still has to satisfy me
as a trier of facts that the con¬
spiracy was to achieve unreason¬
able restraint."
Public Utility
Earlier in the week, the court
had chided Government prosecu¬
tor for suggesting that the film
(Continued on page 69)

Japanese to Get U.S. Industry Loan
From Money Blocked There Anyhow
+

While negotiations for an Ameri¬
can film industry loan to the
Japanese Government are still be¬
ing carried on in Tokyo by Irving
Maas, the Motion Picture Export
Madrid, Oct. 4.
Assn.’s Fareastern supervisor, it’s
Stanley Kramer Productions has understood that the basic terms
been issued a carta de rojado by are more or less set.
Loan period has been reduced
the Spanish government in con¬
nection with “Pride and the Pas¬ from the original seven to six
years, with repayment to start af¬
sion," which will be filmed here ter three years. Loan would in¬
for United Artists release. This volve $7,000,000. In return, the
gives formal blanket approval of Japanese would allow remittances
the importation' of actors, techni¬ of $1,500,000 in current U. S. earn¬
ings and $3,000,000 of “backlog"
cians and equipment.
coin in two equal parts.
Permit was finalized by Kramer;
American companies, which orig¬
Sam Zagon, his attorney; and inally had severe reservations over
a
loan arrangement, now are in¬
Charles Smadja, UA Continental
clined to go along with the pro¬
veepee, in huddles with Torres posal on the theory that, realistical¬
Lopez, director general for Span¬ ly, they don’t have very much
Should they nix the
ish government of Cinema and ' cl,oice.
Japanese loan proposal (coin is to
Art.
be used for industrial purposes),
their money would still be tied up
and chances of its being unlatched
would be slim. This way, at least,
they have a reasonable assurance
that they’ll get their money back.
There's still some concern in
N. Y. lest a loan arrangement set
a precedent that would be difficult
to live down. Industry is talking
about the loan in terms of a strict¬
ly “one shot" proposition, and ex¬
ecs are eager to make it clear that
it isn't healthy for the industry to
have
its funds abroad tied up- in
Scheduled opening of Para¬
i such a manner over such an ex¬
mount’s “The Trouble With Harry’’ tended period of years.
at N. Y.’s Paris Theatre has
Curiously enough, this isn’t the
thrown new attention on the extent first time that the industry has lent
to which American companies arc money to the Japanese. Once be¬
fore, in 1939, a loan was arranged.
taking over screen time at the I was repaid in 1942, during the
Gotham art locations. Last week war, via the San Francisco affiliate
the Paris had United Artists’; of a Jap bank.

Kramer Gets Spain’s
Okay for ‘Passion’

Majors’ Product
More n’ More Fills
N.Y. Art Screens

“Othello."
UA also is set to open “Heidi and
Peter" at the Little Carnegie in
December. This spot is now tenanted by DCA's “I Am A Camera.”
Metro moved into the Baronet Fri¬
day (30) with its reissue of “Phil¬
adelphia Story" and Walt Disney’s
“African Lion" is in for a run at
the Normandie. M-G also has
“Svengali” current at the TransLux 52d Street Theatre.
And UA is continuing its mar;
thon hold on the Sutton where
“Marty" is now in its 26th week,

|
i
j

Ain’t Gonna Be A
Bingo Test Case

The Brooklyn theatre operator
who had planned to-test the valid¬
ity of the city’s ban on bingo Mon¬
day (3) decided to call the whole
thing off. Albert Greene, owner of
the Avenue U Theatre, said he
had canceled his proposed test
case on the advice of Harry Brandt,
president of the Independent The¬
atre Owners Assn.
• In a letter to Greene, Brandt
warned against a test case on the
counsel of the ITOA’s lawyer and
revealed that he was personally
against the game. “Experience
with bingo in past years," Brandt
continue its production activities said, “proved to us that it cheap¬
through independents, the new ened the calibre of our entertain¬
president, Daniel O’Shea, said on ment by relegating feature pic¬
arrival for a two-week study of tures to a secondary position."
studio situation, accompanied by
owner Tom O’Neil. Company ulti¬
mately will set its own production
program but such plans were de¬
ferred because of illness of studio
executive head Charles Glctt who’s
expected to return shortly.
Buffalo, Oct. 4.
Formal motion to set a new trial
O’Shea will confer with indies
who’ve been turning out product date for the contempt of court
for studio and with others with charges against Schine Theatres
Inc. was filed by the government
packages to offer.
No studio production chief will this week with Federal Judge Har¬
be hired until RKO starts its old P. Burke. Motion was made
program, Glett remaining as execu¬ by Joseph McDowell of the Jus¬
tice Dept. Antitrust division. Judge
tive studio chief.
Producers who’ve been making Burke will set a date for oral ar¬
films for studio include Edmund gument on the motion.
The original case was tried from
Grainger, Benedict Bogeaus, King
Bros., Nat Holt, David Butler and Dec. 9, 1954, to March 1, 1955, but
Judge
John Knight died be¬
Tony Owen whose Todon Produc¬
fore handing down a decision.
tions has. been filming abroad.
O’Shea
thought independent
deals will be sufficient to keep
PAIR JOIN MAGNA BOARD
firm in product for steady release
dates although at present RKO has
McCabe
of Mirror, Burns of Wall
only enough product to last until
St. Appointed
around February, Including 10
still unreleased.
Company cur¬
Charles B. McCabe and James
rently is putting “Treasure of
Pancho Villa" and “Tennessee’s F. Burns Jr. have been elected to
Partner" into release. Backlog in¬ the board of Magna Theatre Corp.
McCabe is publisher of the New
cludes “Naked Sea," “Texas Lady,"
“Glory," “Slightly Scarlet," “Brave York Daily Mirror. Burns is part¬
One," “Great Day in Morning," ! ner of Harris Upham & Co., a
“Conqueror," “Jet Pilot," and j brokerage outfit. During, the war
Owen’s English-made “Alison," ] years he served as president of the
Assn, of Stock Exchange Firms.
and “Way Out."

Pending New O’Neil-O’Shea Regime
RKO Stretches Time of ‘Active’ List
Still strapped for a volume of
new product pending the antici¬
pated switch to high-gear operation
under the Tom O’Neil-Dan O’Shea
management, RKO is keeping in
constant release most of the pic¬
tures turned out by the studio as
fan back as over a year ago. These
plus a half-dozen reissues and. the
few films which have been recent¬
ly completed are occupying the
distribution end of the company.
Remaining on the “activity list,"
for example, are “Underwater"
and “Hansel and Gretel," which
went into national release initially
over a year ago. The company is
still taking dates on these along
with “Son of Sinbad," “Tarzan’s
Hidden Jungle," “Escape to Bur¬
ma," “Cattle Queen of Montana"
and “Rage at Dawn."
Reissues being peddled are “She
Wore a Yellow Ribbon,” “The In¬
former," “Bringing Up Baby," “I
Remember Mama," “The Window"
and “The Big Street." Sked of
new films for the September-December span includes “Bengazl,"
‘Tennessee’s Partner," “Treasure
of Pancho Villa," “Texas Lady"
and “Glory."
Numerical pickup in future re- j
leases is in the offing via seven pro¬
ductions now editing and 10 listed
as “in preparation."
Still Indies' Day
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
For the time being, RKO will

SETTING DATE FOR
NEW SCHINE TRIAL

FILM REVIEWS
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mentally good for exploitation
spots.
There’s the
Count Muffat’s
(Boyer) infatuation for the flighty,
Jane Wyman, Chariton Heston
- Continued from page j looseliving
Nana
(Miss Carol).
In romantic drama aimed at
When she decides to run off with
distaff trade. Medium outlook*
his rival, he strangles her as the members of the Japanese code
camera looks on the dead girl be¬ fico. U. S. objection to the suh
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Color is an asset mission of pictures, he said »n
Paramount release of William II. Pine- fore the fadeout.
William C. Thomas production. Stars to the film in adequately captur¬ parently stemmed from the XI
Jane Wyman, Charlton Heston; costars
Case, Paul Gilbert, Tommy Hall, Edna
ing
the
frivolous
costuming and lief that some members of
Claire
Trevor,
Thelma
Ritter;
features
Skinner, Jimmy Boyd. Directed by George
William Demarest. Wallace Ford, Tom action of the period.
Editing and board had lttt ^wing tendenci*
08/1 ft—Zwelter Tell
Marshall. Screenplay, Charles Hoffman;
Helmore. Directed by Robert Parrish.
camera (Eastman), Wilfrid M. Cline; edi¬
production values are tops. While and that the board’s decision’
(08/15—Part
II)
Screenplay,
John
Lee
Mahin,
Winston
tor, Frank Gross; songs by. Pony Sherrell
director
Christian-Jaque
has given might -serve to promote nativf
Miller;
from
the
novel,
"The
Life
of
Lucy
(GERMAN)
and Phil Moody. Jay Livingston & Ray
Gallant” by Margaret Cousins; camera this only a sumptuous mounting,
Evans and Joan Whitney Sc Alex Kramer;
product and obstruct the exhibition
Berlin, Sept. 27.
(Technicolor), Lionel Llndon; editor, How¬
choreography, Lee Scott. Previewed in
he rarely provides the dramatic of imports. An appeal setuPZ
ard
Smith;
score.
Van
Cleave;
song,
Jay
Gloria rcleas* of Divina production.
N.Y.'Sept. 22. '55. Running time, t7 MINS.
Livingston, Ray Evans; costumes, Edith essence of character and period
Liza McClure . Jeanne Crain Stars 0. E. Hasse; features Armin Dahlen, Head. Previewed Sept. 19, '55. Running
needed.
"dtheeabed^lght5erVeaSaM,uti«"
Matt Davis . George Nader Rudolf Kutschera, Rainer Penkert, Em¬ time. 104 MINS.
Katy Connors . Kitty Kallen merich Schrenk, Joachim Fuchsberger.
Miss Carol plays this with too
Kido admitted that leftwing ei»
Job McClure ...
Bert Lahr Hans-Christlan Blech. Paul Boesiger, Peter Lucy Gallant . Jane Wyman
As ‘ a ments in Japan attempt to UsI
Birdie Snyder .Mamie Van Doren Carsten, Helen Vita, Gitt,& Lind, EUen Casey Cole . Charleton Heston many brassy mannerisms.
Rev. Peter Maxwell. Keith Andes Schwkrs, Gundula Korte, Eva-Ingeborg Lady MacBelh.Claire Trevor result it is hard to* imagine why
U. S. "problem” pictures to turn
Tilda Bean .Kathleen Case Scholz, Erica Beer, Erro Wacker, Ulla Molly Basscrman . Thelma Ritter
Roscoe Dobbs . Paul Gilbert Melchlngcr, Manfred Schuster, Hans El- Charlie Madden . William Demarest two men are ready to destroy their the Japanese against the Ameri
Boyer tries hard to
A If Connors . Tommy Rail wenspoek, Walter Klock, Otto Bolesch, Gus Basserman...Wallace Ford lives for her.
If the American majors he
Cassle Slater . Edna bkmner Klaus Pohl. Directed by Paul May. Screen¬ Jim Wardinan . Tom Helmore give credence to his role of the cans.
Newt McClure .
Jimmy Boyd play, Ernst von Salomon, after «ame- Laura Wilson, ..... Gloria Talbott
titled
novel
by
Hans
Hellmut
Klrst;
cam¬
Irma
Wilson
.
Mary
Field
infatuated
man
of affairs.
Re¬ said, would cooperate in- the "cen¬
Cousin Emmy.Cynthia May Carver
sorship
code,” the problem would
Harry
Wilson
.......
James
Westerfleld
era,
Georg
Krause;
music,
Rolf
Wilhelm.
The Mid westerners.... The Midwesterners
mainder of the cast is good but
zach Bean . Ward Ellis At Gloria Palaat, Berlin. Running time, Summertime . Joel Fiuellen
be reduced. Kido stressed that the
Sal . Louise Arthur never overcomes the handicap of
Sarah McClure . Mary Mario 110 MINS.
submission of pictures to the board
Anderson . Roscoe Ates the main roles.
Governor Allan Shivers.HlmSelf
Obiously, this could be of inter¬ was voluntary and as therefore not
This is the sequel to "08/15”, one Designer Edith Head . Herself
What Aristophanes started
est for the U.S. on it's name values unconstitutional.
2.400 odd years ago with "Lysi- of Germany's biggest boxoffice
Commenting on the suggestion
and
sexy slant.
Mosk.
successes
since
the
war.
While
strata.” Universal has now finished
This is a romantic drama slanted
of Irving Maas, Japanese repre¬
in grand style in its "The Second the first part dealt with German towards distaff viewers, among
sentative
of the Motion Picture
pre-war
army
barrack
life
in
1939,
Greatest Sex,” a gay, carefree mu¬
whom it will have the most appeal.
Russian Holiday
Export Assn., that the Ministry of
sical with all 'round appeal. In this one is locSled during the war With the names of Jane Wyman
(Russian)
(1941/42) in Russia.
Education participate in the Japacolor and CinemaScope, it’s
and Charlton Heston to help gen¬
nese code activity, Kido . said he
ambitious production that looks
Quite a few ■ patrons will find eral market prospects, it shapes to
Artkino release of Central Documentary was opposed to the idea because it
good for a hefty payoff.
that this hasn’t the sharpness and fairly comfortable, but not out¬ Film
Studios (of Moscow) production.
Directed by V. Boltov. Camera (Sovcolor), "smacks of the pre-war censor¬
Film is actually a western roundness of its predecessor. They standing, returns.
The ladies are provided with an M. Oshirov and 30 assistants. At Stanley, ship.” Like the U. S. Productionoperetta, with the accent on songs, also may feel a sense of unreality
N. Y., starting Sept. 16, '55. Running time,
Code, the Japanese Code of
dancing and the kind of home- because of the laughter Inserted Edith Head fashion show as a top¬ SO MINS.
Ethics places producers and dis¬
spun humor that should go over big here as part of the war on the per to the story of a gal who side¬
steps
love
for
a
career
and
winds
German
East
front.
It
remains,
particularly in the smaller situatributors under no compulsion to
(In
Russian;
English
Narration)
, tions. Production by Albert J. however, a strong production, up with both, in line with the
submit their films to it.
"Russian Holiday” is a documen¬
Cohen benefits from a budget destined for big returns in the do¬ femme aim. the late William H.
On the subject of Japanese film
splurge (this is one of U's most ex¬ mestic market. Most of the cast is Pine and William C. Thomas frame tary covering the Soviet’s Physical activity, Kido said his company is
pensive undertakings) and a well- the same, as in the first "08/15.” their production in big-screen Vis- Culture Day in Moscow last yea?. launching a program of films spe- ‘
It
is
a
combination'
of
a
day-long
kept balance of action vs. music In addition, Divina has O. E. taVision and Technicolor to make
cially produced for the U. S. mar¬
which keeps things rolling along at Hasse in the r>'.rring role of a it, the ladies and the costumes vis¬ gymnastic exhibition and a fair¬ ket "If they can be sold in the
German front officer which gives ually attractive. On these points sized Russian imitation ,of how
a merry clip.
American college students march, U. S.,” he said, "they can be sold
the
pic
additional
exploitation
the
film
scores,
but
is
prevented
Western scenes, including a bit value. Hasse reached big popu¬
from being entirely good entertain¬ manipulate cheer cards and form anywhere.” The first of the films
of roughhousing but without the larity
via his recent "Ca- ment by prolonging the footage to fantastic figures during the football in this category is "The Mask and
sound of gunfire, come off quite naris.” here
"Film’s
prospects
look
an
overtime 104 minutes. The season. It further incorporates the Destiny,” which Kido is trade showwell and provide the picture with healthy in the world market.
stretching exposes the more for¬ maneuvers of a Boy Scout jambo¬ in N. Y. and Hollywood. No dis¬
an additional sell. One of the
mula
aspects of the story so that ree, outdoor classical dancing, g tribution arrangement has been
Knowing
that
domestic
audience
film’s highlights is the dancing,
lukewarm imitation, of the Satur¬
choreographed by Lee Scott. It’s is not keen on seeing war pix, at Interest in how the heroine meets day parades at West Point and a made yet for the picture. In all,
her
problems
is not sustained.
least
not
the
realistic
ones,
scripShochiku is planning five films for
plenty lively. and the production
Robert Parrish’s direction keeps touch of track events. But with it the major nonrJapanese markets
numbers come through with strong tor Ernst von Salomon wisely
all, this becomes overpoweringly
impact even though, once again, avoided much of the grim bitter¬ a restraining hand on the players dull
during
the .coming year.
Two
after the first 30 minutes. With
the folksy approach is accentuated ness of the war in Russia. Ac¬ and,, as a consequence, the per¬ 80 minutes
of documentary, it films—"Christ in Bronze,” a 17th
via folk dancing, etc. .
I tually, the war plays only a sec¬ formances come off quite well. The hardly suffices as a first-rate fea¬ Century story of early Christians
role in this. Most of the two stars appear to advantage.
Cast is headed by Jeanne Crain ondary
concentrates on the more or There are several assists to enter¬ ture p;c even in a Russian-language in Nagasaki and "Eijima Ikujima,”
and George Nader, a pleasant team, film
a romantic drama—are currently
less
hilarious
episodes of the. well- tainment from costars Claire Trev¬ house.
whether they’re feudin’ or lovin’. known "08/15”
’Course, there is the usual color¬ in production..
characters. Also or, again playing a madam with a
Pic serves to introduce thrush love plays an essential part in this heart-of-gold, and Thelma Ritter, ful parade with the gynmastics
Shochiku Kido stated, is build¬
Kitty Kallen1 who does a standout film. There is also an anti-war one of the suddenly oil-rich resi¬ garbed in their native dress and a ing nine new theatres in Japan, of
solo, "How Lonely Can I Get.” If message, albeit a rather tame one, dents of a small Texas city. Also prolonged march of contestants, which three, seating between
Miss Kallen had been given more chiefly via the dialog.
helping considerably are other garbed for the exercises, around 1,500 and 2,000, will specialize
to do, she might easily have run
Although not quite reaching the town characters such as William the arena. All of them lift their m foreign films. Four of the new
away with the picture. She’s got
Demarest, Wallace Ford, Gloria legs and swing their arms—perhaps theatres, he said, will be contained
standard
of
his
first
"08/15”
pic.
the looks and a plenty good deliv¬
Paul May’s direction is still very Talbott. Mary Field; James Wester- for better effect to the cameramen. in a new office building which
ery.
Special mention goes to field and Joel Fiuellen. Finale And all them grin when they pass Shochiku. is erecting in Tokyo The
. Story, scripted by Charles Hoff¬ good.
fashion show has designer Edith the camera. With 16 Soviet re¬
man, uses the Lysistrata theme as Hasse, whose portrayal of a Ger¬ Head and Texas Governor Allan publics determined to strut the company’s . offices will qlso be
a base. The men of Osawkie, Kan¬ man front officer is an impressive Shivers appearing as themselves most, swing their arms the widest located in the building.
sas, are feuding with two other one. Also standout performances while eye-catching gowns and and grin the greatest, this can be¬
Two-In-One Theatres
townships over possession of a are turned in by Peter Carsten, as models are displayed.
come irksome. And it does, despite
Kido said there was a trend in
small iron safe containing the of¬ soldier Kowalski; Paul Boesinger
the
efforts
of
some
30
lensmen
to
John Lee Mahin and
Japan toward two-in-one theatre
ficial Kanaba County records. as Vierbein, and Hans-Christian ,«?CI?pters
Winston Miller based their screen¬ break up the monotony.
construction, with one auditorium
Wherever the safe ends up, Kanaba Blech. Not so convincing, however, play on Margaret Cousin’s novel.
V. Boitov directed this docu¬ in the basement and one abovewill have its county seat. While are the several femme players.
Camerawork by Georg Krause is The Life of Lucy Gallant.” It tells mentary effort while M/ Oshirov one house handling Japanese films
the men fight, their women wait.
how Miss Wyman, running away
Eventually, the girls get disgusted firstrate. Scor® also is yery good. from heartbreak and being left at headed the huge camera crew. One and the other foreign pictures.
gathers from the running English
Hans.
and barricade themselves in an old
the altar, comes to an oil-boom narration that several of the gym¬ Kido said this technique made it
Indian fort just as the women of
Texas town, opens an expensive, nastic performers are world cham¬ easier for the theatre operator to
Athens went on a love strike to
fashionable gown shop.
The ca¬ pions. The Sovcolor, however, is meet expenses.
Holiuatland
bring their men away from war.
reer stalls romantic overtures by not championship stock although
(Homeland)
Before coming to the U. S., Kido
The safe disappears m quicksand
rancher Hestonrbut she gives in to improved over the old tinters stopped in Paris where he con¬
(AUSTRIAN)
and the women have their way.
love at the finale when she dis¬ turned out by Moscow.
Wear.
cluded a co-production deal with
Vienna, Sept 27.
Woven into this are a couple
covers that Heston, even though op¬
Sascha-Lux Film production and release.
French producers. He also has set
alight love stories and plenty of
Stars Rudolf Prack. Directed by Franz posing working wives, has worked
homespun dialog. Miss Crain is a Antel.
a co-production deal with UA, but
Story after Maria von Ebner* undercover to see her through sev¬
charmer with plenty of appeal who Eschenbachs novel "Krambambuli” by eral
no property has been selected as
financial upsets.
plays her part with just a touch of Josef Friedrich Perkonig, Hans Holt,
yet for the project. His world wide
Lionel Lindon rates credit for
Nachmann: camera, Hans Theyer;
tongue-in-cheek. Nader’s standing Kurt
survey, whi$h started in August,
music, Willy Schmidt-Gentner. Nico Dos- the excellent color lensing, and the
= Continued from page 1
■ ■ ■
with the bobbysoxers should be tal; lyrics, Hermann Hermecke. At Apollo art direction by Hal Pereira and
has already taken him to Italy,
Kino, Vienna. Running time, 90 MINS.
further enhanced by this film. He’s Thomas
Heimberg . Rudolf Prack Henry Bumstead gives him some- vestors as of Aug. 21 was $81,250 Switzerland, Germany, France, Bel¬
fine for the part and has a feel for Hans Bachinger . Adrian Hoven
on a $65,000 stake. The total divvy,
comedy that comes in handy even Helga Sonnieithner.Marianne Hold thmg to focus on. Howard Smith equally split between the backers gium, and Holland. He leaves to¬
Film has an appropriate
day (Wed.) for Washington and
Sonnieithner.. .Hannelore Bollmann edited.
in some of the broad comedy sit¬ Inge
Vater Bachinger. Oskar Sima
then to Chicago, Seattle, San Fran¬
uations he’s asked to cope with. Frau Korbinian . Annie Rosar score by Van Cleave and a tune and management, was $162,500.
How
Can
I
Tell
Her,”
by
Jay
Liv¬
During the four weeks ending cisco, and Hollywood. He expects
Mamie Van Doren as the blonde Apotheker.Ernst Waldbrunn
ingston and Ray Evans. Brog.'
who has her sights set on the Rev.
Sept. 10, the Broadway production, to spend two weeks on the Coast,
Peter Maxwell, played by Keith
starring Eli Wallach and John touring the studios to study
A sentimental drama of two love
Nana
Andes, is cute and attractive. Pe¬ triangles between human beings
Beal, made $23,105 operating profit. American technical equipment.
riod costumes don’t exactly hide and the same theme, as lived by a
(FRANCO-ITALIAN; COLOR)
Another $17,728 was picked up in
UA brass turned out en masse for
her figure.
flog, is the story of "Homeland.”
» U, ^ ,
Paris, Sept- 27.
miscellaneous income, including Kido’s session with press. Con¬
a?,ltf.e.ld
Roitfeld-Cifno Film
Andes is okay in a small part For the family trade, it should do
$2,228
in
foreign
royalties
and
tingent
included prexy Arthur
Star‘
Martln«
Carol,
Charles
and he does nicely by his solo, well in almost any market. Maria
i Directed
by
Chrlstian-Jacque. $15,500 from the touring company,
Krim, foreign distribution veepce
"Send Us a Miracle,” in which he’s von Ebner - Eschenbach’s novel
^enrlV J*ani»on« Jean Ferry,
backed up by the chorus. Bert "Krambambuli” (name of the dog) Albert Valentin, Jaque; dialog, Jeanson: representing 5% Of the gross up Arnold Picker, and foreign de¬
lEastmancolor), Christian Matras; to a $1,500 weekly ceiling and 25%
Lahr as the sheriff has himself a is well dramatized here.
partment general manager Louis
Poit *T>Jacq,ues,Pesagneaux- At Collsec,
of the profits. As of Sept. 10, the Lober. Also on hand was T. Koide,
lot of fun with a tailormade part.
Rudolf Prack makes a convinc¬ Paris. Running time, 100 MINS.
balance available for distribution U. S. representative of Shochiku.
His delivery of "The Second Great¬ ing forester, the symbolic hero,
est Sex,” after a session in the lo¬ while Adrian- Hoven is suitably Count Muffat .7.7,7.7.7CharVes* Bo^ was $74,079. The original "Tea¬
cal pub, ought to bring the house cast as his opponent in love and
house” is currently in its 104th
down. Lahr is a great comedian life. Marianne Hold brightens the Font'-fn .. ^oel Koquevert week at the Martin Beck Theatre,
and he hasn’t lost his touch in this nroceedings as the girl they both
N. Y.
one.
love. Smaller roles are all nicely
For the four weeks ending Aug. ■ . Continued from page 3
Minor parts are all well cast. filled, especially by Hannelore
This makes the fourth time
Jimmy Boyd as the youngster wak¬ Bollmann, Oskar Sima, Annie around, on film, for this tome of 21, the road edition, starring Bur¬
ing up to the facts of life, rates Rcsar and Ernst Waldbrunn. The Emile Zola. Most of the harsh¬ gess Meredith and Scott McKay, allowed now, the screen siren was
some solid laughs; Edna Skinner dog fit has the aristocratic name ness of the original is jettisoned made $17,273 operating profit. overdressed,”
Miss Naldi said she was delight¬
and Paul Gilbert made a good of Hatti von Fernstein) also fits here leaving a lush crosssection Souvenir book royalties accounted
ed with the spoofing job "Delilah”
comedy team, she as the town into the plot nicely.
of life under the Second Empire. for an additional $697.
does
on the silent movie days.
spinster and he as the traveling
Director Franz Antel has fash¬ Pic relates how a brash courtesan
The comedy was at the Biltmore "We never took ourselves serious¬
salesman.
Direction by George ioned an intriguing film although
a hi£h govern- Theatre, L. A. for all but the final ly,” she said, "at least I didn’t and
Marshall aims at making this a rich it is slowed down by scenes of ani¬ mint Iff—%
and her own demise frame of the four-week period.
entertainment package, and he mal life in the forest. However, at his official
I know some of my best friends
hands. Production primarily
succeeds for the most part and in this has enough exciting moments seems to be one to unveil the That stanza," it was at the State and rivals didn’t either.”
Auditorium, Dallas, where it
the spirit of the thing.
to satisfy.
In instructing Miss Channing on
natural assets of Martine Carol as Fair
Songs by Pony Sherrell and Phil
Music is passable. Niro Dostal’s
sports dresses cut practically grossed $55,236 in seven perform¬ the silent "come-hither” technique,
Moody—there are eight of them— pre-war hit "Heimatland” is auite she
to the navel. If this alone does ances for $6,082 profit. The audi¬ Miss Naldi said: "In those days we
are an important contribution and ! excellent.
Hans Theyer’s Agfa- not pose a censorship problem, the torium's share was $25,000.
had two important things to re¬
A second "Teahouse” road com-! member: We could never just
tqu?i!ity tl,at ? oolor ramera work is good, but i story
"cory and
ana insouciant ■L—x
treatment
fa*finS pfcftheSc1?J0
POPU-,
not too dear. Exterior! probably will. However, aside from pany, starring Larry Parks, began ! vralk, we had to learn to slither
Jar field. Rest ones are^ My Love . lensing shows Daehstein. a beauty
i
cPoeh
locale
and
the
Miss
Carol
Anuty
touring yesterday (Tues.) at the I and glide; and since there was no
U Yours" and -WhaTGood gTOT
,,r
1<s * . ”poi nr ine Kai'/kammerput.
Hartman Theatre, Columbus. O !
Woman Without n Man.”
Til
U> ■ technical credits are
Till:*
am also
»)«» n'
*»-■ iseems to have small dramatic It s also traveling under the Lind-• dialogue to be heard, everything
wo did had to be put over with the
tune, Ihe Second Greatest Sex,” i
Maas.
worth for art houses. It is funda-. say & Crouse banner.
I eyes and hands.”
The Second Greatest Sex wa* penned by Jay Livingston &
Ray Evans, and the Kitty Kallen
(C’SCOPE-COLOR-SONGS)
number, "How Lonely Can I Get,”
was written by Joan Whitney &
Attractive cast in a far mu¬
Alex Kramer. It’s got all the ear¬
sical with a western setting.
marks of a hit even though, in the
Sturdy b.o. prospects-.
picture, the staging helped a lot.
Universal release of an Albert J. Cohen Print by Technicolor delivers rich
production. Stars Jeanne Crain, George hues in the Techni tradition.
Nader, Kitty Kallen, Bert Lahr; features
Hi/t.
Mamie Van Doren, Keith Andes, Kathleen

Lucy Gallant;
(V’VISION-SONG-COLOR)

Jap Code

‘Teahouse’ Tops

.Jac^!fAs{

Silent Vampires
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U S. CAN TAKE OUT $. SO CHEERS
4>

Universal Imports European Stars
Mostly on One-Picture-and-Options
has embarked on a 4
film
the
studio’s established performer de¬
velopment program.
Details of the company’s global
gander for new screen luminaries
vcre revealed by executive veepee
Alfred E. Daff this week on his
return from Germany where he
signed O. W. Fischer whom he de¬
scribed as “probably the world’s
greatest living actor." Unlike the
Yankee development program, the
players brought from European
countries will already be estab¬
lished “regional” stars who have a
following in their own and neigh¬
boring countries.
Some of these European per¬
formers, Daff pointed out, have.
appeared in pictures that have
outgrossed many American films,
although these pictures may have
been suitable only for some areas
of the world.
Four of Fischer’s
pictures released recently in Ger¬
many each grossed in excess of

BUT STIIL SOME

Universal

worldwide search for new
personalities to supplement

$1,000,000.
“Stars such as Fischer,” Daff
said, "do not need training. Most
of them speak acceptable English.
All they need is exposure to make
them as known and as great all
over the world as they are in their
own regions.”
In addition to Fischer, recent
European personalities on the U
roster include Cornell Borchers,
also from Germany; Ziva Shapir,
from Israel, and Rossano Brazzi,
from Italy. Under his. pact with
U, Fischer will make five pictures
for the company, two pictures over
the first three years, and one each
year thereafter.
Daff said that
Fischer, who speaks “cultured
English,” will be teamed with a
top American personality in each
of his films.
Company had sev¬
eral properties in mind for the
Austrian-born star.
Miss Borchers has already com¬
pleted a starring role with Rock
Hudson in* “Never Say Goodbye”
and Brazzi will be teamed with
Jane Wyman in “Unfinished Sym¬
phony.” Miss Shapir has not been
assigned to a property as yet. (For
the most part the deals with the
foreign personalities are individ¬
ual picture commitments, with op¬
tions for additional films.)
Addition of the European per¬
formers to the roster Of American
films, Daff stated, will also help
the reception of the U. S. pictures
in the areas where the stars are
popular. “The pictures will pay
off in Europe alone if the stars
fail to attain popularity in the
United States,” Daff said. “It’s a
good investment for that part of
the world.”
Pointing out that it is necessary
to replace the shortage of top per¬
sonalities in the U. S., Daff
stressed that the European stars
were “people with great talent and
not just pretty faces.”

Bulletin
Here’s the latest on Miss
Marilyn Monroe:
She’s willing to return to
20th-Fox to do “Bus Stop,”
provided Joshua Logan directs
her. Logan has a commitment
with the studio to do the pic¬
ture, which is supposed to roll
in early 1956. He wants the
star for the part.
Until the “Bus Stop” situ¬
ation is cleared up, Miss Mon¬
roe, who’s supposed to do four
in seven years for 20th under
her proposed new contract,
will continue to “sit it out”
and study acting.

Regional Leaders
In Allied States
Policy Wrangle

Showdown looms among region
al leaders of Allied States Assn,
over the question of whether an
industry campaign looking for
total elimination of the Federal
admissions tax should be under¬
taken. Both the tax matter and
Allied's position concerning sup¬
port of the Council of Motion Pic¬
ture Organizations are regarded in
the trade as subjects to be given
controversial airing at the theatre
organization’s convention in Chi¬
cago next month.
Until recently, only anti-tax
campaign sentiments have been
expressed by Allied leaders, par¬
ticularly Trueman Rembusch, of
Indiana. Col H. A. Cole, head of
Texas Allied, and Abram Myers,
Allied’s chief counsel and board
chairman, joined in the chorus.
They’ve beefed that previous tax
benefits have been absorbed by
the
distributors through film
rental increases.
Rembusch fur¬
ther insisted a new tax drive would
be futile. He added that prece¬
dence should be given to a move
for Congressional curbs on rentals.
However, it was strongly sug¬
gested in trade circles this week
that other territorial leaders of Al¬
lied are taking an opposite view
and will clash with Rembusch at
showdown curtain time, probably
at the Chi conclave.
A large number of Allied rank
and filers are not concerned for
the reason their admission prices
are under 50c and consequently
they’re subject to no Federal levy.
Only tickets over 50c are taxed,
these at the rate of 10%.
Those not siding with Rembusch
are certain exhibs whose scales go
over a 50c maximum, who would
stand to derive benefit from com¬
plete removal of the tax and who
believe effort to secure such addi¬
tional relief might be worthwhile.
—■■■■— Continued from page 3
; There are others, too, who would
like to increase prices over the 50c
Reeves’ move is regarded in in¬ level but are refraining from do¬
dustry quarters as meaningless ing so because such a move would
since SW has the final say on ali bring them into the tax-paying
aspects of an outside production. area.
The contract gives the S. H. Fanian chain final approval of script
and casting. In addition, SW conv]°- , a11.domestic theatres in
winch Cinerama can be shown and
■ Continued from page 4 1
there s nothing in the contract that
can force SW to play a Reeves- unit working on his “Around the
Produced film.
World in 80 Days,” with Shirley
.Reeyes and SW are still hassli
MacLaine, David Niven. Cantinfias
ogarding the completion date
and Robert Newton.
,;i’ev.enT Wonders of the Worl<
Of the trio, “Tribute to a Bad
Man” has been getting most press
n„ ,, L°well Thomas is produci
s the third film in the mediu
space to date because of M-G-M’s
he contract provides that the p
new policy of flying in columnists
from nearby cities (i.e, St. Paul,
h,le .^ould have been complet
Omaha, South Bend, etc.) along
vni August* The controversy :
with mag and special writers.
Jv,e.s. tlle interpretation of ji
Incidentally, Colorado shooting
hV,‘y- ls completion. The prlnci]
is getting to be old stuff for Cag¬
♦L.5U()fR‘aPhy has been finished a
ney,
who filmed “Run for Cover”
edit ,^lcture is currently bei
at "nearby Silverton a year ago.

Reeves

Colorado

American film companies’ finan¬
cial status in Europe, their most
important foreign market, has
reached a stage where, in one form
on another, they are enjoying vir¬
tually complete convertibility of
their earnings.
In fact, things haven’t been so
good since before the war and, by
all indications, they’ll stay that
way, too.
However, say the expert prognos¬
ticators, while the monetary situa¬
tion has eased up, look for a tight¬
ening up in actual trading condi¬
tions as “crisis” flags go up over the
various local industries,^ particular¬
ly in Italy and Germany.
Where, just a short while ago,
the industry had millions upon
millions tied up in frozen earnings
in Europe, today the situation is
reversed to such a point that in
some instances there hasn’t been
enough money around to cover the
regular, authorized, i.e., official re¬
mittances and consider compensa¬
tion deals that are being offered.
• Striking example is Italy where
the Motion Picture Export Assn,
currently is negotiating a deal with
the Pioggia and Finmeccanica
shipyards for around $3,000,000.1
Once that coin is thawed—and the
dollars for lira trading is being
done at an 8% or 9% discount—
the U. S. outfits will have very
little money left there. Companies
indicate that they are now being
offered more compensation deals
in Italy than they are in a position
to consider.
British Balance
In Britain, the film outfits have
just enough money left to meet
their expenses and cover the regu¬
lar remittance. In fact, there have
been times when they had to bor¬
row pounds against future earn¬
ings.
In France, where monthly re¬
mittances have been raised to
$235,000, very little money is left
in the wake of several' compensa¬
tion : deals. German earnings are
freely convertible.
One of the activities that has
eaten up quite a lot of blocked
coin is production in the various
countries which have also broad¬
ened the scope of “permitted
uses” of U. S. funds.
In the world market generally,
there are sore spots left. Japan,
where, a loan to the Japanese gov¬
ernment is currently under negoti¬
ation, is one, Argentina another.
Nevertheless, if the world econom¬
ic ..situation continues to improve
as it has—in the case of Europe
aided by the pouring in of Ameri¬
can tourist dollars—1955 ought to
prove another banner year for re¬
mittances (direct and indirect)
which, in the estimate of com¬
petent observers, could go as high
as $225,000,000.
They ran to
$210,000,000 in 1954 with actual
(Continued on page 20)

Thief Tops an Unsettled Sept.;
20th’s ‘Love and ‘God’ 3 & 4;
Late-Dating 'Summertime No. 5
-f

Traditionally the month when
new fall product tees off, September
did not pan out as strongly as an¬
ticipated this year. Part of the
(25 Key Centres)
month was very hot while the last
1. “To Catch Thief” (Par).
portion was unseasonally cool. In¬
Z. “Cinerama Holiday” (In¬
terest in the tight American
die).
League pennant race, scares over
3. “Love Splendored Thing”
hurricanes along the Atlantic sea¬
(20th).
board and launching of strong fall
4. “Left Hand of God” (20th).
television distractions all hurt box5. “Summertime” (UA).
office. Then, too, five of the top
6. “Mister Roberts” (WB).
grossers in August figured in the
7. “Kentuckian” (UA).
September sweepstakes indicating
8. “Pete Kelly’s Bines” (WB).
many extended-runs.
9. “The Shrike” (U).
10. “McConnell Story” (WB).
“To catch a Thief” (Par) was
11. “Never Too Young” (Par).
last month’s champion at the wick-•
\Z. “Night of Hunter” (UA).
ets. The Cary Grant-Grace Kelly
starrer never dropped below third
in the 30-day period and was front¬
runner most of the time. The
amazing ability to show profits on
extended-runs also figured as a fac¬
tor. It was closely followed by
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) in sec¬
ond position, the same as in Au¬
gust.
“Love Is Many Splendored Thing”
(20th) captured third place but
never rose above third rank in
Variety weekly ratings.
“Left
A master formula determining Hand of God,” also from 20th-Fox,
how the American film companies landed fourth money although out
would share feature license al¬ in release only three weeks in Sep¬
locations througout the world was tember.
“Summertime” (UA), gradually
urged yesterday (Tues.) by Arnold
the
country,
Picker, United Artists v.p. in released around
charge of foreign distribution. Ex¬ copped fifth position, which inci¬
ecutive stated he was hopeful that dentally was the highest ranking
Eric A. Johnston, president of the to which it rose in weekly stand¬
Motion Picture Export Assn., ings all month. “Mister Roberts”
who’s faced with many problem (WB), which was No. 1 in August,
situations abroad, would undertake wound up in sixth spot by dint of
to develop such an agreement two healthy weeks’ showings.
“The Kentuckian” (UA) captured
among the Yank outfits when he
returns to N. Y. shortly from seventh place although it was
higher
in earlier - in - the - month
Europe.
Master plan directing how each showings. Pic did not seem to have
the
stamina
of most Burt Lancaster
company wouid be alloted per¬
“Pete Kelly’s
mits for pictures in countries hav¬ starring vehicles.
Blues”
(WB),
winner of fourth
ing quota restrictions and how each
place
in
August,
took
eighth posi¬
would receive dollar remittances
where monetary exchange curbs tion last month.
“The
Shrike”
(U>
wound up
exist was given a verbal workout
last year but nothing came of it. ninth although rising to seventh
place
once
in
weekly
ratings.
“Mc¬
A Johnston-appointed committee
comprising Picker, Paramount’s Connell Story” (WB) finished 10th
although
coming
along
stronger
as
George Weltner, 'Columbia's Abe
“Never Too
Schneider and 'Loew's Arthur the month ended.
Young”
(Par)
copped
11th
spot.
It
Loew “came close to reaching
agreement in principle” before the was seventh in August. “Night of
(Continued
on
page
69)
idea was tabled, said Picker. He
added lie's pitching for more work
at this time on the matter because
a master plan, if achieved, “would
once and for all end our problems.”
UA, according to Picker, is vic¬
tim of a “serious injustice” in Ja¬
pan where the distributor was
given five official licenses last
year in contrast with Metro’s 16,
Death of James Dean in an auto
Paramount's 15, etc.
accident on the Coast over the
Alleged inequity traces back to weekend has not upset Warner
the time when companies such as Bros, plans for the release of the
UA, Columbia and Universal were two pictures in which the 24-year“minor” outfits compared with the cld actor had starring assignments.
“major” status of the others, and “Rebel Without Cause,” a juvenile
delinquency yarn, is set for release
(Continued on page 69)
next month. Since most of the
publicity and advertising on the
picture had been completed, the
company does not contemplate
making any big changes in the
text of the bally matter.
All publicity stories in which
Dean is referred to in contemporary
terms will be changed, of course.
After conferring with circuits
ganizalion. of the Order of the which had booked “Rebel." War¬
Knights of Malta, has agreed to ners decided to go ahead with the
accept the presidency. “Tents” in ads which prominently feature
Rome and Milano are envisioned.
Dean in both art and copy. Only
First event on the now-forming change in the ads will be the elim¬
Italian Variety Club’s sked would ination of a line of copy which
be a show topped by Frank reads; “The overnight sensation of
Sinatra, which Haskell is current¬ ‘East of Eden’ becomes the star
ly setting up on a world tour basis. of the year!”
Theatre and dates have not yet
Since “Giant,” which Dean fin¬
been set, but may follow an ished last week, is not set for re¬
Athens date between Dec. 15-20, lease for some time, WB will have
1955.
Troupe’s hotel expenses to devise an appropriate publicity¬
would be paid by ENIT, the Italo advertising campaign in light of
tourist office. This Sinatra unit the circumstances. The young ac¬
tor won immediate recognition as
might even play Moscow.
Attending the Rome meetings one of the screen’s brightest new
was the Maharajah of Kujbehar, stars in his first film, “East of
who was asked by Haskell to form Eden,” released only last April.
a second Variety tent in Calcutta Dean also had a number of com¬
(there is one already in Bombay). mitments for important television
Haskell is en route to India fol¬ assignment before his untimely
death.
lowing a Cairo stopover.

Sept. Golden Dozen

Arnold Picker
Urges Need For
Global Formula

Italy Sets Up Variety Club Tents;
Prince to Be First President
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS
Rome, Oct. 4.
A Variety Club of Italy should
soon become a reality, according
to plans set during his local stay
by John Haskell, international
representative of the Variety
Clubs of the World. Ambassador
Clare Booth Luce and members of
the American Embassy in Rome
pledged full cooperation, accord¬
ing to Haskell.
Attending the organizing meet¬
ing were Prince Francesco di
Sarignano, who has been named
chairman of the organizing com¬
mittee, Charles Fawcett, Sario De
Matteis, Joseph Lenzi, Robert
Haggiag,
Giuseppe de Blasio.
Many others in Rome, including
actor Bruce Cabot, have offered
their help.
Prince Rufo Ruffo,
world president of the welfare or-

Death of James Dean,
Promising Star of 24,
Not Affecting ‘Rebel’

PICTURE GROSSES

New Pix Fail to Lift L.A.; ‘Alley’
Fair $32,000, ‘Benson 11G, ‘Hunter
Moderate 19G, ‘Men Fancy 18G, 2d

‘HELL’ WHOPPING 29G
IN CLEVE.; TRIAL’ 18G
Cleveland, Oct. 4.
Touch, of autumn weather is
boosting firstrun biz here current¬
ly. “To Hell and Back” is way out
in front with a great session at the
Palace, giving that house its big¬
gest week in some time. “Trial”
shapes solid at the State while
“Marty” is rated trim at Stillman.
“Seven Cities of Gold” is finishing
a fair eight-day round at Hipp.
Estimates for This Week
Allen <S-W) (3.000; 70-$l)—
“Warriors” (AA). Opens Wednes¬
day (5) following McConnell Sto¬
ry” (WB) with good closing six
days at $13,000.
Hipp (Telem’t) <3.700; 70-$l)—
“Tall Men” <20th). Opens Wednes¬
day *5). Last week, "Seven Cities
of'Gold” (20th), lair $12,000 in 8
days.
Lower Mall (Community) (585;
70-90)—“I Am Camera” (DCA) (2d
wk). Big $3,000. Last week, $4,400.
Ohio (Loew) (1.244; 70-90>—“To
Catch Thief” (Par) dn.o.) (6th wk).
Sock $7,000. Last week, “Night of
Hunter” (UA), $5,000.
Palace (RKO) <3.286; 70-$l) —
"To Hell and Back” (U). Great
$29,000. Last week, “The Shrike”
(U), $10,500.
State (Loew) (3.500; 70-90) —
“Trial” (M-G). Solid $18,000. Last
week, “A Man Alone” (Rep),
$12,000.
Stillman (Loew) <2,700; 70-90)—
“Marty” <UA). Trim $6,000. Last
week. “Catch a Thief” (Par) (6th
wk), $8,000.

Los Angeles, Oct. 4.
Slow openers plus some slipping
holdovers is keeping gross outlook
this stanza on modest side. Fair
$32,000 is seen for “Blood Alley,”
playing in three theatres. “Major
Estimated Total Gross
Benson” looks medium $11,000 on
This Week. S45&900
showcase engagement at Holly¬
(Based on 20 theatres.)
wood
Paramount.
“Tennessee’s
Last Year ......... $592,300
Partner” is slim $8,500 in two loca¬
(Based on 21 theatres.)
tions.
“Night of Hunter” shapes mod¬
erate $19,000 or near in initial
frame in four sites. Second stanza
of “Tall Men” is headed for good
$18,000 in second week at the Chi¬
nese. “Love Is Splendored Thing”
also is good $7,500 in second Fox
Ritz week.
Neat $11,000 looms for “I Am
Camera” in third Four Star round.
Providence, Oct. 4.
Other holdovers and extended-runs
“To Hell and Back” is getting
are mostly fair to light.
the big play at RKO Albee cur¬
Estimates for This Week
rently. It is smash. On the strong
Downtown Paramount, Wiltern, side are the State’s “Gentlemen
Pantages (ABFT-SW-RKO) (3.300; Marry Brunettes,” and Maiestic’s
2.344; 2,812; 90-$1.50) — “Blood “Blood Alley.” Strand is fair with
Alley” (WB) and “Night Freight” reissues of “Unconqhered.”
(AA). Fair $32,000. Last week, Par
Estimates for This Week
and Pan, “Dial M Murder” (WB)
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-75)—
and “Strangers On Train” (WB) “To
Hell and Back” <U).
Socko
(reissues), $7,100. Wiltern in unit. $17,000. Last week, “Phenix City
Warner Downtown, Egyptian Story” (AA) and “Big Tip Off”
(SW-UATC) (1,757; 1,536; 90-21.25) (AA.), nifty $10,000.
—“Tennessee’s Partner” (RKO).
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-75)—
Slim $8,500. Downtown and Hawaii. “Blood
Alley” (WB). Happy $13,“Bengazi” (RKO) and “Three Steps 000. Last week, “Seven Cities of
to Murder” (Indie), $9,000; Egypt¬ Gold” (20th) and “Road to Denver”
ian with Orpheum, “Real Glory” (Rep), $9,000.
(Indie) and “Secret Life 'Walter
State (Loew) (3,200; 50-75)—
Mitty” (Indie) (reissues), $15,100.
Boston, Oct. 4.
Marry
Brunettes”
Hollywood Paramount (F&M) “Gentlemen
Biz picking up around town with
(1,430; $1-$1.50)—“Private
War (UA) and “You Know What Sailors the polio epidemic practically over,
War Major Benson” (U). Medium Are” (UA). Good $14,000. Last convention season starting and in¬
$11,000. Last week, “Catch Thief” week, “Simba Terror of Mau Mau” flux of college population. Only
(Lip) and “King Dinosaur” (Lip) three new pix, best of lot being
(Par) (8th wk-6 days), $8,200.
Orpheum, Iris, Uptown, Loyola plus Maricano-Moore pix. $10,000. “Blood Alley” at Paramount and
Strand (Silverman) <2,200; 50-75) Fenway with smash take. “Cine¬
(Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213; 816;
“Unconquered.” (Par) (reissue). rama Holiday” srtill leads the long1,715; 1,248; 80-$l.50)—“Night of
Hunter” (UA) and “Cross Channel” Fair $5,000. Last week, “Footsteps runs with a hotsy total in sixth
n
Fog” (Col) and “Yellowneck” frame. “Summertime” is holding
(Rep). Modest $19,000. Orpheum
fine at State and Orpheum in sec¬
with unit; Iris, “Interrupted Mel¬ Rep), same.
ond round. “Left Hand of God” is
ody” (M-G) (2d wk), $3,700; Up¬
slick in second stanza at Metropol¬
town, Loyola with unit.
itan.
Chinese <FWC) (1,908; $l-$2>—
Estimates for This "Week
“Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk). Good
Astor <B&Q) 0,500; 75-$1.25)
$18,000. Last week, $29,000, in¬
—“To Catch Thief” (Par) <6th wk).
cluding preem coin.
i
Fine $8,000. Last week, $10,000.
Los Angeles, New Fox (F\VC>
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
(2.097; 965; 90-$1.50) — “Seven
74-$1.25)—“Game of Love” (Indie)
Pittsburgh, Oct. 4.
Cities Gold” (20th) and “King
Fulton showing its heels to re¬ (10th wk). Still holding big at
Dinosaur” (Lip) <2d wk). Middling
$11,000. Last week, with Uptown, mainder of the town with “To Hell $9,000. Last week, same.
Cinerama (Cinerama Produc¬
and Back.” The Audie Murphy
Loyola, $32,400.
Hillstreet,
Hollywood
<RKO- story is smash and looks set for a tions) G.354; $1.25-$2.85)—“Cine¬
FWC) (2,752; 756; 80-$1.50)—“Fe¬ run. “Blood Alley” at Stanley and rama Holiday” (Indie) (6th wk).
male On Beach” (U) and “Devil's “Ulysses” at Penn doing only so- Hotsy $28,000. Last week, $30,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—
Goddess” (Col) (2d wk). Thin so. Guild, art naber, looks to have
$9,500. Last week, with Wiltern, surprise winner in “Green Magic.” “Holiday for Henrietta” (Indie).
$21,700, plus $49,100 in two nabes, Harris is dying with “Seven Cities Fat $10,000. Last week, “Dam
of Gold.” “Marty” continues to Busters” (Indie) (5th wk), $4,000.
seven ozoners.
Fenway (NETA) (1,373; 60-$l)—
El Rey (FWC) (861; 70-$1.25)— hold up on record run at Squirrel
“Blood Alley” <W) and “They
“Great Adventure” (Indie) (2d wk). Hill, and stay’s again.
Were So Young” (Lip).
Stout
Estimates for This Week
So-so $2,200. Last week, $2,600.
Fulton (Shea) <1.700; 65-$l)— $8,000. Last week, “Man Alone”
Fox Ritz (FWC) (1.363; $1-$1.50)
—“Love Is Splendored Thing” 'To Hell and Back” (U). Best thing (Rep) and “Headline Hunters”
(20th) (2d wk). Good $7,500. Last in Golden Triangle and tops for (Rep), $4,500.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
this house in months. Heading for
week, $8,700.
State, Vogue (UATC-FWC) (2,404: terrific $20,000 or near. Naturally —“Marty” (UA> (9th wk). Stout
Last week, “The Shrike” $8,000. Last week, $8,500.
885; 90-$ 1.50)—“Not As Stranger” stays.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)—
iUA) and “Lay Rifle Down” (Rep) U), in 8 days $8,500, over hopes.
Harris (Harris) <2,100; 65-$l)— | “To Hell and Back” (U) and
(2d wk). Fair $12,500. Last week,
|
(Continued on page 16)
(Continued on page 16)
$18,300.
Four Star <UATC) (900; $1.25$1.80)—“I Am Camera” (DCA) (3d
wk). Neat $11,000. Last week, $13,400.
Warner Beverly <S\V) (1.612; $1$1.75)—“Shrike” <U) (5th wk). Dull
$3,500. Last week. $3,400.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) • 2,296; $1.50$2)—“Summertime” <UA> (7th wk).
Slow $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $3-$1.50)
Kansas City, Oct. 4. i Missouri (RKO) (2,585; 65-90) —
—“Marty” <UA) (12th wlO. Slowing
Way out in front this week is “Tall Man Riding” (WB) and “Dam
$4,000. Last week, $4,000.
To Hell and Back,” playing in Busters” (WB). Slim $5,000. Last
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1.364: four Fox Midwest houses, hitting week, "McConnell Story” (WB) and
$1.20-$2.65) —“Cinerama” ilndic) a terrific pace for one of best open¬ “Wakamba” (RKO) (2d wk), $7,000.
(127th wk). Started current frame ing weeks of fall season. This one
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
Sunday <2) after okay $19,500 last will stay awhile in the four houses, 70-90)—“Girl Rush” (Par). Moder¬
week.
a considerable feat in itself here. ate $7,000. Last week, “We’re No
There is a big gap between this one Angels” (Par) (2d wk), $9,000.
and other firstruns, all of which
Roxy (Durwood) <879; 75-$l) —
are fair to moderate. “Night of
Hunter” is fair in 8 days at the “How To Be Popular” (20th) (2d
wk).
Lively $6,500; stays. Last
Midland. “Girl Rush” is modest
at Paramount. “How To Be Popu¬ week, $9,000.
Tower,
Uptown, Fairway, Grana¬
Detroit, Oct. 4.
lar” at Roxy is pleasing in second
Biz is slow at down 1 owners this week.
Comparatively strong is da (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
week. “I Am \ Camera” is fine at “Aida-” opening at artfilm Kimo. 700; 1,217; 65-85)—“To Hell and
the Adams. “Private War of Major Weather is about par for early fall Back” (U) with “Spy Chasers” (AA)
Benson” is just average at the course.
at Tower and Granada. Best early
Michigan. Best of holdovers look
fall biz in years, wow $32,000.
Estimates for This Week
to be “McConnell Store.” nice at
Glen (Dickinson) (750; 85-$l) — Holds, natch! Last week, Tower
Palms in second and “To Catch A “Le Plaisir” (Indie) and “Anna¬ with “Shepherd of the Hills” (Par]
Thief” big at the Madison in fifth purna” (Indie) <2d wk). Medium and “Trail of Lonesome Pine”
Estimates for This Week
(Par) (reissues), did $5,000; Up¬
$1,100. Last week, $1,600.
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5.000; $1
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)— town, with “Virgin Queen” (20th)
$1.25)—“Left Hand of God” <20lh “Aida” (IFE). Great $3,200; holds. and “Man Called Peter” (20th)
<3d wk). Down to $20,000. Last Last week. “Innocents in Paris” (reissue), did $4,000; Fairway and
week. $24,000.
Granada, “How To Be Popular”
i (Indie) (4th wk), $800.
Michigan (United Detroit) <4.000: | Midland iLocw’s) (3.500; 60-80)— (20th), $8,000.
$1-$1.25>—“Private
War
Major ■ “Night of Hunter” (UA) and “Bullet
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l) —
£5'ns?.n
'u> aml “Gun Thal- Won i for Joe” <UA). Fair $9,000 in 8 , “Man in White Suit” (UP and
West 'Col). Average $16,000. Last days. Last week. “Kentuekian” j “Lavendar Hill Mob” (U) (reissues)
week, “Never Too Young” -Par) (LA) and “Top of World” (UA) '2d . <2d wk). Oke $800. Last week,
(Continued on page 16;
i wk), $7,000.
1 $1,200.

Broadway Grosses

‘Hell’ Wham 17G,
Prov.; Alley’ 13G

Hub Better; ‘Alley’ Rich
26G, ‘Fog’ Robust 10G,
‘Hell’ Hotsy $15,000,3d

‘Hell’ Terrific $20,000,
Pitt; ‘Ulysses’ Fairish
12G, ‘Alley’ NSG 13G

‘HelT Huge $32,000 Dominates K. C.;
‘Hunter Fair 8G, Girl’ Modest 7G

‘CAMERA’ CRISP 11G,
DET.; ‘HAND’ $20,000,3D
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‘Shrike’ Sturdy $11000, Mpls. Ace;
‘Angels’ Big 10G, ‘Weather Dull 8G
■

Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$2,658,600
(Based on 24 cities and 229
theatres, chiefly first runs, ineludinq N.' Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$2,765,100
< Based on 25 cities and 228
theatres.)

Hand’ Hefty 33G,
Philly; ‘Gold’ 16G
Philadelphia, Oct. 4.
Standout here this session is
“Left Hand of God.” rated great
at the Mastbaum. “Kiss of Fire”
looks only fair at Midtown. “Ulys¬
ses” shapes staunch at the Ran¬
dolph.
“Seven Cities of Gold”
looks to land a trim take at the
Fox. Weather continued favorable
for cinema biz except that Sunday
outdoor lured cut into an other¬
wise strong weekend.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.40)—
Always Fair Weather” (M-G) <2d
wk).
Fine $15,000.
Last week,
$16,000.
Boyd (SW) (1.430; $1.25-$2.60)—
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (33d
wk). Okay $14,000 or near. Last
week, $14,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 90-$1.49)—
"Seven. Cities of Gold” (20th).
Trim $16,000. Last week, ‘Love Is
Splendored Thing” (20th) (7th wk),
$13,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1.200; 65$1.35) — “Kentuckian” (UA) (2d
wk). Stout $13,000. Last week,

$21,000.

Green Hill (Serena) (750: 65-99)
—“Intruder” (Indie) (2d wk). So¬
so $3,000 in 6-day week.
Last
week, $4,500, also 6 days.
Mastbaum (SW) (4.370: 99-81.49)
“Left Hand of God” (20th).
Great $33,000.
Last week, “To
Hell and Back” (U) (4th wk), $13,-

Minneapolis, Oct. 4
It s almost a clean slate in Yh*
Loop fo?> a change,' with hard «
any holdovers currently Ton
tended-run is “Cinerama Holid-,^
at Century still great in the inh
week.
The Shrike” at Ornhoi.ii
looks to get top coin among*^
entrants. “I Am a CamerV *
World is rated tall. “Alwavs Fair
Weather” at Radio Citv j's dnii
^WeYe No Angels” at Suie

17

Estimates for This Week
(S"W) fl-150; SI 7*5
$2.65)— Cinerama Holiday” ,'tJ
die) filth wk). Helds up fir*?:
with little week-to-week fluctuation
in- extremely healthy takings Fat
$18,000. Last week, $19,000
U
Gopher (Berger) (1.000- 85-$n
King’s Thief” (M-G) and Ma^
ciano-Moore fight pictures (UA)
Latter credited for brisk $7 000*
Last week “Naked Amazon” Tin.
die) and “Roadhouse Girl” iTndirt
(2d wk), $1,300 in 4‘davs
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000: 85-$ D—
Wichita” (AA) (m.o.). Okay $5 000
Last week. “To Catch Thief” <pari
(4th wk), $6,000.
1
Radio City (Par) (4,100: 85-$ D—
Always Fair Weather” (M-G) Not
living up to. b.o. expectations. Onlv
light $8,000. Last week. “Summer¬
time” (UA) $9500.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) <2.800- 75.
$1)—"The Shrike” (UA). Helped
by crix praises and Jose Fcirar’s
recent visit here to plug his star¬
ring pic. Robust $11,000. Last
week, “Left Hand of God” (20th)
(2d wk), $9,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600: 65-85)—
“Great Adventure” (Indie) and
“Santa Fe Passage” (Rep). Mild
$4,000. Last week, -“The Looters”
<U) and “Tarzan’s Hidden Jungle”
(RKO), $4,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l) —
“We’re No Angels” (Par). Wellenough liked, heads for big $10.000. Last week, “Wichita” (AA),
ditto.
World (Mann) (400; 75-$l .20) —
"I Am A Camera” (DCA). Off to a
good start, but not showing near
the vitality exhibited by previous
non-seal film. “Moon Is Blue.”
here. Tall $7,000. Last week,
“Marty” (UA) (3d wk), $3,200 in
5 days.

L’ville Limps; ‘Female’

000.

Midtown (Goldman) (1.200; 65$1.49)—:“Kiss of Fire” (U). Fair
$7,500. Last week, “Private War
Major Benson” (U), $8,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2.500; 75$1.49)—“Ulysses” (Par). Staunch
$19,000. Last week, “Footsteps in
Fog” (Col), $8,500.
Stanley (SW) (2.900; 74-$1.40)—
“Blood Alley” <WB) (2d wk). Fair
$13,000. Last week, $18,000.
Stanton (SW) .<1,483; 75*99)—
Bengazi” (RKO) and “Land of
Fury” (Indie) plus fight pix. Tidy
$8,500. Last week, “Night Freight”
(AA) and “Betrayed Women” (AA)
and fight pix, $12,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 90-$1.49)
—"Marty” (UA) (16th wk). Good
$4,400. Last week, $4,800.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.80)
—“To Catch Thief” (Par) (9th wk).
Rich $6,000. Last week, $7,500.
Viking <Sley) (1.000; 74-81.80)—
“Desert Sands” (UA) (2d wk). Cool
$6,500. Last week, $9,000.
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604: 99$1.50)—“Lady and Tramp” <BV)
<14th wk). Ok $3,000. Last week,
$3,800.

‘Men’ Outstanding In
Omaha, Nifty $15,000
Omaha, Oct. 4.
“Tall Men” stands head-andshoulders above other downtown
houses this week, being torrid at
the big Orpheum. “Scarlet Coat”
looms at the Omaha. “Bengazi”
shapes only fair at the Brandeis.
Lone holdover, “Kentuckian,” is
rated lively at the State.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-81)
—“Bengazi” (RKO) and “Devil Girl
From Mars” <AA). Light $5,000.
Last week, “Man From Laramie”
(Col) and “Bring Your Smile
Along” (Col) (2d wk). $4,500.
Omaha (Tristates) (2.000; 70-901
—“Scarlet
Coat”
(M-G)
and
“Moonflcet” <M-G). Fairish $6,500.
Last week, “One Desire” (U) and
“Finger Man” (U), $6,000.
Oroheum (Tristates (2.890; 75-SI)
—“Tall Men” (20th). Nifty 815,000. Last week, “You’re Never Too
Young” (Par), $11,500. at 90c top.
Slate (Goldberg) (860; 70-90)—
“Kentuckian” (UA) <2d wk). Neat
$4,600. Last week, $7,600.

‘Brunettes’ Okay $9,000
Louisville, Oct. 4.
Looks like a quiet week here
at the film houses. There is a lull
on the main stem as stores and
shops also do not seem to b? over¬
run by spenders. “Female on
Beach” at 'the Kentucky shanes
nice to pace downtown sector. Ri¬
alto, with “Tennessee Partner” and
“Twinkle in God’s Eye,” is just
okav. State held a spook show
midnight on Saturday night and
helped “Gentlemen Marry Brun¬
ettes” to a decent week’s figure.
Marv Ann with “Wichita” is just
good.
Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1.200: 65-85)1
—“Female on Beach” <U' and
“Kks of Fire” (U). Nice $8,000.
Last week, “Girl Rush” 'Par),
$7 000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.200;
65-85) — “Wichita” (A A). Good
$6,500. Last week, “McConnell
Story” (WB) (2d wk\ $5,500.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.000:
50-75) — “Tennessee’s
Partner
(RKO) and “Twinkle in God’i
Eye” (Rep). Okav $10,500 or dose.
Last week, “The Shrike” <U),
$10,000.'
State (United Artists) (3.000: 50*
75) — “Gentlemen Marry Brun¬
ettes” (UA) and “Moonfleet” (M-G)
plus horror show at midnight Sat¬
urday (1). Oke $9,000. Last week,
“Footsteos in Fog” and “Nigh
Holds Terror” (Col) plus assist
from fight pix, $10,000.

Port. Goes for ‘FeU,’
Sock $16,000; ‘Hand’ 70
Portland, Ore., Oct. 4.
Big news here this stanza is \he
terrific biz being registered bv “To|
Hell and Back” at the Liberty.
Other newcomers are dwarfed bv
this boxoffice blockbuster. ‘‘Ben
Hand of God” looms fine at
Fox and “Seven Cities of Gold
just okay at Orpheum. Town v;i.
loaded with visitors for the annua
Oregon-Washington football classic
over the weekend.
Estimates for This Week
,
Broadway (Parker) <1.890: 75-SJ
—"Man Alone” (Rep) and
The Great” (Rep). Slim f5.00U|
(Continued on page 16)
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PICTI KK GROSSES

‘HELL’ RECORD $30,000,
Chi Holding WeD; ‘AHey’-La Rosa
Series Bops B’way; ‘McConnell’ Good
D.C.; ‘MEN’ TALL 31G
Okay $50,000, ‘Ulysses’ Smash 24G,
19G, Hunter 18G, HelF Torrid 40G
‘Lion’ Wow 20G, ‘Benson’ Boff 11G
For 2d, ‘Ulysses’ Lusty $13,500, 7th

Washington, Oct. 4.
An unusually large number of
newcomers plus two gilt-edged
preems is giving the mainstem its
liveliest session in many months.
Launched by flashiest preem of
year, “Cinerama Holiday” at War¬
ner shapes well ahead of its pred¬
Chicago, Oct. 4. +
Despite some new bills, Broad¬ (3) was socko $7,000, same as 41st
ecessor for initial days of run. “To
Windv City b.o. takes are holdHell and Back,” which also made way firstrun business is being week. Holds again.
Estimates Are Net
, y Ji-ll this round, with seven :
its bow at a glittering preem, looks badly dented, this session by the
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$ 1.80)
£.st-nmncrs hypoing normally off¬
Film gross estimates’as re¬
like a near record breaker at RKO World Series which wound up —“Night of the Hunter” (UA). Ini¬
icii October attendance
Blood
tial frame ending today (Wed.)
Keith's. Also out in front in cur¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
Xflev» with Julius La Rosa toprent b.o. sweepstakes is “Tall Men” yesterday (Tues.) afternoon. Be¬ looks like barely okay $18,000.
ous key cities, are net; i.e„
J ? Wagebill, should do an okay
at Loew’s Capitol. “I Am A Cam¬ sides close to 300,000 baseball Holds. In ahead, “The Kentuck¬
without usual tax. Distrib¬
EM'S, first week at the Chiera” at Trans-Lux is sturdy albeit addicts who flocked to the seven- ian” (UA> (4th wk), $11,000.
utors
share
on
net
take,
when
Terrific $24,000 looms lor
below hopes.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95playing percentage, hence the
game series at the Yankee Stadium
•’Ulysses” in the same week at the
Estimates for This Week
estimated figures are net in¬
and Ebbets Field, millions in the $1.80)—“African Lion” (BV) (4th
come.
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75-$l) N.Y. area huddled ground radios wk). Third round completed yes¬
^•African Lion” shapes socko $20,- i
terday (Tues.) hit very big $10,500
— “McConnell Story” (WB) (2d
The parenthetic admission
nnn or near in opener at the Loop
wk). Okay $4,000 in final 6 days. or tv sets for the garries, complete¬ after $15,000 in second. Continues.
prices, however, as indicated,
while “Scarlet Coat” and ‘‘The Bar
ly
washing
out
most
matinees.
Palace (RKO> (1.700; 50-$1.60)—
Last
week.
$6,500.
include
the
U.
S.
amusement
Sinister” combo goes for a nifty
tax.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 75-$1.10) Saturday's trade was not too bad "Naked Street” (UA) and vaude¬
S9 000 in the first Monroe round.
Week ending tomorrow
—“Tall Men” (20th). Rousing $31,- but Friday and the first three days ville.
•“Private War of Major Benson” is
000. Stays. Last week, “7 Cities of starting on Sunday saw sluggish (Thurs.) looks to reach good $22.getting smash $11,000 in opening
000 or near. Last week. “Kiss of
Gold” (20th) plus fight pix, $12,000. biz at many houses.
round at Esquire.
.
•“Gentlemen Marry Brunettes” is
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 60-85)—
“McConnell Story” is heading Fire” (U) with vaude, $25,000.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1“A Man Alone” (Rep). Good $8,000. for a good $19,000 opening week
steady in second at the Oriental.
“The Cobweb” looms fair in same
Last week, “Kentuckian” (UA) (4th at the Astor albeit not up to ex¬ $21—“Blood Alley” (WB). Opens
wk) plus figh't pix, $6,000.
frame at the McVickers.
“To
pectations.
“Night of Hunter” today (Wed.). Last week, “To Catch
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10looms even more disappointing Thief” (Pari (9th wk-6 days), held
Catch a Thief” is sturdy in the
“Summertime” (UA) (6th wk). with only okay $18,000 or less for at okay $28,000 after $32,000. iti
fourth stanza at United Artists as
eightji full week, and winds a high¬
“The Shrike” continues strong in
Steady $4,000 for second week in initial round at the Mayfair.
same session at the Woods. ‘‘Mis¬
row. Stays.
“Naked Street” with vaude is off ly successful longrun here.
Denver, Oct. 4.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)— from the recent trend at the Palace
ter Roberts” stays nice in seventh
Paris (Pathc Cinema) (568; 90“To Hell and Back,’’ with a ter¬ “To Hell and Back” (U). Wow $30,- with a fairly good $22,000. “Phila¬ $1.80)—“One Step To Eternity”
inning at the State-Lake.
rific session at the Paramount, is 000, and near record. Holds on. delphia Story,” out on reissue, is (Ellis). Opened on Saturday (D
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (Telem’t) (480; 95)— easily taking top money here cur¬ Last week, “Ulysses” (Par) (3d wk), giving the arty Baronet a smash with three good days biz now re¬
“Tales of Hoffman” (Indie) (re¬ rently, and holds. “Love Is Splen- $8,000.
$8,000 and probably its greatest ported in. In ahead, “Othello”
(UA) (3d wk), dipped to $2,500 in
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$l) opening round.
issue). Nice $4,2Q0. Last week, dored Thing” shapes socko at the
Centre while “Blood Alley” is —“McConnell Story” (WB) (2d
subsequent-run.
“To Hell and Back” is holding up final five days after $5,000 in sec¬
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.50) rated fine at the Denver. “Trial,” .wk). Oke $6,000 in final 6 days. remarkably well with a big $40,000 ond full week.
—“Blood Alley” (WB) with Julius with advertised “world preem,” Last week, $10,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
in second stanza at the Capitol. It
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 70-95) — continues on. “Left Hand of God” fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.751—“Always
La Rosa topping vaude. Okay at looks nice at Orpheum.
$50,000. Last week, “McConnell
“Left Hand of God" <20th) (2d wk). is heading for an okay $41,000 in Fair Weather” (M-G) and stageEstimates
for
This
Week
Fine $16,000 after $21,000 opener. 8-day second session at the Roxy. show (3d wk). Current stanza ’ is
Storv” (WB) with Nat (King) Cole
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)—) Continues.
(2d wk). $50,000.
“Seven Cities of Gold” replaces heading for good $130,000. Holds
Esquire • (H&E Balaban) (1,400; “Simba” (Lip) and “You’re In Navy
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 75- next Friday (7).
a fourth. Second week was $141.85-$ 1)—“Private War Major Ben¬ Now” (20th) (reissue). Fair $3,000. $1.10)—“Bar Sinister” (M-G). Slight
Second frame of “Sister Eileen1 000, below hopes. “Trial” (M-G)
son" (U). Smash $11,000. Last Last week, “K2 Victory” (Indie), $4,000 or less despite crix kudos.
is dipping to fair $12,000 in first now set to open Oct. 13.
week, “Virgin Queen” (20th) (3d $3,500.
Holds.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65(T-L) (600; 70-$l)— holdover frame at the Victoria. $2.40)—“Left Hand of God” 120th)
wk), $6,200.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)— “I Trans-Lux
Am Camera” (DCA). Firm “Ulysses” shapes as longrun champ, (2d-final wk). Holding eight days
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l)—
fine $13,500 in seventh week
"Ulysses” (Par). Terrific $24,000. “Love Is Splendored Thing” (20th). $9,000. Stays. Last week, “Shrike” with
at the Globe, best showing at that in final round to open “Seven
Last week, “Phantom from Space” Socko $17,000. Last week, “Left (U) (4th wk), $3,000.
Cities of Gold” (20th) on Friday
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40) house in many months. “Always (7). Final week of “Hand” looks to
(UA> and “Gog” (UA) (3d wk), Hand of God” (20th) (4th wk), $15,000
.
— “Cinerama Holiday” (Indie). Fair Weather” with stageshow reach okay $41,000 being helped by
$5,000.
looks
to
reach
a
good
$130,000
in
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
Denham (Cockrill (1,750; 60-$l) Smash $14,000 for initial 3 days,
preview screening of “Gold” last
"African Lion” (BV). Sock $20.,- —“To Catch Thief” (Par) (4th wk). (7 shows). Stays. Last weekT “Cin¬ third session at the Music Hall. It night (Tues.), First week was
000. Last week, “Summertime” Oke $7,000.' Last week, $10,500.
erama” (Indie) (98th wk),- $33,000 goes a fourth.
“Cinerama Holiday” wound its $55,000.
in 9 days.
(UA) 110th wk), $7,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)—
State (Loew’s) (3.450; 78-$1.75)—
34th stanza at the Warner with a
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87'—
smash $40,800. “To Catch A Thief” “Phenix City Story” (AA) (5th wk).
“Scarlet Coat” (M-G) and “Bar “Blood Alley” (WB). Fine $16,Current
session winding up tomor¬
000.
Last
week,
“Seven
Cities
of
rounded
out
its
6-day
ninth
session
Sinister” (M-G). Nifty at $9,000.
at the Paramount with an okay row (Thurs.) is headed for nice
Gold” (20th) and “Nightmare Al¬
Last week, subsequent-run.
$28,000. “Blood Alley” opens at $17,000 after $19,500 in fourth
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65- ley” (20th) (reissue), $14,000.
week.
the Par flagship today (Wed.).
$1.25>—“The Cobweb” . (M-G) (2d
Esquire .(Fox)* (742; 75-$l)—
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80) —
wk). Good $18,000. Last week, “Green Magic” (IFE) (2d wk).
“Phenix City Story” is heading
“Marty”
(UA) (26th wk). The 25th
$21,000.
for a fine $17,000 in its fifth frame
Good $2,500. Last week, $3,000,
frame
ended Sunday (2) was solid
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
at
the
State.
“Desperate
.
Hours”
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)—
$10,100
after
$10,700 in 24th week.
—“Gentlemen Marry Brunettes” “Trial” (M-G) and “Glass Tomb”
comes into the Criterion tonight
(UA) (2d wk). Sturdy $28,000. Last (Lip). Nice $18,000 or close. Last
(Wed.) with a special benefit preem, Stays bn.
San Francisco, Oct. 4.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
week. $36,000.
regular
run
starting
tomorrow.
Strong ad campaigns are helping
on reissues.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40) week,
“Never Too Young” dipped to light $1-$1.50) — "Svengali” (M-G) (2d
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 60- to boost biz here this round, but, $8,500
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (16th
in final (6th> week of six wk). Initial holdover stanza ending
of
course, it is strong product that
$1)—-'“To
Hell
and
Back”
(U).
Ter¬
Friday (7‘ is heading for fancy
wk). Swell $43,000. Last week,
days.
rific $27,000. Last week, “Female is paying off. “To Hell and Back”
alter $10,0Q0, below ex¬
$47,000.
“Sheep
Has Five Legs” held $8,000
is
pacing
the
pack
with
a
giant
take
pectancy,
in first week.
On
Beach”
(U)
and
“Yellowneck”
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
with smash $11,000 in eighth round
Victoria (City lay.) (1,060; 50at Golden Gate where a holdover at the Fine Arts. “Marty” still is
"Far Horizons” (Par) and “Hell’s (Rep), $15,000.
$1.75)
—
“Sister
Eileen” (Col) (2d
seems
certain.
“Tall
Men”
is
rated
Island” (Par) (2d wk).
Okay
solid with $10,100 in 25th week at
good at the Fox while “Trial” looks the Sutton, another arty theatre. wk). This round ending today
$9,500. Last week, $12,000.
(Wed.) looks to dip to fair $12,000.
smooth at the Warfield. “Ulysses”
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)
Estimates for This Week
Stays a third. First week was
looms okay in second Paramount
—"Mister Roberts” (WB) (7th wk).
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$1.75) $19,000.
Nice $25,500. Last week, $28,000.
session. “To Catch Thief” still is
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
—“McConnell
Story”
(WB).
Initial
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
big in fifth frame at St. Francis.
ending today (Wed.) looks $1.20-$3.30) — “Cinerama Holiday”
"Man Who Loved Redheads” (UA).
“Summertime” shapes big in sec¬ round
(Indie)
(35th wk). The 34th stanza
to
hit
fairly
good
$19,000,
but
not
Tall $5,600. Last week, “Divided
ond United Artists week.
up to hopes. Holds. In. ahead, completed Saturday (1) hit $40,800,
Heart” (Rep) (3d wk), $2,900.
Baltimore, Oct. 4.
Estimates for This Week
“Summertime” (UA) (14th wk), smash, after $40,200 in 33d week.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65Current crop of holdovers and
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80- okay $15,000. House closed Wed¬ Continues on indef.
98)—“To Catch Thief” (Par) (4th mild new entries adds up to urijyk). Sturdy $16,000. Last week, exciting grosses here ‘ this round. $1)—“To Hell and Back” (U) and nesday (28) until special preem at
“Bowery
to Bagdad” (AA). Mighty night of “McConnell.”
$18,000.
“Female On Beach” was lively at
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 98- the Century opening stanza. Third $28,000 or near. Last week, “Kiss
of
Fire”
(U) and “Finger Man” (550; $1.25-$1.28)—"I Am Camera”
$1.25)—“The Shrike” (U) (4th wk). round of “To Catch Thief" was
(DCA) (9th wk). The eighth week
Steady $15,500. Last week, $19,- pleasing at Hipp. Second week of (AA), $11,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
Sunday (2) was fine
“To Hell and Back” is still smash “Tall Men” (20th). Good $26,000 concluded
$7,000 after $8,400 in seventh.
p World (Indie) (697; 98)—“Red at . the Town.
Shoes” (Indie) (reissue) (4th wk).
or close. Last week, “Seven Cities Stays on.
Cincinnati, Oct. 4.
Estimates for This Week
Strong $3,500. Last week, $4,000.
of Gold” (20th).and “Top of World”
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55)
“The Tall Men,” standout of
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 25- (UA), $12,000.
„ Ziegfcld (Lopert) (430; 98)—
—“Philadelphia Story” (M-G) (re¬
three
new
bills,
is giving plenty
• Maddalena» (IFE) t4th wk). Neat 65-95)—“Gentlemen Marry Brun¬
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)— issue). First week ending tomor¬
ettes” (UA). Starts today (Tues.). “Trial” (M-G). Smooth $18,000 or row (Thurs.) looks to hit smash life to downtown trade this week.
$3,700. Last week, $5,000.
Last week, “Female On Beach’' better. Last week, “Bar Sinister” $3,000 or over, biggest ever at this It’s the biggest grosser at Keith’s
(U), lively $12,000 for 11 days.
house. In ahead, “Red Shoes” (In¬ since mid-summer. Albee shapes
fairish with "The Shrike.” which is
Film Centre (Rappaport) (960; (M-G), $9,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)— die) (reissue) (4th wk), $2,700.
nip and tuck with “Ulysses,” an
50-$l)—“Summertime” (UA) (4th
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20)
_wk). Okay $5000 following same “Ulvsses” (Par) and “Tanga-Tika” —“To Hell and Back” (U> (2d wk). okay Palace entry. World Series
(Indie) (2d wk). Okay $10,000 in
matinee business at all stands.
in third.
Initial holdover stanza ending to¬
.
St. Louis, Oct. 4.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100; 6 days. Last week, $20,000.
Estimates for This Week
day (Wed.) is heading for very big
•St.
Francis
(Par)
(1,400;
$1-$1.25)
35-$1.25'—“To
Catch
Thief”
(Par)
fu iis sol'd this frame and even
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.10)—
$40,000 or close after smash $63.h'e telecast of the world series (3d wk). Still staunch at $10,000 —“To Catch Thief” (Par) (5th wk). 000 opening week.
Holding on The Shrike” (U). Fairish $11,000
games did not slow down turnstile after $12,000 in second.
Fast $9,000. Last week. $11,000. Indef.
or near. Last week. “Left Hand of
activity over the weekend. “GenKeith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 25Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre
Criterion (Moss) (1.700; 75-$2.20) God” (20th), $15,000.
tiemen Marry Brunettes” is leader $1)—“Ulysses” (Par) (2d wk). Mod¬ Calif.) (1,458; $1.7542.65)—“Cine¬
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.)
—“Desperate
Hours”
(Par).
Opens
currently with a solid take at erate $6,500 after $9,000 opener.
rama Holiday” (Indie) (9th wk).
(1,376; $1.20-$2.65> — “Cinerama
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)— Fine $26,200. Last week, $29,000. with a special benefit preem to¬ Ho'iday”
m?ievv/‘. “H°\v to Be Popular” was
(Indie) (15th wk). Pickup
night (Wed.), regular run starting
my fair in its single week at the “Night of Hunter” (UA) (4th wk).
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
In ahead, in group parlies helping to hefty
. ‘Left Hand of God” looks Still drawing at $3,000 following 70-$l)—“Summertime” (UA) (2d tomorrow (Thurs.).
“Never Too Young” (Par) (6th wk- $26,000. Last week, $25,000.
f'5 111 second session at the St. $3,500 for third.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$D—
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 35-$l)— wk). Big $9,000. Last week, $12,- 6 days), light $8,500 after $11,400
, ‘Desert Sands” looms hot
‘Naked
Amazon”
(Indie)
and
in fifth full week.
81 Ornhoum.
“Tall Men” (20th). Opens today 800.
Larkin
(Rosener)
(400;
$1)—
Santa
Fe Passage” (Rep) (reissue'.
Fine
Arts
(Davis)
(468;
90-$1.80)
(Tues.). Last week, “3 Coins In
Estimates for This Week
$7,500. Last week, “Ouilaw”
X!Un!1>ass?dor (Indie) (1,400; $1.20- Fountain” (20th) (reissue), mild “Maddalena” (Indie) (3d wk). Big —“Sheep Has Five Legs” (Indie) Fast
$2,700. Last week, $3,200.
(9th wk). The eighth session ended (RKO) (m.o.), eight days, $6,500.
Si;, ' r~ ‘Cinerama Holiday” (In- $4,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1.500; ,75-$1.25'—
Clay (Rosener) (400-$l)—“Holi¬ Monday (3) was smash $11,000
Playhouse (Schwaber) (320; 50}u
"«• Neat $14,000 "
vJs.soo last week.
Biggest
$1)—"We’re No Angels” (Par) (5th day for Henrietta” (Indie). Okay after $12,400 for seventh week. The Tall Men” (20th>.
start here since July points to $20,•«PL®X. (F&M)
(5,000; 51-90)— wk). Ebbing to $2,500 after $3,000 $2,800. Last week, “Cocktails in Continues.’
000
or
better,
gigantic.
Holds.
Lart
in
fourth.
Kitchen”
(Indie)
(2d
wk),
$2,100.
Globe
(Brandt)
(1,500;
70-$1.50)
C“!w0ity” (AA) and “Finger
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-80-$1.25)
La<S (AA)- Opened today (Tues.).
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377-$l»— —“Ulysses” (Par) (8th wk). Sev¬ week, “Seven Cilics of Gold” (2Ut.i)
(2mm 00
‘How to Be Popular” —“McConnell Story” (WB) (2d “Wages of Fear” (Indie) (7th wk), enth week ended last night (Tues.) plus Marciano-Moore scrap clips,
wk). Drab $5,000 after $8,000 get¬ Trim $2,700. Last week, $2,500.
was fine $13,500 after $14,500, over $7,000.
S13.M0 P™e °f G°ld" <COl)> away.
Palace (RKO' (2.600; 75-SI'—
Bridge (Reade-Schwarz) (396; hopes, in sixth round.
Town (Rappaport) (1400; 35- $1.25-$1.50) — “I Am Came r a”
"g;?;;v's 'tocwi 0,172: so-85>—
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75> — Ulysses” (Par'. Okay $10,500. Last
(Uai L0iriiaiL Marry
Brunettes” $1.25)—“To Hell And Back” (U' (DCA) (4th wk)." Sock $5,500. Last “Gate of Hell” (Indie) (43d wk' week. “Female on Beach” (U),
and You Know What Sail- (2d wk>. Big $15,000 following wow
The 42d stanza compleied Monday $9,500.
week, $7,000,
^ onunued on page 16)
i $21,500 opener.

M Giant 27G,
Denver; Trial’ 18G

M Hotsy 28G,
Frisco: ‘Trial’ 18G

‘Female’ Fancy $12,000,
BaltofV Smash 15G
For 2d, Thief’ 9G, 3d

‘Tall Men' Mighty 20G,
Cincy; ‘Shrike’ $11,000,
‘Ulysses’ Okay at 10|G

‘BRUNETTES’ BRISK 16G,
ST. LOO; ‘SANDS' HOT 10G
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INTERNATIONAL

Arg. Show Biz Jubilant Over Peron’s
Ousting Despite Revolt B.O. Losses
By NID EMBER
Buenos Aires, Sept. 27.
After six days of anxiety, danger
and hope, the era of Peron is
ended—at last—and a provisional
government, headed by General
Eduardo A. Lonardi, an officer
with a good reputation, has been
established. Fate of commercial
radio is much in doubt but the film
industry and show biz generally is
happy over the knowledge that the
nightmare of the past 13 years is
finally ended. The writer’s tele¬
phone rings constantly as joyous
friends babble incoherent eongratulations or deliver invitations
to celebrations. Progress in the
streets is a procession of hand¬
shakes and “abrazos” (embraces)
• from delighted neighbors, friends
or even strangers.
The help of Uruguay is lauded
on all sides. It was the Uruguayan
news broadcasts which kept Ar¬
gentines informed of the real state
of affairs, in contrast to the Argen¬
tine state outlet, which kept up a
lying fanfare about the revolt
against Peron being about to fail.
People here without shortwave sets
had no idea that provincial garrison
after garrison had joined the re¬
volt and that the fleet was blockad¬
ing all Argentine ports.
The conjecture now about the fu¬
ture of commercial radio outlets,
stems from the fact that ^all of
them had been “acquired” by gov¬
ernment tycoons since 1948. Mer¬
cedes-Benz tycoon Jorge Antonio,
latest owner of the radio-tv station
Belgrano, is a refugee in the Swe¬
dish Legation. He was Peron's
mentor and business-partner in in¬
numerable rackets.
Film theatres in Buenos Aires
continued to operate most days for
afternoon performances only as a
curfew ordained that citizens
should keep indoors from 8 p.m. to
6 a.m. ^ Suspension of all theatre
performances from Sept. 16 cut
short the New York Theatre Bal¬
let’s 6-performance stand at the
Opera Theatre. Today, cinemas
are open, but there is uncertainty
about theatre night operation. As
late as last week, mounted cops
and gendarmerie, armed with tom¬
my-guns, still ruthlessly broke up
all attempts at celebration by a
jubilant population. Under the
Peron regime, the police (trained
by ex-Gestapo experts from Nazi
Germany) were known for their
brutality; so now the cops are
afraid the tables will be turned.
All show biz is jubilant, despite
what the past six days have
brought in big financial losses to
exhibitors, impresarios, nitery and
cafe owners. Grocers profited by
the public’s determination to stock
canned goods “in case.”
Losses notwithstanding, the en¬
tertainment world knows that at
long last the nightmare is over.
Many have known imprisonment,
exile, deprivation of all means of
earning a livelihood; they have had
to accept “directives” and subor¬
dinate their art to propaganda, and
were persecuted, to-give lip-service
to the regime. Those who were in
favor of the old regime and threw
their weight
around,
already
started slinking away when Leon
Bouche replaced Apold in the
Press Ministry.

Brit. Tour of ‘Can-Can’
Readied By Littler
Glasgow, Sept. 27.
Prince Littler Productions will
send out a British tour of “CanCan,” which recently ended a
London West End run. Tour will
open at the New Theatre, Cardiff,
Wales, Oct. 31, and then play the
Hippodrome, Bristol, for two weeks
from Nov. 14.
A Christmas season is likely at
either Manchester or Glasgow.

Paris Legit Hits
Head for Road
Paris, Oct. 4.
As the Paris legit season starts,
with a mass impetus of over 18
plays in its first month, many of
the past season’s hits are already
packing up for tours of the Con¬
tinent. One of the biggest groups
is the Ladislas Karsenty Tours
which covers France, Switzerland
and Belgium. This stanza, begin¬
ning Oct. 12, will have 10 proven
hits on the road.
The posthumous Jean Giraudoux,
'Pour Lucrece,” goes with Moni¬
que Melinand, Germain Dermoz
and Claude Gensac. Then comes
the Pierre Bost-C. A. Puget opus,
“Un Nomme Judas,” with its cre¬
ators Paul Meurisse and Marguer¬
ite Jamois, followed by the success¬
ful reprise of Anton Tcheckov’s
“The Cherry Orchard” by the Renaud-Barrault Co.
Jean Anouilh’s “Cecile” and Ra¬
cine’s “Bernice,” with Jean Chevrier and Marie Bell then hit the
road as well as the sock hit of
Andre Roussin, “Le Mari, La Fem¬
me Et La Mort” (Husband, Wife
and Death), with Its Original cast
Bernard Blier, Jacqueline Gauthier
and Jeanne Markens.
Then two other longrun hits
finally give way with Roussin’s
“Lorsque L’Enfant Parait” (When
the Child Appears) (in its fourth
year here), with Gaby Morlay and
Andre Luguet, and Marc Gilbert
Sauvajon’s adaption of the Guy
Bolton-Somerset Maugham “The¬
atre” called “Adorable Julia,” with
Madeline Robinson. Last one is the
old Jacques Deval play, “Etienne,”
done by the Comedie-Francaise
which also adds other pieces of
their rep on the tour.

H’wood Boycott to Win
40i Film Rental Now
Being Felt in Denmark

PfiRit^rf
Hail Garbo at 50
Malmo, Oct. 4.
The 50th birthday of Greta
Garbo on Sept. 19 was the oc¬
casion for the re-issue of a
series of her old films through¬
out the major cities in Sweden,
Most newspapers front-paged
her photograph with a story on
her birthday.
Malmo played “Camille,”
Jonkoping showed “Anna Ka¬
renina,” and at Stockholm both
films were featured at differ¬
ent theatres.

GU’s Evans Finds U. S.
Theatre Biz Following
Same Trends as Aussie
Film theatre operations and re¬
sults are following much the same
pattern this year in Australia as in
the U. S., according to John Evans,
chairman of the executive com¬
mittee of Greater Union Theatres,
who is in N. Y. for two weeks enroute back to Sydney, to study the
latest cinema setups and huddle
with Capt. Harold Auten, GUT
representative in the U. S. He
related how there has been a grad¬
ual increase in admission scales,
more longer runs for top product
and a healthy increase in at¬
tendance.
Citing as typical of big first
runs, Evans said that the big State
Theat re in Sydney,-which formerly
used 20 pix per year, now requires
only seven annually. He said that
nearly all important Greater Union
theatres now are widescreen. While
admittance scales have gone up in
Aussie, the tilts have been nothing
like the rise in prices for com¬
modities and almost everything
else.
Evans said Australian exhibs are
not fearful of. the advent of tele¬
vision there, and are planning to
be in on it from the beginnings
Greater Union and Hoyt’s cir¬
cuit, biggest competitor in Aussie
for GUT, are banded together with
J. C. Williamson, two newspapers
and
Electronic ' ,Industries,
to
operate one of the tele stations,
this to cover the Melbourne area.
But tv is not possible in Assuie
before 1956, and Evans believed it
would be 1957 before its in full
operation. He said it was hoped
that some tele stations would be
operating in time to cover the
Olympic Games next year, but so
far that was just a hope.
With the population of Australia
rising from around 6,000,000 be¬
fore the war to its present 9,000,000, there is need for more thea¬
tres. Excessively high costs have
held back construction so far,
Evans indicated.
In the mean¬
time, drive-ins have partly filled
the gap. Most of the successful
ozoners are located in or near large
centers of population.
Evans could see no immediate
additional freezing of U. S. dis¬
tributor coin in Aussie. He was
inclined to believe the same policy,
in vogue in recent years, would be
followed. Evans, who has been in
Europe and England for several
months, returns to Australia by
the way of L. A. and San Fran¬
cisco.-

Copenhagen, Sept. 27.
Every week the boycott against
Danish cinemas is being felt tough¬
er here, with fewer and fewer
Hollywood pix being shown. As re¬
ported before, U. S. film companies
want the Danish top rental of 30%
upped to 40%. Just before the
boycott went into effect four
months ago, the Danish exhibitors
booked all the American pictures
they could get their hands on.
Paris, Sept. 27.
However, already the provincial
A Cinepanoramic spokesman i
cinemas, playing two changes of
this
Gallic
anamorphosocope
pr<
bill weekly, have to fill in with
ess reveals real growth in usa
older Danish and European pix.
on the Continent since its inc<
This week, American pix still tion over a year ago. In Fran
headed the list of films playing six pix have already been ma
here, but it is probably for the with it and-five more are in pr<
London, Oct. 4.
last time or at least until Holly¬ aration.
The Punch Revue, presented at wood and the Danish cinema own¬
Italy, in both shorts and fi
the Duke of Yorks last Wednes¬ ers get together again. Of the 46 tures, has 50% of its widescre
day (28), by Oscar Lewenstein and Copenhagen film houses, there time using it, two pix have utiliz
Wolf Mankowitz, reoresents a tie- were 12 playing American films
process in England while thr
up with the famous British weekly. among them “Country Girl” (Par)l the
The production never lives up to “The Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) films are being made with C-pa
the high promise of the associa¬ and “Dial M For Murder” (WB). in Russia, after it was taken up
Technical Commission visiti
tion between management and this All three are longrun "hits here! aFrance.
mag. Opening night curtain was there were 10 theatres playing
Biggest
news for Cinepanoran
greeted with /gallery boos.
Danish pictures while British is that it has finally been adapt
Most of the writers have been product was being shown at eight in the U. S., Republic employing
recruited from the Punch columns cinemas. The others had German, for the film, “The Maveri
and the decor has been handled by Swedish, French and Italian pic¬ Queen.” It has been worked
1
their artist contributors. Principal tures.
by the Republic labs, under t
roles are filled by Binnie Hale,
There are now so many Danish supervision of Dan Bloombe
Alfie Bass and Paul Daneman, films in production that they will "Maverick” is being directed
with an unusually attractive sup- dominate this winter’s lineup more Joseph Kane with Barbara St;
porting cast. The presentation! than . ever. But the big question i wyck, Barry Sullivan and Sc
generally, however, is below the: remains whether there are enough j Brady in the leads.
accepted West End standards. £°oc* European pictures to fill up I Sp far the results seen here i
With the unfavorable opening and ; the remainder of the playing time just passable with screen bel
the lukewarm press, it must be or until a solution for the film filled out but colors runny a
regarded as a questionable pros- cental problem between Denmark . general clarity and depth not up
pect.
.. . j and Hollywood is found.
I C’Scope.
. .
,

London’s Punch Revue
Looks Doubtful Entry
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New Cinepanoramic Film
Process Attracts Prods.

Don Carlos’ Opens Berlin Cultural
Fest; N. Y. Philharmonic Scores Hit
Kubelik’s Covent Garden
j Maestro Bow With ‘Otello’
i

London, Oct. 4.
The Covent Garden Opera re¬
turns to the Royal Opera House to
open its autumn season Oct. 17
with the first performance of a
new production of “Otello.” There
will be seven performances of this
opera, which has not been per¬
formed at Covent Garden since
1939.
Cast includes Gre Brouwenstijn,
as Desdemona, Ramon Viney as
Otello and Tito Gobbi as Iago. On
Nov. 5 and for the remaining three
performances, Iago will be sung by
Otakar Kraus. All the perform¬
ances will be conducted by Rafael
Kubelik, who will be making his
debut at Covent Garden as musi¬
cal director.

Arg. Prods. Swing
To Quality Pix
Buenos Aires, Sept. 27.
As announced by Press Minister
Leon Bouche several weeks ago,
during his broadcast criticism of
the native motion picture industry,
the Argentina Sono Film studio is
running a contest to select three
stories for the 1956 production
schedule. Contest is open to all
Argentine writers, to foreigners
resident in Argentina or Argentine
writers who may be resident
abroad.
Falling into line with Bouche’s
suggestion that local producers
acquire experience and build mar¬
kets abroad through making of
shorts and documentaries (to ad¬
vertise the country’s beauties in
foreign countries). Sudamfilm has
signed Alberto Larrambebere to
look, after this type production.
The first three shorts will be mu¬
sicals.
Sudamfilm (Dave Cabouli) has
purchased outright the old EFA
studios, previously leased for a 3ycar term. EFA is in bankruptcy
for a second time and will be
wound up definitely. The studios
are in the heart of the city, and
considered Ideal for tele studios.
Cabouli began his career with
American distribution offices and
then with his brother Jaime set up
his own distribution outfit, dubbed
Guaranteed. This later branched
into production. The brothers split
forces a couple of years ago. Jaime
kept Guaranteed, and Dave set up
Sudamfilm.

Set Up World Service
To Handle Film, Footage
For Producers’ Order
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Photographic International, a
worldwide service to bring lowcost specialized motion picture
footage to television, theatrical and
industrial film producers, has been
established as a division of Ra¬
phael G. Wolff Studios Inc.; per
prexy Wolff.
New company, with contract
cameramen in 72 countries abroad
and in key areas of the U. S., will
deliver film of any length, embrac¬
ing any locale, and covering any
subject that a client may order
Wolff reports. The service, be¬
lieved to be first of its kind to be
set up in film biz, is designed to
make immediately available, on as¬
signment, establishing and nativeaction scenes for every' possible
use in motion pictures and tv pro¬
duction.
Wolff also revealed that his com¬
pany’s vast library of domestic and
foreign stock shots, acquired over
a period of 25 years, the studio has
been producing business and in¬
dustrial films, also' will be made
available through the new division
to producers.
Ben Munsey, vet Wolff production executives, is set as managing
editor of Photographies Interna¬
tional, headquartered in Holly¬
wood.
Legit actor Alejandro Ulloa,
after three years absence touring
North and South America, starts a
Shakespeare season at the Calder¬
on, Barcelona,* *wilh “Hamlet.”' -

Berlin, Sept. 27.
The Fifth Berlin Cultural Fee
tival was opened here Sept 27
with Schiller’s “Don Carlos” a}
‘he Schiller Th»tre. Preliminary
attraction to the festival were the
two concerts by the New York
Philharmonic, with Dimitri Mitropoulos conducting, at the Ti!
tania Palast, for two nights. Orchestra was undoubtedly the top event
in the first week of the fete, with
both
performances
registering
SRO biz.
6
On the legit side, many import¬
ant-showings took place. Top hon¬
ors went to the outstanding per¬
formance of “Don Carlos,” with
Gustav-Rudolf Sellner, guest di¬
rector from Darmstade, doing a
superb job on this. “Silbersee”
(Silver Sea), by the late Georg
Kaiser (he died 1945 in Swiss
exile), was preemed at the Schlosspark Theatre and proved rather
controversial. The play, which
the Nazis forbade, to perform, has
some association with Brecht’s
“Dreigroschenoper” (Kurt Weill
wrote for both the musical score),
but fails to impress today.
A big theatrical success, how¬
ever, was A. B. Shiffrin’s “Pawn¬
shop Legend,” which has received
an efficient translation job from
Leo Mittler, at the British Centre.
Laurels go to director Ottokar
Runze and the whole cast.
‘King Lear* England’s First'
England’s first contribution to
the festival , was a performance of
the Shakespeare Memorial Thea¬
tre
Stratford-Upon-Avon
with
“King Lear.”
Also running along with the Cul¬
tural Festival are Berlin’s Octo¬
ber Fest at the Zoo and the In¬
dustrial Fair. Fashioned after the
122-year-old famed Octoberfest in
Munich, Berlin’s show includes a
sideshow,
carnival
rides
and
games.
The sixth German Industrial
Fair opened at the exhibition halls
surrounding the Funkturm.
Al¬
most every branch of German in¬
dustry is participating with ex¬
hibits and displays at the fair
which will remain open until Oct.
9. There are exhibits from the
U. S., England, France, Italy,
Netherlands, Austria, Belgium and
Canada.
Doubtful of Fest’s Success
Whether the Cultural Festival
will be regarded as a success, ap¬
pears still uncertain as yet. The
1955 art junket may be costlier
than those of previous years but
the standard of attraction is hard¬
ly higher than during the past
years. It is generally felt that
there is hardly a comparison with
the Edinburgh Festival. Of course,
the local festival is a bit different
from other European fetes any¬
way. One chief reason to hold
the art fete annually is of ideologi¬
cal nature, namely to show West¬
ern art to the Eastern people. And
much has been done and is being
done to justify this “show window”
slogan. However, it can’t be over¬
looked that Berliners’ interest in
the fest is not too overwhelming.
There are quite a few who even
say that this festival is not neces¬
sary at all. Others say it’s just
a matter for the theatre fans, crix
and cultural officials. Reason for
this negative attitude is also the
general coin shortage among Ber¬
liners.
There are also quite a few who
feel that the festival actually is
no festival at all. They say that
the. local preems would have taken
place without the fest and that
the foreign ensembles coming to
Berlin for the festival are touring
Europe anyway. Despite these
pros and cons, however, it must
be admitted that organizers take
real care to make the annual cul¬
tural festival a success. If there
are drawbacks, it’s often a matter
of money (the money shortage).

London Pixer Bow
London, Sept. 27.
Sunday film shows have been in¬
augurated at the Cambridge The¬
atre by Emile Littler and Tom
Arnold. The legit house is cur¬
rently playing “The Reluctant
Debutante,” one of the top hits of
the season. Policy of the .manage¬
ment is to play offbeat pix and the ’
initial film was a Technicolor ver¬
sion of Puccini’s “Madame Butter¬
fly.”..
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Four More Legiters Preem in Paris
But Only ‘Witness’ Looks Oby B.O.

Pfi&IETY
Edinburgh Tringe’ Try
Bought for London Bow

INTERNATIONAL

First Week of Com! TV Fails To
Damage London Legit, Cinema B.O.

" Edinburgh, Sept. 27.
“Doctor Jo,” new play by Joan
Morgan, which had its world preem
at the International Festival as an
unofficial “fringe” event, has been
Paris, Oct. 4. 4-r- secured by Jack Waller Produc¬
Four more new plays
were
tions for presentation in London.
-wed here this week. Only one
Sonia Dresdel, Claude Jones and
P^ks to be a b.o. success.
The
Michael Blythe will take their
rallic version of Agathe Chris¬
original parts. Play was warmly
es “Witness for the' Prosecution”
received by crix here.
Glasgow, Oct. 4.
Fraser Neal, Scot producer, who
London, Sept. 27.
Tem°in A Charge) looks to cash in
Associated British Studios, Els- directed, has declined an offer to
on this whodunit despite the ordmSam Coslow, who had intended
production.. It drew lacklustre tree, has bought film rights of produce it in London owing to to return to N. Y.* following the
rrix welcome. Show does not look “H.M.S. Ulysses,” a first novel by commitments.
opening of “Romance in Candle¬
L approach its success in the U. S. Alisstair Maclean, local school
light” for which he wrote the
or England since its adaptation teacher. Novel is an account of the
music and lyrics, is staying over to
do the score for a new British mu¬
here loses much.
However, the perilous wartime operations . on
sical.
This will be a starring
Edouard VII may not have to the convoy route to North Russia.
vehicle for Jack Hulbert and Cice¬
worry about a next play for some Like “The Dam Busters,” which is
ly Courtneidge.
breaking records on circuit release
m Christopher Fry gets another try in Britain, “Ulysses” will be per¬
The new British tuner, which is
being presented by Bernard Delat Gallic auds with the Thierry sonally produced by Robert Clark.
Maulnier-Philippe De Rothschild
font,' is tentatively titled, “Hit Pa¬
Advance camera and sound units
rade.” It is skedded to open in
adaptation of his early drama are now with the British Home
the West End Jan. 20 after a short
about Moses. “The Firstborn.” Fleet in Arctic waters shooting es¬
provincial tryout.
Ian Stuart
Titled “Le Prince D’Egypte” here, sential background material. Pub¬
Black has been commissioned to
it has been given fine mounting lishers of the book, Messrs. William
write the book.
and acting but still remains a Collins, of Glasgow, has stepped up
Paris, Sept. 27.
rather static, talky piece that has the first print of the book to 135,some moments of high drama. Fry 000 copies. It’s estimated the au¬
Bruno Coquatrix, director of the
was whistled at last season when thor will make a minimum of $150,top music hall here, the L’OlymJean-Louis Barrault did his “Sleep 000 out of his story.
pia, is already setting up his plans
of Prisoners,” but this second- ef¬
fort was well received if ques¬
for the season. Besides such strong
tioned bv crix who found it too
lineups as Louis Armstrong, Lion¬
heavyhanded. Direction gives this
el Hampton and Edith Plaf for his
its few theatrical moments along
house, he has also set up some biz
with the fine thesping of Tania
deals
which may lead, to an event¬
Berlin, Sept. 27.
Balachova and the powerful pres¬
ual cartel-like tiein between the
Second half of September again
ence of Roger Hanin as Moses. Un¬
remaining
musiehalls.
His
aim
is
sees German pix on top in the
fortunately, the latter lacks the
to have the music halls band to¬ city’s preem house area. Six first
stature and dignity needed. This
Glasgow, Sept. 27.
does not look in. for for a long
gether so as to be able to afford runs currently are showing Ger¬
career here, but may set the way
Seaside vaude biz has taken so great vaude and show biz names. man features, five are playing Hol¬
for bringing in the better plays of great a nosedive over the past.sum¬ Fie feels this would enable them lywood pix while two houses have
Another house is
Fry. This is at the Left Bank mer season that George B. Bowie, to do business on a solid plane Gallic films.
Theatre Vieux-Golombier.
vet Scot showman, plans to cut and not allow themselves to be ex¬ showing a British film.
New U. S. films include “Seven
Archaic Historical Piece
dowrn on his operations. He has ploited by having houses bidding
Theatre Montparnasse has an ar¬ asked Saltcoats town council to.end
Year Itch” (20th) at Filmbuehne
against each other.
chaic historical piece in Andre Jos- his lease at the local Pavilion.
Wien, “Green Fire” (M-G) at Del¬
This is still in the conjecture phi Palast, “Torch Song” (M-G)
set's “Le Bal Des Adieux.” This
Bowie's show at Saltcoats, lead¬
chronicles the last days of Louis ing Clyde resort, wound up mid¬ department, but Coquatrix has al¬ at the Studio and “Warpath” (Par)
XVI and Marie Antoinette, and as¬ way through the season because of ready accepted the post as artistic at Metropol. Metro’s “Gone With
sumes that Louis had determined poor support. He blamed rising adviser at the big film theatre- Wind” is due to pass its 2,000th
to die to pay for the sins of his costs and the effect of exception¬ musichall,. the Alhambra, from performance this week at the Kurforebears. The last love of Antoin¬ ally hot weather.
which Pierre Andrieux recently bel. Film was preemed at this
ette also figures in this tableau-like
house in December, 1953.
Of the six shows staged at vaca¬ exited. Though only in an advisory
affair. It has some interest his¬
New
German
films
include
torically but lags in its dramaturgy. tion resorts, only one, at Largs, did capacity now, Coquatrix may go “Heaven Is Never Sold Out” (CapStilted and languishing, this play well for Bowie. The others were more directly into the Alhambra itol-Prisma), “Bandits of High¬
probably is due doomed to a short at Rothesay, Arbroath, Montrose, situation as part of his proposed way”
(ArionlColumbia), “Heart
house lineup. He would like to get Full of Music” (Omega-NF) and
run. Its appeal is primarily Gallic, Inverness and Saltcoats.
The promoter plans to re-apply others like the Bobino and Moulin “Homussen” (Royal Deutche Lon¬
with little chance for Broadway.
Jean Mercure scores as Louis, but for theatre leases next summer at Rouge to go along with him in this don). “08-15-Part II” (Gloria) and
has not done so well with his di- Largs, Rothesay and Arbroath.
setup. He gave as an example of “When Father and Son” (Constan¬
rection.
■having to recently pay an artist tin) are holdovers.
The perennial revival of a
Of the new German crop, crix
substantially more for a date when
Georges Feydeau farce is the Thea¬
liked “Homussen” the most. Film,
he threatened to go to the Alham¬ which centers around a famous
tre Renaissance. It is the 58-yearbra.
old “Monsieur Chasse.” This entry
German clairvoyant who was killed
has the usual brilliant peripities,
Coquatrix also set up the Societe by the Nazis in 1933, marks the
clever dialog and farcial situa¬
Franchises Des Spectacles which first directorial job of O. W. Fis¬
tions, but direction lacks that
will send out vaude packages to cher who also plays the title role
clockwork perfection necessary to
Mexico City, Sept. 27.
in this. “Heaven Is Never Sold
Big drop in number of pix pro¬ the provinces and other key cities. Out” is a nice, bright comedy
unchain the hilarity and movement
This
will act as both a tryout for
still inherent in these old farces. duced in Mexico by Mexicans in
centering, around young students.
Present opus, besides this lack of 1956 is forecast by information Olympia shows and also garner “Bandits of the Highway” follows
perfection has the further draw¬ from producers and the National those that have already played the in many instances the Hollywood
back of offkey playing by some Cinematographic Board. Predic¬ Olympia. Lionel Hampton was the pattern. Based on actual highway
members of the cast.
Jacques tion is founded upon the increased forerunner of this and his phenom robberies, film is full of suspense.
Morel is the only actor really in inclination of producers to make grosses all over France last year Columbia, incidentally, is releasing
the spirit of Feydeau, and garners tinters. These require two-three decided Coquatrix that his old plan “Highway” and also another nonmost of the chuckles. There are weeks longer to make than blacfc- was now ready to go into opera¬ American film currently playing
still plenty of laughs in this for white pix, and therefore take high¬ tion. He also has gone into part¬ the local first-run circuit,. “J'avais
Gallic auds, and it may have a er budgets.
nership with indie legit producer sept filles,” a French product.
moderate run on its name value
This setup may cut Mexican pro¬ Andre Certes to package plays for
and word-of-mouth. But the piece duction next year to a few more a few Parisian legit houses.
doesn’t look to make the hit cate¬ than 30 features, a new volume
Plays are usually directly put
gory of various other Feydeau re¬ low in recent years. This doesn’t
on by the theatres here, and this
vivals of recent' years.
dismay the NCB because much
new
combo may start new tactics
bigger boxoffice is counted upon
here a la the American way. Al¬
London, Oct, 4.
from these bigger pix.
ready set are two new Andre
A recommendation that wide¬
Mexican production this year is Roussin comedies, “D’Azur Et
screen pictures, other than for pro¬
expected to be around 100, slight¬ D’Argent”
(Blue and Silver) and prietary pi’ocesses such as Cinemaly less than the 1954 output.
Americans are counted upon to “Sabotage,” plus a new Pol Quen¬ Scope and VistaVision, should be
tin piece, “Les Francais A Mos- standardized at a ratio of 1,75:1,
Mexico City, Sept. 27.
make at least 15 pix in Mexico this
Film boxoffice champ of champs year, eight more than they pro¬ cou” (The French in Moscow). tolerable for both 1.65 and 1.85:1,
Coquatrix also has an interest in ha6 been approved by the British
during the firstsix months of this duced in 1954.
the Comedie-Caumartin theatre Film Producers Assn., following an
year here was The Mexican-made,
where
most of these will be staged, examination of recent develop¬
‘‘School for Tramps,” produced by
but other theatres are also inter¬ ments by their camera technical
Fernando de Fuentes for Dyana Opera Gala for Visit
ested.
Films, starring Pedro Infante and ;
committee.
Of Portugal President
Coquatrix feels that now Gallic
the late Miroslava. Its gross was
Because of the increasing use of
London, Sept. 27.
musical halls will be able to treat widescreen ratios, the BFPA has
$102,415. “On the Waterfront”
A
royal
gala
at
the
Covent
Gar¬
with high-priced U.S. acts who asked the British Board of Film
'Col), the Marlon Brando starrer,
den Opera House on Oct. 27 in heretofore, did not understand the Censors to redesign its certificate
Was second, with $60,850.
During the same period, these honor of the visit of the president Gallic standards and expected to which has to precede the public
screening of every picture. It ex¬
U- S. pix were high' on the. list: of Portugal will be attended by make Las Vegas salaries here.
plained that when the present type
The Living Desert” (Walt Disney), the Queen and. the Duke of Edin¬
seal is so attached that widescreen
with $53,750; “Three Coins in burgh. There will be a special per¬
pix may be off center for subse¬
Fountain” (20th), $49,650, and formance of “The Bartered Bride.” UJS. Names Taking* Over
Admission prices for the gala
quent footage.
Rear Window” (Par), $48,885.
Chief
Glasgow
Vauder
will be hiked to a maximum of $15.
Edinburgh, Oct. 4.
Rafael Kubelik will conduct the
Mex Magicos Want Union
performance and the cast will in¬
The Empire Theatre is gaining
. t Mexico City, Sept. 27.
clude
Edith
Coates,
Adele
Leigh
an increasing share of U. S. disk
Magicians Assn, of Mexico, which
London, Sept. 27.
has all pro members, through its and Otakar Kraus.
and vaude names.
Because of the exceptional busi¬
Prexy, Enrique Monjaras, has
ness chalked up by “The Dam Bus¬
Deep
River
Boys
recently
played
ANDA Members Earn $3,120,000
asked the Federal Board of Con¬
a clicko week here, and Ella Logan ters” on its general release over
Mexico City, Sept. 27.
ciliation and Arbitration to list it
Earnings last year by members is currently topping the layout the Associated British circuit, the
as a regular labor organization and
prior to starring in her native Glas¬ film has been booked to replay the
of
the
National
Actors
Assn.
Si
R on the same footing as
gow. Guy Mitchell is skedded to ABC chain next month.
Plumbers, carpenters and physi- (ANDA) (performers on the stage, headline week of Oct. 17 prior , to
The picture, made at Elstree and.
uans, which have unions down radio, tv, pix and niteries) totaled dates at Sunderland and Exeter.
distributed locally by AB-Pathe, is
$3,120,000.
.being released through Warner
Vaudery
will
revert*
to
revue
pol¬
Members, by special quota voted
Monjaras told the board that all
icy over Christmas with the Brit¬ Bros, in the U. S. It is understood
members are pledged to work for by ANDA, paid $27,500 during 1954
ish musical “Wedding, in Paris,” that it grossed upwards of $250,000
on^as,soci'?tioQ,s Prestige and “the for the construction of a hospital featuring Evelyn Laye.
,
. /»■ . louring LondQh genexal release.
ustody ot our secrets and tricks.” and pajd ££*£50 indues* t , j, , t ,

Assoc. British Studios
Buys ‘Ulysses’ for Pix

Coslow Extends London
Stay to Cleff New Tuner

Coquatrix Sets
Tall Plans For
French Vaude

Scot Seaside
Vaude in Slump
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More German Pix I
Out in Distrib

Mex Producers Go For
Color Films; Put More
Care Into Costly Pix

BFPA ASKS STANDARD
SET FOR WIDESCREEN

‘TRAMPS’B.O. CHAMP
IN MEX; TOPS BRANDO

‘Dam’ Wins British Rerun

London, Oct. 4.
Much to the surprise of exhibi¬
tors and legit managers, the first
week of commercial tv here has ap¬
parently made little difference to
the boxoffice. Indeed, many Lon¬
don cinema and West End situa¬
tions recorded better than average
biz during the opening weekend of
the new network.
Even the most optimistic theatre
managements anticipated that
opening night, at any rate, would
have caused a substantial dip in
receipts. But all the major cir¬
cuits are agreed that it was a case
of business as usual. As most in¬
dependents tell the same story, it
must be assumed that the opening
audience, variously estimated at
between 2,000,000 and 3,000.000,
may have been almost exclusively
at the expense of BBC-TV. Also
that it was drawn from members oE
the public who would have stayed'
home in any event.
That they have emerged unscratched from the first week, how¬
ever, has not led the industry lo
adopt an overconfident attitude. It
realizes that the new commercial
web must make some material im¬
pression. on receipts, but are hop¬
ing to establish a method of op¬
eration, whereby the two can live
and work together.
Free Plugs on New Net
The new network made a posi¬
tive start when it onened a film
magazine series at the weekend,
which included attractive excerpts
from two motion Pictures now go¬
ing the rounds. This was a modi¬
fied version of the former BBC’s
“Current Release” feature, but the
buildup bv the commentator was
in unqualified terms. What the
motion picture industry got for
free, other industries have to pay
for at the rate of $2,800 per
minute.
A further example of the coop¬
eration between the commercial
station and the entertainment in¬
dustry will be. seen next week
when Associated Rediffusion will
cover the arrival of celebrities for
the opening of “Pajama Game” at
the Coliseum on Thursday, Oct. 13.
This will be followed at a later
date by the telecasting of an ex¬
cerpt from the musical.
A fortnight later, the same net¬
work will feature the preem of
Herbert Wilcox’s “King’s Rhap¬
sody” at the Warner Theatre. A
half-hour program Is being lined
up which will cover arrivals and
which will Include a musical show
in the theatre foyer.

Yank Films Still Pace
Aussie B.O.; ‘Pater,’ ‘Girl,’
‘Pagan,’ ‘Doctor’ Leaders
Sydney, Sept. 27.
The Aussie film boxoffice Is
maintaining a swift pace to give
major and minor circuits solid in¬
take. The screen fare, mostly U. S.
and British, is. to the liking of the
local patrons. “Country Girl” (Par)
is wham at the Prince Edward in
third week. Other toppers in the
big money bracket include “A Man
Called Peter” (20th), “High and
Mighty” (WB), “Blackboard Jun¬
gle” (M-G), “Interrupted Melody”
(M-G), “Sign of Pagan” (U), “Mambo” (Par) and “Happy Ever After”
(20th).
Foreign
pacemaker is
“Bread, Love & Dreams” (Kapferer).
Melbourne Also Strong
Melbourne, Sept. 27.
“Doctor in House” (Rank) swings
into its 30th week as other b.o.
pacemakers do big biz. These in¬
clude “Country Girl” (Par), "Three
Ring Circus” (Par), “Blackboard
Jungle” (M-G), “Camille” M-G),
“Modern Times” (UA), “Summer
Madness” (London) and “Bread.
Love & Dreams” (Kapferer).
‘Doctor* Big in Adelaide
Adelaide, Sept. 27.
“Doctor in House” (Rank) is tops
here
playing in 17th week.
Marqueed presently are “A Man
Called Peter” (20th), “The Caddy”
(Par) and “Beau Brummell” (M-G).
‘Sabrina* Paces Brisbane
Brisbane, Sept. 27.
“Sabrina” (Para) is smash In
third week here. “Soldier of For¬
tune” (20th) and “Gone With
Wind” (M-G) also are copping plen¬
ty of coin.
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with pride the November availability of
Alexander Korda’s London Film Production

by TERENCE RATTI3AN
' starring

VIVIEN LEIGH
13

31 IftlKi

> ^Vife-

ca■.

The 3-year London
and New York dramatic
stage success combines the talents of

*^1|

two-time Academy Award winner Vivien Leigh
...as a married woman trapped by the devil of
infidelity; Kenneth More, acclaimed star of "Genevieve”
and "Doctor in the House”...and the brilliant productiondirection of Anatole Litvak, distinguished director of "The
Snake Pit”

an
■— ^

ANATOLE LITVAK
PRODUCTION IN

CINema
cOLOp

'it’s a pleasure to do business with 20th!’

v
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(N.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (4)
1955
High LOW
33% 22*6
23
32
2234
31
2616 23%
•18*4 14%
67
87
3
5'" 8
245-6 17*4
9
121/4
4456 36
4336 3136
5536 3634
7
1036
.8*4
12
5%
11%
1534 1334
2256 1736
3136 25*6
2634
31
79*4
91
21% 18*4
80
134
736
1534
17*6
8
1636
4*4

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly
in 100s
High
Low
Am Br-Par Th 321
28%
30%
CBS “A” ... 140
25*4
23*4
CBS <‘B” ... 81
24%
23%
CoL Fix .... 41
25*4
24%
Decc* . . 248
16*4
15^4
Eastman Kdk 67
79%
82%
EMI .. 451
4
3
Loew,s ..... 321
21
19%
Nat. Thea. .. 171
9%
934
Paramount .. 104
38%
39*6
Philco
203
34
3136
886
RCA
47*4
44*4?
RKO Piets. . 208
736
a
RKOThea. .. 140
10
9*4
Republic .... 87
9*4
3%
Rep., pfd. ... 15
15
1436
Stanley War, 60
17%
1836
2836'
SOth-Fox .... 153
2634
28
9
2736
KJniv. Pix ...
80
TJniv., pfd. .. *30
79*4
22
Warner Bros.
19*4
20%
61
Zenith .
123*4
116*4

American Stock Exchange
Allied Artists. 102
634
4
7*4 .
14*4
15*4
934 Alld Art. pfd. 50
14%
124
15
13*4 Du Mont .-.
3%
336
336 Skiatron .... 22
14%
15*4
1334 Technicolor . 234
1
334
Trans-Lux
334
336

Over-the-Counter Securities
Bid
..
4
Chesapeake Industries ....
........
1*4
Cinerama Inc.
.
.
4*4
Cinerama Prod, s.
2*4
Official Films .............
....... 66%
Polaroid
16*4
U. A. Theatres ...
32%
Walt Disney

.......

Tuej.
Close
28%
2334
23%
24*4
15%
79%
4
1936
9*4
3836
32%
4436
734
9%
15
18
27%
2734
80
19% .
119%

Change
for week
—1*4
—1
— 36
+ %
+ %
—1
—
— %
— 36
4- %
+1%
—234
+ 36
— %
-f %
—
—
— 36
— *4
—
— %
— %

634 14*4
14*4
336
14%
334

—
•—*
—
—
44-

Ask
436
2
5*4
234
69
1734
36%

+ %
—
4- *6
4- %
-|-3
4- 34
+ %

%
%
*4
%

* Actual Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Sponable Explains Why 20th Won t
Disturb 2.55/1 Ratio in C’Scope
Because 20th~Fox believes that
the current 2.55 to 1 ratio of Cin¬
emascope must be retained if the
system is to retain its effectiveness,
the company will not go along with
any proposal to create a composite
magnetic-optical print, that would
disturb that ratio.
Earl I. Sponable, 20th’s research
and technical topper and a vet
in the sound field, said last week
that he was aware that several of
the companies had developed a
print that would combine magnetic
and optical tracks, but he stood
firm in declaring 20th wouldn’t
make the. switch, even if others
did.
“By the time you put an optical
track on a print along with the
magnetic tracks, your ratio on the
screen is down to somewhere
around 2 to 1,” he said. “There's
no point to that at all. What you
have left then is VistaVision.”
Sponable was emphatic in stating
that, to the best of his knowledge,
the Motion Picture Research Coun¬
cil hadn’t endorsed the new print
development. “Our men are on
that Council,” he said. “They
would have never agreed to it.”
Sponable's own solution to the
print problem, which is largely one
of 20th’s own creation, is for ex¬
nibs to install magnetic’ pickup
heads that would allow them to
get their sound from the number
two track on a magnetic print. That
track is a “catch-all” track. Addi¬
tional cost to the theatres runs to
around $750, he said. ’
The new composite print merg¬
ing magnetic and -optical tracks,
was developed by engineers for a
number of companies, including
Columbia, Metro, Warner Bros, and
universal. It, too, would require
some adjustment at the projector,
put the cost wouldn’t run higher
than about $50.
It’s understood that, in adopting!
the C0mposite print, which then
could play any theatre, 20th’s eom- ’
Pctitors would still make available
® limited number of stereophonic!
niagnetic prints for the firstrun ac-;
counts that want them. U, for insunee ig committed to serve all
with whatever type of
they want.
•
Pnnt problem has developed as

a result of the failure of stereo¬
phonic sound to catch on in the
U. S. With only some 3,500 ac¬
counts having installed stereo
equipment,
the corresponding
prints, while expensive, aren't fully
used. That’s been a headache to
all companies, and particularly for
20th, since the theatres’ demands
and playoff pattern have required
a very large number of prints, in
20th’s case over 500 per film.

440-Seat Stagedoor
Gets 'Dolls’ First Run
For San Francisco Area
When “Guys and Dolls” opens in
San Francisco Nov. 17 or 18, it
won’t be at one of the big firstruns but at the little, 440-seat
Stagedoor Theatre, Herbert
Rosener, who operates the house
in partnership with Irving C.
Ackerman, disclosed in N. Y. Mon¬
day (3).
Rosener, who had just signed the
deal for the Goldwyn film with
Metro, said the deal was of the
usual 90-10 variety, with a consid¬
erable guarantee involved.
He
added he expected “Dolls” to run
over a year.
Goldwyn presumably okayed the
deal for the Stagedoor on the basis
of his prior experience with the
house. He booked “Hans Christian
Andersen” in there. It played 30
weeks and returned to Goldwyn
some $100,000 in film rental.
Rosener operates about a dozen
arties on the west Coast, including
houses in Los Angeles, Portland
and San Francisco where he makes
his headquarters. In L.A. he runs
a house in partnership with Buddy
Adler, 20th-Fox’s exec production
head.
Booking major releases into
arties for long runs isn’t unusual
these days. In N Y., “The Deep
Blue Sea” (20th-Fox) goes into the
Plaza and Paramount’s “The Trou¬
ble With Harry” is headed for the
Paris Theatre. However, dating of
a pic like ’“Guys and Dolls” into a
440-seater In an important town
like San Francisco is considered
unusuaL
;
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EXHIB LEADERS, TOURISTS IN BRITAIN,
DOUBLE-TALK PLAYDATE ISSUE, SEZ DAFF
+

PENSION PASTURES

American film exhibitors vaca¬
tioning in Britain, and especially
leaders of exhibitor trade associa¬
tions, should stop trying to con the
British industry about playdates
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Kansas City, Oct. 4. I
Hal R. Makelim will finance the for British features in the United
States.
It is the American exhibi¬
Luncheon honoring Earl Hayes, first three pictures on his Make¬
who .shortly retires as manager of lim Plan of guaranteed exhibitor tor, not the distributors, who hold
back
on
booking time for British
the Mainstreet Theatre, Lexington, • playing time with his own re¬
Mo., was tendered by men of Jim sources, he reports, in disclosing product. So declares Alfred E.
Daff/
executive
vice president of
Long’s division at the Fox Mid¬ that' the project after three years
west annual (2.6th) convention. of preparation gets underway Fri¬ Universal who is just back from a
European
business
trip.
Hayes turns 65 shortly and retires day (7) with start of the first of a
Daff’s blast was aimed at exhibi¬
under the circuit's pension plan.: skedded 12 films annually, Initialtors
who
make
speeches
before
He's a 25-year man with the out¬ er is “The Peacemaker,” costarring
James Mitchell and Rosemarie theatre groups during visits to Eng¬
fit. .
land.
During
these
talks,
Daff
com¬
Resignation of William Souttar Bowe.
plained, the American exhibitors
Originator of plan to provide ex- have a tendency to place the blame
as manager of the Lincoln Theatre,
Springfield, Ill., was tendered. He hibs with a constant flow of month¬ on the failure for widespread dis-r
leaves the industry after 25 years. ly product originally had planned tribution of English films on every¬
He is a brother of Fred Souttar, bank financing, but when he went body but themselves. “Why don’t /
to them with nearly $300,000 in they book the pictures instead of
manager of the Wichita district.
Taking over the Lincoln The¬ signed contracts from theatremen talking about it?” Daff remarked.
atre will be Jack Golladay, moving was turned down. Banks told him, “We don’t own the theatres.”
over from the Kennedy Theatre, he declares, that the contracts DafFs entry in the controversy is
“weren’t any good.”
based on the fact that U distributes
Kirksville, Mo.
He has other ideas .on subject, a certain number ef J. Arthur Rank
so is shelling out his own coin in pictures in the U. S.
the belief contracts ^jy.11 be hon¬
He
vehemently
denied
the
ored. Makelim now has a total of charges that the American distrib¬
4,000 pre-sold playdates, commit¬ utors of the British pictures do
ted for approximately $300,000 in not give the imports the same pub¬
rentals, for his plan.
licity and exploitation campaigns as
Pictures are budgeted at $500,- American films. “Every British pic¬
000 each, and according to pro¬ ture we’ve handled,” he said, “and
ducer are- expected to gross be¬ we have evidence to prove it,
tween $1,000,000 and $1,600,000, we’ve spent as much money on ex¬
domestic, foreign and television. ploitation as with an equivalent
Only other money in deal is $100,-. American-made iilm.”
•
Lip Service
000 made available by Hugh Thom-.
Rome, Oct. 4.
as, who sold his Sarasota, Fla., the¬
Daff said that the English film
The Society of Independent Mo¬ atre interests to join Makelim in industry is quite aware that the
tion Picture Producers got its long- project asweepee.
visiting American exhibitors are
sought recognition as an equal
There is also talk that Don Dan- only giving “lip service” to British
with the Motion Picture Ex¬
films and that “inwardly they laugh
delake,
prexy
of
North
and
South
port Assn, last week when SIMPP
at the statements made by the
prexy Ellis Arnall signed a one-, Carolina Theatre Owners Assn., American exhibitors.” English pro¬
year deal with the Italians. Latter may join him, having offered $250,- ducers, Daff contended, know that
were represented by Eitel Monaco 000 via telephone. Enough coin the booking of their pictures in
already is available to back first
of ANICA and Nicola De Pirro.
two pix entirely and part of the U. S. theatres depends largely on
Deal, which runs through Aug. | third, balance here to come from the exhibitors. The U topper feels
31, 1956, provides for unlimited initialer’s revenues.
that the American theatremen are
trying to find a way out when they
imports, a sked for uses of blocked
Under terms of the plan, the blame the U. S. distributors of the
lira including compensation deals
via shipyards and pro-rata distribu-. 4,000 theatres which have sub¬ British imports.
Daff was particularly bitter about
tion of earnings. Official remit¬ scribed will share 50-50 with Make¬
tances are scaled proportionately lim in all profits. Contracts call remarks recently made in England
for
a
minimum
guarantee
price,
by
Herman M. Levy, Theatre Own¬
to the $3,000,000 which MPEA is:
allowed to take out annually at against a percentage, never more ers of America general counsel. He
than
25%.
Non-competitive
thea¬
took
sharp exception to Levy's ad¬
the official rate.
tres, offered product simultaneous¬
Arnall (who has returned to the ly with the backers of plan, will vice to the British theatreeowners
not
to
depend on American prod¬
U. S.) said he was very pleased pay higher prices, with a limit of
“Whose product are they go¬
with the agreement, particularly 50%. It’s anticipated by Makelim uct.
ing to depend on,” he asked, “if
since it bore out his view that the that another 4,000 theatres will they want to keep their theatres
indies deserve to be on equal foot¬ book product over and above the going at full capacity?”
ing with the major companies in original 4,000.
Levy’s Opportunity
all countries.
Excess of $250,000 was spent by
Levy, he noted, is a top execu¬
Makelim out of his own pocket in tive of TOA “sp why doesn’t he use
(In N. Y., MPEA said it hadn't actual cash in promoting plan, he his influence in getting TOA mem¬
been informed of the agreement. It reports.
bers to book British pictures.”
was pointed out that, if the SIMPP
First film will be released before Levy has said that he would make
deal parallels that of MPEA, it end of the year, with Makelim Pic¬ an appeal to TOA members about
would mean that the indies would tures Inc. to handle release and booking British films at TOA’s con¬
Jtai>e to retain 40% of their earn¬ National Film Delivery Service to vention in Los Angeles next week.
ings for local uses, with the rest operate physical distribution. F;rst- “It will be interesting to see what
available for transfer in one way runs already have been set in all happens after Levy makes his ap¬
or another.
That would be the territories, with exception of De¬ peal.” Daff said.
The U executive said his com¬
first time that the indies had to troit, Chicago and Birmingham,
pany had no quarrel with the Rank
keep part of their take in Italy.)
still open.
organization and that their rela¬
tionship wa* as solid as ever. He
said he had seen John Davis, Rank
topper, during his recent visit
abroad and that Davis, foremost
critic of the manner in which Brit¬
ish films are handled in the U. S„
had no complaints about the man¬
TOA Presidency Not in Bag This Year—Unpaid ner in which U distributes the
Rank product in the U. S.
‘Honor’ Requires a Well-Heeled Exhibitor
Earl Hayes and Bill Souttar Re¬
tiring From Film Industry

NOW SELF-FINANCED,
MAKELIM FILMS ROLL

indies Co-Equal
With MPEA Via
New Italo Pact

Wide-Open Election at Los Angeles

With one of the heftiest agendas
in Its history, Theatre Owners of
America convenes for its annual
convention tomorrow (Thurs.) at
the Biltmore Hotel in' Los Angeles.
Registration begins today (Wed.).
Prexy E. D. Martin will make the
opening address to the delegates,
with Mitchell Wolfson, chairman
of the finance committee, set to
follow with the keynote address.
An attendance of over 1,000 theatreowners is expected at the meet¬
ing. Booth space for the trade
show which is being held in con¬
junction with the convention has
been completely sold out.
A contingent of TOA executives
has been in L. A. since Friday
(30) for various committee meet¬
ings. Facing a tough task is the
nominating coipmittee which met
yesterday (Tues.) to choose candi¬
dates for the many executive posts.
The presidential race is said to be
wide open. Unlike previous years,
it is difficult to predict the out¬
come of the election on the basis
of assignments held during £h|;

present administration.
TOA’s
usual practice had been to groom a
candidate for a new term, but this
year the organization appeared to
show no favor to a potential suc¬
cessor. Mentioned as possibilities
in addition to Martin who, it’s un¬
derstood, could be drafted to ac¬
cept another term, are Myron
Blank, Des Moines; George Kerasotes, Springfield, Ill.; J. J. Rosenfield, Spokane; Albert Pickus,
Stratford, Conn., and Ray Cooper,
San Francisco. Blank appears to
have the inside track on the post,
although Pickus may be a dark
horse candidate.
Job of a TOA topper is a tough
one. It’s an unpaid honor that
requires a well-heeled exhibitor
executive who can take time out
from his company duties. It en¬
tails a great deal of travelling and
expenditure of considerable per¬
sonal coin not returned via ex¬
penses. There are not too many
execs around who can find the time
for the job even though they have
the necessary financial resources.

Golden on Bicycle
Washington, Oct. 6.
Nathan D. Golden, head of De¬
partment of Commerce film and
motion picture products division,
left over weekend to attend the
Lake Placid meeting of Society of
Motion Picture and Television En¬
gineers, after which he will mount
a figurative bicycle to circle a se¬
ries of trade meetings and events.
Golden will be in New York for
the “Oklahoma” preem, then at¬
tend Absecon, N. J., session of the
Scientific Instrument Industry, fol¬
lowed by the Variety Clubs Inter¬
national mid-winter meeting at
New Orleans, which he attends as
International Heart chairman.
Returns here Oct. 16 with Andre
Debre, French studio equipment
and camera manufacturer, who,
along with his wife, will be house
guests of the Goldens during a
two-day Washington visit before
going to Hollywood.

TENDER TRAP t “What Every Girl
Sets For Every Man!”

HIGHEST RATING
OF ALL TIME!
Yes, in all the years that FILM RESEARCH SURVEYS has polled audiences,
’’THE TENDER TRAP” at Loew’s Lexington Theatre, N.Y. Preview last week
topped every picture in history. It was a repetition of the sensational audience
Preview in California. The news of this GREAT attraction is spreading like wild,
fire through the industry. ACT FAST! THIS IS MONEY!

FRANKIE!
On the cover of Time
and Look Magazines,
he’s the hottest name in
films today and here’s a
perfect show for his mil¬
lions of fans!

HERE’S WHAT IT’S ABOUT!
Come into Frankie’s love-nest-bachelor-apartment. Through these portals pass the most
gorgeous and seductive models and career girls in naughty New York. And just when the
confident bachelor thinks he’s got the perfect set-up, along comes the most-innoceni-of*
them-all to set the tender trap! Bait your box-office with this big-time bonanza entertainment!
(Ayailable in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)

DEBBIE!
She’s an authority on
the tender trap.
Debbie’s headline ro¬
mance makes her the
sure-fire-want-to-see
star of the year!
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Hollywood Production Pulse
ALLIED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year..
.23
This Date, Last Year......21
"THE FRlBNDLY PERSUASION"
Prod.-Dir.—William Wyler
Gary Cooper, Dorothy McGuire, Mar¬
jorie Main, Anthony Perkins, • Robert
Middleton, Phyllis Love, .Mark Richman, Richard Eyer, Joel Fluellen,
Edna Skinner, Dorothy Ford, John
Hoyt, John Pickard, Henry Rowland,
John Smith, Walter Catlett
(Started Sept. 7)
"THE FOUR SEASONS"
(LaSalle Productions
(Shooting at Republic)
Prod.-Dir.—Josef Shaftel
David Wayne, Keena Wynn, Jim Back¬
us, James Barton, Marcia Henderson,
Myrna Dell •
(Started Oct. 1)

COLUMBIA
Starts, This Year.31
This Date; Last Year.25
"SAFARI"
(Warwick Productions)
(Shooting in London)
Exec. Prod.—Irving Allen, A. R. Broc¬
coli.
Prod.—Adrian D. Worker
Dir.—Terrence Young
Victor Mature, Janet Leigh, Roland Cul¬
ver, Orlando Martins, John Justin
(Started Aug. 2)
"THE EDDY DUCHIN STORY"
Prod.—Jerry Wald
Dir.—George Sidney
Tyrone Power, Kim tfovak, James Whit¬
more, Rex Thompson, Jerry Antes,
Nat Brandwynne, Shepperd Strudwick, Victoria Shaw
(Started Aug. 8)
"THE WAY WE ARE"
(William Goetz Productions)
Prod.—WilUam Goetz
Dir.—Robert Aldrich
Joan Crawford, Cliff Robertson, Ruth
Donnelly, Vera Miles, Lome Greene
(Started Aug. 3D
"STORM CENTER"
(Phoenix Productions)
Prod.—Julian Blaustein
Dir.—Dan Taradash
Bette Davis, Kim Hunter, Brian Keith,
Joe Mantell, Paul Kelly, Howard
Wierum,
Kevin
Coughlin,
Sally
Brophy
(Started Sept. 9)

METRO
Starts, This Year. ...16
This Date, Last Year... ...73
"LUST FOR LIFE"
(Shooting in Europe)
Prod.—John Houseman
Dir!—Vincent Minnelli
Kirk Douglas,' Anthony Quinn, Niall
MacGinnis, Pamela
Brown,
Roger
Livesey
(Started Aug. 2)
"MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS"
Prod.—Joseph Pasternak
Dir.—Roy Rowland
Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse, Paul Henreld, Oscar Karlweis, Lily Darvas,
Jim Backus, Cara Williams, Liliane
Montevecchi
Guest
Stars:
Lena
Home,
Frankie
Laine, Jerry Colonna'
(Started Aug. 2)
"TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN"
(Shooting in Colorado)
Prod.—Sam Zimballst
Dir.—Robert Wise
James Cagney, Stephen McNally, Irene
Papas, Don Dubbins, Vic Morrow
(Started Aug. 15)
"GABY"
Prod.—Edwin H. Knopf
Dir.—Curtis Bernhardt
Leslie Caron, John Kerr, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke, Taina Elg, Margalo Gil¬
more
(Started Sept. 9)
"FEARFUL DECISION"
Prod.—Nicholas Mayfack
Dir.—Alex Segal
Glenn Ford, Donna Reed, Leslie Nielsen,
Juano Hernandez, Robert Keith, Rob¬
ert Burton, Ainslie Pryor
(Started Sept. 26)

"THAT CERTAIN FEELING"
Prods.-Dirs.—Norman Panama, Melvin
Frank
Bob Hope, George Sanders, Eva Marie
Saint, Pearl Bailey
(Started Oct. 3)

RKO
Starts, This Year.12
This Date, Last Year.4

REPUBLIC
Starts, This Year.12
This Date, Last Year...... 8

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year.77
This Date, Lpst Year.12
"CAROUSEL"
Prod.—Henry Ephron
Dir.—Henry King
Gordon MacRae, Shirley Jones, Came¬
ron Mitchell, Barbara Ruick, Clara
Mae Turner, Audrey Christie, Robert
Rounseville, Suzanne Luckey
(Started Aug. 22)
"THRESHOLD OF SPACE"
(Shooting In New Mexico)
Prods.—William Bloom, Barbara McLean
Dir.—Robert D. Webb
Guy Madison, Virginia Leith, John
Hodiak, Dean Jagger, King Calder.
Barry Coe, Ken Clark, Martin Milner,
Donald Murphy, Walter Coy
(Started Sept. 15)
"BOTTOM OF THE BOTTLE"
(Shooting in Nogales, Arizona)
Prod.—Buddy Adler
Dir.—Henry Hathaway
Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth
Roman, Jack Carson, Margaret Hayes,
Brad Dexter, Jim Davis
(Started Sept. 26)

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year.. ..24
This Date, Last Year_..23
PILLARS OF THE SKY"
(Shooting in Oregon)
Prod.—Robert Arthur
Dir.—George Marshall
Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone, Keith
Andes, Ward Bond, Lee Marvin, Syd¬
ney Chaplin, Floyd. Simons, Michael
Ansara, Olive Carey, Felix. Noriego,
Glen Kramer, Pat Hogan
(Started Aug. 18)
'GUN SHY"
Prod.—Howard Christie
Dir.—Charles Haas
Jock
Mahoney,
Martha
Hyer, Lyle
Bettger, David Janssen, Grant With¬
ers, Ted de Corsia, Dayton Lummls,
Harry Harvey
(Started Sept. 14)
'CONGO CROSSING"
Prod.—Howard Christie
Dir.—Joseph Pevney
' Virginia Mayo, George
Lorre. Michael Pate
(Started Sept. 29)

Nader,

Peter

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year.18
This Date, Last Year.75
"GIANT"
Prods.—George Stevens, Henry Gins¬
berg
Dir.—George Stevens
Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson, James
Dean, Jane Withers, Chill Wills. Mercedes McCambridge, Judith Evelyn,
Paul Fix, Carroll Baker, Dennis Hop¬
per, Robert Nichols, Rodney Taylor,
Monte Hale, Elsa Cardenas
(Started May 19)
"THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS"
(Shooting in Paris)
Prod.—Leland Hayward
Dir.—Billy Wilder
James Stewart
(Started Aug. 8)

"THE SWAN"
Prod.—Dore Schary
Dir.—Charles Vidor
Grace Kelly, Alex Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne, Agnes Morehead,
Jesse Royce Landis, Leo G. Carroll,
Estelle Winwood
(Started Sept. 26)

SERENADE"
(Shooting in Mexico)
Prod.—Henry Blanke
Dir.—Anthony Mann
Mario Lanza, Joan Fontaine, Sarlta
Montiel, Vincent Price, Vince Edwards
(Started Sept. 14)

PARAMOUNT

"SEVEN MEN FROM NOW"
(Batjac Productions)
Dir.—Budd Boetticher
Randolph Scott, Gail Russell, Lee Mar¬
vin, Don Barry(Started Sept. 29)

Starts, This Year.10
This Date, Last Year.73
"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
Prod.-Diz.—Cecil B. DeMille
Assoc. Prod.—Henry Wilcoxon
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne
Baxter, Yvonne DeCarlo, Debra Paget,
Judith Anderson, Edward G. Robin¬
son, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent
Price. John Carradlne, John Derek,
Olive Deering, Martha Scott. Julia
Faye, Henry Wilcoxon, Douglas Dumbrille, Ian Keith, Frank DeKova,
Peter Hanson, Donald Curtis, II. B.
Warner, Joan Woodbury, John Miljan, Joyce Vanderveen
(Started Oct. 14)
"THE PROUD AND PROFANE"
Prod.—William Perlberg
Dir.—George Seaton
William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey
Martin, Thelma Ritter, Marion Ross,
Ann Morriss, Nancy Sinatra, Ross
Bagdasarian, William Rcdfield, Ger¬
aldine Hall, Evelyn Cotton, Theodore
Newton, Robert Morse, Ray Stricklyn, Olive Stacey, Geneviev Aumont
(Started July 16)
"THE MOUNTAIN"
(Shooting at Chamonix, France)
Prod.-Dir.—Edward Dmytryk
Spencer Tracy.-Robert Wagner, Claire
Trevor, Barbara Darrow, Anna Kashfi,
Richard. Arlen, Willi»>»n Demarest,
Onslow
Stevens,
E.
G.
Marshall,
Richard Garrick, Harry Townes
(Started Aug. 29)

INDEPENDENT
"WAR AND PEACE"
(Ponti-de Laurentiis Productions)
(Paramount Release)
(Shooting in Rome)
Prod.—Dino de Laurentiis
Dir.—King Vidor
Audrey Hepburn. Henry Fonda, Mel
Ferrer, Milly Vitale, Barry Jones,
Jeremy Brett, May Britt, Oscar Homolka, Herbert Lorn, Lea Seidel
(Started July 4)
(Hecht-Lancaster Joanna Productions)
(UA Release)
(Shooting in Paris)
Prod—James Hill
Dir.—Sir Carol Reed
Burt
Lancaster,
Tony Curtis,
Gina
Lollobriglda, K&ty Jurado. Thomas
Gomez, Johnny Puleo
(Started Aug. 1)
"AROUND THE WORLD IN 10 DAYS
(Michael Todd Productions)
(Shooting in Spain)
Prod.—Michael Todd
Assoc. Prod.—William Cameron Men
Dir.—Michael Anderson
David Niven, Cantinflas, Luis Dor
quin, Noel Coward, Martlne Ca
Finlay Currie, Fernandel, Sir J
Gielgud, Hermlone Gingold, Tre
Howard, Glynls Johns, Beatrice

lie, A. E. Matthews, John Mills, Rob¬
ert Morley, Ronald Squires, Basil Sid¬
ney, Harcourt Williams, Shirley MacLaine, John Carradine, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke, Buster Keaton.
(Started Aug. 9)
"COMANCHE"
(UA Release)
(Shooting in Durango, Mexico)
Prod.—Carl Krueger
Assoc. Prod.—Henry Spitz
Dir.—George Sherman
Dana Andrews, Linda Crlstal, Kent
Smith, Reed Sherman, Mike Mazurkl,
Nestor Paiva, John Lltel, Henry Bran¬
don, Boyd Stockman, Stacey Harris,
Lowell Gilmore, Iron Eyes Cody
(Started Aug. 25)
"THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM"
(Carlyle Productions)
(UA Release)
(Shooting at RKO)
Prod.-Dir.—Otto Preminger
Frank Sinatra, Eleanor Parker, Kim
Novak,1 Arnold Stang, Darren McGavin, Robert Strauss, John Conte,
Doro
Merande,
George
Mathews,
Emile Meyer, Shorty Rogers
(Started Sept. 26)
"PHANTOM FROM 10,000 LEAGUES"
(Milner Bros. Productions)
(For ARC Release)
Prod.—Jack Milner
Dir.—Dan Milner
,
Kent Taylor, Cathy Downs, Michael
Whalen, Helene Stanton, Philip Pine,
Rodney Bell, Don Orlando, Vivi Janls
(Started Sept. 28)

Make-With-Words
-
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Inside Stuff-Pictures
“Cinerama, Holiday” received a flashy sendoff in Washington w
Wednesday (28). Special opening was for the benefit of Washing
Variety Club’s welfare fund for Children’s Hospital, and was loaded
with diplomatic and Federal brass. Affair was preceded by a nluch
dinner at the Mayflower given by Stanley Warner, with Samuel Rosen
circuit’s executive Vice President, hosting. Among those on hand werp
the Secretary of the Navy, Secretary of Interior, Justice Stanley Reed
of the Supreme Court, Maxwell M. Rabb, Secretary to the Cabinet
and aide to the President; Assistant Secretary of State Carl McCardle
etc. The dinner party of about 100 was driven to the theatre in a
fleet of cars, with police escort.
*
Abram F. Myers, national Allied States executive counsel, is de¬
laying the signal to start the Congressional hearings on film rentals
until an “air tight” case has been prepared to prove that federal
regulation of such rentals is essential for independent exhibitors*
economic well-being. That's the explanation that Bennie Berger, AS
defense : committee chairman, for the present delay is getting the
hearings under way. He says that he expects the date to be set any
day ijow. U.S. Senator H. H. Humphrey, chairman-of the small busi¬
ness committee’s sub-committee that will conduct the hearings, is
in Minneapolis and has assured Berger again that he’ll start them as
soon as Myers gives the word.
Book on the motion picture art form and its “impaet upon esthetic
and social values in America” is being readied by Prof. George
Amberg for publication the latter part of next year by the U. of Min¬
nesota Press. Amberg teaches art and humanities at U. of Minn.
Tome will concern “itself with the unique characteristics of the pic
medium and will evaluate certain significant and creative films. Am¬
berg, who has written several books on ballet and the theatre, was
curator of the department of theatre arts at N.Y.’s Museum of Modern
Art before joining the U. of Minn, faculty.

factor in scheduling pictures to
utilize to fullest advantage the co¬
ordinated talent of stars, produ¬
cers, directors and writers. Their
careful selection for each picture
as combined creative efforts o'" rs
Ministerial Assn, of Wilmington, Ohio, has proposed city censor¬
the surest guarantee of a finer ship of films following the showing of “Monika” there. Clerics raised
product.”
the issue over objectionable scenes in the picture. Ironically, “Mon¬
Here How They Run
ika” is distributed by Hallmark Productions, owned by Kroger Babb,
Writers working on Metro pro¬ a native of Wilmington.
jects include S. N. Behrman, now
State Railroad and Warehouse commission on Nov. 15 will hear the
writing 44Bonjour Tristesse” for in¬
dependent production • by Otto Middle West Motor Freight Bureau’s application for a 25% increase in
Preminger and M-G release; John film transfer rates to 42 Minnesota towns having film houses. North
Dighton, English playwright who Central Allied will oppose the boost.
adapted Ferenc Molnar’s “The
Swan” which entered production re¬
cently; John Patrick, who adapted
his own Broadway hit, ‘‘Tea¬
house of the August Moon;” Rob¬
ert Anderson, who similarly adapt¬
ed his own “Tea and Sympathy;”
Don M. Mankiewcz, who trans¬ No Uniformity Among Companies on Releases—
posed his. own Harper Prize novel
Charity Benefits Confuse—N. Y. Critics Grumbling
“Trial” to the screen; Rod Serling,
who won attention as a television
dramatist, has been assigned to
Increase in the number of pre¬ at the request of the film company,
“The Red Car.”
mieres, previews, “sneaks,” and
Nathaniel Benchley is writing special showings in the Broadway the reviews were withheld. There
“The Little Leaguer,” Ernest Leh¬ theatres is causing considerable have been numerous other in¬
man .is working on the Rocky confusion among New York motion stances of these delayed openings.
Graziano
autobiog,
“Somebody picture editors on when to pub¬ All-day paid previews also are ir¬
Up There Likes Me,” Gore Vidal lish the reviews of the picture. In ritating to the critics, some con¬
is adapting Paddy Chayefsky's tv most cases, when a premiere is pre¬ tending that as long as the public
play, “The Catered Affair,” Chris¬ sented at night for a benefit and pays to see the picture, the com¬
topher Isherwood is writing “The all tickets are sold out in advance, ments should be published the day
after it appears on the theatre’s
Wayfarer,” and Norman Corwin, a
the film critics delay the publica¬ screen.
fugitive from radio, is working on tion of their reviews until the day
The situation concerning the
“Prisoner of Paradise.”
after the film’s availability to the
Other scripters working on M-G general public at regular boxoffice opening of the Todd-AO ‘‘Okla¬
homa” has the critics completely
properties include Richard Brooks, prices. .
baffled. In addition to a 10 a.m.
Frances Goodrich, Albert Hackett,
There have been, however, so working press showing, the Rivoli
Charles Lederer, Stewart Stern,
many
different
variations
of
what
has scheduled three different night
Karl Tunberg, Millard Kaufman,
George Wells, Frank Fenton, Fay is termed an official opening that premieres for various groups. The
the
film
critics
are
asking
just
writers as yet have received no in¬
and Michael Kanin, Douglas Hume,
Dorothy Kingsley, Betty Comden what constitutes an official open¬ dication when the reviews of the
ing.
Thepolicy
of
the
film
com¬
picture are to be published.
and Adolph Green, Laslo Vadnay,
As of the moment, the film
Isobel Lennart, Leonard Spigel- panies is felt to be capricious, to
gass, Sonya Levien, Christopher the point that the film critics may writers have not planned to take
demand
a
clarification
of
the
situ¬
any
official concerted action. How¬
Knopf, Arthur Laurents, Ruth
Brooks Flippen, William Ludwig, ation. There are a number of film ever, it’s understood, that the
writers
who
are
of
the
opinion
that
N.
Y.
Film Critics may discuss the
Allen Rivkin, Corey Ford, Robert
Ardrey, Herbert Baker, Lenore the question should be handled by matter at its next meeting in the
their
managing
editors
or
pub¬
hope
that some satisfactory ar¬
Coffee, John Lee Mahin, Helen
rangement can be made with the
Deutsch, Leonard Gershe, Julius lishers,
film
companies.
J. Epstein, Jan Lustig, George ' It’s pointed out that the soFroeschel, Ivan Goff and Ben called unofficial openings are con¬
fusing to the readers of the vari¬
Roberts.
Cole Porter has been signed to ous papers. If the reader sees
write the score for' an untitled, photos and reads about a. glamor
modem musical comedy with premiere, it’s noted, he looks for a =3= Continued from page 1 =3
Frank Sinatra. Picture is one of review of the picture in the same ner of a live telecast. Explanation
five screenplays to be written by issue* and is often disappointed later by Alex McKee, acting exec
John Patrick for production by when it does not appear.In general, the film critics have secretary .of AFTRA, was that the
Sol Siegel.
Electronicam operation that Du¬
In addition to “The Swan,” been willing to go along with the Mont showed AFTRA prior to lat¬
“Fearful Decision,” the Cyril film companies in withholding ter’s okaying a SAG pact was not
their
comments
yntil
after
the
first
Hume-Richard. Maibaum tv. play,
the same one that the company is
and “Gaby,” a - romantic story full day’s run at a theatre. How¬ using now. He said that it was es¬
with a ballet background, entered ever, in the case of many benefit sentially a film setup, but now it
production during the past three 'preems, a block of tickets is held covers live tele techniques.
open for the general public.
If
weeks.
A spokesman for SAG said that
the public pays at the boxoffice,
Schary, it’s noted, will produce the critics and the papers feel they the differences would probably be
“Designing Women,” a modern should be entitled to run the re¬ discussed by his union's national
romantic comedy slated as a co- views the next morning. If no bene¬ board. He added that SAG was
starring vehicle for Grace Kelly fit is involved and the premiere is open for powwow with AFTRA on
and James Stewart. George Wells, open to the public with the excep¬ the matter.
who is writing the screenplay, will tion of a number of seats set aside
Ted Berg’mann, DuMont exec, said
be associated with Schary in the for celebrities, the newspapers feel that the new AFTRA demands in
production.
its their obligation to their readers the face’ of an existing agreement
to print the comments immediately with SAG were probably prompted
thereafter.
by the machine’s popularity (being
Birdwell to Direct
What is particularly irking the used by Jackie Gleason, et al.).
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
film writers is certain well-pub¬ He said that when AFTRA first
Russell Birdwell, the public re¬ licized special showings which are saw the Electronicam and gave its
lations man, returns to directing held several days in advance of approval to SAG jurisdiction, the
after many years. He’ll be guiding the regular opening. For example, live tv actors union saw exactly
“The Come-On,” Lindsley Parsons when 20th-Fox opened “Seven the same system used today.
production for Allied Artists which Year Itch” at Loew’s State, it held
McKee, on the other hand, be¬
rolls Monday (10) with Anne Bax¬ a special showing, complete with lieves, that what AFTRA saw prior
ter starred.
to
May 6 was the “Mark I” camera
kleig lights and Marilyn Monroe,
Barry Sullivan has exited as two days before the picture’s offi¬ and not the Electronicam of today.
male lead due to conflicting assign¬ cial bow at the theatre. The next
With Electronicam under conten¬
ments. He begins rehearsal short¬ day the papers carried pictures of tions by the unions, Gleason’s al¬
ly for television “Caine Court- Miss Monroe and stories about her ready launched “Honeymooners'
Martial.”
attending the showing. However, may get caught in the middle. •

When Is a Film Officially 'Opened?

Electronicam

20*
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Chances Doubtful of Television
Wrap-Up of COMPO PoU Results
As Hollywood Guards Own Oscar
The television show that had
been planned as the setting for
presentation of the Council of Mo¬
tion Picture Organizations’ Audi¬
ence Awards is now in doubt. Fact
that the Screen Actors Guild, the
Motion Picture Industry Council
and other Hollywood groups are
not cooperating with the COMPO
poll has made It problematical
whether the tv show can be staged.
Robert W. Coyne, COMPO’s spe¬
cial counsel, was scheduled to
leave N. Y. for the Coast yesterday
(Tues.) and some new develop¬
ments on the matter of the guild's
and crafts’ participation in the poll*
are not unexpected. Coyne is go¬
ing west primarily to attend the
Theatre Owners of America, con¬
vention but he'll also confer with
Elmer C. Rhoden, national chair¬
man of the Awards Committee.
They’ll undoubtedly seek to re¬
move any roadblocks placed in the
way of the tv program by the de¬
fection of the Hollywood groups.
It’s pointed out that a firm SAG
edict against its members’ appear¬
ance on the show would present
serious difficulties for COMPO to
hurdle.
Rhoden, who notably has been
high on the idea of televising the
awards presentation, has been hope¬
ful of obtaining film industry spon¬
sorship, unlike the Oscar cere¬
monies which are aired via General
Motors (Oldsmobile) bankrolling.
The exec meanwhile has ex¬
pressed surprise following the dis¬
closure that SAG and others were
withholding cooperation. “I can¬
not conceive of even a small group
of people in show business oppos- j
ing the idea of acknowledging the
public vote,” he said.
Rhoden and Coyne apparently
had good reason for “surprise.”
Eoth had been received In a friend¬
ly maimer when they had informal
talks on the Coast about poll par¬
ticipation. No commitments were
made but neither Coyne nor Rho¬
den were given to understand that
SAG, et al., would present prob¬
lems.

Franchise Dispute Keys
Suit Vs. Filmakers Corp.

Oldsters’ Cutrate Ducats
Cambridge, Oct. 4.
All Cambridge theatres are
cooperating with the Red
Feather Committee on Recrea¬
tion for the Elderly Plan
which allows city residents 65
and over to attend .films at a
reduced rate and bring a
friend, over 65, at the same
rate. ..
Senior citizen identification
cards are issued for six
months. So far, over 600 men
and women hold the cards
which permit reduced rates at
the wickets at the Brattle,
Central Square, Eliot, Inman,
and University Theatres.

Edwin J. Smith Jr. To
London as Overseas
Sales Head of Allied
Edwin J, Smith Jr. is exiting the.
foreign sales, manager’s post at
RKO to join Allied Artists Inter¬
national Corp. as v.p. and overseas
supervisor of European operations.
The AA post has been newly-creat¬
ed by International topper Norton
V. Ritchey.
Smith joins AA’s foreign sub¬
sidiary in mid-October. He’ll leave
shortly thereafter for London
where he’ll make his headquarters
and reside permanently.
An industry veteran. Smith
joined RKO in 1931 in the sales
control department and subse¬
quently moved up to his present
position. During World War II he
served with the U.S. Army Pic¬
torial Service, following which he
rejoined RKO as assistant secre¬
tary and assistant treasurer. He
was also involved with many of
RKO’s financial negotiations and
producer relations.

Take Out $
— Continued from page 7 -

Bill Danziger at Metro
Under Broadened Concept
Of Nursing Each Film
Metro, is planning to increase its
publicity-promotional facilities by
assigning an extra ballyhoo spe¬
cialist to certain pictures for full¬
time concentration on the single
property. Duties of the extra man,
either hired on the outside or se¬
lected from the company’s regular
homeoffice or Coast publicity staff,
will supplement the work of the
combined east and west coast
publicity departments.. _
A number of upcoming releases
are currently being handled in that
manner.
Bill Danziger, veteran
film promotion man, has joined
pub-ad topper Howard Dietz’s
staff to work on “I’ll Cry Tomor¬
row,” film biography of Lillian
Roth.
Danziger has previously
been associated with Metro on a
number of occasions for promo¬
tional assignments.
Ted Galanter has been detached
from his regular assignment as
West Coast division press repre¬
sentative to devote fulltime on
“Guys and Dolls” under the studio
publicity department’s aegis. He’ll
work closely with Dave Golding,
Samuel Goldwyn pub-ad chief, who
followed the production of the pic¬
ture from its inception, headquar¬
tering at the Goldwyn studio dur¬
ing production and shifting to
New York for the follow-up bally
on the picture after its completion.
Under the proposed setup, Mor¬
gan Hudgins, for example, who
served as unit publicist during the
filming of “Quentin Durward” in
England and “Bhowani Junction”
in Pakistan will remain with the
films right up to their release.
Similarly John Roth well, who cov¬
ered “The Last Hunt” on location
in South Dakota and during the
studio shooting, will continue with
the film after it is finished.
George Nichols has shifted from
his national magazine contact as¬
signment at the studio to do spe¬
cialized work on the Rocky Graziano biofilm, “Somebody Up There
Likes Me,” and on “Kismet.”
Fritz Goodwin, who spent the bet¬
ter part of a year on “Julius Cae¬
sar,” touring the country on lec¬
ture assignments and special pub¬
licity, moved into Nichols post.
Metro is currently dickering with a
number of outside promotional
men and is contemplating puttirig
them on for such films as “The
Tender Trap,” “Lust for Life,’
“Tribute to a Bad Man,” and
others.

Boston, Oct. 4.
dollars-in-N. Y. receipts around
Albert Swerdlove and Federal
Film Co. of Boston filed a bill in $180,000,000.
Even as the remittance status im¬
equity in Suffolk Superior Court
last week against Filmakers Re¬ proves, company execs are eyeing
leasing Organization of California with concern the production situa¬
alleging that Irving H. Levin, tion in several countries. They feel
prexy of Filmakers, attempted to that, if it continues to deteriorate,
coerce and intimidate Swerdlove the respective governments may
into relinquishing franchise rights. elect to take “protective” meas¬
Swerdlove and Federal Film ures. Latter invariably are di¬
Continued from page 2
^
hold the exclusive franchise to rected against the importation of
Minister, who rarely sees films,
distribute in New England eight Hollywood films.
that they also objected to Robert
films to be released by Filmakers,
Italy’s Open ‘Crisis’
Ruark’s “Africa Adventure” and
four of which have already been
Italo industry is • openly In the 20th-Fox film, “Untamed.”
released and the fifth, "The Bold
India’s censors rate among the
and the Brave,” is ready for re¬ “crisis” and the outlook isn’t very
good either for Germany where toughest in the world and within
lease.
The complaint alleges that Levin the government has called a halt to recent months there has been con¬
attempted to get Swerdlove to re¬ its production subsidy program. siderable controversy over them in
linquish “The Bold and the Brave’1 Without it, producers will be en¬ the Indian press and Parliament.
from the franchise so that Levin tirely dependent on distrib guar¬ Where some have called for mod¬
could sell or distribute through a antees and private financing which ification of censorship, others have
is scarce.
national distributor.
urged a further tightening up.
On Swerdlove’s refusal, the com- I
plaint continues, Filmakers served
notice of termination of Federal
Film’s rights as franchise holder
under the franchise agreement, in
"an effort to coerce and intimidate”
Swerdlove into relinquishing his
rights to distribute the film.
Writer for Money Raps Money Picture, Says Wile,
A temporary injunction was is¬
In Rebuttal to Sokolsky
sued by the Suffolk Superior
Court restraining Filmakers from
licensing or distributing “The Bold
Columbus, Oct. 4.
Wile replied: “And why do you
and the Brave” in the New England
Columnist George Sokolsky’s re¬ write a column, Mr. Sokolsky? Do
territory excepting by, and
through, Federal Film and Swerd¬ cent column on Communism in you do it solely because you are
Hollywood.drew a blast from Rob¬ interested in the great political
love as franchise holders.
The Court also issued an order ert A. Wile, executive secretary questions ort which you pontifi¬
of notice to Filmakers Xo show of the Independent Theatre Own¬ cate?”
cause tomorrow < 28), why the tem¬ ers of Ohio. Sokolsky wrote that
Were it not for the profit-only
porary relief asked for should not some screen personalities of doubt¬ motive, Sokolsky had declared “no
be granted. Mintz, Levin & Cohn ful loyalty “may make a greater one would have made a picture of
of Boston are appearing as counsel impression on the gullible” after such dross as ’Blackboard Jungle’
press agentry has made them which Dore Schary of MGM put
for the franchise holders.
It was learned here that similar famous. Wile replied by asking, forth as an example of American
injunctions are expected to be “To whom are you referring, Mr. life, while he complains about re¬
asked by franchise holders in sev¬ Sokolsky? You mention no names. strictions of civil liberty.”
But to our knowledge there are no
eral of the southern states.
Wile retorted that almost every
The four films released by Film¬ personalities in Hollywood now paper which syndicates Sokolsky’s
akers and distributed by Federal working for a studio who have column had praised “Jungle;” that
and Swerdlove are “The Bigamist,” contributed to Communist causes.” MGM and Schary put it out as a
“Private Hell 36.” “M2d at the )
To Sokolsky’s crack that pic¬ piece of entertainment, not as a
World” and “Crash-Out.” The re¬ tures are “manufactured to earn picture of U. S. life, and that final¬
maining three films have not yet 1 money for their owners, who gen- ly Schary has not complained about
been shot in Hollywood.
« erally are interested in little else,” civil liberties restrictions.

Asians, Africans Object

Pick Holes in Sokolsfey’s Logic
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Can HoDywood Ignore 25,000,00(1?
Los Angeles, Oct. 4
Elmer C. Rhoden, prexy of National Theatres and national
chairman of COMPO’s Audience Awards Committee, takes sharp
issue with Hollywood’s stand in failing, to cooperate with the
public poll, going on record as saying that the film industry should
welcome the public awards as differing from tht trade’* Oscar
kudos.
' •
In a statement issued from his office here, Rhoden declared:
“Since we anticipate there will be approximately 25,600,Qoij votes
cast, I cannot conceive of even a small group of people in show
business opposing the idea of acknowledging the public ■vote.,,

Who Appealed to Orphans’ Court
Asks Audience Advice
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
The 300,000 subscribers to
his legit road attractions will
be paged by Paul Gregory for
suggestions and opinions in
casting his upcoming film pro¬
duction, “The Naked and the
Dead,” producer reports.
Gregory has sent out a syn¬
opsis of script and the names
of seven major characters to
. be filled, requesting each of
the 300,000 to submit their
ideas of top stage and screen
personalities who should be
cast. Production is tentatively
budgeted at $3,000,000.

Gear, for Gear’s Sake,
Makes Exhibs’ Profit
Dubions—Loren Ryder
Lake Placid, Oct. 4.
Warning exhibitors not to accept
further technical changes "without
evidence to prove their economic
value as compared to the quality,”
Loren L. Ryder yesterday (Mon.)
reminded the convention of the
Society of Motion Picture & Tele¬
vision Engineers here that “the
object of the motion picture, busi¬
ness is to make money.”
Ryder, head of Engineering and
Recording at Paramount and a
former SMPTE prexy, delivered a
paper on “Economic Aspects of
Utilizing New Engineering Devel¬
opments.” The convention, with a
record attendance of some 600,
this week' will hear a number of
talks on the new systems, includ¬
ing one on Todd-AO by Prof.
Brian O’Brien, its inventor.
Ryder said exhibitors during
1954 alone invested something like
$30,000,000 in new equipment and
he pointed out that this amount
actually exceeded their combined
net income for the year. “Equip¬
ment manufacturers who are com¬
plaining'that sales are off as com¬
pared with last year are trying to
find ways of getting all our profits
all the time,” Ryder declared.
“All they have to do is continue
doing this for five years and there
will be no business,” he added.
“Sometimes someone forgets that
bills have to be paid, and some of
the people at the studios have been
conscious of only studio costs,
which incidentally are rising at an
alarming rate.”
The Par technical topper said
standard color film negative cost
$125 per thousand feet. The same
photography time in VistaVision
(Par’* process) costs $250, he
figured. That’s upped to $312 for
65m and to $428 for anamorphic
55m.
“Laboratory experts feel
that processing and release cost can
well go up in the same ratio,” he
added. Ryder said inutile future,
if a device cannot pay its way, it
should be dropped.
Kalmus Gold Medal
At last night’s awards session of
the Society, SMPTE prexy John G.
Frayne of Westrex disclosed es¬
tablishment of a new industry
award for outstanding technical
contributions to color films. It will
be called the Dr. Herbert T. Kal¬
mus Gold Medal Award and will be
presented first in 1956. Kalmus is
president pf Technicolor and a
pioneer in the tint field.
Convention also hears a report
on DuPont’s Kronar, the new and
tougher Polyester photographic
film base which, according to Du¬
Pont’s Deane R. White, should be¬
come available in volume at the
end of this year. The base has un¬
dergone three years of continuous
testing and is in production now.
Also at the convention, Edward
S. Seeley, of Altec Lansing, sub-

Scranton, Pa., Oct. 4.
Legal proceedings instituted here
against Frank C. Walker and J. j.
O’Leary, charging them with “mis¬
management and maladministra¬
tion” of the estates of M. E. Comerford and M. B. Comerford,
brought quick repercussions.
The accusations against Walker
and O'Leary were made by the six
children of the late Mr. and Mrs.
M. B. Comerford in the form of
exceptions filed in Orphans’ Court
here to the accounts filed by Walk¬
er and O’Leary as executors and
trustees of the estates. M. E. Com¬
erford was the founder and head
of the Comerford organization un¬
til his death in 1939, while M. B.
Comerford, his nephew, was gen¬
eral manager when he was killed
in an automobile crash in 1935.
Within 24 hours after the excep¬
tions had been filed, the three sons
of M. B. Comerford, all of whom
held executive posts in the theatre
enterprises, were notified that they
had been fired. Notices served on
them by Attorney Thomas J.' Fri¬
day, son-in-law of M. E., carried
the . notation that the dismissals
were “by order of Frank C.
Walker.”
The sons of M. B. who were
ousted were Michael B., head of
the real estate department; Thomas
P., manager of Comerford opera¬
tions in the Binghamton area, and
William M., in charge of mainte¬
nance and upkeep of properties.
Their salaries were reportedly in
the neighborhood of $10,000 a year
each.
Promptness with which Walker
acted’ to fire the three sons of
M. B., who was Walker’s first
cousin, indicates that the legal ac¬
tion probably will develop into
real family warfare, with a fortune
involved. The three sons report¬
edly are still directors of the nu¬
merous independent and inter¬
locked organizations making up
the Comerford business, but these
positions carry no remuneration,
it is understood.
Three daughters of M. B. are
joined with their brothers in the
legal battle against Walker and
O’Leary.

Ike’s ‘Count Me Out’
—
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failed to come through with its
order. It now looks, however, as
though the company will go for at
least part of the tab, indicating
that NBC will embrace a splitsponsorship pattern. Meanwhile,
some other major advertisers have
expressed interest In the Chi and
Frisco pickups.
On the basis of the elaborate
coverage systems being mapped
by both networks, coupled with
the necessity of transporting all
equipment from the Chi conclave
to the GOP meet In Frisco, either
network will consider itself lucky
if it manages to break even, de¬
spite the $5,000,000 sponsorship
tab. Back in ’52 they lost money.
mitted his resignation as SMPTE
secretary. He’s succeeded by Wil¬
ton R. Holm of DuPont.
At a roundtable discussion, the
engineers heard, besides Ryder,
Earl I. Sponable, 20th-Fox re¬
search topper, on “Why Wide
Film?”, and W. A. Mueller of
Warner Bros, on “A Major Studio
Enters Television Film Produc¬
tion.” ' White reported oh inter¬
national motion picture standards
following the International Stand¬
ardization Organization meet held
in Stockholm last June.
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Queen Bee
One female alone may be

CLg/l£gA...

the queen bee. All other
females serve only
to sacrifice themselves
while tending the
queen bee or defending
her. The males of the
species exist only to serve

lA-

the queen’s pleasure.

Sdot!
Joan Crawford
Queen Bee
BARRY

BETSY

JOHN

SULLIVAN-PALMER-IRELAND
.ntlLucy MARLOW
Screen Play, by

RANALD MacDOUGALL* Based on a novel

by Edna Lee • A JERRY WALD Production
Directed

by RANALD MacDOUGALL
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‘Why Get Boxoffice Tax Eliminated
If Distribs ‘Confiscate’ the Gain?’
Still Theme of Allied Dissenters

.

Int’l Variety Club Show
Reads Like a Benefit

Rome, Sept. 27.
John Haskell, international rep
of Variety Clubs International, is
in Rome on the last lap of his
worldwide
organizational
tour,
looking into the possibility of form¬
ing a Variety Club tent in the
Eternal City. To this effect, he
Further evidence of a conflict 4
plans to contact the U.S. Embassy
within Allied States Assn, on the '
HERMAN ROBBINS SALUTE
here, then giving the city the o.o.
question of supporting a new tax
in the hopes of meeting with bet¬
elimination campaign came last
Ned Depinet Will Chair Film
ter success than on his last stanza
week in a statement issued -by Al¬
here, where the general setup and
Pioneers
Dinner
Nov.
4
lied Theatre Owners of New Jer¬
the character of the people ap¬
sey.
The Jersey unit, following
peared to discourage formation of
Ned
E.
Depinet,
vet
film
indus¬
two meetings on the subject, unani¬
a
Variety Club tent.
mously approved the idea of a cam¬ try exec, will serve as general
Most recent dates set up by
paign to eliminate the remaining chairman of the Motion Picture
Haskell
for his proposed touring,
Pioneers’ dinner Nov. 4 at N. Y.’s
Federal admissions tax.
Waldorf-Astoria. Being saluted as company, which Frank Sinatra will
However, the unit’s carefully 1955*9 “Pioneer of the Year” is head (with such invitees as Bing
prepared statement contains an ob¬ Herman Robbins, board chairman Crosby, Nat King Cole, Janet
vious concession to the national of National Screen Service.
Leigh, Tony Curtis, Merle Oberon,
Rhonda Fleming, Marilyn Monroe,
leadership in that it states that
This will mark the 17th annual Joe Di Maggio, Dorothy Kirsten,
Jersey Allied feels that it needs
McHugh,
James
Van
“all the tax relief that is possible dinner of the Pioneers, whose Jimmy
comprises
persons Heusen, and John Burke) follow¬
and intelligent to ask for as soon membership
as our national Allied leaders feel who have been in the film business ing his current “Man With the
that the time is expedient to go a minimum of 25 years. Jack Cohn Golden Arm” stint, are for Ham¬
is president.
burg, Ireland and Britain. Troupe
after such relief.”
arrives in Hamburg Dec. 29, par-,
Three of Allied’s national lead¬
ers—general counsel Abram F.
ticipates at an exclusive dinner on
Myers, Trueman Hembusch of In¬
the 30th, and stages its show on
diana, and Col. H. A. Cole of Tex¬
New Year’s Eve. It’s possible that
as—are. all on record as being op¬
proceeds from this show may go
posed to a new tax drive on the
towards development of a model
ground that the distribution com¬
playground on the island of Helgo¬
panies would confiscate the
land for kids of both East and West
benefits as they are alleged to have
Germany.
done with the gains from the pre¬
From Hamburg, troupe heads for
vious tax relief.
Belfast, where they perform on
Myers in mid-September de¬
Jan. 2, playing Dublin on the 3d.
clared that the exhibitor organiza¬
A show in London’s Albert Hall is
tion was committed to seek gov¬
Results of Loew’s Theatres oper¬ set for Jan. 8.
ernment regulation of film rentals
Haskell had planned to include
and that it would not be feasible ation of a new conventional house
to appeal to Congress on two things in Cdral Gables, Fla., scheduled to Moscow in his current itinerary,
at the same time. Myers felt that open shortly, will be watched with but the incident involving Repre¬
rental relief was uppermost.
He interest by theatreowners through¬ sentative Holt in an. international
hassle put off his plans until too
contended that with exhibs telling
Congress what happened to the tax out the. country. The theatre, a late to fit it in. Incident has ap¬
relief granted a short time ago and 1.300-seat house to be known as parently been cleared now, and for
asking for control of film rentals the Riviera, is one of the very few his part. Haskell has placed the
at the same time, “it it unlikely new hardtops to be constructed in Moscow trip of the troupe squarely
in the hands of the State Depart¬
that Congress will grant further tax
recent years.
ment (via Charles Bohlen and
benefits..”
The theatre is located four miles , George Hoover). He notes that
Rembusch, a member of Allied’s
!
such a show, especially if includ¬
from
downtown
Coral
Gables.
It
board, stated flatly that “exhibition
would not enjoy any benefits ac¬ is just opposite the U. of Miami ing Crosby, who is w.k. in the
Russian capital, would do a lot for
which
has
a
total
enrollment
7,000
cruing from such a fight” and that
distribution “would again grab the day and evening students. In addi¬ international good will, as well as
benefits of any exhibition success tion, the theatre is within a newly- prove a top propaganda value for
the U. S. A.
in repeal of admission tax.” Col. built suburban area.
Tentatively planned also is a
Cole has maintained that any tax
It has generally been the . prac¬
benefits would be absorbed by tice to build drive-ins in the new Christmas Eve show for the U. S.
higher film rentals.
population centers because of low¬ Armed Forces in Germany to pre¬
Entire question of Allied’s parti¬ er construction costs. However, cede the Hamburg date, possibly
cipation in a new tax campaign will Loew’s felt that the theatre’s ideal hooked into a worldwide radio net¬
be argued out at the organization’s location next to the university work.
•
national convention in Chicago in would make it a paying proposi¬
From Rome. Haskell plans to
November. There appears to be tion for some time to' come. If the move on to Israel, where he hopes
serious differences of opinion operation pays off for Loew’s, to get a tent started, then to Bom¬
within Allied also on the subject of w'hich will operate the house on a bay, Bankok, Toyko, Manila, Hono¬
continued support of the Council firstrun basis, it might prompt lulu and L. A..
of Motion Picture Organizations. other chains or individual theatreIt’s now definitely planned to
Several Allied leaders favor with¬ owners to gamble on new indoor
drawal from the all-industry public theatres in other suburban de¬ start the tour in the Far East, with
either Tokyo or Manila as the ini¬
relations group.
However, there velopments.
tial dates. Manila has no tent as
are severaf1 influential Alliedites
yet, and the show would send it off
who feel that COMPO is doing a
to a good start.
According to
good job
Herb Gillis Transferred Haskell,
show should get on the
Ilerb Gillis has been shifted from road “not later than Nov. 15,” and
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Paramount manager in Cincinnati
Inc. has increased its capital stock to head of the company’s office in perhaps before. Much depends on
Sinatra’s availability.
Latter is
from 10,000 shares, no par value, Washington.
all-out for the tour ideas, and is
to* 16,000 shares, 6,000 at $1 par
He
succeeds
Phil
Isaacs,
recently
said
to
have
cleared
a
three-month
value, and 10,000 common at no
par value. Davis & Gilbert, filing promoted to head of Par’s newly- jperiod to allow for the good-will
created Rocky Mountain division. benefit junket, which, if successful,
attorneys.
may become a yearly affair.

Trade Wai Note
How Goes Loews
New Hardtopper

Over 20,000 sq. ft. of Floor Space

HONORED HOLLYWOODITES

THE HEW HOME OF

De Mille, Disney, Jack Warner
Take the Banquet Treatment

THE

BODDE SCREEN CO.

The Original All Plastic Seamless Screen
Any Size 47‘ x 97'
Custom Cast in One Piece to Your
Desired Screen Size
See Your Favorite Theatre Supply Dealer
or Contact Us Direct .tor Further Information .

P. O. Box 711

San Fernando, Calif.
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Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Pair of top producers have been
singled out as outstanding figures
of the year for their contributions.
Cecil B. DeMille is winner of
the Screen Producers Guild’s An¬
nual Milestone Award, in recog¬
nition of his “historical contribu¬
tions to the American Motion Pic¬
ture.” Presentation will be made
at Guild’s fourth Annual Milestone
Award Banquet Jan. 22, 1956, at
the Beverly Hilton Hotel. Past
winners were Jesse L. Lasky,
Louis B. Mayer and Darryl F.
Zanuck.
Walt Disney is named by B’nai
B’rilh as its “Man of the Year” for
1955. Award will be made at a
dinner Dec. 8 at the Bevhllton
Hotel. Kudo is given yearly to
the man who, in the opinion of the
lodge members, best typifies the
tenets of good Americanism, good
citizenship and. good will towards
humanity.
I .Jack L. Warner also will be
i tossed a testimonial dinner Oct. 25
; by the Masquers Club for his ef’ forts in behalf of the film indusl try.
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Everybody’s a Film Critic
Boston, Oct. 4
“Everybody today who goes to pictures qualifies as a critic »
Robert W. Coyne, special counsel of COMPO, said at the opening
meeting of the Advertising Club of Boston. He described the
new Audience Poll, commenting, “it is significaut that for the
first time in the history of American motion picture theatres
the people who buy the tickets will have a lot to say about
motion pictures.”
Everyone has two "businesses, he added, “his pwn and show
business.”

Break Convention Into Study Groups
Discover Unexpected Pep, Eloquence;
Lawler: AU-the-Gang s-Heckling
By JOHN W. QUINN
FRISINA MUST DEFEND

Kansas City, Oct. 4.
Fox^ Midwest Theatres, in its
Brothers’ Action Charges Con¬
26th annual convention here Sept,
spiracy Forced Bankruptcy
27-28, introduced a new format for
St. Louis, Oct. 4.
the holding of the sessions, break¬
A motion to dismiss by attor¬ ing up the meeting into committee
neys for the Frisina Amusement and seminars. New system, which
Co., defendant in a $125,000 dam¬
age suit charging monopolistic gave more of the assembled man¬
practices, has been denied by agers and staffers a chance to be
Judge Robert F. Cotton, Charles¬ heard, received widespread approv¬
ton, Mo., and the case will be al from executives and employees.
Out of it has come personal par¬
tried at a later date. Complainants
are Walter F. Mullaney and the ticipation by virtually every one
estate of his brother, John W. of the 130 .men in attendance, ac¬
Mullaney, who was killed in action cording to Senn Lawler, division
manager. After an opening general
in Korea.
The brothers opened the Ricky, session, meeting broke up into six
Mattoon, Ill., where Frisina owns committees, with about 20 men to
and operates three houses, in July each group, which." thrashed out
1952. The suit charges they were such problems as fall advertising,
forced out of business and into concession know-how, promotional
bankruptcy when Frisina slashed get up and' go, expense control and
the admish scale of its three other operational problems. Group
houses and by other unfair prac¬ then reported back to a general
tices created a monopoly in the Wednesday morning session.
The system revealed expert
theatre business in Mattoon.
speakers the circuit didn’t know
it had, introduced a change of pace
in whole proceedings, and general¬
ly returned managers to their the¬
atres with new ammunition and
spirit for the fall drive. Dick
Brous, circuit prexy, said the new
plan was a ^revelation and ex¬
pressed pleasure at the results.
Former boss Elmer Rhoden, now
head of National Theatres, got con¬
vention off to auspicious start with
his notes on progress in audience
Chicago, Oct. 4.
“know-about” tests which he said
Times Film Corp., which has elicited both encouraging and sur¬
spearheaded a series of legal ac¬ prising results. In instance of one
tions challenging the constitution¬ film, 730 persons out of 1,000 knew
ality of state and local censorship, about it, giving a pre-sold rating
now is training its guns on Chi¬ to the picture of 600%. Such ad¬
cago where today (Tues.) hearings vance knowledge would be invalu¬
started before a Master in Federal able to the theatre operator in
Court on the legality of censorship promoting the picture, he pointed
but.
exercised by the city.
The upcoming COMPO Audience
Test film involved is the Times
Film release, “Game of Love,” pre¬ Awards was a prime topic with
Rhoden,
and he cited the plan as
sented by William C. Shelton. The
French pic was banned here, as “in¬ a way to learn what new screen
personalities
the public likes well
decent and immoral” by the police
censor whose decision later was ahead of their full development.
confirmed by Mayor Richard A.
Baley. Latter, and Police Commis¬
sioner Timothy J. O’Connor, are
Am lieiiered that tome of the
named as defendants in the Times
freete ef shew haelaess have be¬
Film action.
come my dleate la the matter ef
stocks end beads. Yea, tee, are
According to Shelton, who Is
welcome to write or call me-—NO
sales v.p. for Times Film, the
ehllqatloa.
“Game of Love” case will, if neces¬
sary, he taken up to the U. S. Su¬
preme Court. The picture has been
passed without cuts by the censor
boards in New York and Maryland,
It’s also been approved in Penn¬
Registered Reprcieatatlvo
sylvania, Boston and Ohio. In Bos¬
IRA HAUFT * CO.
ton, “Game” was one of the pic¬
investment Irehers
tures that served to break down
101
7th
Ava., New York It. N .Y.
the Sunday Blue law under which
LOagacra 5-4242
films could be censored for Sun¬
day showing, and in effect for the
rest of the week.

'Game of Love In
Challenge of Chi
Mayor, Head Cop

JESSE BLOCK

ey oi ungrey & Levinson, N
attorneys, and Abner J. Mikv
Chicago attorney, asked a 1
week extension on behalf of Tj
Film. Time has also asked f<
restraining order to prevent
city from showing “Game of Lc
Latest picture to be hanne.
Chicago is “The Miracle,” on
the two films which brought
the original Supreme Court <
sion that rocked the foundatior
state censorship.
In fighting the banning of “Game
of Love,” Times attorneys will
charge that the Chicago ordinance,
part of the Chicago municipal code,
infringes on the constitutional
rights in violation of the first and
14th amendments of the Constitu¬
tion guaranteeing free speech and
the right to engage in lawful busi¬
ness.

The Hollywood
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New York Theatre
— RADIO CUT MUSIC MiLL—i
Rockefeller Center
“IT’S ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER”
in ClwMMtcspi <nt Color eterrmg

SENE KELLY • MR MILEY • CTO CHARISSE
MLIRES MAY • MICHAEL KIM
AH M-G-M PICTURE
mn4 tftCWUI SUM. WEttHUTWN
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‘$64,000’—TV’S TOP WHODUNIT
BasebaD’s 80th Ainu as Spec
Baseball’s 80th anniversary as the national pastime will be
a 90-minute spectacular on NBC-TV's “Producer’s
will be done as next April’s entry on the “Show¬
case” series as a day-&-date attraction with opening of the new
major league season.
Negotiations between NBC and baseball mogul Ford Frick have
been in progress for some time, with the web all set to go on
evolving a format and negotiating for principals.
It’s recog¬
nized that this may prove a toughie to bring in, since it’s a de¬
parture from the customary strictly entertainment pattern of
the specs, but NBC is confident the desired wallop can be achieved
in documenting baseball’s 80-year impact on the American scene.

NEW GLUES PUT

observed with
Showcase.’’ It

'Romper Rooms’Unique Status
Bert Claster’* Live Nursery Segment ‘Syndicated’
On 30 Stations
Chicago, Oct. 4.
Although syndicated film shows
are all over the television map, live
syndication is'something of a rar¬
ity. That’s why the kiddie-slanted
“Romper Room” out of Bert Claster’s Baltimore packaging shop
rates as a video phenomenon—with
its current lineup of 25 stations and
five more slated to join up this
month.
Since the show runs . in most
markets an hour cross-the-board its
local sponsorship track Record pegs
it as one of the most lucrative in¬
dividual properties for many a
station.
Currently, “Room" is
bankrolled as a five-day strip by
solo clients on over half the sta¬
tions carrying it, including such
key cities as New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Cleveland, Philadelphia
and Los Angeles. In the other
markets, it’s a virtual sellout under
multi-sponsorship or participations.
The moppet specialty broke in
on WBAL-TV, Baltimore, back in
February, 1953, and the Read drug
store chain has' been aboard full
time since six weeks after the
preem. Kresge's five & dime cir¬
cuit bought the show on WWJ-TV,
Detroit, five days weekly and sub¬
sequently ordered it the same way
on WXEL-TV, Cleveland. In Chi¬
cago, the Walgreen drug circuit
last week renewed for its second
year on WGN-TV’s daily 55-min¬
ute version.
Claster leases the package to the
individual station for a flat fee un¬
der a formula not unlike that used
by the telepixer syndicators, based
on station rates, set circulation
and market population. Although
“Room” is produced locally by the
stations, Claster’s contract gives
him complete editorial control and
(Continued on page 45)

PotO’GokfOn
Heidt TV Agenda?
Inquiries made at NBC by Hor¬
ace Heidt would seem to indicate
that the bandleader is mulling a
possible recreation of the “Pot O’
Gold” giveaway show as a tv. entry,
now that the heavy loot stanzas
are back in favor. “Pot O’ Gold,’’
of course, is the grariddaddy of ’em
all. dating “way back when" in
radio, when Heidt was doling out
the cash giveaways and Turns was
the sponsor.
Heidt’s inquiries concerned the
present whereabouts of the original
owner of the “Pot" package. He’s
reputed to be Haydn Evans, at
one time connected with NBC. He’s
now- with WBAY, in Green Bay,
Wise., a station-owned by the Norherlstein Fathers, a Catholic order.

Whitehall’s $1,200,000
TT Participations
NBC-TV went past the $1,200,000
jnark jn gross participation sales
to Whitehall Pharmacal for the
^VTla<;enight flanking pair of its
T-Home-T" shows. Drug outfit
JL jading two-a-week each on
Today” and- “Tonight.”
Pharmacal originally blueprinted
one-a-week for “Today” but upped
^i?.everal days a£0 for an even
&Pht on the shows.

Toil-Radio
When the New York Tele¬
phone Co. started excavation
work on E. 62d St. in New
York last week, its lines some¬
how got fouled with CBS Ra¬
dio transmissions and some
phones in the area kept get¬
ting WCBS programs coming
through their receivers. One
such Bell customer was pressagent Art 5Franklin, who kept
getting Galen Drake’s philo¬
sophical offerings in the re¬
ceiver every time he tried for a
dial tone.
When the phone company
finally called to notify Frank¬
lin that the trouble was fixed
and was there anything else
they could do, Franklin
quipped: “Yes, would you
please call Galen Drake and
tell him he can hang up now.”

ABC Film Festival
Nears SR0 Status
At 5G Per Throw
On the strength of an “introduc¬
tory offer,” good till Nov. 20, ABCTV has a near-sellout on its Sun¬
day night “Famous Film Festival.”
Between this Sunday night (9) and
the Nov. 20 deadline, the network
has already sold a total of 55 out
of a possible 63 participations,
with the orders coming in every
day. The 55 spots account for
some $275,000 in billings for that
seven-week, period, while over the
past two weeks the web had picked
up an additional $40,000 via, the
sale of eight participations.
The “introductory offer," timed
to the appearance of the first Niel¬
sen ratings on the Rank pix, calls
for a flat $5,000 per participation
rate, and that’s been what’s pull¬
ing in the bankrollers in force. The
$5,000 rate is a far cry from the
projected $13,500 one-time rate per
spot as planned before the stanza
went on the air, but that’s all been
changed now. Web is now concen¬
trating on a revised permanent
rate for post-Nov. 20, and the like¬
lihood is that it will end up some(Continued on page 32)

Frankie Laine’s CBS Pact
CBS-TV, following up on the
success of Frankie Laine’s summer
stint as Arthur Godfrey’s Wednes¬
day night replacement, has signed
the singer to an exclusive one-year
deal. Under the deal, which takes
effect immediately, Laine is guar¬
anteed five guest sho^s on the web,
for which he’ll get a total of over
$75,000.
Purpose of the deal is to be
Laine down until the web can
clear time for a regular show star¬
ring him. CBS must come up with
the show and time by June, or a
projected
five-year
deal
for
Laine’s services will fall through.
Deal was set by GAC-TV, the
tele sut^sid. of General Artists Corpr
Laine’s first appearance under the
deal is tonight (Wed.), subbing
again for Godfrey. Second is Nov.
3 on “Shower of Stars.”

By GEORGE ROSEN
L’affaire
“$64,000
Question”
moved into a new succession bf
almost unbelievable episodes dur¬
ing the past few days, as dramatic
and whodunit in content as some
of the more hair-raising on-theair tv thrillers.
The story of how Revlon appar¬
ently tried to play off one network
against the other, In this case CBS
and NBC, in jockeying for a long
term evening-time franchise, is one
for the tv history books; probably
unprecedented in its ramifications.
Out of the storm of protest in the
wake of purported “power plays”
on the part of NBC came new de¬
velopments of even more astound¬
ing magnitude.
NBC’s insistence that it never
attempted to force out existing
clients to make way for “$64,000”
or made a $2,000,000 giveaway day¬
time offer as part of the purported
“power play” is borne out, says the
network, by the following disclo¬
sures:
Item 1: Crux of the whole con¬
troversy surrounding the “jockey¬
ing for position” on the part of
Revlon, which would dictate the
future network status of their toprated quiz show, apparently cen¬
ters around a letter written on
BBD&O stationery and signed by
the agency?s Revlon account exec¬
utive. The letter purported to con¬
tain an NBC offer of free daytime
plus prime evening periods (for
“$64,000” and a companion Revlon
quiz show). NBC says it never au¬
thorized such an offer; that the
letter was written without its
knowledge
or
suggestion.
To
further complicate matters, not
even a top executive of the agency
was aware of the existence of such
a letter. When he learned about it,
he branded the letter a “mistake/
To this day, NBC says it has yet
to see the unauthorized letter.
When the network asked for a
copy the agency refused, claiming
it was a “confidential communica¬
tion between agency and client."
Ironically, the so-called confiden¬
tial letter has since seemed to pop
up in every area of the trade ex¬
cept NBC.
Nix 32G Program Contribution
Item 2: As late as last Wednes¬
day, representatives of Revlon met
with NBC and proposed terms un¬
der which the show might be
switched from CBS. These terms
included an evening program con¬
tribution of approximately $32,000
weekly and a time franchise for
three years. NBC says it notified
Revlon that it was not then in a
position to handle its evening pro¬
gram requirements and would not
violate its policy of limiting its
commitments for time periods to
one-year.
Item 3: As for pushing around
sponsors and agencies to open up
desirable time periods for the two
Revlon shows, here is how NBC
sums up the sequence of events:
(a) When NBC learned that
Revlon was seeking additional
nighttime exposure, and would
consider moving “$64,000” as
part of this plan, the network
had conferences with various
agencies to explore schedule
shifts. One of these was Young
& Rubicam whose Borden client
occupies Thursday night 8:30. '
Borden refused an alternate
week sponsorship plan; thanked
NBC for its “constructive think¬
ing.” (Had it been able to share
half of “$64,000 Question” with
(Continued on page 46)
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Jerry Danzig Touts Disk Jockeys
As ‘Web Stars of Today-Tomorrow’
After Circling NBC 0&0 Circuit
Weekend Ratings
(Saturday)
Jackie Gleason's debut in
his filmed half-hour at 8:30
over CBS-TV Saturday (1)
sw'armcd over NBC-TV’s Perry
Como, hitting 37.2 on the 15city Trendex against 13.5 for
the singer. Up ahead, Gleasonproduced “Stage Show,” with
the comic star-guesting, rack¬
ed 26 to Como's 15.8.
NBC’s “Heidi” colorspec on
Saturday averaged out at 26.3
for the 9 to 10.30 swing to
15.8 for the trio of CBS’ers
and 8.3 for ABC's Lawrence
Welk hour (segment of 8.4 and
8.2). By segments, against
CBS, “Heidi” made it 22.2 at
9 o’clock vs. 18.7 for “Two
for the Money" (Herb Shriner),
28.2 vs. 11.8 for “It’s Always
Jan” (Janis Paige) at 9:30 and
28.5 vs. 17.0 for “Gunsmoke”
at 10 o’clock.
(Sunday)
Ed Sullivan (CBS) walloped
“Colgate Variety Hour” (NBC)
again, 31.1 to 11.1. ABC's
“Famous Films Festival” ran
% third with 6.4 (Pic, “The Cloud¬
ed Yellow” (British), Trever
Howard, Jean Simmons).

Buff in a Huff
On NBC’s U Deal,
May Go to Court
Washington, Oct. 4.
Court action to prevent' NBC
from 'taking over UHF station
WBUF-TV in Buffalo was indicated
here yesterday when WGR-TV,
Which, loses its NBC affiliation if
the transfer takes effect, filed a
petition with FCC asking that its
recent approval of the purchase
be stayed and the case be set down
for hearing.
WGR’s action was taken under
a provision of the Communications
Act which requires that the FCC
grant a protestant a hearing on a
grant issued without a hearing if
he is a “party in interest” and can
show reasonable grounds for op¬
position. The Commission has been
taken to court previously in cases
where it has refused to grant such
hearings and in several instances
the court has ordered it to do so.
Since WGR had been turned
down in efforts to get a hearing
on the WBUF acquisition before
the Commission approved the deal,
it is expected that the agency will
deny the current request.
In its newest petition, WGR
strongly questioned NBC’s “char¬
acter” qualifications as a broad¬
cast licensee in view of its deal
with Weslinghouse to swap its
Cleveland tv station for Westinghouse’s Philadelphia tv station,
plus $3,000,000. WGR has charged
that Westinghouse was forced into
the deal. Westinghouse is the NBC
affiliate in Philadelphia.
Referring to reports that the
FCC has instructed its staff to in(Continued on page 32)

Kaye Ballard TV Series
Kaye Ballard and NBC have nego¬
tiated a new contract and the web
is currently propping a half-hour
comedy format as a prospective
nighttime entry in which Miss Bal¬
lard would appear as three distinct
characters. Miss Ballard is due on
Broadway In the upcoming “Reu¬
ben. Reuben,” Marc Blitzstein
musical,
Paul Keyes and Woody Allen
have been set as writers on the
NBC-TV projected series, with Tad
Danielfewski as director.

Disk jockeys as currently highpriced emcees for vaude-niteries,
college proms, bashes, etc., will be
looked back on as strictly “family
time” as they glom wider vistas
and shoot-for-the-moon coin in the
show biz firmament. One network
executive, who has barnstormed the
owned & operated circuit on both
the radio and tv side, was deeply
impressed with what he saw in
the way of platter-spin ivory on
his hunt to uncover new personal¬
ities for major showcasing.
More below on Jerry A. Danzig,
NBC’s director of programming
planning and development for o&o
stations, and spot sales.
Some of the “spin-sters” are
global minded; like Eddie Chase
of CKLW, Detroit, who was in New
York last week winding up plane
arrangements with PanAm and
protocol details with various con¬
sulates re his trek to the Belgian
Congo and other parts of Africa
this month. Chase will tape nar¬
rative of his safaris, hopes to in¬
terview “cabbages and kings” of
the Watusis and Bakudas, latter
among the most backward of Tribes.
Also has his eye on Dr. Albert
Schweitzer, the Nobel prize win¬
ning “greatest man In the world,”
and if eye meets eye, will send
back spots for his crossboard show
which will thus be status quo dur¬
ing his peregrinations. He’ll do a
four weeks’ travel stint.
UI’s ‘Top Jock’
Universal-International is sched¬
uled to start shooting in the next
couple of weeks on its “Top Jock,”
starring Bill Randle, d.j. of WCBS
(N.Y.) and WERE (Cleveland), in a
major try at focussing on an honest-to-goodness member of the
spinola fraternity for realism-oncelluloid. Out of his Cleveland
base Randle is syndicating his plat¬
ter choices to five other deejays.
CBS-TV's Garry Moore is on a
talent search kick with supple(Continued on page 38)

Orson Welles’TV
Series Called Off
Orson Welles and CBS have
agreed to disagree on the proposed
television series the star was sched¬
uled to undertake for the web. As
result, the whole thing’s off.
Plan was for Welles to shoot
two made-for-lv films, in color,
which the network had planned us¬
ing as spectaculars. They were to
have been shot in Europe. In ad¬
dition to the two-pic arrangement,
CBS also had an option for addi¬
tional Welles tv product.
As negotiations progressed, the
network and Welles, it’s reported,
grew wider and wider apart on
specific points and finally it was
decided to call the whole deal off.

EMERGENCY HUDDLES
ON WB’S TV SERIES
Concerned over the ratings and
critical raps on the “Warner Bros.
Presents” series, officials of Amer¬
ican Broadcasting-Paramount The¬
atres, ABC-TV and Warner Bros,
met on the Coast last week for
emergency huddles on upcoming
product.
Officially, ABC-TV na¬
tional programs director Bob Lewine repped the network, but ABPT prez Leonard Goldenson and
v.p. Sid Markley, out for the The¬
atre Owners of America conclave,
also sat in on the meetings. On
the Warners side, Jack L. Warner
and Ben Kalmenson, WB sales
veep, attended, the latter coming
out from N. Y. •
One change already being put
into effect is the closing’ “Behind
the Cameras" segment, w'hlch it’s
understood the studio is trying to
make “more entertaining” via a
different format.
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SPECTRUM’S FUTURE THROWS FCC IN
TIZZY; McCONNAUGHEY RALLIES ‘BOYS’
♦

Bob & Ray’s Hub Pact

Washington, Oct. 4.
TV Trailerizing TV
With time running out on the
In a day and age when tv
Boston, Oct. 4,
thorny UHF problem, the full
is devoting so much of its time
membership of the FCC met yes¬
Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding
to trailerizing film studio prod*
terday at an extraordinary special
have signed a new longterm con¬
meeting
called
by
Chairman
uct, last night’s (Tues.) “To¬
tract with WBZ-WBZA Radio. New
Georgq. C. McConnaughey in a de¬
contract retains the comics Mon¬
night” show on NBC-TV was
termined effort to decide whether
day through Saturday from 5 to 6
something of a novelty, with
selective deintermixture shall be
p.m. exclusively over WBZ Radio
Steve Allen turning over a
employed as the basic approach
in this area.
to the attainment of a nationwide
large segment of the program
competitive tv system.
to extolling the virtues of a
The meeting, the first of what
new tv property.
will undoubtedly be a series of
Although Allen’s show is
executive sessions until a determi¬
nation is reached, had been de¬
presently originating from New
layed until all seven commission¬
York, there was some major
ers could be present. Comr. Ed¬
hoopla emanating from the
ward M. Webster returned over
Coast, with a scheduled pick¬
the weekend from official business
up of ceremonies centering
in Europe.
Aware of the tremendous impact
around the new “Screen Di¬
of whatever decision is made on
rectors
Playhouse,”
which
the problem facing it and of the
Chicago, Oct. 4.
proems tonight (Wed.) on the
different directions in which the
network under Eastman Ko¬
The Chicago Park Board, appar¬
commissioners (notably Robert E.
dak sponsorship.
ently smarting under the bad local
Lee, Rosel Hyde and John C.
press it’s been getting on the sit¬
Top directors and stars to
Doerfer) are veering. Chairman
uation, has indicated it would like
be showcased on the new en¬
McConnaughey has been quietly
to continue the association with
try put in an appearance lor
polling the best minds in and out
NBC-TV’s “Zoo Parade” at the
the “Tonight” trailer. Opening
of the industry to find the right
Lincoln Park Zoo and that it would
“Screen Directors” film install¬
approach.
like to retain Marlin Perkins as the
ment stars Herb Shriner in
Stanton Called In"'
zoo director, his new NBC pact
“Meet the Governor,” which
notwithstanding. At last week’s
was directed by Leo McCarey.
Last week, Chairman McCon¬
board meeting, park officials tabled
naughey called to Washington CBS
Perkins’ letter of resignation and
prexy Frank Stanton, the most
decided to reconsider the network's
prominent exponent of selective
offer on fees to be paid the Park
deintermixturc, for an extensive
District for use of the zoo again
discussion of the problem. Pre¬
this year for the Sunday afternoon
viously, it was learned, McCon¬
show.
naughey ‘ conferred with RCA
board chairman David Samoff dur¬
The issue is expected to be re¬
ing the latter’s recent visit here to
solved when Perkins returns from
receive an award from the Wash¬
Africa
next week where he has
Grover Whalen. New York’s fore¬
ington Advertising Club.
most blue-shirted bowtied walk¬ been the past two months shooting
wild
life
films for the zoo show on
It is understood that McCon¬ ing-florist razzle-dazzler and civic
naughey also plans to sound out virtue apotheosis, has finally capit¬ its new season which bows Oct. 16.
Perkins
filed
his letter of resigna¬
the position of ABC and DuMont, ulated to tv. Homescreen medium
as well as other segments of the is one of the few pursuits not tion two weeks back after Park
Board
prexy
James
H. Gately de¬
television industry, regarding the latched on to by the longtime (but
various avenues of approach to the now ex-) city ot'ficial-cabineteer, manded a clarification of the di¬
rector’s
status
in
view’
of his new
UHF problem.
who between such chores has put
Meanwhile, the Commission’s together a mercantile-commercial pact with the network and the fact
that
at
that
point
NBC
and the
staff has been instructed to be pre¬ cluster that includes general man¬
pared to provide comprehensive agership of Wanamaker’s empori¬ park execs had been unable to
reach
an
agreement
on
a
scaled
data for the UHF meetings. Every¬ um, Schenley, Coty Perfume (etc.),
thing else, including subscription not to mention his top post at the down fee setup for originations
from the Chi zoo.
tv, has been deferred pending dis¬ N. Y. World’s Fair of 1939-40.
If the park officials iron out the
position of the deintermixture pro¬
Whalen is listed as emcee for
ceedings, oral arguments on which Associated Ad Service’s film series, hitches with NBC and Perkins, the
network
will earmark 20 “Parade”
“Cavalcade
of
Progress.”
It
(Continued on page 45)
launches Oct. 22 (Sat.) on WRCA- originations for Lincoln Park for
the
upcoming
semester. NBC has
TV, N. Y., under North American
Airlines.
Whalen will interview offered the board $2,000 per show,
the
same
basic
rate that prevailed
bigtime execs in various fields.
Another WRCA-TV starter (Oct. before, but. without the $75 over¬
12) Is “Death Valley Days” vidpix ride clause for each station carry¬
(McGowan Productions), on alter¬ ing the show over a minimum of
nating Wednesdays from 7-7:30 40. With that “bonus” stipulation
p.m. .with Pacific Borax sponsoring in effect last year, web paid out
(Continued on page 47)
via McCann-Erickson.
Extension of Steve Allen’s crossthe-board “Tonight” on NBC-TV
lias been talked up for a number
of months. It’s practically a forced,
“make a virtue” of blueprint (cur¬
rently in the hopeful class) since
(Pat Weaver to British Ad Men)
addition of Saturday night and
dropping of Monday would kill off
Following are excerpts from be a whole new source of revenue
a “blue” night and give the night- speech delivered by Pat Weaver, to the British producers from
owl show the benefit of stayer-up¬ prexy of NBC, at luncheon given America. With the purchase of
pers on Saturday. The web doesn’t by the Institute of Practioners in American programs here, we are
believe such a pattern would kick Advertising last iceek in London beginning an exchange that should
off until some time hence.
It when television “went commer¬ be helpful to both of us, in money
would be first necessary to sound cial” there.
as well as understanding.
out stations on their pickup ideas,
I think the idea of free programs
plus shifting the commercals and
Because of the misinformation is excellent, but I have always, as
going after new ones based on the about television in the United
an
American and a firm believer
Saturday annexation.
States that has been printed here,’
With a three-year renewal pact let me assure you of one certain¬ ip-our incentive system, which is
not
exactly the same as the free
under their wing, the Allen man¬ ly.
In the States, television ad¬
agement forces, Jules Green in vertising has been overpoweringly, enterprise system, as I will come
(Continued on page 44)
particular, denied published reports overwhelmingly, fantastically suc¬
that there had been a hassle with cessful, particularly for the ad¬
the network plus backstage feuds. vertisers. The Daily Express said
On the first issue, Green said in an editorial: “In America busi¬
fat Propulsion
there was no more controversy than ness men are giving up this method
is the usual thing when performers of advertising,” that is, television.
London, Oct. 4.
seek more coin. The money has This is true in precisely the same
Sylvester L. Weaver, presi¬
been upped, with most of it going way that it is true to say that in
dent of National Broadcasting
to others on the show, according to America the people are giving up
Co., was described as a man
Green.
Production staff remains breathing. Some pass away every
who lives at rather more than
as is with Bill Ilarbach producing day.
jet speed, with whom tomor¬
and Dwight Hemion directing.
row merges into today, and
I believe that our television
As to the feudin’ reports, Green services in America must have ac¬
the future overlaps the pres¬
said it might have stemmed from cess to a great deal of program ma¬
ent, by Lt.-Col. Alan M. Wil¬
the fact that Ilarbach had ex¬ terial from Britain, because our
kinson, president of the Insti¬
pressed dissatisfaction with a pos¬ heritage is here in so large a part,
tute of Practitioners in Adver¬
sible return of “Tonight” to the and our programming must always
tising, at a’ Grosvenor House
Coast following Allen’s recent reflect this. Therefore, I believe
luncheon last week.
longie there while filming the we will find television, through
Weaver was hailed as a man
“Bminy Goodman Story” for Uni¬ 1TA or BBC or independent groups,
of vision and a great thinker
versal-International (Ilarbach pre¬ providing $10,000,000 or $15,000,and one who believes that the
ferring New York originations, ex¬ 000 a year worth of programs to
possibilities of progress for
cept for occasional one-nighters, Die U. S. And this does not in¬
mankind are almost unlimited.
etc., .for technical and space rea¬ clude movies for television use, nor
The luncheon, attended by the
sons). Any complaint from Ilar¬ shows built. for continental' or
heads of commercial tv and by
bach was in that direction and had I world locales, but produced . by
more than 800 advertising ex¬
nothing to do with his status with i British interests. The effect of a
ecs, was the biggest of its kind
the show, Green declared.
Ji stronger television industry will,
ever to be held in Britain.

Lincoln Park Zoo:
You Cant Make A
Monkey Outa Us

Grover Whalen’s
WRCA-TV Series

Steve Allens Bid:
Off Mon., Add Sat.

Creating An All-People Elite

Wednesday, October 5.

Lee to Radio: ‘Better Watch Out’
,
„ ___
,
Hollywood, Oct 4
Some day the FCC may have to devote attention to radio nL
tices of overloading programming with commercials, plus
tance of “pitch” deals on the air, FCC Comr. Robert E Lee
V
the Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
nca
Guest speaker at SCBA monthly- meet last week, he told n10
broadcasters that these matters are of deep concern to him ari i
ing that, in liis opinion, they are “bad business” practices anvwiv
Avaricious eyes are fixed on the Fiyt broadcasting band i‘o ’
noted, with “great pressure” being applied on the FCC to alloc-i p
more of the spectrum to industrial broadcast uses. Additionally
in a number of markets where another VHF tv station is feasible
such stations must come from the FM band. The commission ic
trying to apply a longrange approach, not to reallocate at exnoncf
of either FM radio or educational tv.
se
In a post-speech interview with Variety, Comr. Lee opined
that it will probably be a year before the FCC decides on toll tv
He also admitted that while FCC attorneys feel Commission Ins
definite authority in matter, some legal quarters entertain doubts
on question. If formally raised, arguments on jurisdiction could
postpone decision on pay video at least another year, he noted
On plight of UHF station operators, Lee stated “there is no
question that the V stations presently offer better service With
out a network tieup, the U operator faces a rough go If present
plans mature to permit more V stations in certain markets (on a
limited-power basis ahd only where economically feasible) I hope
we can give some license preference to the UHF operators It s
only fair. They’ve been taking a beating.”

Too Many Radio Stations Operating
On ’35 Concept of Rates: Fellows
¥

‘Sit for Your Supper’
Television is “making like
the movie boys” in another
particular outside of highpowered preems and exploitation
in advance of same.
There’s been . considerable
growling by the publicity corps
about the fact that stars
booked for specs and other
programs can't be rounded up
regularly to “sit for their por¬
traits.” Hollywood filmmakers
have long since taken care of
this item with specific clauses
in contracts with players; some
even to the extent of specify¬
ing that a minimum two weeks
must be spent with the ballyhoorah boys.
So there’s a ground swell by
the tv talent contract dept.’s
to amend their. documents to
embrace such “time out for
portraiture.”

Colgate, NBC Eye
‘Queen as TVer
After longtime negotiations and
repeated stalemates, the decks now
seem cleared for conversion of
“Queen For a Day” Into a network
tv entry. Don’t be surprised, goes
the word, if, come January, both
Colgate and NBC are in the pictture as sponsor and network re¬
spectively.
The long-running Mutual net¬
work radio stanza has been in the
Old Gold sponsorship columns, via
Lennen & Newell, with the agency
now making overtures for the Col¬
gate billings on tv.
“Queen” has already had some
tv exposure, but only on the West
Coast, with its seven station hook¬
up parlayed into one of the major
rating pullers on the Coast.

TWA Expands on WW
Trans-World Airlines is planning
to add another 30 or better sta¬
tions to its Mutual-Waiter Winchell lineup. Web and bankrollcr
are making an effort to work out
technicalities now.
Increase in stations is under¬
stood to work in with the airlines’
own plans for expansion. TWA
began with under 30 Winchell sta¬
tions
when
the
commentator
launched on Mutual Sept. 11, but
sponsor is now reported standing
at 35 outlets. (Web co-ops the
rest.) If it works out, TWA will
end up with in excess of 65 Muutal
stations for the Sunday at 6 slot..
WOOD TAKES UP PET. POST
Detroit, Oct. 4.
William A. Wood, former man¬
ager of WQED-TV- Pittsburgh, has
arrived here to take over direction
of Detroit’s educational tv station,
WTVS-TV, which begins-telecast¬
ing Oct. 24.
Experimental programs will be
offered starting this week.

New Orleans, Oct. 4.
Broadcasters were urged to make
an immediate review of three ele¬
ments of their business practicerates, advertising and advertising
acceptance, and programming—by
Harold E. Fellows, president of the
NARTB, here Thursday (29).
Speaking before some 150 broad¬
casters gathered for a three-day
NARTB regional conference. Fel¬
lows made it clear that he was not
suggesting any collusive efforts to
fix rates, but was proposing only
that individual broadcasters in ra¬
dio examine their rates in relation¬
ship to their own earning, potential.
Generally speaking, he said,
rates have been too low in radio
and- could be higher today had
television entered the arena of ad¬
vertising ten or even five years
later than it did.
Too many stations are operat¬
ing in 1955 on a 1935 concept of
charges, Fellows observed, and
ought to increase their rates—
“thus expanding their earning
power and their capacity to render
the kind of service of which they
are capable.”
Stations have been able to sur¬
vive on an independent schedule,
he said, only because of ingenious
methods they have found for re¬
ducing costs, simplifying program¬
ming, remote control, competitive
music licensing, fewer personnel,
etc.
However, he added, there is an
(Continued on page 47)

ABC’s “We’ve Also
Got House Billings’
ABC, busy catching up to NBC
and CBS in the matter of billings,
audience, and programs, has finally
caught up in still another respect.
Long “underprivileged” by lack of
a “house account,” such as RCA
Victor for NBC and CBS-Columbia
for CBS, the ABC net has at long
last discovered its own. It’s the
new ABC-Paramount Record Co.,
which has bought its first partici¬
pating segment in television and
on ABC, of course.
ABC-Paramount (nee Am-Par
Records) has picked up a partial
sponsorship of one quarter-hour
(Tues., 5 to 5:15) of the “Mickey
Mouse Club” an ABC starting in
January. It will share the quar¬
ter-hour for the final 26 weeks of
the season with Minnesota Mining
& Mfg. and Miles Labs.’ Record
-company has named Buchanan &
Co. of Chicago as its agency, and
it’s assumed that once it gets roll¬
ing in the way of a full-scale re¬
leasing schedule, it will expand its
television activities, with those ac¬
tivities, of course, centered on
ABC. The “Mickey Mouse” buy,
however, wasn't a matter or
“padding” the show with a house
account, since the program was al¬
ready SRO. ABC-Paramount is re¬
leasing a lino of eight disks off loe
soundtrack of the show, and it s
the record company’s plan to mer¬
chandise them heavily via expos| lire on the daytimer.
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TV FALLS INTO ‘GREAT DIVIDE’
Which Network Do You Read?
NBC and CBS radio networks were extra busy last week
giving each other a bad time. While feeling between the two has
not been exactly Alphonse & Gaston over the years, the current
battle of words shows the bitter rivals more out ih the open
about their attitude.
The basic elements of the differences between the boys at
Rockefeller Plaza and 485 Madison Ave. are contained in some
of the more salient portions of statements on the subject of net¬
work radio.
These are stacked in parallel columns below and
seem to go to the heart of the matter. So:
The

NBC Says:
Apparently CBS called its af¬
filiates together (in Detroit) with
the apparent purpose of attack¬
ing NBC, (Pat) Weaver and
"Monitor.” Must be, it hurts. Or
to paraphrase Bill Shakespeare,
"They do protest too much, metliinks.”

CBS Replies:
CBS did not call its affiliates
together; it was a joint meeting,
mutually decided upon and
equally paid for. Time and place
of the meeting were set 11
months prior to meeting. The
correct (paraphrased) quote from
“Hamlet” is, “They doth protest
too much, methinks.”

NBC has tried to come to
grips with the real problems
and has led the way on the
constructive steps in developing
new programming and sales con¬
cepts so that network radio could
regain a position of vitality for
the long range.

During the past year, it has
been CBS Radio that has led
in programming, research and
promotion—much of it for the
benefit of all radio. Aside:
“Blow, blow thou winter wind!
Thou are not so unkind
As man’s ingratitude.”

CBS (is) going all-out on par(Our) segmented sales plan is
ticipation sales ..under its ‘‘seg- new in its combination of star
inented” sales plan, and acting names, many programs, a sepaas though it had just invented rate rate structure,
a new technique.
In doing this (adopting seg¬
mented sales plan), it (CBS) is
contributing nothing—no new
program
development
like
“Monitor,” which has generated
so much fresh interest in radio
—nothing that looks to the fu¬
ture.

It is true that CBS’ program
philosophy is different from
NBC's.’It is based on these prin¬
ciples summed up by Dr. (Frank)
Stanton: “Programming for net¬
work radio calls for freshness
without being outlandish; for
newness without sacrificing the
basic principles of good show¬
manship.”

CBS has done some claiming
about sponsored hour compari¬
sons. As result of uptrend for
NBC and continued downswing
for CBS. the sponsored hour gap
is rapidly closing. Comparing
first week in September withsame period last year:
NBC up 8V£ hours, or
30.1%;
CBS down 6V2 hours, or 14.9%.

The number of quarter-hours
sold in September for CBS is
136.7 versus 97.3 for NBC. (This
excludes “Monitor”—both the
paid-for minutes and the minutes
that were given away).

Latest Nielsen shows NBC
CBS Radio’s total-day Nielsen
again ahead in average ratings ratings for August (First Report),
for evening sponsored programs, are 50% higher than NBC’s,
with five out of Top 10—as
against three for CBS and two
for -ABC. '
On gross billings, PIB figures
(But) CBS Radio gross billfor July . . . show NBC as the ings for July, 1955 (PIB), were
only radio network with an in- 26% higher than NBC’s,
crease over 1954.
Regardless of sniping and road
Let’s get the exclamation
blocks in New York or anywhere points back in Admiral Farragut’s
else, our plan is like Farragut’s: famous exhortation.
“Damn the torpedoes. Go ahead.”

Ferd Credits CBS-TV
DAVE LOWE’S QUICKIE
‘Search’ With Inspiring
‘BIG SURPRISE’ EXIT
David Lowe has parted with the
New Safety Features Lou Cowan package house as pro¬
In an unusual step, Ford Motor
Co. announced last week that in¬
spiration for its improved “safety”
features on ’56 product—now part
of an extensive tv (etc.) campaign,
came from a CB’S-TV series, “The
Search.” Automakers, zealous about
their labs, do not generally give
such direct credit where such “in¬
spiration” actually fits in.
,Statement was made by R. S.
McNamara, Ford v.p.-general manager, in a letter to Sig Mickelson,
CBS news and public affairs veep.
Search” chapter involved was
^onioll U.’s auto safety research
contributions re steering wheels.
°01' lo<-vks, rear vision mirrors,
as“ Pudding and seat belts.
. Mickelson, acknowledging the
vm. i1, saic* that "We also look to
* , satety program as a concrete
endorsement of our theory that telumK?n can Pr°duce specific, measahle results as well as entertain
and inform,”
mnl;,Na'.nara revealed in his comdel?C.atl,on that some 300 Ford
fihwS iav.e bought prints of the
tln»ii. 1 s,a.ie*y educational use in
lUe,r localities.

ducer of the “Big Surprise,” the
$100,000 giveaway being readied
for an NBC-TV berth under the
Speidel banner. Lowe, who quit
as program chief of WABD, N. Y.,'
six weeks ago, gave differences
with Steve Carlin, Cowan’s exec
producer and v.p., as reason for
the break.
Meanwhile, the stanza slated for
7:30 Saturdays, has reportedly
changed its oi'iginal format com¬
pletely. At outset idea was on the
order of a hide-and-seek game with
a “big surprise” as the finderskeepers reward, but now the entire
idea is built more consistently on
the order of a straight quiz. Con¬
testants will build to the $100,000
mark via a series of eight queries,
with the first four being of a per¬
sonal nature. While the initial for¬
mat is virtually, gone, it’s under¬
stood Speidel watchbandery re¬
fuses to drop the “Surprise” mon¬
icker since so much has been in¬
vested by the underwriter in ad¬
vance promotion.

SPIN THE

5 ABC Radio’s 'Umbrella Program’
SPIDER Pattern Sparks 36 Staff Additions

By LEONARD TRAUBE
Television is sitting on a time
bomb. The 1955-56 season is in
the hands of its own “divide and
conquer—or be conquered” design.
With competition for nighttime
viewers at an alltime peak, there’s
been precedental developments in
that, first, the sizzling sweepstakes
have been pushed ahead with 7:30
as the new prime “fractional” time.
And the network clock keeps run¬
ning so fast that some of the closerouters of a given night come at 11
o’clock
What brings the heated chal¬
lenges about is not so much the
fact that there’s more and better
to choose from, but what appears
to be a deliberate and perhaps in¬
evitable design on the part of the
respective networks to make their
bids for the audience “by the frac¬
tions.” That means, of course, the
7:30-8:30-9:30 (etc.) down-the-middle starter-offers.
. . . And What Do They Spell?
Put them all together—the rec¬
ord number of 60-minute shows,
the monthly outsized “specs for the
spectrum” (which actually trans¬
late into virtually weekly show¬
cases on the tri-web parade); add
the fact that hourlongers overlap
with shows in the larger, economy
size wrapping; 90-minuters vs. "90minuters, ad almost infinitum—and
it comes out a struggle right down
to the June 1956 wire.
(Such bitter, devil-take-the-segue
rivalry hasn’t been known in any
field since Pike engaged Peak in a
joust for the honor of having a
mountain named for the winner.
As the canard goes, they fought 101
rounds and both dropped dead, so
the onlookers, anxious to pay trib¬
ute to the gladiators for their com¬
munity gallantry, persuaded the
state to name the mount after
both.) (It may not be much differ¬
ent in tv this season—a dead heat
and a mountain of bills.)
Genesis
In the beginning (only a couple
of seasons ago) it took a cluster
of three CBS 9 to 10:30 shows to
knock the five-year “Show of
Shows” out of the box, with its
consequent Sid Caesar-Imogene
Coca splitup; helped, of course, by
the preceding 8 to 9 Jackie Glea¬
son, who’s now down to half size
with a “fraction” entry at 8:30.
Latterly, the less than two-yearold
spreadeagle.
fractionalized
NBC specolas have been making
some inroads, but not sufficient to
cause great anxieties, due perhaps
to their “long time between drinks”
exposure. In general the specs
have not bothered the opposition
regardless of what the original In¬
tentions were when hatched by
NBC’s Pat Weaver & Co. Whether
they have helped their own or hurt
others’ adjacencies is moot. They
probably haven’t hurt themselves,
but that “shopping around” gleam
Is becoming a national game vlewerwise.
A Garland Entry
Right off the ’55-’56 bat, Colum¬
bia’s first bona fide spec. Ford's
“Jubilee” - with - Judy
(Garland),
slugged the Saturday 9:30 to 11
opposition
(but with
summer
pinchhitters also involved). And af¬
ter getting the “Odd Man Out”
preem off its chest. ABC-TV’s
“Famous Films Festival” at 7:30 to
9 took the No. 2 Sunday Trendex
position away from Colgate’s “Va¬
riety Hour” which has lived al¬
most permanently in that niche
for a couple of years, hardly see¬
ing the heels of Ed Sullivan’s
8-to-9’cr.
ABC’s “FFF” may prove in this
reckoning, like “Disneyland.” that
with some qualitative trimmings
attached, the swing can be toward
the “action at the fraction” shows,
whether outsized or regular dimen¬
sion. But it works both ways. “Di¬
vide and conquer” is reversed in
the case of the 7:30-8:30 “Warner
Bros. Presents” on ABC Tuesday,
unanimously punched
by the
critics. It would have to be excep¬
tional td fight It out with BerleHope-Raye-Shore and “Fireside
Theatre” on one network and
“Navy Log” and the Phil Silvers
(Continued on page 38)

End of a Story
Ed Sullivan recently forced
Robert Lamouret to bow out
of the recent Judy Garland
spectacular because he had an
exclusive commitment with
the French performer for Sun¬
day’s (2) session.
After that hassle, Lamouret
waited to go on for his con¬
tracted appearance, but Dick
Shawn, who preceded him,
took so much time, that La¬
mouret was “written out.”

'Git Along Gitlin’
Stepped Up Tempo
OnTVIntrospecs’
Although CBS-TV “Air Power”
series has not yet taken to the
air, already there’s talk that the
touted show, gaited for 26 chap¬
ters, may be telescoped Into a the¬
atrical film. It v’ould thus fall
into the class of NBC-TV’s “Vic¬
tory at Sea” series, which also
had the residual benefits of full
and “hit song” recordings.
Irving Gitlin, public affairs di
rector of the web, laid out a blue
print of the cultural-educationalpanel skein at a press conference
last week. Lineup includes "Ad¬
venture,”
“Face
the
Nation,”
“Lamp Unto My Feet,” “Look Up
and Live,” “UN In Action,” and
the projected “Report Card” and
“Talkaround.” In. addition, com¬
mentator Eric Sevareid will be in
new dress, ~ “Sunday with Seva¬
reid,” a “penetrating” extension
from his “American Week” sizerupper.
In the one:shot groove, the wreb
is plotting a minimum of three 90minute documentaries in the live,
film and admixed category. These
will either preempt one of the
Sunday shows or go in at prime I
time. One or two may be in color, |
as will some of the other stanzas.
Gitlin also said a drive is cur¬
rently on for a sponsor on “Let’s
Take a Trip,” one of the most
widely kudosed of tv’s kid shov s.

‘Valiant Lady’ Going In
For Top H’wood Names
“Valiant Lady,” the CBS-TV
soap, is experimenting w'ith top
Hollywood names in daytime guest
stints. Producer Leonard (Buzz)
Flair has booked in five film stars,
first of w'hom, Signe Hasso, did
her one-shot guest stint last week
(28).
She played herself, with
the male lead in the series, a re¬
porter, interviewing her. Others
booked in for appearances are
Dane Clark, Charlton Heston,
Joanne Dru and John Ireland.
Blair has also signed Adrian
Spies to script the series and ad¬
ditionally is now in the process of
setting up a film operation to pre¬
shoot location footage to be in¬
tegrated into the live dramas.

Scott Trims Moore Coin
Scott Paper exits the Friday
portion of the Garry Moore daytimer on CBS-TV after all. A pre¬
vious report had Scott shifting to
the Friday 11:15 segment as of this
week. Sponsor sticks with Moore
on Thursdays, however.
Scott instead latches on to the
Bob Crosby show' for the Monday
3:30 quarter-hour, also effective
this- week (3), this being run
through the balance of the original
pact for the Moore show', or to next
May. It will thus get station rale
protection which accrued during
its term with Moore.

ABC Radio is adding a staff of
36 producers, directors, w'riters,
announcers and reporters to han¬
dle the web’s new nighttime "um¬
brella
programming”
concept,
which kicks off Oct. 24. Struc¬
turally, the setup will be headed
by an exec producer, with a now's &
special events producer w'orking
under him, and five separate pro¬
gram unit supervisors reporting to
the duo, each handling one of the
five “umbrella” blocks of five- and
19 minute strips which w'ill occupy
the 7:30 to 10 p. m. period It’s
the web’s largest radio expansion
in years.
Web yesterday (Tucs.) named
Drex Hines to the exec producer
spot, w'ith Nancy Mazur as his as¬
sistant. Under Hines will be Fred
Sheean in the No. 2 spot, producer
over new's & special events The
five unit supervisors haven’t been
all set, but in their case the accent
will be on youth and imaginatioi,
rather than extensive production
experience. Hines is a vet ABC
producer-director, currently doing
the web’s u'eekend “It’s Time” cap¬
sules in cooperation with Time
mag. Miss Mazur, currently in a
program liaison spot at the wreb,
comes out of the research-sales de¬
velopment department, while Sheean is a vet editor in the nets
news and special events depart¬
ment.
Already pinned dowm programwise is one segment of the 9-9:30
“Sound Mirror” block. It's to be
called “Unit 99,” and will com¬
prise tape recordings taken in a
Sacramento police patrol car. Sjgt.
Dan Meredith of the Sacramento
force will man the car. w'ith the
tape machine taking dowm all radio
conversation and other occurr¬
ences.
Other segments haven't
been tied dowm as securely yet,
with some having no specific for¬
mat but comprising largely oneshots.
Web expects to use lotsa short¬
wave and tapes from overseas. One.
one-shot for “Sound Mirror,” for
example, will have ABC Paris
chief Robert Sturdevant interview¬
ing a. Parisian prostitute. Sturde¬
vant and_ London chief Yale New¬
man will be used extensively,
along w'ith stringers in other coun¬
tries. Web also hopes to tie in
with overseas broadcasting sys¬
tems for reporting and pickups.
Additionally, famous Americans
overseas will be used—Gladys
Swarthout, for example, who’s villa
outside Rome is a modern-day
salon of the arts.
Domestically, the web intends to
use virtually every affiliate on its
375-station lineup to demonstrate
the “things radio can do that tele- ■
vision can’t” — namely, radio’s
speed and mobility in getting news
and features and covering the
grassroots. Affils will be used in
four of the five program units—
“News of the Day,” “The World
and You,” “Toward a Better To¬
morrow” and “Sound Mirror.”

Old Gold Gunning For
New Money (Rah Rah Rah)
In 20-AM’er Jill-to-Jack
P. LOrillard, the tobacco manu¬
facturer, is falling into the “col¬
lege radio network” groove in a set¬
up similar to that of Philip Morris
and other type sponsors. In be¬
half of its Old Gold Filter, the out¬
fit has parted for quarter-hour
“Old Gold Time" on 20 rah-rah sta¬
tions under the producing wand of
the College Radio Corp.. which
serves as rep for the college loop.
Via Lennen & Newell, the Lorillard agency, the contract became
effective Monday (31 and program
will continue through the school
year crosjjrthe-board somewhere
between 10 o’clock and midnight.
‘Old Gold Time” star is Jill
Corey, who’ll intro orchestral num¬
bers and do the ciggie plugs in ad¬
dition to her singing stints.
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Race on for Space as CBS-TV
Plots Program Dpbeat on Coast
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Because of increased program¬
ming plus the fact several new tv
entries for next year are now be¬
ing blueprinted, CBS-TV is mulling
expansion of its physical facilities
in Hollywood, it’s disclosed by A1
Scalpone, v.p. in charge of net¬
work programming here. Scalpone
said there will be more teleshows,
both live- and film, originating
from CBS here next season. How¬
ever, he said, it was too early to say
specifically the lines of the web’s
expansion plans, and he empha¬
sized the precise decisions along
those lines will be made by the
network’s top echelon in N. Y.
However, CBS has options on the
land surrounding its Television
City at Beverly and Fairfax, and
obviously such expansion moves
would mean exercising of options
It has on the adjacent land. Web
has an option on the site now oc¬
cupied by Gilmore Field, and fullscale expansion could mean the
web might take over that area
also.
Origination from Hollywood this
season of some of the web’s Ford
_Star Jubilee specs has heightened
an already crowded condition at
CBS,. While shows are on a oncea-month basis, they require two
studios for rehearsals, as in the
case of the Judy Garland spec.
Scalpone termed live tv the
“greatest market for a writer to¬
day.” He said video is the best
means for a writer to receive rec¬
ognition from all media. A hit on
tv can raise the writer to the ranks
of a Reginald Rose, a Paddy Chayefsky or a Rod Serling,” he de¬
clared.
“TV is also becoming the way for
an actor to receive recognition. If
they can do a good job on live tv,
then they’ve proved themselves,”
he said.
Scalpone said the field today is
wide open for any writer who has
a background indicating he can not
only come up with an idea but fol¬
low through on it. Scalpone, shifted
here for the top web programming
spot , on the coast last July 1, said
he sees no difference in N. Y. and
Hollywood talent. “Creative tal¬
ent knows no restrictions, geo¬
graphical or otherwise,” he said.

Remember?
Chicago. Oet. 4.
The final punctuation mark
to an almost forgotten era
has been recorded with the
disclosure that the Chi NBC
plant is donating its theatre
type console organ to the new
Air Force Academy going up
at Colorado Springs.
The musical plumbing works
built to the personal specifica¬
tions of Jesse Crawford back
in 1936 at a cost in excess of
$50,000 supplied the funereal
moods for countless soap
opera episodes back in the
late ’30s and early ’40s when
the local NBC shop had a stake
in the national scheme of
things.

Soviet Overtures
For U.S. Telepix
Tangier, Oct. 4.
The Russians have indicated a
desire to purchase American tele¬
films for their own television op¬
erations, according to Paul Tal¬
bot, prez of Fremantle Overseas
Radio & TV, one of the top Amer¬
ican firms engaged Jn international
telefirm sales. Talbot is already
in negotiation for sale of several
American properties, including the
Encyclopedia
Britannica
Films
series.
Russian overture for the Amer¬
ican telefilms was made by Ivan
Andreev, head of the Russian tele¬
vision setup, who is here for the
UNESCO conference. Andreev in¬
dicated a preference for educa¬
tional films and cartoons. He also
stated that the Soviet Union would
like to sell its own tv-film produc¬
tions on the international market,
and Talbot will return to the U. S.
with a complete list of Russian of¬
ferings.
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More Longines Radio

Networks Not Agencies Only TV Woe;
Spot So Hot Prime Time Freezes

Longines-Wittnauer is in with
some more billings for CBS Radio.
Watch outfit pacted for the sevena-week “News Analysis” capsule at
7 p. m.f with Larry LeSueur the
pitcher.
Longines also is backing Sunday
afternoon “Symphonette* airings
on the web for the eighth season.

U. S. Negotiating
For TV Channels
In West Germany
Bonn, Oct. 4.
West German officials in the
Bonn government here have admit¬
ted the U. S. government has been
negotiating with them for the right
to set up local English-language tv
stations throughout West Ger¬
many. The German republic is
currently considering the request
to find out what frequencies could
be made available to the U. S.
The provisions of the Bonn
agreement's which went into effect
with the advent of sovereignty May
5 provide for the installation of
such foreign tv stations in West
Germany.
The main problem,
however, is in assigning the chan¬
nels. The Stockholm Radio Con¬
vention of 1952, to which all the
European countries with the ex¬
ception of Russia and the Russian
satellites belong, set the number
of high frequency radio and tv
channels for all their members.
Under this agreement, to estab¬
lish U. S.-controlled tv stations in
West Germanv it would be neces¬
sary that the U. S. use some of the
channels now assigned to the Ger¬
mans. Since most of the available
channels are now being used by the
West German tv network, the prob¬
lem is one of finding frequencies
suitable for the U. S. and ones
which will not overlap those of the
member countries.
While USAREUR Information
and Education officers have admit¬
ted that there are some negotia¬
tions- concerning tv in Germany,
they will make no further comment
as to what the U. S. plans include.
There is much speculation as to
who will control these stations
once they are established.
It is known that executives of
American Forces Network, head¬
quartering in Hoechst, West Ger¬
many, have for some time been
studying West German tv methods.
But whether AFN will also operate
the tv stations in Germany, wheth¬
er they will be controlled from an
independent government agency, or
whether they will fall under the
rights of the Air Forces, is not
known.
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NBC Radio’s ‘Weekday’
Cues WRCA Reshuffling
WRCA, N. Y. radio flagship of
NBC, will be caught in another
satellite trap when the web comes
forth with its crossboard “Week¬
day” edition of “Monitor.”
Afternoon programs are due for
considerable local reshuffling to
accommodate the w e b b e r y ’ s
through - the - week programming
block. It’s expected that WRCA’s
noon-to-2 o’clock shows will be t{ie
most affected, with station retain¬
ing 2 to 3 p.m.
Program manager Steve White is
figuring on reslotting the affected
personalities, with Bill Berns mak¬
ing a virtue of the news segments
by anchoring theln at half-hour af¬
ter the hour as the local inserts.

Drop Shortwave
B casts to Europe

The agonies of- national' snot
video are plaguing Madison Ave
Its not easy these days for time
buyers to find prime positions for
their spot pitches, especially if the
underwriters- they rep aren’t in
the ranks of longtime spot buyers.
Though spot tv will reportedlv
achieve a grand total of $275,000 000 this year, it’s seen probable
that next year the rate, of acceler¬
ation in such billings will be slight
even though national spot is not
felt by any means to have reached
its point of saturation either in
coin or the number of advertisers.
vSituation that prevails currently is
that the automobile manufactur¬
ers have made extra-heavy uurchases to plug their new lines.
Like other hep national spot buyl
ers, most of them veterans in that
line, the car makers had their or¬
ders for a spot lineup in the top
50 or 100 markets in for a long
time, with the result that in most
places the prime 7 to 11 times are
SRO.
For the relatively new national
spot bankroller whose merchan¬
dising campaign plans won’t per¬
mit him to wait indefinitely to be
moved up slowly on the waiting
list as good slots off- the skeds
open up, there is the time fringing
prime video hours. It’s cheaper,
and a couple of ^agency buyers
have said that it’s okay for adver¬
tisers who don’t mind trading .one
spot that commands a large televiewership for three or four lesser
impressions at the same overall
cost. Difficulty there is that many
advertisers miss a good part of the
specific consumer group they are
trying to reach.
In their defense, spot reps are
saying that they can always pro¬
vide a prime lineup of spots for
the advertiser who lays his coin
on the line. But it’s answered that
t’ain’t so by advertisers, and in
those remote instances that it is
true, the advertiser finds he’s buy¬
ing into stations that don’t deliver
the ratings.

Washington, Oct. 4.
Voice of America has just com¬
pleted the change in its policy in
reaching the people of Western
Europe. It has discontinued all
shortwave broadcasts into the
area, substituting broadcasts in the
various local stations to which the
people customarily listen.
Final step was taken Friday (30),
it was announced by Theodore C.
Streibert, director of the U. S. In¬
formation Agency. Voice discon¬
tinued its daily 30-minute broad¬
casts in Spanish to Spain, and be¬
gan providing programs for Span¬
ish stations.
Policy for Western Europe has
been in effect in Latin America
for several years, with Voice buy¬
ing time on the local stations.
However,
shortwave operations
will continue to Communist domi¬
nated countries and to the Far East
and Near East.
Programs for use on Western
European stations are produced in
Washington and DX’ed to the
European stations which rebroad¬
^
Minneapolis.
Pre-election political biz has al¬
cast them. In addition, some pro¬
ready started rolling in at WATV,
grams are produced on tape and Editor, Variety:
Newark tele operation. Following
platters and air mailed.
Variety carried a story under
procedure of other years, the
the headline “Minneapolis KEYDJersey politicos have bought time
TV’s Struggle to Stay Afloat Ac¬
on the station, but outlet got its
cents Plight of Non-web Outlets.”
first local politicos in the Long
We were grateful for the attention
Boston, Oct. 4.
Island area, a sign of the station’s
given to us but somewhat surpris¬
An increasingly important factor picked-up power.
ed at the tone of the story because
KEYD-TV is assured a wonderful
in the two-station Boston television
The Republican State Committee
Washington, Oct. 4.
setup is Manchester, N. H., only 50 of N. J. has purchased five con¬
An eleven-man committee to -| opportunity to serve the Twin City
miles away, from where ABC-TV is secutive half-hours on Thursdays
handle arrangements for next area in an economically sound
getting more and more of its com¬ at 10:30 p.m., starting tomorrow.
year’s NARTB convention was fashion, and to this end is launch¬
petitive licks in via WMUR-TV The local L.I. contracts are for two
named by Assn, prexy Harold E. ing an aggressive program cam¬
there. The Manchester Channel 9 half hours and a quarter hour in
Fellows last week. Powwow will paign of new movies, syndicated
operation, headed up by Norman prime evening hours starting Oct.
be held April 15-19 at the Conrad features, sports events, public af¬
fairs, news, and key personalities.
Gittleson, is currently in the posi¬ 24. Deal was made for Glen Cove
Washington, Oct. 4.
Hilton Hotel in Chicago.
tion of being considered the ABC Democratic Campaign "Committee.
Government and industry brass
Economic analysts have confirm¬
Committee will be co-chairoutlet for Boston, and come Dec.
Meantime, WATV latched onto turned out past week to witness maned by Campbell Arnoux of ed the opportunity of a fourth sta¬
1, when it reaches full power, it its first Greek language telecast. ceremonies, marking inauguration WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Va., and E. K. tion in the Twin City market, and
anticipates a signal blanketing the It’s set for 10 to 31 a.m. on Sun¬ of . NBC “Home” commentator Hartenbower of KCMO, Kansas as a result, there have been sev¬
Boston area completely.
days, begining Oct. 16. Show .Esther Van Wagoner Tufty as pres¬ City, Mo.
eral unsolicited bonafide offers
made to Family Broadcasting Corp.
Meanwhile, not only is it mov¬ will include a group of five and 10- ident of the local chapter of
ing in as ABC’s chief representa¬ minute segments, ranging from American Women in Radio and
for the purchase of both the tele¬
tive in lower New England, but it’s panel bits and dramatic offerings Television. Mrs. Tufty succeeded
vision and radio station. In usual
even taking on some CBS shows to' religion and travel commen¬ Florence S. Lowe, Washington cor¬
business fashion, these were given
for which WNAC-TV in Boston has tary. Produced by Nicholas J. respondent for Variety, in head¬
serious consideration and as a re¬
Boston, Oct. 4.
been unable to clear. Latest exam¬ Pappadakos, program brings the ing the organization of femmeTwo Mass, men, Paul Keyes, of sult, Family Broadcasting Corp.
ple is “Person to Person.” Mainly, station list to shows in eight fo- casters and women in various Boston and Harvey Miller, of has decided to hold to itself the
however, it is taking on the bulk eign tongues.
Salem, were chosen from among challenge of serving this market.
phases of broadcasting.
of the ABC schedule, with for ex¬
Highlight of the inauguration 10,000 applicants and signed to
Because of the story in Variety
ample, the complete ABC Wednes¬
ceremony was passing of a gavel, seven-year contracts as tv writers and other rumors regarding the
day lineup, including “Disneyland”
the gift of Speaker Sam Rayburn, by NBC in the web’s search for position of KEYD-TV and AM, we
and “Pabst Fights,” and such
from Mrs. Lowe to Mrs. Tufty. new talent.
hope that you will be pleased to
other segments as “Warner Bros.
Notre Dame, Oct. 4.
Keyes was with WNAC in the note the statement of William
NBC cameras recorded proceedings
Presents,” “Rin Tin Tin,” “Du¬
David Sarnoff, RCA topper, re¬ for use on the “Home” show, and Hub and the Armed Forces Radio Baker, Chairman of the Board of
Pont Cavalcade Theatre,” “Famous ceived on honorary Doctor of Sci¬ tapes were made for other NBC Network in Europe. Miller, former Directors; with regard to the faith
Film Festival” the John Daly news- ence degree from the U. of Notre shows.
Another feature of the drama student, wrote an industrial of Family Broadcasting Corp. in
strip. Also on is the DuMont re¬ Dame last week. Award was made evening was a taped message from film and one tv script for a mid¬ the future of an independent sta¬
gionalized Sunday pro football at a convocation dedicating WNDU- “Home” emcee Arlene Frances and west station.
tion in the Twin City market. Fall
lineup.
TV, the school's ’video outlet.
presentation of a tree to the show’s
business is booming, and we have
Degree, conferred by The Rev. “Duchess,” Mrs. Tufty.
affirmation of our new program
Theodore M. Hcsburgh, cited Sar¬
FIEDLER'S HUB SERIES
policy in several success stories for
noff as “an American genius of
Boston, Oct. 4.
local advertisers.
public communications” contribut¬
WCRB, plans to present Arthur
Robert M. Purcell
Before “The Bible in Action,” a ing to 20th century’s “wonders of
Fiedler, conductor of the Boston
(Managing Director, KEYD-TV
new WNEW (N. Y.) radio series radio and television have put our
Maggi McNellis, pioneeress tv Pops Orch, in a two-hour program
went on the air last Sunday (2) country and the world immeas¬ femcee.personality, is being pitched once a week, beginning Nov. 1,
night, the station had received re¬ urably into his debt.”
for a Mr. and Mrs. show, with from 8:05 to 10 p.m.
MUTUAL SPORTS BIZ
quests from 50 other outlets in the
three tapes having already been
The 9-10 segment has already
Once again the biz activity at
U. S. for use of the program. Show
submitted to the Quality Radio been contracted for by the Mer¬ Mutual centers on its sports sched¬
is being produced by station’s M OF O'S 'ZOO PARADE COIN Group. Miss McNellis’ vis-a-vis in chants National Bank of Boston
ule.
,.
Milton Robertson in cooperation
Mutual of Omaha, the insurance the project is Clyde Newhouse, her for 13 weeks with the privilege-of
The week-old “Bob Neal’s World
with the American Zionist Council. outfit, is conning in for a cycle of art dealer husband.
renewing. Boston Pop$ Orel? re¬ of v Sports” 10-minute nighttime
. Secretary of Agriculture Ezra NBC-TV’s, Sunday afternoon “Zoo
Packager i§. Joan Sinclaire," who cordings will be features, with strip has picked up Jackson Brew¬
Taft Benson, Israeli Ambassador Parade.”
for several years was associated commentaries between recordings ery as bankroller in six southern
Abba Eban, actor Raymond Massey
It will alternate with the with Miss McNellis on “Leave It by Fiedler.
states, and Allstate Insurance Co.
were among guests on show Quaker Oats Co. on the Chi-based to the Girls” paneler and other
Fiedler has reserved the right to has inked for the Army-Navy gridinitialer.
. t .,
show.
.
...
J shows. ,
.,
........
,approve his, sponsors,
, ,
der of Nov, 26.. ...

Pre-Election Political
Coin Into WATV Coffers

WMUR-TV the Nub Of
The Hub Matter for ABC
As Manchester Beams

KEYD-TV Has Weathered
The ‘Shake-Down Cruise’;
‘We’re Now See-Worthy’

Name Committee To
Plan NARTB Convention

D. C. Hoopla as Mrs. Tufty
Helms Femme B’casters

NBC’s ‘New Talent’ Yield

Sarnoff’s N. D. Degree

Lotsa Action on ‘Bible’

Maggi’s Quality Web Show
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REVIEWING BRITISH ENTRIES
TV Network Premieres
(Oct. 5-15)
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 5
Screen Directors Playhouse (film). Drama, NBC, 8 to 8:30 p.m.,
Kodak via J. Walter Thompson.
20th Century-Fox Hour (Cavalcade) (film). Drama, CBS, 10 to
11 p.m. (alt. wks.), General Electric via Young & Rubicam.
THURSDAY, OCT. 6
Tlie People’s Choice (Jackie Cooper) (film). Situation comedy,
NBC, 8:30 to 9 p.m., Borden’s via Young & Eubicam.
Shower of Stars (Time Out for Ginger; Jack Benny) (color).
Spectaculars, CBS, 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. (every four weeks), Chrysler
via McCann-Erickson.
Four Star. Playhouse (film). Drama, CBS, 9:30 to 10 p.m., Singer,
Bristol-Myers, both via Young & Eubicam (alt. wks.).
FRIDAY, OCT. 7
Mama (Peggy Wood), Situation comedy, CBS, 8 to 8:30 p.m.,
General Foods via Benton & Bowles.
Our Miss Brooks (Eve Arden) (film). Situation comedy, CBS,
8 30 to 9 p.m., General Foods via Young & Rubicam.
Crossroads (film). Drama, ABC, 8:30 to 9 p.m., Chevrolet via
Campbell-Ewald.
Crusader (Brian Keith) (film). Adventure, CBS, 9 to 9:30 p.m.,
R. J. Reynolds via Wm. Esty.
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (film). Drama, CBS, 9:30 to 10 p.m.,
Jos. Schlitz Brewing via Lennen & Newell.
SATURDAY, OCT. 8
Texaco Star Theatre (Jimmy Durante). Comedy, NBC, 9:30 to
10 p.m., Texaco via Kudner.
George Gobel Show. Comedy, NBC, 10 to 10:30 p.m.; Armour
via Foote, Cone & Belding; Pet Milk via Gardner (alt. wks.).
Damon Runyon Theatre (film). Comedy-drama, CBS, 10:30 to
11 p.m., Anheuser-Busch via D’Arcy.
SUNDAY, OCT. 9
College Press Conference. Interviews, ABC, 1 to 1:30 p.m., sus¬
taining:
Dean Pike (Rev. James A. Pike). Religion, ABC, 1:30 to 2 p.m.,
Eastman

SUDr!nSpock (Dr. Benjamin Spock). Child care, NBC, 3 to 3:30
p.m., sustaining.
. „
...
Talkaround. Teen discussions, CBS, 3 to 3:30 p.m., sustaining.
Adventure. Natural history, CBS, 3:30 to 4 p.m., sustaining.
Let’s Take a Trip. Remotes, CBS, 4:30 to 5 p.m., sustaining.
Omnibus. CBS, 5 to 6:30 p.m., Scott Paper, Aluminum Ltd. of
Canada, both via J. Walter Thompson.
Alcoa-Goodyear Television Playhouse. Drama, NBC, 9 to 10
p.m., Alcoa via Fuller & Smith & Ross, Goodyear via Young &
Rubicam (alt. wks.).
THURSDAY, OCT. 13
Life Is Worth Living (Bishop Sheen). Religion, ABC, 8 to 8:30
p.m., Admiral via Russell M. Seeds.
FRIDAY, OCT. 14
Ethel & Albert (Peg Lynch, Alan Bunce). Situation comedy,
ABC 10 to 10:30 p.m., Ralston-Purina via Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli.
SATURDAY, OCT. 15
Fury (film). Adventure, NBC, 11 to 11:30 a.m., General Foods
via Benton & Bowles.
Grand Ole Opry. Western music, ABC, 8 to 9 p.m. (every four
weeks), Ralston-Purina via Gardner.
_

Penny Exits ABC,
May Shift to NBC
“Penny to a Million,” the Wolf
Associates quizzer fronted by Bill
Goodwin, exits ABC-TV after the
Oct. 13 show with a good chance
that it may wind up on NBC-TV.
Sheaffer Pen has axed its alter¬
nate week bankrolling of the stan¬
za, but Brown & Wililamson To¬
bacco is sticking with its skip-aweek and is currently in the proc¬
ess of trying to clear time on
NBC. An alternate replacement
for Sheaffer is in the works for a
December start.
ABC-TV, meanwhile, is plugging
the Wednesday at 9:30 hole cre¬
ated by the “Penny” cancellation
with “Break the Bank,” another
Wolf quizzer. “Bank,” emceed by
Bert Parks, switches over from its
Sunday 10 p. m. berth come Oct.
19 with Dodge still bandrolling,
and will in turn be replaced by
“Ufe Begins at 80,” moving back
from Sunday at 9:30. Into the
9:30 hole wall go Ted Mack's
“Amateur Hour,” as per schedule.
“Penny” moves off ABC because
the web would rather not have an
alternate half-hour on its hands
and also because it had to find a
spot for “Life Begins at 80” once
'Amateur Hour” came in.
Other changes brewing in the
ABC lineup include the switching
of “Outside U. S. A.,” the Quincy
Howe “news-in-depth” foreign af¬
fairs stanza to Tuesdays at 10 instead of its present Thursday post.
Phis involves the axing of “Talent
Varieties,” the western music
show originating .in Springfield,
ivlo. As for the Thursday spot be¬
ing vacated by “Outside,” web is
not on the scent for a sale with a
Package that it’s keeping under
\ranc, for

j.jme

(

Judy Garland May
Do 2d CBS-TY Spec;
Full Ford Sked Listed
CBS-TV has an “understanding”
with Judy Garland for a second
appearance, following her preem
on the opener of “Ford Star Jubi¬
lee” every-fourth-week Saturday
cluster.
Balance of the series—there are
nine to go—is more or less blue¬
printed to the tape. Array for rest
of this year embraces the Mary
Martin and Noel Coward revue
(Oct. 22), “Caine Mutiny” all-starrer (Nov. 19) and either Maeter¬
linck’s “Bluebird” of “Nutcracker
Suite” (Dec. 17).
The 1956 lineup takes in Noel
Coward’s “Blithe Spirit” (Jan.)
with an “all-American” cast; “The
Day Lincoln Was Shot” (Feb.),
adapted from the Jim Bishop best¬
seller and with Lauren Bacall a
possibility for the cast. Max\yell
Anderson’s “High Tor” starring
Bing Crosby (March; film), goes
into rehearsal late this month and
starts shooting in November. For
April-May-June, two shows are the
probables with one to be worked
out—“I Hear America Singing,”
with Ken Murray as conferencier,
and “Wonderful World,” with score
by Arthur Schwartz.

Sosnik’s Pontiac Themer
Maestro Harry Sosnik is on an¬
other theme kick. Veteran of the
tv podium created the themesong
for NBC’s “Producer’s Showcase”
under the production banner of
Fred Coe.
With that under his belt, he’d
been working on the music for
Pontiac’s “Playwright Hour” on
the web (also under Coe and al¬
ternating with Armstrong “Circle
Theatre”). So on last night’s (Tues.)
automaker preem he introduced
his “Theme for Pontiac/’

1!
By HAROLD MYERS
London, Oct. 4.
London’s first commercial tv sta¬
tion, which was inaugurated on
Thursday, Sept. 22, has stimulated
considerable interest in British
television. The programs are
provided by two different firms of
contractors.
Associated - Rediffu¬
sion handle the programming on
weekdays and Associated Broad¬
casting Co. take over at weekends.
•There is no sponsorship on the
American pattern, but advertisers’
spot announcements are interpo¬
lated in natural breaks during the
presentation. In view of the in¬
terest aroused in the development,
below are printed capsule re¬
views of a selection of the initial
week’s telecast.
“Take Your Pick” (A-R, Friday,
8 to 8:30 p.m.) The first of the
give-away programs to be fea¬
tured on the new network, with
Michael Miles an over-exuberant
question master.
Feature had
strong audience participation val
ues,' was slick and lively and for¬
feits of participants, who failed to
answer their questions, generated
good humored fun. The prizes of¬
fered were good by local stand¬
ards.
“Dragnet” (A-R, Friday, 8:30 to
9 p.m.) The first American import
on the new web had strong dra¬
matic values and looked set to re¬
peat its impact on American tv.
“Confidentially” (A-R, Friday, 9
to 9:30 p.m.) Opening of a new
light entertainment series starring
Reg Dixon, a popular local per¬
former. Program lost much of its
spontaneity by having been pre¬
filmed. Although adequately ex¬
ploiting the star’s personality, com¬
edy sketches were feeble and vocal
interludes just so-so.
Brighter
scripting could raise this to a much
higher entertainment level.
“Around the' World with Orson
Welles” (A-R, Friday, 9:30 to 10
p.m.) Among the best of the new
programs, with the star a warm
and sympathetic narrator. Open¬
ing program of Basque ball games
was a last minute substitute, as
a film dealing with the Dominici
murder trial had been impounded
by the French authorities. The
subject matter of the program was
treated intelligently and Welles
succeeded in getting valuable co¬
operation from a bunch of Basque
ball-playing kids.
ABC Music Shop (ABC, Satur¬
day, 3 to 3:30 p.m.) A bright halfhour music program with Gerry
Wilmot as shopkeeper and featur
ing vocalists Patti Lewis, Peggy
Lee, Lee Lawrence and Sally Ryan,
with a film sequence of Tennessee
Ernie. Bert Weedon made a good
impression with his guitar playing.
Wilmot was a brisk emcee and the
presentation had pace. Giveaway
contests will be featured in subse¬
quent presentations.
“My Hero” (ABC, Saturday, 3:30
to 4 p.m.) Another American im¬
port of the film series starring
Robert
Cummings
and
Julie
Bishop. The initialler was “Tramp
for a Day,” and average type
comedy.
“People Are Funny” (ABC.
Saturday, 7:15 to 7:45.)
Local
audiences were familiar with this
program as it had been sponsored
on Radio Luxembourg for some
time. Derek Roy gave it pace with
his breezy emceeing and the most
outrageous of the gimmicks was
the sending of a couple to decorate
someone’s living room. The vic¬
tims were handsomely rewarded
and other contestants received ex¬
pensive prizes. Show was beamed
from ’ a suburban picture theatre
, with a full participating audience,
i
“Colonel March of Scotland
! Yard” (ABC, Saturday. 7:45 to
| 8:15 p.m.) A vidpic. series lensed
: in Britain and already screened
' on U.S. webs, with Boris Karloff
in the title role. Opener in the
series, “Passage At Arms,” had
lively suspense and an ingenious
plot. Production values were good
and performances had an allround
quality.
“Saturday Show Time” (ABC
(Continued on page 46)

CKEY Strike Over Pay Hikes Has
Canadian Parliament Repercussions
Toronto. Oct. 4.
Rival unions (CIO and AFL) are
united in sending out a jointlysigned letter to all sponsors on
“Sgt. Preston of the Yukon.”
CKEY, Toronto, and CKOY, Otta¬
the newly-transplanted radiowa,, to ban doing business with
to-telefilm segment, is now
both stations until salary increases,
battling it out with “The Lone
recommended by a Federal concili¬
Ranger,” another radio - tv
ation board, are put into effect.
oldie, in the Thursday 7:30 to
This went out from William Jeno8 p.m. spot, with “Preston” on
ves, president of the Trades and
CBS and “Ranger” on ABC.
Labor Council (AFL), and David
All of which amounts to a
Archer,
president of the Canadian
“long arm of coincidence” bit
Congress of Labor (CIO), stressing
as far as the old Trendlcthat
the
refusal of Jack Cooke,
Campbell - Meurer packaging
owner of the two stations, to hike
outfit is concerned.
T-C-M
pay.
is
“an
unfriendly act.” All
used to own and package bolh
Canadian advertising agencies have
shows (they still get screen
reputedly
fallen
in line on the ban.
credit on both) and it’s prob¬
William Todd, manager of CKOY,
ably a relief to them to he
Ottawa,
management
nominee of
out of the picture in this com¬
the Federal conciliation board,
petitive situation.
which agreed to wage increases,
has resigned because the concilia¬
tion board agreement got the veto
of his other station executives.
Immediate political possibility is
that the dispute will be threshed
out on the floor of the House of
Commons in that Duncan MacTavish is not only president and
nominal manager of CKOY, Ot¬
tawa, but is also president of tlia
National Liberal Association, par¬
liamentary Party at present in pow¬
er in Canada. Head of the legal
Detroit, Oct. 4.
battery for the striking unions is
“Baseball talks about learning to Edward B. Jolliffe, former head of
live with television—well, profes¬ the Commonwealth Co-Operative
sional football can’t live without Federation, parliamentary Oppoit,” according to W. Nicholas Ker¬ 1 silion.
bawy, general manager of the De¬ i
On non-payment of wage introit Lions.
| creases recommended by a Federal
As a result, he predicted that i reconciliation
board in June,
the pros will start playing at 6 . CKEY, Toronto, is being picketed,
p.m. on Saturday—or even Mon¬ with radio station blacklisted by
day nights—in order to get on the freelance announcers and perform¬
networks ahead of the other shows. ers on order of the Canadian Coun¬
Addressing the Michigan Foot¬ cil of Authors and Artists, plus Na¬
ball Writers Association, he said tional Association of Broadcast Em¬
tv revenue was so important in the ployees and Technicians (CIO). Dit¬
National Football League that il to goes for CKOY, Ottawa, both
can be the difference between a stations owned by Jack Kent
“winning or losing season—finan¬ Cooke, millionaire-publisher of
cially.”
I
(Continued on page 32)
Estimating tv revenues run a
sixth of the gate receipts, Ker¬
bawy added, “and that’s more than
the margin of profit for a club.”
The NFL has lost a lucrative na¬
tionwide Saturday night telecast
which brought in more than $200.000 last season for the Lion’s
alone. Along with other NFL clubs,
the Lions are joining in the scram¬
Chicago, Oct. 4.
ble to replace the show.
The importance of the local auto
“We started with the DuMont merchants to the local radio-tv sta¬
network in 1953 on an experiment¬ tions is highlighted by the satura¬
al basis without much revenue,” tion spread under way by the ColeKerbawy said. “Last year, at the Finder Mercury dealership. It’s es¬
last minute, the sponsor cancelled timated the car dealer’s annual ad
out, and the network sold the pro¬ budget now shapes up close to
gram on a co-op basis.
$1,000,000 annually, with video get¬
“We looked forward to a more ting the lion’s share.
stable setup this year—but now
Radio gets into the Cole-Finder
the DuMont network has gone out
of business. The league has tried act this week via the purchase of
to put on its own network show— Daily News columnist Tony Weibut it is being charged up to three tzel’s nightly WBBM airer from
times the usual cost of leasing a the Conrad Hilton’s Boulevard
Room for the full half-hour span
cable. Priced right out of busi¬ over
the six nights weekly.
ness.”
On tv, auto retailer has a fivehour five-feature “Picturama" film
grind Saturday afternoons on
WNBQ; riding on WGN-TV is the
Saturday night “Six Shooter” The¬
atre” and the Thursday night "Mr.
CBS Radio has moved in Bert and Mrs. North” telepixer and on
West as replacement for William WBKB its the “Captured” vidpix
D. Shaw as general manager of Monday nights.
KNX-CBS in Los Angeles and of
the Columbia Pacific network. For mvMnr1 cr,nir:P AO IfTDr1
the last few years West has been ; |
general sales factotum in the twin
jobs.
|
Shaw last week was named net- j
Grog shops in various key cities
work sales manager berthed in
New York, moving in for Dudley —and particularly so in New York
Faust, who’s being switched to an- . —advertised extensively in ad¬
other post.
j vance of the Yank.s-Dodgers World
Scries to lure the drinking set
into their spots for the colorvision
aspect of the battle.
Gotham’s Hotel. Taft tap room
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
claimed
a “first” in such public
William Dozier, CBS-TV network
installations
at an inn, with a 21program topper, leaves Oct. 9 on
a three-week European trek to inchcr set up in time for the tintcasts.
search for new writers and dra¬
As.
crystal-billed by Variety
matic properties.
He will also confer vvith BBC way back, the bars figure to be
toppers regarding possibility of the first to “introduce” color tv
more CBS shows being telecast in on an en masse basis, as per their
England. Actress wife Ann Ruther¬ “service* for the monochrome re¬
ceivers back in the '40s.
ford will accompany him.

Just for the Record

Pro Football Can’t
Survive Without
TV, Sez Kerbawy

$1,000,000 Spread

Bert West Vice Shaw
j
For CBS Radio on Coast

j$|

Ab LUKfc

FOR ‘DRINKING SET’

Dozier’s Talent Prowl
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MILTON BERLE SHOW
With
Esther
Williams,
John
Wayne, Mary Kaye Trio, Mar¬
tin & Lewis, Hal Peary, Vaughn
Monroe, Kukla, Fran & Ollie,
Herb Ross Dancers, others.
Producer-Director: Berle
Writers: Bill Manhoff, Nate Mon¬
aster, Buddy Arnold, A1 Schwartz
60 Mins., Tues. 8 p.m.
PARTICIPATING
NBC-TV, from Hollywood (Color)
Milton Berle, who is now cutting
down on his activity and working
from the Coast, which in itself
makes cutting down easier, will do
only 13 shows this semester under
a varied format which will present
more facets of the erstwhile Uncle
Miltie. Berle has weathered a lot
of seasons in the Top 10. He, more
than anyone else, put video into
the bigtime and is one of the vets
in the business, from the view¬
points of longevity and knowledge.
From his Coast origination, evi¬
dently Berle means to undergo a
few changes. Although his initial
show hewed to his familiar variety
format, the star seemed a subdued
citizen, and apparently did a lot
Of listening before going on. Re¬
sult was a very much toned down
comic, not’ as positive, but a little
more personable and more- amen¬
able to giving the play to others.
For the intialer, Berle assembled
an extremely strong cast that in¬
cluded Esther Williams, John
Wayne and Mary Kaye Trio, with
Martin & Lewis doing a walkon.
Berle also came on with a few
more writing gimmicks than usual,
one of which included a running
gag with four observers from vari¬
ous countries dogging him. Gener¬
ally, this show evidenced more
care than has been usual with him,
and results were very good for a
Berle lineup.
The plus values were hypoed by
the addition of color, especially
during the first half of the display.
One of the best first sequences
was Miss Williams’ underwater
chapter. The costuming of the
Herb Ross dancers plus their live¬
ly routines also added to the
show’s general values.
Berle made the most of his
standup sessions. He showed a
good line of gab, and generally
the sketches were well done. Berle
followed the lead of virtually every
other comedy show in the industry
In spoofing “$64,000 Question.” It
was fairly well done but had a
W’eak ending with Martin & Lewis,
who already did one satire on The
Quizzer and who are being sued
as a result, chiming in at the end.
Miss Willias also helped rub
“Summertime” which got a fair
quota of laughs. Weakest bit was
an ancient chestnut, whereby John
Wayne didn’t mention the name of
his forthcoming film, “Blood Al¬
ley,” but billboarded it from every
angle. Not original and not too
funny. The Mary Kaye Trio did
well musically.
Despite the wealth of guest tal¬
ent, Berle remains the fulcrum of
the show and its dominant person¬
ality. In the final analysis, its re¬
ception with home viewers will
depend on individual reaction to
Berle. One can argue on that point
for a long time.
As for the commercials, they had
their own quota of guest stars too.
Vaughn Monroe showed up for
the RCA Victor sales spiel, which
incidentally was excellently pro¬
duced, and Kukla, Fran & Ollie
did the Whirlpool plug effectively.
The Sunbeam spiel was straight.
Jose.

WARNER BROS. PRESENTS
(III—Casablanca)
W’ith Anita Ekberg, Charles McGraw, Marcel Dalio, Dan Sey¬
mour, Ludwig Stoessel, Michael
Fox, Alberto Morin, Clarence
Muse, others; Gig Young, host;
John Wayne, guest
Producer: Jerome Robinson
Director: John Peyser
60 Mins.: Tues., 7:30 p.m.
LIGGETT & MYERS, GENERAL
ELECTRIC
ABC-TV, from H’wood (film)
(Cunningham & Walsh;
Maxon; Y & R)
"Warner Bros. Presents” 1
now completed the first go-round
of its “Kings Row”-“Cheyenne”“Casablanca” trilogy in extension
of the characters and locales of the
filmmaker’s past product whose
titles ring a bell. “Casablanca”
was the slickest of the threesome,
but this was a mere surface mani¬
festation .in view of the mysteryintrigue hocus-opus with Rick’s
lush Cafe Americain as the central
point of the action.
It is now possible to judge all of
the first three of the initial cluster
as a WB package. First two were
undernourished. Overall it’s ditto,
too c’ose to the average half-hour
telefilms.
Wouldn’t be fair to set the
winning theatrical “Casablanca”
against this particular slice. The
one value—not of great conse¬
quence but indicative of the possi¬
bilities in the whole triad—was
updating the script to the age of
nuclear fission. Just the same,
making a beautiful Swedish scien¬
tist out of Trina (the Ingrid Berg¬
man role) was a bit hard to take.
Better was accent of the inter¬
nation scramble for the secret for¬
mula (strictly in the gal’s head, it
seems, consuming six weeks in
working it out) with the Russian
spies as villains of the piece, along
with other but vaguely defined
citizens of other countries. The
haunting “As Time Goes By”
(created by the late pianist-singer
Dooley Wilson in the pic) seemed
oldliat, though a quickie vocal of
tile song was well delivered, by
Clarence Muse and should have
been given a bigger play.
The performances were of char¬
acteristic stock level, befitting the
cloak & dagger aspect of the play¬
let. Charles McGraw as Rick (done
by Humphrey Bogart in the origi¬
nal) and Anita Ekberg, the glamourtoujours-l’amour beaut, as Tina,
were equal to their superficial, unstrenuous roles.
For the end-up WB trailer, host
Gig Young chitted the chat with
John Wayne re his career, how a
producer starts a film, and excerpts
of “Blood Alley” costarring Lauren
Bacall.
A surprising tipoff on what may
well be the basic reason why major
Coast studios (WB and Metro) are
finding it so difficult to make the
transition to tv is in a communique
whose theme has about as much
application to the homescreens as
Shakespeare to rock ’n’ roll. The
quote:
“Because millions of American
servicemen know their North
Africa, Warners had to transport
four huge truckloads of sand from
the Mojave desert in southern Cali¬
fornia to the studio lot for scenes
in the ’Casablanca’ series.
Old
sand left over from previous films
(sand-in-the-overmatter, eh?—Ed’s
note) could not be used because it
came from the Palm Springs area
and does not resemble the sand
found in the Casablanca area. War¬
ners research department said the
variances were so definite that tv
[fans v\ho had been to North Africa
' would recognize the difference.”
Trau.
-

PIGSKIN PICKS
With Jay Barrington, Bob Busby
Football predictions
9:15-0:30 p.m., Fridays
MACY’S MEN’S SHOP
WDAF-TV, Kansas City
(R. J. Potts, Calkins & Holden) \ THE LINE-UP
This Friday night quarter-hour With Warner Anderson, Tom Tully,
Marshall Reed, Toni Gerry,
of picking the football scores with
Howard McNear, Joseph Mell,
the experts is now in its sixth sea¬
Claude Akins, Art Gilmore, an¬
son. As before it has Jay Barring¬
nouncer
ton of the WDAF-TV staff as m.c.
and Bob Busby, sports editor of Producer: Jaime del Valle
the Kansas City Star, as the regu¬ Directors: Hollingsworth Morse,
Harold Schuster
lar expert.
Format has Busby
matching his weekly picks against Writer: Sidney Marshall
those of a guest fan who wins the 30 Mins., Fri., 10 p.m.
spot by being champ prognosti¬ PROCTER & GAMBLE, BROWN
& WILLIAMSON
cator the week before.
Show is a natural for the score- CBS-TV (film)
(Ted Hates, Y&R)
board followers and wise guys of
^the weekly charts, and as before
“The Line-Up” by now is one
Rhas again its stout following. For of the staples on the cops-andpthem there is a SDeeial urge in the robbers circuit. This filmed session
* Sf- ---- ...
season contest offered
by the spon- i depicting the exploits of the San
sor, Macy’s, which dangles a trip j Francisco police force is a quiet
to New Orleans and Sugar Bowl and forceful exercise in tracking
tickets to the fan who bests Busby [ clown the wrongdoers. The peron the show, or gives him the best! formances are on a good level, the
run for his money.
I gendarmes are given a good break
This is a tough one for any fan, j by depicting them as hardworking
for Busby rates as the pro guesser j and intelligent law-enforcers, and
of the town, .but weekly fan-guests j the picturesque San Francisco
often make it touche. This year I settings provide a lot of color to
there’s an added fillip as Busby: the series.
models men’s fashions as described j The major roles are enacted by
by Barrington. Judging from the. Warner Anderson and Tom Tully,
weekly entries and game-side chat- j who give seemingly authentic
ter, this _ one is dear to the hearts characterizations. In previous sesof pigskin fans hereabouts.
.
. sions, they took all assignment in
J,'J'
■>J Quins (an unhurried stride. However, in
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CAPT. KANGAROO
Dvnno <K ALLJblN
THE MORNING SHOW
With Dick Van .Dyke, Walter With Bob Keeshan
With Harry Von Zell, Bea BenaProducer: Jack Miller (KeeshanCronkite, others
daret, Lany Keating, others
Miller Ent.)
Producer: Charlie Andrews (CBS
Producer-director: Frederick de
Cordova
News: producer - director, Av Director: Peter Birch
Westin; editor, Bill Seamans; 60 Mins-.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 8 a.m.
Writers: Harvey Helm, Keith Fow¬
writers, Phil Lewis, A1 Coleman, Participating
ler. Norman Paul, William Burns
CBS-TV, from N.Y.
30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.
Tony Sylvester)
Directors: Rai Purdy, Ken Whalen
CBS-TV may have uncovered a CARNATION MILK, B. F. GOOD¬
RICH
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 7 a.ra.
durable gem of a kidoodler for net¬
Participating
work play in Bob Keeshan. That CBS-TV (film)
CBS-TV, from N.Y.
(Erwin, Wassey, BBD&O)
is, uncovered from past perform¬
CBS-TV is trying again with the ances, since over a stretch he’s cut
George Burns and Grade Allen,
wake-up periods against NBC’s quite a figure as the Clarapell of who have been staples in vir¬
“Howdy Doody” and in other
“Today” after about 18 months of spheres as Tinker the Toymaker tually every show biz media, have
an almost constantly changing of and Corny the Clown. He and Jack resumed their filmed teleshow for
the guard and format on “Morning Miller are packaging the show un¬ a pair of sponsors and indications
Show.” Walter Cronkite is a re¬ der the Columbia wing and it’s a point to continued residence in
cinch td bend the preschool crowd
turnee as the news chairman, hav¬ their way, with one appraiser put¬ the top portion of the rating lists
ing started with the original. Dick ting in his two cents’ worth for an Although the duo haven’t for¬
Van Dyke, pitched into the two- occasional crack at tv’s latest mar- saken their successful format
there is a sort of progression in
hour deal some time back as a sort supian.
This Kangie is so different from the calibre of production, writing
of shakedown for the current re¬ many another kid-slanter. He’s and performance.
vision sweepstakes, is the emcee gentle, soft-voiced and always
Miss Allen is still the incredible
in a period reduced to an hour’s amusing without ever once trying idiot
and Burns a knowing chap
worth. The segue to another 60 to play the smartalec or coldblood¬ tolerant of Grade’s idiosyncracies’
minutes fronts Bob Keeshan as edly leveling down to any particu¬
we say? The duo make for
“Capt. Kangaroo” in an extraordi¬ lar age as such, though obviously ashall
laugh-laden session with Harry
nary session for preschoolers that pointing directly to his specified Von
Zell doubling from announcer
somehow or other is fit fodder for group. Backdrop and set piece is chores
to participate in the action.
humanity of all sizes.
his “Treasure House” where he's
Burns’
sessions are fair¬
In the reduced format, “Morn¬ custodian and jack-of-all-he sur¬ ly funny standup
affairs. In breaking up
ing” can go places faster, though veys.
the continuity to take a fling at
no special departures from the
With two elongated patchpockets
verbiage, he does a lot of
“Today” pattern, which has been to square the kangie title, a tricky solo
scene-setting as well as some re¬
at it longer and with the benefit of chapeau and the most pleasant warding
dissertation on various
greater returns commercially. Basic sort of face and voice, both of
subjects, generally centering
components are news, including which seem hardly there, so unob¬ around
his wife.
remotes, weather and guest book¬ trusive is he in the intent and
The initlaler had the couple
ings, and some Van Dyke folderol. pitch, he roams the set with nice
Also indicated as a running fillip talk and even nicer subjects, run¬ riding the 20th Century to New
is a “weather girl,” with Monday’s ning the gamut from props .and do- York on which an eminent scien¬
They
(3) opener being looker Deborah 1 it-yourself to live animals at the tist is also a passenger.
Douglas showing off a snazzy Jean improvised farm and a toy train mistake a salesman for the savant,
Patou gown and serving as pointer- that he promises will get bigger and the resulting mixup tprovidcs
outer on the weather map to off¬ as time goes on. As he capers, he a good comedy peg. The team
screen description. (On a small will stop before a grandfather unite at the end for a fling at com¬
homescreen the map doesn’t mean clock to serve up the time, present edy which is also rticcessful. The
too much, how’ever large the sex jumping prop animals, make an St. Moritz Hotel, N.Y.. got some
values of the “weather girl” loom. excursion into the sandbox to very fancy free plugs on this dis¬
There will be a different gal each build things, do a one-way inter¬ play.
day, apparently.)
The various ingredients on the
view with Bunny Rabbit, feed the
The production
Cronkite pivoted five times in animals; he has “tea time” for the show are tops.
the hour, shifting the scene to kiddies, but quickly covers the and direction by Frederick de
other points, such as Denver for verboten stimulant angle by mak¬ Cordova, and the writing by a
latest word on Ike, to the United ing that a cue for a spin of “The four-man team comprising Harvey
Helm. Keith Fowler, Norman Paul
Nations where CBS expert Larry Kettle Song.”
At a “Playtime” — “making- and William Bums, and the cast
LeSueur sat at the French desk in
an empty hall to deliver a quickie things” — segment he will say, assists by Bea Benadaret, playing
on the meaning of France’s walk¬ “Just watch—you don’t have to neighbor Blanche Morton; Larry
out. Elsewhere, there were good make it with me.” Therein he Keating as her husband, and Von
value in stills of the Presiden¬ slips in an accent on tidiness for Zell are valuable contributions to
tial nursing corps; ditto the bat the moppets and almost at once is this deservedly longrunning teleJose.
boys of Yanks and Dodgers and busy again looking at various hats show.
fact that latter’s rep is 25, married and filling in the kids with little
and has three children. There was bits about engineers and such.
a lost opportunity in the presence Then a live monkey and so into a YOU BET YOUR LIFE
of Mrs. Myrt Power w'ho wron the delightful record of “The Monkey With Groucho Marx; George Fenneman, announcer; Jack Meakin
32G on “$64,000 Question”; she wap Band,” complete with Alegretti’s
Orch
seated at a desk reading from puppets. Afterward, some police¬
notes, mostly haltingly, whereas man talk — “he's just about the Producer: John Guedel
Directors:
Bob Dwan, Bemie Smith
her impressive appearances on the best friend we have”—working in
quiz were via exceptionally han¬ quickies on eating breakfast, don’t 30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
DE
SOTO
DEALERS
dled interviews. Good timing, how¬ make too much noise going down¬
ever, in that the Dodgers had won stairs, how to help Mom in her NBC-TV (film)
(BBD&O)
three games up to that point and Shopping, avoiding mishaps traffic
were looking for their first World' (“watch those signals”).
In deference to this post-puberty
Series flag—with Mrs. Power a
There were, some clever cartoons, video syndrome with, its “let’s not
w.k. Bums supporter. (She referred not the highly animated kind but get in a rut” psychosis and its “let’s
to the Cow'an quiz as “the $32,000 more like, the old mutoscopes and jazz up the format” prescriptions,
show”). It was also her 71st birth¬ in one of them a charming recita¬ Groucho Marx and producer John
tion, soft and dreamy. In “Sand Guedel have done some retooling
day, it seems.
Van Dyke is a likable citizen. and the Sea” waxing, he pulled on “You Bet Your Life” before
But perhaps he reaches a bit .too clever little bits in the sandbox, sending it -out for its sixth semes¬
much for the laughs and it’s too showed a live goat, pep-talked the ter. But the changes in the ’55-’56
obvious that he’s pitching comedy wee ones on using toothbrush, “Life” model are hardly of suffi¬
.
cient consequence to raise any
lines from a script. Also, his “story” hairbrush, comb.
A grownup cannot exactly tell doubts about the quizzer again
of the day was a w'eak affair on
“wolf in sheep’s clothing.” If they what kids’ tastes are unless he has zooming into the upper slopes of
don’t have better custom material one of them lookin’ with him. But the Nielsen peaks. The stage has
than that, this is a good time- from a parent’s view, at least, a new backdrop; Groucho has a
early in the fray—to taper off on “Capt. Kang” would appear to be new desk and a new cigar. Period.
the “stories.” He also makes with a requirement to influence the
Returner (29) demonstrated once
the lighter side of the news and brood.
again that “Life’s” muscles have
In short it’s smasheroo for j long since outgrown the strictly
a panto playout here and there,
“Kangaroo.”
Trau.
latter of not great weight.
q&a dimensions of the standard
boodle passer. Sure, there are still
One of the best segments wras a
the three pairs of contestants
roundup of CBS “Newsfilm of the CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT
World,” a substantial recap of With Richard Webb, Sid Melton, gunning for the $1,000 jackpot.
But when the quizmaster deals out
events in the visual trough. These,
Olan Soule, others
ripostes rather than schmaltz and
added to the phone recordings Producer: George Bilson
the vice president of the Douglas
from foreign staffers, etc., repre¬ Writer: M. S. Boylan
aircraft corporation is paired off
sent an extremely competent con¬ 30 Mins.; Sat., 11 a.m.
with an uninhibited California
tribution to early morning viewers. WANDER CO.
housewife
with a yen for warbling
“Trade” guestar was Columbia CBS-TV (film)
in public, the situation is set for
(Tatham-Laird)
Records a&r chief Mitch Miller,
some
of
that
freewheeling Marxian
playing,-with “The Confederacy”
Last year Wander Co., for Ovalalbum for a plug follow of “yel¬ tine, alternated with General Mills spoofing that draws laughs from all
low Rose of Texas” with label’s on-“Captain Midnight.” This year but the lockjawed.
So what about the human interest
latest marcher, “Bonnie Blue Flag,” it returned alone as series backer.
after which he chitted the chat Telefilm took a month holiday- angles? There was even an unstimu¬
briefly with Van Dyke for a good from its 11 a.m. Saturday anchor¬ lated slice of that as the selfsame
session.
age after exactly a year on the air housfrau came through with the
correct identification of the three
All around, it’s a much improved and returned last week (1).
With virile Richard Webb up as Biblical wisemen, bailing put her
show, and when shaken down, plus
going into Cronkite’s reviews of “Midnight” again, the show con¬ partner—Donald Douglas Jr. of the
play and picture preems, new tinues as a fair audience catcher planemaking family.
Groucho also got enough mileage
books, etc., CBS should have a lot despite its contrivances. Backed
more to crow about to square the by Sid Melton, as a clown type, out of the mayor of Calipatria, the
poultry signature used for the and Olan Soule, as scientific side- lowdown town 180 feet below sea
show. As it stood Monday, the po¬ kick, “Midnight” romped through level, for a couple of his patented
a session helping some “Secret gag reprises later in the half hour.
tential is there.
Trau.
Squadron” kids get their club¬ Surprisingly, the “quizzing” of
house back
character flack Jim Moran wras
the initial episode of the season,
It was noticed that Ovaltine is pretty unproductive and wras edited
they got their dander up as the using
what looks to be a "natural” down for a fast runoff in the final
case in question dealt with the merchandising gimmick via the film print.
cold-blooded murder of a fellow telestanza. Pull should be enough
George Fenneman is back mak¬
policeman. At times, one of them to get viewers to send in an Ovalreally got emotional about the tine cover for “Squadron” mem¬ ing with the suave introductions of
the contestants, obviously carefully
whole thing. Very unusual.
bership card and secret decoder. selected to bring out “the best of
“The Line-Up” is in a well-trav- Webb’s personality, the integra¬ Groucho.” But overall it remains
, ersed. groove. It’s a series that tion, of “Squadron”-angles into the a one man power play unique'in tv
I shows a recognizable kinship to story line and the bowout gimmick annals as the man v'lth the trade- ‘
“Dragnet” and seemingly, at times, of televising a message which only marked mustache looks to again be
suffers from an occupational disease members can decode are the fac¬ the king of all he surveys from his
j known as uniformity. But it’s good tors used to hypo the merchandis¬ Thursday night NBC-TV perch.
1 viewing nonetheless;
• Jose. • ing.
I
•
Dave.
Art.

Wednesday, October 5, 1955
ARMSTRONG CIRCLE

ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRESENTS
(Revenge)
With Ralph Meeker, Vera Miles,
Ray Montgomery, John Gallandet, Frances Baveier, Ray Teal
Producer-director: Hitchcock
Writers: A. I. Besserides, Frances
Cockerell
30 Mins.; Sunday 9:30 p.m.
BRISTOL-MYERS
CBS-TV (film)

<TheHs£Inff^ War of Sgt. Krenzer)
With John Cameron Swayze, nar¬
rator
Richard
Kiley,
Betsy
Palmer,
Alan
Hewitt,
Fredd
Wavne, Antonio Obregon, Ray¬
mond Bramley, others; Hugh
James, announcer
Producer: David Susskind
.
Director: William Corrigan
Writer: Jerome Coopersmith
j
(Young & Rubicam)
fin Mins.: Tues. (alt. wks.), 9:30 p.m.
Gambling odds as to the con¬
ARMSTRONG CORK CO.
tinuing quality and popularity of
NBC-TV, from New York
this filmed series naturally relate
(BBD&O)
BBD&O and its Armstrong Cork to the question of how much of
client can’t exactly be blamed for the personal time, attention and
having instigated NBC-TV’sr bid flair of Alfred Hitchcock is actu¬
for “$64,000 Question.” As a mat¬ ally going to be invested. Just to
ter of self-interest, it was impera¬ the degree that Hitchcock is tradetive to get “Question” out of the marked by his style of story-pacing
way as a rival for the final half- the absence of this style or touch
hour of the alternate-week “Arm¬ may, and indeed should, be dis¬
strong Circle Theatre”—the over¬ tinctly noticeable. Which, of course,
night Trendex returns pointed that
factor up readily enough.
And is as It may be. In paying Hitch¬
those “Question” Trendex inroads cock the compliment of assuming
were made in spite of a toDnotch his directorial talents are unique
initial entry, “The Strange War of the corollary assumption must be
Sgt.
Krenzer-.”
If ' “Question” that he does not have a bevy of
pulled ’em away in droves midway assistants who are just as good. So
in a fine kickoff play, what havoc that’s the problem, and that's the
it’s going to wreak later in the critic’s reservation which has to
be registered straight off.
season!
The importance of the- Hitchcock
Such is the plight of Armstrong
(and
probably
Pontiac,
which direction showed with peculiar
sharpness
on the inaugural story,
shares the alternate week with a
drama entry of its own, helmed by “Revenge,” precisely because it was
Fred Coe). But Talent Associates, no great shakes to start with. The
which packages the Armstrong motivations were of the skimpiest.
show, Certainly can’t be accused of A husband who knows his wife
taking the situation lying down. (Vera Miles) is wandering in the
If “Sgt. Krenzer” is any indication head as a result of a nervous break¬
of the season’s fare, TA and pro¬ down back east and a roughing up
ducer Dave Susskind have a quali¬ in a California trailer camp ac¬
tative winner, even if nobody cepts her identification, from a
moving automobile and from be¬
watches- it:
hind, of a man in a gray suit. Stop¬
Technique
employed for the ping the car, putting a coin in the
series is an offbeat one—the use parking meter as a good law-abid¬
of “actuals,” as Susskind terms ing citizen the husband unhur¬
them.
Actually, they are dramas riedly follows the stranger into a
pegged on' real happenings—some hotel, up- to his room and without
will be semi-documentaries, others, saying a word murders the man in
like “Sgt. itrenzer,” will be dra¬ cold blood. Since this husband
matic entries based on a real story. (Ralph Meeker) has been con¬
John Cameron Swayze has been sistently pictured as worried, gen¬
signed as a regular narrator to add tle and decent it simply is not to
spice to that documentary flavor, be credited that he could or would
and he handles his chore with commit such a cool, remorseless
aplomb.
Actually
the opening and skulking crime. His action vio¬
set, with Swayze talking from bis lates the first premise of psychol¬
news-desk set, isn’t completely ogy and character consistency in
necessary, but his. offscreen nar¬ story-telling.
ration during the course of the
Hitchcock made it seem quite
play bridges the action neatly.
natural. He artfully built up the
“Strange War of 'Sgt. Krenzer,”
suspense and carried through the
scripted by Jerome Coopersmith,
whole thin story with a distinction
describes the tough time given an worthy of better material. The pay¬
Army sergeant by Korean orphans
off; of course, is that after he has
whom the sarge must herd into
so casually taken human life the
orphanages. He wants to fight, but
husband hears bis looney wife,
his assignment is that “strange
identifying still another man on
war.” Script was light and ofttimes the street as her assiailant. More
heartwarming stuff, with plenty
DeMaupassant than O. Henry, but
of laughs and comic 'situations, givep a flush of excitement by the
and it was played to the hilt by way it was directed.
Richard Kiley as Sgt. Krenzer and
Hitchcock appears fore and aft
a youngster by the name of An¬
tonio Obregon, who did a top¬ for a few sly remarks, Very tongue
flight job as the “leader” of the in cbeek and a trifle elfin. Even
orphan gang.
Kiley once again so brief a taste as on the first show
showed his versatility in a new was enough to prove that he’s very
kind of role for him, a tough-gruff novel indeed- far television and
soldier who’s turned mellow by could go on the air and just talk
the kids. Only word for young anytime. He has a gorgeous demiObregon is cute, but he’s also a deadpan delivery, and set up, with
helluva little actor. SuDnorting a hint of sardonic humor, the
cast, headed . by Betsy Palmer, Bristol-Myers spiels. “Crime doesn’t
Alan Hewitt, Fredd Wayne and pay anywhere, and not on the tele¬
Raymond Bramley, were just right vision either,” he remarked, “un¬
for their assignments.
William less you have a sponsor.” That was
Corrigan’s direction provided just followed by the third of the three
the right pace, except for one un¬ products sharing the tab. Ipana
avoidable lag about three-quarters and Bufferin had come earlier, via
through the script. To round out animations, nicely done and unob¬
the “actuals” pitch, the real Sgt. jectionable. But just before the
Krenzer, now living in Queens credit crawl came Sal Hepatica,
N. Y., did a quick kinnied appear¬ the laxative that works so fast (you
ance to assure the viewers that the see the door closing) and the sell
which is perhaps the most un¬
whole thing really happened.
flinchingly embarrassing commer¬
’ Chan.
cial offered to mixed company on
the American television. Following
the triumph of the lady who con¬
I LOVE LUCY
With Lucille . Ball, Desi Arnaz, sumed the glass of Sal Hepatica,
Vivian Vance, William Frawley. Hitchcock returned and said, “After
that. I don’t believe I have any¬
Producer: Jess Oppenheimer
thing I wish to add”! Ndbody could.
Director; James V. Kern
Land.
Writers: Oppenheimer, Bob Carroll
Jr., Madelyn Pugh, Bob Schiller,
Bob Weiskopf
saves from being out-and-out silly.
30 Mins.: Mon., 9 p.m.
True, the situations may be reach¬
PROCTER & GAMBLE, GENERAL ing, but the important factor is that
FOODS
they move.
CBS-TV (film)
The plot Involved Lucy’s stealing
(Biow-Beirn-Toigo; Y&R)
of a block of cement, with John
Returning for its fifth season, “I Wayne’s footprints on it, from the
Love Lucy” retains all of the in¬ pavement in front of Grauman’s
gredients which have made it the Chinese Theatre in Hollywood. In
top situation comedy show on this venture, Miss Ball was assisted
video. There is, of course, a danger by Vivian Vance who, with William
that a static formula may grow Frawley, make up the supporting
tired, but apparently Lucille Ball Mertz family on this show. The
and Desi Amaz, the stars and script, no matter how incredible
owners of this filmed series, believe for a couple of grownup women,
there s an even greater danger in served as a sufficient peg for an
tampering with a format that’s paid effective slapstick routine in which
?addS° handsomely on the rating' Lucy’s leg gets encased in a pail
of cement.
Miss Ball, as usual, Is a savvy
♦fc«*Lucy fans
n<> trouble
comedienne who plays her role to
Pfeem stanza of the new sea
the
hilt no matter what her pre¬
,^2?nday (3) picking up where
dicament. She gets expert support:
series left off a few months a
from
Miss Vance and Frawley, the
w£e a#a}?- Miss
as the zar
latter being particularly effective,
fna,lt °t the Ricardo family, g
with Arnaz, in a lesser role on the
involved in some ludicrous sit
preem, also contributing an able'
whlch °nly some slick j
assist..,
Herrn.
romances and a gag-laden set
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THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
THE HONEYMOONERS
HEIDI
With Jimmie.Dodd, Roy Williams, With Jackie Gleason, Art Carney, With Jeanne Carson, Wally Cox,
The Mouseketeers, Alvy Moore,
Audrey Meadows, Joyce Ran¬
Elsa Lancliester, Richard EastT-im Considine, David Stollery,
dolph; announcer. Jack Lescouham, Natalie Wood, Jo Van
Pat Morrow, Duncan Richardson,
lie; Sammy Spear, conductor.
Fleet, Bil and Cor? Baird, Rob¬
Hal Gibney others; music, Joseph Executive Producer: Jack Philbin
ert Clary, Lee Goodman, Trio
Dubin, Buddy-Baker, Bill Lava; Producer: Jack Hurdle
Shmeed, Bill Gibberson, Philip
songs,
Dodd, Bob
Amsberry, Director: Frank Satenstein
Faversham;
Charles
Sanford,
Muzzy Marcellino
Writers:
Marvin
Marx,
Walter
musical director
Producer: BiU Walsh
Stone, Syd Zelinka, Leonard Producer-director: Max Liebman
Directors: Dik Darley, Charles
Stern, A. J. Russell, Herb Finn Associate director: Bill Hobin
Haas
30 Mins., Sat. 8:30 p.m.
Musical score: Clay Warnick, Caro¬
Writer: Stirling Silliphant
BIJXCK
lyn Leigh (based on melodies of
Production supervisors: Hal Adel- CBS-TV (film)
Robert Schumann)
quist, Bill Park, Silliphant
Adaptation: William Friedberg,
(Kudner)
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5 p.m.
Neal Simon
Jackie
Gleason
and
the
“HoneyParticipating
Costumes: Paul duPont
ABC-TV (film)
mooners” are back for the ’55-’58 Scene Designer: Frederick Fox
If anyone doubts the impact Walt semester, and it’s a cinch that the Choreography: James Starbuck
Disney has made on the ABC net¬ CBS-TV comic and his domestic 90 mins.: Sat. (1) 9 p.m.
OLDSMOBILE
work, these figures ought to be roundelay will be right back up NBC-TV, from New York (color)
a final convincer: the SRO Mon- there with the Nielsen leaders
(D. P. Brother)
day-thru-Friday
“Mickey
Mouse when the competitive scores are
NBC-TV’s Saturday night series
Club” which preemed this week tallied.
of Oldsmobile-sponsored specs are
This time Buick’s got him, and back for the new season, and since
has already accounted for $15,000,Max Liebman, the “pappy’ of the
000 in annual business; just three for a price (an astronomical $11.90-minute tint displays, is again
short years ago, the network’s total 000,000 to be exact). Considering bestowing the same lavish care
the longrange contractual commit¬
and attention on them, with all
billings for all of 1952 totaled
ment involved, it was a gamble
$17,600,000, only $2,600,000 ^more that rated Page 1 headlines several the characteristic devotion to the
niceties of production detail, it
than just this one Disney show will months back—but a gamble that should be in order to report that
bring in. ABC has come a long way should pay off. For it was evident all is well on the “Max Liebman
on Saturday’s (1) preem that the
in three years, and if “Mickey “Honeymooners” as a comedy com¬ Presents” front.
But they made the mistake of
Mouse Club” billings aren’t a cor¬ ponent in the Saturday night tv
making a “lidy” out of Heidi on
relation in the strictest iTense, they sweepstakes is something more
than a one-season “fluke.” Wheth¬ last Saturday’s (1) premiere effort,
do spotlight the web’s growth and
er on film or live, it has qualitive a musical adaptation of Johanna
more spectacularly, the effect that elements of enduring nature. Cer¬ Spyri’s children's classic, and in
Disney has had on this growth. tainly a several-season endurance. the process only succeeded in
throwing the whole thing out of
Just as “Disneyland” spelled a new
The intra-trade byplay surround¬ kilter.
Britain’s ^ otherwise gifted
stature for the web in the all-im¬
ing “Honeymooners” makes it one actress,
Jeannie
Carson,
was
portant .nighttime areas, “Mickey
of the choice tidbits of the new chosen for the title role—and this
Mouse Club” should prove the
season for reviewer appraisal. First was all but a fatal mistake. There
prong that will project ABC into
off, Gleason has trimmed his week¬ was little that was compatible irt
the expansive and rich daytime
ly showcase to a half-hour (8:30 to the wistful, v/aiflike Swiss girl
field. The network is going to work
9). and in contrast to his previous that’s the embodiment of Miss
backwards into the daytime from
full hour elongated “Honeymoon¬ Spyri’s original and the play-acting
“Mickey Mouse Club’s” 5 p.m.
ers” segments plus other enter¬ of a mature Miss Carson. Trying
starting time, and while it hasn’t
tainment facets as the mood struck to blond the two only made for
set anything, yet, it’s just a matter
him, everything's now been elimi¬ grotesquerios that destroyed much
of time before it’s well immersed
nated but the saga of Ralph Kram- of the mood, spirit and tempo that
into the daytime arena.
den and his sidekick, Ed Norton Liebman tried so hard to achieve.
. There’s never been anything like (and their respective wives).
Miss Carson has an undeniable
“Mickey Mouse” to hit television..
Too, this is the season that the charm that managed on occasion to
This is a descriptive, not necessarily
show has deserted the “live” camp seep through but “Heidi” definite¬
a superlative phrase. For the crossin favor of filming (via the DuMont ly wasn’t her dish of tea.
the-board hour combines a chil¬
There was a musical score fash¬
dren's newsreel, a cartoon, a “What Electronicam “live-on-film” proc¬
I Want to Be” series, a “Jiminy ess), and the glad tidings are that ioned by Clay Warnick and Caro¬
Cricket”
Safety-educational
seg¬ the visual payoff is still intact. lyn Leigh out of melodies by Rob¬
ment, an adventure series, kid Electronicam or no, this was a film ert Schumann and an'unusual cast
talent and just about any and every show, not live, but to this reviewer of supporting performers, includ¬
program category one can think of, the transfer to celluloid has done ing Wallv Cox,' Elsa Lancliester,
all
under
one . celluloid
roof. no appreciable harm toward dwarf¬ Robert Clary, Natalie Wood. Bil
ing the spontaneity.
and Cora Bah'd and Richard EastThere’s enough here to keep the
Lending further spice to the red ham, but with the exception of
kiddies in every household glued to
their sets most every afternoon, and hot rivalry for Saturday night au¬ Miss Lancliester and Miss Wood,
if they take a break for some seg¬ dience domination is the fact that plus a delightful sequence by the
marionettes,
the
heavyment that doesn’t entirely appeal Gleason is now slugging it out on Baird
to them, so what? From a look at .the rating front with Perry Como’s handed nuances inspired by Miss
the show, it should be apparent new full hour variety format on Carson’s miscasting only succeeded
that that $15,000,000 gross will be NBC-TV, with its weekly roster of in translating itself into other per¬
formances.
top guestars.
an annua] entry on ABC’s books.
When it comes to production re¬
Como, by virtue of his 8 o’clock
Obviously, the job of turning out
‘curtain, time” has the distinct ad¬ finements, you can be sure if it’s
100 hours of film (which is what the
Liebman,
and “Heidi” was no ex¬
vantage
of
grabbing
off
an
early
20 weeks of original programming—
20 repeat and 12 second repeat are audience hold (not to mention his ception-. From that standpoint it
also scheduled—comprises) is her¬ less formidable 8 to 8:30. competi¬ had all the properly subdued and
culean, and it’s only to be expected tion from the Dorseys' “Stage finely-etched color and tonal ef¬
But it’s regrettable, since
that some of the footage isn’t of Show” which precedes Gleason). fects.
the most inspiring variety. More Yet it's a safe assumption that, the whole basic design and con¬
specifically, the “Mickey Mouse based on the first brace of Como cept of “Heidi” is to please the
Newsreel,” which was the opening entries., Gleason, comes 8:30, will kids, that it could not have been
segment Monday (3), “with shorts win back his mass viewing public. slotted in an earlier time period.
(Liebman’s series of one-a-month
of an airboat"ride through the
Even allow for a gradual Im¬
Everglades and a carousel in Rome provement in the Como stanza. book shows are being channelled
plus trailers for' upcoming Disney Since NBC has fortified the singer exclusively into .the Sat. 9 to
projects, lacked sustaining inter¬ with a flock of pros with show biz 10:30 segments this season.) If, as
est, and there seems to be an effort savvy on the production end. Jt is contemplated, some of the Lieb¬
to put kiddies in men’s shoes just can be assumed that every effort man specs are to be treated to a
Sunday afternoon or early eve¬
for the purpose of compiling a kids’ will go into translating 8:15 to 8:30
ning repeat exposure, particularly
newsreel.
into a wham-slam-bang portion to around the holiday season, “Heidi”
There’s also a dubious quality to forestall a tuneover to Gleason. probably merits that kind of con¬
the Mouseketeers segment (which Yet even allowing for this, at best sideration. The kids’ll undoubted¬
was on Monday and is a daily fea¬ it should achieve but a minor ly go for it, even if Heidi is now
ture), which features 12 extremely siphoning off. For the antics of grown up.
talented youngsters and Jimmie Gleason & Co. are going to get
Both Frederick Fox’s scenic de¬
Dodd and Roy Williams as their ’em and keep 'em.
signing and Paul du Pont’s costum¬
leaders and mentors. Dodd and the
As individual installments go, ing are deserving of accolades, for
kids are certainly finds in the sense Saturday’s premiere of the Kramsheer artistry went into their pic¬
of talent—every one of them can den-Norton share arrangement on torial visualization of the story of
sing, dance and in tandem they’re a tv set was hardly their scintillat¬ the small Swiss girl shunted off to
great. But one suspects that they’re ing best. But it was in the estab¬ an
unwilling
and
disillusioned
performing for adults, not young¬ lished, well-regulated and well- grandfather, only to fall in love
sters. Certainly the two numbers conditioned groove to which a with the mountainside and her
Monday were for the moppet trade. good portion of the American pub¬ goatherd friend (Wally Cox) after
“Friendly Farmer” and “The Shoe lic has become accustomed—and some disastrous encounters with
Song.” But the choreography was likes. Not alone for Gleason’s dis¬ Fraulein Rottcnmeier (Mi9s Lanstrictly in an adult vein, and the tinctive talents, but for the major chester) in Frankfurt.
proficiency of the Mouseketeers contributions of Art Carney and
Thus the recreating of the Dorfli
was a little too brilliant—it’s im¬ Audrey Meadows as well. Rose.
Village Square; the mountainside
pressive, to ah oldster, but perhaps
scenes as Heidi and the goatherd
a little depressing to the younger
frolic; the public square in Frank¬
viewing set. Perhaps a little sim¬ in for a 'big plug via its coopera¬ furt as Heidi strays off in company,
plicity is in order in this segment. tion for the series.
with an organ grinder as they
What may be on the dull side for come upon a marionette show (the
About the best of the four seg¬
ments on the preem show (the the adult (re)viewer could very well latter one of the real treats of the
fourth and last was a “Pluto” car¬ be exciting for the youngsters, who early tv season)—these were the
toon and strictly in the solid Dis¬ after all are the objects of Disney’s relishing aspects of the entertain¬
ney groove) was the “What I Want production. But on an overall basis, ment.
It’s to the British actress’ credit
to Be” serialized stanza, with the “Mickey Mouse Club” should have
career kickoffer dealing with air¬ no trouble at all knocking the that she strove valiantly to over¬
line pilots and hostesses. Idea is to pants off the competition in the come an inherent casting handicap
take kids onto the actual job in¬ 5-6 period. It’s the kiddies who and almost succeeded in creating
volved, and this is wrapped within rule the television tuners at that a semblance of believability as
a story-line that has Alvie Moore hour, and it’s a good bet they’ll such moments as in her wistful
acting as a sort of host-guide-com¬ insist on ABC. Which should make rendition of “Greener Pastures”
on
Schumann’s
“Traupanion. Two moppets, ably played Disney, ABC and a host of spon¬ (based
by Pat Morrow apd Duncan Rich¬ sors quite happy. Re sponsors, it merei”).
Miss Lanchester as the disagree¬
ardson, are to get the on-plane might prove a good idea to cut
treatment in future episodes, with down somewhat on the commercial able housekeeper Fraulien RoLtcnthe kickoffer serving merely as an insertions. There were a total of meier and Natalie Wood as the in¬
introductory and appetite-whetting 12 during the hour, plus four bill¬ valid child alone were successful
slice. Stirling Silliphant, who’s boards. Even if the kiddies are in capturing the true spinr of
The yodelling by the
one of the overall production su¬ fascinated by the program, those “Heidi.”
pervisors on the show, scripts this blurbs may chase ’em back to Trio Shmeed and Charles San¬
ford’s musical backgrounding also
segment and does a fine and gen- Pinky Lee and “Howdy Doody.”
,rate ajfct.enjion.
Rose'
jtle jot), qf it. TWA{ .jnpdepftlly, ,i?-;
s
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THIS IS YOUR LIFE
With
Ralph
Edwards,
George
Burns and Grade Allen, Jack
Benny, George Jessel, Jackie
Cooper, Sid Gary, Billy Lor¬
raine, Pee Wee Quartet
Producer-director: Axel Gruenberg
30 Mins., Wed., 10 p.m.
HAZEL BISHOP, PROCTER &
GAMBLE
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

(Compton, Raymond Spector)
In four years on tv Ralph Ed¬
wards has brought this show along
from a vignette on “Truth or Con¬
sequences” to a full-blown, high
rater in the major sweepstakes.
That another promising season
looms ahead, even with the stiffen¬
ing competition, was at once evi¬
dent with the showmanly qualities
of the tee-upper. If the “heart”
was missing there was enough en¬
tertaining comedy to compensate
for the lack and provide the pro¬
gram with a pace change from
what will be a continuing pattern
of backtracking down the lives of
“little people” once the show hits
the road.
For his opener Edwards chose
George Burns as his biographical
subject, which turned up some fine
professional talent without disturb¬
ing the budget and pleasing the
sponsor, who is partial to this type
of guests for the obvious reason.
Due to the nature of the show
there was no fee for such callers
as Jack Benny,
Gracie Allen,
George Jessel and Sid Gary. They
were as much part of the show as
Burns
himself but came
as
“friends”
and
not
performers,
therefore not subject to union reg¬
ulations
even though Benny
brought along his fiddle and played
guess what? Jackie Cooper, who
is teeing up a new tv series, “The
People’s Choice,” was also on
hand but merely as a “steerer” for
Edwards.
That Burns was “taken in” was
reflected in his apparent surprise
and it didn’t look like a prop emo¬
tion. Generally effervescent and
voluble, he played it down with
restraint that struck a sympathetic
note with the viewers. Here he
was a plain, ordinary guy having
his life laid bare and not one of
show biz’s best straight men. From
his “professional” debut at five as
Nathan Birnbaum. a Spanish (?)
dancer, his early beginnings as an
entertainer were traced and illus¬
trated with those who shared it.
Among them were those heretofore
mentioned, Billy Lorraine, a vaude
partner, and the Pee Wee Quartet
with a rendition of oldies.
Benny called Burns “the closest
friend I have in the world,” and
had to be quieted when he con¬
tinued fiddling in the wings. Jessel
spoke with mock reverence of the
honor guest and Gracie told of
their early romance when she had
her choice of vaude partners but
“chose the one with the gold
tooth.” To each other they were
affectionately “Googie” and “Nattie.” For her efforts in behalf of
the Boys Club, a library there will
be named in her honor. All Bprns
got was a plug for his book', “I
Love Her. That’s Why.” Everybody
got a Hazel Bishop lipstick but
were perhaps more partial to the
beauteous Joan Jordan, who sells
them. Show had so many laughs
the spread was lost and “Life” ran
out on a network cutoff.
Helm.
Chicago bears' quarter¬
back club
With Red Grange, Luke Johnsos
Producer: Bill Fay
Director: Bill Lotzer
30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.
STANDARD OIL
WGN-TV, Chicago

MIKE WALLACE AND THE
NEWS
Producer: Ted Yates
Director: Barry Shear
15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 7 p.m.,
11 p.m.
BOND CLOTHES
WARD, N. Y.

(Biow, Beirn & Toigo)
Short the budget of a network
newscast and the national coverage
derived thereof, and hence not
keen on bucking the N. Y. tv sta¬
tions which have same, WABD
whittled out a stanza that cuts a
peppery figure, mostly local and
plenty uneven in its first quarterhour. It’s interesting to note that
it wrote a partially revised text on
news presentation.
Anchored at 7 and 11 p.m. for
the same haberdasher, “Mike Wal¬
lace and the News” flipped off a
couple of the items of interest in
the country-wide picture but spent
the rest of its time writing in sev¬
eral colorful, though not always
informative or successful, chapters
on departure in news coverage. In
this new show, as a matter of fact,
WABD unsettled the city-desker’s
concept of what’s news and what
ain’t.
Format trod heavily into
feature areas that newspapers or
news stanza of just yesterdaywould column in the back pages.
1
After ogling rather haphazardly
the Yankees’ 5-1 defeat of the
Dodgers in the sixth World Series
fray, program sparred, but not
long enough to get winded, with
some news angles from N.Y.C.’s
five boroughs. Then it launched
into a help-wanted column, a thisaand-data reading of syndicated
columnists, and wound with a teas¬
er on coming theatrical events and
the promise of a Wallace review of
same in the latter show. To cue
some current events, political car¬
toons from various dailies were
used as springboards for Wallace.
A good hook, but not of the mettle
news films are made of.
Station has characterized Wal¬
lace as a “24-hour-a-day reporter”
who’ll dig up the offbeat angles in
local doings, with a cameraman
along to fill in around. But the
station forgot that while Wallace
may have an interesting face he
isn’t news; commentator showed
up in the stand of Yankee Stadium
via film, but lenser forgot to shoot
the ballgame. Those film clips,
shown as Wallace spieled about a
local transportation stoppage, etc.,
weren’t with it either. As he spoke
he was framed in a centre-screen
box by motion pictures of the
N. Y. skyline. Naturally, it was
somewhat hard to tell what they
had to do with the subway situa¬
tion. .
For more of that “new look,”
Dodger hurler Karl Spooner was
interviewed in a head-and-shoulders shot by Wallace who asked his
questions from off-screen. Portion
had the makings, but Spooner
who’s no pro at video closeups, was
edgy and showed it.
For Washington info, WABD can
lean on staffers from DuMont’s
other station, WTTG, in the capi¬
tal. Point wasn’t utilized on the
preem telecast, nor was fact that
Wallace hired student correspond¬
ents for a gape at the some 30
campuses in the N. Y. area. With
a little more emphasis on the ac¬
tual news values obtainable from
such sources, and a little less em¬
phasis on what looks good, the
show might not be so erratic. As
for Wallace himself, he’s a veteran
of the biz. That worked against
him somewhat first time out since
he relied on the exaggerated vocal
techniques of a pre-video radio
spokesman.
,
Art.

(D’Arcy)
As something of a Windy City
autumn institution now in its sev¬
enth year, the “Chicago Bears
Quarterback Club” kicked off the
pro grid season (26) with a smooth¬
ly polished recap of the previous
Sunday’s game with the Baltimore
Colts.
Half-hoqr is a hep package from
two angles. First, off its history
it obviously has done a selling job
for bluechipping ' Standard
Oil
which has been around from the
start. Secondly, it’s a potent in¬
stitutional showcase for George
Halas’ Bears and pro football in
general. This is largely because
Red Grange and especially assist¬
ant Bear coach Luke Johnsos back¬
ground the film version of the day
before games with an objective
narration which points out the
Bear’s miscues as well their best
plays and gives fair credit when
the opposition comes through with
a flashy bit of work. Result is an
interest-holding session, not only
for the Bear fanatics but the foot¬
ball fan per se.
Smoothly edited and lensed film
shot again this year by Douglas
Productions is broken at midpoint
while Johnson chalk talks the key
play of the game, arid for the wind¬
up Grange interviews one of the
players. All in all, a meaty morsel |
for the muscle devotees.
Dave.

ADVENTURES OF CHAMPION
With Barry Curtis, Jim Bannon,
Francis McDonald, Ewing Mitch¬
ell, William Tannen, Chris- Al¬
caide; Champion, Rebel
Producer: Louis Gray
Directors:
George
Archainbaud,
Ford Beebe
Writers: Various
30 Mins., Fri., 7:30 p.m.
CBS-TV (film)
The CBS-TV last-minute deci¬
sion
to pull TCF’s
(20th-Fox)
“Flicka” for Gene Autry’s (Flying
A) “The Adventures of Champion”
in the 7:30 Friday post might
have been a shrewd horse trade if
a dog didn’t end up by running
first in the vidfilm skein. Autry,
by trying to parlay his horse into
a series of its own, handed his
scribes
the tough problem of
making it the mainstray of an
episodic
half-hour.
But
appa¬
rently there just weren’t enough
things a horse could do by itself,
because the writers of the initial
vidcast (Sept. 30) relied on a
canine to carry the horse’s work¬
load.
A German shepherd, Rebel by
name, not only forefronted more
than Autry’s handsome stallion,
but got in final licks as hero of
t'he initialer, without horsey help
and, for that matter, without hu¬
man aid either.
In the best Rin
Tin Tin-Lassie tradition, Rebel
cornered a batch of nogoods as a
human friend stood trembling by.
Tne best that writers Robert Scha¬
efer and Eric Freiwald could think
of for Champion at the time was
send 'him off for the posse. Run¬
ning out of famous dogs, “Cham¬
pion” monicker was apparently
used for name appeal in perpetua¬
tion of telefilm’s affinity for ani¬
mal heroes.
It was a rough night for CBS-TV
all around. Web not only switched
from
“Flicka”
but
from
one
“Champion” episode to another.
Early “Champion” news releases
said the first stanza would explain
how the horse, head of a wild
herd, was befriended by 12-year
old Barry Curtis, who as nephew
of a ranch owner will be a series
regular.
So far this season, none of the
juve vidfilmers seen — whether
the show was new or old—dared
break with the classic juve pattern
which coupled a boy and some
corned y-relief character.
That
perhaps isn’t much of a testimony
to the originality of suc’h skeins,
but most tradesters feel that it’s
surefire formatting.
However, in
the case of .Will Calhoun, a dod¬
dering old man, enacted as well as
script allowed by Francis McDon¬
ald, writers went a step too far.
As an on-his-last-legs liar, the Cal¬
houn role might have been pass¬
able, but the constant cowardice
of the old man became something
less than funny well before the
end of 30 minutes. • Program
closed on a note that didn’t make it
any too sure that the Calhoun
character would be arpund reg¬
ularly.
It’s hoped not.
With or without Horse at the
top of the program’s hero heap,
“Adventures of Champion” stands
as a good chance as any of its hoss
opera contemporaries for a kid
following.
However, it looked
like Autry & Co. figured they had
another Davy Crockett on their
hands. At least they were trying
to capitalize on Tin Pan Alley’s
growing tie with tele, because they
used a “Champion” theme song
for openers and closers in that
now cliched shout that Frankie
Laine made popular. As a matter
of fact, singer of title song sounded
like Laine.
Art

Tele Follow-Up Comment
Barely out of its ’55-’56 starting
gate, Philco has jettisoned “TV
Playhouse,” with Alcoa coming in
to fill the gap in rotation with reg¬
ular Goodyear. So last Sunday (2)
was Philco’s final fling after rating
for seven seasons past the accolade
of pioneer donor of the dramatic
showcasers that saw the Sabbath
nighter reach the heights in tv for
its
scripts,
staging
and
often
"offbeat” (meaning realistic) ap¬
proach to the “slice of life” motif.
Befitting his backstage and writ¬
ing status, Philco’s finale was Rob¬
ert Alan Aurthur’s “A Man Is Ten
Feet Tall.” Under these circum¬
stances. it would be warming to re¬
port that “Feet” was of Olympic
broadjump level. That’s not to say
that it lacked exciting elements.
But over and above the script it¬
self (and a part of it, of course,
as far as intentions go) was what
seemed an unprecedented item
that may be looked upon years
hence in tv as parallel to a major
decision of a higher tribunal. It
may well be -Aurthur’s supreme
contribution
to
television,
like
“Shadow of the Champion” was
one of his major writings. Pitched
into the story was Negro Sidney

Poiter (click classroom leader in
Metro’s “Blackboard Jungle”) as
the dock worker inspiring GI
deserter Don Murray to look for¬
ward and upward, in his fearful at¬
titude toward life, so that he’d be
“10 feet tall.” This articulate and
even superlative characterization
by Poitier left the definite feeling
that he was a symbolic protagonist,
and apparently Aurthur had this
in mind because, bereft of greater
time length, it left him in a bad
position to develop the main role
of the GI save almost superficially,
robbing the character of sufficient
dimension. .
As nearly as can be recalled,
this was the first and certainly
major instance wherein a Negro
was unqualifiedly integrated into a
teleplay (Poitier was given con¬
sistent use of the word “man” in
its jive talk usage, but this is now
in universal application among the
breed).
Such integration which nearly
everyone among the high brass- in
tv and elsewhere talks about but
seldom practices, set “Ten Feet
Tall” apart as a valiant effort in
latterday latching on to the “all
(Continued on page 47)
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GENERAL ELECTRIC THEATRE
(Tryout)
With Ann Harding, Gene Nelson,
Neva Patterson, Janet Ward;
Ronald Reagan, host; Don Herb¬
ert, announcer
Prdoucer: Mort Abrahams
Director: Don Medford
Writer: Robert Wallsten
30 Mins., Sun., 9 p.m.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
CBS-TV, from New York
(BBD&O)
After years of frustration with
Fred Waring and assorted filmed
dramas in its Sunday-at-9 spot on
CBS-TV, General Electric a year
ago brought in MCA to package a
new type of dramatic anthology
show in the hopes of putting a re¬
spectable dent into the “PhilcoGoodyear Playhouse” hour opposite
on NBC. MCA came up with a raz¬
zle-dazzle fromat that stressed top
star
names, better-than-average
half-hour scripts, live-from-bothcoasts originations and an intermix¬
ture of filmed-for-tv properties,
and this combination made tv his¬
tory by dumping Philco right out
of the NBC picture when the setmaker quit its longtime Sunday
stake cold.
That was last year, however.
This season, the NBC competition
is countering with a more general,
less “arty” approach that will
equate to a greater extent with the
"GE” setup. But more important,
the pressure is on MCA and pro¬
ducer Mort Abrahams to maintain
last year’s high standing. He cer¬
tainly didn’t do so with the pre¬
miere teleplay in the GE series,
“Tryqut,” and if other plays in the
series are of the same quality, look
for a reversal of the trend.
A
Robert
Wallsten
original,
“Tryout” was strictly a lightweight
entry in a familiar vein. With Ann
Harding cast as the aging star and
Gene Nelson as the bright young
producer in search of a leading
lady, most of the play was tele¬
graphed in advanoe. And the sur¬
prise denouement at the end was
hardly worth the waiting.
The
script didn’t make many demands
on the cast, what with Nelson
merely looking alternately bright
and downcast and Neva Patterson
efficient in what’s now a type-cast¬
ing role of the smartly-dressed ca¬
reer girl.
Janet Ward got some
warmth into her minor role as Miss
Harding’s secretary. Miss Harding
had the best role, and to her credit,
did nicely by it, expressing the dis¬
appointment of a fall from grace
and the queenly efforts towards a
comeback in grand style. Too bad
the character wasn’t quite believ¬
able.
On the technical side, the play
was given a good ride. Abrahams
production trappings were up to
the show’s last-year’s par, and Don
Medford’s direction smooth though
hardly inspiring.
Ronald Reagan
continues an affable and person¬
able host, and Don (Mr. Wiard)
Herbert’s institutional commercials
continue to be among the best in
television.
Chan.

YYiui opring Byington, Verna Fel
ton,
Frances
Rafferty,
Dean
Harry Morganf’ other™
giest, Art Aragon; music, Wilbur’
jHatcn
Exec Producer: Sam Marx
Producer: Fred de Cordova
Director: Jerry Thorpe
Writers: Parke Levy, Lou Derman
Ben Gershman
*
30 Mins.; Mon., 9:30 p.m.
GENERAL FOODS
CBS-TV (film)
(Benton & Bowles)
After a good first season, the
caterers of “December Bride” have
been smart enough not to risk
constant viewers becoming incon¬
stant. There’s a new accent on the
story line, with “Bride”-widow
Spring Byington keyed more to her
own exploits rather than serving

as a sort of Greek chorus vis-a-vis
her family’s and friends’ problems.
In addition, there’ll be Hollywood
guests woven in, such as in the
premiere’s!Art Aragon, the boxer
playing himself. This reflects a
willingness not to stay in a straitjacket. It may not pav off, but the
intentions are laudable.
“Bride” has every advantage of
slotting, falling between “I Love
Lucy” (both from the Desilu filmery) and “Studio One.” (Some may
question situationers back-to-back.)
It’s the berth that Red Buttons
exited after two semesters, since
such, slotting can also be a com¬
mercial disadvantage in that the
show is expected to earn its in¬
heritance keep. It’s handy insur¬
ance for those who have what it
takes, grantings “Bride’s” rival is
“Robert Montgomery Presents” on
NBC-TV. Just the same, anyone
who can’t make the grade at 9:30
Monday on CBS doesn’t belong in
there. “Bride” seems to belong.
Opener was highly amusing, with
crisp repartee and fairly believable
setups within the scope of a comedy
farce. The ageless Miss Byington
has a fine supporting cast in frumpy
pal Verna Felton, a real lulu who
gets rousing lines and knows how
to pitch ’em; daughter Frances
Rafferty and son-in-law Dean Miller
acting more or less straight, and
Harry Morgan as the neighbor
making with the acid-diDped laugh
lines. Unlike similar situationers,
credibility is not overly strained.
Parke Levy, creator-writer, and
scripters Lou Derman and Ben
Gershman continue to serve their
clients (and the audience) well.
Opener finds Miss Byington try¬
ing to raise funds for her club and
pouncing on Aragon as a fight at¬
traction.
But Aragon wants to
retire and- play Hamlet. She and
Miss Felton round up a producer
who’s about to present “Golden
Boy,” ideal for Aragon in the name
role.
But switch comes about
when impresario decides to put on
“The Women” instead. It all comes
out hunky-wonderful when Aragon
finally capitulates to the dames’
entreaties to appear as the star of
their charity.
There’s a very funny scene in
PAULA STONE’S TOYSHOP
which Miss Felton has to skip rope
With Paula Stone, Tim Herbert,
with Aragon in the gym in order
Barbara Maye & Larry Howard,
to talk over the deal. This is but
Ross Burgess, guests
one of several. And incidentally.
Producer-writer: Paula Stone
Aragon is “a good hitting pitcher.’*
Director: Lou Volpicelli
Trau.
60 Mins., Sun., 4 p.m.
WABC-TV, N.Y.
Paula Stone hasn’t put enough CHILDREN READ TODAY
fun into her “Toyshop” to make With Milton Metz
the moppet viewers battle the olds¬ 60 Mins., Wed. (28) 9 p.m.
ters for dial priority.
Sustaining
Miss Stone is a pleasant enough WHAS, Louisville
hostess for the kiddies but if she’d
Three elementary classes from
drop those gushy “oohs” and “ahs,”
city, county and
Catholic
she’d be a lot easier to take. As the
producer-director, she’s built a schools went through their paces
simple format that blends educa¬ on a public service stanza which
tion, entertainment, comedy and
showed the stages through which
song into a 60-minute package with
a fair potential. Into a toyshop, the youngsters pass in learning to
which sports regulars Freddie Fun read. A first-grade class from the
(Tim Herbert) and Pitter & Patter county demonstrated the “read¬
(Barbara Maye & Larry Howard), iness to read” stage. Their activi¬
she brings six juves to participate ties were shown on film while
in the frolic.
their teacher narrated from the
Herbert’s comedies, played broad¬ studio. A second-grade class from
ly in a Harpo Marx-styled wig, got the Catholic school system and a
a
deadpan reaction from
the class of city sixth-graders went
youngsters on hand which should through their reading drills in a
demonstrate that you can’t buy a televising from the studio.
A
laugh with a lollipop. The kids panel of teachers interpreted the
also received such other gifts as class activities and summarized
baseball bats and dolls but they steps in teaching reading.
still remained pretty tense through
At 10 p.m., “What’s Your Ques¬
it all.
tion,” a q.&a. show on subjects of
Maye & Howard supplied some general interest, dealt with reading
pleasant interludes with song and problems, and panelists answered
dance workovers of “Singin’ In The questions sent in by listeners. One
Rain” and “Angel Cake.” The bulk pointed question, “Were the chil¬
of the show, however, is on Miss dren in the classroom demonstra¬
Stone’s shoulders. She’s in charge tions specially selected for the tv
of the organized activities that shots?” Answer was “pupils used
include
“magic
time,”
“story¬ were in the upper fourth of their
telling time,” “cooking time,” “in¬ class.” Seemed to this viewer that
terview time,” etc.
average, or even slow pupils could
The extras on the opening show have been included in the groups,
were Ross Burgess and his trained to give a true picture of how the
lovebirds, and two filmed trailers youngsters really,, learn to read.
of ABC-TV shows, “The Legend of All of the children in the various
Wyatt Earp,” already running, and segments appeared" alert ana
“The Mickey Mouse Club” set to bright, and must have convinced
preem on the station the following viewers of the sure results of mod¬
day (Mon.). Latter clip was the ern methods in the “ready to read
liveliest part of the hour. Gros.
department*
Wiea*
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RED SKELTON SHOW
THE MILLIONAIRE
JUSTICE
STAGE SHOW
With Ed Sullivan, David Burns, With Marvin Miller, Joan Vohs, .(Positive Identification)
With Tommy & Jimmy Dorsey,
others; music conductor, David
Peter Thompson, Ray Gordon, With William Prince, Ed Begley,
Jane Russell, Dick Ilaymes, June
Rose
Robert Crosson, Jess Kirkpat¬
Bert Freed, Don Hanmer, others
Taylor Dancers; Jackie Gleason,
Producer: Cecil Barker
rick, Barney Phillips
Writer: Phil Reisman Jr.
emcee
Director: Seymour Berns
Producer: Don Fedderson
Producer: Gordon Duff
Producer: A1 Span
Writers: Sherwood Schwartz, Jesse Director: Alfred E. Greene
Director: Paul Bogart
Director: Frank Satenstein
Goldstein, Mort Greene, Dave Writer: Mary McCall Jr.
30 Mins.; Sun., 10:30 p.m.
30 Mins.; Sat., 8 p.m.
O’Brien
30 Mins., Wed. 9 p.m.
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
NESTLE CO.
30 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
NBC-TV, from New York
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
S. C. JOHNSON, PET MILK
CBS-TV, (film)
(M. H. Hackett Co.)
(Bryan Houston Inc.)
CBS-TV, from N.Y. (color preem)
(Ted Bates)
Off the air for several months
This show, owned by Jackie
(Needham, Louis & Brorby;
“The Millionaire” apparently while it was on a time-and-spon- Gleason Enterprises, won’t help
Gardner)
has a bottomless pocketbook. After sor hunt, “Justice” returned to the rating of the comedian’s “The
With the exception of Ernie
NBC-TV in the 10:30 p.m. Sun.
dishing
out 23 seven-figure checks slot with American Tobacco’s Honeymooners” series in the’ 8:30
Kovacs, who rates it but has never
p.m. slot. The preem stanza of
really made it on a national basis, last season, John Berseford Tipton Tareyton cigarets picking up the “Stage Show” Saturday night (1)
Red Skelton has had the most mix¬ (the Mr. Richbux of the title) is tab. Last season this Talent As- came off as a routine variety ses¬
ed-up career among the major tv back dishing out the king-size dole sociates-John Rust production was sion without the glimmer of a
comics. He's been a 60-minute and
bankrolled by Borden’s over the sparkle.
30-minute man; all-live, live-and- to unsuspecting plebeians to make same net Thursday nights and
Gleason himself emceed the
film, all-film, all-live (as per now) up another series of half-hour vid- drew okay ratings, considering its preem
and he didn’t help his own
in the topsyturvy daisy chain; thisa pixers.
tough competition.
cause.
His script was feeble and
and thata night including the stra¬
Half-hour live dramatic stanza, Gleason tried to get too much
The plot line continues to follow
tegic Sunday sweepstakes; been up
based on files of the Legal Aid So¬ mileage out of those trademarked
soap
opera
patterns
and
the
ideas
against such stalwarts as Miltonciety, should pick up a following
of his. such as “mmm,
Berle-Bob Hope-Martha Raye, etc.; for each half-hour vignette, at on strength of the inaugural per¬ verbalisms
and others which in this con¬
been an hour ahead of “Meet least as shown by the new sea¬ formance which cast Ed Begley, boy”
were wide of the mark. Gleas¬
Millie” and followed the latter’s son’s preemer Wednesday (28), in¬ Bert Freed and Don Hanmer in text
excuse for the no-laugh script
9 o’clock post; coincided with NBC’s dicate they’re not as limitless as Phil Reisman Jr.’s “Positive Iden¬ on’s
that Buick, which bankrolls
“Armstrong Circle Theatre”; cur¬ the bankroll. Once again the seg¬ tification.” Moreover, the com- was
“The Honeymooners” series, ob¬
rently continues to follow “Millie” ment’s try to show how $1,000,000 petish isn’t too stout in the new jected
to making with the jokes.
affects
just-plain-Joes
and
Janes.
in the “postponement” of the “Joe
10:30 p.m. segment with exception That explanation, of course, was
& Mabel” series; is still opposite Preemer focused on a good-hearted of CBS-TV’s “What’s My Line,”
supposed to be a gag, but it could
femme
forced
into
a
burlesque
job
“Circle Theatre” but with that
Initial script followed a semi¬ have been meant in dead serious¬
extended to an hour alternating to help support an ailing father
ness.
with Pontiac’s “Playwright Hour” and n.g, brother. When she gets documentary pattern as apparent¬
ly
will subsequent yarns. Set as
The calibre of entertainment of
in . another of the medium’s “frac¬ the loot, the burley job is dropped a regular
each week is actor Wil¬ the preem was fair. The opening
and she’s off to college to get an
tional” 60-minuters.
education. There she meets pre- liam Prince as a ixep of the LAS dance routine, with an overhead
Now Skelton finds^himself, while med stude working his way who not only explains the public camera shot for some interesting
still slotted at 9:30, the leadup to through. Usual problem of the gal service role of the Society but also choreographic patterns, was on
“$64,000 Question,” which at the
Dick Haymes
more loot than the guy is portrays a court-appointed coun¬ slightly too long.
moment (the longest moment in having
scored nicely on two numbers,
quickly solved when she donates a sel in every program.
television annals) would not appear hefty
to the college. Close
How the Society often extricates “Something’s Gotta Give,” and
to need such stay-with-the-same- with a sum
of marriage as she the average citizen from jams “Come Rain or Come Shine” while
. channel assistance. Plus the degree runs offpromise
to an 8:30 a.m. class. Joan when he can’t afford to engage an Jane Russell, who was brought on
of his own pull, his pre-Revlon Vohs, Peter
Thompson
Ray attorney was admirably revealed by Gleason at the end, proved' to
quiz berthing is all in his favor Gordon played the hokeand
to the in “Identification.” For this had be only adequate in her vocals of
(and the Armstrong-Pontiac show¬
hilt.
Marvin
Miller
again
plays
the Begley, a blind shopkeeper, “posi¬ “Taking A Chance On Love” and
cases shape as fighting it out with
tively identifying” Hanmer as a “I Want A Tall Man,"-from her
Skelton and ABC’s “Cavalcade of agent for Tipton.
It’s all simple and schmaltzy but hoodlum who stuck a gun in his latest pic, “The Tall Men.” Tommy
the Theatre” for a half-hour and
& Jimmy Dorsey orch’s workover
ribs
and stole $150.
“Question” then taking command the Colgate-Palmolive people like
In a pre-indictment hearing, of the old dixie standard. “South
of the Nielsens). It’s customers, it well enough to support “The
Rampart Street Parade,” was one
Prince
proved
to
Begley’s
satisfac¬
Millionaire”
for
another
season’s
too, who will be engaged in battle,
tion that “your senses could play of the snappiest bits on the show.
Gros.
on their part scrambling for the run.
Plugs for Nestle were cleverly
tricks on you the same as anybody
knobs of their choice in a strong
else.” While the shopkeeper pre¬ pitched but this cleverness was
Tuesday night lineup from 8 to
viously insisted he could identify slightly marred by Gleason's in¬
10:30.
the gun by its feel and recognize sistent reminder of how clever
Skelton did not kick off with a
Herm.
the thug by his voice, he goofed they were.
good entry. This business of
at the hearing.
Case obviously I
comedians makebelieving on cross¬
was
dropped
and
a
search
country trains heading them to the
launched to bag the real gunman. SERGT. PRF.STON OF YUKON
studio origination for their preems
With Richard Simmons, Paul Mc¬
Kickoff of “Justice’s” second
is one of the tiredest in tv; J.
Guire, H^l K. Dawson, others
NBC-TV’s colorcast of the World season on tv also 'marked the Producer-dtrpc*or:
Benny was one of the first to make
Charles E. Skin¬
a go of it (in radio and video), but Series games between the Yankees debut of Gordon Duff as the.show’s
ner
the peg is inherently weak. The and Dodgers this year made it producer; until recently fie was Writer: Dwight Babcock
associated
with
NBC-TV’s
“Philcomaterial has to be exceptional. But look as if the annual classic was
30 Mins., Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
Skelton is often an engaging citizen playing in Kentucky, rather than Goodyear Television Playhouse.” QUAKER OATS
with that “ain’t I cute” puss.
New York, if viewers went by the Under Paul Bogart’s brisk direc¬ CBS-TV (fi'm)
After the opening salvo fronting hue of the outfield grass. It was tion, the cast nicely developed a
(Wherry, Baker & Tilden)
of suspense and
a femme troupe in song and terp to a deep blue. Video addicts may grim atmosphere
Begley’s was a touching
That old George W. Trendle
the inevitable “Atcheson, Topeka & have forgotten, but the grass in realism.
portrayal
of
the
blind
man,
Prince
(Trendle-Campbell-Meurer)
radio
Santa Fe” background, Skelton did both the Yankee Stadium and Eb- was effective as the lawyer and
a runthrough on rear platform of bets Field is of the green variety. Hanmer was suitably bitter as a standby, “Sergeant Preston of the
Yukon,”
has
at
last
found
its
way
variations on the “how to say good¬
The color cameras showed their man fingered for something he into television. Quaker Oats latched
bye” theme. Pratfalls and other
didn’t do. Bert Freed impressed
physical exertions somehow look rather severe limitations for tele¬ as a police captain. Supporting onto the property, commissioned
Charles E. Skinner Productions to
better on the hefty Jackie Gleason casts under natural light. Like or¬ players were adequate. Film, plugs produce'
it and placed it on CBSand the even more amply covered dinary color film, color tv cameras for “Filter Tip” Tareytons were TV in the
web’s newly-converted
apparently
have
a
very
thin
ex¬
Jack E. Leonard, but since this is
unobtrusive.
Gilb.
7:30 p.m. kidpix strip.
a Skelton trademark, that’s that. posure latitude. When the shadows
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
As an identifiable property with
With Jack Bailey and guests Still, there’s the feeling that some started falling over the playing
lots of kiddie appeal, the series
(Cesar Romero, Keefe Brasselle, cf the falls come ad lib, which may field, the sunlit areas were cor¬ NAME THAT TUNE
Pinky Lee)
at times fill his battery of four rectly exposed, but the shadow With George DeWitt, Harry Salter looks a good bet in the rating
Producer: Ed Bailey
writers with misgivings.
Orch, Johnny Olsen, announcer sweepstakes. Besides, Skinner has
areas were much too dark. In the
gone all-out for the.juve appeal via
Director: Stuart Phelps
Comedian’s trials and tribula¬ Yankee Stadium,_that meant_that_ Producer:;Art Starkthe use of not only a dog which
Writer: Phil Davis and Cal Howard tions seeking sustenance in’ the’ the pitcher could be clearly seen Director: Perry Lafferty
figures largely in the action, but
30 Mins., Fri., S p.m.
Super Chief’s diner was similarly while the batter was hidden in the 30 Mins., Tues. 7:30 p.m.
also
horse. This is playing things
OLD GOLD
over-putted with no birdies or shadows. Black-and-white video WHITEHALL PHARMACAL CO. high,a wide
and handsome, outdo¬
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
eagles, though picked up via also is afflicted by these light-dark CBS-TV, from N. Y.
ing “Rin Tin Tin” and “Champion”
(Lennen & Newell)
quickies by the ever reliable David contrasts, but not so severely as
(Biow-Beirn-Toigo)
combined.
But
there are other fac¬
Cash giveaways in boxcar num¬ Burns, the musicomedy sceneIt’s likely that virtually every tors to consider, one being the
bers are becoming so commonplace stealer, and a moppet haranguing color.
well-established
“Lone Ranger”
giveaway
show
doling
out
anything
Even aside from this, color add¬
in tv that little more was made of him with precious insolence. Then
opposite on ABC-TV, the
a largesse of $100,000 IN CASH the inevitable stage wait, but not ed very little to the videocasts. less than a fortune is likely to series
other
being
that
despite the em¬
suffer
this
season
when
the
sky’sthan a casual mention before the too bad a group terp.
The tints were not true, the con¬ the-limit atmosphere prevails on bellishments, “Sergeant Preston”
stunt was put on. No screaming,
It all seemed to lead up to the trast was inadequate and the closehandout circuit. Maestro Harry doesn’t stack up as a particularly
no shouting, no crashing of cym¬ “dramatic videbut” of Ed Sullivan, ups of the players lacked the sharp the
series.
bals to proclaim the biggest give¬ latter returning the guestar com¬ definition of the black-and-white Salter’s brainchild, now conferen- well-produced
First off, Skinner may have made
away ever. Not near the showman¬ pliment after Skelton appeared on sets. The superiority of color was ciered by George DeWitt conse¬
mistake in spreading the glory
quently
may
have
the
homeviewers
ship that attends the $64,000 Ques¬ the Lincoln-Mercury show two days evident, however, in one of the wondering whether a show carry¬ too thin. For in giving both the
tion” and little excitement was previously (Skelton’s first two color cartoon plugs for Gillette, ing the possibility of winning any¬ dog and the horse so great a role,
created to bring them back to shows are from New York, the
Skinner deprives Richard Sim¬
tiieir sets next week for the sequel initialer in color, then back to the .the World Series bankrollers which thing less than $64,000 is worth mons, as the Mountie, of the im¬
was given a bonus by NBC-TV de¬ tuning in.
and runoff.
*
Coast for the season). This windup cision to telecast the games in
pact he should have. This was the
The
mbdus
operand!
of
this
lay¬
Ralph Edwards has probab
segment naturally held the most
out is familiar. Two contestants case in the preem show, where the
launched more' widely-publicizi
potential interest. The Great Stone- color this year. .
listening to a tune, run to ring a dog, Yukon King, did all the work.
gimmick devices and the such thi
The color had a momentary im¬ bell and • the winner of three But more important, Simmons at
face courageously made that selfany other stuntmasters.
Tt
styled emoting debut, but he was pact of novelty that tends to fade rounds has a chance of naming first appearance doesn't stack up
could have been one of his best b
tongue-in-choking it, which was the quickly out of the viewer’s con¬ correctly a medley of seven tunes as having the dominant personal¬
the continuing interest wasi
right approach, and could well have sciousness except when the artifi¬ for $1,000 and if this is done, win¬ ity so necessary for proper impact
pitched with enough explosi
been bucking for a Peabody Award ciality of the tints becomes too ner gets a chance at a $25,000 on the kiddies. Letting him play
comeon. But it’s not Edwards wl
on courage alone.
evident. In general, the color cam¬ jackpot, which puts this layout in second fiddle to the animals does
took it by the hancT but “Que<
not help establish this impact
For the records, Sullivan func¬ eras have their greatest effect the high-finance category.
lor a Day’s” Jack Bailey, who
tioned as a bus driver with the where the hues themselves, as in a
The show needs a very strong either.
3ust not the excitable type.
The kiddies need a strong hero,
arguments, badinage mal-d’-props western landscape, play an im¬ emcee and one that knows how to
Arthur Ellen, a profession
and slapstick . stepping off from
make the card crackle. It’s possible and the first script by Dwight Bab¬
hypnotist now playing the Nevai
that fulcrum. In the snapper, the portant role. In a sport like base¬ that DeWitt, who has whipped cock, though a good enough plot,
niteries, worked on three volu
Sunday night conferencier escorted ball, where the uniforms vary only vaude and cafe audiences into com¬ stressed the canine angle far too
teers picked by a panel of judg<
the innocent Skelton toward dis¬ from white to gray, monochrome plete submission, worked under strongly. It was a well-written and
ihe usual comedy effects of tho
guised sewer into which the buf¬ tv is adequate.
wraps the opening night. He was well-constructed yarn, however,
under the spell produced son
foon dropped. Good clean fun (?)
The big flaw in baseball cover¬ altogether too mild, his gab was about a prospector who kills his
laughs. One of the subjects, a c<
and in color yet.
Trau.
age has not been the lack of color. inconsequential and he failed to neighbor and pins the blame on
icge gal, was asked to come ba
It’s the inability of the video give any life to the show. In trying the dog. Simmons, within the lim¬
next week to try for the $100,0(
be a well-mannered gent, he itations of his role, was quietly
were largely anti-climactic in view screen to encompass the whole to
1 he currency will be placed on
flattened out the program some¬ effective as Preston, wjth Paul Mc¬
of the earlier disclosure of the playing field or even a significant what. However, he’s a skilled Guire making an effective heavy
stand and if, while under the i
100G windfall. Young matron wa^ part of it. The viewer just sees the enough performer to learn what and Hal K. Dawson heading an
nuence of hypnosis, she can ta:
seated on a sofa to dream about be¬ pitcher and the batter, with an to
jne necessary steps and pick i
able supporting cast
do in situations of this kind.
ing romanced by Keefe Brasselle occasional shot of the men on base,
e. hnoney it’s hers. HypnotiJ
Filming by the Skinner unit,
initial show has as among
and Cesar Romero and it turned out but rarely a view of the entire in¬ theThe
claim it can’t be done So the loot
contestants Hank Bauer of the though done on some good loca¬
to be the real thing, with Pinky Lee field at one time, much less the Yankees and Duke Snider of the tions, left much to be desired.
toeUevcd. to be fairly safe. Durli
“substituting” for Ronald Colman. outfield too. It’s the limitation of Dodgers, both of whom donated Shooting, was .uneven in quality,
ine intervening week the girl w
A contest to guess the. title.of a the medium itself in covering such what ‘ prize money they won. A with some key segments so far
be under guard in a hotel so th
framed -caricature, with phone calls a sprawling game. The addition of Negro captain in the Army nursing underexposed as to be well-nigh
b,, u ca»t Consult psychiatrists
put out for a whack at the $5,000,
Its the continuing inter*
corps, backed by her father, hit impossible to make out. This, its
failed to turn up a winner. This color this year only served to ac¬ the
:“at makes the .stunt bn affect!
maximum on the initial show. to be hoped, will be rectified m
cent and complicate these limita¬
Point-getter.
5G is safer than the big one.
future episodes.
Chan.
Jose.
tions.
Hern.
I
Helm.
Two other stunts on the progta

brave eagle
With Keith Larsen, Keena NomWkeena, Bert Wheeler, Kim Win¬
ona, others
Producer: Jack_ Lacy
Director: Paul Landres
30 Mins. Wed., 7:30 p.m.
CBS-TV, (film)
One of the two sustainers (also
see review on ‘‘Adventures of
Champion’')
on CBS-TV’s new
7-30 lineup, “Brave Eagle” gives
reverse English on the usual cowbov-Indian juve vidfilmer by mak¬
ing the redman hero. Keith Larsen,
ex-’The Hunter,” fronts as young¬
ish chief of a- tribe of Cheyenne
whose troubles are with his own
kind and not with the white man.
Kicker-offer last Wednesday (28)
was a slick pic with feathers. As
chief, Larsen has to turn one of
his tribe over to the Army for
murdering-one of its bluejackets,
but is freed by some warlike
Cheyenne, whose own chief mean¬
time challenges Larsen to match
it with hatchet. Though the other
oiy doesn't fight fair, he gets
inocked off after a short chase
and a mountain top fight-to-finish,
and the escaped murderer; gets his
come uppance too.
While “Eagle” has all the ele¬
ments of predecessor cowboy celluoiders for video—and that in¬
cludes the kid sidekick and the
funnyman, who generally don’t
contribute much to motivating the
plot but who are considered kidvid essentials—it’s a smoothlydone, almost subdued, job by Roy
Rogers Frontier Productions.
Stanza smacked of something like
authenticity, going so far as to cast
as the youngster sidekick a fullblooded Hopi name of Keena
Nomkeena. Kid had acting talent
too. Also Kim Winona, a Sioux
maid turned Cheyenne for the
skein and potential girlfriend of
the protagonist, filled her unde¬
manding part sufficiently. Back¬
grounds, which Rogers’ outfit shot
on a 130-acre San Fernando Valley
ranch, were abundant with the
Injun flavor. One of the sharpest
additions was Larsen’s well-placed
narrative inclusions in his rich In¬
dian voice to jostle the plot along;
his lines eliminated dependence on
superfluous dialog (Indians are the
quiet type anyhow) and gave room
for a couple of closers whose
•meaning might have escaped the
kids but which sure sounded good
coming from Larsen: “Trickery
always defeats its own ends. But
faith in a cause provides strength
to defend that cause.”
Vaude veteran Bert Wheeler
was rung in as Smokey Joe, halfbreed sage of the tribe.” He didn’t
have much saging to do with Lar.sen playing his own counsel so
much of the time. But. Wheeler’s
contribution, though small, seemed
fitting enough, and seemed to
leave a wide opening for future
comedies.
Art.
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Playing World Series
On Kentucky’s Blue Grass
—That’s the Story of Tint
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Radio Reviews
EDGAR BERGEN SHOW
With Gary Crosby, Ray Noble,
Jack Kirkwood, Carol Richards,
Mellowmen rnariet; announcer,
Howard Petrie
Producer-director: Sam Pierce
Writers: Zeno KMnker, Si Rose
85 Mins.; Sun., 7:C5 p.m.
CBS, from Hollywood
Edgar Bergen began his 19th
year in radio as fit-'.r of his own
show last Sunday (2) with a new
55-minute CBS series. The pro¬
gram's format, however, was es¬
sentially the same as its been on
past airers hand’ed bv the ventro:
Wisecracks by Charlie McCarthy,
dull-witted comments by Mortimer
Snerd, a number of song slots and
some banter between cast mem¬
bers were amon** the formula
items on the kickoff stanza.
In its current state, the Bergen
show has an old bat quality that
minimizes its entertainment value.
The opener also was short on good
yock material. Bergen, however,
continues to display an affable per¬
sonality. Others on the show in¬
clude Jack Kirkwood, who pitches
for laughs, and orch conductor Ray
Noble, who also gags it up. Spngstering on the opener was given
okay handling by Carol Richards
and Gary Crosby.
In the tune department, Miss
Richards delivered "It's All Right
With Me," while Crosby belted out
two numbers including the pop
“Tina Marie." Incidentally, Cros¬
by wound up his own summer
show last Sunday.
Among the
more humorous items on the pro¬
gram was a segment relating to
the do it yourself vogue, while an
interview with a matchbook col¬
lector also had merit
Jess.
JACK CARSON SHOW
With Hy Averbach, Tony Romano,
Roy Chamberlain orch. The Four
King Sisters
Producer-director: Bill Brennan
Writers: Sol Stein, Tom Adair
25 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:05 p.m.
CBS, from Hollywood
Tipoff to the calibre of the "Jack
Carson Show," which preemed on
the CBS web Monday (3), is the
fact that it’s slotted five days a
week at 25-minutes a crack. In
the pre-tv days it was tough
enough for the radio boys to whip
up a once-a-week variety format
so a cross-the-boarder has got to
be a back-breaker for all depart¬
ments.
Carson, who’s usually a hep
comic-emcee, played the host’s role
In a minor key that bordered on
the monotonous. Of course he was
just setting the stage for the new
series, but it could have been done
with a bit more zip. Could be that
he realizes the tough schedule
ahead of him and is conserving his
energy.
Even the gag insertions failed to
catch fire but scripters Sol Stein
and Tom Adair have to take the
rap for that. They gave Carson
very little to work with supplying
a line of patter that was strictly
In the low pressure groove.
The musical segments of the
jhow came off best. The Four King
Bisters were easy on the ear with
"Over The Rainbow” and the
youngest sister, Marilyn, stepped
out later for a neat solo on “Purty

Girl." Tony Romano brightened
things up with a breezy rendition
of "Tina Marie." Roy Chamber¬
lain’s orch laid down a solid beat
for the songsters.
Show has a pleasant potential
but Carson and his scripters need
but Carson and his scripters have
a lot of work ahead of them.
Gros.
STAR DREAMS
With Alix Blake
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10 p.m.
PARTICIPATING
WABY, Albany
Alix Blake has been presenting
recorded musical pictures on "Star
Dreams” in this time block for
more than fivA years. Featuring
"soft and sweet” tunes, program
has a romantic aura, in which love
poems and "dedications” have
their part. The chief appeal is pre¬
sumably to teenage listeners,
whose sometime sticky greetings to
members of the opposite sex are
read.
Show tends to be one-grooved,
but its long run indicates a loyal
audience. Blake emcees it smooth¬
ly and intimately. Now and then,
an interview is included; public
service announcements are also
made. First half is sponsored by
Albany and Troy Stanley Warner
Theatres, whose messages Blake
competently presents.
Jaco.

Transcription Review
GRANTLAND RICE STORY
With Jimmy Powers, guests
Producer: RCA Thesaurus (Ben
Selvin)
Director: Drex Hines
Editor: Dave Camerer
15 Mins.
Transcription field has a "retrospectacular” of its own, but in con¬
densed quarter-hour memorabilia
going in heavily for the name val¬
ues. In its "Grantland Rice Story,”
RCA Thesaurus, fronting the first
fully transcribed program skein to
be incorporated into the library,
the personalities bracketed with
narrator-interviewer Jimmy Pow¬
ers are largely from the Golden
Era of the ’20s but still in the news
today. Such champs as Jack Demp¬
sey, jockey Earl Sande, baseball
commissioner Ford Frick (ex-N.Y.
Journal sportswriter), Gene Tunney, Bobby Jones, tenniser Vin¬
cent Richards, et al.
For 'dramatic effect, Powers does
a "first person” runthrough of
stories from "The Tumult and the
Shouting” (A. S. Barnes), bestsell¬
er autobiog of the late sports
scribe-poet “Granny” Rice, beloved
by all in (and many out of) the
athletic domain. Segue is usually
to reenacted incidents or straight
interview with the champ person¬
alities. Rice’s voice is on some
chapter, fronting his poetry Cou¬
ple of programs heard (there are
52 in the series ready or in the
works) were the Jack Dempsey and
Earl Sande slices, rigged to color
and human interest facets and in
both cases with some sage advice
or inside stuff that should be the
big payoff for dialers.
Trau.

ABC Film Festival
— Continued from page 23

where in the neighborhood of
$6,500 per participation. At the
present,$5,00Q rate, the network is
losing money on the pix, but it’s
supplying affiliates with program¬
ming in the Sunday 8-9 spot for the
first time and therefore figures
that from the station relations
viewpoint alone, the loss is worth¬
while. The projected $6,500 rate
would give the network a tidy
profit under SRO conditions.
Taking advantage of the pre-Nov.
30 rate are Johnson & Johnson,
with six participations; Beltone,
with three; National Presto Indus¬
tries, with 12; Toni, with 19;
O’Cedar with seven; Toastmaster
Products, with six; Vick Chemical,
with two; Carter Products, four;
Philip Morris, one; Hoover Co., 2,
and Turns, one. Out of this total,
49 participations - came out of
ABC’s Chicago office, with the
Toni order comprising the bulk of
the business.
Network, involved in difficulties
in scheduling the 20 Rank pix by
the need for monochrome prints on
the Technicolor pictures and by
previous theatrical contracts, has
finally worked out what it hopes

,
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Chile’s ‘One Day of Grace’
Santiago, Sept. 27.
Today was a radio listener’s holi¬
day in Chile—no commercials.
All stations observed national
“Radio Day” and all announcers,
program directors, writers and
other personnel had a holiday.
Transmitters,
however,
were
linked in a national network by
the Chilean Government’s Informa¬
tion Service for broadcast of musi¬
cal recordings and national and
foreign news, from midnight to
midnight, without any commercial
announcements or station identifi¬
cation.

CKEY
Continued from page 27 ==

Consolidated Press (magazines) and
The Maple Leafs (baseball).
On person and transcription an¬
gle, ban has cut off a number of
transcribed programs, plus spots.
Advertising agencies reputedly
have sent out letters of adherence
as long as the strike exists, accord¬
ing to union spokesmen. "Because
of the nature of our work, there
are two ways to cross a picket line
—in person or by wire or trans¬
portation; and contestants will do
neither," says Neil O’Roy, head of
the CCA. Pickets are NABET mem¬
bers of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., State-owned radio and tele¬
vision setup in Canada.
The strike group will refuse to
release future transcribed mate¬
rial to the two stations but will al¬
low present recordings up to the
expiring 13-week contract cycle.
Council embraces all performers
engaged in freelance work, except
musicians. Members of the Na¬
tional Association of Broadcast Em¬
ployees and Technicians are cur¬
rently on strike, following arrival
at CKOY, Ottawa, of seven "strike¬
breakers,” including a woman com¬
mentator, from CKEY, Toronto,
with Hal Cooke, manager of CKEY,
Toronto (and brother of the own¬
er), taking over the Ottawa station
managership, after 25 of the 44member staff of CKOY, Ottawa,
walked out.
Union’s report is that salaries at
the Ottawa station range from a
basic $55 a week for announcer,
plus .additional commercial fees;
with office help getting $25 a week.
Technical, announcing and office
staffs of KCOY, Ottawa, are on
strike, following the findings of the
three-man Federal reconciliation
board who unanimously recom¬
mended a 14% wage increase over
an 18-month period.
The reconciliation- board was
headed by Eric Taylor, Toronto,
who recommended a $10 a month
increase for the 25 CKOY, Ottawa,
employess, with another 4% in¬
crease in December and a further
4% next June. Claim is that Wil¬
liam Todd, manager of CKOY, and
management nominee on the con¬
ciliation board, agreed to the in¬
creases but resigned when the
agreement got the veto by the
other station executive.
Centre of the dispute, apart from
salary increases advised by a Fed¬
eral conciliation board in June, is
Duncan MacTavish, president of
CKOY, Ottawa, on the NABET
charge of "flagrant violation of the
Dominion Labor Act” and his al¬
leged dismissal of employees of
CKOY, Ottawa, when they refused
to report for work after a reputed
iegal strike was called. (MacTavish,
who refuses comment, is not only
head of the National Liberal Asso¬
ciation, representing the Party in
power, but is a member of the legal
firm of Gowling, MacTavish, Os¬
borne and Henderson, solicitors for
CKOY, Ottawa).

will be a final schedule for the
films. This sked involves the play¬
ing of "Red Shoes” as a two-parter
starting on Christmas Day, with
the other two-parter "Caesar &
Cleopatra,” going Nov. 6 and 13,
Another entry of note will be "Lav¬
ender Hill Mob,” held back by the¬
atre showings, for Nov. 20. Inci¬
dentally, "Red Shoes” will get a
simultaneous
theatre-and-televiContinued from page 23
,
sion run, since it’s been booked
into the art house rerun circuits vestigate the swap to determine
starting around Dec. 1. .
whether coercion was practiced,
WGR asserted that if the Commis¬
sion so finds it "can only conclude
that NBC’s characer is such that
it would not be in the public in¬
Boston, Oct. 4.
terest to permit it to acquire the
Sale of television sets in the Westinghouse station in Philadel¬
Boston coverage area in August phia.”
resulted in set distribution here
In such a situation, WGR add¬
climbing over the 1,332,000 mark, ed, it would be "equally clear thac
according to figures released by there is a serious question con¬
WNAC-TV and WBZ-TV.
cerning NBC’s character and abil¬
The current survey made joint¬ ity to operate any broadcast station
ly each month by the two Hub in the public interest. If NBC in¬
video channels shows 1,345,142 timidated and coerced Westingsets installed in homes and public house it is obviously unfit to ac¬
places as of Sept. 1, 1955. The in¬ quire or operate any other station
crease over the previous month in the public interest," including
comes to 12,763 sets.
WBUF-TV in Buffalo.

Buff in a Huff

Hub’s 1,332,000 Sets
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IN NEW YORK CITY [

1V. ...

Jim Woods, sidekick to Red Barber and Mel Allen on Yankee ballcasts, doing regular weekly stints on CBS-"Football Roundup”
Marian Carr on last week’s "Hotel for Pets" and "Companion” * * *
Tony Aless, Jack Sterling's pianist, in with a new jazz album, "Long
Island Suite." . . . Robert Mitchum, Fred Waring, Mr. and. Mrs. Mel¬
vin Douglas (Helen Gahagan) and Lowell Thomas are this week’s
guests of Bill Leonard on WCBS-"This Is N. Y.” . . . CBS music chief
Jim Fassett to Brattleboro, Vt., to tape interviews with pianist Ru¬
dolph Serkin for N. Y. Philharmonic airings . . . Joan Sinclaire,
producer-packager and mgr. of radio-tv for Walter Lowen agency*
to speak at N. J. Council of Electrical Engineers in Atlantic City’
Oct. 15, subject, "Inside Television U.S.A.” . . . Carl Ward, g.m. and
Henry Untermeyer, sales mgr. of WCBS, leaving for week’s biz trip
to Chi huddling with spot salesmen, then Untermeyer to the Coast
for three weeks . . . CBS prexy Arthur Hull Hayes to narrate special
"Church of Air” Oct 30 marking show’s 25 years on web.
. Jan Murray participating in "Jimmy Cricket Tour,” dee jay shin¬
dig at Manhattan Centre, Oct. 16 . . . WNYC, the municipally-owned
audio outlet, launched fifth annual American Art Festival this week,
with a whole seven days containing. stanzas on art. One of. speciai
features will be Saturday (8) with broadcast to come from National
Arts Club on Gramercy Park, and with the Randolph Singers and
fiddler Emanuel Vardi up . . . N. Y. Gov. Averell Harriman to address
Oct. 13 National Radio Advertising Clinic luncheon from Starlight
Roof . . Ramon Rivero, fronter of WHOM’s “Tremendo Hotel,” re¬
ceived the 1955 Puerto Rican "Oscar” as the best artist in the coun¬
try’s films, theatre, radio and video. Presentation made by Hon. Samuel
Quinones, prexy of the island’s Senate.
Kagran Corp.’s Murray Benson addresses the'Young Lithographers
Assn, at the Advertiser’s Club tonight (Wed.) on "The Sales Impact
of Character Merchandising" . . . Chuck Bernard, sales manager of
WABC, leaves the ABC flagship station to move into the network
sales picture as an account exec. No replacement yet . . . WLIB did
a one-hour live pickup of the annual Fifth Ave. Pulaski Day Parade
Sunday (2) for its Polish-language audience, with Michael Kecki, the
station’s Polish commentator, handling the narration.
Alfredo Antonini, CBS maestro, in Midtown Hospital recovering
from injuries received in a taxi collision last week . . . Mel Goodman,
casting director and comm’l producer for Compton agency, has re¬
signed and. is on a biz trip to the Coast, returning to N. Y. in about
six weeks.

IIV CHICAGO

. . .

NBC-TV sales veep Ed Hitz vacationing on the Coast . . . Len
Schlosser, ex-CBS and assistant radio-tv director at the U. of Chicago,
named radio-tv director for the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations
. . . J. Walter Thompson’s Chi radio-tv chief Peter Cavallo Jr.
winged to the Coast to supervise lensing a batch of new 7-Up blurbs
. . . Bill Healion checked off the Chi NBC-TV staff for a New York
hitch as co-director on "Today.” . . . Northwestern Railway is reviving
its "400 Hour” on WJJD after a long run on WMAQ with Norman
Ross Jr. at the controls . . . Olga Blehm new manager of Standard
Radio Transcriptions. Firm’s “Shorty Tunes," specially tailored mu¬
sical disks, now sold to some 300 stations . . . WMAQ commentator
Frayn Utley awarded a citation by the Citizens School Committee
for her just-ended 10-year service on the board of education . . .
Frank Atlass back at his Chi CBS desk after a holiday on. the Con¬
tinent . . . Lorane Adams new manager of AFTRA’s pension and wel¬
fare fund office . . . Deejay Howard Miller to emcee Purdue U.’s
Homecoming bash Saturday (8) . . . Mary Merryfield Tuesday (11)
starts her fifth year as editor of WMAQ’s "Radio Journal” daytime
crossborder . . . WAAF deejay Marty Faye named Chicago chairman
of the fund drive for the National Home for Asthmatic Children . . .
Jack Drees and June Myers hitched up again on WBKB with a late
Saturday night off-the-cuffer . . . John Russell, star of "Soldiers of
Fortune,” in meeting the local press this week.

IN BOSTON

...

WBZ-TV nabbed heavy space in Hub papers for "The People’s
Choice,'” new romantic comedy series with Jackie Cooper, debuting
over the video station Thursday night (6) at 8:30, via a press preview
luncheon at Hotel Statler last Tues. at which Joe Cullinane, WBZ-TV
p. r. director, hosted the local tv editors . . . Charles Ashley, WEEI
news editor, and' Tom Russell of WEEI’s "Beantown Varieties,” back
at the studios after vacations . . . John T. Curry, Jr. back on the job
as Sales Promotion Director for WEEI this frame after honeymooning
at Sea Island, Ga. . . . First full scale broadcast from the Georges
Bank Radar Station, U. S. Air Force, popularly known as the "Texas
Tower,” made this frame by WEEI newsman Ralph Morse. The
broadcast was relayed to Charles Ashley, news editor, who used it
when transcribing his Question and Answer program Sunday (2)...
Daughters of the American Revolution are presenting Arthur C. King,
production mgr. of WEEI, with an Award of Merit in recognition
of WEEI’s "consistent support of the good work of many civic and
patriotic enterprises.” Award will be presented by Mrs, Willard F.
Richards, state chairman of the org’s National Defense Committee,
on Thurs. (6) . . . Charles A. Butts, Jr. joined the sales staff of
WBZ-WBZA. He was previously district sales mgr. for the news¬
stand circulation department of Time.

IN PHILADELPHIA

. . .

Jimmy Lynn, Wilmington, Del. tv personality, has taken over pub¬
licity chores for Bill Haley’s Comets . . . Taylor Grant, WPTZ news¬
caster, appointed to serve on a three-man Federal News Advisory
Committee for the New Jersey Dep’t of Civil Defense . . . Joseph P.
Bannon, field sales manager of RCA Victor Television, named gen¬
eral sales manager . . . Joseph C. Winkler, WCAU salesman, winner
of the "Sale of the Month” award from Radio Advertising Bureau . . .
WPTZ’s senior director Benn Squires on vacation . . . Bill Manns,
WIP announcer, chalks up 13 years with station . . . John Facenda,
WCAU-TV newsman, to be honored by the Sons of Italy at a lunch¬
eon (11) . . . WPTZ’s Cal Jones directed feed to NBC-TV’s "Today”
from the International Chief of Police convention in Pbilly. Pickup
was a "first” telecast from a local police station.

IN SAN FRANCISCO

. . .

An indirect “thank you” went to television during the closing ses¬
sion of the 48th annual convention of the Master Brewers Assn.
Robert M. Bennett, of the Container Corp. of America, told the con¬
ventioneers here that Americans are drinking more beer and ale
at home than ever before—because of TV . . . Slenderella’s Larry
Mack held a San Mateo luncheon for a radio gang that included
Doug Pledger, Bill Weaver, Jane Todd, Joe Gillespie, Emily Barton,
Floyd Buick, Marjory King, George Arnold, Les Malloy and Elaine
Doyle . . . KSAN’s S. H. Patterson and son Norbert backed out of
buying Frisco’s ball club, the Seals . . . KCBS’s Bill Cullenward put
Peggy Wood on a split-second 36-hour schedule that paid off in plenty
(Continued on page 45)
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THE BROADWAYS
OF THE WORLD
Variety's appeal to Show Biz has been its

sive cavalcading of the days of the years of

average of savvy on a week-to-week and

Variety and of the world of amusements.

year-to-year basis. The quality has been the
important consideration but the sheer quan¬
tity is something, too.

Taking 70 pages for

the average size, in 50 years there have been
some 2,500 issues of this publication.
But all former editorial efforts have now
been topped in preparation for the Edition
which has been called (1) The Rendezvous
at 50 and (2) A Show Biz Collector's Item.

From the Latino Lands to the Down Unders
of Australia and New Zealand, from Holly¬
wood, London, Paris, Rome, Vienna and all
Points N-E-W-S the wonder and excitement
of the

1905-1955

time-span

have been

brought into focus.
Here's the Latitude and Longitude of Variety:
Show Biz Coverage from Penny Arcades to
Electronics, from Honky-Tonks to Cinema-

matter,

Scope, Technicolor and Antenna Dynamics.

charts, graphs, lists and summaries has been

The Broadways of the World will be brought

A wealth of wonderful reading

mustered, assembled, edited and refined.

to the Variety reader on the half-shell for

Over a year in

one-half of a half-dollar.

actual preparation, the

Golden Jubilee Edition will be a comprehen¬

It's gonna be a

feast fit for a Marine captain.

AND NOW FOR OUR OWN
$64,000 QUESTION:
HAVE YOU GOT YOUR AD IN YET?
HERE'S ANOTHER RIPLEY: THE RATES REMAIN THE SAME,
ONLY THE "COMPANY" YOUR AD KEEPS
WILL BE A LITTLE FASTER

OFFICES:

CONTACT ANY OF OUR
NEW YORK 36
154 W. 46th St.

HOLLYWOOD 28
6311 Yucca St.

CHICAGO 11

LONDON

612 No. Michigan Av*.

»

8 St. Martin's PI.,
(Trafalgar Sq.)

»
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TV-FUJMTS

ffigigjy ■ ARB City-By-Cit; Syndicated and National Spot Film Chain
VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau
on a monthly bastt.

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.

All

ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market.
(Co),

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

Abbre¬

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
comedy;

(Myst),

(Dr),

mystery;

drama;

(Q),

(Doc), documentary;

quiz;

(Sp),

sports;

(W),

(Mus),

musical;

western;

(Worn),

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

women’s.

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF.

show in the specific market.

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

Attention should be paid to time—day and

TOP. 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

STATION

DETROIT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Badge 714 (Myst).
Waterfront (Adv).
Secret File, USA (Adv).
Amos *n> Andy (Com).
I Led 3 Lives (Dr).
I Am the Law (Myst).
Mr. District Atty (Myst).
Man Behind the Badge (Myst).
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)
Mayor of the Town (Com).. ..

DISTRII.

SETS IN I
USE

Those ad agencies listed as

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

1

. 69.0. .... 40.7
. 56.5. .... 46.7
. 42.0. .... 47.7
. 41.0. .... 45.2
. 46.5. .... 38.9
. 39.2. _45.2
. 30.0. .... 38.1
..41.5. .... 39.6
. 36.0.. .... 38.1
. 37.4. .... 35.7

.28.0.
.26,4.......
.20.0.
.18.5.
.18.0.
.17.7.
.17.1.
.16.4.
.13.7.:.
.13.3.

Joe Pajooka
. ...
Tales of Tomorrow. ...
...
Hot Rods
I Am the Law . ...
So This Is Hollywood.... ...
Amos ’n’ Andy. ...
US Steel Hour.... ,..
Your Play Time..... ...
Big Town. ...
Hot Rods . ...

WXYZ .
WJBK ..
WXYZ .
WJBK .
WWJ ...
WWJ ...
WJBK ..
WWJ ...
WJBK ..
WXYZ .

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Approx. Set Count—655,000

... Mon. 10.30-11.00 ...
1 I Led 3 Lives (Dr). . WRC.
.. .Tues. 7:00-7:30 _
2 Superman (Adv). . WRC.
3 Ramar of the Jungle (Adv). . . .WTOP. .... TPA.’. .. Wed. 7:00-7:30 ....
3 Man Behind the Badge (Myst). . WMAL. _MCA. ...Fri. 10:00-10:30 ....
5 Badge 714 (Myst). . WRC. .NBC. ...Fri. 7:00-7:30 .
6 Mr. & Mrs. North (Myst). . WTOP. .... ATPS. .. .Tues. 8:30-9:00 ....
_Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ...
7 Wild Bill Hickok (W). . WRC.
. WTOP. .... MCA. .. . .Tues. 10:30-11:00 ..
8 Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)
9 T.Htle H.asr.als (Ch)
_M.-F. 9:00-9:30 _
. WJEtC.
10 Cowboy G-Men (W)., . WMAL../.

MPLS.-ST. PAUL

I

1
2
3
4
5

I Led 3 Lives (Dr).
Mr. District Atty (Myst). ..
Badge 714 (Myst)...
Life of Riley (Com).
Lone Wolf (Myst).

7
8
9
9

Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)..
Cisco Kid (W)
.
Bandstand, Review (Mus)...
City Detective (Myst).

COLUMBUS

WBZ ...
WBZ ...
WBZ ...
WBZ ...
WBZ ...
WNAC .
WNAC .
WBZ ...
WBZ ...
WBZ ...
WBZ ...
WBZ ...
WBZ ...

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

42.5. . . 38.9
45.5. .. 35.6
39.6. .. 40.7
53.0. ..29.6
42.0. .. 31.4
41.5. .. 31.4
60.0. .. 21.3
51.5. .. 23.2
66.0. ..17.5
42.0. .. 26.6

Summer Theatre .
People Are Funny......
It’s a Great Life.
Undercurrent .
I Led 3 Lives .
I Am the Law.........
Various Competition
Arthur Murray Party
Uncommon Valor.
Ramar of the Jungle....

... WXEL .. ...11.8
... WNBK .. .. .16.5
...WNBK .. ...13.8
... WXEL .. ... 7.0
... WXEL .. .. .13.0
...WEWS .. ...13.2
...
... WNBK .. ... 9.3
... WNBK .. ... 4.5
...WNBK .. . . .13.5

Stations—WRC (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), WTOP (9)
... 17.4. ..
.. .14.0. ..
...13.8. ..
.. .13.8. ..
.. .13.7. ..
.. .13.2. ..
...12.2. ..
.. .11.7. ..-p... ..
.. .11.5. ..

45.0. . . .. 38.8
52.0. .... 26.9
58.5. .... 23.5
40.5. .... 34.0
53.0..... .... 25.7
36.2. .... 36.5
51.5. .... 23.5
31.2. _37.4
86.5. .... 13.3

Summer Theatre. .
Jungle Hunters. .
Little Rascals. .
Undercurrent . .
Annie Oakley. .
Arthur Murray Party. .
Cisco Kid. .
It’s a Great. Life
, .
Morning Hymn Theatre..,
Invitation From Donna..
... ..Fri. 8:00-8:30 . ..10.7. .. 32.0. .... 33.5 Midwestern Hayride. .

Approx. Set Count—515,000

.... 4.9
.... 5.7
.... 2.5
.... 2.5
....11.4
... .15.1
... .14.2
... .17.4
.... 4.9
.... 4.9
.... 3.4
.... 3.4
.... 4.9

Stations-—WNBK (3), WEWS (5), WXEL (8)

Approx. Set Count—-1,050,000

Sherlock Holmes (Myst). . . WNBK. _UM&M. . .Mon. 10:30-11:00 . . . . ... 16.5...
Range Rider" TW). .. WEWS..... .... CBS. ..Sun. 7:00-7:30 . _16.2.
.. Tues. 10:30-11:00 .. .. .. 16.1.
Passport to Danger (Adv)... . . WXEL.
Racket Squad (Myst). . .WEWS. ....ABC. ..Fri. 10:00-10:30 .... ... • 15.7.......
I Am the Law (Myst)). ..WEWS_ ....MCA. .. .Fri, 10:30-11:00 .... _13.2-.......
I Led 3 Lives (Dr). ..WXEL. .... Ziv. .. Fri. 10:30-11.00 .-... _13,0.
.. M.-S. 6:00-6:30 .... _12.8.
Ramar of the Jungle (Adv).. .; WNBK.
..WXEL. .... NBC. .. Tues. 8:30-9:00 .... _11.9.
Badge 714 (Myst)..
Waterfront (Adv). .. WEWS._MCA. ...Wed. 7:00-7:30 . _11.6.
...Mon. 6:00-8:30 . _11.2.
Little Rascals (Ch). .. WEWS.

WASHINGTON

.... 4.7
....10.2
....13.3
....17,7
. ...10.2
....18.5
... .24.9
....10,5
....17.8
. .11.7

Stations—WBZ (4] , WNAC (7)

Approx. Set Count—-1,250,000

1 Man Behind the Badge (Myst). . WNAC. .... MCA. .Sun. 10:30711:00 ... ... .25.8. ... 83.0. . ... 31.1 Life Begins at 80.
2 Mr. District Atty (Myst). . WNAC. .... Ziv. Tues. 10:00-10:30 .. ... .23.3. ... 80.5. _29.0 Eddie Cantor .
3 I Led 3 Lives (Dr). . WNAC. .... Ziv..... Mon. 7:00-7:30 . . .. .17.8. ... 87.0. .... 20.5 Cattle Trail .
Nightly Newsteller.
4 Lone Wolf (Myst). .WNAC. .... MCA. .Sat. 10:30-11:00 .... ....17.4. .... 60.0. .... 29.0 Your Play Time.
.
4 Range Rider (W). . WBZ. ... .CBS. . Sun. 7 :00-7:30 . ....17.4. .... 53.5. _32.5 Water Front
6 Foreign Intrigue (Adv). . WBZ. ....Official. .Mon. 10:30-11:00 ..._15.3. .... 49.5. .... 31.0 Summer Theatre.
...
7 Waterfront (Adv). . WNAC. _MCA... .•. .Sun.- 7:00-7:30 ..15.1. .... 46.5. .... 32.5 Range Rider
8 Badge 714 (Myst).,. WNAC.,....NBC. .Wed. 6:30-7:00 .....14.9. .... 75.5. .... 19.7 News—Victor Best.
Hopalong Cassidy.
.Fri. 6:30-7:00 ..14.8. .... 72.0. .... 19.2 News—Victor Best.
9 Superman (Adv).....WNAC_
_
Whistle Stop.
10 The Falcon (Myst).. . WNAC ...,.NBC. .Sun. 11:06-11:30 .. .14.4..,,.. .... 74.0.- 19.5 Meet the Press..

CLEVELAND

RATING

Stations—-WJBK (2), WWJ (4), WXYZ (7), CKLW (9)

Approx. Set Count—-1,470,000

BOSTON

SHARE
(%)

AUGUST
RATING

DAY AND
TIME

.WWJ. .... NBC. .Sun. 10:00-10:30 .
.WXYZ. ....MCA. .Tues. 10:00-10:30
.WWJ. .... Official.
. WWJ ..... .... CBS. .Wed. 10:00-10:30
.WJBK. .... Ziv. .Fri. 9:30-10:00 ..
.WJBK. .... MCA. .Wed. 10:00-10:30
.WWJ. .... Ziv. ...... Wed. 9:30-10:00 ..
.WJBK. .... MCA. .Sat. 9:30-10:00 ...
. WWJ. .... MCA. .Sat. 10:00-10:30 ..
.WWJ. .... MCA. .Mon. 10:00-10:30 .

Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬

WTOP ...
WTOP ...
WRC ....
WTOP ...
WTOP ...
WRC ....
WTOP ; ..
WRC .....
WTTG ...
WTOP . ..
WRC .. ..

... 8.4
... 8.6
... 7.4
...11.8
... 9.2
...16.1
... 7.6
... 8.9
... 0.9
... 0.9
...13.8“

Stations—WCCO (4), KSTP (5), KEYD (9), WTCN (11)

..KSTP.....
... Tues. 8:30-9:00 _ .,..21.1....
..KSTP.
.... Thurs. 9:30-10:00 .. ....20.9..,.
. KSTP. .NBC. _Mon. 9:30-10:00 _ .. ..20,4....
. .KSTP.
-Sun. 9:00-9:30 . ....18,4....
..WCCO....
_Sun. 8:30-9:00 . ....14,6....
. . KSTP.
_Fri. 9:30-10:00 . _13.6...,
. WCCO,...
.Sun. 8:00-8:30 ..... ....12.9....
.. WCCO_
_Sat. 5:00-5:30 . _12.3....
. . KSTP ..... Sat. 9:00-9:30 . ....12.0..,.
. . KSTP. .MCA. .Wed. 8:30-9:00 .... ....12.0....

Approx. Set Count,—310,000

.... 52.0. .... 40.4
.... 56.5. .. ..37.0
.... 42.0. .... 48.4
.. ..41.0. .... 45.0
.... 38.2. .. ..38.2
.... 47.5. _28.7
.... 35.6. .... 36.1
. ...78.0. .... 15.7
.... 32.0. .... 37.4
_25.0. .... 48.0

Dateline Europe...-.
Meet Corliss Archer.
Baseball .
Red Owl Theatre.
Red Owl Theatre.

WCCO .. .... 7.7
WCCO .. .... 9.5
KEYD ... ....13.8
WTCN ... ....12.5
WTCN ... .... 12.3
. 6.1
WTCN
.... 9.6
Break the Bank..! WTCN
2.5
uuc x diuuiva 1 licali C •*•««« 4► WTCN
Wrestling ...! wcco ’ ’. *. .‘.‘.‘.12.7
Wed. Night Fights... WTCN ... ....18.8
Fights; Ringside R’table. . WTCN ... .... 18.8

Stations—WLW-C (4), WTVN (6), WBNS (10)

1
2
3
4
5

Death Valley Days (W).WBNS.McCann-Erickson.. Sun. 8:30-9:00 . ..
I Led 3 Lives (Dr)....WBNS.Ziv.Tues. 9:30-10:00 .
Favorite Story (Dr).WBNS.Ziv.Sun. 9:00-9:30 ...
City Detective (Myst).WLW-C.MCA.. .Tues. 9:30-10:00 .
Superman (Adv)."..WBNS.Flamingo.. .Wed. 6:00*6:30 ..

.29.6. .... 61.0. ....
.22.8. .... 49.5. ....
.21.8. _44.5. ....
.18.3. .... 39.6. ....
.15.9. .... 81.5. ....

48.6
46.1
49.2
46.1
19.5

6
7
7
9
10

Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WBNS.MCA.Fri. 8:30-9:00
Waterfront (Adv).WBNS.MCA.Fri. 10:30-11:00 ..
Stories of the Century (W).. . WBNS.
HTS..
Tues. 10:30-11:00
Science-Fiction Tli. (Adv). ..... \VLW-C....Ziv .Sat. 10:00-10:30 .
Amos W Andy (Com).WTVN.CBS.Mon. 10:00-10:30 .

.14.9.
.14.3.
.14.3 ..■;..
.12.3.
.11.9.

28.0
29.7
33.4
31.2
37.1

_53.0. ....
.... 48.0. ....
.... 43.0..... ....
.... 39.4. ....
.... 32.0. ....

i

TV Playhouse.-., WLW-C ..
City Detective. .WLW-C ..
Break the Bank.., WTVN ...
I Led 3 Lives., WBNS ...
WTVN ...
News—John Daly., WTVN ...
, WTVN
Ellery Queen..
Tonight .... WLW-C ..
Tonight ... WLW-C ..
9 O’clock Theatre... WTVN ...
News—Chet Long. . WBNS ...
Weatherman Florascopq. , WBNS ...

...11.7
...18.3
...14.7
...22.8
... 2.0
... 2.0
... 7.9
.... 8.7
...12.5
...16.1
...17.3
...17.3
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CBS-TV’S ‘OUT WITH THE B’S’
Laughin’ Can Be a Serious Matter
CBS-TV program department has got a problem—the network's
comics-on-film get too many laughs out of their studio audience.
It may be the first'time in history that somebody worried about
too many, laughs, but it’s no laughing matter to the CBS program
boys, particualrly Edward J. Montaigne, the web’s exec producer
over all New York telefilm production. His problem is how to
cut down the laughter on soundtracks recorded simultaneously
with the voicetracks via an in-person audience without cutting out
the actual lines in the voicetracks.
More specifically, “You’ll Never Get Rich,” the web’s new Phil
Silvers starrer, has a plethora of laughs on the soundtrack, some
of them even obliterating the films’ best lines. Comment has been
loud and long about it, with a couple of critics even declaring that
the “canned laughter would have to be eliminated.” Actually,
the Silvers show was filmed before an audience at the DuMont
Telecenter in N. Y., and they were “live” laughs. Twq other shows,
Jackie Gleason’s “The Honeymooners,” which preemed over the
weekend, and the upcoming “Joe & Mabel” filmed comedy, used
the same technique.
Quite apart from the fact that most of the Silvers shtnVs are
already in the can, and cutting the,laughs would also cut lines,
there’s, a more serious problem for the future. Comics like Silvers
and Gleason are used to working before live audiences—it not
only gives the shows greater spontaneity but livens and lposens
up the comics themselves. Without the audiences, Montagne belives, the quality of the acting would suffer. With the audiences,
the laughter is too loud, comes in the wrong places. Anybody got
a suggestion?

Automation in Animation
New Oxberry Animation Stand Does It With Motors
Giving Tri-Directional Movements .

-

Automation has entered the ani¬
mation industry. Although major
animators, such as Walt Disney
Productions and Transfilm, the big
New York commercial producer,
have developed automatic, motordriven animation equipment in the
past, the first packaged motorized
animation stand has hit the mar¬
ket for all comers within recent
weeks.
New stand, called the Oxberry
Animation Stand and developed by
Animation Equipment Co. of New
Rochelle, N. Y., together with A1
Stahl, head of Animated Produc¬
tions in N. Y., will make revolu¬
tionary changes in the cost of-ani¬
mated tv commercials, according to
Stahl, who is already using the
machine. Stand will cost between
$22,000 and $25,000, but Stahl be¬
lieves the savings it will incur will
pay off the cost in short order.
Stand employs three motors, one
controlling the downward-upward
or zoom motion of the camera, the
other two controlling the four pan
movements (east, west, north and
south, or left, right, forward and
(Continued on page 42)

ABC to Syndicate
‘3 Musketeers Pix
“The Three Musketeers,” the
Thetis-Italian Film Export series
produced in conjunction with the
IFE-distribbed feature of the same
name, has finally found a distribu¬
tor. ABC Film Syndication has
taken on the series and will syndi¬
cate the 26 pix starting later in
the year. Understood that ABC
took on the films for a very low
guarantee, since the series had
been kicking around for several
months since Official Films pulled
out of its distribution deal for the
pix. But George Shupert, ABC
Syndication prexy, refused to com¬
ment on the -terms, and when
asked whether he had a “favor¬
able” deal said that he “likes to
think of all our deals as favorable.”
ABC has prints of 22 of the 26
films already on hand, with four
more to come. Of those four, three
are being used to make up the fea¬
ture film version, the first time that
a feature and the actual television
episodes will be one and the same.
ABC, with the “Musketeers” series,
becomes the third outfit to have a
costumer in syndication. Televi¬
sion Programs of America is cur¬
rently peddling “The Count of
Monte Cristo,” while Official Films,
already represented on the net¬
works with “Robin Hood,” also is
in the field with “The Scarlet
Pimpernel.” CBS Film Sales, by
the way, is distribbing still another
aemi-costumer, “Long John Silver.”

-

Buddy Ebsen’s ‘Corky’
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Buddy Ebsen doffs his' coonskin
cap as Davy Crockett’s pard to pin
on a sheriff’s badge for a new telepix series, “Corky and the White
Shadow.”
Series will appear on Walt Dis¬
ney's “Mickey Mouse Club.”

TPAYBatchOf
New Entries;‘Ivy,’
‘Susie/ ‘Annie’ Etc.
Television Programs of America,
which has maintained a syndication
sales staff of 35 in the field while
aiming its fire on national deals
primarily, will finally give its field
force more properties this fall than
it’s ever had at one time. Already
in syndicated release is “Count of
Monte Cristo,” while in November,
the 104 “Susie” (“Private Secre¬
tary”) pix and the “Halls of Ivy”
series will be launched in syndi¬
cation. Moreover, two additional
shows will be released for syndi¬
cation within six months.
Over the two years of its ex(Continued on page 39/

FEEL ONLY H'S NTA Moving Into Another Major
HAVE A CHANCE Area, Taking Over AAP Properties
-+

The top echelon at CBS-TV has
completed "a critical study of the
entire television picture with the
decision that tv has reached the
point the film industry did a few
years ago—that it must concen¬
trate on “A” telefilms, since it can
no longer earn an income from
the “B’s.”
Two-day meetings over the past
week were attended by board
chairman William S. Paley, prexy
Frank Stanton, Jack Van Volkenburg, program chieftain Hubbell
Robinson and Desi Arnaz, head of
Desilu Productions in which CBS
is partnered, who skied to N. Y.
for the huddles.
Arnaz reported all agreed that
television must now drop its “B’s”
and concentrate on top film pro¬
duction. “If you really want to
have something worthwhile, you’ve
got to have a real big hit,” he said.
“The mere fact you’re going to
make a tv show to fill a time slot
which happens to be open is not
enough. There is no profit in syn¬
dication unless you have a hit.
It’s no good to have just a “fair”
program. Instead, you must have
top programs with the best of
stars, writers and directors. We
discussed this type of show, par¬
ticularly some new series we are
considering at Desilu. The main
hunt today is for top' talent in all
departments. I wouldn't shoot an¬
other pilot unless I felt the show
would wind up in the top three
in the national ratings.
“TV has changed considerably
in the last two years. Then, pro¬
ducers made shows, weren’t trying
for the Top Ten. Just having 78
pictures in the can isn’t enough.
They won’t make any money on
them if they’re “B” product. We
all agreed that ‘B’ product won’t
make a dime on tv and that all
future programs should be de¬
signed as ‘A’ product.”
Residual values of filmed hourlong show were considered of du¬
bious merit because of difficulty in
clearing time in rerun market. It
was agreed the half-hour telefilm
show is still the big thing. Also,
in discussing what happens if ma¬
jors release pix to tv, it was agreed
that hour-long dramatic shows
would suffer more than half-hour.
Shows like “Lucy” have their own
special appeal, while hour dramas
don’t, he added.

‘Doorway to Fortune’
William Dtering’s D&R Tele¬
vision Film Co. has finished thfe
first half-hour in a new vidfilms
series, “Doorway to Fortune.”
Shot in Pleasantville, N. Y., it
takes its cue from Fortune mag, for¬
matting dramatized factual ac¬
count of lives of biz leaders.

National Telefilm Associates wilL
take over distribution of all As¬
sociated Artists Productions prop¬
erties, including its extensive fea¬
Television Programs of Amer¬
ture film library, under a' deal
ica has come up with an un¬
about to be consummated by the
usual publicity-promotion stunt
for its syndicated “Count of
two companies. NTA will handle
the properties, which include two
Monte Cristo” series. It’s a
feature packages and several halftwo-picture folder on the se¬
ries, one of which is a still
hour series, on a straight distribu¬
of George Dolenz, who plays
tion basis, with AAP continuing in
the title role in the Edward
business as a telefilm financing
Small-produced telefilms.
and purchasing company, it’s un¬
The other photo, for com¬
derstood.
parison’s purpose, is one of
Deal once again poses NTA as a
thesp James O’Neill (father of
potential major company in the
Eugene CTNeill) playing the
telefilm syndication competitive
same role in a 1913 Paramount
arena. What with NTA’s exten¬
production of the Dumas cos¬
sive library of features, westerns
tumer.
and half-hour and quarter-hour
properties, totaling some 500-plus
hours of programming, plus its
“Fabulous 40” package of RankKorda features, the AAP deal will
give it one of the biggest libraries
in the business. Involved in the
deal are the “Movieland” package
of 56 pix, which currently, are out
of sale because of involvements
with the American Federation of
Musicians another package of 55
features, the “Sherlock Holmes”
feature film series, “Johnny Jupi¬
Universal-International has sold ter,” “Candid Camera” and a flock
97 of its own western productions of other properties.
for tv release to Quality Films. Un¬
AAP, which was reactivated over
til now the Hollywood major ab¬ a year ago—It was one of the pa¬
stained from any connection with rent companies of Motion Pictures
video, either through feature re¬ for Television and absorbed by
lease or through production a la MPTV in 1951—by Eliot Hyman,
Warner Bros., Metro, et al.
its founder, has never gotten off
Universal-International’s sale of the ground in setting up a sales
97 westerns to Quality fetched organization.
Hyman brought in
nearly $600,000, it was reliably re¬ Bob Rich a couple of months back
ported, with the signing of the to do just that, but progress re¬
deal, said to have come on Monday portedly was slow. Meanwhile,
3.
Hyman had virtually all of his
Package of 97 feature-length pix properties on hand just waiting to
is made up of Tom Mix, Buck be marketed.
It’s believed that
Jones, Johnny Mack Brown and Hyman finally came to the decision
Rod Cameron starrers, reportedly that he'd do best to concentrate on
ranging in vintage from 1933 the acquisition and financing of
through 1942.
television properties and leave the
Other pictures that were distrib¬ sales to an established organiza¬
uted theatrically through U-I have tion.
been turned over to video, includ¬
NTA, headed by Ely Landau and
ing eight to Eliot Hyman at an Oliver Unger, was organized by
earlier date, but these to Quality Landau in 1953 as a states-righter
are said to be the first pictures operation, but soon switched to an
released for tv that were made orthodox distribution setup which
directly under the major’s own was expanded by a merger with
banner. The deal with Charles Unger’s Comet Television the fol¬
Weintraub, Quality topper who lowing year. Firm only recently
came from Hollywood to N. Y. became a publicly-owned company
over the weekend, bears special with the flotation of a common
significance for the trade since U-I stock issue of $375,000 shares at an
is said to have been negotiating opening price of $5 per share.
the video deal for several weeks Stock is now listed on the American
and that it had nothing directly Exchange. Following the public is¬
to do with the consent decree con¬ sue, NTA firmed its deal for the
cerning releasing features for tv Rank and Korda British pix.
passed down by the government
against Republic recently..
Elsewhere, excepting the GeneAutry-Roy Rogers pix being sold
(Continued on page 39/
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600G for U-Is 97; 1
Cowpix Having A
Resurgence in TV

Era Of ‘Celluloid Jocks’
By ART WOODSTONE
The “film jockey” has emerged
as tv’s counterpart of radio’s disk
jockey. The growing use of live
personalities as hosts for primarily
vidfilm stanzas is giving tlje sta¬
tion level a new means to exercise
merchandising angles and • hypo
viewer interest in old and inex¬
pensive celluloid.
Use of live performers as in¬
tegrated parts of vidfilm presenta¬
tions is still erratic in many parts
of the country, where the local
conferencieY is used; when he is
used, it’s hardly more than the guy
(or gal) who introes and closes the
film. However, in N.Y., especially
on WABD where the station is
establishing an extensive lineup of
film programs, there’s a noticeable
tendency to give the local perform¬
er’s name prominence over the
film material, both in titles and
promotion, and with them getting
in on the act through increased
participation in the format as well.
This film jockeying, at least in
the N.Y. area, had its beginnings
five years ago, about the time
WATV, Newark, Instituted a series
of animated cartoons, etc., for the

juves. An afternoon series, it was
named “Junior Frolics,” but the
gimmick was to put “Uncle Fred”
(station sports boss Fred Sayles) in
the forefront of the format. The
practice continued strong in the
kidvid area, with WPIX in more
recent times casting announcer Joe
Bolton as a friendly cop to over¬
seer the Interstate “Little Rascals”
one- and two-reelers. Other “Ras¬
cals” outlets go in for their own
variations on this local personality
formatting also. Meantime, WABCTV has a hoss opera stanza built
around a buckskin personality, of
its own.
Until lately most of the film d.j.
schemes centered on juve program¬
ming. But WABD latched onto a
refinement of the plan by recently
announcing a schedule of like
shows on the local-personality
bandwagon for adult vidfilm homescreeners. Station started with Bob
Williams as host of the latenight
“Featurama,” a potpourri of short
films which without Williams
would have little, substance. Now
Don Russell, who, when there was
a DuMont web, was the network’s
chief announcer and still is WABD’s
top newscaster, moves in the after¬

I

noon as fronter of a feature film
exposure. Al Hodge, who was
headliner during the lately de¬
parted “Captain Video” dramatics,
has for the past few months been
switched by the DuMont o&o to
duties as the guide of a kiddie
skein that uses much film. WABD,
going another step, would like to
ring in more local - personalities
(including Cleveland Amory) to
head other adult film shows.
(In the syndication field, Minot
TV is known to have a vidfilm
series with Gabby Hayes as fronter
for a whole batch of old cowpo*ke
celluloid. This follows the trend
of the local film jocks, but seems
borrowed from his ex-NBC-TV
format.).
Some stations aren’t in a posi¬
tion to pay premium prices for new
half-hour syndications. Instead,
they are believed to be wearing
their video welcome slightly thin.
The smorgasbord of anthologies,
for instance, now gets a fresh start
when built around the local name.
(Ken Roberts did something along
that line at WABC-TV at 11 p.m.
cross-the-boa^d. Now he moves in
as host of a quartet of reruns via
i
(Continued on page 39)

Laine, Zabach To
Play ‘Strip Time

Sale of “The Frankie Laine”
show vidpixers to WCBS-TV,
N. Y., as a quarter-hour series
has spurred Guild Films into
breaking down the half-hour show
for quarter-hour sale around the
country. In addition, Guild is do¬
ing the same with its Florian Za¬
bach series, thus making available
more than 175 musical quarterhours which stations can strip to
their hearts' content, blocking the
musical strips with news a la net¬
work, or filling any other quarterhour hole in any time period.
Guild has had the completed
Laine episodes for nigh onto a
year now, but had been unable to
land a sale in N. Y. until the
WCBS okay on a quarter-hour ver¬
sion came through.
The CBS
flagship will use the pix once-weekly, on Saturdays at 6:15. But the
Guild merchandising plan stem¬
ming from the sale is for a strip
selling pattern around the coun¬
try. Guild is cutting right into the
negatives to break the half-hours
down into quarters.
WCBS-TV, incidentally, picked
up a sponsor for the stanza. Progresso Foods, via the Carlo Vmtl
agency, will bankroll starting
Saturday (8).

Produced for quality by
Edward Small, master
showman, of Monte Cristo
movies' fame.
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TV’s ‘Great Divide’
Continued from page 25

GI show on the other with Red
Skelton at 9:30 vulnerable, how¬
ever.
Similarly, NBC’s 8:30-9
“MGM Parade” on Wednesday is
up against Arthur Godfrey, long
established and with another edge
in its 8 p.m. start, while NBC
makes with “Father Knowd Best”
and the forepart of the entrenched
- Kraft “TV Theatre” (and new
“Screen
Directors ! Playhouse”
pitted against Godfrey). So this is
where the fractions are down to
a slow decimal point.
Blame It On Disney
The most' formidable fractionalism vs. the factions was, hands
down, pulled by ABC in its 7:30
Wednesday “Disneyland,” which
caused a whole network (CBS) con¬
niptions that led to latter’s revision
of its crossboard structure in that
slot.
Columbia is believed to
cherish the hope that with its
“Robin Hood”-“Sgt. Preston of
Yukon”-“Brave Eagle”-“Adventures
of Champion” kiddoodler block it
can cut into Disney’s first half and
do damage on the other days.
Whether or not the “divide for di¬
vide” modus operand! pays off may
be academic when figured against
the syndicated replay value of the
CBS quartet, thus shaping as a
cushion against possible duds on
the network run. (But at least two
of the kid shows seem to have an
aura of durability “Preston” and
“Champion” not being among
them, according to the first no¬
tices).
As to the aforementioned mid¬
dle-slotted Phil Silvers cutting
across NBC’s Berle (etc.) fixture,
Silvers may not win any Nielsen
supremacy, but he may become
the only one to make any real
challenge to the powerhouse.
The Sunday Picture
There’s also a potential Sunday
challenge., but this time by NBC
with the repositioned, Thursday-toSunday “Justice” given a new
lease on video via its 10:30 “truementaries” under which the tussle
is with the habitual “What’s My
Line” of CBS persuasion. In other
Sabbath fractions, Columbia will
make with Alfred Hitchcock’s tele¬
thrillers at 9:30, with General
Electric’s “Theatre” up ahead for
a parlay vs. the “new” Goodyear
(cx-Philco) - Alcoa "Playhouse,”
latter with fresh money from the
rotary club and some different
ideas about script-slanting as NBC
takes over control of the produc¬
tion. At 7:30, J. Benny and Ann
Sothera will likely have to look to
their ratings in the introduction
of Tony Miner’s “Frontier” vidpixers, preem of which was gener¬
ally praised.
Thursday’s mainmost fractionialist is the CBS “Climax” in 3-for-l
with “Showp^s of Stars” vs. ABC’s
“Stop the Music” and “Star To¬
night” coupling in the hour and
NBC coming forth with the new
Jackie Cooper “People’s Choice”
filmers that precede “Dragnet.”
“Latter is not maintaining its pace
after so long a run and shaping
for a decline, however slight.
Columbia’s new “Wanted” at 10:30
cuts across the 10-11 “Lux Video”
on the National lanes, so there
could be a parttime divvy-up de¬
veloping there.
Friday — well, it’s still “the
worst night of the tv week.” Up¬
coming at 9 is CBS’ “Crusader”
series and the big noise at what
used to be fringe time—10:30—is
Ed Murrow’s “Person to Person.”
. . . ‘Where’s There’s (Gun) Smoke’
Saturday is protuberant with in¬
terest. Aside from specs from both
CBS and NBC. the bread-and-buttery pits “Gunsmoke” against
champ George Gobel; up ahead,
it’s an 8 to 9 “StageShow”-“Honeymooners” parlay against Perry
Como’s hour, with the fractional
Gleason hoping to make the real
■dent at Como's halfway mark. “Hit
Parade” would seem to hold 10:30
sway against Columbia’s “Runyon
Theatre,” but in such mixed fare,
the viewer is the gainer.
Coming back to Tuesday, it’s a
real peacherino in the possibilities.
Pontiac, rotating with Armstrong
on the 9:30-10:30 dramatics, al¬
ready has admitted vulnerability
in the attempt, through NBC. to
get “64,000 Question” from CBS.
But the action-at-the-fraction, divide-and-conquer-or-be conquered,
three-webs-spinning-one-spider de¬
sign for tv living has a positive
element. It's calculated to get the
audience more evently distributed,
yielding a more equitable • divvy.
This may contrast with some ad
agency-network-sponsor thinking,
wherein
overzealousness
and
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greediness often dictate a blue¬
print calculated to overwhelm the
rivalry (while the other guy is in¬
tent on doing ditto, however; you
can’t play poker by yourself). But
the virtue lies in new and more
magnetic shows causing a flurry
on the tv receiver markets while
colorvision is yet to be born on a
penetrating scale. And sets bought
by new viewers in ever growing

new markets mean more lookerinners. Each format more or less
finds its audience level, with the
degree unimportant at the mo¬
ment. So if it has to be “by the
fractions,” so much the better to
square the “free enterprise” sys¬
tem, say, the tv realists. At any
rate, the time slots are at a pre¬
mium.
And then, behind the scenes and
after the fact, come the rating
services, particularly the dramatic,
quick - on - the - draw overnighters.
These will continue to have some
“massmerizing” — some think of
it as myopic — effects on the trade

Following is rundown of the more than two
dozen full hour and 90-minute shows on the 1955-56
schedule, revealing quick-flash how they affect
vistually every segment of the prime time on the
three networks (with the cross-the-board starting
time now fixed at 7:30 instead of the traditional
8 o’clock, and closing out at 11 p.m. in greater
number this season).
Note that NBC’s contribution to the “big big”

at large so long as that trade con¬
tinues to have faith in such sam¬
plings and backs its faith with sub¬
scriptions.
The average sponsor will take
his “fraction” show and be glad to
have it in an industry where time
really is of the impenetrable es¬
sence. He and his agency may have
private ideas of the rating sam¬
pling—a few thousand polled or
executing their Nielsen-subsidized
hieroglyphics-in-the-ltome, as set
against a backdrop of tv’s 36,000,“
000-receiver figure reaching a po¬
tential of perhaps 90,000,000 knobclutchers.

pot equals the combined number of such stanzas
from ABC and CBS.
Note also that every night is affected except
Friday—unless the NBC boxing bouts are counted,
but -latter are of “to conclusion” contingency.
ABC this season has a total of five; 90-minute
programs including a threesome at .7:30, plus its
Sunday afternoon circus hour.

Competing shows with each network's less-than-hour segments are given in synopsis.
ABC

CBS

I I

NBC

J L

MONDAY
From 7:30

.

1

Topper
Reader’s Dig.
Voice Firestone
Med. Horizons

10-11:
Studio One

Up ahead:
Robin Hood
Burns & Allen
Tal. Scouts
Lucy
Dec. Bride

8-9:
1. Caesar’s Hour
Up ahead:
Tony Martin {V*)
Camel News (V4)
8-9:30:
2. Prod. Showcase*
9:30-10:30
3. Robt. Montgomery

TUESDAY
7:30-8:30
Warner Presents
Then:
Wyatt Earp
Make Room Daddy
Calvacade Thea.
Name’s Same

From 7:30:
Name Tune
Navy Log
Phil Silvers
Meet Millie
Red Skeltofi
$64,000 Q.

8-9:
4. Berle-Ray-Hope* rotation
Up ahead:
Dinah Shore (V4)
Camel News (V4)
9:30-10:30
5. Armstrong Thea. alt. with
Pontiac Hour

WEDNESDAY
7:30-8:30
2. Disneyland
Then:
MGM Parade
Masq. Party
Penny Million
Boxing

8-9:
2. Godfrey’s Friends
Up ahead:
Brave Eagle
10-11:

GE Series alt. with
3. U. S. Steel Hr.
Up ahead:
Millionaire
Got Secret

9-10:
6. Kraft Thea.
Up ahead:
Eddie Fisher XV*)
Camel News (V*)
Screen Dir. P’h’se
Father Knows JJest
Kraft segue:
This Is Your Life

THURSDAY
From 7:30:
Lone Ranger
Bishop Sheen
Stop Music
Star Tonight

8:30-9:30
4. Climax
Shower Stars
Up ahead:
Sgt. Preston
Bob Cummings
Climax segue:
4-Star Pl’h’se
Johnny Carson
Wanted

10-11:
7. Lux Video
Up ahead:
Dinah Shore (V*)
Camel News (V*)
Groucho MarxJackie Cooper
Dragnet .Ford Thea.

FRIDAY
From 7:30
Rin Tin Tin
Ozzie-Harriet
Men in Black
Dollar Second
Vise
Down You Go

7:30-9:
3. Ozark Jubilee
8- 9:
4. Grand Old Opry
9- 10:
5. Lawrence Welk

5-6:
6. Super Circus
7:30-9:
7. Famous Film Festival
Then:
Chance Lifetime
Amateur Hour
Break Bank

♦Every four weeks
♦♦Approx, once monthly

From 7:30:
Champion
Mama
Miss Brooks
Crusader
Schlitz Pl’h’se
Lineup
Person-Person

SATURDAY
9:30-11:
5. Ford Jubilee*
Up ahead:
Beat Clock
Stage • Show
J. Gleason
2 for Money
Non-spec, wks:
Janis Paige
Gunsmoke
Runyon Thea.
SUNDAY
8-9:
6. Ed Sullivan
Up ahead:
Jack Benny alt. with
Ann Sothern
Sullivan segue:
GE Thea.
Hitchcock Series
Appt. Adventure
What’s My Line

10 to conclusion:
Gillette Fites
(followed by Red Barber’s
Corner)
Up ahead:
Eddie Fisher (Vi)
Camel News (V*)
Truth or Conseq.
Life of Riley
Big Story
Star Stage

8. Perry Como
9:10:30
9. Max Liebman Specs*
Non-spec.'wks:
People Funny
Texaco (Durante)
Geo. Gobel
Hit Parade

4-5:30
S Maurice Evans Series**\ Wide Wide World**
I NBC Opera Thea.**
Others**
Then:
Capt. Gallant
Meet Press
Roy Rogers
Great Life
Frontier
7:30-9:
11. Color Spread*
8- 9:
12. Variety Hour
9- 10:
13. Goodyear-Alcoa ‘(alt.)
10.

Danzig
.77.111

Continued from page 23 -_

mental bookings ..arranged for the
Palace Theatre and Village Van
guard cafe in New York, and a
jockey or two may well turn ud
Danzig who has an extensive
radio-tv background as producer,
programmer (network and local
for several years with CBS-TV)’
whirled the owned-operated NBC
loop encompassing Chi, Cleveland
Washington, L.A. and Frisco He
balanced his activities between bo
ing into the field and holing up in
the hotel (heavy on the latter) to
listen-look not only.to,and at NBC
outlet shows but the competitive
stanzas.
“What struck me most,” said
Danzig last • week, “was what
seemed to me to be the develop¬
ment of a new kind of show biz
personality. This is the man whom
we once knew as a disk jockey on
radio stations. From disk jockey-,
ing, these people have now doubled•into tv, where they now have built
themselves a local starring identity
and, in a way, .what one would
‘act.’ It seemed ' to me that
these local personalities and their
daily performances represent a
kind of ‘break-in’-spot on the way
to greater network rewards. I
could see in this a present-day
parallel in terms of tv talent needs
to the former ‘break-in’ spots that
comedians once played on their
way up.”
DJ Muscles Flexing
As he spent the long hours at the
receiver, it occurred to Danzig that
while many of the personalities
already are well-heeled local stars,
some of them will be ripe to be¬
come the Garroways, Godfreys,
Steve Allenk and Linkletters of
tomorrow. “From experts on pop
recordings they have been flexing
their talent muscles, and extending
their activities to include emceeing,
light comedy bits, playing straightmen, interviewing—in short, per¬
forming. Almost every first-class
disk jockey is now operating in
some way on television as well
as radio. He is also making per¬
sonal appearances which add to his
stature and performing ability.”
Danzig returned to New York
hq with what he terms “a healthy
respect” for the importance of
syndicated film, but even more so
for the importance of personalities.
The NBC o&o stations are driving
in thip direction, both for perform¬
ance reasons and as a valuable as¬
sist to merchandising and selling.
He figures that local programming
is right now at a near-peak in de¬
veloping new talent for future net¬
work showcasing, relating this to
the “great amount of wailing” that
network calibre talent has no way
to develop.
Danzig thinks the term disk
jockey is too narrow a definition
(and perhaps with a stigma at¬
tached in certain circles looking
down their noses at the spin
crowd). Says they are, as a group,
representative of a “definite form
of talent that has perhaps not been
recognized per se.” He found them
not averse to scenery, costumes,
trying out “bits” for size and other
pieces of business.
‘Third Man’ Capers
The o&o ogler told of an amus¬
ing incident he saw in one radio
station which he pronto termed
“The Third Man” in a deejay show.
Says he: “ ‘The Third Man’ is an
unidentified voice generally em¬
ployed for comedy and culled from
some other program to interpolate
with the disk jockey. I sat in one
control room in which the engineer
was literally creating a double act
as the show went along by picking
out one-line retorts and other com¬
ments on the disk jockey’s nar¬
ration from various turntable rec-i
ordings. In this instance, the disk
jockey did not know what was com**
ing next and the effect was asthough there were two men per¬
forming on the air. This stint
seems to be done more and more
with the d.j. and the engineer
working as a team.
“Who these various anonymous
characters are whose one-line com¬
ments are so neatly woven into the
program content, I do not know.
‘Third Man’ is anonymous, unseen
but very definitely in many in¬
stances an integral part of the
act.”
New Orleans—Bill Bennett, ex
of WPTR, Albany, and WAND,
Canton, joins WTIX here. Jim
Russell, former sports director at
WAND, joins singing d.j. Bennett
as his personal manager.
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Herbert Mayer’s
Philly U Okayed

»■■■■ .■ Continued from page 35

FOUR NEW SPONSORS
FOR ABC TFAST CLUB’
With its new five-minute strip
sales plan now in effect for
“Breakfast Club,” ABC Radio has
latched onto four new sponsors for
the Chicago originator. Biggest of
the bunch is Union Pharmacal,
which through Grey Advertising,
bought a quarter-hour cross-theboard, starting Oct. 24. Other three
new sponsors are in the justopened five-minute class.
General Foods (Postum) via
Young & Rubicam is in for a cross¬
board capsule, starting this week.
Drackett Co. (Drano and Windex)
picked up five minutes on a three-aweek basis, also via Y & R and
also starting this week. Glamorene, via Product Services, goes
two-a-week but this week takes on
three five-minuters on a one-week
only basis.

TPA’s New Entries
Continued from page 35 ■

istence, TP A has supplied only five
properties for its syndication sales
force, while launching four on a
network basis, and the- trade has.
always wondered why the firm has
maintained so large a field force.
However, with five new-to-syndication properties coming up with¬
in the next six months, the justifi¬
cation is there. Of the three un¬
announced properties on the sched¬
ule, one will be the “Tugboat An¬
nie” series, which will be put up
for national sale. The other two
will be syndicated and may f>rove
to be the “Leatherstocking Tales”
series and a dramatic anthology
series.
TPA exec v.p. Mickey Sillerman
and his regional sales chiefs,
Hardie Freiberg for the east,
Bruce Eells for the Coast and Leo
Bernard for the midwest, have
been meeting in N. Y. mapping
out the sixmonth campaign. In
addition, there will be an Oct. 17
meeting in New York for new staff¬
ers which Sillerman expects to add
oy that time, and a series of re¬
gional meets Oct. 31 to launch the
campaigns on “Susie” and "HaHs
of Ivy.”

■

WABD mornings). In the cards it’s
said will be.the station habit of
reusing the likes of the Douglas
Fairbanks and Adolph Menjou an¬
thology stories only with local guys
and gals in lieu of the nationallyknown hosts.
Celluloid jock movement makes
room according to WABD toppers
at any rate, for reuse of vidfilm
outside the anthology genre. Sta¬
tion is adding' mileage to selected
30-minuters from week-in-weekout formats like Louis Hayward’s
“Lone Wolf” string to fill out its
jock motif.
Looking to radio’s record spin¬
ners, WABD points out that it’s
the deejay personality that makes
a particular audio stanza click,
very likely when it doesn’t even
bear his name. For the most part,
the theory goes on, the records
themselves are the same ones used
on all stations. Bearing this in
mind, the DuMont station is hang¬
ing on its sales pitch hook the idea
that the local celluloid jock’s name
and face, far more than the film
properly itself, is a natural tiein
for the merchandising campaigns
of video bankrollers.
As for the local talent, it’s argued
that many performers relish the
idea of hosting a stanza that is
good part film, since it’s less ex¬
haustive than an all-live format.

Current two-week period is an
unusually active one for Jackie
Gleason. During this period he’ll
have shot five "Honeymooners”
films, in which he stars and which
he produces, directs and cuts per¬
sonally. Last night (Tues.), after
completing a "Honeymooners” film
at 8:45 he gueststarred 45 minutes
later on Red Skelton’s CBS-TV
show. Saturday night (1), at the
debut of his Gleason Enterprises
production of “Stage Show,” he
handled the emceeing, in addition
to the staging, and immediately
thereafter was seen on film in the
preem performahce of “Honeymooners.”
Next Monday night (10), Glea¬
son stars on “Studro One,” for
which he wrote the original story
and the theme music. During this
period Gleason will also have shot
several public service films. P. S.
He also managed to squeeze in the
opening World Series game at
Yankee Stadium.
TETER UPPED IN PHILLY
Philadelphia, Oct. 4.
Robert H. Teter, sales manager
of KYW since Feb., 1950, has been
promoted to general manager.
Teter succeeds Franklin A.
Tooke who is being transferred to
the Westinghouse exec offices in
New York for special assignment.

Cowpix Resurgence
■

Continued from page 35 -* ■

by MCA-TV, the prices being com¬
manded by distribs for westerns
are termed only “moderate.” Nev¬
ertheless, the number of western
features on the video market to¬
day has swelled considerably in
the past several weeks.
Hygo has 16 Wild Bill Elliotts
that it’s broken with recently.
That company is reported to be
negotiating for another 50 to 60
pix for video, many of which will
be in the hoss opera category, and
the deal should be closed within
the next couple of days. Interstate
just a short while ago latched onto
16 Whip Wilsons and a like amount
of Johnny Mack Browns. Of most
immediate note is the package of
97 that Quality has picked up from
Universal-International which also
has some Mack Browns.
Although cowboy features are
second only to cartoons in popu¬
larity, many distribs feel, they
can’t command anywhere near the
price the cash cartoons do. In cer¬
tain vidfilm houses the depression
in selling price for westerns is
blamed on Republic, which has al¬
legedly saturated its Hollywood
Television Service subsid with
them.
Even at “moderate” prices, how¬
ever, the distribs of westerns fig¬
ure to make a hefty profit, because

such films aren’t limited to certain
tele markets as many of the other
new features (particularly those
from England) are supposed to be.
One distrib pointed out that he
can expect a sale in nearly every
U. S. market.

‘See It’s’ Wed. Slot For
‘Vice-Presidential Story’
Instead of the originally planned
Tuesday night (Oct. 25) 9 to 10
p.m. slotting, the filmed “Vice
Presidential Story” will be unfurled on “See It Now” as the first
of the Pontiac series of now-andthenners a day later (26), but with
9 to 10 remaining as the time.
Provision is being made for a
“makegood” on the preempted
“The Millionaire,” with the Col¬
gate Wednesday show not losing
out that week since it will be
berthed in the Friday (28) 7:30-8
spot.
On the other hand, the kickout
that Friday affects the Gene Au¬
try-produced “Adventures of
Champion,” which will thus have
been shoved out pro tern within a
a month after its premiere last
week (30).

When you count
every rated
quarter hour

—

When you count
all the
audience

—

here's how
Boston radio
stations line
up in all
500 rated
quarter hours:*

WHDH
first
368 times
Station B (network)
first 128
Station

C (network)

first 8
Station D (network)
first 4
Station E (Independent)
first 2
Station F (Independent)
first 1
Station G (network)
first 0
(Eleven duplicallont
moke total 5 II)

P.S. WHDH
First or Second in
486 out of 500
rated quarter
hours,*
*Pulte of Boiton Total Audience —
Monday through Sunday —
6:00 AM to 12:00 Midnight —
July-Auguit 1955 — 500 rated
quarter houri

WHDH First 73.6%
of the week

—

First or second 97.2%
of the week
Complolo breakdowns by quarter
hours available — Ask your
John Blair man.

WHDH
850 on the dial

50,000 watts
BOSTON
John P. Domelor, Pr«*»

1001 Lok*

Oak Park, Illinois
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Gleason on a Bicycle

Celluloid Jocks

Washington, Oct. 4.
An authorization for an ultra
high tv station in Philadelphia
was granted by FCC last week to
Herbert Mayer who sold a UHF
outlet in Kansas City, Mo., nearly
two years ago for $1 to DuMont
in an end-of-the-year tax deal.
DuMont turned in the permit
shortly afterward.
Why Mayer should want a UHF
station in Philly, where there are
three VHF stations and which is
served by a fourth V in Wilming¬
ton, Del., is something of a mys¬
tery. Speculation is that he may
be laying the groundwork for a
tv operation in Philly in the event
the Commission allocates a second¬
ary V in the area or is gambling
on the possibility subscription tv
will be authorized for UHF sta¬
tions only. Mayer has also ap¬
plied for UHF in Boston.
Mayer formerly owned WXELTV in Cleveland, KPTV (UHF) in
Portland, Ore., and the Empire
Coil Co. in New Rochelle, N. Y.
He sold the package to Storer
Broadcasting Co. for $8,500,000.

—.
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“CBS would appear to
have a winner”

“The best (of the new
candidates). .”
.
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“An irresistibly funny
television series”

TIME MAGAZINl

JACK GOULD, NEW YORK TIMES

“Got off to a fine start”
N. Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN

“Top. notch quality...
superb photography,
realism and pacing...”

N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

“Loaded with suspense,
full of realism,
authentic.

“A very funny and
well done show...
Silvers is a great

N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

comedian

new york post

“Packed with humor... .
(Silvers) is superb”

“Will qutdraw its
Western competition”

“Triumphant production”
NEW YORK TIMES

“There’s never been
anything like the one
woman show staged
by Judy Garland...
over CBS.. .pure magic.
CBS had the best
spectacular to date”
HARRIET VAN HORNE, N.Y .WORLD-TELEGRAM

NEW YORK TIMES

“We haven’t laughed
so much in years...
Silvers...will be the
comedy standout
of the 1955 season”

N.Y. DAILY NEWS

N.Y. DAILY NEWS

“Perfectly wonderful”
»

HARRIET YAN HORNE, N.Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

“Will go down as
another triumph... an
hour-and-a-half of
excellent televiewing”
RADIO DAILY

“She proved herself
as great a performer on
television as in the
movies and on the stage”
BEN GROSS, N.Y.DAILY NEWS
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• premiere tonight!

Robin
Hood
•tarring Richard Green*
and Bcmadttte O’Farrtll
ActuaUr filmed in Sherwood
jTX Fore*. the eluiie Korr
of the fimoui oud.w who roamed
the Ei>(liifi counnriidc u the
arotcetor of the aoor and defender
el (he weak coma io life toniiht
on CBS Television with Richard
CIrene tanini in the tide role

“Rousing entertainment
.. .first rate...

The excitement of the critics over the new CBS Television programs was matched by the enthusiasm
of the audience. (More people, for example, -watched the first ‘‘Ford Star Jubilee" than any other

NEW YORK TIMES

“The answer to those
who have been crying
for entertaining
quality shows for
youngsters... of
interest to old and
young alike”

N. Y. DAILY NEWS

90-minute program on any network in television history. And it was identified with a single sponsor!)
To advertisers the real significance of this achievement is that with each program the performance
was equal to the promise. For the past four years they have known that CBS Television has delivered
more of the most popular programs at a lower cost per thousand than any other television network.
Now they can count on CBS Television to enhance its value even further during the coming season.
This confidence is perhaps the underlying reason why American business continues to invest more on
CBS Television than on any othersingle advertising medium in the world.

CBS TELEVISION

WGA’s Demands for Upped Com For
Vidfflm Writers Fought by Networks
Vidfilm writers are asking the
networks to pay 20 to 25% over
the minimums that have been es¬
tablished with the Hollywood ma¬
jors.
At present ABC and NBC
have no telefilm properties of their
own, but they’re opposing union
demands as strongly as CBS, and
negotiations with the Writers
Guild of America have bogged
down.
If WGA and the tele webs can’t
reach agreement by Friday (7),
It’s understood that the union will
start the wheels rolling for a vid¬
film strike against the networks.
Measure will not have any affect on
radio and live video contracts
which went into effect with the
networks on July 18.
Rates set with majors upon
which WGA seeks increases from
the networks are $950 and $1,805
for half-hour and hour anthology
dramatizations, respectively. Epi¬
sodic half-hours and hours bring
minimums now from Hollywood of
$850 and $1,615.
This contract
was inked in Nov., ’53, and comes
up for renegotiation next month.
CBS-TV has about a dozen tele¬
film series going in its own camp.
But NBC and ABC say that it’s not
Immediate plans to do telefilming
themselves that have made them
enter the celluloid negotiations
with writers. Instead, the two net¬
works maintain that at the time
the live tv and radio contracts
were finalized they promised the
union they’d sit down and negoti¬
ate even though they might not yet
be telefilming.
On Friday, when the union, in
meetings to be held on both coasts,
considers the question of striking
against the networks, another
subject under discussion will be
demands to be made in renegotia¬
tion with the Hollywood majors.
It’s expected the demands for the
latter will be similar to those now
being made on the networks.
During initial talks with WGA
on telefilm minimums for scribes,
the networks asked for a delay to
consider demands until Oct. 10.
And while a temporary stalemate
is apparent it’s felt by informed
sources that there’s a good chance
for talks to resume on the Coast
within the next few days.

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT—N.B.C.
Mgt.: William Morris Agency
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TV-FILMS

‘Judge Roy Bean’ Sale

Screencraft Pictures has landed
a deal for its “Judge Roy Bean”
telefilm series based on the Texas
self-proclaimed justice in Phila¬
delphia, selling the series to Val¬
ley Forge Beer via the A1 Paul
Lefton agency for airing via
WCAU-TV starting Oct. 16.
Screencraft had earlier sold the
pix to American Bakeries for 42
Guild Films has a “spec gleam” midwestern markets.
in its eye for the feature film ver¬
sion of Gian-Carlo Menotti’s “The
Medium,” the 1951 release which
Guild acquired for distribution
along with the Motion Pictures for
Television library but which has
been laid aside from the other pic
in the library in hopes of eventual¬
ly putting it to use as a one-shot.
Guild is now in the preliminary
stages of screening the pic for the
major webs.
Pic, which had a limited arthouse distribution, was produced
by Transfilm’s prez, Walter Lowen•American Federation of Musi¬
dahl, in association with Chandler cians last week refused to clear the
Cowles and starred Marie Powers
soundtracks
to 45 feature films in
and featured Anna Maria AlberAssociated Artists Productions 56ghetti.
pix “Movieland” feature package,
causing the films to be pulled off
the market and contracts with sev¬
eral stations suspended. The union
is understood to have made pay¬
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
ment demands far above and be¬
Film editors at NBC-TV have yond the standard 5% of the gross
voted by a 10 to 0 margin in an funneled into the Musicians’ Trust
NLRB election to affiliate with Fund, and Associated Artists’ re¬
IATSE film editors local 776, fusal to meet the demands resulted
rather with NABET. IA victory in the union's tabu on the music
gives the local jurisdiction at all tracks.
three networks here, since it won
It’s feared in the telefilm Indus¬
previous elections at CBS and try that the AFM hassle with AAP
ABC.
is but a trial balloon in an effort
IA 776 business agent John W. by the union to hike its payment
Lehners said negotiations with scale of pix-to-tv. One AFM spokes¬
NBC for a pact will begin in a week man, who refused to be identified
or so.
and to give a reason for the un¬
He said, too, that as a result of ion’s ban on the films, nonetheless
the IA victory here, similar chal¬ insisted that this was “no general
lenges of NABET jurisdiction in abrogation of the contract,” but a
Chicago and N. Y. will be made by specific dispute “with one indi¬
IA editors there.
vidual distributor.”
Under the
Locally, the film editors next will AFM pact, telefilm distribs of fea¬
seek jurisdiction at Storyboard, ture pix are obliged to turn over
Inc., contesting filing for such, 5% of the tv gross on all films pro¬
jurisdiction by NABET.
duced after 1948 to tne union’s
trust fund.
The films involved are 35 PineThomas features released through
Par, many of which the tv distrib
says were made after 1948, and 10
Cinema-Vue Corp., which just productions handled theatrically
Universal - International,
a few weeks ago acquired 131 through
British features for distribution, latter batch including four Olson
ha$ made a deal with the Vitapix & Johnson pix, a couple with Brod¬
Corp. to distribute its group of 27 erick Crawford fronting and one
westerns. Oaters, made between with Martha Raye. AAP began
1948 and 1950, star Johnny Mack selling the “Movieland” package
several weeks ago, and over 30 tele
Brown and Whip Wilson.
Films were first distributed by outlets were committed for all or
Vitapix when the station organiza¬ part of the group.
tion maintained its own distribu¬
Petrillo is reported to have
tion operation. Subsequently they asked Hyman for a retroactive pay¬
were transferred to Guild Films ment of 5% of AAP’s total gross
via the Guild-Vitapix agreement, on pix-for-tv since 1947. That’s
with Cinema-Vue taking them over well over and above the take from
from Guild.
the “Movieland” pix made since
’48. Unwilling to comply, Hyman
is reverting all rights on the films
TPA’s ‘Susie’ Sale
Television Programs of America to the producers.
Meantime, AAP states that all
this.week landed a New York sale
for its “Susie” series, the “Private the stations which bought the pix,
Secretary,” reruns, setting a two- have relinquished their rights to
year deal with WPIX, the Daily the 45 in question, and have agreed
News indie. WPIX bought 52 of to take pro-rata reductions on the
the 104 “Susie” films and will slot remaining 11 as well as other fea¬
them on a once-weekly basis start¬ tures contracted for through si¬
multaneous library deals.
ing later this month.

'Medium’as TV Feature?

Yank 45 Features
Off TV in AFM’s
Soundtrack Nix

IATSE GETS NBC-TV
NOD ON FILM EDITORS

Vitapix to Distribute
Cinema-Vue Westerns

Automation
Continued from page 35 ;

= Erickson to Telepix
_ Producers: ‘Get Back
the
He Costs 1st Time Around’

backward) of the compound,
board on which the artwork is pho¬
tographed. In addition, the cam¬
era motors have a five-speed fea¬
ture, one of which is stop motion.
The result of these features, put
simply, is elimination of many
man-hours of artwork and camera
operation, greater accuracy, and
most important, the development
of a new approach to the. planning
of animated commercials that will
cut their cost of half.
In their most simplest forms, the
features of the machine enable the
camera to zoom down or away from
the art work with smoothness and
speed, or to pan over the artwork
in any direction, including the di¬
agonal, since all the motors may
be interlocked. Actually, then pan
motion gives the impression that
art artwork, not the camera, is
moving. This is an old animation
principle, employed in the past,
but by manual means.
Possibly the most important fea¬
ture of the stand, however, is its
application to motorized “truck¬
ing,” or the “off-center zoom.” In
commercials, it is customary to
zoom not directly toward the cen¬
ter of the drawing, but to a point
off-center, either to show a label
or a slogan or a price figure. In
the past, it’s taken eight to 10
hours of labor to prepare all the
different artwork and the manual
operation of the stand to achieve
the off-center zoom effect. Now it
can be done on one piece of art¬
work in 15 minutes. It’s achieved
by employing the directly-downward zoom feature combined with
the diagonal or straight-pan action
of the compound motors.
In
a
commecial
employing
staight full animation, the savings
involved by use of the stand are
ordinarily minor, but account for
some savings, Stahl points out. But
agency copywriters now alert to
the advantages of the stand are
scripting their blurbs with an eye
to the so-called “tri-motion” fea¬
tures of the stand, and can cut
their costs from say $2,000 for a
fully-animated 20-second spot down
to $1,000 for the same spot. Equal¬
ly important is the fact that de¬
livery time for the commercial—
from script submission to the fin¬
ished print—is cut down from
three or four weeks to just one.
Stand has other features, among
them a four-peg sliding apparatus
that permits the use of many over¬
lays to be put into motion at vary¬
ing speeds, and the multi-planing
feature that "-permits the use of
perspective in camerawork instead
of the flat one-dimensional aspect
of the customary animation.

Cleveland — Franklin Snyder
ankles as managing director of
video outlet WXEL here. He has
not announced his plans after
quitting the Storer operation.

Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Get your costs the first time
around, Rodney Erickson, account
planning v.p. for Young & Rubicam, advised syndication vidpix
producers at a meeting of the
Academy of TV Arts & Sciences
here last week.
“Then, if you're lucky enough to
get residuals, consider them a
windfall instead of an economic
factor to be depended upon,” the
N. Y. adman told some 450 ATAS.
members and their guests. To de¬
pend on subsequent-run revenue
in face of increased product and in¬
tense competition is ri.sky, he
warned.
Erickson’s comments were in re¬
ply to a question from Hal Roach
Jr., vidpix producer who chaired
ATAS meet. Going further into
the topic, Erickson observed that
live tv, as the industry presently
knows it, will probably become a
thing of the past with the advent
of video tape recording. “When
we can tape a show, there’s no rea¬
son for anyone to risk the hazards
of live tv,” he noted.

25-MARKET SALE FOR
‘BABY TIME’ TELEPIX
v
Chicago, Oct. 4.
Packager Herb Laufman has
gone into production on a series
of quarter-hour films which Libby’s
Baby Foods will spot sponsor in
25 markets, on a twice-weekly
basis. Vidpix, tagged “It’s Baby
Time,” are being lensed at United
Film & Recording Studios and will
feature Dr. W. W. Bauer, American
Medical Assn.’s director of health
education, and nurse Jane Warren.
Laufman is planning the series
as a daytime strip and currently is
pitching the three open segments
to other clients. Doctor Bauer is
featured in packagers’ “The Doc¬
tor Answers,” a live entry that’s
been running on WBKB here the
past two seasons.
Filmer is beini directed by
Walter Colmes and Reinald Werrenrath Jr.

Unger to Chi for Ziv
Alvin E. Unger is being moved
out of his longtime berth as sales
v.p. for the Frederic W. Ziv radio
operation to head up a new Chi¬
cago office which will handle both
radio and television for the three
Ziv firms, Ziv Television Programs,
Frederic W. Ziv Co. and World
Broadcasting. Unger will retain
the v.p. title. Office was created,
according to Ziv prez John Sinn,
to take greater advantage of Chi’s
$650,000,000 annual ad allocations.
Replacing Unger in the radio
spot will be Ben Philley, Unger's
assistant and onetime Ziv sales
promotion manager.

AMERICA’S 10™ TV MARKET

316,000

T\# i WATTS 1
WGAL-TV
■I V Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

KCMO-TV

KANSAS CITY'S DOMINANT STATION

STEINMAN STATION Clair McColloagh, Pr«».
N.-.v f o' «

MEEKER TV, INC.

-

•

Los A n q r I '* s
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... so we hired a cement mixer
to shuffle the mail!

81#754 letters in 8 hours!
Nearly 1/2 million entries in 10 sizzling days!
This is the kind of action KNX Radio can deliver

KNX got so much mail, in fact, that it had to rent
a gigantic transit cement mixer to shuffle the mail

now.... 19551

before each contest drawing.
Less than two weeks before last September 10, the
day on which KNX Radio celebrated its 35th Anni¬

Why all the excitement? KNX’s BIRTHDAY

versary, the station invited listeners to enter its

BONANZA was BIG. $65,000 worth of prizes.

Birthday Bonanza of entertainment and prizes. To

Eighteen hours of programming that covered

enter, listeners simply sent in their names and

Southern California from man-in-the-street to

telephone numbers.

man-in-the-money, from sea bottom to cloud top.*

Hundreds of thousands of ears perked up... and

Yes, the KNX Anniversary was something special.

so did the thermometer! The mercury .hit a frying-

But then, 3£NX is always special. KNX is the

hot 110 degrees and hovered there throughout the

Southern California station most people listen to

ten days in which KNX promoted its Birthday

most often... reaching 84% of all Metropolitan

Bonanza.

radio families in a week, 45% in just one day.* *

In spite of this record breaking heat wave, KNX

Got something to sell? For special results, let KNX

Radio received just short of 500,000 entries, in¬

sell it in its own special way!

cluding a whopping 81,754 letters and cards in a
single 8-hour day!

KNX RADIO

.LOS ANGELES

Southern California’s first station in 1920. First in every way in 1955.
60,000 WATTS .• CBS OWNED • REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
'Solidly sponsored.
**Cumulative Pulse Audience.
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Creating An All-People Elite
Continued from pasre 24 ,

to—but as a believer in the incen¬ that human beings have developed
tive system, I have always thought in their entire history, and with
thatjaking pride in having a broad¬ the cameras, allows people to be
casting instrument that did not present wherever anything, enter¬
carry advertising was like taking taining or instructive, is going on.
pride in a railway system that did What the people choose to see and
how well the presentations are
not carry freight.
It has been said that a society made, technically by us, are dif¬
follows its communications, not ferent questions . . .
Those who would limit televi¬
only in its physical form but in
its cultural patterns. I believe this, sion’s greatness to the new art
and believe that the revolution that form of the small screen, the small
is going on because of broadcasting listening group and the tight uni¬
is accelerating certain trends in ties of television itself, completely
our society, and that the evidence misunderstand the limitless ability
on balance is overwhelmingly for that television gives us to go
places, to see things, to understand,
good.
Let me make my plea here that to experience and, finally, to parI have fought for so long in the [ ticipate.
I recognize that the BBC has
States against the great critical
opinion which almost unanimously done most of what we are talking
about,
but the BBC by its very na¬
in the States as well as here de¬
fined television as a “small screen ture will not do what commercial
reaching people in small groups television must do. Commercial
and an intimate instrument that television, to be successful, must
should remain true to those limita¬ attract the big audience—everyone.
tions.” This is absolute nonsense. If television -does not attract and
Television is a communications influence the big audience, elevat¬
invention. It is a machine. It is ing its tastes, increasing its knowl¬
anybody, anywhere in that wher¬ edge, maturing its judgment, clari¬
ever one person can go or attend fying its understanding and all
or be present at anything, every the other points on which better
man can be substituted for" that information and exposure, to cul¬
person by the camera. It is this ture can continue the movement
limitless definition of television as upward of people, then British
a machine that we have tried so commercial television will fail. It
hard at NBC to implement in the will fail in its mission, for its misr
States. And this can be done in sion is to do something that the
selling as well as in programming. BBC really cannot do.
Its mission is to reach the .big
Today in the United States it is
said that people sit at home for audiences and improve them. The
several hours watching stultifying BBC gives the people what they
entertainment bringing them lower want, group by group. British
and lower into some video idiot commercial television, like Ameri¬
mental level with an unending can television, must give the peo¬
ple what they will look at, but
succession of trivia and escape.
they should always, as we do, real¬
Better Things Thru Tv
Actually the people are really ize that all programs can serve a
going places via television—attend¬ purpose beyond diversion, can.
ing with other people an event in carry a higher information content.
some meeting place for people. It is easy to program with what
They may be at a concert; at a people already want to see. This
radio show; at a rodeo or an aqua¬ is excellent but limited. It is dif¬
cade or a Broadway theatre or a ficult to program so that people
motion picture house. They may watch what they want to see in a
-'Ip c''ning a personal appearance form that includes things they
or a lecture platform. The point don’t want to see.
is iii.• l television, in its limitless
It seems to me that commercial
capaciousness, covers all the forms television, because of the need to

BILLY
NALLE
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attract a total audience, will have
more influence in elevating Brit¬
ish tastes than the BBC, which is
filling and responsive to needs that
already exist and that, thanks to
commercial television, will be ever
enlarged.
British
commercial
television thus can follow what we
at NBC consider the grand design
of television, the creation of an
all-people elite. We believe that
we are shaping a society which
acknowledges that no true pros¬
perity, no enduring culture can
stand on a bedrock of human mis¬
ery or of race or class or group
subjection.
We believe that it is
impossible for a society to consid¬
er i.lself mature and intelligent
and humane so long as any normal
person in it has been denied ex¬
posure to the great ideas, the great
achievements, the great history of
man. This is the opportunity and
the destiny of commercial televi¬
sion. It is the one communications
medium that can offer the heri¬
tage of man to everyone in a liv¬
in'?, vibrant and interesting form.
To do this, we must first engage
the attention of the total audience.
We must expose all of our people
to the thrilling rewards that come
from an understanding of fine mu¬
sic, ballet, the classics, science, the
arts, everything.
In our minds
to program for the intellectual
alore is easy and duplicates other
media.
To make us all into in¬
tellectuals—there is the challenge
for commercial television.
I do not want to give the impres¬
sion that we are satisfied with our
program schedule. We are not.
We have good things and we have
bad things. We have problems
that are serious and problems that
are insoluble.
In the design of our schedule to
reach the entire public we believe
that if we do not reach the total
audience we fail, and that if our
influence and impact on the total
audience is not positively and af¬
firmatively for good, we also fail.
This is the policy of NBC. I think
it shows that in intention, at least,
those who decry the American sys¬
tem and commercial television are
wrong. If they say that we have
failed, they have not sufficiently
studied the records. We have not
yet succeeded, it is true, but we
have not failed.
On Advertising
Now let me turn to -the subject
of advertising. Here, again, I have
read a great deal of information,
and misinformation, published in
this country. In television, as we
have developed it at NBC, the ad¬
vertising agency has lost a large
measure of the control he had-over
radio. We do not generally have
television sponsorship in the old
sense that we had it in radio.
Therefore, the setup as the, ITA
has developed it is much more like
our setup than like the old Ameri¬
can radio formula of sponsorship—
which is the dead horse so many
are beating so hard.
This has raised the question of
whether straight advertising would
sell goods on television, particular¬
ly at a price asked.
Despite all of the usefulness that
we offer advertisers that will not
be available on the ITA plan, you
are still offered the really big im¬
portant thing. The real value was
never sponsorship, never the grati¬
tude factor, never integrated com¬
mercials, never personal selling.
The real value always was huge
circulation and the opportunity to
present a message that was actu¬
ally selling the person. This was
even true in radio. In television it
is quadruply true, for you have

Television Chatter
New York
Hal March prepping his own
half-hour show, with Jim Fritzel
scripting. He also emcees Ameri¬
can Legion convention shindig in
Miami next week . . . Norman Blr
into “American Inventory” on Oct.
9 . . . AB-PT prexy Leonard H.
Goldenson strengthens his Cere¬
bral Palsy tieup by becoming
chairman of a new research and
educational foundation set1 up by
the organization. He’s also chair¬
man of UCP proper.. .Sports gab¬
ber Russ Hodges starts Oct. 16 as
voice for WPIX’s “Bowling Classic”
... Tv writer and novelist Alfred
Bestor to do a monthly radio-tv
column for Holiday magazine.
Jack Grossberg, last of the Guy
Lombardo vidfilm stanza staff out
of MCA stable, now assistant di¬
rector on new CBS “Wanted”
skein. Been on road with stanza
for nearly two months . . Robert
M. Negley is new sales chief of
Underwood Corp.’s new TelExecutive division, for marketing a
portable speech prompter developel by TelePrompter . . . Don
Elliott Quartet on Steve Allen
Monday f3> . . . Joe Julian, writerthesp, did U.S. Steel via CBS-TV
last Wednesday (Sept. 28), and this
coming Sabbath (9) he’ll be ap¬
pearing on NBC-TV’s “American
Inventory” . . . Ray Horl, exMCA’er now with the United
Cerebral Palsy telethon depart¬
ment, took, in $7-0,000 in his first
telethon effort (Birmingham, Ala.)
. . . Katz agency v.p. Edward
Codel elected to Station Rep
Assn.'s board of directors . . . Sixyear old 88’er Eugenie Adamec did
WABD-“Wonderama”
stint
last
Sunday (2) . . . Leon Jason created
the puppet, “Jingle Dingle,” fea¬
tured on Sandy Becker’s early
morning kiddie show on WABD.
A merchandising tieup with a doll
manufacturing firm is now in the
works.
Commercials department of
Guild Films has completed a series
of commercials for Revlon's new
face lotion which it will unveil on
$64,000 Question” . . . Jimmy Yoham cast in a Signal Corps film
this week . . . Elan-Porter Produc¬
tions has effected an association
with the business consultancy firm
of Nejelski & Co. via stock trans¬
fers under which the two compa¬
nies will work together on the mat¬
ter of industrial and public rela¬
tions films . . . George Bassman,
who wrote the score for the film
sight and. sound and motion and
will eventually have color.
It is my honest conviction that
television advertising is being
blocked from a far higher degree
of interest, and of selling power by
the condescension with which much
of it is prepared. Again, I do not
know anything about the English
market, so I’m not competent to
discuss whether your commercials
or programs will be effective to
your market. In our own market,
there is so much power in the
medium that even bad commer¬
cials are selling goods. Some day
this will stop being true and our
advertising will improve. The ma¬
jor weakness, it seems to me, is
that the writers of advertising are
not taking advantage of the tre¬
mendous scope and excitement and
exhilaration that we have in this
medium
and the
tremendous
amount of information that we can
transmit quickly to people. ■

version of “Marty,” signed to com- •
pose and conduct a score for
“Producer’s Showcase’s” version of
“Cyrano” Nov. 17. Deal was set by
Bobby Sanford of Officials Films,
who’s added Bassman to his list of
clients . . . Charles Sinclair exited
Sponsor mag to join the Rogers &
Cowan flackery, where he’ll handle
the Ziv account . . . Gerard Pick
formerly a film supervisor at NBC*
joined Animated Productions as
head of the firm’s industrial divi¬
sion . . . Robert Q. Lewis pencilled
in to sub for Fred Allen on “What’s
My Line” for two weeks. Lewis
also does a telefilm on the life of
Robert E. Lee for The Christoph¬
ers this week . . . Betsy Palmer
guesting on “I've Got a Secret” to¬
night (Wed.) . . . Jason Lane upped
from supervisor of research to
-manager of research at the NBC
Film Division.
The Oct. 18 Look mag (current)
has a tricky two-page spread on
tv magician Kajar doing a levita¬
tion act with a slick chick as the
subject superimposed on New
York’s skyline. Everyone trying
to find out the name of the well ap¬
pointed femme with the waving
tresses and such . . . Kellogg re¬
news Tues. and Thurs. segments of
“Arthur Godfrey Time” . . . Okay
for CBS stations to sell spots ad¬
jacent to “The Honeymooners”
(Jackie Gleason) to Buick dealers,
but no go on sales to rival auto¬
makers on such adjacenies.
Coast to Coast with “Person to
Person”: John Horn and Chuck
Hill to H’wood for this Friday's
(7) Jean Simmons-Stewart Granger
remoter with Ed Murrow, with
Dave Moore and Bob Sammon to
Boston for the Harold Russell
(“Best Years of Our Lives”) seg¬
ment.
Co-producers Jesse Zousmer and John A. Aaron in. from
D. C. and N. J. respectively . . .
Sets for N.Y. Historical Society’s
special exhibit of rare old bill*
opening today (Wed.) were de¬
signed by Gene Callahan, CBS set
decorator, who also blueprinted
arrangements for menus, pictures
of taverns, hotels, etc.
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f time and space . . . New KNTV sales manager is Lee Cinnamond,
x_KYA and ex-KJBS . . . Singer Barbara McRitchie’s departing
KGO-TV’s “San Francisco Tonight” for Hollywood . . . Examiner’s
mviffht Newton returns to the air with his three-a-week schoolcasts
over REAR . . . News of Jess Oppenheimer's jump to NBC brought
back memories of Frisco, 1936, when Oppenheimer, fresh out of Stan¬
ford got his start in radio writing on the old Fred Astaire show through
show’s Young & Rubicam account executive, Pat Weaver.

I/V PITTSBURGH . . .
Pat O’Hanlon, of KQV staff, and Hilary Bogden, WJAS deejay, have
set the date—Nov. 15 , . . Pliil Davis, WWSW continuity man and
co-composer of “You Did, You Did,” which Peggy King recorded,
elected to ASCAP membership . . . Bob Prince broadcasting Penn
State football games on a state-wide network . . . Station WHOD
in Homestead has opened a Pittsburgh studio in the Courier news¬
paper building . . . Vicki (Mrs. Win) Fanning, wife of Post-Gazette
radio-tv editor, starts weekly half-hour foreign language platter session
on KDKA Oct. 14, Friday nights at 9:30 . . . WCAE picking up quarter
hour of Saturday night record hops from Diamond Roller Rink emceed
by its disk jockey, Jay Michael . . . Dick Bingham, who assisted Bob
prince in calling the Pirate baseball schedule, on CBS. Radio foot¬
ball roundups Saturday afternoons . . . Kay Neumann, of “Kay’s
Kitchen” on KDKA-TV, elected to honorary membership in Pitts¬
burgh Chefs Association, first woman ever so honored.

IN MINNEAPOLIS ...
Backing up his claim that after its current expansion Is completed
WCCO-TV will have “Northwest’s largest and most complete tv
facilities,” promotion director Gene Godt cites figures of 6,880 square
feet of studio space compared to 6,831 combined tv and radio space
for KSTP, its nearest competitor in this regard. In a separate build¬
ing WCCO radio space totals 5,680 additional square feet . . .
Seven of the Twin Cities’ 11 radio stations are broadcasting U. of
Minnesota football games play by play this fall and all of the six
commercial stations boast bankrolled for the program . . . KEYD-TV
keeping cameraman in corridor outside of courtroom where murder
trial of great local interest is in progress to catch shots for its
news shows. It and WCCO-TV were denied privilege of televising
the trial—that of a dentist accused of slaying a woman patient with
whom he allegedly was having an affair.

IN CLEVELAND . . .
Jim Hubert replaced Norman Wain as WDOK disker . . . Brooke
Taylor given Alcoa network commercials . . . WHK’s Bill Gordon em¬
ceed (30) Press Club's successful clam bake . . .Gene Carroll reopens
his old Jake and Lena series with WEWS daily “Song Shop” assisted
by Blanche Anderson, pianist, Vince Haydock, singer . . . WERE’s
Bill Randle now doing Saturday record column for Cleveland Press . . .
Maurice Van Meter recovered from illness and back at Cleveland
News radio-tv chores . . .Shaker Heights grid coach Jim Halderman
has nightly WSRS sports show . . . Bob West opened (2) fall series
of his WERE Sunday “Seven Arts” series . . . Leo Battlin named
WBOE director . . . WSRS prexy Sam Sague home from Europe . . .
Bill McGaw and Don Raumbaugh, both WNBK, direct and play lead
roleg respectively in Chagrin Valley Little Theatre’s opening of
“Meet Mr. Callaghan.”

IN WASHINGTON . . .
Herb Davis has been upped from assistant director to program
director for tv at WTOP-CBS, replacing Ted Zarpas, wrho recently
resigned . . . New staffers at WTTG-DuMont include Coral Long, who
has been named sales service supervisor, and Millicent Waldron, for¬
mer Norfolk, Va., and New York tv fashion expert, who debuted as
station weather girl past week . . . Ben Whitehurst, author and re¬
porter, now has his own daily “information” show on suburban radio
station WGAY, with Perpetual Building Assn, sponsoring . . . “Y.O.U.
—Years of Usefulness,” public service show devoted to problems of
aging, currently featured on WRC-NBC-TV, with local Department
of Health cooperating in production

IN SEATTLE . . .
Kaye Gentry has joined KTVW, Channel 13, as an account execu¬
tive. She was formerly managing editor of Alaska Weekly, and has
done tv work in Hollywood . . . Paul Coates’ “Confidential File” on
KING-TV, sponsored by Bardahl Oil Co. and S. L. Savidge Co. Bardahl is buying the program in some 30 markets throughout the coun¬
try, in most instances along with a “minor” sponsor . . . Hockey is
back in Seattle, with new team, the Americans, in league with eight
Canadian team*. Local games will be televised on KTVW, with half¬
sponsorship picked up by Heidelberg Brewery . . . KING-TV getting
lots of response from sports editor Bill O’Mara’s request for local
support for big unlimited hydroplane race during next summer’s
Seafair to replace Gold Cup race, which was won by Detroit boat
• Gale V) and thus will move to Detroit . . . NBC’s “Zoo Parade” wall
do an insert for the Oct. 23 program from the lion houses at Wood¬
bind Park, Seattle.

---

Crosley-Bendix Coin
For ’Midwest Hayride’
Chicago, Oct. 4.
Avco’s Crosley-Bendix Division
bas cut itself in for half a ride on
“Midwest Hayride”
Wednesday
nights at 9:30 (CDT) on NBC-TV.
Ilomespuner out of WLW-T, Cincinnati, was berthed in its present
spot by Whitehall Pharmacal after
a hiatus run with the invite out
jvom the drug firm for the network
to find an alternate sponsor.
Appliance maker is due to join
the show next week (12). Agency
is Earle Ludgin.
Worcester, Mass. —Robert W.
“Ooth( formerly veepee and geng. manager of WTAG and
f AG-FM, was appointed prexy
ny ownership, The Worcester TeleMam -and The Evening Gazette,
iierpert L. Krueger replaced him
former post, and Gordon A.
;r, rien was named treasurer of
I, newspapers and the radio sta¬
tions. Howard M. Booth, publisher,
became WTAG v.p.

Romper Room
Continued from page 23

the right to pass on each advertiser
buying into the show.
In practically all cases, the in¬
dividual “Romper” teache.r-hostesses are hired directly by the sta¬
tions but Claster and wife, Nancy,
conductor of the original WBALTV version, make the actual picks.
The local “teacher” is then flown
into Baltimore for a few days of
homeoffice indoctrination in
“Room’s” philosophy of “instruc¬
tive entertainment” for the tykes..
Claster maintains ah 11-man staff
in Baltimore to work out the script
outlines and the various props
used on the shows. Packager also
has on hand a fulltime pinchhitter.
Peggy Menefee, who fills in as a
sub for the other “teachers”
around the country .during vaca¬
tions and illnesses. Because of the
growing station lineup a second
sub is to be hired shortly.
Natch, there’s a merchandising
adjunct to Claster’s moppet enter¬
prise with some 28 items bearing
the “Romper Room” label.
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Peck’s Shift to Cleve.
Cleveland, Oct. 4.
Two top-level changes have been
announced here with Curtis D.
Peck moving in from NBC’s o-g
division to become director of op¬
erations at WTAM-WNBK, filling,
spot left vacant when William
Davidson moved to WRCA.
In the second move, Franklin
Snyder, general manager at WXEL
since station went on the air in
1949, has resigned with the post
toi be filled temporarily by William
E.'Rine, veepee of the Storer chain.

Spectrum-FCC
Continued from page 24

were held more than three months
ago.
McConnaughey’s
task is
to
achieve a meeting of minds on
whether to (1) adopt deintermix¬
ture as the basic approach to the
preservation of UHF; (2) deny de¬
intermixture and let UHF struggle
along as best it can; (3) reduce
VHF mileage separations to pro¬
vide for a secondary class of VHF
stations, as pi*oposed by Comr.
Lee; (4) get more VHF channels
from spectrum space used by the
military and by FM; and (5) put
all1 tv in UHF.
Of these five approaches, it ap¬
pears highly probable that the dis¬
cussions will narrow down to two:
affirmative action on deintermix¬
ture and secondary V’s. The time
element alone, it’s expected, will
rule out serious consideration of
getting more VHF channels (let
alone conversion problems which
this approach also entails). A com¬
plete shift to UHF, while theoreti¬
cally an ideal solution, will doubt¬
less be tossed out as impractical
(this was former Comr. Frieda
Hennock’s recommendation). De¬
nial of deintermixturc without
some alternative action to provide
more tv stations is also unlikely.
The Lee Approach
Since Comr. Lee expounded his
proposal for secondary V’s before
the NARTB regional meeting in
Chicago twe weeks ago, the full
realization of what this would
mean is beginning to dawn on
some commissioners and on im¬
portant elements of the tv indus¬
try. The Lee approach, even if
proved engineeringly sound, it's
felt, could provide at most 200
limited-coverage VHF stations—
enough to kill off UHF but not
sufficient to meet tv’s growing
needs.
It’s considered significant that
within a week of Lee’s speech the
board of directors of the Radio-Electronics-TV Manufacturers
Assn, appointed a committee, with
Dr. W. R. G. Baker of General
Electric as chairman, to submit
recommendations to FCC on the
UHF problem. And in announcing
this development, RETMA presi¬
dent II. Leslie Hoffman said his
organization feels that “adoption
of a hastily-conceived remedy” of
the UHF problem “might obstruct
the further development of a truly
nationwide tv system.”
Probably because of the intangi¬
bles or the dangers of any other
course, the Commission will have
to face up to the reality—however
unpleasant—of deintermixture as
the basic approach to the UHF
problem. This would mean that a
number of VHF applicants who
have gone through protracted and
expensive hearings would be “deintermixed ^out” of the markets
they sought and given or offered
a chance to compete for UHF
channels instead.
Whatever deintermixture action
is taken, the commissioners will
recognize, sets a pattern which
will result in proposals to do the
same elsewhere. Policy will there¬
fore have to be spelled out to
limit its application to cities with
no existing VHF stations, cities
with one V on the air and one V
or two V’s to come, or whatever the
case may be.
Adoption
of
deintermixture
would be a holding action to “con¬
tain” VHF in intermixed areas so
it does not kill the UHF stations.
It would not preclude application
of the'Lee plan to provide addi¬
tional V’s for such cities as Phila¬
delphia, Boston and other threeVHF station markets where UHF
has practically no chance unless
owned by a network.
Albany—Rev. John L. Jones, a
vice-chancellor of the Albany
Catholic Diocese, has been ap¬
pointed director of its radio and
television Guild.

Of Rubine, Shakespeare & Minsky
New York. fession: study the methods and
Editor, Variety:
routine of the new medium and,
I have been grateful for the only then, when he has acquired
support of some of my fellow writ¬ sufficient knowledge, should he
ers which you printed in Variety. permit himself to submit his ideas
I was happy to read (Sept. 28th) in the form of the medium for
one viewpoint from the other side which he desires to work. That is
of the fence, Irving Rubine’s, the only way, called professional.
script buyer for Dougfair Produc¬ Any other way is amateurish, and
tions.
in my first letter to the editor I
Since I don’t believe Variety is was not dealing with amateurs. I
the proper arena for battling out neither have knowledge of their
little, personal pin pricks, I shall methods nor the patience to be in¬
leave those in Mr. Rubine’s letter terested in them at a time when I,
unanswered and take stand only as a seasoned professional, need
to those statements of his which all the patience I can muster to
call for a general clearing. I do deal with amateurish newcomers
not. know how other writers feel among the agents, producers, di¬
about this, but, although in the rectors and executives who are “on
midst of work. I am always patient the frantic prowl to buy new
with a man who endears himself scripts.”
‘Market For All Merchandise*
by admitting the limitation of his
4. I don’t know where Mr. Ru¬
equipment. Perhaps my answers
might help eliminate some of his bine took the idea that we have no
other wish in life than to see him
limitations.
Mr. Rubine’s first mistake oc¬ and talk to him, unless he was re¬
curs in his belief that he is deal¬ ferring to my statement that I
ing “with new writers.” Because I could not get appointments with
do not share in his methods of executives after writing to them.
dealing in assumptions, I cannot May I clear up that point for him.
state that I have probably been in There is a market for all mer¬
the "business” longer than he; even chandise. In every business, the
though that assumption would intelligent manufacturer who cre¬
seem to have some good logic, as ates the merchandise and values it,
proven by the fact that Mr. Rubine will carefully select the distributor
seems to know little of the busi¬ who has the possibility to make
ness procedures, practiced be¬ use of the particular merchandise
tween writers and script buyci's. he has to offer. A dress manufac¬
How, otherwise, could it be that turer would not attempt to offer
he very lengthily explains, among his wares to a furniture jobber,
his woes, that he has to listen knowing well that he would be
“daily to 30 writers telling him wasting his time and efforts.
Only the creative writer, except
their ideas and stories with the
dramatic intensity of a Barry¬ In rare, specific cases, finds him-*
self
in the peculiar position of not
more”: who, later on, could not
put them on paper and. after being knowing who the right man is for
his
merchandise.
Mr. Rubine, and
assigned to the scrint because aU
the staff writers failed, admitted: most producers, executives of ad¬
vertising
agencies
and networks
“I can’t lick it.”
T cannot speak for other writers, and script buyers, are “jobbers”
who,
like
a
small
town general
although I have a notion that they
will endorse the majority of my store, peddle merchandise of all
k5nds.
The
fact
is
that
many of
thoughts. As for myself, I think
that Mr. Rubine must be a rather these jobbers dabble in all fields
ard
don’t,
themselves,
know
which
lovable “sucker” (as he describes
himself) for frustrated actors w'ho, kJnd of merchandise they want or
can
handle;
unfortunately
are,
in
having no outlet for their talents,
go into the business of writing addition, not sufficiently trade
conscious
to
know
the
value
of
by playing out their ideas in per¬
son. We have the same problem in merchandise offered to them.
another medium, on Broadway, Therefore, at least for the discrim¬
where many frustrated actors with¬ inating writer, it is most essential
out jobs go into the field of direct¬ to have a short talk with these
ing, and where they belong just jobbers, with whom they wish to
as little as ‘writers’ acting out do business, to find out which kind
of merchandise the jobber can use
their ideas in his office.
May I take the liberty to enlight¬ in any event in order to avoid sub¬
en Mr. Rubine of the following mitting the wrong kind. Writers,
capable of producing various kinds
facts:
1. Writers, who have had, experi¬ of merchandise, have to find out
the
possibility of marketing each
ence in the field, will refrain care¬
fully from relating their ideas to specific kind. This is no more
than
basic in any business; the
their best friends, leave alone
those who have “staff writers” more so in television, since writers
more
or
less specialize profession¬
around. They know only too pain¬
fully well that they will be rid of ally. buyers dabble, ha ing an in¬
visible
sign
over their doors:
their ideas the same moment they
finish their tale. After my experi¬ JOBBERS FOR EVERYTHING.
No
one
in
his
right mind would
ences, I would never submit a
script unless doubly protected offer a Shakespeare script to a
burlesoue
house.
But the writer,
with “copyright” although I realize
that even that is only a futile at¬ in a short meeting, has to deter¬
mine
whether
he
is dealing with
tempt in the protection of my
property. Too many times have I producers of Shakespeare festivals
or
Minsky.
Having
found out. the
listened to my own scripts on the
air, credited to another writer, and intelligent writer will submit the
merchandise
which
has a chance.
did not “seek my rights” for I
5. Mr. Rubine states: “Can Mr.
knew, in so doing, that I would be
biting off my nose by going on the de Kay (one of my fellow writers,
blacklist of every buyer; for which whose letter appeared in Variety
the thought that “justice was a week after mine), a writer with
done” is rather sad compensation. an idea, get in to sec Mr. Rubine?
2. Mr. Rubine offers a rathdi’ He certainly can not. Not until I
sad picture of Hollywood’s “top get to know him or his work
scribes.” Knowing the routined better.” That sentence clearly il¬
skill most of those have. I cannot luminates the situation and the
imagine why they so utterly failed warped impression buyer's, execu¬
in transposing “the orally sub¬ tives and jobbers have of the in¬
mitted idea of a well known writer tegrity of the writers’ profession.
into a script.” Aside from the point Can a writer “get in” to see a
that no author will be able to com¬ jobber? He can not. That should
prehend why a well known writer suffice to explain why many writ¬
ers, not “outraged” at all as Mr.
could not do it himself.
3. As a writer, not quite as Rubine assumes, disgustedly turn
“new” as Mr. Rubine assumes, I away from a medium, where they
would resent most emphatically are definitely prostituting, and
that my story or script be “hand¬ elect to become salesmen or soda
led” by anv staff writer. Person¬ jerks in order to earn their livings,
ally, I would object to the change with the feeling of doing clean
of a/ sound effect, let alone a sen¬ work and serving people.
Were it not for the professional
tence, unless the producer or directo;1 has obtained my permission altitude I expressed in point 4. I
to do so after explaining his rea¬ could not, frankly, think of any
sons for wanting a change. I am reason why I should crave to visit
not a stubborn or conceited writer, many executives of networks or
but I inserted the sound effects script buyers. Of course. I am gen¬
and wrote the words for a reason eralizing. I have many friends
and, therefore, must know the rea¬ among them and fleetingly know
son why they should be changed. others who are wonderful person¬
I can be easily convinced, but alities. But, in the sea of hundreds
would any time 'prefer to alter my wh‘o have' such" positions- today, in
own script to maintain its line of the field of tv, they are certainly a
writing. If any well known writer minority. Thinking of the many I
is unequipped to write for a new have had the dubious pleasure to
medium, he has to do the same meet, I cannot help but conclude
(Continued on page 46)
thing everybody does In every pro¬
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Reviewing British Entries
*
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Continued from page 27
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Saturday, 8:15 to 9 p.m.) A well Yu, David Williams and Leslie
mounted variety show with divert¬ Welch. Program tried to cater for
ing sketches, excellent production all tastes but the opener was somevalues and the dominating person¬ I what ragged. With a little time to
ality of Harry Secoinbe to keep the settle down, it should develop info
action rolling. The star, a popular
and versatile performer, was given a worthwhile feature,
“Adventures of Robin Hood”
the full treatment and a betterthan-average collection of specialty (ABC, Sunday, 5:30 to 6 p.m.). First
acts in support. Instead of the episode in the British made telemore familiar backcloths, there pix series, now being released in
were attractive sets; acts did not the U. S., gave promise of a lively
follow in dreary succession, but entertainment for juveniles and
Richard Greene
were merged into the general pro¬ adults alike.
duction. Bill Lyon-Shaw, a former gave a virile performance in the
BBC-TV director, made an impres¬ title role and the opening feature,
sive start to his commercial career. showing his return from the Cru¬
TV Playhouse (“Mid Level”) sades to join the outlaws, had
(ABC, Saturday, 9 to 10 p.m.). First plenty of action. Direction and
'of the hour-long plays, pre-filmed mounting were first class.
Movie Magazine (ABC, Sunday,
for the new medium. Plot dealt
with espionage in Hong Kong, as 7:45 to 8 p.m.). Out-and-out plug
a result of which Chinese Nation¬ for the motion picture industry,
alists -planes are unable to return featuring excerpts from “Sante Fe
from their base* to Formosa. Prin¬ Passage” and “Touch and Go.”
cipal suspect was believably played John Fitzgerald introduced the
by Michael Gough, with other ma¬ scenes and interviewed screen per¬
jor parts capably filled by Betty sonalities. A positive example of
McDowell, Jack Allen, William how,the two entertainment forces
Franklyn and Hilda Fennemore. can work together for their mutual
Berkeley Mather concentrated on benefit.
suspense in his script and Quentin
Sunday Night at the Palladium
Lawrence and Stewart Latham (ABC, Sunday, 8 to 9 p.m.). Un¬
have done a standard job of direc¬ doubtedly the highlight of the
weekend programming, this tele¬
tion.
The Jack Jackson Show (ABC, cast from London’s number one
Saturday, 10:15 to 11 p.m.). Beamed vaude theatre had exceptional
direct from the Embassy Club, name values in Grade Fields and
Bond Street with an invited audi¬ Guy Mitchell, and quality acts in
ence of celebrities who were spot¬ support of the caliber of Channing
lighted by the camera. Directed by Pollock, a magician, the ChristiHenry Caldwell, bestknown for his anis, springboard acrobats and the
Cafe Continental Series on BBC- Theda Sisters, aerialists. Tommy
TV, program provided a slick late Trinder, who headlined a Palladi¬
evening show w i th Frankie um revue for two years, made a big
Vaughan and Betty Miller among click as an emcee, particularly
the major attractions.
Jackson when handling the “Beat the
impressed with his easy manner as Clock” giveaway show, which oc¬
host, although occasionally handi¬ cupied almost one-third of the
capped by celebrities with little of hour’s telecast. This participation
game carried a jackpot prize of
interest to say.
Liberace (ABC, Sunday, 2 to 2:30 $280, which was not picked up in
p.m.). A popular way to open the the first program and will be car¬
day's telecast, the Liberace half- ried forward to the next.
hour show was notable for its style
Theatre Royal — (“Bardell v.
and showmanship as well as for the Pickwick”). (ABC, Sunday, 9 to
9:30 p.m.) Donald Wolfit extracted
artistry of the star.
Free Speech (ABC, 2:30 to 3 plenty of fun from the role of Ser¬
p.m.). A direct pinch from the geant Buzfuz in the famous breach
BBC-TV program, “In the News,” of promise trial scene from “Pick¬
with an original panel. Series got wick Papers.” This half-hour film,
off to a flying start with a heated made in the High Definition pro¬
discussion on the Burgess-Maclean cess, featured Roddy Hughes as
incident, allowed . because Parlia¬ Pickwick and Edna Morris as Mrs.
ment is recessed and the 14-day Bardell. Intelligently adapted by
ban does not therefore operate. George Kerr and Desmond Davis
A highly controversial and lively and competently directed by the
latter.
feature.
“I Love Lucy” (ABC, Sunday,
* Stage One (“Just What the Doc¬
tor Ordered”) (ABC, Sunday, 3 to 9:30 to 10 p.m.) The best so far of
3:30).
American filmed import, the American imports, the first of
starring Joanne Dru as a woman the Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz domes¬
doctor and Scott Brady as one of tic comedy programs was loaded
with vigorous comedy situations, a
her patients. Just fair.
Sunday Afternoon (ABC, Sun¬ racy script, and an overplus of
day, 3:30 to 4:10 p.m.). A weekly laughs.
magazine feature, with Tom DriPenny for a Song (A-R, Tuesday,
berg, Edith Sitwell, Ludovic Ken¬ 7:30-7:45 p.m.) An unsophisticated
nedy, Mervyn Levy, Jill Craigie, fortnightly romantic and musical
Anthony Wedgwood Benn, Chin serial, in which Shirley Abicair

and Denis Quilley are consistently
better than their material.
Assignment Unknown (A-R, Tues¬
day, 7:45-8 p.m.) Noel Barber as a
roving correspondent reporting
from Saigon, with particular ref¬
erence to the plight and problem
of homeless children.
Lights of London (A-R, Tuesday,
8-8:30 p.m.) An arty musical featuret in which the songs ^and decor
refllect the atmosphere of various
parts of the city. John Hanson,
Harriott and Evans and Lucille
Graham were good enough in the
key spots. George Carden’s chore¬
ography was stimulating. »
International Theatre—“A Month
in the Country”—(A-R, Tuesday,
8:30-10 p.m.) A fine specimen of
high grade dramatic entertainment
with star names equalling any West
End legit bill. Robert Hamer, a
leading British director, filmed this
condensed version of Turgenev’s
classic (which he adapted with Alwyne Whatsley) with incisiveness
and sincerity. “A Month in the
Country” is the first of a series of
major plays to be produced for the
network by John Clements; by lo¬
cal standards, at any rate, this one
reached the “spectacular” class.
Margaret Leighton gave a flawless
performance as the woman who
falls in love with a young tutor,
touching off a real Russian trag¬
edy because she knew her young
ward was in love with the same
man. The youth was admirably
played by Laurence Harvey and
Michael Gough gave a sincere
study as the lover. Other key parts
were intelligently played by Zena
Walker (as the ward). Miles Malleson (as the family doctor), and
Geoffrey Keen (as Miss Leighton’s
husband).

‘$64,000’ Whodunit
■ - Continued from page 23 —

Revlon, it might have gone
along, but Revlon said no dice.)
(b) Discussion with Procter &
Gamble on a possible shift of
Loretta Young’s Sunday night at
10 show to make room for the
second Revlon entry in that pe¬
riod was concluded with p. “no,
thank you, we’re happy with
Loretta as is.” This decision was
jointly reached in a weekend of
huddles between Tom McAvity,
NBC-TV chieftain, and toppers
of P&G.
(c) NBC contacted Liggett &
Myers on the possibility of shar¬
ing the panel show in “Dragnet”
Thursday
night
time,
with
“Dragnet” moving to a new time
segment, but Chesterfield de¬
cided to play it solo. NBC says
it also abandoned the idea when
it could not find a suitable pe¬
riod for “Dragnet.”
“That was the extent of our socalled ruthless ’power play,’ ” says
NBC. “We talked to a number of
clients. We made decisions together.
Everybody wound up happy. And
as for wanting the show, naturally,
when we heard that ‘$64,000 Ques¬
tion’ was a free ball,. we got in¬
terested. Who wouldn’t?”

Hnnouin

NEW FULL-SPECTRUM
ULTRAVIOLET
QUARTZ HEALTH LAMP
+ INFRARED
Get the health-giving, body-building
power of ultraviolet, and a rich golden
Bermuda glow, plus at the same time
the relaxing, pain-relieving rays of
infrared.
—
You keep physically fit, feel better
and look better all through the winter.

Get the ultraviolet benefits
of summer sunshine
all year ’round-*
right in your own home

50th Anniversary,

New! Designed' by Raymond Loewy
Associates for modern,
functional beauty.
New! No bulky .transformer.
Light, compact.
New! Gives complete ultraviolet spec¬
trum plus infrared heat rays!
New! Safe-T-Timer automatically
signals end of exposure time.
Get your Hanovia Health Lamp at your
department, surgical supply, or appli¬
ance store now.

Hnnouin

HRnOUIR, world leader in ultraviolet for half « century

Chemical Sc Mfg. Co.
100 Chestnut Street
Newark 5, N. J.
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
James Dean, rising film player, who was killed in an auto crash last
week, had been booked for two major NBC-TV shows and was pen¬
cilled in for another. He had been pacted to play the lead of the Welsh"
youth in “Corn Is Green;” upcoming on the “Maurice Evans Presents”
90-minute Sunday series. He was to star in Ernest Hemingway’s “The
Battle” on the Pontiac “Playwright Hour” Oct. 18. No replacements
determined as yet.
There w'as talk of having Dean make a plug entry on Perry Como’s
show to talk about his latest film, “Giant,” from the Edna Ferber
novel. Dean had finished shooting in that and another Warner pic
“Rebel Without A Cause.”
'
A fortnight ago Eddie Cantor was at Grossinger’s in upstate New
York on a Bonds For Israel drive and his protege, Eddie Fisher,
was one of his guest stars. When the latter learned that Debbie
Reynolds was flying in for a week to join him at the resort “he be¬
came a different feller,” says Cantor, “and you could see it just had
to happen.”
It didn’t happen for a week but Cantor, who is still convalescing
because of a heart attack, couldn’t motor back to Grossinger’s for the
ceremony, but he did receive a phone call from Fisher, “I did it pop,
and as you say this is gonna last forever.”
*
ABC Film Syndication has prepared a nifty press booic on its
“Anniversary Package” of 15 top J. Arthur Rank pix. 'Press book,
which goes to all clients, is subdivided into leaflet files, one for each
pie plus a general file on research-promotion on feature films. Eacli
file contains promotional material, credits, pictures, etc.,-on the par*
ticular pic, while the cover of the file.has synopsis, billings and ex¬
cerpted reviews from the N.Y. dailies and the national mags on each
film.
Second album in the series, “This Is The U.N.: Its Actual Voices,”
has been produced, for official release on UN Day, Oct. 24, and man¬
agement is negotiating for a radio performance on a N. Y. station,
as was done with the first volume. Album comprises a documentary
report of highlights of UN activities during 1950-55, employing voices
of delegates, VIPS, etc. Melvyn Douglas is the narrator. Album was
written and produced at UN headquarters by Saul Carson, using re¬
cordings from the UN Radio Record Library and UN. archives.
Recent review on the ABC-TV “Wyatt Earp” show erroneously gave
exec producer and co-owner (with ABC) Lou Edelman credit for
having created the show and handled most of its production facets.
Actually, producer Bob Sisk was the creator.
Sisk brought the
property to Edelman, who then pitched it to ABC. When the network
liked it, Edelman and the web set up a 50-50 partnership to produce
the series. Sisk, however, handled production throughout, with Edel¬
man merely maintaining a supervisory hand in the series.
Radio-tv-electronics purchasing agents raised over $350,000 for the
1955 campaign of United Jewish Appeal via a dinner last night (Tues.)
at the Hotel Pierre, N. Y. A testimonial, the dinner was held in honor
of William Hegyi, purchasing chief of Olympic Radio and Television.

Of Rubine, Shakespeare & Minsky
Continued from page 45

that it takes a certain masochistic
inclination to cherish the desire to
meet more than is absolutely
necessary for the sake of profes¬
sional dealings.
May I, in all modesty, ask if it
would not, rather, be a more logi¬
cal arrangement that Mr. Rubine
could not obtain any material from
a writer before the writer knows
more about Mr. Rubine and his
work? It shodld be one of Mr. Rubine’s duties to orient himself
about the writer. That is easy. If
he has done anything, his work
and personality-is known and Mr.
Rubine just has to do a little re¬
search work to find out about it.
But who is Mr. Rubine? What
guaranty has a writer that his
property is in the right hands?
Especially Mr. Rubine should know
what painstaking effort is required
to protect his property. I admire
the man who lends his name to the
outfit in which Mr. Rubine is em¬
ployed — deeply and sincerely as
a gentleman, the son of one of the
most enchanting men in this world,
a fine actor and, I am quite cer¬
tain, one whose character is above
any reproach. Yet, according to in¬
formation I read, Mr. Rubine’s firm
almost lost contracts for this man
because of a vicious, outrageous
smear' campaign, staged for the
purpose of cutting out competition.
Should not Mr. Rubine understand
that any writer at least wants to
know the man with whom he is
dealing, before entrusting him with
his merchandise? The writer of¬
fers sufficient official information
of his integrity, professionally as
well as — to an extent — charac¬
terise. What guaranty does Mr.
Rubine offer, beyond the fact that
he can read English?
Of course, after reading Mr. Ru¬
bine’s lament over the type of
“writers” he describes, I cannot be
too angry and must take a lenient
attitude; in fact, I feel sorry for
him. He sounds like a nice guy,
who does a lot of reading.
Therefore, I will gladly send him
a copy of my book to offer him
some diversion from script read¬
ing. I wish to go on record, how¬

ever, in stating that I am sending
this book as a calling card to as¬
sist him in the research on me,
since my residence is 3000 miles
from him. If he then wishes me to
submit scripts .for Dougfair Pro¬
ductions, he will have to extend
the professional courtesy of drop¬
ping me a note to let me know
what kind of story he is interested
in. If every writer and buyer would,
adopt this very fundamental pro¬
fessional attitude, practised by
every business, both sides might
profit considerably; no longer
writing scripts for which .there is
no market (rightly or wrongly so),
or reading scripts for which they
have no use.
Ilse F. Stanley

D&n't Buy A

New Car

Until You Talk to

SAM ANGER
- 0 oil - l'

a N l. I -1

For The Best Deal On A

FORD
or

FORD
THUNDERBIRD
TED

Call me a:
ROWLAND,

LYnbrooL

Inc

9-0600

PERSONAL — Mother, after 13 year* with malor net I have Just
becin released for "Incompetence". Please don't worry. I plan to start
contacting agency and net producers and directors offaring my Inimit¬
able incompetence on free lance basis. TV, radio, trans. film. Com¬
mercial announcer, MC, actor and singer. (Jingles, remember Mother?)
Wish me luck.
GEORGE GUNN.
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Echo From the Farm

Tele Followups
Continued from page 30

men created equal” theme as a server-upper. As to the legendary
ocument-in-action. So perhaps a Red. Grange, the combination of
5e play, good in its own way, his greatness as an Illini madman
paled beside the larger factor. way back when plus the experting
Keyed in the cast were Martin refinements gained from his back¬
balsam as the dock tyrant and ground as analyst-commentator in
Hilda Simms, the Negro looker, as the game he loves, certainly gives
poitier’s wife, b&th fine portrayals, him a beat on many a veteran pro.
L were those of the other princi¬
The duo went through the di¬
pals, with a special bow to Murray does of the Stanford-Ohio State
A final word might be said about NCAA fracas in Palo Alto, with
Ihe mortal battle of the lead play¬ the time differential from thataway
ers
with cargo jockeys’ hooks. Coast to this forcing the kickoff at
These scenes were tremendously a late 5 o’clock ip the eastern zone.
executed, as were the GI’s phone Still, what else is there to do at
conversations with his girlfriend that hour?
in Minneapolis and the “motivator”
P.S.: The Yanks-Dodgers game
via the Poitier happy home. Rob¬ finished long ere the Buckeyes met
ert Mulligan was in there with the Indians on NBC-TV. Every
careful, sensitive staging and sets little bit helps.
Trau.
were expert.
Trau.
On last Sunday’s (2) outing, Ed
Sullivan unloosed another of his
now stylized thisa & thatta grabbags which for the past seven CBSTV years has done a lot to bridge
the gap between Broadway and
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. What was
once a perhaps accidental stroke
of showmanship has now become a
formal formula but what’s the
Nielsen difference as long as the
week-to-week ingredients round
out into an apparently foolproof
recipe of something for everybody.
First there was a dash of “topi¬
cality,” trailerized by NBC-TV’s
World Series telecast. Waved up
from the audience for a brief grin
into the cameras were Brooklyn
Dodger manager Walter Alston
and employes Clem Labine and
Johnny Podres. Their opposition
was repped by Billy (“My Kind of
a ballplayer”) Martin and Tommy
Byrne. Also Jn on the out-front
bows were Ronald Reagan arid
Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball with
the latter Coast tourists getting a
reprise on some of the film yard¬
age used on an earlier Sullivan
salute to their “I Love Lucy.”
Then a fast switch to the work¬
ing hands of the evening.
Nat
(King) Cole aced with a brace
of his usual impeccable sharps
and flats. Comic Dick Shawn, late
of considerable NBC-TV spectacu¬
lar exposure, followed with an¬
other chapter from his Civil War
book that surely must be nearing
its end. But all in all, the ColeShawn prelude served as a. dilly
waker-upper for the big wallop to
come.
With producer Joshua Logan
acting as “interlocutor” and at the
windup something of a pitchmari,
Sullivan tossed a first-year birth¬
day party for the musical “Fanny”
which notches its initial Broadway
anm. Even as a teaser tidbit it
shaped out into a hefty hunk of
entertainment as stars Ezio Pinza
and Walter Slezak and featured
Florence Henderson and Jack
Washburn reeled off a couple of
the better scenes from the play. In
what is assumed was a swathedfor-tv version, dancer Nejla Ates
ran through her torso twists but
this time kept them at 180 degrees
rather than the traditional 360.
The “Fanny” segment was a sock
cross-country showcasing' that
hardly needed Logan’s finale “com¬
mercial” re mail orders; Dave.

Co-op ‘Super Circus’
Chicago, Oct. 4.
ABC-TV has opened up the sus¬
taining segments of the Sunday
afternoon “Super Circus” for co¬
op sale with a 28-day recapture
proviso. Only portion sold across
the network is Chunky Chocolates’
alternate week identity on the first
half hour.
Web’s WBKB is already off the
hook for a half hour every other
week with Easy Time. Popcorn
buying in locally.

The

An actor on a tv show the
other day was to say to his
wife, “We’re down to our last
pack of cigs.”
It came out instead, “We’re
down to our last sack of pigs.”

Red Barber to Moderate
Albany Church Congress
Albany, Oct. 4.
Sportscaster Red Barber will
moderate a series of panel discus¬
sions on “Communications” at the
Church and Work Congress, spon¬
sored by the Albany Diocese of the
Protestant Episcopal Church, Oct.
19-21. Davidson' Taylor, veepce
of NBC in charge of public af¬
fairs, will serve as analyst or leader
j
of the panel group.
“Communications” is one of
eight round-tables which will bring
to Albany some 250 top .men in
the country’s professions.
Barber, who is to direct the spe¬
cial discussions on “Communica¬
tions,” is a licensed lay reader and
has delivered sermons at churches
in several cities while touring with
ball clubs.
Greensboro, N. C. — James P.
Poston, general manager of InterCity Advertising Co. of Charlotte,
has been named president of the
newly formed Textile Radio Group.

Penthouse Offices from $75 Month

Hotel Great Northern
118 WEST 57th STREET
e
•
•
e
e

Ideal for TV rehearsals
Ballet School
Dance Instruction
Photographic er Art Studio
Or living quarters

24-hour olovator and switchboard Mrvlio

Continued from pape 24

end to the number of such innova¬
tions and many of them, particular¬
ly in the programming field, tend
to encouragt' stereotyping. Rate
increases would perriiit station^ to
improve programs, and render bet¬
ter public service.
Advertising acceptance can be
improved, he pointed out, “by re¬
verting to some of the old, time¬
worn but still good formulas for
programming, selling and general
business practice.”’
At Friday night’s banquet of
NARTB at the St. Charles Hotel,
Richard A. Mack, FCC member,
told the broadcasters that confus¬
ing laws and insufficient funds for
enforcement agencies are making
government regulations unneces¬
sarily difficult for agency and in¬
dustry.
Mack’s talk was a highspot of
the meeting. He said the term
“regulation” is considered an ugly
word by the average American
businessman.
“But regulation has come about,”
the commissioner said, “because
the various legislatures—both state
and federal—have seen that some
control would be in the best public
interest.”
The problem of government con¬
trol and competition which hangs
over the head of the broadcasting

industry is mainly due to the pub¬
lic’s opinion of the various regula¬
tory agencies and the public rela¬
tions maintained by the industry
itself, Mack said.
At an earlier session Friday (30),
NARTB members passed a resolu¬
tion calling on Congress to do all
in its power to further enactment
of legislation which would keep all
times in the country in the same
relation they have under the con¬
stituted standard time zones.

Lincoln Park
-

- Continued from pajrc 24 —

IN BOSTON * * . WNAC-TV, Channel 7,
consistently — season after season for over
seven years — has represented true value
to its hundreds of thousands of viewers and
to its enthusiastic advertisers and their
discriminating agencies.

Viewers watch most of Boston's toprated. shows — network and film — on
Channel 7. WNAC-TV clients sell their
products in this atmosphere of quality
and success.

Represented by H-R Television, Inc.

WNAC-TV
A GENERAL TELERADIO OWNED STATION

The Yankee Network

—

nearly $140,000 for the use of the
zoo.
Present plans call for nine shows
to be built around the film footage
shot in Africa and visits to at least
a dozen other zoos around the
country on other Sundays.
Proferred resignation by Per¬
kins, who has been associated with
the zoo for over 10 years, caused
something of a civic stir with the
local dailies chiding the park board
for seemingly losing both the
services of the nationally famous
animal specialist and the Lincoln
Park identification on NBC-TV.

BOSTON Story in Capsule

Lets face it, watching a football
game on tv is one of the more de¬
lightful illusions. You think you’re
observing the “fine points’? that develop into pass, push or punt, but
?ctuahy you have to be conned
into believing what wasri’t seen.
*n baseball, the most AM’d and
1V d of; sports, a guy at least ge.ts
the basics of the fray and as often
fs.n?t the play itself; but this is
Unfairly pitting a wide open sport
ys. the mysterioso, hidden-in-thenuddle tricks of griddery.
As to the con-men who supply
the missing links, NBC-TV. has itself a gem of a pair, in Lindsey.
Nelson and Red Grange.. Nelson,
asst, sports director of the web, is
a rapid-Dan, alert’ caller of the
slripe-by-stripe: Sorrietirries as per
the action he’s a bit too fast for a
mere layman, but overall he per¬
forms with clarity and authority,
including the chores of statistical

4,500 Sq. Ft.
Penthouse

Fellows on State of Radio

21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
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Best British Sheet Sellers

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
nT HERM SCHOENFELD

..

■■

“Sweet Kentucky Rose” is a pleas¬
ing folk-styled entry with a lilting
melody. Jeffrey Clay also handles
this one catchingly fof Coral.
Nilla Pizzi: “Canzone Doce”“Arrivederci Roma” (Victor). Italo
thrush Nilla Pizzi, who is currently
in this country, displays lush pipes
on this platter. Unfortunately
these tunes are done exclusively
in her native tongue, limiting the
potential. Both sides are melodically appealing and showcase
enough of Miss Pizzi’s talents to
warrant a retake for the American
market.
Bill Hayes: “That Do Make ItNice”-“Kwcla, Kwela” (Cadence)
It’s a far cry from “Davy Crockett”

Mitch Miller Orch & Chorus:
“Bel Sante”-"The Bonnie Blue Gai’'
(Columbia). If the marching song
cycle manages to last beyond “Yel¬
low Rose of Texas/’ Mitch Miller
should again mop up with this
coupling. Both tunes are excellent
with the lively “Bel Sante,” a sea
chanty, having the edge. The orch
and chorus treatment on the two
sides are bright and stirring with
a potent commercial kick.
Jaye P. Morgan: “If You Don’t
Want My Love”-“Pepper-Hot Baby’’
(RCA Victor). “If You Don’t Want
My Love” gets a strong sendolf
via Jaye P. Morgan’s solid rendi¬
tion and the unusual mag promo¬
tion via the paper-disk insert in

Best Bets
MITCH MILLER . .BEL SANTE
(Columbia) .. •.The Bonnie Blue Gal
JAYE P. MORGAN.IF YOU DON’T WANT MY LOVE
(RCA Victor) .•. Pepper-Hot Baby
ROBERT CLARY.BRING ME A BLUEBIRD
(Epic) .Vm In Love With Me
THE CREW CUTS . SLAM! BAM!
(Mercury) .Are you Having Any Fun
the current issue of Pageant mag.
It's a well-turned ballad idea which
could build into one of Miss Mor¬
gan’s biggest. Flip tunes is another
strong potential, a cute jump nov¬
elty which the songstress belts
neatly.
Robert Clary; “Bring Me a Bluebird”-‘Tm In Love With Me”
(Epic). Pat Ballard’s new tune,
“Bring Me a Bluebird,” is an off¬
beat novelty entry which has been
attracting a stack of wax. The best
side to date is Robert Clary’s. The
talented French performer delivers
with style and zest and should
come up with his first disk hit.
Mitzi Mason’s workover of this
number for MGM also is very good
and she .should share a considerable
part of the spins. On the Epic re¬
verse, Clary again impresses with
^charming number from the NBCTV video spectacular, “Heidi.”
The Crew Cuts: “Slam! Bam!”“Are You Having Any Fun” (Merdury). “Slam! Bam!” is a bouncing
novelty item which spans both the
pop and rock ’n’ roll markets. The
Crew Cuts belt it colorfully enough
to cop with this entry. Vocal crew
also handles the flip standard
nicely.
Kitty Kallen: “How Lonely Can
I Get”-“Sweet Kentucky Rose”
(Decca). Kitty Kallen has a pretty
ballad in "How Lonely Can I Get;
from the Universal pic, “The Sec¬
ond Greatest Sex,” and she pro¬
jects with appealing simplicity.

to “Do Make It Nice,” a rhythm
ballad, but Bill Hayes hurdles that
distance stylishly with a highly in¬
gratiating wax performance. Re¬
verse is another bouncy tune with
a folksy flavor. Buddy Morrow
also has a solid treatment of this
tune on the Mercury label.
Jane Morgan: “In Paree”-“Take
Me Away” (Kapp). Jane Morgan
is a talented songstress who has
been looking for the click formula
on wax. “In Paree” is an above-par
number which she does bilingually in English and French for top¬
flight results. Jockeys should pay
attention to this one. Reverse is a
Latino-styled ballad with a strong
beat and good lyric which Miss
Morgan projects effectively.
Lionel Hampton: “A Son of the
Vineyard”-“ShalQm-Shalom” (Clef).
Lionel Hampton, who has been on
the Israeli song kick for some time,
turns up here with two traditional
dance tunes which he and his
combo swing for general accept¬
ance. On “Song of the Vineyard,”
Hampton features his vibes against
a rhythm background. On the flip,
the whole band is featured in a
muted arrangement with the vibes
again in the forefront.
Betty Madigan: “There Should
Be
Rules”-“Strangers”
(MGM).
Betty Madigan, who hit with “Joey”
last year, has been trying to come
up with another payoff entry.
“Rules” is an interesting ballad
with an attractive lilt which Miss

(Week ending Sept. 24)
London, Sept. 27.
Ev’rywhere .Bron
Blue Star.Victoria
Unchained Melody..... Frank
Evermore . Rogers
Every Day .Robbins
I Wonder ..Macmelodies
Learniri’ the Blues. .Connelly
Stars Shine .Maurice
John and Julie.Toff
Close the Door.Duchess
Man From Laramie. . Chappell
You, My Love.Dash

Second 12
Stranger in Paradise.. Frank
Cool Water .Feldman
Dreamboat .Leeds
Softly .Cavendish
Yellow Rose.Maddox
Where Dimple Be...Cinephonic
How Love Song Born Chappell
Love Me or Leave Me...Prowse
Cherry Pink . Maddox
I’ll Come When You Call Reine
Ever Been Lonely .... Wright
Dambusters March .. Chappell
Madigan rides easily and pleas¬
antly. It rates spins. “Strangers”
is a promising torch number also
handled with savvy by the song¬
stress.
Ginny.Gibson: “Mommy’s Little
Angel”-“Wanting You”
(Davis).
“Mommy’s Little Angel/' as the
title indicates, is a frank and con¬
ventional sentimental item which
appeals to the national "weakness
for kids. Ginny Gibson handles it
straight. “Wanting You” is a rou¬
tine ballad.
Chubby Jackson Orch: “What’s
With You”-“Easy” (Scope). This
new indie Chicago label gets off to
a nice start with this swinging
platter. “What’s With You” is a hip
piece of material, vocal led skill¬
fully-by Kenny Bower, with the
Chubby Jackson combo laying
down a good beat. Reverse is an
instrumental in a smooth jazz for¬
mat.

Vy Bradley Peps RCA
Sales in Ottawa Area
Ottawa, Oct. 4.
RCA Victor, first d sk company
to locate a sales and promotion of¬
fice in Ottawa, has appoined Vyola
Bradley to handle that job in this
area. Former canary, Miss Bradley
went to RCA Victor from the rec¬
ord library of radio station CFRA
here, and had previously had ex¬
perience in retail disk sales.
Until now, label names appear¬
ing in Ottawa show spots got little
publicity backing from their com¬
panies, and when it did happen,
the arrangements were made from
Montreal or Toronto.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
1.

YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS (9).|
COVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING (1)..{

3.

SEVENTEEN (8) .

4.

WAKE THE TOWN AND TELL THE PEOPLE (C) .

j Les Baxter ..
Capitol ‘*
| Mindy Carson.Columbia « ►

5.

BIBLE TELLS ME SO (3) .

\Nick Noble ...Wing
\ Dick Cornell ..Coral ’ *

6.

AIN’T THAT A SHAME (10)_

j Pat Boone .Dot
J, Fats Domino .Imperial
\ Ronnie Gaylord .Wing

7.

LONGEST WALK (5).

Jaye P. Morgan .Victor

8.

MOMENTS TO REMEMBER (3)

Four Lads ..Columbia

9.

MAYBELLENE (5) .*.
i Chuck Berry .....Chess
„
.•.) Jim Lowe .Dot
AUTUMN LEAVES (1). Roger Williams .Kapp

'•
-

Cornell V.V.V.V.V.V. Coral

( Fontane Sisters.. Dot ..
] Boyd Bennett .King * *
l Rusty Draper .Mercury *’

10.

Second Group
” TINA MARIE ..

.

f Julius LaR,osa .
Cadence
l Gogi Grant.
Era

ONLY YOU .

\ Platters .Mercury
X Billy Eckstine .MGM

HE

.

Al Hibbler .Decca
Cheers ....Capitol

BLACK DENIM TROUSERS .
HARD TO GET

Gisele MacKcnzie .Label X
( Billy Vaughn .Dot
X Rusty Draper .Mercury

SHIFTING, WHT^PRRING SANDS
LEARNIN’ THE F-> UES

. .

Frank Sinatra ...........Capitol
( Eddie Fisher ...Victor
I Johnnie Ray .Columbia

SONG OF THE DREAMER

..

Perry Como .Victor

SUDDENLY THERE’S A VALLEY

1

{ Georgia Gibbs .. ..Mercury
" / Lillian Briggs .. Epic

WANT.YOU TO Li. J’lY l.’ABY
figures

i .

ntneses

*++ + ++ + ♦ ♦ ♦ f f + + ■* rlUrHO t *
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number

of weeks sovq h.as been in the Top 10)-

Gene Kelly - Dan Dailey - Dolores
Gray: “It’s Always Fair Weather”
. (MGM). One of the top filmusicals
of recent years, “It’s Always Fair
Weather” has been turned into an¬
other excellent soundtrack set. The
score by Andre Previn (music) and
Betty Comden & Adolph Green
(lyrics) contains a couple 'of stand¬
out tunes, including “Thanks A Lot
But No Thanks,” which is sold to'
the hilt by Dolores Gray, and “I
Like Myself,” which is delivered
neatly by Gene Kelly. Dan Dailey
handles the tricky special material
number, “Situation-Wise” in good
style. “It’s Time For Pacing” is
another fine entry duetted by
Kelly and Dailey while Kelly's
takeoff on the “Blue Danube” is a
winning bit. Previn also batons
the studio orch.
Judy Garland: “Greatest Per¬
formances” (Decca). Although
Capitol Records is releasing Judy
Garland set based on her recent
NBC-TV “Spectacular,” Decca has
jumped in with a superlative pack¬
age of the songstress’s best known
numbers. These were recorded in
years past and Miss Garland's pipes
were never better than in this col¬
lection. The 12-inch LP contains
12 numbers including such trademarked standards as “Over The
Rainbow.” “Dear Mr. Gable,” “The
Trolley Song,” and “Meet Me In St.
Louis, Louis.” She’s backed .by
several different orchs batoned by
Harry Sosnik, David Rose, Victor
Young, George Stoll and Lynn
Murray.
Andre Kostelanetz: “Calendar
Girl” (Columbia).
The Andre
Kostelanetz symphonic-pop style,
which is probably the most com¬
mercial for this particular genre,

is spotlighted in an attractive col¬
lection of oldies framed around
feminine names. Kostelanetz hits
a swinging beat on “Liza” and
Mimi and dresses up the whole
set with his glistening fiddle ar¬
rangements.
Paul Mickelson: “Christmas
Bells” (RCA Victor). This is In
early Christmas entry featuring
Paul Mickelson on’ the symphonic
carillon and vibraharp. Michelson
gets a traditional holiday sound on
a familiar collection of hymns and
carols such as “Silent Night ”
“Good King „ Wenceslas/' “The
First Noel” and others among the
two dozen selections.
World Symphony Orch: “Musical
Headlines” (Request). This is a
pleasant set of instrumentals with
an oifb.eat and eye-catching peg.
All of the tunes in this package
written by H. J. Lengsfelder, have
been given journalistic tags such
as “Medling In the Middle East,”
“Germany Signs Pact,” “Supreme
Court in Session,” etc. The rela*
tionship between the titles and the
music may be tenuous, but it makes
for an attractive album jacket
which carries thumbnail pictures
of 50 radio-tv news commentators.
The World Symphony Orch, under
maestro Henri Landeau, plays com¬
petently.
American Symphonic Band of
the Air: “Band Concert” (Decca).
The brass band repertoire on wax
has grown quite -extensive in re¬
cent years and this platter, con¬
ducted by Dr. William D. Revelli,
is a valuable addition. Playing
with a group of topflight, sidemen
from leading symph organizations,
Revelli has chosen a varied reper¬
tory of compositions that includes
marches, a kiddie ballet, a beguine
(Continued on page 50)

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.
t Film.
Survey Week of Sept. 23-29, 1955
A Satisfied Mind .....
Starrite
Ain’t That a Shame ...
Commodore
At My Front Door... Tollie
Autumn Leaves .. Ardmore
Bible Tells Me So.
Paramount
Domani ..Montauk
Fooled .Harms
Forgive My Heart ..........BVC
Hard to Get... Witmark
Hummingbird.Jungnickel
I’ll Never Stop Loving You—t“Love Me, Leave Me” Feist
Johnny Be Smart .Stratton
Learnin’ the Blues.Barton
Longest Walk •.Advanced
Love And Marriage ...Barton
Love Is Many-Splendored—t“Love Is Splendored”. Miller
My Bonnie Lassie ....Leads
People Will Say We’re in Love—t“Oklahoma” .... Williamson
Rockin' The Cha Cha ..Porgie
Same Old Saturday Night.Barton
Seventeen ........ Lois
Soldier Boy .,,.Marks
Suddenly There’s a Valley .H&R
Sweet Song of India.Tee-Kaye.
Then I’ll Be Happy ....Bourne
Tina Marie .Roncom
Toy Tiger—1“Private War of Major Benson”.Northern
Wake the Town and Tell the People .,.. Joy
Yellow Rose of Texas .Planetary
Young Ideas ...Harms

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
Ain’t That a Shame .Commodor*
At My Front Door..
Tollie
Autumn Leaves ..Ardmore
Banjo’s Back In Town ..World
Bible* Tells Me So ....Paramount
Croce Di Oro ........
Shapiro-B
Fairy Tale .Miller
Gobs And Gobs Of Gobs.....Durante
Gum Drop ...Toombs
Hard to Get .Witmark
Jni0..
Avas
Heart—+“Damn Yankees” .Frank
I Kiss You A Million Times .Morris
I Want You To Be My Baby .Victory
If It’s A Dream—*“Seventh Heaven” .Chappell
I’ll Never Stop Loving You—t“Love Me, Leave Me” Feist
Learnin’ the Blues .Barton
Longest Walk .•.Advanced
Love is Many-Splendored—f“Love Is Splendored”. .Miller
Love Me Or Leave Me—i“Love Me Or Leave Me”.. BVC
Lover, Lover (Never Leave Me) .Ardmore
Play A Waiting Game ...Country
Rock Around the Clock—t“Blackboard Jungle” .. .Myers
Seventeen ..Lois
Something’s” Gotta Give—t“Daddy Long Legs”.... Robbins
Suddenly There’s a Valley............. .H&R
Sweet And Gentle ... Peer
Teen-Ager’s Waltz .Tee-Pee
Wake The Town And Tell The People.Joy
Yellow Rose of Texas .Planetary
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Ballroom Ops, Dance Bandleaders | J£*£"S
Join in National Hoofing Promotion
Chicago, Oct. 4. A high-powered hypo to speed
Ihe recovery of the dance band
business was launched last week at
Ibe three-day National Ballroom
Ooerators Assn, convention here.
Steady improvement of the ball¬
room business since its low point
in 1953 had delegates striking a
note of bullishness about the fu¬
ture. To bring the crowds back to
the dance floor, the NBOA blue¬
printed an ambitious promotion
project undertaken jointly with the
newborn Dance Orchestra Leaders
of America, who held their first
formal meeting m conjunction with
the NBOA conclavd:
The current, highly successful
Lawrence Welk one-niter tour was
constantly cited as an example of
what can be done to fill the ball¬
rooms again. Ops seemed to feel
that Welk’s fat grosses were trace¬
able to two standout factors: Na¬
tional television exoosure with his
Saturday night ABC-TV ballroom
remotes, artd “danceable” music.
Oos recalled the tiein between ra¬
dio remotes and booming biz dur¬
ing the prewar heyday of the dance
bands.
Opening session of the conclave
was devoted to a rundown of pos¬
sible promotion ideas, with band
leaders and bookers contributing
ideas. Employment of a top pub¬
lic relations counsel to stimulate
interest in dancing, lensing of pro¬
motional films by bands for use
as teevee spot plugs, and etching
of band recordings for deejay play,
were some of the plans considered.
The films and recordings would be
aired locally in conjuncion with a
band’s appearance in a certain
area.
It wasn’t until the closing ses¬
sion of the DOLA convention that
a workable, money raising scheme
for the ioint promotion was hit
upon. “Whatever DOLA wants”
was, id effect, the_ ballroom ops’
(Continued on page 54)

Max Fink, Attorney For
De Sylva’s Son, Stresses
Court’s HumaDitarianism
Los Angeles.
Editor, Variety:
Variety Sept. 28 carried Page 1
story captioned “De Sylva Ruling
Gives Child, Widow Equal Rights
to Tune Estate.” Article then pro¬
ceeded to quote an attorney named
( Samuel W.) Tannenbaum of N. Y.
City as the attorney who acted on
behalf of the child. I have at all
times represented this child.
I
had never heard of this Mr. Tan¬
nenbaum, and neither he nor any
other Mr. Tannenbaum is in any
manner connected with this case.
I received a congratulatory letter
from him dated Sept. 29, 1955,
which was written following the
appearance of your article.
In view of. our very close asso¬
ciations throughout the music in¬
dustry; further, in view of the fact
that we represent a large segment
of the music industry, including
the Music Publishers’ Protective
Assn, on occasion and many of the
publishing firms and groups of
firms and, further, in view of the
fact that many persons and attor¬
neys have knowledge that we were
conducting this matter, it is indeed
shocking to find some other coun¬
sel quoted and cited in connection
with the same.
I should note that it has also
been our good fortune to be on the
w inning side of several cases set¬
ting precedents and the recent
(Continued on page 56)

Epic’s Lowprice Line
Gets Off to Fast Start
t Epic Records’ new 10-inch LP
line at $1.98 has gotten off to a
fast start, wdth key dealers around
the country ordering between 300
and 400 of the 15 albums in the
package. Label’s execs are bull¬
ish about the early sales spurt and
figure that the new line can bring
in as much as $250,000 in additional biz. An average album release
usually draws about $50,000.
The lowprice LP line is also
helping Epic bfoaden its distribulion outlets. Chain stores, rack
jobbers and department stores alrcady have put in bids to handle
file LP line.

Les Brown Named Head
Of New Batoners Group

Columbia Records’ transcription
division is going on a canine kick.
Label has tied up with the Atlas
Canning Co., manufacturers of
Laddie Boy Dog Food, to produce
a special seven-inch 78 rpm plat¬
ter tagged “How to Train Your
Dog,” narrated by Mike Mazola.
The disk will be peddled for
25c plus a coupon which will ac¬
company each can. The . dog food
company plans to put the coupon
on 3,000,000 can*

Chicago, Oct. 4.
At the first convention of the
fledgling Dance Orchestra Leaders
of America, held here last week in
conjunction with the National Ball¬
room' Operators convention, Les
Brown, who spearheaded formation
of DOLA, was unanimously elected
president of the batoners group.
Other officers and a 13-man
board of directors wall be elected
by mail ballot. Two .vice-presidents
will be voted on from a slate con¬
sisting of Tommy Dorsey, Harry
James,. Willard Alexander and Leo
RCA Victor execs bit the road
Peepers.
Lawrence Welk and
Sammy Kaye were nominated for this week to promote a new' plan
to cash in on the certificate mer¬
the treasurer’s spot.
chandising $1,000,000 Christmas
gift market. The certificate plan, in
effect, is an extension of the com¬
pany's “Personal Music Service”
which w'as inaugurated several
months ago to boost retailers’ sales
through a fast direct mail setup.
Under the latter setup, dealers
who are temporarily out of stock
on an item can let the customer
make h.is selection via the purchase
of a coupon which is mailed to the
Indianapolis plant which, in turn,
ships the item direct to the con¬
Chicago, Oct. 4.
sumer. Victor’s gift certificates
American Society, of Composers, will be available in denominations
Authors & Publishers is attempt¬ of $2.93', $3.98, $12 and $24.95.
ing to negotiate a new music li¬
The gift certificates are redeem¬
censing contract with ballroom able at the factory and permit the
ops. According to Thomas B. Rob¬ recipient to choose whatever disks
erts, general counsel for the Na¬ he wants. The dealer who sells
tional Ballroom Operators Assn., the certificates gets the profit,
ASCAP is dissatisfied with licens¬ since no other dealer is involved no
ing revenue accruing under the matter in what area the recipients
present system of percentage of live. Another advantage for the
gross admission receipts.
dealer is the elimination of all gift
ASCAP feels that the system, in wrapping and mailing problems on
effect for the last two years, has his end.
loopholes which some ops are tak¬
The recipient of the gift certifi¬
ing advantage of wdth a resultant
drop in licensing revenue. The cates can select from some 500 al¬
bums
in the Victor catalog in both
ASCAP view is that some opera¬
tors are lowering their admission the 33 rpm and 45 rpm speed. The
certificate
itself is designed as a"
prices but adding other charges,
such as reservation and booth Christmas card. Included within
it
is
a
24-page
listing of Victor’s
charges, as wrell as hiking their
concession price lists.
ASCAP most-w'anted albums, a special 45
rpm
disk
containing
four holiday
feels that these methods result in
their getting an increasingly small¬ numbers and a holiday greeting.
The
$24.95
certificates
entitles the
er slice of the pie.
No contract was signed at the recipient to the deluxe “Glenn Mil¬
ler
Army
Air
Force
Band”
recent NBOA conclave, but it in addition to other Miller album
selec¬
seems almost certain that ASCAP tions not elsewhere available.
will insist on some adjustment of
W.
W.
Bullock,
Victor’s
sales
present practices in any new agree¬
ment. Roberts said ASCAP was manager, stated that a recent sur¬
vey
indicated
that
business
and
in¬
unhappy wdth the situation but
Broadcast Music, Inc., was satisfied dustrial firms will top $1,800,000,(Continued
on
page
56)
with the status quo.
. Roberts
cautioned
delegates
against operating their terperies
in such a way that they could be
classified as cabarets, thus becom¬
ing subject to the 20% federal
amusement tax. He stated he was
handling several cases in which
the Government was suing for
back taxes on the grounds that
Hollywood. Oct. 4.
(Continued on page 56)
RCA Victor has called off its
plans of releasing a soundtrack al¬
bum of score from Frederick Brisson’s “The Girl Rush,” starring
Rosalind Russell. Deal was made
prior to film’s release between
Brisson, RCA and Paramount,
All dates for the Lionel Hamp¬ which distributed.
It’s understood that RCA
ton orch, which was one-nighting
its way east to a jazz concert at changed its mind anent pressing
album
after diskery toppers viewed
New York's Carnegie Hall Oct. 15,
have been cancelled due to a bus pic and decided the score wasn’t
commercial
enough to warrant cost
wreck Sunday (2) near Socorro,
N. M., which injured the orch of producing the album. It’s also
leader and 14 sidemen. The Car¬ understood that Manie Sacks, veenegie Hall concert was for the pee of RCA, told Brisson that if he
benefit of Mogen Dovid Adorn, Is¬ was willing to finance the “Girl”
album cost, Victor would be happy
rael's Red Cross.
The bus, in which the orch was to release it. Brisson declined. Pic
traveling, plunged into a ditch currently in release is somew'hat
after a tire. blowout, while going disappointing at the b.o.
In addition to Miss Russell, Fer¬
from El Paso to Albuquerque.
Hampton, who was among those nando Lamas, Gloria De Haven and
Eddie
Albert would have been
ldss seriously hurt, suffered a bro¬
ken ankle. Among the orchsters in¬ heard vocaling in the album, had it
been
made
of pic's score by Hugh
jured were Alvin Hayse, Eddie
Preston, George Hart, Henry De Martin and Ralph Blane.
Vega, Larry Wilson, Wallace Dav¬
enport, Eddie Chamblee, Wilson
Barnett, Robert Clayter, Frank
Holt, Billy Brooks, Bill Nackeil,
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
Julius Sparrow, and Rufus Jones.

Victor Aims At
Billion $ Xmas
Gift Market

ASCAP Wants
New Deal With
Ballroom Ops

Victor Calls Off Plans
For ‘Rush’ Soundtrack
Album; Pic Biz Factor

ALL HAMP DATES NIXED
AFTER N.M. AUTO CRASH

,

......... »
JUBILEE NAMES B. CHERNER
I
Beverly J. Cherner has been
i named director of publicity and
| artists relations for the indie Jubi; lee label.
She formerly was with Mike
j Conner’s publicity office at Decca
J Records.
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ASCAP Dividends Going Up for Final
’55 Qtr.; Eye Closed Circuit, Toll Video
Ros Going Back to Decca
After Short Col Stay
London, Oct. 4.
Bandleader Edmundo Ros, w?ho
also owrns the Coconut Grove
nitery, switches back to the Decca
label on Nov. 10, after a year with
Columbia. Ros was with Decea for
11 years and became a big seller,
but decided to make a change a
year ago.
Now he is going back on a firm
five-year contract, with a substan¬
tial royalty advance.
Bones of
contention in his Columbia deal
which decided him to revert to
Decca were, he told Variety, that
he did not have a free choice in
his selection and arrangement of
numbers, and that Columbia would
not give him a Coconut Grove
billing on the labels of bis disks.
He says he will get both these con¬
cessions with Decca.

Old Sesac Firm,
Harmonia Music,
Switches to BMI
Sesac Inc., private music licens¬
ing society which has been hit
recently by a couple of legal suits
and publisher defections, lost
another firm last week when Har¬
monia Publishing Co. switched its
licensing affiliation to Broadcast
Music Inc. Harmonia, the succesor
to Harmonie Verlag, Sesac’s oldest
affiliated publisher, has numerous
longhair copyrights in its catalog.
Some months ago, Stamps-Baxter, the largest publisher in the
gospel music field, cancelled its
deal with Sesac as of Jan. 1,
1957, when its current pact runs
out.
Stamps-Baxtcr prints socalled “shape-notes” gospel music,
a form of musical notation that
doesn’t require any training to
read. The Stamps-Baxter catalog
was acquired by Hill Ac Range’s
Affiliated Music Enterprises setup
in the religioso field.
Sesac has been traveling a rocky
road in the past couple of years.
A year and a half ago, CBS refused
to sign a new licensing agreement
with the society. Several other
stations around the country also
are now -operating without a Sesac
license as well. NBC’s license ex¬
pires at the end of this year.
On the legal front, Hill Ac Range
has been suing Sesac for restraint
of trade in the gospel field while
Von Roebel Music has a suit in
the works against Sesac's account¬
ing and distribution methods.
Paul Heinecke is prexy of Sesac
and the Heinecke family owns and
operates the society.

TOURING RCA EXECS
BACK AT N.Y. DESKS
Manie Sacks, RCA v.p. and gen¬
eral manager of the Victor disk di¬
vision, arrived back in the U. S.
yesterday
(Tues.)
aboard the
Queen Mary after completing a
month's trip to England and the
Continent. He was accomped by
Alan Kayes, manager of longhair
artists Ac repertoire.
Albert F. Watters, operations
manager of RCA International, and
Howard Letts, disk division exec,
both of whom also toured overseas
with Sacks, arrived back in the
U. S. over last weekend by plane.

H. Forrest, Day to Cap
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Dennis Day, Helen Forrest and
Lonnie Satin have been signed to
recording contracts by Capitol
Records.
According to the pact handled
by Alan Livingston, Cap aAcr veepce, Day was inked to an album
contract while the other artists
have been signed to term pacts
calling for either albums or single
disks.

Hollywood, Oct. 4.
ASCAP members ran expect
larger royalties this final quarter
of 1955, 560 writers and publishers
were told last Wednesday (28) at
their semi-annual Coast dinner by
prexy Stanley Adams. Reason is
that income is holding up while
AvSCAP has cut' its overhead by
15Vfc% since last spring. (ASCAP’s
overhead has recently been run¬
ning at about 18% of the gross rev¬
enue. The new reduction brings
administrative expenses to around
16%.)

“We have to keep abreast of the
problems relating to coin televi¬
sion into the homes should it be¬
come a reality, as well as closed
circuit tv into theatres, both by
means of film and live perform¬
ances,” said Adams, principal
speaker of the evening.
Adams also observed that al¬
though no ASCAP pact yet lias
been reached with motion picture
producers, negotiations will con¬
tinue. “We do not intend to
abandon our efforts until all the
means at our disposal are exhaust¬
ed.” he added.
L. Wolfe Gilbert, Coast ASCAP
committee chairman, kicked off
the event with his usual banter
which included reading a personal
letter from Irving Berlin.
As part of the Society’s hypoed
public relations program, Adams
will make a goodwill tour of radio
and television stations this week
en route back to New York. Adams
will visit KSD. KWK. KXOK in
St. Louis; WKRC, WCPO and
WLW in Cincinnati; and WFWS,
WJW, WXEL-TV and WHK in
Cleveland. He’ll be accomped by
sales manager Jules Collins and
comptroller George Hoffman.

Deejays Randle, Silbert
Say We Can Do It Better
Than You, Will Vocalize
There’s no stopping the disk
jockeys. Having already moved
into the music publishing, songwriting and personal management
fields, they’re now cropping up as
disk crooners.
Coral Records is propping re¬
lease of a Bill Silbert-Bill Randle
pop platter.
Silbert is deejayhost on NBC’s “National Radio
Fan Club” while Randle is a key
midwest jock whose outlet is
WERE, Cleveland. He also has a
local Gotham slot on WCBS.
Randle and Silbert have worked
out a reciprocal plugging pact in
which they’ll exchange guest shots
on each other’s show. The duo will
cut the tunes Friday (7) aqet Coral
plans to have the etching on the
market within two weeks.
Bob Thiele, Coral’s pop artists
Ac repertoire chief, expects that
the disk will come up for hefty
turntable play by other deejays.
According to Thiele, the jocks,
especially out of town, are virtu¬
ally a united brotherhood and help
■each other out in any way they
dan. They also figure, he adds,
that it could happen to them and
would expect similar plugging.
Thiele previously tapped Al
(Jazzbo) Collins, New York disk
jockey, a few years ago for a spe¬
cial platter narration of bop
stories.

Two Johnson Sidemen
Nabbed in Reefer Raps
Beaumont, Tex., Oct 4..
Eighteen of 20 musicians from
New York City arrested here last
week were released following a
conference between the district at¬
torney’s office and city detectives.
Two members of the Buddy John¬
son orch, hov'ever, remained in
jail here. They are Julius D. Wat¬
son and Steve Pilliam. ;Both are
charged with illegal possession of
marihuana.
Police said that one of the band
members threw a quantity of mari¬
huana from the bus and that addi¬
tional marihuana was found in a
trombone case. The band was en
route from Houston to.Beaumont
a private bus when stopped by
city detectives. The assistant dis¬
trict attorney said the other 18
men, including the bandleader,
were not aware of the existence of
nor had they taken part in the
possession or handling of any nar¬
cotics.
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enjoyed many of my screeds on
pop musicology. Bos’ attitude and
achievements were so predomi¬
nantly highbrow I was a bit startled
to learn of his Variety penchant,
= Continued from page 48 s=
but no doubt that’s just one more
proof of the “Bible of Show Biz's and operatic overtures for a rous¬ •Whatever the German equivalent
is for hip, this music is it. Back
ing, colorful set.
throughout the British Empire but I widespread appeal.
Jazz packages continue to gush to the U.S., the superlative clarinet
Jim Walsh,
in the U.S. as well. None quite
out on wax in an ever-widening of Jimmy Hamilton, a Duke Elling¬
equaled the “Cohen on the Tele¬
torrent with both the major and ton sidemen, is showcased on a
phone” sales smash, but some were
indie labels more active in this new Urania label release, “This Is
perhaps even more amusing. Per¬
market than ever before. Recent Jimmy Hamilton,” in which he’s
sonally, I consider “Cohen Tele¬
I releases span the whole history of backed by a swinging combo. Also
phones From Brighton” the best—
jazz from its most primitive form on the same label, Willie (The
partly because of the hilarious side¬
in Folkways set of “Music from Lion) Smith and his Dixie Cubs
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
lights it gives on some British
! The South,” a collection of raw, are heard in rousing two-beat stan¬
Perez
Prado
took
$7,525
as
his
phone customs.
rhythmic pieces recorded by Negro dards. Pete Jolly, a Coast key¬
board modernist, hits the keys
I hope Joe Hayman will see this share of a hefty initial week at brass bands in the hinterlands, to with an arresting cool style in a
the
Hollywood
Palladium'.
Initial
the modernism of Dave Brubeck in
letter, from his retirement eyrie
new Victor release on which he
stanza
of
only
four
days
drew
a
a
“Red,
Hot
and
Cool”
package
un¬
in North Hollywood, and will write
plays with various side combos.
to me. I’ve been wanting for years whopping 11,966 paid admissions, der the Columbia label. The Folk¬ Also from'the Coast come, the
ways set, which is accomped by a Sunset Records’ release of “Some¬
to get in touch with him and do including 6,661 Saturday (1), for liner
written by Fredric Ramsey
his life story for my “Favorite the biggest Saturday since Jimmy Jr. with photos, is another one of thing Smooth,” featuring trom¬
Dorsey
drew
7,004
in
1945.
Joe Howard and his combo
Pioneer Recording Artists” section
the
interesting
and educational doc¬ bonist
Prado is getting a 50-50 split umentary recordings
in Hobbies magazine.
which this la¬ playing someone arrangements of
Meanwhile, since we’re speaking over a $7,000 gross. Weekday ad¬ bel specializes in. Louis Armstrong, Jerry Fielding.
of early subscribers, it may be mission is $1.25, Saturdays $1.50. who comes after the country brass
bands but before Brubeck, turns Whitfield Set for Two
news to you that Variety recently
NEW COAST LABEL
up with a two 12-inch platter pack¬
lost one of its oldest and most
More Sullivan TV’ers
age of an actual concert, "At the
Hollywood, Oct. 4,
enthusiastic admirers. The distin¬
London, Oct. 4.
guished Dutch pianist, Coenraad V.
A new disk label, Monava Rec¬ Crescendo.” recorded in Los An¬
Singer * David Whitfield, who
Bos, died a few weeks ago. Back ords, has been organized here by geles earlier this year. Some two
dozen of Satchmo’s best known has already made two appearances
in 1952, I called on him when he Mona G. Herren.
standards, and some of his more
appeared in Roanoke as accom¬
An affiliated publishing firm, recent additions to his book, are in¬ on the Ed Sullivan show, is billed
panist for Helen Traubel. Seeing Raymon Music, has also been set cluded in this set. The global in¬ for two more spots.
He, is flying from London Air¬
me with a copy of Variety, he sur¬
fluence of American jazz is spot¬
prised me by saying it was his
lighted in the Angel Records’ re¬ port on Oct; 25 with his musical
director,
Reg Warburton, to ap¬
“favorite paper” and had been ever
Art Mooney orch playing one- lease of “The Cats and Jammer
since he came to the States in 1906. nighters at Army and Navy bases Kids,” a swinging modern collec¬ pear Oct. 30 and Nov. 6. He’ll
be
away
for
three weeks.
He mentioned having read and in Virginia, Alabama and Georgia. tion by various German combos.
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Old Music Men Never Die
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MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
“Yellow Rose of Texas”'.

T

4

1

2

3

1

1

4

2

3

2

ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
“Autumn Leaves”.

3

2

3

1

1

3

5

2

10

4A

4

PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Ain’t That a Shame”. .

7

9

5

6

3

5

4B

5

FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“Moments to Remember”.

5

10

..

6

6

BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
“Shifting, Whispering Sands”.

8

7

9

8

7

PERRY COMO Victor)
“Tina Marie”..
CHEERS (Capitol)
“Black Denim Trousers

9

8

FONTANE SISTERS (Dot)
“Seventeen” .

10

10 •

CHUCK BERRY (Chess;
“Maybellene” .

11

11

LES BAXTER (Capitol)
.
“Wake the Town”.

12

13

GOGI GRANT (Era)
“Suddenly There’s a Valley”. .

13

17

HALEY’S COMETS (DecCa)
“Rock Around the Clock”.

1
W

4>

15
16

9

9

6

4

3

14

4

18B 24

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Song of the Dreamer”.

20 . 14

NICK NOBLE .(Wing)
“Bible Tells Me So”. .

21

CREW-CUTS (Mercury)
“Gum Drop”.

11

RUSTY DRAPER (Mercury)
“Shifting, Whispering Sands”.

23A 22

AMES BROS. (Victor)
“My Bonnie Lassie”..

23B

..

PLATTERS (Mercury)
“Only You”.

25

24

JULIUS LaROSA '"Cadence)
“Suddenly There’s a Valley”. .
1
LOVE ME OR

SIX TOP
ALBUMS

LEAVE-ME
Doris Day

Columbia
CL 710
B 2090

7

9

2

2

1

1

3

4

. 3

1

1

4

7

7

3

O

7

1

8

6

1

7

8

9

6

3

2

9

6

10

8

5 178

8

3

6

1

3

1

,8

1

4 157

5

2

7

1 153

4

6
1

1

1

3

8

2

4

7

9

10

7

5

7

o
‘w

O

J3

&
Q
4>
G
a>
O
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2

66
66
51

3

6

49

10

36
34

3

10

9

4

6

30

6

27

4

9

6
9

_23

6

21

8

10

10

19

10

16

2
5

14

5

7 __14

..

13

5

_12

9

10

..

10

OKLAHOMA!
Film Soundtrack

Capitol

1

9
5

IN THE WEE,
SMALL HOURS
Frank Sinatra

1

5

LONESOME ECHO

PETE KELLY'S

Jackia Glaaton

BLUES
Lae-Fitzgarald

Capitol

SOA 595
FDM 1, 2-595

EBF 1, 2-581

11

8

10
10
6

8

4

Capitol
W 581

4

4

8

2

22

8

3

4
..

26

3

6

.

P
O
I
N
T
S

2

9

4

T
O
T
A
L

2

6

10
6

9

10

1

0
0

Jh

4

5

..

8

w
•o

s

2

4

6

1
2
0
B
6
1 Ia
1 1
5

8

0

6

4

9

9

3
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•8
G
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m

35

4

8

8

A

22

2
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Si
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G

6

7

GISELE MacKENZIE (X)
“Hard to Get”.

18A 21

a
CO

10

6

BOYD BENNETT (King)
“Seventeen” .

6

7

<4
G

£

8

..

DON CORNELL (Coral)
“Bible Tells Me So”.

ELDORADOS (Vee Jay)
“At My Front Door”.

l
n
.2

5

3

8

17

17

S

w

7

5

AL HIBBLER (Decca)
“He” .

14

£

5

7

Pittsburgh

FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Love Is Many-Splendored”..

■s
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Cleveland-—(Record Mart)
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Denver—(

(■VI

New York-—(R. H. Macy Co)

Vinton, Va.
Editor, Variety;
I am sure I speak the prevailing
sentiment when I say your staffers,
stringers and others (in and out of
the pokey) on your mailing list
have been getting a bang not only
out of the Page 2 reminiscences
anent Variety's early days, but
likewise the green-paged letters
you have slipped into the mails
dealing with the same theme.
It's all been flavorsome and
worth reading. But for this corre¬
spondent the payoff came in the
recent
communication
headed
‘‘Variety’s Oldest Subscriber.” For
the benefit of those who didn’t
see it, I’ll explain that it quotes a
letter from a retired vaudevillian,
Joe Hayman, who probably is your
oldest subscriber. Hayman tells of
liow Chicot gave the act of Hayman & Franklin a terrific panning
in the first issue of Variety. How¬
ever, instead of doing any sort of
a burn, Hayman decided he wanted
to know what the sheet would say
about the other vaude performers,
and went around and handed his
subscription to Sime himself. There
was a handshake and exchange of
“no hard feelings” sentiments.
Hayman’s letter rang a whole
peal of bells with me, for it hap¬
pens that I’ve been interested in
him for years and trying to find
out what has become of him. As
you know, my hobby, almost since
the romper stage, has been keep¬
ing book on recording artists, and
Joe Hayman has an important
niche in pioneer recording history.
He was the first performer to make
a “Cohen on the Telephone” rec¬
ord that received distribution in
the U.S.
The history of Cohen’s American
debut runs thus: Some time after
Variety’s panning review, Hayman
and his wife went to England,
where they became music hall
favorites. Around 1913, Joe re¬
corded “Cohen on the Telephone”
for the English Columbia Co.
Matrices were imported in a rou¬
tine way by American Columbia.
Early in 1914, George Jell, now
retired and living in Memphis, but
then Columbia’s a.&r. manager,
was preparing his June monthly
bulletin. He had decided on all the
records with one exception. Com¬
pletely uncertain how to plug the
remaining hole, he finally decided
to take a chance on “Cohen on the
Telephone,” pairing it with another
comic monolog, “Happy Tho’ Mar¬
ried,” by the late Fred Duprez who,
like Hayman, settled in England
and became a music hall fave.
‘Telephone’s* Click
Jell says he expected the pairing
to sell a few thousand at most. But,
to his amazement—proving you
never can be sure how to pick ’em
—it was the sensation of the June
list. During its long stay in the
Columbia catalog, disk No. A1516
sold more than 2,000,000 copies.
Perhaps Jell’s supplement descrip¬
tion had something to do with the
.whopping sale. It said:
“Undoubtedly two of the funni¬
est recordings ever issued. A laugh
every moment. The first presents
the troubles of a Mr. Cohen when,
in using the telephone for the first
time, he tries to- inform his land¬
lord of certain damages done to his
property by a storm. His efforts to
make himself intelligible result in
a record that is irresistibly droll.
Mr. Duprez, on the other side of
the disk, gives us another of his
famous dissertations upon the
felicities of married life, the goodnatured pessimism of which is not
likely on the whole to have any
markedly deterrent effect upon
marriage statistics.”
More Successes
It's amusing to note that, since
the record was made for British
sale, Cohen says “Are you there?’’
and, in other ways, the production
has an aeross-the-pond flavor. But
^
it was such a hit other companies
■ soon found it necessary to cover.
( George L. Thompson recorded
“Cohen” for Edison and it became
one of the 300 biggest selling Edi¬
son records—being so listed in a
book of bestsellers. Barney Ber¬
nard did it for Victor, and Lewis
Piotti for Pathe. A few years later
Monroe Silver adopted Cohen as
a character and made hundreds of
records about that genial gentle¬
man, performing impartially for all
American companies.
As for Hayman, he continued to
turn out one “Cohen” success after ,
another, which were sold not only I
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Mantovani ‘Sound’ Clicks in Canadian
Concert Swing; Opens 32-City O.S. Tour

MUSIC

Owens Tooters in Middle
On AFM-AFTRA Hassle

Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Four members of Harry Owens’
Royal Hawaiians are caught in the
middle of a blossoming new battle
between AFTRA and AFM. Actors
union threatened to pull its mem¬
bers from Owens’ KNXT show
Saturday (8) if the remaining four
don’t join, but AFM prexy James
C. Petrillo has warned them to
ignore the demand. A year ago,
AFTRA made a similar demand
but cooled off after Owens him¬
self and Eddie Bush joined.
Meaftiwhile,
Owens’
sponsor,
Regal Beef, notified CBS it’s can¬
celling at close of cycle Oct. 22
rather than buck NBC’s new “Big
Surprise.”

Fred Waring’s Savvy Showmanship
Rings Bell With ‘Hear, Hear!’ Show

Ottawa, Oct. 4. 4Fred Waring rings the nostalgic
Tremblay Concerts, local im- ‘
bell on at least two counts with his
tjrcsarios, billed and handled Brit¬
entertaining musical potpourri at
the Ziegfeld Theatre, N.Y., where
ish maestro Manto.vani’s onehe’s set for a four-week stand.
nighter here last Monday (26) in
Firstly, Waring’s appearance will
the Coliseum as a longhair'offer¬
be the last “live” presentation in
ing and probably many of the 3,600
Hecky Krasnow, head of Colum¬
the varied history of this Sixth
slubholders were from the regular bia Records’ kidisk division, has
Ave. house, which has spanned the
concert clientele. But the near¬ wrapped up the "Rin Tin Tin” tv’er
legit and film phases of show biz
capacity business, at a $3.50 came for a wax workover.
Krasnow
and is now due to be transformed
largely from people who knew plans to put the “Rin Tin Tin”
into a NBC-TV studio under terms
Mantovani by hi? disks. It was his stories into the groove with the
of the network’s lease from thea¬
initial Ottawa appearance and the original tv cast. The stories will
tre-owner Billy Rose.
music was exactly what the crowd follow the patter of the tele series.
Secondly, this show is at least a
expected:
the w.k. Mantovani
20-year hark-back to the time
The “Rin Tin Tin” series is aired
'•sound”—swashing, sweeping waves
when
Waring’s
Pennsylvanians
via
ABC-TV,
but
the
web
wasn’t
of soft, smooth strings finely
were among the most potent names
blended with woods and brass, a able to direct the waxings into its
in the music biz and certainly non¬
ABC-Paramount
disk
company
submodernized Viennese effect with
pareil in the pop chorale field. It’s
just enough of the commercial sid, because it has no control of
been a long time since Waring, who
in more recent years has been
touch to sell it solidly to every¬ the subsidy rights. The package is
owned by Screen Gems.
purveying his stuff on video, has
body.
“Hear, Hear!”, Fred Waring’s returned to the in-person format
Mantovani used 43 Canadian
inital try for a run In a legit house, and it should pay off, whether at
(Toronto) musicians with his own
resulted in an estimated gross of the Immediate boxoffice or in the
percussionist and lead bass. Coli¬
$24,000 for the first nine per¬ longer range terms of establishing
seum's show-ring construction and
Billy Regis, trumpet player who formances, ending Saturday (1) at a new audience rapport.
consequently poor acoustical setup played the solo horn part for Perez
For no matter how good hi-fi is,
subdued the volume, but heavy Prado’s “Cherry Pink and Apple the Ziegfeld Theatre, N. Y. War¬ whether on tv or disks, there is no
tonal effects considerably over¬ Blossom White” RCA Victor hit ing started out doing two shows substitute for the real thing. War¬
came that weakness. Authoritative of some months back, has been daily, first at 6:30 p.m. and the ing’s repertory, in the flesh, has
u«e of sudden impacts and empha¬ inked by the diskery to cut with a other at the regulation time. The immeasurably more impact than it
early show has since been dropped. does on the video screen. More¬
sis tied together with string liquid studio band.
Top is $3.45,
over, the two-hour running time
phrases dramatized every offering
Victor, meantime, has pacted
He’s in for four weeks and will of the show has allowed Waring
and gave them all an ethereal
touch through fine tonal shadings. Dave Barton, a New York band¬ mark the end of this house as a sufficient flexibility to present a
There was no attempt at lighting leader, for vocal sides. The label’s legit center. National Broadcast¬ well-rounded, varied layout, all
or staging; house lights were on international department has also ing Co. takes over this Billy Rose- within a musical framework.
Waring is currently working with
throughout and the orchestra sat added the Dueto De Cordova, a owned house as a telecasting
emanation point.
a choral ensemble of six femmes
on a bare wooden platform with Venezuelan singing twosome.
the customers in front, back and
side stands.
Strings were, strongest but other
instruments were neatly balanced,
featuring strong uses of solo and
dust brass and reeds. Mantovani’s
baton control over the group
OF
showed solidly in ‘‘Czardas” but
biggest reception, except the al¬
most non-stop outburst of mitting
that followed an unbilled programend addition of disclick “Charmaine,” went to Handel’s “Largo.”
However, every tune got hefty re¬
ception and standouts were hard
to find. Program was pleasantly
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
varied to include pop, musicomedy,
opera, novelty, concert, Latin, mili¬
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
tary, others.
Opener, Don Phillips’ “City
Rhapsody,” was the show’s weakest
entry if any could be termed weak.
Waltzes were rampant, including
as Published in the Current Issue
“Ramona,” “Sweetheart Waltz,”
“Royal Blue” (maestro’s tribute to
his Queen), “Lovely Lady,” “Skat¬
NOTE; The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
ers’,” others. Novelties were “Coro¬
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
nation Scott,” built around the
British train; “Devil’s Dance,” a
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
percussionist’s feature; “Italian
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
Fantasia,” reflecting Mantovani’s
veloped from the ratio Qf points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
native Venice, and “Laughing Vio¬
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music J.
lins,” more good music than nov¬
elty.
Pop tunes, selected and tailored
TALENT
to the Mantovani style, were con¬
POSITIONS
fined to “Almost Like Being In
This Last
Love,” “Begin the Beguine” and
ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
Week Week
“Some Enchanted Evening.”
1
FOUR ACES (Deeca). Love Is Many-Splendored
1
The Ottawa booking closed Man¬
tovani’s eight-city Canadian tour of
2
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)..
Yellow Rose of Texas
2
one-nighters. Batoner and his two
3
3
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp). Autumn Leaves
musicians open a 32-city XJ.S. tour
at Carnegie Hall (5).
Gorin.

Col Snags ‘Rin Tin Tin
TV’er for Wax Workover

WARING’S ‘HEAR’ $24,000
FOR FIRST NINE IN N.Y.

RCA Expands Roster

PfiRltiTY Scoreboard

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Coin Machines

Lou Levy to Europe
For Pub, Talent 0.0.
Lou Levy, head of Leeds Music,
headed for Europe last week for
confabs with his publishing affili¬
ates in Berlin, London and Paris.
He’ll be gone for about' three
weeks.
Levy, who used to manage the
Andrews Sisters, has now returned
to the personal management field
with his handling of French singer
Gilbert' Becaud, currently at the
Flaza Hotel, N. Y.' While overseas,
he’ll look for more U.S. talent posaibilities.

BMI Student Contest
BMI and BMI Canada Ltd. have
launched their fourth annual Stu¬
dent Composers Radio Awards con¬
test in cooperation with state as¬
sociations of broadcasters, music
educators and composers.
Top
Prize in the competition is $2,500
with $5,000 for nine other prize's.
Composers in all accredited col¬
leges, conservatories and second¬
ary schools are eligible to^ submit
composition to a panel of judges
representing most of the leading
music educators in the field.
Irving Green, prez of Mercury ,
Records, sailing for Europe today j
(Wed.) on the Queen Mary.
1

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

(Ain’t That a Shame
PAX BOONE (Dot)...jAt My Front Door

i

A

4

J

D*mDnnxTP rrwv

5

6

6

5

FOUR LADS (Columbia). Moments to Remember
(Wake the Town
LES BAXTER (Capitol) .-j Unchained Melody
(I’ll Never Stop Loving You

7

7

BILLY VAUGHN (Dot).Shifting, Whispering Sands

8

9

PERRY COMO (Victor).(Footed13116

9
10

8
10

FONTANE SISTERS (Dot) . Seventeen
CHEERS (Capitol). Black Denim Trousers

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

(♦ASCAP.
TUNE

tBMI)
PUBLISHER

1

1

*LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING . Mil’er

2

2

* YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS. Planetary

3

3

‘AUTUMN LEAVES. Ardmore

4

6
4

‘BIBLE TELLS ME SO . Paramount
‘WAKE THE TOWN AND TELL THE PEOPLE . Joy

5
7

-(SEVENTEEN.
Lois
f AIN’T THAT A SHAME. Commodore

8

8

‘MOMENTS TO REMEMBER...

.9
10

Si

‘SHIFTING, WHISPERING SANDS .
MDS
•(SUDDENLY THERE’S A VALLEY .Hill & Range

5
6
7

51

Beaver

and 12 males and a 19-piece orch,
all of whose sidemen double as
singers on the more massive har¬
mony routines. As always, Waring’s
organization comprises a flock of
topflight solo performers who, by
the variety of their piping efforts,
sustain this production as a solidly
enjoyable show.
Working in front of a simple
screen backdrop, winch is ingen¬
iously manipulated in several
numbers to produce special visual
effects, the Waring crew is initially
arrayed on the stage in conven¬
tional formation with the orch
split on both wings and the chorus
in the center. That serves for the
special intro numbers. As the show
progresses, the costuming varies,
as do the ensemble’s choreographic
effects.
The songs are grouped loosely
into different categories, such as
patriotic, folk, religious, minstrel,
collegiate, symphonic, etc. One of
the surprise hits of the show (at
least on opening night) (27), is the
driving rock ’n’ roll number, “I
Want You To Be Baby,’’ as belted
by Joe Marine with thumping or¬
chestral support. This is supposed
to draw a laugh from the Waring
fans, but instead it set the joint ajumpin’ and literally stopped the
Fred Waring presentation until
The
Pennsylvanians,
featuring
Poley McClintock, Gordon Good¬
man, Ray Sax, Joe Marine, Norma
Douglas, Lou & Jean Eley, Frank
Davis, “Lumpy” Brannum, Leonard
Kranendonk, Bob Sands, Patti
Beems, Eddie Ericksen, Rosalie
Randall; staged and directed by
Waring; choral director. Jack Best;
orchestra director, Fred Culley;
special material, Tom Waring,
Charles
Naylor,
Jack
Dolph,
Charles Henderson, Buddy Ber¬
nier, Brannum, Phyllis Williams,
Harry Simeon e, Roy Ringwald;
scenery, Sam Leve; costumes,
\ Jeanne Partington, Opened Sept.
| 27, 1955 at Ziegfeld Theatre, N. Y.,
j $3.45 top.
‘ show. Maybe it’s because this
swinging piece was programmed
after some reverent, but not par¬
ticularly exciting patriotic tunes
such as “Where In The World But
In America,” “Paul Revere’s Ride,”
“Give Me Your Tired, Your Poor”
and others of that genre.
The rest of the program, how¬
ever,’ has as much excitement in
its own way as the fra/itic rock ’n’
roll tune. There is ca charming
rundown of a collection of ' old
mountaineer folk tunes which leads
into one of the show’s most power¬
ful offerings, a recreation of a
revivalist meeting featuring Negro
singer Frank Davis as the preacher.;
His sermonizing of “The Creation”
and his flock’s rendition of the
spiritual, “He’s Got The Whole
World In His Hands,” is a poignant
tearjerker.
Other standout bits are Gordon
Goodman's rendition of “My Lindy
Lou,” Bob Sands’ vibrant workover
ol' “Granada,” Irish tenor Eddie
Erickson’s warbling of “Jeannie
With the Light Brown Hair,”
George Gcyer’s “For Me And My
Gal” and comic singer-instrumen¬
talist Ray Sax’s “Camptown Races.”
All of these tunes are spotted in
the minstrel show sequence, a
snappy idea executed punchily by
the whole troupe.
Another fine segment is the
college-drink song rundown with
some tricky lighting effects and
some comedy byplay to leaven the
vocalizing. Patti Beems’ soprano
pipes and Joe Marine’s crooning
also are showcased in several mem¬
bers that score while “Lumpy”
Brannum, the bass player, offers a
changc-of-pace bit with a neat
comedy monolog.
Throughout, Waring fronts the
show with an excellent script,
dropping a gag now and then,
establishing rapport with the cus¬
tomers via some casual gab, and
all the while keeping tight reins
over the flow of the production.
Herm.

Decca Pacts Quartet,
Webb Pierce’s Pianist
. The Lamplighters, a California
I quartet, have been added to
Decca’s artists roster by artists &
repertoire chief Milt Gabler. The
vocal-in5trumcntal combo debuts
on the label with “After All” and
“Big Joke.”
,
,
j In the country field, the diskery
; has inked Roy Hall, who has been
' Webb Pierce's pianist for the past
few years.
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THE THREE SUNS
come across with ITALY’S NUMBER ONE HIT!

ARRIVEDERCI
ROMA
(Good-bye to Rome)
(j I
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20/47-6273

A “New Orthophonic” High Fidelity Recording
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ABC-PAR EYES ‘REUBEN’
AS B’WAY ALBUM ENTRY

Ballroom Ops, Bandleaders
Continued from pajje 49 ;

in the midwest and major wheel of
the association, started th« ball
rolling when he offered to donate
his ballrooms for the fundraising
plan and induce other major op¬
erators to do likewise. Up to that
point, DOLA delegates were in a
quandary as to the most effective
way of financing the promotion.
New officers elected at the con¬
vention were: Vic Sloan, president,
Pla-Mor ballroom, Lincoln, Neb.;
Carl Braun, Commodore ballroom,
Lowell, Mass., vice president. Last
year's officers retained were: Joe
Malec, treasurer; Kirk Hayes, ex¬
ecutive secretary; Thomas B. Rob¬
erts, legal counsel, and Otto Web¬
er, managing secretary. Elected to
the board of directors were: Tom
Archer, Kirk Hayes, Joe McElroy,
Herb Martinka, and Jerry Jones.

answer to the batoners’ proposal
to set aside one week each year for
a nationwide dance bash, with the
operators contributing their ball¬
rooms gratis and the top band¬
leaders playing their bands for
scale. Gimmick would be promoted
as a national dance week, with as
many as three bands appearing to¬
gether in each of the country’s ma¬
jor terp palaces. Proceeds would
go to operate a p.r. office headed
by a high-priced flack whose job it
would be to dream up, plan and
coordinate a national drumbeating
campaign to bring the people back
to ballrooms.
Ballroom Donation!
Tom Archer, past president of
the NBOA, owner of five terperies

The ABC-Paramount diskery is
eyeing an early entry into the
Broadway original cast album
sweepstakes with “Reuben, Reu¬
ben.” Although the deal isn’t
wrapped up yet, it’s understood
that ABC-Paramount is anxious to
latch onto the rights to give its
yet-to-be-launched pop album line
added prestige.
The score for “Reuben, Reu¬
ben/ was penned by Marc Blitzstein and is being published by
Chappell Music.
The musical,
which stars Eddie Albert, is set for
a Broadway preem Nov. 8.
Thus far, RCA Victor has taken*|
the lead in nabbing rights to
Broadway tuners for the coming
season. Label already has “Pipe
Dream”
and
“Delilah”
under
wraps. Only other tuner set has
been “Pygmalion” with Columbia.

M-GIJ
tn®
OF THE

‘Hit Parade’ Lineup
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

(On Oct. 1 NBC-TV Show)
Yellow Rose.Planetary
Autumn Leaves... Ardmore
Love Is Splendored. .Miller
Wake the Town.Joy
Seventeen .Lois
Longest Walk. .. .Advanced
Rock Around Clock. .Myers

Larry Taylor Ankles His
Ferrer Publishing Post
To Launch His Own Firm

1955

Col Spreads Club
Plan to Canada
Far from retreating on its ree
ord club program, Columbia is now
moving ahead on a continental
scale. Diskery plans tQ kick off its
club operation in Canada Oct 15
Move to expand the club’s ’orbit
stems from last week's visit to To
ronto by Col execs^-prexy James
B Conklmg, exec veepee Goddard
Lieberson and national sales di
‘rector Hal B. Cook. Trio met with
Canadian dealers and presented
the plan. According to Cook, it met
with little resistance.
1
The Canadian club operation
will be similar to the one now be¬
ing run in the U. S., but will be
handled out of a separate office
which' will be set up by Col’s Cana¬
dian rep Bob Pampedine. A bonus
disk will be given for joining the
club and a free LP will be given
for every two LPs purchased. Col
is planning a hefty ad campaign
in Canada to promote the club
idea.

Larry Taylor has ankled his v.p.
and generarnfYianager's post with
Jose Ferrer’s publishing firms, to
launch his own firm. It’ll be tagged
Jimskip (after his two sons) Music
and will be affiliated with BMI.
Taylor will start Jimskip with
close to 100 copyrights taken from
the Ferrer firms. Ferrer, mean¬
time, is deactivating his publishing
operation and is only holding on
to the rights of his original com¬
positions. Taylor was associated
with Ferrer for the past two years.
In addition to his publishing ac¬
tivities, Taylor is taking a crack
at the personal management field.
In association with Matty Rosen,
he’s handling The Jodimars, newly
formed vocal sextet, formed by
ABC-Paramount disk execs are
the three tootlers who recently
now aiming for a Nov. 1 kickoff of
ankled Bill Haley’s Comets.
its pop and album line. Label’s
artists &repertoire chiefs Sid Fel¬
ler and Don Costa are currently on
the round - the - clock recording
schedule to get the disks ready for
the deadline.
The first ABC-Paramount pack¬
Chicago, Oct. 4.
Chi's American Federation of age will include between six and
Musicians Local 10 has lifted its eight pop singles and two or three
The plattery was
long-standing ban on radio and pop albums.
television interviews with its mem¬ launched a few months ago by
bers. Until now, only footers al¬ American Broadcasting-Paramount
lowed to appear on local radio or Theatres. It has 32 indie distribu¬
teevee outlets were out-of-town tors around the country to handle
musicians not members of Local the line.
10. Even they could only appear on
local, not network, shows, and only
once, after filing for and obtain¬
ing clearance from the union.
Ending of ban is all-inclusive.
There is no limit on number of
Joe Mathews has taken over the
interviews permitted and both
Local 10 members and out-of-town- national sales promotion of the
ers may appear, provided of course pop line at Capitol Records. He’ll
they don’t play their instruments, make his h.q. in New York.
He"was brought east several'
in which case they must be paid
scale. The interviews may take months ago from Cap’s Coast of¬
place on both network and local fice to assist Dick Linke, then the
diskery’s national sales and pro¬
shows.
motion chief. Linke subsequently
moved over to Columbia. Cap’s
publicity will be handled from the
Coast by Gordon (Bud) Fraser.

ABC-PAR EXECS AIMING
FOR NOV. 1 DISK KICKOFF

WEEK

CHI T00TERS LIFT BAN
ON AM-TV INTERVIEWS

Mathews to Handle Cap
Pop Sales Promotion

‘JATP’ $77,780 for Seven
In Second Week of Trek

In the second week of its cross¬
country swing. Norman Granz’s
‘Jazz at the Philharmonic” racked
up $77,780 in seven performances.
Package played Norfolk last
Monday (26) for a breakeven $7,000
take. The following day, in Wash¬
ington, unit pulled in $10,000. In
Cleveland, Wednesday (28); unit
drew $9,700. The jazzsters moved
to the campus of the U. of Wiscon¬
sin the next day for a gig that was
set on a flat deal. On Friday (30),
the troupe moved to Minneapolis
for a $13,000 gross and the next
day pushed on to Milwaukee where
it pulled in $14,000. In Chicago
Sunday (2), “JATP” played two
performances taking in a hefty
$24,780.
Tony Scott headlines the first of
a series of Sunday afternoon jazz
sessions at the Cafe Bohemia,
Greenwich Village (N.Y) club,
Oct. 9.

ATTENTION

A & R MEN:
A NEW SOUND
FOR RECORDS!
See RAYMOND CHASE
Adv.—Page 57

VOCALISTS
Give your Latin numbers that
south of the border zest
Your French the flavor of
crepe suzettei

D.

ALTAIE

Hotel Great Northern (Rm. 305)
111 W. 57th St., New York
Cl 7-1900
X

—. AND —

IT/S LONESOME OUT
TONIGHT
MOM 12080
K 12080

M G M RECORDS
THE

» E A r E S '

NAME

N

ENTERTAINMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER. Pr
New York
f.i

A.*

PI

9 4*00

Chicoqo
20 3

No
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Hollywood
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WE’RE BUBBLING OVER WITH GRATITUDE:
For Being Sponsored by the

*1
*2 THE NO. 1 DANCE BAND
DODGE DEALERS OF AMERICA
Every Saturday, ABC-TV, 9 ta 10 P.M., E.D.T.

For Having Been Chosen by the National Ballroom
Operators of America as

*3

For Breaking Records at the Following Ballrooms
During September 1955:

PROM.St. Paul, Minn.
VAL AIR.Des Moines, Iowa
ARMAR.Cedar Raoids, Iowa
ARAGON.Chicago, III.
MILLION DOLLAR.Milwaukee, Wise.
PEONY PARK.Omaha, Nebraska
ELITCHS' GARDENS.. Denver, Colorado

#

For Starting Our.

FIFTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR
at the Aragon Ballroom, Lick Pier,
Ocean Park, California

LAWRENCE
WELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

Exclusively

.—- PERSONAL MANAGEMENT --

GABBE-LUTZ & HELLER
NEW YORK

•

HOLLYWOOD

Public Relations: RALPH PORTNOR
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

On le Upbeat

mmmmm

.—

Hollywood

Earl Bostic set for one week at
the Flamingo Club, Lowell, Mass.,
starting Oct. 10 . . . The Tri-Tones,
organ group on Grand Records,
currently at Pep's Musical Lounge,
Philly . . . Jay Hawkins, Wing Rec¬
ords pactee, inked to the Gale
Agency . . . Wally Gingers orch
slated for one-niter treks through
West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Indiana and Illinois . . . Deejay
Ed Ferland launched a new “Teen
Time" show over WHEC, Roches¬
ter, Saturday (1) . . . Crooner Bob
Anthony currently at the National
Hotel, Havana . . . Bill Hegner
handling press for King Records
thrush Rosalie Rand . . . Mexican
guitarist Ernesto San Miguel op¬
ened at Le Vouvray last night
(Tues.) . . . Jimmy Griffin inked
to Atlantic Records.
Atlantic Records veepee Miriam
Abramson sailed for Europe last
week . . . Cass Franklin of Lou
Walters Enterprises inked Arthur
Lee Simpkins to a longterm pact
. . . Roy Stevens orch moves into
Roseland Oct. 14, replacing Tom¬
my Reynolds . . . Irwin Zucker
handling national promotion for
The Three Kittens, new Coral
Records vocal group . . . Joe Loco’s
mambo quintet opens at Cleve¬
land’s Loop Lounge for one week
starting Oct. 11 . . . Windsor Hotel
holding over pianist Teri Josefovits through the fall and winter
season . . . Don Elliott plays a
weekend gig at Basin Street be¬
ginning Oct. 14.
Cab Calloway opens at the New
Golden, Reno, tonight (Wed.) . . .
Sarah Vaughan plays her first
Miami Beach date at the Fontainebleu starting Oct. 11 . . . Lucienne
Delyle, French singer, set for the
Blue Angel Oct. 11 . . . Doc Berger,
Avis Music contactman, off on a
deejay trek to the Coast plugging
“He."

Red Clyde, Bethlehem Records
a&r chief, in town having parleys
with pactee Frances Faye . . .
Henry Mancini, UI composer, is
writing original music for inclusion
in the background score of “The
Benny Goodman Story" . . . How¬
ard Fenton and Gene Bone have
penned “Say Yes to Love” for
Hildegarde, who will introduce the
number on her current eastern
supper club tour . . . Ernest Gold
has been signed by UPA to com¬
pose, conduct and orchestrate the
score for “Gerald McBoing Boing
on Planet Moo" . . . Harpist Corky
Hale in N. Y. doing some sides for
Capitol with Marian McPartland.
She will accompany Tony Martin
at his. Oct. 12 opening at the
Grove.
Producer-director Hank McCune
has signed Les Baxter to compose
and conduct original music for his
next three productions . . . Art
Barduhn & Trio opened an indefi¬
nite stand at the Bali Hai last Fri¬
day (30) . . . Bandleader Walt Rob¬
inson begins his 16th year at the
Ship Room, Huntington-Sheraton
Hotel, Pasadena . . . The Thalians
held a general membership meet¬
ing on Monday (3) to elect officers
and directors for the coming year
. . . Pony Sherrell and Phil Moody
have penned an original tune
called’ “The $64,000 ' Question,”
which Mills Music will publish . . .
Chirp Othella Dallas opened a
three-week ehgageinent at N.'Y.’s
LaVie yesterday (Tues.).

Dngel
Bells
MILLS MUSIC,

INC.

THE PERFECT
AFTER-VACATION SONG
Sfyne

and

Cahn'i

“THE THINGS
WE DID
LAST SUMMER”
Styne and Cahn Music Co., Inc.

have you met O
DELILAH■■

P^AJRIETY
Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
National
Rating:
This Last
wk. wk.
1

1
2
4

6

.9
6

9
10

11

11

11

’ 12
13
14
15

14
10
11
15

Title and Publisher

Chicago Theatre orchestra batoner Lou Basil on another hiatus
to cut down his accumulated va¬
cation time;. Carl Sands subs . . .
Russ Carlyle’s latest Label X wax¬
ing just released: “Christopher
Columbus,” flipped with “Every
Word for You” . . . Johnny Pate
Trio currently at Chi’s Blue Note
in an indefinite stand . . . Steve
Kisley at the Detroit Statler till
Nov. 19 . . . George Shearing opens
tonight (Wed.) at the Blue Note,
Chi, for two frames’. . . Ken Har¬
ris at the Buffalo Statler till
Nov. 20.

Pittsburgh
Joe Schafer band booked for
Food Fair at Hunt Armory this
week . . . Morry'Allen, bandleader
at Vogue Terrace, has opened his
own recording and music publish¬
ing business with offices in the
Washington Trust Bldg. . . . John¬
ny (Scat) Davis and his sextet into
the Blue Moon for a limited stay
. . . Topnotchers, given three weeks
off by Arthur Godfrey to cash in,
will fill one of them at the Twin
Coaches beginning Friday (7) . . .
Cecil Brooks has joined Walt Harp¬
er orch at Sky Vue on drums . . .
Tommy Turk combo renewed at
Point View Hotel in Brentwood
sector . . . Sarah McLawler, organ¬
ist, and Richard Otto, violinist,
playing at Flamingo Hotel ... 4
Barons have followed Bill Bickel
threesome into the Bali-Kea . . ;
Larry Faith’s band renewed at
Horizon Room.

Nashville
John Gordy*s Celtic Room Dixielanders go to Memphis Dec. 29, for
a play date. They have redone
their chorused hit, “Didn’t He
Ramble,” for RCA-Victor, backed
with a new tune, “Blue Sioux City
5,” featuring a solo by Otto Bash,
drummer and Vocalist.
Perry Bechtel, banjoist, now ap¬
pearing at Bill Daughterty’s Plan¬
tation Club, along with Johnny Erben, singing emcee; Betty Gohrman, juggler, and the Andres dance
team.

Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit
SHIFTING whispering sands
rusty draper Recorded by

■Mercury

oiur vaughn

JOHNSON FAMILY SINGERS. victor
Published by
GALLATIN MUSIC CORP.
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*Yellow Rose (Planetary)....
*Love Is Splendored (Miller)
3
1
♦Autumn Leaves (Ardmore)..
2
2
111
*Bible Tells Me (Paramount).
♦Wake the Town (Joy)....
8
6
8
[Suddenly a Valley (H&R).
10
6 . .
8
tSeventeen (Lois).
9
8
7
•!He (Avas)...
5 10
tAin’t A Shame (Commodore) 10
9 ..
^Moments Remember (Beaver)
♦Blue Star (Young).
4.
6
.
3..10
*Hard to Get (Witmark)..
*Never Stop Loving (Feist). 10
8
*Rock Around Clock (Myers).
8
tTiha Marie (Roncom).
..
..
..'■10
8

Max Fink
_ Continued from page 49 —

Chicago
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New York

landmarks in the field of music
copyrights in the last few years,
including the Stravinsky case, the
Castle Film-”Woody Woodpecker”
case, etc.
For some years we have held the
opinion, contrary to the general
practice in the industry, and con
trary to text writers in the field
of copyrights, that children have
equal rights with widows in all
benefits flowing from renewal of
copyrights.
We have witnessed
many unfortunate instances in
which children's rights were lost
and not enforced due to an im¬
proper •concept of the legal prin¬
ciples involved and it was our
privilege to be able to finally test
this proposition in the courts with
the result that the U. S. Court of
Appeal has now held, in effect, that
each and every child has a right
equal to the last surviving widow
in all renewals occurring after the
death of the composer or author
a.nd that each child has a separate
right to issue licenses to such pub¬
lisher as it may desire and freed
from contracts entered into by the
widow.
Far and beyond the interest
which this case may hold for the
music industry, the decision of the
court in establishing that the Fed¬
eral Courts will, in a proper case,
adopt a humanitarian concept and
depart from the harsh common law
which it has followed in the past.
In this case we were faced with
the problem that the common law
does not recognize a child born
outside of wedlock. It was our
problem to present the court with
a new argument based upon the
humanitarian concepts of this day
and age.
The court’s discussions in this
respect are most profound and in¬
teresting to the entire bar and oth¬
ers interested in humanitarian
causes. Some persons in the in¬
dustry and at the bar who knew
that we were conducting this im¬
portant test work have enquired
as to whether or not we were dis¬
charged and one Tannenbaum en¬
gaged in this case. The entire sit¬
uation is most unfortunate from
my personal and professional
standpoint.
My own relationships with Va¬
riety and its Hollywood staff have
been personal and cordial over
these past 23 years and I trust that
this relationship will continue;
however, I must insist that a prop¬
er and true report be given in this
matter. Thank you for your kind
cooperation.
Max Fink,
Fink, Levinthal & Kent.)
(Samuel W. Tannenbaum, vet¬
eran copyright lawyer and protegee
of one of the pioneer attorneys
specializing in copyright, the late
Ligon Johnson, forwarded the origi¬
nal story of the De.Sylva decision
to Variety. There was art, ambigu¬
ity in the communication which
misled a rewrite man to assume
that Mr. Tarine/nbaum was subjec¬
tively interested in the legalities.

In actuality, he had prepared «
memorandum,. which accented the
same values as in Mr. Fink’s case.
The only difference—and a major
one it'is—lies in the fact that the
Fink, Levinthal & Kent law firm of
Los Angeles, acted in behalf of the
plaintiff in the DeSylva matter.
Mr. Tannenbaum’s interest was
primarily as an observer, because
of the importance of this decision
to all copyright inheritances. In¬
cidentally, the Johnson & Tannen¬
baum law firm has one of the most
complete libraries on copyright
matters and is frequently consult¬
ed by other attorneys for prece¬
dent cases, opinions, and the like.
—Ed.)

2

1
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117.
107
105
71

8

6

36
34
29
24

10

10

Chi Benefit for 88’er
Kenyon Raises $10,000
Chicago, Oct. 4.
A benefit held in Chi’s Sherman
Hotel last week raised nearly $10,000 for the family of Ray Kenyon,
35, pianist and arranger killed in
a traffic brawl Aug. 1. Kenyon left
a wife, Lorraine, and a daughter.
Some 35 acts donated their serv¬
ices, with the American Guild of
Variety Artists permitting the
gratis appearance and footing the
tab for their welfare fund con¬
tributions.
From TKp 20ih C.-niu-r For
f.-Pm,.Scope P'odud on

"LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING

ASCAP Deal
=—

Continued from page 49

.

the ballrooms in question were in
fact night clubs.
Roberts said that several tests
were being used to classify an op¬
eration as a ballroom or a cabaret.
They are: percentage of floor
space used for dancing as com¬
pared with that devoted to food
and drink; whether food or drink
is served; whether shows are pre¬
sented along with the dance music,
and whether the rooms stay open
to serve food and beverages after
the music stops.
Roberts said that these condi¬
tions obtain in varying combina¬
tions and degrees in most opera¬
tions, but that the thing to watch
was all of them cropping up to¬
gether in the same ballroom. He
pointed out that in such cases it
would be difficult to prove a ball¬
room was not a. cabaret, thus be¬
coming liable to payment of the
20% tax retroactively.

' LOVE IS *
, A MANY- SPLENDORED
•
THING
K'1111R

VU'nK (PRp0R-'i0N

■CAIM/4M1I2

Victor

Aims

Continued from page 49 — -

WSADVANC® MUSIC COUP. 3
:■

000 in gift buying .this year. He
said that the certificate plan would
enable the disk retailers to get a
bigger share of this business. Vic¬
tor is kicking off the project with
an extensive ad campaign in na¬
tional mags late in November.
In addition to Bullock, Victor
execs who went into the field this
week were Larry Kanaga, v.p. and
operations manager; George Marek, director of artists & reper¬
toire; Jack Burgess, manager of do¬
mestic field sales staff, and halfdozen other/exec staffers from the
N. Y. homeoffice.

PROGRAM TO-DAY
YESTERDAYS

“SLEEPY
HEAD”
Music

b/

JESSE GREER
SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN
1270 Sixth Av».

N.w York 20

America's Fastest
^Selling Records!
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‘Dirty Politics’ Aired as Thunderbird
Fights Nevada Gambling License Ban
Las Vegas, Oct. 4.
Charges of “dirty politics” are
*vnected to be aired when attor¬
ns for the Thunderbird Hotel
«eek a permanent injunction block¬
ing enforcement of the Nevada
Tax Commission’s order to revoke
the spa’s gambling license. The
case comes up in a district court
here Oct. 17.
The controversy grows out of
last April’s ruling by the Commis¬
sion that Marion Hicks and former
Democratic Lt.-Gov. Clifford Jones
give up their casino licenses in the
Thunderbird, of which they repre¬
sent the majority stock.
The
board’s revocation was based on
the grounds that Hicks and Jones
had concealed hidden interests in
the hotel belonging to eastern un¬
derworld figures Jake and Meyer
Lansky.

It was indicated that the Thunderbird’s attorneys will try to
prove their charge of “dirty poli¬
tics” in connection with the Com¬
mission’s revocation of the hotel’s
gambling permit during direct
questioning last week (28) of Com¬
mission Secretary Robbins Cahill.
Cahill was interrogated as he gave
a court instructed deposition of
the case.
160G Gambling Loan
He acknowledged under . the
questioning that he knew of the
existence of a $160,000 loan from
gambler George Sadlo to Hicks as
far back as 1948. Cahill also said

RAYMOND

CHASE
makes news with the

CONCERTINA
Thank. HAL MAUMS

f'fiitlETr
Thunderbird, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Sept. 11.
“Raymond Chase combines
sharp technique on concertina
and droll patter for solid amuser in next to closing slot.
Launcher is ‘Gypsy Festival’
and ‘Hot Canary.’ Recitations,
mildly mannered, evoke light
chuckles. He plucks miniature
concertina out of pocket, nim¬
bly touching the scale of ‘It’s
Gonna Be a Great Day!,’ leading
to interp of ‘Danny Boy’ and
‘Tiger Rag’ played on two of the
midget instruments simultane¬
ously.
Back to regular-sized
concertina he winds up with
solid ‘Malaguana’.”
Alan.

Management

.

bernie ilson

550 5th Av#.t N.Y. OL 7-8141
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Balmoral Ink* Coleman

3-Pronged Fight Vs. Burlesk Union
After ‘Unfair’ Listing of Circuits

Miami Beach, Oct. 4.
The Balmoral Hotel here has
made two appointments.
Emil
Coleman has been named maestro
for the second consecutive year,
and Peggy Le Boutillier was
as a “well-known gambler.” Sadlo’s tapped to flack the inn.
Recent placement of the two ma¬
Coleman is a former maestro at
alleged connection with the Lanjor hurley circuits on the unfair
skys as their business representa¬ the Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y.
list of the Burlesque Artists Assn,
tive was one of the asserted facts
has .resulted in a three-pronged
brought to light during the Com¬
fight on the union. The BAA was
mission's torrid sessions with Hicks
attacked last week by a group of
that led to the revocation order.
burley performers who petitioned
the Associated Actors and Artistes
Last week, however, Cahill was
of America for an investigation
not questioned about the Lansky
into BAA affairs. The organization
angle. But the hotel’s counsel said
was also blasted by a group of burafter the questioning that they
ley
house operators for being an
were trying to show Cahill was
undemocratic organization. A tiff
aware of the Sadlo loan well be¬
is
also
in the works with the
fore. the Commission termed the
American Guild of Variety Artists,
loan objectionable and ruled in
which
last
week refused to honor
favor of the revocation. The politi¬
Washington, Oct. 4.
a request by BAA that AGVA place
cal intrigue of the case is under¬
The first professional unit under a group of performers on the un¬
scored by the Thunderbird op’s a new policy of entertaining over¬
fair list.
charges that the Commission with¬
seas servicemen left Washington
Jackie Bright, AGVA national
held its allegations against the ho¬ today (Tues.) for the Far East
tel until just before the 1954 gu¬ and Pacific areas. Policy, insti¬ administrative secretary, wrote a
letter
to the 4A’s and to BAA ex¬
bernatorial elections.
tuted by the Far East Command, ecutive secretary Tom Phillips,
During last year’s elections, the calls for entertainment to be paid stating that the AGVA constitution
Democratic nominee for governor, from profits of post exchanges and doesn’t permit the union to place
Vail Pittman, was defeated by Re¬ film theatres in the Pacific area. any act on the unfair list without
publican incumbent Charles Rus¬ This has been made necessary by
sell. The governor also acts as lack of USO-Camp Show funds.
chairman of the Tax Commission
Initial unit, which* will plane
and the members of the board are from Travis Air Force Base, Cal.,
tomorrow (Wed.) is Connie B.
(Continued on page 58)
Gay’s “Town and Country Jam¬
boree,” comprising five western
and country music performers.
Unit, all members of AGVA and
AFM, is booked for a 10-week
Detroit, Oct. 4.
circuit, plus options.
Gay, who
Although attendance was down
operates it, is a leading country
slightly from last year, the net
music impresario.
Being shaped for the future in take reached a new record for the
the Pacific area is a stage band Michigan State Fair Coliseum
Las Vegas, Oct. 4.
policy plus acts, later to enter¬ show, which starred Joni James
Eddie Rio. erstwhile booker-pro¬ tain six, eight and 10 weeks. Pres¬ and Frankie Laine.
ducer for the Royal Nevada Hotel, ently local 47, AFM, in Los An¬
Total attendance was 66,534 per¬
has slapped a $400,000 damage geles, is organizing two bands— sons, compared to 66,666 in 1954
suit against the hostelry’s opera¬ one of 14 and one of nine mem¬ and 72,861 in 1953. The total gross,
tor, Royal Hotel Inc., and Arnold bers. Former will leave L. A. Oct. without taxes, was $89,170, com¬
L. Kimmis, general manager, for 22, and the latter, Nov. 15. Each pared to $72,875 in 1954 arid $72,asserted termination of his con¬ will be out about 20 weeks. First 852 in 1953. Admission was $1.50
tract without cause.
band will have three acts, on an for adults, 50c for children this
Complaint charges he had a eight week basis with options. New year, while the previous two years
three-year contract, dated Nov. 1, acts may be substituted after the the scale was $1.20 and 60c.
’54, guaranteeing -him $750 week¬ original eight weeks. Acts for sec¬
Miss James headed the show for
ly, plus office space in Vegas and ond unit aren’t set.
the first four days and drew 41,Los Angeles, and expenses. Pact
Col. Joseph F. Goetz, head of 262 persons for a $55,558 gross.
also called for his shows to be the Armed Forces Professional Show included the Mills Bros., Fonbilled as “Eddie Rio Presents” on Entertainment Branch, and a for¬ tane Sisters, Roy Hamilton, Kirby
all advertising and publicity, which mer RKO Theatres executive, is Stone Four, Honey Bros, and Herwas breached, according to the serving as agent for the Far East shel Leib orch (19).
suit.
Command in lining up shows and
Laine was the headliner for the
handling contracts.
Walter A.
Bouillet is chief of entertainment last three days, drawing 25,272
customers
and a $33,612 gross—
for the Far East Command.
McGuire Sisters Top 1st
Jackie Bright, AGVA national with final day biz being very poor
because
of
a heavy rain. In this
Nashville Food Fair administrator, and John T. Groen,
Nashville, Oct. 4.
president of Local 47, AFM, *are show, Ella Fitzgerald replaced Roy
Hamilton
and
the Pete Rubino
Headliners at the first Mid-South cooperating.
Food Fair here Oct. 23-30 will be
Present plan is to be continued Combo was added, with the other
the McGuire Sisters, backed by until USO-Camp Shows gets money acts remaining.
Both attendance and gross
Gordy’s Dixielanders. They’ll do to provide entertainment.
USO
three-a-day, interspersed with per¬ has bowed out of the Far East pic¬ the 12,000-seat Grandstand were
down
this year compared to last
formances by Bozo Harrell and Co. ture, but has just made some funds
for kiddies.
available for shows in Alaska and year. The gross this year was
$37,230
on 33,444 admissions, com¬
Promoter is Henry McEIroy, who the Northeast Air Command.
pared to $38,014 and 32,602. Both
heads Mid-South Management Inc.,
years
the
Cisco Kid (Duncan Rea new agency which aims at fur¬
naldo) was the main attraction with
nishing package shows with crowd
Col.
Amos
Selby’s Border Legion
engineering. Clients for the Food
Rodeo. This year, Annie Oakley
Fair, which will show in the David¬
(Gail
Davis)
appeared the first five
son county fairgrounds Coliseum,
days. Tickets had a top of $1.50
San Francisco, Oct. 4.
are a long list of manufacturers
both
years.
AFMLjnusicians have asked the
and wholesalers. Admission is 50c,
Total attendance at the fair was
San Francisco Labor Council for
with 24 shows to be given.
Among other things, eight local permission to strike 77 night spots up over last year—786,758 per¬
sons,
compared to 755,572.
throughout
the
city
to
back
their
disk jockeys, who will take turns
emceeing the program, are giving demands for an annual two-week
local listeners the full McGuire- vacation with pay.
The strike sanction was asked
Gordy buildup.'
Friday (30) and the council re¬
Maurice Chevalier scored a good
ferred the request to Its executive $15,315 for his first six perform¬
‘Capades’ 236G, Cleve. board’s Oct. 10 meeting.
ances at the Lyceum Theatre, N. Y.
Cleveland, Oct. 4.
Cafe Tokay, N. Y., a Magyar He opened last Wednesday (28).
Chanteur is on his third trip to
The opening 10 performances of styled spot, is slated to reopen for
'Ice Capades” at the Cleveland the season Friday (7) with a bill the U. S. with his one-man shows.
His
previous stands were at the
Arena here chalked up - a smash including George Rosner, Robert
$236,000, for a 90% capacity draw. Levitch and Felix Romaine. Ania Golden and St. James Theatres,
N.
Y.
.Show closes Sunday (9).
Sulia is the operator.

Hillbilly Troupe,
Paid by Army PXs,
To Play Far East

New 89GB.O. Mark
At Mich. Fair Show

Rios DOG Suit
Vs. Vegas Hotel

a proper hearing, So far, none has
been set.
The operators attacked BAA and
Phillips on the ground that the un¬
ion is in no position to enforce its
contracts nationally, that the or¬
ganization is not representative of
the burlesque- performers, since
there are no elected officers and
there has been no national BAA
convention in many years.
The ops stated that three houses
in northern New Jersey have
borne the brunt of the BAA activi¬
ties. There is no enforcement of
BAA contracts anywhere else In
the United States, they said. Con¬
sequently, when acts come to the
three Jersey houses (Adams and
Empire, Newark, and Hudson, Un¬
ion City), they are sometimes
dunned for more than $100 each
in dues and initiation fees. As a
result, it .is frequently difficult for
them to get headliners. They have
described the Jersey houses as the
“coaling station for the BAA.”
Ops Want Strong BAA
The operators declared that they
want a strong BAA, one that is
able to enforce its decisions in
every city where there is a bur¬
lesque houses. They said that it
would not be to their advantage
to wreck the BAA, since its juris¬
diction would be immediately be
picked up by AGVA, which could
enforce demands more strongly in
any city in the country. They de(Continued on page 62)

TOOTERS SEEK OKAY TO
STRIKE FRISCO-SPOTS

Chevalier 15G for Six

Representing
Amelia

L

S

Eddl« Kaplan Agency I no.
Cl TH| ATM. IU11DIN*
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THE HAYDENS

(ERNIE and DORIE)
"Aristocrats of Dane*"
Now Playing, ELMWOOD CASINO,
Windsor, Canada
2 Weeks, Oct. 3rd and 10th

Weeks of NOV. 25 and DEC. 2

BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY
CLUB, Cinn.
Exclusive Mgt.: FDWARD RILEY
1560 Broadway, New York City

WHEN IN BOSTON
it’s the

HOTEL AVERY
The. Home of Show Folk
Avery it Washington Sts.
Radio In Every Room

ARTIE DANN
Currently

CHICAGO THEATRE, Chicago
(Sept. 30 to Oct. 13)
GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

Pfiteltiff
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Okay Greenkaiim Riviera Takeover;
No Precedent, Other Vegas Ops Told

Wednesday, October 5, I955

Melton’s ‘Words’ $7,500
For Pittsburgh Week
Pittsburgh, Oct. 4.
James Melton's foray into the
stage field with a small company
in “Words and Music” teed off
slowly last week at the 1,700-seat
Nixon, doing only $7,500 at $3.60
top. Mats went at bargain price
of $2.40 but there wasn’t too much
interest -in the project, although
critics were cordial.
Ten other people are in “Words
and Music” besides Melton, and
general opinion was that it’s an en¬
tertainment geared more to the
concert field than the theatre.
Nixon is currently dark for first
time since house opened season a
month ago, and re-lights Monday
(10) with two-week stand of “Kis¬
met.”

to the Cort Square Theatre, Spring
New York
Jose Greco is set for the Latin field, Mass., starting Friday (7> fJr
All formerly operated the Fla¬
Quarter, Miami Beach, in Febru¬
mingo Hotel with Greenbaum.
Las Vegas, Oct. 4.
ary. He plays the Palmer House, cSsino^RD'yai; Washhi^ton.O^
Deferred pending further investi¬
Chicago, the following month . . .
In a move obviously aimed at gation were six other applicants.
Bambi Linn & Rod Alexander bow
Sinnott pointed up what the
helping the financially floundering
at the Beverly Hilton Hotel, L.A.,
future might hold for other Las
Nov. 4 . . . Joe E. Lewis to the Chez Sa^nT».theT‘V0UC‘-“t!
Riviera Hotel, the Nevada Tax Vegas hotelmen who become em¬
Paree, Chicago, Dec. 27, and fol¬
Commission last week (28) green- broiled in similar financial prob¬
lows with the Adolphus Hotel,
Chicago
lighted the takeover of the sky¬ lems when he told the Commis¬
Dallas, Jan. 19 . . . Billy Vine, who
.signed with the William Morris
scraper’s casino by a syndicate led sion:
Nick Noble set for a two-weeker
Agency, starts at La Vie, N.Y., to¬ at the Chicago Theatre, Chi Or/
“I
will
vote
on
this
one
with
by Gus Greenbaum, vet Las Vegas
morrow (Thurs.) ... Buddy Hackett 28 . . . Nat (King) Cole inked for a
reluctance on the basis of the
gambler. But, at the same time, financial situation at the (Riviera)
signed for El Rancho, Las Vegas, return engagement at the Chez
the agency indicated that this may hotel and because of the financial
Nov. 9 . . . Joan Brandon booked Paree Chicago, May 10-June 10
for the Florida Living Exposition . . . Norm Deigen Jr, and Jo Ann
well be the last time the state will aspect in Las Vegas. In addition to
Oct. 25 to 30 .. . Singer Jerry Vale Miller into the Muehlebaeh KaS
come to the rescue of a Las Vegas that, I don’t think we (the Control
sas City, Oct. 28 for two . . Ana
resort beset by money problems, Board and the Tax Commission)
Morena set for the Club Cresren
by licensing a new venture out of can abruptly change our method
do, Houston, Nov. 9, for two
expediency.
or procedure or our standards for
rounds.
In recommending to the Com¬ acceptance without giving sonv
Continued from page 57
mission that Greenbaum and seven notice as to what that will be. 1
Hollywood
others be given a license to oper¬ won’t vote on the same basis again.
he was aware of Sadlo’s reputation
ate the Riviera casino, Gaming I think this constitutes notice to
Rudy Vallee into Mocambo Oct
appointed by the state’s chief ex¬
Control Board investigator, former anybody who might cogie up.1
25
for
two
frames . . . Allan Jones
ecutive.
booked for Hotel Statler Oct 13
No Words Minced
FBI sleuth William Sinnott, told
•Clean Enough?’
Victor Borge, with a $1,750,000
. Henny Youngman toplines new
Sinnott minced no words sum¬
Tax Commission members:
During last Friday’s questioning,
gross in two years of operation at
at Biltmore Bowl starting to,
“This is a difficult case to re¬ ming up the sanctuary provided by the Golden Theatre, N.Y., has es¬ Cahill also bared an incident that show
day (Wed.), with Helen Forrest.
solve. It is symptomatic of both Nevade for gamblers and persons tablished himself as the longest occurred in 1953 when Hicks Toy & Wing . . . Rickie Layne and
the financial situation in Las Vegas with questionable backgrounds who running one-man show in Broad¬ asked him if he considered Sadlo Maria Neglia join Maria Cole at
and the criminal activities and the have entered the state’s leading way annals. The start of his third “clean enough” to warrant a li¬ Ciro’s tonight . . , Ray Baxter at
The
former
G-Man
notoriousness some of these people industry.
year was celebrated Sunday (2) cense in the hotel. It was about the Crescendo ... Lillian Roth teed
have. On this license some of these pointed out that the “obligation of with a champagne party in the that time that the source of license off two-week stand at Fazio Supper
the
members
of
the
’gambling
in¬
men have police records dating
lobbies
and a backstage shindig applicants' funds to buy into Las' Club, Milwaukee , . . Dorothy Shay
pretty far back into the ’20s and dustry to the state is very great. for a few friends at the theatre. Vegas resorts became a prerequi¬ switched from two weeks at New
’30s. To offset this, they have been Nevada has been very good to His attorneys, -Jonas T. Silver- site of gaming permit approval. Frontier, Vegas, to four .stanzas at
In Nevada for many years and them. It has given them ... a stone & Mortimer S. Rosenthal, Cahill said he told Hicks the ques¬ resort’s Desert Inn, starting Oct.
chance at respectability and ac¬
25 . . . Red Buttons takes over at
their records here have been with- ceptance into the community here. later partied ’him at Toots Shor’s. tion of the' Sadlo license could New
Frontier Oct. 24.
out official blemish.”
The one-man show is of course not be decided by himself, and I
Vic Damone and Jack Carter coIn the future, I think the indus¬
Approved on the Riviera license try members, Gus Greenbaum in¬ a Broadway institution. Current¬ would have to be up to a majority ] star in “Autumn in New York,”
in addition to Greenbaum were cluded, should be aware of the ly, Maurice Chevalier and Marcel vote of the Commission.
opening at Sands Hotel, Vegas, to¬
Israel Alderman, Elias Atol.'Dave great obligation incurred when the Marceau are in the midst of rups.
Cahill said, in reference to night .. , Frances Faye guns Inter¬
Berman, Edward and Ross Miller, state ccepted them and be guided Joyce Grenfell, the British come¬ Hicks’ earlier question, that he is lude's new big-name policy starting
Bernard Nemerov and Sid Wyman. by this ... in their choice of asso¬ dienne, starts a solo jaunt next always confronted by gamblers tomorrow fThursj) , . . Bobby Reed
Monday (10) at the Bijou, N.Y. “making passes, at me to see if held over at iEldorAdo . . . Mischa
ciates.”
Novy and his Beyerly Hilton orch
Sinnott sternly advised that These days, the solo ventures in they could get licenses.” He said signed
10-month contract for Bali
“much greater demands will be the legit houses are seemingly his stock answer is “I’m not the Room ... Gene Autry off on month
made” on the industry’s population monopolized by foreigners. How¬ Tax Commission—take it up with of personal appearances with 24
in the future. But Sinnott later em¬ ever, for the nationalistically in¬ them.”
western performers, musicians and
phasized that when he mentioned clined, soloists such as Cornelia
It’s generally believed, however, specialty acts, opening Friday (7)
the financial situation in Las Vegas • Otis Skinner and Ruth Draper that Cahill, because of his position, with Gene Autry World Champion-,
he did not mean to imply that he play to SRO audiences when in is a guiding factor in Tax Commis¬ ship Rodeo, at International Amphi¬
thinks the gambling, city is in the New York.
sion decisions. Hence, Thunderbird theatre, Chicago.
Borge, on Sunday, essayed his attorney Richard Blakey said he
throes of a depression. Sinnott
731st
performance,
and
as
he
put
blamed mismanagement as the rea¬
was sure Hicks made no effort to
son for the failures felt by several it, having some champagne left conceal the Sadlo loan because he
of the newer resorts.' He said he over from the first anniversary had discussed it with the top of¬
had been able to observe that bad party, he decided on a second ficial on the seven-member agency,
business was not the reason for shindig.
governing gambling in Nevada.
these failures.
Non-Theatrical Turkeys
Throughout the case Hicks has
Meanwhile, the Tax Commission
At the end of the first half, firmly denied knowledge that
indorsed Sinnott’s statement re¬ there was a parade down the aisles Sadlo obtained the $160,000 from
MONTH OP (OCTOBER
garding the Riviera" and William with ushers bearing a huge cake Lansky.
PALACE HOTEL
Deutsch, the agency’s new member, and scrolls signed by the staff and
added that the Riviera license was audience, A waiter on stage wait¬
1. Damn art
granted out of expediency and “I ed to dispense the bubbly. Borge,
hope this won’t happen again.”
a sentimental Dane, wanted Mrs,
In taking the helm of the -Riviera Borge to cut the cake, but the
casino, the Greenbaum group is Waldorf-Astoria staff, which
putting
up $1,500,000, but only tered the affair, apparently neg¬
DfV.r WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Death of a 38-year-old aerialist
$250,000 of that amount will be lected to bring a knife.
The during a performance at Westused as. an operating bankroll, as enciente Mrs. Borge and their bury, L. I., is touching off a
the remainder has been pledged to 10-year-old daughter-fidgeted un¬ stepped-up campaign to organize
COMEDY MATERIAL
clear the hotel’s outstanding bills. til a weapon was produced. N.Y. the outdoor field by the American
For All Branches of Theafrica/s
Creditors of the hotel will receive Daily News columnist and tele Guild of Variety Artists. Michael
$104,000 monthly on a pro rata personality Ed Sullivan made an Telesco was killed at a bazaar held
FUN-MASTER
basis, and that sum will be en¬ appearance on stage to kudose under auspices of St. Brigid’s
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG PILE
(The Service of the STARS)
tered into the. ledger as the rental Borge for’his gratis entertainment Church, when the high pole on
First 13 Filet $7.00-AII 35 issues $25
paid by the Greenbaum group. It stints during the war years.
which he was swaying snapped. He:
Singly/ $1.05 per script.
was estimated that the creditors,
Borge, a poultry farmer in his fell approximately 100 feet to his
who hold more than $2,000,000 in spare time who raises non-theatri¬ death. A guy wire broke when he
• L£!^PAROD,ES' Per b00k *10 •
bills, will get about 25e on the cal turkeys, came to the U.S. ir
• MINSTREL BUDGET
$25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk.. $25 •
dollar now, with the balance com¬ 1941 and after a few vaude ap¬ started on his descent. He nar¬
• blue BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
missed a parked car in his
ing over a period of 18 months if pearances decided that the tall rowly
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
fall.
$3.00
the Greenbaum operation is suc¬ personal appearance coin was in
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
Jackie
Bright, union’s national
cessful.
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
concerts and in solo stands in legit administrator, declared that he
No C.O.D.'s
houses.
Harry
D.
Squires,
his
pro¬
will
spur
a campaign to sign all
BILLY GLASON
ducer, and Music Corp. of Amer¬ outdoor operators to minimum,
200 W. 54th St., New York 19—Dept. V
ica concurred. All seemingly live basic agreements which carry a
Circle 7-1130
happily ever after, especially in clause for operators to buy the
DIR : IRVIN ARTHUR ASSOCIATES
light of a $1,750,000 take in New $7,500 accident insurance policies
York alone.
for members. Bright stated that
Personal manager Nat Nazarro
Telesco
had
been
booked
by
the
has filed a $250,000 suit in N. Y.
George A. Hamid organization,
Supreme Court against the New
which has no agreement with
York Enquirer, its general man¬
AGVA, and therefore doesn’t par¬
ager Dino M. Gallo, and columnist
ticipate in tha union’s Insurance
John J. Miller, claiming the sheet
plan.
made libelous statements about
Syracuse, Oct. 4.
him. He claimed that Miller wrote
Currently
"SLUE FOOT SUE"
MCA'S MURRAY TO CHI
in the Aug. 8 issue that an irate
7ffc W««k
Arena managers are coming to
parent
almost
threw
Nazarro
out.
Chicago,
Oct.
4.
believe
that
there
are
virtually
no
Appearing
KA SEE'S
the window for making an Im¬ headliners strong enough to war-,
Jim Murray joined the Music
"GOLDEN
NIGHT CLUB
proper proposal to his daughter. rant a guarantee. Latest to come Corp. of America Chicago office
HORSESHOE"
Further allegedly libelous state¬ a cropper is Joseph Mahshie, who last week and will work as an
Tolotfo, Ohio
ments were made ip the issue of promoted a show headlined by the agent in the small units depart¬
DISNEYLAND
the following week. The Enquirer Will Mastin Trio starring Sammy ment.
Pub.
is a weekly which hits the street Davis Jr. at the War Memorial,
Murray had been In MCA’s New
Dick Troutman
Sunday afternoon.
Syracuse. Gross came to around York office, in the band -depart¬
$6,500. The trio was given a guar¬ ment.
antee of $6,000. In addition, Larry
Storch was paid $650 for the night
and the Tommy Tucker band got
a stipend of $1,200.
Loss for MahShie came to
Just Concluded Extended
around $6,000, which took in
Ymrtfc n Top
INTERNATIONAL THEATRE TOUR
the auditorium rental, advertising,
tickets, etc.
Just Computed, SEVILLE THEATRE. Montreal
Currently
with tha Foot Acaa
GOLDEN HOTEL
Hairy Mufson, who owns the
Currently.
CHICAGO
THEATRE, Chicago
Eden Roc Hotel, Miami Beach, now
RENO
with Mi« La Rata. <■
under construction, is due in N.Y.
Mgf. BILL MITTLER, 161? Broadway, Now York
end of the week to pact acts for
Man.t KEN GREENGRASS
Dir.: GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
the inn, opening Dec. 20.
By ALAN JARLSON

Only Champagne Is Proper
To Fete Barge’s 3d N.Y.
Year & $1,750,000 Take

Dirty Politics

Eileen BARTON

AGVA To Step Up Outdoor
Work in Aerialist Death

CORAL
RECORDS

JUDY
MARSH

HARBERS
I
l
a"d DALEi

Nazarro Sues N. Y. Sheet
Claiming Story Libel

TOUGH GUARANTEE ROAD
LEARNED BY BURNT MGR.

CAB CALLOWAY

FRANKIE SCOTT

PHIL LAWRENCE and Mitzi
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Chicago, Chi
Chicago, Sept. 30.
Julius LaRosa, Paulette Sisters
(3) Artie Dann, Phil Lawrence &
Mitzi Carl Sands Orch; "Blood
Alter <WBK
The new package at this Balaban
& Katz flagship isn’t much of a
hvDO to the usual offish October
hauls If there’s any business to
be done, the picture will have to
do it.
Julius LaRosa heads this lineup
and his following must have been
watching the World Series opening
show. Either that, or their fervor
has died down since his last ap¬
pearance at the Chicago Theatre
in January. As is, .the half-empty
house didn’t do much to bolster
his confidence.
LaRosa's performance was com¬
petent enough when the size of
the crowd and what must have
been a ticklish throat are consid¬
ered. At the outset, his command
of the situation was professional;
only toward the end did he betray
insecurity. He got biggest audi¬
ence reaction from his closing
number, “Domani.” For the rest,
his offerings of “Suddenly There’s
A Valley” and “Mobile” stood out
and got solid returns from the pa¬
trons.
The Paulette Sisters get second
billing on this card and rate this,
while the comedy end is held up
by Artie Dann. Dann must have
been unconsciously doing a salute
to Joe Miller, judging from the
embalmed gags he resurrected for
this show. Others he must have
borrowed from another comedian
currently working further down
the street. Dann finally called at¬
tention to his frame and his nose
for the only solid laughs of the
performance.
Comic got a mild
jsendoff from the house.
The Paulette Sisters threesome
has eye and sing appeal, for a
prime contender among femme
vocal groups. In their first theatre
date, they display showmanship un¬
usual for newcomers.
Trio has
pleasing voices, although their
arrangements are a little too sac¬
charine. They were decked out in
revealing and teasing salmon-col¬
ored gowns opening show.
Phil Lawrence & Mitzi open the
display with a competent hoofing
turn. They bow with a tap duo,
well-timed and skillfully executed.
Lawrence goes on to solo without
the distaff side of the team, for
good reaction. Team winds with
an oldtime vaudeville spoof for a
few laughs and good palms at the
wrapup.
The Car 1 Sands orchestra pro
vides expert backing.
Gahe.

Empire, Glasgow
Glasgow, Sept. 28.
Crew-Cuts (4) (with Mai Fitei
musical director; Don Lawsc
arums); Bobby Monahan, Author
& Swmson, Mandos Sisters (2
Stan White & Ann, Joe Laure
Kordas (2), Morgan & Gray, Bo
by Dowds Orch.
Four slim young men from Ca
ada, the Crew-Cuts, with an i
ready assured disk name her
make their vaude bow at top
current card, and score strong]
Uuys dl,sI>lay m°dern showmansh
and a clever microphone teohniqi
in a 30-minute act, with cries
delight from the teenage elemer
Currently on second lap of i
extensive United Kingdom toe
the foursome win mitting for the
rendition of “Sh’ Boom” and ah
lor the slower “Earth Angel
£pun with “Crazy ’Bout Yo
^aby, then Rudi Maugeri calls (
the cutomers to relax and 1
lazy prior to their version of tl
sentimental “Angels in the Sky
follow with “Stomp and Whi
IIe>
m #which stubholders a;
asked to join with handclaps, ar
i£e„ warmly-welcomed “Ko *
mo. The four individual guys aj
introduced by Maugeri wl
™,«sAcome<*y slant, and then tl
t?,i '^ aeSue into “Lucky,- Luck
Ajiicky Me,” ranging over the
snow biz career. They don stra
nats and carry canes for oldie me
ioy» including “Shine On, Harve
and “For Me and My Girl
a* Fitch wieldg the baton du
act and a*>so attends to tl
5s,®t one point. Drums a:
■handled by youthful Don Lawson
Supporting layout is fair
strong. Bobby Monahan, port
Amenpan comedian, has a quii
Jof gags, some unfortunate
with blue’and not attun<
/nmily audiences. Winds wi
.tandout impresh of Chari
ftn!l!ht£n as lhe Hunchback
■Notre Dame.
n,4utJors.& Swinson, Canadii
naie duo, indulge in goofy comet
a^or.e closing with their w.k. min
filr rearing of telephone directo
pn5' Joe Laurel, eccentric dance
returning to his natr
tuln, ie,r a 12-year absence, scor
with takeoff of Charles Chapli

P'SniETY

also Laurel & Hardy, and is a tal¬
ented pantomimist.
The Kordas juggle skillfully
with clubs. Morgan & Gray are
adequate terping openers. Mandos
Sisters have thrilling aerial rou¬
tine, reviewed in New Acts, as
are the comedy musical pair, Stan
White & Ann.
The Bobby Dowds' house orch
provides the show’s sound musical
backing
Gord.

Palace, N. Y.
Roby & Dells, Stuffy Bryant,
Florida Trio, Terry & The Macs
(4), Johnny Haymer, Frederick &
Tanya, Frank Marlowe, Six Moroc¬
cans, Myron Roman Orch; “The
Naked Street” (U), reviewed in
Variety Aug. 17, ’55.
The Palace bill is a well-regu¬
lated affair this week with a batch
of standard acts that keeps the
audience wide-awake. As a matter
of fact, the Palace payees some¬
times show signs of hepness. It
seems that the house is creating its
own faves after all these years. For
example, Frank Marlowe, on mak¬
ing his entrance, got a sizable mitt
at show caught. Maybe their taste
isn’t in the highest category, but it
does seem that they are starting to
register their preferences with the
managment.
Marlowe, as a matter of fact,
comes out well ahead here. His
brand of comedy, much of it with a
tradey tinge, gets a steady suc¬
cession of laughs. As in most of
the acts that the Palace mob ad¬
mires, he’s a hard-working turn.
He punches everything across and
he walks off taking more bows
than the other turns.
There’s
further
comedy
by
Johnny Haymer, a purveyor of
highly commercial corn and cliches,
who similarly gets big results with
this house. He has a succession of
stories and a routine based on sev¬
eral versions of a cornball number
that gets the crowd with him. His
topper is a strong English musichall impression.
Also getting an extremely strong
reception is the act by the Florida
Trio, two men and a woman. It’s a
golliwog routine with the central
figure getting a lot of pushing
around. The rubber-limbed antics
rate strong applause at several
midterm points.
Session has two dance acts, with
Stuffy Bryant playing the deuce.
Negro tapster has some nice mate¬
rial, his terps atop a drumlike plat¬
form hitting the desired results.
Frederick & Tanya, a ballroom
pair, are very careful dancers. In
fact, they dance as though each of
them is breaking in a new partner.
However, this doesn’t apply toward
the end of their numbers, when
the male picks up his partner for
some truly excellent overhead
spins. On this alone, they rate with
the house.
Terry & The Macs, a three-boysplus-girl singing turn, who played
Le Ruban Bleu last season, open
with a much too. obvious number’,
an Irish medley, which seems so
patently a bid for applause. The
succeeding numbers, like “C’est Si
Bon,” which ^shows Eartha Kitt in¬
fluences, and their closer, a Scotch
medley, while also not too original
in character, at least haven’t been
batted about so frequently as the
Irish medley. The crowd likes
them.
Aero turns are by Roby & Dells
(New Acts) and The Six Moroc¬
cans, a tumbling and pyramid
troupe W'ho come in handy as a
curtain closer. Myron Roman showbacks well.'
Jose.

Apollo, IV. Y.
Joyce Bryant, Lucky Millinder
Orch (15), Cook & Brown, Great
Barton (2), Buddy Bowser, Royal
Jokers (5), Bill Bailey; “Violet
Saturday” (20th).
For the second week running,
the Apollo- is banking on a class
turn to pull in the biz. Last frame
it was Duke Ellington, and now
it’s songstress Joyce Bryant in the
key slot.
Although Miss Bryant packs
plenty of sophistication in her song
styling, she still puts enough zip
and piping passion into her- efforts
to please this house’s regulars, who
usually bend toward the r&b pur¬
veyors. Thrush is an attractive
item from top to toe and she can
walk through her turn on the basis
of looks alone. However, she’s no
slouch in the talent department,
either, and wallops her songalog
across for a top score.
Vet terpster Bill Bailey pre¬
cedes the thrush with a slick ex■ hibit of . his nifty footwork. He
keeps his patter at a minimum
this time out, to concentrate on
his cleats, and it’s all to the good.
His soft-shoeing and tapping up
and down a set of stairs a la Bill
Robinson are hard to beat.
Cook & Brown, a pair of ener¬
getic tapsters, tee off the bill in
okay fashion. Lucky Millinder’s
orch (three rhythya, six brass and

five reed) supports the acts with a
solid downbeat and comes through
on its own with a breezy two-beat
rhythm workover of “Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi.”
Ofay balancer The Great Barton,
comedian Buddy Bowser and The
Royal Jokers, a rhythm & blues
vocal group, are reviewed in New
Acts.
Gros.
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Day-Date N.Y. Feast: Nagstravaganzas
& Alfalfa Arias Plus Bums Vs. Yanks
By LEONARD TRAUBE
More often than not in the past,
the annual rodeo in New York has
overlapped with the baseball World
Series. This trip, the Madison
Square Garden and diamond tussle
coincided exactly at the kickoff last
Wednesday (28). In earlier days,
there was an official “World
Series” billing on the bronco
bustin’ opera, and sometimes the
show would sneak in ahead of the
national pastime to grab the whole
advance spotlight on the occasions
when one or both teams were from
New York, as in this year’s in¬
stance.
If memory does not play its
usual tricks, it was the Tex Rickard-Fred Beebe regime which gave
the roundup its “World Series”
tag; Could’ve been tall Tex Aus¬
tin, or perhaps even Col. W. T.
Johnson during his three-year
kingpinning of the show starting
a quarter century ago with Frank
Moore (who’s still going strong)
as resident manager, but the flam¬
boyant Rickard and the equally
flamboyant Beebe were the more
likely perpetrators of the euphem¬
ism.
The rodeo association or rever¬
sion to common sense must have
caught up with the billing, since

the program squarely in the orth¬
odox entertainment groove. The
biggest of these is of course Roy
Rogers and Hollywood-vidpix barn¬
Toronto, Sept. 30.
storming troupe. He gets the lion’s
Four Lads, Jan August, Danny
share of the booty without being
Crystal, Johnny Conrad Dancers
obliged to compete, for the pot o’
gold.
(5), Archie Stone House Orch;
“Simba” (Rank).
Rogers and quondam friend-men¬
tor (and earlier on same Repub¬
Still with those rhythmic foot
lic Pictures lot) Gene Autry have
stomps and handclaps, but with
been sharing the top billing off
steadily improving vocal tech¬
and on since WW II, but Rogers
nique, The Four Lads are current¬
has been the choice in most of
ly breaking in a new device—the
the years since Autry went tophanding of plenty of comedy work
kick during the war arid Rogers
to Jimmy Arnold. He is now the
was on hand as the pinchhitter.
butt of the other three and is over
Each is strong at the b.o., but
big on the shy, finger-twirling bits
the Rogers booking is apparently
as the group’s patsy. This should
less complicated due largely to
add immeasurably to the visual ap¬
Autry’s manifold interests wherein
peal of this vocal quartet. (Frank
he amounts to a huge corporation.
Busseri’s left foot is still in a cast,
Rundown of events is about
suffered when he broke an ankle
status quo, though on the contest
by tripping over a backstage cable
side perhaps fewer calf ropers and
on final night, of Jack Arthur’s
steer wrestlers—mebbe to tighten
24,000-seater grandstand show at
the show, but more likely because
the Canadian National Exhibition
there isn’t the abundance of crack
here.)
rounder-uppers as used to be. Of
Four Lads (Frankie Busseri,
the 15 events, traditional six are
bartone; Bernie Toorish, lead
competitive, others being in the ex¬
tenor; Connie Codarini, bass—and
hibition-performance category.
announcer; Jimmy Arnold, high
Stakes are $14,000 each for baretenor), in addition to new comedy
back bronc riding, calf roping,
style, are carrying a pianist, Joe
saddle bronc riding, bulldogging
Mele; a special effects drummer,
and steer riding, with $5,600 for
Eddie Nicholas. Kids are all in
the wild horse nagstravaganza.
their early 20’s, and generous with
In a departure from printed posi¬
their time and talent. They got World’s Championship
tion, Rogers’ Liberty horse act fol¬
an ovation when caught.
Rodeo, N. V.
lowed Hendricks’ H’Wood Movie
Whole 70-minute presentation,
30th annual presentation, star¬ Dogs, in which hosses also are
with Archie Stone’s house orch ring Roy Rogers, Trigger, Trig¬ used, in the latter as mounts for
onstage, is a neat package, with ger Jr. and 202 contestanis-con- the pooches. Cowpoke star is flashy
Jan August also as marquee lure. tractees featuring Sons of Pio¬ and graceful in cueing the hand¬
Chap, in white dinner jacket at the neers (6), Pat Brady & "Nelly-l some and extremely well-broken
grand, opens with a fine and un¬ belle,” Byron Hendricks’ H’wood eight Palomino Libs. It’s spliced
usual jazz version of Beethoven's Movie Dogs & Mules; Nancy with a bit of humor emanating
“Moonlight Sonata,” and then into
from running description of cracka medley of his well-known piano Sheppard, Virginia Hadley, Mari¬ erjack announcer Pete Logan,
numbers in concert style, with lyn Clark, Kay Ritmire, (trick rid¬ marking his eighth session at this
plenty of glissandos and his trade- ers); James Cimmeron’s Cowboy tussle. Movie Dogs, with Lee &
marked rippleruns on the trebles. Band; Buck LeGrand and “Kajim Ann Hendricks in the arena with
Second set of hot-piano boogie- Kid” Gaudin (clowns); Pete Lo¬ them, consist of a trio of alert
woogie, with fine backing from the gan, announcer; Eastern "Rodeo shepherds and a frisky big black
Stone orch, particularly in the per¬ Queen” & Dude Ranch Girls (5). French poodle for a thorough click
cussion section, gets a big hand. At Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y., in rope skipping, jockeying and
Johnny Conrad Dancers, four Sept. 28-Oct. 16 (28 perform¬ other didoes. Hendricks’ second
turn with a pair of mules is so-so,
girls and the male, get bill off to ances); scaled to $6.
gaited for the county fairs but
a swift start with their Siamese
presumably of general appeal to
dance, again with lots of percus¬
sion, with all performing plenty of from no view is the local show the kiddies.
pirouette work, complete with per¬ related to the tiara of finality; even
Rogers makes a couple of other
fectly-timed staccato movements. the label of “World’s Champion¬ entries—first with Trigger Jr. and
Johnny Conrad is back midway for ship” for years on end is strictly later, in the post-admission fray,
a solo tap number, interspersed a dodge for exploitation purposes, with the senior Trigger nag, Sons
with neat softshoe; with girls also but by now it’s been one of those of the Pioneers in their alfalfa
back for a fast mambo finish in honored-in-the-usage affairs and no arias and Pat Brady & his NellyLatin-American costume for lots one actually is the loser. On the belle jeep. They’re all from the
of spectacular leaps and ballet contrary, a cowpoke winding up Ohioan’s cinema-tv-radio troupe.
splits to a mounting finale on with the top money can always
Cowgals’ trick riding event is
tempo. Here is a fine, if small, boast about his "world’s champion¬ currently leveled off to four chauf¬
well-trained ensemble; the girls ship” as per the trilling in the feurs. This used to be a well-peo¬
all noticeable not only on dance billing. Every dollar means so pled mixed exhibition of consider¬
dexterity but looks.
points to be added to the able strength, but this type of
Wandering amiably in and out many
chappie’s total when the year’s horsemanship apparently is in de¬
as emcee is Danny Crystal, a suave reckoning
cline on the sagebrush and more
young comedian who displays association. is made by the trade sophisticated areas, and in this in¬
plenty of class appearance and
stance one or two of the foursome
This
year’s
boodle
is
a
snazzy
manner, plus versatility values.
$102,300, against half of that and are scarcely out of the simon pure
McStay.
even less of a generation ago. The class, though all of them are at¬
purse goes stratosphere like every tractive and fancily bedecked.
other part of the economy, and
A lot of the folks were buzzing
part of the rise is attributable to as to the absence of Dale Evans,
the contestants themselves, who Rogers’ wife and teammate. Rogers
several years ago went to bat for said in announcement from the
upped prizes and won out on the arena that she was too busy taking
eve of the premiere on threat of care of their California ranch and
Omaha Food Show
a
walkout. Let it not be said that six children. There’s talk she
Omaha, Sept. 30.
the westerner-bedecked crowd is
Preston Foster & Sheila D’Arcy, not as sensitive to the bread & doesn’t cotton to N. Y. crowds, pre¬
Johnny Maddox, Phil Maraquinn, butter aspect of life as the tradi¬ ferring the less hectic open spaces
grassroots areas.
Ted & Flo Vallett, Eddy Haddad's tionally hell-bent-for-dollar east¬ and
Behind the scenes, the now
Orch (14). At City Auditorium, erners with their fine ways and dwindling corps of veterans give
Omaha, Sept. 24, ’55; admission $1. fancy grooming.
the series a continuity that time
Whether the rodeo is a sports- and changes in the economy can
Sponsors of Omaha’s first Food tacular or straight entertainment hardly erase. There’s Frank Moore,
Show in 14 years undoubtedly is academic. A “legal” sport like the manager and talent scouter,
went heavy, dollar-wise, on their baseball has never seriously both¬ with about 25 years at his post;
entertainment budget.
Unfortu¬ ered the Garden’s rodeo b.o., ditto Fred Alvord,-who’s also gone
nately, they didn’t get too much though there are some inroads on through several regimes in his
for their money. Show is here the public relations, specially arena secretary’s spot; Everett
when the athletic side of the dailies Colburn, who runs the arena works
Sept. 24 to Oct. 1.
(like most) are the official reposi¬ as managing director and also sup¬
Headliners Preston Foster and tory
for the oat-e-o pressagents plies the rough-tough stock. Also
his better half, Sheila D’Arcy. headed
by the Eighth Ave. arena’s in the oldtimer class is former top
proved a feeble show closer and Lillian Jenkins in her year-round hand
Everett Shaw, who’s been a
certainly fared badly when com¬ p.d. capacity.
judge since retiring from the more
pared to the Mills Bros., top
The baseball customer is basic¬ arduous duties of wrapping up the
spotted at the Auto Show here, and ally different from the rodeo fan, calves.
the Billy Williams Quartet, at the so there’s plenty room for both
Show holds together as a “west¬
Trailer Show. Foster’s gags, sing¬ these events when they happen to ern classic for easterners” with
ing and guitar playing leave much coincide on the dates for the solid appeal, and even at its $6
to be desired, while his wife sings forepart. Fact that the baseball top can be expected to turn over
and straights.
They’re a good- joust was a Bronx-to-Brooklyn a good penny to the Garden.
looking couple—but no headliners series this year makes it a bit
tougher. As to toughness, the na¬
in a strong vaude league.
Grips Picket St. L. Spot
Closet to a show stop is regis¬ tional pastime doesn’t compare
with
the chutes and corrals in the
St. Louis, Oct. 4.
tered by Johnny Maddox and his
The Chase Club operated by
pianistics. Dressed like a rinky-tink physical hazards, and the season for
both
is
just
about
the
same
length.
Harold
Koplar
in the west end
88er of the saloon days, he scores
The laddies who make with the j
with “Piano Roll Blues” and has Brahmas and nags are in a bona- Hotel Chase is being picketed by
members
of
the
AFL Stagehands
the crowd with him on a commu¬ fide sport to the extent of the
Union, Local No. 6 as the result
nity sing.
purse; don’t make it and go home of the management employing a
Phil Maraquinn tried hard as broke except for handouts; make
emcee but is on too long in his it and the entry fees are added spotlight operator not a member
comedy stint. Ted & Flo Vallett on to the coin won in the arena, of the union.
The club reopened its 1955-56
are okay in the opening spot with which is a pot of some $75,000.
across and baton twirling. Eddy But the exhibition, contracted or season last week with a revue
tagged
“The Chase Roman Holi¬
salaried
events
such
as
roping,
rid¬
Haddad’s orch, local outfit, cuts a
ing and spotted sagebrush acts put day.”
good show.
Trump.

Casino, Toronto
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of Harry Belafonte, but it is in¬
Dunes, Las Vegas
digenous to the Hilton chain's new
Las Vegas, Sept. 28.
Harry Belafonte & Co. (2); Nat pattern of nitery operations, as
Howard Keel (with Twilights)
Brandwynne 'and Mischa Borr part of the overall hotel concept.
(3), Betty & Jane Kean, Ray Ma¬
Abel.
Orchs; $2 and $2.50 convert.
lone, Harem Girls (20), Men (6),
Bill Wood, Jaye Rubanoff Orch
El Rancho, Las Vegas
Certain hotel rooms, especially
(12); $2 minimum.
in New York, are naturals for
Las Vegas, Sept. 28.
femmes, and these boites usually
Along with the shot-in-the-casino
Earth a Kitt, Lenny Kent, Wanda
defy the males in breaking the box- Smith Cover Girls (5), Ted Fio of Sands’ money and their recent
lease
of this once-faltering spa,
office sound barriers. The Hilton Rito Orch (11); $2 minimum.
there is the new, positive enter¬
chain’s companion Persian Room of
tainment policy of Jack Entratter
There is a charmed circle of top to equal any and all stiff competi¬
the Hotel Plaza is an example,
name lures for big spenders or tion on the Strip. The prolonged
where a new French singer, Gilbert high-rollers
in this desert gam¬
Becaud, despite a strong builder- bling sanctum that rarely opens up “grand opening” had Frank Sin¬
atra (one of the new owners) for
upper, is experiening attendance for a new member. With the re¬ the first weekend and Danny
problems. In fact, the Persian turn of Eartha Kitt after an almost Thomas toplining the one to fol¬
two-year absence and coming up low, abetted in the interim by Rob¬
Room, with the exceptions of Carl with
one of the most exciting acts
Brisson and Jean Sablon, just ever displayed along the Strip, the ert Merrill’s fortnight. His sup¬
porting act was comic Al Bernle.
seems biased in favor of the dis¬ circle admits another surefire bet Now in the clear of all previous
taffers as couvert charge bait, be to bring in the big coin. There booking entanglements and set¬
it Hildegarde, Dorothy Shay* Ce¬ should be few quiet nights at El tling down for the long haul ahead,
leste Holm or Kay Thompson. The Rancho for the next four frames. the plush Arabian Room is pretty
nearby Pierre Hotel’s Cotillion
The completely individual Kitt well assured of a magnum month
Room is also a more partial setting style is pretty well known now via with Howard Keel headlining and
foi the babes, as witness the in¬ recordings. Her in-person impact, the Kean Sisters in the midspot.
cumbent Mimi Benzell.
however, is so volatile, so impreg¬
Keel shatters something of a
The Empire Room of the Hilton’s nated with s.a., dramatic climaxes sorry color precedent in many
flagship, the Waldorf-Astoria, is and good theatre, as to render Strip niteries by working with a
more pliable. A Dinah Shore, Lena those platter exhibits almost im¬ sepia trio called the Twilights
Comple¬ throughout his segment.
Horne or a Dorothy Dandridge do potent by comparison.
They
as big here as Jose Greco (who in¬ mented by special lighting and bounce right on in the opener to
cidentally is due back for the pre- staging effects by LeRoy Prinz, add authority to the spiritual mood
Miss
Kitt
gets
rapt
attention
im¬
New Year’s attraction) as the in¬
of “Lonesome Road.” He softens
cumbent Harry Belafonte. Latter mediately with “I Wanna Be Evil.” his robust tones for “Autumn
is slated to be followed by Maurice The sexy mood continues through Leaves,” but gets back into a swag¬
Chevalier on Nov. 10, truly a box- “After Me” (“Apres Moi”) with gering effect for “Yellow Rose of
office plum for any hotel, especial¬ the Gallic inferences, but is keyed Texas,” aided by light comedies
ly considering the $5,000-a-week low for her pensive “Smoke Gets from the Twilights. His interlude
for the Gallic “lip’s” eight shows in Your Eyes.” Again, she .tosses of “Heaven” is another nice croon¬
per week in comparison to the the innuendoes around in the fa¬ ing job, and in “Hooray for Love,”
astronomic Las Vegas salary he miliar “C’est si bon,” then swings with the three ebullient warblers,
will get when he heads for the around another facet with some sets up the dynamics for his vig¬
gutty blues in “Come by Sunday.” orous “Granada.” In dedication to
Dunes Hotel.
Belafonte, with an assist from
After firing up the temperature his young daughter, he gives av
his special guitar accompanist in Spanish to “Angelitos Negros.” touching soliloquoy to “Love,”
Millard Thomas, and maestro-clari¬ the stage is set for still another di¬ then pulls out all stops for “Old
netist Tom Scott had played the rection in which Miss Kitt socks Man River,” again with the Twi¬
Starlight Roof.
The personable over her new dance sequence and lights, for closing ovation.
colored
barytone
comes
into its exciting finale. She peels off
The Kean Sisters merge again
the class hotel circuit with a com¬ her skirt to join Arthur Mendez in for this date after Jane's trek to
bination rep via RCA Victor rec¬ lifts, modern adagio whirls remi¬ Europe and Betty’s conclusion of
ords; a proved cafe click; and with niscent of her Dunham days. An the “Ankles' Aweigh” run. Some
concert and legit background interlude chant, including “What roughness in blend was apparent
(“Three For The Show”). He is a Is This Thing Called Love,” sig¬ at show caught, but this should
sincere balladeer whose penchant nals some Afro-Cuban revels alone, smooth out before too many per¬
for the folk song gives him a with sexy finish a return to Men¬ formances. New material, like the
special quality so that when he dez and wrap-around cling . for
Basse “Everybody is in Italy
does essay a pop like “Unchained curtain. Adding to visual and Eli
Italians,” shows good promise,
Melody” it has that much more aural effects are her onstage but
on the trade side, but the
rhythm section and conductor- although
distinction.
lampoon
of “The $64,000 Question”
He is a showmanly purveyor of com-Doser-pianist Sanford Gold at just doesn’t pay off.
the
helm
of
the
Ted
Fio
Rito
Orch.
melody that runs the gamut from
Jane is doing more with her mo¬
Lenny Kent contributes a plus
calypso to folklore, with accent on
front and center, delivering
the latter. After a sprightly “Hello ingredient to the overall smash ments
pungent
while Betty
Everybody” opener and the Trini- layout. He brings in a batch of prefers toimpressions,
skitter about in ad libs,
dadian-tempoed “Man Smart,” his new material this trip, punching many of them
hilarious.
Pair trot
over
his
stories
and
quickies
for
routine embraces “Water Boy,”
Highlights are his out the Monroe-Russell slapstick“Scarlet Ribbon.” “John Henry,” big yoclcs.
ery
on
“All-American
Girls”
for
“Women’s
Hippocrates
Oath,”
im“Mathilda” (perhaps his biggest
Victor record), “Mark Twain,” presh of Harry Belafonte’s Calypso solid yock returns, building neatly
“Unchained” and “Hold 'Em Joe.” “Matilda,” and his always-includ¬ to finish from this point with fast
punches, Including Jane’s Eartha
He knows how to use the mike and ed Texan “Buddy Buddy.”
Kitt, “Deed I Do,” “Little Things
when to handle the portable am¬
Wanda Smith’s Cover Girls may Mean
a Lot,” Johnnie Ray vis-a-vis
plifier as he perambulates the floor. fill out a cathode tube with their
a rousing terp exit after paro¬
As a one-man interlude in the romps on the Durante vidshows, and
dies
from
“Can-Can.”
Waldorf’s Empire Room, just re¬ but as a quintet they hardly offer
Puzzle in the layout is the brief
opened for th.e_ winter season, the nitery flash in numbers asso¬
Belafonte is a bullish entry. His ciated with past choreos here. time allotted to hoofer Ray Malone.
song values are well evaluated in Further, their metier is the talking He scarcely has a showcase of
direct ratio to the room. The or singing of special lyrics, while some fleet legwork before exit and
Waldorf is a blend of deluxe tour¬ in movement (and too often some no encore. Production holdovers,
ist and local traffic* and Belafonte of the decisive doggerel), doesn’t the “Calypso” and “Fairy Tale”
fan display, are given big mitts.
strikes a savvy balance for both get over.
Will.
Bill Wood handles interim vocals
elements.
well, and further credit nods go to
Nat Brandwynne Is back on the
Gatineau,
Ottawa
the Keans' accomper-arranger-pipodium, after a session on “The
anist Irving Actman, and to George
Ottawa,
Sept.
27.
Eddy Duchin Story” (Columbia
Wyle for incisive batoning of the
Pictures), and per usual the Mischa
Jimmy Caesar, Reeds (2), Prul- Keel scores. Jaye Rubanoff has the
Borr relief band is a solid group lie & Talon, Bob Stewart, Gatineau major share of podium moments,
for all types of tempos.
Lovelies (6), Harry Pozy Orch (8); guiding his musickers without ap¬
Under the new decentralization $1 admission.
parent difficulties.
Will.
operations by the Hilton Hotels,
the eastern zone (under Joe Binns)
The
Composer,
N.
Y.
Promising
young
comic
Jimmy
worries about talent in the Atlantic
John Mehegan Trio, Bernard
seaboard belt; the Coast takes care Caesar is wisely confining his
nitery
stint
to
impressions
until
he
Pfeiffer
Trio;
no
cover
or
mini¬
of its hostelries, and Merriel Ab¬
bott, longtime overall entrepreneur is ready with a routine of his mum.
over all Hilton hotels, now con¬ own, and his mimicry is standout.
'This West 58th Street room is
fines herself to the midwest zone, He strings off apings like a jet
The Waldorf, wisely enough, cer¬ trails vapors, so fast many get only developing into one of New York’s
tainly rates the top treatment as a few words. Equipped with a Stan smart jazz spots' along the lines
a particularly special type of show¬ Laurel (his favorite characteriza¬ of the successful Embers on the
case! It has erred in the past that tion) visage and capable, variable east side ,and a couple of blocks
what’s good at the Palmer House, pipes, Caesar rings in offbeat car- southwards. Both clubs have found
Chi, the Statler, L.A., is also good bonings like Mr. Magoo, Roy Ham¬ a payoff formula in atmospheric
for the Waldorf. Binns, Claude C. ilton, Pinza doing “Sh-Boom!” and decor and an exceptional cuisine
Philippev et al. have other ideas Karloff & Lugosi in a Martin & topped by smart, smooth jazz mu¬
in mind,' as witness the Chevalier Lewis session, between familiars sic.
date. The Becaud booking at the such as Jolson and Crosby. But
The Composer accents the key¬
Plaza rates more as A-for-Attempt Caesar’s strongest possibilities lie board instrument, and for its cur¬
than Achievement, although it is in his own comedy. Given a dis¬ rent layout the room has no less
said that the French songwriter- tinguishing stage identity and than three 88ers working. Two of
entertainer is needlessly handicap¬ sound material to go with it, he them are spotted in the duo piano
ping himself by not listening to could climb high.
team of John Mehegan and Eddie
The Reeds, male harmonica duo, Costa, with Vincent Burke on bass.
advice on what should be the
proper ingredients for best Gotham score nicely on their music but The two pianos are an unusual
appreciation. Becaud, if this is should discard comedy efforts as setup for jazz (although prevalent
true, might take a cue from his unnecessary and weak. Tunes are in pop dance bands), but this trio
confrere, an artist of worldwide presented against click arrange¬ makes it pay off with a solid,
renown, Maurice Chevalier, who ments and big reception goes to swinging sound.
Mehegan, in¬
was quick to recognize the fact, a collection of Scotch and Irish cidentally, is an instructor of jazz
because when he comes to the airs. Use of oversize and odd¬ at Juilliard, but he doesnt let the
shaped
harmonicas
enhances
stag¬
Waldorf he will have to put the
pedantic note creep into his nitery
accent more on the old Franco- ing. Prullie & Talon bolster the display. The trio’s book, of course,
American standards. As a matter bill with a slick stanza of acro- extends over the whole range of
of record, Chevalier is already terp. Although the femme, impres¬ great standards and showtunes.
doing that even now at the Lyceum sively gowned and an attractivelyOther trio on the bill is headed
Theatre, his legit stand. The “lip” built looker, goes through spins, by French jazz pianist Bernard
thought he’d introduce a flock of lifts and contortions that have the Pfeiffer. He displays a strong at¬
new material but, apparently, the tablesitters brow-mopping, act
tack on the swing numbers and
Broadwayfarers, at a $5 ticket, are always in the class slot, smoothly turns lush on the ballads. He also
more than content to receive and presented and effectively staged.
essays some classical numbers, but
reaeclaim his vintaged but. long¬
Bob Stewart (New Acts) emcees, these don’t go very far in a nitery
time-accepted song material.
sings
with the line and as a sing!
.
..
.where the music is mostly being
All this, of course, is something is held over, as is the Gatineau ; used for background to conversaof a segue from t£e basic apRrajffcJ jXpvelies j^ne.
,,
j (ion,, ,
,ffe,Tn-
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New Acts
THE GREAT BARTON (2)
Balancing
7 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
. t
This is the kind of act you worry
about. The Great Barton, an ofay
showcasing his stuff in this Negro
vaudery, sets up such difficult bal¬
ancing feats for himself that pewholders are steadily kept on edge
for a mishap. He’s got it all down
pat, however, including
some
wavering to heighten tension arid
walks away with a strong mitt.
Working with femme aide, Bar¬
ton, a strapping sandy-haired guy,
sets it up quickly with a finger bal¬
ancing stunt on a lighted globe in
the manner of Unus, regular with
Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey
circus. He then pulls off a similar
trick on a globe on a higher plat¬
form but this time it’s done with
a cane and chair support. Still on
the high platform he shows plenty
of coordination moving stacks of
bricks from one pile to another
balancing on his hands. Finale
brings a ladder up to the platform.
He climbs to the top as it wavers
to and fro in the-air. It’s a breathtaker. The plus sight values make
Barton a good, bet for tele shots
and wider vaude slottings. Gros.
THE ROYAL JOKERS (5)
Songs
11 Mins.
Apollo, N.Y.
It seems that all four or five guys
have to .do these days is dress alike
and they automatically become
a rhythm & blugs group. Another
prerequisite, of course, is some
quivering vocalistics sprinkled with
a lot of frenetic body movements
and they’re in business. It’s get¬
ting difficult to tell the groups
apart that closely do they play fol¬
low the leader.
The Royal Jokers, five sepia lads
from Georgia, are individualistic
only in that they’ve patterned
themselves so closely to the r&b
line that they sound and look like
a parody of all 'jthe groups around
today. They’ve copied the shakeand-shout technique with such
broad strokes that it’s hard to tell
whether or not they’re being seri¬
ous. And this works against them,
especially with those who are
solemn and sincere about the r&b
vogue.
•In the repertoire are such typi¬
cal r&b items as “WatCha Gonna
Do?” “Cry Some More” and. “I
Don’t Know Why I Feel This Way.”
Gros.
BUDDY BOWSER
Comedy
12 Mins.
Apollo, N.Y.
Although comic Buddy Bowser is
no newcomer to the Negro vaude
circuit, he rates a New Acts entry
because he’s never before been
appraised as a solo turn. Once
partnered with Bert Howell, Bow¬
ser is now a fulltime dee jay. on
WLIB (N.Y. indie) and a parttime
comic.
He doesn’t come off too well in
this Apollo shot. Suffering prima¬
rily from weak material, Howell
drags it along overstaying his wel¬
come. The yocks are sparsely dis¬
tributed and some of his lengthy
bits, such as a politico’s spiel,
could be discarded to his advan¬
tage.
He could also add his
gagged up version of the tune,
“Laura,” to the discard pile.
In his favor is an amiable stage
demeanor and a routine that won’t
embarrass any member of the fam¬
ily. The difficulty is in holding
their interest.
Gros.
STAN WHITE & ANN
Comedy Musical
12 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Mixed twosome offer fairly
bright and amusing comedy-plusmusic act in which male is repeat¬
edly interrupted by his laffing
femme partner.
Latter enters with quaint novel¬
ty contraptions, wooden frames
comprising motor horns, hammers,
cymbals, musical instruments, etc.
She proceeds to hit and hammer
at these and create odd sounds
which interfere with her partner’s
musicianship.
More yocks when male reenters
garbed in red tights and vest, and
white short pants, plus comedy
moustache, and attempts to do onehand balance atop musical con¬
traption while playing instruments.
He finally achieves this after com¬
edy byplay with orch drummer.
Okay act for general run of
vauderies. though would require
to be sharpened for U. S. play: dates.
Gord.

ROBERTA CARLIN
Songs
18 Mins.
Bradford Roof, Boston
shows a fine range, sells a
song in grand style and looks
equally at home in big rooms or
intimate spots. Caught Saturday
night (1) before a jampacked aud
in this 385-seater, Miss Carlin defi¬
nitely proves a crowd-pleaser. She
wrapped up the room for boffo ap¬
plause, looking like a budding
Ethel Merman.
Chirp, a standout in a black
Chantilly lace gown with sequin
top. concentrates on musical show
numbers, but includes one pop in
her set, proving her ability in
both fields. She has a warm con¬
tralto voice and can pull it down
for torchy effects. Newcomer has
lots to offer and is slated~for top
vocalist brackets.
Miss Carlin, who started out in
musical comedy, was on the road
in “Girl Crazy” and is now work¬
ing the nitery circuits. She uses
blue spots and amber lights, clev¬
erly setting mood tones for her
numbers.
Opening with “Who Cares?”
which she sells with sensitive feel¬
ing, “No One Btit You” projects
in torchy style, and swings to
“Little Girl From Little Rock,”
with which she works close to the
ringside customers for telling ef¬
fect. She takes “All of You” for
a ride, goes into a fast medley
from “Can-Can” and wraps up
with a combo of “C’est Magnifique” and “Allez Vous En” for
strong- salvos.
Miss Carlin is a comer; should
go far, fast; and has great poten¬
tial for smart supper clubs and
class spots.
Guy.
LISA CHICKERING
Songs
22 Mins.
Coconut Grove, London
Lisa Chickering is an American
chirp who has spent the last 18
months in Europe playing cafe
dates in various parts of the Con¬
tinent and picking up a working
knowledge of the language in each
country, which she now uses credit¬
ably in her latest songalog. She’s
a personable gal, takes good care
of her appearance and is smartly
turned out, giving an immediate
good visual impression.
She projects her song routine
with style and there’s clear evi¬
dence of early operatic training in
her delivery. Her vocal lineup is
based primarily on standards like
“I’m In the Mood For Love,” “Al¬
most Like Being in Love” and
“Can’t Help Lovin’ That Man of
Mine.” An attempt at balance is
effected by the inclusion of a brace
of Continental tunes and there’s
one amusing, but inadequately
satirical number which points fun
at the speed with which American
tourists see Europe.
Miss Chickering has a pleasant
way with the audience, has no
problem in getting their participa¬
tion when required and gets a gen¬
eral enthusiastic reception.
Myro.
MANDOS SISTERS (2)
Aerial
10 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Two girls high aloft on anchor¬
shaped trapeze swing and rotate in
skilful style, and offer good quota
of thrills for outfronters.
After initial warmup of conven¬
tional trapeze routine, youthful
pair teeoff into upside down
swings, attached to bar by seem¬
ingly magnetic force. Also revolve
rapidly with special shoes clipped
to rotating bar. Highlight of act is
when one gal climbs atop her part¬
ner’s shoulders, and the duo do a
forward drop to come up on oppo¬
site side.
Act has potential to rouse audi¬
ence gasps, and the distaff element
increases the thrill reaction. Okay
for. vaude. dates and high-domed
niteries.
Gord.
SUE EVANS
Songs-Harpist
25 Mins.
Frolic Club, Detroit
For one so young and fresh lookirig. Sue Evans has remarkable
stage presence. That she truly en¬
joys entertaining people is at once
apparent in an expressive, pretty
face.
Petite, well-proportioned and
nicely gowned, Miss Evans has tal¬
ent which blends well with her
personality. Although billed as a
swing harpist, she demonstrates
l -
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Shamrock* Houston
Houston, Sept. 29.
Juliana Larson <with Edward
Tnhnson), Georgia Tapps & Dan°5); Paul Neighbors Orch;
1 50 cover} no minimum.
Headliner is displaying her up¬
town brand of song-Selling for first
time in the town she now calls
home She has a smart act that
snots her fresh, blonde good looks,
w pace and costume-change
savvy, and ability to send each
word home, wrapped up and sweetlv-scented. Femme was highly ex¬
pressive, articulate features, and
is an ace on enunciation.
These
gifts aid as much in her delivery
as do her modest if pleasant pipes.
She talks her way effectively
through fat portions of tunes like
“Make Love To Me” and the re¬
corded (Unique) and banned (NBC)
“It’s Much Too Late To Go Home.”
Maestro Paul Neighbors fills in on
the echo on latter. Both numbers
drip with a coziness that is spelled
out in gal’s every purr and kitten¬
ish smile.
Another song-oration
deals with definition of woman and
man with audience participating
and enjoying it.
In a neat onstage costume
change, she sheds gown via zipper
arrangement, steps forth in form¬
atting blue jeans to say she’s tired
of being sweet, and wants to be
“Miss Lorelei Brown.” Eventually
shedding shoes, too, she lolls on
step-ladder for good visual effect
and croons “Young And Foolish,”
“Blow Gabriel, Blow,” “You Do
Something To Me,” along with the
“Make Love To Me” sizzler.
Georgie Tapps terp crew of two
gals and three guys opens show
with a bang.
Combo—spotting
Tapps in solo turns—does top flash
work on a “St. Louis Blues” num¬
ber, and a flamenco bash that
segues into some extended preci¬
sion drill and challenge work of
the rapid-fire liegl-and-toe variety
that wows patrons. Group’s highly
athletic choreography is distin¬
guished; so are its costumes.
.
Bode.

PBriety

toire and they show her off as a
personable performer.
Hilliard is a muscle singer of the
“Song in My Heart” school of
lusty baritones, whose walloping
notes crash off the room’s low ceil¬
ing. He would be the delight of
top shelf auditors at the Philhar¬
monic, his voice having enough
voltage to run the current to the
next generator without a booster.
Skeets Minton, one of the best
technicians among the ventrilo¬
quists, is a repeater, as is Mike
Ross, the emcee and sketch worker,
who is not only the most mountain¬
ous but is developing a good knack
for the chore.
But it’s Gray who piles up the
tabs and keeps the howls rolling.
Only complaint can be that he’s on
too long, but nobody seems to re¬
sent it. Show runs better than two
hours with a takeoff on “The
Shrike” the closeout. Almost
everybody has a hand in it, with
the shapely Gloria Pall (Voluptua)
foiling the comics. Larry Green’s
musicians three look after the
accomps creditably.
Helm.

New Acts
Continued from page SO

complete mastery of the instru¬
ment, being equally deft with bal¬
lads. She has toured with Ted
Lewis band, doing specialty num¬
bers.
Her opener was a sparkling
“Then I’ll Be Happy,” followed by
“Wake the Town and Tell the
People,” “Hard to Get” and “Sev¬
enteen.” Turning to the harp for
the first time, she plays “Over the
Rainbow.” Then she plays and
sings “I’ve Got Rhythm,” “Don’t
Take Your Love from Me,”
“Squeeze Me” and “Spaghetti
Rag,’' all well received.
However, her effectiveness is
weakened somewhat on the ac¬
companied numbers, mostly be¬
cause of mike trouble. She coped
nicely with a faulty mike, but the
fumbling to remove and replace
mike from atop the harp to permit
Hotel Mnchlebach, K. €. Miss Evans to occasionally tour
ringside tables was distracting.
Kansas City, Sept. 30.
Gloria Van, Raul & Eva Reyes, The solution is two mikes, of
Tommy Reed Orch (8); $1, $1.50 course.
(Sat.) cover.
Act is a natural for better-class
intimeries and tv sp'bts.
Tew.
After 11 weeks of the George
Arnold ice shows, the Terrace Grill
of the Muehlebach reverts to two- BOB STEWART
act floor shows. Both songstress Songs
Gloria Van and terpers Raul & 11 Mins.
Eva Reyes are newcomers in the Gatineau, Ottawa
Grill, and combo shapes up as a
Through triple chores (emepe,
moderately entertaining 35 min¬ linechanter and solo spot) at the
utes.
Gatineau Club in Ottawa, Bob
No doubt about the Reyes’ and Stewart manages to showcase a
their Latin rhythms being on the solid set of pipes but misses in
beam. Couple make a handsome handling himself on the floor. He
pair and list of Latin dances, in¬ leaves the song-selling to sound
cluding samba, calypso and be- alone and that’s too much for even
guine, is little more than a romp the best voice to handle.
for them. They add a comedy
With training in stage business
touch here and there, and bit of and
showmanship, Stewart, who
femme doing the calypso with has
disked at least three for M-G-M
glass of water on her head is an Records,
could work nicely in the
extra.
slots: niteries. television. As
Opening night had its effect on visual
is,
he’s
confined
to records and
Gloria Van in her first chore here, radio.
Gorm.
and first show went off smoothly
enough but without any real verve.
Wide variety in her list includes SIGRID
Songs
«<Ar(lm
foment On,” through 15 Mins.
«<niU ,mn
Leaves,”
“Sorrento,” Viennese Lantern, N. Y.
«?
Ma£ic” and her recordings,
Soprano with a singly-worded
I Worship You” and “I Want to
Be There.” Latter sounds like a working title has obviously been
coming entry on the hit parade around, probably in the concert
ballad list. Tommy Reed batons circles, but is a comparative stran¬
the orch and handles the m.c. ger to the cafe orbit. Sigrid is a
light-jiaired, light-voiced singer
chores in his usually fine'style.
who gives spirited renditions of
Quin.
Strauss, Lehar and other Alt Wien
composers.
Band Box* L. A.
A fair Ipoker who is nicely
Los Angeles, Sept. 30.
gowned, Sigrid has brought the
Billy Gray, Beverly Hudson, lighter concert pieces down to
Jack Hilliard, Mike Ross, Gloria nitery levels in a manner that
Paul, Sheets Minton. Larry Green meets with universal audience ap¬
Orch (3); minimum $3.
proval. She can tackle a colora¬
tura aria creditably and infuse a
lot of color into virtually anything
No matter who is brought in
she tries. Fine for the Continental
dress up the billing and give it t
spots as well as the class intime
appearance of a new show, tl
cafes.
Jose.
Fairfax fun foundry fills up fast
£!ie^mg n*8ht because of, not
uesh act, but a holdover, h
ROBY & DELLS
many niteries can make that sta
Aero
ment, and the only reason the Ba
12 Mins.
»ox can is because it has Bi
Palace, N. Y.
Gray, The fact that he owns t
Act by Roby & Dells has a lot
Fii!ce» ls mer*ely incidental.
of terpsichorean overtones, dress
s, a second best stand
and* mannerisms being that of the
comm to Joe E. Lewis on the m
dance team rather than an acro¬
batic turn. However, there’s very
cSuitii him Stand up and
little in the choreographic line,
Two new turns are more in t
since they spend most of the time
i;l°cam£° tradition than the Gr
doing
tricks. It’s an act that can
inn- Peverly Hudson and Ja
get by handsomely in cafes with
fvuu d are both straight singe
sufficient height to take care of a
inn more lung power than virl
two-hlgh.
cihi« *ni®0th have a tendency
Act is related somewhat to a
a.!R offkey but the overall is plei
standard hand-to-hand turn, but
S' receptive.
Miss Huds
_cems to go for the vigorous stj
their tricks start from dance po¬
sitions. The girl takes a lot of
yet she does qu:
with the softer intoning
throwing around for a lot of mid¬
o.lard To Get” and “Me and 1
term applause. It’s a well-plotted
and nicely-arranged interlude that
nn5dow‘ ’ She affects certain mt
l^Gsms that singers utilize
gets a lot of merited applause.
»
- - Jose.- •
*eak the sameness of their rep<
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Viennese Lantern, N. Y. accent and feeling of the native:
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Riviera, Las Vegas

Monica Boyar, Sigrid, Erjnest a surprising accomplishment for
Las Vegas, Sept. 26.
Schoen & Bela Bizony Orchs, Paul any singer.
Kathryn Grayson, Phil Foster,
The Noteworthies have found a
Mann; no cover, no minimum.
very suitable showcase at the Or¬ Clover Girls (18), Ray Sinatra
Orch C14); $2 minimum.
The standard names that have chid; recently in “Powerama” and
played the N.Y. midtowneries for at the Chicago Theatre, they are
best
appreciated
here.
Group
is
a
Marquee merit of operatic
many years, by necessity, are re¬
ceding into the nabe spots. In well-coordinated, slick male quar¬ thrush Kathryn Grayson, who has
tet.
Their
selections
make
them
a
become
a regular on the rialto,
many cases, the trend should have
started many years ago. For in cafegoer's act .rather than the dar¬ should keep the reservation card
lings
of
bobbysox
stagedoor
haunt¬
in
the
Clover
Room well inked
the local cafes, they not only get a
new audience, but a new atmos¬ ers. Opening with "Jeepers Peep¬ during the current four frames.
group does a few' current top Recent illness, which forced her to
phere and frequently renewed ers,”
pops, but leans heavily to spec bow out of her August Riviera
confidence in themselves.
A case in point is that of Monica numbers with a musical comedy date, seems to have an effect on
flavor;
their business is in good her act, however, At performance
Boyar, who is currently at the
Viennese Lantern, which further taste and helps the tunes. Arrange¬ caught (26), she was extremely jit¬
ments
here
not overly compli¬ tery, and act appeared to have
proves its gemutlich atmosphere by cated nor arearethey
too simple; this been slighted rehearsal wise. Wit¬
giving an excellent showcase to a is their format and
makes for a ness the necessity of her having to
Latin-styled singer in an Alt Wien
read lyrics to "Yellow Rose of
nitery
click.
Gabe.
setting.
Miss Boyar has been
Texas” concealed behind a fan,
standard in the centre-city intime¬
and
the uncertainty with which the
ries for many seasons, and no re¬ Moulin Rouge, H’wood
house orch cleaved her music.
vision of her technique or tunes in
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
But
her fine soprano voice is
this spot.
Frank Sennes’ presentation of
Her repertoire is suited to a Donn Arden's production, “Paris still there and that, blended with
cosmopolite audience such as the Toujours!” featuring Peters Sisters her natural good looks and charm
—and aided by a few shows under
Lantern gets. She does such di¬
verse items as “St. Louis Blues,” (3), Peiro Bros. (2), Marquis Fam¬ her belt—should set her into a
Her
“Calypso Blues” and an extended ily, Andrea Dancers (3), Cabots solid notch in this revue.
run-through of an indigo tinged (3), Ffolliott Charlton, Tony Gen¬ metier is the semi-classic, to which
try,
Sennes
Senders,
Jerry
Gray
she
turns
in
"The
Laughing
Song,”
tune also in the Trinidad format
The added touch of spice provides & Band (16); music and dance en¬ "You Are Love” and the aria from
a greater incentive in the applause sembles staged by Arden; original "Madam Butterfly.” Only light¬
music and lyrics, Pony Sherrell weight spot in her act is a rainbow
department.
Perhaps one of the more import¬ and Phil Moody; costumes by Mine. medley during which she W'hisks
ant factors contributing to the •Berthe; production design by Har- through a few bars each of "Blue
grosses and atmosphere in this very Warren; choral direction, Lee Room,” "Green Eye’s,” "Deep Pur¬
spot is the attention given to the Gotch. Dinner show, $5.50, with ple,” "Red Sails In The Sunset”
musical portion of the bill. Of food; supper show $3 min.; open¬ and “Yellow Rose Of Texas.” This
portion of her repertoire is pretty
course, it’s true that without ing night, $10.
meaningless and could better be
three-quarter time, Viennese at¬
switched to something more in her
mosphere would be impossible.
Frank Sennes’ Moulin Rouge vein, say a medley of tunes from
The music by the Ernst Schoen,
and the Bela Bizony bands with goes a long way towards making her picture click, "Showboat.”
strolling fiddlers creates a proper good the boast of being the "showPhil Foster, as usual, is a pleas¬
atmosphere for the acts as well as place of the world” with the new, ing entry. He unfolds a casualsuper-spectacular unveiled on its paced patter with asides to Vegas
the spot.
Under New Acts is the singly- mamouth stage last Wednesday while assuring everyone “this is
monickered Sigrid. In order to night (28b As the third, and big¬ not the act—I work for the Cham¬
make the midtown patrons feel gest, show to open the theatre- ber of Commerce.” Brooklynese
more at home, boniface Max Loew restaurant since Christmas, 1953. is topical in discourse on the
has Walter and Larry Kirsch, for¬ "Paris Toujours!” is an overwhelm¬ Dodgers. He’s back to more about
mer Lindy captains, presiding at ingly lavish Donn Arden revue, gamblers and such, pointing up
the tape.
Jose.
almost too tremendous in scope to show biz in Vegas with "this is
be taken in completely at one sit¬ the only place in the world where
show is the intermission.” All
Beverly Hills, Newport ting. Sennes plans holding the the
all, Foster is a good contrast to
production one year, but will in
Newport, Ky., Oct. 1.
the show’s star, and has little diffi¬
Slate Bros., Florian ZaBach, Dor¬ change specialty acts every three culty picking up his share of he
othy Dorben Dancers (10), Dick months.
mitt reward.
Hyde, Gardner Benedict Orch (10),
While featuring some able and
Show is kicked off with Morrie
Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry Vincent; varied talents in the top spots,, the Dell’s production, “Sunday At The
$3 minimum, $4 Saturdays.
stars of the Arden production are Fair,” while centerpiece is a Afroto be found in the visual values of Cuban pagent called “Voodoo
Another laugh show with musi¬ the magnificent costumes by Mme. Spell.”
Alan.
cal backdrop is on tap this fort¬ Berthe and the striking production
night at Greater Cincy’s top bistro. design by Harvey Warren. From
Splitting top honors are the Slate the opening, when a DC7-C Pan Lake Club, SpringfM, III.
.Springfield, III., Sept. 28.
Bros., trusty comedy trio, who em¬ American World Airways plane
Bill Kenny', Miriam Sage Dan¬
ploy an unannounced bricktopped takes off for Paris to the closing 17
cers (7), Clair Perrault Orch; ad¬
gal foil singer, and fiddler Florian
ZaBach. Results are entirely pleas¬ scenes and one hour and 25 min¬ mission $1.
utes later, the eye is constantly
ing.
dazzled with a physical beauty and
Bill Kenny, of original Ink Spots
Knockabout tomfoolery of the scope perhaps unmatched any¬
fame, is a solo performer these
Slates, in their standard tradition,
does everything but unroof the where. . Pretentious, yes. But also days. His current stand at this cen¬
tral Illinois supper spot indicates
spot. Clowning through a fast 20 top sight entertainment.
The standouts among the produc¬ the well-known tenor styling of
minutes, they entwine effective
rhythm stepping into nutty caper- tion numbers easily are "La Kenny is strong enough to make
ings. It’s their first return here Grande Muraille de China,” "Le him a successful solo personality.
Unlike other pivotal combo
and bids more.
Port De L’Aventurc—Morocco!”
ZaBach, personable blond, in on with its storm-at-sea effects, and singers who are on their own as
an initial engagement, wins sup¬ "Le Carnival de Venise” that soloists, Kenny isn’t trying for a
porters readily, bowing a violin in segues into the finale and features new vocal look. He sounds satisfied
pop and longhair styles. Fills an beautiful vocals by Gene Varrone to concentrate-on the style which
won him a niche in the entertain¬
easy half-hour. May advantageous¬ and Maria Caruso.
From the ment world. If local reception is
ly drop his plural self references,
above
it
can
be
seen
that
among
typical, it’s still good for several
also the business about confused
lighting changes (green for Irish the revue’s pretentions is the print¬ encores.
From his "Ink Spots” rhythm
ditties, etc.), which reflects on the ing of the program in French.
house electrician, and more so on
The Peters Sisters, heavyweights theme entrance to a similar walkhis own probable lack of re¬ Virginia, Ann and Mattye, top the off, Kenny’s work before the mi¬
hearsals.
bill and are probably the only trio crophone is well-received and gets
Dorben Dancers and the Gard¬ in existence that can fill the huge good support from Clair Perrault’s
ner Benedict orch' contribute to a Moulin Rouge stage without assist¬ orchestra. Arrangements are cued
wholesome hour of entertainment. ance. The outsize soeurs tee off to Kenny’s unique phrasing and
their smooth execution is instru¬
Roll.
the first of their several appear- mental to the satisfactory showing.
aces with robust, rhythmic vocalOpening and closing the current
Black Or« lii«I. C l.i
ling of "If You Can’t Do the Can- bill are the Miriam Sage dancers.
Chicago, Sept. 27.
Can,” one of the 13 tunes in the On behalf of the grid season the
Jimmy Ames, Helene Aimee, Pony Sherrell-Phil Moody show girls have added the fine art of
Noteworthies (4); $4 minimum.
score. The tonnage of these gals baton-twirling to their high-step¬
would command respect even if ping prances. In glorified cheer¬
A better-tailored card for this their show ability didn’t, but they leader sweaters and skirts, they
Wayn.
North Side intimery would be hard make a likeable trio that went over salute the Big Ten.
to find; two-weeker, with options, well with the full house first night.
looms a b.o. winner. The last few
Seven
Seas,
Omaha
The Marquis Family, four
shows at the Orchid have followed
Omaha, Sept. 30.
the successful, pattern for this chimps with tricks, are a hard act
Mickey Shaughnessy, Al Lamm
room: lots of entertainment value, to follow, but after the Chinese
Trio;
no
cover
or minimum.
production
number,
the
Peiro
though no big names, on a wellBros., jugglers with a sense of hu¬
balanced bill.
Mickey Shaughnessy, who’s seen
Jimmy Ames is a holdover from mor, put on a solid act that scores.
the last card and fills the top spot So do the Andrea Dancers, two some pic duty, notably in "From
this time, with due cause. Ames is males and a femme, with a real Here to Eternity,” is making his
a very funny guy, his forte being class adagio turn, and the Cabots, first visit to Omaha a standout ses¬
a raucous, Rabelaisian style of hu¬ another two and one group which sion. The comic, with facial ges¬
mor. He saves the pow'er for the shows in a specialty spot as well tures not unlike those of Red Skel¬
end though, with only a hint of as dressing up some of the pro- ton, is pacing ’em in at Don Ham¬
mond’s Seven Seas.
it in the middle of his tuna. He uction numbers.
Shaughnessy is a fine mixer and
starts off easily, with a spate of
With all the qualities worked holds over many payees because of
nonchalant, lightly dropped gags.
this.
However, it’s the talent that
into
the
revue,
it
could
still
have
He has the house in stitches from
the beginning and builds to a hef¬ used better choreography on Ar¬ pays off—and he’s got plenty of
that.
too.
Does three different 30den’s
part
and
the
individual
dan¬
ty climax. Occasionally, he sings
a song in a very acceptable voice, cers are not the best. However, minute shows, with his third, an
showing versatility and adding the production conception is so Army spoof, by far the best.
In this he lopes out in an illvariety.
huge that such minor faults are not
Femme vocalistics are handled likely to bother the paying cus¬ fitting khaki outfit, sad sack trench
coat,
old Springfield rifle and cart¬
in a sexy, continental style by tomer, who will be getting more
Helene Aimee. Miss Aimee is very for his entertainment dollar than is ridge belt (upside down) complete
with
toilet paper attached. Some
easy on the eyes and knows how offered anywhere else. Jerry Gray
to use her charms to help a song; and his band, man the pit for the of his lines are on the bluish side
that doesn’t hurt at this room
not that the songs need help with show’s musical backing. For open¬ but
and, besides, most are pretty •
this chirper's smooth pipes and
savvy delivery. Miss Aimee sings ing night, the show came off with clever. His "Dig A Latrine” take¬
off
on "Begin the Beguine” is typi¬
surprising
dispatch,
with
hardly
a
in several languages besides Eng¬
cal *and-goes over big. <■Trump. ** Brag.lish, and in all she sings with the' slip to be-seen.
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with greater seriousness than the
pundits and editorial columnists.
Laurette Taylor—one of the
greatest actresses ot the world. A
combination
Ethel
Barrymore,
Maude Adams and Helen Hayes.
Item: “Peg o’ My Heart” to “The
Glass Menagerie.”
Bert Williams—the great Negro
comedian who scaled the heights
of stardom in the Ziegfeld Follies
and who “could do more with a
gesture, and without words, than
Fanny Brice, W. C. Fields, Will
Rogers or I could achieve. Make
this is a direct quote, because the
four of us often discussed that we
learned more when we were work¬
ing with Bert Williams in the ‘Fol¬
lies,’ and since, just by watching
him. I too used to use cork, and
when you put that on it’s usually
to heighten two basic audience re¬
actions—sadness or happiness. Wil¬
liams, too, essayed cork, but he did
that pantomimic poker game, for
example, so realistically, that de¬
spite it’s being without words we
could tell what was in the other
pseudo-players1 hands, just by
watching Bert.”

'Show Business Hall of Fame’

VARIETY BILLS

WEEK OF OCTOBER 5
Numerals In connection with bill* below Indicate opening dav of
would be wise to list al¬ the land which didn’t program a
whether full or split week
phabetically and save both of us Crosby program of plotters and
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit. <l) Independent/ (L> Loew, (M)
some headaches, best spells out through his disks it is conceivable
(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; <w> Warner
that at no time was any American
the whyfores.
“Some of my nominations, I. not within hearing distance of the
might add, will brook discussion, j Crosby voice, thanks to phonoNEW YORK CITY Chet Clark
Phyllis Gladwyn
Lowe & Ladd
Debby Wilson
Joan Ross
Whart doesn’t? If President Eisen- > gi'apb records.
Music Hall (I) «
Kenways
Leonardo Anita
PORTSMOUTH
Rockettes
Greta Garbo—the greatest ac¬
EiW,^NSEA
hovver is elected there’s always got
Jerry Cooper
Theatre Royal (M) 3
Em pit1* (M) 3
Corps de Ballet
C Byrd & Leroy
David Hughes
to be some also-ran. I’d rather tress on the screen in her time and
Morton Fraser Co
Eddie White
J & B Gee
Ramer & Eileen
Cralkson & Leslie
make the qualifications or foot¬ perhaps the greatest femme film
Jodimars
Ossie Morris David Powell
Dennis Hale '
CHICAGO
notes here because it would be un¬ lead of all time. Today, at 50, she
Cynthia & Gladys
Jean Dubois
Eddie Ash
Audrey Jeans
Chicago (P) 7
George Sawtella
fair to express any equivocations has more s.a. than many a film star
Baker & Douglas
Beryl Sc Bobo
Julius LaRosa
Joan Hagen
Tommy Locky
as we directly* approach this or less than half her age. And if you
Artir Dann
Glee. Club
Paulette Sis
Sym Ore
that name. Nobody will protest me don’t think the upcoming stars
Phil Lawrence
Palace (R) 7
on the Barrymores or Caruso, so know it, just watch a Garbo revival
& Mitzi
Chehalas Duo
let them have their own conclu¬ when it’s playdated in Hollywood,
AUSTRALIA
sions or differences after they ap¬ Beverly Hills and environs—the
praise my list.” In alphabetical se¬ audiences are usually jampacked
Ken Littlewood
AUCKLAND
St..James (T) 3
Knights 4
quence:
with the ambitious new crop of in¬
NEW YORK CITY
Winifted Atwell
June Barton
Marian Anderson — easily the genues and romantic leads still
Canfield Smith
Josplin McCormack
Blrdland
studying
her
style
and
learning
lesFrank Libuse
Eddie
Vltch
greatest contribution by the Negro j
SYDNEY
Count Basie
Joe Church
Chiquita & Johnson
race to American show business or.! sons from her basic celluloid techTivoli (T) 3
Bon Solr
Hellos 3
Margot Brander
Norma
Miller
Dancrs
Portia
Nelson
Romaine Sc Claire
for that matter, the show business J nique of the 1920s and early 1930s.
Mazzone-Abbott Dcr
Michael Bentine
Tony & Eddie
Johnnie Bord
Tamar Bensamy
of the world. Hers is a voice that \ Judy Garland—a female A1 JolHowell
&
Radcllffe
Jimmie Daniels
Robert O'Donnell
Lynn Christie
Neal & Newton
Fay Agnew
Mae Barnes
Howard Mann
can only be described in ethereal son. Want more? See under the
Gogia Pasha
Wendy Layton
Jo Lombardi Or#
3 Flames
terms—it’s a voice blessed by God J’s.
Virginia Paris
B Harlowe Or<
Maureen Hudson
Blue Angel
Alfreros 3
and she truly sings like an angel.
Le Ruban Bleu
Robert Clary
Helen Hayes—truly unique and
MELBOURNE
Ursula & Gus
Jones Boys
Mort Sahl
She can stand on any platform of extraordinary as a thespian be¬
Tivoli (T) 3
Gordon Humphrls
Penny Malone
Teddi King
Wlere Bros.
Johnny O’Connor
the world and command audiences. cause she can take words that
Don Adams
Ciel
Cabot
Gypsy 3
John Bluthal
Joya Sherrill
Cafe Society
John Barrymore—comedian, em¬ mean little and make them impor¬
Alain Diagora
Irene Bevans
= Continued from page 57 .—
Bob Mayberry
Steve Gibson
Upshaw & Cooper
Dancing Boys
cee, the greatest “Hamlet”, the tant by her interpretation.
No
Norman Paris 3
Redcaps
Red Moore
Ballet Girls
La Vie
most colorful show biz leading other actress on the U. S. scene can dared that they need a union be¬
Chateau Madrid
Dick Haymes
Luis De Caceres
man on the dramatic stage and in do this. Yes, the play’s the thing, cause they could then have a re¬
BRITAIN
Billy Vine
Dora & Betty
pictures. Even in his buffoonery and it takes some doing to louse sponsible body that would help
Van Smith Ore
ASTON
Julie Romero
Hollander Sc Hart
Le Cupldon
Hippodrome (I) 3
Kenny & May
Ralph Font Ore
and, later, in his personal behav¬ up a good play; but Helen Hayes them enforce their contracts.
Jimmy Komack
Regency 2
Marie de Vere Co La Plaza 6
iorism, he had an air and a flair can emote Toots Shor’s menu and
Jerome Courtland
Other beefs by the operators in¬ Idris & Bell
Copacabana
NORWICK
Kathy Barr
that’s exclusively a Barrymore make it an Academy prizewinning clude the allegation that outside Fred Atkins
Joe
E.
Lewis
Hippodrome (I) 3
Ira Brandt Ore
Leroys
Julie Wilson
Ronnie Ronalde
performance.
Incidentally, Miss of being notified that the contract 3Dick
• copyright.
Armando Federico
Calkin
Dominoes
,
Billy Whittaker
Katz Sc Karon
Old Roumanian
Miml Law
Ethel Barrymore — just Ethel Hayes too is marking her 50th an¬ had expired May 31 of this year, Morris
Tony Foster
Gene Baylor
&
Savage
Bob Andrews
Fran Leslie
there has never been any request Rosinas
Barrymore. No comment necessary. niversary this year.
Danny
Mason
Rexanos
Meri Miller
Sadie
Banks
BLACKPOOL
Jasclia Heifetz—the master of by BAA that they negotiate. They
It’s like trying to explain Babe
Helen Turner
Jimmy Cisco
Lillian Hayes
Opera House (I) 3
Brandon & Hilliard
Michael
Durso
Ore
Buth. or the circus or the miracle the^violin. Tops them all, Menuhin, charge that there is no dispute Jimmy
Joe Laporte Ore
Jewel
Charles & Jupp
Frank Martin Ore
D’Aquila Ore
about wages or hours. It’s claimed Ben Warriss
of the telephone.
Kreisler, anybody.
Eric V. Marsh
Composer
Park Sheraton
Alma Cogan
Randall Topping
Sarah Bernhardt—she was the
John Mehegan 3
A1 Jolson—“the king.” American that they must pay over the BAA Janet Gi’ey
Irving Fields
Audrey Gunner
Bernard Pfeiffer
Eddie Layton
greatest actress the world has ever show business didn’t call him that minimum if they want any quality 4 Hurricanes
Marie De Vere Co
Embers
Crystal
Two Guitars
known. She was as sOcko at the for nought. He could hold an au¬ performers. The chorus girl union 6Odette
WOLVERHAMTON
Dorothy Donegan
Flying de Pauls
Olga Karpis
Hippodrome (I) 3
Jonah Jones
Keith’s Palace on Broadway as at dience longer and entertain them minimum is $50 and they say that 20 John Tiller Girls
Eugene & Sonia
Elliott King
No. 1 Fifth Av.
8
Singing
Debutantes
they
cannot
get
anybody
at
that
the Comedie Francaise in Paris. better than anybody. Answer was
Andrei Hamshay
A & B Black
Cedrone Sc Mitchell
Mayfair Melod-y
Misha Usdanoff
Clifford Stanton
Doing her stuff in French, audi¬ that after any audience had been figure.
Virginia De Luce
Makers
Kostya Poliansky
Joe Young
Bob Downey
Kitchen
ences the world over acclaimed her surfeited by gags and gals, the
They also beefed that shortly af¬ Fred
Ore
Steve Daniels
Harold Fonvllle
Dorothy Dampler
regardless of language limitations. Shubert “nights” revues and those ter the contract was originally Barbara Evans
Versailles
Hazel Webster
YORK
Edith
Piaf
Hotel
Ambassador
Natalie
Raine
Empire
(l)-3
Do you think Fally Markus or Pat Shubert-style runways with the signed in October, 1953, a $50 ini¬
Salvatore
Gioa Ora
Palace (I) 3
Ted Alex
Chauncey Gray Ore
Casey parlez’d Francaise? But they dolls coming down in phalanxes, tiation fee for principals was stipu¬ Beverley Sis
Pnnchito
Ore
Bobby Thompson
Jani Sarkozi
Viennese Lantern
Edna Dean
“dug” her.
Quintero Ore
that’s when Joli.e first came on. At lated. It was later raised to $100 Rob Murray
Monica Boyar
Marvellos
Gene Patton
Hotel Plaza
Enrico Caruso—the world’s great¬ 11 o’clock. Arid told ’em, “You for headliners and the chorus ini¬ M &: B West
Sigrid
Michael Hibbert
Gilbert Becaud
Terry Moore
Bela Bizony Ore
And tiation was hiked from $25 to $50 Freddie Harrison
est tenor and the most important ain’t heard " nothing yet!”
Ted Straeter Ore
Sonny Roy
June Balmer
Ernest Schoen Oro
at
the
same
time.
This
made
it
Mark
Monte
Ore
they
didn’t.
Then
he’d
keep
’em
singing star the world of opera has
Jefferies & Breen
Gloria Jansen
Paul Mann
Hotel
Pierre
Michael Hill
Village Barn
ever known. Perhaps the best last¬ there until past midnight Who can more difficult for the Jersey opera¬ Morgan & Gray
Mimi
Benzell
Ronnie Hayden
tors, since they couldn’t operate Tower Circus (I) 3 Johnny Daw
Stanley Melba Ore
ing acceptance may be measured do that today?
Charlie Cairoli
Pamela Dennis
BIRMINGHAM
Dornan Bros.
Frank Keenan
by the sturdy royalties his Victor
Hippodrome (M) 3
Danny Kaye—the most versatile with non-union performers, and & Paul
Hotel Roosevelt
& Lions
Larry McMahon
Nitwits
records still earn for his estate— new force. Comic, leading man, they had difficulty in getting the Belli
Eddy Howard Ore
Wenzel Kossmayer
Morty Reid 3
Tommy Purcell Ore D. Davis Ore
figures which would satisfy many a music hall star—certainly the most acts to shell out such big sums, Douglas Kossmayer Edorlcs
Peter Cavanagh
Hotel Statler
especially
since
they
hadn’t
been
Waldorf-Astoria
Armand Guerre's Co Fred Atkins
living show biz personality today. signal success any American per¬
Les
Elgart
Ore
asked to pay dues in other cities Sciplinl & Co
Harry Belafonte
Vogelbeins Bears
Hotel Taft
Feodor Chaliapin—the great Rus¬ former has ever achieved in Eng¬ where they’d been working. The , Knie's Sc Co
Nat Brandywynne
Jones & Arnold
Vincent Lope/ Ore
Ore
BRIGHTON
sian basso was also one of the land. From the borscht circuit to arrears were sizeable.
Hotel
St.
Regis
?AmandTs P
Misca Borr Ore
Hippodrome (M) 3
Constance Mooro
greatest of all actors rolled into cafes, to musical comedy to pic¬
Village Vanguard
Anne Shelton
The operators stated that they I ?n-ie's
?orses
Milt Shaw Ore
Enid. Mosier
one. If he never sang a note he tures, he’s a click at the Palace
Mongadors & Anne
Cuban Boys
Ray Bari Ore
Sylvia Syms
want
evidence
that
the
BAA
is
Stan
Stennett
2
Berty
Borrest
(Buckingham
set
also)
on
both
sides
would have been a great thespian.
Latin Quarter
Steel Trio
Morlands
Liberty
Pot
Pourrl
democratically run before they
Frankie Laine
C Williams Trio
He portrayed his roles w'ith ultra- of the Atlantic.
S & M Harrison
will do business with the union. 3Alcety
Gold & Cordell
dramaturgical art.
Orfatis
Harry Lauder—the
ex-Welsh
CHICAGO
Skyliners
Charles Chaplin—whose panto¬ coalminer who belied the legend They do not want to negotiate with Spanish High School
EDINBURGH
Duncan
Black Orchid
“Carnival On Ice'*
Empire (M) 3
mime has created more universal the ‘dour’ Scot. He could do the a one-man union* Once evidence Frances
Tower Clrcusettea
Jimmy Ames
Victor Charles
Ella Logan
laughter than anybody extant. This longest one-man shows, longer of democracy is presented, they Jimmy Scott
Helen Aimee
Lou Folds
Lane 2
say,
they
can
work
out
a
contract
Little
Jimmy
The Noteworthies
Fred Hirschfeld
Murray Sc Maidie
has nothing to do with his strange than Chevalier or Jolson or Cantor
Winter Gard. (I) 3
in
one
or
two
meetings.
They
cited
Blue Angel
Le Due Bros
Scotts Sea Lions
political ideologies. But none can or anybody. He was the first “oneDavid Whitfield
Johnny Lee
Authors & Swinson I “Calypso Frolics’*
deny his special genius of mimicry man show” star in- show business. the fact that they have had no Dagenham Girl 4 Joe Laurel
Lydia Lora
The Ogelvies
trouble with the stagehands or mu¬ Pipers
Lord Carlton
Dave Parks
Nelson Bros
and pantomimic artistry.
He’d stay on at the Manhattan sicians during their contract ne¬ Bill Waddington
Robert Lenn
Rarry -Took
Vazquez Sisters
Colville Sc Gordon
Maurice Chevalier—perhaps the Opera House (N. Y.) from 8:40 un¬
The Tattlers
Dolores Martiniqua
FINSBURY PARK
Jane Kimm
King Rudolph
Boulevar-Dears Sc
Empire (M) 3
greatest living international per¬ til midnight, just singing his songs, gotiations.
Belles
Blue Note
Eve Boswell
Boulevar-Dons
Phillips declared that the oper¬ Beau
sonality today. He’s certainly the many of which he wrote and many
Norma Lowden
George Shearing
F Masters Ore
Francois & Zandra
de Haven
Quintet
Jimmy Wheeler
most important singing personality of which have become classics, ators had already given him recog¬ Billy BOSCOMBE
Palmer House
Rib Aruso
Johnny
Pate
Trio
nition
by
negotiating
with
him.
show business has ever known. such as “I Love A Lassie” and
Hippodrome (I) 3
“Boast of the Town"
Musical Elliotts
Chez Paree
Will Jordan
Capetown or Bangkok, Buenos “She’s My Daisy.” He was able to There were no such claims pre¬ Bob Gray
Keele Bros & A
Sammy Davis Jr Sc
Craine
Arthur Worsley
Harry Worth
Will Mastln Trio
Aires or Bayonne, London. Paris, capture and project all the emo¬ viously during any of their nego¬ Barrie
Sheila Atha
Augie Sc Margo
Alan Clive
June Christy
Broadway, Hollywood—there are tions of all humankind into song, tiations. Phillips also claimed that Travis & Lee
Gillian Grey
GLASGOW
Chez Paree
Susan
Dene
Empire
<M)
3
Empire
Eight
no frontiers to his art. That Gallic and it was not for nought that a the American Arbitration Assn, Debrett Dancers
Adorables
A1 Martino
Charlie Fisk Ore
Brian Farnon Ore
drooping lip and that gay French grateful Britain knighted him.
had recognized his union when it
BRIXTON
S & R Holland
Cloister Inn
^London House
Empress
(I)
3
smile are universally known and
Teddy Foster Orch
Gertrude
Lawrence — because ruled that the Hudson Theatre, Syd Seymour Co
Jo Ann Miller
Barbara Carroll Trie
Matanzas
acclaimed.
Lurlene Hunter
there was nothing she could not Union City, had to pay about $500 Roy Lester
Joan Kane
Mr. Kelly's
Roy Bartram
George M. Cohan—the most ver¬ play. Comedy, drama, farce, mu¬ to BAA, representing the loss in Jenks & Hill Sc B Connor & Drake
Bobby Short
Dick Marx
E & A Gerrard
_u
HANLEY
satile man in the American thea¬ sical comedy, operetta, revue—you dues to the union when it per¬ J & S Lamonte
Johnny Frigo
Audrey Morris
Theatre Royal (M) 3
Conrad
Hilton
Jimmy
Bowman
CHELSEA
tre. He could act, produce, write name it and she- sang it, danced it, mitted non-union members to work
Deep River Boys
Palace (I) 3
Mills & Melita
plays and write songs. If for no and played it. One of the greatest the house.
Clarkson Rose
IOS
ANGELES
Winters Sc Fielding
other reason than “Over There” I’d and most versatile artistes in Brit¬
Olive Fox
Darlys Dogs
Phillips pointed out that a Phila¬ Billy
Burden
Ambassador Hotel
vote for him, but that would fall ain and America.
La.vcock & Maureen
Toy Sc Wing
delphia court had denied Hirst John Vicars
Ted Lewis
Dickie Dawson
Hal Derwin Ore
short of the mark we have set, i.e.,
Mary Martin—who can play any¬ Circuit attorneys a dismissal of Shirley Brett
Boris 2
Jackie Warner Sc
Clro's
Norman Vaughan
the rostrum personalities.
Pat
Rosa
Shirley
McGuire
Maria Cole
thing in the theatre, be it gay, seri¬ the BAA suit which states that the Clarkson Rosebuds
„
LEEDS
Rickie
Layne
Susan
Brooks
Noel Coward—he’s the British ous or fantasy.
Whether it’s circuit failed to live up to its con¬ Co
Empire (M) 3
Amin
Bros
Eddie Le Roy Sc
CHISWICK
George M. Cohan. Variety is a hip “South Pacific” or “Kind Sir” or tract. BAA head also said that he
Albert Modlcy
Maria Ncglia
Short Twins
(S) 3
Teddy Johnson
tradepaper and its readers are hip “Peter Pan,” she can handle it. had originally notified all New Ivy Empire
Two Debs & A Date Hal Loman
Benson
B & Z Marvi
Geri Galian Ore
Charlotte Dewey
■—notice I now say “hip,” because And make you believe it. She is Jersey operators that the pact was Arthur Blake
Pearl Carr
Dick Stabile OreA1
Lewis
Ord
(12)
Mr.
Sufflewick
J & J Wins
one of my grandchildren told me ageless. The greatest girl in mu¬ expiring and he would be glad to . Johnny
Crescendo
Band Box
,
• Mack
Georgette
Hi-Lo’s
“hep” ain’t hip any more—so I sical comedy today. If somebody
Billy Gray
Sunny Rogers
Ray Baxter
sit
down
at
any
place
stipulated
3
labSte
&
Raoul
Beverly
Hudson
don’t have to reprise Coward’s brings up Ethel Merman, certainly
LIVERPOOL
Tony Martinez Ore
by
them
to
discuss
a
new
pact.
He
|
Flying Voieros
Jack
Hilliard
Empire (M) 3
credits. But he, too, is a quad¬ a great in her own right, perhaps
Mocambo
Mike Ross
Fawcets
Ronnie Hilton
ruple-threat (or more) man as play¬ it can be answered by the observa¬ said that none of them had replied.
DERBY
Skeets Minton
Dinah Washington
Re.v Sc Ronjy
Voluptua
Hippodrome (S) 3
Paul Hebert Ore.
S;n een
wright, actor, songsmith, film star, tion The Merm couldn’t play
5 Smith Bros
Larry Greene Trio
Marco Rizo Rhumba
Charles Ancaster
saloon star, impresario.
Jimmy Paige
Bar of Music
Ore
“Peter Pan” but Miss Martin could
Sahci Puppets
Nick Nisscn
Ed I-Iennessy
Moulin Rouge
Iris Sadler
* •?*?■*’
—now a national in¬ have done “Annie Get Your Gun”
Brazilianos
Flora Fiese
Kodell
Peters Sis
stitution. His versatility as an ac¬ —and did in the national company.
Crotchet
Mack Twins
Marquis Family
Overbury
&
Suzette.
—
Continued from page 1
Girl Friends
tor and a singer qualify him. When
Beverly Hilton
Andrea
Dcrs
MANCHESTER
Nijinsky—the greatest male bal¬
Meet the Landladies
Marion Marlowe
The Cabots
Palace <M) 3
the late great Jack Kapp, founder- let star; the male Pavlova.
Mata Sc Hari
life ‘along the road.’ Maybe this is Courtship
Pelro Bros
Crew-Cuts
president of Deeca Records, set out
EAST HAM
Bernard Hilda Orch Ffolliott Charlton
A & V Shelley
Anna Pavlova—Heifetz on toes. just another example of musical
Palace (I) 3
(16)
Jerry Gray Ore
to make Crosby “the most heard
Bobby Monahan
Will Rogers—the greatest Ameri¬
Dennis Burrows
Micha Novy Ore (8)
Statler Hotel
Manclos Sis
voice in the world,” both he and can humorist on the stage. He not madness rather than of a motor¬ Joan
Birminghnme
Blltmore Hotel
Dorothy Shay
Devine & King
the Groaner recognized that it only wrote all his own stuff but cycle madcap. If so, the treatment Johnny Ramsell
Henny
Youngman
A1 Donahue Ore
Richards & Yolando
is
obviously
and
always
effectiveBeverley & Nicholls Jimmy Edmundson
Helen Forrest
Belaire Trio
could not be restricted to ballad- he wrote possibly a new act at any shut it off.”
Pat McKay
«, B Adams
Tom O’Neill
eering. Crosby sang westerns and given opportunity, and could do it
NEWCASTLE
LAS VEGAS
LaCamera, in his column, scored Bette Jones
Empire (M) 3
sacred tunes with the same facil¬ as often as every night, just from
Muriel Brumwell
Johnnie Ray
Dunes
Oolan Farley
the disk as a “new low” and said* Dancing Glamour- Aycril
ity as a pop ballad or novelty song,
& Aurel
Howard Keel
Desert inn
His catalog embraces Hawaiian reading the papers. The news and “Many local disk jockeys, who ettes
Vic Lewis Orch
Kean Sis
Guy Lombardo
the headlines gave his fertile mind pride themselves on their respon¬
MANCHESTER
M Granger Sc Co
Ray
Malone
Jack
Durant
tunes, hymns and hillbillies, and a humorous bent, and many a law¬
Hippodrome (S) 3
Harry Bailey
Dune Dancers
Don
Arden
Dncrs
done with the same authority as maker took Rogers’ kidding-on- sibilities to our youth, have been Danny Purches
Balladlnis,
Jay Rubanoff Ore
Carlton Hayes Ore
Water
playing the number day after day Koolman
NOTTINGHAM
Flamingo
New
Frontier
Organ
Emp|re (M) 3
there
‘he-square barbS:Yumoro~u~siy
Mills
Bros.
Herb Shrlner
without a single word of disap¬ Channing Pollock
Maple Leaf 4
Archie Robbins
Blackburn Twins
e
,not, °ae rad,.° station In i garcoated as they may have been, | proval.*'
3 Milton Woodward’s
£?bby Dennig
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Sbuberts Shake Up B.O. Personnel
(It’s an Annual Event Under J. J.)
Shubert apparently believes jc
in ^keeping his front-of-the-house
^rJonnel on their toes. Last sea- George Smith (Geor.)
Sn following his takeover of the
Cops Award for Play
chilbert firm after the death of his
George A. Smith, off-Broadway
partner-brother, Lee Shubert he
Shed treasurer assignments m and strawhat reviewer for Variety,
approximately six Broadway has won the 1955 Stevens Award
Sses This season he’s made at Dramatists Alliance, Stanford,
S% at all but one of the 16 Cal., with a play titled "Secrets of
the Alcove.” A previous script,
Shubert theatres m N. Y.
"The Luck of Caesar,” was 1951
The only operation where the honors award winner in the same
hoxoffice staff has been held over
contest and subsequently was pro¬
-from the 1954-55 season is the duced in strawhat
Shubert. Theatres where personnel
Smith is assistant director for
has been increased, decreased or administration of the American
altered, include the Barrymore, Theatre Wing’s professional train¬
Belasco, Booth, Broadway, Broad- ing program, and an instructor in
hurst; Cort,
Golden, Imperial, play analysis at the Wing. His
Longacre, Majestic, National, Ply¬ Variety sig is Geor.
mouth, Royale, St. James and the
Winter Garden.
Present staffs assigned to Shu¬
bert houses for the 1955-56 season
follow: •
Barrymore, Betty Barker, Jack
Melnick.
Belasco, Margaret Hildreth,
Kathryn Walsh.
Boston’s official censor, who did
Booth, Jack Pearl, Herman Falsome strenuous scissoring of Ar¬
k.
thur Miller's "View From the
Broadhurst, William Rinaldo, Bridge” during its recent engage¬
Mary Ackley.
ment here, wag at it again last
Broadway, Cora Gibbs, Richard work with "Will Success Snoil
Surace, Georgia Fursman.
Rock Hunter?” at the Plymouth.
Cort, Genevieve Stewart, Gerard
This time the innocent local
Connell.
citizenry is being spared the cor¬
Golden, Nellie Beamish, Anna rupting influence of three "God
Hirsh.
damns” and one "son of a bitch.”
Imperial, Irving Morrison, Helen Author-director George Axelrod
Monroe, Lewis Harris.
blue-pencilled the lines, but other
Longacre, Lep Solomon, Jack bits of dialog and emphasis on the
Wolff.
femme posterior drew no thumbsMajestic, Abe Baranoff, Mitchell down from the civic moralsKanter, Rocco Lofaro.
guardian, Walter Milliken.
National, Aaron Helwitz, Abe
Potal, Jean Cohen.
Plymouth, Constance Coble, Phil¬
ip Kenney.
Royale, Harold Stehle, Benjamin
Chasin, Essie Friedman.
"Seven Year Itch” is going on
St. James, Charles Thomas, Harry
tour again. The Courtney BurrSteinberg, Arthur Feme.
Elliott
Nugent production resumes
Shubert, Murray Helwitz,
traveling next Oct. 24 in Hershey,
(Continued on page 66)
Pc. The road company will be
headed by Eddie Bracken, with
most of the cast that originally
toured with the George Axelrod
comedy. The same scenery and
props will be taken, from storage
and used again.
"Itch” wound u£ a 21-month
hinterland trek last June 11 in
"Me and Kit,” by Guthrie Mc¬ Philadelphia and closed on Broad¬
CIintic (Little, Brown; $5), is the way Aug. 13 after a 143-week run
legit producer-director’s account of at the Fulton Theatre. As of its
his boyhood in Seattle and his Aug. 13 wrapup, the comedy had
career on Broadway. It’s a moder¬ racked up an approximate Broad¬
ately readable book, neither par¬ way and national company profit
ticularly revealing nor especially of about $720,000 on a $60,000 in¬
deep. It devotes a major portion vestment.
of its 325 pages to the young ac¬
Additional revenue is still forth¬
tor’s lean early years in New coming from a $175,000 supple¬
York through his ^association with mental film deal with 20th-Fox,
the late Winthrop Ames and emer¬ which permitted the film company
gence under the latter’s generous to stepup the release date on the
sponsorship to independent man¬ pic from next Feb. 1 to last June 1.
agement.
The screen version of "Itch,”
McCIintic, according to his book, starring Tom Ewell and Marilyn
is a man of talent, fairly original Monroe, has already been put* into
ideas, quick and strong feelings general release and probably has
(and sensitivities), a rather sharp played most of the locales on the
sense of humor and a tendency to upcoming road trek. Whether this
treasure a grievance.
An only will dent the b.o. take of the legit
child who disliked and was' dis¬ edition remains to be seen.
Co-producer Burr denies a re¬
liked by his father and never un¬
derstood his mother, he had an un¬ cent report from the Coast to the
happy boyhood, relieved only by effect that Henry* Duffy has ac¬
his interest in the theatre. ’ This quired the rights to the comedy
all-coming crush was kindled by a and would tour it there.
stock company in Seattle, of which
Laurette Taylor was an inspiring
leading member. With the sym¬
pathy of a remarkable teacher,
Rose Glass, with whom he still
haaintains a friendship, McCIintic
Toledo, Oct. 4.
t a^/lnally a^e to make the hegira
First scheduled show train from
to Manhattan, entering the Ameri- Toledo to New York has brought
Academy °f Dramatic Art in such enthusiastic response that the
the fall of 1910 at the age of 17.
original plan to take only 100 per¬
Even after 45 years, McCIintic sons may be changed. The trip
cii wCn*ly smarts at the inevitable will begin Oct. 30 and five plays
eights and snubs he received as will be seen before the travelers
(Continued on page 66)
return.
Just two weeks after the initial
announcement, the capacity was
completely sold out, and there is
now a waiting list of about 20.
Dorman Richardson, publicity man¬
ager of the sponsoring Toledo
.
Washington, Oct. 4.
Repertoire Little Theatre, is try¬
Amencan National Theatre & ing to obtain extra theatre seats
tademy (ANTA) has been added and hotel rooms for the overflow
trikl- llst of organizations! con- crowd.
fn>. » 10ns to which are deductible
The plays to be seen are "Inherit
income tax purposes.
the Wind,” "Witness for the Pro¬
supplemental list by the secution,” "Teahouse of the August
ei»,Hlna3, -Revenue Service also in- Moon,” "Pajama Game” and j
si/j?S
National Society of Mu- "Plain and Fancy.” Fee for the
Art’ of New York; and the trip, including train fare, plays,
llaUooS, ££mmunity Theatre, of hotel, but not meals, is approxi¬
mately $85 per person.

Boston Censor
Edits‘Success

11

‘ITCH’ TO TOUR AGAIN;
FUME BRACKEN STARS

McCIintic Spots Youth,
Broadway Career in His
Autobiog of 'Me and Kit’

Toledo Show Train SRO;
May Increase Facilities

antaTdded TO LIST
FOR TAX-FREE GIFTS
1

PBrieFt
Not Too Dissimilar
Ottawa, Oct. 4.
An odd bit of doubling calls
for Frances Hyland to play
Lady Macbeth and one of the
witches in Canadian Players’
production of "Macbeth.” The
troupe is offering the Shake¬
speare tragedy in repertory
with Shaw’s "Saint Joan” in a
season-long tour opening to¬
night (Tues.) in Simcoe, Ont.
William Hutt, as Macbeth,
can’t double, but Douglas
Campbell, who directs, also
pairs Macduff with a smaller
role.
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Still No Dividends, Bat Sbuberts
Have House Seats for Stockholders
Barter Theatre Seeks
Woodrow Wilson Play

1'he Shuberts, whose failure to
Jy dividends on their Select Theartes Corp. stock has aroused the
ire of shareholders for many years,
took a drubbing from one of them
at the company's annual stockhold¬
ers’ meeting Monday (3) in New
York.
John Gilbert, who with his
brother Lewis D. Gilbert has made
a career of needling corporations
for what they regard as objection¬
able policies and tactics, attended
the session as a new holder of sev¬
eral shares of Select Theatres. After
bringing out that Shubert attorney
Adolph Lund’s chairmanship of the
'meeting was a violation of the by¬
laws, which require that the presi¬
dent, J. J. Shubert, should preside,
Gilbert criticized the company’s
failure ever to pay dividends, lie
also elicited a statement from Lund
that Shubert is about 80 years old.
The minority stockholder’s final
question about the possibility of
buying "house seats” to shows in
Shubert houses drew the. reply
from the attorney "All you have
to do is call.”

The Barter Theatre, Abingdon,
Va,. has been commissioned to
present a play next year commem¬
orating the 100th birthday of
Woodrow Wilson. The project is
being sponsored by the Woodrow
Wilson Centennial Commission of
Staunton, Va., where the late pres¬
ident was bom. Robert Porter¬
field. founder and managing direc¬
tor of the Barter Theatre, will o.o.
manuscripts relating to Wilson.
The author of the winning entry
will receive a $750 advance from
the Commission.
The play will be produced at
Abingdon and Staunton and will
also lie toured by the Barter Play¬
ers. The regular 1956 Barter sum¬
Roger L. Stevens has practically mer season begins next June 11.
retired from show business. At
the moment, there are only 10
shows scheduled for production
this season in which he has an ac¬
tive interest.
Of course, the realtor-producertheatre operator has a list of shows
on the fire for possible production
next season, or perhaps the one
after that, or even the one after
"Tea and Sympathy,” the Play¬
that. The number of titles, options
and projects is apt to increase wrights Co.-Mary K. Frank produc¬
tion of Robert Anderson’s drama,
from day to day.
This season, as a member of the has earned $451,604 profit thus far.
Playwrights Co., Stevens is asso¬ Additional income is due from the
ciated in Robert L. Joseph’s pro¬ film deal with Metro, plus pros¬
duction of the Jean Giraudoux- pective royalty from the lease of
Boston, Oct. 4.
Christopher Fry "Tiger at the the touring rights to George
The Theatre Guild-American
Gates,” which opened Monday Brandt.
Theatre
Society,
Council of the
At the moment, the distributed
night (3) at the Plymouth, N. Y.,
and the following upcoming offer¬ profit from the two-company . op¬ Living Theatre is looking forward
ings: "Small War in Manhattan,” eration totals $445,000. On the to its biggest season with a nine"Ponder Heart,” "Time Remem¬ basis of the standard 50-50 split play series in the Hub.
With two subscription offerings,
bered,” "Quiet Place” and "The between the management and
backers, that gives the latter near¬ "View From the Bridge,”* which
Lovers.”
As a member of Producers The¬ ly 350% profit on their' $65,000 did better than a $63,000 gross
for its two-weeker at the Colonial,
atre, he*ll be associated in the investment. ..
"Tea” ended an 89-week Broad¬ and "Chalk Garden,” now In its
presentations of "Tamburlane” and
second week at the Wilbur, organi¬
way
run
last
June
18,
with
Mary
"Joyce Grenfell Requests the
Pleasure.” He is also partnered Fickett in the role originated by zation reports lively response for
with Kermit Bloomgarden and Deborah Kerr and later taken over the remaining seven-play schedule,
manager
Rebekah
Robert Whitehead in the produc¬ by Joan Fontaine. During the lat¬ subscription
tion of Arthur Miller’s dual-bill ter part of its N. Y. run, the show Hobbs says.
The Guild-ATS racked up some
"View from the Bridge,” which operated on a twofer basis. An
opened last Thursday night (29) at accounting covering the last three 11,000 actual buyers in the -Hub
the Coronet, N. Y., and is part¬ weeks on Broadway lists a $2,022 for the 1954-55 stanza and at the
end of the season a subscription
nered with Peter Glenville in the operating loss for that period.
The second company ended its campaign added 2,500 new patrons.
production of Hugo Betti’s "Island
Counting
two tickets sold for each
of Goats,” which premiered last tour last July 23. Miss Kerr
night (Tues.) at the Fulton, N. Y. starred in the road production un¬ subscriber, this added 5,000 more
ticket
buyers.
The above 10 items include only til the week ending July 9, when
"The presence of such offerings
Broadway projects. In the off- she was replaced by Miss Fickett on the Boston subscription pro¬
Broadway classification, Stevens is for the ensuing fortnight. During gram as Rodgers and Hammerits
final
eight
weeks
on
the
road,
a large investor and is active in
stein’s new musical ‘Pipe Dream,’
the production planning of the including three weeks in San Fran¬ the new comedy by Howard Lind¬
Phoenix Theatre, which is present¬ cisco, three in Los Angeles and say and Russel Crouse, ‘Great Se¬
another
two
split
between
Port¬
ing its third season of stock in low¬
land and Seattle, the production bastians,’ starring Alfred Lunt and
er 2d Ave., N. Y.
Lynn Fontanne, and other exciting
As a theatre operator, Stevens made an operating profit of $28,- shows, has maintained the high
000.
is partnered with Whitehead and
enrollment of subscribers,” Miss
Closing
expenses
on
the
touring
Robert W. Dowling in the Morosco,
Hobbs said.
Fulton and Coronet, N. Y., all un¬ company totaled $5,771. An addi¬
The Guild’s seven-play balance
tional
$2,500
was
spent
by
the
der lease from City Investing Co.,
begins with the arrival Oct. 17 of
of which Dowling is president. A p-oduction as its share of legal "Heavenly
Twins,”
co-starring
fees
in
connection
with
a
plagiar¬
tentative deal for the partners to
Faye Emerson and Joan Pierre
take over the Globe, N. Y., for con¬ ism suit brought against Anderson Aumont.
and
eventually
withdrawn.
Souve¬
version as a legit house, has ap¬
nir booklet income from June 4parently fallen through.
July 23 totaled $727. As of an
Aug. 31 accounting, $6,604 was
Canadian Rep Delays
available for future distribution.
"Tea” tour is set- for
Season to Seek Coin thisAnother
season, but under the pro¬
Hollywood, Oct. 4.
Ottawa, Oct. 4.
duction auspices of George Brandt
"Guys and Dolls” troupe cur¬
Canadian Repertory Theatre, the on a lease from the Playwrights
capital’s winter stock which usu¬ Go.- Maria Riva and Alan Baxter rently playing the Royal Nevadaally opens in October, won’t start will star in the troupe, opening in Las Vegas may be taken to
its seventh season till Dec. 26, and Oct. 20 at the Erlanger Theatre, South Africa for' a tour, under
auspices of the Schlesinger organi¬
then only if enough $10-$15 ten- Buffalo.
zation. John Schlesinger, board
show season tickets are sold to
chairman,
and his associate and
approximately guarantee its $2,200
partner, A. E. Harmcl, are con¬
weekly nut.
sidering
this
possibility after
Moving to one of two available
ogling "Dolls” in Vegas.
film houses is impossible because
Schlesinger and his aide went
of the $25,000 needed, so CRT will
to Vegas last week, where they
Detroit, Oct. 4.
remain at the 688-seat LaSalle
The 'first season of Melody Cir¬ saw the "Guys” show. Schlesinger
Academy, poorly located and en¬
said
he was impressed with what
cus,
a
tent
operation
with
local
tailing church censorship,, but cost¬
he saw, and added that he and
ing only half the cinema rental. backing, ended with a deficit of Harmel are mulling the idea of
approximately
$20,000.
However,
Last season started badly but the
bringing "Dolls” to the African
post-Christmas 10 weeks, with Ian the group is already lining up continent for a tour of from six to
Fellows in as managing director, shows, improving the tent and 12 weeks, playing the three largest
made a fair profit, and CRT’s debts grounds in preparation for next cities in South Africa—Johannes¬
I
are down to $10,000 from a one¬ season.
Following were the grosses, after burg, Capetown and Durban.
time $20,000.
Informal discussions with the
taxes, lor the season, with break¬
even figure in parentheses: "Show William Morris agency, which
books
the troupe, are under way.
Boat” (12 performances) $16,532
($24,000); "Brigadoon” (7) $16,GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
065 ($16,000); "Desert Song” 7)
$14,855 ($16,000); "Carousel” (7)
Dallas, Oct. 4.
$19,791 ($16,000); "Merry Widow”
The Courtyard Players, local lit¬
<7) $14,263 ($16,000); "Finian’s
tle
theatre
group,
have come up
Rainbow” (7) $19,501 ($16,000);
‘‘Kiss Me Kate” (7) $20,437 ($16.- with the names of Zasu Pitts, Al¬
000); "Song of Norway” (7) $17,- bert Dekker and Joseph Calleia, as
338 ($16,000); "Wish You Were guest stars for the season.
1905-1955
"LigHt Up The Sky” is planned
l-Iere” (14) $35,540 ($30,000) and
"South Pacific” (14) $55,000 ($34,- for an Oct. 11 opening, with Ethel
Shutla, of Houston, playing a lead.
000).

Roger Stevens
Getting Lazy?
Only 10 Shows

‘Tea Brews 445G
On $65,090 Stake

Big Guild-ATS Season
Seen in Boston, With
9 Shows on Schedule

VEGAS‘GUYS AND DOLLS’
MAYPLAYSOUTH AFRICA

Detroit Tent Lost 20G;
Plans for Next Summer

ZaSu, Dekker. Guests
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Shows on Broadway
TIg«*r nt Uio Cades
Playwrights Co. (In association with
Henry M. Margolis) present the Robert L.
•Jose'nh production of drama in two acts,
by ./can Ciraudoux, translated by Chris¬
topher Fry. Stars Michael Redgrave; fea¬
tures Walter Fitzgerald, Leueen MacGrath. Barbara Jefford, John Laurie,
Catherine Lacey, Morris Carnovsky, Leo
Ciceri. Wyndliam Goldie, Nehemiah Persoff, Howard Caine, Diane Cilento. Staged
bv Harold Clurman; scenery and cos¬
tumes. Louden Sainthill; scenic super¬
visor for U.S. production. Paul Morrison;
incidental music, Lennox Berkeley. At
Plymouth. N.Y., Oct. 3. *55; $5.75 top
(Sii.90 opening).
_
* ,
Andromache . Barbara Jefford
Cassandra . Leueen Mr.cGraih
Laundress .•
Judith Braun
Hector . Michael Redgrave
Paris .
■ ... Leo Ciceri
Priam .
Morris Carnovsky
Pemekos .
John Laurie
Hecuba
. Catherine Lacey
Mathematician . Milton Selzer
Ladv in Waiting.Jacqueline Brookes
Polyxene . Ellen Christopher
Helen
. Diane Cilento
Messenger . Ernest Graves
Troilus .
Peter Kerr
Abncos .
Hov/ard Caine
Busiris . Wyndham Goldie
A.iax .
Felix Mun-o
XJIvsses . Walter Fitzgerald
A Tonman . Nehemiah Persoff
Olpldes .
Jack Bittner
Senator . Tom McDermott
Sailor . Louis Criss

>

posing platform settings and at¬
tractively light, airy backdrops of
an Aegean seascape, with unusually
decorative costumes, for., which
Paul Morrison gets "supervisory’'
program credit under the scenic
artists’ union rules. There is some
pleasant incidental music by Len¬
nox Berkeley.
"Tiger” undoubtedly won’t be
the "must” dish for the out-oftown buver trade, but it’s distin¬
guished drama that’s a cinch to
rate as a highlight of the Broadway
season and a memorable event in
theatre annals. It isn’t anything at
all for films.
Kobe.

rary realistic acting, Heflin gives
a potent performance.
Naish is credible in the extrane¬
ous and somewhat pretentious role
of a neighborhood attorney func¬
tioning as a Greek chorus, and
there are expensive portrayals by
Eileen Heckart as the helplessly
aware and worried wife, Jack War¬
den and Richard Davalos as "sub¬
marines” (illegal immigrants), Da¬
vid Clark and Tom Pedl as a cou¬
ple of sociable dock-wallopers and
Gloria Marlowe as the focal niece.
Boris Aronson's scenery and Helen
Pons’ costumes are assets.
When it finally gets around to
the emotional fireworks, "View
from the Bridge” is explosive the¬
atre. If skillfully adapted, it might
provide meaty screen material.
Hobe.

A Yiow From flic Bridge

Young anti lloaufiful

Kermit Bloomgai-den & Robert Whitehcad-Koger L. Stevens .production of dual¬
bill by Arthur Miller. Stars Van Heflin;
features J. Carroll Naish, Eileen Hockart,
Jack Warden, Russell Collins.
Gloria
Marlowe. Richard Davalos. Biff McGuire.
Leo Penn. David Clark, Tom Pedi. Curt
Conway. Ralph Bell. Staged by Martin
Kitt; scenery, Boris Aronson; costumes,
Helene Pons; lighting, Leland Watson. At
Coronet, N.Y.. Sept. 29, *55; $0.90 top.
A MEMORY OF TWO MONDAYS
Bert . Leo Fenn
Raymond.. David Clark
Agnes . Eileen Hcck;.rt
Patricia .,®*2r*a
Gus
. J- Carroll N.'isn
.Tim
. Russell Collins
Kenneth . Biff McGuire
Lnrrv .%. Van Hefhn
Frank . Jack Warden
Jerrv .
Richard Davalos
William
. Antony Varno
Tom
. Curt Conwav
Mechanic .T,T?ni 'x»e(n
Mr. Eagle . Ralph Bell
A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE
Louis . David Clark

Robert B. Radnltz (In association with
Lawrence Baker Jr.) production of comed.v-drama in three acts, by Sally Benson,
based on short stories oF F. Scott Fitz¬
gerald. Features Lois Smith, Douglas Wat¬
son. Margot Stevenson. Jay Barney. Peter
Brandon. Staged by Marshall Jamison;
settings. Eldon Elder; lighting. Feder;
costumes. Motley. At Longacre, N.Y., Oct.
1, *55; $5.70 top.
.Lois Smith
Joscohine Perry ..
...
Jean Jeans
Tlllle.
.. Peter Brandon
Travis de Coppet
..
Jay Barney
Mr. Perry .. .. ..
. Dnuc)ns Watson
.tn'hi'ny Harker ..
Mrs. Bray .
, Virginia Morgan
Margot S'cvenson
Perry .
.. Jane McArthur
T.illia
James Hickman
"'>11"" Dorrance
Ed Bcment.
,.. Barry McGuire
.... James Olson
Capt. Dicer .
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Maney Talks Sharp(e), in Person
Richard Maney, pressagent for Gilbert Miller’s presentation of
Maurice Chevalier, is in a personal pout with radio-tv packager
Don Sharpe. It stems from Sharpe’s alleged nix of an Ed Murrow "Person To Person” setup for the French star. Such a tv ap¬
pearance would have been a scoop for the video interviewer and
a huge in-the-home buildup for the singer, who has been away
from America for seven years. Maney also figured that this personto-person type of interview might finally dispel any cloud atten¬
dant to the Frenchman's original visa snafu.
Sharpe, who handles Chevalier for tv (the William Moms
agency represents him otherwise) axed the Murrow shot'(l) on
the allegation "NBC won't like it,” because (2) Chevalier is set
^.for a NBC video spectacular, and (3) Murrow is CBS, hence "op¬
position.” Maney couldn't see it that way and told off Sharpe in
his characteristic brand of flats-and-sharps language.

Show Out of Town
No Timo lor Sergeants
New Haven, Sept. 28.
Maurice Evans (in association with Em¬
mett Rogers) production of comedy in
two acts by Ira Levin, adapted from the
novel by Mac Hyman. Features Myron
McCormick,
Roddy McDowell, Howard
Freeman. Roj-al Beal, Robert Webber,
Andy Griffith. Staged by Morton Da
Costa; settings. Peter Larkin; costumes.
Noel Taylor; lighting, Peggy Clark. At
Shubert Theatre, New Haven, Sept. 28.
’55; $4.50 top.
Preacher . Don Knotts
Boy Scouts . Bill -Hinnanl.
Hazen Gifford
Will Stockdnle . Andy Griffith
Pa Stockdale . Floyd Buckley
Draft Man . O. Tolbert-Hewltt
Bus Driver ..
Michael Thoma
Irvin Blanchard . Robert Webber
Rosabelle . Maree Dow
Inductees.Cecil Rutherford, Robert
McQuade, Carl Albertson, Arthur
P. Keegan. Van William*, Jules
Racine. Wynn Pearce
Benjamin B. Whitledge Roddy McDowell
Sgt. King . Myron McCormick
Captain . Ed Peck
Nurse.:.Mktee Dow
Classification Corporal.Ray Johnson
Corporal, Manual Dexterity Don Ivnotts
Lieutenant ..
Earle Hyman
Psychiatrist .. James Millhollm
Cigarette Girl.Maree Dow
Infantryman . Arthur P. Keegan
Air Force Policeman .Jules Racine
Colonel .. Rex Everhart
Lt. Bridges (Pilot) . Hazen Gifford
Lt. GardeUa (Co-Pilot) .... Carl Albertson
Lt. Kendall . Cecil Rutherford
Lt. Cover . Bill Hinnant
Gen. Bush
. Howard Freeman
Gen. Pollard.Be.?l
Senator . O. Tolbert-Hewitt
Aide
. Ray Johnson
Lt. Abel .
Rex Everhart
Lt. Baker . Edmund Johnston
Capt. Charles . Wynn Pearce

Although its time is several thou¬
sand years ago, it’s hard to imag¬
ine a more contemporary play than
"Tiger at the Gates.” It is a terri¬
fying drama about the inevitability
of war and, as such, it could be os
“Based on the short stories of
horribly timely as tomorrow’s head¬
F. Scott Fitzgerald,” says the black
lines.
tyoe immediately under the play¬
"Tiger” ‘ was written by the
wright’s name.
This provokes,
gifted Frenchman, Jean Giraudoux,
when the third act curtain has rung
and eloquently translated by Chris¬
topher Fry. With Michael Red¬ 2vi.-. Tom Pedl down, the question of whether the
Allieri ....'. J. Carroll Naish
grave giving a magnificent per¬ Eddie
original Fitzgerald tales were as...
Yan Heflin
formance as star, it provides viv¬ Catherine .Gloria Marlowe sketchy, jumbled and unfulfillingBeatrice . Eileen Heckart or-their promise as is Miss Ben¬
idly memorable theatre. Whether Marco
Warden
it will prove commercial, however, Tony ..Jack
. Antony Vorno son's play.
Rodolpho.Richard Davalos
The Young and Beautiful”
may be another matter.
Immigration
Officer*.Curt
Conway.
With the support of fine Teviews,
Ralph Bell starts out like a Chicago, 1915, ver¬
"Tiger” was a hit in London, but Mr. Lipari ..-Bussell Collins sion of “Junior Miss”; light and
was taken off at the height of its Mrs. Lipari . Anne Driscoll frothy, with amusing cracks as
run so that there would be suffi- J “Submarines**.. .Leo Penn, Milton Carney "boys and girls were meant for
cient time for it to recoup its.
each other, and the sooner the
Unlike most contemporary dram¬ better.” But before the play is
heavy investment in the more
lucrative surroundings of Broad¬ atists. Arthur Miller isn’t afraid through it swerves to the theme
way before Redgrave's contract of a big scene. When he comes to of tragic, incurable, character and
expires. Despite that West End the crux of a play, he isn't too gen¬ sexual maladjustment and in the
popularity, it seems questionable teel to write it. So his dramas process itself ' ends confused and
whether the frivolous-minded U.S. tend to focus around and depend ambivilant.
public will flock to as primarily on his big scenes, in which the
Generally SDeaklng. there's no
such bird in the theatrical aviary
intellectual a drama as this. It conflicting forces meet head-on.
should have at least a moderate
In “A View "from the Bridge.” ns farce-tragedy. Audiences will
“No Time for Sergeants” prob¬
run, however, on the strength of Miller’s, rew work which Kermit be more than a bit bewildered by
raves from some of the more in¬ Bloomgarden has)brought to Broad¬ the radical mixture, as if different ably won’t be rated as a great
fluential critics, and there’s bound way, the big $6ene occurs in the stcries with nothing in common comedy, in the classic sense, but
to be fervent word-of-mouth plug¬ second ancl longer of the two one- except authorship had been tele- it’s certainly a great laugh-pro¬
ging from at least a limited public. act plays. It takes quite a while Fcoped. Hardly a hint in the first ducer. There are enough gags, sit¬
But "Tiger” is not only intellec¬ to arrive, but when it does it is act prepares for what happens in uations, and "business” in this
tual fare, but also classical cos¬ nowerful. Not since Tennessee the third. The first could almost Maurice Evans - Emmett Rogers
tume drama, which is apt to be Williams, another author who isn’t be acted as a vaudeville sketch by presentation to catalog it as an
optimistic prospect to tickle Broad¬
tough boxoffice. And although Fry too well-bred to present drama in itself.
has curbed his normal garrulous¬ the raw, presented that shattering
Puppy love is a standard theme way’s ribs and make a howl of a
ness admirably, the play stresses fathcr-and-son showdown in “Cat of American fiction, and there have film.
But if "Sargeants” is not a clas¬
an ethical concept (all too urgent, on a Hot Tin Roof” has Broadway been half a dozen hits of that
even so) rather than direct story. offered such a starkly emotional genre in recent years, but it’s ques¬ sic, neither is it merely a collection
Also, while it is cogently philo¬ scene as the final moments of this tionable if . “The Young and Beau¬ of funny sayings. There’s consid¬
sophical, it tends to be fatalistic, now Miller play. It makes the tiful” has the requisite stamina. It erable warmth to the central char¬
leaving audiences with the ominous show and may prove the boxoffice is extremely thin as to plot. The acter of Will Stockdale, a goodconclusion that despite the wisdom saver
theme is more suggested than de¬ natured hillbilly ploughboy who
and moral passion for peace of
veloped and is weakened by the bumbles through a series of train¬
Having tried to force the theatre stiU-a-child “innocence” of the 17- ing camp misadventures.
great jlmen, a few loud-mouth fools
will aflways blunder us all into war. into the service of political idea in year old coquette.
A true FitzThe author has sagely side¬
his
adaptation
of
“Enemy
of
the
Indeed the play implies, it may be
e r a 1 d doomed-from-childhoo<I- stepped burlesque in chronicling
;the pacific sages_ who unwittingly Peonlc” and his own “The Cruci¬ though-born-to-good-family heroine life in the peacetime Army, and
ble.”
Miller
has
now
returned
was on the town, including the
provide the spark that ignites the
more to the style of his earlier and beds, but this junior miss just he has come up with a concoction
conflict.*
that provides fun, while maintain¬
Specifically, "Tiger” tells how infinitely more successful “All Mv kisses around, and it’s pretty ing a substantial percentage of au¬
Hector, returning to Troy victori¬ Sons” and “Death of a Salesman.” monotonous.
thenticity. On numerous occasions,
ous but disillusioned from war, That is. in the two pieces that com¬
At the outset Miss Benson gives the pitch reaches hilarious propor¬
tries to prevent the outbreak of prise “View from the Bridged-lie *ree rein to a moderately diverting tions. but the gags are tempered
another conflict with Sparta over is again writing about characters but strictly stereotyped spoof on with an undercurrent of sentimen¬
Paris’ adduction of Helen. He al¬ who seem to have identities and puppy love and the exuberance of tal reality in ' the companionship
most succeeds, despite the impul¬ wills of their own, rather than
outh. There is an applause-win¬
sive Paris, the empty-headed Helen tending to be the creatures of im¬ ning bit when the Maxixe of 1915 between Will and his buddies.
Told in narrative form, with the
and the stupid "patriots” of Troy. posed themes. The result tends to is danced to an old Victrola. The
But after he has won over Ulysses, be stirring theatre, at least when tlitndinizing of the girl is matched J Stockdale character intermittently
the Spartan representative, and has the author is ready for his key by the swagger of one of her ] stepping down to the aDron for a
apparently gained the peace, a scene.
swains, a Jad who goes about in a homespun chat with pewholders,
The shorter opening play, titled fur-collared great coat and cane, the script concerns the doings of a
couple of hotheads provoke an
incident that precipitates hostili¬ “A Memory of Two Mondays,” is a or alternately an opera cape. With sort of reverse-English “Three
ties, and it’s too late for men of minor piece that serves as an ani¬ the trappings and signals set for Musketeers” who seem fated to
mated stage-wait. It is localed in another adolescent farce comedy mingle with each other in spite of
reason to prevent it.
Under Harold Clurman’s virtu¬ an auto parts warehouse in Man¬ the audience sits back and awaits themselves. Story line gives lee¬
oso direction, Redgrave repeats the hattan near the Brooklyn Bridge the complications. These prove way to many laughs at expense of
performance he gave in London, entrance and is a loose comedy- one only—the girls’ fickleness.
Army setup, but never to the point
starting relatively quietly but im¬ drama with striking characteriza¬
The heroine may stir some talk of ridicule.
pressively and building with sure tions. vividly idiomatic dialog and arourd town and that could be a
Holding down the top spots are
technique to the overwhelming an assortment of vignets in place boxoffice plus, but for all the Myron McCormick and Andy Grif¬
scene in which the Trojan warrior, of plot. J. Carroll Naish has an pyrotechnics of the performance fith. Former does a capital job as
apparently beaten in his peace emoting field day as a semi-articu¬ there’s a sameness to the char¬ a vet sergeant whose uniform ac¬
negotiation with Ulysses, suddenly late. semi-literate German immi acter as written. Her flirtatious- quires chameleon status as he wins
finds himself triumphant and then grant who gets maudlinly soused ness, silly vanity, selfishness and and loses his stripes at regular in¬
quickly sees the achievement shat¬ when his wife dies.
wearisome vitality presents neith¬ tervals.
He skillfully gets away
tered by the cluinsy prank of a
The second and major piece, er a penetrating study of a spoiled from the typical hard-boiled nondrunken Spartan soldier and the taking its title from the show as a brat nor a clinic on sex popularity com interpretation. Griffith is ter¬
witless forver of a vain old Trojan whole, is primarily a character drives. The final implication of rific as he ambles through the hill¬
poet. It is a superb performance, study by a writer who has some¬ tragic, compulsive, unfeeling pro¬ billy role that has him onstage al¬
obviously a prospect for prize thing to say and isn’t too squeam¬ miscuity might be the frame of an most continually.
honors.
ish to put it into blunt, stunning absorbing drama, but Miss Benson
Roddy McDowell comes across
There are also fine portrayals by and compulsive words. It is the has not written it.
nicely as a somewhat scrawny air¬
Waller Fitzgerald as the fatalistic relentless tragedy of a strong, wellIt is never quite convincing that man whose heart is set on getting
but hopeful Ulysses, Leueen Mac- meaning but self-deluding steve¬ such a shallow girl could fool so
Grath as Hector’s prophetic sister dore whose protective devotion to many people or captivate so many into the infantry. Howard Free¬
Cassandra, Barbara Jefford as his his ornhan niece turns to inces men. Boys, yes. But two of her man’s version of a top brass ex¬
understanding and devoted wife. tuous love, a corrosive thing that conquests are older fellows, other¬ ponent draws laughs without cari¬
Catherine Lacey . as his shreud destroys him and wrecks the lives wise worldly, and their going ga-ga caturing the role. Royal Beal like¬
wise fits as a member of the upper
mother, Diane Cilento in the shal¬ of those around him.
demands a lot of make-believe echelon, and Robert Webber puls
low role of Helen, Leo Ciceri as
Although the characters lack from the viewer. From start to life
into a semi-heel interpretation.
the foolish Paris and Felix Munso nobility or even stature, this play finish the sex in this play is phony
Show is replete with good bit
as the roistering Ajax. A’so, Mor¬ builds gradually to a nerve- and unreal, more label than pulseparts,
among them being Floyd
ris Carnovsky is acceptable if not tingling crescendo as Van Heflin, beat. When the girl bags the Vir¬
very regal as the Trojan king and as the primitive-minded longshore¬ ginian (Douglas Watson) and the Buckley as the ploughboy’s father;
there are passable supporting bits man, jars the audience by kissing French aviator (James Olson) it’s O. Tolbert-Hewitt, draft official;
by Howard Caine, Jack Bittner. “ male fellow-actor full on the as incongrous as swordfish landed Ed Peck, a captain; Don Knotts, a
corporal; James Millhollin, a psy¬
John
_ . 4Laurie, Milton Selzer, Allen
. mouth, and after violating the ethi- with a trout red.
chiatrist; Bill Hinnant, Cecil Ruth¬
Chnstopher, Peter Kerr and Wynd-; cal code of the waterfront, is killed
Lois Smith, who came 1o Broad¬
ham Goldie.
i in a .‘/.-eot brawl. In the studiousv way so recently as "Time Out for erford, Carl Albertson, Hazen Gif¬
ford, flight crew; Rex Everhart, a
Loudon Sainthill has created lin-, down-to-earth style of conternpo-J
(Continued on page 67)
colonel. Maree Dow, only distaffer

in cast, does okay by a triple as¬
signment in minor support.
Morton Da Costa has staged at
what should eventually be a whirl¬
wind pace as soon as many-faceted
technical shifts get working
smoothly.
Which brings up the
point of the outstanding contribu¬
tion of Peter Larkin in the scene
design segment. An elaborate set¬
up involving an overlaid stage
with scene changes operating on
tracks, plus some extremely effec¬
tive drop creations, makes this pro¬
duction comparable to a sizable
musical. Peggy Clark’s elaborate
lighting is expert and Noel Tavlor’s costumes are suitable al¬
though routine Army background
offers no chance to spluge in that
direction.
Bone.

Melvyu Douglas is narrator of a
new record- album. "This Is the
U.N.: Its Actual Voices,” second
volume in a series of documentary
reports on UN history as given by
delegates and VIPs themselves .
Ruth Gillette’s contract with the
Broadway production of "Pajama
Game” has been extended.
Joseph Buloff will work with
Felix Leon on the English adapta¬
tion of Moshe Shamir’s "Highway
Robbery,” which preems Nov. 7
at the off-Broadway President
Theatre . . . The Theatre GuildAmerican Theatre Society and the
Council of the Living Theatre
tossing a Sardi’s luncheon next
rriday (7) commemorating the
three-year association of the two
organizations.
The second annual cuffo series
of ANTA-YMCA seminars on "The¬
atre Job Counseling” began yes¬
terday (Tues.) at the William
Sloane House YMCA, -N.Y., with a
discussion on "How to prepare
a resume” ... A new talent agency,
Adauns-Leigh Associates, has been
opened in N.Y. by Bret Adams and
Sanford Leigh.
Actress Sue Ellen Blake back in
N.Y. after two-and-one-half "years
of- Italian film work ... A “Plain
and Fancy” show train has been
scheduled by the.New# Haven Rail¬
road for Oct. 21 . . . Richard Skin¬
ner is company manager for Mar¬
cel Marceau during the current
two-week Barrymore, N.Y., run.
Bob Lane back in N.Y. after ap¬
pearing in the Boothbay, Me., loca¬
tion sequences for the picture ver¬
sion of “Carousel” . . . Jay Chernis
has taken over as musical director
of the national company of “Plain
and Fancy,” while Dran Seitz and
Barbara Cook have swapped as¬
signments in the musical, the latter
returning to the Broadway produc¬
tion and the former joining tlie
road presentation . . . William
Saroyan has completed the book
for a musical tagged- “The Real
World.”
Michael Gordon will direct Les¬
lie Stevens' “The Lovers,” slated
for Broadway production by the
Playwrights Co. and Gayle Stine
. . . Rowena Stevens, manager of
the Pocono Playhouse, Mountainhome, Pa., is planning to debut as
a Broadway producer this season
with Russell Medcraft rewrite of
Edwin Burke’s “This Thing Called
Love.” A lengthy tour, beginning
Nov. 3 in Columbus, O., is skedded
for the production, which will costar Magda Gabor and Charles G.
Martin.
George Cukor, announced as re¬
called to Hollywood for retakes on
a picture, bowed out as stager of
the incoming “Chalk Garden,” with
Albert Marrc taking over . . . Jolm
Cromwell exited as director of the
incoming “Desk Set,” with Joseph
Fields assuming the duties as well
as collaborating with Jerome Crodorov and the play’s author, William
Marchant, on script revisions.
George Keane signed as stand-by
for Jean rierre Aumont in “Heav¬
enly Twins,” due Oct. 19 on Broad¬
way . . . French legit-mus'c hall
singer Lilo back Monday (3) with
her husband, Marquis Guy de la
Passardicre, after a Paris vacation.
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Chugs $16,300 I
Philly Perky Despite Music Strike; ‘Cadillac’
In Solo Week at Indpls. \ B’way Doing fine; D’oyly 31G in 7,
Shirley $21,600, ‘Anne Frank’ $20,100
‘Bridge’ $17,500 in 4. ‘Sea’ $15,800,
‘Stockings’ $54,100, ‘Witness’
‘PAJAMA’ FAST $42,000, '
Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

4

Good business marked the fledg¬
ling legit season hehe last week,
Unite the continuing dearth of
music in local houses. Picketing
continued at theatres in hassle
between

eration

Local 77, American Fed¬
of Musicians, and the

Shuberts.

‘LUNATICS’$13,500, S.F.:
San Francisco, Oct. 4. .
Despite glowing reviews, "Luna¬
tics and Lovers” did only fair busi¬
ness at the Alcazar in its first
week. Tenth and last frame of
, "Pajama Game,” at the Curran,
was terrific.
"Bus Stop” opened at the Geary
last night (Mon.).
Estimates for Last Week
Pajama Game, Curran (10th wk)
($4.40; 1,752) (Fran Warren, Larry
Douglas, Buster West). Excellent
$42,000; exited town to continue
tour.
Lunatics and Lovers, Alcazar (1st
wk) ($4.40; 1,477) (Zero Mostel,
Melville Cooper).
Fair $13,500;
closing next Saturday (8).

Romeo Celia, president of Local
made third trip to New York
Friday (30) to negotiate with
j J Shubert, head of chain. He
reported he had enlisted the aid
oi James C. Petrillo, president of
AFM who has detailed a national
rep to help settle the dispute.
"Desk Set,” at the Forrest for
two weeks, received two mildly fa¬
vorable notices and one pan. Locust
relighted last night (Mon.) with
"Heavenly Twins.” Comedy is on
subscription. Biggest year for sub¬
scription series here finds over 10,members on the list and
guarantees producer an advance
sale of $28,000 for two weeks.
Estimates for Last Week
Desk Set, Forrest (C) ($4.20;
1,760) (Shirley Booth). Boxoffice
pull of star insured an advance, but
word of mouth and mixed notices
were no help; over $21,600.
Diary of Anne Frank, Walnut
(D) ($4.20; 1,340) (Joseph Schildkraut). Subsci'iption sale, strong
Chicago, Oct. 4.
content of play, plus top-grade per¬
formances creating public interest;
Business boomed again last week
for the Loop’s brace of plays.
over $20,100.
"Teahouse of the August Moon”
continued its SRO pace and "CanCan” benefited from the conven¬
tion trade.
"Solid Gold Cadillac” comes into
the Blackstone next Monday (10)
for a run, and "Anniversary Waltz”
arrives Oct. 17 at the Harris on
subscription.
Estimates for Last Week
Can-Can,
Shubert
(9th
wk)
Los Angeles, Oct. 4.
Dismal biz dampened the L.A. ($5.95; 2,100). Over $38,500 (pre¬
vious
week
$35,700).
legit scene last week. Windup of
Teahouse of the August Moon,
'‘Bus Stop” at the Huntington
(3d wk) ($5; 1.334) (Bur¬
Hartford Theatre leaves the town Erlanger
gess
Meredith, Scott McKay). Went
only two major shows.
clean again and set another new
Estimates for Last Week
house record at $35,495 (previous
Plain and Fancy, Philharmonic week, $35,480).
Aud (5th wk) (2,670; $4.90) (Alexis
Smith, Craig Stevens). Poor $39,; exits this week for tour.
Bus Stop, Huntington Hartford
(4th wk) (1,032; $4.40). Mild $13,500 and moved on to San Fran¬
cisco.
New Haven, Oct. 4.
Tender Trap, Carthay Circle
Breakin of "No Time for Ser¬
(3d wk) (1,518; $3.30) (Lloyd geants” meant solid boxoffice last
Bridges, Russell Nype, K. T. Stev¬ Wednesday-Saturday (28-1) at the
ens Janet Riley). Fair $17,000
and continues through next Sun¬ Shubert here. Favorable reviews
and lively word-of-mouth, added
day (9).
^
to a healthy advance, pushed.re¬
ceipts to over $25,000 for the five'
performances, at $4.50 top.
Current week offers another
breakin, "Hatful of Rain,” costar¬
ring Shelley Winters and Ben
Detroit, Oct. 4.
Gazzara, opening tomorrow night
First stanza of the musical try¬ (Wed.) and playing through next
out "Delilah,” starring Carol Chan- Saturday (8). Next Tuesday (11)
ning, grossed modest $30,700 at the brings five days of “Delilah,”
2,050-seat Shubert- last week. Top through Oct. 15, with Carol ChanIs $6 weekend eves, $4.50 other ning. starring in the Broadwaynights. Show stays another week. bound musical. "Pipe Dream” is
About 30 minutes have been cut due Oct. 22-29.
from the overlong production and
more tightening and reworking is
in progress.
Reviews by local
critics were 'moderately favorable.
Curtain time has been moved up
to 7:30 'p.m., an innovation here
Cleveland, Oct. 4.
where 8:30 curtain has been stand¬
“Wooden Dish,” by Edmund
ard.
grossed a moderate $17,000
Current at the Cass is "Anniver¬ Morris,
an eight-performance run at the
sary Waltz,” starring Leif Erick¬ in
Hanna Theatre last week. Top was
son, opening the season at the $3.50. Play now goes into New
1.482-seat house.
It is in for a York.
fortnight and the top is $4 week¬
Hanna stays dark until Oct. 10,
end eves, $3 other nights.
when the second touring company
After a week's blackout follow¬ of “Teahouse of the August Moon”
ing “Delilah,” the Shubert will opens for what appears to be a
present "The Little Hut,” starring three-week SRO.
Veronica Lake, for two weeks be¬
ginning Oct. 16.
77
l ist

000

Teahouse’$35,495,
‘Can’ 381/2G, Chi

‘Bus’ Slow 13HG,
‘P&F $39,100, LA.

100

‘SERGEANTS’ SLICK 25G
IN 5, NEW HAVEN BOW

‘DELILAH* FAIR $30,700,
FIRST WEEK, DETROIT

‘Dish’ Moderate $17,000
For Cleveland Tryout

‘Anastasia’ 18G, Balto

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated if set)
Woodwn Dish, Booth (10-6).
Joyce Grtnfel, Bijou (10-10).
Success Reck Hunter, Belnsco (10-13).
Roomful of Roses, Playhouse (10-17).
No Time For Sgts., Alvin (10-20).
Desk Set, Broadhurt (wk. 10-24).
Comedie Francalse, B'way (10-25).
Chelk Garden, Barrymore (10-26).
Deadfall, Holiday (10-27).
Reuben Reuben, ANYA (11-8).
Hatful of Rain, Lyceum (11-0). ,
Delilah, Wint. Gard. (11-10).
Lark, Longacre (11-17).
Janus, Plymouth (11-24).
Matchmaker, Royale (12-1).
Pygmalion, Helllnger (wk. 3-10).

off-broadway
Highway Robbery, Pres. (10-7).
Macbeth, Rooftop (10-7).
Spring's Awakening, Prov. (10*9).
Last Minute, Finch Coll. (10-10).
Carefree Tret, Phoenix (10-11).
Cherry Orchard, 4th St. (10-18).
Macbeth, Jan Hub Aud. (10-18).
Song of Sorrow, BlackMara (10-24).
Dragon's Mouth, Cherry Lane (wk. 11-16).
S>x Characters, Phoenix (12-1).
Marching Song, Phoenix (3-0).

Indianapolis, Oct. 4.
"Solid Gold Cadillac” took a
so-so $16,300 in eight performances
last week to open the new season
at the Murat. Split week is normal
for straight plays in the big 2,000seat house. Top was $3.50.
Murat is getting off to good start,
with "Little Hut” set for the week
ol‘ Oct. 10 and "Kismet” for the
week of Nov. 14. Dublin Players
also are set for a single perform¬
ance of "Pygmalion” at Caleb Mills
Hall under Town Hall series aus¬
pices Oct. 11.

Baltimbfe, Oct. 4.
"Anastasia” opened the current
legit season here last week with a
pleasing $18,000 at Ford's. The Guy
Bolton adaptation was the first of
six offerings promised to sub¬
scribers.
"Kismet” opened last night
(Mon.) following a terrific advance
sale. Big mail order interest is
being shown for "King and I,” due
Oct. 17 for a fortnight.
MARCEAU SRO $22,180
French mime Marcel Marceau
racked up a capacity $22,180 last
week in the final frame of a- fort¬
night’s stand at the off-Broadway
Phoenix Theatre. That brought the
total gross for the two-week period
to nearly $42,000 at $3.45 top.
The pantomimist moved uptown
to the Barrymore Theatre yester¬
day (Tues.) for an additional twoweek stand.

‘Garden $19,700,
Rock’ 17G, Hub
Boston, Oct. 4.
With four shows on the boards.
Boston legit is practically busting
at the seams. "No Time for Serge¬
ants” opens at the Colonial tonight
(Tues.) for two weeks, "King and
I,” opened last night (Mon.) foi* a
return date at the Boston Opera
House, while "Chalk Garden” at
the Wilbur, and "Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter,” at the Ply¬
mouth, are in their holdover weeks.
"Reuben Reuben,” opens next
Mon-day night (10) at the Shubert.
Estimates for Last Week
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,
Plymouth, (1st wk) ($3.85; 1,200).
Racked up around $17,000, with
good notices; continues this week.
Chalk Garden, Wilbur (1st wk)
$3.85; 1,241) (Gladys Cooper, Siobhan McKenna). Almost $19,700;
holds this week.

Business on Broadway remained
healthy last week. There was the
normal variance in the b.o. pattei'n. Matinee business at some
shows was apparently clipped by
the World Series games.
There were two closings last
week. "Lunatics and Lovers” and
“Henry IV,” the latter winding up
a limited two-week run at the City
Center. Preems last week totalled
lour, with the same number
skedded for the current frame.
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Opretta).
Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, number
of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10% Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are net:
i.e., exclusive of tax.

Boy Friend, Royale iMC) <53d
wk; 419; $6.90; 1,050; $38,200). Just
$27,000 (previous week, $25,100);
closes Nov. 26 to tour.
Bus Stop, Music Box (CD) <31 st
wk; 246; $5.75-$4.60; 1,010; $27,811).
Nearly $25,400 (previous
week, $25,500).
Cat On a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco
(D) (28th wk; 220; $6.90-$5.75; 946;
$31,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes, Burl
Ives). Over capacity again, nearly
$31,600 (previous week, $31,600).
Damn Yankees, 46th St. <MC)
‘Hours’ Laggard $3,000
(22d wk; 172; $8.05-$7.50; 1,297;
For 2 Shows, Portland $50,573) (Gwen Verdon). Over
capacity again, topped $50,800 (pre¬
Portland, Oct. 4.
William Gargan, Nancy Cole- vious week, $50,800).
man, and Richard Jaeckel in "Des¬
Day By the Sea, ANTA Theatre
perate Hours” racked up a slim (D) (1st wk; 8; $5.75-$4.60; 1.185;
$2,000 in two evening perform¬ $34,262) (Jessica Tandy, Hume
ances at the Civic Auditorium last Cronyn, Dennis King). Over $15,Tues. and-Wed. (27-28), as the sec¬ 800 for first eight performances.
ond in the Portland Town Hall
D’Oyly Carte, Shubert (OP) (1st
Series promoted by Hugh Beckett.
The 4.000-seater was scaled at wk; 7; $5.75; 1,453; $42,000);'
$4.50. The meller played the Tem¬ Opened last Sept. 27 to six affirma¬
ple, Tacoma, Thursday (29) and tive reviews (Atkinson, Times;
opened Friday (30) at the Moore, Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins, WorldSeattle, where it continues through Telegram; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
next Saturday (8).
McClain, Joumal-American; Watts,
Beckett’s next booking is "Ten¬ Post) and one negative (Chapman,
der Trap,” Oct. 12-13.
News); over $31,000 for first
seven performances.
Fanny, Majestic. (MD) (48th wk;
380; $7.50; 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio
Pinza, Walter Slezak).
Almost
$59,700 (previous week, $60,800).
LONDON
Inherit
the
Wind,
National
(D)
(Figures denote opening dates)
Bell. Book, Candle, Phoenix (10-5-54).
(22d wk; 173; $5.75-$4.60; 1.162;
Boy Friend, Wyndha'm's (12-1-53).
$31,300)
(Melvyn
Douglas).
Over
Burnt Flower Bed, Arts (9-9-55).
Count of Clerembard, Garrick (9-6-55).
$28,300, (previous week, $27,000
Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
for first full week of resumed en¬
Dead on », Westminster (8-24-55).
gagement with the new star.
Dry Bot, Whitehall (8-31-34).
Follies Bergeres, Wales (4-9-55).
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)
Happy Returns, New Water (5-19-55).
(73d wk; 580; $6.90; 1,615; $52,118)
Kettle A Moon, Duchess (9-1-55).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
(John Raitt, Eddie Foy, Jr., Helen
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
Gallagher). Nearly $49,300 (pre¬
Lucky Strike, Apollo (9-14-53).
Mr. Pennypacker, New (3-18-35).
vious week, $51,000).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-32).
Plain and Fancy, Winter Garden
Mrs. Willie, Globe (8-17-55).
My 3 Angels, Lyric (3-12-55).
(MC) (36th wk; 284; $6.90; 1,494;
-Punch Revue, Duke (9-28-55).
$55,672).
Almost $47,600 (previous
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-35).
week, $45,000).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-05).
Romance In Candlelight, Pic. (9-15-55).
Silk
Stockings,
Imperial (MC)
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
(32d wk; 252; $7.50; 1,427; $57,800)
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5*54).
Separate Tables, St. James's (9-22-54).
(Hildegarde Neff, Don Ameche).
Shadow .ef Doubt, Saville (7-7-50).
Nearly $54,100 (previous week,
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-34).
Talk ef Town, Adelpht (11-17-54).
$53,300).
Teaheuse Aug. Meen, Her Maj. (4-22-54)
Teahouse of the August Moon,
20 Mins. South, St. Mart. (7-13-55).
Beck (C) (103d wk; 929; $6.22-$4.60;
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (8-3-55).
Water Gypsies, Wint. Gard. (8-31-35).
1,214; $33,608) (Eli Wallach, John
SCHEDULED OPININGS
Beal).
Over $30,600 (previous
Sun ef Yerk, Royal Ct. (10-5-55).
week, $30,700).
Whole Truth, Aldwych (10-11-55).
Periphery, New Water (10-12-55).
View
From
the Bridge, Coronet
Small Hetel, St Martin's (10-12-55).
(D) (1st wk; 4; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60;
Pa|ama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
CLOSED LAST WEEK
998; $30,000 (Van Heflin). Opened
Bad Seed, Aldwych (4-14-53).
last Thursday (29) to two favor¬
Camille, Duke of York’s (9-13-53).
able reviews (Chapman, News;
Kerr, Herald Tribune); four un¬
TOURING
favorable (Atkinson, Times; Haw¬
All for Mary
kins, World-Telegram; McCJain,
Anniversary Waltz
Breakfast in Salisbury
Journal-American; Watts, Post);
Call Girl
one yes-and-nd? (Coleman, Mir¬
Call of the Dodo
Call of the Flesh
ror); capacity at nearly $17,500 for
Captain's Lamp
first four performances and one
Facts of Life
preview.
Florodora
For Botter For Worse
Witness for the Prosecution,
Guys and Dolls
Miller (D) (42d wk; 332; $5.75Hippo Dancing
$4.60; 946; $23,248). Almost $22,500
Intimacy at 1:38
Jazz Train
(previous week, $22,600).
Joy of Living
Young and Beautiful Longacre (D)
Klnloch Players
(1st wk; 1: $6.90-$5.75-$4.60; 1.101;
Ladies for Hire
Lilac Time
$28,300). Opened last Saturday <1)
Love From Judy
to five favorable reviews (Atkinson,
Love In Idleness
Times; Chapman, News; Kerr. Her¬
Men and Women
Nest ef Robins
ald Tribune; McClain, JournalPostman's Knock
: American; Watts, Post) and two
Ring Round the. Moon
I unfavorable
(Coleman,
Mirror:
Reluctant Heroes
Serious Charge
I Hawkins, World-Telegram); around
Small Hotel
$3,400
for
preem
performance.
South Pacific
Strong Are Lonely
Closed Last Week
Tabltha
!
Henry IV (Part 1), City Center
Too Young To Marry
j (D) (2d wk; 16; $3.60; $3,090; $50.Twinkle
Wedding In Paris
! 160b Nearly $13,000 (previous
Witness for the Prostcutlen
(week, $13,500); finished a limited/
Wemtn ef Twilight

Current British Shows

16-performance run last Sunday
(2), winding up a four-week, twoplay Shakespeare program by the
Brattle Theatre.
Lunatics & Lovers, .Broadhurst
(C) I42d wk; 536; $5.75-$4.60; 1,182;
$29,500). Nearly $14,500 on twofers
(previous week, $12,300); closed
last Saturday1 (1) at an approximate
$78,000 profit on a $100,000 invest¬
ment.
Opening This Week
'Tiger at the Gates, Plymouth (D)
(5.75; 1,062; $34,000). (Michael
Redgrave). Play by Jean Giraudoux, translated by Christopher
Fry; presented by the P.aywrighls
Co. (in association with Henry M.
Margolis), produced by Robert L.
Joseph; opened Monday (4) to six
affirmative
reviews
(Atkinson,
Times; Coleman, Mirror; llawkins,
World-Telegram; Kerr, Herald Tri¬
bune; McClain, Journal-American;
Watts, Post) and one negative
(Chapman, News).
Island of Goats, Fulton <D) ($6;
1,039; $28,630); (Uta Hagen, Lau¬
rence llarvey, Ruth Ford). Play by
Ugo Betti, adapted by Henry Reed;
presented by Roger L. Stevens &
Hardy Smith" Ltd., produced by
Peter Glenville; opened yesterday
(Tues.).
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort <D)
($5.75-$4.60; 1,098; $28,571). (Joseph
Sehildkraut.
Dramatization
by
Frances Goodrich & Albert Hackelt of Anne Frank’s posthumous
book; presented by Kermit Bloomgarden on a $75,000 investment;
opens tonight (Wed.).
Wooden Dish, Booth <D) ($5.75$4.60; 766; $22,004). (Louis Calhern). Play by Edmund Morris;
presented by Armand Deutseh on
a $75,000 investment; opens to¬
morrow (Thurs.).
OFF-BROADWAY
(Figures denote opening dates)
La’Ronde, Circle in Square (227-55).
Mornings at Seven, Cherry Lane
(6-22-55).
Shaw Festival, G’n’w’eh Mews
(7-21-55); closes Oct. 16.
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20).
Trial, Provlncetown (6-14-55),
closes next Saturday (8).
Typewriter, Tempo (7-27-55).

TwinsWm
‘Roses’ $9,100, D.C.
Washington, Oct. 4.
Legit biz here last week reflect¬
ed the drawing power of star
names, irrespective of the opus.
Second week of "Heavenly Twins,”
starring Faye Emerson and Jean
Pierre Aumont, drew nicely de¬
spite its critical panning. On the
other hand, ‘‘Roomful of Roses,”
though treated better by the re¬
viewers, wound up worse in the
ticket sale department, without a
big name draw.
Estimates for Last Week
Heavenly Twins, National (2d
wk) (1.677; $3.85) (Faye Emerson,
Jean Pierre Aumont). Fine $24,100 and moved on to Philadel¬
phia.
Roomful of Roses, Shubert (1st
wk) (1.542; $3.85) (Patricia Neal).
Weak $9,100.

‘Waltz’ Average $18,700;
Cincy Season Opener
Cincinnati, Oct. 4.
"Anniversary Waltz,” with Leif
Erickson, raised the curtain last
week on Cincy’s road show season
with a fair $18,700 in the 2,100-seat
hubert. Top was $3.39. Comedy
rew good notices.
Shubert is currently housing
Veronica Lake In "Little Hut,” at
$3.96 top.

f

‘Hut’ $13,000 in Buffalo;
Veronica Lake Out HI
Buffalo, Oct. 4.
"Little Hut,” starring Veronica
Lake, took in around $13,000 on
its initial road booking last week
at the Erlanger. Miss Lake, how¬
ever, was out for four of the
show’s eight performances because
of illness. Her absence resulted in
a number of ticket cancellations.
Miss Lake’s understudy, Maria
Corbett, took over for the star.
The II. Clay Blanev production
is current at the Shubert, Cincin¬
nati.

et due Hasard,” a three-scene oneacter; the same author’s “Arlequin
Poli Par L'Amour” and Beaumar¬
chais' “Le Barbier de Seville.”
“Caprice” is a marital farce that
provides a tour de force for Mony
Dalmes, Maurice Escande and
Marie Sabouret. “Le Jeu” is a
more interesting play offering a
juicy role for Mile. Dalmes, with
other parts played by Jean-Louis
Jemma, Micheline Boudet, Jacques
Charon, Escande and Jacques Toja.
“Arlequin” is the least interest¬
ing of the five plays presented, but
“Barbier” is an audience-tickler as
a personal vehicle for Louis
Seigner, who clicked in “Gentil¬
homme.” Also giving deft perform¬
ances in the classic comedy are
Jean Piat,-Mlle. Boudet, Suzanne
Lalique, Jean Meyer and Michel
Galabru.
After doing capacity for the first
four performances of “Gentil¬
homme,” the ^siting troupe drew
lighter trade for the four sub¬
sequent plays in the 2,504-seat St.
Denis Theatre.
The company
varies its programs nightly for the
balance of the engagement, through
this week.
Neiot.

Legit Followups
Anastasia
(FORD'S. BALTO)

.

Baltimore, Oct. 1.
With Eugenie Leontovich in her
original Broadway role and a
virtually new -cast in support,
“Anastasia” seems likely to repeat
its Broadway success on the road.
It is still the same mixture of
melodrama and romance trans¬
muted into gripping theatre by
Alan- Schneider’s adroit staging. It
should prove especially strong
matinee lure with its luridly thea¬
trical yarn about royal tragedy and
knavish intrigue, all based on
supposed fact.
The peak in the rather talky
tlirec-act stretch is still the “rec¬
ognition” scene at the end of the
second act. This scene in which
the dowager Romanoff empress
played by Miss Leontovich con¬
fronts a claimant to the identity of
her grandchild, Anastasia, the
youngest daughter of the last
Romanoff Tsar, had much to do
with the New York success of the
show and as on tour, it retains
similar electricity and punch. It’s
played to the hilt by Miss Leon¬
tovich and Dolly Haas, who stepped
into the title part, replacing Viveca
Lindfors.
Miss Haas, top starred for the
tour, carbons Miss Lindfors’ emo¬
tional approach to the role. Many
of her inflections and line readings
are uncanny duplications of her
predecessor. The* major difference
between the characterizations is
Miss Haas’ handling of the final
act transition from an unstable,
confused girl to a mature woman.
- The princess now seems more
•assured in her decision to reject
life as a political pawn of exiled
royalists. Miss Leontovich continues
to bring authority and a regal qual¬
ity to a characterization that is
marred only by some occasionally
faulty articulation.
The supporting cast delivers
workmanlike performances without
the wealth of detail that distin-

Hollywood - Crewcut - Pompadour*
Can !>• used for

Sleeping # Swimming
Sports, etc.

guished the original company.
John Emery gives a surface reading
as Prince Bounine, head of the
plotters hoping to have their
protege recognized as the sole
surviving Romanoff. Carl Don also
misses the details of the unctuous,
avaricious banker, but Kurt Rich¬
ards fares somewhat better as the
third conspirator.
Some welcome comic relief is
contributed by Lili Valenty as an
aging baroness and Sefton Darr,
from the original troupe, makes
every moment count as a house¬
maid. Allen Joseph and Frances
Ingalls as peasants, Stanley Pitts
as a majordomo and George Cotton
are adequate in their brief scenes
while Robert Duke and John Hal¬
low do what can be done with the
rather lifeless parts of the men in
Anna’s life.
Schneider’s direction remains
the moving force, illuminating
arrid stretches of dialog with
resourceful staging. Ben Edwards’
set and costumes is another asset
foi this Elaine Perry production.
Burm.

Shakeup

Anniversary Walt*
(SHUBERT, CINCINNATI)
Cincinnati, Oct. 1. •
“Anniversary Waltz,” with a new
cast after its long New York run,
has made a solid road start at the
Shubert. The replacement troupe
took over for the Broadway finale,
with Howard Smith as the only
holdover.
Producers Joseph M. Hyman and
Bernard Hart have applied a few
fresh touches to the comedy for
better hinterland appreciation, and
the characterizations and situations
remain solid.
In.the lead roles, Leif Erickson
and Phyllis Hill carry through
realistically as the couple whose
anniversary turns into anything
but a waltz. Competent supporters
include Andy Sanders and Carol
Lynley as their exasperating son
and daughter; Smith and Jo¬
sephine Brown, as busybody in¬
laws; Helen Martin, the maid; Earl
Rowe as the husband’s business
partner and Betty Bartley as the
latter’s divorcee girl friend; Mario
Gallo and Eddie Hall as1 Harry rind
Sam, tv set delivers, and James
Bender in a bit.
Koll.

Continued from page 63 =

La Corneille Francois©
(ST. DENIS, MONTREAL)
Montreal, Sept. 30.
Following its click opening with
“Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme” last
week, La Comedie Francaise has
offered four other plays from its
repertoire for its current North
American tour. The additional
pieces include De Musset’s “Ca¬
price,” a 45-minute one-acter;
Marivaux’s “Le Jeu de L'Amour

FREE CONSULTATION
Samplas on Hand
Moil Ordtn Guaranteed
THEATRICAL WIGS OF ALL TYPES
FOR RENT A SALI

Josephine O’Brien, IJelen Glenmore.
Winter Garden, William Goldhart, Anna Yurdin, Fred Gasida.
Assignments
at
non-Shubert
houses for the new season follow:
-Alvin, Gordon Crammer, Luis
Valle, Jerry Sheehan.
City Center, Angelo Casalini,
William Wiegand.
Coronet, Clifford Whiteman, Mar¬
vin Roth Williams.
46th Street, Charles Bowman,
Paul Meyers, George Handy.
Fulton, Herman Lewin, Robert
Burke.
Lyceum, Lillian Peabody, Mil¬
dred Anker.
Martin Beck, Dora Chamberlain,
Ethel Archer, Herve Bilodeau.
Henry Miller, Frank Frayer,
John Bowman, William Kirby.
Morosco, Michael Onorato,
George Beatty, Pearl Keyser.
Music Box, Walter G. O’Connor,
Ray Metz, Arthur Wright.
Mark Hellinger, Charles Walters,
Julius Stone, John Kiefer.
Playhouse, Thomas Brotherton,
Marie Dickson.

Robin League K.C. Stager
Kansas City, Oct. 4.
Resident Theatre has signed
Robin League as director for its
1955-56 season. He is a former
Chicagoan, has been in Kansas
City since 1950 in radio-tv and dra«
matics.
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Canal Fulton Theatre
Buys New Spot in Ohio
Akron, Oct. 4.
The cCanal Fulton Summer Thea¬
tre, which for the past two seasonsx
has offered stock in a barn at
Clay's Park, just south of Canal
Fulton, has purchased the 70-acre
Cloyse Cheyney farm, three-and-ahalf miles east of the town. Coproducers of the theatre are David
Fulford, also stager; William
Dempsey, business manager, and
Elizabeth Biller, head of the Bar¬
berton (O.) Public Library.
The new quarters includes a
large barn for the playhouse, and
a 50-year-old house where the res¬
ident company will stay. Instead
of going to Palm Beach, Fla., Ful¬
ford and Dempsey will stay in Ohio
this winter to help with a remodel¬
ling program. The farm has 20
acres of woods and picnic facilities
will be set up there.
The plays will be prdouced
arena-styled in the barn, which
will seat 300 persons. The 12-week
1956 season will open in early
June with the same policy as 1955,
a resident company plus an occa¬
sional guest star. The producers
have not decided whether to con¬
tinue operating another theatre at
Chagrin Falls, near Cleveland.
They presented dramas at both
Chagrin Falls and Canal Fulton in
1955, but the Chagrin Falls opera¬
tion was closed two weeks early be¬
cause of light patronage.

Road Shows
Anastasia (Eugenie Leontovich, Dolly
Haas, John Emery)—National, Wash. (315).
Anniversary Waltz—Casa. Det. (3-15).
Bus Stop (2d Co.)—Geary, S. F. (3-15).
Can-Can—Shubert, Chi (3-15).
Canadian
Players—Skidmore
College,
Saratoga. N. Y. (10); U. of Vermont,
Burlington (11-13); U. of Conn., Storrs
(15).
Chalk Garden (tryout) (Gladys Cooper,
Slobhan McKenna)—Wilbur, Boston (3-8);
Walnut. Philly (10-15) (Reviewed In VARI¬
ETY, Sept. 28. '55).
Comedie Francaise—St. Dennis, Mon¬
treal (3-9); Capitol, Quebec (12-15).
Deadfall (tryout) (Joanne Dru, John
Ireland)—McCarter, Princeton (7-8); Shu¬
bert, Wash. (10-15).
Delilah (tryout) (Carol Channlng)—Shu¬
bert, Det. (3-B); Shubert, New Haven (10-15) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Sept. 28, *55).
Desk Set (tryout) (Shirley Booth)—For¬
rest, Philly (3-8) (Reviewed in VARIETY,
Sept. 14. '55).
Desperate
Hours
(William
Gargan,
Nancy
Coleman,
Richard .. Jacckel) —
Moore, Seattle (3-8); Carthay Circle, L. A.
(10-15).
Don Juan In Hell (Ricardo Montalban,
Mary Astor, Reginald Denny, Kurt Kasner)—U. of Idaho, Moscow (3); Concert
Hall. Calgary. Alba. (4)'; Concert Hall,
Edmonton. Alba. (5); Concert Hall, Great
Falls, Mont. (6); Concert Hall, Minot,
N. D. (7), Concert Hall, Duluth (8); Con¬
cert Hall, Appleton, Wis. (10); Aud.» St.
Paul (11); Lyceum, Mpls. (12-15).
Hatful of Rain (tryout) (Shelley Win¬
ters. Ben GazzaraV—Shubert, New Haven
(5-8); Forrest, Philly (11-15).
Heavenly Twins (tryout) (Faye Emer¬
son, Jean Pierre Aumont)—Locust, Philly
(3-15) Reviewed in VARIETY, Sept. 21,
'55).
Kin* and I (Patricia Morlson>^-Opera
House, Boat. (3-15).
Kismet—Ford's, Balto (3-8); Nixon. Pitt
(10-15).
»
Lunatics and Lovars (Melville Cooper.
Marjorie Lord, Casey Adams, Zero Mostel)—Alcazar, S. F. (3-8).
No Time for Sergeants dryout)—Co¬
lonial, Bost. (4-15) (Reviewed in VARIETY,
this week).
Pa|ama Oamo (2d Co.) (Fran Warren,
Larry Douglas. Buster West)—State Fair
And., Dallas (7-16).
Plain and Fancy (2d Co.) (Alexis Smith.
Craig Stevens)—Philharmonic Aud., L. A.
Rauban, Roubon (tryout) (Eddie Albert)
—Shubert, Boston (10-15).
Roomful of Roses (tryout) (Patricia
Shubert. Wash. (3-8) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Sept. 28, *55).
Cadillac—Victory. Dayton
(3-8); Blackstone. Chi (10-15).
Teahouse of tho August Moon (2d Co.)
(Burgess Meredith, Scott McKay)—Erlanger. Chi (3-13).
Teahouse of the August Moon (3d Co.)
(Larry Parks)—Hartman* Columbus (4-8):
Hanna, Cleve (10-15).
Tender Trap (Lloyd Bridges, Russell
Nype, K. T. Stevens, Janet Riley)—Carthay Circle, L. A. (3-9); Temple, Tacoma
<n)'„ AV,d;\*sPortland
<12-13);
Moore,
Seattle (14-15).
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter (trvBoston <3-8) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Sept. 14, '55).

McGlintic
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ADVANCE AGENTS!
COMPANY MANAGERS!
Wo havo boon serving theatrical
shows for over 42 years. Ours is
the oldest, most reliable and ex¬
perienced-transfer company on the
West Coastl
• Railroad privilege s for handling
shows and theatrical luggage.
• Complete warehouse facilities!
• Authorised in California, equipped
to transfer and haul anywhere in
• RATES ON REQUEST l

Atlantic Transfer Company
GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5th Street
las Angeles 13, Calif.
MUtual 8121 or Oxford 9-4764

QUIET STUDIO
23‘ x 40' with piano. Available by
hour or day for rehearsals or au¬
ditions. (No dancing.) 56th near
7th Ave. Call Elsa Raven, New Dra¬
matists Committee, Circle 7-6960.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED
Theatrical and TV Make Up o
All
Leading Cosmetic Lines o
Imported
& Domestic Perfumes
•
Distinctive
Fountain Service
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN SUNDAYS
"The Drug Store of the Stars"

HADLEY REXALL DRUGS
1181 6th Ave., Cor. 46 St., NEW YORK
Telephone PLaza 7-0023
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a would-be actor. He is still unim.
pressed by the Academy (despJe
its long and impressive list of
alumni) and apparently is sthi
aggrieved, at Charles Jehlinger
the noted teacher of acting, as well
as at various receptionists, secretaries, agents, managers and other
actors, whom he makes a point of
naming.
However, he carefullv
doesn’t identify his first wife (it
was Estelle Winwood), and is ex
tremely vague about the circum!
stances of their marriage and the
subsequent mood of despondency
that led him to make an extended
visit to London. Also, his account
of his divorce is sketchy, but indi¬
cates that the proceedings were of
dubious legality.
Cornell Courtship
The courtship with Katharine
Cornell (the “Kit” of the title)
comes through with curious lack
of emotion. One of the book’s
first references to Miss Cornell is
a parenthetical crack about being
allergic to voices and being
married to one of the most beauti¬
ful ones in the world. And al¬
though there is plenty of tribute
to Cornell the actress, there is lit¬
tle insight into Cornell the wife
or the person. Also, while there’s
a rather nice passage about the
Beekman Place house overlooking
New Yoj-k’s East River, there’s no
mention of Miss Cornell’s summer
place at Martha’s Vineyard or
their1 sumptuous new home at
Sneden's Landing, N. Y.
For lay readers (what Mike Todd
calls “civilians”) there may be a
mild thrill in going behind the
scenes as McClintic explains his
directing and casting methods, etc.
And pros may be interested at the
fairly detailed history of the pro¬
ductions of “Dover Road” (Mc¬
Clintic is still irked that H. B.
Warner turned down the leading
role), “Shanghai Gesture” (h»
pays off an old score on Mrs. Les¬
lie Carter), “Three Sisters” (he
, !had a chance to be an actor, and
obviously loved it)
Hobe.
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credited to Motley, are a consider¬
able diversion in themselves.
During the second act the girl’s
mother (Margot Stevenson) says to
her husband (Jay Barney) "Oh,
we’U probably discover in the end
that this is all about nothing.” It
is perhaps the final devastating
insight into the buzziness of this
play as a script that at its end the
mother and father of the heroine
know even less of what has been
going on in their daughter’s life
and unfortunate soul than does the
audience. And that’s an overpower¬
ing lack of adequate Information
from any story-teller.
Land.

Ginger,” has in terms of sheer
sides a part fat enough to -satisfy
ambitious ingenue. She is
called upon to primp, pose, flounce,
tease, pout, run upstairs and run
downstairs. When not having emo¬
tions she is faking them. Miss
Smith brings considerable pre¬
cocious technique to the role, a
fair amount of grace and an im¬
pressive flow of energy.
The play is certain to serve as
a career boost for her. Nor is it her
fault that the girl’s maladjustment
is more implicit than explicit. A
single line which she flings at her
mother and father, “How can you
Iolanthe
love me, you love each other?” is
D’Oylv Carte Opera Co. production of
not strong enough to bear the comic
in two acts, with book and
weight of explaining to an audi¬ Jyrics opera
by W. S. Gilbert; music, Arthur
ence what is otherwise unex¬ Sullivan. Staged »by Robert A. Gibson;
musical director. Tsldor Godfrey; assistant.
plained.
W. Coxe-Ife. At Shubert, N.Y., Sept.
Peter Brandon is the youth in 27,. 35.
Chancellor . Peter Pratt
the opera cape whq waits out a Lord
Pari of Hoimtnrarat. Donald Adams
scries of crushes and then gathers Earl Tollnller . Leonard Osborn
up the girl, now aware that she Private Willis . Fisher Morgan
Rtrephon . Alan Stylcr
loves nobody and feels nothing. At Fairy
Queen.Ann Drummond-Grant
the final curtain they are going Tola.nthe . Joyce Wright
Fairies
... a . Maureen Melvin,
off. apparently to reappear, again
Berly Dixon, Margaret Dobson
in Fitzgerald's “This Side of Para¬ Phyllis
. Cynthia Morey
dise.” Brandon, next to Miss
Smith, gets valuable showcasing
Paraphrasing the World War II
and seems distinctly a comer. song, there’ll always, be a D’Oyly
James Hickman as a clumsy, ideal¬
istic Yaleman and Jane McArthur Carte. Old Gilbert & Sullivan ad¬
as the sincere chum of the coquette dicts may .die, but they apparently
never fade away, and there seems
also attract favorable attention.
The rest of the players carry out to be always a new generation to
their assigned and largely pedes¬ “discover” the G&S genius and
trian duties in that-unsatisfactory I the remarkable freshness of a
critic’s word known as “com¬ D’Oyly Carte performance.
petently.” The action, often slow,
For this 75th tour of the U.S:,
is also occasionally awkward be¬ the Savoyards have brought one of
cause it must be managed inside their best troupes in memory.
the one (excellent) period setting Perhaps one or two leads don’t
of Eldon Elder as lighted by Feder. quite measure up to the retrospect
Really “theatrical” in the less
flattering sense is the costume impressions of the greats of for¬
change which the girl makes on mer years (how could anyone be
the landing of the' staircase while exoected to equal the memories of
her Frenchman (sic) turns his back. a Martyn Green, Derek Oldham or
Incidentally the 1915 costumes, Muriel Dickson, for instance?).
On the other hand, Ann Drum¬
mond-Grant is the best contralto
lead the troupe has had in at least
20 years, Peter Pratt is an excel¬
lent comedy lead, and there isn’t a
real weakness in the entire com¬
pany.
Is it only, the rosy perfection of
WHAT RADIO'S
memory that suggests that D’Oyly
Carle articulation used to be more
ED FITZGERALD
perfect than it is today? In any
case, the W. S. Gilbert lyrics are
SAID ABOUT
not invariably intelligible in the
current performance, either in the
WELLS RICHARDSON
chorus numbers, the Lord Chan¬
cellor’s familiar tongue-twister pat¬
in "BAD SEED":
ter Song or the Sentry’s paean to
party politics.
"Individually In Ilia cast parhapi
.D’Oyly Carte staging is, of
tha outstanding performance wascourse, sternly traditional, which
given by a girl whose name Is
could be synonymous for corny and
Eileen Heckart.
She played the
means that it must be taken with a
mother of the little bey who died
grain of tolerance (try to imagine,
»o unfortunately, played her with
for instance, what might emerge
strength and with beanty and with
under the Actors Studio brand of
skill.
It wm a magnificent per¬
direction by, let’s say, Elia Kazan).
formance,
and
tha
man.
But if the stylized performance
seems quaint,- there's obviously
WELLS RICHARDSON, who
keen intelligence, as well as crea-.
playod hor husband, who
tive genius, just beneath the sur¬
didn't havo a half a doxon
face of the satiric material, and
linos, actually gave as ar¬
the effect remains stimulating,
even after nearly 70 years.
tistic a performance as
Despite the frankly antiquated
one we'll see in many, many
style of writing and staging, this
D’Oyly Carte production offers
nights at playgoing."
evidence anew of how much con¬
temporary musical comedy has
WALTER KERR, Herald Tribune,
borrowed from Gilbert & Sullivan.
■n his special Sunday article 10
Techniques like the comedy patter
days after the epening of "Seed"
trios and duets a la “Sing for Your
Supper” in “Boys from Syracuse,”
accorded Wells Richardson the
“Brush Up Your Shakespeare” in
seme prominence as the featured
“Kiss Me, Kate” and “Ohio” and
players of the production.
“Wrong Note Rag” in “Wonderful
Town”) are obvious echoes of
“Three Little Maids from School”
YOU ARE INVITED
in “Mikado” and “Faint Heart
to share cur pool and . apartment
Never Won Fair Lady” in “Io¬
accommodations en the fabulous
lanthe.”
Sunset Strip in Hollywood
Anyway, the modes t-budget
We offer attractive
D’Oyly Carte has always coined a
Daily, Weekly and Monthly Rate*
profit
on its Broadway engagement
SUNSET PATIO HOTEL APTS.
and isn’t likely to miss this time.
•2*3 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles
Business may be less than wallanv

PSJriety_

'bursting, but it’ll probably suffice.
The troupe is in for a nine-week
stand, changing bills twice a week.
Last week opened with “Io¬
lanthe” and closed with “Mikado.”
This week the combo is “Yeomen
of the Guard” and “Pirates of
Penzance.” Next week it’s “Mik¬
ado” and “Princess Ida,” and the
week of Oct. 17 its the twin-bill
“Trial by Jury” and “Pinafore”
and “Ruddigore.”
The schedule
for the final five weeks is to be an¬
nounced.
Ilobe.

Maurice Chevalier
Gilbert Miller presentation of one-man
revue. Fred Freed, pianist. At Lyceum,
N. Y.,- Sept. 28, '55; $4.60 top ($5.75 Fri¬
day, Snturday nights; $6.90 opening).

With his age as an inevitable
qualifying phrase, Maurice Chev¬
alier managed, or nearly managed
for the quibblers, a tour de force
as a master entertainer in the tra¬
dition of French music hall and, it
should be added, of Maurice Chev¬
alier. For this is a “new” Chev¬
alier who, at 67, is playing six
weeks at the Lyceum, his first
American appearance since 1948;
new in stress upon fresh material
and in the percentage of sheer
monolog, mimicry, clowning and
stage business. His current routine
relegates “Louise” and “Valentina”
to encores.
Some oldtimers may begrudge
Chevalier slutting the nostalgic
stuff, but some of these tunes d.o
not fit the present world nor Chev¬
alier’s present voice, never a great
one but always and still employed
by him with canny skill. It follows,
too, that he is wise to take, as he
does, a mellow, jocular attitude
toward sex and romance rather
than reprise the romantic singing
lieutenant type of thing of the old
Paramount features. With French
realism he has adapted the mate¬
rial to the problem of an aging
favorite making a return visit to a
foreign land. What he is offering
is Chevalier the all-round man of
the theatre and that’s a heaping
measure of fun and enchantment.
However, some changes in his

LEGITIMATE
present routining are indicated,
and will undoubtedly ensue. He
could throw in a dug-up bone or
two in the first segment for the
nostalgia taste and could easily
spare “Ca Va, Ca Va,” a stage wait
wholly dependent upon his person¬
ality. The customers who will see
him after the Lyceum date in his
eight-performance New York post¬
script at the Waldorf-Astoria will
probably get only the sockeroos,
although there will natux*ally be
legitimate dispute as to what be¬
longs in or out. (It is significant
of his present venture into "allnew” values that eight of the pro¬
grammed 16 numbers credit Chev¬
alier himself for either music or
lyrics).
Included in the repertory is a
spoof on American westerns called
"Las Vegas,” which achieves its
entertainment thanks to the clever
dance pantomime which accom¬
panies.
Light hoofing for comic
stress is employed at several
points. Those members of the firstnight audience who too quickly
took to the lobby for a smoke at
the end of the first section missed
a little gem of drollery when Chev¬
alier acted out in pantomime his
thanks and the audience’s prospec¬
tive behaviour at entre’acte (in¬
cluding the men's room, done with
consummate throwaway technique)
and his own exhaustion.
'Chevalier’s extremely able and
versatile assistant, Fred Freed, de¬
serves a paragraph by himself for
he is that good, in an unobtrusive
way, as a good accompaniest al¬
ways Is. Freed has made contribu¬
tions to the song-cycle but his
adroit support, timing on cues and
change of pace on clarinet and
jazz drums are what rate appreci¬
ation most.
Chevalier appears In a light blue
tuxedo first, changes later to a
darker blue. The trademark straw
hat Is visible intermittently, as are
various other hats. His Spanish
toreador satire was a comic high¬
light. but the guying of a British
gentleman is not quite so socko,
badly needing one or two punch¬
lines. Far more than in his 1947
and 1948 appearances, if memory
is reliable, Chevalier is today the

Augusta (Mich.) Barn
Ends Its Best Season
Augusta, Mich., Oct. 4.
The
450-seat
Barn Theatre
wrapped up a 16-week summer
season last Sunday (2) with a rec¬
ord total paid attendance of over
30,000. That represented a hike
of 5,000 over last season’s previous
record of around 25,000 attendees
during a 15-week span. The barn,
which was founded in 1946 by Jack
Ragotzky and his actress-wife, Bet¬
ty Ebert, was purchased by them
in 1954.
During 16-week season the the¬
atres presented 10 plays and one
musical, "Guys and Dolls,” which
had 21-performance record run.
The spot, an Equity operation, util¬
ized a resident company of 11, with
Ragotzky directing and perform¬
ing. A total of 102 performances
were given during the season.
The Ragotzkys head this week
for New York, where they’re both
active in tv. Ragotzky, who’s also
a writer, had two scripts produced
by the Canadian television network
recently.

FOR the RECORD
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The Council of
The Living Theatre
representing all of the broadway producers
and theater owners, including the following:
Austin end Noyes
Leuise lech
Irving Berlin
Brisson, Griffith
J> Prince
KermitBloemgarden
Burr & Byram
City Playhouses, Ine.

Cheryl Crowford
Armand Deutsch
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Maurice Evan*
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character actor. Again, it fits his
present maturity. His burlesque of
the cadences in foreign languages
as heard by foreign ears has been
built into a joy.
Not the least of the Frenchman’s
art shines in the dovetailing of talk
and song so that the sequencing,with the few mental reservations
already expressed, introduces
change of pace where none would
seem possible. At an easy guess,
all of show biz’s thoughtful singles,
male and female, now developing
their own techniques will bee-line
for the Lyceum, lor here is a mas¬
ter worth study and analysis, if
such talent with its roots in Godgiven personality can ever really
be dissected.
Tn short, the report is that the
new-old and old-new Chevalier is
very much, in the context of 1955,
one of the world’s great troupers.
Toujours socko.
Land.

Selden $ Goltlieb
Herman Shumlin
Irene M. Selinick
J. J. Shubert
Roger Stevens
Jule Styne
Theatre Guild
Robert Whitehead

sponsored Oct. 10-11-12, 1955 by

Gfl)t ikttsburgl) $osit=#a?ette
Harold V. Cohen, Drama Critic
and

CapitalAirlines
For Information rogarding futuro Show Plano*, write Herman
Shumlin, Chairman, Council of the Living Theatre, 7 7 East 48th
Street, New York, N. Y., or Show Planes, Capifal Airlines,
National Airport, Washington, D. C.

Choice {seats to any Broadway Hit, including
THE BOY FRIEND
Tl
TEA HOUSE OF THE
BUS STOP
AUGUST' MOON
CAT ON HOT TIN ROOF IV1
WITNESS FOR THE
DAMN YANKEES
JPROSECUTION
A.DAY BY THE SEA
Th
THE YOUNG AND THE
FANNY
iBEAUTIFUL
HEAR! HEAR!
INHERIT THE IVIND
PLAIN AND FANCY
SILK STOCKINGS
i
THE PAJAMA CAME
%
A VIEly FROM THE BRIDGE

Capital
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See Inside Track (or Col on Russ
Talent; Ballet, Folk Troupe Eyed
By ARTHUR BRONSON
Arrival in the U.S. last week of
Russ pianist Emil Gilels, and the
impending visit of violinist David
Oistrakh — both of them booked
by Columbia Artists Mgt. — is the
tinoff that Col (nr t-rv’e
cally its prez, Frederick C. Sehang)
seems to have the inside track on
what looks like an invasion of top
Soviet artists this 'season, break¬
ing through the U.S. Red-Tape
Curtain for the first time since
1921. (Dimitri Shostakovich was
here in 19^9, but for a political
visit. Last Russ to concertize here
was compeer-pianist Serge Pro¬
kofiev, in ’21).
Schang is now seen dickering
for two hope, imnresslve aggrega¬
tions for ’55-’56. One is the Moscow
Bolshoi Ballet, w'th star ballerina
Galina Ulanova. The other is the
Soviet Folk Dance Group, compris¬
ing 150 artists, directed by Igor
Moiseyev. The Moiseyev troupe
ooened an engagement in Paris
Monday (2), and will bow in Lon¬
don Nov. 3.
Schang wouldn’t comment on
negotiations with the Russ troupes,
but did state that the Moiseyev
group couldn’t, possibly come here
until after Xmas (suggesting that
a timetable of visits has been
mulled). Rumor that Schang would
fly shortly to Paris or London to
gander the Moiseyev company was
countered by the Col exec stating
that he couldn’t possiblv leave N.Y.
before the Oistrakh visit was com¬
pletely settled.
Oistrakh, who was due here in.
mid-November, may now come
earlier. Gilels, imported for a fiveweek tour, may stay longer, with
Columbia
eyeing some added
Canadian bookings. The 39-yearoUl pianist made his U.S. bow as
soloist
with
the
Philadelphia
Orchestra in Philly Monday (3)
and was to repeat with the orch
in Carnegie Hall, N.Y., last ni£ht
(Tues.). Then he plays a string of
recitals, two of them in N.Y., Oct.
11 and 16. Recordings here appar¬
ently are out, as he would need
special okay from the musicians
union.

Nat’l Crix Assn. Looms
At *55 Workshop Meet
Louisville, Oct. 4.
The 1955 Music Critics Work¬
shop is scheduled here for Oct. 7-9
at the Brown Hotel, co-sponsored
by the Louisville Orchestra and
the American Symphony Orchestra
League, under a grant of the Rock¬
efeller Foundation.
Speakers will include Paul H.
Lang, music critic of the N. Y.
Herald Tribune, on “The Critic
and Contemporary Music”; Nor¬
man Isaacs, managing editor of
the Louisville Times, who will re¬
view the Louisville Commissioning
Plan; Herbert Elwell. Cleveland
Plain Dealer; Miles Kastendieck,
N. Y. Journal-American; John Rosenfield, Dallas Morning News;
Thomas B. Sherman, St. Louis PostDispatch, and Virgil Thomson, for¬
mer music critic of the N. Y. Her¬
ald Tribune. Thomson’s topic will
be “Memoirs of a Music Critic.”
The group will consider organizing
a National Assn, of Music Critics.

Sadler’s Bows 7th Preem
In Gotham; Week’s Take
Hits Socko $106,000

Sadler’s Wells Ballet of London
offered the seventh of its Broad¬
way premieres this fall at the Met
Opera House, N.Y., last week (27)
in Frederick Ashton’s “Madame
Chrysantheme.” A variation of the
“Mme. Butterfly” theme, with an
ironic twist for ending, the ballet
has some charm but isn’t complete¬
ly successful. It takes too long in
building up and coming to the
meat of the work.
Ballet contains a fine sailor’s
hornpipe, brilliantly danced by
Alexander Grant; a good solo bit
by Maryon Lane, and a neat pas
de deux by the duo. .There is also
a striking sword dance by a group
of males. Otherwise there is too
much prancing and stalking. Jap¬
anese sets and costumes by Isabel
Lambert are noteworthy,
but
music by Alan Rawthorne is run
of the mine.
For the third week of its Gotham
run, the troupe racked up a sock
$106,000 at the b.o.. .bringing the
three-week total of the run to date
Dancer-choreographer Ruthanna to $318,000.
Bran.
Boris won an award of $1,000 in
N. Y. Supreme Court last Friday
(30) from the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo (headed by Serge
Denham) for the performance of
Chicago, Oct. 4. <
her ballet, “Cirque de “Deux,” by
Lyric Theatre has set its direc¬
the' troupe for eight years without torial assignments for its second
remuneration. Judge Henry Clay season, starting Oct. 31, for a fiveGreenberg ruled that the work week cycle of operas. William
was her property, not the Ballet Wymelal, currently general man¬
Russe’s. Miss Boris also won a ager of the Pittsburgh Civil Light
minimum guarantee of 20 per¬ Opera Co;, returns to stage five
formances a year of her ballet by operas.
the company, at an annual royalty
Hizi Koyke will make her debut
of $200.
as a stage director with “Madame
Dancer left the Ballet Russe in Butterfly,” the title role of which
1950. At the moment she’s ready¬ she has long been identified with
ing the choreography on the first as a singer. Maria Meneghini-Cal“Omnibus” tv’er of the season las will sing the role in the’ Lyric's
Sunday (9), and is prepping for season.
the second season’s tour of the
Aldo Mirabella Vassallo is being
small ballet group which she and brought in from Italy to direct
her husband, Frank Hobi, head. three productions, including' the
They start out Oct. 24 on a 17 to opener, “I Puritani.” Vassallo is
20-week tour on the Community stage director at Teatro San Carlo
Concerts circuit for Columbia Ar¬ in Naples. Vladimir Rosing will
tists Mgt. Charles Joseph repped stage a quartet of operas and Rich¬
Miss Boris in the lawsuit.
ard Baldridge will do two.

Terper Boris Wins XI,000
In ‘Cirque’ Ballet Claim

Hizi Koyke in Stager Bow
On Chi Lyric’s ‘Butterfly’

THE

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CHARLES MUNCH, Musical Director
T. D. PERRY JR., Manager

Will Me..* Its Fall Tour to the Southwest and Midwest
Under the Auspices of
Columbia Artists Management, Inc.
Personal Direction of Judson, O’Neill and Judd
1T3 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y,
RCA Victor Recordings

Baldwin Plano

Frisco Opera Bowing 1st
Negro Singer on Roster
San Francisco, Oct. 4.
Soprano Mattiwilda Dobbs ar¬
rived in San Francisco toddy
(Tues.) from an Australian tour,
and will appear with the San
Francisco Opera Assn, in “Coq
d’Or” Oct. 11.
She will be the first Negro
singer to appear with the opera
company.

Danish Ballet To
Do 1st U. S. Tour

Wednesday, October 5, M

Double-Bill of the Century
The N. Y. Philharmonic, under Dimitri Mitropoulos. will
at the United Nations, N. Y., Oct. 24, in a concert to mark uS
Day. Audience will comprise UN delegates, hosted bv AssemHi,,
President Jose Maza, of Chile, and UN Sec.-Gen. Dag Hammav
skjold.
Officials have invited violinists Jascha Heifetz and David Oistrakh
to be soloists with the orch, playing the Bach Double Concerto
Heifetz is generally Regarded as the top fiddler of the western
world, while Oistrakh is the ace violinist of the eastern.

Inside Stuff—Concerts

Mrs. George Hamlin Shaw, board member of the N. Y. Philharmonic
is giving a. reception next Tuesday (11) at the River Club, N. Y to
honor Dimitri Mitropoulos, on his return from the European tour of
the Philharmonic, and Dr. Carleton Sprague Smith, chief of the music
division of the N. Y. Public Library, who this season will inaugurate
Columbia
Artists
MgtV has a discussion series for Philharmonic subscribers, “Backstage at
grabbed off a prized plum, signing Philharmonic.”
the Royal Danish Ballet for its
Thadeusz Kassern, ex-Polish consul who tried suicide in N. Y. last
first American tour. The troupe,
one of the great dance aggrega¬ week, is regarded as one of Poland’s top modern composers, whose
tions of Europe, will come here works have been played by major orchs.
He composed an opera
next September, for a five-week “Sun-Up,” on commission from the' Koussevitzky Foundation. Kassern*
visit. Col exec Leverett Wright who fled the Reds, dejectedly tried to kill himself after his seven-year
leaves for Denmark this week to try for U. S. citizenship was rejected and he faced deportation.' Both
the State and Justice Depts. had promised him aid, but it takes a
finalize details.
Troupe will play two weeks in sp*ecial act of Congress, and no moves had been made there.
N. Y. at the Met Opera House; a
Return of French baritone Martial Singher to the Met Opera roster
week each in Philly and Boston,
and a split week between Balti¬ this season points up an interesting anniversary. Just 25 years ago,
more, Washington and Richmond. almost to the day, on Nov. 16, ’30, Singher made his opera debut
Danes couldn’t give Columbia any in Amsterdam, with Pierre Monteux conducting the Concertgebouw
more time, as their Copenhagen in Gluck’s. “Iphigenie en Tauride.” On Nov. 14 this year, when the
Met Opera opens its season with Offenbach’s “Tales of Hoffman,”
season opens in mid-October.
Tour is a $250,000 venture, with Singher will be in it, and singing four roles. He did this at the
overseas passage alone running to Met back in 1946.

more than $50,000. In recent years
various governments have been
paying the passage for visits of
their state orchestras or ballet
troupes, but Denmark can’t ante
up for this trip. Since Columbia
doesn’t want to carry the whole
250G risk, it will probably take in
some outside angeling from in¬
vestors who want to buy a piece of
the venture. (Though profession¬
als, none is from show biz.)
Several United States manage¬
ments have been angling for the
Danish ballet troupe for some
years. Columbia, which handled
last year’s American tour of the
Danish Symphony Orchestra, got
the jump.
Some 10. dancers of the Danish
ballet were here last summer to
perform at Jacob’s Pillow, Lee,
| Mass., and elsewhere. But this
will be the first visit of the full
70-odd troupe.

Longhair Disk Reviews
Mozart; Cosi fan Tutte (Angel).
Excellent version of the breezy,
light work, with firstrate leads in
Elisabeth Schwarskopf, Nan Merriman, Leopold Simoneau and others,
although Lisa Otto is over-exuber¬
ant and screechy. Herbert von
Karajan reins things with the
Philharmonia.
Stravinsky: Sacre de Printemps
(Decca). Virile version of the
earthy work by the RIAS Symph
under Ferenc Fricsay.
Brahms: Violin Concerto (RCA
Victor). Facile, finished perform¬
ance by Jascha Heifetz, with able
backing by the Chi Symph under
Fritz Reiner.
Debussy: Images & Iberia (Epic).
Shimmering, highly-suitable play¬
ing of these mood pieces by the
Concertgebouw under Eduard van
Beinum.
WeilL: Violin Concerto (MGM).
Another side (the early one) of
Kurt Weill, terse, atonal, dissonant
and lean, but interesting and im¬
pressive, and most capably ren¬
dered by Anahid Ajemian with a
wind orch under Izler Solomon.
Schonberg; Pierrot Lunaire
(MGM). Melodrama for recitation
and chamber orch is a lean, dra¬
matic, powerful and effective show¬
piece for modernists. It’s very well
done here, with Alice Howland
standout as speaker and Arthur
Winograd conducting the ensemble.
Other disks of Interest: Hinde¬
mith's Nobilisslma Visione (Angel),
the taut, ascetic suite in a forceful
yet sensitive performance by the
Philharmonia under Klemperer;
Bruckner’s long, romantic Quintet
in F (Decca), sweetly rendered by
the Koecker Quartet; a robust read¬
ing of the Tchaikovsky Sixth by
the Boston Symph under Monteux
(RCA Victor); Grieg Lyric Pieces
in poetic readings by pianist Menahem Pressler (MGM); Mozart
Concertos in A and D by violinist
Arthur Grumiaux, with Vienna
Symph (Epic).
Broil,
Jim Westover, vet' KUlCA an¬
nouncer and an Eastman School of
Music graduate, has been engaged
as commentator for the Series of
six children’s concerts by the Pitts¬
burgh Symphony this season.

Britisher Joan Cross made her public farewell in London as an
operatic soprano Saturday (1) in the Scala production of Britten’s
“Turn of the Screw,” which was staged by the English Opera Group.
Since she started her career at the Old Vic in 1924, Miss Cross has
sung, over 50 major roles at the Opera House, Sadler’s Wells and
other theatres. She will now concentrate on running her operatic
training school.

Jean Sibelius will be 90 Dec. 8.
Ed Haas is again company man¬
ager for Sadler’s Wells Ballet.
Ross Parmenter named music
editor at the N. Y. Times, vice
Howard Taubman, who was upped
to music critic.
Met Opera biz manager Regi¬
nald Allen, whose collection of
Gilbert & Sulivan material is con¬
sidered the largest in the world,
has the collection currently on
loan at the Morgan Library, N. Y.,
in connection with the present
D’Oyly Carte Co. visit to N. Y.
Amy as Ames, New York finan¬
cier, has been elected to the board
of directors of the N. Y. Philhar¬
monic. He succeeds Robert H.
Thayer, who resigned upon his ap¬
pointment as U. S. Minister to
Romania.
Herbert Grossman, assistant
conductor on the NBC-TV Opera
Theatre, has joined the N.Y. City
Opera Co. staff. Ray Harrison,
ex-Broadway dancer and a tv dance
stager, is the new chief chore¬
ographer. Nicolai Remisoff, opera
and film designer, has also been
engaged by NYCO.
Jacques Singer, conductor of the
Corpus Christi (Tex.) Symphony,
has left for Guatemala where he
is scheduled to conduct the Guate¬
malan National Symphony Oct. 7
and 14.
Little Orchestra Society, with
Thomas Sherman conducting, and
Rudolf Firkusny, soloist, plays
three solid weeks of a Mozart Fes¬
tival, opening Wilmington Oct. 10,
closing Washington Oct. 30.
Mme. Liline Beriosoff, of Lon¬
don and Monte Carlo, ballet cos¬
tumer and stepmother of Sadler’s
Wells ballerina Svetlana Beriosova,
has joined the staff of National
Ballet of Canada.
Her husband,
Nicolas Beriosoff, is ballet master
of the Festival Ballet of London.
The Santa Cecilia Choir, resident
chorus of Rome’s Academy of Santa
Cecilia, will be presented by Sol
Hurok in its New York debut at
Carnegie Hall tomorrow (Thurs.)
night.
Sadler’s Wells Ballet dancer
Elaine Fifield, who’s been ill in
London with pleurisy, may rejoin
the troupe in the U.S. during its
road tour, but not in time for
N.Y. appearances.
»»^?ncer Carol* Goya and partner
Matteo begin a transcontinental
tour in mid-October, under Na¬
tional Concert & Artists Corp.
management. Raymond Sachse is
their pianist.
Irving Kolodin, Saturday Re¬
view music editor, is plugging Leo¬
pold Stokowski strongly for conductorship of the L.A. Philhar¬
monic, when the post becomes va¬
cant next June. Stoky just started
in as a ’ maestro of the Houston
Symphony, on a three-year con¬
tract.

B’way Clicks Its Heels
With Terp Invasion Of
Antonio, Amaya Groups
Two great dancers returned to
N.Y. last weekend, as the Spanish
dance invaded'Broadway in force.
Two troupes breezed in—Carmen
Amaya & Co. and Antonio & His
Spanish Ballet—the first bringing
back a. terping spitfire (Miss
Amaya) after a 13-yeah absence,
the latter returning Antonio after
six years, this time with his own
new company.
The Amaya group played four
performances at Carnegie Hall
before setting out on tour. The
concert auditorium isn’t the best
spot for a dance attraction and is
rarely used for such. It didn’t
show the troupe off to best advan¬
tage, with the orch on stage be¬
hind a scrim, and contact between
conductor and dancers sometimes
seeming vague.
Miss Amaya Is a sizzling savage
of the dance, with incredible
speed, litheness of body and disci¬
pline, and a treat to watch. Her
troupe of a dozen dancers doesn’t
match the star, although there is
a fine male dancer in Goyo Reyes
(who is also co-choreographer
with Miss Amaya).
Production
numbers are also limited in range,
with little variety in the lusty
bravado stuff, so that the evening
has diminishing interest.
A much finer (and bigger) com¬
pany is Antonio’s, with a score of
young dancers, all animated, many
of them superior. Rosita Segovia
is a fine femme lead and Carmen
Rojas a treat, especially in one
comic folk dance number with An¬
tonio. Production numbers are
varied and all (except the dull
opener) are interesting, while a
suite of Basque dances is a honey.
Standout, of course, is Antonio,
a superb figure, terrific technician
and a top artist, fascinating to
watch. Brilliance of style, speed
of movement and embodiment of
the haughty Spanish spirit are all
there, in rare, unusual combina¬
tion. Opener is a good portent of
the three-week Gotham run and
the extended tour to follow. Sol
jHurok is presenting Antonio;
Maurice Attius and Joseph H. Condin are sponsoring Miss Amaya.
■
Bron.

Gitli*’ U.S. Debut
Ivry Gitlis, young Israeli violin¬
ist, arrives in N. Y. from Paris to¬
day (Wed.), and will make his U. b.
debut, with the Omaha Symphony
Oct. 17.
Fiddler will also make appear¬
ances with the Philadelphia Or¬
chestra and N. Y. Philharmonic
this season. Sol Hurok is booking.
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Literati
Holiday’s Show Biz Move
Holiday magazine, for the first
time in its eight-year existence, is
Instituting regular coverage of
Sow biz, With a middle-of-theIbook section to be titled “Antic
AlFrank O’Connor, w.k. Dublin au¬
thor and onetime London book re¬
viewer, who was also director of
the Abbey Theatre, has been
named as drama critic. He’s mov¬
ing from Dublin to New York. Mag
has had no theatre reviewer here¬
tofore, but did have a film col¬
umnist before in A1 Hine. Its new
film critic is Harry Kurnitz, Broad¬
way playwright and Coast screen¬
writer.
Alfred Bestor, tv scripter and
novelist, who authored a mystery
on tv, “Who He?,” will do a radio¬
tv column for the mag.
‘Buffalo Bill’ Biog
“Buffalo Bill: King of the Old
West” by Elizabeth Jane Leonard
and Julia Cody Goodman (Library
Publishers; $4.95), is a “new”
biography of the great scout and
showman. Although carefully edi¬
ted by James W. Hoffman, these
recollections, principally from the
writings of Cody’s eldest sister, are
set forth in an oldfashioned, copy¬
book style. Perhaps this lends a
certain charm to the recital of
Cody’s early exploits on the
Plains, but one also gains the im¬
pression that the account is ren¬
dered by a firmly partisan pen.
One of the virtues of the book is
its completeness. There is an ex¬
cellent record of Buffalo' Bill’s
Wild West show, and the book is
well-illustrated with prints and
photos. Map end-papers follow the
hero’s career”ln detail.
Rob.
Good Pic Bet
“Roxana,” by Marian Castle
(Morrow; $3.95), is a novel about
frontier show biz in and around
Central City, Colo., in the 1880’s.
Mrs. Castle, a former chautauquan, spent two years researching
material for her book. If sometimes
the story is a brassy as the silver
cornet in a medicine show band, it
is also authentic. Roxana’s adven¬
tures are tailormade for Holly¬
wood.
Rob.
Dale Carnegie Corps.
Nine “Dale Carnegie & Associ¬
ates Inc.” companies have been
chartered to conduct publishing
businesses, each with a capital
stock of 1,000 shares, no par value.
They are bracketed: Central,Northern, Southeastern, Western,
Midwestern, Northeastern, Can¬
ada, Latin America and Foreign.
Dale and Dorothy Carnegie, of
Forest Hills, and Charles T. Bryan,
of Jackson Heights, are directors.
Boyd & Holbrook, 60 Broadway,
N. Y. filing attorneys.
‘Field & Stream’s* 60th Anni
The upcoming November issue
will mark Field & Stream’s 60th
anniversary, a peak issue (216
pages) in size and a record in ad¬
vertising volume ($325,000). Page
rate is $2,800 (black & white) and
goes up to $3,000 in February. Cir¬
culation is quoted at 900,000 but
the November issue will be 1,000,000 that month.
Vet sportsman’s mag is in its
fifth year under Ed Rigg’s and Ben
Wright supervision as a Henry
Holt & Co. property. Rigg is prez
of Holt; veepee and publisher
Wright handles the mag.
Field & Stream, incidentally, has
produced a series of color vidpix
which William E. Buckley, veepee
of Holt in charge of the trade book
department and also executive as¬
sistant to prexy Rigg, is personally
handling in his negotiations for
commercial tv sponsorship.
Tabu Mag List
Quebec province now has 160
mags—95% U.S.-originated—on 'its
index,” and detectives in Hull,
across the river from the Canadian
capital Ottawa, Ontario, seized a
truckload of them recently. Legal
action may be taken against the
publishers of some, police said.
Pageant is about the only general
Jhag in the bunch; and, although
uncensored ironically took the rap,
while expose competitors. Confiden¬
tial and Top Secret, escaped.
typical segment of the com¬
plete list: Say, See, Sir, Scoop,
Scope, Screwball, Sensation, Sun¬
ning For Health, Swagger.
Ottawa Citizen, larger of the
capital s two English - language
dailies, published the' complete list
a great many of which are availS 5 Ottawa stands, 10 minutes’
bus ride from Hull.
CHATTER
f-J-kyra Samter Winslow due back
Europe by the end of the
^een m time for Harper’s publica¬

tion of her new book “Be Slim—
Stay Slim,”
Ira Avery, BBDO account exec,
has his first novel published this
week by Bobbs-Merrill. With an
Italo background, it’s titled “The
Five Fathers of Pepi.”
TV-radio scripter-producer Mannie Manheim's first Satevepost
story slated for January, a humor¬
ous story, “The People of Pasa¬
dena Versus Todd Collins.”
Three new veeps have been
elected to Crowell-Collier Publish¬
ing: William D. Phelan, ad director
for Woman’s Home Companion;
John R. Reiss, ad sales manager of
Collier’s and Robert Woodruff, di¬
rector of publisher’s Detroit ad
sales office. Edward L. Elliott also
was named to the C-C board of
directors.
On Oct. 10, Bobbs-Merrill will
publish “I Trayeled a Lonely
Land,” by Nina Pulliam.
Sim’s
wife of Eugene C. Pulliam, pub¬
lisher of the Indianapolis Star, and
herself secretary-treasurer and a
director of Indianapolis News¬
papers Inc., Phoenix Newspaper
Inc.,
Indianapolis
Broadcasting
Inc., Muncie Newspapers Inc., and
Central Newspapers Inc.

‘New Dealism’
US—Continued from page 5 -

industry be made a “public
utility.”
Through Judge Yankwich, Macklin Fleming, attorney for Columbia
Pictures, Screen Gems and Univer¬
sal, asked the Government if it
was its position that the film in¬
dustry is required to make pic¬
tures available for “merchantsponsored” shows.
Flatow replied “If it is part of
the plan to keep films from being
competitive with theatres, we say
that it is your duty to make the
film available” (to tv).
Judge Yankwich, with a smile,
picked up the statement and re¬
marked to industry defense attor¬
neys “All right. He (Flatow) will
make a public utility out of you
with a vengeance. I don’t know
who- is going to control your
rates—”
“The Government, if they can
have their way,” interposed Homer
I. Mitchell, repping 20th-Fox, War¬
ner Bros, and Universal.
Judge Yankwich also indicated
that Flatow was trying to out-New
Deal the New Dealers, in a joust
over a principle of law latter was
trying to introduce whether what
is legal for ah individual consti¬
tutes an illegal action when prac¬
ticed by a group, which prosecutor
maintained was in restraint of
trade.
The Bench interjected “. . . I
defy you before we get through
here to show me an author”—evi¬
dently a' legal' authority — “who
has gone to the extent that you
are going by saying that a legal
arrangement becomes illegal if it
is made as a result 6f a concert of
action.”
’ Flatow: “The purpose is illegal
if the purpose is for the purpose
of restraining trade.”
Judge Yankwich: “If it rerults in
an unreasonable restraint of trade,
it does not make any difference
what the purpose is.”
Flatow: “If this results in a boy¬
cott and if people can’t get these
35 millimeter films it actually cre¬
ates a boycott by an agreement.”
Tops New Deal!
Judge Yankwich: “If that is your
contention, I want to say this: Then
you have gone the New Deal 100%
better, because even the New
Dealers never made such a conten¬
tion as you have made in this
case . . .
“You have made the contention
that a legal thing can become ille¬
gal if merely because it is the re¬
sult of a concert (of action) regard¬
less of whether it results in an
unreasonable restraint of trade or
not.”
Defense attorneys asserted that
the Government was basing much
of its suit on “hearsay about hear¬
say,” in entering objections, both
written and oral, to documents be-,
ing intro’d by Justice Department.
Flatow last Friday completed pres¬
entation of 250 of the more than
1,000 exhibits slated for entry.
One of principal objections to
documents relating to 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox Film Corp., listed as one
of the defendants, subsequent to
Sept. 28, 1952, was lack of mate¬
riality. It was claimed that on this
date 20th-Fox changed its name to
TCF Film Corp., ceased to do busi¬

ness and was dissolved Dec. 1,
1952.
Another objection was raised
over documents relating to Warner
Bros. Pictures, Inc., subsequent to
Feb. 28, 1953, because it was
claimed that on this date this com¬
pany ceased doing business and on
March 17, 1953, was dissolved.
Other objections were entered
because some of the documents
were “extraneous” and amounted
to “hearsay about hearsay;” be¬
cause some were “incomplete, un¬
dated and authors unidentified;”
because the case is not a "monop¬
oly” case. Other objections, for
“lack of materiality and relevancy,”
and because some of the docu¬
ments related to appearances of
actors and actresses on tv and/or
radio.

September B. 0.
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Hunter” (UA), slowing in getting
under way, rounds out the Golden
Dozen for the month.
“Always Fair Weather” (M-G),
which showed a spurt of speed one
week and then did not get far,
heads the runner-up films, obvi¬
ously a disappointment as a big
money-grosser. “Marty” (UA) and
“We’re No Angels” (Par) were the
other two in runner-up category.
Last-named was eighth in August.
“To Hell and Back” (U) shapes
as an outstanding high grosser,
based on showings late in the
month. It managed to cop fourth
place in national ratings in final
week of September. Pic promises
to be one of Universal’s great alltime grossers, and easily one of its
terrific moneymakers.
Pic has
been running ahead or even with
“Glenn Miller Story” (U), com¬
pany’s ace at the boxoffice to date,
and far ahead of “Magnificent Ob¬
session,” another big grosser for
Universal.
“Tall Men” (20th), which was
smash opening a week in L. A., ap¬
pears to be a great winner for the
company since racking up remark¬
able trade in other representative
keys.
“Blood Alley” (WB) a’so
shapes as a potential b.o. favorite
predicated on biz done so far. "Man
Alone” (Rep) started out with fancy
showings in Boston and Cleveland.
“Gentlemen Marry Brunettes”
(UA) teed- off with a smash week
in Chi. “Seven Cities of Gold”
(20th) thus far has been making
a strong showing in scattered key
city dates. It did well enough to
finish eighth nationally, the final
week of September.
“Female on Beach” (U), which
has racked up sizeable coin on a
few test engagements, displayed
enough stamina to cop sixth place
in ratings, also the final week of
the month. “Ulysses” (Par) looms
as a winner, based on its longrun
showing in'N. Y.
“I Am a Camera” (DCA), doing
smash biz at small arty houses, did
well enough to finish as a runnerup film late in September. “Girl
Rush” (Par) was generally viewed
as a major disappointment at the
wickets.
“Virgin Queen” (20th)
was in much the same category
although doing fairly well late in
the month.
“African Lion” (BV) looms as a
big winner, based on its preem
showing so far in N. Y. “Kiss of
Fire” <U) did nicely in several keys
as did “One Desire,” from the same
company.
“Phenix City Story”
(AA) shapes as an outstanding
grosser for this independent com¬
pany. “Wichita,” from the- same
distrib. also did strongly in a num¬
ber of key cities. "Man From Lara¬
mie” (Col), which was fifth in Au¬
gust, wound up seventh the lone
week it showed in September rat¬
ings. “Marty” (UA) continued to
rack lip great biz, finishing 12th
one week and runner-up three
other stanzas. "Francis in Navy”
(U) did well enough to win runnerup rating one week. “Private War
of Major Benson,” from thejsame
distrib, was runner-up another
week.

Arnold Picker
Continued from page 7 ,

permits were determined by previ¬
ous years’ billings in each country
involved. UA, Col and U now in¬
sist they’re as “major” as anyone
and don’t want to be handicapped,
permit-wise, at this time because
of their lesser-scale billings
around the world a few years
back.
Picker, at a N. Y. press confer¬
ence, took up a variety of other
subjects: UA’s business volume in
the foreign market, which was $5,-
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully
Hollywood.
Wm
al)vay,s telling how they did this or that the hard way.
wouldn t it be nice for a change to hear of somebody’s doing something
the easy way? Me, for instance?
6
The subject matter might drive many to seek asylum aboard a gun¬
boat leaving for foreign lands, but I doubt everybody will llave
o^le^cfin!g 1 e^ceed a fashion show at the Beverly Hilton, the newest
and most luxurious of the world’s wayside inns.
^SJaclrd t0 turn away on Earning that thanks to
Edith Head, Sheilah Graham. Irene Sop^ rset and 14 models (13 dolls
and one guy), we packed the Beverly Hilton ballroom with 1.200 and
had an overflow of 400.
The admish was ridiculously low—$1.50 a head. The coin for the
drinks unfortunately, during a three-our show, went to the Bev-Hilton
Our style troupe performed in the grand ballroom. The nut for the
use of this room for three hours was $750. Ernie Hughs’ Trio handled
the mood music. That was either cuffo or the tab was picked up by
Local 47.
J
The fashion show' was presented by the Hollywood Epsilon chapter
i of Epsilon Sigma Alpha, a sorority of housewives and professional
I women claiming no academic distinctions whatever, which, of course
■ niflde it okay for a Variety mugg to emcee the affair.
All week I had been at the UCLA Medical Center, trying to find
what gave me such screaming pains in the gluteus maximus. Doctors
came in such numbers to my linen cell that I was held over for a second
week.
Platinum-Priced Crumbs
As the practice of medicine, like everything else, is working toward
a five-day week, I asked to be paroled over the weekend from the
hospital. If the doctors weren’t working weekends, why should I pick
crumbs off the counterpane at $22.50 a crumb?
Besides, I had booked myself into the role of a traffic cop of the
entertainment world months before. I had got Edith Head to promise
to give up a Sunday and corral her models and the gorgeous garments
of Par’s stars for a fashion show for our muscular dystrophy patients.
Then I wooed Sheilah Graham into promising to desert her beach house
to describe the frocks of the lovely Cinderellas assigned to wear them
for an hour or so.
There’s a simple way to do this successfully. You call somebody
like Miss Head and ask, “What are you doing on the afternoon of April
28, 1956?” For the life of her she doesn’t know what she’s doing that
far in advance. So you say, “Fine! I want you to help us with a
fashion show for sweet charity.” She probably yvill want to know
what’s it to you. If you can say, “I’m the president and it’s going to
louse up my Sunday afternoon, too,” the chances are she will say,
“Okay. Pencil me in.”
No Such Luck
Naturally, she hopes that you, the organization and maybe April 28,
1956, may never be heard of again. But it’s a funny thing—time, even
when presumably killed, still marches on.
In the case of Sheilah Graham the same routine is followed. She,
too, acquiesces, though she’s working like mad six days a week and
hopes to recuperate Sundays at a beach house her labors paid for.
As the production builds, you find more and more people willing to
helD. Unfortunately, somebody is sure to have an unknown Eddie
Fisher that would make the show just "peachy.” Another unaccredited
booker has some dancers, who got thrown out of a fat-reducing class
for imitating Martha Graham, and could get them for free to add life
to the party.
The skill required to brush these performers off without having them
write anonymous letters to the FBI denouncing you, is strictly for the
striped pants set.
In our case we have an executive secretary, herself an m.d. victim.
Her name is Martha McGeein. She can move her arms from her el¬
bows. lift an extra lightweight phone, type like lightning on an elec¬
tric typewriter and fight like Rocky if floored. But she can’t move
otherwise without being carried.
Les Lear, when he was producing “Welcome Traveler,” sent her a
Portolift and between that and a wheelchair she gets out on rare oc¬
casions. This, sad to report, wasn’t one of them.
She roped me into this project several years ago. At the time I
knew less about the disease than the medical profession knows about
how to foretell and ward off sudden heart attacks from notables they’re
examining every day.
No Name-Dropping Among M.D.’s
Nobody famous had ever died from muscular dystrophy. In fact,
it mainly attacked kids between six and 16, chiefly boys. They began
stumbling and year by year grew progressively worse. Fat replaced
their muscles and distortions developed which were dreadfully painful.
Nothing so far has made a dent in the disease and cases run about twice
to four times as numerous as polio—about 300,000.
The only thing known is that these kids do not absorb Vitamin E
properly. Any efforts to inject it have proved a fiasco:
There are several organizations trying to do something about it.
Some collect coin on a national basis and then filter some of it back
to the source. This has seemed to me the Rube Goldberg way of re¬
search. So we are trying to raise our money in California and spend
it .there. Some believe research is the only hope, whereas we believe
the care and comfort, even the entertainment of our doomed flock, is
equally important. We try to give them birthday parties, so they can
get together now and then. Otherwise they are completely isolated,
;<s no hospital will take them, there being at present nothing to do for
them.
StrawT-Vote Bout N.S.G.
A few weeks ago Gail and Howard Strickling turned their estate and
poll over to such a party for a Sunday afternoon and it’s a sweet sad¬
ness to watch such kids at play. They don’t seem to know their num¬
bers are up. Two even put on a Marciano-Moore bout with gloves as
big as watermelons. “Moore” pushed “Marciano,” who fell to the
grass, thereby scoring a T.K.O. All howled with deliaht. But the
official vote on the actual event didn't follow the sample ballot result
at all. did it?
In fact, all week I had an empty bed next to me at the UCLA Medical
Center, saying it was reserved for Archie Moore. I would not have
been surprised if he were there <when I returned to the linen canitorium.
But he wasn’t.
Even Bill Saroyan had checked out. When I saw him last week he
looked as if he had been hit with everything Rocky had. Some surgery
had blackened both his eyes. He really looked a mess. By now he’s
probably completely recovered.
We have a muscular dystrophy research project at UCLA. Anybody
wanting to swell our coffers need only ask me for details. Haven’t
a tux, but will travel.
500,000 in 1951, will be “substan¬
tially” over $20,000,000 in the
current year and the goal for 1956
is close to $30,000,000: new thea¬
tre construction appears tapering
off at various global points but
drive-ins will come into being in
significant numbers within the
next five years; Elections in Bra¬
zil likely will lead to a new gov¬

ernmental attitude favoring in¬
creases in the now-pegged admis¬
sion prices; standardization of
sound would be “a great step
ahead” and, because of cost fac¬
tors,'it looks like most foreign
theatres will use optical prints.
Picker, an alrnost-constant trav¬
eler, will visit key areas in Eu
rope next month.
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CHATTER

Broadway

Frings and heading for Hollywood
soon.
Xavier Cugat and Abbe Lane
here before heading for England
to see big commercial tv show that
also will have Bing Crosby and
Bob Hope.
Gloria Swanson, besides her
newspaper chores for U.P., is set
to make a pic in Italy, with Albert
Sordi, in which she will play Aggripina to his Nero.
Jean-Paul Sartre will do the
film adaptation of Arthur Miller's
play, “The Crucible.”
He then
does an original to be directed by
U. S. filmmaker John Berry.
Cy Howard working on the Eng¬
lish version of the Jean Renoir
pic, “L’Oiellet Rouge” (The Red
Carnation) which will be made
here in French and English.
Maurice Lehmann heading for
a U.S. visit. He is also writing a
book on his sojourn as head of
the Lyric Theatres here, Opera and
Opera-Comique, which he recently
left.
Tennessee Williams visiting here
says he has finished an original
script, (“Hide And Seek”) which
Elia Kazan will direct, and a new
play, “Orpheus Descending.” He
is also conferring with Raymond
Rouleau on a future French pro¬
duction of “Cat On A Hot Tin
Roof.”
Three foreign actresses, Ingrid
Bergman, Maria Schell and Betsy
Blair to star in French pix. Miss
Bergman is to be in Jean Renoir’s
“L’Oeillet Rouge” (The Red Car¬
nation). Miss Schell is now making
Rene Clement’s version of Emile
Zola’s “L’Assomoir” (The Trap)
and Miss Blair comes back to play
in a comedy opposite Robert
Lamoureux, “Rencontre A Paris”
(Meeting In Paris).

Ben Thau, Metro studio execu¬
tive, in from the Coast.
Humphrey Bogart guest of hon¬
or at a Friars’ luncheon today
(Wed.) at Delmonico Hotel.
Columnist-publicist-globetrotter
S. Jay Kaufman successfully oper¬
ated on at Hospital for Joint Dis¬
eases.
Joseph Boland, who is the Fath¬
er Knickerbocker” on the Steve
Allen show, does a straight acting
chore Oct. 9 on the NBC “American
Inventory.”
Jack Goetz, longtime Consoli¬
dated Film Industries exec, leav¬
ing for the Coast Friday (7) for a
permanent stay there with CFI's
Hollywood lab.
Lena Horne and husband-accom¬
panist Lennie Hayton to London
this weekend for a month at the
Hotel Savoy. Georgie Jessel fol¬
lows them in as headliner there¬
after.
Ned E. Depinet, former prez of
RKO, named general chairman of
the 17th annual showmanship din¬
ner sponsored by the Motion Pic¬
ture Pioneers. Affair this year
honors Herman Robbins, beard
chairman of National Screen Serv¬
ice. as “Pioneer of the Year.” It’s
set for the Waldorf Astoria Nov. 4.
The blueplate special served at
Buckingham Palace in 1939 which
was described by Capt. Richard
McCutcheon in his successful try
for the top sum on “$64,000 Ques¬
tion,” will now be the Dinner-ofthe-Month at Billy Reed's Little
Club. The Hotel New Yorker sim¬
ilarly dishes up that historic din¬
ner.
When you have it in France it’s
“domestic champagne,” and when
an American has his clothes made
of Italian silk in Rome it’s par for
the tourist course. But corre¬
spondent Mike Stern does it dif¬
ferent—he has his tux made in
By Ray Feves
New York. Mag writer is returning
at the Philharmonic set for
to Italy this weekend with an em¬ theJazz
Auditorium latter part of Oc¬
bellished American wardrobe.
tober.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Foreman and
Marty Foster off to L.A. and the
TOA meet.
Irene Ryan, The Cordolins,
By Hans Saaltink
Cindy & Roberto, and George Lee
(Amsterdam 56316)
held for a second week at Amato’s
Les Freres Jacques comes to Supper Club.
Holland in November.
Arthur Lee Simpkins held for
Edwige Feuillere was here with second week at Amato’s Supper
her company to play in “La Dame Club. Singer did near capacity biz
Aux Camelias.”
opening round.
Japanese Dance Theatre Azumi
Qolleen McClatchey to Holly¬
Kabuki dancers and musicians set wood after signing a neat Univer¬
for two programs in October.
sal film contract. Beauty is from
Queen Juliana will attend a spe¬ nearby Camas, Wash.
cial screening of Danny Kaye’s
Lloyd Bridges and K. T. Stevens
film “Assignment Children” Oct. 6. in “Tender Trap” inked for Audi¬
Martine
Carol planed
over torium next week as the third
from Paris to attend screenings of Hugh Beckett attraction.
“Nana” in Amsterdam and The
“Desperate Hours,” second in
Hague.
the series of plays brought here
Wim Sonneveld is trying out his by Hugh Becketts Portland Forum
new program “Huis, Tuin En Keu- Series, at the Auditorium, Sept.
ken” which will start in Amster¬ 27-28.
dam Oct. 15.
Arthur Lee Simkins did twoTheatre Group played Lorca’s hour concert at Amato’s Supper
“Dona Rosita.” It was directed by Club on the two Sundays the club
Elise Hoomans, with Lies Franken was closed. Tab was $2 with noth¬
in the title role.
ing served. Results were terrific.
Journal drama editor Arnold
Lotte Goslar, in Zurich until
Oct. 6, will conclude her European Marks and Oregonian drama edi¬
tour with performances of her tors Herb Larsen and Phylis
cabaret. “For Humans Only,” in Lauritz spent two days at Para¬
Germany, Denmark and Holland. mount studios seeing “Desperate
Chaikovsky’s opera, “Eugen One¬ Hours.”
gin,” in stock with the Netherlands
Opera, will be sung in November
by three Russian singers, Labanova
Rogatsjova of Kiev Opera, BougaBy Hal V. Cohen
jev of Kirov-Opera of Leningrad
Tony Sterns’ older daughter,
and Lisitsjian of Bolshoi Theatre Ellen, has enrolled at Miami U.
of Moscow.
Jackie Heller in from N.Y. for
a couple of days to visit his ailing
father.
Helen Hoerle back in town beat¬
ing drums for “Kismet” at the
By Gene Moskowltz
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44) Nixon.
Charlie Applewhite coming back
French Film Week in Moscow to the Copa for week’s stand Octwill unspool Oct. 17-24.
ber 10.
Peter Stone heading for U. S. to
Rose La Rose comes back to
look into a production of his first Casino Oct. 7 for first time in three
play.
seasons,
U.S. singer Marguerite Russel
June Arnold chipped bone in her
into Scheherazade and Anne Morre ankle and couldn’t open in new ice
into Mars Club.
show at Ankara.
Sonja Henie in with her Holiday
New Nixon back to regular flooron Ice show at the Palais Des shows after playing icers for a
Sports until Oct. 15.
couple of months.
Harry Kurnltz here working on
Terry Wayne dancing line into
the script for the next Howard the Copa following a long run at
Hawks pic, “Africa.”
the White Elephant.
Ilya Ehrenburg, Russian novel¬
Johnny Harris planed to Holly¬
ist, here from a Geneva confab on wood on “Ice Capades’ biz after
the cultural aspects of tv and film. the Cleveland preem.
Kirk Douglas in Belgium wind¬
Donald Steinfirst, Post-Gazette
ing exteriors on “Lust For Life” music cric, bought summer home
(M-G); then crew heads to Holly¬ in Beach Haven, N. J.
wood for interiors.
Mountain Playhouse at JennersLilo off for a Las Vegas stint town will be last strawhat to call
but comes back in November for a it a season on Oct. 8.
starring role in her first important
Patti Brill elevated to specialties
pic, a remake of “Zaza.”
in Ankara ice show because of
Another Jules Verne opus ankle injury to June Arnold.
“From Earth to Moon,” to bt*
Jimmy Ecker, son of I. Elmer
filmed here in an adaptation by Ecker, Chief Barker of Variety
Jean Image and Rene Barjavel.
Club here, left for Army hitch.
Paul Misraki, film music com¬
“Ice Capades” left Rosemary
poser, turning author and putting Henderson behind here in Mercy
out his first novel, “De La Boue Hospital for emergency appendec¬
Dans Les Yeux” (Mud In Youi tomy.
Eyes).
Joe New switching from Am¬
German twins, Alice and Ellen bassador in Los Angeles to man¬
Kessler, In the Bluebell Girls at agership of Saxony in Miami
the Lido nitery, signed by Kurt. Beach,

Portland, Ore.

Amsterdam

Pittsburgh

Paris
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Gotham Records, takes over pro¬
motion for Dave Miller’s new
distributorship
- AmPar Records.
Mary Pickford and Gloria Swan¬ Harry Fink switches
Phil Harris broke his leg while
from Mercury
son are featured on a BBC radio to
hunting in Texas.
ue
Finfer’s post.
program next Sunday (9).
Milton R. Rackmil in from N v
A1 Burnett to N.Y. on the prowl
for Universal confabs.
N,Y*
for talent for the Pigalle nitery,
Indian Embassy representatives
which he recently took over.
Jej Kapur and Kumar Guha*
hosted by Metro.
Joan Collins returning here
By Hans Hoehn
from Hollywood to attend preem
(Lichterfelde W, Tulpenstr. 9a;
Jean Hersholt presented with
of “Virgin Queen” (20th) at the
plaque by National Conference of
760264)
Carlton.
1
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) passed Christians and Jews.
Rod Cameron checked in from its 2,000th performance at the KurAnn Sheridan bought an 11
Hollywood last week to start his bel. Pic preemed at this house Dec, room Spanish style residence and
role in “Passport to Treason” for 4, 1953.
four hilltop acres in Encino
Eros release.
George Murphy planed in from
German Industrial Fair opened
Rev. M. L. Charles Edwards, here Sunday (25), with latest equip¬ Lansing where he was guest of
vicar of St. Martins in the Field, ment in the field of cinema and honor at the University of Michi¬
named religious adviser to Assocl- film is shown.
gan's 100th anni celebration.
ated-Rediffusion.
Willis Goldbeck, prexy, and Wal¬
Caterine Valente, Vico Torriani,
Logan Gourlay, Sunday Express Kurt Edelhagen orch and others ter Pidgeon, campaign chief, called
show columnist, planed to N.Y. heading bill at big variety show at the year’s first meeting of the Mo¬
over weekend to gander current Sportpalast this week.
tion Picture Permanent Charities
Broadway shows.
Nearly every local paper dedi¬ committee.
A memorial service to Max cated some space to the 50th birth¬
Thorpe, former chairman of Co¬ day of Greta Garbo. Latter is still
lumbia Pictures, who died recent¬ extremely popular here.
ly, was held in London yesterday
New. U.S. pix in town include
(Tuesday).
By Guy Livingston
“Green Fire” (M-G), “Torch Song” j j
' Sir Thomas Beecham has been (M-G), “Seven Year Itch” (20th)
Sarah Vaughan current at Storysigned by Sidney L. Bernstein for and “Peking Express” (Par).
ville.
s
J
his upcoming Manchester commer¬
Thrush Helen Hush current at
After running eight months at
cial tv station, for a series of at, Cinema Paris, Disney’s “Vanish¬ Kenmore Hotel in Auburn, Me.
least 12 programs.
Dancer Fawzia Amir current at
ing Prairie" is now being shown
Line Renaud came into ..town at more than 50 local nabe thea¬ the new Music Bar, formerly the
soeciallv from Paris to appear on tres.
Mayfair.
BBC-TV’s “Around the Town” last
Stanley Blinstrub inked the
“Daddy Long Legs” (20th) and
weekend. Arthur Blake was on “Marty” (UA) have been declared Four Esquires for his nitery, a Dethe same program.
“valuable” and “particularly valu¬ cember date.
In from. New York: Max YoungStoryville booked its first comic
West German film classi¬
stein, Tom Martin and Rouben able” byboard.
Mort Saul, to come in with Erroli
Mamoulian. To New York: Eman¬ fication
Garner Nov. 21.
Pix
currently
playing
the
U.S.
uel Sacks, Boris Karloff and Brit¬ soldier cinema circuit include
Marilyn Grady singing with
ish film producer Ivan Foxwell.
(WB), “Ain’t Misbe¬ Sammy Eisen's Orch in the Shera¬
The Duke of Edinburgh is to at¬ “Drum Beat”
(U), “Case of Red Monkey” ton Plaza's new Venetian Room.
tend the world preem of “Cockle¬ having”
Max and Joe Schneider have
and “A Bullet for Joey” (UA).
shell Heroes,” the Irving Alien- (AA)
CCC started shooting “Studentin inked Ed and Wilma Leary’s Ice
Cubby Broccoli production, star¬ Helene
Revue for their Steuben’s Vienna
Wilfuehr”
(after
a
Vicky
ring Jose Ferrer and Trevor How¬ Baum yarn). Ruth Niehaus, Hans Room, to open Nov. 7.
ard.
Cindy Lord and Lindy Doherty,
Johnnie Ray, who opened a Soehnker and Elma Karlowa have singers on WBZ-TV’s Swanboat
short provincial tour on Monday leads in this. Rudolf Jugert is di¬ show,
invited
back
to
Guy
prior to topping bill at Hippo¬ recting.
Guarino’s new Moulin Rouge in
drome later this month, was fea¬
Hotel Vendome after opening the
tured in the “Sunday Night at the
room to biggest attendance in sev¬
Palladium” show on ABC-TV.
eral seasons.
By Maxwell Sweeney
Gov. Joseph B. Johnson of Ver¬
(22 Farney Pk; Dublin 64506)
mont sent his private plane to pick Sid Phillips orch in from Eng¬ up the Boston contingent of the
press for the preem of Alfred
land for terpery tour.
By Robert F. Hawkins
Olive Gibson named prexy of Hitchcock’s “The Trouble With
(Archimede 145; tel 800 211)
and to visit Stowe, Vt.,
Tony.Pranters reopens his local Irish Film Society: shfe’s first wo¬ Harry”
where the picture was made.
nitery, the Cabala, about Oct. 10. man in office.
Former thesper Phil Donohoe
Lucciola nitery closed down its
al fresco operations after a suc¬ named manager of Dublin’s 3,500seat Theatre Royal.
—1
cessful summer.
Andrew Ganly’s new comedy,
Walter Chiari hurt during aero
Edyth Bush Theatre to offer
sequence of his new pic, “Mi “Miss Ducky,” set for Hollywood “Life With Mother.”
Piaccio,” on location at Valle Theatre staging by thesper Dan
St. Paul Civic Opera season tees
O’Herlihy
this
fall.
Theatre.
Christine
Longford
authored off Oct. 20 with “Madame Butter¬
“Gigi” is the new hit play in
fly”
“Stop
the
Clock,”
comedy
to
be
town. Stage version of the Colette
Mary March here ahead of “Don
play at Teatro delle Arts features staged at Dublin Gate Theatre by Juan in Hell,” due at Lyceum Oct.
Anna Maria Guarnieri and Ros- Longford Productions, her hus¬ 12-15.
band’s
outfit.
sella Falk.
Singer Felix Knight into Hotel
Thesper Noel Purcell planes to
Dawn Addams has signed for a
Radisson Flame Room for annual
new pic to follow up her recent Hollywood soon for role in story engagement.
“Rommel Treasure” stint. Called of painter Vincent van Gogh, “Lust
Exotic dancers Ann Darling and
“London Calling North Pole,” it’s for Life”; he’s been tapped. for Stormy Peters, and Billy Grassick
pantomime on return.
an espionage yarn.
instrumental quartet into Augie’s
So
many
appeals
have
been
Sarah Churchill and her hus¬
nitery.
band, Anthony Beauchamp, are at lodged against film censor Martin . Gil Swenberger, Bennie Berger
the Grand.
He’s on a special Brennan’s rulings that Appeal circuit general ^manager, won
Board’s
date
book
is“
full
to
end
photographic assignment for the
of November meeting on twice- Northwest Variety 'club’s annual
“War and Peace” company!
golf tournament with score of 74.
Jacqueline Rainet, 26-year-old weekly sked instead of former
After having been booked in
aerialist partner of William Pustaj, “once-a-week if needed” routine.
originally by MCA for one month,
is expected to recover after a nearDon McGrane orch just celebrated
fatal fall during their act at the
start of fourth year at Hotel Radis¬
Togni Circus, current at the
son Flame Room. McGrane moved
By N. Zarar
Piazzale Ostiense.
his family here from New York
Donald Saddler, U.S. dancerFour more houses, the Melek, last year.
choreographer whose past season’s Lale, Sureyya, and the Atlas, have
Metropolitan Opera singer Thom¬
woi'k won him the yearly “Gold started the new season with as Hayward a last-minute replace¬
Mask” award here recently, will C’scope screens.
ment for Robert Rounseville on
guide the terping this season on
Newly built legit house Yeni St. Paul Women's Institute open¬
the upcoming Robert Alda revue, Tiyatro set to open with Sartre’s ing program when 20th-Fox re¬
which opens following Alda’s re¬ “Huis
Clos”
and
Moliere’s fused to release latter for concert
turn from the U.S.
“Amphytrion” on same bill.
and opera engagements.
Margaret Truman taped for
Heycan Basaran, legit star who
NBC during a visit to the “War hasn’t done anything since “Born
and Peace” set here. Audrey Hep¬ Yesterday,” is sought after for the
burn has wound up her stint in Celeste Holm role in “Affairs of
By Eric Gorrick
pic, which is currently progressing State.”
(Tel 778, Sydney)
ahead of sked, and is dubbing and . Italian Titanus Film Co. trying
posing for publicity shots. Mel to pad legit-film actor Cahit Irgat
Berry Greenberg, WB Far East
Ferrer has another month, then for lead in a film to be made in rep, lookseeing India.
will go to Paris where he stars in Rome with Silvana Pampanini as
Ice-skating winding up a solid
“Modigliani” for Max. Ophuls.
the femme star.
season in Sydney and Melbourne.
Republic has renewed its Aussie
Vet legiter Nevin Seval, formerly
one of the stars of the Municipal distribution contract with 20tliTheatre, is making a comeback in Fox.
“Country Girl” (Par) is doing
the Kucuk Sahne production of
By Jerry Gaghan
sellout biz at Prince Edward, Syd¬
Pianist Jackie Lee on 16-week “Teahouse of August Moon.”
ney.
Canadian tour.
“The Duenna” has hung up
MGM Records has inked Charlie
100th performance at Phillip
Calhoun, cleffer of “Shake, Rattle
Street
Theatre, Sydney.
and Roll.”
By Bill Steif
Garnet Carroll will get “Kismet
Joe Silverstein, former Philly
Rudolph Friml in town, munch¬ underway at Princess, Melbourne,
Orchestra violinist, joined the ing Chinese food.
with U.S. and local cast.
Boston Symphony.
Benny Strong breaking up his
Leon Gordon will take his Rol¬
Ken Barry, comic, out as man¬ band, and settling in suburbs.
ler Derby troupe to Melbourne
ager of Gloucester’s Towne House/
Bee and Ray Goman shopping after Sydney run for limited span.
in which he holds part interest.
for a newf larger location for their
Advance sale is heavy for preem
Richard Parness, Curtis grad Gay 90’sr
of Judith Anderson in “Medea” at
and former member of the U.S
S. F. Chronicle’s Alfred Frank¬ Elizabethan Theatre, Newton, Oct.
Navy Band, pacted by the National enstein named fine arts lecturer at H.
Symphony.
Mills College.
Charles Chauvell is mulling a
Robert di Pasquare, member of
Jinx Hone is back at her Kolof scripts for early filmingwell-known Philly musical family, mar-Spier agency desk after drama couple
His “Jedda” has been a big hit
has joined the Baltimore Sym¬ study at UCLA.
here.
phony violin section.
Katherine Dunham troupe booked
“Doctor in the House” (Rank) is
Jack Fields, owner of the Blue an extra week, moved over from still tops in 28th week at Odeon,
Note, has turned impresario, put¬ the Geary to the Curran to make Melbourne, for Greater Union
ting on jazz concert at Academy way for “Bus Stop.”
Theatres.
of Music, Nov. 6 and in Pitts¬
Starr Bruce, acting campaign
Harry • Wren Is mulling a new
burgh’s Syrian Mosque the follow¬ boss, reports that the San Fran¬ revue :for Palladium, Sydney.
ing night.
cisco Opera Assn, drive for $100,- House has been shuttered for last
Harry Finfer, formerly with 000 has passed halfway point.
three weeks.
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OBITUARIES

PfifSIETY
and run car Sept. 24 in San An,tonio while covering an auto wreck.
He was a freelance lensman and
special events reporter for station

came from the midwest, the most
sensitive area politically. Further¬
more, although later Chaplin pic¬
tures have run into trouble over
his Communist sympathies, the re¬
cent run of the oldies in N. Y.
evoked no trouble whatsover.
Smiths are hoping that the public
will distinguish between the "pre¬
political” Chaplin and his latterday reputation, particularly since
Chaplin himself in no way could
profit from the showings of the
40-year-old shorts.
Pix will be put on sale as soon
as Cinema-Vue can come up with
audition prints to show to stations,
just a -matter of weeks. Also up
for consideration is the possible
elimination of a couple of the
shorts because of the strong likeli¬
hood that in many cases they’ll be
shown in "kiddie” time periods,
with some of the comedy possibly
a mite too adult for the moppets.

Peron Overthrow
•ss Continued from page 2

Michael Telesco, 38, an aerial
JAWfES DEAN
singer-producer-director-dramatist,
Montevideo from time to time. It
James Dean, 24; film: star, was died Sept. 28 in a Long Island hos¬ stunt man, plunged to his death
sure does feel good to come out
tilled Sept 30 Inr a motor collision pital after a long illness. Born in Oct. 1 when the top 20-foot section
of prison!
near Paso Robles, Cal. At the time Sweden, he studied at the Royal of a 123-foot steel pole broke dur¬
Forgive me for bombarding vou
he was driving his foreign-built Academy of Dramatic Art, Stock¬ ing his act at a Westbury, L. I.,
with copy the last two days. After
sports car to the road races at holm. Later in this country he church bazaar.'
a
week
of revolution and no work,
Salinas.
His* mechanic, Rolph studied English and elocution. He
I have had to make up for .lost
Dot Shaw, 69, wardrobe mistress
Wuetherich, and the driver of the was a leading character actor under
time
in
my office and only yester¬
for
touring
revues
and
vaude
other car, Donald Tumupseed, such producers as Henry W. Sav¬
day and today have been able to
were injured in the crash.
age, David Belasco, William A. shows, died recently in Notting¬
send you an infinitesimal part of
During his last picture, "Giant,” Brady and the Shuberts. He ap¬ ham, Eng. Survived by daughter,
the many stories coming out of
at Warners, Dean had been peared in numerous Broadway pro¬ Dorinova, formerly of adagio duo
Vadier & Dorinova.
Argentina today. We Argentines
warned by director George Stevens ductions.
feel very happy and very proud of
against undue speeding on the
Donaldson was credited with
Harry Holden, secretary of the
°ur men.
I do hope you won’t
roads. He had become a sports producing the first talker, a Swe¬
car enthusiast after he zoomed to dish phonofilm titled "Domen,” Northern Operators Ltd. cinema
minimize the importance of what
. stardom' in "East of Eden,” a tale which was later given an English circuit, died Sept. 22 in Burnley,
has happened here—if we have
He
of early days in the Salinas Valley. treatment under the title, "Retri¬ Eng., after a lengthy illness.
been able to overthrow the dicta¬
was formerly a theatre managed.
Two days after the fatal head-on bution.”
torship without outside help, sure¬
crash the California State High¬
ly the Russian people will be able
Joe Simon. 62, former assistant
way Patrol' revealed Dean was
to get rid' of theirs.
CARL A. SIEGEL
ticketed for Speeding near Bakers¬
Carl A. Siegel, 44, executive head bandmaster tor Ringling Bros, cir¬
These things are catching!
field, Cal., less than two hours be¬ of Stanley Warner Corp. Service cus, died Sept. 24 in Memphis,
Thanks for all your support in
fore his death at Paso Robles. He Dept., died Sept. 25 in New York. after a week’s illness.
these
troubled years. You had im¬
was charged with doing 65 miles He began his theatre activity after
agination, you understood and you
Rita Lester, 48, radio and nitery
- an hour in a 45 mph zone.
World War II in the booking de¬ songstress,
always
smoothed my path.
died
Sept.
27
in
Holly¬
■
Continued
from
page
1
At the time of his death, a new- partment of the Newark zone office
Now it will be possible to pick
contract was being negotiated for of WB Theatres. He then was wood. Her daughter, mother and
Robert Lerner, of Lerner Shops. up your tough assignment to write
. Dean by Famops Artists and War¬ transferred to the advertising de¬ brother survive.
ners whereby the actor would have partment, and later became oper¬
Fine Arts Films will handle actual a forecast of Argentine entertain¬
ment in the future!
Previously
John T. McLamore, 50, veteran distribution in the U. S.
received $100,000
per picture ating head of the service depart¬
this was impossible.
from WB. His pact with that ment for the entire circuit in 1951. RCA electrical engineer, died in
Kawakita reported there is a
studio had thrfeef years to go, but He remained in charge when the a plane, crash Oct. 1 in DowningEnid Burr Duggan.
wave of theatre-building in Japan,
nevertheless a' fresh deal was circuit became the Stanley Warner town, Pa. Survived by sister.
(Nid Ember),
readied to give Dean a consider¬ Corp.
and the present 4,700 theatres now
Marie Gillespie, 54, studio secre¬
able hike in coin.
Survived by. wife, mother, step¬ tary
standing
should
rise
to
between
at Paramount, died Sept. 25
A native of Marion, Ind., Dean father and brother.
in Hollywood. Her son survives.
7,000 and 8,000 in the next five
. attended Santa Monica Junior Col¬
Mrs.
Maria
Teresa
Pascuslege and later shifted to UCLA
years. Reason for this, he said, is Smith (Chiquita) Duchin to Rob¬
GEQRGE T. CAMERON
George
Hall,
74,
pre-war
light
where he majored in dramatics.
George T. Cameron, 82, editor comedian, died Sept. 16 in More- because motion pictures are prac-. ert Howe Everitt, New York, Sept.
Leaving UCLA, he went to New and publisher of the San Francisco
tically. the only means of enter¬ 29. Bride is the widow of band¬
York, where he won the David Chronicle and a founder of KRON- cambe, Eng.
leader Eddy Duchin.
Blum Award as a promising new TV in that city, died there Oct. 3
tainment for the masses. KawaMrs. Marianne Rathbun Ridgway
Mother, 80, of Elizabeth Chalactor. That resulted in television of a heart attack. He ran a lucraroles on such programs as."Studio . tive oil and cement business before lingsworth, Pittsburgh Playhouse kita’s company is a 'three-way out¬ to Walter Cannon Ayers, Oct. 1,
One,” "You Are There” and "Tele¬ his marriage in 1908 to a daughter actress, died Sept. 20 in London. fit, production, distribution and ex¬ New York. He is president of the
vision Playhouse.”
hibition,. owning more than 100 Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance
de Young, founder of
His success on television gained of Michael
William Hannon, 79, former first-runs houses in key cities and advertising agency; bride is the
Chronicle.
When de Young vaude
widow of adman Thayer Ridgway.
him his first screen role in addi¬ the
quartet
singer,
composer
and
died in 1925, Cameron took over as arranger,, died Oct. 1 in Chicago.
holding contracts with another They will divide their residences
tion to parts in two Broadway publisher
of the morning daily.
between Grosse Pointe, Mich., and
plays, "See the Jaguar” and "The
2
,
000
.
Surviving are his wife, Helen;
Immoralist.”
sisters-in-law and two neph- j
In addition to "Giant.” Dean has two
Sylvia Costa to Rolland Reichert,
ews who are actively managing the
in the cities, he said, but Jap prod Chicago,
another unreleased ’ WB picture,
Oct. . He’s the Chi NBC
uct prevails in the rural areas operations manager.
"Rebel Without a Cause,” in which newspaper and the NBC-TV outlet. |
Continued from page 1 —
American pix do about $20,000,001
he starred.. George Stevens, who
Joyce
Randolph
to Richard L,
MICHAEL CHEKHOV
annually, he reported.
produced and directed. "Giant,”
Charles, Freeport, L. I., Oct. 2.
Michael Chekhov, 66, actor, event is rare in’ these environs.
said it was a great tragedy and that director and drama coach, died Hotel rooms were booked far in
Bride is "Trixie Norton” of the
the young actor had extraordinary Sept. 30 in Beverly Hills, Cal. He advance by mercantile organiza¬
CBS-TV Jackie Gleason "Honeytalent.
mooners” series.
had been ill for 18 months follow¬
He was unmarried. Only sur¬ ing a heart attack. Bom in Russia, tions. Load of buyers in Manhat¬
Harriet Clark to Reginald Mc¬
vivor is his father, Winton A. he was a nephew of Anton Chek¬ tan is unusually heavy. Whether
Continued from page 62 ■
Kay, Glasgow, Sept. 27. Bride is
the buyers timed their trips to
Dean, dental technician.
hov, noted author, and a member New York to coincide with the Skylarks
an orch vocalist.
Harvey
Allen
of the Moscow Art Theatre, of Series is a subject of much con¬ Venus Vamps
Riviera
McKAY MORRIS
he later became director.
Garwood Van Ore
Billy Daniels
jecture.
McKay Morris, 62, vet legit which
Thunderblrd
Marx Bros.
During the last 14 years he
BIRTHS
actor, died unexpectedly of a heart played
Desmond
Hal Belfer Dncrs
Niteries were heavily patronized. Johnny
a
number
of
character
roles
Ray Sinatra Ore
.attack on Oct. 3 while visiting in Hollywood films and coached The biggest added business in town Piero Bros
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Emmett, son,
Ore
Showboat
friends on Long Island, N. Y. Born such players as Yul Brynner, Joan was at the Copacabana and Latin AlEl Jahns
New York, Sept. 24. Father is
Rancho Vegas
Ted Smith
.in Texas, he received his dramatic Caulfield and Gregory Peck..
LUi St. Cyr
publicity director of Superman.
Bobby Clark
Quarter. At the latter spot, there Myron
Cohen
training at the American Academy
Garr Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. George Bartram,
His
wife
survives.
was
a
line
outside
the
spot
on
Helen
Grayco
Johnny
Savage
of Dramatic Arts and under the
son, Birmingham, Eng., Sept. 14.
Mona
Knox
Music
Masters
Saturday (1). Lines there aren’t Billy Daniel
late David Belasco. He appeared
Father’s a theatre publicist.
CHARLES H. CHRISTIE
Golden Nugget
new on big nights, but this one Nancy Lee
in numerous plays both on Broad¬
Harry Ranch Ori
Charles H. Christie, 75, one of stretched out longer than usual. Ted Flo Rito Ore
Mr. and Mrs. Ian McFadyen,
way and in stock companies. His
Wingy Manone
Sahara
daughter, Glasgow, Sept. 19. Fath¬
Four Dukes
last Broadway appearance was in two brothers who made Christie Copa with Joe E. Lewis was doing Jose Greco
Co
Ray Reynolds 5
comedies
of
the
silent
screen
era,
er’s
a radio variety producer.
1946 in “Lute Song.”
capacity at the early shows, and Cee Davidson Ore
Moulin Rouge
Moulin Rouge
Surviving is his sister. His broth¬ died Get. 1 in Hollywood following the late shows were sellouts. In
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Rosenberg,
Lionel Hampton Re
a
long
illness.
His
brother,
Al,
Dinah
Washington
er was the late Leland B. Morris,
son (erratumed as daughter in last
addition, the Copa Lounge got a Zephyrs
Silver Slipper
Gorgeous George
U.S. Ambassador to Iran and Ice¬ died in 1951.
week's issue), New Haven, Sept. 12.
Smith
Such silent hits aa "Charley’s heavy play. Edith Piaf, at the Ver¬ Jimmy
Arlene
land.
Mother is daughter of songwriter
Willy Louis
Cliff Ferre
Aunt” and "Up in Mabel’s Room” sailles, also scored heavily. La Vie Moulinettes
Al J. Neiburg.
Sparky,
Kaye
got
its
biggest
patronage
since
its;
Benny Carter Ore
were -turned out by the Christies.
Denise Bennett
• Mr. and Mrs. William Raynor,
GEOftGE R. CAREY
The'brothers were hard hit in the opening, and other spots such' as Houcs
Jimmy Cavanaugh
George R. Carey, 69, Pittsburgh depression and Charles went into Chateau Madrid, and intime rooms Flamingo Starlets
daughter, '*Los Angeles, Sept. 25.
George Redman Oj
Teddy
Phillips
Ore
Father is a screen writer.
theatre electrician whose career the real estate business.
El Cortez
like Blue Angel and Le Ruban
Sands
Ford & Reynolds
backstage spanned half a century
Mr. and Mrs. Artie Spector, son,
Bleu, were also heavily attended. Peggy Lee
Laurie Sis
Joey Bishop
of that city’s entertainment his¬
Pittsburgh, Sept. 25. Father’s a
D. Kramer Dcrs
IB SCHONBERG
Copa Girls
tory, died there Sept. 25 after suf¬
Woody Woodbury
nitery
entertainer.
lb Schonberg, 53, who appeared
Antonio Morrell!
Star Kings
fering a heart attack only two days in over 100 film features and for
Ore
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Strayer, son,
Sherman Hayes On
before. He had been chief elec¬ many years operated a summer re¬
Pittsburgh, Sept. 20.
Mother’s
trician at Pitt’s Penn Theatre since vue
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
at Bakken, Copenhagen’s
the daughter of Austin Interrante,
that Loew (now UA) house first Coney Island in the outskirts (not
5 Continued from page 1 ;
Philipsburg, Pa., theatre owner
opened in 1927, and before that to be confused with the Tivoli Gar¬
San Soucl Hotal
Mandy Campo Ore
and former Pitt film-salesman.
Morton
Jack Kerr
was at the old legit Alvin for 16 dens), died in the Danish capital Film Supply and Ideal Labs, Gary
Cathy Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Alexander,
Saxony Hotel
years. At intervals, however, he Sept. 26. He had been ill. for four whose vaults hold a veritable Freddy
Calo Ore
Stan Fisher
daughter. Hollywood, Sept. 23.
treasure-trove of famous oldies Ann Herman Dcrs Eleanor Russell
left Pittsburgh for work on the months.
Father
is an actor.
Dave Lester Orch
Hotel
road to direct stage lighting for
Survived by wife and son, Bent dating back 40 years and more. AvaBombay
Johnny Silvers Ore
Williams
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Ivers,
such stars as Maude Adams, the Schonberg, drama critic of Eks- Kleinerman, who produced the Peter
Robert Rhodes
Mack
son.
Brooklyn,
N.Y., Sept. 30. Fa¬
Barrymores and Nazimova, among trabladet, daily.
Sea Isle Hotel
Chaplin shorts himself, is also re¬
Fontainebleau
S Hoffman Ore
ther is news editor of the Motion
others. .
leasing some 27 Mack Sennett Joel Grey '
Patsy Abbott
Picture
Herald.
Felicia
Sanders
Besides his wife, the former
Othella Dallas
shorts to Cinema-Vue, including 25 Sacasas Ore
CHARLES L. TEDFORD
, Vanity Fair
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney L. Bern¬
Frances Levinson, a theatre pianist
Charles L. Tedford, 52, screen Keystone Cops subjects, along
Balmoral Hotel
Chico Cuban Boys
stein. son, London, Sept. 23. Fa¬
whom he married in 1913 when writer, died Sept. 27 in Santa with some 300 assorted Hal Roach Enrica
& Novello
Arlene Fontana
ther is head of the Granada Thea¬
she was playing for silent pictures, Monica following a stroke. Among pix and 100 cartoons to Cinema- Sonny Kendis Ore
Sorrento Hotel
Wayne Carmichael
Alan Kole Ore
tre chain and Granada-TV Net¬
Carey leaves a daughter and two his screenplays over a period of 20 Vue.
Johnlna Hotel
5 O'clock „
work.
sons, James, manager of Loew’s years at Warners were more than
Dell Staton Trio
Raft
Decision to release the Chaplin Tommy
Andy Martin
drive-in in Jacksonville, Fla., and 50 short subjects, three of which
Mr. and Mrs. John Willis, daugh¬
H. S. Gump
Quartet
oldies td television was motivated Al Golden
David, a New York musician.
ter, Hollywood, Sept. 23. Father
won Academy Awards.
Roney
Plaza
Parisian Rev
is
night news editor at KLAC.
His wife, parents and stepson by requests from stations to CinJuan
Sc
Jose
Cortez
Clover Club
Ore
ema-Vue. These requests stem The Continentals (4)
ABRAHAM E. SMITH
survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Williams, son,
Place Plgalle
Forrest
from an afterthought of some Del
Abraham E. (Abe) Smith, 60,
Nashville.
Sept. 19. Father is a
The Wlck-Wacks
Dottie Dagmar
months ago. Frank Smith, v.p. and Winnie Hoveler Dcs Bobbie Lynn
Canadian motion picture pioneer
WILLIAM T. McNULTY
WSM newscaster.
Fausto Curbelo Ore
and maritime manager for Metro
William T. McNulty, 68, news¬ general manager of Cinema-Vue, Elena Rankin
Mr. and Mrs. Milo Hamilton, son,
Leon A Eddie's
Benson Duo
for the last 39 years, died of a paperman and longtime Variety was working for Kleinerman sev¬ Len
Lisa Lynn
Dawson Ore
Chicago, Sept. 29. Father is a
heart attack Oct. 2 in St. John, correspondent in St. John, N.B., eral months ago as sales chief of
Darlene Kellar
Empress Hotel
sports announcer at station WIND
Dagmar Girls
■N.B. He. was one of Metro’s two died recently in Boston, where he Cinepix Corp., a subsidiary set up Stuart & Samara
there.
oldest' employees in Canada—the had gone to the Lahey Clinic for by Kleinerman to market some of
Mr. and Mrs. Carol ' Henry,
HAYANA
other being Henry Nathanson, consultations. While in Boston he his product to television. In draw¬
daughter, Hollywood, Sept. 24.
company’s Canadian general man¬ contracted pheumoniri, which was ing and mailing a brochure to sta¬
Troplcana
A Romcu Orq
Father is a film stunt man.
ager.
the direct cause of his death.
Gloria
Sc
Rolando
Montmartre
tions, Smith, vaguely aware of the Mcckansant Singers Churumbeles
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Lee, son,
Born in New York, Smith started
presence of the Chaplin films, Emelita Dago
Pedro Vargas
Hollywood, Sept. 28;' Father is an
ms industry career in Montreal as
DORIS R. TAPS
Nancy Moren
Teresita
actor.
assistant booker with Metro. Later
Doris Rhodes Taps, 47, former mentioned them in the brochure. Marla Julia
Chucho Vidal
Mr. and Mrs. Mort Warnow, twin
Boyer
Nino Cendan
~?s transferred to Vancouver radio and night club singer, died Result has been a steady, stream Henry
Paul Diaz
Montmartre Ballet
daughters, New York, Sept. 28.
as office manager, then to St. John Sept. 28 in Hollywood after a long of inquiries since, and now with Troplcana
Ballet
Casino Playa Orq
Father
is with MCA-TV advertising
Cinema-Vue
set
up
with
distribu¬
maritime manager. A member illness. She was once married to
S Suarez Orq
Fajardo Orq
department.
tion rights to the Kleinerman
of the Variety Club of Toronto, he Jonie Taps, Columbia producer.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jack Lowry, son,
also was a charter member of the
RENO
Her daughter survives.
product, the Chaplins will be re¬
Burbank, Cal., Sept. 23. Father
leased.
c* l0ui. Picture Pioneers,
is a sound effects chief on televi¬
Map** Skyreom
Romane Brown
William H. Parker, 67, publicist,
omith, who was a bachelor, is
Priest Sc Forse
Question of the possible politi¬ Novelites
sion.
survived by two brothers, a sister, died Sept. 27 in Monrovia, Cal. He
D. Kramer Dcrs.
Bros
cal implications of the release of Step
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Tucker,
Will Osborne Oro
Skylets
a nephew and four nieces.
left his wife and daughter.
son, N. Y., Sept. 29. Mother is the
the Chaplin films has occurred to Eddie Fitzpatrick
Riverside
Happy Jesters
New Golden
daughter of public relationer Ben¬
.ARTHUR DONALDSON
George Pyle, 50, newscaster and the Smiths, but they point out Cab Calloway
Starlets (0)
jamin Sonnenberg.
Bill Clifford Ore
Arthur Donaldson; ' 86, actor- photographer, was killed by a hit that many inquiries from stations Arthur Ellen

Film Rotmdrobin

Series & Fight

Variety Bills

Chaplin Shorts
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RECENT QUOTATIONS from the WORLD’S OLDEST
and MOST RELIABLE RATING SERVICEPublic!
ALABAMA—Andalusia,
Birmingham,
Dacatur/ Dothan, Mobile, Montgomery, Munford.
ARIZONA—Phoenix,
Phoenix • Mesa,
Tucson, Yuma.
„ ...
ARKANSAS—El Dorado, Ft. Smith,
Llttl. RodT, Pin. Bluff-Little Rock.
CALIFORNIA—Bakersfield, Chico, Eu¬
reka, Fresno, Los Angeles, Sacra¬
mento, Salinas-Monterey, San Diego,
San Francisco, San Jose, San Luis
Obispo, Santa Barbara, Stockton,
Tulare
^
COLORADO—Colorado Springs, Den¬
ver, Grand Junction, Pueblo.
CONNECTICUT — Bridgeport,
Hart¬
ford, Now Brltaln-Hartford,
New
Haven, Waterbury.
DELAWARE—Wilmington.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA—Washing¬
ton.
FLORIDA—Ft. Lauderdale, Ft. Myers,
Jacksonville, Miami, Orlando, Palm
Beach, Panama City, Pensacola, St.
Petersburg, Tampa, W. Palm Beach.
GEORGIA—Albany, Atlanta, Augusta,
Columbus,
Macon-Warner
Robins#
Rome, Savannah, Thomasvllle.
IDAHO—Boise,
Idaho
Falls,
Twin
Falls.
ILLINOIS — Bloomington, Champaign,
Chicago, Danville, Decatur, Harris¬
burg,
Peoria,
Quincy,
Rockford,
Rock Island, Springfield.
INDIANA — Bloomington,
Elkhart,
Evansville, Ft. Wayne, Indianapolis,
Lafayette,
Muncie,
Notre
Dame,
South Bend, Terre Haute, WaterlooFt. Wayne.
IOWA—Ames, Cedar Rapids, Daven¬
port, Des Moines, Ft. Dodge, Mason
City, Sioux City, Waterloo.
KANSAS — Great
Bend,
Hutchin¬
son, Pittsburg, Topeka, Wichita.
KENTUCKY — Henderson, Lexington,
Louisville.
LOUISIANA — Alexandria, Baton
Rouge,
Lafayette,
Lake
Charles,
Monroe, New Orleans, Shreveport.
MAINE—Bangor, Poland Spring (Mt.
Washington), Portland.
MARYLAND—Baltimore, Salisbury.
MASSACHUSETTS — Adams, Boston,.
Cambridge-Boston, Springfleld-Holyoke, Worcester.
MICHIGAN — Ann Arbor,. Bay CitySaginaw, Cadillac, Detroit, E. Lan¬
sing, Flint, Grand Rapids, Kalama¬
zoo,
Lansing,
Saginaw,
Traverse
City.
MINNESOTA—..Austin,
Duluth-Supe¬
rior, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Roches¬
ter, St. Paul-Minneapolls.
MISSISSIPPI—Columbus, Jackson, Me¬
ridian, Tupelo.
MISSOURI—Cape Girardeau, Colum¬
bia, Hannibal, Jefferson City, Joplin,
Kansas City, St. Joseph, St. Louis,
Sedalia, Springfield.
MONTANA — Billings, Butte, Great
Falls, Missoula.
NEBRASKA—Kearney, Lincoln, Oma¬
ha, Scottsbluff.
NEVADA — Henderson, Las Vegas,
Reno.
NEW HAMPSHIRE—Manchester.
NEW JERSEY—Newark-New York.
NEW MEXICO—Albuquerque, Roswell.
NEW YORK — Albany, Binghamton,
Buffalo, Carthage-Watertown, Kings¬
ton, New York, Plattsburgh, Roch¬
ester, Schenectady, Syracuse, Utica.
NORTH CAROLINA—Asheville, Chapel
Hill, Charlotte, Durham, Fayette¬
ville, Greensboro, Greenville, Ra¬
leigh, Washington, Wilmington, Win¬
ston-Salem.
NORTH DAKOTA—Bismarck, Fargo,
Minot, Valley Clty-Fargo.
OHIO—Akron, Ashtabula, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Lima,
Steubenville, Toledo, Youngstown,
Zanesville.
OKLAHOMA — Ada, Enid, Lawton,
Muskogee, Oklahoma City, Tulsa.
OREGON—Eugene, Medford, Portland.
PENNSYLVANIA — Altoona, Bethle¬
hem,
Easton,'
Erie,
Harrisburg,
Johnstown,
Lancaster,
Lebanon,
Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh,
Reading,
Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, York.
RHODE ISLAND—Providence.
SOUTH CAROLINA — Anderson,
Charleston,
Columbia,
Florence,
Greenville.
SOUTH DAKOTA — Florence, Rapid
City, Sioux Falls.
TENNESSEE—Chattanooga,
Jackson,
Johnson City, Knoxville, Memphis,
Nashville.
TEXAS—Abilene,
Amarillo,
Austin,
Beaumont,
Big
Spring,
Corpus
Christ!, Dallas, El Paso, Ft. Worth,
Galveston,
Harlingen,
Houston,
Longview, Lubbock, Lufkin, Mid¬
land, San
Angelo, San Antonio,
Temple, Texarkana, Tyler, Waco,
Weslaco, Wichita Falls.
UTAH—Salt Lake City.
VERMONT—Burlington.
VIRGINIA—Hampton-Norfolk,
Harri¬
sonburg, Lynchburg, Norfolk, Pe¬
tersburg, Richmond, Roanoke.
WASHINGTON— Bellingham,
Pasco,
Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Yakima.
WEST VIRGINIA—Bluefield, Charles¬
ton,
Fairmont, ■ Huntington,
Oak
Hill, Parkersburg, Wheeling.
WISCONSIN—Eau Claire, Green Bay,
Lacrosse, Madison, Marinette, Mil¬
waukee, Wausau.
WYOMING—Cheyenne.
ALASKA—Anchorage, Fairbanks.
HAWAII—Hilo, Honolulu, Wailuku.
PUERTO RICO—San Juan.
CANADA — Barrie,
Ont;
Brandon,
Man.;
Calgary,
Alta.;
Edmonton,
Alta.;
Halifax,
N. S.;
Hamilton,
Ont.; Jonqulere, Que.; Kingston, Orth;
Kitchener,
Ont.;
London,
Ont.;
Moncton, N. B.; Montreal, Que.; Ot¬
tawa, Ont.; Peterborough, Ont.; Port
Arthur, Ont.; Quebec City, Que.;
Regina, Sask.; Rlmouski, Que.; St.
John, N. B.; St, John's, Nfld.; Saska¬
toon, Sask.; Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.;
Sudbury, Ont.; Sydney, N. S.; To¬
ronto, Ont.; Vancouver, B. C.; Wind¬
sor, Ont.; WIngham, Ont.; Winni¬
peg, Man.
MEXICAN BORDER—Juarez (El Paso,
Tex.); Tijuana (San Diego, Cal.).

MILWAUKEE SENTINEL—“A colorful and EXCITING event." WAUSAU, WJSC., HERALD—"INSPIRING and dramatic." GREEN
BAY WISC. PRESS GAZETTE—“One of the TOP entertainment thrills in Green Bay history."^- ■ MARSHFIELD, WISC., NEWSHERALD—“the FINEST program of two Winter Theatre seasons." MADISON, WISC., CAPITAL TIME££—“An evening of THUNDER¬
OUS enthusiasms. Zest, verve and musical competence." PARIS, ILL., BEACON-NEWS—“PENNSYLVANIANS draw continuous applause.
FRED WARING audience charmed with SMOOTH, pleasing program." JOPLIN, MO., NEWS-HERALD—“WARING IS BETTER than
ever” EMPORIA, KANS., GAZETTE—“Our hat is off." TOPEKA, KANS., CAPITAL—“OUTSTANDING." SIOUX CITY JOURNAL—“FRED
WARING knows what the people like. His KEEN SHOWMANSHIP put it over."
MITCHELL, C. D., REPUBLIC—“A Swiftly moving
versatile show." DES MOINES REGISTER—“Enthusiastically received hy a LARGE audience."
PEORIA STAR—“Parade of talent,
merriment and colorful SPECTACLE." PEORIA JOURNAL—“It was GRAND entertainment from beginning to end." THE TORCH, VAL¬
PARAISO UNIVERSITY—“GREATER than anticipated. Captivated the audience." URBANA, ILL., COURIER—“WARING keeps folks
happy. It was beautifully done." INDIANAPOLIS NEWS—“Delighted the audience." INDIANAPOLIS TIMES—“INGENIOUS arrange¬
ments and always good singing."
CINCINNATI TIMES STAR—“One word, EXCELLENCE, best describes the show. It was excellent
in every respect.” MARION, IND., CHRONICLE—“Delighted the large audience." KALAMAZOO, MICH., GAZETTE—“It continues to
be something to hear." FLINT, MICH., JOURNAL—“FRED WARING Show IMPRESSIVE.
The stamp of professional- genius.”
EVANSVILLE, IND., PRESS—“There were groups of dozens of students from high schools. WARING scores BIG SUCCESS." MICHI¬
GAN CITY, IND., NEWS-DISPATCH—“Musical stage SPECTACLE. Truly pleasurable." Variety (regarding Las Vegavs engagement)
—“The whole package adds up to SOLID SHOW BUSINESS." LAS VEGAS, NEV., REVIEW-JOURNAL—“SUBLIME ENTERTAIN¬
MENT. Alternately sends chills down the spine and then moistens the eye. What a show!” EL FRONTERIZO, CIUDAD JUAREZ,
MEXICO—“One of this EARTH’S MOST SUPERB SHOWMEN has been here. If you missed seeing him, you missed the entertainment
classic of the year—of the age—of your life.” SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE—“A MASTERPIECE of clean showmanship." DOWN
BEAT—“High musical standards and EXCELLENT sense of showmanship."—FABULOUS LAS VEGAS—“MAGNIFICENT! The pro¬
duction is elaborately staged, and dramatically lighted. A treat for ALL the family.” ST. PAUL PIONEER PRESS—“FRED WARING
provided a full evening’s relaxation, amusement and ENJOYMENT. Everything was staged with restraint and SKILL." HOUSTON
POST—“Audience charmed by WARING’S show." CORPUS CHRISTI TIMES—“Enthusiastically received.
PENNSYLVANIANS
two-hour show pleases 3,000. THE TEXAN, AUSTIN, TEX—“A FAST-PACED show from first to last." SHREVEPORT JOURNAL—
“OUTSTANDING." DALLAS NEWS—“LAVISH. A large audience of nearly 3,300 remained enchanted throughout the performance."
DALLAS TIMES-HERALD—“A HANDSOME outing. A SLICK and shining production.” BAYLOR U., TEX., LARIAT—“A RARE
musical evening." WICHITA TIMES, WICHITA FALLS, TEX.—“WARING was as effective as ever with SUPERB musicianship, mixed
frequently with clever, good-natured humor." EL PASO TIMES—“RED WARING show justifies SELLOUT in Liberty Hall. It is a big
show with a big heart.”
TUCSON, ARIZ., CITIZEN—“WARING’S troupe WOWS audience. The finest all-around entertainment value in
America today.” FRESNO, CALIF., BEE—“FRED WARING show proves topnotch musical treat. A SUPERB job." PORTLAND
OREGONIAN—“A swell show. WARING is a SUPERB showman.” PORTLAND, ORE., OREGON JOURNAL—“WARING, PENNSYL¬
VANIANS delight HUGE crowd." SPOKANE SPOKESMAN-REVIEW—“Delighted audience of 7,500 hears WARING at Coliseum.”
SPOKANE CHRONICLE—“An EXCELLENT and varied program of music." IDAHO FALLS EVENING POST-REGISTER—“FRED
WARING AND HIS PENNSYLVANIANS' summoned every bejewelled facet of the musical mood to captivate an OVERFLOW audiie." ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS, DENVER—“Several thousand persons turned out in the face of a near-blizzard. WARING
is BRIMFUL OF PERSONALITY and gentle humor." DENVER POST—“WARING’S PENNSYLVANIANS shine.
An evening of
MEMORABLE entertainment." GARDEN CITY, KANS., TELEGRAM—“A good time was had by all." ENID, OKLA., EAGLE—“An
audience of 2,500 THRILLED. NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM—“The Pennsylvanians got hold of the musical bouncing ball and
made TOUCHDOWNS, BASKETS and HOMERS all over the Ziegfeld Theatre. The night was a JOY. FUN fills the evening as fully
as does tune. POST: Choral EXTRAVAGANZA. The inimitable lush manner for which they are justly famous. WOMENS WEAR
DAILY—Rendered with SUPERB ARTISTRY and impeccable vocal distinction. Extremely receptive audience. WARING is DEBO¬
NAIR and WITTY and sparkles the show. An air of spontaniety. MAGNIFICENT showmanship and hilarious humor. Delectable
tomfoolery. A potpourri of 38 years of acceptance and acclaim by the public of the mastery of Fred Waring as a showman first and
foremost. A musician and conductor and a sensitive editor, of the American public taste- in musical entertainment. NEW YORK
TIMES—VARIED entertainment to please every taste. A RICH and VARIED program. JOURNAL-AMERICAN—Gave the audi¬
ence what it wanted. Reflects the sure technique of popular entertainment. DAILY NEWS—A nicely-paced show. A BIG dis¬
ciplined orchestra. FRANK DAVIS was a little less than SENSATIONAL. Norma Douglas kept the client’s APPLAUDING over¬
time." MIRROR—“Hear! Hear! is a fine study of musical American. His keen sense of the public’s taste in music through the
years has kept him high in public acclaim. Hear! Hear! is not only a wonderful evening and a salute to the songs and music of our
country but a tribute to Waring’s masterful artistry. Stayed and directed with remarkable astuteness. 100% DISTINGUISHED
entertainment. An eminent singing and acting chore. Waring and his Pennsylvanians will thrill you with their artistic interpre¬
tations." HERALD TRIBUNE—“For Family consumption. EXTRAVAGANTLY PROFESSIONAL show business know-how.
A
carnival of jubilant Americana." WOMEN’S WEAR DAILY—“This unconventional entertainment becomes increasingly diverting.
Waring himself, is debonair and witty and sparkles the show with his intermittent chatter. Much of the program has an air of
SPONTANEITY, for the maestro will order as the spirit moves him and as his rapport with the audience dictates. ‘Hedr! Hear!'
is a potpourri of 38 years of acceptance and acclaim by the public of the mastery of FRED WARING as a showman first and fore¬
most, a musician and conductor, and a sensitive editor of the American public’s taste in musical entertainment." MORNING TELE¬
GRAPH—“Waring has staged and paced the piece with a good deal of SHREWDNESS and SHOWMANSHIP.” ASSOCIATED PRESS,
MARK BARRON—“Master of. choral charades and musical MAGIC. A choral symphony of handsome men and beautiful women,
Fred Waring has with skill and a vast study of his subject wielded a most every fact of show business into the-musical revue ‘HEAR!
HEAR!" A choral group of magnificent voices. A VIVID and EXCITING account of hour history as seen by our songmakers." PITTS
BURGH PRESS—“It was an EMINENTLY SUCCESSFUL debut. Comes out hotter than a two-dollar pistol. Mr. Waring is a POSI¬
TIVE GENIUS. One of the highlights is a capsule minstrel show—a superb idea." SUN-TELEGRAPH—“A musical grandeur rarely
attained in the popular field. Now their GLORIOUS traditions have been topped by the MAGNIFICENT smooth-as-silk ‘Hear! Hear!’
which rode along on a CRESCENDO OF CHEERS last night in the NIXON. Waring propels his vocal and visual excitement into
almost an ECSTATIC RECEPTION. There isn’t a soft spot in this long array but there are many notable ones. I have never heard any¬
thing more VOCALLY POWERFUL or more EMOTIONALLY SATISFYING. It will MAKE HISTORY. For this GREATEST OF
WARING TRIUMPHS.” POST-GAZETTE—“A GRAND SHOW at the Nixon. Meets the eye and the ear on the MOST FAVORABLE
terms, for two and a half hours. GLISTENING PRODUCTION, the STUNNING chorales, the sharp musicianship, the casual humor
and the infinite variety. INVENTIVELY AND LIVELY STAGED. Pick the program at random and something good turns up. It has
been assembled with loving care and devotion by a MASTER CRAFTSMAN who has earned his deanship iii musical Americana."
JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK, POST-JOURNAL—“For the over flow audience which jammed the amphitheatre Monday night’s concert
will long remain a WARM MEMORY. Hollywood and Broadway superlatives—delightful, COLOSSAL, STUPENDOUS_and so forth—
might well be used to describe the three-hour show. It was a WONDERFUL, yes an ENCHANTED evening." ATLANTIC CITY
PRESS—“Fred Waring is IDOLIZED by thousands of music lovers throughout the world."' NEW PHILADELPHIA OHIO TIMES—
“New FRED WARING musical review BIG hit in Canton." JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK, POST-JOURNAL—“An' overflow crowd
JAMMED Chautauqua's Amphitheatre last Monday night to see and hear Fred Waring. It was a highly diverting evening full of
entertainment." LATROBE, PENNSYLVANIA, BULLETIN—“The Nixon Theatre is continuing the SPECTACULAR pace set by ‘The
King and I’ by presenting Fred Waring in ‘Hear! Hear!”' CINCINNATI, OHIO—“FRED WARING came in Wednesday and played
to capacity crowds, more than 10,000 in the night show. FORT WAYNE, INDIANA, JOURNAL-GAZETTE—“Never before in our expenence has an audience more obviously ENJOYED itself." FORT WAYNE NEWS-SENTINEL—“That notoriously frozen substancetrn i°lS!xTa2dienCe_thfed Thursday night when FRED WARING turned up the lights at the Quimby Auditorium."
STAR—‘FRED WARING WAS SENSATIONAL." DOWAGIAC, MICH., DAILY NEWS-“Waring "was TOPS." DES
HiMegiSlerr^3’?00 P61*50118 P.u\led oufc a11 the stops in welcoming FRED WARING’S return. MR. WARING is not only a first
ner
alS0 fn
showman who knows how to mix fun with expertly performed music in a mann®:rJ(° make an audience enjoy both." YANKTON, SOUTH DAKOTA, PRESS—“I wish that everv nerson in the United States
brighthandSm?ln^mi^ ^?ING laSt
^AVENpORT, IOWA, DEMOCRAT—“Deft SHOWMANSHIP. They came out for two
it Lain '’
Masonic Auditorium." BELOIT, WISCONSIN, NEWS—“FRED WARING does
NEENAH WTSCON?TM*'
^SSLWARING deli£hted a large crowd. The show was enthusiastically received."
WAUKEE
don,t know when we have seen a better set of entertainers." MILmade
Jr5URNAL_ WARING show is tops again.” INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, TIMES—“FRED WARING is guy who
been M^iderflh^by both the
and the audience turnout at the Murat last night has
been considerable.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, STAR—“FRED WARING draws two full houses.”

RATING NIGHTS: Nightly Until OCT. 23 in the BIG NEW MUSICAL SHOW
at the ZIEGFELD THEATRE, Broadway, USA, New York
Tour Direction: HARRY D. SQUIRES

’HEAR! HEAR!"

Produced and Directed by FRED WARING
Management: CHARLES WICK
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SPEC(ULATIVE) SHOW BIZ BLUES
Hollywood Has No Statues!
Hollywood, Oct. 'll.
Campaign has started to raise funds for a statue of the late
Will Rogers and his horrfe, Soapsuds, at Hollywood Blvd. and La
Brea, an a small site looking down the boulevard. Project will be
handled by 'the Will Rogers Memorial Assn:
Similar proposals have been made in the past to erect a statue
of the late'David Wark Griffith, film pioneer,’on same plot of
ground, but nothing ever came of it or of many another such
proposal.
Old Hollywood personages are only remembered and
honored by N. Y. book publishers who bring out their memoirs, it
seems.
..
_'__

‘Sebastians CantLose;XolPaying
175G-Plus to Film Legiter After TV
Pre-production deal has been set"
for Columbia Pictures to buy the
screen rights to “The Great Se¬
bastians” for' a $175,000 guarantee,

Glorifying Dem Bums
In 2 Pop Song Paeans

The music business is cashing in
on the Brooklyn Dodgers’ World
Series win.
The indie Jubilee
diskery has rushed into the mar¬
ket a platter tagged
“Johnny
This is the first case of a legit
Podres Has a Halo ’Round His
play having pre-production deals
Head,” and vet tunesmith Willard
covering both pictures and tele¬
Robison (in collaboration with Lou
vision.
Since NBC had already
Paff) has whipped up an item
acquired an option on the video
called “Don’t Take Dem Bums Out
rights under an agreement to sup¬
of Brooklyn.”
ply the $100,000 financing for the
Allen Swift, who collaborated
■ legit production, plus other con¬
with Horace Linsley on the Podres
tingency payments, the film release
paean, cut the disk independently
date is set for three years from the
and peddled it to Jubilee. Podres
• date of the play’s Broadway open¬
is the Dodgers hurler who pitched
ing, whereas ' “Producer’s Show¬
two winning games against the
case” is permitted to do the NBC
Yankees. The Robison tune, based
telecast a year previously.
on the Dodgers’ prospective move
Columbia reportedly has Judy to Jersey City, has not yet been
Holliday and Jack Lemmon in set with a publisher. Peter Lind
' mind for the screen version of the Hayes preemed it over CBS-Radio
Howard
Lindsay-Russel
Crouse last week.
comedy, in which Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontanne will costar on
the stage and are under option (at
$20,000 for both) to repeat their
performances on tele (at $50,000
additional for both).
The NBC
deal also involves an additional
$25,000 fee for tv performance
rights to the play.
plus escalator payments of $1,750

a week during the play’s run, with
a ceiling of $500,000. The deal is
unique in several respects.

As noted in Variety’s story of
two weeks ago, “The Great Sebas¬
tians” marks the entry of tele(Continued

on page 25)

Inside on MacArthur’s
Firing by HST, Due In
Print, Was Nixed for TV
Former President Harry S. Truttian wanted to employ a tv show
to give the dope on why he fired
Gen. Douglas MacArthur as proconsul of Japan and supreme comrnander in the Pacific during the
■Korean “police action.”
He had casually suggested it to
* held man of “Person to person”
rjfn the CBS-TV program was
Y°lectlng data from him at his
ndependence home for his then
:.l^°.ming appearance (with MarKaret Truman as remote interviewCi-pmchhitter for Edward R. Mur(Continued on page 67)

Hotel Gridcasts
SRO With Fans
(Liquor Up Also)

Closed-circuit television entre¬
preneurs apparently have found
the formula to make college foot¬
ball palatable as a boxoffice attrac¬
tion. Attempted on several occa¬
sions previously in theatres on
Saturday afternoons, the intercol¬
legiate contests failed to arouse
public attention and found that
they could not buck the appeal of
comparable games on free home
tv.
Under the leadership of Notre
Dame, however, a method has been
found to make close-circuit foot¬
ball pay off. Appealing mainly to
its authentic graduates and the
legion of subway alumni, ND this
year made arrangements for the
piping of several of its games to
hotel ballrooms.
The first in the series of tele¬
casts was held Friday (7) night,
with a crowd of over 12,000 gath(Continued on page 24)

[ Trend to Europe Not Motivated
Pry By Purposeful Shun of Hollywood
t
Wall Street is sitting out cur¬
rent events in the film industry.
Professional traders,
alternately
high and shy respecting picture
business shares on the N. Y. Stock
Exchange, for the past couple of
months have been taking a waitand-see attitude about investing.
Broker sources, who’ve usually
regarded the pic ’trade as “specu¬
lative,”. this week stated they’re
now awaiting the public reception
of new and unusually expensive
bigscreen films and, as ever, the
effects of television on the theatri¬
cal boxoffice.
TV continues as a key concern
of the Wall Streeters for the rea¬
son that many of them dropped a
bundle when the new medium first
blanketed the country and obvi¬
ously hurt filijis a few years ago.
They want to avoid a repeat of
this. At this point it’s the new
“spectacular” shows that are cue¬
ing the caution among investors—
they want more knowledge of how
these kingsized airers will “take”
before they give film shares any
new investment whirl. In any event all film shares on
the big board have been quiet on
('Continued on page 27)

Henie Off to Moscow;
Hopes to Swap leers

The
“internationalization”
of
the American film industry is con¬
tinuing unabated. Indies particu-

lar1?' a*’e showing marked, and reP
• tt
•
,
c n c . markable, preference for work
Sonja Heme will be one of the first abroad.
entertainers to visit Moscow as a
m,„ _
,
. , TT
post Geneva aftermath.
Skater .
lin£uP of product at Untied
and Morris Chalfen, head of “Holi°Jers Jtron,f <LYldenc? of
day on Ice” shows, are slated to go
!end■ . ]^ax E* Y°ungstein,
to Prague next week, and will then
^l'J;lsts v-P-> makes the
go to Moscow.
Visas have been £omt that
loc£itions in Spain,
granted both.
Miss Henie closes Fiance, England, etc., are selected
Saturday in her icer in Paris.
because they re particularly approWhile in Moscow, Miss Henie f11<de fo1 Hie story material at
and Chalfen will try to arrange a I hand- J^ls0: of. course UA, being
talent exchange in which she will ■ ^nSa2ed only in distributing and
bring in a show to the Soviet cap-! mancing indie product, has no
ital in return for which they’ll: Hollywood studio overhead to consponsor a troupe of Russe ice! sj . •
emphasizes Youngartists or dancers to appear in the stem, it s fantasy to see any “plot”
U. S.
P'‘°duce abroad for the mere
_
purpose of shunning Hollywood.
If

■

I

If

The UA exec returned to N. Y.
j over the past weekend following a
couple of weeks in Europe where
j he quick-checked indie features
being prepared for UA release. He
also engaged in talks looking to
future production for the company in the United Kingdom.

*

Herbert Hoover s j
AlirnnifKT Hour
ifOIlf*
‘Autobiog’
yPI For
rnr NBC-TV
llfjl.* I V i
Set
nPrftPIT rlnnVPlf Q

I

llvl IIVl I llUUVv-1 O
< J|

■

I #

I lUlVUlVg

*

f|

1AVUI

wi
wivt '
Anatole Litvak is now eyeing
Cn|. rA|l Mpf1 jl/ ’ sites in Spain for his next for. UA.
i
The producer has several properf
ties in mind but has yet to got
„ ,
, «
.
.
c
down to the specifics.
Stanley
Herbert Hoover is going from Kramer has COI£pleted organize“elder wise man” on NBC’s 30- ticn of his new setup in Madrid
minute now and then telefilm se¬
se(Continued on page 22)
ries to “elder elder wise man.”
with a full hour of film already ,
canned to bring the former PresiTV
dent into what amounts to definiAllg lUCd 1 ? uilvrl
tive autobiographical focus fit for |
Qi
Ku
i*
kt
a “time capsule” treatment. Since
Washington, Oct. 11.
n n
if
•
Television manufacturing indus¬ he is now past 80, this may be the J
Exec’s
last
“magnum
1)#
^teilt HearillffS
try appears headed for its first ex Chief
3
8,000,000 set year.
Preliminary opus” before the American public.
Washington, Oct. 11.
figures given, out by the Radio- although he is expected to address \
A tv show, “The Big Idea” was
Electronics - TV
Manufacturers the Republican national conven-|
Assn, show that production approx¬ tion in Frisco next year as he has the star attraction at a Senate Juimated 5,750,000 during the first in the past.
i (j]Cjai.y Subcommittee hearing yesnine months of the year, or about
Davidson Taylor, news and pub- j lcrdav (Mon.) to explore the need
25% higher than the same period lie affairs chieftain of NBC, has
of modernizing patent laws to pro¬
of 1954.
had a slotting of 2 to 3 p. m., Sun¬
tect the small inventor. Program,
During the last month, receiver day, Nov. 6. worked out for the
which is syndicated nationally on
output has been running about historic one-shotter He had sent a fil
and carried live on WCAU-TV
190,000 a week. If this rate keeps crew to Hoover s home in Palo Alto | .
„,oc clin,1In
... ..
,
, ■ i in Philadelphia, was shown to the
up for the last quarter—and pros¬
pects are that it will—an 8,000,000 the 1 Hoover^Lbjrary0 C^.r.!
turnout will be achieved.
Revolution and Peace there.
It’s : p
’
Subcommittee Chairman Joseph
The industry’s, nest year was in understood that only a minimum of :
1950 when fear of higher excise the interview, done by the web’s C. O Mahoney (D-Wyo.i and Julian
taxes and prices because of the Ray Henie, longtime friend of i Caplan. counsel for the inquiry,
Korean war caused abnormal de¬ Hoover’s, will deal with his activi- exhibited great interest in the pro¬
and questioned Bennett at
mand. There have been only two ties as President, since it was nec-,
j
length on its impact. Bennett tesother 7,000,000 set years—1954 and
(Continued
(Continued on
on page
page 79)
79)
ti(ied that more than 500 inven1953.
• |
ni
p
•
tions have found their way into

TV Sets’ Peak

!,000,000 in ’55

j

Ahead of the Comics
The gag has proved a hardy
survivor for many years, ah
though the facts have not beezi
literally true for some time
until 1955, so it’s a good guess
■ that comics will again be crack¬
ing at the end of another base¬
ball season:

“Washington—first in war,
first in peace and last in the
American League

Bishop" Sheen,* Songwriter
°

ijull AtirSClIOIl Al

the market a? a result of the pro-

gram. He said that many of the
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen has biggest companies in the nation
added songwriting to his show biz , have become interested in developcredits. The tv personality-author- ! ing inventions seen on the show,

j

cleric has adapted a Fritz Kreisler
Alvin M. Marks, developer of a
1 j
j
Mo
lvrinc ' 3-D motion picture process, admelody and added hs
fS I vocated a priority. system in ~t>he
under the title
Your ^ Whole patent 0ffice on examination of
Heart.”
applications involving important
Song will be used as the theme p-oducts. Other witnesses schedof Bishop Sheen’s “Life Is Worth uled to testify are Dr. Allen B.
Living” show, which bows tomor- DuMont and Dr. Lee De Forrest,
--inventor of the vacuum tube.
row night (Thurs.)' on ABC-TV.
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Difference Between 'Remake’ And
‘Sequel’ Crux of $6,000,000 Suit
In a key legal action which may-*define the limits of control by a
film producer on a literary property, Joseph A. Fields and Jerome
Chodorov, authors of the original
stage and screen versions of "My
Sister Eileen,” filed a $6,000,000
damage suit against Columbia Pictures Corp. yesterday (Tues.) in
N. Y. Supreme Court. Plaintiffs
charged that Columbia had violated a 1941 contract, under which
the studio had bought the film
rights to the "Eileen” play, in its
production of the musical version
of “My Sister Eileen/’ .currently
in release under that title.

Horatio Alger Angles at ‘Variety’

Bearing Diamonds

!

conclusion- of the
^v*
tde
Delmoiuco, N. Y.,
«
8™up was Invited for
» Ration in a suite upstairs
Aftera few drinks the sober
show blzfrs ,then Proceeded
»na P“f
ttqeJ,“t
i,?me of ,tbe , w°r}d Series,
The/ a*p ame,<? Patiently and
>n detaU how the game should
*?®ve been P'ayed to Joe DiMaggio.

tween SSM8K Sid^oiLfe Bogey Tees Off Riotous

.

Pictures revolves around the interC* • pretations of the words, “sequel”
OCTieS Ol iTiarS rCCUS,
- and “remake.” The original 1941
«
m
*111 *i • j
contract stated that “it is agreed
J16I11 lODS 111 Ad LlDlQOS
that
notwithstanding
anything
herein elsewhere contained, the
_
, By JOE .tOH?N
purchaser (Columbia) shall not
Broadway weathered a minor
have the rights to produce any crlsls
week (Wed.) with the
•sequels1." The same, contract start of the series of Friars'lunchstated that "it being agreed, of eons at the Hotel Delmomco, N Y.,
course, that any remakes thereof the,
f„or H,umphr,ey Bo~
gart. With the departure of some
shall not constitute a sequel.”
Chodorov and Fields, through «f tbe top CPmedJ ‘al“ta to °|e
their attorney, Corbin, Bennett & Coast some feared that the qual_ - _
^itxr r\¥ fhAco c^inHicfc wVnnh natro
Delehanty, contend that the new¬ ity of these shindigs, which have
est version of “My Sister Eileen” been some of the funniest sessions
does not constitute a remake since ever delivered before stag audi¬
(1) “one production (1942) is dra¬ ences, would be progressively low¬
matic and the other (1955) is mu¬ ered.
Such is not the case. After this
sical”; (2) “characters are changed
and eliminated”; (3) “the charac¬ terrific start, Broadway can claim
ters participate in new and differ- some of the greatest ad lib talent
cut events”; and (4) "the story is in the country at this moment, and
substantially different.” The com- lpdS‘n? f™m .«>« youngsters on
plaint contains a detailed analysis
dais, it will be that way for
of the script and plot, alleging dif- yea^®'
,
„„ +>,<, a.-.
ferences between the original . Bogart, whom, many on the dais
"Eileen" and the current musical including Maurice Chevalier and
version
Charles Coburn,
have admired
‘Remake’?
since they were little boys,” is the
In the definition of'the meaning subject of much publicity lately,
of "remake” in the original pact, ?e and Baby (Lauren Bacall) were
around which the case is expected *n important film openings that
to revolve, the contract reads; day, and both came In for toastings
"The term 'remake' as used herein apd
s2™ of
shall be deemed to signify a photo- sharpest wits on the Stem. The
play that retells substantially the
peached a climax m ribaldry
same story as was depicted in the
d Jinny
occasion was the
prior motion picture version which
surprise oitne occasion was tne
v
F^
toastmastering of Red Buttons, who
(Continued on page 67)
was nothing short of superb. The
J
~
laughs and the pace were clocked
STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE with precision. The air of sponACT OF AUGUST 24th, 1912, AS taneity prevailed* even if Buttons
AMENDED BY THE ACTS OF sometimes referred t« some henMARCH 3, 1933, AND JULY 2, scratchings on cards.
1946. (Title 39, United States
Greetings to the assemblage were
Code, Section 233,) showing the v
Harrv Delf
Friar*;’ dpan
ownership, management and clrcur
i
” ?ea?’
lation of Variety, published week- an<*
Lewis, the organization s
ly at New York, N. Y., for Octo(Continued on page 64)
ber 1, 1955.
-1. The*
The names and addresses of VIB1IQ DI7DDKI7 171AAPC
the
ne publisher, editor, managing edi- YifiUiJ IUjI lYltjjb JTLlH/IliJ
rLUUliiJ
tor,
OATITT
AIIFIP PPTP
nrim
or, and business manager, are: PubAIIAP

FRANK DE VOL
Composed and Conducted Music for
U.A.’s “The Big Knife.”
Colgate Variety Hour on NBC-TV.
Preparing — for
TV — “DO
YOU
TRUST YOUR WIFE?” starring
EDGAR BERGEN, “BETTY WHITE
SHOW.”
Watch for Oklahoma Salute from
Hollywood Bowl Oct. 16 on Colgate
Variety Hour.
. D.Js. in San Franciso and Los An¬
geles. See you soon.

U. S. Vidpix Eyeing
Argentine Market
Rio de Janiero, Oct. 11.
Overthrow of the Peron-govern¬
ment in Argentina may at last
open the doors of that country to
American telefilm product. When
and if that does happen, the first
American firm likely to be in on
the act is Ziv Television Programs,
which has nine series comprising
about 550 program hours dubbed
or about to be dubbed in Spanish.
Well aware of its advantage, Ziv
has Millard Segal, v.p. of the
company’s international division,
poised here ready to fly to Buenos
Aires as soon as he receives clear¬
ance from the new Lonardi gov¬
ernment in Argentina.
Argentina has had a television
setup fo£ some time, but it was
subject to the strictest government
(Continued on page 27)

JESSEL FOOTNOTES
CANTOR’S ‘GREATS’

Hollywood.
Editor, Variety:
In my very dear friend Eddie
Cantor’s choice of all-time greats,
Yw
I believe there have been several
Editor—Abel
'ditor—Abel Green, 154 West 46th
Winnipeg, Oct. 11.
street. New York 36, N. Y.
Sophie Tucker was stricken with great great talents that didn’t
Managing
Managing Editor—Robert J. Landry. a recurrence of a virus ailment come to his mind. Of course every¬
154 West 46th Street, New York 36, an(j rushed to St. Boniface Hos- thing is relative and everything is
N: Y_ . ,
pital here, where she has been
Placed under restrictions by phy- as it appeals to each one of us. I
154 West 46th street, New
sj;(,ians She
11'w York
IU,r- 36, sicians.
She has
has been
been ordcreg
ordered J
to think the greatest all-around comic
was Willie Howard. The greatest
The owner is: Variety, Inc., rest for three or four weeks.
Her brother Moe flew from New comedienne was Bea Lillie. The
154 West 46th St., New York 36,
N. Y.; Syd Silverman, 154 West 46th York to be at her bedside and ar- greatest high comedian was Ray¬
St., New York 36, N. Y.; Estate of rangements are being considered mond Hitchcock.
The . greatest
Sime Silverman, 154 West 46th St., to move her to Los Angeles where American low comedians were
Sam Bernard and Marie Dressier.
«e,wJ01?
?£vN'c-7';T?aroliE,ric^’
9he
can
continue
the
required
154 West 46th St., New York 36, rest cure
Also don’t forget the Marx Bros.
N. Y.; Abel Green, 154 West 46th
Soph, who was playing the San
And as far as tragedians are con¬
St., New York 36, N. Y.
Carlos Casino here, had been cerned you cannot leave out Ger¬
3. The known bondholders, mort- cMioHniori
+u’ -d"*! „ u V
ald
Du Maurier and Jacob P. Ad¬
gagees and other security holders
t0 pla/ tJ?e BeXty.
1
owning or holding 1 per cent, or
NBC spectacular Oct. 25. ler. Also, my dear friend, Mr. Can¬
more of total amount of bonds, mort- There is an outstide chance, it was tor, neglected to name a. very dear
gages, or other securities are: None, reported, that she may be able to friend of his,
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in make the date.
George Jessel
cases where the stockholder or se■ -curity holder appears upon the books JJQW j\I04
T\r;n
(Let this be the finale to “The
of the company as trustee or in any
lu “VIA JrrtJ&b
Show Biz Hall of Fame.” Obvious¬
other fiduciary relation, the name of
FriPTlflci fnr
the person or corporation for whom
A f IieilQb Ior LfKianoma ly there will be addenda, nomina¬
such trustee is acting; also the stateAdvance press screening of the tions, disputes. Cantor envisioned
ments in the two paragraphs show Todd-AO “Oklahoma” at the Ri- controversy but felt that he; as
the affiant’s full knowledge and be- voli Theatre, N.Y., Monday (10) one of the few half-century active
.lief as to the circumstances and con- morning at 10 a.m., resulted in a vets, had a sufficiently matured
Y?ich stockholders snafu that left some of the scribes vantage point. He was specific in
looear uinn ih?
n0t plenty hot under their typewriters, virtually all the whyfores of his
pany as^rusWes*^ hold £stock and Vexation seemed to be reflected in candidates for the “Hall of Fame.”
securities in a capacity other than the hyper-critical appraisals of the —Ed.)
that of a bona fide owner.
new process.
a
5. The average number of copies
0nly single tickets were doled
of each issue of this publication -Out, and some of the press corps
sold or distributed through the mails didn’t get any. At least one top
or otherwise, to paid subscribers columnist was overlooked altogeth.NBC-TV. is playing it strictly
u}2 mo/lths preceding er. One scribe, calling to get info with the big ones on talent compo¬
sition for its “Producers Showcase”
spec Nov. 14. In addition to a load
daily, weekly, semi-weekly and tri¬
press rep who didn’t even know of others for the “second annual”
weekly newspapers only.)
the size of the screen. He describ¬ Overseas Press Club kudosing, the
Harold Erichs,
ed it as “big” and footnoted, “I’m web will have a one-two punch in
Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before ,10 engineer.1
Irving Berlin and Gary Cooper.
me this 28th day of September, 1955, I Press courtesies for the show- It’s stressed that they’ll perform,
Sidney Bernstein
i ing last night (Tues.) ran into sim- not merely take bows.
Notary Public 31-0272825
j ilar snags. Lead reviews praised
Also just booked for the 90mVWurA but
Vinf took
+r\r\Ir a generally
iq-7 ? commission expires March 30, J1 tVlA
the picture
minuter are Martha Raye and Car¬
xyoL)' ‘
. *
' "
dim view of the process.
man Amaya.
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SOPH; REST CURE SET

Human nature goes for human
nature. People most like people.
This is' no discovery but it’s been
brought home anew by the reac¬
tion of our readers to those of
these Page 2 reprises at 50 which
have thrown the spotlight on the
oddities, quirks and quaint person¬
alities in the story of this paper’s
first half-century. - The biggest
quirk of all perhaps is that not
until now, in the Golden Jubilee
Year, have living staffers ever been
X-rayed.
Heretofore a Variety
staffer had to be dead, or married,
to get a personal mention.'
For example, the president-treas¬
urer-business manager of Variety,
Harold Erichs, is an untold story.
Originally a lanky blonde office
boy, he is now a lanky blonde vet¬
eran of the publishing wars, hav¬
ing worked for grandfather, father
and grandson in the Silverman
family succession as have such
other stewards as Editor Abel
Green, Managing Editor Robert J.
Landry, assistant treasurer Betty
Brown, assistant .secretary Jess
Freeman, and our Hollywood chief,
Joe Schoenfeld.
So it violates a principle to
which a Golden Jubilee exception
is being taken to get so personal
about personnel. To round out the
grandfather-father-son club, oth¬
ers who belong include our produc¬
tion manager, Murray Rann; our
circulation superintendent, Edward
J. McCaffery; Mike Wear, our finan¬
cial writer; George Gilbert, one of
the band of bright office boys who
matured into a valued all-rouqder.
1On the advertising staff, Lester
'Jacob, Dorothy Hirsch and Irma
JLema have worked for the three
<generations of ownership.
Another bevy of veterans asso¬
1ciated with the paper are the.
:senior men at the Rogowski chapel
;on Pearl St. where Variety has
been printed for 35 years. Under
general foreman August Ehrle
they
include Lorenzo Hosman, Rene
|
Tis, Carl Feibel, Allen Olmstead,
Percy Secor, Sidney Ferman, Wil¬
liam Bown, Lawrence Casazza,
John Nettuno, Casper Stumpf,
William Feibel (son), Walter Hay¬
ward, Joseph Fiore, Samuel Pawa,
Edward Reichert, Pat Del Vecchio,
Otto Hunt.
The GalS
One recalls Sue. Morgan who
single-handed ran the switchboard
for 33 years, supporting a sick hus¬
band much of the time. And Danny
Bachman who probably knocked on
the dressing room door of every
vaudeville act that played Chi¬
cago between the two World Wars.
1 And Courtenay Allison, a pretty
flapper from Westchester, whom
Sime assigned to dig interviews
and who stumbled innocently
upon, and duly interviewed, some
of the most unsavory or screwy
characters ever to hit Broadway,
including one self-announced pro¬
ducer who advertised in the dailies
for showgirl types who wanted to
be dramatic actresses. The guy’s
kick was having them “rehearse”
a scene from the supposed stage
script which called for him to
spank them.
Besides a penchant far writing
pieces kidding office boysj founder
Sime Silverman was a notable

| sponsor of such youngsters. As ev '
plained, he picked Johnny 0’ConI%]
nor out of a vaude house in th*^
Bronx when Johnny was an usher
He liked Harold Erichs because he
paid attention, he remembered he
emulated example. Sime himself
used to schedule the ads and lav
out the paper for the printers
every week until he Was late one
day and found the work all done
by young Erichs. After that he
never bothered. •
Office Boy’s DeLuxe Vacation
A classic story of the old days
when the Silverman family sum¬
mered at the Thousand Islands
was a telegram received by Hattie’
holidaying from her chores as
Variety’s
fashion commentator
“The Skirt,” which stated that
Sime was sending a sick friend up
to the Silverman place by chauffeur for a two-week rest. When
the sick friend arrived Hattie and
Sid were a trifle surprised to find
it-Was a Variety office boy.
Sime’s habit of not looking up
and mumbling instructions into his
papers used to petrify some of the
office boys who tried to guess, with
comic results already reported,
what • he wanted. A number of
office boys were hired because
Sime was nuts in the early years
about baseball and put a Variety
team in the field, he himself han¬
dling centrefield. On one occa¬
sion Sime and the late Joshua
Lowe (Jolo) who later took ovei
Variety’s
London office (which
Jess Freeman opened in 1909)
came after the same fly-ball and
(Continued on page 79)

Folies-Bergere History '
Not All Nudes & Skittles
In Paul Derval’s Memoir
By GENE MOSKOWITZ
Paris, Oct. 4.
Two new books have just shown
here, on the past and present of
the music hall scene, which shape
as neat collector’s items for all
those interested in this colorful
aspect, of show biz, as weH f°r the
layman who has a place in his
heart for the Folies-Bergere and
vaude in general. They are Paul
Derval’s “Folies-Bergere” and “His*
toire Du Musichall,” compiled by
the Academie Du Cirque Et
Du Musichall on various aspects
of the vaude growth in Paris
and its Unique practitioners. Bbth
are well illustrated.
“Folies,”
put out by Editions de Paris, sells
for $2, while “Musichall,” in a hard
cover edition (also Editions De
Paris) sells for $4. Both are due
in English versions and may soon
appear in the U. S.
Derval, head of the Folies-Ber¬
gere since 1919, engagingly out¬
lines his life and* times in this
bright revue house which has be¬
come a symbol for the lush, lavish
and nude the world over. As he
says, he was not born there but his
whole life was colored and influ¬
enced by it. After a brief history
of the Folies through its days as
a musichall and then the phase of
(Continued on page 79)
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Industry Itself Schools Censors?
Exhibitors in some parts of the country'are in a sense inviting
censorship, a western theatreman visiting N. Y. said last week.
He related that, in his part of the country, • more and more
local exhibs and managers were inviting women’s clubs, church
groups and the like to “preview” screenings, urging them to give
their opinions about the'pictures.
“I think it’s just plain foolishness and creating an open door
for censors,” he said. “From courtesy to ‘must’ isn’t a very big
step, and in some places it’s already been taken, I am the first
one to agree that the customers deserve every consideration,
but only after the picture has opened, not before.”
He said he knew of at least one instance in which a group had
been invited to “preview” a film and had gone on to protest it
with such a loud voice that the exhibitor elected to yank it from
his sked.

Indie Producers Forced to Put Studio
Crew Leaders Under Contract Lock
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
4
Independents
making
motion
pictures for either theatre of tele¬
vision are compelled to put key
production personnel under con¬
tract, states Jack Gross, co-owner
with Phil Krasne of California
Studios. Today’s production prob¬
lems do not revolve entirely around
the scarcity of name actors but
a scarcity of dependable produc¬
tion crews, added Gross.
“To keep our production crews
from ■ being lured away, to other
companies we have to put them un¬
der year long contracts” he said.
“Independent companies such as
ours, that have a steady line of
production going at all times, can't
afford to lose experienced crew¬
men.
If we do, we’re constantly
losing production time and costs
breaking in new men.”

A Store for Kupferman
When Theodore R. Kupfer¬
man, general counsel and veepee of Cinerama Productions
Corp., campaigns for justice
of the New York State Su¬
preme Court under the GOP
banner, he’ll have a chance to
mind the store at the same
time.
Kupferman’s campaign com¬
mittee. headed by Joseph A.
Macchia, of Loew’s legal de¬
partment, has taken over an
empty
store
for
campaign
headquarters.
It’s- located on
Broadway just opposite the
Warner Theatre where “Cine¬
rama Holiday” is currently
playing.

The production exec also de¬
scribed the current shortage-ofspace upcry by Hollywood pro¬
ducers as “bunk.” California stu¬
dios, he declared, at present have
plenty of space availability for any
production companies that need it.
“In fact.” said Gross, “our stu¬
dio is equipped with nine stages
and we’d welcome three or more
additional clients.”
Gross also expanded, on his fu¬
ture theatrical film plans by dis¬
Jed Harris and Michael Myerclosing that he and Krasne are berg, who formed a partnership
planning on making a minimum of early this year to engage in film
eight pix a year with budgets, vary¬ and legit production, have spliting from $150,000 to $1,000,000 unamicably. Disagreements cropped
per film.
In addition to “Please up in the course of their first joint
Murder Me” which toplines Angela enterprise, the film adaptation of
Lansbury and Raymond Burr, now the
television
program,
“Pat¬
terns,” and as a result each is
(Continued on page 7)
going his separate way.

Harris-Myerberg
Briefly Teamed;
Rub Out Credit

Columbia’s Manila Sales
Conrenion Oct. 29 Marks
Growth in Foreign Areas
Columbia has set its first Far
East convention, to be held in
Manila beginning Oct. 29 with
Lacy W, Kastner, president of
Columbia Pictures International,
presiding. Kastner is now visiting
the Orient.
Col’s business volume in the Far
East has been making marked prog¬
ress in recent years, prompting
the international conclave. Joining
Kastner in Manila will be delegates
from 10 territories along with Ber¬
nard E. Zeeman, Col International
treasurer; Lawrence H. Lipskin,
assistant to Kastner, and Michael
Bergher, v.p. and Far East super¬
visor. Following this huddle, Berg¬
her and the N. Y. execs will pro¬
ceed to a Tokyo meeting with Col’s
personnel in Japan.
Prior to taking off for the Orient,
Kastner spent a week in Holly¬
wood for talks with Col prez Harry
Cohn and to see new product.

JOE RIVKIN'S NEW DUTIES
Will Build Contract Talent Roster
For Allied Artists
Joseph Rivkin, onetime general
manager of Wald-Krasna produc¬
tions and assistant to Allied Ar¬
tists v.p. Harold Mirisch for the
last two years, named executive
^ent head for AA as of Monday
Binkin’s initial assignment is to
build a contract talent roster for
the firm.

While Harris and Myerberg were
to function as co-producers of the
picture, only Myerberg is being
given, or taking, the producer's
credit line. Lensed in Brooklyn's
old Vitagraph Studio, “Patterns”
was financed and will be distribut¬
ed by United Artists.
Harris recently picked up the
American rights to a Thornton
Wilder play and it was made clear
that Myerberg was not included
in .plans for its presentation. Myer(Continued on page 24)

N. T. INDIE UNITS
'TILL’ M-G DEAL
By LEONARD TRAUBE
In the socalled marriage of Hol¬
lywood to tv, as universally, money
talks. So far, the tie that binds
has been a loose or spasmodic ar¬
rangement. . But this week Metro
entered into a deal with a major
television producer-packager that,
even if it doesn't start a trend, is
clearly “revolutionary” in several
facets.
To begin with, it’s the first time
that M-G has set up a totally out¬
side organization in this country to
bring in a picture—with more en¬
visaged options. And that organi¬
zation happens to be a television
firm, Talent Associates, but not by
coincidence. The film in question
will be “A Man Is Ten Feet Tail,”
by Robert Alan Aurthur, presented
as the final offering in Philco’s “TV
Playhouse a week ago Sunday (2).
Talent Associates is involved
only insofar as its two principals
are concerned, prexy A1 Levy and
exec v.p.-producer David Susskind.
They and playwright Aurthur have
set up Jonathan Productions (after
Aurthur's seven-year old son), fi¬
nanced by Metro to bring in the
(Continued on page 22)

‘Outside’ Producer
Upbeat at Warners

itnesses So Far Fail to Beef Up
Government Allegations in 16m Case
RKO Bids for Stories
Despite
the reports that
RKO has no present plans for
production under its own ban¬
ners, the studio is busy dick¬
ering for two properties. One
is Robert- Dozier’s “Deal a
Blow,” originally telecast on
the CBS-TV Climax series.
Allied Artists and Paramount
also have entered bids for
this property.
RKO also is negotiating for
“Pocahontas O’Toole,” filmusical being packaged by Johnny
Maschio with Maureen O’Sul¬
livan as star.
Sammy Fain
and
Paul
Francis Webster
are working on the score.

20th Technicians
To Push Gcope
Abroad: Skouras
In line with its aim to stimulate
the production of Cinemascope
pictures overseas. 20th-Fox plans
to make technical advisers avail¬
able to producers abroad. Spyros
P. Skouras. 20th nrexy, disclosed
in N.Y. yesterday (Tues.) following
his return from a nine-week Far
Eastern trip.

With less than a handful of pro¬
A half dozen technicians are
ducers and directors on its own
contract roster, Warner Bros, is re-, now in training at the Coast studio.
lying on top outside creative talent. They will be able to assist produc¬
An all-studio picture today is a ers on every technical aspect of
rarity.
C’Scope production, from camera
In addition to Fred Zinnemann. to stereophonic sound. In return
who joined the studio last week as for helping shoulder part of the
producer-director of his own film negative cost. 20th will be cut in
for WB release, the company's list on a share of the profits of such
of creative talent includes Leland films.
Hayward,
Billy Wilder,
Alfred
Cinemascope pix are successful
Hitchcock. Mervyn LeRoy, George all over the Far East and their
Stevens, Elia Kazan, John Ford, local production should keep pace
William A. Wellman and John with theatre installations which
Huston. While not all under ex- are running to around 13.000 out(Continued on page 27)
(Continued on page 66)

National Boxoffice Survey
Trade Better; ‘Hell* Again No. 1, ‘Men* Close 2d,
‘Holiday* 3d, ‘Alley* 4th, ‘Brunettes* 5th

Release of new, strong product
many key cities covered by
Variety this session is boosting biz
generally, Firstruns having to con¬
tent themselves with secondary
fare, however, continue to find the
going very rough at* boxoffice.
Cooler weather in many sections
of country figured as a plus factor.
“To Hell and Back” (U), which
was No. 1 last week, again is fin¬
ishing with some 16 big play dates.
Pic is smash to great even in ho’dover engagements, in some in¬
stances pacing key cities even
though in second weeks. “Tall
Men” (20th) is a close second at
the wickets currently, as this opus
was released in numerous addi¬
tional keys.
“Cinerama
Holiday”
(Indie),
Long standing suit between Pickford-Lasky Productions Inc and second last round, is capturing
Favorite Films Corp. over distri¬ third money this session. “Blood
bution rights to two 1936 United Alley” (WB), third a week ago, is
Artists releases, “The Gap Despera¬ winding up fourth.
“Gentlemen Marry Brunettes”
do” and “One Rainy Afternoon.”
was settled and discontinued in (UA) is moving up to fifth posi¬
tion
with some stout to brisk show¬
N. Y. Supreme Court last week.
ings. Right behind in sixth spot is
P-L charged that Favorite violated
“Trial” (M-G), playing in some 10
a five-year release deal by market¬
key cities. Film opens at N.Y.
ing the films after the pact expired
in 1951. In addition, it was claimed Music Hall this week.
that Favorite refused to return the
prints.
Under an order signed by Jus¬
tice James B. M. McNally PickGOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
ford-Lasky was granted an injunc¬
tion forever restraining Favorite
from using the pictures. Settle¬
ment also saw Favorite surrender¬
ing all prints plus paying mone¬
tary damages. Amount was not re¬
vealed.
Favorite stated that suit
1*05-1155
“involved rights to television dis¬
tribution under a broad distribu¬
tion grant. . . . Favorite has turned
all rights back to Pickford-Lasky.”
in

Two 1936 Features Are
Restored by N. Y. Court
To Pickfo r d-Lasky Corp.

PfoilETY

“Ulysses” (Par) is taking seventh
money although a bit uneven on
its current engagements.
“Left
Hand of God” (20th), fourth last
stanza, is landing in eight place.
“I Am Camera” (DCA) is perk¬
ing up this week via a batch of
fresh
playdates,
and
finishing
ninth. “To Catch a Thief” (Par),
long high on list, rounds out the
Top 10 winners. Pic has completed
a majority of its big key city en¬
gagements, its coin this round
representing scattered extendedrun dates. “Phenix City Story”
(AA) and "Marty” (UA) are the
runner-up films.
“Desperate Hours” (Par) shapes
socko on its preem dale in N.Y.
“Desert Sands” (UA), also new, is
mild in L.A. “Illegal” (WB) is I
mainly on the fair to dull side |
currently. “Lucy Gallant” (Par) is j
rated smash In Philly.
|
“7 Cities of Gold” (20th) is lag-!
ging tills session, with numerous j
fair to light showings. "Night of'
Hunter” (UA) also is inclined to j
be spotty although nice in Frisco
at d okay in Balto.
j
“Mister Roberts" (WB). fine in ;
Chi on extended-run. looks stout j
in Toronto. “The Shrike” (U).
looks lusty in Omaha, okay in Min¬
neapolis and fair in Indianapolis.
“Summertime” <UA) looms stout
in Balto and okay in Washington.
“African Lion” (BV) still is big in
Chi and N.Y. “Female on Beach"
(U) looks nice In Detroit.
“Always • Fair Weather” (M-G),
lively In N.Y. and Philly, is sock
in Toronto. “We’re No Angels”
(Par) shapes tall In Minneapolis.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports
on Pages 10-11)

Los Angeles, Oct. 11.
Having made little headway with
a parade of seven witnesses,'the
government will introduce more
documentary evidence today (Tues.)
in a final effort to prove its charges
that the majors conspired to keep
16 millimeter product off televi¬
sion.
Government’s side of the
antitrust suit is expected to wind
up tomorrow night and many of
the subpoenaed witnesses appar¬
ently will not be called.
Final witness called by the gov¬
ernment was Howard A. McDon¬
nell, vice president of Republic,
who flatly denied that there has
been any agreement at a COMPO
meeting in 1951 to keep the nar¬
row guage product away from tele-vision stations.
McDonnell said
the subject was only one of 13 dis¬
cussed at the COMPO meeting in
question.
Besides, he added,-Republic had
made arrangements as early as
May 1951 to release some of its
old pictures to television.
Under cross-examination by de¬
fense attorney Maeklin Fleming,v
McDonnell emphasized that “as far
as I know there was no agreement,
formal or informal,” to prevent
(Continued on page 18)

Zinnemann’s Deal Leaves
WB Cast, Script Dictate;
Ducks All-Out for 55m.
Under his new deal with Warnci Bros., Fred Zinnemann will
produce and direct two pictures
over a five-year period. The ar¬
rangement is a non-exclusive one
and allows Zinnemann to take on
outside assignments as long as he
meets his WB commitment. Pro¬
ducer-director, who is in New' York
for the opening of the Todd-AO
“Oklahoma!” (which he directed),
revealed that he will have a par¬
ticipation in the pictures similar to
the deals the film, company has
(Continued on page 66)
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Paul Terry, Now 68, Hails Cartoons
As Medium, But Not Full Length;
His 1,180 Films All Made in East

Audition:

Cartoonist*!

Hollywood, Oct. 11.
A new kind of Hollywood
audition gets underway here
next week when William
Hanna and Joseph Barbera be¬
gin looking over artists who
can handle cartoon work.
Technicians are needed to ful¬
fill the doubled schedule orig¬
inated at Metro where the an¬
nual output of cartoons has
been raised from nine to 18.
Cartoon department is add¬
ing a second unit to h'airdle
the extra work but the prob¬
lem of finding proper person¬
nel is complicated by the fact
that commercial cartoon films
have signed most experienced
artists in town.

t

New York Sound Track

Jack Cohn, prez of the Motion picture Pioneers, points out that some
vet film industryites will be muffing an opportunity to attend the
group’s 17th annual showmanship dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria Nov
4 if they fail to submit application for membership by Oct. 21. Sole
requirement to enter the fold is for the applicant to have been en¬
gaged in either production, distribution, exhibition or laboratory mo¬
Some people think they’re doing
tion picture work for 25 years or more. Membership blanks may be
pretty well celebrating one anni¬
obtained by writing directly to Pioneer Headquarters, 729 7th Ave
versary in a year. PaulfT!£T^ vfn
New York 19, N. Y.
”
cartoonist, has three of them in
Annual lampoon of the film industry occurs at Movie Page Ball to
1955.
.
t
be held at the Hotel Pierre, Oct. 14 by the N. Y. Screen Publicists
It’s 50 years ago this year that
Guild. Event is the third in a series held by the -SPG which repre¬
he joined the San Francisco Bulle¬
sents publicity and advertising staffers at 20th-Fox, Warner Bros
tin as an artist-photographer; 40
Columbia, United Artists, and Universal. This is also the 15th anni
O.
W.
Fischer,
signed
by
Uni¬
years ago that he found his calling
of the SPG. Ball committee is headed by UA’s George Nelson who is
and started turning out the ani¬ versal to appear in' Hollywoodbeing assisted by Ira Tulipan, Harold Rand, Joe Hyams, and A1 Men¬
mated Terrytoons and a quarter of made films, will be seen in the
delsohn. Harry Hochfeld of 20th is Guild prexy. Original show will
a century ago that he established United States in two German pro¬
be written, produced, and enacted by SPG members.
ductions
before
he
makes
his
first
his plant in New Rochelle, N. Y.,
picture
for
the
American
film
Pine Thomas has lined up three productions, “Nightmare,” “Lincoln
and started making cartoons for re¬
McKeever” and "The. Mountains Have No Shadow,” for United Artists
lease by 20th-Fox. He’s been with company.
release
. . . Jack Cummings to Tokyo to scout locations for Metro’s
U
has
acquired
the
distribution
the same distrib ever since.
version of “The Teahouse of the August Moon” . . . Macdonald Carey
Terry, now 68, considers the cai- rights to the German-made “Por¬
and
Rhonda
Fleming will play leads in “Odonga,” to be filmed by
trait
of
an
Unknown
Woman,”
star¬
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
toons the cream of the short sub¬
Warwick Productions in East Africa for Columbia release . . . Jane
ject and one of the most powerful ring Fischer, and Warner Bros,
Despite
a
growing
shortage
of
Wyman and Rossano Brazzi will tandem in Universal's “Unfinished
media of communications in the will handle the worldwide distri¬
cartoon manpower, Warner Bros. Symphony” and Gary Cooper and Audrey Hepburn in William Wilder’s
world but he says "I don’t see any bution of “As Long As- You’re
place for those combination live- Near,” starring Fischer and Maria Cartoons will continue to turn out "Ariane,” both next year.
Jose Greco’s troupe will do a Spanish, sequence in “Around the
action and animation films. I can t Schell, also a popular European 30 cartoons a year plus an occa¬
Both U and WB plan to
World in . 80 Days” . . . New indie company, Charles Margin Produc¬
think of any that were outstanding star.
sional outside subject, cartoon top¬ tions, will make five feature films, starting, with “Death of a Scoun¬
dub
the
pictures
for
distribution
successes. And, furthermore, I m
per Edward Selzer reported as the drel,” but no release deal set.
opposed to feature-length cartoons. in the U. S. market.
division moved into its new quar¬
Natalie Wood, 17-year-old Warner Bros, starlet, recalled from pro¬
I never made one. They’re like
ters on the Warner lot. Cartoon motional chores on “Rebel Without a Cause” for a role in the com¬
giving you a dish of ice cream on a
section had worked out of the old pany’s “Kings Row” telepix series . . . Dore Schary to ^peak before
huge platter. They don’t sustain
Warner Sunset Studios for the last the. convention of the Audit Bureau of Circulation at the Drake Hotel
interest regardless of how good
11 years.
in Chicago on Oct. 20 . . . Don Mankiewicz, who adapted his novel
they are.”
Commercial cartoon firms, busy “Trial” for the screen; to the Coast to work on the script of “The Big
Columbia had net earnings of with videoblurbs, have lured away Sin” for Metro.
Terry thinks he’s the only pro¬
ducer to have turned out 1,100 $4,948,000, equal to $5.64 per experienced personnel with higher
Theodora Productions, headed by Cornel Wilde, bought “Comeback,”
films without ever setting a pro- share of common stock, for its fis¬ pay, Selzer reported. Unit now has an original by James Edmiston . . . Metro assigned Vincente Minnelli
cal year ended last June 25, Harry approximately 100 employes.
to direct the screen version of “Tea and Sympathy” which Pandro S.
Cohn, president, reported over
Next outside subject the divi¬ Berman will produce .next year with Deborah Kerr and John Kerr
past week. It’s a substantial sion will tackle is a one-reeler heading the cast . . . Raymond Burr and Lester Salkow formed Bursal
DANES’ DISNEY DAZE the
gain over the net earnings of $3,- tagged “90 Days Wondering,” Productions to make three indie features: “Listen World,” “The Black
,
By VICTOR SKAARUP
595,000, or $4.01 per common which the Army will use for re¬ Wind” and “The Day the Sky Went Out of Its Mind.”
share, for fiscal 1954.
Copenhagen, Oct. 11.
cruitment purposes.
Avon Publications issuing a 60,000-word paperback biography titled
Walt Disney product has
The common per-share earnings
“Liberace.” Written by columnist Leo Guild, tome will hit the market
been highly visible here of
were computed after preferred
at the same time as Liberace’s Warner Bros, film, “Sincerely Yours.”
late. “The Vanishing Prairie”
stock dividends and on the basis
James Mulvey, Goldwyn prexy and part owner of the Brooklyn Dodg¬
clicked off seven weeks at the
of 833,034 shares outstanding at
ers, had the baseball club management put up “Guys” and “Dolls”
1.350-seat Palladium. With the
the end of each period. Since last
signs to identity the men’s and ladies rooms during the World Series
end of the long run of the CirJune 25, the Col board voted a
games at Ebbets Field. . . .
kus Schumann the World Cin¬
five-for-four split, raising the out¬
Further tax reduction in the amusement field will not be considered
Suit
brought
by
Richard
Carroll
ema is reverting to films with
standing common to 1,041,293 to restrain three distributors from by the House Ways and Means Committee which opened two weeks
“20,000 Leagues Under the
shares.
of
hearings last week. While the sessions will deal with excises, they
releasing
“I
Conquer
the
Sea,”
Sea,” with Danish subtitles.
produced and distributed in 1935 will involve technical and administrative problems. Tentative list of
Booked by Mrs. Ellen Nielsen,
witnesses
include nobody from the entertainment business, although
by
Academy
Pictures,
was
settled
HEART
OF
SHOW
BUSINESS
the Disney rep in Copenhagen.
and discontinued last week during there will be representatives of coin operated devices and bowling
Meanwhile the Metropole is
British Footage Going Into Variety a hearing before Federal Judge alleys.
planning a six-week Christmas
Sidney Kramer, RKO short subjects sales chief and general man¬
Irving R. Kaufman. Terms of . the
Clubs' Special Film
Looking of Disney shorts plus
ager of the RKO Ptfthe subsidiary, reportedly is in line for the job
settlement were undisclosed.
“The Lady and the Tramp,”
of foreign sales manager of the parent company. Edwin L. Smith
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Carroll,
who
claims
he
owns
the
with dubbed voices in Danish.
Specially-lensed footage of the rights to “Sea,” charged Favorite Jr. has vacated the spot to join Allied Artists. Kramer, who’s an at¬
Coincident with the forego¬
work done at the Welsh Home for Films with wrongfully distributing torney, has concerned himself in past with print, laboratory and short
ing, “The Ballad of Davy
„
Blind Children has been sent here the picture in the 35m market, Nu- subject activities at RKO.
Crockett,” with a local trans¬
George Nelson, chief publicity writer at United Artists homeoffice
by James Carreras, chief Barker Art Films with handling it in the
lation is a best seller as pub¬
becomes
general
manager
of
Ursula
Halloran
Associates,
public
rela¬
of London Variety Club and 16m field and tv while Joan of Arc
lished by Moerks Forland and
prexy of Exclusive Films, and Pictures allegedly released 16m tions firm ... At a dinner he threw in N. Y. last week for the foreign
recorded by the three disk
managers of the American companies, John Evans, a director and chair¬
Terry Ashwood, head of British versions in the Middle East.
companies. The book house
Pathe, for inclusion in the special
Based upon a story by Carroll, man of the exec committee of Australia’s Greater Union Theatres,
of Gutenberghus which has
7,000-foot feature which Variety “Sea” started Stanley Morner and stressed his country’s growing potential as a market for American
had a big success with “An¬
films. Within a decade, Australia’s population should double and reach
Clubs International has ordered Steffi Duna.
ders And” (the local name for.
around 20,000,000, he said. Later, he acknowledged that the impact
for release next year. Film, “The
_Donald—Duokl—is-bringing-Qul
of Cinemascope and the wide screen generally had largely worn off
a series of Crockett books.
in his country . . . Variety obituary in the Sept. 28 issue erroneously
Art Cole's Madrid Chore
made by Ralph Staub.
identified the deceased as Paul E. Glass. It should have been Paul
And as a final bit of evi¬
Hollywood,
Oct.
11.
Technicolor footage from Eng¬
dence of Disneyitis in Den¬
Art Cole, prop chief for “Super¬ E. Glase. Longtime manager of the Embassy Theatre, Reading, Pa.,
land, edited and carrying narra¬
mark, Nordisk Film Junior,
tion, describes the Home which is man” vidpix series, set for similar Glase was an authority on entertainment history . . . Columbia reports
shorts studio operated by Ove
co-sponsored by Variety Clubs duties with Stanley Kramer’s com¬ the resignation of Oscar Kalbus as head of its subsid in Germany. His
Sevel, is doing a series of tele¬
pany filming “The Pride and the successor, and possible further changes, will be set .by N. P. Pery,
and Princess Margaret Rose.
vision films about Danes and
Columbia International v.p. and continental manager.
Feature film will be used to ac¬ Passion” in Spain.
their customs for inclusion in
Herman Robbins’ National Screen Service donating the trailers to
He joined crew in Madrid Nov.
quaint audiences with the chari¬
Walt Disney’s series on the
promote the sale of tickets in New York neighborhood theatres for
15.
table work of theatremen.
American airlanes.
the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital premiere of “Guys and Dolls” . . .
Warner Bros, shorts topper Norman Moray on the Coast to plan the
1955-56 shorts, cartoon, and newsreel program . . . John Carradine,
fessional foot in Hollywood. He
Fred Clark, Berry Kroger, Elija Cook Jr., and Bill Phipps signed for
has now swung to CinemaScope
the cast of “Panic,” the Van Wolf-John Parker production which will
and his plant is turning out
be filmed in New York this winter . . .Benjamin D. Gladstone, film
C’Scope cartoons at the rate of
buyer for Century Theatres, to be honored in his home community
about one a month. He’s turned
on Saturday (15) by the East Meadow Jewish Center , . . Richard Conte
out four of them so far at a cost Denies Seeking Stanley Financing at This Timein from the Coast on a 10-day visit . . . Martin Abramson has per¬
of around $45,000 to $50,000 per
Another Possibility Is Arbitration on Delay Issue
sonality piece on Audrey Hepburn in the current issue of Cosmopol¬
subject, including prints.
“Our
itan . . . Metro piub-ad chief Howard Dietz gandering the company’s
costs are generally up by about
Although he did not rule out the
new product lineup on the Coast . . .. Dore Schary due in Oct. 22 fol¬
25%,” Terry said. “CinemaScope possibility in the future, Hazard
N. Y. to L. A.
lowing a stopover in Chicago to address Audit Bureau of Circulation.
is a lot more expensive. It takes E. Reeves, president of Cinerama
Frank Cooper
more time. At the same moment, Inc., the equipment firm, has de¬
Martha Graham
it is something new and it forces nied unequivocally that he has
Gale Storm
L. A. to N. Y.
John Gutman
us to think in terms of filling the sought Stanley Warner financing
Ben Thau
F. Hugh Herbert
Rafael Campos
Franchot
Tone
wide screen.”
for his proposed Cinerama film
Stephen Mitchell
Johnny Carson
Paul Vogel
Rival Houses
dealing with peacetime uses of
Hildy Parks
Rosemary Clooney
Glenn
Wallichs
Theatrical shorts aren’t Terry’s atomic energy. Reeves' denial is
Milton R. Rackmil
Nat (King) Cole
Charles Walters
only business. The man who made at variance with a report pub¬
William Raney
Jeanne Crain
Sir William Walton
Mighty Mouse, the Talking Mag¬ lished in Variety respecting the
John Steinberg
Leo Diamond
Europe to N. Y.
pies, Dinky and Heckle and Jockle present Cinerama situation.
Mike Todd
Howard Dietz
Reeves, who has been unhappy
sufficiently famous to rival Mickey
Mary Ward
Roy Disney
Theodore Bikel
Mouse and Donald Duck also sup¬ with slow Stanley production prog¬
Vernon Duke
Aileen Brenon
N. Y. to Europe
plies the material for the “Barker ress, said that he is assembling his
John Ericson
Richard Carlyle
Bill Cartoon Show” on CBS, a pro¬ own financing, and would disclose
Joseph Buloff
Claudia Franck
Oona O’Neill Chaplin
gram that enjoys a very high day¬ his plans in the near future.
Carl Dudley
Samuel Goldwyn
Compagnons de la Chanson
Meanwhile, Reeves may seek |
time, rating; his Barker Bill comic
Irving Hoffman
Alfred Hitchcock
Isabel Dawn
strip for a time was widely syn¬ arbitration of his dispute with
Jack Hylton
George Jessel .
Delta Rhythm Boys
dicated; he publishes a scries of Stanley regarding the completion
Sir Arthur Jarratt
Ernest Lehman.
Joerg D’emus
comic books based on the charac¬ date of “Seven Wonders of the
Michael Langham
Daniel Mann
Morris Goodman
ters he has created (he’s still handy World.” Under terms of the con¬
Kenneth MacKenna
Patty McCormack
Danny Kaye
at sketching out his own ideas for tract between Cinerama Inc. and
Victor Mature
Rouben Mamoulian
Frank Melford
his staff), and there are any num¬ SW, "Wonders,” being produced
Nadia Ncrina
Allen Miner
Nat Pendleton
ber of merchandising lieups.
by Lowell Thomas for SW, should
Kay Norton
Ella Raines
Hugh O’Brien
“I saw my first animated cartoon have been completed by Aug. 1.
David E. Rose
Tyrone Power
Erna Sack
In 1914. It was called ’Gertie the Basis for the difference is what
Michael Stern
Vincent Sard! Sr.
David Rose
Dinosaur’ and Winsor McCay made ■ constitutes a finished film. PrinciCarol Smith
Bruno Walter
Sol C. Siegel
it. I knew then there here was : pal photography has been comLeo Van Munching
Franz Waxman
Lillian Small
Max E. Youngstein
(Continued on page 19)
1
(Continued on page 27)
Maurice Winnick
W. W. Spencer

Dub 0. W. Fischer Features
For U.S. Viewing Ahead
Of His Universal Pair

Hollywood Cartoon
Production Feels Bite
Of TV’s Animation Yen

COLUMBIA EARNINGS
EQUAL $5.64 SHARE

SHROUDED SETTLEMENT
ON‘CONQUER THE SEA’

Reeve s Restless Ifs Re Cinerama
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PLOT TO OVERTHROW PROFIT?
4*

Stars Now Experts on Ads, Too
Some homeoffice -executives in New York City are doing a burn
over the turn of events which, they say, sees the stars and their
agents running the studios and also invading the selling side of

SUPPLIERS DECRY

U. S. Tax Collections Under $250,000
Total on Foreign Film Grosses;
Contrasts With Italy’s Soak-Em-Quick

the industry.
Not only are the producers at the mercy of the big b.o. per¬
sonalities who increasingly pick and choose everything from script
Equipment end of the picture
to director, these execs complain, but the actors are now project¬
business yesterday (Tues.) un¬
ing themselves into phases of merchandising that in the past were
leashed a counter-attack upon
considered properly outside their share.
Tax experts in New York last
Loren - Ryder, Paramount’s top
Examples cited are the. ad campaigns on certain pictures. Per¬
week put at “less than $250,000”
October Pace Slow
formers, who used to have no say in such. matters, now take the
technician, who last week accused
the amount the U. S. Treasury col¬
position that they must “protect” themselves and that this properly
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
lects from the 30% withholding
theatre supply manufacturers of
involves approval of the entire campaign and also of specific ads.
With only 11 films slated to
tax on the gross of foreign film
“trying to find ways of getting all
Inevitably, this results in some sharp disagreements which, not
go before the cameras before
companies in this country.
our profit all the time.” In an
infrequently, appear to go beyond advertising and cover ‘also
the end of the month, October
Motion Picture Export Assn.M ir
methods of selling.
address before the Society of Mo¬
rates as the lowest production
a brief submitted last week ir
What’s irking the N. Y. toppers is that there isn’t anything very , tion Picture and Television Engi¬
month of the year in Holly¬
Washington, urge‘d Congress to
much they can do about this inasmuch as such items as ad ap¬
wood. Activity is slightly more
neers in Lake Placid, N. Y., Ryder,
eliminate the tax which, it said
proval now seem to have become part of the, written contract. All
than half that recorded last
assumes that net earnings of for
who’s a past president of SMPTE,
of this is the outgrowth of a situation that sees the studios com¬
year when 21 films were put in
eign pictures in this .country run
said exhibitors in 1954 had shelled
peting for a comparative handful of toprated stars, many of whom
work in October.
to 60% of their gross.
MPEA
out more than their net income to
have their own companies.
Only one of the October
called this a “fantastic assump
retool for new processes. He urged
When a star does a picture for a studio, he or she are no longer
starters is an indie, Woolner
tion” and pointed out that thii
the industry to carefully evaluate
necessarily available to help out in the exploitation of the film.
Brothers’ “Swamp Women.”
concept was seriously hujpdni
the economics before making any
Example, is cited of one female player who was asked to plug a
Columbia starts "Over - Ex¬
American films abroad.
more changes.
major studio’s picture on tv. She nixed the idea unless she’d be
posed,” “Solid Gold Cadillac.”
Specific instance is Italy when
The rebuttal came from Mer¬
permitted at the same time to plug on the air a film she’d made
“The Return of Custer” and
the Italians have revived their tai.
lin
Lewis,
executive
secretary
of
under her own banner.
“The Harder They Fall”; Al¬
claim against the American compa¬
the Theatre Equipment & Supply
lied Artists has “The Four
nies under the Vanoni law. In
Manufacturers Assn. He branded
Seasons,” “The Come On” and
volved is the question of just how
Ryder’s crack about profits accru¬
“The First Texan”; U-I goes
much of the American take in Italj
ing to the suppliers as “the worst
with “Cry Innocent” and “Raw
is taxable. The Italians have pro
kind of balderdash yet to come
Edge,” and Paramount will
posed a flat exemption of $12,00G
from a responsible executive of a
start “That Certain Feeling.”
per picture, the rest to be tax
film company.”
able.
The American companiei
Added Lewis: “Ryder forgets,
argue that this idea of what it
and conveniently, that equipment
“profit” is way out of line consid¬
manufacturers did not originate
ering their global costs, and they
the demand for the new equip¬
have submitted figures to prov*
ment. that he complains about,
this.
but during the time that Ryder
MPEA’s pitch to the Congress,
claims more than $30,000,000 was
which isn’t new, is that foreign
Sudden Italian move last week, 4
spent for equipment, the theatre
It appears that Paramount and
handing out a bunch of import
industry was hollering for the in¬ its Italian associate, Ponti-de Lau- governments use the 30% tax as
Exhib Jumps Fence
licenses to the American com¬
stallation of the new equipment rentiis, will have the “War and an excuse to think up new ways
panies, aggravated'the situation in
and that the manufacturers of Peace” field exclusively—at least lor taxing American pictures.
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Actually, in the case of Italy,
■New York where Universal is fight:
lenses,
sound
and
projection for several years. To all intents,
Second exhib to give up his
ing for a larger share of the 190
equipment, screens, etc., were Mike Todd has abandoned imme¬ the tax issue will be eased as soon
theatre interests to join Hal R.
as
a double-taxation treaty with
total permits due.
working around the clock to sup¬ diate production of his proposed
.Makelim productions is C. A.
Prior to the Italian gesture,
Dandelake', prexy of TOA of
ply the demand created not by the Todd-AO versions ot the Leo Tol¬ that country goes into effect. It
only
Presidential signa¬
which so far covers no more than
North and South Carolina.
manufacturers but entirely by the stoy classic. Todd, however, doesn’t ture. requires
Under such a convention,
about 75% of the licenses for the
Dandelake
is
selling
his
producers.”
concede he’s given up completely film rentals are mutually exempt¬
coming year,, the companies had
Colonial and Tar Theatres in
, Lewis, also interjected a note on the project and when the time ed. The U. S. has such pacts with
agreed to refer the whole Italo
Tarboro, N. C.
questioning the accuracy of Ry¬ is ripe in the future, he may put the United Kingdom, Germany,
permit question to the U. S. film
Previously, Hugh Thomas
der’s estimate of $30,000,000 in it on the front burner,
France and Belgium as well as
company presidents.
Jr., sold his theatre interests
equipment sales in the year.
Todd’s current preoccupation is with several of the Scandinavian
As far as is known in N. Y., the
to become a veepee with
To
Ryder’s
comment
that
a
piece
countries
(except Finland). There
with
“Around
the
World
in
80
Italians have no intention of hand¬
Makelim.
’of equipment “that cannot pay Days.” As another consideration, are some countries with whom the
ing out all of the 190 licenses.
its own way should be dropped,” Fred Zinnemann, who directed ij. S. has double-taxation treaties.
Thus, as last year, the U. S. dis¬
Lewis answered: “No manufac¬ “Oklahoma” and was set to repeat However, film rentals aren’t ex¬
tributors will again be in a situa¬
turer will make any theatrical on “War,” would not be imme¬ empt. Example would be Japan,
tion where the better part of the
equipment that he believes cannot diately available, being set to start where the Americans pay a 15%
Italian licenses will be divvied up,
pay its own way—and Ryder must a producer-director deal with War¬ tax on the N. Y. share.
knpw that the equipment manu¬ ner Bros. The screenplay for
facturer makes only the kind of Todd’s “War,” written by Robert
Felix Sommer’s Walk
equipment for which there is a E. Sherwood, is ready for shooting.
Believing that the opening of market and a profit. The manufacUniversal now has its own
At one point there were plans
—-Gromykor”- the Todd-AO “Oklahoma” has im- l-t-u-r-er-does-not-ereat-e—the—ma-rk-et- |~for fotn^-versions—of—the—Tols-t-oymediate news value, the New York for new equipment, and therefore
Last week, the foreign man¬
novel, three American and one
Times made the .decision that re¬ cannot be unjustly accused, as Russian.
agers were discussing a sub¬
Metro had the title regis¬
sulted in the publication of the Ryder so lightly put it, ‘of trying
ject close to U’s heart—the
with the Motion Picture
reviews of the picture yesterday to get all of our profits all of the tered
Assn, of America and David O.
division of the Italian licenses.
Thomas Alva Edison Foundation
(Tues.) in the metropolitan press time’.”
Selznick toyed with the same book. is sotting up a series of awards
Felix Sommer, v.p. of U's in¬
and trade' papers.
Originally,
Lewis, summing up: “Ryder Notwithstanding the recent hole aimed at raising the standards of
ternational subsid, argued that
Magna Theatre Corp., which is should know, also, that this kind poked in the Iron Curtain nothing
the issue should be left to the
handling the exhibition of the film, of pronunciamento is bunk—pure new has been had from the Rus¬ the mass media as a central facet
presidents.
of its program to combat juvenile
requested that the publication of bunk.”
sians. *■
During heat of discussion,
delinquency. The awards will be
the reviews be withheld until Fri¬
Sommer picked up his papers
made in the fields of films, televi¬
day (14), the day following the of¬
sion, radio, comic books and chil¬
and stalked out.
ficial paid showings open to the
dren’s books. Aim of the awards,
general public.
according to Charles Edison, son
with the rest thrown into a “pool”
In asking that the comments be
of the inventor, former Governor
for eventual disposal.
run on Friday, Magna was follow¬
of New Jersey and honorary presi¬
Universal has objected to the ing a policy normally adhered to
dent of the Foundation, is to in¬
splitting up of even a part of the by the N. Y. film critics—that re¬
fluence producers and sponsors in
190 on the theory that the presi¬ views will be run the day after
these fields “to make their media
dents should make the decision. the public pays at the boxoffice to
a source of inspiration and guid¬
However, the other companies feel see the performance. However, the
ance to young America.
that they weren’t in a position to Times as well as other N. Y. dailies
In films, television and radio,
refuse the Italo licenses when they felt that the news of the event was
there will be three awards for
are handed to individual outfits.
being unduly delayed.
each,
the “program (film) best
The American companies which able to continue doing business in
Because of demands for tickets
portraying America,” “best chil¬
France.
from VIPs and the press, Magna distribute in France, last week ap¬
dren’s
program” (film) and “best
The French have now agreed to
scheduled four pre-opening show¬ proved a compromise arrangement
science program (film) for youth.”
ings starting with the 10 a.m. in New York with the French Gov¬ hold off any further assessments Comic book awards will fa'll under
working press screening on Mon¬ ernment under which they will set¬ until Dec. 31, 1955. After that, the the same categories, while the
day (10). This was followed by a tle for $500,000 a $10,000,000 U.S. distributors are likely to
(Continued on page 7)
change the corporate status of their
Monday night preem for addition¬ French tax claim against them.
The settlement eliminates an distribution subsids in France from
al press and industry toppers, an
local
companies
to
branches
of
the
issue
which
for
years
has
been
unveiling yesterday night for the
Los Angeles, Oct. 11.
parent company In N.Y. In this
Paradise Theatre’s lawsuit Governor of Oklahoma and other hanging over the heads of the U.S. entirely legal device, they’d avoid
distributors in France. Under the
against Motion Picture Projection¬
(Continued on page 66)
Samuel Goldwyn arrived in
the turnover tax. On the other
French
“turnover
tax”
of
about
ists Local 150 AFL was tossed out
8Vfc%, the Americans have been hand, there is nothing to keep New York from the Coast yester¬
°f court after almost two weeks
day
(Tues.). He was accompanied
assessed off and on since 1949 to them from maintaining the pres¬
Mason’s ‘High Wind’
testimony and Superior Judge
the tune of $5,400,000 plus about ent local entities for dubbing, pro¬ by Mrs. Goldwyn.
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
waiter B. Evans denied a demand
duction or any other activity other
The producer will remain in
James Mason’s second produc¬ $5,000,000 in penalties.
*°r an anti-picketing injunction
The new arrangement worked than the distribution of American Gotham until the opening of his
and $115,000 in damages. Suit tion for 20th-Fox under his recent¬
films.
“Guys
and Dolls" at the Capitol
out
in
Paris
by
the
Motion
Picture
grew eut of the battle between the ly signed contract will be “High
The MPEA tax committee which Theatre on Nov. 3 for the benefit
union and the theatre which began Wind in Jamaica,” the Richard Export Assn.’s tax committee, cuts
of
the
Will
Rogers Memorial Hos¬
made
the
deal
in
Paris
consisted
of
last April when the Paradise dis¬ Hughes novel which was seen on off assessments as of Dec. 31, 1951,
at Saranac Lake.
charged two union projectionists Broadway more than a decade ago and reduces the amount due to Benjamin Fincke of Paramount and pital
Following
the N.Y'. bow, GoldRoy
Kimmerle
of
20th-Fox.
and replaced them with one non¬ under the title “The Innocent Voy¬ 54% of the French claim, i.e. $500,The first company to be assessed wyn will visit other cities in which
union man.
age.” Edward Hope has been 000. The American companies con¬
1
he
picture,
being released by
back
in
1949
was
Paramount,for
Judge Evans dismissed the jury signed to screenplay the property. sider this a favorable settlement.
“Wind” will follow “Jane Eyre,” MPEA prexy Eric Johnston at one $250,000. Subsequently, the Amer¬ Metro, is scheduled to open. Later
fh.f cleclared it “no suit,” ruling
he
will
tour
Europe
in connection
ican
distribs
took
the
whole
tax
inat. the union’s drive for con- with. which Mason launches his point said that, if the French in¬
illi promotional activities for the
inued hiring of the two men was deal as a producer on the West- sisted on the full tax plus penalties, issue to the French courts, but ;
film.
1
the American outfits wouldn't be got nowhere.
* Lawful objective."
wood lot.

75% of Import Permits Handed Out
By Italy, Further Snarling Hopes
Of Universal for Better Break

Producers’ Tolstoy Kick
Seems on Wane; Todd
Version Very Indefinite

N.Y. limes Sez Nerts To
Stall on Release Date
For ‘Oklahoma’ Review

Edison Foundation’s
Show Biz Recruits On.—
Mass Media Awards

Frances ‘Turnover Tax’ Settled;
See U.S. Restyling Corporately To
Conform With (and Avoid) Law

Theatre Fails to Enjoin
Projectionists; Judge
Calls Pickets Legal

Goldwyns in Manhattan
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Day” and the robust and catchy ject—the response may be sat¬ tion, Stanford White. During the
Oklahoma
half-century that has passed Miss
rounds of “The Farmer and the isfactory.
(TODD-AO—COLORr-SONGS)
The picture proves, if nothing Nesbit herself in her zig-zag ca¬
Cowman.” In Laurey’s big dream
reer,
partly in show biz, has done
else,
that
the
Ameihcan
rural
sequences,- admirably danced by
Rodgers & Hammerstein
Bambi Linn and James Mitchell, scene can be as inspiring as the plenty in real-life exploitation to
stage classic is given a rousing
keep
the
case alive.
foreign
locales
that
have
drawn
with
Rod
Steiger
as
the
heavy,
wide-widescreen treatment
(The side of the story never
Miss De Mille’s lets her imagina¬ so much bigsereen attention of
that captures the tuneful de¬
told
is
that
of the family of Stan¬
late.
Vermont
in
the
autumn
is
a
tion
soar
and
the
result,
greatly
light of the stage original.
aided by Oliver Smith’s distinctive thing of beauty, dazzling in its ford White who feel that a wealthy
Excellent cast, big b.o.. pros¬
moron
got
away with the cold¬
many-hued
splendor,
and
the
sets,
is
socko.
pects despite some flaws in
Just like its stage predecessor, VistaVision cameras are tellingly blooded gunning of a. genius.)
Todd-AO system.
20fch-Fox’s version of the life
the film has something for every¬ used by Robert Burks to show off
Magna release of Rodgers & Hammerone. Charlotte Greenwood is every tinted vista with an almost and loves of Evelyn Nesbit now
stein presentation produced by Arthur
standout in the role of the sym¬ in-person effect. If the plot and emerges as a rather pedestrian
liornblow
Jr.
Stars
Gordon
MacKae,
slick playing aren’t enough, then motion picture.
However, the
Gloria Graliamc, Gene Nelson, Charlotte pathetic Aunt Eller; Rod Steiger as
echoes of the famous
Greenwood and Shirley Jones; features Jud Fry brings to the part all the the beauty of the locale, done in lingering
Eddie
Albert,
James Whitmore,
Rod
Technicolor, gives the ticket buyer case, plus the marquee value of
dark
menace
it
requires.
He
de¬
Steiger; Barbara Lawrence, J. C. Flippen,
Ray Milland and Farley Granger
As the an edge for his money.
Roy Barcroft, James Mitchell, Bambi Linn. livers a sock performance.
Directed by Fred Zlnneinann. Screenplay addle-brained Ado Annie, Gloria
Edmund Gwenn is a delight as should make “The Girl in the Red
by Sonya Levlen and William Ludwig;
Velvet
Swing” moderate boxoffice.
Grahame comes through with
a retired “sea” captain who stum¬
adapted from the Rodgers & Hammerstein musical play based on Lynn Riggs’
broadly humorous bit. Her deliv¬ bles on Harry’s corps's while rab¬ Joan Collins, the English “new
dramatic play; originally produced by
face” who has been publicized
ery
of
“I
Cain’t
Say
No”
and
again
bit
hunting..
In
the
belief
he
did
The Theatre Guild; camera (Eastman
of “All Er Nuthin’,” with Gene Nel¬ the killing, lie decides to bury the along sexy lines, is a plus to the
. Color), Robert Surtees; music by Richard
Rodgers: book and lyrics by Oscar f-Iam- son, is socko all ’round.
Nelson, cadaver on the spot. Harry goes in selling effort.
merstein 2d; dances staged by Agnes De
Of the trio involved in the tuma lanky, love-sick cowhand, and out of the ground three or
Mille;
production
designed by Oliver as
proves his competence as hoofer in four times, is responsible for two of-the century triangle, only Miss
Smith; music conducted and supervised
by Jay Blackton; editor. Gene Ruggiero; the railroad station scene when he romances and not a little con¬ Nesbit is alive today.
Since she
costumes, Orry-Kelly and Motley. Pre¬
Miss Greenwood lead the sternation and physical exercise is being used extensively by 20th
viewed in N.Y. at the Rivoli Theatre, and
Oct. 10, '55. Running time, 145 MINS.
“boys” in the rhythmic and expres¬ before he’s finally exhumed for for exploitation purposes, she has
given
the
Walter
Curly .. Gordon MacRae sive “Kansas City” number.
proper discovery, to the relief of apparently
Ado Annie.Gloria Graliame
Eddie Albert plays A1 Hakim the Gwenn and the other principals Reisch-Charles Brackett script her
Will Parker . Gene Nelson
The story, too, is ob¬
Aunt Eller . Charlotte Greenwood Armenian peddler- with high good who have become involved in the blessing.
Laurcy
. Shirley Jones
viously her version of what tran¬
humor; James Whitmore gets amateur undertaking.
Ali Hakim . Eddie Albert
During t’he course of events spired in her relationships with
Carnes ... James Whitmore laughs as the gun-totin’ farmer;
and Thaw prior to the
Jud Fry .
Rod Steiger Barbara Lawrence looks good as Gwenn and Mildred Natwick, mid- White
Gertie . Barbara Lawrcnee
dleaged spinster who thinks she shooting and the trial.
Skidmore . J. C. Flippen Gertie and J. C. Flippen does his
Miss Nesbit, as portrayed by
did Harry in, find love, as do John
Marshal . Roy Barcroft usual reliable job as Skidmore.
Miss Collins, is seen as a shy
Dream Curly . James Mitchell
After all’s said and done, the Forsythe, local artist, and Shirley beauty carefully shepherded by
Dream Laurey . Bambi Linn
MacLaine, young widow of the inDancers: James Mitchell, Jennie Work¬ main burden still falls on MacRae
her
seamstress-mother,
Glenda
and-out
Harry.
Miss
Natwick
pairs
man, Kelly Brown, Lizanne Truex, Bambi and Miss Jones.
MacRae not only
Linn, Virginia Bosler, Evelyn Taylor, Jane
Farrell.
Her facial charms and
looks the part of Curly, he acts it perfectly with Gwenn, and the figure land her on the cover of
Fischer, Marc Platt.
John
Michael
Hayes
script
from
out with a modicum of theatrics.
the novel by Jack Trevor story Collier’s as a Gibson girl and on
The innovating musical comedy He cuts a clean-cut figure and he provides them with dialog and sit¬ the stage as a member of the
magic that Richard Rodgers and delivers his songs in grand style, uations that click. Writing is ex¬ Floradora girls.
Her new-found
Oscar Hammerstein 2d first created from his impressive entrance when, ceptionally good m the words it position gives her an opportunity
when The Theatre Guild produced riding through the field where the gives the entire cast to say. That to meet White, played by Milland.
their “Oklahoma!" on the stage corn grows “tall as an elephant’s "I have a short fuse” line uttered In addition to being the name
has been captured and, in some de¬ ear”, he sings “Oh What a Beau¬ by Miss MacLaine as she asks architect of his day (Pennsylvania
tails, expanded in the film version tiful Momin’!,” to “The Surrey Forsythe to kiss her gently is a Station. Madison Square Garden,
which Arthur Hornblow Jr. pro¬ With the Fringe On Top” (with real howler. There’s a lot of other the Washington Square Arch),
duced and Fred Zinnemann di¬ Miss Jones and Miss Greenwood),
White is a bon vivant. With his
talk, too.
rected in the new Todd-American “People Will Say We are in Love,” saucy
Forsythe registers with a confi¬ wife away in Europe, White takes
Optical Co. widescreen process. which he does charmingly with dent, breezy portrayal of the vil¬ up with Miss Nesbit.
There must be reservations regis¬ Miss Jones, and the great “Pore lage artist. Miss MacLaine im¬
Enter Harry K. Thaw, a young,
tered on the technical end, but Jud” (with Steiger). Latter num¬ presses despite the handicap of a pouting Pittsburgh millionaire
otherwise the screen version of this ber is a real winner.
some highschool, amateur manner¬ who usually gets what he wants.
peculiarly American, work emerges
In “Oklahoma!,” Zinnemann
which manage to get by here He gets Miss Nesbit when White
as a fresh, crispy acted and beau¬ was handed a director's dream, isms,will
need correction for the fu¬ refuses to divorce his wife. Thaw,
tifully sung concoction. It's an out- even though working with a brand but
Others doing notable work in however, is tortured by jealousy.
% standing' b.o. attraction, of course. new medium must have been an ture.
carrying out the whimsically fey, His resentment ends with the
Actually, “Oklahoma” could have inhibiting handicap. All in all, slightly wacky, intent of the film shooting of White in full view of
been made for a screen of any size. Zinnemann’s staging is tasteful and are Mildred Dunnock, village the cabaret audience. At the trial,
Score and book still couldn’t have manages to imbue the production storekeeper; Jerry Mathers, a Thaw cops an I’m-looney plea and
missed. The tunes, familiar to with a fresh outdoor feeling that small boy, Royal Dano, country is shipped off to asylum.
Miss
millions, ring out with undimin- grows from a fine feel for composi¬ ofEicer of the law; Parker Fennel¬ Nesbit resents a payoff attempt by
ished delight. The characters pul¬ tion and the occasional clear-eyed ly, eccentric millionaire; Dwight Thaw’s family and “reluctantly”
sate with spirit. The Agnes De views of sky and land. Probably Marfield, screwy doctor, and Barry takes to the burlesque circuit to
Mille choreography makes the play playing it safe, Zinnemann has Macollum, a tramp. Harry is un¬ capitalize on her notoriety.
stuck to rather routine angles. identified.
literally leap.
. The basic fault of the Charles
But the wide screen used for the Clocking 145 minutes even so rich
Vermont supplied its own art Brackett production is that the
Todd-AO process (the image meas¬ a film as this evidences audience direction, but what it didn’t is ex¬ audience is unable to build up
ures 50x25 feet at the Rivoli) adds restlessness towards the end just cellently handled by Hal Pereira sympathy for any of the characters
production scope and visual grand¬ before the rousing “Oklahoma” and John Goodman, with set dec¬ involved. Thaw is uirinterruptedeur capturing a vista of blue sky echoes from the walls.
orations by Sam Comer and Emile ly obnoxious. White, despite his
There are many moments when Kuri. Alma Macrorie did the edit¬ polish and schizoid good inten¬
and green prairie that can be
breathtaking, even though director Zinnemann utilizes his wide screen ing and Bernard Herrmann backs tions, is not exactly thd family
Zinneman has made compara¬ to perfection and makes it speak the fun with a score in keeping.- hearthstone hero type. Perhaps a
tively sparing use of this particular eloquently, such as those startlingly “Flaggin’ the Train to Tuscaloosa,” film can be made without a hero
panoramic shots against the sky¬ by Mack David and Raymond and heroine, but “The Girl in the
aspect.
^
Neal.
Red Velvet Swing” is not it. It’s
Todd-AO process decidedly is line, the fine angles caught for the Scott, a catchy melody.
overlong at 109 minutes and many
not out of the woods yet. In some “Surrey” number, and the exciting
of the stretches leading up to the
respects, the image attained at scene when Steiger and Miss Jones
The Girl In the Red
climax are dull.
the preview showing was disap¬ hold on for dear life as their buggy
Velvet Swing
Milland comes out the best, cap^pointing, a letdown1 that some at¬ smashes through the countryside
(C’SCOPE—COLOR—SONGS)
behind
a
pair
of
runaway
horses.
turing the right quality as the |
tribute to an over-expectancy. The
| suave architect torn between the
—screen—was—surely—1wide^-but—the-| Singing sequences—are—integrated-!
Slow-paced version of the
love of his wife and Miss Nesbit.
print seen had a tendency to pro¬ into the action with great skill and
1906 murder case involving
Granger is unconvincing as the
vide an occasionally unsteady and a perfect sense of balance.
Evelyn
Nesbit, Harry Thaw,
Apart
from
the
technical
end,
boisterous, hot-headed Thaw. Miss
foggy picture and there were mo¬
and Stanford White. Marquee
Collins has the looks. She’s an
ments when disturbing scratches particularly the distortions that ap¬
value in Ray Milland, Farley
exquisite, well-endowed beauty.
suggested “rainc*’ Color, too, pear in the film when viewed from
Granger, and well-publicized
But her performance is vacuous
wasn’t all it might have been, even side locations, Rodgers & Hammer¬
newcomer, Joan Collins. Mod¬
and fails to suggest inner emo¬
though it seemed to improve in the stein can take great, and prideful
erate b.o. outlook.
tion, if any, of Miss Nesbit. Glenda
second half of the film, following satisfaction from their picture.
All things, weighed in the scale,
Farrell scores as the mother and
the intermission.
20th-Fox release of Charles Brackett
“Oklahoma” rates with the indus¬ production.
Stars Ray Milland, Joan Col¬ Cornelia Otis Skinner, a real-life
Best feature of the Todd-AO try’s best.
Hift.
lins, and Farley Granger. Features Luther neighbor of the White family, is
system appears to be the sound.
Adler, Cornelia Otis Skinner, Glenda Far¬ icy as Thaw’s socially-prom-inent
It is truly magnificent, reproduc¬
rell, Frances Fuller, Philip Reed, Gale
ing music and voices with a clarity This Trouble With Harry Robbins, James Lorimer, John Hoyt, Rob¬ mother.
ert
Simon,
Harvey
Stephens,
Emile
On the whole, the large cast ac¬
(V’Vision—COLOR—SONG)
and tonal fullness that fairly en¬
Meyer. Directed by Richard Fleischer.
quits itself well, including Luther
gulf the audience.
Curiously
Screenplay, Walter Reisch and Brackett;
Whimsical comedy about a
as the defense attorney;
carema (De Luxe), Milton- Krasner; edi¬ Adler,
enough, the depth of sound wasn’t
tor, William Mace; music, Leieh Harline. Frances Fuller, as White’s wife;
corpse. Alfred Hitchcock, but
duplicated on the screen. While
Previewed in N.Y. Oct. 10, '55. Running
Philip Reed, as a publisher; Gale
no suspense. A feature jneedRobert Surtees’ lensing for the
time, 109 MINS.
inf slow buildup.
most part is top-notch, the image
Stanford White ..
Ray Milland Robbins, as a Floradora girl; John
as the district attorney;
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw ......
Joan Collins Hoyt,
frequently lacks depth and there
Harry K. Thaw .Farley Granger James Lorimer, as Thaw’s sideHollywood,
Oct.
7.
is no great feeling of audience
Luther Adler
Paramount release of Alfred Hitchcock Delphln Dolmas .
kick; Robert Simon, as a stage
participation, at least not at the production.
Stars Edmund Gwenn, John Mrs. Thaw . Carnella Otis Skinner
Rivoli.
I'orsylhe; introducing Shirley MacLainc; Mrs. Nesbit . Glenda Farrell manager; Harvey Stephens, as a
Mildred Natwick, Mildred Dun- Mrs. White .. Frances Fuller dentist, and Emile Meyer, as the
Taken by itself, uncomplicated tealurcsJerry
Mathers, Royal Dano. Di¬ Robert Collier . Philip Reed burlesque booker.
by the separate story of Todd-AO, nock.
rected by Hitchcock. Screenplay, John Gwen Arden . Gale Robbins
McCaleb .James Lorimer
The production captures some
“Oklahoma!” is a richly entertain¬ ,Michael Hayes: based on the novel by William
Travers Jerome...
John Hoyt
Trevor Story; camera (Technicolor),
of the flavor, of the 1900 era, al¬
ing, beautifully designed and cos¬ Jack
Robert Burks; editor, Alma Macrorie; Stage Manager . Robert Simon
tumed production. Heading the score, Bernard Herrmann; song. Mack Dr. Hollingsliead.Harvey Stephens though occasional scenes have an
Emile Meyer obvious
studio backdrop atmos¬
cast,* Gordon MacRae as Curly, David, Raymond Scott, Previewed Oct. 3, Greenbacher.
Charles Dana Gibson. Richard Travis
The picture fails to con¬
and Shirley Jones as Laurey make 55. Running time, H MINS.
Arthur . Harry Seymour phere.
Capt. Albert Wiles.Edmund Gwenn Sport Donnally . Ainslie Pryor
vey any dramatic impact which
a bright, romantic pair.
Sam Marlowe . John Forsythe Nellie . Kay Hammond
Each is in top vocal form Miss Graveley . Mildred Natwick Alice . Betty Caulfield might be partly attributed to Rich¬
and. whether singing, feudin’ or Mrs. Wiggs .Mildred Dunnock Margaret . Karolee Kelly ard Fleischer’s slow-paced direc¬
Rogers . Jerry Mathers Mr. Finley . Jack Raine
lovin’, they’ll capture the heart of Arm?
tion. The viewer never seems to
(-alvin Wiggs . Royal Dano
Jehnings . Hellen Van Tuyl
America in their roles. This is Millionaire .. Parker Fennelly Mrs.
Asst. Stage Manager . Paul Glass become part of the film, remain¬
rramp
.
Barry Macollum
Miss Jones’ first picture, and it is Dr. Greenbow
Van Ness .
Paul Power ing
always a distinterested ob¬
. Dwight Marfleld Leopold Boerner . Fred Essler
sure to make her a much sought- Jennifer Rogers .... Shirley MacLainc
server.
Holl.
Maitrc D* . Ivan Triesault
after star almost overnight.
Judge Fitzgerald.Raymond Bailey
The entire cast goes through its
This is a blithe little comedy, Court Clerk.Charles Tannen
paces with verve and spirit, if the produced and directed with affec¬ Judy Foreman . Edmund Cobb
MeEwen . James Conaty
singing is good, the acting just tion by Alfred Hitchcock, about a Rev.
Flora Dora Girls .Marjorie Hellen-Diane
Houston, Oct. 11.
fine, top honors go to Miss De Mille bothersome corpse that just can't
Du Bois, Suzanne Alexander,
Peggy Connclly-Roscniary Ace,
Paramount will definitely estab¬
and her dancers. Ballet sequences, stay buried. It’s not a catch-onJean McCallcn
lish an exchange here. Thus fol¬
from beginning to end, are high¬ quick picture that can be given
lights, rich in imagination and the usual selling, and is likely to
For 50 years, man and boy, the lowing in the footsteps of 20th
artistry. (Miss De Mille’s concepts be as leisurely in making its mark newspa-Ders
of America, and espe¬ Century-Fox and Columbia in re¬
started a whole new trend in mod¬ as Hitchcock is in pacing it. At cially
the Sunday Supps, have kept cent months.
ern dance in the original Broad¬ any rate, “The Trouble With Har¬ ever-green
Main reason for the opening of
the
sexsational murder
way version).
ry” offers Paramount some trou¬ trial of 1906 Involving a devil-mav- branch exchanges here by the ma¬
These dance and ballet scenes, ble in the merchandising, and just care
jor companies is that the territory
chorus
girl,
Evelyn
Nesbit,
with the haunting musical back¬ how well it will go at the boxoffice her brooding ahd not very bright being covered now by the Dallas
ground, are spaced just right. is moot. Once carefully estab¬ millionaire
husband, Harry K. exchange is too extensive and the
There’s the delightful one when lished for what it is—a charming Thaw,
and his victim, one of the job of servicing it has become too
Miss Jones sings “Many a New comedy, despite the ghoulish submost brilliant men of his genera¬ unwieldy.

Par Exchange for Houston

Teen-Age Crime Wav,
budget meller with
exploitable values.
1
Columbia release of Clover
Stars Tommy Cook, MolUe MccVit1.^!on*
turea Sue England, Frank Griffin { lca'
Bell. Kay Riehl. Directed by
Sears. Screenplay, Harry Essex,
$
fum from story by Buffum’
1,ut*
Henry Freullch; editor, Jerome
music, Mischa Bakaleipikoff. Tnui,JJh0,n8!
N.Y. Oct. C, ’55. Running tLc, 77
Mike Denton .
TommJ f,
Terry Marsh .‘'MoIIIa
Jane Koberly .. .. . . . J.. . .
Sue%^art
Ben Grant
./ Frank E
Tom Grant .
Sarah Grant .7 ' J^
Mr. Kobcrly .... Guv K?n„IVchI
Patrolman' Smith *.’.’.*! ft
BTSo beny v:;:;::. Ka!hle^i^Bill Salisbury . Sydney Ma°,oS
Man .. George Cisar

With juvenile delinquency a h0t
topic these days,/'Teen-Age Crime
Wave shapes as exploitable fare
for the secondary market. Cast
has no names to dress up ihe
marquee. However, this deficiency
can be overcome to some extent
by the promotional angles con¬
tained in the story.
"Title for this Clover production
is somewhat a misnomer. For the
Harry Essex-Ray Buffum screen¬
play based on the latter’s story
doesn’t concern a “crime wave”
but focusses attention on one
stickup and how it affected the
lives of the participants.
Script pursues the obvious pos¬
sibilities with trigger-happy teen¬
er Tommy Cook and tough moll
Mollie McCart arrogantly defying
the law in a series of shootings
while on the lam from a prison
rap.
Compelled to join them
through no fault of her own is Sue
England, a pert brunette with a
good family background. .
After .Cook kills a sheriff in
springing Miss McCart and Miss
England from a reformatory sta¬
tion wagon, all three hide out in
James Bell’s farmhouse. Bell and
Kay Riehl, liis wife, are cowed by
the teeners’ guns but the police
eventually close in to bag the fugi¬
tives in a chase that winds up in
a mountain observatory.
Although replete with familiar
situations, story. manages to dish
out a fair amount of suspense and
action under Fred F. Sears’ breezy
direction. Cook carries off his role
as the gun-crazed kid with a
snarling proficiency while Miss
McCart. a trim blonde, etches a
neat portrait of a girl who went
wrong. Miss England impresses as
the “nice girl” who became a vic¬
tim of circumstances.
Among others who provide good
support are Bell, Miss Riehl and
Frank Griffin as their son. Latter,
incidentally, seizes Cook in the ob¬
servatory tower at the climax of
the chase. Black-and-white lens¬
ing of Henry Freullch gives this
Columbia release a lift as does the
Mischa Bakaleinikoff score. Edit¬
ing of Jerome Thoms, Paul Palmentola’s art direction and physi¬
cal values are standard.- -The
parlrverecT
Sam Katznian Js
lists no producer credit.
Glib.
Man With the (»nn
Excellent western suspense
melodrama with Robert Mitchum to aid action market
returns.
Hollywood. Oct. 7.
United Artists release of Sainuc1 Coldwyn
Jr.
production.
Stars
Hubert
Mitchum. Jan Sterling; features Ksron
Sharpe, Henry Hull, Emile Mover. John
Lupton, Barbara Lawrence, Ted 1)<* ('«>*'*
sia, Leo Gordon,> James Wcslerfit-ld. n>*
reeled by Richard Wilson. Screenplay by
N. B. Stone Jr. and Wilso'n; camera, hoe
Garmes: editor, Gene Milford; scon*. Alex
North: conducted by Emil Newman. Pre¬
viewed Oct. 6, ’55. Running time, 83 MINS.
Clint Tollinger .Robert Milchum
Nelly Bain . Jan Sfc<lmg
Stella Atkins . Karen Sbnrpc
Marshal Sims ..
Henry Hull
Saul Atkins . Emile Merer
Jeff Castle . John Lupmii
.■ Barbara Law
Ann Wakefield ..
_ Ted IX* Co.Ma
Rex Stang .
.
Leo Cordon
Ed Pinchot .
. James Wosfcrl'ield
Drummer .
....
Florciu Ames
Doc Hughes .
... Roberl Oslerloh
Virg Trotter ....
.lay Adler
Cal .
.. Amzie Sin; kjand
Mary Atkins .
.Stafford Hopp
Arthur Jackson ..
. Thom,Conroy
Bill Emory .
.. Maudic P.i'-Uett
Mrs. Elder horn .
....
Mara .'UAfoe
Mable..
.. Angie Dickinson
Kitty ..
Luz .
.. Norma r-"lfIl/'l'<1,.lI
. Joe Bony
Dade Holman ...

Westerns that capture the strongsilent-deadly hero flavor arc not
often come by in the present mar¬
ket, but “Man With the Gun” hikes
care of any lack in this classifica¬
tion. It is a humdinger of an out¬
door actioner, sure to find favor
with the shoot-’em-up fans, but
offering sufficient otherwise «o
strike the fancy, of many who do
not usually take to bang-bang,
sagebrush feature film entertain¬
ment. It should be a winner in ns
■classification, especially as n has
the name of Robert Mitchum to
bolster bookings.
..
The foregoing doesn’t mean tm
Man” is an epic in its lic'd. /m
the story is good, except1’"" a 1L
(Continued on page 22)
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British Lion Goes A-Hundn’ For
Foreign Markets; Jarratt Warns
Britain Against ‘Copy Cat’ Slant
Newly set up Lion Films Inter¬
national. which will handle ’British
Lion Films- and the John Woolf

product in the world market, will
establish an American office in the
near future, Sir Arthur Jarratt,
British Lion managing director,
saul in N. Y. Monday (10).
Jarratt said Ralph-Bromhead and
Victor Hoare would head up the
British Lion foreign subsid, and
that Hoare would come to the U. S.
soon to pick up a sales and pub¬
licity reD and set up an office. He
didn’t discount the possibility that
Hoare himself, a vet of the Selzniok organization, might elect to
get the American operation under
we'’.

Jarratt, who graduated into pro¬
duction - distribution after many
years in key British exhibition
posts, said he was convinced Brit¬
ain’s first objective should be to
make the best possible pictures, in¬
digenous of their home country.
“Once you start trying to copy
Hollywood you are left' with neith¬
er a good British nor a good Amer¬
ican film,” he commented.
At the same time, Jarratt ad¬
mitted candidly that, in his opin¬
ion, Britain at the moment wasn’t
turning out films of particular in¬
ternational appeal. “It’s impor¬
tant to think back and consider
the history of the British film,” he
said.
“At first, prior to 1919, we were
doing quite well. Then came the
Americans and we were out. When
sound was introduced, British audi¬
ences balked at the American
slang. If we had had a sufficient
number of pictures then, we would
have been made. But we didn't.
Then came the war again, and most
of our studios closed down. Since
the war, it’s been a big struggle to
establish the British film again.
Actually, we have done very well.”
Jarratt thought that the job of
establishing the British film in the
U: S. would necessarily be slow.
“It consists of a combination of
publicity and salesmanship,” he
noted. “We must try and get the
exhibitors to play maybe just a
couple of pictures at the start,” he
said. “If only we can give them
a steady supply of good British pro¬
ductions, both the theatreman and
his public will soon realize that
here they have something appeal¬
ingly different.
“The exhibitor, ought to under¬
stand that in the British industry
—he—has—a—potential—souree-of—newsupply, even if it amounts, to-no
more than four or five good pic¬
tures** year. I believe that, even¬
tually, theatre operators will come
to realize that.”
British Lion Films, which was
set up to replace the defunct Brit¬
ish Lion, is primarily a distributor.
However, it also helps finance pro¬
duction of some 10 pictures a year.
The new company expects to have
10 new films by next February, in¬
cluding three in Cinemascope and
color.
“T am a great believer in Cine¬
mascope when the subject war¬
rants it.” Jarratt declared. “Un¬
like
VistaVision,
CinemaScope
gives the nublic something differ¬
ent for their money.” He sa*d
David Lean was currently in India
preparing a C’Scope film for Brit¬
ish Lion. Title is “The Wind Can¬
not Read.”
Jarrat said British Lion was ex¬
panding its stable of stars, but com¬
plained that, each time when a
name was getting big, Hollywood
was snatching him dway. “I don't
go along with the argument that
it’s all for the best for our indus¬
try,” he opined. “Once one of our
stars goes to the Coast, their price
goes up so ‘that no one at home
can afford him again. And then,
too, there’s a question just when
the star will find his way back to
Britain. His being in American
films doesn’t help us any at all.”
Jarratt returns home tomorrow
(Thurs.h

Mexican House Damaged
Donna, Mex., Oct. 11.
Fire departments from four
towns Friday (7) night fought a
ure in the Womble Theatre but
were unable to prevent damages
estimated from $35,000 to $40,000.
No patrons were in the theatre at
the time.

Testing Okla. City’s
Taste for Foreign
Features; 8 for $4
Oklahoma City, Oct. 11.
The Plaza theatre here, one of
the Cooper Foundation chain, has
booked a series of eight “art” films
to find out if there is enough boxoffice support here for foreign
flickers.
“If the first eight are well re¬
ceived, we’ll continue them,” re¬
ports manager Eddie Thorne. To
drum up interest, he’s contacted
language and art departments at
nearby Oklahoma U. and has set
up the Oklahoma City Film Society
for patrons of art films. Offering
eight admissions for $4. Regular
ducat price is 80c.
First film is “Hobson's Choice.”
Coming later are “Divided Heart”
and “Game of Love.”

Lock Up Crews
1 11 ■

Continued froyi page
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in the final editing stages, four
other propertied are now being
screenplayed:
Andre Boehm and Louis Vittes
working on “Creature from Green
Hell,” science-fiction yarn rolling,
late next month; A1 C. Ward, Don¬
ald Hyde, “Bermuda Affair”; A1
Zimbalist, “Baby Face Nelson,”
and “Deep Seam,” also being
penned by Hyde.
Gross also said that the financ¬
ing needed for the Mark Stevens
production, “Timetable” lensed at
California studios, was supplied by
G-K Productions.
Regarding television, Gross said
that aside from the commercials
being produced in conjunction
with Roland Reed, they are prep-?
ping a new vidpix series—“Test
Pilot” to star Preston Foster. Pilot
film rolls in a few weeks. Other
tv series to be produced include
“Alias Jimmy Valentine” and the
“O Henry” stories.
“We're pretty proud of our pres¬
ent clients,” declared Gross. The
studio topper was referring to in¬
die producers Stanley Kramer,
Bert E. Friedlob and Jesse Lasky,
all quartered at California. Other
production activity on the lot in¬
cludes the “Dr. Hudson Secret
Journal” and “Gunsmoke” vidpix
series and Cathedral Films.

Davis-McCarthy Back
Loaded With Product;
Mention Venice Kindly
United Motion Picture Organiza¬
tion (UMPO), headed by Richard
Davis and John G. McCarthy, has
now close to $400,000 invested in a
dozen films and a variety of com¬
mitments, Davis disclosed in N. Y.
last week on returning from a
European trip.
Outfit’s , most important prop¬
erty is the Jean Renoir picture,
’’French Can-Can,” which Davis in¬
tends to preem at the Metropolitan
Opera, N. Y., in March of 1956 un¬
der the combined sponsorship of
the French Government and Unifrance the French org that pro¬
motes French films abroad. Pro¬
ceeds of the affair, which already
has the blessing of the French, will
go to the fund to rennovate the
Statute of Liberty.
Davis said he and McCarthy were
considering dubbing “Can-Can”
for which they have already paid
$80,000 in cash to the producer,
Franco-London Films. With dub¬
bing, color prints, etc., ultimate
cost of launching the Jean Gabin
picture is expected to come to
$250,000.
One Vote for Venice
The Venice film festival found
a staunch defender in Davis. “It’
a great, useful affair that rates
our full support,” he observed.
“Hei’e you meet everyone and you
see everything that is available.
These festivals are truly market
places of the motion picture.
It’s foolish for someone to come
to Venice, look around for two
days, expect nothing but master¬
pieces, and then leave disappointed.
After all, how many masterpieces
do we get from Hollywood?”
Davis, who feels that there
should be an international festival
organized in New York, said the
United States unfortunately in¬
sisted on showing the most com¬
mercial pictures to the most so¬
phisticated audience'at the festi¬
vals.
“Naturally, they don’t go
over,” he commented.
As
for
French
production,
which UMPO is tapping to the
point where it is now far and away
the most important distributor of
French films in the U. S., Davis—
who also operates the Fine Arts
Theatre, N. Y. artie—said it had
yet to find that “common denomi¬
nator” that would enable it to
make international films,
“French producers keep telling
me that, when making a picture,
they.just don’t think in terms of
the United States since they have
never gotten any money from
there anyway,” he related.
“I
think they are making a big mis¬
take. There is that common denominator in pictures that will appeal to all people, and the French
must search for it if they hope to
gain even a measure of real suc¬
cess here.”
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Yanks Pick Stories for World Appeal,
British Don’t, and Lose, But Squawk;
FoxweU’s It’s Our Fault Alone’
By FRED HIFT
Pulling a switch on the recently
popular British grievance, Ivan
Foxwell, an indie producer of that
country, said in New York last
week that, in his opinion, there
was no bar to British films in the
States.
Undue stress on the origin of
“We don’t do well here for three
pictures is cramming the style of
very simple reasons: First, We
some imports, Herbert Rosener, lack marquee names for the Amer¬
Coast operator of arties and also a ican market. Second, Our subjects
distrib, said in N. Y. this week.
are too local in character and fre¬
“People basically are interested quently too subtle in treatment.
in whether it’s a good picture or Third, We rarely get a crack at
not, and what it is all about,” he the truly international stories, big
commented. “We tend too often to plays and novels.” he asserted.
Fox well’s opinion squarely con¬
drive home the point that a pic¬
ture was made in this country or tradicts the view of such British
that.
It’s an overemphasis that industry leaders as J. Arthur
works'to the picture’s disadvantage Rank’s John Davis who, on fre¬
as far as audiences are concerned.” quent occasions, have maintained
Rosener said people generally that, if it weren’t for American ex¬
unthinking j-esistance,
appeared more interested in for¬ hibitors
eign pix today than ever before, British films would be welcomed
but that the imports suffered from with open arms by the American
obvious limitations. Where Ital¬ public.
“If we don’t do well in the
ian and French films have done
well in his San Francisco houses, United States it is largely because
in Portland, Ore., by contrast, most we don't make the kind of pictures
of them have fallen down. Some they want to see here,” opined
British films have done well in Foxwell, whose latest, “The Coldlitz Story,” has been acquired for
Portland, he said.
the U. S. by Atlantic Pictures
Corp. “Even our well-made films
frequently don’t have international
appeal. And for that we really
don’t have anyone to blame but
: Continued from page 5 — - ourselves.”
awards for children's books will
Foxwell pointed out that, where¬
be given for “best children’s biog¬ as Britain had been seeing Ameri¬
raphy,” “best children’s science can stars and.American films for a
great many years, the reverse was
book” and “youth book best por¬ certainly not true. “With very few
traying America’s past.” Presen¬ exceptions, our people just don’t
tations of awards in the film, radio seem to mean anything here at
and television media will be made the boxoffice,” he said. “We Just
at an Awards Dinner at the Wal¬
have any really international
dorf-Astoria, N. Y., on Dec. 13; for don’t
stars.”
chilren’s books, at a luncheon in
Indie, who produces at ShepperJanuary and for comic books at a
ton Studios (he makes one a year),
luncheon the following month.
Trustees of the Foundation num¬ complained that it was difficult for
ber among them several show biz British producers to latch on to
toppers, plus top figures in Gov¬ the cream of the literary or stage
ernment and industry. Show#biz- crop in competition with the Amer¬
ites include Gen. David Samoff, ican companies. “Hollywood will
Mary Pickford, Spyros Skouras grab any great novel, in fact any
and’ Cecil B. DeMille. Aims of good story with international ap¬
peal, and we are left with local
the Foundation are to-improve the stories,”
he noted.
quality of the mass media, to in¬
Foxwell's next picture will be
terest young people in science and
“Manuela,”
which he describes as
engineering careers to help solve
the shortage of scientific manpow¬ a love story at sea. It’ll be in color
and
widescreen,
but whether he'll
er and to “reestablish traditional
values and make them meaningful make it in CinemaScope or not
hasn't
been
decided.
FoxwelPis dis¬
to the youth of the country.” Some
50 national organizations are co¬ cussing the possibility of getting
an
American
star,
for
his picture,
operating with the Foundation in
the establishment and maintenance but said he wasn’t absolutely sold
on
the
idea.
“Unless
I
can
get a top
of the mass media awards,
American player, I’ll just use a toprate British cast. I have no inten¬
tion of using second-rate people
just to get an American name in
there,” he emphasized.
British producer thought that
the American and British outlook
in making films was completely
different, and he said he in prin¬
ciple agreed with those who felt
that
the British industry would es¬
quently take the easy way out, i.e.,
skip booking a foreign pic in sentially be better off trying to
favor of an American one, they-say make films of its own type rather
that the theatre op in a great many than seek so hard to make some¬
instances may have tested his pub¬ thing that might conceivably ap¬
lic with a foreign film and may peal to foreign, and particularly
American, tastes. On the other
have found a lack of interest.
“If you played a couple of pic¬ hand, he said, if a picture had in¬
tures you thought were real good, ternational appeal. it would most
and you then found you were show¬ likely also please British audi¬
ing them to empty houses, would ences.
As for his “Coldlitz Story,”
you continued with such a policy?”
queried one exhib. “The one thing which deals with the escape of
these people abroad must get British officers from a German
through their heads is that, wheth¬ prisoner-of-war camp, Foxwell said
er they like it or not, the vast the picture cost $600,000 and it re¬
majority of Americans simply couped its investment within five
aren’t eager to see a foreign pic¬ months in Britain alone.
ture. It’s as simple as that, and no
amount of griping or mud-slinging
is going to change it.”
Exhibs realize, too, that their
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Stephen Goosson of McCadden
case isn't made any easier by some
of their spokesmen going abroad Productions returns to the presi¬
and, to ingratiate themselves with dency of the Society of Motion Pic¬
their hosts, making statements to ture Art Directors for the coming
the effect that any foreign film will year, succeeding Edgar Preston
find a proper niche in the U. S. Ames. Goosson was the first presi¬
Daff called such men “popularity dent of the SMPAD when it was
seekers.” The theatremen them¬ organized in 1937 and held the
selves say their leaders may be sin¬ office again in 1943-44.
All other incumbent officers
cere in making these statements,
but that they fail to present bal¬ were re-elected: George Loren Pat¬
ancing factors to give European a rick (Revue Productions), veepee;
proper understanding of the prob¬ Malcolm Bert (WB), secretary;
lems faced here by their pictures Serge Krizman (Meridian Produc¬
and the men who are supposed to tions), treasurer; and Leo Kuter
(WB), administrator.
show them.

Land-of-Origin Stress
On Features Poor Sell,
Says Coast Art Operator

Edison

CAUTIOUS U.S. EXHIBITORS RAISE WALL
BETWEEN FOREIGN PIX AND U.S. PUBLIC
The exhibition side of the Amer¬
ican film business is slowly but
surely emerging as the whipping
boy in the controversy over the
showing—or rather the lack of it
—of foreign films in the United
States.
Both the producers abroad and
some of the distributors in the
States are complaining that the
American theatre operators do, in
effect, stand as a wall between
the foreign pix and the American
public.
Theatremen admit that they
aren’t falling over one another to
play foreign attractions. But, they
say, if a good foreign film comes
along, it’ll get the break it de¬
serves within its natural limits.
On the whole, exhibition takes the
view that the U. S. public simply
prefers to see Hollywood films and
that this preference must be
served, if for no other reason than
the compelling one. of profit.
“When you've played a foreign
bill once, and you got burned bad¬
ly, you’re not likely to repeat on
it again very soon,” commented
one exhibitor. “This is a risk busi¬
ness. We have certain fixed ex¬
penses. No one likes to take a,
loss when it could be avoided.”
There is no question that, es¬
pecially away from the keys, ex¬
hibitors arp mnvpri hv pvtreme nnn-

servatism that eliminates even pic¬
tures that conceivably might have
had a chance in their houses. The
case is black-and-white wiicn it
comes to foreign language shows.
It moves into a gray area in re¬
gard to British films where, it’s
held, the best case can be made
against the exhibitors.
Alfred E. Daff, Universal exec
v.p., concerned with the problem
via U’s Rank association (now ap¬
parently a matter of the past),
made clear his thinking in N. Y.
last week when he commented that
U, which in the past released much
of the Rank product, after all
didn’t own theatres. He added:
“We cannot force theatres to take
these features.” At the Rank end,
John Davis, Rank’s general man¬
ager, has long argued that exhibi¬
tors in the U. S. were to blame for
what he considers the inadequate
returns of Rank, films in the U. S.
Example frequently cited is the
British
comedy,
“Genevieve,”
w'hich was hailed by the critics but
didn’t really get anywhere in the
theatres even though it was a tini¬
er and appears to have been en¬
joyed by all those who were al¬
lowed to see it.
*
Exhibs who have given thought
to the situation say it’s too simple
to just pin the blame on their re¬
luctance to go international. While
thev admit that theatremen fre¬
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. .your stars of
tomorrow
from 20th!
Richard Egan
THE VIEW FROM
POMPEYS HEAD"

*
Rita Moreno
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD

Kipp Hamilton
"GOOD MORNING, MISS DOVE

Virginia Leiti
“THRESHOLD
OF SPACE"

»»t 'A <>

Special! Reprint of this ad available FREE for you

^edHesday*
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Dana Wynter
"THE VIEW FROM
POMPEV'S HEAD"
*

>

Sheree North
the lieutenant
WORE SKIRTS"

Joan Collins
‘THE GIRL IN THE
RED VELVET SWING’

Shirley Jones

Tom Ewell

“CAROUSEL"

“THE LIEUTENANT
WORE SKIRTS”

SPECIAL
5-MINUTE SUBJECT

AVAILABLE FREE
*

Barbara Ruick

^

“CAROUSEL"

in OnemaScoPI:
JITLED

STARS OF
r^
TOMORROW"
★

to light up your screen in
i,:'

*

★

★

★

Introducing five of your
future big stars —Dana
Wynter, Joan Collins,
Sheree North, Tom Ewell,
Richard Egan —in color
by DeLuxe
Play it immediately! Get
in touch with your 20th
branch manager today!

:
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PICTURE GROSSES

L.A. Biz Still Limps; 'Sands Cool
$26,000, 'King’s Thief’ Lean 10G; ‘Men
17G, 3d, ‘Camera’ Snappy $10,000,4th
Los Angeles, Oct. 11. Firstrun biz generally remains
modest this session, with no strong
newcomers to bolster wicket play.
Medium $26,000 shapes for combo
of “Desert Sands” and “Fort
Yuma” in four theatres. “King’s
Thief” plus “Bar Sinistter” is
light $10,000 in two spots. Thin
$6,500 is seen for “Svengali” also
in tivo locations.
Reissue combo of “Kiss Blood
Off Hands” and “Johnny Stool
Pigeon” looks modest $7,500 at the
Hillstreet. Another pair of oldies,
“Nightmare Alley” and “Thieves’
Highway” is dull $7,500 in two
spots.
Among holdovers, second week
of “Private War Major Benson”
looks sturdy $10,500 while “Tall
Men” is garnering a good $17,000
in third Chinese week. Brisk $10,000 looms for “I Am Camera’1 in
fourth round at Four Star.
Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Hollywood, Up¬
town, Loyola (FW) (2,097; 756; 1,715; 1,248; 90-$1.50) — “Desert
Sands” (UA) and “Fort Yuma”
(UA). Medium $26,000. Last week,
L. A., and New Fox, “Seven Cities
Gold” (20th) and “King Dinosaur”
<Lip) (2d wk), $11,300; others with
units.
State, Hawaii (UATC-G&S) 2,404; 1,106; 90-$1.25) — “King’s
Thief” (M-G) and “Bar Sinister”
(M-G). Light $10,000. Last week,
With units.
Orpheum, Egyptian (Metropolitan-UATC) (2,213; 1,536; 80-$1.25)
—“Svengali” (M-G). Thin $6,500.
Last week, Egyptian and Warner
Downtown, “Tennessee’s Partner”
(RKO), $8,400.
Warner Downtown, New Fox
(SW-FWC) (1,757; 965; 80-$l,25)—
“Nightmare Alley” (20th) and
“Thieves’ Highway” (20th) (reis¬
sues). Dull $7,500. Last week, with
other units.
Hillstreet (RKO) (2,752; 80-$l)—
“Kiss Blood Off Hands” (U) and
“Johnny Stool Pigeon” (U) (reis¬
sues). Modest $7,500 or near. Last
week, with Hollywood, “Female
On Beach” (U) and “Devil’s God¬
dess” (Col) (2d wk), $9,200.
Downtown Paramount, Wiltem,
Pantages (ABPT-SW-RKO) (3,300;
2,344:
2.812;
90-$1.50)—“Blood
Alley” (WB) “Night Freight” (AA)
(2d wk). Slow $22,000. Last 'week,
$31,700.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(1,430; $1-$1.50)—“Major Benson”
(U) (2d wk). Steady $10,500. Last
week, $10,700.
Iris (FWC) (816; 80-$1.25)—
“Night of Hunter” (UA) and “Cross
Channel” (Rep) (2d wk). Light
(Continued on page 24)

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week.$477,100
' (B^scd on 21 theatres.)
Last Year .$632,000
(Based on 21 theatres.)

‘Hell’ Tops Indpls.
Again, Sock 12G, 2d
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‘GirP Modest $10,000,
Denver; ‘Trial’ 9!/2G, 2d
Denver, Oct. 11.
Newcomers are generally not
doing so well this round but some
sturdy holdovers are helping to
overcome this weakness. “Girl
Rush” is likely to. get only modest
returns at Denham opening week.
“Love Is a Splendored Thing” is
good enough in second Centre sessi6n to stay a third. “Hell and
Back” looks socko also in second
frame at Paramount. “Trial” looms
okay in initial holdover round at
Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 75-$l)—
“Virgin Queen” (20th).
Good
$4,000.
Holding.
Last week,
“Simba” (Lip) and “You’re in
Navy Now” (20th) (Veissue), $3,000.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)—
“Love Is Splendored Thing” (20th)
(2d wk).
Good $15,000.
Slays.
Last week, $17,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 60-$l)
—“Girl Rush” (Par). Modest $10,000 or close.
Last week, “To
Catch Thief” (Par) (4th wk),
$7,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)—
“Blood Alley” (WB) (2d wk). Oke
$7,000 in three days. Last week,
$16,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)—
“Trial” (M-G) and “Glass Tomb”
(Lip) (2d wk). Okay $9,500 after
$17,500 opener.
Vogue (Wolfberg) (422; 75-90)—
“George K. Arthur Prize Package”
(Indie). Packing them in for a
wow $4,000. Stays on.
. Paramount (Wolfberg)
(2,200;
60-$D—“To Hell and Back” (U)
(2d wk).
Smash $15,000.
Last
week, $27,000.

Trial’ Smash $14,009, D. C.; ‘Brunettes’
Okay $14,500, Hell’ Torrid 20G, 2d
Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .. $2,524,400
(Based on 23 cities and 225
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ... .$2,819,800
(Based on 24 cities and 217
theatres.)

M Terrif 25G,
Buff.; Douglas 17G

Washington, Oct. 11
Biz continues brisk along the
mainstem, despite a few dull spots
Topping a list of three new en¬
tries is “Trial,” smash at the Co¬
lumbia. “Gentlemen Marry Brun¬
ettes” at Loew’s Palace hurt somewhat by thumbs down from the
drama desks, still is rated okay
“Cinerama Holiday” is on the up¬
swing in second stanza, with great
total at the Warner. “To Hell and
Back? at RKO Keith’s looms big
in second session as is “Tall Men”
at Loew’s Capitol. “Illegal” is
only fair in two houses.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,490: 75-$l)
—“Illegal” (WB). Mild $4,000. Last
week, “McConnell Story” (WB) (2d
wk), $3,000 in 6 days.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 75-$1.10)
—“Tall Men” (20th) (2d w'k). Fine
$20,000 after $28,000 last week.
Remains over.
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-95)—
“Trial” (M-G). Smash $14,000, with
crix kudos helping. Stays. Last
week, “Man Alone” (Rep), $6,500.
■Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10)
—“Summertime” (UA) (7th wk).
Steady $4,000 for third consecu¬
tive week. Holds.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-S1.25)_“To Hell and Back” (U) (2d wk).
Big $20,000 after $26,000. Holds
on.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$l)
—“Illegal”. (WB). Fairish $6,000.
Last week, “McConnell Story”
(WB) (2d wk), $5,500 in 6 days.
Palace (Loew) (2,360: 70-95)—
“Gentlemen
Marry
Brunettes”
(UA). Okay $14,500, but not up to
hopes. Last week, “Left Hand of
God” (20th) (2d wk), $13,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 75$1.10)—-“Bar Sinister” (M-G) (2d
wk). Sad $3,200 after $4,000 last
week. This couldn’t get off ground
despite almost daily plugs from
drama crix.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (670; 70-$ 1)—
“I Am Camera” (DCA) (2d wk).
Sock at $10,500 after $10,000 last
week. Continues.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (2d
wk). Smash $24,000, ahead of open¬
ing stanza’s big $22,000. Stays on.

Buffalo, Oct. 11.
Big news here this session is “To
Hell and Back,” teiTific at the Laifayette.
It is way ahead of near¬
est competition currently. “Ulys¬
ses” shapes lively at the Paramount
but “Seven Cities of Gold” looks
only fair at the Center. “Phenix
City Story” still is nice in 5-day
second round at the Century.
“Gentlemen Marry Brunettes” was
not held over at the Buffalo but
“Desert Sands” and “King’s Thief”
combo pushed in. Former had done
nicely opening stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 50-80)—
“Desert Sands” (UA) and “King’s
$6,000.
Thief” (M-G). Okay $9,000 in four
Indiana (C-D) (2,800; 50-85)—
days.
Last week,
“Gentlemen
To Hell and Back” (U) (2d wk).
Marry Brunettes” (UA), $15,000.
Great $12,000 after $18,000 opener.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 5,080)—
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 50-75)—
“Ulysses” (Par) and “Twinkle in
“Wayward Wife” (Indie) and “Out¬
God’s Eye” (Rep). Lively $17,000
law Girl” (Indie). Slow $3,500.
for Kirk Douglas starrer.
Last
Last W'eek, “Black Tuesday” (In¬
week, “Blood Alley” (WB) and
Philadelphia, Oct. 11.
die) and “Wakamba” (RKO), ditto.
“Big Chase” (Lip) (2d wk-4 days),
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-90)—
Great preview date is helping $7,000.
Trial” (M-G). Oke $9,000. Last “Tall Men” set the pace here cur¬
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80) —
week, “Gentlemen Marry Brun¬ rently. Pic is great ait the Fox. “Seven Cities of Gold” (20th). Fair
ettes” (UA) and “You Know What “Naked Street” is rated stout at the $8,000.
Last week, “The Shrike”
Sailors Are” (UA), $8,000 at 80c Goldman while “Gentlemen Marry (U), $9,000.
top.
Brunettes” looms rich at Stanley.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)—
“Warriors” looks only fairish at “To Hell and Back” (U) and “Ab¬
the Midtown. Weekend biz was bott and Costello Meet Mummy”
spotty with Sunday take off gen¬ (U). Grabbing current week’s real
erally.
“Left Hand of God” laurels, with smash $25,000 or bet¬
slipped sharply in second stanza ter.
Last week, “Female on
at Mastbaum.
Beach” (U) and “Land of Fury”
Estimates for This Week
(U), $10,000.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 60-85)
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.40) —
Louisville, Oct. 11.
“Always Fair Weather" (M-G) (3d —“Phenix City Story” (AA) and
Standout this week is “To Hell wk). Fine $11,000. Last week, “Jail Busters” (AA) (2d wk-5 days).
and Back” at the Rialto, where the $15,000.
Nice $8,500. Last week, $12,500.
Audie Murphy thriller is packing
Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200;
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
San Francisco, Oct. 11.
’em in at $1 top. Terrific $25,000 “Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (34th $1.20-$2.40) — “Cinerama” (Indie)
Despite a plethora of holdovers,
Fine $8,000.
Last
looms, and h.o. for second week is wk). Up again to big $15,500. Last (28th wk).
biz
is
holding
up well. Some of
.-weekp-ditto.
certainty. Trade at the other week, $14,000.
newcomers are not too hot. “Ille¬
three firstruns, all in same one
Fox (20th) (2,250; 90-$1.49) —
gal”
is
only
fair
at Paramount
block area on Fourth Street, as a “Tall Men” (20th). Mighty $32,000
paired with “Girl Rush.”. “Night of
result are spotty. Good session or over. Last week, “Seven Cities
Hunter”
looms
nice
at United
looms at the Kentucky for “Ulys¬ of Gold” (20th), $16,000.
Artists while “Footsteps in Fog”
ses.” Both “Phenix City Story” at
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65is
good
at
St.
Francis.
“To Hell
the Mary Anderson and “Trial” at $1.35)—“Naked Street” (UA). Stout
and Back” still is standout with a
State are suffering.
$16,000. Last week, “Kentuckian”
St. Louis, Oct. 11.
great second'stanza at Golden Gate.
Estimates for This Week
(UA) (2d wk), $13,000.
“Trial” and “Tall Men” are con¬
Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 65-85)
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 65-99) testing for top b.o. honors here
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80—“Ulysses” (Par). Good $7,000 or —“Intruder” (Indie) (3d wk). So-so this frame, with “Trial” making
near. Last week, “Female on $2,800. Last week, $3,000 in 6-day comparatively tire best showing at $1)—“To Hell and Back” (U) and
Detroit, Oct. 11.
Beach” (U) and “Kiss of Fire” (U), week.
Loew’s. “Gentlemen Marry Bru¬ “Bowery To Bagdad” (AA) (2d wk).
Newcomers are perking down¬ $8,000.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 99-$1.49) nettes” shapes good in moveover Great $17,000. Last week, $27,500.
town biz this stanza. “Tall Men” | Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200; —“Left
Hand
of
God”
(20th)
(2d
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
to
Orpheum. “Cinerama Holiday”
is lofty at the Fox.
“Ulysses”
(Continued on page 24)
(Continued on page 24)
is heading for a solid take in 34th “Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk). Oke
looks big at Michigan. “Female
$15,000.
Last week, $26,500. '
week.
“Phenix
City
Story”
just
on Beach” is fine at the Palms.
wound up a nice week at the Fox.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)—
“Trial” shapes brisk at United Art¬
Estimates
for
This
Week
“Trial”
(M-G)
(2d wk). Fast $14,ists.
Ambassador
(Indie)
(1,400; 000 or near. Last week, $18,500.
Estimates for This Week
$1.20-$2.40)—“Cinerama Holiday”
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1(Indie) (34th wk). Solid $15,000. “Illegal”
(WB) and “Girl Rush”
$1.25)—“Tall Men” (20th).
Tall
Last week, $14,000.
(Par). Fair $12,000. Last week,
$37,000. Last week, “Left Hand of
Fox (F&M)
(5,000; 51-90)— “Ulysses”
(Par) and “Tanga-Tika”
God” (20th), (3d wk), $20,000.
“Never Too Young” (Par) and
“Reap Wild Wind” (Par) (reisesue). (Indie) (2d wk), $10,000 in 6 days.
Michigan (United Detroit)
St.
Francis
(Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
(4,000; $1-$1.25) — Ulysses” (Par)
Kansas City, Oct. 11. | Die Young” (UA).
Slow $7,000. Opened today (Tues.). Last week,
In Fog” (Col). Good
and “Duel on Mississippi” (Col).
Plenty of new bills in town cur¬ Last week, “Night of Hunter” (UA) “Phenix City Story” (AA) and —“Footsteps
$11,000.
Last
week, “To Catch
“Finger
Man”
(AA),
nice
$14,000.
Great $25,000. Last week, “Pri¬ rently but not all are big.. “Tall and “Bullet for Joey” (UA), $7,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-85)— Thief” (Par) (5th wk), $9,000.
vate War Major Benson” (U) and Men,” which reopened the Or¬
Missouri (RKO) (2,585; 65-90)—
“Trial”
(M-G)
and
“Tight
Spot”
“Gun Won West” (Col), $15,500.
Orpheum
(Cinerama
Theatre
“Illegal”
(WB)
and
“Betrayed
pheum, is a hit and certain to 9tay
Palms (UDj (2,961; $1-$1.25)— several weeks in this de luxe Fox Women” (AA). Drab $4,000. Last (Col), Fancy $18,000. Last week, Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cin¬
“Gentlemen
Marry
'
Brunettes”
erama
Holiday”
(Indie)
(10th
wk).
week,
“Tall
Man
Riding”
(WB)
and
Midwest
house.
“I
Am
a
Camera”
“Female on Beach” (U) and
(UA) and “You Know What Sail¬ Smash $25,000. Last week, $26,200.
“Headline Hunters” (Rep). Fine moved into the Apollo, changing “Dam Busters” (WB), $4,500.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913; ors Are” (UA), $14,500.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207;
$16,000. Last week, “McConnell that house temporarily from subOrpheum (Loew's) (1,450; 50- 70-$l)—“Night of Hunter” (UA)
Big first 75-$D—“Tall Men” (20th). Smash
Story” (WB) and “Francis in sequents to firstrun.
round looms. “Ulysses” at Para¬ $16,000. rHolds. House had been 85) — “Gentlemen . Marry Bru¬ and “Break To Freedom” (M-G).
Navy” (U), $10,000.
nettes”
(UA) and “You Knotf Nice $10,000 or better. Last week,
dark
for
several
weeks.
mount
is
only
so-so.
“Summer¬
Madison <UD) (1,900; $1-$1.25)—
Paramount (United Par) (1,900; What Sailors Are” (UA) (m.o.). “Summertime” (UA) (2d wk), $8,“To Catch Thief” (Par) (6th wk). time” at Midland shapes sluggish. 70-90)
—
“Ulysses”
(Par).
So-so
Neat
$7,000.
Last week, “Desert 700.
“To
Hell
and
Back”
still
is
sock
Good $8,000. Last week, $9,000.
at the four-house Fox Midwest $7,000. Last week, “Girl Rush” Sands” (UA) and “Stranger On
Stagcdoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; combo in second week.
Horseback” (UA), $6,500.
Rain (Par). $6,000.
—“Virgin Queen” (20th) (4th wk).
$1-$1.25) — "Return Jack Slade” much of last week hurt many
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$l)—
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; Oke $2,700. Last week, $3,000.
t (AA) and “Jail Busters” (AA). Oke spots.
“How to Be Popular” (20th) (3d 51-90)—“Dark Hall” (Indie) and
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $D —
I $11,000. Last week, “Terror Mau
wk). Moderate $3,000. Last week, “Lost Boundaries” (Indie). Fine “Maddalena” (Indie) (4th wk).
‘ Estimates for This Week
~ Mau” (Indie) and “Glass Tomb”
$4,000.
$3,500. Last week, “Red Shoes” Good $2,300. Last week, $2,700. .
Apollo
(Fox
Midwest)
(1,085;
85)
(Lip), $7,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra¬
Clay. (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Holi¬
_ Big nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; (Indie) and “Quartet” (Indie), (re¬
United Artists (UA) (1,939; $1- —“I Am a Camera” (DCA).
day for Henrietta” (Indie) (2d wk).
Holds. Last week, subse¬ 700; 1,217; 65-85)—“To Hell and issues), $3,000.
$1.25—“Trial” (M-G). Fast-$17,000. $6,000.
Richmond
St.
L.
Amus.)
(400;
Fair
$2,000. Last week, $2,800.
Last week, “Scarlet Coat”. (M-G) quent-run.
Back” (U) with “Spy Chasers” $1.10)—“Green
Magic”
(Indie).
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; $1)
Glen (Dickinson) (750; 85-$l)— (AA) at Tower and Granada (2d Tall $3,000. Last week, “Marty” —“Wages
and “Moonfleet” (M-G), $7,700.
of Fear” (Indie) (8th
Adams Balaban)
(1,700; $1- “Le Plaisir” (Indie) and “Anna¬ wk). Great $17,000 or near. Last (8th wk), $2,000.
wk). Big $2,000. Last week, $2,800.
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
$1.25)—“I Am Camera” (DCA) (2d purna” (Indie) (3d wk). Satisfac- week, socko $32,000, one of best
Bridge
(Reade
- Schwarz) '396;
early fall weeks on record.
51-90)—“Tall Men” (20th). Potent $1.25-$1.50)—“I Am A Camera”
wk). Down to good $9,000. Last tory $900.‘ Last week, $1,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)—
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)— $18,000. Last week, “Left Hand of (DCA) (5th wk). £ancy $3,500.
week, $11,000.
. “Aida” (IFE) (2d wk).
Fancy "Court Martial” (Indie). Light God” (20th) (2d wk), $11,000.
Last week, $5,500.
Music Hall 'Cinerama Prods.) $2,000, and holds.
Last week, $1,000; won't hold. Last week,
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Lime¬
(1.194; $1.40-$2.65) ;— "Cmerama ' $2,700.
“Man in White Suit” < U) and $1.10)—“Sheep Has Five Legs” light” (UA) and “Lili” (M-G) (re-,
Holiday” 'Indie) '35th wk<. Nice
Midland 'Loewi '3.500; 6*0-80)— ‘T/'Vondar Hill Mob” (U) (reissues) (Indie) (2d wk). Big $2,000 after
issues). Good $3,000. Last week,
$20,500. Last ueek, $20,400.
‘ “Summertime” iUA; and “Good (2d wk), $1,000.
$2,500 initial frame.
"Kainishia” (Indie), $1,800.
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Indianapolis, Oct. 11.
Biz is spotty here this stanza,
with rain and extensive street re¬
pair work listed as depressing fac¬
tors. Repaving of Monument Cir¬
cle has been especially hard on
Circle Theatre, where “Shrike” is
being hurt this stanza. But “To
Hell arid Back” still is socko in
second week at the Indiana, to still
lead the city. “Trial” is getting a
moderate play at Loew’s.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 5085)—“The Shrike” (U). Fair $6,500.
Last week, “Seven Cities of Gold”
(20th) and “Spy Chasers” (AA),

‘Men’ Robust 32G,
Philly; ‘Lucy’ 13G

‘Hell’ L’ville Standout,
Wham 25G, ‘Trial’ Fair
$8,000,‘Ulysses’Uep7G

‘Hunter’ Fast $10,000 In
Frisco; ‘Hell’ Boff 17G,
Trial’ Hot 14G in 2d

‘TRIAL’TALL $18,000,
ST. LOO.; ‘MEN’ DITTO

TOT STURDY $37,000
IN DET.;‘ULYSSES’25G

Men’ Sockeroo $10,000 in Wet K. C.;
‘Camera’ Sharp 6G, ‘Hell’ Hot 17G, 2d
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H.0.s Hobble Chi Biz; Hand’ Socko
$37,500, ‘Svengali’ Fair 15G, ‘Gold’
Bright 19G, ‘Ulysses’ Big 15G, 2d
Chicago, Oct. 11.
With most Loop situations play¬
ing holdovers, biz here is generally
nit this round with a few excep¬
tions “Left Hand of God" should
erab a smash $37,500 in first week
ft 1 he Woods. "King’s Thief” and
“Svengali” combo looks fair $15,000 opening round at the McVickers “Seven Cities of Gold” and
“Illegal” combo looks like fat $19,000 at the Roosevelt.
“Blood Alley” with Julius LaRosa topping the stageshow looks
so-so in second round at the Chi¬
cago. “Ulysses” continues sock in
second at the Grand. “African
Lion” is still roaring in the second
Loop session.
“Private War of Major Benson”
stays tall in second Esquire round.
“Gentlemen Marry Brunettes” is
wearving in third round at the
Oriental. “To Catch A Thief”
looms fair at United Artists in fifth
week.
“Mister Roberts” is levelling off
in eighth week at the State-Lake
while “Cinerama Holiday” stays
hefty in 17th week at the Palace.
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (Telem’t) (480; 95) —
“Tales of Hoffman” (Indie) (reis¬
sue) (2d wk). Oke $3,400.
Last
week, $4,200.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.50)
—“Blood Alley” (WB) with Julius
LaRosa helming vaude (2d wk). So¬
so $38,000. Last week, $50,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
85-SI >—“Private War Major Ben¬
son” tU) (2d wk). Tall $8,500. Last
week. $11,000.
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l)—
“Ulysses” (Par) (2d wk). Big $15,000. Last week, $24,000.
Loop .(Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
“African Lion” (BV) (2d wk). Lofty
$16,000. Last week, $20,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87) -“Scarlet Coat” (M-G) and “Bar
Sinister” (M-G) (2d wk). Light
$4,500, Last week, $9,000.
Me Vickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65$1.25)—“King’s Thief” (M-G) and
“Svengali” (M-G).
Fair $15,000.
Last week, “The Cobweb” (M-G)
(2d wk), $18,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—“Gentlemen M^rry Brunettes”
(UA) (3d wk). Fair $16,500. .Last
week, $28,000.
N'
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (17th
wk). Nifty $42,600.
Last week,
$43,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—“Seven Cities of Gold” (20th) and
“Illegal” (WB). Fat $19,000. Last
week, “Far Horizons” (Par) and
“Hell’s Island” (Par) (2d wk),
$9,500.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)
—“Mister Roberts” (WB) (8th wk).
Sturdy $21,000. Last week, $25,500.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
“Man Who Loved Redheads” (UA)
(2d wk). Lofty $4,800. Last week,
$5,600.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 6598)—“To Catch Thief” (Par) (5th
wk). Fair $14,000.
Last week,
$16,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,206;„ 98$1.25)—“Left Hand of God” (20th).
Torrid $37,500). Last week, “The
Shrike” (U) (5th wk), $15,500.
World (Indie) (697; 98)—“Red
Shoes” (Indie) (reissue) (5th wk).
Slowing to $3,000. Last week,
$3,500.

‘Ulysses’Fat $9,000 In
Prov.; 'Command' 10G
‘Hell’ Whopping 11G, 2d
Providence, Oct. 11.
The State’s “Last Command” io
leading the current pack here but
ls just okay. Strand, with “Ulys¬
ses, is rated big. Also showing
strength in their second weeks are
Majestic’s “Blood Alley” and RKO
Albee’s “To Hell and Back.” Latter
ls standout in town.
Estimates for This Week
AJbcc (RKO) (2,200; 50-75)—
fo Hell and Back” (U) (2d wk),
smash $11,000 or oyer. First sesh
"'as $14,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 65-85)—
Alley” (WB) (2d wk). Nice
*10,000 after $13,000 In first
.State (Loew) (3,200; 50-75)—
i£as Tpommand” (Rep) and “Head{•ne Hunters” (Rep)..Oke $10,000.
ivst week, “Gentlemen Marry
^lunettes” (UA) and “You Know
"hat Sailors Are” (UA), $13,500.
f?trand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-75)
Ulysses” (par). Big $9,000.
(i-S; week- “Unconquered” (Par)
tissue), $5,000.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
without usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in¬
come.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Men’ Tall $17,000,
Mpk; Trial’ 10G
Minneapolis, Oct. 11.
Such sturdy newcomers as “The
Tall Men” and “Trial” are enliven¬
ing the Loop to a greater extent
than in most recent sessions.
Helped by fine bally ' both' are
socko at boxoffice. Another pair
of fresh entries, “Night of Hunter”
and “Seven Cities of Gold,” are
being left far behind. Otherwise
it’s the 12th week for “Cinerama
Holiday” ’ and second for “The
Shrike,” “We’re No Angels” and
“I Am a Camera,” all still good.
Cold weather is real turnstile
grease.
Estimates for This Week
Century • (S-W) (1,150; $1.75$2.65) — “Cinerama Holiday” (In¬
die) (12th wk). Saturday morning
student
matinees
with
entire
house scaled at $1 are sellouts.
Brisk $17,000. Last week, $18,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—
“Trial” (M-G). A tremendous sell¬
ing job done on this one. Smash
$10,000.
Last
week,
“King's
Thief” (M-G) and fight pix (2d wk),
$2,000 in 4 days.
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;
85-$l)—
“We're No Angels” (Par) (m.o.).
Nice $5,000. Last week, “Wichita”
(AA) (2d wk), $4,000 in 6 days.
Radio City (Par (4,100; 8^-$l)—
“Tall Men” (20th). Marquee names
and top selling job bringing 'em.
Very big $17,000. Last week, “Al¬
ways Fair Weather” (M-G), $8,500.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
75-$D—“Night of Hunter” (UA).
Mild $7,000 despite crix praise
“The Shrike” (UA), $10,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 75-$l)—
“The Shrike” (UA) (m.o.). Satisfac¬
tory $5,000. Last week, “Great Ad¬
venture” (Indie) and “Santa Fe
Passage” (Rep), $4,500 at 65c-85c.
State
(Par)
(2,300;
85-$l)—
“Seven Cities of .Gold” (20th).
Light $5,500. Last week, “We’re
No Angels" (Par), $10,500.
World (Mann) (400; 75-$1.20)—
“I Am a Camera” (DCA) (2d wk).
Sturdy $5,700. Last week, $6,800.

'Alley'Oke $11,000, Ace
New Cincy Pic; ‘Benson’
9|G, ‘Men’ Wow 13G, 2d
Cincinnati, Oct. 11.
Two new bills are not helping
much this round to boost the over¬
all total for downtown houses.
“Blood Alley,” in the big Albee,
shapes passably okay. “Private War
Major Benson” at the Palace is
barely good. “Tall Men” holds top
spot for second week at Keith's
with a sock take. College and high
school football blamed by exhibs
for dip in juve trade on weekends.
" Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.10)—
“Blood Alley” (WB). Favorable
$11,000. Last week, “The Shrike”
(U), $10,500.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.)
(1,376; $1.20-$2.65) — “Cinerama
Holiday” (Indie) (16th wk). May¬
be $25,000, hotsy, after last week’s
$21,500 letdown.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75^$D—
“Johnny Stool Piegon” (U) and
“Kiss Blood Off My Hands” (U)
(reissues). Swell $8,000. Last week,
“Naked Amazon”
(Indie)
and
“Santa Fe Passage” (Rep), $7,500.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
“The Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk).
Lofty $13,000 after $19,200 bow.
Holds.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l)—
“Private War Major Benson" (U>.
Good $9,500 or over. Last week,
l “Ulysses” (Par), $10,500.

‘MEN’VIRILE $15,000,
PORT.;‘HELL’BIG 13G, 2D
Portland, Ore., Oct. 1.
The bojcoffice, which has been
on the skids in recent weeks, is
not being helped much by the new
fare this round. However, “Tall
Men” shapes stout at the Fox.
“Bar Sinister” is a -terrific dis¬
appointment at the Broadway. “To
Hell and Back,” only holdover,
still is socko in second at the Lib¬
erty. “Blood Alley” is no great
shakes at Orpheum nor is “Gen¬
tlemen Marry Brunettes” getting
any place at Paramount.'
Estimates for This Week •
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 90$1.25)—“Bar Sinister” (M-G) and
“King’s Thief” (M-G). Drab $5,000. Last week. “A Man Alone”
(Rep) and “Tabor The Great”
(Rep), $5,200.
Fox (Evergreen (1,536; $1-$1.25)
—“Tall Men” (20th). Stout $15,000. Last week, “Left Hand Of
God” (20t'h) and “Pearl South Pa¬
cific” (RKO) (3d wk), $7,200.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Pick¬
wick Papers” (Indie). Neat $3,000.
Last week, “Court Martial” (Indie),
$1,300.
Liberty (Hamrick (1,875; 90$1.25)—“To Hell and Back” (U)
and “Scarlet Coat” (M-G) (2d wk).
Great $13,000 or close. Last week,
$16,000.
Orpheum (Evergreen) 1,600; $1$1.25)—“Blood Alley” WB) and
“End of Affair” (Col). Disappoint¬
ing $7,500. Last week, “Seven
Cities of Gold” (20) and “Duel on
Mississippi” (Col), $7,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90$1.25) — “Gentlemen Marry Bru¬
nettes” (UA) and “Girl Rush”
(Par). NSG $9,000 or under. Last
week, “To Catch Thief” (Par) (3d
wk), $8,600.

‘Men’ Potent 15G,
Balto.; Hell' 10G, 3
Baltimore, Oct. 11.
“The Tall Men” is the smash
new grosser here this week at the
New.
“Gentlemen Marry Brun¬
ettes” is also' healthy at Century.
Third round of “To Hell And Back”
shapes socko at the Town. “Il¬
legal” is drab at the Stanley. Re¬
maining list of holdovers are strict¬
ly moderate grossers.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 2565-95)—‘^Gentlemen Marry Bru¬
nettes” (UA). Starts second week
today (Tues.) after brisk $8,500
opener.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (960;
50-$l)—“Summertime” (UA) (5th
wk). Solid $4,000 following $5,000
in fourth.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.100;
35-$1.25)—“To Catch Thief” (Par)
(4th wk); Holding nicely at $7,500
after $10,000 in-third.
Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 25$1)—“Ulysses” (Pari (3d
wk).
Modest $6,500 after $8,000 in sec¬
ond.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)—
“Night Of Hunter” (UAM5th wk).
Okay $2,500 following $3,000 for
fourth.
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 35-$l)
—“Tall Men” (20th). Staunch $15,000. Last week, “3 Coins In Foun¬
tain” (20th) (reissue), $4,000.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (320; 50$1)—“We’re No Angels” (Par) (6th
wk).
Mild $2,500.
Last week,
same.
Stanley -(WB) (3,200; 35-80-$ 1.25)
—“Illegal” (WB). Dull $6,000. Last
week. “McConnell Story” (WB) (2d
wk), $5,000.
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 35$1.25)—“To Hell And Back” (U)
(3d wk). Fast $10,000 following
$14,000 for second.

‘MEN’ GREAT $30,000,
CLEVE.; ‘HELL’ 18G, 2D
Cleveland, Oct. 11.
Highest man on current firstrun
totem pole is “Tall Men,’ doing
sock trade for Hipp. “Warriors”
shapes moderate at the Allen.
“Trial” is rated fair in second
stanza at State. “To Catch Thief”
on eighth round downtown at the
Ohio retains stamina. Stand out
holdover is “To Hell and Back,”
still smash for Palace in second
week.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70-$l) —
“Warriors” (AA). Moderate $9,500.
Last week, “Bloody Alley” (VVB.i,
$14,000.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3.700; 70-$D—
“Tall Men” (20th). Mighty $30,000.
Last week, “Seven Cities of Gold”
(20th) (8 days), $7,500.
Lower Mall (Community) (585;
70-90)—“I Am a Camera” (DCA)
(Continued on page 24)
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B’way Uneven; Hours’ Clocks Fast
37G, ‘Alley’ Bright 47G, ‘Gold’ 28G,
‘Bengazi’-Vaude24G,leather’ 14064th
Broadway firstrun business was nr near. Last week, “Naked Street”
as dull as the stock market, until (UA) and vaude, $23,500. '
the past weekend saw an influx of
Paramount (AB-Par) (3,664; $1visitors from Canada on their $2)—“Blood Alley” (WB) (2d wk).
Thanksgiving Day holidav, -ob¬ ! Climbing to fine $47,000 in first
served Monday
(10). Firstrun ; stanza ended last night (Tues.).
houses with weeks taking in to¬ , Continues. In ahead. “To Catch
day’s Columbus Day biz naturally :'ih;of” (Par) (9th wk-6 days), $27,are faring better than those finish¬ | 000 but finishing a highly success*ing out their sessions earlier. ■ ful longrun here.
Steady rains on several days hurt. i Paris (Palhe Cinema) (568; 90“Desperate Hours” shapes as one I 81-80» — “One Step To Elernity”
of standout newcomers, with a < Eli is) (2d wk). Opening week
sock $37,000 probable for opening I finished Friday (7) hit okay $7,500
week at the Criterion. “Blood Al¬ j witli second week so l’ar holding
ley” likewise is fine with $47,000 j f«irly well. “Trouble With Harry’’
likely for initial stanza at the Para¬ • 'Fan is due in Oct. 17 after invila, t’onal proem the night of Oet. 16.
mount.
“Bengazi” with vaudeville is 1 Radio City Music Hall (Ro-kefeU
heading for a trim $24,000 at the levs) 16.200; 95-J.2.75) — "Always
Palace. “Seven Cities ■ of Gold.” I Fan* "Weather” (M-G) with stagealso new, shapes lightweight $28,- :s.''ow' (4th-final wk). Current ses000 opening session at the Roxy. ;sien finishing today (Wed.) looks
“One Step to Eternity” hit a good . Uke fine $140,000 or near. Third
week was $128,000. a bit below
$7,500 opening frame at the Paris. :1 hopes.
"Trial” (M-G) opens tomor“To Hell and Back" continues : i ow (Thurs.). Final stanza benesturdy with $35,000 in sight for j filled especially from Dominion’!
current (3d) week at the Capitol. ! Thanksgiving Day and Columbus
“Cinerama Holiday” pushed to ! Dav holidays.
great $41,000 in its 35th round at
Kivoli (UAT) (1,592; $1.50-$3.50)
the Warner Theatre, where it is . — “Oklahoma” (Magna). Opens lo
now in its 3Gtli week.
j public tomorrow (Thurs.) alter
“Always Fair Weather” with ! benefit show tonight (Wed.). Invistageshow was particularly helped 1 ti>(ion show for Todd-AO process
by the Canadian visitors and Co¬ ; production for show biz reps Monlumbus Day holiday prospects, with | cloy (10) night and an “Oklahoma
a fine $140,000 likely in fourth and ' Night” for VIP’s and government
final weeks at the Music Hall. ; oi fimals (by invitation only) last
“Trial” preems at the Hall tomor¬ : niehl (Tues.).
row (Thurs.).
;
Vv:y (Nat’l. Th.V (5,717; 65Second week of “McConnell $2.40)—“Seven Cities of Gold”
Story” looks like modest $14.090 120th). First round finishing to¬
at the Astor while “Night of Hun¬ morrow (Thurs.) is heading for
ter” also is mild at $13,000 in sec¬ light $28,000 low here for some
ond at the Mayfair. “African Lion” time. Holding. In ahead, “Left
continued big with $8,200 for Hand of God” (20th) (2d wk-8
fourth Normandie week.
days), only $41,500 although pre¬
“My Sister Eileen” looms some¬ view of “Gold” on Tuesday (4)
what better with a good $15,000 in night and. allday preview of same
sight for'third stanza at the Vic¬ pic Thursday (6), helped. “Girl in
toria. “Ulysses” was sturdy $13,000 Red Velvet Swing” (20th) is set lo
in its eight frame at the Globe.
proem next week, exact date still
“Tall Men” opened nicely yester¬ being indefinite.
day (Tues.) at the State, after a
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
solid run for “Phenix City Story” “The Tall Men” (20th). Opened
of five weeks plus four days.
yesterday (Tues.) In ahead, “Phen¬
“Oklahoma,” initial pic using the ix City Story” (AA) (6th wk-4
Todd^AO process, opens to the days), off to $9,500, including pre¬
public tomorrow (Thurs.) at the view of “Tall Men” on final day
revamped Rivoli on two-a-day '3 (Mon.). Fifth full week was $15,on Saturday-Sunday), reserved- 500. Had a very profitable run
seat policy. It is being given a ben¬ here.
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80>—
efit showing tonight.
“Marty” (UA) (27th wk). The 26th
Estimates for This Week
session ended Sunday (9) held with
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$1.75>
after $10,100 in 25th
— “McConnell Story” (WB) (2d fancy $9,600
Stays on indef.
wk). First holdover session ending week.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
today (Wed.) looks like modest $1-$1.50> — “Svengali” (M-G) (3d
$14,000 or less after $19,500 open¬ wk. Second frame winding Friday
ing week. Holds on.
with okay $5,000 after
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) (7) held
for opening week. “Frisky”
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—“I Am Camera” $9,000
(DCA) due in here next but date
(DCA) (10th wk). Ninth week not
set.
ended Sunday (9) was hefty $7,500
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50after $7,000 for eighth session.
$1.75)—“Sister
Eileen” (Col) (3d
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55) wk). Current stanza
finishing up
—“Philadelphia Story” (M-G) (re¬ today (Wed.) probably will hit good
issue) (2d wk). Current round $15,000 after $14,000, over hopes,winding up tomorrow' (Thurs.) in second.
looks to hit great $6,300 after
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1.60Q;
smash $8,000 opening week. Stays $1.20-$3.30)
— “Cinerama Holiday”
on indef, naturally.
(Indie) (36th wk). The 35th ses¬
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20) sion
/ ended Saturday (8) was
—“To Hell and Back” (U) (3d wk). smash $41,000 after $40,800 in
This round ending today (Wed.) is 34th week. Stays on indefinitely,
heading for fancy $35,000 after with extra matinee Oct. 12 helping
$38,000 for second week. Continues. current round.
Criterion (Moss) (1.700; 75-$2.20) ,
“Desperate Hours” (Par). This1
looks to soar to big $37,000 or close
in opening stanza ending today
(Wed.). In ahead. “Never Too
Young” (Par) (6 th vk-6 days).
$8,000.

Rain Ups Hub; ‘Ulysses’
Lofty 30G, ‘Brunettes’
Big 31G, ‘Hell’ 12G, 4th

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$ 1.80) i
—“Sheep Has Five Legs” (Indie> ;
Boston, Oct. 11.
(10th wk). Ninth frame ended '
Three days of rain and new
Monday (10) was sturdy $10,000
after $11,000 for eighth week. . product is booming biz all along
Stays on indef.
1 line here this frame. Holdovers are
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50), perking. Best newcomer is “Ulys¬
— “Ulysses” (Par) (9th wk). Eighth : ses” at Metropolitan with a lolly
week finished last night (Tues. i; take. “Gentlemen Marry Brun¬
held with sturdy $13,000 after; ettes” at State and Orpheum
$13,500 in seventh round. Slays' shapes lively. “Cinerama Holiday,”
on, with “Illegal” (WB) due to open . a sellout, is leading the holdovers.
in about three weeks.
i “Blood Alley” in second frame at
Guild (Guild) (450; $l-$1.7o) — i Paramount and Fenway looms
“Gate of Heir (Indie) (44th wk'. okay. “To Hell and Back” held for
The 43d round ended Monday «10) . a surprise fourth frame at the
looks to reach splendid $6,500 after Memorial, and still is sturdy.
$7,000 for 42d week. Continues!
Estimates for This Week
indef.
I
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 75-S1.251—
Mayfair (Brandt) G.736; 79-$l.80)
“To
Catch
Thief” (Par) (71 h wk).
—“Night of Hunter” (UA) (2d wk). j
First holdover session ending today . Okay $9,000. Last week. $8,000.
Beacon
Hill
(Beacon IlilD (678;
(M ed.) likely will reach modest >
$13,000 after $19,000 opening j 74-$1.25)—“Game of Love” (Indie)
(11th
wk).
Big
$9,000.
Heading for
week.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- i alltime money record here. Last
$1.80)—“African Lion” (BV) (5th. week, $9,500 hypoed by preview of
wk). Fourth stanza ended yesterday ' “One Summer Happiness” Undie)
(Tues.) hit big $8,200 after $10,000, Oct. 5.
(Cinerama Produc¬
in third week. .
\ Cinerama
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)— : tions) (1,354; $1.25-$2.85)—“Cine¬
‘Bengazi” (RKO) with vaudeville. ’ rama Holiday” (Indie) (7th wk).
W e e k -winding up tomorrow’; Whopping $30,000; weekend sclliContinued on page 24) •
(Thurs.) shapes to gel fast $24,000 i
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Major Banking Squeeze Vs. British
Indie Prods. May Cut Their Activity
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Formby Goes Legit

Italo Legit, Moribund in 1954-55
Season, Shapes Up Stout This Fall

Blackpool, Eng., Oct. 11.
George Formby, English come¬
dian who recently trekked to Can¬
ada for a vaude tour, is back’ on
the legit stage in the comedy “Too
Young to Marry.” Play is now_
Rome,'Oct. 4.
touring provincial dates.
j
„
By HAROLD MYERS
The Italian legit theatre, de¬
He is skedded to open in panto- | Yugoslav Nat l Film
London, Oct. 11.
clared
moribund
by
many follow¬
Lewin, Walerstein In
mime for Howard & Wyndham at
A major banking squeeze is now
Industry’s 10th Anni ing a sterile 1954-55 season, shows
the Royal Court Theatre, Liver¬
Mexican
Co.
Prod.
Deal
signs
of
a
seasonal
reawakening
of
pool. Comedian is also mulling
Belgrade, Oct. 4.
being operated against independ¬
more than usual strength. Posters
Mexico City, Oct. 4.
a return charity .tour of South
The 10th anni of Yugoslav na¬ are going up for a fall legit season
ent British producers who normal¬
Albert Lewin, ex-Metro exec,
tional cinematography was ob¬ which will see some of the best
ly operate on medium budgets. As now directing independently, has Africa with a vaude unit.
served here this year. In the 10 local companies back to act out a
a result of a severe tightening-up announced his association with
years, 50 feature films were pro¬ mixed diet of Italian classics as
of cash advances, several of them Gregario Walerstein in a co-pro¬
duced, nearly 10 times as many
fear they may not be able to con¬ duction deal on his latest script,
documentaries, about 100 educa¬ well as a good and larger-than-usuShooting is
tinue in active biz unless they can “The Living Idol."
tional, six animated cartoons over al selection of imported novelties.
raise the necessary coin from pri¬ scheduled to start in November.
400 weekly newsreels and the same Along with the standards like Pi¬
Film wil lbe done here at Churunumber of other short production randello, Chechov, and Goldoni,
vate sources.
busco
Studios
and
on
locations
in
and advertising films. The total such new and fresh items as “The
The introduction of the squeeze
value of this 10-year program is Crucible,” “The Matchmaker,” “Cat
Is a direct sequel to the recent anti- Chichenitza and Uxmal with Lewin
megging.
Cast
includes
James.
around $1,300,000. At least half of on Hot Tin Roof,” “Country Girl,”
inflationary measures advocated by
Blackpool, Oct. 4.
“South,” “Teahouse of August
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Robertson Justice, English characThe 1955 holiday season of live this amount was covered by the Moon,” “Born Yesterday and Graactor; Steve Forrest, Metro vaude shows and revues is nearing government in the form of grants.
R. A. Butler, who in recent months
hame Green's “Power and the
contractee,
and
Julian
Soler,
Mex¬
In
every
one
of
six
federal
re¬
has increased the bank rate and
an end, with a majority of produc¬
Glory4* will receive local stagings.
urged banking houses to restrict ican actor-director.
tions either winding or about to publics in Yugoslavia, there are
Once again, the Italo legit spot¬
Ed Fitzgerald, local set designer, fold. Managements have raked in well equipped studios. The lots,
advances of loan capital.
They
have been told by the Treasury has been upped to aid Lewin as another crop of top coin, with used by 15 different film produc¬ light will be on Rome and Milan
ing
companies,
are
here
in
Zagreb,
in
near-equal proportions, with
that their main objective for the associate producer. Pic deals with most theatres playing to excellent
next 12 months or so- should be •ecent archaeological discoveries business. • The No. 1 offering, Ljubljana, Sarajevo, Skoplje and other cities following in impor¬
tance,
because of' Italy’s touring
Yucatan Peninsula area and will George & Alfred Black’s “Big Budva (Montenegro).
towards the limitation of over¬
repertory theatre structure. But
distributed by Metro.
Show of 1955,” starring Jewel &
drafts.
most shows make a large percent¬
Warriss and Alma Cogan, will
The new bank policy so far has
age of their net in Rome and Milan.
close this weekend (8) after a
not affected applications by major
Few of even the most successful
healthy season. Show has garnered
British producers who are solely
wind up in the black on a national
warm
praise
from
both
local
and
interested in the top. first-feature
touring sked.
London crix. Earthquake spectacle
market. Nor have they, as yet,
was a highlight of this lavish pro¬
Last season demonstrated that
seriously upset the plans of Brit¬
duction.
even the best companies in both
ish film-makers whose activities
George & Alfred Black’s No. 2
legit and revue made a money
are restricted to the modest second
Blackpool show, “Sing a Happy
showing only with the aid of gov¬
feature with a budget of around
Sydney, Oct. 4.
Song,” starring English singer
ernment subsidies, these being ac¬
$40,000.
Bonn, Oct. 4.
Olympic Games committee, it’s corded per seasonal artistic con¬
David
Whitfield,
folded
Saturday
The squeeze is mainly operating
The German Groschen Plan, (1) after doing good biz. Produc¬ reported, will not sell newsreel and tributions of each group.
Cash
against the middle-of-the-road pro¬
hich was somewhat like England’s tion, not on so grand a. scale as television rights to any solo setup dearth last year has brought about
ducer who has been making first
in Melbourne next year. Commit¬
major change in local angeling.
or co-features at a production cost Eady Plan and which had aimed usual, also featured pianist Sem- tee is expected to okay only local
of about $100,000. These produc¬ at levying a special boxoffice prini and local comedian Bill Wad- major newsreels, such as Movietone Remigio Peone, long the top im¬
dington, who will stay over at the
presario on the Italian scene, has
ers now find that even when they
barge of one Groschen (about
and Cinesound, plus the Depart¬ almost completely abandoned this
obtain distribution contracts lrom 2!'2C), has apparently fallen dead Opera House for Christmas panto¬
ment
of
Information,
newsreel
unit
mime,
“Robinson
Crusoe.”
activity during the current season.
reputable companies, that the
The Jack Hylton presentation of to cover the Olympics on a world
banks are refusing to discount of its own weightiness. It would
Taking on the largest share in
have been used to aid German pix the farce, “Love and Kisses,” by wide basis.
them for the customary 70% ad¬ production. The German exhibit¬
this sector is Achille Trines, who
Glenn Melvyn, starring English
It had been hinted that bids had this year will guide the fortunes of
vance. In most cases, subject to
Arthur
Askey, been received by the committee
script approval, they are still able ors, who would have had to agree actor-comedian
to levy this extra charge, came out winds up Saturday (8) after a from -a Canadian outfit for solo four musical revues and an assort¬
to get their basic 30% end money
openly
against
it.
Also,
there
was
lengthy
twice-nightly
run.
The rights covering a full-length fea¬ ment of legit efforts. Another of
from the National Film Finance
complete agreement between James Brennan revue, “Pick of the ture on the games together with Paone’s. dropped items is being
Corp., the state-run banking or¬
taken over by Carlo Capelli, an edi¬
However,
ganization for British production. the producers as to how the money Pack,” at the Queen’s Theatre, exclusive tele rights.
aised should be distributed.
will run for a few weeks yet. It the Olympic toppers nixed this ap¬ tor. And a proposed solution to
the local theatre doldrums, that of
The NFFC, however, is without
has
drawn
near-capacity
biz
all
Since the system of government
proach, together with a reported having a company subsidized by a
the funds to make more substan¬
season.
bid from England and Italy. Games’ manufacturer as a cultural ad for
tial advances and, as a result, sev¬ subsidizing is due to end soon, the
The
Pier
Shows
footage will be pooled covering his product, has been put off until
eral of the smaller companies have big problem of v-hat sort 'of
Other shows ending their sum¬
been brought to a standstill. They financing of German films, how mer stints are Lawrence Wright’s 35m and 16m as well as tv material, at least next year.
First legiter in Rome is the Dei
have no prospect of getting back much money and to whom it should “On With the Show,” starring the according to present plans set by
into production unless they have be granted, is now under consid¬ Five Smith Brothers, on the North Lewis Luxton, prexy in charge of Giovani Co. with the first presen¬
the. Melbourne Olympics.
adequate resources of their own or eration by Bonn officials.
tation,
“Gigi.” It is a hit at the
Pier, and “Let’s Have Fun,” with
The Ministry of Economics has Morecambe & Wise, trumpeter
The
Australian
government Arti. This group will stage, among
are able to persuade friends and
associates to make the necessary asked Dr. Johannes Semmler, ■who Kenny Baker, the Kordites, and hopes to have two tv stations oper¬ others, Julien Green’s “South,”
one of the backers of the local comedian Ken Dodd, at the ating here in time to cover the Pirandello’s “II Grido della Parti”
advances to them. •
doomed Groschen Plan, to investi¬ Central Pier. Early casualties were Games.
It would be Australia’s and Farquar’s “Lo Stratagemma
gate German productions of the the Dickie Valentine Show, pre¬ "first introduction to tv.
Dei Bellimbusti.” From here, it
last five years in order to estab¬ sented at the Hippodrome cinema,
The newsreel units here are set-, moves to Milan’s Manzoni Theatre
lish w'hat the actual losses have which ran only eight weeks to poor ting blueprints to .have the Olympic for a season from Nov. 28 to Jan.
been, and how much financing is biz, and the musical, “Zip Goes a coverage in cinemas and on tv in 8.before hitting other Itali#i cen¬
needed. One official pointed out, Million,” at the Regal Theatre, the U.S. and England within three ters.
however, that it is nearly impos¬ South Pier.
days of being shot.
Special fast
Rome’s Quirino Reopening
sible for Dr. Semmler to track - Sunday concerts, starring lead¬ planes will get the celluloid into
Rome’s Quirino Theatre opens
down actual returns on produc¬ ing American acts, have done top the major centers that fast.
London, Oct. 4.
Oct. 20, after a three-year shutter¬
ing, with the Brignone-Santuccio
A renewed warning against signs tions during this period since near¬ trade all summer and into the fall.
Co. and Goldoni’s “The Fan.”
of excessive violence, cruelty and ly 50% of the people w'ho pro¬ At the Opera House and Palace
duced
films
at^the
beginning
of
Among
its other presentations are
Theatres, Harold Fielding, London
sadism on the screen is made by
“The Crucible,” “Doll House” and
Arthur T. L. Watkins, secretary of that era are no longer in the busi¬ impresario, has staged two shows
ness.
An
overall
profit
and
loss
Rosso
di San Secondo’s “The
each Sunday for '22 weeks, enter¬
the British Board of Film Censors.
Stairs.”
He reports that despite warnings sheet of the five years would thus taining 10,000 patrons on every
Frankfurt, Oct. 4.
include
many
companies
who
are
A third and important Rome
week. The Crew Cuts, newly in
of recent years to British and
MPEA officials, who recently re¬
American producers, that in the no longer part of the German film from the U. S., topped the Fielding turned from conferences in Vien¬ opener is slated for Dec. 13 when
first seven months of this year, industry, and could easily give an bill at the Opera House last week, na, state that an amicable settle¬ the Luchino Visconti Co. sets up
624 cuts, either major or minor, erroneous picture of what is need¬ along with British chirpers Eve ment has been reached with the at the Eliseo for a two-month
have been made in the 389 films ed for government aid.
Boswell and Kirk Stevens.
Austrian government about its pro¬ stand. Starring Rina Morelli and
The failure of the plan also has
examined. Of these, 275 wer
Visiting vaude acts fill the lay¬ posed discriminatory legislation. If Paolo Stoppe, it will present adap¬
necessary to remove excessive resulted in a new* move by the out at the seafront Palace The¬ this had been passed, it would have tations of “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,”
producers and distributors, who atre, a live vaudery with weekly levied a high tariff on any films “Country Girl” and “Uncle Vanja.”
violence or cruelty.
Writing in the Cine Technician, are exploring, with the help of the. change of program. The Three shown in Austria and dubbed out¬ All will be directed by Luchino
government, the possibil- Arnauts, with their mime act, are side the country.
Visconti. Vittorio DeSica will re¬
the official journal of ACT, the German
iK,
J _ i.___
BBFC topper points out that 44% ity of a reduction in turnover and recently in from France. The twiceThis law would particularly have turn to the Italian theatre after a
amusement
taxes.
They
are
asking
daily Tower Circus also draws ca.- militated against U. S. product, long absence to direct the same
of the slashes currently being made
by the Censor Board came under the federal republic to intervene pacity biz.
which is dubbed in Germany for company in Pirandello’s “Questa
The 23d annual display of the showings in both Germany and Sera Si a Soggetto.”
the category of violence. Therefore, in their behalf with the various
Also slated for Rome is
the
there have been 275 instances in states of Germany and seek some Blackpool. Illuminations, running Austria; it would have also affect¬
the past seven months in which method of unifying taxes since Sept. 9 to Oct. 24, hypoes show biz ed all other foreign films being Eduardo DeFilippo Co. which
clear warnings have been disre¬ these are levied by the individual here over the final weeks. Over dubbed in Germany for Austrian moves to Milan in December, with
states and differ in each one.
$240,000 has been spent this fall. showings. While it would not have two new plays by DeFilippo,
garded.
Any reduction in amusement and
Although recognizing the incon¬
affected the German films, (they Rome's Little Theatre, this year di¬
venience and extra work involved turnover taxes would offset their
are originally made in the Ger¬ rected by screenwriter Turi Vasile
in complying with the cuts, Wat¬ financial problems. Some produ¬
man language which is also spo¬ and lodged at Valle Theatre, will
Paris, Oct. 11.
kins insists that none of these con¬ cers and distriutors feel this would
ken in Austria and take no dub¬ present, among others, a new adap¬
The French Film Week in Mos¬ bing), it would have affected the tation of “Power and Glory.”
siderations will cause the board to be a fair, effective manner for the
Milan to Get ‘Bom,’ ‘Teahouse’
German government to aid them cow will be Oct. 17-24, being the stability of the German film
abate this policy “by one jot.”
Milan will be getting the'NavaBasis of the censor objections in recouping their film invest¬ first major French offensive for dustry should it have forced the
SilVestri
presentation of. “Born
ments.
The
films
having
the
largest
tapping
the
Russian
film
market.
Watkins points out, is the gratuiU. S. and other foreign countries
tious introduction of violence and success at the boxoffice would ben¬ Many top pix and government of¬ to move their German-language Yesterday” and “Teahouse of Au¬
efit
most
by
having
larger
total
gust
Moon”
early in the season at
ficials
will
attend
and
seven
Gal¬
brutality into a pic beyond the
dubbing work from German stu¬
the Odeon.
Toto, the popular
legitimate needs of the story. He reductions in taxes while less suc¬ lic pix will be shown. Opening dios.
cessful
pictures
would
have
a
low¬
Italian
comedian
who gave up legit
will
be
at
the
Dom
Kino
in
Mos¬
contends that only those who hav
Final details are now subject to
tin “mentality which believes that er total reduction. Many feel this cow with the world preem of “Les ratification between the U. S. and some years ago for pix, will return
would
contribute
to
the
competi¬
to
act
and
direct.
Grandes
Manoeuvres.”
A
an overdose of sadism is what the
Austria.
, Also on the Milan slate is the
public wants” will quarrel with tive spirit of the film industry, ciproeal Russian Film Week will
Laura Adani group, which will fea¬
this ruling. There are, however, rather than giving individual aid be held here in November.
Koster to Film in Germany
in the form of subsidies or guaran
ture a large repertoire headed by
French delegation will be com¬
too many such producers still
Frankfurt,
Oct.
4.
tees
as
the
government
was
for¬
posed of Jacques Flaud, head of
Thornton Wilder’s “The Match¬
the business although they are
merly doing. Since the government Centre National De La Cine¬
a minority.
Henry Koster, on a trip through maker.”
Naples has a theatre tradition all
The British censor recalls his had the power to decide what films matographic; Guy Dcsson, head of Germany with his wife, actress
first warning to producers on both would be given its aid, the obvious press, radio and Film Committee Peggy Moran, has announced that its own, to which Eduardo DeFilipNational
Assembly;
Raoul he will direct film for 20th-Fox in po’s San Ferdinando Theatre, with
sides of the Atlantic was in 1948, benefit of a lowered tax would be of
By November of 1949, it was ciear. that the films with more pull at Ploquin, prexy of syndicat of Germany next year. The pic will its Scarpetta Co., will provide a
that the response had not been , the boxoffice 'instead of more or Film Producers, and Rene Clair, be shot in both German and Eng¬ valid addition. It will be dedi¬
satisfactory and further represen-; less judging by the government! Gerard Philipe, Danielle Darrieux lish versions, and will star an as- cated solely to the works of
yotidnebosen German actress.
t Eduardo Scarpetta.
tations were made,,
.j - .
would run into the black.
Und pany
..

Blackpool Vaude
Season Nears End

German Groschen
Plan Into Discard

No Exclusive On
Aussie Olppics

Fresh Warning Against
Violence, Sadism in Pix
Issued by Brit. Censor

Vs. U.S. Pix Adjusted

French Pix Wk. in Moscow
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2 Rank Exhib Companies
4 New Legit Entries in Paris But
Weather Better, London Film Biz Up;
Report Higher Profits
Only Roussin’s ‘Mad Love’ Smash Hit
Madness’ Sock $14000, ‘Blues’ Boff
13G, ‘Bruneettes’ Bright $7,500, 2d
‘Cinerama’ Grosses 700G

Dublin, Oct. 4.
Trading profits for both J. Ar¬
thur Rank’s exhibiting companies
in Ireland increased for the year
Paris, Oct. 11. 4*
ended last June.
The Odeon
T egit season still goes big here
(Ireland) trading profit was $173,with an average of four openings
590 against $155,965 in 1954. Irish
•per week. The present Auto Salon
Cinemas Ltd. reported $357,407 as
is another incentive with enter¬
against $335,563.
tainment conscious throngs pack¬
Both companies have retained
London, Oct. 4.
ing Paris
for the next month.
their 17V6% dividends on ordinary
There is only one surfire hit plus
The London presentation of shares.
an offbeater which may blossom “ThisvIs Cinerama” celebrated its
out into a success. Then there is first anni last Friday (30). In its
London, Oct. 11.
a historical piece due for a shorter initial* 12 months at the Casino
run and an operetta, with a top Theatre, this has grossed a little
Jack Waller has acquired the
According to
singing star and the usual vintage short of $700,000.
rights to “Doctor Jo,” one of the
book and music which make for present, arrangements, the current
hit legit attractions at the Edin¬
boxoffice here. This makes a pos¬ program will run until the next
burgh festival.
The play, with
Sonia Dresdel starred, will open
sible three out of four likely to year when it will be succeeded by
“Cinerama Holiday.”
at Brighton next Monday (17) and
be around for a time.
Because of the higher than usual
will come to the West End next
Albert Roussin’s “L’Amour Fou
Monday (17) and will come to the
on La Premiere Surprise” (Mad admission charges at the theatre,
“Cinerama”
has
been
rated
the
West End next month.
Love or The First Surprise), at
The play is authored by Joan
Theatre Madeleine, insures this highest taxed entertainment in the
world.
The
theatre
has
been
pay¬
Morgan, who wrote “This Was a
prolific writer another hit. Pres¬
Rome, Oct. 4.
Woman,” another starring vehicle
ent entry is about a middleaged ing admission duty at the rate of
A further swing towards musi¬ for Miss Dresdel some years ago.
man who suddenly is struck with about 50% of the gross.
cal comedy and quality over quan¬ Derek Farr has the male lead and
an overwhelming love for an inno¬
tity seems to characterize present other key parts are filled by Bar¬
cent, slightly featherbrained, forplans for this year’s Italian revue bara Couper and Claude Jones.
tyish woman, who has two grown
season, which has started with the
•children and a husband. He woos
debuts in Milan and Rome of the
her with insistence and even de¬
Marchesi & Metz musical, “Valen¬
mands her hand from the husband.
tina,” and the new Macario pres¬
Play has some brilliant scenes and
entation, “Men Are Conquered on
some funny business. But it lacks
Sunday.” Former, which stars Isa
the substance necessary for greater
Barzizza and Enrico Viarisio, was
demands of Broadway.
Mexico City, Oct. 4.
produced by Elio Gigante at Mi¬
This has many dramtically per¬
Local film producers headed by lan’s Nuovo Theatre. It features
fect scenes, a sense of theatre and Guillermo Calderon and Fernando
good roles, but it tackles too many de Fuentes are up in arms over re¬ film legit names such as Isa Pola.
Paris, Oct. 4.
subjects. A doubtful chance for cent tightening of censorship re¬ Argentine ballerina Adele AdaThe recent summer season,
mowa and has cheoreography by
N. Y. it is a definite hit here.
strictions for native-made product. Michael Kidd.
which is usually the lowpoint boxAnother play that has almost Until recently Alfonso Cortina was
Macario’s Rome production at officewise at film houses here, saw
too much point-of-view is an adap¬ head of the Censorship Depart¬
four solid grossers with the top¬
tation of Diego Fabbri's Italy play, ment. But he has been replaced Quattro Fontane Theatre also has per the perennial, “Gone With the
a
musical comedy plot. It fea¬
“Proces De Famille” (Family by Jorge Ferretis, close associate
Wind” (M-G). This pic is now out
Trial), by Michel Arnaud, at Thea¬ of Mexican Secretary of State tures Sandra Mondaini, Flora in its wideserben version, and did
tre De L’Oeuvre. This details as¬ Angel Carbajal. Ferretis has taken Lillo, Carlo Carloni and Alberto $243,000 at three firstrun houses,
pects of human responsibility and a hardboiled attitude toward his Sorrerttino. Opening week showed terrific for a reissue. Next was
the probing of truth in studying predecessor’s light pencilling of good b.o.
the Italo comedy, “Dommage Que
Several
other revue-musicals Tu Sois Une Canaille” (A Pity
three assorted couples wrangling nudity, and questionable themes,
over the custody of a child. Play This is in line with the Ruiz-Cor- are in the advanced planning stage. You Are a Swine), with Vittorio
has a moving and complicated tines government’s cleanup cam¬ Achille Trinca, after Remigio ■De Sica and Sophia Loren- for a
Paone’s abandonment of this part solid $15(:.G00.
structure but rates as somewhat paign throughout the country.
too cerebral for Broadway. It has
A statement by the chief censor of his impresario activities, has
John Ford’s “Lorg Gray Line”
excellent acting roles, with Leila made it clear that he intends to taken on four major companies for tCol) landed a fine $96,000 while
Kedrova, establishing herself as lower the boom on all Mexican Italian tours. His major presenta¬ the first 3rrench anamorphoscope
one of the best actresses in Paris. productions which he feels attempt tion will be “The Owner of the pic, in Cinepanoramic, “Made¬
Theatre Hebertot has the his¬ in any way to upset public morals, Moonbeam.” which will co-star moiselle De Paris,” drew an okay
torical piece, “Gaspar Diaz,” by particularly those of minors. Also Robert Alda with Ernesto Calindri, $72,000.
Dominique Vincent from a. novel¬ he pointed out that he saw no rea¬ Andreina Pagnani .and Lauretta
Of the dozen boxoffice leaders
ette by Vercors. This concerns po¬ son to make cuts in foreign films Ma9iero. Intention is to- slant it among
the newcomers, five are
litical skullduggery in 17th Cen¬ (i.e., U. S. product) when local pro¬ so as. to have. 70% spoken words U.
S. films, two are Franco-Italian
tury Portugal. It is about a hard¬ ducers were getting away with and 30% musical balance. “Class” and the others are French plus one
intentions are indicated by its
ened informer, Diaz, who is called mayhem.
Rome booking- into the Eliseo The¬ lone English pic. Cinerama, now
on by an underground Church
Ferretis claims his campaign to atre, usually a legit house, never in its 17th week, already has
group to inform on his present
grossed a solid $480,009 and next
leader. This looks to have a mod¬ clean up the Mexican industry al¬ used for lighter fare. “Moonbeam” is “Bridges Toko-Ri” (Par) for
erate run here’ but possesses little ready has brought fan mail com¬ also will have American dance $105,000. The Gallic “Nana.” with
mending
the
department
for
its
guidance,
by
Don
Saddler,
who
of dramatic value for the U. S.
Charles Boyer, was third with $90,This is well acted but treats a get-tough policy, and that he in¬ won a prize here last season for 000 and “Le Craneur” (The Mug¬
tends continuing to improve the his terp direction. It opens in the
problem that was timely when industry’s public relations.
ger)
was in for $84,000.
middle of November.
Vercors wrote it but not today.
Next was “Desiree” (20th) at a
However, the producers’ group
Second Trinca presentation will
Municipally - bankrolled Gaitefine
$63,000
while the French who¬
Lyrique Theatre opened with a contends- that it is only giving the be the new Wanda Osiris teaming dunit, “Sophie Et Le Crime,”
new operetta, in modern dress, public what it wants and that Fer¬ with comedians Billi and Riva plus landed $60,000.
Walt Disney’s
“Le .Chevalier Du Ciel” (Knight of retis is being dictatorial over and Alba Arnova and Ernesto Bonino. “Vanishing Prairie” has already
the Sky), with the leading pop ro¬ beyond his legal powers. Show¬ It is titled “Grand Duchess and garnered $54,000.
The French
mantic tenor Luis Mariano. How¬ down is expected when Secretary the Waiters.” Choreography is by “M’Sieur La Caille,” an anamor¬
ever,. the book by Paul Colline of State Carbajal (who also is Fer¬ Paul Steffens. Opens in Milan this phoscope black-and-white film, took
and the music by Henry Bourtayre retis’ boss) returns from an ex¬ month.
Scarnicci and Tarabusi have $53,000.
and Jacques Henri Rys follow the tended U. S. trip and will confer
“Drum Beat” (WB) garnered
written a new show for comic Ugo
usual accepted operetta standards with discontented film biggies.
$48,000, the Fra.nco-Italo “TamTognazzi, who will have Helene
with a simplesimon plot and roTam,” $39,000, and the French
Remy,
French-Italian
pic
star,
in
mantico complications before the
“L’lmpossible M. Pipelet,” $30,000.
his company for her stage debut. The lone British entry, “Heritage
hero gets his girl. This has all
Singer Jula de Palma, Silvana and Phantoms,” grossed a fine
the ingredients for mass appeal
Blasi, Raimondo Vianello and Car¬ $60,000 in 13 weeks at one house.
here, but is not for U. S. musical
lo Hintermann also will have top
tastes. It should easily do the sea¬
Tokyo, Oct. 4,
roles in the show, tentatively
son, Lucie Dolene is pert and gra¬
The
first
postwar,
overseas
tour
titled, “Timid Panther.” It fea¬
cious as the heroine and Mariano’s
of an authentic Kabuki troupe tures the dance direction of an¬
tremulos are sure to appeal.
began this week when the 62-mem¬ other American, John Sherman. It
ber Enosuke Ichikawa group took opens in Naples Oct. 15.
oft by plane for Peiping. Only
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Only show to hold over from last
previous overseas visit by a Japa¬ year is the successful “Jupiter in
A new drive to attract Ameri¬
nese Kabuki team was one made Tails,” which has just re-opened can talent will be launched by Ger¬
in Milan at the Lirico. A Swiss man producers out to set a new
in 1935 to Moscow.
Azuma Kabuki dancers current¬ and French tour is slated, <and postwar production figure of
ly, touring the U.S., perform Irvin Marks has signed it for an around 200 films, veteran screen¬
writer Frederick Kohner reported
stylized versions of dances from Australian tour.
London, Oct. 11.
Among other probable companies on his return from 18 months in
A major decline in the earn¬ the Kabuki drama but are not
ings of British films during Au¬ considered to be true Kabuki still in formation are the one to Germany. Germany turned out
180 pictures last year as compared
gust is shown in the official re¬ artiste. One salient difference is be led by Walter Chiari,. currently with five in the first year after the
turns compiled by the British Film that there are no women in au¬ busy in pic work, and another new
last
World War.
thentic
Kabuki.
group
led
by
Mariuscia
Dominiani
Producers Fund, the agency re¬
The Germans are particularly
Former will
The Enosuke troupe was invited and Aldo Bedosti.
sponsible for the collection and
interested
in U. S. actors, writers
distribution of the Eady pool. to Peiping by the Mao government probably reopen the Sistina stage and directors who speak German,
Compared with results for the pre¬ to perform in Peiping on China’s wLh a parody of the “Three Mus¬ Kohner declared.
Yanks now
vious year, August rentals at $970,- National Day. Group will then keteers,” again probably in the working over there include direc¬
musical comedy manner.
tour the country for one month.
760 are down by $749,000.
tors Gottfried Reinhardt. Walter
In some measure, the dip is due
Reich, Max Nossek and Peter BerRank Plans Brussels Cinema
to the fact that claims for a num¬
neis and writers Hans Jacoby and
London, Oct. 11.
ber of films were not submitted in
Gina Kaus,
Kohner wrote five
The Rank organization ‘is to fi¬
tune to the fund, but a contribu¬
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
scripts for Berlin producer Artur
tory factor was the general de¬ nance and build a picture theatre
Brauner while in Germany.
cline in attendances due to the alongside the British Pavilion at
A new production technique is
the International Brussels exhibi¬
hue summer weather.
pow being tried in an effort to
As a result of the dip in British tion which will run for six months
hit the English-speaking market as
film earnings, the Eady distribu¬ in 1958. It has agreed to use this
heavily as possible. German ac¬
tion to producers has been sliced as a showcase for British pix gen¬
tors, working with an English
from 31% in July to 30%. The erally.
script, speak their lines as well
1905-1955
The project has the support of
final pay-out for the previous
as they can. Then the film is re¬
Eady year has now been deter¬ the Board of Trade and has been
dubbed in N. Y. with American
mined to almost 34V4% of the dis¬ welcomed by the British Film Pro¬
actors.
-»•■ • 3 • v 1
•* J
,. •
tributors’ gross.
.
, ducers Assn.. ,,

In 1st London Year

Waller Acquires ‘Dr. Jo’
For West End in Nov.

Italian Revues
Swing Towards
Musical Comedy

Tough Censorship
Irks Mex Prods.

Yank Pix Still
Leaders in Paris

REAL KABUKI TROUPE
ON 1ST POSTWAR TREK

GERMAN FILM PRODS.
SEEK YANK TALENT

British Films’ Earnings
Suffered Sharp Decline
In Aug.; Blame Weather

PfiMEri

London, Oct. 4.
With a final break in the weath¬
er and the end of double summer¬
time, West End first runs have re¬
turned to smash biz. The current
scene is dominated by “Summer
Madness” which opened at capac¬
ity over the last weekend at the
Leicester Square Theatre and is
heading for great $14,000 in its
first frame.
Another smash is “Pete Kellly’s
Blues” at the Warner Theatre
where the onening session finished
at a boff $13,000. At the London
Pavilion, “Gentlemen Marry Bru¬
nettes,” a click opening week, is
stout $7,500 in its second round.
The British entry, “Touch and
Go,” was below exnectations at the
Odeon, Marble Arch.
“Cinerama” celebrated its first
year at the Casino with a great
$12,100 in the 52d week. It will
need several months yet before it
amortizes its original installation
investment. Will likely stay on until
next May before being succeeded
by “Cinerama Holiday.” “Black¬
board Jungle” continues big at the
Empire with $14,000 in its third
session. “Kentuckian” looks fancy
$7,000 in its third round at the
Odeon, Leicester Square.
Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (20th) (1,12R- 70-$1.70)
—“Deep Blue Sea” (20th) (6th
wk). Down to fair $4,000. Last
week, $4,500.
“Virgin Queen”
(20t.h) preems Oct. 6.
Casino (Indie) (1.337; 70-$2.15)—
“Cinerama” (Robin) (52d wk).
Still big at $12,100; continues on
for several months.
Empire (M-G) (3.099; 55-$1.70)—
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) (3d
wk). Fine $14,000 or near. Last
week, $15,200.
Gaumont (CMA) (1.500; 50-$1.70)
—“Sister Eileen” (Col) and “Night
Holds Terror” (Col) (2d wk). Cur¬
rent frame heading for neat $5,600.
Opening round was $6,000.
Leicester Souare Theatre (CMA)
(1.376; 50-$1.70)—“Summer Mad¬
ness” (IFD). Attracting long lines
throuehout the day; heading for
sock $14,000 or near. Initial week¬
end (two days) hit canacit.v.
London Pavilion (UA) (1.217: 50$1.70)—“Gentlemen M^rrv Bru¬
nettes” (UA) ‘ (2d wk). Better than
expected at around $7,500, solid.
Opening week was $8,400. “I Am
a Camera” (IFD) follows Oct. 14.
Odeon, Leicester Snuare (CMA)
(2.200: 50-'$l .70)—“Thn T-ren+„Mc_
ian” (UA) (3d wk). Fine $7,000
looms. Previous week^ $8,400.“Trouble Shooter” (UA) bows
Oct. 6.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70)—“Touch and Go”
(Rank) and “Among Headhunters”
(Rank). Below hopes at modest
$5,500 or close.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70) —
“Lucy Gallant” (Par) (2d wk). Fair
$6 200.

Rialto (20th) (592: 50-$1.30) —
“Deep Blue Sea” (20th) (3d wk).
Average $3,000, same as previous
frame. “House of Bamboo” (20th)
opens Oct. 6.
Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30)—“Dam
Busters” (ABBP) (8th wk). Still
near $2,700. “King’s Thief” (M-G)
opens Oct. 6.
Studio 1 (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)—
“Lady and Tramp” (BV) (5th wk).
Previous-frame closed last night
(Sunday) at fine $5,200. Continues
indef.
Warners (WB) (1,785: 50-$1.70)—
“Pete Kelly’s Blues” (WB). Biggest
thing at this theatre since “Star Is
Born” (WB). Opening week is con¬
stantly near capacity and shapes
resounding $13,000. Stays, natch!

Brit. ProdncHon S*hm
Of 8 C’Scone Fix Seen
London, Oct. 4.
A British production program of
eight Cinemascope pictures, six
of which will come from the Korda
outfit and the remaining two from
Sumar Productions, was being
planned in London last week by
Spyros P. Skouras and Darryl F.
Zanuck.
After quickie confabs here, the
two 20th-Fox execs checked out for
the Riviera to continue discussions
with Sir Alexander Korda on de¬
veloping a regular flow of anamor-phic British pictures/
• " ‘ ‘ '
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FALL IS A GOLDEN BOXOFF
ALL THESE CURRENT HITS ARE BRINC

\ HUMPHREY

.

BOGART
'

'-'FREDWC-.o.,,

MARCH

First two engagements—
. NewYork and Los Angeles
— report sky-high acclaim
; and riecord-breaking grosses
for one: of the year’s most
distinguished attractions.
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ALFRED HITCHCOCK’S

Vermont-autumn press junket has
piled up the word-of-mouth for this
off-beat Hitchcock hit that will
have its New York premiere this
week at the long-run Paris Theatre!

Paramount’s big selling campaign
including Cary Grant goodwill
tpur has launched this
Hitchcock Production as a
coast to coast hoxoffice leader.
Scores of holdovers.
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CE SEASON AT PARAMOUNT!
ing exhibitors big profits now. . .
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TREVOR • RITTER
,, *with William Derh&roat* Wallace F&rd * Tom t^lmore V
Produced by Wiiliambi £Hna andWilliam CXhomas ' ;
Directed by Robert ParrjsiX Screenplay By John Lee Mabio and
Winston Miller,'* FrorWthe novel nThe Life of L^cy Gallant”
by Margaret Cousins,* Color By Technicolor^
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The fabulous story of Texas oil
billionaires is playing to fabulous
business now throughout
the west and southwest.
Broadway welcomes it soon
at the Victoria Theatre.
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IRVIN© BERLIN’S

Bookings are pouring in for
the happy holiday picture
that’s the big boxoffice show
for any day from now until
Christmas. Everybody wants
to see it—or see it again.
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.// Lyrics, and Music,by Irving Berlins
\
^ Produced,by Robert Emmett Dolan' '
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Directed by Michael Cgrti^
^
Dances and Musical,Numbers Staged by Robert Alton
Written for the screen' by Norman Krasna,, 7
N'ol*men;Panama and Meivln Frank .
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' j Directed,by- Mario;Camermi
•/ ■ 'T'Screenplay by Franco Brosati*,Mario Came rink ;.
\ Bnnio de1 ConcinlyHdgh, Cray, Ben Hecht, ryo'Periili ^
\ '/ , aHddrwin Shaw r Based on H'omer*a Odyssey
Lux filin' ♦ Produced'bypfed Pe Laurentiie and Carlo Pohti
in association%si^ii^/illiafinwiyi* Schorr
,
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Adventure-lovers love this big,
/spectacular thrill picture. And the
beck-to-school crowd is crowding .
ill to see it everywhere. Hundreds
of big pay-off engagements as
picture hits general release.
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Exhibs’ Own United W Best Curb;
A Congress Setting Terms Can Also
Set Admissions, Wolfson Warns
Los Angeles, Oct. 11
An impassioned plea to exhibi¬
tion not to seek government aid
to solve industry differences was
sounded by keynoter Mitchell
Wolfson at the opening session of
the Theatre Owners Convention
here Thursday (6). Wolfson, past
president of TOA, told the dele¬
gates assembled in the Biltmore
Theatre Auditorium, that rental
relief through Government inter¬
vention could be the most damag¬
ing development the film business
ever faced,
“Ability to serve and showman¬
ship would count.for nothing,” he
said, “and evidence of faith and
character would be meaningless.
Let Congress set your terms, and
Congress will soon set your prices
. . . Let Congress count your days
of clearance, and Congress will
soon be counting your receipts . . .
Let Congress book your pictures,
and Congress will soon have a
heavy hand in making those pic¬
tures.”
However, Wolfson stressed that
there are times when some method
of redress is necessary. “I cer¬
tainly realize,” he declared, “that
there are times when redress is
necessary \ . times when an in¬
justice is done to an individual and
it becomes necessary for that indi¬
vidual to appeal for justice in the
courts . . . This does not mean that
we can solve the industry’s eco¬
nomic ills, however, with excessive
law suits, or by political control . . .
My opposition is spoken against
seeking industry-wide policing and
regulation by government/’
While emphasizing that “we can
solve our own differences,” Wolf¬
son admitted that the solution will
not be swift or easy because exhibi¬
tion is faced with a seller’s mar¬
ket. He pointed out that the pro¬
duction companies, to a less serious
extent, had a parallel problem
since talent’s demands for partici¬
pation arrangements made it tough
to make deals with performers.
With the industry working to¬
gether, he said, exhibitdrs are in
the position to help the film com¬
panies in introducing new-boxoffice
stars; “taking new faces and mak¬
ing them familiar faces with solid
boxoffice power, but whose asking
price does not draw so heavily from
production expenses.”
Returning to the question of gov¬
ernment regulation, the keynoter
pointed that historically the indus¬
try’s experience with “runs to the
Government” has been poor. Other
industries, he said, hav^ also found
that it has been /worse than use¬
less” and that it would be especially
true of the film biz “which is so
difficult for non-industry people
to understand.”
He asserted that the industry
system of arbitration which “is on
its way” would be a major step
toward relief for exhibitors. “No
one claims that .it will solve all
difficulties,” he said. “The only
claim made for it is that it is a
great attempt to alleviate the
strangulating effect of litigation.”
Speaking out firmly against “the
burden of giving away 10% of the
receipts of many theatres,” Wolf¬
son urged everything possible be
done to wipe out the federal admis¬
sions levy completely. To those
opposed to fighting for the tax cut,
an apparent reference to many
leaders of Allied States Assn
he had this to say:

j'dustry means more opportunity for
you to share it . , . Less patron
vexation at one boxoffice means
wider industry acceptance at any
boxoffice, yours included . . . When
the greatest competitor we have
today offers our patrons livingroom convenience, how can we re¬
main indifferent to any needless
barriers at our boxoffice.”
Pointing out that if the industry
allowed the tax to remain, then
“the slightest economic whim”
could again affect the nation’s thea¬
tres. “Over half the theatres in this
country,” he noted, “are still serv¬
ing as collectors for a wartime tax.
We have been in this penal servi¬
tude too long.”
Sporadic Flow
Turning to the question of prod¬
uct and film rentals, Wolfson com¬
plained that the flow of good pic¬
tures has been sporadic in recent
years and “with the year just past,
it was particularly sporadic.” He
charged that the seller’s market
enjoyed by distribution finds the
film companies “giving us fewer
and fewer pictures with ever-in¬
creasing film rental demands.” If
the distributors failed to change
their philosophy, he said that ex¬
hibitors owned the public and the
industry as a whole “the obligation
of every attempt on our part to
increase attendance—not only for
those pictures, which we do get
from normal sources, but we
should encourage the production
of, and the playing of, independ¬
ently made and distributed pic¬
tures.”
He cautioned distribution not to
“kill the goose that lays the golden
egg” by economically starving ex¬
hibition by unreasonable *ilm
rentals and sales policies. At his
conclusion, he stated that “the best
advice to exhibitors to bring nor¬
malcy to the unreasonable pricing
of films is a polite but firm ‘NO!’ ”

Makers of Video Pictures
Ready Two Screen Films;
Re-Making ‘The Last Mile’

Chi Amusement Taxes

Poll Award TV
Show, TOA Hears

TOA Joins International
Union de l’Exploitation;
Myron Blank as Delegate
Los Angeles, Oct. 11.
New president Myron Blank’s
first duty for Theatre Owners of
America probably will be a trip
to Europe late this month as rep¬
resentative at the next Congress
of the Union International de l’EXploitation Cinematographique. TOA
voted to affiliate with the Euro¬
pean organization, which already
has member associations in Eng¬
land, France, Italy, Western Ger¬
many, Holland and Belgium.
Before the vote, UIEC prexy
Italo Gemini gave the TOA board
a rundown on the organizations ac¬
tivities. Congress, to which TOA
has been invited to send a dele¬
gate, will be held in Rome Oct.
26-30.

Los Angeles, Oct. 11.
The theatre equipment commit¬
tee of Theatre Owners of America
in its report to the convention here
said it is apparent that the 55m
and 65m processors of . 0th-Fox and
Metro have an ulterior motive de¬
signed to control the releases and
the clearances.
“Producers will
equip only certain theatres with the
mechanism to run these sizes,’ the
committee's report stated, “and
thereby control the releases at
their whim, probably on a road
show basis, and the films will then
n?t be released for general ex¬
hibition until the territory has been
milked dry.”
According to the committee,
theatre equipment manufacturers
are balking at making the many
changes. ‘One manufacturer, it re¬
ported, had been offered $750,000
to make a pilot model but had re¬
fused because he felt that the pro¬
duction company was not inter¬
ested in volume production of the
equipment.
Confusion continues to exist in
the industry on the standardiza¬
tion of frame sizes, the report
noted. It’s charged that many pro¬
ducers are making pictures in dif¬
ferent sizes as well as using dif¬
ferent thicknesses of film stock.
The report pointed out that while
the film of one company could be
run without difficulty, another’s
will he scorched or burned because
it is too thin, requiring many ad¬
justments because of the various
thicknesses of the film stock. “If
the producers would get together
and determine the value of each
of their processes and combine
them into one process with stand¬
ardized sizes and thicknesses, it
would save a great deal .of ex¬
pense on^the part of the exhibi¬
tors,” the report stated.

Producers Tell Exhibs Their Problems
1) FREE-LANCE STAR SYSTEM OFTEN MURDERS PLANS
2) WORTH IT OR NOT ALL STARS WANT A % DEAL
3) TAXES HAUNT AND COMPLICATE EVERYTHING

Los Angeles, Oct. li.
Hollywood has no desire to cut down on its annual output, Paramount topper Y. Frank Freeman
assured delegates to the Theatre Owners of
America convention at a TOA seminar here. Rather,
the exec, who is also board chairman of the Asso¬
ciation of Motion Picture Producers, declared,
there is a desire to produce more.”
Similar opinions were voiced by other studio ex¬
ecutives who faced exhibitors to answer repeated
charges that Hollywood appears determined to make
fewer and fewer pictures. Each of the speakers
emphasized the problems of production, particularly
the scarcity of good stories. In that connection.
MGM production head Dore Schary pointed out that
television, faced with a similar problem, frequently
backs playwrights in order to get video runs after
legit material has been showcased on Broadway.
In that way, the medium gets first call on the ma¬
terial while studio have to “go into the theatre
and gamble earlier.” This, Schary declared, is a
serious threat.
Schary’s analysis of the problems facing the pro-;
duction end of the industry was supplemented by
reports from Steve Broidy, Herbert Yates, Gene
Kelly, Sam Engel and James Warner Bellah.
Casting An Agony!
Second only to the story difficulty, Schary de¬
10% Is Still 10%
clared,
was
the
problem of casting available prop¬
“How some people can relegate
to a position of unimportance the erties properly and with star names that will bring
a
response
at
the
box-office.
m after of a 10% increase of most
Noting that many stars are now demanding a
of their grosses, or a saving of
10% for their customers, or a com¬ piece of every picture in which they appear. Schary
promise of those two choices, sim- told the delegates that the studios frequently find
' ply does not make sense to me.” they have little alternative although “some stars
Those who chose to forgo such an are worth it and some aren’t.”
opportunity, Wolfson felt, are
The tax situation also has produced a change in
“jealously guarding some position stars’ attitudes, he declared, explaining that sus¬
of personal advantage.” He pointed pensions are of little importance anymore,” he said,
out that anyone who is a member pointing out a player can take several weeks’ su¬
of 2 trade association no matter in spension and actually the government pays. “You
what industry should devote his exhibitors are hurt, disappointed, maybe a little in¬
primary aims “for the good of the different, if you don’t get a picture with top stars,”
industry involved.”
declared Schary in emphasizing film-making diffi¬
“Certainly,” he said, “you ex¬ culties.
pect individual benefits to accrue,
No Contract Control
but you build your home on the
Schary pointed out studios are dealing with direcsolid foundation of a healthy in-! tors, writers and artists who no longer^ a re”’tied
dustry. More income to your in-j down to studio contract lists and consequently have
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Theatre Operators Coin a Dictum:
Charge Power to Pick Screen Size
Gives Producers Too Much Muscle

Two feature films for theatrical
release are being planned by Van¬
guard Productions, which has here-’
tofore made television films. Com¬
pany, headed by film distributor
Max J. Rosenberg and television
writer Milton Subotsky, has sched¬
uled remakes of “The Last Mile”
and “Frankenstein.”
Latter is
slated for Cinemascope lensing.
Screenplays for both produc¬
Chicago, Oct. 11.
tions have been completed, with
Theatre takes collected by the
production scheduled to begin in City of Chicago during the month
November. Subotsky wrote both of September totalled $121,595, a
screenplays.
slight drop from the $122,902 col¬
lected in the Same month of 1954.
However, total amusement taxes
collected in September, including
theatre taxes, amounted to $190,403, an increase over' the $175,055
garnered in September, 1954.
Total amusement taxes collected
during the first nine months of
1955 came to $1,450,722 as com¬
pared with the $1,401,342 1954
total for the same period.

Los Angeles, Oct. 11.
A plan for financing the big Au¬
dience Awards telecast will be sub¬
mitted to film company heads in
New York next week, Elmer C.
Rhoden, national chairman of the
COMPO poll and president of Na¬
tional Theatres, yesterday told
delegates to the Theatre Owners
of American convention.
Plan would call for the telecast
to be financed on an equal basis
by the film companies who have
winners in the five classifications
on the AA ballots. These include
best picture, best actor, best ac¬
tress, and the most promising new
personalities, male and female.
Disclosure of the plan, devised
in the hopes the television show
announcing the winners can be
kept an industry affair rather than
having a commercial sponsor, was
made by Rhoden during his report
to delegates on the Audience
Awards advantages as to public re¬
lations, unity and boxoffice im¬
provement.
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16m Suit
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Continued from page 3 m-mm—Ji

telestations from acquiring feature
pix.
Government’s case got off to a
wobbly start when the first of the
♦♦44-44444444
eight witnesses, CBS-TV president
an independence that means slower production Jack L. Van Volkenburg, indicated
_ scheduling. “You can’t order these people around it was price, not pressure that had
like you used to in the old days and assign them kept the 16m films off video. He
to any picture scheduled. It is no longer the big said he had had negotiations with .
club and the loud voice” in the production of films, both Universal and RKO back in
1948 but no deals were made be¬
he said.
Regarding the story of studios into weekly tv cause he didn’t like the prices.
|jVon
Volkenburg added ruefully
shows, Schary cautioned that extreme care must be
used, pointing out that if there was a giant studio that the price in those days was
$300 for six or seven runs. Today
show on tv every night of the week for free, they the price is around $10,000.
would keep audiences at home.
Similar testimony came from
Exhibitor demands for this kind, and that kind Charles Weintraub, prexy of Qual¬
of picture can’t be met. Pictures must be made for ity Films, local tv distribution out¬
the entire country and the important worldwide fit, who recalled that RKO’s back¬
market. Distribution, too, needs , a revision so that log of films was Svailable in the
the greatest return can be gotten from each good early 1950’s for $14,000,000 and
picture, both for the seller and the exhibitor. Studio Milford Fenster, film manager for
equipment needs revision, too, with some automation WOR-TV, who testified that 20thbeing introduced that would help cut costs. Archaic Fox had offered a block of between
equipment is costing unnecessary millions in slow¬ 30-and-50 films in 1951, although
downs each year, he said. .
the offer later was withdrawn.
Prosecuting attorney Samuel
Titling Harder With TV
Flatgow
got even less satisfaction
Titles are another trouble production constantly
out
of Edward A. Sargoy, New
faces and one that increases each year because of
the growing number of tv shows, plays and short York attorney and head of the
stories. No one is able to guess 100% on the cor¬ Copyright Bureau for the majors.
rect handle for a given film, Schary-noted, and He was called as an “adverse wit¬
told delegates that MGM is pulling back “Bar Sinis¬ ness,” a device that permits an at¬
ter” after a few disappointing dates to try it again torney greater leeway in question¬
ing. It didn’t do the government
with a new handle. .
any good, however, for Sargoy
Broidy, Allied Artists head, told of his company’s quickly pointed out that he has
growing problem—“From ‘The Bowery Boys’ to nothing to do with the subject and
Willie Wyler” and asks exhibs to support its efforts is concerned only with. the prob¬
to go bigtime with quality pix. He asked, too, if lem of “hot prints.”
they wanted AA to continue with the small budget
Three 16m exhibitors also were
features, but was told by Wolfson that returns on
these type film will give him the answer. Yates called by the government during
the
first week of the trial. Two,
gave a production lineup of Republic pix and asked
Henry Roman of Miami Beach and
for proper playing time and live-and-let-live prices. Abe Landow of Keanesburgh, N. J.,
Gene Kelly welcomed the. delegates in behalf of both of whom said their resort
Screen Actors Guild and spoke briefly on the ac¬ town narrow - guage operations
tor^ part in contacting the public to stimulate box- were forced out of business be¬
office. Also, he told of a few actor gripes against cause of their inability to get
exhibition, one of which was the misrepresentation product. Eighth witness was Ber¬
so often used in advertising. Engel, head of Screen nard Lowenthal, who also operates
Producers Guild, also welcomed the delegates, and a narrow guage circuit for several
Bellah, for the screen writers, stated theatres are Miami Beach hotels. He did not
missing a possible bet in not promoting writers, say he was forced out of business,
saying it might have merchandising value. “Writers but he. did testify that he had been
can do personal, appearances, too,” he noted.
refused product.
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Allied Artists’
Product Prowl
Allied Artists is out to lasso
product from abroad, mostly the
United Kingdom and via co-production deals. This is behind the
shift of Edwin L. Smith Jr. from
foreign sales manager at RKO to
the newly-created post of v.p. and
supervisor of AA’s foreign depart¬
ment. He'll headquarter in Lon¬
don.
While he'll be prominent in dis¬
tribution matters under Norton V.
Ritchey, AA’s international chief,
Smith expectedly will also be ac¬
tive in setting up deals with pro¬
ducers in England and the Conti¬
nent.
Smith had varied posts at RKO,
including assistant secretary-treas¬
urer and exec rep of the outfit in
financial negotiations with* film¬
makers. Thus, be has the back¬
ground for taking on the new job
of aligning more producers with
AA.
In another new AA personnel
addition, Ritchie last week dis¬
closed the appointment of Keith
Goldsmith to the foreign depart¬
ment’s exec staff. Formerly Far
Eastern and South African homeoffice rep and Latin American su¬
pervisor for Universal, Goldsmith
has become coordinator of AA’s
sales activities in Europe, the Far
East and Latin America.
Keith Gqldsmith
In line with Allied Artists In¬
ternational Corp.'s expansion pro¬
gram, company last week named
Keith Goldsmith to an exec post
in which he’ll coordinate activities
of the firm’s European, Far East¬
ern and Latin American sales
forces.
Goldsmith was formerly Far
Eastern and South African rep and
Latin American supervisor for
Universal-International.

Broidy Takes Slight Cut
But His $97,900 Again
Tops Allied Artists Pay
Salaries of Allied Artists’ top
execs for the fiscal year ended
July 2 varied little over the pre¬
vious 12-month period, company’s
proxy statement disclosed this
week. Prexy Steve Broidy, who
drew $97,900, was the highest paid
officer. Following him was veepee Harold'Mirisch with $60,240.
Broidy’s compensation, in fact,
was less than last year’s $105,277.
It was also revealed that he volun¬
tarily took-a cut in his share of
company annual gross receipts in
the U.S., Canada, Hawaiian Islands
and Alaska.
New arrangement
gives him one-half of 1% of the
gross in those territories-on a sum
in excess of $3,000,000. In the
past, he received 1% of the gross.
Remunerations of other officers
were listed as follows: exec-veepee
and treasurer George D. Burrow^,
$52,440; v.p. G. Ralph Branton,
$52,440; veepees Norton V. Ritchey
and Edward Morey, both. $40,800;
board chairman W. Ray Johnston,
$33,972. Sam Wolf, secretary and
Coast counsel, drew $25,300.
An executive bonus plan also
permits certain officers and em¬
ployees to participate in a total of
10% of the profits in excess of
$200,000 annually. Benefiting un¬
der this arrangement were Bur¬
rows, Branton, Broidy and Harold
Mirisch. each of whom are entitled
to receive 1.4% of such profits.
Ritchey and Morey are down
for 1%.

Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Allied Artists’ net income after
taxes was up $184,014 last year.
It was based on greatest volume
of business in the company’s his¬
tory. Gross volume hit $12,670,000 as compared with $11,838,500
for the preceding year.
Net income after- provision for
$466,000 in federal income taxes
for the year ended July 2, 1955,
was $598,494 as compared with
$414,480 in 1954 when the tax
provision was $500,000. Consoli¬
dated net profit was $1,064,494 in
1955 as compared with $914,480 in
1954.
The 1955 net income after pre¬
ferred stock divvies was equiva¬
lent to 59c per share on the 871,563 shares outstanding. Last year’s
figure was 45c per share on the
same amount of stock.
Working capital increased from
$4,067,000 to $4,854,000.
President
Steve
Broidy in¬
formed stockholders in his annual
report that the company’s current
business is running at the highest
level in history and the pace ap¬
parently
will
be
maintained
throughout the present, fiscal year.
Broidy, who waxed optimistic
over prospects for the future,
pointed out that AA’s distribution
wing had been strengthened with
key execs “to keep pace with our
production program- of higher cost
pictures ... as a result, we believe
we now have the personnel to
properly merchandise and dis¬
tribute these larger pictures.”
Shareholders also were heart¬
ened to learn that the second cash
dividend on the common stock in
the company’s history will be rec¬
ommended at a board meet imme¬
diately following the Nov. 9 an¬
nual stockholders conclave in
Hollywood. Initial melon on the
common was a 10c divvy paid last
Dec. 10.
Indicative of the importance of
the overseas market is Broidy’s
disclosure
that
domestic
film
rentals for the ’55 fiscal year de¬
clined 2V2% to $9,441,200 from
$9,688,200. But this decrease, he
added, was ‘‘more than offset by
the 32.1% increase in foreign film
rentals which rose to $2,601,300
from $1,968,800 in 1954.”
Stout position of the company
productwise also came in for rec¬
ognition from- the A A chief. He
noted that the studio’s $5,282,848
picture inventory “showed the
largest dollar investment in the
company’s history and included a
number of high cost features.”
Report also confirmed that Wil¬
liam Wyler’s first AA film, “The
Friendly Persuasion,” will be dis¬
tributed by Loew’s in all foreign
markets where AA has no release
facilities.
Broidy, who observed
that Loew’s has taken a “substan¬
tial financial interest (said to be
40%) in this picture,” further
stated it’s now before the cameras
and should be ready for release
in 1956.

CEA Unable to Attend
TQA, Allied Confabs

London, Oct. 11.
Because of a last-minute hitch,
the
Cinematograph
Exhibitors
Assn, was not officially repped at
this month's Los Angeles conven¬
tion pf the Theatre Owners of
America and will not be at the
Chicago meeting of Allied States.
Earlier, it had been decided that
George Singleton, a Scottish inde¬
pendent, who would be in the
U. S. at the time, would be official
representative of the British ex¬
hibiting organization. Last week,
however, Singleton announced he
would be unable to make the trip.
For economic reasons, the CEA
decided it could not send a special
delegate to the TOA confabs and
for the same reason, have reluc¬
tantly turned down a similar invi¬
Los Angeles, Oct.. 11.
Another $75,000 to $100,000 is tation to participate in the Allied
needed to carry on the work of convention.
the Committee Against Pay-to-see
TV, Theatre Owners of America
delegates were informed by treas¬
urer Phillip Harling. Fight actu¬
Bernard Jacon. sales v.p. of IFE
ally is just getting started, he de¬ Releasing Corp., is severing his re¬
clared, and the treasury is now lations with the company as of
“blank.”
next Friday (14) but will continue
Harling made his estimate after on as a consultant until Dec. 31
Alfred Starr gave a complete re¬ when his contract terminates.
Jacon will probably be succeed¬
port on the work of the commit¬
tee thus far. Exhibs were asked ed by Manny Reiner, industry vet
to renew their financial support with longtime experience in the
ao activities before the FCC,,and foreign market. He has been asso¬
Congress if necessary, can be con¬ ciated with Samuel Goldwyn and
tinued.
David O. Selznick among others.

Need $ to Fight Pay-TV

Bernie Jacon Exits IFE
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THEATREMEN RAP WB PIG-IN-POKE’ BIDS;
PICKMAN’S ‘YOU’RE LAZY’ DRAWS JEERS
Paul Terry
SLmmmi

Continued
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what I wanted to do. So, in 1915,
I turned out my first cartoon, ‘Lit¬
tle Herman.’ Edwin Thannhauser
bought it from me for $1.35 a foot.
That seemed enormous then. To¬
day, if someone offered me a good
cartoon at $65 per foot, I’d take it.”
In New Rochelle the Terry plant
employs around 60 people. Last
Thursday (6) the town honored its
longtime resident by changing its
name, for one day, to Terrytown.
“The biggest problem I have
isn’t making the shorts, it's to keep
my people happy and in a creative
frame of mind,” observed Terry.
“Unless people are happy, they can’t
create, they can’t think. It's be¬
cause of this that many of his key
men don’t have contracts.
“You
give someone a contract for a
couple of years and before you
know it he starts worrying about
whether it’ll be picked up again,”
he said. “There isn’t enough flex¬
ibility in those written deals even
though I suppose they’re necessary
sometimes.”
Terry is resigned over the deal
exhibitors are giving shorts, a tendder subject with most distributors.
He refuses to echo the complaint
that, while costs have risen, car¬
toon rentals haven’t. Still, he feels
that the animated short, if any¬
thing, is more popular abroad than
in the U. S. “People there seem
to be more appreciative of artistic
quality,” he commented, adding
that his Terrytoons were designed
specifically to be as visual as pos¬
sible and to do away with com¬
mentary whenever feasible.
As for the occasional complaint
that cartoons contain too much vio¬
lence, Terry said he couldn't agree.
“Some may have too much mayhem
in them,” he thought, “but you’ve
got to realize that it’s that kind of
action that gets the biggest laughs.
People expect it and they enjoy it.
As for the youngsters, perhaps we
are trying to shield them too much.
They’re not as vulnerable as some
people think.”
Voiro'* Quick Thaw
Philadelphia, Oct. 11.
James Voirp, assistant manager
of the Mastbaum Theatre, ready to
“close-up” at 1 a.m. (3), was con¬
fronted by a man waving knife and
shouting “freeze.”
With the intruder about 12 feet
away, Voiro dashed back to the
office, slammed the door and called
police.

Los Angeles, Oct. 11.
“Pig-in-the-poke” bidding sought
by Warner Bros, for two of its up¬
coming releases drew sharp cen¬
sure from Theatre Owners of
America as it brought its national
convention to a close Saturday at
the Biltmore Hotel.
In a wire addressed to the" film
company and signed by the TOA
board, the distributor was charged
\rtth “again resorting to the un¬
fair and uneconomic practice of re¬
questing bids on pictures before ex¬
hibitors have had an opportunity
to see” them. Films are “Sincere¬
ly Yours” and “Rebel Without
Cause.” Viewing the policy with
alarm, TOA declared it is unimpor¬
tant whether it has a legal and
valid right to seek bids without
firs^ showing the pix. “It is solely
a question of whether Warner
Bros, should take further advan¬
tage of a seller’s market and com¬
pel exhibitors to bid unintelligently
on pictures they have not seen,”
wire said.
TOA wire notes that the pro¬
posed industry arbitration system
prohibits asking for bids before
prints are available for inspection
and why shouldn’t that prohibition
be put into effect now? Wire winds
up with the threat that “if this
practice does not cease forthwith,
we shall turn this matter over to
our general counsel and cause in¬
vestigation of our members’ rights
in the matter and shall proceed ac¬
cordingly.”
Among other board actions at the
convention, which drew a new TOA
conclave record of 667 registra¬
tions, was to vote approval of the
proposed industry arbitration sys¬
tem after a report was made by
Mitchell Wolfson, who served on
the committee with Si Fabian and
Herman Levy. The mid-year board
meeting was scheduled'for Wash¬
ington, either for late March or
early April, with A. Julian Brylawski chairing.
Neither the board nor the gen¬
eral convention sessions took up
the matter of the 16m anti-trust
case. Levy, TOA general counsel
stated “there was no discussion
and there is no comment because
the case is now on trial and in the
lap of the courts.”
Exhibitors Film Financial Group
Inc. was given a six-month lease on
life at a stockholders’ meet during
the TOA convention. If within
that time, the Dept, of Justice does
not okay the purchase of stock by
former affiliated theatres, steps
will be taken to dissolve the group
and return subscriptions.. EFFG
now has upwards of $300,000 sub¬
scribed,
according to
Samuel ,

Stock Increase, Employee Incentive
Plan Up for AA Shareholder Okay
Authorized capital stock of Al¬
lied Artists would be increased
from the existing 1,500,000 com¬
mon shares to 3,000,000 common
under a proposal to be submitted
for stockholder approval Nov. 9
at the company’s annual meet in
Hollywood. Preferred stock, of
which 150,000 shares are author¬
ized, would remain unaffected by
the proposal. Change would be ef¬
fected by an amendment to the
firm’s certificate of incorporation.
Shareholders also will vote on
a management recommendation
that 172,200 of authorized but un¬
issued common stock be set aside
for a stock purchase plan “to en-‘
courage continued services” of
certain key employees. As outlined
by prexy Steve Broidy,1 some 63
individuals will be entitled to par¬
ticipate,
with
eligibility
and
amounts to be determined by the
board.
Broidy, in his annual report,
strongly urged stockholders to vote
for the plan, “as its primary ob¬
jective is to provide long term in¬
centives to executives and key em¬
ployees. The plan will also provide
a new source of capital for your
corporation as it pursues its im¬
portant expansion program.”
As for the proposal to increase
the authorized capital stock, the
company’s proxy statement notes
that, while the board is desirous
the change be made, it has no im¬
mediate plans for issuance of any

such stock. But it’s carefully point¬
ed out that such stock may be
used in acquisition of other busi¬
nesses.
Moreover, proxy states, it would
be in the best interests of the com¬
pany to acquire interests in other
enterprises as suitable opportuni¬
ties arise.
“In addition, the management
feels that company stock should
be available for the purpose of as¬
sisting the company in negotiating
with outstanding and leading per¬
sonalities, such as stars, directors
and producers who have attained
an important position in the mo¬
tion picture industry.”
This is in line with the studio’s
deals with John Huston and Wil¬
liam Wyler. They’re to turn out
three pictures apiece over the next
three years and as part payment
will receive’options to buy 75,000
shares of AA common at $4 to
$4.50 per share. Billy Wilder’s pact
is understood to have a similar
stock-purchase arrangement.
ALso on the meet’s agenda is
election of 10 directors to serve
for one year. They are W. Ray
Johnston, board chairman; George
D. Burrows, exec v.p. and treas¬
urer; G. Ralph Branton, AA v.p.
and prez of Interstate Television
Corp.; Harold J. Mirisch, v.p.; Ed¬
ward Morey, v.p.; Norton V.
Ritchey, AA veepee and prez of
Allied Artists International Corp.;
Arthur C. Bromberg, Herman Rifkin, Howard Slubbins and Broidy.

Pinanski. Of this, $150,000 will
immediately be placed in savings
banks to draw interest while EFFG
waits out the Government posi¬
tion. Interest will be used to de¬
fray operating expenses during the
interim.
Some fireworks were nearlv
struck Friday afternoon during a
seminar on advertising and promo¬
tion moderated by Frank Whitbeck. Sparks flew when Jerome
Pickman, Paramount ad-pub top¬
per, charged exhibs with, in effect,
being lazv and letting the distribs
do all the picture-selling work.
Cries of “sit down” greeted his re¬
mark that “we made you, you
didn’t make us,” but tempers
calmed as Pickman went on to de¬
fend pre-releases as the surest
method of determining a picture's
potential and best selling angles.
More selling to women, exchange
of exploitation information and
unusual promotional activities were
urged bv Thornton Sargent of Na¬
tional Theatres. David A. Lipton,
Universal ad-pub veep, stressed the
need for aggressive selling, both
before and during release, to offset
competition from the stresses and
attractions of modern American
living. ^
Exhibs were warned that a num¬
ber of state legislatures nearly put
over stricter film censorship during
the year and continual vigilance
must be maintained because the
margin between victory and defeat
have been too close. Warning came
in the State & Local Legislation re¬
port prepared by LaMar Sarra and
Robert Bryant. A caution against
“fast buck” pix and lurid advertis¬
ing was given by Jack Keiler In his
Public Relations report.
TOA leaders expressed satisfac¬
tion with the accomnlishments of
the convention, Alfred Starr saying
“TOA is really functioning for the
benefit of the theatre,” with Pin¬
anski adding that organization has
the “guts to.fight out its own prob¬
lems and not run to the Govern¬
ment.”
On the product shortage, Starr
said “there’s nothing in the way
of every company doubling pro¬
duction, except the fact they would
make less money,” adding that the
present shrinkage of attendance
could be reversed with more pix.
“It is common knowledge that, at¬
tendance increases if the public Is
given more pictures to choose
from,” he stated.
Pinanski dedeclared the “only solution is to
encourage more production com¬
panies to cpme into the business.”
Convention climaxed Saturday
night with the President’s Banquet
in the Cocoanut Grove at the Am¬
bassador Hotel. James Stewart was
honored with TOA's Star of the
Year Award Trophy and George
Murphy emceed a show that had
Bob Hope, Ted Lewis and Pearl
Bailey as top talent.. Hope was
given a gold pass to Texas houses
by Bob O’Donnell.

PERRY I.lFBFR ADDS
RKO AD BURDENS
Perry Ljeber, RKO’s head of
publicity and exploitation, has
been assigned the added post of
national director of advertising.
He’ll supervise overall promotion¬
al activities in N.Y., switching from
his studio quarters next week.
Move is a departure from the
operation under former RKO own¬
er Howard Hughes. Latter had the
ad department functioning on the
Coast so he could hold it in close
rein. Company had no ad chief on
its personnel roster, emnloving in¬
stead the Foote, Cone & Belding
agency.

Los Angeles, Oct. 11.
Theatre Owners of America
added 500 theatres to its member¬
ship roster during the 1954-55 fis¬
cal year, the organization and
membership committee reported
to the convention here.
Two new units affiliated with
TOA during the year—the Quebec
Theatre Owners Assn., first affili¬
ate outside the United States, and
Intermountain Theatre Owners
Assn., composed of theatreowners
in Idaho, Utah, Nevada, and
Wyoming.
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THE NEW MOTION PICTURE ERA!

Like Rodgers & Hammerstein’s "OKLAHOMA!”/ all great motio^ pictures of the future will bear the distinctive imprint—
PRODUCED IN TODD-AO ... This*is the new motion picture
era . . . it’s TODD-AO! . . . Truly revolutionary . . . Ecstatic in
its realism . . . supreme in its audience emotional involvement
and participation . .. TODD-AO is supersonic in its possibilities
... you live the action ... you’re part of it... TODD-AO is the
entertainment miracle born of inspired boldness and deter¬
mination through the happy marriage of science and the
motion picture art.

UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE CIRCUIT INC.
You’re in the show with TODD-AO!

Wednesday,

October 12, 1955
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Public World Premiere Thursday, October 13th

IN THE NEW MOTION PICTURE PROCESS

'owe w

When the magic that is "Oklahoma!" meets the miracle that is
Todd-AO... something wonderful happens! Suddenly you're
there...in the land that is grand, in the surrey, on the prairie!
You live it, you're a part of it...you're in "Oklahoma!"
Because this is a completely new and unique presentation,
without precedent in modern entertainment, all seats for
"Oklahoma!" will be reserved as in the legitimate theatre.

SOUND BY TODD-AO
IN EASTMAN COLOR

Starring

■I MM

ESI

RlVOLI Theatre, B'way at 49th St., New York 19, N.Y. • Cl 7-1633

THEATRE
B way at 49th St. Circle 7-1033

loge □
Please send-orch. □ tickets at $bale. □
for ^at*
performance on
Eve. □

. —..(date)

Alternate Dates--

ORDER TICKETS NOW!
2 Shows Daily

ALL SEATS RESERVED

3 Shows Sat., Sun. and Hols.

,PRICES (Inch Tax):
MATINEES:
Orch. Sc Loge $2.75
Balcony $1.75, $1.50

EVENINGS:
Orch. Sc Loge $3.50
Balcony $2.25, $1.75

DISTRIBUTED BY MAGNA THEATRE CORr.

NAME_
ADDRESS___
(Those Frint Nam and Address Clearly)

CITY___Zone—-^-StatcEnclose check or money order (no stamps) payable to RlVOLI THEATRE
addressed to BOX-OFFICE with self addressed and stamped envelope.
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'A-pache traces behind. Miss Taylor

pretentions, the acting is exactly . *s _]:VS half-breed sister;
right to lift it considerably^above 1
',or^u.1f on # the theory of this
the oater level, and Richard Wil- ; ruse- ]B“dges is able to stave off
son’s direction of the screen story ! topcatcd
threats
of
reprisals
he wrote with N. B. Stone Jr. for i agai?st the innocent Apaches. SugSanniel Goldwyn Jr.’s production • gallon of a romance between
keeps tension mounting right up : Bridges and Miss Taylor crops up
to the climax. In the film’s favor ?unpg the \lmes h,e contacts her
is the light 83 minutes of footage, ' !or information and aid, and yarn
which concentrates on the story at •ls climaxed by a fast finish,
hand and developing it so that an .
Bn&?es registers definitely, and
audience will continue interested. ; ^Ijss laylor, who. now can play an
There are some loquacious mo-1 Ipd'an without a feather, is parments, but the talk makes good ■ ticularly outstanding in a fiery
story points, so does not -slow : portrayal. _ Fuller’s characterizaproceedings. It’s a promising first- . t’?n a^so 1S
high calibre. Paul
feature credit for Goldwyn Jr.
i Kll'c'n lends sturdy support as the
Mitchum plays the title role, a '
man whose profession is ‘‘town-1
tamer,” willing to hire out to take |
care of any prairie village needing i
to rid itself of lawless elements. !
lie’s also a man with a personal >
cross — his father was killed by |
land-grabbers because he believed
gunless existence, and his

b n as
1
rv.l_*i ««!?{«
9-1 i°sbj s- P^eColor lensin.-, piop d^;\hP
°«mVhf c
Cat° wf„>the
spn 11
tbe stoiy‘
Whit.

1
a Thousand Times
wife, Jan Sterling, has left him
(C’SCOPE-COLOR)
because of his cold-blooded way's
in cleaning up western baddies.
Remake of 1941 “High Sierra.”
The character is of the type that
Good, although overlong, mel¬
is stock with Mitchum. Plot nub
odrama for regular market
has him riding into Sheridan City,
bookings.
small cattle town, in search of the
wife who had left him. He finds
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
the village in need of his special
Warner1 Bros, release of Willis C.'olclservices, hires out to take care of br.» k production. Stars Jack Palance. Shel¬
ley Winters, Lori Nelson, Lee Varvin,
a ruthless rancher and1 the latter’s Gonzalez
Gonzalez; features Lon Chaney,
gunmen, and at the same time Earl Holliman,
Perry Lopez, Howard St.
presses to have Miss Sterling John. Directed by Stuart Heisler. Written
by W. It. Burnett; camera tWarnercolor),
return to him. She is now the Ted
McCord; editor, Clarence Kolster;
mistress of a group of dancing music. David Bultolph. Previewed Oct. 5,
(sic) girls in a saloon. He accom¬ ’55. Punning time, 109 MINS. .
plishes both aims, to the satisfac¬ Boy Earle . Jack Palance
Wai'ic . Shelley Winters
tion of the majority of viewers.
Velma .Lori Nelson
While it is mainly a male show, Babe . Lee Marvin
. Gonzalez Gonzalez
the femmes get their opportunities Ohico
Bi<r Mac .
Lon Chancy
aplenty and do very well by them. Red
. Earl Holliman
.
Perry Lopez
A deglamorized Miss Sterling Mendoza
Lon Priesscr . Richard Davalos
.comes over excellently
and
.
,
, „ Karen
.
, -■» ...
Olive Carey
Sharpe scores in standout fashion Pa
.:. Ralph Moody
as a town girl engaged to hothead I n'-h(;.k
...
John Lupton. Barbara Lawrence, j jf C ‘
‘' Dennis Honper
as one Of Miss Sterling’s dance ' Mis. Ranchman .
Mae Clarke
girls, counts attractively as the ,
B;iUghman .;••• Hu£h.Sri.nf,®l's
pigeon who abortively sets. up Ld
.. Pub faylor
/01tia kill. There are a| Despite a title that is lengthy
ffeltSe®3 ^nd f°°tage dltt0 ^ Died A ThOU-

i s:'nd Times” averages out as an
him ITeeniS a /f10ng gun back’"g : okay entry for the regular market.
m cVi?J?^oMeoly0un.g man.whollrs a remake of tfe successful
wants to tack;e the heavies unaided;'—
-- Warner
“High• Sierra,”
released- by
Emile Meyer, topnotch as village Bros, in 1941 and, to some extent,
councilman - blacksmith; Ted De duplicates the thriller aspects of
Corsia, Leo Gordon and James lhat b.o. job. Names of the cast
Weslerfield are among others im¬ toppers, Jack Palance and Shelley
pressing. The rancher-heavy, Joe Winters, are familiar and their
Barry, is seen only in the finale performances are excellent, but
and would be completely ludicrous thev add no marquee importance
except for his deadly intent.
to help the selling. Returns will
Lee Garmes’ lowkey lensing and be middling. A footage trim would
Gene Milford’s tight editing con¬ make it a handier entry for the
tribute importantly to the enter¬ general situation, since 108 minutes
tainment, as docs Alex North's is unwieldy for the market in
.score, which knows when not to which it will get its best response.
intrude on the action as conducted
The Willis Goldbeck production
by Emil Newman.
Broy. ■ attempts a new dress for the John
Iluston-W. R. Burnett 194.1 feature
; and does rather well with the upWoman
j dating. However, running time has
jlKcn added to the original and
Okay program western fea¬
ture for the outdoor action I tlrs offering can’t sustain the extra
. iC'.crth, so it veers between hot and
situations.
cold in viewer interest. Outside of
! Uvs flaw, though, it comes off as
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
,
, a cops-and-robbers, from the latRiiKer c'oVmaa^r.oi^a si“te) induction? ■ t(V'K viewpoint, thriller that should
Stars Lloyu
Joan Taylor, Lance ; do ; ii overall satisfactory . job of
Fuller;
features
Morgan
Jones,
Paul ( n 1 o■’taming
the casual ticket
Birch. Jonathan l;'a/.c, Paul Dubov. Di¬

!vhnhnIo?ita,oe'cSon^ rrHu

rected by Gorman. Story and screenplay, ■ b;1 t’i\
Lou Rusolf: camera (PatheColor), Floyd
Raja
nee’s'
physical appearance
Crosb\; editor, Runahl Sinclair; music
, -•
. ,
-.
composed ami conducted by Ronald Stein. ctKl COI1 ->l(iGrable Skill 3S.an HCcOr
Previewed Oct. 4,
Running time, 82
a major asset to the character

MINS.

snow-banked highways and speed¬
ing cars and motorcycles are tel¬
lingly captured by Ted McCOrd+s
lensing. David Buttolph’s score
also helps the melodramatic punch.
Lori Nelson is quite good as the
crippled girl made right by the
operation bankrolled by Palance,
and the character’s decision not
to love the hood out of gratefulness
is rather true to life. Gonzalez
Gonzalez portrays a talkative Mexi¬
can, handyman at the mountain
motel, with an excellent sense of
comedy. However, director Heisler.
and producer Goldbeck. let that
little dog angle get way out of
hand until it becomes just too
precious in scenes of the canine,
a harbinger of doom, gazing from
behind bushes at Palance, to whom
the pooch had been introduced by
Gonzalez. Marvin, Holliman and
Lopez are very effective, as are Lon
Chaney, the mastermind; Howard
St. John, the doctor; James Mini¬
can, Olive Carey, Ralph Moody and
others.
Brog.
Twinkle in (iod*s Eye
Mickey Rooney as a parson
determined to bring religion to
a frontier community. Strictly
for program and second fea¬
ture market.
Republic release of Mickey Rooney pro¬
duction. Stars Rooney and Coleen Gray.
Features Hueh O’Brian. Joey Forman,
Don Barry. Touch Connors. Jil Jarmvn,
Kem Dibbs, Tonv Garccn, Raymond Hat¬
ton, and P.uta Lee. Associate producer,
Maurice Duke. Directed by George Blair.
Screenplay, P. J. Wolfson: camera. Bud
Thackary; editor, Tony Mortinelli: music.
Van Alexander; song, “A Twinkle in
God’s Eye," by Rooney. Previewed in N.Y.
Oct. 5, '55. Running time, 73 MINS.
Rev. MackJin . Mickey Rooney
Laura .. .•. Coleen Gray
Marty . Hugh O’Brian
Ted
. Joey Forman
Dawson .
Don Barry
Lou.Touch Connors
Millie ...
Jil Jarmyn
Johnny . Kem Dibbs
Babe
.
Tony Garcen
Vi'hno Man ..Raymond Hatton
3rd Girl .. Ruta Lee

Clerical garb anpears to be the :
new fashion for Hollyw’ood’s lead- I
ing
men.
In
recent
entries
Humphrey Bogart donned the cloth
for “Left Hand of God” and Van
Heflin for “Count Three and Pray.”
Now Republic has placed the nor¬
mally rambunctious Mickey Rooney
in white collar and black suit for
“The Twinkle in. God’s Eye,” a
low budget offering with a western
background. Picture is strictly for
tlie second feature and program
market.
Rooney fans will no doubt be
surprised by his portrayal of a
young recentlv-ordained parson
who attempts to bring religion to a
1 nigh frontier community. As the
Rev. Macklin, determined to re¬
build the church destroyed by an
Indian raid, Rooney is quiet and
courageous, achieving his aims
with wide-eyed innocence rather
lhan his fists. It goes without say¬
ing that he achieves his purpose
and succeeds in rebuilding the
church and gathering a- flock of
faithful worshippers.
There is an artificial, cliche
flavor in P. J. Wolfson’s screenplay
that’ll convince only the na’ve filmgoer. The young parson, after con¬
siderable footage, wins to his side
a money-grabbing gambling hall
owmer and succeeds in reforming
a hardened holdup man. Also he
has no difficulty in gaining the
i support, almost immediately, of a
j sextet of typical western “danc¬
ing” girls,
Rooney is shut out of the ro¬
mance department this time, leav¬
ing the fadeout clinch to Hugh
O’Brian, the gambling hall owner
who finally sees the light, and
Coleen • Gray, one of the church¬
going dancing girls.
Picture W'as produced under
Rooney’s own banner. He also con¬
tributes an original song, “The
Twinkle in God’s Eye,” which is
sung by Eddie Howard. Miss Gray
is also given an opportunity to
warble a number in the salodn.
Production values are typical of
the lower case oaters, featuring
the standard ba-cklot western set.
Holl

Rov Earle, bank-robber just
rchaad alter a number of years
in r’-’.son and ready to tackle a now
I a'fliio job. It’s a tough man be
I'm,rays, but he gains a certain
: Mount of audience sympathy in
Po. doing tinder the direction by
Lina t. Heisler. Miss Winters, as
.H e ( imc-a-dancc girl who attaches
|,( •sc‘l| *l0 him< a]so COmcs off well,
though the character doesn’t
Fresh mantling is provided i c.en
hi ’ c (lie viewer-pull in the same
familiar plot in this rugged west- \i,a ’’.sure as that played by Palance.
ern yarn, wiich is sparked by ex- .
imnlc .butline of the plot has
cellent performances and a geni v ?th Earle, a headliner in
erally driving treatment. Action )j
;nn! -robbing trade, who is
tempo is occasionally slowed by
•
from prison by a crime
an over-abundance of dialog, but , ,
who has a resort holdthis is compensated for by situa- l; •> -I'vmind
p’o'ied. lie rendevouzes in Los
tions that will hold up in the outgets
his instructions and
door market.
r',i:c'; hi; confederates
are untried
Roger Gorman, as producer-di- * cmug jiunks, Lee Marvin, Earl
Continued from page 1 -—
.
rector for the independent dis- i' oH'in.-in and Perry Lope/,. From
tributing oulfit. American Releas- ;• icn on, from the waiting days in
ing Goi’p.. handles tne Lou Rusoff a m .uulain motel, through the preliminary to rolling “The- Pride
story-screenplay with imagination <, le. and such side issues as his and the Passion.”
Hccht-Lancaster’s “Trapeze” is
and draws lop performances from
'ufishlp offered and accepted by
bis three stars, Lloyd Bridges, ; do., .-.-and-oiit family that in- nearing the windup stage in Paris.
Joan Taylor and Lance Fuller.
'•'.■ i s a crippled girl, story builds Robert TRossen has completed
Motivation is cued by a series lo Hie big chase that has the shooting of "Alexander the Great”
of raids and murders which appear • •-< ; H*r-killcr defying the law in in Spain. Norman Krasna is set
to have been committed by rest r- i, i H ■ !i Sierra, only to go to his to go with “Ambassador’s Daugh¬
valion Apaches. Bridges, a Govliable doom,
ter.” to roll in Paris. And Sheldo.i
ernment agent, arrives in the
'J m: big chase sequence near the Reynolds lias completed the cam¬
small Arizona town as a trouble- r •
i\ thrillingly told in Cinemashooter to settle what appears like G -e >•* and WarncrColor, and is so era work on “Foreign Intrigue,”
the outbreak of a new Indian war. e
.
if makes (lie plot v.raoup loosed at various points in Europe.
Importantly, this represents the
Actually, the f-rimes have been > '■ i anti-climatic. It is an edgeperpetrated i,y Fuller, half-cra/y. r.
i. - rot hackle-raiser, extremely bulk of UA’s more important recoiiege-educaierl hal^-bread at the . : < <>no for audience p.irlicipa- Imxes for I he near future. Com¬
head of a small band which leave.-,. i.,„j.
Tne mountain back<b.,p, pany's current musical, “Gentle¬

Hex MolTct ..
Anne Li beau
Annand .
Maco.v .
Sherii l ...
Tom Chandler
Ben .
Carrom
....
White Star ..
Tall Tree ...
Mooney
Mrs. Chandler

.. Lloyd Bridge*
.... Joan Taylor
... Lance Fuller
.. Morgan Jono.-;
Paul Birch
Jonathan Haze
. Paul Duhov
....
Lou Place
.. Gene Marlow*Dick Miller
Chester
Conkti
,
„
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men Marry Brunettes,” a Russfield
production, was shot mostly in
Paris;

Foreign Faces in Pix
Boon for All: Kohner
Hollywood’s tendency to sign
foreign stars, as exemplified by
Universal’s inking of the German
O. W. Fischer, is a new step
toward the internationalization of
the film . industry, agent Paul
Kohner said in N.Y. last week.
Kohner. who reps Fischer and a
number of top European pic per¬
sonalities, said the gradual inter¬
change of talent would be benefi¬
cial to all parties involved since it
automatically widened the market
for American films abroad and for
foreign films in the U.S.
“An American producer using a
well-known foreign player in his
picture gains an immediate advan¬
tage if for no other reason than
that, in the counfry of the star’s
origin, the picture"is bound to be
popular,” Kohner observed. “On
the other hand, if- you take an
American performer and put him
into a foreign film, he is likely to
be a draw in the U.S.
“On the overall, the. willingness
of American studios to employ for¬
eign talent is a tremendous boon
to European producers. Hollywood
in effect does for. them a job which
they themselves could never hope
to do.”
Apart from agenting the Fischer
deal during his stay in Europe,
Kohner also signed another Ger¬
man star, Curt Jurgens, for Ameri¬
can representation, and he picked
up a young Frenchman, Raymond
Pellegrin, currently the star of
Marcel Pagnol’s play, “Judas.”
Kohner said there was no resent¬
ment in Germany over the Ameri¬
cans picking up German stars.
“They understand over there that
it’s to their advantage,” he said.
“And anyway, a man like Fischer
will make .only a few pictures in
Hollywood and will return home
periodically to make more.”- Many
of the German stars today speak
acceptable English, the agent re¬
lated, and both in Germany and in
the rest of Europe, those who don’t
speak it are now studying the
language.
Kohner expects to bring to the
U.S. the CCC production dealing
with the July 20, 1944, attempt on
Hitler's life. He said he thought
it was superior to the second Ger¬
man picture on the same subject
which was made in Munich and
which Sam Cummins will dis¬
tribute in the U.S. Kohner said no
question of clearances were in¬
volved in the CCC film and he
opined it might be quite conceiv¬
able that two pix on the same
theme may be offered to U. S.
audiences. Cummins claims the
CCC film lacks the necessary
clearances from-, relatives of the
men involved.

OHIO FXHIB ARRESTED
UNDER ‘NEW’ FILM LAW
Columbus, Oct. 11.
Manager of the Lorain Drive-In
Theatre was arrested and held on
S500 bail Thursday (6) for viola¬
tion of a new state film law which
went into effect only the day be¬
fore.
Richard C. Kline faces trial for
violating a section of the Ohio
criminal code which forbids ex¬
hibiting lo a minor under 18 any
picture “the tendency of which is
to corrupt morals.” Kline had been
screening the burlypic “Teaserama” before an audience which in¬
cluded minors.
The arrest was immediately hail¬
ed as a blow to “fast buck” dis¬
tributors by Robert A. Wile, ex¬
ecutive secretary of the Indeoendent Theatre Owners of Ohio..
It was also praised by State Sen.
Charles A. Mosher of Oberlin and
oilier opponents of pre-censorship
of pictures who don’t want advance
scissoring brought back to Ohio.
Lorain Prosecutor Ray Miraldi
issued a wnrrent for the arrest af¬
ter seeing a press book containing
excerpts from Variety’s original
review of “Teaserama,” which
stars grinder Tempest Storm.
“She shakes her anatomical sa¬
lients ... Is generously supplied
bosom-wise, and leaves little to the
imagination” were the Variety
comments • which helped Miraldi
decide on the warrant.
Wile, who has been staging a
crusade against “fast buck” dis¬
tributors of off-color celluloid, was
present when the arrest was made.
“The police told me about it in
advance,” said Wile, who declined
lo comment further on his pres¬
ence at the scene.

MG’sTVAHy
mm Continued from page ___

film under the “subsidiary’s” su
pervision with shooting ehtirelv in
New York but latching on to'M-G?
facilities and personnel. The Coast
filmmaker undertakes the financing
all the way through, earmarking
about $500,000 as the budget but
with another $250,000 in the till for
| a name player and director not yot

I

|
j

|
;
:

Though the talks have gone on
for a couple of months, it came to
a head when Metro gandered the
“Aurthur script prior to its telecast. But “Ten Feet Tall” was
never for sale since Talent Associ¬
ates had visions of doing the film
itself. It thus became a case of
“want my script, buy me.” leading
to the overall arrangement spear¬
headed for M-G by Arthur M.
Loew, who prexies Loew’s Internal
tional and has been carrying on all
the “outside” deals including those
of a miscellaneous but major character not falling within the province of any other Loew’s Inc. sub¬
division.
• Aside
from
the
presumed
“squeeze play” to snatch the hot
script, Metro’s decision to go “for¬
eign” was based on introducing
“fresh, creative talent” into the
Hollywood scheme, furthered by

Aurthur! Aurthur!
Robert Alan Aurthur. teleplaywright of “A Man Is Ten
Feet Tall,” will collect in sev¬
eral ways from the MelroJonathan Productions deal.
Latter company received an
author’s fee from M-G which
was turned over to him. this
being in addition to his tv
roles of associate producer and
script editor. He’ll come in for
his share as a partner in Jona¬
than, his fee for doing the
screenplay and as a partici¬
pant in the profits from the
cinema version of the play.
It’s figured Aurthur will
thus, as a tv writer, earn a
peak amount of coin for mul¬
tiple role in bringing the film
version to fruition.
the fact that Jonathan, through TA;
controls a large number of other
properties through its stable of
writers, not only on the Good.vearex-Philco series but its other tv
shows, “Appointment With Adven¬
ture,” “Justice” and Armstrong’s
“Circle Theatre,” with other proj¬
ects coming up. Matter of fact,
Metro has its eye on another Aur¬
thur play done on “TV Playhouse”
some time ago.
Jonathan becomes not only a
filmmaker under subsidy but will
•share “substantially” ifi the profits.
Biggest gainer will be Aurthur
himself (see acc-boxh
Aurthur
will undertake the screenplay im¬
mediately aimed at a shod ing start
next spring.
(There’ll he a retitling’.) Of the tv cast, the one
almost certain to reprise his role
is Sidney Poitier, the Negro who
played the “protagonist.” Po'iticr
is hardly unknown to M-G, appear¬
ing as the rebellious but slick
classroom leader in its “Blackboard
Jungle.”
Susskind becomes the
producer of record on “Ten Feet.”
with Jonathan coming in for a pro¬
ducer’s fee in addition to the basic
financial arrangements.
Aurthur is one of the more spe¬
cific telewriters though his repre¬
sentation has necessarily been con¬
fined in the last few years to Ihe
Sunday night tv’er. Widely ku¬
dosed was his “Man on a Mountain
Top,” and of more recent origin
(but before “Ten Feet), “Shadow
of‘the Champion.” His stage work,
“A Very Special Baby,” is slated
for Broadway production by Suss¬
kind, and via “TV Playhouse” and
elsewhere he is of producer stature.
In the Jonathan setup he is v.p.t
with Susskind as prexy and Levy
as secretary-treasurer.
As a N. Y. loeationcr. “Ten Feet”
dovetails, perhaps by coincidence,
with the upbeat bally plans being
pushed by several of the majors
as far as their homeoffices are con¬
cerned. The shooting ol’ “Waterfront” and other pictures in Goth¬
am lent itself to heavy advance ex¬
ploitation at the national scat of
the communication media. Metro
is expected to take advantage of
this angle in the case of the AiU’thur screenplay.

M-G-ftIs PICTURIZATION OF THE STARTLING PRIZE NOVEL

TOP’S "BLACKBOARD
JUNGLE” IN DENVER
AND CLEVELAND.
GREAT IN HOUSTON.
BIG EVERYWHERE.
BOOK IT FAST. CASH
IN ON M-G-M’s
GIANT CAMPAIGN!
(At Press Time! Third Highest Gross in
past 3 years in Minneapolis!)

REACHING 207 MILLION MAGAZINE READERS!
A costly campaign in national magazines includes a 2-color page in Life, Look, Collier’s;
a page in Saturday Evening Post, Time, Parents’, The Saturday Review, American Bar
Association Journal and 9 leading fan magazines. Also M-G-M’s famed " Picture -ofthe-Month” column in Look, American, Good Housekeeping, Cosmopolitan, Collier’s,
McCall’s, Parents’, Redbook, Seventeen, True Story. Plus "Lion’s Roar” column in
Saturday Evening. Post.

BILLBOARDS ADD COUNTLESS MILLIONS MORE!
M-G-M’s startling teaser 24-sheets in Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago,
Dallas, Memphis, Nashville, New Haven, New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Omaha,
Philadelphia, Portland, Ore., Richmond, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Seattle.

RECORD-BREAKING NEWSPAPER COVERAGE!
Sock campaign, teasers and display nationwide.

RADIO, TV ADD MILLIONS TO PENETRATION!
Exciting radio spots and TV footage play important part in nationwide ticket-selling!

NATIONWIDE PUBLICITY! STRATEGIC SCREENINGS!
A natural for publicity and interviews. Screenings of picture for opinion-making
personalities in journalism and law. Radio and TV appearances by Don M. Mankiewicz,
author of the prize novel, Arthur Kennedy, one of the stars and Mark Robson, direc¬
tor. Plus long-distance interviews.
*
M-G-M presents “TRIAL" starring GLENN FORD • DOROTHY McGUIRE • Arthur Kennedy • John Hodiak - Katy Jurado • with
Rafael Campos • Juano Hernandez • Written by Don M. Mankiewicz from his Harper's Prize Novel • Directed by Mark Robson • Produced by Charles Schnee
(Available in Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)
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| elude games scheduled for later
in the season..
ND’s success may cue other col¬
leges with loyal alumni followings
to adopt a similar technique for
_ ,
, games not included in their NCAA
He’s Not Much of a Critic, Says Stanley Kramer Who! home tv schedules. While a por‘ tion of the general public can be.
Disagrees But Learns From "Stranger’ Pans
drawn to the hotels, it’s the alumni
support that can make the differ¬
ence between profit and loss.
London, Oct. 11.
The hotel ballrooms have an ad¬
Critics who appraise films only ■
vantage in that there aren’t as
Continued from pajrc 1
many seats to fill. For erample, a
In terms of commercial ingredients
ered in hotel ballrooms in 11 cities crowd of 700 at the Park Sheraton
were given the back of the hand
to witness ND defeat the U. of spells a sellout. At 1.000 to 2.000by independent producer Stanley
Miami. Telecast was made possible seat theatre, a crowd of 700 can
Kramer. "The worst enemies of
result in a serious loss.
as a result of a unique deal worked
the motion picture industry are
out with Sheraton Closed-Circuit
And In St. Louis
the critics who praise every box- Television, wholly-owned subsidi¬
St. Louis, Oct. 11.
office success,” stated Kramer in ary of the Sheraton hotel chain.
The closed circuit telecast of
a televised talk on BBC last week.
Under the arrangement, Shera¬
the
Notre
Dame-Miami
gridiron
The filmmaker lashed out at ton provides its ballrooms and
clash Friday (.7) drew 400 foot¬
those who are concerned with the large screen projector equipment ball fans at $4 a head to the Hotel
at no cost, depending only on the
dollar-making potential of a film food and beverage orders for its Sheraton with the pictures being
to the exclusion of any care about cut. ND provides the long line and presented on a 9x12 foot screen.
its art content. "These gentlemen,” local loop facilities and also han¬ Food and drink were available.
Two other Notre Dame games, one
said Kramer, "whose highest praise dles the actual telecasting. Since with the Navy and the other with
ND employs the camera crew of
is the word 'commercial’ — these the university-owned South Bend U. of Iowa will be telecast from
pandcrers who hawk the cheap tv station, the entire operation be¬ this hostelry.
and shoddy and despise the artis¬ comes a sort of family affair.
tic values they cannot sell — are
1,500 Attend in Chi
At a $4 admission tab without
the ones who make possible the
Chicago, Oct. 11.
prostitution of what should and tax (all the coin went to a special
fund
to
bring
distinguished
faculty
Some
1.500 "cheering” grid fans
could be the leading creative art
to the university), the event saw Notre Dame beat Miami 14-0
of the 20th century.”
grossed close to $50,000. The hotel
Kramer said he’d like to cross total from food and drink orders on closed circuit television ip the
Grand Ballroom of the Sheraton
swords with those who raised ob- is estimated at $20,000.
There
iections about his newest, Not A a were complete sellouts in six cities Hotel here last week.
Tickets sold for $4 and the ball¬
A Stranger.” He followed this with —New York, Chicago, Detroit,
the unusual (for a producer) Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and Bal¬ room’s capacity was sold out well
statement that the success ot this timore. At the Park Sheraton, in advance.
film, however, did not prove that N. Y., 500 crowded the main ball¬
he was right and the detractors room, forcing the installation of
wrong.
an auxiliary unit in another hotel
Kramer continued "The critics public room accommodating an
^ Continued from page 3 ^
who had fault to find at least com¬ additional 200 people. Although
pelled me to examine my values the hotels only figured the take . berg is back in N. Y. from Euand sec if I couldn’t sharpen
them, . Horn the food and drinks sold dur- j rope with intentions of a London
_
Any producer who comolams. as ■ jng the transmission of the game, j fnm production of "The Borrowsome do periodically, about sucli j it’s figured that they obtained pre-| erS(>» novei by Mary Norton, early
criticism, needs self-evaluation, as game business from dinners served 1 in ’1956.
'
“
' the
'
Miss Norton
is to do
some do periodically, about such prior to the 9:15 p.m. kickoff,
screenplay, Myerberg is to produce
criticism, needs self-evaluation. He
event was not an exclusive and Harris in return of courtesy,
is trying to eliminate the one j Shcraton feature. Three hotels not has no participation at all.
chance we have of elevating ii j rnembCrs of the chain were includUA. incidentally, is not going
public taste to the point whei
e | e(j in |qie i100jtUp These included along with the financing of this
surest guarantee of financial sue- ( lhe Cleveland Hotel, Cleveland; London venture. Myerberg has
cess for a picture will be its artis- ■ the
■
_
.
_
Bradford.
Boston,
and- the not yet aligned with any distribu¬
tic success.”
Broadwood, Philadelphia. Other tor or money source so far. It’s to
Kramer also offered the point cities in the network besides those be lensed part "live” and part car¬
that while the money success of mentioned were St. Louis, Indi¬ toon.
one pic doesn’t establish its artis¬ anapolis, and Washington, D. C.
Film maker’s immediate concern
tic merit, neither does the boxofNotre Dame, most active in the is the wrapup on "Patterns.” Small
fice missout of other films reflect use of closed-circuit since the Na¬ amount of shooting is still re¬
lack of high standard. Kramer’s tional Collegiate Athletic Assn.’s quired, Van Heflin having been
past product that had financially limitation on the number of home forced to leave the picture before
unsuccessful results includes "The tv contests, plans to repeat the its completion to fulfill his com¬
Men,” "Cyrano
de Bergerac.” . hotel hookup for the Oct. 29 Navy mitment on the current legiter, "A
"Member of the Wedding
a d j game an(j the nov> 19 mecting View from the Bridge.” Appear¬
"Happy Time.’
| with Iowa. If these contests draw ing with Heflin in the fih» are Ed
The producer concluded "Film- as well' as the opener Friday, the Begley, Everett Sloane and Bea¬
making is a craft always, selling j Irish may extend the series to in trice Straight.
the skill and the individuality of
the maker. Sometimes it is an art
as well, when it contains inspira¬
tion and truth in addition to skill.
But you, can never mass produce
or standardize drama, and those
who attempt to do so are trying to
f/V.Y. Stock Exchange)
destroy the greatest .art of our
day.”
For Week Ending Tuesday (11)
Kramer visited here from Ma¬
Net
Change
drid where he is now preparing
Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tues.
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If a Critic s Only Slant Is Coin—
Hotel Gridcasls

Harris-Myerberg

Amusement Stock Quotations

Larger Melons
On 1955 Vine

ment reminds, generally amounted 1
to* about 60 or f>Vo of all divi¬
dends.
J

♦Actual Volume.

i Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)

LOUISVILLE
(Continued from page 10)
65-85)—"Phenix City Story” (AA).
Okay $6,500. Last week, “Wichi¬
ta” *<AA), same.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
75-$l)—‘‘To Hell and Back” <UL
Stood ’em up over the weekend,
with h.o. already a cinch. Looks
like smash $25,000. Last week,
"Tennessee’s Partner” iRKO> and
"Twinkle in God’s Eye” (Rep),
$10,500.
State (United Artists) *(3.000; CS¬
SS)—“Trial” (M-G). Looks like
sister house Rialto, across the
street, is getting bulk of the wicket
play this week; hence, this one will
be mild $8,000 or less. Last week.
"Gentlemen
Marry
Brunettes”
(UA)
and
"Moonfleet”
(M-G),
$10,000.

‘Weather’ Brisk $18,000,
Toronto: ‘Hand’ Hot 16G
Toronto, Oct. 11.
Thanksgiving observance in Can¬
ada shows a hefty weekend perk,
with "Always Fair Weather” and
“Left Hand of God” leading the
town’s newcomers. "Mister Rob¬
erts” at 3.373-seat Imperial and
"To Hell and Back” at. the smaller
Uptown are both smash in second
sessions, "Hell” being the stronger.
Estimates for This Week
Christie, Hyland (Rank) (848:
1.354; 75-$l)—"I Am Camera”
(DCA) (2d wk). Nice $9,000. Last
week, $12,000.
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State, Westwood (Taylor) (1.059;
955; 696; 694; 975; 40-75)—"Crashout” (UA) and “Gang Busters” (In¬
die). Light $11,000. Last week.
‘‘Robbers Roost” (UA) and "Top
of World” (UA), $17,500.
Eglinton, University (FP) (1.088:
1.558; 60-SI)—“Love Is Solendored
Thing” (20th) (2d wk). Fine $14,000. Last week, $18,000.
Fairlawn, Odeon (Rank) (1.165;
2.580: 60-$l)—"Gentlemen Marry |
Brunettes” (UA). So-so $16,000. i
Last week. "Summertime” (UA) |
(3d wk). $12,000.
'j
Imperial iFP) (3.373; 60-$l) —
"Mister Roberts” <WB) (2d wk).
Stvong $19,000. Last week, $22,000.
Loew’s (Loevv) (2,090; 60-$l) —
"Always Fair Weather” (M-G).
Socko $18,000. Last week, "Not As
Stranger” (UA) (7th wk), $9,000.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 60-$l)—"Left
Hand of God” (20th). Big $16,000.
Last week, "Girl Rush” (Par),
$7,500,
* Towne (Taylor) (695; 75-$l) —
"The Bed” <IFD) (3d wk). Okay
$4,000. Last week, $5,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-$l)—
To Hell and Back” (U) (2d wk).
Holding at smash $18,000 or near.
Last week, $26,000.

PHILADELPHIA
(Continued from page 10)
wk). Slipped to modest $16,000.
Last week, $33,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 65$1.49)—"Warriors” (AA). Fairish
$7,000. Last week, "Kiss of Fire”
(U). $7,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (2.500; 75$1.49)—"Ulysses” (Par) (2d wk).
Lisht $8,500. Last week, $19,000.
..Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.40>—
"Gent.lemn Marry Brunettes” (UA).
Rich $23,000. Last week. “Blood Al¬
iev” (WB) (2d wk), $13,000.
Stanton (SW) (1.483; 75-99) —
“Stranger on Horseback” (UA) and
"Canyon Crossroads” (UA). Weak
$7,500. Last week, “Bengasi” (RKO‘and "Land of Fury” (Indie) plus
fight pix, $8,500.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 90-$1.49)
—"Marty” (UA) (177th wk). Tidy
$4,000. Last week. $4,400.
! Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.80)—
j "To Catch Thief” (Par) OOlh wk).
i Fine $5,500. Last week. $6,000.
!
Viking (Sley) (1.000; 74-$1.80)—
j "Lucy Gallant” (Par). Sweet $13.i 000 or over. Last week. "Desert
| Sands” (UA) (2d wk). $6,500 .
! Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99: $1.50)—"Svengali” (M-G). Fair $4.; 500. Last week, "Lady and Tramp”
! iBV) (14th wk), $3,000.

CLEVELAND
(Continued from page 11)
(3d wk). Good $3,000. Last week,
same.
Ohio (Loew) (1.244; 70-90)—"To
Catch Thief” (Par) (m.o.) (8th wk).
Excellent $7,000, following $6,000
last week.
Palace (RKO) <3.286; 70-$l) —
"To Hell and Back” <U) (2d vvk).
Smash $18,000. Last week, $25,000.
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90) —
"Trial” (M-G) (2d wk). Fair $10,000 after $15,000 opener.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
"Marty” (UA) (2d wk). Routine
$7,000 after $6,000.

‘Brunettes’ Perky 8G,
Seattle; ‘Hell’ 15G, 2d
Seattle, Oct. 11.
Music Hall is holding "To Hell
and Back” a second week for a
smash $15,000, to again pace city
in current session. "Desert Sands”
looks hot in opening week at Coli¬
seum.
"Gentlemen Marry Bru¬
nettes” is okay also on first round
at Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90$1.25)—"Naked Amazon” (Indie)
and "Silent Raiders” (Indie) (2d
vvk'.
Good $3,500.
Last week,
$6,300.
Coliseum (1,870; $1-$1.25) —
"Desert Sands” (UA) and "Fort
Yuma” (UA).
Big $9,000. Last
week, "Seven Cities of Gold”
(20(h) and "Sky Chasers” (WB), .
$7,800.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2.500;
S1-S1.25)—-“Left Hand of God”
(20111) and "Finger Man” (Col) (4th
wk).
Good $6,000.
Last week,
$6,700.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—"Svengali” (M-G). Dismal
$2,000, and yanked after 4 days.
Last week, "Man Who Loved Red¬
heads” (UA), $2,800. ‘
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2.300; 90$1.25)—"Hell and Back” (U) and
"Ain’t Misbehavin’’ (U) (2d wk).
Immense $15,000. Last week, $18,400.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2.700; 90$1.25)—"Gentlemen Marry Bru¬
nettes” (UA) and "No Man's
Woman” (UA). Oke $9,000. Last
week, "Last Command” (Rep), and
"Yellow Neck” (Rep), $5,300 in 6
days.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3.039;
$1-25)—"I Am Camera” (DCA)
and "Apache Woman” (DCA) (?d
wk).
Mild $5,000.
Last week,
$9,000.

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 10)
$3,000. Last week, with Orpheum,
Uptown, Loyola, $18,500.
Chinese (FWC) (1.908; Si-$2»—
"Tall Men” (20th) (3d wk). Good
$17,000. Last week. S17.600.
El Rey (FWC) (861; 70-S1.25)—
"Great Adventure” (Indie) (3d wk).
Small $1,500. Last week. $1,900.
Fox Ritz (FWC) <1,363; $1-$1.50)
—"Love Is Splendored Thing”
(20th) (3d wk). Nice $6,500. Last
week, $7,100.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 90-$1.50'i—
"Not As Stranger” (UA) (3d wk).
So-so $3,000. Last week, with State,
$11,700.
Four Star (UATC) (900; $1.23$1.80)—"I Am Camera” (Indie)
(4th wk). Brisk $10,000. Last week,
$11,000.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1.61‘2;
$1-$1.75)—"Shrike” (U) (6th \\k>.
Lean $3,000 in 6 days. Last week,
$4,200,
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2.296: $1.50$2)—"Summertime” (UA) '8th wk).
Light $4,500. Last week. $5,600.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631.; $1-31.50)
—"Marty” (UA) (13th wk). Slow
$3,500 in 6 days. Last week, $4,000.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1.364;
$1.20-$2.65) — “Cinerama” (Indie)
(128th wk). Started current frame
Sunday (9) after neat $22,400 last
week.

BOSTON
(Continued from page ID
out with lines of ducat seekers de¬
spite rain. Last week. $28,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300: 60-$l)—
"Holiday Henrietta” (Indie). Nice
$8,000. Last week, $10,000.
Fenway (NETA) (1,373; 60-JSD—
“Blood Alley” (W) and "They
Were So Young” (Lip) (2d wk). Oke
$5,000. Last .week, $’8,000.
Kcnmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25>
—"Marty” (UA) (10th wk). Slick
$7,500. Last week, $8,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 60-$D—
"To Hell and Back” VU» and
“Utopia” (Indie) (4th wk). Sturdy
$12,000. Last week, $15,500.
Mecropolitan (NET) (4.357: 60$1)—"Ulysses” (Par) and "Jail
Busters” (AA). Terrific $30,000.
Last week, "Left Hand of God •
(20th) and "Trouble in Store
(Rep) (2d wk), $16,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$D
—"Blood Alley” (W) and "They
Were So Young” (Lip) (2d wk>.
Slick $13,000. Last week, $16,000
Orpheum (Loew) <3,000; 60-$U
—“Gentlemen Marry Brunettes’
(M-G) and "You Know What Sail¬
ors Are” (UA). Neat $18,000. Last
week, “Summertime” <UA) and
“Stranger on Horseback” (UA) <2d
vvk). $12,000.
State (Loevv) (3,500; 50-$D—
"Gentlemen
Marry
Brunettes
(M-G) and "You Know What Sail¬
ors Are” (UA). Stout $13,000. Last
, week, "Summertime” (UA) and
I "Stranger on Horseback” (UA) '2d
j vvk), $6,000.
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Hollywood Production Pulse

Whalen, Helen* Stanton, Philip Pine,
Rodney Bell,
Pierc*
Lyden, Vivi
Jonis, Michael Garth
(Started Sept. 28)
"TH« BROKEN STAR"
(Bel Air Productions)
(Shooting at Tucson)
Prod.—Howard W. Koch
ir.—Lesley Selander
oward Duff, Lita Baron, Bill Williams
(Started Oct. 6)
"THE PEACEMAKER"
(Hal R. Makelim Productions)
Prod.—Hal R. Malcellm
Dir,—Ted Post
James Mitchell, Rosemarie Bowe, Jan
Merlin, Jess Barker
(Started Oct. 8)

S

allied artists

REPUBLIC

Starts, This Wear.24
This Date, Last Year.21

Starts, This Year.
.12
This Date, Last Year.8

„the FRIENDLY PERSUASION"
Prod.-Dir.—William Wyler
Gi-ry Cooper, Dorothy McGuire, Mar¬
jorie Main, Anthony Perkins, Robert
Middleton, Phyllis Love, Mark Richman, Richard Eyer, Joel Fluellen,
Edna Skinner, Dorothy Ford, John
Iloyt, John Pickard, Henry Rowland,
John Smith, Walter Catlett
(Started Sept. 7)
"THE FOUR SEASONS"
(LaSalle Productions
(Shooting at Republic)
Prod.-Dir.—Josef Shaftel
David Wayne, Keena Wynn, Jim Back¬
us. James Barton, Marcia Henderson,
M.vrna Dell, Denver Pyle
(Started Oct. 1)
"THE COME-ON"
Prods.—Lindsley Parsons, John II. Bur¬
rows
Dir.—Russell Birdwell,
Anne Baxter, Sterling Hayden
(Started Oct. 10)

COLUMBIA
Starts, This Year.31
This Date, Last Year.25
"SAFARI"
(Warwick Productions)
(Shooting in Africa)
Exec. Prod.—Irving Allen, A. R. Broc¬
coli
Prod.—Adrian D. Worker
Dir.—Terrence Young
Victor Mature, Janet Leigh, Roland Cul¬
ver, Orlando Martins, John Justin
(Started Aug. 2)
"THE WAY WE ARE"
(William- Goetz Productions)
Prod.—William Goetz
Dir.—Robert Aldrich
Joan Crawford, Cliff Robertson, Ruth
Donnelly. Vera Miles, Lome Greene
(Started Aug. 31)
"STORM CENTER"
(Phoenix Productions)
Prod.—Julian Blaustein
Dir.—Dan Taradash
Bette Davis. Kim Hunter, Brian Keith,
Joe Mantel!, Paul Kelly, Howard
Wierum,
Kevin
Coughlin,
Sally
Brophy
(Started Sept. 9)

METRO
Starts, This Year. ...16
This Date, Last Year. .. ...14
"LUST FOR LIFE"
a.
Prod.—John Houseman
Dir.—Vincent Minnelli
Kirlc Douglas, Anthony Quinn, Niall
MacGinnis,
Pamela
Brown,
Roger
Livescy
(Started Aug. 2)
"MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS"
Prod.—Joseph Pasternak
Dir.—Roy Rowland
Dan Dailey, Cyd Charlsse, Paul Henreid, Oscar Karlweis, Lily Darvas,
Jim Backus, Cara Williams, Liliane
Montevecchi
Guest
Stars:
Lena
Horne,
Frankie
Lainc. Jerry Colonna
(Started Aug. 2)
"TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN"
Prod.—Sam Zimbalist
Dir.—Robert Wise
James Cagney, Stephen McNally, Irene
Papas, Don Dubbins, Vic Morrow
(Started Aug. 15)
"GABY"
Prod.—Edwin H. Knopf .
Dir.—Curtis Bernhardt
Leslie Caron, John Kerr, Sir Cedric
IJardwicke, Taina Elg, Margalo Gil¬
more
(Started Sept. 9)
"FEARFUL DECISION"
Prod.—Nicholas Mayfack
Dir.—Alex Segal
Glenn Ford, Donna Ree(I, Leslie Nielsen,
Juano Hernandez, Robert Keith, Rob¬
ert Burton, Ainslie Pryor
(Started Sept. 26)
"THE SWAN"
Prod.—Dore Schary
Dir.—Charles Vidor
Grace Kelly, Alex Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aheme, Agnes Moreliead,
Jesse Royce Landis, Leo G. Carroll,
Estelle Winwood
(Started Sept. 26)

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This Year.70
This Date, Last Year.16
"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
Prod.-Dir.—Cecil B. DeMille
*
Assoc. Prod.—Henry Wilcoxon
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne
Baxter, Yvonne DeCarlo, Debra Paget,
Judith Anderson, Edward G. Robin¬
son, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent
Price, .John Carradine, John Derek.
Olive Deering, Martha Scott, Julia
•Faye. Henry Wilcoxon, Douglas Dumhville, Tan
Keith, Frank DeKova,
Peter Hanson. Donald Curtis, H. B.
Warner, Joan Woodbury, John MilIan. Joyce Vanderveen
(Started Oct. 14)
:
"THE

MQUNTAIN" '
■•Dir.—Edward Dmytryk'
Spencer Tracy, Robert Wagner, Claire
^revor, Barbara Darrow, Anna Kashfi,
Richard Arlen, William Demarest,
Stevens,
E.
G.
Marshall,
Richard Garrick, Harry Townes
(Started Aug. 29)

"TpHAT CERTAIN FEELING"
s,'iDirs-—Norman Panama, Melvin
" rank
B°o
George Sanders. Eva Marie
Saint, Pearl Bailey, A1 Capp
(Started Oct. 3)
^

RKO
Starts, This Year.12
This Date, Last Year.6

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year...17
\'This Date, Last Year.72
"CAROUSEL"
Prod.—Henry Ephron
Dir.—Henry King
Gordon MacRae, Shirley Jones, Came¬
ron Mitchell, .Barbara Ruick, Clara
Mae Turner, Audrey Christie, Robert
Rounseville, Suzanne Luckey
(Started Aug. 22)
"THRESHOLD OF SPACE"
(Shooting in New Mexico)
Prods.—William Bloom, Barbara McLean
Dir.—Robert D. Webb
Guy Madison,
Virginia
Leith,
John
Hodiak, Dean Jagger, King Calder,
Barry Coe, Ken Clark, Martin Milner,
Donald Murphy, Walter Coy
(Started Sept. 15)
"BOTTOM OF THE BOTTLE"
(Shooting in Nogales, Arizona)
Prod.—Buddy Adler
Dir.—Henry Hathaway
Van
Johnson, Joseph
Cotten,
Ruth
Roman, Jack Carson, Margaret I-Iayes,
Brad Dexter, Jim Davis
(Started Sept. 26)

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year.24
This Date, Last Year.23
'CONGO CROSSING"
Prod.—Howard Christie
Dir.—Joseph Pevney
Virginia Mayo, George Nader, Peter
Lorre, Michael Pate, Rex Ingram,
Tonio Stewart, Kathryn Givney, Ray¬
mond Bailey
(Started Lept. 29)

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year.19
This Date, Last Year.15
"GIANT"
Prods.—George Stevens, Henry Gins¬
berg
Dir.—George Steven*
Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson, James
Dean, Jane Withers, Chill Wills, Mer¬
cedes McCambridge, Judith Evelyn,
Paul Fix, Carroll Baker, Dennis Hop¬
per, Robert Nichols. Rodney Taylor,
Monte Hale, Elsa Cardenas
(Started May 19)

STILL BATTLE KANSAS
ON‘MOON IS BLUE’
Washington, Oct. 11.
The
United
States
Supreme
Court was asked last week to
ignore a brief urging it to refuse
a review of Kansas film censovs
action in barring “The Moon Is
Blue.”
United Artists and Holmby Pro¬
ductions Inc. said in their brief
that the Kansas law “as construed
and applied to the film ‘The Moon
Is Blue' is unconstitutional.” It
claimed further that the statute,
itself, was “vague and indefinite.”
The Kansas State Board of Re¬
view banned the picture in Sept.
1953 as “obscene.” UA and Holinby took the case to court and won
an injunction against enforcement
of the Kansas Motion Picture Cen¬
sorship Law. The Board of Review
appealed to the State Supreme
Court which, last spring, reversed
the lower court and upheld the
action of the censors.
UA and Hoimby then filed an
appeal with the U. S. Supreme
Court on Aug. 20, in view of that
tribunal’s recent decisions against
motion
picture
censorship.
On
Sept. 22, the State of Kansas filed
its brief urging the High Court to
turn down the UA-Holmby request.

PICTURES
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20th Should Top $117,000,000 in 1!
As CinemaScope Catches Up Overseas
DeSica Directs Dietrich
In Titanus’ ‘Monte Carlo’
Shooting Next Spring
Marlene Dietrich has been signed
to star opposite Vittorio DeSica
a picture tentatively titled “Monte
Carlo”

which

Titanus

Films

of

Rome will produce on the French
Cote D’Azur next spring, probably
beginning in May. Columbia Pic¬
tures is helping back the project,
details of which were finalized
last week in Hollywood by Mar¬
cello Girosi, Titanus exec pro¬
ducer. following talks in Rome
with Ted Richmond.
DeSica is also slated to direct
the picture, from a script by Sam
Taylor, who is expected in Rome
in the near future following a
stopover in Monte Carlo to study
the locale.

$200,000 Calif. Blaze
Eagle Rock. Cal., Oct. 11.
An after-hours fire, caused by a
short circuit in the electric motor
which .operated the curtain, de¬
stroyed the Dale Theatre here,
causing damage estimated by owner
William C. Jenkins at $200,000.
Blaze was discovered about two
hours after the house had closed
for tire" night— by - Dwane Morris,
projectionist, who lived in an apart¬
ment above the theatre.

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Noting that the Hollywood film industry had failed in its efforts to
develop a motion picture museum, Los Angeles County Supervisor
John Anson Ford has proposed that the county join forces with the
industry to carry through such a project. In a motion made to the
L.A. County board of Supervisors. Ford expressed the belief Jiliat
county cooperation could make the museum a reality.
Regular reports on production innovations, costs and facilities abroad
will be made available to membevs of the Screen Producers .Guild as
a result of the appointment of Arthur Hornblow Jr., as European rep
of the Guild. Hornblow, a member of the Executive Board, is current¬
ly in Paris prepping future European production. He will submit regu¬
lar reports to the Guild which will be relayed to members for use
by their studios indie outfits.

Reaping the harvest of CinemaScope abroad, 20th-Fox in 1955 ex¬
pects to rack un a record $117,000.000 to $120,000,000 in global
billings.
Breakdown is $65,000,000 to $70,000.000 for domestic, and between
$52,000,000 and $55,000,000 for¬
eign.
Latter is benefitting from
20th’s “$50,000,000” overseas drive
which is going great guns.
In 1954, 20th collected $106,355.000 in global film rentals, the
breakdown beir.i? $65,018,0000 do¬
mestic and $41,336,000 foreign. It’s
explained that foreign billings this
year are being hypoed by C’Scopc’s
“delayed reaction” in the overseas
market.
20Mi also benefits from
its foreign theatre holdings.
While 20th’s billings are impres¬
sive, tbev don’t boar any direct re¬
lationship to its eventual income
since such factors as expenses, ad¬
vertising. remittances, etc., must
be considered.
What intrigues observers is the
high ratio of 20lh’s foreign Jo do¬
mestic billings.
During the Jp-st
half of this year, foreign actually
outgrossed domestic by several
hundred thousand dollars. There
is a possibility, though very silght,
that this condition may again pre¬
vail at the end of the year. How¬
ever, 20th has some big potenlial
grossers—“The Tall Men,” “View
from Pompey’s Head”—up for do¬
mestic release during the fourth
quarter, and they are expected to
keep the domestic ahead.
Outstanding factor Is 20Lh’s 1955
drive-in rental's which should hit
the $10,000,000 mark.
Previous
high was around $7,000,000. About
3,000 ozoners are now equipped
for C’Scone. 20th execs point out
that, while the drive-ins flourish—.
and this has been a good season—
the extent to which they diminish
the trade at the hardtoppers re¬
mains to be established.

‘Sebastians
; Continued

from

mure

l

— ■ ;

vision in direct competition with
Hollywood for straight play rights.
Tele’s Increased stature in that
regard is therefore emphasized by
Columbia’s purchase of the “Sebas¬
"SERENADE"
tians” screen rights on a subse¬
Prod.—Henry Blanke
Dir.—Anthony Mann
quent basis. For the situation is that
Mario Lanza, Joan Fontaine. Sarita
Some
20
industryites
of
the
silent
screen
era
will
be
accoladcd
by
the
picture studio, having been
Montiel. Vincent Price, Vince Edwards
(Started Sept.’ 14)
the George Eastman House Festival of Film Artists in ceremonies outbid for the rights, is'willing to
scheduled to be held Nov. 19 in Rochester.
Fest, which is chair- pay a large sum for what amounts
"SEVEN MEN FROM NOW"
(Batjac Productions)
manned by Jesse L. Lasky, will honor players, directors and camera¬ to secondary use of the material.
Dir.—Budd Boetticher
men, still living, who made distinctive contributions to the American
Columbia
presumably
figures
Randolph Scott, Gail Russell, Lee Mar¬
vin, Don Barry
cinema in the period from 1915 to 1925. Citations for such achieve¬ that the prior telecast of “Sebas¬
(Started Sept. 29)
ments will be awarded by Eastman House to five actors, actresses, tians” with the Lunts, particularly
"THE BAD SEED"
directors and Cameramen of that decade. Recipients of the awards on a prestige series such as “Pro¬
Prod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy
will be determined by ballotting which will be mailed to more than ducer’s Showcase,” will be a build¬
Nancy Kelly, Patty McCormack, Wil' liam Hopper, Evelyn Varden, Henry
400 individuals who were active in American films during the 1915 up for the year-later picture ver¬
Jones, Eileen Heckart, Jesse White,
sion with Miss Holliday, and Lem¬
1925 span.
Gage Clarke, Joan Croydon, Paul Fix
(Started Sept. 30)
mon. That is a marked revision of
Atlas Corp. unloaded 26,500 shares of RKO Picture Corp. in July Hollywood atlitude, since the stu¬
and another 66,400 in August, according to the latest monthly report dios in the past have generally
of “insider” transactions, the securities and Exchange Commission. been adamant against prior tele
use of screen material.
However, Atlas still retained 907,100 shares of the RKO common.
A curious angle of the Columbia
Report shows J. Petrauskas, Jr. acquiring his first 100 shares of Re¬
WAR AND PEACE"
deal is that it will probably bene¬
public
Pictures
common.
Elmer
C.
Rhoden,
added
200
shares
of
(Ponti-de Laurentiis Productions)
National Theatre common.
He now owns 35,000 shares in his own fit NBC. since the latter’s prfe-pro(Paramount Release)
(Shooting in Rome)
duction ' financing
arrangement
name, plus 46.225 in holding companies.
Prod.1,—Dino de Laurentii*
Benjamin Melinker bought 200 shares of Loew’s, Inc. common. He calls for it to share in the profits
Dir.—King Vidor
Audrey Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel
of the Lindsay-Crouse operation.
has a total of 500.
Ferrer, Milly Vitale, Barry Jones,
Thus, assuming that the ultimate
Jeremy Brett, May Britt, Oscar Homolka, Herbert Lorn, Lea Seidel
The Jones. Linick & Schaefer theatre company is celebrating its 50th payment for the film rights comes
(Started July 4)
anniversary in Chicago. Now headed by brothers Aaron and Johnny to, say, $400,000, the -legit show’s
"TRAPEZE"
Jones, sons of the founder, the company has dwindled from the 50 share will be 40%., or $160,000
(Hecht-Lancasler Joanna Productions)
picture houses it owned at its peak to only one, the Loop first-run (Lindsay and Crouse will get the
(UA Release)
(Shooting in Paris)
standard 60% as coauthors).
McVickers.
Prod—James Hill
If, as expected, the legit show
The McVickers is expected to have the inside track for Chicago
Dir.—Sir Carol Reed
is a hit. NBC will gel 35% of the
showing of Todd-AO’s “Oklahoma.”
Burt
Lancaster,
Tony
Curtis.
Gina
first $50,000 profits and 25% of
Lollobrigida. Katy Jurado, Thomas
Gomez, Johnny Puleo
Thus, the network
New Spanish decree applies the four-lo-one ratio of American to the balance.
(Started Aug. 1)
native pix to the American''backlog as well as any new importations. stands to get. 35-25% of the $160,"AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS"
000,
besides
its
share of the profits
The original decree provided that, for each four new Hollywood film
(Michael Todd Productions)
All
distributed, the American companies would have to release one local from the legit operation.
Prod.—Michael Todd
Assoc. Prod.—William Cameron Menzies
this
in
addition
to acquiring the
production.
Importation into Spain has stopped, but a good many
Dir.—Michael Anderson
tele rights to the material.
films are left and there will be no “crisis” for quite a while.
David Niven, Cantinflas, Luis Dominquin. Noel Coward, Marline Carol,
The $100,000 being advanced by
Finlay Currie, Fernandel, Sir John
A resolulion was adopted at the Central States-. Luther League con¬ NBC for the “Sebastians” produc¬
Giclgucl, Hermione Gingold, Trevor
tion
includes $50,000 straight in¬
Howard. Glynis Johns. Beatrice Lil¬
vention in Fremont, Neb., last week disapproving “the use by motion
lie. A. E. Matthews, John Mills, Rob¬
vestment in the show (to be re¬
ert Morlcy, Ronald Squires, Basil Sid¬ picture and song industries of biblical and religious material where
ney, Harcourt Williams, Shirley Macthere is a distortion of the intended purpose—-to convey the word of paid out of first operating profits),
Laine. John Carradine, Sir Cedric
plus $50,000 for the scenery, cos¬
Hardwicke. Busier Keaton
tumes and props, which it will then
(Started Aug. 9)
"THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM"
National Theatre Supply flew in the latest Simplex projection and own and will be able to use for its
(Carlyle Productions)
sound equipment, installed it in the suite being occupied by President “Producers Showcase” telecast. As¬
(UA Release)
(Shooting at RKO)
Eisenhower at I’ilzsimons army hospital. While the president has not suming “Sebastians” is a hit as
Prod.-Dir.—Olio Preminger
yet seen a film, Mrs. Eisenhower viewed “Seven Year Itch” over the expected, the network is thus in a
Frank Sinatra, Eleanor Parker, Kim
position to recoup its entire out¬
Novak, Arnold Slang, Darren Mcequipment.
Gavin, Robert Strauss, John Conte, I
lay, including the $25,000 tele per¬
Doro
Merande.
George
Mathews.
formance
fee.
Balaban & Katz, major Chicago theatre chain, notified stockholders
Emile Meyer, Shorty Rogers, George
E. Stone
•
1 that a $1.75 dividend has been declared on its common stock for the
Although.
traditionally,
no
(Started Sept. 26)
Broadway
show can be rated a hit
FIRE MAIDENS OF SPACE"
{ third quarter. This brings total dividends declared on B&K common
to $3.25 this year, much the same as last year. A yearend dividend in advance, “Sebastians” has un¬
(Saturn Films)
(Shooting at MGM Studios, London)
usually bright prospects. Besides
is expected.
Prod.-Dir.—Cy Roth
the boxoffice draw of the LuntTony Dexter, Susan Shaw
and
Lindsay-Crouse
(Started Sept. 27) Film rental from “Marty,” now in its 10th week at the’ Kenmore Fontanne
"PHANTOM FROM 10,000 'LEAGUES"
in Boston, will earn more for UA than any other film distributed by names, it is expected to open with
(Milner Bros. Productions)
a
record
lineup
of
theatre parties
United Artists in New England, possibly excepting “Not As A Stranger,”
(For ARC Release)
Prod.—lack Milner
Louis Richmond, owner of the house, stated. So far, the film rental and should derive considerable im¬
Dir.—Dan Milner
petus
from
NBC
exploitation.
■hrin excess of $50,000.
"THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS"
Prod.—Leland Hayward
Dir.—Billy Wilder.
James Stewart
(Started Aug. 8)

INDEPENDENT

Kent

Taylor,

Cathy

Downs,

Michael
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LEFT TO FIGHT NON-READING CHI COPS,
SHELTON CHIDES MAJORS FOR APATHY

Wall St. Box Score on Pix
Here’s the New York Stock Exchange trading picture at a glance,
in terms of prices at present, highs for the year and the quotations
of six months ago when the film industry began its. move into
still bigger and more. expensive product:
Current
Price level
6 months ago
High for year
AB-PT
. ...38
2534
33%
Col Pics . ... 25
39
311/2
Loew’s
. ... 20
18%
24%
9%
Nat’l Theatres .... ...
12/4
912
Paramount
. ... 3P.
44%
40%
RKO Pics . ...
71/2
10%
7/8
RKO' Theatres ... ...
m
91/4
12
Stanley
.... ... 81
22%
191/4
20th-Fox . ... 271/2
27
31%
Universal
. ...28
291/4
31
Warners . ... 20%
22%
18%

See 'Happiness’ Sneak
Providing Angle For
Curbed Boston Censor
Boston, Oct. 11.

Film Industry Uees Itself Vulnerable
To Almost Any Tax-Levying Body
Los Angeles, Oct. 11.

■*♦:

■. -!■■■:■

■ ■■

_.

:_=?■■ v
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Beacon Hill, where “Game of
Love” is now in its 11th week, cut
in a sneak preview of another con¬
troversial film, “One Summer of
Happiness” (Times), Wed. (5) to a
capacity audience, which included
City Censor Walter Milliken.
The Swedish import has a bare
bosom scene, when the lovers dunk
in the lake, which is expected to
rile the local prudes.
House is
planning on bringing in “Summer”
following “Love.”

Ironically enough, by running
the sneak preview, house may have
given Boston's now-curbed censor
an angle with prior censorship re¬
faced with discriminatory taxes
Continued from page 1
cently declared unconstitutional in
which are not the usual business
the big board over the past recent Massachusetts. Censor in the case
taxes paid by other merchants, period. And prices have been static of “Game of Love” had to await
Theatre Owners of America’s leg¬ on the lightweight volume.
its public opening before making a
Most securities on the board list decision.
islative committee told the na¬
fell drastically with the hews of
House advertised a sneak pre¬
tional convention here. Exhibitors
President Eisenhower's heart at¬ view, although it did not name the
efforts for many years, the report tack two weeks ago. Film shares
film, and this tipoff brought the
-stated, have been limited to resist¬ went off, too, but not so sharply censor’s attendance.
ing the discriminatory levies and as the industrials, roads, etc.
Current price levels of the film
the reason for the industry’s de¬
issues are well below highs for
fensive attitude “becomes most the year. Comparisons with the
evident when we study the varied quotations of six months ago are
special taxes exhibitors now pay to mixed, some companies having —Continued from page 2
state and local governments.”
shown gains while others have supervision
and
represented
a
i Among taxes which theatreown- slipped.
closed-door not only to American
UA’s Taller Stakes
ers are forced to pay are:
United Artists Is blowing the entertainment product but to the
Film Rentals tax, Admission tax
American
export ad agencies and
bankroll on more expensive films.
(levied by 29 states and innumer- Budgets for a flock of upcoming their clients, the international di¬
ables cities and towns), Occupa¬ entries are in the blue-chips cate¬ visions of dozens of giant Ameri¬
tional tax measured by gross ad¬ gory and the distrib is providing can consumer industries. Ziv is
missions, Seat tax, Reel tax, Fire the financing for the indie pro¬
figuring that some of the compa¬
inspection tax, Booth inspection ductions 100%.
Hecht - Lancaster
Productions’ nies who already sponsor their
tax, Billboards tax, Sign and mar¬
“Trapeze,”
lensedin
France,
is
Spanish-language telepix in Latin
quee assessments, Vending ma¬
chine tax, Interior concession tax first in UA’s history to be brought America — Westinghouse, Sears
in at a cost of $3,000,000. This
on services and sales.
Roebuck, National Biscuit, Good¬
obviously is tall stakes for a com¬
Following relief in 1954 from a pany whose future was uncertain rich and Procter & Gamble—will
portion of the Federal admission a few years ago. Robert Rossen’s be only too eager to move into the
Argentine market as television
of
“Alexander
the
tax, the report noted, some cities production
sponsors of dramatic shows the
were granted prompt tax reduc¬ Great” 'carries negative expense
like
of which the
Argentines
Stanley Kramer’s
tion. However, the tax committee of $2,500,000.
haven’t seen yet.
indicated that when New York City upcoming “The Pride and the Pas¬
Ziv
has
taken
a
long
lead in
placed a 5% tax on admissions, in sion”^ now being figured at close
telepix into
July, 1954, “our repeal effort was to $3,000,000, perhaps more. There dubbing American
Spanish,
operating
its
own
dubbing
noticeably slowed and a danger¬ are other major money pictures
ous precedent was again estab¬ now in the early blueprint stages. plant in Mexico City. The nine
Basic
reasoning
behind
the Ziv shows in Spanish which Segal
lished.” The tax group pointed out
that because of the N. Y. tax “the splurge on new product is two¬ is readying for a pitch at Argen¬
constant threat of additional levies fold. On the first count, UA is tina range from oldies like “Bos¬
ton Blackie” and “Cisco Kid” to
by both municipalities and states more convinced than ever that the
potential market yield globally their latest entries, “Mr. District
remain with us.”
warrants hefty production expendi¬ Attorney” and “Highway Patrol.”
ture. — the bigger they are the Shows are already aired in Vene¬
greater the possible gross and it’s zuela. Puerto Rico, Cuba, . Mexico
plenty tough to. turn a meaningful and Columbia, and Segal was on
profit with “B” pix. Secondly, by an extended swing through those
making important money available countries when the Peron over¬
the
company is more likely to lure throw occurred. He’s been await¬
Loew Hall, new student dormi¬
ing clearance from the Lonardi
tory at the University Heights and keep the upper-rung producers
government since.
campus of New York University, on its roster.
On
the
Coast
last
week,
Robert
was dedicated Saturday (8) by
Arthur M. Loew, president of Blumofe, v.p. in charge of Holly¬
Loew’s International Corp. and a wood operations for UA, said that
a budget will go as high as neces¬
1918 graduate of NYU.
sary “if the ingredients of a pic¬
Continued from page 3 ,,,
During the ceremony, Loew un¬
ture justifies it.”
veiled
a
plaque
honoring
his
elusive contract to WB, many will
father, the late Marcus Loew, mo¬
be identified with the company’s
tion picture pioneer, and at the
product via various release deals
time of his death in 1927, the presi¬
calling for one or more pictures.
dent of Loew's-Metro. Loew, who
The participation system, which
gave $300,000 to meet part of the is—Continued from page 4 continues to grow in the industry,
construction' cost of the building, pleted and the picture is currently gives a studio the talents of people
made the gift in memory of his in the editing and scoring stage.
which many companies cannot af¬
father. Total cost of the structure,
Should Cinerama Inc. win the ford to hire on a straight salary
which will house 228 students, is decision of an impartial arbitrator, basis.
In addition to their de¬
$900,000.
it would result in SW’s loss of its mands, these creators, cognizant of
exclusive production rights to the their value, have been able to de¬
medium and would allow Cine¬ mand and receive a percentage of
rama Inc. to make outside produc¬ the profits of their work. In most
tion deals for films in the process. cases, it works out ideally for the
Many observers, however, consid¬ creative forces and the studio, giv¬
er the problem academic since SW ing the former a chance to receive
controls all the exhibition outlets. a hefty payoff and the latter a pres¬
However, Reeves has .stated that tige offering which results in a neat
he has the equipment and can in¬ profit despite the split of the take.
stall them in other theatres if
necessary.
The film industry, and particu¬
particularly exhibitors, are continuously
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Vidpix Eye Argentina

Marcus loew Hall at NYU

Chicago, Oct. 11.
The Motion Picture Assn, of
America is being asked by Times
Film Corp., N. Y., to support
Times’ fight against censorship in
Chicago and other places. Request
is contained in a letter sent to
MPA A prexy Eric Johnston by Wil¬
liam C. Shelton, Times sales v.p.

j Foreman, Now in England,
I Still Lacks U.S. Passport
For Biz Trip to France

Washington, Oct. 11.
Times, which helped break down
U. S. District Court here has re¬
Massachusetts censorship, is cur¬ fused to order the State Dept, to
rently in court in Chicago, contest¬ issue a passport to screen writer
ing the legality of the city’s police Carl Nathan Foreman.
Foreman,
censorship. Hearings, before Mas- who wrote “High Noon,” “The
ter-in-Chancery David J. Shipman, Men,” “Cyrano de Bergerac,” etc.,
revolve around the Chicago ban¬ for Hollywood, is residing in Eng¬
ning of Shelton’s “Game of Love,” land with his wife. Their passports
a French import.
were revoked in 1952.
He seeks a temporary U. S. pass¬
Shelton, who testified for four
hours last week, later said he port to go to France on business
thought it was a “disgrace” that for a few days.
State Department has nixed the
the industry did not see fit -to sup¬
port Times Film more on an issue request on the ground that Fore¬
of principle. “The industry so far man, an admitted former Commu¬
has mostly taken a negative siand nist, has remained under Commu¬
on this question,” he maintained. nist Party discipline, despite his
“I can’t see why the Motion Pic¬ resignation from the party in 1949.
Federal Judge David A. Pine
ture Association should not support
us all the way in this fight. So ruled he could not overrule the
far, it’s been very simple for them. Secretary of State’s discretionary
We go to bat in the courts, and authority on passports until after
our competition just cashes in. The a full scale hearing is conducted.
fight against censorship is as much Attorney for the writer said he
in their interest as it is in ours.” would appeal:
Shelton declared himself “shock¬
ed” by the testimony of Lt. Igna¬ by the City’s assistant Corporation
tius Sheehan, the acting Chicago Counsel Edward R. Hartigan, pro¬
supervisor of the police censor duced interesting answers. At one
board. Sheehan’s testimony estab¬ point a call went out for a volume
lished, among other things, that he of Shakespeare to answer a wit¬
sees few plays, never reads reviews ! ness if she thought one of the
or reports in the trade publications Bard’s lines in “Hamlet”-should be
and doesn’t speak any foreign lan¬ censored. One board member said
guage.
Even though he doesn’t she viewed, her job as being to
understand French, he neverthe¬ protect the weakest person in Chi¬
less pronounced the “Game of cago.”
Love” dialog as “unfit.” A mem¬
When told that the Colette
ber of Sheehan’s board, Josephine novel on which “Game of Love” is
Francis O’Halloran, admitted she based was freely circulated in the
had never heard of a writer called l Chicago Public Library and there
Colette. (“Game” is based on a available to children, one censor
Colette story).
board member opined that the
“It is pathetic that these are the book should be removed from the
people who govern the intellectual shelves. The same censor said she
freedom of Chicago,” commented thought it would be a good, idea lo
Shelton. While in Chicago, he ap¬ ’ censor newspapers and books as
peared on two tv shows and pre¬ | well as motion pictures.
sented the case against censorship. ^
Police Commissioner Timothy J.
The unprecedented subpoenaing O'Connor is slated lo take the
of the entire Chicago Police Censor ; stand today (Tues.) and the hearBoard, resulted in spicy testimony ! ings will end this week. The
before Master-in-Chancery David Master’s decision will be given
J. Shipman. Besides Sheehan, po¬ within the next two weeks. This
lice administrative officer of the decision will be relayed to Federal
censor board, Mrs. Josephine F. Judge J. Sam Perry who will then
O'Hallaren, Mrs. Edith II. Joyce, make a final decision as guided by
Mrs. Beatrice H. McGill, Mrs. Ida the Master’s recommendations. Re¬
Greenspan and Mrs. Jessie S. Jor¬ gardless of the decision, the way
is open for either party to the case
genson were all called.
Abner J. Mikva, Chicago attor¬ to appeal to higher U.S. courts.
ney handling the case for Times
(Back in New York, Shelton en¬
Film, pursued a line of question¬
ing designed to show that members visioned the possibility of Chicago
of the board lacked necessary edu- I getting off the hot seat by offer¬
cntional and cultural qualifications 1 ing "Game” a “pink slip,” i.e., a
and that they would inevitably al-1 certificate for ‘‘adults only” While
low primitive prejudice to enter] Times probably would have to ac¬
into their decisions to accept or cept such a compromise, it loouldn't
drop the fight, Shelton emphasized.
reject a picture.
This line of questioning, con- “We intend to take this question
ducted under a standing objection to the Supreme Court,” he added.)
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Chi Censor Bans 2 Pix
Chicago, Oct. 11.
The
Chicago
Police
Censor
Board viewed 94 films during Sep¬
tember, of which 23 were foreign
imports. The board made 16 cuts
and rejected two pix.
Films rejected were “Desperate
Women,” distributed by Albert
Dezel, Inc., and “The Rebellion
of the Hanged” distributed by Teitel Films Inc.
Both distribs are
Chicago indies.

New color series of short sub¬
jects, “Wildfire Album,” is being
offered to theatres by RKO. First
film in the new series, “The Whitetail Buck,” with narration by
Thomas Mitchell, will be released
Oct. 21.
RKO-Pathe produced the film,
with Jay Bonafield supervising.
Winchester Arms provided the.
technical assistance. Running time
of the film is 27% minutes. Prints
are by Technicolor.

WRITE, WIRE OR TELEPHONE

BEDFORD SALES CORPORATION
3 W. 56th Street, New York City
Plaza 7-7380

Yes, exhibitors have been doffing their collective hat for years at the grand job NSS
Special Service Trailers have been doing from their screens.. .in bringing in those extra
dollars, via local merchant, ads, refreshment stand plugs and the countless other promotional gimmicks that make for extra revenue or improved theatre operation.
Talk to your local NSS Exchange about your Special Trailer needs — for speed,
quality—and profit!

xm®m.s\C%een service
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Literati
Gene Fowler’s Settlement
Fight between ’heirs of Sadakirhi and Gene Fowler over royal¬
ties of "Minutes of Laist Meeting"
has been settled out of court.
Though attorneys wouldn’t say for
how much, records of Riverside
County (Calif.) showed the case
had been settled last August for
$2 500, when heirs learned that the
Royalties of the book, which they
claimed was lifted in the main
from Sadakichi's memoirs, were a
good deal less than they suspected.
Sadakichi Hartman is the full
tag of the German-Japanese artist.

tion.
In 1951, the labor union
bought the paper from Peron’s
government, with the ’ sanction of
its congress, for the equivalent of
$1,425,000 in American coin.
Meanwhile, Paz has delayed his
original plans to return to Argen¬
tina from the U.S. He said he has
to clear up commitments in this
country before returning to his
homeland.
Ed Doyle’s Chi Am Post
Edward P. Doyle, news editor of
the N. Y. Journal-American, has
been named executive editor of
the Chicago American. He replaces
Lee Ettelson who has held that
post on the Windy City Hearst
newspaper since- 1951. Ettelson is
to remain with the Hearst organ¬
ization, but his new assignment
hasn’t been disclosed.
There have been unofficial re¬
ports he’ll shift to one of the two
Hearst - owned San Francisco
dailies.

No Tabu On Farm Mag’s Sale
The U.S. Circuit Court of Ap¬
peals rejected (29) the Federal
Trade Commission’s request for
an injunction aimed at halting the
sale of Better Farming Magazine
to Farm Journal Inc.
Better Farming, formerly the
Country Gentleman, was a Curtis
publication. The FTC sought to
prevent transfer of the Curtis
Palm Springs’ New Daily
mag’s subscription lists to the
Palm Springs Desert Sun, long
buyer’s periodicals, Farm Journal
—and T-own-Jour-naL. Jhe-injuncttoiL. -xL wfi.edUy_ajod-niore -recently -twice
proceedings charged that the sale a week, became a daily Tuesday
of Better Farming was in violation (4). Paper went to 48 pages as a
starter and of course got the news
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
break of the Dodgers winning the
World Series, thereby making good
E. B. Long To Doubleday
E. B. Long, longtime associate its boast that it would be at least
editor of the American Peoples six hours ahead of L. A. papers
Encyclopedia, is leaving to work with the news.
George Cameron Jr., an oilman,
with Bruce Catton at Doubleday
on a Centennial History of the bought in to the company and be¬
Civil War to be published in 1960- came its prez. Ward- Risvold be¬
61. Carroll Chouinard succeeds came publisher and Oliver B.
Jaynes, who used to be publisher,
Long.
down to editor. Paper has
American Peoples Encyclopedia stepped
service and carries. Holly wood
is a yearbook published in Chicago UP
and
Broadway
columns.
under editor-in-chief Dr. Franklin
Paper has new presses and art
J. Meine; Walter Dill Scott is seems
better
than
previously. Real
chairman of the editorial board.
competition will come not from
L. A. papers but the-Riverside En¬
Hoffman’s Hegira
terprise which has a staff long
Irving Hoffman, ex-columnist keyed to grabbing news breaks'in
now self-styled "boy explorer,’’ the desert empire.
left over the weekend with Rome
correspondent Michael Stern on Book On Stratford (Ont.) Fest
the first lap of another globetrot,
“Thrice the Brindled Cat Hath
his fourth. Stern has sundry as¬ Mewed” (a quote from "Mac¬
signments to wrap up in Italy and beth”), a book on the third Strat¬
returns with his-two children for ford (Ont.).
their first Xmas in the U.S. in a
Shakespeare Festival, will be
long time. Mrs. Estelle Stern will published this fall by Clarke, Ir¬
await them, meantime staging a win & Co., Toronto. Robertson
fashion gala for Valentina at El Davies—editor of the Peterboro,
Rancho Vegas, Las Vegas, in No¬ Ont., Examiner, playwright and
vember.
Hoffman
remains
a author of "Leaven of Malice,”
month in Rome and then to the novel now a good U.S. seller—and
Far East.
Tyrone Guthrie collabed on the
tome, along with Tanya Moiseiwitsch, who contributed set and
Simon’s Legit Guide
What’s probably the first na¬ costume drawings, and Dr. Boyd
tional theatrical buying-guide' is Neel, who ran the concurrent mu¬
being readied for publication about sic festival at Stratford.
Nov. 5 by legit pressagent Bernard
Maclean's 50th
Simon. He’s both assembling and
Maclean’s, Canada’s largest-cirpublishing it himself under the
title of “Simon’s Directory of culation magazine, edited by Ralph
Theatrical Materials, Services and Allen, beat Variety to the Golden
Jubilee punch by a couple of
Information.’’
The book’s 68 pages will be a months with a 124-page Oct. 15
compilation of the theatrical mar¬ issue.
And at its 50th anniversary din¬
ket-place. It will list by citiejs and
states the suppliers of all kinds of ner in Toronto last week m.e.
theatrical materials, from wigs, Pierre Berton crackeu hat one of
costumes and ballet shoes to les¬ its "flashbacks” (a regular fea¬
sors of stock rights of plays, from ture) 50 years from now would be
cycloramas and auditorium-seating "Remember When Women Wore
Bathing Suits?”
to lashing-cleats.
The book will also list major
drama schools, current playwriting
‘Ouch,’ Said The Duchess
contests, national and state asso¬
Cleveland- Amory’s dismissal as
ciations (professional and non¬ collaborator with the Duchess of
professional), titles of important Windsor on the writing of her
books about the theatre, and other memoirs has resulted in state¬
miscellaneous information.
ments
and
counter-statements.
Amory, who returned to the U.S.
Liberty of Canada Leads
last week, stated that "You Can’t
Liberty of Canada Ltd. reports make the Duchess of Windsor into
that
a
recent
item.,
saying a Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm.”
"... Maclean's is well over 500,Tome is to be published by
000—Canada’s top mag circula¬ McCall’s. Magazine, David McKay
tion . . . ’” is incorrect. According of Philadelphia, and the London
to the latest Audit Bureau of Cir¬ Sunday Express.
culations figures, as of June 30,
A different version was released
1955, the Canadian circulation of by Otis Lee Wiese, publisher and
Maclean’s for the first six months editor of McCall’s, who stated that
of 1955 was 456,560 per month. he entered into negotiations with
The Canadian circulation of Lib¬ the Duchess in the belief that
erty, a monthly, for the same pe¬ Charles J. V. Murphy was to be
riod Was 457,488.
her collaborator.
Liberty now claims the top cir¬
"We did not approve of his
culation of any Canadian maga¬ (Amory’s) selection, nor would we
zine. Circulation is guaranteed at have approved of any substitute
500,000 in January, 1956, with for Mr. Murphy. That was a per¬
1,500,000 Canadian readers.
sonal arrangement negotiated be¬
tween the Duchess and Mr. Amory.
However, once it had been con¬
‘La Prensa’ Still in Doubt
Whether the new provisional summated, we were willing to give
Argentine government will return him his chance. Within 12 hours
the newspaper La Prensa' 'to its after the submission of Mr.
original owners is in doubt. The Amory’s manuscript, it was appar¬
paper, once belonging to Dr. Al¬ ent that his work was unsatisfac¬
berto Gainza Paz, who is now tory and we so notified all inter¬
exiled in the U.S., was confiscated ested parties.”
by the Peron government in 1951
Literati Posy at Chicago
and sold to the General Confedera¬
"Chicago, With Love” by Arthur
tion of Labor as its official organ.
Believed under pressure. -from Meeker (Knopf; $4.75), is a buoy¬
the labor group and having com¬ ant personal history of the Windy
mitted his government to follow¬ City. Meeker loves Chicago’s past,
ing due processes of law, it’s but he is critical of the present
said the new President, Eduardo city.
For show biz readers, these
Lonardi, will not return the major
daily to Paz by decree but will memoirs contain bright passages
turn the matter over for court ac¬ on- the Chicago Opera Co., Mary

JS&riety
Garden, McCormack, Tetrazzini,
Rosa Raisa, Schipa and Chicago’s
“discovery,” Galli-Curci. The au¬
thor recalls Edward Johnson’s
debut in 1919; he also remembers
Meeker Sr., playing an ad lib vio¬
lin solo with Dr. Frederick Stock,
long .the conductor of the Chicago
Symphony. The selection: "Pop
Goes the Weasel!”
Meeker remembers Ruth Draper
as a deb, entertaining at private
parties. His own family moved in
such rarified circles that theatre
scarcely existed for them.
One actress no Chicagoan of
Meeker’s era could overlook was
a bit player named Gladys Wallis
—who became Mrs. Samuel Insull.
This volume is nostalgic, color¬
ful; just right for the guest room
bookshelf.
Down.
CHATTER
Donald A. Simmons off to the
Coast to open a branch flackery.
Matty Simmons remains in charge
of the N.Y. office.
Maureen McManus, ex-Holt,
Popular Library, etc., now aide to
Willard Espy, promotion manager
of Reader’s Digest.
Playwright Paul Green’s daugh¬
ter Janet M&cNeill Green, a Satur¬
day Review staffer, to marry HerberLLauritzen in Chapel Hill, N.C.
New edition of "The Man With
the Golden Arm” will be published
by Pocket Books to coincide with
the release of the film version by
United Artists.
The Oct. 15 issue of the Satur¬
day Evening Post features a piece
on Hollywood’s actor-singer How¬
ard Keel, by Cameron Shipp, as
"Hollywood’s Booming Baritone.”
William Raney, E. P. Dutton &
Co. executive editor, to the Coast
this week on business-pleasure,
the business having to do with
contacting writers enroute and in
California.
INS-CBS
war
correspondent
Donald Dixon, who was freed last
fall after. *18 months’ imprison¬
ment by the Chinese Communists,
is due to marry Helen K. Gish in
Westport on Oct. 29.
The Detroit News has added a
six-page Sunday section titled
"The Passing Show,” with legit-tv
critic Robert E. Lubeck in charge.
Full-sized section includes news
and features of stage, screen, radio
and tv.
Gilbert Press coming out on Oct.
26 with a collection of cartoons
hooked to humor found in "church
situations.”
Clergymen Father
Henry C. Beck and W. Bolte Gib¬
son collaborated on the edition,
titled "Clerical Errors.”
Address on “Are We Making
The Most Of Our Human Re¬
sources?” is to be delivered by
J. R. Cominsky, publisher of The
Saturday Review, before the Medi¬
cal Alumni Asso. of the U. of
Rochester Friday (14) in the Pow¬
ers Hotel, Rochester, N. Y.
Mademoiselle will publish in
November "Dylan Thomas’ First
Week in America.” It’s taken from
an intimate journal kept by John
Malcolm Brinnin, responsible for
bringing the late British poet to
this country. Also in this issue
is a short story, “The Haunted
Boy,” by Carson McCullers, author
of "Member of the Wedding.”
The Banshees fixed Nov. 10 for
a stag luncheon at the Waldorf to
fete the U.S. Army with Gwen
Verdon, Maurice Chevalier and
Phil Silvers on tap and some Army
Special Services talent to enter¬
tain. Org is guest-of-honoring exLt. Mort Walker for his "Beetle
Bailey” cartooning. Arthur (Bugs)
Baer, Banshees chief, will emcee.
Flock of literati parties, includ¬
ing one for Joey Adams ("Strictly
For Laughs”; Fell); Ivan T. San¬
derson (“Living Mammals of the
World”;
Hanover House)
and
George T. Delacorte’s cocktailery
at his 5th Ave. home for Noel
Coward, whose new book, "Noel
Coward:
Short Stories,
Short
Plays and Songs,” is being pub¬
lished by Dell.
Scotland’s first Jewish Year
Book, "Hashanah,” was launched
at a reception held in the Jewish
National Fund headquarters at
Glasgow. R. J. Friedman, general
secretary. United Kingdom Func¬
tions Dept., travelled from London
and received a special copy of
"Hashanah” for transmission to
Ben Zvi, president of Israel. Con¬
tributions in the first edition in¬
cluded goodwill messages from
the Chief Rabbi and the Israeli
Ambassador in London.
Leon Pearson, NBC’s "critic-atlarge,” is counted among the group
of judges on the National Book
Award Committee, which'll hand
down decisions on the trio of
"most- distinguished” tomes in fic¬
tion, nonfiction and poetry pub¬
lished in 1955. Pearson is one of
the five perusers who’ll pass on
the nonfiction champ, with awards
being made in N. Y. next Feb.
American Police & Fire Re¬
porter Inc. chartered to conduct a
publishing business in Brooklyn,
N. Y.
1
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
♦+♦ 4 m ♦»♦ ♦ ♦.4 ♦ i ♦ By Frank Scully ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦«♦
Hollywood.
Press Week has come and gone without too much self-praise from
the press, but Oct. 2 was Guardian Angel Day and I didn’t see any¬
body printing the cartoon of a pilot telling the stewardess they were
over Las Vegas and she'could now release the hitch-hiker—a tired
angel that had work to do at Vegas, after having saved the Bums from
losing another World’s Series.
From Dave Breger I learn that a cartoon like that could never be
printed because the subject of angels is taboo. In fact, for all the
soapboxing of others against the censors, and the First Amendment
to the Constitution notwithstanding, cartoonists seem to be at the
bottom of the heap in free expression. This surprised me. I thought
•they ran a close second to Broadway playwrights. "They have about
as much freedom today,” according to Breger, “as the editorials in
Pravda.”
I had no idea that the cartoonists were clobbered by censors more
than writers and performers in pix, tv, radio and burlesque, They
seemed, to my Puritan eyes, to get by with mighty ribald stuff. Cer¬
tainly in The New Yorker and the men’s magazines the women buy.
But Breger says liberty of expression is on the downbeat in the mass
media and the syndicates. Cartoonists can poke fun at some modernday foibles, it seems, but not at civilization as a whole.
Over and above the legal censorships that keep public prosecutors
out of editorial rooms for inciting to riot, defamation of character,
inciting to rape, lynching and other crimes against the Republic, car¬
toonists have arbitrary censors, Breger says, that change from editor
to-edit-or—and-a-lmost—year—to- year-^---The breed Breg is battling for is not, of course, the comic book
bandits whose lust for mayhem is exceeded only by a Hollywood pro¬
ducer’s love for same in an old western. He distinguishes his friends
from these sadists and the comic strip bunch too. His partisans are
the one-pic, one-line cartoonists who try hard to be funny without
being offensive. They’re the ones who are finding themselves on a
desert island completely surrounded by taboos.
T&boos are slippery. They’re hard to pin down. They change from
time to time, but the trend is toward tighter restrictions, not looser
lines. That’s why comic strips are getting duller. These are drawn
by cartoonists—a breed described as "artists with families.”
How’s the Weather-Up There?”
You may have a subway motorman in a cartoon say to a passenger,
“I hear they are having a mild winter'upstairs,” but you can’t have
a miner deep down in a coal mine ask, "Who won the election between
Eisenhower and Stevenson?” Why? Because that makes it look as if
coal operators are bringing back industrial slavery.
There seems to be a D. R. O. code—Don’t Risk Offending—and of¬
fenses range all the way from coffee advertisers to plumbers unions.
You can’t be a commercial cartoonist and make these faux pas:
1. Refer in an airline cartoon to a safety belt. The term is seat
belt. "Safety” is a taboo subject.
2. Kid drug stores about hair restorers. Only street peddlers can
sell stuff that grows hair on a brush but not on a head.
3. Kid Congressional committees. Traffic cops, yes. Congressmen,
no.
4. Be too timely. Cartoons are printed weeks, months even, after
acceptance, so it wouldn’t help to crack wisely about Ike’s golf at
a time when he was having critical ticker trouble. .
5. Any words which could possibly be stretched into a double
meaning, especially if the ink ran, and blurred out a letter.
6. Common names are tabod. You can’t even use an uncommon
name like Ace. Goodman might sue. Or the initials of Paul Updike.
In fact, you can’t show snakes or skunks in a cartoon. Editors will
make you change them to octopi and porcupines.
7. Crystal gazers can’t see an ambulance in the hall and refer
to doctors or lawyers in the same cartoon.
8. Poke fun at any profession or trade without expecting at least
five protests about the fall in the previous high standards of your
art. Five no-votes become by some sort of super-Neilsen ratings, the
equivalent of 50,000,000 offended readers.
9. Cartoons showing kids as too hep—like a cowboy shooting a
kid from outer space and saying, “Bang, you"re dead!” only to be
shot himself by the Saucerian brat with the phrase, “Bang, you’re
sterile!”
10. No horsewhips in sex humor, as these have a perverted sig¬
nificance. Baseball bats can be„substituted. No black underwear. No
cracks like, '"Daddy, Bobby says he came from Chicago. Where did i
I come from?”
11. Religion. No cracks about the bishop saying to his curate¬
secretary, "Take a prayer.” No distortions like "Holy. Smoke!” “Ye
Gods!” or Gee!” No use of the word "Christian,” “Jew” or “gen¬
tile.” “What the devil?” will come out “What the deuce?” As for
"Holy cow!,” that’s out too.
12. Nudity can’t even be suggested off scene. If you show a white
horse standing alone and have some one say Lady Godiva is being
carted off to the canitorium in a patrol wagon, the character will be
changed to a witch and the white horse deleted.
13. No cartoons dealing with the lowly planters of the dead. No
humor allowed on this subject at all. Breger once did a cartoon of
an antenna attached to a mausoleum in . a graveyard, but the nearest
he could get to publication with this one was in a two-bit Bantam
Book he edited entitled “But That’s Unprintable.”
This Is Crazy!
There are, of course, other taboos, but they are minor—like the
operation some other guy had. All vulgarians touching on mental
illness like “loco,” “nuts,” “looney” and so forth are proscribed in
cartoons today. Psychiatrists, however, are still in the narrowing field
of fair game. Blood is, prohibido, even in the Sunday colored supple¬
ments.
It is defendu to kid our political or economic system. Naturellement. Kidding tv cigaret commercials? Vcrboten! Cereals that are
full of prizes and no cereal to speak off? Careful, there! Public utili¬
ties and their usurious rates? Uh-uh! Baby mustn’t touch!
But there is some hope. The success of the Brooklyn Dodgers in
winning the World Series has got editors to let up on the word “bum.”
Even in England, where the word is vulgate for gluteus maximus, the
success of Dem Bums has made it difficult to continue the taboo.
The gesture of thumb to nose, however, is still kinzura. Cartoonists
must confine this to their own personal acts behind an editor’s back.
Ike’s, the Benevolent Censor
Cartoons which may be considered political are'out, unless of course
they are ordered as part of a policy and moved through a syndicate
whose papers share a similiar bias. Except for Herb Block, there is
hardly a cartoonist today who can get from coast to coast on his wit
and not be scraping the floor in adoration of those in political power.
The days of Rollin Kirby, John Darling and even Thomas A. Dorgan
are gone, apparently, never to return. Even Rube Goldberg swung
away from his zanyisms to something more acceptable by those whose
thinking is right of right.
Indeed, it seems to me that Breger, when he was a cartoonist in
the Army in the Second World War, had greater freedom of expres¬
sion than he claims most cartoonists enjoy today. Part of his may
have been due to the fact that Ike liked cartoons and hoped to get at
least one laugh a day out of them. In fact one cartoon of Breger s
which was barred from Stars & Stripes went all the way to Ike on
appeal. He approved it, but hardly in words that Breger could quote.
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PARLIAMENTARY HOTFOOT MAY THROW
BRITAIN’S NEW COM! TV FOR A LOSS
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Gallup’s 1st Poll on Brit. Com! TV
London, Oct. 11
The first audience survey to determine the viewing public for
commercial tv has been concluded by the Gallup Poll and the
results are now public...
——------—
A checkup among viewers capable of receiving either commer¬
cial or BBC programs showed that four out of 10 were exclusively
tuning into the new wave-length. A further four were sharing
their time between both stations, and the remaining two confined
their viewing to the BBC.
According to the News Chronicle, which has exclusive rights to
the Gallup survey results in Britain, the BBC audience is five
times greater than that for commercial programs. It is estimated
that the average nightly audience for ITA programs is now roughly
about half a million.
Among those interviewed by the Gallup pollsters, 40% thought
that better programs were available on the commercial network
24% thought there was no difference between the l^wo stations
and 20% preferred the BBC. The remainder thoughtSt was too
early to tell. Those in favor of the commercial programs thought
they were more interesting, while those against complained about
interruptions and the bittyness of the program schedule. The
commercial programmers have taken the lead with their variety
and giveaway shows, but the BBC is holding its audience for plays,
documentaries, etc.

,
London, Oct. 11.
Almost before they have had an
opportunity of getting their feet,
off the ground, London’s commer¬
WABD has added a brace of stan¬
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
cial tv operators have received a
Alex Gottlieb, who was to have zas away from»WRCA-TV which
vicious backhander from the gov¬ taken over as producer of CBSspell a nice money-in-the-coffers
ernment which put them into busi¬ TV’s “Meet Millie” teleseries, in¬
haul for the DuMont station in
stead has been appointed producer
ness.
N. Y. Igor Cassini, who did a
Less than two weeks after the of “Joe and Mabel,” for the web,
first advertising commercial had and has left for N. Y. to assume Sunday cafe society stint on the
NBC flag last season is moving
appeared on a British tv screen, his duties.
Lester Vale consequently stays over to Fridays on WABD starting
the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
R. A. Butler, launched an official on as producer of “Millie.”, Gott¬ Oct. 21. Meantime, Minot TV’s
campaign for intensified restraint lieb last year produced “Dear “Sherlock Holmes” vidfilmer,
in spending. Speaking at a Lord Phoebe,” the Peter Lawford series. which has been riding WRCA right
along this season, is making a
Mayor’s banquet to city bankers
fluid switch this week to WABD.
and merchants, he promised that
Ted Cott, WABD topper, is con¬
new restrictions would be an¬
structing an hour block out of the
nounced as soon as Parliament re¬
two ex-WRCA programs. “Holmes”
sumes at the end of this month.
opens at 8 p.m. as of this Friday
Until the details of the govern¬
(14), and the following week the
ments’ proposed curb on spending
JHgorCassini-$1,000J10-Q Program’ ’
—are -kncwnrinis^difficult ~tu~fore^
begins
at 8:30. Gallo Winery to al¬ ‘Tex & Jinx’lRaHi^SaTute to Wilson’TPioneer Tv’er
cast how tv advertisers will re¬
ternate
with Levelor on the film
spond, but the warning has already
For Savarin—All in Same House
show,
it’s understood. Cinzano,
led to some confusion. What is the
Helena Rubenstein and Mercedespoint of pioneering a new and ex-'
Benz (autos) are the triad for Cas¬
pensive medium, they are asking
Behind the leadership of Para¬
Bannered as New York’s 'oldest
in effect, if the public to whom mount and Carl . M. Loeb & sini’s new half-hour.
news program in tv, Savarin’s
their campaign is directed will not Rhoades, the investment house, the
“Saturday Night News,” which
be able to buy the goods on offer? DuMont “spin off” was voted in
rides on WRCA-TV, came in for
Presumably, everyday commodi¬ without a hitch at the stockhold¬
Art Settel is Reaving as publicist an hour’s “salute” last week on the
ties, such as foods and pharma¬ er’s powwow last Monday (10).
“Tex & Jinx” WRCA afternoon
of
CBS-TV
news
and
public
affairs
ceutical requirements, would be Company officers entered the
department to join Royal Dutch show to pinpoint the fifth anni of
outside the economic squeeze and board meeting that afternoon and
the
coffee grind. Inevitably part
Airlines
(KLM)
as
p.r.
director.
would still compete for public fa¬ confirmed Bernard Goodwin, a
KLM is planning a number of of the kudosing of a tv’er by a
vor via the tv screens. The manu¬ Par factotum, as president of new
show biz and related en masse radio stanza (both are the NBC
facturers of luxury articles, rang¬ DuMont Broadcasting Corp.
flights with Settel actually organ¬ o&o’s) was Bob Wilson, newscaster
ing from refrigerators to automo¬
Rest of exec echelon is of Par
That CBS Radio’s “hot for the
biles, however, might well with¬ or Par-approved men. Ted Cott spots” gleam is no mere figure of izing a. fulltime press sector for whose tv career virtually started
this and other activities.
with the initial java session in 1950.
draw from the tv medium.
becomes v.p. of DuMont Broad¬ speech is evidenced in the created
Settel has been with the web for
The Mr. & Mrs. duo put the gala
casting and general manager of the position of a. v.p. of spot sales. Po¬
Lack of Morning Sponsors
two o&O stations. Larry Israel of sition goes to Wendell B. Camp¬ a couple of years (coming over on their regular spot ,originating
Already commercial tv is ex¬ Par was made secretary of the new bell with accompanying statement from NBC press), first in overall from Peacock Alley of the hotel
periencing difficulty in finding ad¬ company, and Paul Raibourn, Par by web prexy Arthur Hull Hayes press, then as blurber for “Person which for years has been tied up
vertisers to book screen time for v.p. who was originally cast for that the post has been created “be¬ to Person” (replaced by incumbent with mutual plugging via’s the
their morning programs, even Goodwin’s role by many sources, cause of the continuing and "in¬ Liz Scofield), moving into public product’s blurb, “the coffee served
Jinx
though the rates at about $900 are becomes treasurer.
creasing importance of the spot affairs under director Irving Gitlin. at the Waldorf-Astoria.”
Falkenburg McCrary is identi¬
about one third of the weekday
The 10-man board of >DuMont sales operation to the radio divi¬
fied
with
Savarin
in
filmed
com¬
peak charges. For two days last Broadcasting borrows the eight sion.
mercials, as is the show itself on
week, the a.m. programs put out men who are also on the board of
Some trade observers figure that
participations.
by Associated-Rediffusion carried directors of DuMont Labs, and SS will assume even greater impor¬
no advertising. The advertising through a provision voted by the tance in the next twelvemonth,
Superlatives for Wilson and *
manager of the network confirmed stockholders two others, Good¬ and possibly become the No. 1
Savarin just dripped and perco¬
that advertisers were shy of the win and Cott, have been added to revenue factor since many major
lated out of the Tex & Jinx glib
morning telecasts, but they were the board. Apparently to protect programs on the network are cut
grabbag, with nary a vacuum in the
prepared to sustain them without the interests of Carl M. Loeb & up in segments to accommodate
60 minutes. Aside from Wilson,
advertising until their value could Rhoades, the investment house spot users.
who submitted to an interview on
be proved. He indicated their peak which teamed with Paramount for
Campbell has been in radio 17'
handling of news and anecdotage
hours were heavily booked.
thereof, Savarin prinicpals called
control of DuMont, an executive years. Since July of ’53 he had
to the mike were John Mazzei.
committee was created apart from been v.p. over station administra¬
Washington, Oct. 11.
long ad and promotion chieftain
the board. On it are Armand G. tion, this post going to J. Kelly |
The Senate Interstate Commerce for the coffee, Paul Gumbinner, of
Erpf, Loeb & Rhoades man; Rai¬ Smith, administrative v. p. Camp¬
bourn, who’ll be chairman; Dr. bell first joined CBS in 1938 in Committee, which is supposed to the Lawrence Gumbinner agency
Allen B. DuMont, plus Cott and Chicago and has been around the be conducting an investigation of handling the account, and the com¬
television problems, found itself pany's “taster.” Scribes and other
Goodwin. All of them are on the o&o and affiliate circuit.
board as well.
last week in the paradoxical posi¬ guests were served dishes usually
The fate of Ted Bergmann,
tion of being unable to accept an associated with nighttime ban¬
offer of important industry finan¬ quets, topped by tins of Savarin
former
managing
director
of
the
Damage suit for $20,100,000 was
ex-DuMont network, was decided
Robert E. Noble Jr. this week cial Information it had requested 'bearing lighted candles symbolic
filed last week against the New in the board meeting Monday. It’s was named sales manager of nearly a year ago from the FCC. of the fifth milestone.
York Times and science editor settled that he-’ll join DuMont WABC, the New York ABC Radio
The reason is that the Commit¬
Waldemar Kaempffert in New York Labs as head of Electronicam pro¬ flagship, succeeding Chuck Ber¬ tee’s inquiry is dormant and has
Supreme Court. Suit was filed by duction services encompassing the nard, who moved over to ABC been without counsel since Sidney
Celia Raeder, described as a camera being used now to lens Radio network sales. Noble has Davis resigned during the summer,
television producer, who charges Jackie Gleason’s “Honeymooners” been a regional manager in the although Chairman Warren MagKaempffert sabotaged the creation and other productions. Bergmann web’s tv station relations depart¬ nusen (D-Wash.) has promised that
and sale of a tv show called “Crea¬ will sell to N. Y. agencies pri¬ ment. He joined the web in 1950 hearings will definitely start Jan.
as a researcher, later moving to 17. They were originally sched¬
tive Frontiers” which Miss Raeder marily.
Kansas City, Oct. 11.
Goodwin will serve DuMont as radio production and latterly to tv uled to start last spring.
had packaged.
prexy, but he’ll also retain his station relations.
Switch of networks which took
The information offered was re¬
Kaempffert, Miss Raeder alleges, various posts with Par. Yesterday
Noble reports to WABC g.m. quested by the Committee’s former CBS to KCMO-TV and ABC to
had given his support to the proj¬ (Tues.) he said that the new com¬ Mike Renault Monday (17). He’s
KMBC-TV
here
already
has
ect, which is described in the com¬ pany and Par had no plans at the a nephew of Edward J. Noble, co-counsel, Robert F. Jones, to brought out some large scale pro¬
plaint as “new, pioneering, novel moment for integrating KTLA, chairman of the American Broad¬ throw light on the need for legisla¬ motions, with Don Davis and John
tion sought by Sen. John W. Brickand dynamic,” as a “sustaining L. A. tv’er, into the DuMont cor- casting-Paramount
Theatres
fi¬ er (R-O.) to regulate the networks. Schilling unwrapping a razzle-daz¬
critic.” When he subsequently
(Continued on page 32)
nance committee.
Since Jones wanted specific rather zle at KMBC-TV (9) aimed at lur¬
withdrew, Miss Raeder charges, he
than general data regarding net¬ ing the daytime listeners.
induced other “distinguished” sup¬
work and station operations—data
Station has come up with A
porters and associations to with¬
which the Commission has never schedule of ten back-to-back day¬
draw their support from the proj¬
divulged,
the
agency
withheld
com¬
time
shows, most of them live, in¬
ect. Kaempffert withdrew, the suit
pliance.'pending a ruling by the volving most of the talent on the
charges, when she revealed to him
Attorney
General.
regular
roster. New entry is a va¬
that one of the facets of the pro¬
Washington, Oct. 11.
The Commission advised Magnu- riety hour at noon with Rev. Mul¬
gram would be to “scoop the
The
Supreme
Court
yesterday
(Mon.)
granted
a
review
of
a
son
it
has
received
an
opinion
that
lins
as
piano-playing
m.c. and cast
press,” which would be in direct
lower court decision which threw out the FCC’s anti-monopoly
it has the authority to disclose including Texas Rangers, Harry
competition with the Times.
rules limiting number of radio or tv stations which can be owned
the information, and is prepared Jenks, Norma Sinclair, singer, and
The Fund for Adult Education
by one entity. It is expected the high tribunal jvill hear arguments
to make it available to the Com¬ Claude Dorsey, newsman.
of the Ford Foundation, it’s further
on the case in about two months.
mittee. It urged, however, that
Another newcomer is Frank Wizalleged, was “induced, persuaded
Decision, handed down last February by the U. S. Court of
the confidentiality of the material iarde’s “Whizzo, the Clown” with
and procured” by the defendants
Appeals, was on an appeal by the Storer Broadcasting Co. of the
be guarded “insofar as possible.”
kiddies
stepping
as
amateur
“to breach its contract with the
Commission’s refusal in November of 1953 to consider an applica¬
The agency said its practice has clowns. Old fave, Bea Johnson’s
plaintiff. Fund had “a written
tion for a tv station in Miami because Storer had its complement
been to release only summaries of “Happy Home” for the femmes, is
agreement,” it’s charged, to “tele¬
of five V’s. Storer challenged the agency’s right to impose an ar¬
the financial information contained spotted early in the afternoon.
vise and produce” the show. ‘
bitrary limit on station ownership. Appeals court ruled that the
in reports submitted -by stations
Switch occasioned- some changes
Kaempffert’s alleged withdrawal
Commission could not deny Storer’s application without a hearing.
and networks without disclosing in personnel, with Lou Kemper
and alleged conspiracy to withdraw
How the Supreme Court decides the case could have far-reach¬
data regarding an individual, iden¬ moving over from the directorial
the support of other important
ing consequences. If it upholds lower court, entire rule-making
tifiable station. The Commission staff to become assistant to Mori
scientific persons and associations
machinery of the FCC would be in jeopardy and hearings required
added that the industry is appar¬ Greiner, tv program director. Ken
not only resulted in the show not
on any application for a new station by any multiple owner. In
ently satisfied this method of re¬ Greenwood, formerly of the pro¬
being produced by the Fund, but
such an event, the agency is almost certain to go to Congress for
leasing the data maintains the con¬ duction department, is now in
made it impossible to sell the
legislation to save it from possible administrative chaos.
fidential
nature of the reports.
sales.
show, complaint charges. Attempts
. In another ruling, the high tribunal denied a review of a de¬
In ruling on the question, the
Station is backing its switch
to “destroy” the show comprised
cision by the New Mexico Supreme Court upholding the state’s
Attorney
General told the Commis¬ with a cash giveaway pitch called,
a loss in future profits and in¬
right to tax “purely intrastate” advertising originating at KOB in
sion
it
“may
make
available”
the
“Picture
Payoff,” a gimmick in
comes to Miss Raeder, an illegal
Albuquerque, jointly owned by Time-Life and former FCC chair¬
requested information but should which viewer may win $99 or more
restraint of trade and a conspiracy,
man Wayne Coy. Station challenged the tax as being in violation
satisfy itself that the data is “rele¬ by spotting key photo on his
all to the extent of damages of
of Interstate Commerce provisions of the Constitution but the
vant” to the Committee’s investiga- screen and identifying it promptly
$20,100,000 plus costs,dt’6 charged.J
Supreme Court noted “no substantial
....
...)
(Continued-on'page 49)
t (Continued on page 49)
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HITS & MISSES WITH TRENDEX
Silvers Threads Among the Folds
Phil Silvers threads his “You’ll Never Get Rich” soldier stories
through the Tuesday night 8:30 to 9 “graveyard zone” on CBSTV (in the opposite-Berle hour that’s witnessed more folderoo
over the past six years than any other segment in tv), and despite
the early returns from Trendex which gives Silvers much the
worst of it, both trade and lay interest seemingly mounts each
week.
Big question, of course, is: “Will the public ever find the
show?” in view of the fact that the Milton Berle-Martha Raye-Bob
Hope competition from NBC is still getting the big play, as witness
the ratings in the adjoining column.
On the premise that “you can’t keep a good show down” (and
the Silvers entry has won overwhelming critical plaudits), both
CBS and the comic’s loyal followers insist, “keep going with it and
it’ll come through.”
William Esty agency, which handles the Camel sponsor billings
on the show, is far from enthused; admits its disappointment in
the ratings. It puts the blame less on the competing NBC power¬
house or the Silvers show itself than in the decision of CBS to
slot “Navy Log” in the preceding 8 o’clock period. To Esty’s way
of thinking, “Navy Log” is a 7:30-type show and “why don’t they
~move-$647000-Quest-ion-into-8-o’eloek?-’-?—(That-’-s-what-every-other
sponsor in tv’s been after these past few weeks..

AnteU’s $10,000,000 TV Splurge
Sparks 'Battle of The Cosmetics’
Battle of the cosmetic-makers 4has been joined. With Hazel Bishop
already firmly established in its
strong position via “This Is Your
Toni division of Gillette has
Life” and Revlon riding the crest
of a prosperity wave with “The closed the gap on the Perry Como
$64,000 Question,” Charles Antell NBC-TV show by buying the six
is now moving into network video remaining slots, starting Satur¬
to the unprecedented extent of a day (15).
Agency is Weiss & Geller.
projected $10,000,000 a year for
its new Super Lanolin liquid make¬
up product.
Antell, via Product Services
agency, is already spending $100,000 a week in daytime via two
NBC-TV shows, its own “Search
for Beauty,” Ern Westmore halfhour cross-the-boarder, and a quar¬
ter-hour cross-the-board on “Ted
Mack Matinee,” which it just pur¬
chased. In addition, it’s in the
wrapup stages on negotiations for
two nighttime half-hours on ABCHenry Salomon Jr., chief of the
TV plus full sponsorship of the
same web’s Saturday night 90-min¬ NBC-TV documentary unit, is now
ute “Ozark Jubilee.” Total cost of in Vienna shooting footage in con¬
the sponsorship would come to nection with the reopening o£ the
about $200,000 a week, or $10,000,- bombed-out Vienna State Opera on
000 if the shows were maintained Nov. 5. It’s the year’s major musi¬
cal event in western Europe and
throughout the year.
^.Only the status of the Ted Mack has already attracted international
attention.
segment is in doubt, since that's
NBC-TV has an exclusive on the
due to switch over to ABC on a
nighttime basis next month. Antell U. S. tv rights which it obtained
is staying with the show on NBC from the Austrian government (ac¬
until the switch and then will try tually for only a token payment,
to buy in on ABC under a cospon¬ since Austria regards the video
sorship with Pharmaceuticals Inc., showcasing as a major goodwillits sponsor. But apart from this, plus for the liberated country). At
it stays with “Search for Beauty,” least 20 minutes of' the opening
opera, Beethoven’s “Fidelio,” along
(Continued on page 32)
with the accompanying hoopla and
weeks of preparation, will go into
the one hour Salomon-produced
“Rebirth of Austria” telementary,
which NBC will put on next May.
Salomon has picked up an NBC
camera crew in England to accom¬
pany him and otherwise Austrian
technicians will be used.
Initial presentation in the Salo¬
Max Liebman, already fortified mon “Project 20” series will be
“Nightmare
in Red,” a study of the
for his Dec. 4 NBC-TV spec with
Maurice Ghevalier, .will stock the Soviet Union, being done Sunday
afternoon,
Nov.
13. Second in the
French format still more via addi¬
tion of mime Marcel Marceau. series is “The Jazz Age,” filming of
which
has
just
been completed,
Latter scored heavily at his offBroadway Phoenix Theatre fort¬ with Fred Allen doing the com¬
mentary.”
night. and moved uptown for run¬
Third telementary will be the
off two weeks at the Ethel Barry¬
“Hitler Story,” an hour filmed re¬
more, N. Y.
cap
of Nazi Germany, followed by
As per usual in Liebman con¬
tracts, star talent can’t work else¬ a repeat of the “Thee-Two-OneZero!’
atom bomb story which won
where in tv before pacted playdate, with the producer optioning acclaim a couple of seasons back.
Then
comes the “Rebirth of
the one-man showman for other
dates. However, the option pick¬ Austria” on May 23.
ups apparently don’t prevent Marceau from freelancing, since- he's
booked for a pair of outings on
CBS-TV’s Ed Sullivan show. An¬
other Marceau appearance in the
offing is as guestar for Dinah
Things are picking up, both
Shore in one of the open Tuesday sponsor and program-wise, for
night 8 to 9 spots rotating Milton Robert Q. Lewis on his daytime
Berle-Martha Raye-Bob Hope,
cross - the - board CBS-TV entry.
After suffering a couple of client
defections, the Lewis'Show, under¬
AQUAFILTER'S NEWS SEG
Aquafilter Corp. has taken the going a gradual overhaul, gets a
foreside of Walter Winchell’s new sponsor pick-me-up, with
month-old Mutual stanza with a Ralston moving into the 2-2:30
Sunday commentary of its own Lewis segment effective Nov. 3.
Irving Mansfield recently took
from 5:55 to 6 p.m. John Price
will front in “Tomorrow’s World.” over the production helm on the
show
and eventually it will have a
Price is the radio web’s Miami
completely,. Revised Jprmat.. 11
i
uews bureau he^.
>■) i j i i ;

Toni’s Como Six

Salomon O’Seas
To Film Vienna
Opera (or NBC

Marcel Mareeau’s
Hock of TV’ers

RALSTON COIN FOR
ROBERT Q’S TV’ER

1-1 PATTERNS Schick Exits K & E; Warwick-!egler
ALREADY SHAPING Gets Biz But Loses $7 Jill Pahst
By GEORGE ROSEN
The breast beaters and the chest
.thumpers went into action this
Week in an early-season crescendo
to some fancy Trendex scoring.
If, on the basis of initial ’55-’.56
returns, there was consternation
and misgivings, it all depended on
which side of the fence you were
sitting. But already some “thingsI-never-new-till-now” object les¬
sons have come out of the battle
for the ratings and definite pat¬
terns are shaping up.
First off, there’s the Saturday
night story. Jackie Gleason came
back_fOT_the—new^ason ancTpul¬
verized Perry Como, but on his
second installment last Saturday
strange things began to happen.
Gleason still topped Como, getting
28.6 to the latter’s 22.1, but this
wasn’t the runaway score CBS and
Gleason had anticipated. He was
off 25% on his Trendex from the
previous week. The “huddle boys”
began asking questions.: Was it
smart for Gleason to go film? Was
it smart to break up a good thing?
Factor, too, is the pre-Gleason
“Stage - Show” (Dorseys), consid¬
ered a weak entry. Como had little
trouble putting it in its place. Re¬
sult: Como, 24.3; “Sta'ge Show,”
16.3. NBC was banking on its new
“Big Surprise” $100,000 quizzer to
invite a 7:30 tune-in, but it didn’t
happen that way. “Surprise” got
11.5, the competing CBS “Beat the
Clock” whammed in a 20.4. Came
8 o’clock and Como did it all by
himself.
Thus for the first time since ’49
it looks like NBC is crashing
through the Saturday Columbia
barrier. CBS-TV’s “Gunsmoke” 10
o’clock entry was going along fine
until George Gobel came back last
week—result: Gobel, 29.6; “Gunsmoke” 16.9. (More Sat. vital sta¬
tistics: NBC’s Jimmy Durante Tex¬
aco show, 21:8; CBS’ “It’s Always
Jan,” 15.4. Exception is 9 o’clock
with CBS’ “Two For the Money”
outclassing NBC’s “People Are
Funny,” 24 to 16.1.)
Sunday
And speaking of “adult west¬
erns,” it’s the same story Sundays
at 7:30 for NBC-TV’s “Frontier,”
which, like “Gunsmoke,” is strict¬
ly qualitative celluloid, this one
off the Tony Miner production
shelf. So what happens? “Frontier”
on its preem gets a 10.7, only
slightly' nosing out ABC’s “Fa¬
mous” Film Festival” (8.6), while
Ann Sothern’s “Private Secretary”
on CBS walked off with the mar¬
bles—a rousing 20.2. And if things
look even gloomier, it’s because
Jack Benny, alternating with Ann
Sothern, does even better in the
period.
Sunday 8 to 9 still belongs to
Ed Sullivan and CBS, while it
looks like ABC’s “Film Festival”
has a fightin’ chance to wrest the
No. 2 laurels away from “Colgate
Variety Hour.” It already turned
the trick one weekend.
Monday
Big news about Monday is
“Lucy’s” tumbling from the No. 1
spot. Its 33r3 Trendex for the sea¬
son’s opener was 10 points under
last season’s initialer. That it’s
strictly a runner-up attraction is
evidenced from the fact that the
night after “Lucy” copped a 33.3
(to “Medic’s 18.7), “$64,000 Ques¬
tion” ran away from everything
with a 45.2, giving it undisputed
champ status.
Tuesday
Tuesday, strangely enough, is a
night of frustration for all three
(Continued on page 51)
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Billings to Burnett;
4

Madison Ave.’s game of musical
chairs appeared to have begun last
week when two major accounts did
Generally speaking, NBCTV’s Sunday 8 to 9 p. m.,
some fast shuffling and Kenyon &
whether it’s Colgate “Variety
Eckhardt found itself without the
Hour” or the one-a-month
Schick .shaver business. Central
color specs, seldom figures in
figure in the shuffling was the
the Trendex running when
stacked up against the Ed Sul¬
Warwick & Legler agency, howrlivan vaudeos on CBS-TV.
ever, which also came out a loser,
But last Sunday’s (9) “Show
dropping
the Pabst account to Leo
■ Biz” display in the 7:30 to 9
Burnett and gaining the less-exsegments, while not exactly rc- - versing-H-htr-tables^ -gave—both— -tensi ve--Schick~ b usiircss.Jack Benny and Sullivan a
Pabst switchover to the Chirun for their money in nearly
based Burnett outfit came as a ma¬
closing the rating gap. It was
jor surprise to the industry, since
one instance, too, where the
Pabst has been with W & L for
color spec audience kept build¬
the past 15 years. It’s understood
ing as the 90 minutes pro¬
W & L will retain the accounts on
gressed.
two Pabst subsidiaries, Hoffman
Benny’s CBS’er copped a
Beverages, the soft drink concern,
23.3 in the 7:30 to 8 sloj.;
and East Side Beer, the company’s
“Show Biz,” 17.1. First half of
west coast label. But the main
Sullivan got 23.9; “Show Biz,”
Pabst Blue Ribbon business, said
20.6; second half of Sullivan
to total some $7,000,000, flew the
snared 26.2; “Show Biz,” 23.1
coop.
At the same time it lost Pabst,
Warwick & Legler announced the
acquisition of Schick, which has
resided in the K & E bailiwick for
some time. Schick is a heavy tv
spender, what with its alternateweek sponsorship of "Robert Mont¬
gomery Presents” and its football
sponsorship. The Pabst “Wednes¬
day Night Fights,” with its wide
station pickup, accounts for most
of the Pabst tv billings. Burnett’s
acquisition of the Pabst business,
Inability of Borden’s new Thurs¬ incidentally, means the dropping
day night 8:30 entry on NBC-TV, of one of its regional accounts, G.
Jackie Cooper’s “People’s Choice” Heileman Brewing of La Crosse,
film series, to do any better than
(Continued on page 40
an 11.7 Trendex rating, in con¬
trast to a 25.2 for the competing
“Shower of Stars” Chrysler showon CBS-TV (one-for-three with
“cli-max” for the sponsors), re¬
flects anew the succession of pro¬
gram troubles that have beset the
Borden people. It’s a situation
that dates way back to the days of
bigtime radio when the Borden ac¬
count was alternating between
Lost in the shuffle in the scram¬
Young & Rubicam (which has.it ble to get all the new tv entries on
now) and Kenyon & Eckhardt.
From all accounts, Y & R’s pres¬ the air is the Wednesday night
ent hold on the $13,000,000 Borden NBC picture, which finds J. Walter
biz isn’t too secure and that’s why Thompson in total possession of
particular interest foedsses on the the cream 8 to 10 p.m. segments,
Thursday 8:30 situation. A couple
seasons back things looked bright, representing annual time-and-prowith Borden riding with “Treasury gram billings in excess of $8,000,Men.l’ In those days 8:30, sand¬ 000 per annum.
wiched between Groucho Marx and
Situation stems from Eastman“Dragnet,” was a particularly hot Kodak’s inheritance of the 8 to
segment.
But Borden lost “T- 8:30 period for its new “Screen Di¬
Men” to ABC. “Justice” went in rectors Playhouse” film series, fol-.
last season; didn’t satisfy the lowed by Scott Paper’s “Father
client. Meanwhile, CBS and Chrys¬ Knows Best” filmer, then the full
ler spent a year punching over hour “Kraft Television Theatre.”
“Climax” into a major entry, with All are out of the JWT stable of
result that it’s now beating “Drag¬ accounts.
net” and lessening the impact of
That the round-robin of JWT en¬
the latter stanza. True, Borden still
enjoys a valuable carryover from tries could spell trouble ahead is
indicated
by the poor Trendex
Groucho Marx’s 8 o’clock “You Bet
Your Life,” but the heavy “Cli¬ showing for the lead-in attraction,
“Screen
Directors
Playhouse,”
max” competition is taking its toll.
Borden', it appears, is anything but which took a, trouncing (7.0), as op¬
posed to 22.5 for Ihe competing
out of the woods.
"Disneyland” and 19.7 for Godfrey
& Friends.
It’s just as sensitive a topic for
discussion to Eastman-Kodak as for
JWT, since the E-K people are
still smarting from the ill-fated and
unlamonted "Norby” series which
was cancelled out after a few
Chicago, Oct. 11. j weeks despite bought-and-paid-for
Proxies of the Radio-Television ; commitments on a batch of the
Directors Guild met here over the , tinted 30-minute installments.
weekend for preliminary discus- '
sions on the new network contracts
which go into negotiation after the
first of the year with the present
Although an exec of McCannpacts expiring April 30. Chi ses¬
sions were the first of a series de¬ Erickson agency asserted that “if
signed to correlate the thinking of, it’s so, we haven’t heard about it,”
the various locals for use as guid-;
ance for the national RTDG board 1 it was reported yesterday (Tues.)
that the Coca-Coca billings, long a
when the bargaining starts.
Hosting was Joe Bryne, Chicago matter of trade speculation, had
prez. Also sitting in were Bob finally flown the D’Arcy agency
coup and are settling at McC-E.
Prioux, New York prexy and Nick
For some time now there's been
Burnett, N. Y. exec secretary; Joe
Tanskie. Cleveland prexy; Harry talk that either McCann, Young &
Rubicam
or Kenyon & Eckhardt
Elton, Detroit prexy, and Stuart
Phelps, Los Angeles prexy and i were all in,contention for the biz,
exec .secretary Elizabeth Gould.. j. I .totalling .in excess of ,$15,000,000*

Closing the Gap

Borden s ‘Choice—
'And Ms The
Story of My Life’

JWT Ponders Wei
Status; Ditto E-K

Radio-TV Directors
Prep Negotiations
For New Web Pacts!

Coke Biz to McC-E?
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1HE $64,000 QUESTION
With Hal March, emcee
o
Producer: Steve Carlin
Director: Joe Cates
30 Mins.; Tues., 10 p.m.
REVLON
CBS, from N.Y.
(Norman, Craig & Kummel)
Hearing this show on radio, after
Viewing it in previous weeks on
video, inevitably recalls the gag
about the person who tuned in his
radio by mistake and said: "My
gosh, I’m going blind.” In actuali¬
ty, of course, "The $64,000 Ques¬
tion” is a verbal show of a type
which radio handles very well. In
fact, in the days before video, the
show's picayune predecessor, "The
$64 Question,” not only was a
highly popular airer but radio
established that program’s title as
an idiom in the American language.
The simulcast of this show on
"both tv and radio now gives “The
$64,000 Question” blanket elec¬
tronic coverage of the nation and
even if radio’s impact isn’t what it
used to be, there are still a couple
of million potential listeners to
shoot for. The format loses some
of its effectiveness on the sightless
kilocycles, mainly because the per¬
sonalities of the contestants have
to be imagined, but in' all other
essentials, the radio version is
—a dequat-e—for—the—job and—should
pull in whatever non-video areas
there are left.
The preem of the radio-tv simul¬
cast procedure last Tuesday night
(4) was the occasion of emcee Hal
March’s "unintentional” hint to a
contestant who was answering
the $16,000 question in the field of
baseball. The question was one of
those multi-part brainteasers which
demanded a remarkable memory
for detail. "What team was playing
the Yankees when Joe DiMaggio’s
record batting was ended? Who
was the starting pitcher and who
was the relief pitcher.” The con¬
testant answered the first two parts
correctly but the answer to the
third part was one of “tip of the
tongue” affairs. March blurted out
the first name of the relief pitcher,
Jim, and the contestant supplied
the rest, Bagby Jr.
It was a mistake that should not
be repeated since one of the chief
elements of excitement on this
series is the big gamble. It the
impression gets around that "hint¬
ing,” in the style of the oldtype
quiz shows is okay, then why go
through all that business about
soundproof booths, authentic bank
vice-presidents and real-life cops.
In any case, such "mistakes” have
to be committed with every con¬
testant or not at all. The latter is
certainly the preferred alternative.
Herm.

THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE
With Willard Waterman, Walter
Tetley, Marylee Robb, Lillian
Randolph, Stan Farrar; announc¬
er, Don Rickies
Writers: John Elliotte, Andy White
Director: Virgil Reimer
25 Mins.; Thurs., 8:05 p.m.
Sustaining
.
NBC (transcribed) ■
A longtime situation comedy on
radio, "The Great Gildersleeve”
returned to NBC Radio Thursday
(6) with basically the same cast and
the same script format. Willard
Waterman again frolics about
as Throckmorton P. Gildersleeve,
Summerfield’s misunderstood v wa¬
ter commissioner. Aiding and abet¬
ting him are Stan Farrar as the
Mayor. Lillian Randolph as Birdie,
the family cook; Walter Tetley as
nephew Leroy and Marylee Robb
as niece Marjorie, among sundry
others.
For the Initial resumption day of
this hackneyed conversation piece
dialers heard the old "mistaken
identity” bit of business. Gilder¬
sleeve, en route home via train
after delivering a poodle for the
mayor, strikes up an acquaintance
with a femme passenger. He leads
her into believing that he (Gilder¬
sleeve) is hizzoner but later he’s
fearful of being exposed as a fake.
Obviously, writers John Elliotte
and Andy White kicked this situa¬
tion around for all it was worth.
Material is patently trite but
performances at times managed to
rise above it. Waterman’s noisy
affectations reminded of a "life-ofthe-party” Rotarian. It’s what the
script called for and in similar cir¬
cumstances were his thesping col¬
leagues. Sample of the dialog gems
they read is the following which
Birdie, the cook, remarks to Gil¬
dersleeve: "You were just tryin’
to put your best foot forward but
you put your foot in your mouth!”
Withal, thefce must be a market
for this albeit a limited one.
Gilb.
TEXACO SPORTS FINAL
With John Carmichael, Mel
Bellairs
Producer: AI Bland
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 5:30 p.m.
TEXAS CO.
WBBM, Chicago
(Kudner)
It’s news these days when a na¬
tional bluechipper buys a six-aweeker on a local radio station.
From the edition heard (5) all
hands should be happy with this
nightly sports wrapup, always a
listenable commodity efspecially
when fronted by such a longtime
toiler in the muscle vineyard as
Daily News sports editor John
Carmichael.
A sports anecdotist with years
of background mileage and pos¬
sessor of an okay radio manner,
Carmichael, with an assist from
WBBM staffer Mel Bellairs, wheels
through a fast quarter-hour. Fea¬
ture stuff was topical with com¬
ments on the then - upcoming
Army-Michigan football game; the
friendly rivalry between short¬
stops Peewee Reese and Phil Rizzuto as demonstrated during the
recent diamond spectacular, and
finally, a yarn about Connie Mack.
Bellairs came in with a quickie
interview with Pat Buttram for
some short yardage on rodeos as
a sport and wound up with the
day’s spot copy.
Both Carmichael and Bellairs
worked the Texaco selling inserts
which were kept within the tra¬
ditional time-limit bounds, an¬
other unique factor these AM
days.
Dave.

TREMENDOUS TRIFLES
With George Hicks
Producer: Ira Ashley
Writer: Charles Monroe
5 Mins.; Sat., 12:55 p.m.
CBS (transcribed)
"Tremendous Trifles” grows out
of a syndicated newspaper series
to become a capsule‘fastie on CBS
where its 12:55 p.m. Saturday slot¬
ting gives it a cushy precede in
"Gunsmoke,” with segue to five
minutes of Allan Jackson news
and 25-minute "City Hospital”
longrun drama skein. A very neat
midday hour for the web.
Initial "Trifles” storied the fluke
development of the rubber heel—
by an Irishman named O’Sullivan,
so for the unhip listener it may
well have passed for an official
commercial. George Hicks, narrat¬
ing all the way, didn’t play it for
a plug, despite the "there exits
while listening” inevitabilities re
the household name of the heelmaker.
It seems the Irishman was a
typesetter with "The Headache
That Saved A Million Sore Feet”
(that’s the preemer title). Standing
on his pins all day, and what with
the vibrations from the printing
presses, etc., played havoc to ex-1
tent of the headache factor. O’Sul¬
livan hit upon a rubber mat that
worked, but it was stolen from un¬
der him one day, so he reasoned
that rubber on heels would do the
trick. It did. Good yarn well told
and interlarded.
Another slice is aired 6:55 Sun¬
day night, with first one on "The
Bet That Gave Birth to the Mov¬
ies,” as per the inventiveness of
Edtoard Muybridge, a photograph¬
er who thought up a way to make
stills of a racehorse, these being
needed to setfle a $5,000 bet made
by Leland Stanford that a racer
must have all four legs off the
ground at some point. Coinci¬
dentally, this story served as a
segment in the opening "MGM Pa¬
rade” on ABC-TV several weeks
ago. But whether so inspired or
not ("Parade” might itself well
have borrowed the incident from
the newspaper syndicated piece or
culled it from other sources in or
out of the public domain), it sug¬
gests there’s a wealth of material
that’s interchangeable in various
communication? media,
Trau,

De Gray to ABC
Edward J. De Gray, vet CBS sta¬
tion relations exec and latterly sta¬
tion relations chief for Vitapix
Corp., has joined ABC Radio as
director of station relations. He
succeeds Charles Godwin, who’s
moving into the tradepaper field.
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SYMPHONIC HOLIDAY
With Tom Kiefer
60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10 p.m.
WOKO, Albany
Lovers of serious music should
find this program to their liking.
Evening area radio facing tough
competition., from television, the.
audience for "Symphonic Holiday"
could be loyal, if not large. The
commentator is Tom Kiefer, leader
of orchestras at Fabian’s Palace,
Albany, and Proctor’s, Troy, in
vaudeville’s brighter days, and also
at the Colonial, Albany, in the re¬
vival of variety, several years ago.
Experienced too in the concert
field, Kiefer displays a rather wide
knowledge of music, as well as
catholicity of taste. He is not high¬
brow on the commentary—a plus
if borderline listeners are targets.
Originations heard—at a new
hour, since WOKO went Mutual—
showed balance and selectivity,
with symphony orchestras and so¬
loists featured.
Jaco.

DuM Spin Off
Continued from page 30 -- ■

■

porate scheme.
Other DuMont
sources stressed the new company’s
deep interest in the purchase of
|ii^firstrT2dio -properties.-

Five points, all of them recom¬
mended by the Par-Loeb & Rhoades
coalition, were passed by heavy
majorities. Lowest majority was
in excess of 1,140,000 votes out
of 1,801,054 shares of Class A
outstanding, not all of which were
voted. Only 900,528 votes were
needed for approval. Meantime,
Par threw its entire block of 560,000 class B shares behind affirma¬
tion of each proposal.
Major proposal was setting the
two stations up as the body of Du¬
Mont Broadcasting Corp. Research,
manufacture, and such things as
the Electronicam, will remain un¬
der the older corp.
Second provision reclassified all
class A and B stock under one new
class of common stock, on a share
for share basis, with authorized
number of shares increased from
3,000,000 to 5,000,000 (in case of
the need for raising additional cap¬
ital.) This point in the plan also
eliminated Par’s right to veto cor¬
porate measures merely by dint
of holding the whole line of class
B. Par, it’s felt, need not worry
about controlling DuMont or its
subsid despite this, however; it’s
said that its coalition with Erpf is
strong enough to control voting.
A third proviso, the office of
chairman of the board was created
and Dr. DuMont confirmed as its
holder. Also a stock option plan
was approved with key employees
getting opportunity to pick up
90,000 shares.
"Spin off” awaits final okay from
FCC.

Anted
—Continued from page 31 -

is buying the full 90-minute
"Ozark” segment and two addition¬
al half-hours on ABC. One of these
is believed to be "Retire for Life,1
the Eddie Cantor. quiz package
which the web is mulling.
The unprecedented Antell spend¬
ing spree is being handled via
Product Services Inc. and is cer¬
tain to bring the four-year-old
agency over the $10,000,000 billings
mark next year. Agency billed
about $3,000,000 last year and this
year, with the addition of Antell
and Glamorene to its account list
(mainstay has been the Roto-Broil
account), it' should hit well over
$6,000,000. Next year’s total could
hit $15,000,000 if Antell stays with
its strong campaign.

Those Football Scores
Who’s interested in football scores? Only the Saturday grand¬
stand quarterbacks around the radio and tv sets at home because
they’ve got a bet going on the games.
Ever try and find out if you won? Only a Quiz Kid with the
lightening calculation speed of a Professor Backwards could take
it down. Meantime they give you plenty of palaver about that good
old American petrol, in slow pear-shaped tones, and always you’ll
find out what happened to Bowdoin or Slippery Rock Teachers,
or the one big game of the day which, if you’re at all interested,*
you have just seen or heard. And you know all about it, with
bitter blow-by-blow detail, so who needs some sports "expert”
giving you a reprise of the highlights of, that game, with which
you’ve lived much of the afternoon.
They save you for the scores you want, and when they finally
come, after the pitchaman's con that passes for the commercial,
they’ve raced off with Man o’ War speed. Some day—soon it is
to be hoped—some commentator will devise an alphabetical se¬
quencing of the teams and the games, so that the listener will be
able to follow It with dispatch and commonsense repose, accurately
taking down the information, and not moping uh-what-did-he-say?
B it then, maybe, that’s too obvious and too easy.
Abel.
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . .
WCBS program director Sam Slate and his wife were both felled
by virus at same time but recovering . . . Singer-writer (etc.) Bob
Haymes planning three-weeker next month to Virgin Isles to lay
groundwork for his upcoming film, "Above and Below,” which will
start shooting next spring . . . Eddie Lambert, WEAT-TV, Palm Beach,
disk jockey, has joined Kudner agency . . . Ham Shea, WRCA-plustv v.p., and performer Herb Sheldon presented with honor scroll by
B’klyn’s Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital, with Sheldon having served
as "Month” chairman in Sept. . . . Jack Sterling plans to add another
member to his live quintet on WCBS waker-upper, and it’ll probably
be a flautist or flutist, depending on whether he’s a classical player
or popser . . . Joe Cates, producer-director of "$64,000 Question” and
reiner of "Stop the Music,” guest speaker Mon. (10) in Bill Smith’s
and Sidney Kaufman's series, "Show Business,” at New School for
Social Research” . . . Marriage Mart at the NBC o&o’S: Ann Bartok,
Oct. 21; Britta Johnson, Oct. 8, and Marvin Shapiro, Oct. 9, with op¬
posing parties not mentioned, so they must be nonpros . . . John Karol,
CBS sales' v.p., to speak at AAAA in Chi tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Red
Barber sermonizes at Rutgers U. chapel Sunday (16), with CBS farm
ed Claude Mahoney to address special chapel meetings'&t DePauw U.
in Indiana Friday (14) . . . WRCA merchandising chief Max Buck ad¬
dressed state convention of American Women in Radio-TV in Elmira,
N. Y. (8) . .. Vet gabber Del Sharbutt now hosting CBS’ "On a Sunday
Afternoon” . . . Lowell Thomas' "Great New Adventures” off the
Hawthorne’s presses . . . WRCA ain’t lettin’ nothing stop ’em re Bill
Cullen’s waker-upper. .. Before. tke_JLajmchmg they sent ..scribes, andothers coffee in thermos bottles. This week, femme timebuyers in
agencies are receiving boxes of Vermont maple syrup candy spelling
out name of show with salutation “Sweets to the Sweet,” to coin a
phrase ... A silver medal to WOV from Dr. Gianni Bartoli, mayor
of Trieste, for station’s coverage of Trieste’s postwar situation. It
was presented aboard the S.S. Vulcania as the mayor concluded U. S.
tour.
Gil Hayes hosting new "Sundial Serenade,” ayemer via WGHF. Gus¬
tave Stahl, Jack Herman and Frank Weisman round out the two-hour
radio stanza as specialists in economy, general news, theatre, respec¬
tively . . . "Crime Fighters” back on Mutual as of tomorrow (Thurs.)
night. Wynn Wright produces . . . Rosemary Clooney vice Doris Day
as regular conferencier on same web’s Saturday "Magic of Music” show¬
casing. Guest this week will be Stan Freberg . . . Thrush Margaret
Roberts last night (Tues.) on "Enchanted Hour,” also MBS . . . "Ave
Maria Hour” is in 21st year of radio. Show is produced by Graymoor
Friars . . . Southern Cal. Broadcasters moved into N. Y. this week
with a presentation called "Ultraphonic Sound.” They’ve used the
CBS studio for the promotional pluggola.
. .
Community Chests and United Funds campaign kicks off locally
Oct. 16, with WINS airing "A Place in the Sun” with Josephine Hull
starred, and WMGM broadcasting "Family of Stars,” featuring Art and
Jack Linkletter, Jack Benny & Mary Livingston, Gale & Rosemary
Clooney, Bing & Lindsay Crosby and Sammy Davis Jr. and Sr. . . .
Lucius H. Coleman, partner in the accounting firm of Rubel & Coleman,
appointed fiscal advisor to the League of Advertising Agencies . . .
Jerry Capp, former merchandising-exploitation-promotion chief of Tele¬
vision Programs of America, retained by Al Capp and Capp Enter¬
prises to handle the ballyhoo on the 18th anni of the “Sadie Hawkins
Day” in the "Li’l Abner” comic strip and the introduction of a new
character to the strip . . . 1955-56 Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
of the Radio & Television Executives Society gets under way Oct. 18
under co-chairmanship of WNEW’s Mary L. McKenna and H-R Reps’
Frank E. Pellegrin. Speakers set are NBC research chief Hugh M.
Beville, Benton & Bowles media research director Hal Miller, Harry
B. Cohen agency radio-tv director Beth Black and J. Walter Thompson
timebuying supervisor Anne Wright.
Donald A. Owens, ex-McCann-Erickson, named traffic mgr. of
Product Services ad agency . . . Baritone Earl Wrightson's CBS-plus
travelin’ weekend: Friday, rehearsal for guesting with Elaine Malbin
on "Woolworth Hour”; Saturday a.m., regular stint on Robt. Q. Lewjs
show, then planed with singer Lois Hunt for Chi guester in Milk FUnd
benefit that evening; flew back to N. Y. for Woolworth rehearsal at
10:30 and airing at 1; then back to airport to hop plane for Detroit for
a Sunday night concert.
General Teleradio-Mutual prez Tom O'Neil taking on the chores
of chairman of the radio committee for Brotherhood Week (Feb. 19-26),
at the invite of NARTB chairman Harold Fellows, who doubles as chair¬
man of the committee on mass communications for the National Con¬
ference of. Christians & Jews . . . WLIB running a week-long drive
in association with the National Assn, for the Advancement of the
Colored People to get listeners to register for the elections . . . WABD
newscaster Don Russell named to chairmanship of the radio-tv com¬
mittee for Metropolitan area Community Chest drive.

IN CHICAGO

...

George Anderson, writer-packager, has joined Ruthrauff & Ryan’s
Chi office as creative head of the radio-tv department. Ed Simmons
has been named production manager . . . John* Roberts added to the
WAAF sales staff . . . Radio-tv gabber Claude Kirschner and wife
Ruth moving to New York. He’ll commute to Chi for his ringmaster
duties on ABC-TV’s "Super Circus” . . . With the arrival of CBS-TV’s
Sunday afternoon pub-service lineup, George Menard’s "Farmtown,
USA” has been unberthed at WBBM-TV . . . BMI’s Claude Barrere
in for the initial Broadcast Advertising Club meeting today (Wed.) to
brief the local trade luncheon group on the workings of New York’s
Radio & Television Executives Society . . . Gene Autry originating his
Sunday, night CBS airer from the Wrigley Bldg. Chi headquarters
while here two weeks for the "Golden Spurs” rodeo . . . Norb Locke,
conductor of NBC-TV’s "Capt. Hartz & Pets” Sunday morning tidbit,
has ended his commuting routine between Des Moines and Chi with
the purchase of a suburban home . . . Joansie Sarasin vice Nancy Ludquist in the WBBM continuity department . . . WMAQ tflking the wraps
off Monday . (17) on a 10-chapter documentary on juve delinquency
spooled from Len O'Connor’s ubiquitous tape recorder. Newsman,
meanwhile, is still recuping from a major operation of two weeks
back . . . Chi CBS thrush Pat Scot etched two sides for the Wind diskery . . . Jack Drees working the Wednesday night post-fight segment
on WBKB with Jim Mills handling the blurbs for North Grand Motors,

IN BOSTON

...

Both Governor Christian A. Herter and Hub’s Mayor John B. Hynes
have sent letters of endorsement and commendation to WBZ-TV for
station’s current Fire Prevention contest.. . . WNAC-TV guested tv
writers at the Parker House yesterday, Mon. (10), and preemed new
"Our Miss Brooks” tv film show . . . Nelson Bragg, WBZ-WBZA radio
and WBZ-TV personality, got a letter from a fan in Paris, who heard
his "Alabama Jubilee,” cut long years ago, with limited distribution,
on the Paris Radio . . .. "Symphony No. 2 in D” by Brahms took the
entire broadcast period of the Boston Symphony Orch over WBZWBZA, Mon. (10) . , . Terry Sisters in town this frame made Sherm
Feller's WVDA show, WCOP, WORL, WTAO, Cambridge; WHIL, Med¬
ford, WEEI and WMEX . . . Crazy Otto alias Fritz Schultz Reichel
(Continued on page 51)
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TV SOWS GRASSROOTS SEEDS
Robt. Sarnoff & the TV Critics
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC's executive veepee, has been concerned
with the standard of professional criticism in the evolution of the
television medium.
He is referring specifically to journalistic
criticism, and chiefly from the lay press viewpoint. He seems con¬
tent that the trade press knows its stuff.
But he deplores “the lack of maturity” among a large segment
of the daily press, and since the papers have circulation and their
standing supposedly reflects the attitudes of their staffers, he won¬
ders why the publishers do not take stock of their responsibilities.
“Television investment is already as big as the picture business,
or bigger, and it's certainly bigger than the legitimate theatre, but
while the newspapers have professionals reviewing pix and plays,
they seem insouciant as regards tv. Why? It’s a full-blown,
mature medium now, and maturing even further.”
Sarnoff “believes some of the daily paper critics covering tv
“seem actually resentful of television.” He continues, “So how
can they do a competent job if they abhor the very medium which
is their responsibility.”
Even the pros have come under his analytical appraisal, “espe¬
cially when they get smartalecky and give one-line brushoffs to a
program that costs hundreds of thousands for time, talent and
production. I just can't see it!” ___
_
_

TeleP’s ‘Staging for Industry’
Cues Expansions, Reorganization

HITTING RADIO’S
NBC’s press conference “PEP”
talk last week was the first salvo
in a television project whereby an
additional 4,000,000 viewer poten¬
tial in 44 smalltown markets would
be brought into the network pic¬
ture on a par with the regular
major areas by charming the
sponsors into “Operation Augmen¬
tation.” “PEP” is the web’s la¬
test invention, a Program Exten¬
sion Plan designed to upbeat tv
“as a more effective national serv¬
ice.” The sometimes loose term¬
inology called “network affiliation”
looks toward a more solid foun¬
dation whereby such contractees
concentrated- ~irr the- hinteiTands
would come into the “bigtown”
picture through attractive costs to
the underwriters as well as pro¬
viding a lure for the stations via
card-rate fees to them.
Thus, instead of an advertiser
selecting his fringe or supplemen¬
tary spread market-by-market, he I
would have before him a 44-sta-1
tion skein of individual station
data laid out for him under PEP.
Along with this encouragement to¬
ward extension is an arrangement
under which certain shows, with¬
out the commercial, would be
picked up by the stations not or¬
dered by the sponsors.
In effect, even if the project is
only partially successful in its
formative stages, its foremost ob¬
jective, invasion of the tanktowns.
will most likely cut deeply into
an already troubled network ra¬
dio, since the provinces are the
last major stronghold of the na¬
tional AM sphere.
What effect PEP will have on
local radio is something else again.
But, should the plan click, it ob¬
viously would spread pronto to
other tv markets as soon as they
are opened, and cause the other
networks, particularly CBS, to aug¬
ment their own approaches to the
smaller areas, with consequent
further inroads on radio.
What is fronted as particularly
inviting in the pitch is NBC’s “divi¬
dend” setup under PEP whereby
a sponsor specifying a certain num¬
ber of stations in the group of
44 receives additional outlets for
free, with the web bearing the
cost for the bonus., spread and, in
efTect. reducing the cost-per-thousand, or “cost per station.” In the
result column, the scheme is also
calculated, of course, to build the
economy of the locals, and would
undoubtedly be followed by up¬
dated “me, too” plans from the
competitive outlets where the oncstation structure doesn’t apply, and
-possibly even where it dbes.
PEP becomes effective Nov. 1.
coincident with a new NBC pro(Continued on page 43)

Rapidly expanding and diversify- 4-*
ing TelePrompTer Corp. has reor¬
ganized its executive staff and ab¬
sorbed its franchising subsidiary
Another Wall St. brokerage
into the parent company in a ma¬
jor reshuffling to keep pace* with house is latching on to radio in a
small
trend that’s been developing
its growth. New setup, with Tele¬
PrompTer National Sales Co. now ip key financial cities. Shearson,
Hammill
& Co. has bought news¬
an integral' part of the parent
TelePrompTer Corp., is being div¬ caster Bob Wilson for Mon.-Wed.vied up into five sales divisions, Fri. over WRCA, New York, via
all under Herbert W. Hobler, who Doremus ad agency.
Show started this week.
moves from the franchise company
into the parent corporation as v.p.
in charge of sales.
New divisions reflect the expan¬
sion of TelePrompTer into new
fields, such as the “staging-for-industry” business, the “Telemation”
operation which effects large sav¬
ings in production costs, and the
TeleExecutive portable unit for
non-pros being marketed by Un¬
derwood. Five divisions are theStations. Division (under Warren
Abrams, who’s moved over from
CBS to head it up; Public Speaking
A hadio program which began
and Staging Division, which will last week on WQXR, N. Y., and
have men going into the field to five other “Good Music” stations
help stage meetings for industry is believed to be the first in this
(Continued on page 50)
country to be regularly sponsored
by a foreign broadcasters group.
The Assn, of German Broadcasters,
representing the eight independent
radio networks, is bankrolling the
half-hour weekly “Music, from Ger¬
many” on a firm 52-week deal.
Since the German networks
aren’t commercial, but rather de¬
scribe 'themselves as “entirely cul¬
ABC-TV and its “Mickey Mouse tural enterprises,” reasons given
Club” moved into daytime tv with for the U. S. forkout are, first, to
a vengeance last week, copping a establish a greater appreciation of
five-day average rating higher than their music, and, secondly, to pro¬
that of the combined competition mote American concert bookings
on NBC and CBS in the 5-6 p. m. for German, artists as well as to up
period. Weeklong average on the that country’s record sales here.
(Continued on page 50)
15-city Trendex lineup for ABCTV gave “Mouse” a 10.3 rating
with a 45.4% share of audience.
CBS-TV held down a 5.3 and 23.1%
share with its three days of local
programming and Wednesday-Friits belt, “WWW” was jokingly re¬
day “Barker Bill” show, while the
By LEONARD TRAUBE
tiled “Wide Wide Wood.” (Actually
average for the NBC “Howdy DooPat Weaver, prexy of NBC, may iLqnly started as a gag via Wood's
dy” and “Pinky Lee Show” lineup
16-year-old daughter. Beverly,-who
have
thought
he
was
just
tossing'^
was 4.3 with an 18!8% share.
Premiere week of the Disney another little log on the fire when, heckles her sire about his muscucouple of years ago. he came up ! larity and one day referred to him
showcaser reached its peak
with the “Wide Wide World”-take- 'that way. This naturally developed
Thursday (6), when it copped
13.8 rating and 52.9% share for tv-out-of-the-studio-prison c h a 1 - j into the perhaps more
>
After three-W’s went- expressive Wild Wi d Wood in
the hour. Low point was the fol¬ lenge.
lowing day (7), when its average through the agonies of blueprint | view of the head producer s clow nwas 7.9 with a 36.7% share. On to the point where at one time it 1 to-carth (.', dynamic appioach to
every day, it topped the competi¬ was all ^abandoned as “just an- i tv whether coord,n«ding the= comtion and on three of the five days, other crazy concept from that i patible color corps at NBC o
was higher than the,combined op¬ genius,” the tons of paper that had ; dering the aging Biooklj n B icLc
position.
gone into the planning were inher- j to be dismantled ioi a ( p
■itori hv Rnrrv Wood to have: to
hours to permit one of his cia/.\
hold and^o produce* Where was i tall ships to be passed through the
a.°so plent 0orc°o!nCeburn^ up. but Ea* River without 0oin* “under”
that went down the drain to be off- ! >" °rde'}?
teleqp! against achievement) Wood i other about non-impiisonccl tuc
was ^en just Xu?1 getting his easts above the waterway,,
Andre Baruch won’t be one of
Cables to Campbell
.
the trio to broadcast next season’s feet wet as director of special
Dodger games in N, Y. BBDO, events in a reshuffle of the brass ! First of the seasons Wide -ounder
Davidson
Taylor’s
news
and
j
scopes
is
next
Sunday
(16)
from
4
agency for Lucky Strike and
nublic affairs division (with Bill to 5:30. It s titled Sunday in i uSchaefer brewery, and the Dodger public
tumn”
and
is
being
brought
in
by
front-office are reported seeking_ McAndrew becoming director of Herbert Sussan, head of one of the
another gabber to complement I the news end).
Vince Scully and A1 Heifer.
[ Last summer Wood & Co. finally four units now all over North
Baruch, who did radio side of, came in with the shakedown America making soundings from
the Dodger ballgames, can’t fit the jpreem. Not bad. So good, in fact, terra firma to the stratosphere. Cen¬
terpiece of Sunday’s trolley ride
25 road games which have been that it was dubbed “Weaver’s Wan¬ will be practically everything—
added to the broadcast sked into derlust Whammo,” inducing Gen¬ from historic cable cars at foot of
eral
Motors
to
buy
in
for
half
the
his next year commitments, a
timeythis season. With that under Powell and Washington Sts. in
BBDO spokesman reported.

WRCA's Wall St. Coin

German Blasters
Pick Up Tab For
WQXR Music Show

‘Mickey Mouse
Trendex Jackpot

UHF Owners Descend on Washington
For FCC Deintermixture Showdown
Washington, Oct. 11.
Virtually every UHF sXation op¬
erator in the country will descend
on the capital Thursday night (13)
for a final showdown with the Fed¬
eral Communications Commission
the following morning on the UHF
problem. The UHF outlets, through
their UHF Industry Coordinating
Committee, have asked and re¬
ceived an opportunity to present
their views to the Commission be¬
fore the FCC takes any action on
the matter.
UHF operators are doing a burn
at the FCC because it invited com¬
ment from the major networks last
week, some tliree months alter m-M
arguments on the deintermixture
problem. Stations are concerned
because the Commission took the
networks’ testimony in informal
form, so that the UHF interests
could not frame answers to the
network views.
Demand lor the hearings came
in the form of a telegram to in¬
dividual members of the FCC
signed by Harold H. Thoms, owner
of WISE-TV in Asheville. N. C\,
and chairman of the industry com¬
mittee. Telegram said in part:
“In all justice, any critical deci¬
sion which may further aggravate
the plight of those who are most
vitally concerned should not be
taken without equal opportunity to
them to be heard. If this matter is
to be decided without further for¬
mal profceedings, surely the view¬
point of the UHF station operators
should receive consideration, par¬
ticularly since the views of the two
largest network interests were in¬
vited by the Commission.”
FCC agreed to hear the views
of the UHF operato s at 10 a.m.
Friday (14), and ^ it's anticipated
that a minimum of 50 and possibly
all 100 operators of UHF stations
on the air will converge on Wash¬
ington for the session. U11F oper¬
ators will also get an informal op¬
portunity to approach the FCC
members on Saturday (15), during
the annual FCC Bar Assn, outing,
(Continued on page 50)

What’s My Name?
Joan Lorring appeared in
Reginald Rose’s “The Expend¬
able House” on NBC-TV’s
Goodyear Playhouse Sunday
(9) under the name of Dellie
Ellis (her real name). Switch
kept the Playhouse phones
busy since viewers thought
they recognized Miss Lorring
who’s been on quite a few
shows.
Explanation supplied by the
Playhouse was that Miss Lor¬
ring felt that, unless she could
have star billing, she shouldn't
go"~on under—the name by
which she’s known.
Playhouse spokesman con¬
ceded that the procedure was
unusual, but said it was the
only condition under which
the actress would accept the
role. “But she’s a good per¬
former and we needed her,”
was the Playhouse reaction.

Ashley-Steiner’s
Rockin’& Rollin’
Tempo on Talent
The new awareness on the part
of package impresarios, caught In
the network time squeeze, that “if
it’s tougher these days to sell a
package, then let’s go to' work
on agenting directors, producers,
writers and performers to the hilt,”
has a hectic addenda.
Activity in the “new direction”
bv the Ashlcy-Steiner org in nego¬
tiating deals for its stable of talent
is almost unprecedented for
single week’s span, as witness:
Pacting of Gertrude Berg to star
in “A Voice in Ramah,” original
teleplay by Kate and Howard Phil¬
lips. especially created for her. It
goes on the Herb Brod kin-pro¬
duced “TV Playhouse” in Decem¬
ber; Paul Stanley, director, signed
by the A-S office and set for 13
weeks on the Sunday night “Ap¬
pointment
With
Adventure”:
Leonard Valenta also signed and
set as alternate director on “Big
Story,” with last Friday’s initial
assignment an Alvin Boretz story
paralleling the Winslow Boy case;
setting Lou Pelletier’s (ex-writer
“FBI Peace and War”) first full
hour tv’er, “Number Four With
Flowers,” for Kraft Theatre; sign¬
ing Alvin Sapinslcy, a mainstay of
the Robert Montgomery show,
(Continued on page 50)

Mulligan’s Got A
TO-Ft. Tall’Status

WWW’s’‘Grand Canyon, Move Over

Andre Baruch Checking
Out of ’56 Dodgers Sked

.J -

Frisco. to the confluence of the
“Miss” and “Mo” rivers in St. Loo. j
A
nnClslcolGplantStinl*plcvefand'f'col-nfield ^OmalX
Colton Bowl and Slate Fair in Dallas, island in Lake Mead <Nev.), the
underwater theatre at Florida’s
Weeki Wachee Springs. They also
threaten to “live” it up with Don-

I

|
[
;

aid Campbell’s attempt at a world I

- it /
,, r nnh .v, h oe i-.,, :
speedboat mark of 202 m pJ . as he
hollos his Bluebird on Uo Mr,
to challenge natures wale, bumei.
(Ted Husing is specially assigned ,
for the color description and inter¬
view.)
. j
Chel'-doeuvre threat, however, is j
an invasion of the Grand Canyon
where Sussan will have cameras in
, plav for the KRCA-TV origination.
j (Wood savs “WWW” would be only
a dream‘without local station co- j
operation and gives them equal j
credit in whatever success the '
show may have in Us 20 excursions ;

Though in the "just turned 30”
age bracket,
Robert Mulligan
shapes up as the latest from the
ranks of tv directors with the “As¬
signment Hollywood” pix over¬
tures already being initiated. Ku¬
dos accorded Mulligan’s directional
treatment on Robert Alan Aurthur’s “A Man Is Ten P’eet Tall”
as Philco’s closing entry on the
Sunday night “TV Playhouse,”
(with Mulligan now moving into .a
freelance status though, committed
for some shows to Herb Brodkin’s
Alcoa-Good,vear production rosier
this season) capped a ’54-’55 semes¬
ter of Philco contribs in which the
d.ircclor hit an enviable stride and
generated lots of Hade comment.
Metro’s deal for filming ^ of
“Ten Feel Tall” (even prior to per¬
formance time) may he crystallized
in the evolving of still another tv
Icamup of author-director (Aurlhur
for the pix assignmem. . usi as r<uiu\ chavefsky
^.mi.veisjv and
M>nn ,als0 out of the Phil■•sehocl ’. continued their ftv col¬
hlhm.,lMnn for
r,„. lh„
film version
v(,,sk of
laboration
the film
“Marty.’

|
Shank
booraem exits I
McC-E FOR LaROCHE
,

i this season.)
^
I
Shades of Borax s 20 Mules
i
“Staging” the tussle with the
• Canyon will be Bill Kayden as pro• ducer and Alan Newman as director and among supernumeraries
I .
(Continued on page 50)

Hank Booraem veepe and diiector of redio-tclension tor McUinnRnckson is resigning the agency
to join the C. J. LaRoche &. Co.
Resignation becomes ci-

° Booraem moves into his new
j sjol as veepee an(j head 0f radio■ television for LaRoche and will
i at>so be a member of the agency’s
pians Board. He has been associatcd with McC-E *or the past
1 six years.
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TRUEVISION REVIEWS

PfiMET?

Wednesday, October 12, 1955

CRUSADER
PLAYWRIGHTS ’56
Ball,” and later, in the World War THE BIG SURPRISE
With Brian Keith, Peter Bourne
(The Answer)
SHOW BIZ
With Jack Barry, emcee.
With Groucho Marx, Rosemary II and postwar sequences, soloed Executive Producer: Steve Carlin With Paul Douglas, Nina Foch,
Hildegarde Christian, Alf KielClooney, Dennis Day, Paul Gil¬ with “This Is the Army” and- 30 Mins., Sat. 7:30 p.m.
Walter Abel, Conrad Nagel, Al¬
lin, Lisa Golm, Roland Vanin
Horst Ehrhardt
m0f
bert, Bert Lahr, Earth a Kitt, teamed up with Day and Paul Gil¬ SPEIDEL, PUREX
bert Dekker, others
Beatrice Kay, Buster Keaton, bert for a ‘‘Call Me Mister” turn NBC-TV, from New York
Producer: Fred Coe (associate, Bill Producer: Richard Lewis
I
Melinda Marx, Jay C. Flippen: ("Jerk Song.”)
Director:
Herschel
Daugherty
Nichols)
(SSC&B; Weiss & Geller)
Bert Lahr’s comicalities reprised |
Art Linkletter, host; also Herb
‘The Big Surprise” preemed Director: Delbert Mann, (rotating Writer: Janies Strangler
—with Arthur Penn, Vincent Done- Music: Edmund Wilson
Vigran, Jack Fisher, Mara Lynnt the old burly days of a. cop and a
Harold Goodwin, "Snag Werns, stripper facing a shimmy rap. The Satur^ay^ight”^)_iirthe T:^(I ro_K
30 Mins., Fri., 9 p.m.
hue, others)
Sid Fields, Evelyn Russell, Jerry ; Texas Guinan Roarin’ ’20s produc- slot as NBC-TV’s answer to CBS Writer (preem): David Davidson CAMEL CIGARETS
CBS-TV (Film)
tion turn, one of the better ones, TV’s fabulous “$64,000 Question,” 60 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.
Hartleban
Producer: Ernest D. Glucksman
found a raccoon-coated Groucho only NBC is going its competition PONTIAC MOTORS
(William Esty)
Director: Richard McDonough
with a bevy of Charleston terpers
NBC-TV, from New York
That valiant voice for realism in
Associate Producer: Howard H. and Eartha Kitt doing the Helen one better by upping the ante to
(MacManus, John & Adams)
propaganda, the Writer’s War •
Both are out of the
Morgan atop-the-piano vocalizing $100,000.
Ross
How should a fantasy or whimsy Board, used to din into the ears of
Associate Director: Roy Mont¬ of “Making Whoopee” and a ripus¬ Louis G. Cowan package office with a moral attached be ap¬ writers, directors and advertis’ng
ing shimmy sequence. Then into (and you didn’t need a credit tag proached? After paging Lewis agency officials the sound dictum
gomery
„ ,
Writer: JCen Englund (from “Show the era of the glorified showgals
Carroll, Sir James Barrie, et al., “Never picture the enemy as*
Biz” book by Abel Green and •and Groucho’s burlesking of a to find out). In deference to his and in latterday the more intelli¬ stupid.” What applied to the
Jod* Laurie Jr.)
Parade of Nations” beauties, new status as a CBS exec, Cowan gent scientifiction, there’s quite a clever and alert Germans of 12
Additional Material for Groucho
hich fell short of its intent.
has personally held himself aloof few centuries of wrestling and years ago applies even more right
Marx: Ed Tyler; telephone sketch
soul-searching from A (for Aris¬ now to the clever and alert Rus¬
It was when “Show Biz” got into
by Snag Werris; Parade of Na¬ the “radio act” that it hit a good from participation in this newest tophanes) to W (for Wilder). (May¬ sians. Unfortunately in the case
tions” by Dorothy Sacks & Lou stride, particularly in the “Take It contribution to the giveaway pro¬ be more satire and muckraking by of “Crusader,” as per the inaugural
Haber
, . ,
Lump It” giveaway .skit, with gram sweepstakes, but NBC knows that Grecian pappy'of comedy, but sample, Ivan is only terrible in the
Musical Director: Gordon Jenkins Or
Paul Gilbert as a frenzied contest¬ a good line when it sees one and here and there some imagery.) sense of being a terrible jerk.
Choreographer: Tony Charmoli
ant.
The “Soldiers In Grease¬ blatantly heralded a “This is a Some writers and/or their stageThough of a suspicious turn,
Sets: Bill Martin
paint” (circa ’41) was standout for Louis G. Cowan production” sign- film-video interpreters are trapped these Soviet fellows are depicted
Costume Designer: Grady Hunt
by the X Y Z. Whatever the re¬ as veritable pinheads. They can¬
Rosemary Clooney’s brace of tunes,
90 Mins., Sun. *<9), 7:30 p.m.
quired ingredients, a must for the not see a girl escapee cross an
Sit Under, the Apple Tree” off.
SUNBEAM, U. S. RUBBER, MAY- “Don’t
“Big Surprise”-subscribes to the whole is delicacy; certainly a fair open square in broad daylight in a
and “So Nice To Come Home To.”
BELLINE
theory—which comes as no sur¬ quota of dedication to the subject. tiny Czech village nor spot that
Groucho
brought
on
his
daughter,
NBC-TV, from Hollywood (color) Melinda, for a counterpart dueting prise at all—that if at first you Pontification is the killer of the
same girl, a platinum blonde with
(Perrin-Paus, F. D. Richards,
of “I .Hear Music” and “Just In succeed, you’re a sucker if- you dream.
a bun, pretending to be an extra
Gordon Best)
Love” with the comedian then go- don’t try again. Which is pre¬
Meaning that Pontiac’s “Play¬
boy,- all of a sudden, in the
Second in the new season’s series . ing into a “Platter Happy cisely what’s happened here. wrights ’56,” taking its first full altar
village’s only church. One Russian. ...
of NBC-TV “Sunday Spectaculars” Groucho” _ disk. Jockey .biUay^J Shut, your _ey.es_and_with. Jminor -hour—Tuesday- -turn in the~~skip~~ |"ls
surprised
That' the stranger in
—-was—pegged—to—the—'“Show—Biz” simulating of an RCA recording variations this is “64G” all over week ‘ with Armstrong’s “Circle
is an American, who just hap¬
cavalcade of the entertainment in¬ session was unfortunately marred again. So much so that, trimmed Theatre,” led off with a great try town
pened
to
stroll
through the iron
dustry spanning the early days of through an off-sync, off-volume down* a bit, emcee Jack Barry that aidn’t come off in “The An¬
but not surprised that the
vaude to present-day video as pre-recording of "You’ll ' Never would even look and act like his swer.” Whatever the Philip Wyle curtain,
American’s
passport
identifies him
chronicled by Variety editor Abel Walk Alone.”
counterpart, Hal March, on the novelette meant between covers, it as a journalist. Like we said these
Green arid the late Joe Laurie Jr.
CBS show.
came out noisy, somewhat dis-_ Russians are • pinheads.
Ernest
D.
Glucksman
produced.
For the occasion NBC trotted out
It’s gimmicked up with the same jointed and cumbersome in the vis¬
Gordon
The journalist got into Czecho¬
a flock of major personalities, with He’s done better shows.
kind of trappings, only this, time ual transplantation. It was a long
Groucho Marx “grand marshall¬ Jenkins provided fine musical it’s an IBM “magic typewriter” in¬ hour’s worth that was said in a slovakia very easily but he had to
backgrounding.
The
color
was
dis¬
cut barbed wire under machine-gun
ing” the 90-minute compatible tint
stead of the punch card machine feto minutes by a preatomic bit of
showcase
and with Rosemary appointing, the definition and bril¬ that spells out the toughies. The poetry known to every schoolboy; fire to get out, along with the girl
Clooney, Bert Lahr, Dennis Day, liance of the Coast-originating hues background decor is out of the namely, “Abou Ben Adhem,” com¬ escapee and her wounded lover
Beatrice Kay, Eartha Kitt, Buster depending on which camera was at same school of tv stagecraft; in¬ plete there*with the angel’s Book who was not feeling well, possibly
Keaton, Paul Gilbert, Jay C. Flip- work. Somehow Hollywood has stead of the isolation booth there’s of Gold inscribing therein “the because the American journalist
pen and others to “torch up” the failed to keep pace with the East now a “cheering section” for an names of those who love the Lord.” has just performed a surgical op¬
in brightening up the spectrum.
eration upon the fellow’s shoulder,
recreation' of five decades of
audience participant; the cameras
Rose.
In the rhyme job, it could not not bothering to sterilize his pock¬
show biz in transition.
are still ^searching the anxious | have been said with more simplic¬ et knife.
By coincidence the
It’s a tall order, even within the
faces in the studio, and even the ity, clarity and poweir; in the tv wounded lover is the brother of
elongated hour and a half spec ADVENTURE
accompanying musical score to edition (that is to say, innocently the parish priest who dies a martyr
framework, to encompass the feel, (The West—I)
the Speidel plugs are variations on or designedly resembling the poem), and has a church built in his honor.
the mood and the spirit of the With Charles Collingwood, host; a Revlon theme. Come to think of it was said with a heavy hand.
Surely enough has been detailed
show biz trends and patterns since
it, you don’t even have to close
others
Uneventful
opening
brought to support a charge of aggravated
the turn-of-the-century days of the Producer: Robert Northshield (as¬ your eyes.’
home some surprises of dubious I mediocrity' in writing, directing,
Willie Hammerstein extravaganzas,
sociate, Shelby Gordon)
Going out on a limb in trying value as set against the calibre of producing. But this filmed series
the medicine shows, the days of Director: Mel Ferber
to call this one in terms of future the craftsmen concerned with the provokes even more challenging
the burly and the minstrel frolics, Writer: Richard McCracken
audience acceptance is at best a Pontiac show. This , is Fred Coe’s considerations which can hardly be
through the period of the nickelod¬ Script Editor: Frank DeFeliipa
foolhardy venture. Neither Cowan long cherished^repository for play¬
Under-rating the intelli¬
eon, the silent film, the Texas Film Supervisor: Bernard Birn- himself, CBS nor Revlon knew wrights projected a few years ago ignored.
gence, efficiency and police-work
Guinan era of the Prohibition ’20s,
baum
what they had even after the initial but not possible of fruition until of the Russians to speed plot and
the advent of radio and the war- 30 Mins., Sun., 3:30 p.m.
$64,000” exposure. Except for the now. Meanwhile, Coe had surrend¬ glorify an American leading man is
time-USO “Soldiers In Grease¬ CBS-TV, from N.Y.
I difference that the success of ered the reins on the pioneering not the. only example of shocking
paint” contribs into a latter day
“Adventure” is in for its fourth $64,000” stems from reasons other “TV Playhouse” (with Philco mov¬ blindness to propaganda implica¬
video.
season as one of the more than half than the fabulous coin. Cliche or ing out much later, but for reasons tion and conseqence. It is a dis¬
That’s a lot of show biz—and dozen CBS Public Affairs Sunday no cliche, it’s got “heart,” and not relating to Coe’s exit) and put tinct disservice to the newspapers
maybe impossible even to highlight
parlays dramatic values with slick in some exceptional work in trans¬ of the United States to blandly
in one sitting. The original best¬ stanzas now riding or upcoming, in showmanship. It’s the Gino ferring Broadway fodder to NBC’s dramatize the idea that American
seller book wasn’t handicapped by addition to outsized projects on Pratos, the Bible-totin’ grandmas “Producers Showcase” specolas. journalists in foreign countries ac¬
other
days
such
as
“Air
Power”
the need for selection and roamed
and the Capt. McCutcheons, all But its originals (anyway, not stage tively engage in underground op¬
at will in recapturing the flavor and various other telementaries. distinct and warm personalities in works, as with “Showcase”) that erations resulting in the death of
and the essence of the great stars These constitute a qualitative and their own right, who have made are Coe’s dish; he is nothing if uniformed officials.
since 1900, permitting for an au¬ quantitative approach that’s high the CBS show what it is. That’! not an enemy of the cliche and
There is also the question of
thentic recap. It gave to each and maybe the highest in tv annals. what’s lacking on the “Big Sur¬ the hackneyed.
whether the cause of refugee re¬
This season “Adventure” goes prise” entry.
medium (whether vaude, radio or
With Coe are some of tv’s crack lief, which surely needs sympathy,
the old nickelodeon) its proper into spread formation beyond its
The “gimmick” that brings on a writers, all of them, at least so far has not been vulgarized for the
niche in the perspective for its day one-act scope by pitching a series- contestant is a worthy deed, or as announced, from his former stable sake of fourth-class cornball melo¬
and age. This just wasn’t possible within-series cluster. Opener, for the announcer put it, “moving out of the Talent Associates he drama. Is human suffering and
instance,
yclept
“The
West
—
to achieve in a 90-minute one-shot.
rocks out of someone’s path.” In ankled. Delbert Mann, known spe¬ desperate gamble to be seized upon
But it was possible, once having America’s Great Laboratory” — last Saturday’s case it was a po¬ cially for his staging of Paddy as a commercial gimmick to sell
decided to venture on such an am¬ vail span a number of weeks in lice sergeant who dedicated him¬ Chayefsky works (tv and cinemat¬ cigarets? On the ^ir and • in its
bitious undertaking, for NBC to the program’s anatomical probing self to clearing a falsely-accused ic), is one of the rotating, group of publicity the program bandies the
have done a more imaginative and of four major areas of civilization, man after he did a 12-year stretch directors, and responsible for “An¬ names of Radio Free Europe, Voice
professional job. Production-wise (Other three magnum opuses — on a murder rap. This entitled the swer.” And there was Wylie—not of America, Crusade for Freedom
it was uneven, as was its overall Adventure’s” purists would prob¬ guy to try for the pot o’ gold, an idiot’s delight, to be sure, and and—note well—the United States
entertainment quotient; the pacing ably prefer “opera”—are “Waters starting with a $1 question, then $10, a stormy sort of rebel philosopher Department of State itself, a repre¬
and the scene-to-scene changes of the World,” “Man the Machine” then $100, then $1,000. There are in his slant on life and its multi¬ sentative of which actually ap¬
were awkward and routine. Per¬ and “Adventure After Oil.”) These two left—10G and 100G and, like farious mores, but with something peared on the screen at the
haps the major criticism,'1 however, are in addition to other subjects the CBS entry, the rules change. to say and per se of momentous end, excusable 'onl^ on the supposi¬
is . that the production as a whole upon completion of the quartet.
There’s no bank veepee surrounded value to a Coe.
tion that he never saw the program
In this broad canvas, Irving by guards, but a mystery contest¬
There was also a large and tal¬ he was endorsing.
lacked a necessary spirit; hardly
anybody was in the groove.
Gitlin’s Pubaff division will be ant from the audience who can ented cast with several names, but
Shabby is the word for “Cru¬
Groucho had a few good mo¬ often engaging in a race with NBC- give him a reprieve if he misses with exception of Paul Douglas, sader.”
•
Land.
ments, but overall was a disap¬ TV’s “Wide Wide World”—film vs. the 10G question. Which he did, the principals were down to mere
bits or not much more so—Nina
Rose.
pointment as he linked the decades live exploits, culture vs. enter¬ Continued next week.
Foch, Walter Abel, Conrad Nagel, perhaps overly contrived, but a
as emcee and chief comic.
It tainment. Initial filmer touched
Albert Dekker. There was an aura useful device since no angel’s “re¬
seemed as though his m.c. chores base via helicopter with the Grand
of “cast of thousands” to give the mains” lend themselves to scru¬
so burdened him down that there Canyon and the stark environs in FRANKIE LAINE SHOW
what
is
said
to
be
“first”
in
that
plot the semblance .of global back¬ tiny by mortal man.
With
Laine,
Connie
Haines,
Jack
was little exuberance left for his
There was a lot more than that,
Teagarden, Jud Conlon Rhythm drop, but these were largely
own contribs. And considering the particular; “WWW” will “live” it
aires, Mitchell Choirboys
“numersuperaries” consisting of of course, but enough right there
marquee values attached to the up next Sunday (16) at the Canyon
military brass and Government to emerge as a powerful document
production, the material provided and waterways, among other pere¬ Producer: Guild Films
highbrow scientists mouthing words with its overriding spiritual val¬
hardly permitted for maximum en¬ grinations around the country. Director: Duke Goldstone
“The West” of "Adventure” will 15 Mins.; Sat., 6:15 p.m.
from the script by David Davidson ues, foremost of which, as a be¬
tertainment voltage.
without conveying sufficient mean¬ quest from the angel in the golden
Had “Show Biz” in its early por¬ undoubtedly be contrasted by PROGRESSO FOODS
“WWW’s
second
show
based
on
the
WCBS-TV,
N.
Y.
ing for persons with two ears (tv, book writ in all the languages of
tions captured, as indicative of the
(Carlo Uinti)
'
too, is binaural).
man, is: “Love one another.” But
respective eras, the verve and color pioneer values of our broad plains.
WCBS-TV has a fast 15-minute
In outline, a simple story with a the very simplicity was aborted by
But these are only coincidentals
that went into the rock ’n’ roll
finale, it • unquestionably would since the two shows are as different musical entry in this new Frankie message that can never be re¬ employing the theme as fulcrum
have sparked the show as a whole. as, say, daytime tv is from the Laine series. The show is a fol¬ peated too much: “Love one an¬ for fine talk .admixed with gobother.” It was long in the coming, bledygook. This earned a demeTit
Initial half-hour spanned' the nighttime dress. Characteristically,
first 20 years of the century, with \ the program brought on author- lowup to Laine’s replacement srtint the up-ahead exercises being one for missing the boat on the main
for
Arthur
Godfrey
over
the
CBShistorian-westerner
Bernard
De
long preface in a switch on G. B. dramatic objective in such flights
Hammerstein’s as the focal point
Shaw, many of whose elongated of fancy—the persuader of believ¬
of a vaude-burly-minstrel era as Voto, egghead protagonist of the TV network this past summer,
typified by Beatrice Kay’s simulat¬ west and its people, as the author¬ solid songseller, Laine is ably introductions are superior to his ing without seeing. If this cannot
plays in the same format. Leadup be conveyed through the staging
ing of Eva Tanguay’s “I Don’t itative narrator, supplemented by
show’s
cooperating
wing, abetted on this current Guild Film to the message was pegged around and pretenders, the play just isnt
Care” and “A Good Man Is Hard the
To Find,” and a “Waitin’ On the N.Y.’s Museum of Natural History, series by Connie Haines, who also Douglas as a two-fisted general in there and all has been lost.
Douglas himself has never been
Levee” production number. Buster with geologist - paleontologist Dr. knows how to put over a tune. The charge of all tomic tests in the
Keaton’s panto bit was a recreation George Gaylord Simpson fronting opener, last Saturday (8), was sat¬ Pacific. Tests were obstructed by at such disadvantage as an actor.
of his “Three Keatons” days. film of his ’copter flight over the
a “bogey” on the radar screen, It was not his kettle of fish; dy¬
Groucho came on next with a Ger¬ Canyon. Upcoming will be such isfactory.
with bomb going off but Douglas namic as a general, yes; but as a
Laine launched the preem pro¬ forced to report back to the Pen¬ human being who gets to believe
man dialect bit and the five-cent personages as Carl Sandburg, As¬
nickelodeon admission rap (with a sociate Justice William O. Douglas, gram with “Green Eyes,” while tagon that a victim of the blast was in the mortal angel and the mes¬
Keystone comedy playback). Den¬ Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and others Miss Haines socked across “Hard- an angel (the “bogey”) who had sage, not equal to this sort of sen¬
nis Day’s medley of “Let Me Call in that groove making tall contribu¬ Hearted Hannah” in a production fallen in their midst. Douglas, in sitive display.
a .. .
You Sweetheart,” “Bicycle Built tions to our civilization-in-work. setting. The pair then worked to¬ Washington, was “relieved” of his
And yet, Coe & Co. and their
For Two,” “Get Out and Get Un¬ Charles Collingwood, who is per¬ gether on “St. Louis Blues.” It post for a few days of rest, the ambitious plans cannot be taken
der” (with accompanying slides haps CBS’ foremost egghead func¬ was strictly a musical show, with staff chief figuring he had blown lightly. Perhaps their worst pres¬
and vignets) exemplified the pre- tioning as commentator, is back as no side gab except for some over¬ his top. The angel’s remains, entation is past them. No such
host-narrator in a slick chore that done Progresso Food commercials, rneariwhile. were put aboard a calculated risk in the department
World War I Hit Parade era.
Flippen, last-minute sub for Phil !s never halting or pontifical.
Other talent on the show in¬ plane headed for the Pentagon for of crystal-gazing would be under¬
Harris, who was forced to cancel
If there’s such an animal as a cludes trombonist Jack Teagarden, eyewitness examination of the taken by one appraiser on many
out because of an injury to his cultural peep show, “Advw,,,*e” the Jud Conlon Rhythmaires and what’s what of all this fantasy fuss. another series with a more fenTrau.
the Mitchell Choirboys.
Jess.
Trau.
knee, did a “Darktown Strutters is it.
But the ship was wrecked; tricky, , citous premiere.
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SCREEN directors play¬
house
(Meet the Governor)
With Herb Shriner, Barbara Hale,
Rita Lynn, Bobby Clark, others
Exec producer: Hal Roach Jr.
Production supervisor: Sydney Van
Keuren
Director-writer: Leo McCarey
30 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.
EASTMAN KODAK
NBC-TV (film)
(J. Walter Thompson)
Eastman Kodak begins its second
year in television with nothing to
look back upon but misfortune.
The abortive “Norby” series, with
which Kodak started in tele, was
dropped in mid-season and cost the
film company plenty. Besides, it
had to content itself throughout
last winter, spring and summer
with reruns of drama shows to stay
on the network and to take over
its Wednesday at 8 time after “I
Married Joan” was cancelled, mov¬
ing up from its 7 p.m. fringe spot.
On the basis that things couldn’t
get much worse, and now with
‘‘Screen Directors Playhouse” un¬
derway, they’ll have to get better.
But from first appearances, not
much better. For unless the “Di¬
rectors” show comes up with
something in the way of topnotch
shows,

it

faces

_tough

time

in

cracking the combined competi¬
tion of the second half-hour of the
ABC-TV “Disneyland” and the
first half of “Godfrey & Friends.”
And the first “Directors” entry,
“Meet the Governor,” certainly
didn’t qualify in the realm of topnotchers.
Not that it was an entire dud
either. But Leo McCarey, who got
the dubious nod as the first top
Hollywood director in the series,
made the mistake of contributing
his own screenplay. Thereafter, it
seemed a matter of. McCarey the
director trying to overcome the
■wishy-washy and scattered contri¬
bution of McCarey the writer.
McCarey the director made a
pretty good try, in. fact he made
the story entertaining in some
spots, but overall he couldn’t cope
with his alter ego.
Yarn, which starred Herb Shriner
and Barbara Hale, was a discon¬
nected comedy about a country
lawyer who’s put up for governor
of the state by the oft-defeated
party. When his opposition brings
forth a wife to whom Shriner
thought his marriage had been
annulled and a child he didn’t even
know about, he promptly quits the
race, abandons a widow to whom
he was unwillingly engaged, and
takes off for his hometown with
wife and child. He’s elected any¬
way.
Against this mishap in the way
of a story, director McCarey man¬
aged to keep things moving at a
fast and furious pace that main¬
tained the farcical elements prop¬
erly, and managed to get a few
funny scenes out of a courtroom
bit 'and the kid’s first introduction
to his dad. Shriner, who’s becom¬
ing type-cast in his dramatic ex¬
cursions in this sort of role, handled
it with customary aplomb, while
Miss Hale was sympathetic as the
wife and young Bobby Clark got
in some fine bits as the son. Rita
Lynn was properly purposeful as
the husband-hunting widow.
Chan.
DR. SPOCK
With Dr. Benjamin Spock, guests
Producer: William W. Parish
Director: Charles K. Dargan
30 Mins.; Sun., 3 p.m.
BEECII-NUT PACKING CO. (alt.
NBC-TV, from Cleveland (filmed)
(Kenyon & Eckhardl)
Dr. Benjamin Spock is probably
the best-known pediatrician in the
country, and his “Baby and Child
Care,” which has sold over 7,000,000 copies, is a veritable Bible for
parents, confused or otherwise. It
was only natural, then, that NBCTV should pattern a television pro¬
gram for him, and more so that
Beechnut, with its extensive line
of baby foods, should go along as
sponsor.
But there’s many a slip between
the idea and execution, and it
shows on this program. Format is
a discussion type, with two sets of
parents discussing their problems
with the doc. This arrangement
poses a couple of difficulties; first,
the doctor was hard-put to chan¬
nel the discussion in any one area
{discipline in the six-to-elghtmonth-old
wag ostensibly the
topic), and second, Dr. Spock ap¬
parently found it difficult to aban¬
don his bedside diplomacy, for
whenever there appeared the pos¬
sibility. of slighting one of the par¬
ents, he slipped into the general¬
ization that all children have individiual characeristics. The sum
total of the half-hour discussion,
then, were specific problems of
the parents with isolated interests,
and generalities rather than an¬
swers from the doctor.

THE 20TII CENTURY-FOX HOUR
(Cavalcade)
With Michael Wilding, Merle
Oberon, Marcia Henderson, Noel
Drayton, others; Joseph Cotten,
host
Producer: Otto Lang
Director: Lewis Allen*
*
Writers: Adapted from Noel Cow¬
ard play by Alistair Cooke and
Peter Packer
60 Mins.; alternate Weds., 10 p.m.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
CBS-TV (film)*
(Young & Rubicam)
Hollywood put another shoulder
to the tv wheel last week (5) when
“The 20th Century-Fox Hour”
teed off over CBS. If the initial
entry—a version of Noel Coward’s
“Cavalcade”—is something to go
by, the series has the earmarks of
a winner. Certainly, the show had
a polish and pictorial quality that
augured well for the future and
reflected a thorough understand¬
ing for the unique and different
'needs of the tv screen.
It may be fairly assumed by the
audience that, if a major Holly¬
wood studio goes into tv, the re¬
sultant product not only should be
a notch above the average, but also
would be spiked with the kind of
names that ordinarily don’t go on
“the-air: On_botIr'C'oTmts‘1 tire* “20thFox Hour” lived up to expecta¬
tions.
The stars were there—
Michael Wilding and Merle Oberon
—and so was the workmanship.
The presentation, obviously, was
geared to the needs of the studio.
There was an introduction by stu¬
dio topper Darryl F. Zanuck, there
were clips from “The Tall Men,”
and there was an interview with
“Tall Men” director Raoul Walsh
and a couple of players. Cameron
Mitchell and Robert Ryan. Host
Joseph Cotten also had a brief
scene with Joan Caulfield who
managed to get in a plug for
“Rains of Ranchipur.” The special
material involving the studio plugs
was scripted by Carroll Carroll
and it certainly lacked imagina¬
tion. The behind-the-scenes stuff
should rate okay audience appeal,
but not if it’s done with such dull¬
ness.
The question might be asked
why 20th chose “Cavalcade” as a
starter. It’s an antiquated opus at
best, and the telescoping into 40 or
so minutes didn’t help it any. On
the screen, the film carried mas¬
sive sentimentality and it gained
because of the full development of
its characters.
Obviously, this
couldn’t be done on tv,, even
though the version concocted by
Alistair Cooke and Peter Packer
captured some of the original’s
mood and feeling.
Wilding and Miss Oberon were
fine in the leads as the couple that
spans some 30 years of British his¬
tory. Both aged gracefully and
brought to their roles the neces¬
sary dignity. In the smaller parts,
Marcia Henderson played Edith
and did well by her big scene
aboard the&Jll-fated Titanic; Noel
Drayton as the loyal servant who
strikes out on his own and then
loses his moral footing did a con¬
vincing job even though,, his char¬
acter particularly suffered from a
lack of motivation; Nora O’Ma¬
honey played Drayton’s wife, Ellen,
and Jennifer Raine was appealing
as Fanny.
Richard Lupino and
John Irving did well as the two
sons.
The tv version of “Cavalcade”
concentrated on highlights and it
lost something in the doing. On
the other hand, producer Otto
Lang and director Lewis Allen
have to their credit a tv film of
superior pictorial quality, with un¬
usual depth and definition. Their
“Cavalcade” — production-wise—
had distinction and reflected the
considerable investment.
Host Cotten kept popping out
from behind doors during the vari¬
ous intermissions. He has a pleas¬
ant personality, but format ought
to be changed to eliminate his
“quickie” spots.
Hift.

parent of a seven-month-old ter¬
ror, found little solace in the good
doctor’s observations on the show,
and finds himself forced to go back
to “Baby and Child Care” for the
answers to specific and never-end¬
ing problems. If this be the case,
how little interest must have been
aroused in those veteran parents
of tykes over one or two years old.
In short. Dr. Spock is going to
have to be more specific and less
polite in the future if he’s going
to keep more than a limited seg¬
ment of. the parental audience
with him. As to himself person¬
ally, he seems a charming guy with
a fine common-sense approach to
child-raising, and he rates as a
definite tv. personality. But the
present format doesn’t suit him.
Show, incidentally, originated
from Cleveland because that’s
where Dr. Spock teaches child de¬
velopment at Western Reserve U.
Filming was of poor quality.
Chan.
Even this reviewer, the pathetic
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BOB HOPE
THE PEOPLE’S CHOICE
With Jane Russell, Wally Cox, With Jackie Cooper, Patricia Bres- OMNIBUS
(The Birth of Modern Times)
Janis Paige, 10 Deb Stars, Les
lin, Margaret Irving, Leonid With Alistair Cooke, Robert
Brown’s Orch. Kinskey, John Stephenson
Coughlan, Charlton Heston,
Producer: Jack Hope
Producer-director: Irving Brecher
Besty Von Furstenberg, James
Direct'or: Jim Jordan, Jr.
Writers: Bob Fisher, Alan Lipscott
Daly, Everett Sloane, Richard
Writers: Lester White, John Rapp, 30 Mins.: Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
Morse, Albert Paulson, Stefan
Morf Lachman, Bill Larkin, BORDEN CO.
Gierasch, Peter Donat, Berry
Charles Lee, Norman Sullivan
NBC-TV (film)
Kroeger, Arch W. Johnson, Mor¬
60 Mins., Tues., 8 p.m.
(Young & Rubicam)
ton
L. Stevens, David C. Stew¬
CHEVROLET
Over the course of the video
art, Voytek Dolinski, others
CBS-TV, from Hollywood
years Borden and Young & Rubi¬ Producer: Robert Saudek
(Campbell-Ewald)
cam agency have done a lot of Writer: Coughlan
Bob Hope wheeled in the new jockeying to find the right vehicle Directors:. Seymour Robbie, John
season as one of Chevrolet’s “hap¬ for its choice Thursdav night NBCStix
piness boys^ after years of service TV slot, sandwiched between the 90 Mins., Sun., 5 p.m.
kingpinning Groucho Marx’s "You SCOTT PAPER, ALUMINUM LTD.
in the kitchen for General Foods Bet Your Life” and Jack Webb’s
CBS-TV, from N.Y.
and blew up a hurricane of howls “Dragnet.” There was a long
(J. Walter Thompson)
that beat a steady tattoo on the sprint with “Treasury Men in Ac“Omnibus,” returning to the air
risibilities. It was one of the young tmn” and then a couple of laps for its fourth year last Sunday (9),
with “Justice.”
Now it’s a whirl devoted its. entire 90-minute pro¬
season’s laugh specials and sent with Irving Brecher’s celluloid gram
to one theme, “The Birth of
Hope away to a- flying start that comedy situationer starring Jack Modern Times”; to one year, 1492,
should keep him in the bluechip Cooper. And the odds are high when the Renaissance reached its
that this latest entry will likewise peak; and to one city, Florence,
class among the rating leaders.
next?” treatment which was the movement’s center.
Even though the hour show was get theit “what’s
shows more dash in the It was an excellent idea, culminat¬
kinescoped for both east and west, unless
backstretch than it flashed in the ing in a lively, enlightening pro¬
the lack of live clarity was over¬ getaway (6).
gram, for a fascinating hour and a
come by the high quality and fast
The leadoff chapter wras a super¬ half.
movement of the general clowning.
This was a nice, intelligent way
His monolog opened up the laugh ficially gimmicked concoction deal,
valves and the mad antics subsided ing with a day in the life of of presenting a serious subject—
only for the lively song-and-dance Socrates Miller, a roving govern¬ the era wdien, as emcee Alistair
routine by Janis Paige with a bevy ment bird specialist, played in a Cooke said, the liberated mind be0l-gph^-Xustie.<vt-of the.. standiip one-note key by Jackie Cooper. In gan to think and be curious. The
gags was on Peron’s girl friend, j'the writing and actingTTiTs associ¬ theme was treated lightly,’attrac¬
whom he said had her scooter ates are cut from the stock pat¬ tively, but never frivolously, with
tern. There’s Aunt Gus (Margaret a great deal of color and human
double parked outside.
Irving) off the acid-tongued fe¬
In past season the monolog has male shelf; Pierre (Leonid Kin¬ interest, so that the serious mat¬
been the high point of his shows skey) a French painter with a dia¬ ter was as entertaining and palat¬
and sketches on the weak side but lect, natch; a porky small town able as it was informative. Na¬
on his two skits, one a repeater, mayor (Paul Maxey); a suave but turally, a 90-minute survey of such
there was no lessening of the over¬ sneaky politician (Paul Stephen¬ a period would tend to be sketchy
all hilarity. Reprise of last year's son), and a talking basset hound and skimming, but for the average
romp with Roy Rogers and Trigger, named Cleo with some of the best man-who-reads-and-runs, it was a
gem. Brief outline of an amazing
he said, was due to a flood of re¬ lines of the show'.
era though it was, it caught on fire
quests and that.many others would
Love angle is supplied by Pa¬
be replayed (via kine). Travesty on tricia Breslin as Mandy, the imaginatively.
Format called for live re-crea¬
“Desperate Hours” with Wally Cox mayor’s daughter. Her and Socra¬
was high-powered humor and did tes’ pitty-patting looks as if they’ll tions of noted figures, for drama¬
more for “Mr. Peepers” as a com¬ build a monument- to coyness in tic bits, for street and crowd
scenes, to present the epoch picedy foil, with a few snappers of the w'eeks to come.
torially.
Florence was depicted
his own, that any previous guesting.
The bare bones of the initial
Hope had a gag for every occa¬ situation” had the bird watcher with its. intrigues, assassinations,
wars,
diplomacy
and amours. Story
sion and straighted for the 10 deb not only settling dowm with his
stars picked by Hair Stylists and aunt and his trailer in New City line was built around Lorenzo the
Magnificent,
his
attempt to end
Makeup Artists. They were brought but being elected to its council as
on by Jane Russell, who was also well.
This came
about w'hen wars and keep the peace, his (then
cut’in for a few rounds of chuckles. Mandy doublecrossed the profes¬ novel) political idea of the. balance
There was little time for sanity sional politician by turning a tv of power that kept the peaeev, his
even with the beauts parading past speech she was supposed to make encouragement of the arts and the
in his behalf into a plea for a universities, and his clashes with
in exquisite finery.
the clergy.
What appeared to be a time writein vote for Socrates. There
did a fine job in discuss¬
filler near the close developed its was a great deal of supplementary ingCooke
period and its meaning, be¬
own ration of rousers. Hope en¬ byplay about a yellow-throated ing the
really eloquent at times on
nuthatch
Socrates
was
on
the
look¬
gaged Cox in barrage of one-liners
the Renaissance and the
and the bantam comic gave a out for, and the vocal asides by, Columbus,
of discovery.
A finer job
double-voiced rendition of “Tavern the pooch. But the writing and spirit
was done by Charlton Heston, as «
the
characterization
just
wasn’t
in the Town,” which took him off
creation representing Ren¬
to a ringing plaudits. Hope then there to give the farce any lasting fictional
A pedestrian effort from aissance man, winding in and out
parried pleasantries with Miss zest.
of the action, making love, discuss¬
every angle.
Paige and as an extra dividend for practically
Film
quality was adequate but ing art with painters, discovering
her sparkling interlude put in a
rare books, etc. James Daly made
there
wasn’t
much
scone
to
the
plug for her tv show, “It’s Always "exterior” shots.
Borden's own Lorenzo a standout, while Everett
Jan.”
filmed demonstrations were top- Sloane was equally effective in his
For Hope’s writers, by name grade.
shorter role of Savonarola. Rich¬
Dave.
Lester White, John Rapp, Mort
ard Morse, as Michelangelo, and
Lachman, Bill Larkin, Charles Lee 1976
Peter Donat, as Botticelli, also out
and Norman Sullivan, it was a sock With Sid Caesar, Nanette Fabrav. in the large cast, and Betsy von
job of giving the boss material that
Wally Cox, Dave Garroway, Eli Fursteberg was attractive as a fic¬
he can go to town with. Production
W’allach, Georgiann Johnson, tional noblewoman.
of Jack Hope, direction by Jim
Carl Sandburg, Arlene Francis
Crowd scenes were fine, and
Jordan, Jr., and the music of Les Producer: Ben Park
some individual incidents outstand¬
Brown’s crew were strong credits. Director: Lynwood King
ing.
One very effective pictorial
Hope took care of the Chevy com¬ Scenic Designer: Jan Scott
bit had imps of hell raised up by
mercials, opening and closing, with Writer: George Lefferts
magic. There was a very amusing
a light but. selling touch. The Musical Score: A! Goodman
scene of all the great artists fight¬
slogan, “the hot one,” fitted Hope 60 Mins., Sun. (9) 4:30 p.m.
ing over their paintings. A debate
as well as the new model.
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTI¬ between theologians over how
Helm.
TUTE
many angels could dance on the
NBC-TV, from New York
point of a needle also had its wry
(SSC&B)
fascination. Noah Greenberg and
OUR MISS BROOKS
NBC prexy Pat Weaver’s still- his Pro Music Antiqua added au¬
With Eve Arden, Gale Gordon,
Robert Rockwell, Dick Crenna, unfinished book titled “Tomorrow’1 thentic - Renaissance musi c for
Jane Morgan, Gloria McMillan about things to come was the basis background from time to time.
for this full hour “telementary” This was appropriate, but usually
Producer: Larry Berns
which the network showcased Sun too loud for the narrator. So too
Director: A1 Lewis, John Claar
day afternoon (9> under sponsor¬ were some of the crowd noises.
Writers: Joe Quillan, A1 Lewis
Bron.
ship of American Petroleum Insti¬
30 Mins.; Fri., 8:30 p.m.
tute in celebration of Oil Progress
GENERAL FOODS
Week. As a look at the shape of
CBS-TV (film)
in the creative, designing, organi¬
life in the U. S. on the 200th an¬

(Young & Rubicam l
The romantic tribulations of
schoolteacher Connie Brooks have
been a national source of amuse¬
ment for a considerable period
now and there’s every indication
that she’ll continue to rank well
with setsiders. First show of the
season set a pace for pleasant
comedies, with an occasional bellylaugh for punctuation, that augurs
well for the scripts ahead.
Initial script by Joe Quillan and
A1 Lewis is pegged on another
(“final”) spat between Miss Brooks
and her reluctant swain, Mr. Boyn¬
ton.'
They’ve even reached the
point of returning each other’s
gifts when student Walter Denton
tricks each of them into a blind
date situation.
The kid’s psy¬
chology wrorks when the teachers
meet at the Wishing Well and the
situation returns to normal. Add¬
ing to some of the fun is the .ar¬
rival in town of a former girl¬
friend of principal Osgood Conk¬
lin, a self-styled Casanova.
Lewis and John Claar share di¬
rectorial chores and keep the
merriment moving.
Kap.
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niversary of the. American Repub¬
lic, 21 years hence, it was a
thought-provoking stanza.
«
Th e, looking-ahead-into-the-future theme could have easily lent
itself to exaggeration resulting in
a mumbo-jumbo excursion into
pipe dreams, yet this is exactly
what it didn’t do. As produced by
Ben Park, it moved along at an un¬
hurried pace, was well integrated
and imaginative, yet never im¬
probable
or
fantastic.
What
emerged, over and above the tech¬
nological field day for the automa¬
tion boys, was an effectively dram¬
atized crystal-balling into 1976. In
essence Weaver, as the inspiration
for this pushbutton prophecy, and
the writer, George Lefferts, were
saying; “Let’s go along with prog¬
ress. but not forget human values.
Automation should not take over
the world, but should be used by
people for their benefit to release
them for better living.”
With this as the program’s con¬
cept, producer Parks fashioned an
interesting look-see into Oct. 9, ’76,
that encompassed a planned city of
complete communal units; under¬
ground traffic lanes, a Fifth Ave.
devoid of cars, w'ith parks and gar¬
dens; radar-controlled autos with
the highways running the cars and
the machines themselves made by
automation, with man working only

zational end; cabinets to wash, iron
and fold clothes in minutes; baths
by supersonic waves; an era of
“shopping by television” with food
purchases made by “impulses”; tv
cameras as “baby sitters”; floating
helium spheres for lights, push¬
button telewalls—in short an elec¬
tric dream world of makebelieve
and magic right out of the Dave
Sarnoff-RCA school of scientilieation.
To put the show in its proper
perspective, there was a funny
sketch with Sid Caesar and Nanette
Fabray in their home with 1,300
pushbuttons; with the trials and
tribulations of nuclear fishcakes as
a daily menu; of rocket-to-rocket
traffic across the Pacific in Caesar's *
commuting to Saipan, etc. It was
good Caesar-Fabray and good pro¬
gramming. The serious motif was
accentuated by a reading by Carl
Sandburg from his “The People,
Yes” ending on the note, “where
to, and what next?”
Dave Garroway as “conductor”
of the lour into ’76 was ideal foij
the role. Both Eli Wallach and
Georgiann Johnson as the couple
from Scranton permitted a peep
into the future were real down-toearth '55’ers startled and-intrigued.
Wally Cox played a “jovial com¬
fort car salesman” of 21 years
hence.
Rose,
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J^RIETY ■ ARB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary accnnlinz t0

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may

on a monthly basis.

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬

Cities will be rotated each week, ivilli the 10 lop-rated

film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market.

All

Abbre¬

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children's;

ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

(Co),

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

comedy;

(Myst),

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

(Dr),

mystery;

women’s.

drama;

(Q),

quiz;

(Doc),
(Sp),

(Mus),

musical;

western;

(IFoni),

documentary;
sports;

(W),

Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a fitmed

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are TJHF,.

show in the specific market.

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

'Attention should be paid to time—day and

STATION

NEW YORK

SEPTEMBER
RATING

DAY AND
TIME

OISTRIR.

SHARK
(•/.)

SITS IN
USE 1

Those ad agencies lifted as

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations_WCBS
(2>’ WPTX
WRCA f4>’ WABD
jra
ions
W0R (9^
WATV (5L
(13)

Approx. Set Count—4,525,000

1. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv). . . . WABC. MCA. Fri. 8:00-8:30 . . 9.5.... .. . 21.2. .... 44.8 Pantomime Quiz.
2. Guy Lombardo (Mus). WRCA. MCA. .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ... . 9.4.... . 43.5. _21.8 Early Show .
Rain Or Shine.,
3. Sherlock Holmes (Myst). WRCA. .UM&iVT. Mon. 7:00-7:30 .... .92. . .. .34.8. .... 26.4 Early Show .
3. Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WCBS. MCA. Sat. 6:30-7:00 . .
WPIX. MCA. Sun. 9:30-10:00 _ __
6. Looney Tunes (Ch). WABD. Guild . Fri. 6:30-7:00 . .
7. Superman (Adv). WRCA . Flamingo. . Mon. 6:00-6:30 .... .
WABC. Ziv . Fri. 10:30-11:00 ... .
8. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). WPTX . CBS .

Sat.'6:00-6:30

(7),

WCBS . . .11.4
WCBS .. .3.6

WCBS .. . 5.6
WCBS .. .9.4
Rain Or Shine.... WCBS .. . 9.4
92. . . . .... 47.5. .... 19.4 Looney Tunes. WABD . . . A3
8.3_ _ 14.7. .. . . 56.4
WCBS
27 H
7.8.... .... 33.8. .... 23.1 Early Show... WCBS .. .10.4
7.6 r.. . . 32.8. .... 23.2 Clubhouse Gang. WPIX .. . 5.0
7.3_ . 13.6 .... .... 53.8
28 9
WCBS

. . 7.3....

.... 16.8 6 O’clock Report. WCBS
Laurel & Hardy. WCBS
10. Annie Oakley (W). WCBS. CBS. Sat. 5:30-6:00 . . 7.2. .. . .32.8. -21.9 ; Rin Tin Tin . WABC
10. Racket Squad (Myst) . IV ABC. ABC. . Thurs. 10:30-11:00 . . 7.2.... .;. . . 14.8. . 48.7 Lux Video Theatre. WRCA

.. . 4.1
.. . 41
.. . 5.6
.. . . . . 24,3

Stations-—WBBM (2), WNBQ (5), WBKB (7), WGN (9)

Approx . Set Count—-2,055,000

CHICAGO

RATING

1. Mayor of the Town (Com). . . . WNBQ. MCA. .Sat. 10:00-10:30 ...
WGN . ABC. . Tues. 8:30-9:00 .. .
3. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WNBQ. Ziv. . Sat. 10:30-11:00 ...
4. Eddie Cantor (Com). .WNBQ. Ziv.... .. . Mon. 9:30-10:00 ..

.20.6.. .. . 43.0. . . . .... 47.9 Stars on Parade .
.13.2_ . 33.0_ .... 55 1
.17.7.. .. . 41.0. .. . .... 43.0 Stars on Parade. ..'.
.15.-1.,. .. . 26.2.... .... 58 8 Summer Theatre.

WBKB . . .ll.M
WBBM . ... 18 0
WBKB . . .11.5

WBBM
5. Badge 714 (Myst).... . . . WGN. -NBC. .Tucs. 3:00-3:30 ... .13.3.... . 22.8 ... .... 60.5 Make Room for Daddy. WBKB .
0. Death Valley Days <W). WBKB. McCann-Erickson. . Mon. 10:00-10:30 . .13.6.... -.28.0... .... 40.7 Weatherman . WNBQ
News; Sports. WNBQ ^
Person to Person. WBBM
7. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) WBKB. Ziv. . Fri. 9:30-10:00 ..: .123.... . 22.0. .. .
. WBKB. CBS. . Sun. 2:00-2:30 ..11.1 .. . . .36.8_ _ 30.2
WGN . .
8 Annie

. .25.5
. .18.3
. .12.4
. .12.4
. .’.. . .28.0
. .15.7

..10.2.... . 63.0 ... .... 16.2 Football .Scoreboard. WNBQ . . 2.7
Film Short. WNBQ . ..... 2.7
i
10. I Led 3 Lives (Dr). . WGN. ziv.:. . Tues. 9:30-10:00 ....10.1 . . .. . 16.9... .... 59.8 It’s a Great Life. WNBQ . .25 3
9. Superman (Adv). . WBKB., Flamingo. . .Sat. 5:00-5:30

PHILADELPHIA

Approx. Set Count—-2,000,000

Stations—WPTZ (3), WFIL (6), WCAU (10)

MCA . . Sun. 6:30-7:00 .... .19.4. .. . . 62.0.... .... 31.3 Science Fiction Theatre... WFIL . . 8.6
Flamingo. . .Mon. 7:00-7:30 ...
. 58.5....
Award Theatre . WPTZ . . 9.6
Award Theatre; News.... WPTZ . . 9.6
. WCAU.: . NBC. . . Wed. 7:00-7:30 ... .15.3. . . . 67.0_ . 22!)
WPTZ
. 52
. WFIL. . CBS. . Sun. 6:00-6:30 _ .15.1. . . . 49.0_ .30 7
83
WCAU
. WCAU. . MCA. . .Mon. 7:45-8:15 ... .14.5. .. .40.5. ... . 36.0 Four Bell Theatre. WFIL .. .15.7
WPTZ. . . Ziv . .. Tues. 10:30-11:00 . .13.6. . . . 34.2 .. . . . . . 30 3
..17 3
. WPTZ. .Guild. .■. . Sat. 11:00-11:30 ..
.35.4_ . 37.7
17 2
WFIL
WCAU. . MCA ... . .Sat. 6:00-6:30 .... .11.1. . . . 77.0. .. .
Football Scoreboard....... .WPTZ . . 2.7

1. Waterfront (Adv). WCAU.
2. Superman (Adv). .WCAU.
3. Badge 714 (Mvst).
4 Buffalo Bill Jr. (W).
5. Ames Bros. (Mus).
6. Mr. District Attorney (Myst)
7. Liberace (Mus). .
8. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv). . .

h Fun House..
8. Annie Oakley (W). . . WCAU. . CBS. . .. Sun. 5:00-5:30 - .11.1... .27.6. .. . .40.3 ; Baseball .
10. Eddie Cantor (Com) . . . WCAU. .Ziv . .. Sat. 7:00-7:30 _ .11.0...
. 24,1 j Studio 57.
McCann-Erickson . Thurs. 10:30-11:00 .11.0. .. . 28.2 .. . . 39.1 •Lux Video Theatre.
10. Death Valley Days (W) . .WCAU.

Approx. Set Count—1,985,000

LOS ANGELES

Stations-

1. Life of Riley (Com).

KTTV. ..

. . NBC. . _Sat. 8:00-8:30

. .

.10.3.

32 8

5? 9

..

KTTV.. .

. . NBC. _Sat. 7:30-8:00

...

.18.4.

3R 0

40 3

3. Waterfront (Adv) .

KTTV. . .

. . MCA.

4. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KTTV. ..

. . Ziv

5. I Led 3 Lives (Dr)

. . Ziv . . . . . Sat. 8:30-9:00

KTTV. ..

. . . . . Tues. 0:00-8:30

6. Bandstand Review (Mus).... .KTLA...
7. Superman (Adv)
. KTTV. ..
8- Boston Blackic (Myst) ..KTTV ..

. .

9. Annie Oakley (W)

..CBS .

.. KTTV. . .
10. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) KNXT. ..

. . Paramount. . . . .

F.amingo

..

.17 3. .. . . 39.4. . . . . .... 45.2

..

.15.0. _ 27.8. .... 57 4

...

.14.7. ... . 24.8. ....

... Sun. 9:00-9:30 . . . .13.0. ... .
7:00-7:30 ... .12.4. ....

_Sat.

. . Ziv . . ..
.

. Z*v. . ..

Fri. 8:00-8:30
. Tins

. . . 11.2. ... .
7:00-7:80 . . . 11.0. ... .

Mon. 10:08-10:30

. 9.3. ... .

. 2.7
.27.5
. 7.3

.13.6

KNXT (2), KRCA (4), KTLA (5), KABC ('),
KHJ (9), K1TV (11), KCOP (13)

2. Badge 714 (Myst)

... .Tues. 7:30-8:00

.WPTZ .
.WFIL ..
. WFIL . .
.WPTZ .

1

:i q
q 5

Warner Bros. Presents....

. KABC

... . . . .11.0

KRCA

11.7

59.3 Perry Como . .. KRCA .. . . . . .13.5
19.7. .. .. 66.2 j Various Competition.
9,5
31.4
39.4 nomeioun Jamboree..... KTLA
22.7. .... 50.6 Orrin Tucker . ..KTLA ... .... 11.2
30.0. ... . 36.6 Amnc ’n’ A ivl^i
KNXT ... .... 9.2
21.6. .... 45.2 R. Montgomery Presents.. ..KRCA ... _14.6
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CHARIOTS TOP VIDPIX BUYING
Status of the TPA-SG Merger
Current- status of the Screen Gems-Television Programs of
America negotiations, as outlined last week in a memo to the TP A
slaff from prez Milton Gordon and exec v.p. Michael Sillerman:
“ . . . You undoubtedly have heard many rumors, and have read
the trade paper gossip about a merger between this company and
Screen Gems. Once and for all, we would like to clarify the facts:
“1. There have been negotiations on and off for about six weeks.
We have been reluctant to make a definite statement because,
frankly, we did not know whether these negotiations would lead
to a deal.
“2. All reports in the trade papers to the contrary, notwith¬
standing, there is still no agreement.
“3.'If a contract is signed, the deal could not be consummated
prior to the first of the year because of certain contingent problems.
“We can’t tell you with assurance at this time whether the deal
will be consummated or whether it won’t, but one thing we can
assure you is that if a deal is made, it will be for the best in¬
terests of this company and all of the people involved.
“The TPA organization is a plum—because of its esprit de
corps, its enthusiasm; its accomplishments. Any deal would mean
that all of us would play an important part in the largest, most
important company in the industry. It would mean immense, in¬
creased volumes -of product and unlimited horizons.
“Again we repeat, at this stage we do not know whether there
is going to be a deal or not, but we do know that it is important
that we continue to function at a high level and at maximum sales
production so that the impact of the company will continue to be
felt in any event,”

LOCAL DEALERS1

Disabled Vets’ Filmed Musical
Quiz As a Fund-Raising Come-On

♦ With the impact of telethons ap¬
Automotive
is
acknowledged
parently diminishing as television’s
Sons of the Pioneers
novelty wears off, one important
champ in network tv at an im¬
When read fast, blurbs on a
fundraising organization is taking
pressive expenditure of nearly $90,pair of upcoming features on
a new tack in fundraising-via-tele000,000 for the year 1955. Now
WCBS-TV’s (N. Y.) film grind
vision.
The Disabled Ameircan
it emerges as No. 1 in the syndica¬
slots will pass for high mar¬
Veterans have bought a new musi¬
tion sweepstakes as well making
quee strength. Pix are “Fol¬
cal quiz show to be filmed on Elec¬
“the fourwheel drive” on consum¬
low the Hunter,” starring
tron icam and to be spot-booked
ers the best chunk of advertising
Charles Chaplin (Jr.), slated
on stations throughout (lie country.
that video ever got its clutches on.
Oct. 20, and “Flaming Urge.”
Quiz element is a write-in comoetiFrom various quarters in the
with Harold Lloyd (Jr.), Oct.
tion on entry blanks, and the DAB
trade comes the “very conserva¬
31. Both sons of the alltimcbelieves it will be able to raise a
tive” estimate of $36,000,000 being
grent comics play straight
good deal of coin through contribu¬
spent this year in tv film by local
roles. “Urge” has never been
tions accompanying requests for
issued theatrically on a na¬
car dealers (by and large distinct
entry-blanks.
tional basis but got enough
from manufacturer-supplied co-op
Show is named “The Hidden
.dftllars_L_And _ _th£ _ever.-huxgeoii:- _s ho wings to prevent bullying - -Xro om.*ro-S+i^is—to-be-pro¬
ing boom in buggies, which auto¬
it as a “world preem” on tv.
duced by William Tell Productions
motive pundits have publicly de¬
Distrib is M. & A. Alexan¬
of New York and star Red Benson
clared will reach the highest mark
der. "Flame” was produced
and the Bobby JIackclt orch, with
by Lippert. ‘
ever in the year tov come, is ex¬
other regulars and guests to be
pected to swell the ’56 vidfilm
chosen later. It will be an hourpurse accordingly.
long, once-a-month variety-quiz
Local auto coin copped first
segment, with 11 mystery tunes
place in syndication (via both halfPla.ved on each program. Ten of
hours and features) from appli¬
these will be listed among 100 titles '
ance merchandisers, in first place
on the entry blanks, the final num¬
last year. The latterday trend in
ber must simply be identified from
telefilm sales is said to be reflected
scratch. Then, an off-the-air tele¬
in this careful attention to • total
phone competition will narrow the
celluloid purchases by various
field down to 10 finalists, who ap¬
types of merchandisers. A good
pear on the subseauenl month’s
many syndicators formerly left it
show. Prizes on the first (wo shows
Dissolution Of the Guild Filins--f
to the top two or three in the busi¬
will total $50,000 a show, with fu¬
Vitapix Corp. working agreement
ness to go directly to the retailer
General Teleradio’s “Million Dol¬ ture prizes amounting to 10% of
is now complete, with Vitapix an¬
level
to
close
deals,
while
they
set¬
the eoiitribulions submitted with
lar
Movie”
package
is
starting
its
nouncing that it is in negotiations
tled for a station pact, hoping the second-go-round, with WABC-TV, en‘ry blank requests.
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
with other film producers for
latter
could
latch
on
to
a
local
A
26-weeks
renewal
has
been
the
New
York
flagship
of
ABC-TV.
DAV have already cleared the
group-purchased product and that
it is moving out of the offices it handed producer Chester Erskine sponsor. Attention on local adver¬ becoming the first customer for project with the U. S. Post Office,
occupied at Guild's New York of “Readers Digest” by Stude- tisers is believed to be the off¬ the “reruns.” Actually, WABC-TV which has ruled that the plan
headquarters. Die was cast a few baker-Packard, with a coin up- shoot of the syndicator’s expanded will be carrying the pix on their would be acceptable under the
dependence on regional bankroll- 17th through 22d run for N. Y., postal lot (cry law. Vets organiza¬
weeks back when Guild announced pance in the new pact.
New lease on RD’s life will take ers which gave him experience in since WOR-TV, the General Tele¬ tion tried a radio one-shot version
it would no longer service Vitapix
dealing with sponsors directly.
it
through
next
summer.
Series
is
radio station in Gotham, had aired of the show last August during
with product on an exclusive basis
Orientation
them 16 times over a week’s span their national convention in Des
but would look elsewhere for sales. seen on ABC-TV Monday nights.
Therefore, it should come as no each while it carried them. But Moines, with the AM version star¬
Edward E. Hall, exec v.p. of Vita¬
surprise to the trade that the vari-1 the WABC-TV deal marks the first ring Benson. Charlie Applewhite,
pix, which comprises a 57-station
ous competitors in the tv film syn¬ time the Bank of America package Connie Boswell and the Hackelt
membership, said that “it was mu¬
dication field are prepping like has been sold in N. Y. to a second band. Vets went for the project,
tually agreed . . . that the future
but wanted it on tv.
armed camps to knock off greater and competitive station.
of both companies depended on
hunks of that local car coin for
Deal, which provides unlimited i William Tell expects to begin
their respective possibilities to do
I the coming year and what’s left runs over nearly a two-year period, 1 filming the series via Elcctronibusiness freely in the open mar¬
of this one. The skull sessions at is the first made by Bob Stone, cam within a few weeks, and then
ket, rather than on a basis of ex¬
MCA-TV, for example, have been who took over the general man¬ will book it on stations throughout
clusive obligation to each other.”
enormous. Outfit’s had researcher agership of the ABC o&o a couple the country. With DAV supplying
He said the Vitapix board decided
chief Pierre Marquis working for of weeks ago. Stone has bought the the program, it will attempt to get
to seek their release from the
several weeks on presentation weap¬ • pix for daytime use, and is slot¬ time donated free by the stations
Guild contract in order “that they
ons for the major types of mer¬ ting them in the 1:30-3:15 p.m.
might be in a position to negotiate
(Continued on page 49)
with other film producers making . Final meeting of the telefilm in¬ chandisers buying telefilm. He re¬ period, permitting showings of
product for television.” He added dustry
steering
committee
is cently knocked off a “batch of per¬ most of the pix in their entirety
that such negotiations are present¬ slated for tomorrow (Thurs.), at suasion” for breweries (No. 3 in and also giving him a jump on the
ly being held and emphasized that which time a date will be set for syndication), and lie’s currently competition starting at 3 p.m.
Vitapix will continue “not only in a meeting of the entire industry to finishing up the gospel for auto¬ He’ll fill the 3:15-4 period with a
the group purchase of syndicated ratify the committee proposals and dealers. Everybody on the sales live panel show, with the combi¬
films but in the scheduling and set up an industry organization. staff of the company seems in for nation pix-par.el two-and-one-halfdistribution of films produced for Steering committee was originally intensive auto orientation in prep¬ hours starting Oct. 31.
national sponsorship.”
Stone is also setting up a special
to have met last week, but the aration for the big push. All the
syndicators are aware that the
The stress on “national spon¬ absence of key members caused a competition is keen for upped introductory rate on the pix com¬
Initial sales campaign on its
prising
one spot a day, six days “Count
postponement.
sorship” would indicate that Vita¬
of Monte Cristo” series has
Tomorrow’s session, apart from auto coin, and since the car indus¬ a week (pix will be formatted a la bagged some $700,000 in contracts
pix still has ideas about a “film
try
has
gotten
its
new
line
on
the
WOR-TV,
with
one
pic
running
all
network” comprising the Vitapix setting a date for the all-industry market earlier than ever before,
for Television Programs of Amer¬
stations, with time cleared for meet, will also serve to formally the immediacy of grabbing off cor¬ week long) for $1,000 under a firm ica. Series, which has been on the
a national advertiser centrally ratify the proposals of a steering responding tv film sales is being 13 week deal. Station doesn’t fig¬ market for the past eight weeks, is
ure to make too high a profit on sold in 34 major markets on singlethrough the Vitapix homeoffice. subcommittee which has worked felt now.
out the matter of budgets, mem¬
this arrangement, but Stone em¬
(Continued on page 49)
The greatest temptation to go phasizes that the films were bought market sales, with the sponsorship
bership requirements, dues and
lineup including some offbeat en¬
scope of operations for the asso¬ after more car billings is the $228,- to instill quality product on the tries.
ciation. Total budget of $160,000 000,000 spent in all advertising last station in the daytime, and that’s
Denver sponsorship setup has
year
by
the
local
dealers,
again
will be collected from membership
(Continued on page 48)
Montgomery Ward in as bankdues, assessed on a sliding scale apart from co-op coin. This is the
rollers, their first time in tv, while
bundle
MCA
and
the
rest
are
out
according to gross billings of the
another “first is W. P. Fuller
members. A top dues figure of to dent even more than $36,000,000
Paint Co., alternating With Petri
$5,000 a year has been sef,- this to worth.
Wine in San Francisco on KPIX.
apply to about 10 of the bigger disTo get automotive dealers, the
Bristol-Myers, generally a network
tribs in the field. From that point, backbone of syndication sales, to
spender, has bought the scries on
it slides downwai'd to embrace the go even heavier, MCA, which inci¬
KTTV, Los Angeles in one of its
Hollywood, Oct. 12.
dentally picked up over 65 of this
rare spot buys. Other key mar¬
There have been many pitches smaller companies.
The $160,000 figure, it’s said, was
kets in which the series is sold in¬
(Continued on page 49)
made to Screen Actors Guild for a
Italian
Films
Export’s
original
in
part
established
so
that
the
in¬
vidfilm series to be made with SAG
plan to integrate a trio of the clude New York. Bofton, Pitts¬
participation. l*ut the guild is nix¬ dustry could hire for the director¬
“Three Musketeers" vidfilms into burgh, Dallas. Providence, Atlanta,
ship
of
the
association
a
man
with
ing all of them. Offers all are
a full-length feature for theatrical Miami, Salt Lake City. Sacramento
Series, inci¬
along lines that some coin from top statui'e in the television busi¬
release didn’t work out quite as and Minneapolis.
such a series would go to the Mo¬ ness. Choice of such a topper,
expected. At outset idea was in¬ dentally, is sold in Daytona Beach,
with
the
sponsor
.in
this case be¬
tion Picture Relief Fund, a spokes¬ however, would await the final rati¬
tended as a money saver, since it
fication of the steering committee
man for the guild reports.
Interstate Television’s bought its was hoped that the only additional ing the Monte Cristo Men’s Shop,
Guild rep explained, “we don’t
second network rerun package for shooting to be done would be lim¬ a haberdashery.
want to compete with the agen¬
syndication. Company made a deal ited to bridges integrating the sep¬
cies and employers that hire our
with Business Management Corp. arate stanzas.
members.” He indicated, too, that
to handle distribution of the “I
As it stands now with the “Mus¬
SAG frowns on the idea of any
Married Joan” half-hour. There keteer” feature, which is expected
sponsor nabbing a w.k. player for
are 98 in the Joan Davis-Jim Back¬ for release next spring, footage
Mexico City, Oct. 11.
minimum, since setup of a guild
us skein.
was taken from a great many of
Total of $1,250,000 is being spent
MCA-TV has finally made up its
show wherein MPRF would re¬
Interstate has already closed its the 26 existing telepix, rather than
for
a
series
of 50 tv shorts to be first station pact with KTTV, L.A. from just three. Thus the pro¬ mind about “Kit Carson,” the Bill
ceive a chunk of coin, would call
for minimum pay to actors, in the produced here by Ann Sheridan Committed to a policy of buying ducer had to re-do the story line, Williams starrer, and is throwing
and Rudolfo Acosta, w.k, local network reruns, Interstate recent¬ with a lot of unexpected footage the 104 films in the series into syn¬
offers thus far made to at SAG.
dication immediately.
Coca-Colo
. Screen
Directors
Playhouse thesp.
ly took on “Public Defender,” and being shot.
First in group goes before plans to buy as many as four more
series, made with cooperation of
IFE is negotiating with a major had the package exclusively for the
Ihe Screen Directors Guild, has cameras sometime this week with series this year from network now for distribution of the feature, past four years.
Distrib intends backing the new
the directors working for mini-, Acosta directing and starring. ranks.
it’s understood. Release of fea¬
package, which is its 28th for the
mum, since SDG receives a chunk Films will be shot in color and on
Miss Davis and Backus have ture will not interfere with syndi¬
of the vidpix series. But SAG location in Mexico City. Whodunit been guaranteed $750,000 for play¬ cation of the 26 telepix by ABC syndication mart, with an ad caml paign.
frowns on that idea, the spokes¬ themes predominate in parcel, offs of reruns by Interstate.
Film, producer explained.
which remains untitled.
man emphasized.

‘Million $ Movie’
Reruns to WABC
As Daytime Fare

Vitapix Goes Out on Its Own;
Split With Guild Becomes Final
Chester’s RD Renewal

Telefilmers to Set
All-Industry Meet;
Also Hire Director

708G ‘Monte Cristo’
Sales in TPA Kitty

SAG Nixes Bids
For Vidpix Series

IFE Meshing Footage
From 26 ‘Musketeers’
Into 1 Theatre Feature

‘I MARRIED JOAN’
INTO SYNDICATION

Ann Sheridan, Acosta
Producing Mex Shorts

104 ‘KIT CARSON’ PIX
INTO SYNDICATION
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GEORGE GOBEL SHOW
CROSSROADS
SHOWER OF STARS
With George Gobel, Peggy King,
(Shadow of God)
(Time Out for Ginger)
John
Scott Trotter
Orch,
With Jack Benny, Ruth Hussey, With Paul Kelly, John Archer,
Gladys Hurlbut
Strother Martin, Dayton LumEdward Everett Horton, Mary
Producer:
Hal
Kanter
mis,
Robert
Warwick,
Raymond
Wickes, Gary Crosby, Ronny
Greenleaf, Paul Birch, Charles Director: Alan “Bud” Yorkin
Bums, Janet Parker, Larry Keat¬
Any day “The Honeymoon”(ers) didn’t get much chance to impress
Halton, Arthur Marshall, Nolan Writers: Kanter, Harry Winkler,
ing, others
his delineation of “The Con¬
Producer-Director: Ralph Levy . .Leary, Angela. . Sideli, .CaroL| .. Everett. Greenbaum, _ Howard is over with Jackie Gleason, he can with
tinental” (in honor of the new Lin¬
Leeds
Mitchell
Writers: Hugh Wedlock, Howard
always go freelance and put away a coln model, what else?).
Jose.
30
Mins.,
Sat.,
10
p.m.
Snyder, John Tackaberry (from Producer: Buster Collier
dollar. He’ done it several times
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
Director: Les Martinson
Ronald Alexander)
before
in
various
roles
on
CBS(FC&B,
Gardner)
Writer:
Allan
Sloane
Courts-martial are all over tv
60 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
30 Mins., Fri., 8:30 p.m.
George Gobel is apparently set TV’s “Studio One.” His Monday CBS will presently do a B’wayCHRYSLER
CHEVROLET DEALERS
to dominate his portion of the (10) outing on the show was in a starcast of the “Caine Mutiny”
CBS-TV, from H’wood
ABC-TV (film)
Saturday night spectrum.
His
trial and NBC is spec-readying
(McCann-Erickson)
(Carngbell-Ew aid)
preerii show indicates that he has. script that’s duck soup for that ex- “Court Martial of Billy Mitchell ”
Best that can be said of the vidAs their replacement for “Treas¬ settled into a groove that should Poor Soul characterization of his— “General Electric Theatre” on
film version of “Time Out for Gin¬ ury Men in Action,” the Chevrolet still produce the hefty ratings of here portraited as a nice but ne’er- CBS was firstest with what may
There’s no essential do-well; black sheep; a pantomimer be the .mostest via Sunday's (16)
ger” is that it was parttime amus¬ Dealers have tapped a new Ber¬ last season.
“Bounty Court Martial,” that wk
ing. It was a lot less telling than nard Schubert package filmed by difference in his show in either
Apparently he, with palaver attached, but with ap¬ “Mutiny on Bounty” naval ma¬
the play, a non-Titanic Broadway the Buster Collier-helmed Federal format or cast.
neuver so provoking as book and
entry of a couple of semesters ago Telefilms on the Coast. “Cross¬ his writers and sponsor are follow¬ propriate economy on the talk.
which managed to put together a roads” (it was originally pegged ing the axiom that you don’t fool
Gleason had a deal with the au¬ cinema. Aside from limiting the
theme to the trial, Ronald Reagan
surprising seven or eight months’ “Men in Black”) is a series dealing around with success.
Gobel is still topping an enter¬ thor to fit the suit to his frame— in multiple role of GE masterrun on the basis of two good re¬ with the Clergy—after all, it was
views from major daily critics, re¬ reasoned, the cops have t'heir se¬ taining show. Writers Hal Kanter, author being Jackie Gleason in a minder, host, and one of the stars
sulting in a long road trek for per¬ ries, so do soldiers, T-men, law- Harry Winkler, Everett Green¬ short story adapted to tv by Frank on this one, made certain that
haps a better payoff as a combina¬ years, etc. Why not clergymen? baum and Howard Leeds are again Gilroy, who incidentally is fast be¬ adaptor Elihu Winer even tele¬
tion than many a main stem hit.
Why not indeed? Idea is good so scripting around the low-powered coming one of the medium’s most scoped the court proceedings to
the mainmast essentials.
In a switch from its tuner for¬ far as it goes. But a look at the brand of comedy with Peggy King
prolific automation typist. In the
As a result of that and alert per¬
mat, "Shower of Stars,” riding first pic in the series brews the providing a valuable vocal assist.
Gobel’s
initial
show
had
a
run¬
suspicion
that
this
is
just
going
to
forepart
title
role
of
“Uncle
Ed
formances by Reagan (as the key
one-for-three with “Climax” dram" atics for Chrysler, presented the be another standard series with ning gag with Gladys Hurlbut play¬ andj Circumstance,” Gleason is the bosun’s mate witness), Frances L.
straight “Ginger” for the opener only the clergyman in the lead ing his mother. This gag, unfor¬ butt of his large Irish family’s Sullivan (as Capet. Bligh) and Ray¬
with a cast topped by Jack Benny serving as the offbeat factor. The tunately, was overworked and jokes, the object of their disaffec¬ mond Massey (as Lord Hood the
and Ruth Hussey (latter rushed in initial yarn, for example, had Paul much of its initial force petered tion who’s used as., a doqrmat_by.allJ chief judge), and by a good sur¬
where_Claudette Colbert appafrent- Kelly_as a _ Catholic priest and out by, .the end.
the junior rounding—cast—of-—mutineers;Gobel’s guest was Fred MacMur- imd-sundryT'including
"Ty"feared to tread). Benny took oh teacher saving one of his former
members of the menage. To show “Bounty Court Martial” emerged
the Melvyn Douglas role of the students from a long prison sen¬ ray who was introed as “Ira Bab¬ that he can do something on his as a walloper. All the gripping
banker-pappy surrounded by three tence through the use of some as¬ cock,” registered fairly well even own, he enters and wins the jack¬ aspects of the trial, from Bligh’s
teenage daughters, one of them tronomical calculations. designed though tne session was hammed pot on “$64,000 Question,” mean¬ villainous smugnes and righteous¬
hell-bent-for-football (Janet Park¬ to show he couldn’t have been at up. Gobel explained that it was while building suspense from pla¬ ness in which he draws sympathy
er, as Ginger), and a wisecracking a certain spot at the time he was in naturalistic talk as popularized teau to the allout moola via the from the beginning from the
Miss Hussey as his wife. Douglas accused of being there. An okay by Paddy Chayefsky, “the Zane family's pleas to take the 16G then tribunal, to the graduating stages
made that part his own on B’way, story so far as it went, with some Grey of the Bronx.”
the 32G before falling on his face. of fhe reverse against the marti¬
However, Gobel’s intro of Mac- This phase was nearly as surefire net skipper stemming from Rea¬
but without injuring the play; in challenging opinions about the re¬
fact, furthering it. Benny made it lationship of science and religion, Murray as an unknown, seems to as the Tuesday nighter for Revlon, gan’s testimony, were extracted in
his own. too, but that means mak¬ but hardly designed to demon¬ symbolize a sense of security that with latter receiving the noncom¬ the short half-hour for impact and
high interest.
ing it Jack Benny with only super¬ strate or describe the ordinary has gripped this show. Usually, a mercial plugs.
ficial relationship to the original functions of the clergy. The lead performer like MacMurray is hired
Mort Abrahams’ production pur¬
This was no mere simulation of veyed the appropriate atmosphere
by Ronald Alexander. Latter re¬ might well have been a teacher, for his name value and ability to
portedly helped in adaptation scientist or just plain Joe without bolster the ratings.
Everybody the hot quizzer but embraced the of a British naval court gathered
with Benny writers John Tacka¬ making any difference to the story, seems so satisfied that they seem¬ sets, isolation booth; etc., of the in the main cabin of the HMS
berry, Hugh Wedlock and Howard except for the observations about ingly can pass up a bid for addi¬ mccoy, only a slight and necessary Duke in Portsmouth Harbor and
change in the quizmastership by Don Medford’s staging was a
Snyder, not to mention producer- science and religion.
tional listeners.
director Ralph Levy, JB’s stager.
John Scott Trotter band lends John Baragrey, who took the Hal rouser. For the records, the tele¬
If “Crossroads” is to be a series
March
role for a little jackpot of play was based on a fictionalized
about
the
work
of
the
clergy,
why
solid
musicianship
to
the
proceed¬
In addition to the built-in com¬
his own—and a bit more suave as version
Jose.
of
court'
documents.
edy elements, however thin, the not relate it directly to that work ings.
befits
his
Equity card specialty. Dramaturgically, fiction is some¬
with
the
stress
on
the
real
function
banker-father role calls for a large
Oh, yes, Gleason “pays off” the times stronger than truth. It was
quota of conviction stemming from of the group, rather than selecting FOUR IN A ROW
family with the 64G and, now on in this one.
Trau.
the pater’s principles anent “life, the type of story where the pres¬ With Kenneth Roberts
his owm after proving he is some¬
liberty & pursuit of happiness.” In ence of the clergyman is merely Producer: Elaine Larin
body, even if it’s only as an expert
that respect, the play takes on a incidental? This seems to be one Director: Pat Fay
Burns
&
Allen
can
always
retire
on the cinema stars of yore, scrams
serio-comic aspect in spots. Where of the chief difficulties with the 60 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 11 a.m.
the old hearth to go off in the and let son Ronny bring in the
Douglas, being an old Equity card¬ series. Apart from this vital mat¬ Participating
stgrmy night, happy as a lark; bread & butter, though at the rate
holder, was eloquent in that and ter of approach, the first pic fell WABD, N.Y.
they’re going in their CBS telepix
other particulars, Benny played it into the standard telepic routine—
“Four In a Row” is a group hokey but warming.
With Gleason and a handpicked series their rocking chair has not
okay
acting,
fair
story,
competent
Benny, which would call for a de¬
of syndicated films stripped in cast
of professional sons of Old yet been built. Ronny—and in¬
merit for him, the reiners or the direction and production.
writers—undoubtedly all of them.
Kelly was convincing as the quarter-hours, along the order of Erin on hand (or so it seemed), di¬ cidentally they ought to decide
while Strother Martin was ; a quartet of consecutive soapers. rector Paul Nickell extended him¬ whether it’s that or Ronnie—was
For time reasons, no doubt, they priest,
i-mn-r.nr.r.iirA Of +
dV WABD with economy in mind as self in catching the nuances of caused to reverse the usual pro¬
repressiveth^
embittered "ex
reduced the nice little romances
well as the improbability of finding
life with the black sheep cedure by making his “live” debut
of the teeners and their swains, so student who’s convicted and then 10 reasonably decent rerun skeins family
as focal point. Use of over¬ last week on “Shower of Stars”
even that small punch was missing. freed by the efforts of the priest. to fill five cross-the-board hours a aspect
head
shots
show the crowd gab¬ (along with “veteran” Gary Crosby)
And the big scene wherein the fa¬ John Archer, as a lawyer and an-, eek, brought in “Janet Dean, bing away towhilst
grubbing their via the good offices of B&A friend
ther describes h i s daughter’s other ex-student, headed up a Registered Nurse,” “Life With
meals
but
cropped
to the arms, was Jack Benny, its front-runner in
good
supporting
cast.
Incidental¬
touchdown with great physicalElizabeth,” “Beulah,” and “Mr. and
inspiration that helped to de¬ “Time Out for Ginger.” Brief role
acrobatic exertion — for which ly, there’s a narration written into Mrs. North,” in that order, for; an
Douglas drew salvos nightly for the play, supposedly to heighten the 10 to ll a.m. gap. There’s velop the human interest values in a lowercaser couldn’t show much
his artistic and exhausting display the dramatic effect but which ac¬ been no damage, as far as could be and served as a story in itself. except young Burns’ competence.
—was all but killed by Benny, aid¬ tually proves irritating through seen, in splitting these half-hours Extra-competent cast included Mil¬
So into Monday’s (10) “Burns &
ed after the fact by unalert cam¬ repetition and purposeless and in¬ into day-to-day quarter-hours. The dred Natwick, Cliff Hall, J. Pat Allen” show playing himself and
O’Malley and Eddie Binns. They doing a fine job as a youth inter¬
Chan.
eras. In short, too much emphasis ane scripting.
nurse vidfilmer approximates the looked like one of the better rep¬
Dn JB and not enough on Ginger.
characteristics of the live weepers, ertory companies. Gleason grabbed ested in the higher levels of show
They gave it the old college try GOODYEAR PLAYHOUSE
only the misery is over in two days a third credit, as composer of the biz (legit, of course, and as an
but were left back. Opportunity (The Expendable House)
and not dragged on for weeks or background music. Alfredo An- emoter within that framework, as
per a slice from “Picnic”). The
to take advantage of the male Producer: Herbert Brodkin
months. The rest of “Four” is an tonini conducted.
Trau.
head duo, aided and abbetted by
teener end via the presence of Director: Dan Petrie, others
uplift, since the other three stanzas,
Harry Von Zell, Bea Benaderet and
Gary Crosby (Bing’s son) and Ron¬ Writers: Reginald Rose, others
even mysterioso “North,”
are
Ed Sullivan needed a sock com¬ a personated Sonny Werblin (MCA)
ny Burns (son of George Burns & 60 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m. (alt. with humor-filled.
Grade Allen) was missed as far as
In attempt to add a little more edy bit to liven up his presenta¬ et al., carried on the side comedy
Alcoa Hour)
fullness is concerned, though the GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER life and license to these rerun tion of Sunday (9). The big lure by persuading themselves that
boys are okay.
Trau.
slottings, announcer Kenneth Rob¬ was the excerpting of bits from they, too, belong in the heavy
CO.
drayma class.
As said before,
erts plays celluloid jockey. Un¬
NBC-TV, from N. Y.
fortunately it’s a thankless role in Samuel Goldwyn’s forthcoming B&A have never brought in a dud,
(Young & Rubicam)
BOB CUMMINGS SHOW
this age (and city) of sophistication. “Guys and Dolls” which got the so they kept >the file status quo with
Every writer is entitled to a day His “as you remember, yester¬
With Cummings, Lola Albright,
this one. But in the interests of
Lyle Talbot, Rosemary DeCamp, off now and then and Reginald day . . .” routine is old hat and major footage on this display. This Ronny’s welfare, he should now try
Ann B. Davis, Dwayne Hickman. Rose is no exception. It’s just un¬ possesses a quality that inadver¬ section was a specially constructed for “outside” bookings since the
fortunate
that
it
had
to
be
one
of
Diane Jergens
lends itself to jibes. This celluloid with musical bits from Benny and Burns & Allen excur¬
his weaker scripts that launched tently
Producer-writer: Paul Henning
having to rehash the day-before’s
picture along with interviews sions, while showcasing him okay,
the new Goodyear-Alcoa dramatic telefilm doings so that viewers can the
Director: Rodney Amatcau
of principals and glimpses of the are after all not in the same class
series on NBC Sunday nights.
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
studio staff.
again
pick
up
the
thread
is
difficult
as independent bookings. Trau.
Title of the Rose play on t’he
R. J. REYNOLDS
it’s obvious, but Roberts
There were some warm moments,
Goodyear Playhouse Sunday (9) enough,
CBS-TV, from Hollywood
tends
to
play
it
with
too
much
but it came off as a talky item.
was “The Expendable House” and dignity.
Lawrence Welk's ABC-TV Sat.
(Win. Esty)
Art.
Sullivan, who usually shows a lot bandstand program maintains a
Bob Cummings is a likable per¬ while the dramatic core of the
of skill at interviewing didn’t get friendly,
informal
atmosphere,
former.' He also knows how to show certainly had merit and sub¬
the best out of Marlon Brando, but
make the most of a humorous situ¬ stance, it. just didn’t come off. The troubled soldier with a minimum did get a lot more out of Jean with the straightforward presenta¬
ation. These facets of his makeup fault, to a large extent, lay with of theatrics. He has an expressive Simmons. The duo got their top tion generally pleasing. Production
were apparent last Thursday (6) the script which was obscure and face and did what he had to do showcasing in an excerpt from the numbers are held to a minimum,
without looking ridiculous. Glenda
with vocalists and other orch mem¬
when he began a new fall series of lacked both logic and impact.
Story had to do with a brooding Farrell played the mother with Cuban episode in which Miss Sim¬ bers usually coming front-and-cenhalf-hour shows over CBS-TV. He’s
young
man
who,
unable
to
give
some fine touches; Paul Hartman mons (Sarah Brown) reveals she ter for individual stints. Only two
back in the guise of a bachelor
has
very
unevangelical
leanings.
commercial photog with a yen for love and affection, felt he was de¬ was properly pathetic as the fa¬ Frank Sinatra playing Nathan De¬ numbers involving any sort of
stroying all those close to him. ther; Joan Loring (under the alias
scenery or costuming were used
good-looking femmes.
Yarn was told mostly in flashback of Dellie Ellis) put her heart into troit and Vivian Blaine as Miss (1) to showcase talents of orch warb¬
Although Paul Henning’s open¬ as the boy shut himself up in one the role of the spinsterish sister Adelaide had a comparative brief lers,
featured canary Alice Lon
ing script employed a number of of the model houses on Yucca who wallows in self-sacrifice as moment with the production of
and pleasant Jim Roberts. Terping
routine yock angles, the program Flats, waiting for an atom bomb she sends Cassavetes through med¬ “Ever Lovin’ Adelaide.”*
was
confined
to a smooth, dignified
sufficed as pleasant entertainment. test to blow liim to bits. In one of ical school . In smaller parts, Pat
The top spot for many, were Les
It wasn’t a riotous affair, but there the most incongruous endings seen Hingle somehow managed to de¬ Compagnons de la Chanson, the waltz by Miss Lon and maestro
were a good number of chuckle on tv for a long time, he finally liver a slightly incongruous mono- French song group originally with Welk, and a briefly-viewed shot of
items during the 30-minute period. changed his mind on overhearing log to a dummy in the doomed Edith Piaf, who are now important audience hoofing.
Welk’s music, while sneered at
The yarn was devoted to a scheme another soldier and returned to house; Gina Rowlands stood out items on their own. In two num¬
by avant garde jazzmen, has a
by Rosemary DeCamp and her his buddies outside.
with a fine performance as the bers, this nine-man formation solid, bouncy beat, a characteristic
suitor Lyle Talbot to give Cum¬
that, on tv, there is lit¬ wife Cassavetes gave up, and showed excellent harmonics, pow¬ other dancebands would do well to
mings a taste of his own medicine tleGranted
time to worry about such Vaughn Taylor seemed oddly mis¬ erful group discipline and a facil¬ emulate.
regarding his over-protective atti¬ things
as motivation and logic. But cast as the colonel in charge. He ity in entertainment that made
Besides Miss Lon and Roberts,
tude toward the former, who’s
Rose carried this a little far. First neither looked the part nor sound¬ them pronounced hits at the start other Welkites performing singles
cast as his widowed sister.
he drew the man to be something ed it.
and close of he show.
or specialties were accordionist
Helping the pair with their plan akin to a psycho. Then he had
Dan Petrie’s direction took Occa¬
Johnny Carson, who has his own Myron Floren, pianist-vocalist Lar¬
was Lola Albright, who, as a him change his mind on the basis sional advantage of a basically CBS-TV
show, was the comic on ry Hooper, violinist-vocalist Bob
model, promoted a date with Cum¬ of just some overheard remarks. tense and odd situation. Some of the occasion.
He had very mild Lido, violinist Alladin, trumpeter
mings and then professed to be Finally, viewers must have asked the scenes in the house, with Cas¬ patter that made
for a bit of un¬ Rocky Rockwell, saxer Dick Dale,
Talbot’s sister. The stanza wound themselves the question: How did savetes surrounded by dummies in easiness. June Valli
wasn’t cor¬ bass fiddler Buddy Hayes and Dick
up with Talbot discovering them the boy (he was in the army) man the darkened room, had the eerie
rectly
slotted
for
maximum
Kcsner.
together in a somewhat romantic age to get back to his unit, corn quality that Rose was striving for. in her single tune, “Can’treturns
Help
Maestro1 Welk m.c.’d with charm
situation, faking rage and then .plete
with
helmet and all? Se¬ But that wasn’t enough to save the Lovin’ Dat Man,” and George ahd announcer Lou Crosby did an
.
,
tipping the* plot to Cummings. curity on Yucca Flats must he lax. show. Herbert Brodkin produced.
Foyer, who’s been doing recorded able job for sponsoring Dodge
(Continued on l>age 46)
John Cassavetes played the)
Hift,
Koue.
musical tours of the Continent, Dealers.
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...If you want big-name, low-cost advertis¬
ing the year round, here’s one possibility. A
five-minute segment weekly on the GALEN
DRAKE SHOW, KATHY GODFREY SHOW and EDGAR

...For an impressive and merchandisable star
line-up, with daytime, nighttime, Sunday

BERGEN-CHARLIE MCCARTHY SHOW l

through Saturday spread: bing crosby, amos
'n’ ANDY, PETER POTTER’S all-star JUKE BOX
JURY, BERGEN-MCCARTHY and GALEN DRAKE.

GROSS WEEKLY LISTENERS*..
15,040,000
WEEKLY COST**.94,710

GROSS WEEKLY LISTENERS*.22,393,000
WEEKLY COST**..$8,400

*Est. from NRI full net AA, Jan.-Apr. 1955; Auto-Plus to SIU, Feb-Apr.; Audience composition, Feb.

**For 5t weeks.

...And for concentrated, saturation selling,
here’s a powerhouse plan. Twenty-five seg¬
ments a week for two weeks on bergenMCCARTHY, ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON, THE
MITCH MILLER SHOW, GALEN DRAKE, KATHY
GODFREY, JUKE BOX JURY, TENNESSEE ERNIE,
BING CROSBY, JACK CARSON and AMOS ’N’ANDY!
GROSS WEEKLY LISTENERS*.92,268,000
WEEKLY COST.$48,000

THREE OF A BIG RANGE
OF SALES-POWERED, LOWCOST COMBINATIONS
THE CBS RADIO NETWORK
Those are just three examples. Whether your budget is large or small. ..whatever your sales problem,

there’s a combination of stars and shows tagged to sell for you in the Segmented Program Plan... on
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Las Vegas Gambler’s
100G on 1* or C’ Show
Is Saved By.a Trance
Las Vegas, Oct. 11.
Source of $100,000 offered to a
Hollywood co-ed if she could break
a hypnotic spell during the "Truth
Or Consequences” radio-vid show
last Friday (7) has been traced to
a Las Vegas gambler. Just prior
to the broadcast, William Moore,
jr>f vet Las Vegas innkeeper who
owns El Cortez and Showboat,
disclosed he had staked- the $100,000 in* fresh bills for the stunt.
By saying the word "Zena,”
pr. Arthur Ellen, who appeared
this past summer at Moore’s El
Cortez, put 19-year-old Patricia
Morris into what seemed to be a
deep hypnotic sleep. The $100,000
was placed on a table in front of
her. If she could have gotten up,
taken four steps and picked up the
loot, the 100G would have been
all hers, payable at $5,000 annually
for 20 years. But, during what
seemed to be a - very convincing
performance on the doctor’s part,
she failed to break his spell.

TV Grassroot Seeds
■

— Continued from pare 33

vision making 100 stations as the
minimum order in prime periods.
Provision does not apply to shows
made available to stations not so
ordered. As a lure for sponsors
already at the 100-station or more
mark, inclusive of some in the
PEP group, they will get a reduc¬
tion, with outlets for which they
are now paying becoming their au¬
tomatic "dividend.” * Parallel with
this is the addition of six more
programs to the web’s Program
Service Plan to increase availabil¬
ity of shows to stations pending or¬
ders from network advertisers.
The 17 outlets that are non-interconnected would get kines of
given shows after the prints have
finished their commercial runs. Of¬
fer is $5 per kine.
In setting forth the master plan,
NBC exec v.p. Robert Sarnoff said,
"The only advertisers who will

PZkIETy
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TV’s ‘PEP,’ SIP, Cigars, Cigarets’
With NBC-TV’s Program Extension Plan (PEP) as the latest
structure designed to spread tv to more markets in the march
toward a truly national basis for the medium, following is a
synopsis of that and other projects, including those of rivals,
touching on "Operation Augmentation”:
NBC
Program Extension Plan (PEP)—Effective Nov. 1, it makes an
initial 44 smaller markets available to networks advertisers at
savings, without reductions in station rates. Advertiser ordering
stations in group whose rates total a designated amount can in¬
clude in his lineup additional PEP stations without charge. The
more stations ordered, the more are made available without cost
to advertiser.
Hour rate of all 44 is $6,325. Advertiser ordering half of group
—whose night rates total $3,000—can include in his lineup, at no
cost, additional stations of equal value—a dividend 4 of 100%. If
ordering as few as 25% of the group—whose night rates total $1,500
—advertiser can extend his free lineup to additional stations with
rates totalling $750, or a dividend of 50%.
Program Service Plan (PSP)—Established in September, 1954,
to furnish more sponsored network programs, with commercials
deleted, to stations not ordered by network advertiser. At pres¬
ent, 15 such programs encompassed, bringing total volume of
programming available to unordered stations to an average of
nearly 35 hours per week. Some programs available to stations
for local sale, others not.
Initially, the programs offered were: Today, Home, Howdy
Doody, Ding Dong School, Pinky Lee, News Caravan, Sid Caesar
Show, George Gobel Show, World of Mr. Sweeney—25 hours per
week.: The additions are~NBC Matine"e Theatre (one hour cross-"
the-board), Colgate Variety Hour, Perry Como Show, Color Spread,
Milton Berle Show, Martha Raye Show, Pinky Lee (Saturday
morning)—nearly 10 hours per week; total available, nearly 35
hours weekly.
T-H-T-Monitor—Coupling of radio and tv participation purchase
"as complementary media” enables advertisers to use the "flexibil¬
ity” of "Today,” "Home” and "Tonight” shows and "cumulative
audience potential” of NBC Radio’s "Monitor” to obtain cost-perthousand commercial impressions "as low as 88 cents.” Plan in¬
augurated July, 1955," upon launching of "Monitor..”
Summer-Incentive Plan (SIP)—Established last February as a
basis- to provide advertisers on any combination of "T-H-T” with
savings on participation purchases pf up to 34.6%. Applied to
programs during 14-week period which began May 30 and ended
Sept. 2, allowing advertisers to schedule on a no-charge basis as
additional number of participations.
Charter Client Plan (CCP)—On "Matinee Theatre,’* "Home”

st

have any cost increase in meeting
the minimum requirements are
those with below-average eve¬
ning lineups who are unwilling to
make programs available.. to unordered stations. By adding PEP
stations, even these few advertisers
can get valuable additional cover¬
age at a fraction of what they
would normally have to pay.” And
via the research department of
Hugh M. (Mai) Beville, PEP is

and "Tonight.”
(a) "Matinee”—Available only to clients who purchased par¬
ticipations prior to starting date of series oh Oct. 31, 1955. Partic¬
ipation purchased must be used in first 26 weeks. Schedule of
bonus participation.
Paid Participations
Bonus Participations
11
22

bannered as “America’s Fifth
Largest Market” (that is, In un¬
duplicated circulation, covering
some 1,000,000 tv sets as of last
July).
The "divvy” is determined by
the total gross nighttime rate of
the PEPsies ordered. Aggregate
rate of the 44 is $6,325.
With the plus-1,000,000 re¬
ceivers embraced, the average for
1 each town is 25,000 machines.

2
4

32
7
42
10
Minimum buy under this is 13 participations.
lb) "Home”—Special discount earned by those ordering 52 noncancellable participations scheduled before Dec. 31, 1954. ("Home”
was launched in March, 1954).
<c) "Tonight”—Same as "Home” CCP, except that 39 partic¬
ipations was minimum for eligibility on schedule applying before
the end of 39 weeks. ("Tonight” was launched in September, 1954.)
CBS-TV
Extended Program Service (Plan) (EPS)—Launched in April,
1955, to provide additional homes with more major daytime-night¬
time network shows. Similar to NBC plan in its enabling local use
of unordered network programs on sustaining basis via deletion
of commercials. First announced as to be treated "as experimental
and tentative . . . because of the complex problerris ihvolved” and
its "new departure from traditional network concepts.”
Beginning in May, 20 to 30 commercial shows were made avail¬
able as sustainers by CBS affiliates, in addition to those unspon¬
sored programs already carried by locals. Participation in plan
confined as of inception to those stations in areas "where there is
no -significant overlapping circulation between-a"station already"
carrying the programs on a commercial basis and a station which
will carry it on a sustaining basis ... to protect the interests of
the ,sponsors of programs.”
Main objective, smaller markets,
boosting their revenues. Additional programs offered since the
initial announcement.
Extended Market Plan (EMP)—Less elaborate than NBC’s PEP
but a "precursor” of the latter in some respects. Launched in
November, 1954, to extend network tv to small-market stations.
It precipitated a newer definition of "affiliation” in that, while a
minimum hourly gross rate at night of $150 had to be established,
"this was no guarantee of advertiser acceptance.” CBS-TV found
that if the market did not produce enough tv homes circulation
to justify even a $150 rate, "the station was an affiliate in name
only.”
EMP was set up as the answer to the dilemna, with minimum
rate concept for smaller-market stations being abandoned and
EMP taikng its place as CBS latched on to affiliation "as long as
the station rate is consistent with actual circulation delivered.”
To cover situations where network’s share a payment from ad¬
vertiser would be far less than the cost to the network of servic¬
ing the plan, two alternatives were provided to stations that do
not create "serious overlap” with existing CBS affiliates:
1. Station has choice either of taking CBS-TV programs on
recorded basis of $5 per program, or
2. Taking these programs live and paying cable, local connec¬
tion and transmission charges.
Discounts to advertisers using all stations joining EMP. Net¬
work pays station standard 30% of gross time charges less ASCAP
and BMI deductions. To encourage station totality, 10% discount
if all stations are ordered.

11 MISS AMERICA PAGEANTS

4 MISS UNIVERSE
PAGEANTS
"Bob should be one of the best TV M.C/s
. , . I came here to write a piece about a
beauty pageant and made the outstand¬
ing figure of it a man! I flipped."
EARL WILSON
New York Post, July 25, 1955

-AND NOW

Selected to

DIRECT, WRITE, COMPOSE and M.C. the

“MISS WORLD”
CONTEST
—

(Telecast by BBCJ

§g

^

|JIIVVL|

I
I

By special invitation of the
BRITISH EMPIRE
LONDON, England — Beginning OCT. 20th

PAGEANT PRODUCTIONS, INC., 222 Central Park South, New York 19, N. Y.
Direction: FRANK COOPER ASSOC., 521 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
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Hygo & Unity’s New Partnership;
400 Features Into Big Sales Vat
Hvgo and Unity, in a bid for
supremacy in features-for-tv sell¬
ing, have teamed through one of
the more unique deals in this day
of merging vidfilm companies. It’s
a collateral tieup, with both halves
maintaining corporate identity and
keeping, executive echelons intact.
Through a deal they choose to
call a “combined selling venture/’
Hygo and Unity have compiled a
group of over 400 features, roughly
on a numerical par with the MPTV
group being handled through
Guild.
Additionally, Hygo is
throwing into the collective sell¬
ing pot 110 features, 156 Colum¬
bia cartoons and 15 Wild Bill El¬
liott westerns. Unity has come
across with 120 cartoons plus sup¬
plying the rest of the 400 features.
Merging units will sell as “Hygo
in association with Unity.” There
This

is

a

replica

was no total corporate merger, it
was explained, because of “legal
problems.” No further details were
given. Nevertheless, the trade’s
first reaction to the partnership
was: Joseph Seidelman, UniversalInternational ex-prexy who bought
out Unity from Arche Mayer re¬
cently, wanted to merge with Hygo
from the first, due to his son’s ca¬
pacity in latter. • His son, Bob
Seidelman, is one of the two men
in control of Hygo, but the ulti¬
mate Hygo-Unity deal had to be a
“limited agreement” since Jerry
Hj'ams, Hygo prexy and the otherbig gun, wasn’t a willing party to
complete sellout.
Two orgs will pool their selling
staffs, four men coming from each
outfit.
Joined firms hope to
achieve more elasticity in sales by
(Continued on page 50)

of the ballot to be used by

National Audience.Board in judging TV commercials.

COMMERCIALS AWARDS STANDARDS

BALLOT

The following criteria for judging and studying commer¬
cials constitute majority opinion of executives of advertising
agencies and networks who comprise the NAB's Advisory
Awards Committee. Please gauge from one to ten points
for each question so that a perfect set of commercials would
receive a total of one hundred (100); an average set,
sixty (60).
1 to 10
POINTS
1. EFFECTIVENESS OF SELLING MESSAGE

2. WAS THE INTRODUCTION TO THE COMMERCIAL SMOOTH?

3. WHAT IS ITS ENTERTAINMENT VALUE?
(Would you like to see or hear if again?).

‘Fu Manchu’ Up Again
Hollywood, Oct.. 11.
Sax Rohmer’s sinister Dr. Fu
Manchu, in honorable retirement
for many years gets a new lease
on life . as Studio City TV Corp.,
Republic Pictures’ tv subsid, starts
rolling three stanzas of a new' vidpix series on Oct. 24. Already in
the can are two episodes, shot as
pilots just before the August
Screen Actor’s Guild vidpix strike.
Associate
producer
Franklin
Adreon is set as series director,
with Glen Gordon as the villainous
doctor, and Lester Matthews, Clark
Howat,
Laurette
Luez,
Carla
Belinda and John George as cast
regulars.

NTA Faces Suit On
Gabor, Corum Pix
National Telefilm Associates has
been named defendant in a $105,771 suit brought in N. Y. Supreme
Court by Morris and Stanley Dudelson, who operate a vidpix dis¬
tribution- ^outfit in "the "Michigan"
territory known as Moe Dudelson
Enterprises. Action stems from a
Nov. 5, 1953, agreement under
which NTA was to supply Dudel¬
son with an Eva Gabor show and
a Bill Corum sports stanza, both
of which were film programs.
Original deal was amended in
Dec., 1954, whereby NTA was to
furnish Dudelson with some 40
British
feature-length
pictures.
Suit charges NTA fraudulently
induced the plaintiff to ink the
pact by representing it had the
Gabor and Corum pix for distri¬
bution.
Actually, it’s claimed,
NTA did not b\Vn all 26 quarterhour Gabor films. Moreover, of
the 26 quarter-hour Corums only
13 were allegedly completed.
Dudelson asks $25,000 from NTA
for fraud, $30,771. for falsely rep¬
resenting that it owned the Gabor
and Corum shows plus $50,000 for
asscrtedly selling the British pix
in the Michigan market after they
had agreed to -deliver them to
Dudelson. Action came to light last
week when Justice Owen McGivern denied NTA’s motion to dis¬
miss the first cause of action
(fraud) for insufficiency.
Court
held that questions' arising over
the contract should be left for
trial.

‘Pinkerton Story’ As
Desi Telepix Series
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Desi Arnaz has acquired a new
telefilm series “Pinkerton Story”
which he’s readying for next year
with Bill Spier' producing. It will
be based on exploits of the famed
detective agency.
James D. Horan, who wrote book
on the Pinkertons will be script
supervisor and do some of the tele¬
plays. Agency okayed the series for
which Arnaz is hunting a top star.
A pilot is skedded for January.

UWF Shifts Mendelsohn

4. HOW WOULD YOU GRADE ITS SELLING ETHICS?

5. IS IT “SOFT" SELLING?
(Mark low if it is “hard" selling, meaning shouting or yelling.).
6. DOES THE COMMERCIAL “KNOCK" THE COMPETITION?
(Mark low if if does “knock" competition.).
7. DELIVERY OF COMMERCIAL
(Is it presented

well?).

8. IS COMMERCIAL IN GOOD TASTE?.r.

9. IS IT A COMMERCIAL WORTH REMEMBERING?
(What is its retentive strength to the viewer?).

-

In the first step of an expansion
of its television activities, United
World Films, the Universal Pic¬
tures subsidiary, has moved Alfred
Mendelssohn from the picture
company'homeoffice into the UWF
operation as assistant sales chief
of the UWF television department.
Mendelssohn, who has been east¬
ern manager of television and ra¬
dio promotion for Universal ,for
the past six years, will concentrate
on sales of filmed commercials, in
which UWF has been increasingly
active over the past couple of
years.
Also upped at the subsid is Er¬
rol Linderman, named to the new
post of manager of the television
service department.
Linderman
has been with UWF since 1952.

^ 10. IS THE GENERAL IMPRESSION GOOD?.

TOTAL

Name

.

Address

..

Group or Identification
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Austin's 'King Arthur' Vidpix
Recently-formed Austin Televi¬
sion Associates is prepping a pilot
for a “King Arthur” telefilm
scries. Firm already has a script
written by Robert Gurney and is
surveying a Coast studio site for
filming to begin in three or four
weeks.
Scries would of course be aimed
at the kiddie audience,* and while
the episodes would relate to the
adventures of King Arthur and the
I'M-ious knights, a central charactoi would be a page in the court.

Entry of Major Studios
Into TV Doesn't Faze
, ‘Superman’ Producer
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Competition from major studios
entering vidpix production doesn’t
worry Whitney Ellsworth, for past
five years producer of the “Super¬
man” tv series.
“They haven’t learned to compete
budgetwise,” he comments. “They
still think in terms of a five-day
shooting schedule for a 30-minute
film. The telefilm producer can
make a competitive product in two
or three days. It makes consider¬
able difference in the budget.”
Moreover, so far the majors have
offered nothing but trailers, Ells¬
worth continues, “and they’ve been
conning
the
advertisers,
the
agencies and the public into watch¬
ing them.” But this practice can¬
not continue forever, he warns.
A feature-length “Superman”
film will go before the cameras
this spring for theatrical release,
the teleseries producer discloses.
No release has been set yet. A
decade ago, Paramount produced
a... -series —of - theatrical- cartoons
based on the comic strip.

-:

Writers, Webs
Resume Talks
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Writers Guild of America and
the tv networks resume negotia¬
tions today (Tues.) for a tv-film
pact, witfi the membership branches
of both WGA East and West having
authorized strike action and unani¬
mously nixing a network offer for
a contract similar to'that of the Al¬
liance of Television Film Pro¬
ducers, which reps the independ¬
ents in the field.
Key demand of the writers is
rerun payments, with the Guild
asking 75% of minimums for sec¬
ond run, 75% for the third and
fourth runs, and 50% from the
fifth run on. At present WGA re¬
ceives nothing on the second,
fourth, sixth, eighth, tenth and
twelfth runs. The Guild is also
demanding a minimum of $1,100
for half-hour vidplays and $2,000
for hour-long teleplays.
The Guild also seeks a change in
nonexclusivify provisions, asking
that the producer be limited to ex¬
clusive rights on properties for
seven years with the right to nenotiate for another five-year period
if he wishes. But at the end of
that time, the writer would have
all the rights, under the WGA de¬
mands. Guild also wants to elimi¬
nate.. the practice of ^paying ad¬
vances against residuals.
The network negotiations are im¬
portant to the Guild since the con¬
tract will probably set the pattern
for upcoming negotiations between
the writers and the Alliance and
the major studios making vidpix.
WGA pact with the majors expires
Nov. 17, while the Alliance con¬
tract ends Feb. 20.

CIVIL AIR PATROL
SAGA ON‘CAVALCADE’
Washington, Oct. 11.
Civil Air Patrol, which has fre¬
quently come to the aid of com¬
mercial television, will take a tv
bow itself this month. ABC’s “Cav¬
alcade of the Air” will tell the
CAP story on its Oct. 18 segment,
with members of the volunteer air
squadron playing roles side-by-side
with professional actors.
CAP, composed of civilian fliers
all over the country, who give their
services and their own planes for
the cause of civilian defense, has
often ferried web commentators
and personnel on special missions.
They flew radio-tv, newsmen to
cover the course of hurricane
“Connie” last month. During the
many postponements of last
spring’s “Operation Cue,” they
helped harried web commentators
keep snafued deadlines with a well
organized air ferry service.
Dori* Dowling Into 'Cheyenne'
Hollywood, Oct. 11._
Fh’strHollyWood casting for Doris
Dovyling, back after four years in
Italian pix, is lead in a “Cheyenne”
segment of the ABC-TV “Warner
Bros. Presents” series.
Vidpix series toplines Clint
Walker.

I955

Ziv’s Aug.-Sept
Billings Upbeat
Spotlighting the . expansion of
the television industry in general
and film syndication in particular
is the announcement by Ziv this
week that its combined AugustSeptember business this year
equals its entire sales total for
the first six months of 1954. Same
two-month total was three times
the fentire 1949 sales total for the
firm.
Principal source of activity dur¬
ing the August-September spell
came from sales on the new “High¬
way Patrol” series, which is due
to preem. Paced by the 30-market
Ballantine sale, the Broderick
Crawford starrer is set to preem
later this month in 160 markets,
according to Ziv. Also accounting
for much of the total is the thirdyear “I Led Three Lives” renewals
and new business, with Phillips
Petroleum’s 40 markets leading the
pack. Carter Products’ extention_
“to “4'O^markets of" Its “Mrr District
Attorney” sponsorship plus sales
on “Science Fiction Theatre” and
other Ziv properties rounded out
the record biz.
San Antonio—WOAI-TV inaugu¬
rates live color telecasts from its
studios here on Saturday (15).

AMERICA’S

10th tv
MARKET

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNA,

NBC and CBS
The WGAL-TV multi-city mar¬
ket area Is comprised of
912,950 TV sets owned by
million people who have
$514 billion to spend each
year— America's 10th TV
Market.
STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Prti.

MEEKER TV, INC.
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FOR YOUR BUSINESS FRIENDS

America’s finest gift whiskey-in America's finest gift decanter
This impressive full-quart decanter—at no extra
charge—makes the perfect business gift.
Your friends will appreciate the handsome, mod¬
ern styling long, long after Christmas.

OR CHOOSE A GIFT

OR THE SEASON’S

THAT’S ALWAYS
WELCOME...

And they will be delighted too by the generous
contents. For it is a full quart of the same superbly
mellow Four Roses that's been America's favorite
gift whiskey year after year.
For a “preview” of these three ways to give
Four Roses, call your local Frankfort represent¬
ative or write to Frankfort Distillers Company,
New York, N. Y.

FRANKFORT DISTILLERS CO., N. Y. C. BLENDED WHISKEY.
86.8 PROOF. 60% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.

The regular bottle (4/5 qt.)
of that special gift whiskey.
Four Roses ..'. packed in a
festive gift carton.

ular (4/5 quart) bottles of
Four Roses in a handsome
“florist’s” carton.
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MY FAVORITE HUSBAND
With
Barry
Nelson,
Vanessa
Brown, Alix Talton, Dan Tobin,
Sara Selby, Jean Inncss, Flor¬
ence Sundstrom, others; Lud
Gluskin orch
Continued from page 38
Producer: Edmund Hartmann .
Miss Albright, incidentally, fills guests. It proved to be a solid |I Director: Edward Buzzcll
introductory showcase for Durante 1 Writer: Budd Grossman
the bill as a looker.
A strong point of the Cummings and his regular supporting cast.
30 Mins.: "^s., 10:30 p.m.
One of the assets of this show frigidaire
show is the affable 'flavor it pro¬
jects. The performers are. all lik¬ was its unpretentiousness. It didn’t CBS-TV (film)
able. Resides those already men¬ try to bowl dialers over and suc¬
(Kudner)
tioned, the talent lineup includes ceeded in being a well-paced ses¬
To match the current trend in
Ann B. Davis, as Cummings’ as¬ sion of comedy and music in a “adult westerns” now hitting the
sistant; Dwayne Hickman, as Miss typical Durante format. Except for air, CBS-TV’s “My Favorite Hus¬
DeCamp’s teenage son, and Diane the piano interlude by the Iturbi’?:, band.” which sDecializes in “adult
Jergens. as the boy’s girlfriend. the Schnozz was on camera for vir¬ situation comedy,” returns to the
The commercials for the sponsor’s tually the full 30 minutes (less air, and it is an auspicious return.
Winston cigarets were okay.
commercials) and from the open¬ It is also a potent argument for
Jess.
ing bit about a Vaughn Monroe vidpix, as “Husband” starts this
photo being switched in by mis¬ series on film.
TEXACO STAR THEATRE
take for a Marilyn Monroe calen¬
Th<>
episode romps along
With Jimmy Durante, Eddie Jack- dar shot to the closing ‘‘Eagle merrily,
with generally deft dia¬
son, Jack Roth, Jules Buffano, Rock” number, he belted with his log given bright delivery by a topCandy Candido, guests
usual zest.
rate cast, and with none of the
Producer; William Harman
Durante, who has worked with hazards of live tv to mar the pace.
Director; Sid Smith
longhairs before, notably Helen
Opener also marks debut of two
Writers: John Fenton Murray, Traubel, restrained only in his new faces in familiar roles.
Benedict Freedman, Elon Pack¬ handling of the Iturbis. There was Vanessa Brown, petite and brunet,
ard
a brief and rather quiet routine replaces tall and blonde Joan
SO Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.m.
between Miss Iturbi and Durante, Caulfield as Liz Cooper, and main¬
TEXACO
but Jose Iturbi eschewed the com¬ tains the beguiling combination of
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
edy business altogether. He played wit, femininity and attractive sex
(Kudnc.r)
“Rhapsody in Blue” in a piano duo which has become a hallmark of
Jimmy Durante teed off his new with his sister, ^vho preceded with the role. Dan Tobin, who inherits
and expanded season of video a solo “Malaguena.” Then Iturbi the Oliver Shepard (next door
activity this- fall ■'with a-Treat half- 'bowed-“Off with unruffled- -dignity- neighbor) role from "Bob Sweeney,
hour session last Saturday night as if it were Carnegie Hall rather hasn’t too much to do in initialer.
(8). The Schnozz is set to do 30 than a comedy show' on video.
A holdover from former cast,
shows this season on a three out
After the Iturbis, Durante hoked
of four week basis with the series up a bit at the piano with a group Barry Nelson ably demonstrates
that
a situation comedy husband
divided between live and filmed of five femme lookers who serve
stanzas. Opener was a live one as the show’s hoofing line. Stanza s can have charm and intelligence.
Alix
Talton,
another holdover, re¬
with Jose and Ampara Iturbi as opening bit, a special material
number about “The Men Behind mains as Myra Shepard, proving
an
effective
foil
for the sophisti¬
the Man,” served to bring on
Durante’s sidekicks, Eddie Jackson cated comedy and getting - off a
(with his inevitable strutting rou¬ number of wry nifties - of her own.
Debuter deals with trials of
tine), drummer Jack Roth, pianist
Jules Buffano and zany-voiced suburban Coopers in obtaining
Candy Candido. There was also a their first fulltime maid. Eventu¬
brief routine with the magico Galli ally, they land what should be con¬
Galli, but this type of turn doesn’t sidered a gem in this day. But
have its full value on video where they find, to their dismay, that the
the camera actually interferes with Cooper household now revolves
around the maid (Sara Selby).
the legerdermain.
One plug for Texaco appeared to When circumstance forces her re¬
cut into some byplay between turn to her former job, the Coop¬
Durante and Miss Iturbi, but other¬ ers happily resume their more
comfortable maidless status.
wise the show ran smoothly.
Herm.
Beginning script, by Budd Grossman, is not an unqualified success.
Washington—Patterson-Richards Scene at an employment agency
stations have appointed Edwin R. has the unfortunate tone of a col¬
Huse as vice president in charge lege revue skit and certain lines
of regional and national business which doubtless seemed like sure
departments of the group’s three boffs on the printed page fall dole¬
radio outlets—WHAR in Clarks-, fully flat. But as a whole, this
burg, W. Va., WKYR in Keyser, slight episode is a pleasant tv eve¬
W. Va., and WTRX in Bellaire, O. ning’s entertainment.
Edward Buzzell maintains the
| Huse will be headquartered in
Clarksburg. He was formerly ac- proper tongue - in - check atmos¬
I count exec with WXYZ in Detroit. phere and partially minimizes the
few script lapses with his able di¬
rection. All technical aspects are
highly competent.
Kove.

Television Reviews

WANTED for
TELEVISION
SINGING ACCORDIONIST
FOR E.Z.C. RANCH GALS PROGRAM

S175.00 WEEKLY
Good job for girl accordionist who can play western and
country style music. Steady work with daily television show
now in. its fifth year on KDKA-TV. State if you play any other
instruments.
No previous television experience necessary.
Write immediately giving details of experience, age and send
recent photograph of yourself. Also send tape or recording
if you have one. Qualified applicants will be brought in for
an audition, all expenses paid. Send replies to:

DUSTY BROWN, 90<TKeenan Bldtf., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Commercially Speaking ...
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flawless polish to Gail Ingram’s
excellent , script, adding to the
“happy returns” atmosphere of the
fall curtainraiser.
And General
Foods used its time wisely with
some effective blurbs.
Dave.
TEX McCRARY’S “MIP”
Producer: Hank Wechsler
Director: Barry Shear
10 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:15 p.m.
WARD, New York
Tex McCrary’s return to N.Y.
video—once not long ago he was on
WRCA-TV and he’s still on WRCA
radio—is as a straight interviewer,
a' job he’s ably suited to do. It’s a
WABD 10-minute stanza, after the
7 p.m. news, called “Tex McCrary’s
MIP/’ MIP being Most Important
Person. Even though a little more
superlative than VIP, which it
paraphrases, MIP shapes asia Most
Impressive Package, considering
the first week’s guest roster and
McCrary’s vis-a-vis talents.
Stanza began with McCrary faceto-facing Democratic leader Car¬
mine DeSapio, but the newshawk
kept his Eisenhower Republican
blood from boiling and popped the
right series of questions instead.
Last night (Tues.), guester was
slated to be Charles ($64,000 Ques¬
tion”) Revson (a plug for CBS?).
Tonight, tomorrow night and Fri-day—lineup—will—be--Billy Rose,
Harry Belafonte and V.K. Krishna
Menon, a nice conglomeration, and
in that order.
Initialer showed McCrary’s vet
reporter background. This week
DeSapio may not be the hottest
thing in the political pic. .Regard¬
less, McCrary knew how to get the
best out of the boss politician.
He’s a well-informed provocateur,
with posers of interesting political
and personal nature both. Major
problem facing the 10-minute
limits depth to which McCrary can
explore personality on the nightly
MIP block.
Trappings are good, lighting and
camerawork (especially close-ups)
of first water.
But McCrary’s
shirtsleeves stance might be a lit¬
tle too pretentiously “newspapery,”
and the couple-to-many pluggolas
during program for papers and
mags made it look like WABD was
carrying on a love affair with the
publication biz. Tim§ mag blowup
with DeSapio on the cover was
fine, but use of a local tab and a
copy of Life really had no place in
the word-around. Exercising them
as SDringboards for questions was
for McCrary like forcing a point.
Art.

With Katherine Copeland, others
Producer: Miss Copeland
Director: Kirk Alexander
30 Mins., Sun., 3 p.m.
CBS-TV, from New York
CBS-TV’s new Sunday public
service showcase “Talkaround” is
an excellent program, in its sim¬
plicity provided far more than it
proposed to offer. Pleasant, thirtiesh Katherine (Kathy) Copeland
an ex-schoolteacher who is said ft
have conceived “Talkaroimd” in
addition to being its producer and
moderator, had m mind to he n
early teenagers explore their own
feelings and their relationships
with their parents. While the 3
to 3:30 stanza did that eminently
well, the average adult switching
in, whether parent or not, had
plenty of chance to see some of his
own every-day problems clearly
reflected in and defined bv the
kids and Miss Copeland.
Hostess took six kids of about
12 to 14 years old, kids with abil¬
ity to talk clearly and who were
to a person, charming and intelli¬
gent, though none was like the
other. Miss Copeland set the mark
by. telling the kids: “How you feel
is all we want to talk about. We
have a topic but where it goes is
up to -you.” And though she let “
the kids ramble, she capably ap¬
plied whatever was said to the
point at hand. To assure that the
kids would speak out, femme start¬
ed the show off with two unex¬
pected manuevers. She shocked
the group by commanding one kid
to scram. Then she switched the
mood by politely asking another
(Continued on page 48)

4,500 Sq. Ft.
Penthouse
Penthouse Offices from $75 Month

Hotel Great Northern
118 WEST 57th STREET
e
e
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e
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Ideal for TV rehearsals
Ballet School
tynce Instruction
Photographic or Art Studio
Or living quarters

24-hour elovattr and switchboard Mrvtit

‘BODDE’
Monufo(fw'.fi
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St. Louis—Radio station KSTL
Background Projector
was put out of commission for sev¬
Equipment for
eral days last week when Its 365’
MOTION PICTURE
transmitting tower located in East
and
St. Louis was broken in half when
MAMA
TELEVISION STUDIOS
With Peggy Wood, Judson Laire, a violent wind and ,rain storm
1 1 54 1 Bradley St
Dick Van Patten, Rosemary Rice, • struck the town causing consider¬
San Fernando
Calif.
Robin Morgan, Patty McCor¬ able damage.
mack, Ronnie Welsh, Alice
Mann, Jimmy Rogers, Iris Joyce;
announcer, Alun Williams; or¬
ganist, Billy Nalle
Producer; Carol Irwin
Director: Don Richardson
Writer: Gail Ingram
30 Mins.; Fri., 8 p.m.
be sure to see the
GENERAL FOODS
CBS-TV, from N.Y.
(Benton & Bowles)
Mama Peggy Wood and her
Norske brood are back for the
seventh year dishing up those
warm slices of domestic souffles
that have made the Hansen family
literally “good neighbors” up and
Opening Tomorrow (October 13th) in the
down the Friday night CBS-TV
party line. That this tintype piece
laid in San Francisco around 1915
Stage Show
can capture and hold the compara¬
tive sophisticates of the ’50s says
"markabli .(heft and* all kind.
much about the skillfulness of the
scripters and the cast, and the
E** • • ' "»"•
-kick hat ben
an
Television outside of PETER PAN.
basic honesty of -the overall treat¬
ment.
Exclusive representative:
For Information, availabilities and ratos:
There are no psychological
KIRBY'S FLYING BALLETS
PETER LAWRENCE, 40 East 49th Street
whooptodoos here, just the minor
London, England
foibles of a closely knit clan that
New York City
PLaza 8-1425
always wind up making a nice
small point about family relation¬
ships. The younger members of
Mama’s flock got the big play on
the opener (7) as Robin Morgan
as Dagmar and Patty McCormick
as her young niece Ingeborg
reeled off strictly Class A per¬
formances in the vignette revolving
around Dag’s sneaking off to the
freshman dance while Ingeborg
took over her baby sitting assign¬
ment. As befits a Broadway “vet”
via her “Bad Seed” role, young
Miss McCormick was an especial
standout as the family pixie.
Miss Wood and Judson Laire
(Papa) were believable as always
and Dick Van Patten uncorked his
usual neat job as brother Nels.
Now that Dagmar is getting old
enough for that sort of thing, Ron¬
nie Welsh was present.as the welcomed-to-the-family swain. Tykes
Alice Mann and Jimmy Rogers
added to the fun as the left-athome youngsters. Rosemary Rice
E.cfu.iv. R.prM.ntoH.m HENRY C. BROWN, Inc.
and Iris Joyce rounded out the
domestic cameo.
PLaza 1-2650
New York
Don Richardson’s staging put a

ATTENTION!

TELEVISION PRODUCERS
SPECTACULAR

FLYING

BALLET

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
IT

'*

Commercially Speaking..

DWIGHT
WEIST

Exclusive Representation:

HENRY C. BROWN, Inc.
PLaza 1-2650

New York
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TV Reviews
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PfaRIETY
booked in some 160 markets by du
Pont for its two antifreeze prod¬
ucts, with WRCA-TV serving as the
N.Y. showcase. As a matter of aim¬
ing the right show at the right
customers, this stacks up as a good
investment for du PonL since it’s
the gents who’ll be watching.
But beyond the general plusses
relating to the show, it often leaves
something to be desired. In most
cases, this comprises Leahy’s onesentence pick of the winner, with¬
out explanation or reason. And the
film footage that precedes his fore¬
cast gives no clue either as to why
he might pick one team over its
opponent. Footage, some fresh,
some from last year, generally
focusses on the offensive star of
each team, showing a great run or
pass play. It’s edited in topflight
style by Harold McKenzie, who
often stops the action to show key
blocks or a reversal of field, and
narrated smoothly by Paul Masterson. But the footage gives no clue
as to Lfcahy’s reasons for his selec¬
tions*
Unless he’s preparing to rush
right out to his nearest bookie, the
average fan won’t be satisfied with¬
out a choice alone. It seems a waste
to use a g eat grid strategist like
Leahy without giving him a chance
to amplify on some of his selec¬
tions .'It’s worth- leaving- out - a few
games to allow him to expound.
Apart from the selections, he does
a quick explanation of a football
term and technique, such as ex¬
plaining the Split-T, for which it
might be a good idea to give him
more time too.
Chan.

the trio had been on such expedi¬
tions as’ rides in a helicopters and
a tugboat, among other things.
For the return of this vastly in¬
teresting half-hour stanza to the
CBS-TV net Sun. (10) the cameras
were trained on Republic Avia¬
tion's final assembly line at Farmingdale, L. I., where jet planes get
their finishing touches. No doubt
there’s a script or at least an out¬
line to be followed but the youth¬
ful visitors, guide Fox and host
Republic's president appeared to
be add libbing throughout. This
helped to relay the bursting curi¬
osity of the children to viewers in
a fascinating atmosphere of realism.
In the course of their tour the
moppets operated a riveting ma¬
chine, sat in the cockpit of a just
completed F-84F Thunderstreak
and chinned with Col. Robert R.
Scott, holder of the cross-country
speed record via a Republic jet at
an average speed of 652 mph. They
(and viewers) also observed a Rep
test pilot try out a new jet through
some nicely integrated film clips.
LET'S TAKE A TRIPOne amusing instance was a'
With S6nny Fox, ' Ginger Macpoint where Fox innocently in¬
Manus, Brian (Bud) Flanagan
quired “how long does it take to
Writer: Craig Gilbert
put a Diane together?" The Re¬
Producer: Stephen Fleischman
public rrexy quickly replied, “Son¬
Director: Roger Englander
ny
we’re not allowed to discuss
30 Mins.; Sun., 4:30 p.m.
that.” On the whole this remote
Sustaining
pickup did a hangup job of catch¬
CBS-TV, from New York
efficiency and
CBS Public Affairs preemed ing the glamour,
might that’s packed into
“Let's Take a Trip" last spring as industrial
a
modern
aircraft
plant.
It was a DAMON RUNYON THEATRE
a means of showing the six to 12 subject that not only captured
(Bred for Battle)
age bracket what the adult world teeners’ attention but interestsub¬
of With John Bromfield, Sheldon
is like. Making the Sunday after¬ their elders as well.
Leonard, Nancy Gates, Maxie
Gilb.
noon junkets are nine-year-old
Rosenhloom, Race Gentry, George
Ginger
MacManus,
11-year-old
E. Stone, others; Donald Woods,
“Pud" Flanagan and their adult FRANK LEAHY & HIS FOOT¬
host
j
BALL FORECASTS
guide, “Sonny" Fox. Previously
Writer: Jack Harvey
I
With Paul Masterson, narrator
Producer: Lou Breslow
Producer: Norman Sper Jr.
Director: Sidney Miller
Film Editor: Harold McKenzie
30 Mins.; Sat., 10:30 p.m.
15 Mins., Fri., 6:30 p.m.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH
DU PONT
CBS, from New York (film)
WRCA-TV, N.Y. (film, spot-booked
THAT DEFY DETECTION
(D’Arcy)
in 160 markets)
While practically all Damon
Hollywood - Crowcut - Pompadours I
(BBD&O)
Runyon stories have their own
Can be used for
!
“Frank Leahy & His Football peculiar Broadway flavor, their
Sleeping • Swimming Forecasts” is one of those seasonal quality and interest Varies with
efforts that should draw a "wide each individual yarn. “Bred for
Sports, etc.
audience of grid fans, both for the Battle," which kicked off the
preview aspects of the show in ‘Damon Runyon Theatre’s” new
FREE CONSULTATION
spotlighting the weekend offerings season via CBS-TV Saturday (8),
Samples on Hand
via good newsreel footage, and for is one of the writer’s lighter works
Mail Orders Guaranteed
a lookin on ex-Notre Dame’s Frank
■at least on basis of the Jack
THEATRICAL WIGS OF ALL TYPES
Leahy’s pre-game guesses. On film, Harvey script.
the series is produced by Station
FOR RENT t SALE
In. this one the viewer finds fight
Distributors, which has done nicely manager Sheldon Leonard coming
67 W 46 St N Y. C.
for itself in the area of quarter- up with the bright idea that cham¬
JU 2-3992
hour spots segments, and it’s spot- pion boxers can be bred much
like racing steeds. So in “Mindy’s”
where Leonard is relating the story
that starts 20 years ago, we have
a flashback. This shows Leonard
staking
heavyweight
contender
John Bromfield to marriage with
Nancy Gates after brittle hands
force his withdrawal from the ring..
In return for the largesse Brom¬
field agrees to let Leonard train
and manage the unborn son. Of
course, a boy arrives in due time.
But the payoff is that he prefers
horticulture to mixing it up with
the gloves. As per the Runyon
tradition we have a Jacobs beach
character exclaiming “for this I’ve
IS ON
been waiting 20 years!” after the
youth wins first prize in a gardenia
show.
THE WAY!
Leonard ably caught the flavor
of a swaggering,. well heeled fight
manager,
Bromfield
registered
YOU'LL BE
nicely as the injured pugilist,
Nancy Gates was pert and lively
as the wife while Maxie RosenHEARING MORE
bloom and George E. Stone were
well cast as typical members of the
fight crowd fraternity.
Sidney
Miller’s direction, was brisk in this
ABOUT HER...
half-hour film which Lou Breslow
produced for Screen Gems. Donald
Woods, as host, is. an affable emcee
and adeptly handles the plugs for
Budweiser beer.
Gilb.
Private Secretary”
kid to do the same. These “acts"
helped her establish two kinds of
authority. It started a flood of
“feeling" reactions from the halfdozen kids present, and matters
moved along easily from that point
on. Though the degree of nor¬
malcy was different, the session
was a bit like the group therapy
gabfests carried on in institutions.
Camerawork was simple, often
as artless as the kids themselves.
Set was modern and clean, back¬
ing up “Talkaround" nicely. Only
props used were a blackboard, on
which Miss Copeland wrote sev¬
eral one or two-word reactions of
the kids to her initial shockers,
and blowups of two still photos,
from the “Family of Man" collec¬
tion, to exemplify a couple of gen¬
eral parent-child situations.
“Talkaround" was to the point
right along last Sunday (9). More¬
over, it was a profound experi¬
ence watching kids apply sincerity
and reason to their problems.
Art.

TOUPEES

LERGH

"The Broadway set's raving about Phil Silvers'
TV Show!"—that's what EARL WILSON said . . .
and we're happy about it all, because we pro¬
duce those:
Amana Refrigeration, Inc., commercials for—
"You'll Never Get Rich!"

RUBY TV FILM PRODUCTIONS
729 Seventh Avenue, New York 19
Thru: Maury, Lee & Marshall Agency

JOHNNY CARSON SHOW
With Jill Corey, Paula Victor, oth¬
ers; music, Lud Gluskin; chore¬
ography, Earl Barton
Producer: Ben Brady
Director: Robert Adams
Writers: Hal Goodman, Larry
Klein
30 Mins., Thurs., 10 p.m.
GENERAL FOODS
CBS-TV, from Hollywood
(Young & Rubicam)
Johnny Carson, who began his
own show last June and clicked
with it. is now in as a CBS-TV reg¬
ular with General Foods picking
up the tab, and his official fall
premiere took place last Thursday
(6). No doubt about Carson’s li¬
ability—he’s pleasant, poised and
casual. No doubt either about his
ability to toss off a good line with
airiness and aplomb, or to millo-a
good situation. As a personality,
he rates his own show.
Carson’s trouble up to now ap¬
pears to have been his inability to
work out the right format for his
talents.
The “kickoffer” (quotes
because the show’s been on the air

Wednesday, October 12, I955
all along, sans repeats) would in¬
dicate that he’s well on his way
to working, into the right sort of
vehicle. Essentially, it’s a variety
format, with a singer (Jill Corey),
a dance group and a group of sup¬
porting actor? who help out with
the skits, all of them fronted by
Carson.
The alm os t-exclusive use of
sketches as the meat of the show
places the burden on the writers,
Larry Klein and Hal Goodman
(with Carson coming up with some
of his own stuff as well), and
they’ve done all right so far.
Whether they’ll run out of steam
and ideas is something else again,
and it’s a moot question at this
point.
Nonetheless, a “beauty
treatment” sketch brought some
funny though familiar results, and
a bit about the doctor with his own
tv show (“Your Lucky Operation”),
though overworked, showed im¬
agination and some funny mo¬
ments. Miss Corey and Carson
teamed on “Love and Marriage"
(an “NBC song,” incidentally, hav¬
ing been written for the “Our
Town” spec), turning in a pleasing
if unspectacular job (Miss Corey
sounded as if she had a cold). Un¬
billed dance group of six turned
in a fine job on a country dance
turn choreographed by Earl Bartony and- Lud Gluskin-s - musical
backing was sharp throughout.
Robert Adams directs with pace
and fluidity.
Carson’s by nature low-pressure
and unspectacular, producing more
in the chuckle than the yock va¬
riety, and as such, isn't likely to
run away with any Top 10 Nielsens.
6nt at this viewing, he looks as if
he’s carved out a comfortable
niche for himself in the CBS
scheme of things.
Chan.

Million $ Movie
Continued from page 37

the first consideration of his new
regime. Under the Teleradio deal,
WABC-TV is also permitted night¬
time use of the films, but Stone
hasn’t worked out any plans in
that direction yet.
Also under the new program¬
ming category at the station, inci¬
dentally, is a new morning strip,
“Look to Win,” which stars Bob
Nicholson
(ex-“Howdy Doody")
and Shari Lewis (ex-WPIX, N. Y.).
It's a children’s quizzer, with par¬
ents participating, and goes into
the 9-9:30 a.m. spot starting Oct.
17.
,
■

Penny’to CBS-TV
With Nov. Kickoff
It now looks as if “Penny tn a
Milhon" the Ed Wolf <uizze*
which checks off ABC-TV aftpi
the Oct. 19 show, will g0 to CBS
TV for a first-week-in November
start.
Russel M. Seeds agSicy
repping Raleigh ciggies, the alterl
nate week sponsor of the show, has
placed an order with CBS-TV
which has two time slots opening
up for the quizzer by the first of
the month. CBS-TV will supply
the alternate barikroller if it can
work out one of the two time
slots.
RSleigh had previously planned
to install the show on NBC around
the first of the year in a time pe¬
riod opening up then, but upon
^learning of the two CBS-TV spots,
‘changed its mind and began dick¬
ering with Columbia. Incidentally
Sheaffer Pens, which checked off
the show and caused the ABC
checkout, did so because of budg¬
etary problems but hopes to re¬
turn ~to the show later-as an alter¬
nate weeker, according to Jay Her¬
bert, assistant to the prez of the
Seeds agency. Sheaffer is also a
Seeds client.

American Radiator’s
$1,200,000 TV Splurge
American Radiator & Standard
Sanitary Corp. has bought heavily
into NBC-TV in a three-show- deal
involving a gross tab of $1,200,000.
Heating-plumbing outfit becomes a
participant in “Today” and “Home”
as well as in the every-fourth-Sunday “Color Spread” specolas, via
BBD&O. Spots will apply in the
current season but not used until
the 1956 calendar year.
It’s believed to be American
Radiator’s first foray into network
television.

BEAUDOIN TO GOP
NBC’s
Harry Beaudoin has
joined the Republican National
Committee in Washington. His
post is asst, director of ' radio-tv
publicity.
Beaudoin had been in the web’s
press dept, for three years.
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Chariots’ Vidpix Splurge
; Continued from page 37 ;

genre in the past .several months,
lays it out this way:...
Before launching into the sales
angles, company offers some gen¬
eral facts. Eight now there are
35,000,000 automobile owners, rep¬
resenting 73% of the country’s
families. That’s 12,000,000 more
owners than in 1948. The video
parallel is there are 34,000,000 set¬
owning families, or 71% of the
country’s total families. And 27,000,000 of those tv families are
among the auto ownership group.
Last year, MCA says, 5,000,000
new cars were sold, 3,300,000 to
homescreeners. There were also
over 8,000,(fo0 used cars sold, and
5,200,000 went to tv owners. Hence,
the syndicator assumes, tv own¬
ers are by far and away the best
new-and-used car prospects around.
In expounding how to reach the
viewers, MCA reiterates a littleknown and astounding point. Tele¬
vision watching is, after sleeping
and working, the third most exten¬
sive activity done by U. S. citi¬
zens^ "" .'Besides the fact that there'
are so many tv viewers and that
they can easily afford autos (“63%
of all tv families are in upperhalf income group”), MCA says
existing research studies prove
that video registers the greatest
“advertising recall.” That, in it¬
self, could be as much a pitch for
purchase of plain one-minute com¬
mercials by the local dealer, but
syndicator goes on to assert that
“the tv film program is the most
effective” in making sales.
Company refers to a study done
by Starch a while back which said
that roughly ‘ twice as many tv at¬
tendees recalled the “average”
program commercial as those re¬
membering station-break spiels.
Furthermore,
nearly
37%
of
Starch’s respondents remembered

ON EVERY CHANNEL V

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 W.»l «lit SI., N.Y.C. •T«l. PI. 7-5IOO

one .or more points made in the
average
program
commercial,
while only two-thirds that number
could remember specifics in the sta¬
tion break. MCA’s conclusion is
that the research findings indicate
a definite swing away from spot
sales to sale of stanzas, most of
which, on a local level, are via
vidfilm.

Schick

Vitapix
-

UA0IO-TELEVISIOX

said he required before he could
make any recommendations for
FCC action involving its chain
broadcasting rules. It’s believ'ed
the data was also to be used to
check network contentions that
owned and operated stations are
essential to their existence.
Chairman Magnuson has been in
the Northwest for several months
in connection with Congressional
matters. There has been no indi¬
cation when or whether a suc¬
cessor to Davis will be appointed.

--■■■

Continued from page 37 ■ . -

This was the idea in the GuildVitapix setup, under which Guild
was to supply the program and an
already-cleared station lineup to a
national sponsor. At the time Guild
announced its non-exclusive modus
operandi, it was intimated at Guild
that the station’s hadn’t lived up to
their promises of prime time for
national sponsors buying under the
arrangement. It would now seem
that Vitapix is persisting in its ef¬
forts to work out such a film net¬
work arrangement with” other pro ducers.
Final step in the dissolution of
the agreement was taken at a Vita¬
pix board meeting last week in
Detroit.

— Continued from page 31 sisss

Wise., which has extensive
tribution in the midwest.

dis¬

What About Schlitz?
Chicago, Oct. 11.
With the beer industry slugging
it out as never before for competi¬
tive status, storm signals continue
flying over the major breweries
and their ad agencies. Pabst yank¬
ing its Blue Ribbon label billings
from its longtime berth with War¬
wick & Legler and assigning it to
Leo Burnett effective Jan. 1 is but
one illustration. '
.
Also apparently on thin ice is
the Joseph Schlitz account cur¬
rently booked by Lennen & Newell
with an invite coming out of the
suds maker’s Milwaukee homeoffice for presentations for the biz.
It’s presumed J.'Walter Thompson,
which has been trying to get back
into the beer field since its loss of
the Ballantine account to Esty last
== Continued from page 30 ■
February, will make a pitch at
when called. Pot builds with $9 Schlitz. JWT made a big push
in
August to. draw off the An¬
added each time a callee fails to
take the strong box. Idea is being heuser-Busch (Budweiser) billings
from
D’Arcy and when that didn’t
promoted with outdoor spectacu¬
lars and heavy .schedule of spots, pan out attention was focused on
Pabst, with Burnett finally get¬
among others.
Getting ready for the switch has ting the nod.
taken seven months of intensive
work with production people, sur¬
veys and talent. As early as Aug.
29, station has had an .SRO situa¬
tion from 5 p. m. to signoff, and
~ ■ - ■ Continued from page 37 -■■■■-■- ~
is bolstering the daytime with this
program. It’s an about face for on a public service basis, but if
the station which formerly had necessary, the DAV will also pay
light schedule of locally produced up to 50% of the regular time
shows and relied on CBS net ma¬ charges. Others set so far on the
stanza are Glenn Osser as com¬
terial.
poser-arranger and Marc Hertsens
as choreographer.
The Tell packaging outfit, head¬
ed by W. T. Clemons, has been
■■■ ■
Continued from page 30 —; working out the formula for the
past couple of years. It’s just un¬
tion. However, he said, such au¬ dergone an expansion with Karl
thorization does not constitute “a Gericke, ex-ABC-TV producer and
requirement” that the information Guild Films exec, joining it as v.p.
be supplied..
and exec producer, and Charles
The information in question con¬ Dubin, former producer-director at
cerns station and network financial ABC-TV, coming over in a similar
and affiliation data which Jones capacity.
*

Kaycee’s Davis

Disabled Vets

Senate TV Probe

COME TO HOLLYWOOD'S NEW¬
EST SUNSET STRIP MOTEL APTS.
3 in on Apt.—$6 a Day.on Mo. Rate

Heated Pool — TV
Write Rental Agent
8265 Sunset Blvd. #r Phene Hollywood 7-C234

...

Commercially Speaking

ABC-TV has set up a separate
station clearance department to
facilitate clearance on its network
entries. New department will be
headed by Donald S. Shaw Jr.,
who’s being moved over from sta¬
tion relations and who will report
directly to John H. Mitchell, v.p.
in charge of the tv -network.

ARLYNE
GREY
Exclusive Representation:

HENRY C. BROWN,
PLaxa 1-2650

J

Shaw Heads Up ABC-TV
Station Clearance Dept.
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Television Chatter
New York
George^ Bassman, composer-con¬
ductor, pacted by NBC’s “Produc¬
ers Showcase” which leads off with
“Cryrano de Bergerac” next week
(17). It’s a sort of tv homecoming
since he did the music chores for
film version of video’d “Marty,”
plus a number of other pictures,
and for the home parlors worked
on the Martha Raye string, “Omni¬
bus,” etc. . . . Lee Pelzman mulling
production of vidpix series in Las
Vegas ... Art Van Horn, ABC
commentator who also moderates
“How To Fix It,” working up vidversion of the do-it-yourselfer . . .
Co-op portions of 10 remaining
games of regional NCAA griddery
sold out in N. Y. via WRCA-TV
with Bristol-Myers taking a quar¬
ter of each remaining joust . . .
Tom Fadden, who recently com¬
pleted roles in 20th-Fox’s “The
Tall Men” and Allied Artists’ “The
Body-Snatchers,” also has a stint
in Revue Productions’ “The Last
of Fear,” just lensed for “General
Electric Theatre.”
“Fear” stars
Johm Payne and -KeenalTTVynh.
Carolyn Leigh, who wrote the
lyrics for Max Liebman’s season¬
opening “Heidi” spec, signed to
ditto for the second on Liebman’s
slate, “The Great Waltz,” set for
Nov. 5 on NBC . . . Joan Cunning¬
ham, daughter of the late afterdinner speaker-gagwriter-actor Joe
Cunningham, active on the tv
scriptwriting front, having had
one original done on “Appoint¬
ment With Adventure” last Sunday
and having sold “Booby Trap” to
Talent Associates for the “Justice”
series and “M Is for Money” to the
“NBC Matinee Theatre” . . . Don
Garrett, Screen Gems’ “advance
man” in the flackery department,
back in town after a 10-week na¬
tional tour of tv editors, stations,
etc . . . Mrs. Edith Haupt, Seven¬
teen editor, guests on the Claire
Mann segment on WABC-TV today
(Wed.), along with actor Peter
Brandon, featured in “The Young
& the Beautiful” . . . Burr Tillstrom and Fran Allison in for two
weeks of N.Y. originations for their
ABC-TV “Kukla, Fran & Ollie,”
and while here guest on the “I’ve
Got a Secret” show tonight (Wed.),
with Miss Allison doubling as a
panel .member . . . John Zane, for¬
merly with Dynamic Films, Pan
American Broadcasting and
WMMW in Meriden, Conn., joined
Transfilm as pi'oduction supervi¬
sor of motion pictures . .• . Mau¬
rice Gosfield, a regular in the
“You’ll Never Get Rich” cast, into
today’s (Wed.) “Valiant Lady” cast
on CBS-TV.
Bob Eberly signed as permanent
member of WCBS-TV’s George
Skinner show following a fortnight
of guesting by the singer . . .Edgar
Franken on “Robt. Montgomery
Presents” Oct. 17 for his second
role on that show this year . . .
Byron R. Kelley, ex-director of
“Westinghouse Summer Theatre”
and the late “Danger,” currently
staging “Seven Year Itch” at
H’wood's Ebony Showcase Theatre
. . . Virginia Vincent repeats her
lead in “Dream House” on NBCTV’s daytime “Matinee Theatre”
.(show was kinnied last week in
Burbank) some time in November. I
Herbert Rudley costars in role or-1
iginally played by Rod Steiger on i
Kraft's “TV Theatre” . . . Chevi
Colton appeared on ABC-TV’s

“Star Tonight” last week playing
role of Jessie . . , Joe Silver did a
a shot on Red Skelton show . . .
WRCA-plus-tv’s Bill Bcrns subbed
for Leon Pearson as critic-at-large
last week pre-Broadway opening of
“Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?”,
with Ailcen Paul batting for vaca¬
tioning cook expert Josie Mc¬
Carthy week of Oct. 17 . . . Robin¬
son Stone, recently tapped as asst,
director of Kraft “TV Theatre”,
portraying a “wise man” in B’way
Chapel Players’ “The Hour Glass”
(Yeats) at B’way Congregational
Church through Dec. 11.
Mary
Patton, who did Hazel role on
“Search for Tomorrow” (CBS-TV)
for 13 months, plays his wife,
which she is . . . Sister Madeleine
Sophie of Mary Knoll Order is the
new Catholic instructor this month
on “Fourth R,” WRCA-TV’s Sun¬
day school for the major faiths.

Dasha Amsterdam will handle
video scripting for the William
Schuller agency in addition to
other literary chores for the outfit
. . . Ralph—Ward, ABG -and - Roekhill ex-staffer, is now producerdirector of video commercials at
Y&R . . . Gerry Lyons leaves as
DuMont publicity boss to join Carl
Ruff Associates as account man on
National Assn, of Food Chains . . .
Deputy Police Commissioner of N.Y.
James B. Nolan into vis-a-vis with
Wendy Barrie on WABD tomorrow
(Thurs.) . . . House-warming party
last week by Monroe Mendlesohn,
Guild exec, turned into an “all-in¬
dustry” affair with staffers from
several of the major syndication
house on hand . . . Herman Edel,
ex-DuMont, becomes ad-promotion
manager for Sterling Television
. . . Associated Artists’ foreign
sales chief Norman Katz back after
seventh-month world Junket . . .
Jan Murray to do weekend stint in
Indianapolis after Friday (14) “Dol¬
lar a Second”
Dcm'l Buy A New Car
Until You Talk to

SAM ANGER
( 0. mi.'- o' H «. P << Y * NG I H j1 l. 4 r i

For The Best Deal On A

FORD
or

FORD
THUNDERBIRD
TED

Call me or:
ROWLAND.

Inc

nl l V N 1 It OO ' L 0 M
M V. '»
LYnbrook 9-0600

Am honored that soma of the
greats of show business have be¬
come my clients in the matter of
stocks and bonds. You, too, aro
welcome to write or call me—NO
obligation.

JESSE BLOCK
Registered Representative
IRA HAUPT A CO.
Inveatment Brokers
501 7th Ave., New York 10, N .Y.
LOngacre 5-6262

IllC.

New York
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‘Film Festival’s’ SRO

UHF Convergence on D. C.
Continued from page 33

which is virtually an industry con¬
vention.
UHF interests also attacked
CBS’ deintermixture plan submit¬
ted last week to the FCC. They
feel it would junk UHF except to
preserve enough so that CBS and
NBC can retain their UHF o&o
stations. They feel the plan is not
sound and are fearful that the FCC
may turn down deintermixture
without any alternate solution.
STANTON & KINTNER
The FCC will be faced with two
sharply opposing tv allocation pro¬
posals when it meets next Monday
(17) to resume discussions on the
highly complex UHF problem.
One, submitted by CBS, would
relegate UHF to a small role in the
future of tv. The other, offered
by ABC, calls for preserving UHF
as an important part of the tele¬
vision industry.
In submitting his network’s pro¬
posal, CBS prexy Frank Stanton
told -the Commission it must recog¬
nize that “there is no panacea
which can increase the opportuni¬
ties for a truly nationwide tv serv¬
ice without hurting someone to
some degree. The CBS proposal,
he said, required “minimum dis¬
locations.”
The CBS proposal consisted of
two plans, the first to take effect
immediately if found the second
would require protracted negotia¬
tions. The latter calls for obtain¬
ing three more VHF channels from
the military services but Stanton
admitted that it is unlikely that

JOHN
GART

the additional space can be ob¬
tained in the near future.
The web’s plan A squeeze more
stations from the existing 12 VHF
channels to permit 78 of the 100
largest tv markets to have three
or more VHF stations. At present,
there are 48 markets with three or
more V’s.
The plan calls for all-UHF sta¬
tions in only six of the 100 mar¬
kets instead of four at present.
The 16 other markets would con¬
tinue intermixed, with U’s com¬
peting against V’s. Deintermixture
of channels would be accomplished
in two markets (Peoria, Ill., and
Madison, Wis.) to provide for all
UHF. There would be no deinter¬
mixture in Hartford, Conn., where
CBS and NBC plan to own UHF
stations. ABC would presumably
embrace the one VHF station in
Connecticut.
The web’s plan B calling for
three more VHF channels, would
make it possible for all 100 mar¬
kets to have three or more VHF
stations. Tt would mean scrapping
ultra high.
ABC submitted a proposal to in¬
sure that UHF continue as “a per¬
manent and important part of the
national television plan.” It urged
that a substantial number of
successful UHF stations be pre¬
served to serve as a nucleus for
further development.”
The plan would go much fur¬
ther in the way of deintermixture
than Columbia's. It would remove
ungranted VHF channels from all
cities “where there are existing
UHF stations having a good chance
of survival.” These VHF channels
would be reassigned to cities
where
UHF
cannot
compete
against VHF.
The ABC proposal also calls for
additional VHF stations in the
leading markets which would be
squeezed in from the existing VHF
channels.
ABC urged adoption of its plan
in the interest of making it pos¬
sible for at least three networks
to flourish. Under present alloca¬
tions, it said, the number of sta¬
tions permitted “can accommo¬
date at best two fully competitive
networks, plus a third which must
inevitably occupy a subordinate
position.”

Brenner’s 2d TV Try

Composer-Conductor
Radio Registry

Radio d.j. Paul Brenner is about
to make his second try at video.
The jock returns to WATV, New¬
ark, after over a year’s hiatus from
video, on Oct. 22.

...
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ABC-TV has hung up the SRO
sign between now and Nov. 20 for
its Sunday night “Famous Film
Festival” unde? its $5,000-per-spot
“introductory” rate, and has de¬
cided on a “regular” rate for the
period thereafter. New rate is to
be $6,500 per participation, but
this too is temporary, running only
till Jan. 2. By that time, presum¬
ably, the network will assign a
permanent charge to the show.
Sold-out status was achieved
with the signing of Chrysler Corp.
to one participation, and the exten¬
sion by several current sponsors
of their participating schedules.
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WWW’S 'Grand Canyon, Move Over’
Continued from page 33

will be Indians, tourists and a mule
train. As to the latter, carded are
a team of 10 mules—called “old
fashioned”—side-by-side with elec¬
tronic wonders; they’re strictly in
character, being used to bear the
camera and sound equipment into
the depthic reaches of the Gar¬
gantuan Gorge. Living with the
mules way down thataway, upward
of 2,500 feet down, will be a crew
of four who’ll make the downgrade
tomorrow (Thurs.) and stay there
“in lonely splendor” until the show
is over, it sez here.
The other producer - director
Continued from page 33
i masterminds Of the premiere’s
Olympian decathlon are Doug El¬
with a multiple script deal on tap lison, Keith Gunther, John. Mcfor the Brodkin Sunday night dra¬ Laine, Ed Wallace, Bob Froenning,
matics, as a change of pace also John Goetz, Roy Neal, Bill Ben¬
“playing” the half-hour field for nington, Charles Jones and the
writers with Sid Ellis, Peter Mar¬ .team of Polacheck, Christiansen,
tin and Abby Mann set for “I Spy” Kitchell, Priaulx & Dillon. Latter
series; Alvin Boretz on “Big Story” group will takb charge of the disand “Appointment With Adven¬ play from studio In RCA Bldg, to
ture”; Steve de Baun Mona Kent JRockefeller_ Center.. (in__Ne_w York,
arrd_Joe Liss for“American Inven-- a cinch), which has the saving
tory” Stanley Niss for “Four Star grace in that the show can switch
Playhouse” Bill Durkee for Loretta to that point at a moment’s notice
Young Show.
should there be a gap or interrup¬
As extra-curricular activity, the tion of the longdistance pageantry,
A-S boys set Anthony Spinner’s same as the crowd scene in New
“All the Hoffmeyers in the York and the jazz musicale in
World”; Joe Liss’ “Silent Partner,” Washington, D. C., served for last
Terrence Kilpatrick’s “Pompeii in summer’s peregrinations-on-tv. The
An Elevator”; Bob Barbash’s “She’s Gothamcast will - include Radio
the One With the Funny Face” City Music Hall and its Rockettes,
and Phil Goodman and Robert right' up there from the stage,
Nathe’s “Cordially With Bombs” coupled with skaters at the open
for NBC’s upcoming “Matinee” ice rink in Rockefeller Plaza. Glee
series.
Club of Princeton will be slipped
in as per time, this one coming out
of WPTZ in Philly.
And 19 to Go
Wood has three other shows
Continued from page 33
blueprinted, another six in which
and which will be headed by Wil¬ the basic ideas and themes have
liam Marsh (he’ll also act as liai¬ been worked out, leaving 10 more
son with Underwood, which un¬ until season’s end in the Three-W
veiled the TelExecutive last week | cluster of 20 that’s been projected.
at a press party in N. Y.); Sales (Alan Handley will do one or two.)
Service Division, headed by for¬
Second show after next Sunday,
mer station operatpr James Blair, comes Oct. 30 with a western motif
with Ray Hagen a special field rep; on a pioneer theme. It will take in
Network and Film Service Divi¬ nothing less earth-shaking than the
sion, with Don Riddell managing in Hoover Dam and, for other courses,
association with Bart Swift; and Tombstone, Ariz.; Salt Lake Taber¬
the Field Offices Division, under nacle; Continental Divide at Den¬
Hobler’s direct supervision.
ver; Ft. Leavenworth; Santa Bar¬
Other personnel additions In¬ bara; Las Vegas (more exterior
clude Nat Meyers as director of op¬ than interior; “gambling has been
erations, and Phil Elbert, who re; done . before”); Cow Palace in
cently joined the company, as Frisco for auditioning of the fat
comptroller. Fred Barton, v.p. and stock, ad infinitum, almost. This
inventor of the TelePrompTer, is is Bob Bendick’s baby.
transferring from his Washington
Third and fourth shows (Hal
h.q. to Los Angeles to head up the Keith, Norman Frank, one each)
western division. Jrving B. Kahn, are worked out on paper. As with
prez of the company, and Hubert
J. Schlafly, engineering v.p., re¬
main in N.' Y. Company, estab¬
lished five years ago by Kahn,
Schlafly and Barton, now employs
some 200 people in its various op¬
erations.

Ashley

1

■"*

the others, the. concentration will
be on “faces in the places”-^
Wood’s description for the overall
“WWW” in that he thinks that
places without people are insuf¬
ficient, no matter how dramatic in
the potentialities.

Continued from page 44 r

having all 40,0 pix at the command
of each other’s salesmen. Hygo’s
110 features are conceded of gen¬
erally better quality than the older
and bulkier group from Seidelman
Sr.’s camp. Hygo is pooling its
“Showmanship” package of 26, its
28 Fox’s from Britain (turned over
by Argyle, a Hygo sidebar com¬
pany) and the balance in miscella¬
neous films. Under the agreement,
companies hope that the expanded
sales force and expanded library
will lead to_a new variety of fea¬
ture 'firm' package” ’sales, plus
strengthening selling efforts in
markets barely touched before.
Pact was inked Monday (10).
With Seidelman as prexy of Unity
and Hyams prexy of Hygo, the mat¬
ter of ultimate control must still
be worked out.
Incidentally, Hygo, which had
been working on acquiring new
features prior to the limited mer¬
ger, says it will have a new pack¬
age of features to throw into the
pool by next week.

Tele P’s Reorg

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT—N.I.C,
Mgt.t William Morris Agency

Hollywood Representation
Motion Pictures - Television

WOL1VER AGENCY
1560 N, LaBrea
Hollywood 28
HO 5-8881
Send Photo and Crodits
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German B’casters
■ ..

JACK
CLARK

Continued from page 33

Several of the German broadcast¬
ing firms, related David Berger,
originator and administrative-per¬
forming factotum for the stanza,
have their own orchestras.
Berger hopes essentially to fa¬
miliarize U. S. listenershjp with
German contemporary composers,
artists and conductors. However,
the mqsi.cal range of “Music from
Germany” will be much wider, he
explained.
Shows with all the
music coming from Germany via
tape for rebroadcast along the
“Good Music” network.
The Berger program went on the
air last Wednesday (5) for the
first time. The third show coming
up next week, will go jazz, with
Kurt Edelhagen’s Allstars.
Ger¬
many, said Berger, is on a growing
jazz kick, with Edelhagen, for in¬
stance, hiring as regular composerarranger Bill Russo, formerly with
Stan Kenton's crew.

Weitzman Exits ABC
L, S. (Duke) Weitzman has re¬
signed as.manager of radio-tv audiende promotion at ABC to join
Bureau of Advertising in an exec
capacity, and Seymour Vail is mov¬
ing over from NBC Radio to take
oyer his spot.
i
Vail moves over to ABC with a
different title, becoming copy chief
of audience promotion. At NBC,
he was radio advertising chief in
the spot sales division*

Exclusive Representation,

HENRY C. BROWN,
PLan 1-2650

InC.

N.w

York
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
Like Tony Mottola in tv before him, guitarist Tom Scott has been
uptrend of late with his offbeat specialties in the instrumental-balladeering-composing groove. Basically, he’s an actor, much in the Burl
Tves tradition. . For some time now he’s been doubling, making hay
as writer and arranger of cue music. Monday (10), for instance, on
“Robt. Montgomery Presents,” he acted in, plucked the gut and tunesmithed the background • for show’s "Papertown.” Much of Scott’s
w ork has been seen-heard on WCBS-TV’s (N. Y.) "Camera Three” series
in which he’ll be repped next Saturday (15) on Joseph Conrad’s "Heart
of Darkness, and again on Oct. 29 in "Othello.”
Incidentally "Camera” producer Robert Herridge disdains use
of "spec” for his elaborate specials, preferring terminology of “ex¬
perimental projects” on basis of show’s noncommercial structure.
Scott’s music fill be used to help in development of the stories and
characters rather than pitched as background cleffings.
Special concert of Symphony of the Air (ex-NBC Symphony) on Oct.
13 at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., given to aid the Committee to Save Car¬
negie Hall, will be carried by NBC for a 55-minute radio network pres¬
entation. The concert, which also features the New York Oratdrio
Society, with William Strickland conducting, is a part of the Commit¬
tee’s campaign to raise $5,000,000 to prevent the demolition of the
hall. The radio presentation, an NBC public service, will feature Ben
Grauer, and will be produced by Don Gillis and directed by Kenneth
MacGregor.
Final count seems to be in on new shows in the WPIX, N. Y., prime
time lineup, with the Daily News outlet having featured them in a
plush presentation which is making the agency rounds this week. WPIX
has changed its evening map with a total of 24 film syndications which
are new to the station, and it’s also added a new live bowling en-'
counter to its remote; sports string.
.. ."
'
There are eight vidfilm stanzas returning from last year and there
are also 15 veteran live programs in prime time. Grand total of shows
covered in the glossy-covered presentation booklet is 48.
CBSports chief John Derr is conducting a pair of weekend night
radio capsules aired Saturdays at 8:55 and Sundays 9:55. This is in
line with the web’s insertion of general news reports every hour on
the hour, with theory being the inclusion of_sports quickies as sum¬
maries also will draw listeners looking for late football results, etc.
The $500,000 Gutenberg Bible used as part of the 90-minute Renais¬
sance format of the "Omnibus” premiere on CBS-TV Sunday (9) Was
under heavy armed guard in transit, to studio and back to the N. Y.
Public Library. There was an additional precaution. The bible for
rehearsals (including the dress) was a facsimile "stand-in.”
Library bible was the first one to reach this country, having been
shipped here from London in 1847. It is reportedly one of 12 originals
in the U. S.
By mutual arrangement with Jules Montenier, original sponsor of
"What’s My Line” on CBS-TV, the alternating Remington Rand will
preempt four of the former’s playdates on Nov. 6 and 20 and Dec. 4
and 18, in addition to its regular rotating slots. Preemptions fall
into the Christmas season, with RR pitching its electric shaver, where¬
as Montenier (Stopette, etc.) does not fall into the gift class. Mon¬
tenier will pick up the four shutouts later.
A former newspaperman who has been practicing law in Miami,
Fla., was appointed last week as legal assistant to FCC Comr. Richard
A. Mack. He is H. Earl Barber, 32, a native of Vermont, who was a
UP correspondent in New York and London before studying law at
the U. of Miami.
=4-

GRACIOUS HOME FOR SALE
New York
Magnificent 12 room*, Patio, Ter¬
race*, etc., and ALL with breath¬
taking view of the Hudson, 30 min¬
ute* from N.Y.C.
Price $40,000.
Hastings-on-the-Hudson,

Call: Hastings 5-3020
Write: Box V-107, VARIETY,
154 West 46th Street, New York

Ike’s‘Hit Parade’Whirl
Boston, Oct. 11.
Bill Buchanan, WVDA disk jock,
played the records listed on Page 1
of Variety last week as "Ike’s Con¬
valescing Hit Parade,” on his 7 to
8 p.m. show Sat. (8).

..
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HENRY C. BROWN*
PLaia. 1-2650

NBC EVEN BOOKING
LEO AS A GUESTAR
That NBC meant it when it an¬
nounced a couple of weeks ago
that Leo Durocher, erstwhile man¬
ager of the New York Giants, was
retained for one year in multiple
capacities of consultant, talent
scout and performer, is reflected
in an upcoming booking. Leo the
Lip has been pencilled in for an
appearance on George Gobel’s
tv’er. No date yet.

Hits & Misses
--

Continued from page 31
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Continued from page 32
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made the round of deejays in Hub this stanza too. . . .

Victor Best, WBZ-TV newscaster, doubles as a prof at Boston U.
Bob Emery sported dark glasses and a strip of ad¬

.. . . "Big Brother”

hesive tape on his forehead on his WBZ-TV show this frame hiding a
beautiful purple shiner received playing baseball with his "small fry”
cast. Viewers snowed him under with black eye recipes and condol¬
ences ... Campbell’s frozen soups are being promoted in one of the
strongest local spot tv campaigns on WNAC-TV with animated car¬
toons utilizing "Campbell kids" . . . Sales rep Thomas R. Young of
WEEI will be boosted to national spot rep. on Oct. 71, Thomas Y.
Gorman, general sales manager of station said. Young succeeds Howard
Johnascn, who is returning to his home state, N. Y., to become assistant
to the general manager of WENE, Binghampton-Endicott.

networks. For ABC it’s a major
7:30 to 8:30 disappointment on its
"Warner Bros. Presents,7 which, IN PHILADELPHIA . . .
come 8 o’clock, gets fractured from
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of the board of RCA, receives
the, heavy NBC artillery—Milton annual Marconi Award of the Sons of Italy at convention dinner in
Berle, Bob Hope, Mariha Raye, the Bellevue-Stratford (12) . . . Margaret Mary Kearny, educational
etc. For CBS it’s an 8 to 9 blow
of. equal proportions, with the director of WCAU, elected president of the Phila. Chapter of Ameri¬
brace of "Navy L'og”-Phil Silvers can Women in Radio and Television . . . Mike Ellis has exited "Tonight
entries also getting lost. Take last in Phila.,” WPTZ late show biz stanza, and leaves for Europe follow¬
week, for example: Bob Hope ran ing close of his Bucks County Playhouse . . . Joseph L. Tinncy, exec
off with a 29.4 from 8 to 8:30 while veepee of WCAU, returns from Europe (18) . . . WPTZ’s Lee Dexter
"Navy Log” and the WB entry and puppets in New York to apear on George Skinner’s (former
each got 9.9. As against Hope’s Philly tv personality) WCBS show . . . Reginald Harris, WIP assistant
32.0 -for-the 8:30-to-9-streteh-r Phil- -chief--engineer,- -chalked up 21 years-wvitlr station ~(5) t v '“George G.
Silvers had to content himself with Steele Jr., upped from production staff, added to WCAU-TV sales
a 13.3 while ABC’s "Wyatt Earp” staff
settled for 9.9.
Perhaps the biggest Tuesday IN DETROIT...
blow of all is the 9:30 to 10:30
WWJ-TV became the first Michigan station to broadcast locally
rap being taken by ArmstrongPontiac on its high-budgeted dra¬ originated color shows Sunday (9). Over four hours of the special
matics. Last week’s Pontiac pre¬ color casts—in addition to NBC’s "Show Biz" spec—included films of
miere was a $100,000 job, one of Detroit, other travel films, a dedication show featuring Mayor Albert
the costliest hour drama efforts
yet. As opposed to Red Skelton’s E. Cobo and other civic leaders, nature films and film clips in news
28.6 in the first half-hour, it could shows . . . WXYZ-TV is back-to-backing "Stu and June” and. "Danger¬
do no better than a 15.0. And when ous Affair” cross-the-board from 2 to 3 p.m. in an effort to interest
"$64,000” came on at 10 and scored the housewives . . . John A. Wales has been appointed local radio sales
its smashing 45.2, Pontiac went manager for WWJ . . . WXYZ-TV began its eighth year of tele¬
down to 11.8. Considering the casting Sunday (9) . . ..Edythe Fern Melrose, WXYZ’s "Lady of Charm,”
qualitative elements involved in gave an address on the importance of a pleasing personality Sat. (8)
the Pontiac show, it’s already con¬ at the annual midwest conference of American Women in Radio and
sidered one of the "spectrum's Television in Des Moines.
- -+
tragedies.”
Wednesday
STEVENSON TO CINEMA-VUE
IN AMERICA’S
"Screen Directors Playhouse”
Attorney - sports commentatortook the rap on "Disneyland” in
9th MARKET it’s TV’s
its NBC Wed. at 8 bow last week producer James Stevenson has
and it looks like sponsor Eastman joined Cinema-Vue Corp. as gen¬
Kodak might be in trouble again. eral counsel and secretary. Steven¬
(First time was "Norby.”) “Screen son, aside from his law practice,
Directors” preem registered a fee¬ was editor and commentator on
ble 7.0 as against "Disneyland’s the NBC "Round-the-World News
Roundup” and was producer-com¬
22.5 and Arthur Godfrey’s 19.7.
In contrast to thq "Danger mentator on "Greatest Fights of
Ahead” signposts on ABC’s War¬ the Century.”
f
316,000 watts of V. H. F. power
Appointment of Stevenson gives
ners and Metro contribs, it looks
like 20th-Fox’s Wed. hour show¬ Cinema-Vue a full complement of
case on CBS (alternating with U. S. officers, with Joe Smith prez.
Greater Huntington Theatre Corp.
Steel) might yet make it. At least Frank Smith v.p. and general
Huntington, W. Va.
Huntington 3-0185
the initial rating last week (“Cav¬ manager, and Stevenson secretary
and
general
counsel.
alcade”) gave it a respectable 19.8,
despite the formidable "This Is
Your Life” competition from NBC.
Latter got 26.3 (a full five points
down from the previous week),
while ABC’s Pabst fights got 8.8.
Thursday
Thursday provides an interest¬
ing commentary on the "changing
picture” and particularly in regard
paoplo who aro working in tho broadcast field as writers
to "Dragnet.” The competing "Cli¬
max” show on CBS, which started
or producers and who have worked on newspapers or
off as a dud last season and took
magazines os reporters, editors or researchists.
the count from "Dragnet,” is now
making a habit out of beating the
Jack Webb documentaries. It
turned the trick four weeks out of
the past five; should probably has¬
ten Webb’s decision to call it quits
on “dragnet” and settle for play¬
Write or Call
ing the "residual ‘ circuit.” Mean¬
while, Chrysler with "Climax” and
SY FISCHER, Frank Cooper Associates
its one-a-month “Shower of Stars”
(now fortified by a string of Jack
521 5th Avenue, New York City
Benny starrers) is coming into its
own as a major tv entry.
VAnderbilt 6-5661
Friday
This night’s up for grabs.

:
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Canny buy in ’Frisco, This "Cisco”!
*ARB, in January 1955 (a period of in¬
tense TV activity) rates Ziv’s Cisco Kid
at 23.3 . . . practically double the next
highest rating at the same hour (Ponds
,
Theatre, 12.4).. .outscoring many other na¬
tional favorites includ¬
ing Danny Thomas,
Godfrey & Friends,
Robt. Montgomery, etc.
To get bigger TV audiences,
get in.touch with . • «

CINCINNATI CHICAGO

H YO*K

HOUYWOO*
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
Bv MIKE GROSS
Don Cornell: “Young Abe Lincoln”-“Dream World” (Coral). Us¬
ing “The Battle Hymn of the Re¬
public” as a takeoff point, vet
tunesmith Abner Silver in collab¬
oration with Roy Alfred has
whipped up an enthusiastic paean
to Lincoln that comes across as a
sort of mixture of “Davy Crock¬
ett” and “The Yellow Rose of
Texas.” Don Cornell belts it in
the vibrant style that’s paid off for
him in the past. This one should
move up fast on all levels. “Dream
World” is a solid ballad entry that
will pick up turntable time once
the Lincoln flurry is over.
Hugo & Luigi with Their Fam¬
ily Singers: “Young Abe Lincoln”“Two Thirds of the Tennessee
River” (Mercury). Hugo & Luigi
(Merc’s pop a&r team, Hugo Peretti and Luigi Creatore) have
soured off vs. Don Cornell in the
tattle for “Young Abe Lincoln”
supremacy. Tune is strong enough

delivers it with an ingratiating and
breezy style that should pull it
ahead of the competition. She’s in
good piping form on the ballad on
the bottom deck but “Bluebird" is
the money side.
Les Baxter Orch: “Monica”“Song of the Bayou” (Capitol)
Title theme from the current
Hallmark pic, “Monica,” gives Les
Baxter a rich instrumental to fool
around with. He plays it to the
hilt, accenting strings to heighten
the lush flavor. The orch and
chorus gives the standard on the
reverse a topdrawer treatment.
This side has a step-out chance.
Herb Shriner: “It’s The Talk of
the
Town”-“Tumbling
Tumble¬
LAWRENCE WELK
weeds” (Columbia). Herb Shriner
drops his monologing to concen¬
and his
trate on the harmonica from his
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Columbia disk debut. Both sides,
21Gth Consecutive Week
solid standard items, come off Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Parle, Cal.
well. They don’t shape up as hot
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
pop entries, however, but the jocks
Sponsored by
Dodpre Dealers of America

DON CORNELL .YOUNG ABE LINCOLN
(Coral) .Dream World
HUGO & LUIGI ..YOUNG ABE LINCOLN
(Mercury) ..Two Thirds of the Tennessee River
THE MANHATTAN BROS.KILIMINJARO
(London) .Lovely Lies
to carry both versions and the de¬
cision will probably go to the diskery which puts out the most pres¬
sure. Hugo & Luigi’s treatment
isn’t as flamboyant as Cornell’s but
they heighten the inspirational
mood with a harmonica solo out in
front. The choral group, too, helps
give the side a solid folksy flavor.
“Two Thirds of the Tennessee
River” is a folk-styled ballad with
a strong lyric idea and lilting mel¬
ody. It rates plenty of attention.
The Manhattan Bros.: “Kiliminjaro”-“LoveIy Lies” (London). This
is an offbeat entry that could step
out of left field for a big score.
Vocal combo, out of Africa, lays
down the kind of slick harmony
beat that will go over with the
jocks and the juke trade. In “Kiliminjaro,” -the group has a lively
rhythm number to toy 'with, while
“Lovely Lies” is a sensitive bal¬
lad piece that 'highlights the war¬
bling of Miriam Makeba. “Kiliminjaro,” however, looks like the
side with the biggest potential.
Mitzi Mason: “Bring Me A Bluebird”-“But I Was Wrong” (MGM).
There’s been a lot of diskery ac¬
tion on “Bring Me a Bluebird” but
Mitzi Mason’s side could be the
one to bring it in a winner. Thrush

J^SniETY
1.

who like to insert some tasty shel¬
lac in their programming will find
either tune a good bet. Harmon¬
ica and orch give each side a full
and rewarding workover.
Gisele Mackenzie: “Pepper-Hot
Baby”-“That’s The Chance I’ve
Got To Take” (Label X). Gisele
MacKenzie is bucking RCA Vic¬
tor’s Jaye P. Morgan on “PepperHot Baby” but she whips up
enough enthusiam to pull down
spins in her own right. It’s a
sprightly item which she delivers
with a carefree bounce. “That’s
the Chance I’ve Got To Take” is
just a so-so ballad offering.
Betty Johnson: “I’m A Sinner“Beginner’s Luck” (RCA Victor).
“I’m A Sinner” could stir things
up for Betty Johnson. It’s a neat
ballad concoction that fits right
into her warbling groove. It’s a
good spinning bet that rates jock¬
ey attention. She comes across
okay on “Beginner’s Luck” but it
remains just an average tune.
Julie London: “Cry Me A River”-“S’Wonderful” (Liberty). This
indie label has already created
some noise on the Coast with Julie
London’s slicing of “Cry Me A
River.” It’s an unusual ballad of¬
fering that packs plenty of emo-

|~tion and- Miss London -gives it- an
effective reading. So does Kitty
White on Mercury with a similar
styling. Although Miss London
shows up attractively on the oldie
“S’Wonderful,” “Cry Me A River”
is the one to watch.
Bill Hayes: “The White Buffalo”“The Legend of Wyatt Earp” (Ca¬
dence i. Coupling of tunes from
two tv stanzas should rack up an¬
other good score for Bill Hayes.
Both are in the westetrn idiom
and he gives ’em the wide-openspaces flavor. “White Buffalo,”
from the “Rin-Tin-Tin” series, has
the better breakthrough chance.
Marvin Rainwater: “Tennessee
Houn’ Dog Yodel”-“Tea Bag Ro¬
meo” (MGM). Diskery should go
a long way in the hillbilly field
with newcomer Marvin Rainwater.
In fact, the company is looking to
him as a replacement for the late
Hank Williams. It’s too early to
tell if he’ll reach that stature but
the potential is there. He’s a
crooner-composer, as was Wil¬
liams, and his compositions and
song-styling are right off the cob. !
“Tennessee Houn’ Dog Yodel” '
could be a big one in the alfalfa
areas.
MILLS' O'SEAS 0.0. OVER
Jack Mills returned to his New
York h.q. last week after several
wfceks in England and the Conti¬
nent.
Mills was in London with sev¬
eral other vet U. S. publishers to !
o.o. the launching of British com¬
mercial tv.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS (10) .

( Mitch Miller .Columbia
’ | Johnny Desmond .Coral

2.

LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING (5)

( Four Aces .Decca
■ ( Don Cornell .Coral

3.

AUTNMN LEAVES (2) ..

.

4.

MOMENTS TO REMEMBER (4) .

. Four Lads .Columbia

Roger Williams .Kapp

5. SEVENTEEN (9)

( Fontane Sisters. Dot
. ] Boyd Bennett .King
\ Rusty Draper .Mercury

6. AIN’T THAT A SHAME (11)

j Pat Boone . Dot
.-| Fats Domino . .Imperial
\ Ronnie Gaylord . Wing

7.

WAKE THE TOWN AND TELL THE PEOPLE (7).

( Les Baxter .;... . Capitol
‘ \ Mindy Carson '.Columbia

8.

LONGEST WALK (6) .

.

9.

BIBLE TELLS ME SO (4) .

( Nick Noble ..
. Wing
' } Dick Cornell.Coral

10. SUDDENLY THERE’S A VALLEY (1) ..

Jaye P. Morgan .Victor

[Julius La Rosa .Cadence
1 l Gogi Grant ..
Era

Second Group
MAYBELLENE
TINA MARIE .
HE . .
HARD TO GET .
SHIFTING, WHISPERING SANDS

( Chuck Berry .. • %.Chess
'l Jim Lowe
Dot
,

Perry Como .

Victor

Al H.bbler .Decca
Gisele NTacKenzie .Label X
[Billy Vaughn.Dot
\ Rusty Drainer .Mercury

ONLY YOU .

j Plaiicrs..Mercury
l Lo»a Pee. Wing

BLACK DENIM TROUSERS.

[Cheers .Capitol
l Vav'Pn Monroe.Victor

LEARNIN' THE BLUES .

Fra-k Sinara .Capitol
SONG OF THE DREAMER . jFdd;;* lir.her . Victor
) Jo'-iv: '” Ray .. . Co"umbia
I WANT YOU TO BE MY BABY.
f G' Gibbs ....... - Mar vry
) Li'.1 •
Priggs ..Epic
(Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks sor>a ho* • < , >n tHe 7'>n iOJ

Judy Garland: “Miss Show Busi¬
ness” (Capitol). . Even if this al¬
bum weren’t tied in with the re¬
cent Judy Garland CBS-TV specola,
it would be a socko item. Thrush
is in top voice on this set and
shows a maturity and song selling
savvy that makes her one of the
standout belters in the business
today. Capitol has taken a lot for
granted with that “Miss Show
Business” tag but after hearing
her belt those medleys of stand¬
ards, you can’t help but go along
with it.
Claude Rains: “The Bible
Speaks To Children” (Bronze). In
two 12-inch LPs the indie Bronze
label has captured the essence of
the Old and New Testament. Much
of the credit belongs to Claude
Rains’ warm and effective readings
of the stories from the Bible, but
Bertram and Sylvia Beerbohm
rate a nod for their editing and
special introductions. Rains’ ele¬
gant elocution makes it a good lis¬
tening bet for youngsters and old¬
sters alike. It’s attractively pack¬
aged in a hard-cover album with a
cover design by the- New -Yorker
mag’s Kovarsky. It should do big
business during the Christm&s
disk-buying season and it will end
up as a standard item on most re¬
tail counters.
*
Joni James; “When I Fall In
Love” (MGM). Joni James has be¬
come one of the few pop singers
who can hold up in an album.
Thrush ha,s developed a style and
a wax savvy that takes hold. She’s
won the juves with her singles and
she’ll add plenty of adults to her
followin'? with this album. In this
package she takes m such faves as
“To Each His Own.” “I Could i
Write A Book.” “Embraceable
You” and “As Time Goes By” with 1

captivating ' assurance. David Ter.
ry helps her along the way with a
standout orch backing.
a
Ruth Price: “My Name is Ruth
Price . • • I Sing” (Kapp). Wax new¬
comer Ruth Price makes a dis¬
tinctive impression with her first
shellac outing. She’s a familiar
warbler to New York’s cafe gad¬
abouts and should build a wider
following with this package Her
piping style is imaginative and
fresh, giving a new lilt to the old¬
ies she tackles. Outstanding in the
set are “My Shining Hour” “Ca¬
lypso Blues,” “Ev’ry Time,”’ “Gen¬
tlemen Friend” and “I’m Old
Fashioned.” She gets a lot of help
from Lou Stein who supplied most
of the arrangements.

Books for Audiophiles
The fall book lists include a
number of titles that should inter¬
est the typical phonophile—mean¬
ing the guys (less frequently, dolls)
who go in for platter playing and
collecting in a big ^ey.
A good companion to Roland
.Gelatt’s previously -reviewed- “Fab¬
ulous Phonograph,” which traces
the history of the phono and record
biz from 1877 to the present, is
“The High Fidelity Reader”( Han¬
over House; $3.50), whose sphere
of interest is entirely modern.
This book of 254 pages contains
about two dozen articles which
originally appeared in High Fidelity
magazine, but have been revised.
Hi-fi experts discuss virtually ev¬
ery phase of the subject, including
amplifiers, stereophonic reproduc¬
tion, the possibility of tape sup¬
planting disks—all the subjects
dear to the audiophile.
Not every record buyer is a hi(Continued on page 59)

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.
t Film.
Survey Week of Sept. 30-Oct. 6. 1955
Ain’t That a Shame .Commodore
Amukiriki .Famous
Angel Bells .Mills
Autumn Leaves .Ardmore
Bible Tells Me So.Paramount
Cry Me a River.Frank
Fooled
..Harms
Forgive My Heart .BVC
Gum Drop ..Toombs
Hard to Get.
Witmark
He ..Avas
Hummingbird...Jungnickel
I Like Them All.Broadcast
I Want You to Be My Baby.Victory
It’s Bigger Than You and Me—f“My Sister Eileen”Columbia
Kwela Kwela
.Peer
Learnin’ the Blues ... Barton
Learning to Love .Trinity
Longest Walk .Advanced
Love And Marriage .Barton
Love Is Many-Splendored—t“Love Is Splendored”. Miller
Moments to Remember ....
Beaver
My Bonnie Lassie .Leads
Same Old Saturday Night *.Barton
Seventeen .Lois
Suddenly There’s a Valley .H&R
Sweet. Song of India.Tee-Kaye
Then I’ll Be Happy .. . :.Bourne
Tina Marie ...Roncom
Wake the Town and Tell the People .;..._Joy
Yellow Rose of Texas .Planetary
You Are My Love .Jubilee

Tog 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
A Blossom Fell ..........Shapiro-B
Alabama Jubi’ee .
.
Remick
Autumn Leaves ...1 Ardmore
Bible Tells Me So .Paramount
Don t Stay Away Too Long.Bourne
Forgive My Heart .BVC
Greener Pastures ..!.!!!.* 1!!. !.' 1 Morris
Heart of Paris .
.Wood
Heidi .;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; Morris
I Want You To Be My Baby ..'..Victory
It’s All Right With Me—*“Can-Can” .....Chappell
Learnin’ the Blues .
Barton
Longest Walk
.!Advanced
Love and Marriage .......Barton
Love is Many-Splendored—t“Love Is Splendored”.. Miller
Moments to Remember.Beaver
My Bonnie Lr^sie
.!!..’'.!'.!!!!!’.!!! Leeds
Oudt Comes Oom Pa Pa .1 ’.!!!!!!*.!.’ Morris
Pick Yourse f a Star .Morris
Rock Around the Clock—t“Blackboard Jungle” .. .Myers
Seventeen
...Lois
Someone You Love .Bradshaw
Something’s Gotta Give—t“Daddy Long Legs”_Robbins
Suddenly There’s a Valley ..
. H&R
TalL Men—v“Tad Men” ......Robbins
Jina Marie
..Roncom
Uncha.nod Me^d’-'—t“Unchained” .Frank
Lake Tne Tc./n ^_nd Tell The People.. .Joy
Way Home
.Bandy
Yeilow Rose of Texas .Planetary
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Its a Case of ‘Let Em Eat Ethics While
Music Business Is Hungry for a Hit
The climate of the music biz is
due for a definite uplift via a new,
and virtually secret society that is
e-lining converts in Tin Pan Alley’s
ethical jungle. New outfit, tagged
Willi the mysterious initials of
F’EA, is headed by-Joe Carlton,
RCA Victor’s pop artists & reper¬
toire chief, who is temporary prez
of the outfit, with publisher Paul
Barry (Weiss &) acting as exec
secretary.
F’EA has about a dozen charter
members, most of whose identities,
along with the meaning of the ini¬
tials, are being kent under wraps.
Phil’Kahl, of Patricia-Kahl Music,
and Goldie Goldmark, of Sheldon
Music, are known to be among the
founders, all of whom have been
sworn not to disclose the meaning
of F’EA. Some cryptographers in
the music biz, working on very lit¬
tle except the three letters and
the apostrophe (which is the most
baffling aspect of the title), have
•speculated., that .the. JT’EA couldl
stand for Furtherance of Ethical
Aims. Other guesses, somewhat
more in the stereotyped jargon
of the music biz, have also turned
up. but these profane versions and
their creators are the very thing
F’EA is hoping to ethically trans¬
form.
But at this point, before any
moral transformations have been
executed, most of the music biz
characters have to be convinced
that F’EA is on the level. Next to
coming up with a dog song, Tin
Pan Alleyites dislike * more than
anything being suckers for a gag.
Carlton, the F’EA spokesman, is,
however, deadly serious about
cleaning up the “wise-alecks and
the cynics” who have given the
music biz a black eye. He said
that F’EA is open to anyone but,
as a private society with a sort of
semi-Masonic ritual, the outfit will
have the right to decide which ap¬
plicants to accept. Membership
now costs $28.50. At the end of six
months, a meeting will be called to
democratically elect F’EA officers.
Carlton refused to reveal any
specific aims of F’EA aside from
“raising the moral standards” of the
music biz. He said that he has re¬
ceived over 500 calls from persons
who wanted to join.

Col Into Act With
‘64G Jazz’ Album
Columbia Records is tying in
with the country’s top-rated tele
quizzer, “The $64,000 Quest ion.”
with a jaz2 album simply tagged
“64,000 Jazz.” Album was put into
the works several months ago I
when the tv-er’s exec producer
Steve Carlin tagged Col’s pop al¬
bum a&r chief George Avakian to
prepare a series of questions on
jazz in case a contestant chose that
category. Rev. Alvin Kershow, an
Episcopal minister from Ohio, se¬
lected the jazz category on last
Tuesday’s (4) show and the Col
presses began turning out the al¬
bum for nationwide distribution.
Official release of the album has
been set for today (Wed.) because
it was expected that the queries to
be put to the Reverend for his
$8,000 try last night (Tues.) would
be culled from the package. Deal¬
ers and distributors have been told
to keep the albums under wraps
until after the sho;v to avoid any
possible tipoff.
The package includes material
from Col’s jazz catalog and covers
the jazz period from vet Louis
Armstrong to newcomer Dave Brubeck. Other artists in the set are
Benny Goodman,, Eddie Condon,
Harry James, Buck Clayton, Duke
Ellington, Pete 'Rugolo. Sarah
Vaughan, Jai & Kgi, Erroll Garner
and Woody Herman. Album cover
will show a family sitting in front
of its tv set.

Decca’s ‘Oklahoma’ Hay
Although Capitol Records
has the soundtrack album
rights to tlie Todd-AO “Okla¬
homa” pic version, Decca Rec¬
ords has been mopping up
with its original legit cast al¬
bum version as a result of the
film’s and its own promotion.
Last month, Decca sold 56,000
“Oklahoma” albums.
To date, the Decca “Okla¬
homa” set has sold over 1,300,000 copies, a record for the al¬
bum field.

Ask US. Pub Aid
In Fight Vs. Nip
of Hi
George Thomas Folster, who
collects Japanese royalties for
some U. S. publishers, is asking
the latter for help in stamping out
a bootleg racket which has been
flourishing in Nippon.
He has
pointed out that several fly-bynight Japanese firms have been
publishing the lyrics and music of
the top hits in folio form without
paying anything.
Folster recommends that U. S.
publishers, who collect through his
office, accept a flat $10 payment
per tune from Japanese publishers
issuing suc.li folios. He said that
on such a basis, he could educate
the bootleggers to pay something
and thus establish a regular pro¬
cedure for compensating the copy¬
right owners. In addition, Folster
stated that a flat $10 fee for legit
Japanese publishers would moti¬
vate them to clamp down on the
shady operators who refuse to pay
anything at all.
Some U. S. publishers believe
that in principle they will go along
with Folster. However, they will
judge each case on the merits and
want to be free to decide on basis
of the song’s merits whether it
should get $10 or more.
While Folster collects for sev¬
eral U. S. publishers, Harry Fox,
publishers agent and trustee, chan¬
nels royalty coin to many U. S.
publishers through a deal with the
Japanese performing rights society
which collects for Fox. Julian T.
Abcles (& Bernstein), music biz
and copyright attorney, set up the
deal with the Japanese society a
couple of years ago.

Merc, Wing Add Artists !
Mercury Records and its subsid
label, Wing, added a flock of new
artists to its roster last week.
Brought into tlffe Merc lineup
was crooner Johnny Alden while
Wing tagged two thrushes, 'Gee
Palmer and Patricia Scott, and
l_sooner Jerry Teifcr.
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Capitol Execs Expect Its
New Headquarters to Be
Coast Show Biz Center
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
With the opening now only four
months away, Capitol Records sees
signs that its new office building
—the first circular office building
in the world—may become the mu¬
sic biz headquarters of the Coast.
Building is ' already about halfrented, with most of the interest
coming from firms within the in¬
dustry.
Rentable space will comprise
about 60% of the building, with
Capitol itself using the remainder.
Executive offices will be on the
third floor, atop the recording stu¬
dios which will have all of the lat¬
est in electronic equipment. One
of the features is a separate en¬
trance for artists and indie firms
using the custom facilities and the
studio used for the indie jobs is
separated from Capitol’s own fa¬
cilities.
Music publishers, agents and
personal managers apparently will
make up a-considerable- portion-of
the tenants with a number of the¬
atrical law firms also represented.
Offices, in addition to being com-,
pletely air-conditioned, are wired
for music and a television hookup
is available in each office. Capi¬
tol also is rigging a public address
system reaching into every office
in the building.

Abel Baer Takes
SPA Prexy Post

Vet tunesmith Abel Baer took
over the prexy post of the Song¬
writers Protective Assn, last week
at the organization’s council meet¬
ing. He stepped into the spot va¬
cated by Charles Tobias, wiio re¬
signed alter serving m one. or an¬
other exec capacity for the 24 years
of SPA’s history. SPA gave Tobias,
who continues as a council mem¬
ber, a plaque to mark his services.
Baer was originally named to the
SPA prexy post last spring, but
the installation was deferred until
this month.
At the present time, SPA has
2,450 songwriters on its roster. A
plug for SPA by writer Bebe Blake
on Groucho Marx’s “You Bet Your
Life” video show generated several
hundred applications from the hin¬
terlands. SPA, however, does not
solicit membership from amateur
writers.
Since its formation in the early
1930s, SPA has been instrumental
in getting numerous contract bene¬
fits for songwriters. Most im¬
portant are the 50% split on me¬
chanicals and foreign royalties,
minimum copy royalties and the
return of the copyright to the
writer after the first 28-year term
expires. The current basic pact
with the publishers expires at the
end of 1956 and SPA is currently
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
MGM Records has packaged a in the process of drawing up pro-,
collection of Jimmy Durante’s best posals for a new basic agreement.
material and is issuing it in LP
form late this month.
Package
will be entitled “Jimmy Durante
in Person.”
Twelve-inch
platter
includes
most of the top material with
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
which the Schnoz has been identi¬
fied as well as two sides previous¬ & Sciences, which hit Mercury Rec¬
ly unreleased.
ords with a $500,000 damage suit

BEST OF SCHNOZ DUE
FOR MGM 12-INCH LP

SUE INDIE LABEL FOR
500G OVER‘OSCAR’USE

Hub Jocks Set for Int’l
Disk Hop at Nova Scotia

two weeks ago, brought a second
such action against Oceanic Rec¬
ords in N. Y. Federal Court last
week for a similar amount. Acad¬
emy (Oscar) Award Hits 1939-53.”
Previously Mercury was charged

Boston, Oct. 11.
by the Academy with using “an un¬
Norm Tulin, WORL disk jock, authorized reproduction” of the Os¬
and Joe Smith, WVDA deejay, car emblem on the album cover of
plane to Halifax, N. S., for the first a platter package tagged “Academy
international record hop to be held Awai’d Favorites.” It contains 12
Thursday (13) in the gym of Dal- tunes which had won the Academy’s
housic U.
! Oscar awards.
The hop is being cosponsored by !
disk jocks Bill Fulton, Ron Rob-.
erts, Cy Lynch and Fred Hearns of j
station CJCII, Halifax. Jerry Vale,!
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
Columbia recording artist, will be :
featured. It will be broadcast over .
CJCII from 8 to 10 p.m.
i
Tulin and Smith said listeners
in Nova Scotia had requested the j
hop. The two deejays and Vale will
1905 - 1955
be flown from the Hub to Halifax
in a private plane piloted by Allen
Rich of Southward Inn, Orleans,
Mass., where Tulin was flown for j
a record hop a. fe\y _fi'ames _back% , J

PAkIety
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RCA to Set Up Its Label Globally For
All Products; Sacks Sees Hi-Fi Boom
Leis to Honolulu
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Here’s the' musical version
of coals to Newcastle.
Mickey Goldsen of Criterion
Music and Criterion Records
trekked to Honolulu over the
weekend to cut several sides
for his indie diskery.
He took with him a new
Hawaiian song by Jack Owens,
“The Luau.” : Owens scored
with an island tune some
months ago, “Ilukilau.”

Decca Records
After 20 Years
In the biggest disk talent schism
of the year to dale, Guy Lombardo
has notified Decca Records that
their longstanding association will
come to an end as of Jan. 1. 1956.
when his current pact expires.
Lombardo
spokesmen
said
the
bandleader has been generally un¬
happy at Decca for some time
with the blowoff occasioned by
Decca’s alleged brush of the Jones
Beach “Arabian Nights” cast al¬
bum starring Lauritz Melchior, an
outdoor show that Lombardo pro¬
duced. Lombardo as yet has made
no deal with anv other d^k label.
Decca execs claim that they have
had no final word from Lombardo
that all talk is over.
Lombardo, with Decca for over
20 years and one of its original
roster of artists along with Bing
Crosby and the Boswell Sisters,
made over 1.000 records for the
company during the past two dec¬
ades. Lombardo and his orch have
cut numerous original and “cover”
sides for Decca in the last l’ew
years.
Lombardo is currently playing
the Desert Inn in Las Vegas until
Oct. 25.

As part of RCA’s new interna¬
tional accent, the company’s trade¬
mark will be established in every
possible country for both the
equipment
and
disk
markets.
Manie Sacks, RCA veepce and gen¬
eral manager of the Vidor disk
division, who returned last week
from a four-week tour of the Con¬
tinent, said the Victor label would
now he used exclusively in Europe.
That will be true whether llCA
sets ui) its own plants, as is pres¬
ently the case in Italy, Spain and
Belgium, or whether Victor dis¬
tributes through affiliate compa¬
nies. When Victor’s present d!e.>l
with IIMV (His Master’s Voice)
rims out in April, 1957, RCA is
expeded lo set up its own label in
that country. Sacks, who will make
his recommendations to the RCA
board next week, refused to dis¬
close what they would be, but in¬
dustry execs feel virtually certain
that BCA will directly enter the
.. Brit isli __disk .ma_rk.Cl.. The decision
about the German market wilt be
made at the same time.
Sacks stated that’the European
market is “starved” for phono¬
graph equipment, adding that the '
situation was so tight that a black
market has developed for this mer¬
chandise. Saying that Europe rep¬
resented a new frontier Cor hi-fi
equipment, Sacks indicated that
HCA’s main manufacturing base
for this equipment would be Eng¬
land.
The platter market represents a
tremendous potential, the RCA
exec asserted. While at the pres¬
ent time the Continent’s disk sales
are about 30% of the U. S. market
(now estimated at about $250,000,0001. he predicted that Europe
could be expanded to the Ameri¬
can disk level. lie pointed out that
with the absence of mass video set
circulation,
platters represented
(Continued on page 58)

Disk Sales Jump
In Germany Also

Bonn, Oct. 4.
The West German Federal Re¬
public has just released figures on
the big increase in the sale of rec¬
ords during 1954. About $25,000,000
records, classic and popular, were
.Sesac, private music licensing sold for a total price of about
organization which lost the Tlar- 17,000,000 marks (approximately
$4,000,000). This 1954 figure repre¬
monia Music catalog last week, has
sents an increase ol’ 48%—nearly
gained two new affiliates. Bruce double — the record sales during
Humphries Inc., Boston book pub¬ 1953.
lishing firm which is entering the
Part of the increase, according
longhair publishing field, will li¬ to the government, is due to the
cense through Sesac, as will Lud¬ growing popularity of television,
wig Music, Cleveland firm active whose musical programs tend to
in the standard and educational interest the public in buying rec¬
ords for home playing. Another
field.
Humphries is prepping publica¬ part, they report, is due to the
growing
standard of living in West
tion of the “Jubilee Waltz” by
Johann Strauss, of which only one Germany, so that the people have
more
money
to .spend on home en¬
copy exists. The number, which
was found in the Boston Public tertainment.
Library, was written by Strauss
while conducting in Boston on an
American tour. Only the piano ar¬
rangement, which is p.d., has been
discovered, but Hugo Nordcn will
orchestrate it for Humphries.
The Christmas disk drive on the
MGM line will get off to an early
start this year when the plattcry
starts shipping its special Yiifce re¬
lease Oct. 28. The Xmas package
will include new 12-inch LP al¬
bums, extended play disks as well
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
as
pop singles.
Next hero to have the entire na¬
Highlighting the LP release will
tion singing his praises may well
be “A Christmas Carol” featur¬
be Superman. George Reeves, star
ing Lionel Barrymore. Until now
of the telefilm serial, and producer
the etching had been released as a
Whitney Ellsworth are working
10-inch LP.
To fill out the 12with composer Irving Gcrlz on a
inclier, the diskery has coupled
“Superman” ballad.
It would he
the Barrymore side with a medley
the first time that the series has
of Christmas hymns and carols
■ essayed anything musical beyond
sung by The Canterbury Choir.
the background score.
Other I’ps in the Yule release are
Present plans are for Beeves to a soundtrack set from the George
! warble the first disk version of the K. Arthur pic, “On the Twelfth
! tune.
Although usually regarded Day.” and Einar Hansen playing
j as a dramatic actor, he was a sing- “Christmas Music From Around
I or in the “Winged Victory” troupe the World” on his 18th century
land frequently tours hospitals and glass instrument. The. pop singles
• schools for concerts in which he will feature? such artists as Joul
accompanies himself on the guitar. 'James, Art Alooney, Betty Mudigau
and Sam Ulaflo. .
.
The Dorsey Bros, band has been
The singles will be shipped to
set for a special one-night stand’at the deejays Oct. 17 and 1,000.000
i New York’s Roseland Ballroom
brochures slanted to the denier
' Sunday H6).
Orch is, currently
level will go out about the same
j featured on CBS-TV every Salurq
* •
•t'1’
*
f r' ” ' * '
I day nitjlrt.' ■ ♦*««<•

HUMPHRIES, LUDWIG
MUSIC COS, JOIN SESAC

MGM XMAS DISK DRIVE
READIES EARLY START

Superman Never Had
A Tougher Assignment
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MARKS ACQUIRES GELLER Prado’s Share $5,299 For
SUITE; GOES HILLBILLY 2d Coast Palladium Week

Diskers Get Mag-Happy (or Tieups;
Decca, Holiday Set Mutual Promotion

E. B. Marks Music has acquired
the publication rights to “New
York, New York," pop syrr\phonic
composition by Harry Geller who
recorded it for RCA Victor. Piece
consists of 12 musical sketches de¬
picting various phases of Gotham.
Geller, who usually headquarters
on the Coast, is currently in N. Y.
and has assigned two other origi¬
nal compositions to Marks.
Marks, meantime, is reentering
the hillbilly music field after a
long layoff.
Firm is publishing
two numbers, “Livin’ It Up” and
“Robber-Stealer of Hearts," which
were cut by Dick Williams for
Victor. Some 30 years ago, Marks
bought out an extensive folk cata¬
log owned by Piedmont Music. In
recent years, however, it has been
inactive in this field.

Disk companies are now on a-*magazine tie-in promotional kick.
Decca Records has come up with
the newest twist in a tieup with
Holiday mag for a line of albums
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
titled “Holiday Series." First re¬
Columbia is rushing the sound¬
lease will include eight albums,
each containing music identified track album from the Liberace
with a, different country or terri¬ film, “Sincerely Yours," to get the
tory. .
package into midwest stores in
Each of the platter covers will time to coincide with the opening
feature a full-cover photo similar
to those, used in Holiday mag and of the film at the Chicago Theatre,
the printing on the jackets is the Chicago, on Oct. 28. Pianist will
same as Holiday uses on its cover. be in Chicago for the premiere
Holiday will give the Decca series and is slated to tour the country
a hefty editorial play w-hile Decca
is planning an extensive ad and for appearances at 11 other key
disk jockey campaign. The initial openings.
Plattery will concentrate the first
sets are set in Havana, Paris, Alps,
South America, Hawaii, Rio De delivery in Chicago, with remain¬
Janeiro, Vienna and the West In¬ der of shipments to be made in
dies.
Various orchs, including time to get the album into retail
those batoned by Bebo Valdes, stores in advance of opening dates
Werner Muller, Alfons Bauer, of the film.
-Emanuel - Verdfr George Kainapau-,
"Meanwhile, Xiberace cut a new
Zacharias and Houdini, are fea¬ 12-side album over the weekend.
tured in music of their native Tagged “Moonlight Sonata,” album
lands.
features semi-classical standards
Columbia Records has tied up in which the pianist is backed by
the
usual full orchestra.
with the mag, Seventeen, via a
Peggy King platter titled “Song of
Seventeen." This is a ballad by
Joe Marsala and is not to be con¬
fused with the rock ’n’ roll number
titled “Seventeen." The mag is
running a special promotion on
the disk.
RCA Victor’s tieup is with Pag(Continued on page 60)

Col Rushing Liberace
Pic Soundtrack Album

Martin’s 1st Xmaser
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
For the first time in his career,
Tony Martin will have a Christmas
item.
Singer checked in at RCA-Victor
recording studios‘here last night
(Mon.) to record the number in a
rush session supervised by Henri
Rene. Martin picked up the ma¬
terial himself.

Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Perez Prado’s second week take
at the Palladium here hit $5,299,
although he only worked four
nights. Saturday brought a whop¬
ping 4,874 payees.
Other three
nights totaled 3.482.
Gross for
frame was $10,958.
He gets half after gross passes
$7,000.

GERALDO ORCH IN 1ST
BRITISH COM’L TIEUP
London, Oct. 4.
After commercial tv, Britain is
now to get its first taste of com¬
mercial variety. Geraldo and his
full orchestra and singers have
been signed up to play a week’s
variety at the Manchester Palace
for a flour firm.
Date is week commencing Nov.
7, and admission will be free to
patrons presenting the torn-off top
from a bag of the sponsor’s flour
at the boxoffice. The stunt is sup¬
ported by intensive national adver¬
tising, posters, displays, etc.
Also on the bill for the week are
Yorkshire comedian Albert Mod-,
ley and impressionist Eddie Arn¬
old. Sponsors are J. W. French
Ltd., makers of Frenlite Flour.

1955

Col Readying Big
Fall Jazz Splurge
Columbia Records is set for a
big jazz splurge this fall. In addi¬
tion to album releases by vet art¬
ists, label will introduce a flock of
new pactees.
In the newcomer lineup arc two
college groups, recently latched on
to by George Avakian, head of
Col’s pop album division.
The
campus cutups are tagged Eli’s
Chosen Six and Johnny Eaton's
Princetonians. The Eli (Yale) out¬
fit will be showcased in an album
of dixieland while Eaton’s group, a
quintet, will spotlight the modern
jazz groove. Other newcomers to
Col’s hip roster are the Calvin
Jackson Quartet*’and saxist Lenny
Hambro, no relation to longhair
pianist Leonid Hambro.
For vet Dave Brubeck’s new re¬
lease, “Red, Hot and Cool," Col has
lied in with Helena Rubinstein
for a hefty promotional campaign.
Betty Madigan currently touring
with the Buick “Spacerama" show
through Los Angeles, Houston,
Chicago, Atlanta, Detroit and New
York. Show winds Oct. 28.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

‘Yellow Rose’ Spotlights
Blue’s Nashville Victory
(Before Hillbilly Music)

P^RIETY
Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in
22 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for tnis
and last week.

New York.
Editor, Variety:
National
fftth “The Yellow Rose of
Rating
Texas” hanging at the top of the
This Last
best seller list, many old timers
wk. wk.
are scratching their heads and
asking, “Haven’t I heard that
somewhere before?"
The answer is yes—going back
to the War Between the States.
(There is a report that the late
President, Franklin Delano Roose¬
velt, held it as one of his favorite
songs—but not with today’s words,
of course.)
A look backward, as the banjo
chords come back to life, shows it
to have been one of the great,
marching songs of the troops in
gray under the banner of Jeffer¬
son Davis, and it was almost the
top favorite of those under Gen¬
eral John B. Hood, the Texas
soldier of the Confederacy.
But
again with different words. Es¬
10
pecially after the Battle of Atlanta
Federal troops under General
Sherman were moving into the out¬
10
14
skirts of Atlanta and Joe John¬
son, the fighting commander of the
11
9
gray defenders, had, due to what
historians refer to as “political in12
IT.
( sistences," been replaced by Hood.
>When Sherman burned Atlanta,
13
12
Hood moved his troops northward
to Tennessee, met the northern
14
23
troops under Schofield, and were
badly cut up.
This was in a bat¬
tle which began Nov. 30, 1864?
15
15
Almost 5,000 Confederate dead
or wounded were left behind by
22
16
Schofield’s Northern soldiers as
they pressed on to Nashville. By
17A 16
the middle of December, the hun¬
gry freezing men under Hood were
routed, and only the light horse¬ 1 17B . .
men of Nathan Forrest prevented
19
11
their being wiped out completely.
The cavalry support enabled the
Confederate troops to get back
20
18
across the Tennessee river and
start moving soulh.
Again the
21
song, with this parody, was sung
by Southerners as they marched:
22
“And now I’m going Southward,
For my heart is full of woe;
23
23
I’m going back to Georgia
To find my ‘Uncle Joe’ *
You may sing about the dearest
24
20
maid
And sing of Rosalie,
25
18
But the gallant (? ) Hood of Texas,
Played hell in Tennessee."
Earle Ferris.
'* Refers to General Joe Johnson,
who commanded the gray troops
before “pressure” put the inept
Hood in command. The troops
never got over their resentment
of Hood, but they fought valiant¬
ly just the same.

Artist, Label, Title

*-

ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
2
3
“Autumn Leaves". 4
FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Love Is Many-Splendored"...
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
“Yellow Rose of Texas". 2
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“Moments to Remember".
PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Tina Marie". 3
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Ain’t That a Shame". 5
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
“Shifting, Whispering Sands".
8
9
CHEERS (Capitol) .
“Black Denim Trousers".
CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
“Maybellene" . 6'
AL HIBBLER (Decca)
“He" . ...
3
7
FONTANE SISTERS (Dot)
“Seventeen" . .. .,
9 ..
EL DORADOS (Vee Jay)
“At My Front Door".
GOGI GRANT (Era)
“Suddenly There’s a Valley"..
AMES BROS. (Victor)
“My Bonnie Lassie". 10 10 ..
8
DON CORNELL (Coral)
“Bible Tells Me So". 8
9
6..
RUSTY DRAPER (Mercury)
“Shifting, Whispering Sands". .. ..
8
GISELE MacKENZIE (X)
“Hard to Get".. . .. ..
4 ..
JOHNNY DESMOND (Coral)
“Yellow Rose of Texas".
LES BAXTER (Capitol) '
“Wake the Town". ..
7
BOYD BENNETTJKing)
“Seventeen" .
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“At My Front Door".
FOUR FRESHMEN (Capitol)
“Day by Day".
PLATTERS (Mercury)
“Only You".
NICK NOBLE (Wing)
“Bible Tells Me So".
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Song of the Dreamer". ..
7 ..
..

SIX TOP
ALBUMS

I

2

LOVE ME OR

OKLAHOMA!

2

Film Soundtrack
Doris Day

Capitol
SOA 595

..ER¥.

10
3 148
2
8

10

6

9

65

10

56
52
10

9

10

4
..

..

3

10

..

.

69....

1

2.

..

5

.
..

9

..
.

..

9

5

..

2

..

8

7
10

..

2

7

2

27
26

..

9

..

7.

9

4

,.
6

1

24

..

22
20

4
8

18

17

18

..

9

10

.. ” 6

.

3

.

..

10

_15

4

_14

1
..

..

10

..

..

..

4

..

.

7
...

6

..

3

..

12

..

n
..

..

3

4

5

IN THE WEE,

LONESOME ECHO

PETE KELLY'S

Jackie Gleason
Frank Sinatra

Capitol
W 581
JE£^1,b2-58}..,

BLUES
lee-Fitxgerald

Capitol
W 627
EBF 1, 2;Q27.

.. _13

«

7
8

19-

.:

2

4
..

42

..

.

..
7

..

6

30

..
..

51

..

6.
' 7.

6

8

3

6

SMALL HOURS

LEAVE ME

Columbia
CL 710
... 3.2Q90

2 160

Decca
DL 8166
„ JED ,758

10

6
STARRING
SAMMY DAVIS JR.
Scynmy

Davis Jr.

Decca
DL 8118
ED 2214-5-6

8
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Granz & Co. Play ‘Gays&DoDs’ Dice Bit
For Houston Cops; Aud Unsegregated
Houston,, Oct. 11. ±
Five members of the Jazz at the
Philharmonic troupe — including Bourne Wins $250 In
oroducer
Norman Granz—were
Infringement Action
book'd here on gaming charges in
Bourne Music was awarded 250
tV middle of the group’s onenighter at the Music Hall Oct. 7. in damages plus attorneys’ fees and
The quintet was taken to police costs by the Missouri Federal Court
charters between the first and sec¬ last week in a copyright infringe¬
ond shows, released on bond of $10 ment suit against Mack’s Tavern
per and allowed to go back to in Hannibal, Mo.
Spot was charged with perform¬
work.
Bonds were posted by
Granz. and forfeited next morn¬ ing “Steel Guitar’ Rag,” a Bourne
ing when the troupe planed to De¬ copyright, without an ASCAP li¬
troit without a repeat perform¬ cense.
ance at the police house.
Charged with Granz were Ella
Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, Illinois
Jacquet, and Georgiana Henry, re¬
ported to be personal assistant to
Miss Fitzgerald;
They were ar¬
Jazz concert set for New York’s
rested at Miss Fitzgerald’s dressing
i room back stage where she was Carnegie Hall Saturday (15) for the
eating pie and drinking coffee, benefit of Israel’s Red Cross will
waiting to do her stint in the first go ahead on .schedule despite the
show. The arrests were made by absence of headliner Lionel Hamp¬
five squad officers of the Houston ton. The orch leader and 14 sidepolice department who roam the' men' were injured in~a bus' crash
premises during any big jazz event in New Mexico last week and were
here to • check, according to the forced to cancel all dates indefi¬
police department, for any charac¬ nitely.
ters actihg up.
The Carnegie concert bill will
Sgt. W. A. Scotton, one of the include such artists as Jeri South¬
arresting gendarmes, said officers ern; Oscar Pettiford, Marian Mcwere making a “routine” check Partland, Terry Gibbs Quintet,
backstage when they heard dice Dorothy Donegan, George Wallingclicking in Miss Fitzgerald’s room. ton and Billy Taylor, among oth¬
He said they found Gillespie and ers. Steve Allen will emcee.
Jacquet on the floor with $185 be¬
tween them. Granzr Miss Fitzger¬
ald and Miss Henry were charged
as spectator-type participants. The
(Continued on page 57)

Israeli Benefit To Go On
Despite Hamp Absence

MUSIC

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Oct. 1)
London, Oct. 4.
Ev’rywhere .Bron
Blue Star ...Chappell
Evermore . Rogers
Man From Laramie.. Chappell
Every Day .Robbins
Unchained Melody.Frank
Learnin’ the Blues.. Connelly
I Wonder.; .Macmolodies
Close the Door.Duchess
Stars Shine .Maurice
Yellow Rose.Maddox
John and Julie.Toff

Second 12
Cool Water
Feldman
I’ll Come When You Call. Reine
You. My Love.Dash
Softly .Cavendish
Stranger in Paradise.. Frank
Love Me or Leave Me...Prowse
Hernando’s Hideaway.. .Frank
Hey There . Frank
Dreamboat.Leeds
Where Dimple Be...Cinet>honic
Ever Been Lonely .... Wright
Go On By .Bluebird

SSAE, Swiss ASCAP, Wins Key Suit
Fixing Right to Collect From Exhibs
•+

Marilyn Maxwell Breaks
Into Longplay Disk Set
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Marilyn Maxwell reports for
recording session this week that
may give her her first LP ex¬
posure. Canary will cut a 12-inch
platter for Bethlehem Records.
Miss Maxwell recorded an LP
for Crystalette last year but the
album was never released. Up to
now, she has been heard only on
singles. Frank Comstock will ar¬
range and conduct the session.

WSM Sets 4th National
Disk Jock Fest for Nov.
,

Helen Kane Back on Disk
- MGM Records is bringing.. Helen
Kane back to the disk field. Diskery recently cut the thrush, who
was popular about two decades
ago, for a special extended play
platter release.
The EP package, tagged “The
Boop-Boop-A-Doop Girl,” will in¬
clude “Do Something,” “When I
Get You Alone Tonight,” “That’s
My Weakness Now” and “When
My Sugar Walks Down the Street.”

1
Nashville, Oct. 11.
WSM. radio station here, has set
aside Nov. 11-12 for its^fourth
annual national disk jockey-festi¬
val. Station is planning to send
out 2,400 invitations to deejays in
the U. S. and Canada. The confab
this year will mark the 30th anni
of WSM’s hillbilly show, “The
Grand Ole Opry.”
Disk companies and music pub¬
lishers will again hold special
clinics and symposiums for the
visiting jocks. .

PjSrIETY Scoreboard

Four More Symph Orchs
OK Camden’s Use of Real
Names; No Secret Anyway
Camden Records, RCA’s line of
low-priced disks, has secured an
okay from four more symphony
orchs for u,se. of their real names
and conductors. Permission was se¬
cured by Alan Kayes, manager of
Red Seal artists & repertoire, who
returned last week from a tour of
Europe together with Manie Sacks,
RCA veepee and company execs.
Before the okay, these symphs
were released on the Camden label
under pseudonyms.
Approvals were given by the
London . Philharmonic (formerly
labeled by Camden as the Strat¬
ford Symphony), London Sympho¬
ny Orchestra (Jewel Symphony),
Vienna
Philharmonic
(Danube
Symphony) and Paris Conservatory
Orchestra (Seine Symphony). The
London Philharmonic disks were
conducted by Serge Koussevitzky,
Walter Goehr, Eugene Goossens,
Efrem Kurtz and Constant Lam¬
bert. Bruno Walter is the con¬
ductor on the other three orchs.
Originally, 26 musical organiza¬
tions were represented on the RCA
Camden label. Several months ago
10 other symph organizations gave
their okay for .Camden to use their
real names. The identity, however,
of the full list is known to the
discophiles since it’s only neces¬
sary to search Victor’s old catalogs
for the compositions released on
the . Camden label to get the origi¬
nal name.

The Tobiases Make It
At Last—Have Daughter
The songwriting Tobiases, who
are related to the Eddie Cantors
(Ida Tobias was her maiden narpe),
unlike the comedian and his re¬
nowned five daughters have 11 boys
in their family but no girl. So when
Freddy Tobias, son of Charlie
Tobias, songsmith and past presi¬
dent of the Songwriters’ Protective
Assn., became the father of Holly,
® lb, H oz., last Monday (3), it was
indeed an event in the Brill Bldg,
set.
Henry, Harry and Charles Tobias
are three brothers, all vets in
ASCAP. Their frers, Nat and Milton, are in mercantile business.
Charles’ two sons are Jerry and
Freddy, incidentally also ASCAPers. Jerry became the father of
°ne son and • more recently the
Parent of triplets—male. Freddy,
Jbe younger son of the Charles
Tobiases, made them grandparents
of a girl, with his first baby. Inci¬
dentally, Mrs. Charles Tobias also
''rites tunes under the name of
Fdna Gladstone.

...

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Vabiety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet musicJ.

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

FOUR ACES (Decca)...Love Is Many-Splendored
MITCH MILLER (Columbia). Yellow Rose of Texas
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp). . *. Autumn Leaves
FOUR LADS (Columbia). Moments to Remember
(Ain’t That a Shame
PAT BOONE (Dot).
‘ / At My Front Door
8

9

7
10
9

10

6

7
8

lTina Marie
PERRY COMO fViVtrvrT
(Vlctor).) Fooled
Shifting, Whispering Sands
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot).
Black Denim Trousers
CHEERS (Capitol).......

FONTANE SISTERS (Dot)

. Seven’
(Wake 1
vvn
LES BAXTER (Capitol) .<>Unchained Melody
°
(I’ll Never Stop Loving You

,, TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

(’"ASCAP.

fBMI)

TUNE

PUBLISHER

,.. Planetary
,,.. Ardmore
.Miller

1

2

* YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS ......

*AUTUMN LEAVES.
"LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING .
’"MOMENTS TO REMEMBER.." ..

2

3

3

1

4

8

5
6

4

7
8
9
10

5
6
10
9
7

55

Beaver

’"BIBLE TELLS ME SO . Paramount
"WAKE THE TOWN AND TELL THE PEOPLE . Joy
•(SEVENTEEN . .*.:... Lois
•(SUDDENLY THERE’S A VALLEY ..
.Hill & Range
‘"SHIFTING, WHISPERING SANDS ..
MDS
tAIN’T THAT A SHAME.• • • • Commodore

The Swiss performing rights so¬
ciety, Societe Suisse des Auteurs
et Editeurs (SSAE), has won a
key legal victory which estab¬
lishes its right to collect perform¬
ance money from Swiss film exhib¬
itors. The case, which was initiat¬
ed last year by a Swiss exhib, was
decided in the performing rights
society’s favor.
The Swiss exhib, who was mak¬
ing a test case for the industry,
argued that payment of music fees
was unnecessary since the film li¬
cense covered the whole Sound¬
track, including the music. The
Swiss society’s contention, which
was upheld by the courts, was that
the music on the soundtrack was
t;he property of the copyright own¬
ers, the publishers, who arc en¬
titled
to
collect
performance
money.
The Swiss case was apparently
intended to establish a licensing
l-System for .the 111 m industry-. that--—
would be akin to the one operating
in the U. S. In this country, ever
since the Federal Judge Vincent
Leibell decision, exhibs are ex¬
empted from paying music license
fees. ASCAP is required to col¬
lect these fees at the source, in
this case, the film producers.
Interest in the case among U. S.
music circles was high because
many U. S. films and . musical
works were involved. Herman Finkelstein, general attorney for the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers, went over¬
seas late last year to look into the
case, as did Adolph Dcutsch,
Screen Composers Assn, proxy,
who also was in Switzerland last
year to protect the rights of SCA
members.
The case was decided as expect¬
ed in favor of the licensing society,
since European governments pay
special interest in protecting the
rights of performing societies.
Also, previous similar cases were
brought by film exhibitors in Bel¬
gium, Holland and Germany, all
without success.

Label X Switches To
Vik Tag as of Jan. 1.;
Drops Hillbilly Disks
Label X, RCA’s quasi-indie label
which was launched early in 1954,
will bow at the outset of 1956 un¬
der a new tag, Vik Records. Lat¬
ter name was among those kicked
around when Label X was first
selected. Label X was always con¬
sidered by Victor execs as a transi¬
tional name that eventually would
be changed. Vik was chosen be¬
cause of its phonetic tie to the
Victor trademark plus the impor¬
tant fact that the name is cleared
internationally as a record label.
The Vik label will be a multi-col¬
ored job on a black base.
The RCA subsicl will continue to
release all of its packaged goods
with the Label X imprint until
current stocks are exhausted. As
they are used up, the Vik label will
be substituted.
Move primarily
afreets the extensive library of
jazz oldies which Label X pack¬
aged as the “Vault Original” se¬
ries.
Vik will operate primarily in the
pop single market. The Label X
foray into the country & western
field has already been suspended
with all of the X hillbilly artists
given their release except for
Terry Fell. Latter has been trans¬
ferred to Victor roster. Vik will
make rhythm & blues disks de¬
pending on the availability of art¬
ists.
Label X was originally set up by
Manie Sacks, RCA veepee and gen¬
eral manager of the disk division,
as a route to cut into the indie
l market. Unlike Victor disks wnich
! are handled through dealer RCA
! distribs, Label X, and its successor
Vik, is distributed through inde¬
pendent wholesalers.
Jimmy Hilliard, artists & reper¬
toire chief for X, and Frank Am¬
aru, sales chief who recently rej placed Joe Delaney, run Label X
: under the reins of Howard Letts,
Victor administrative exec. Hil¬
liard, incidentally, leaves this
week for a cross-country tour and
will stay in Hollywood for about
three weeks.
, ,
. .
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‘Concert’ and Dance Lyrics by Separate
Writers for Danish Song in Britain
Copenhagen, Oct. 11.
Chappell, of London, has bought
tl)(> rights for Great Britain and the
United States to the 17-year-old
Danish love song, “Lad Tonerne
Fortaeile.” by Erland Frederiksen.
This song has had over 20 different
recordings in Scandinavia and is
among the most played numbers
here.
Unusual aspect of the Danish
song's publication in English is its
getting two different sets of lyric?—
one for a concert version under the
title “Dream Days,” by Carleen
Flairs, the other a dance arrange¬
ment with lyrics by Norman Newell
under the title “The Robin and the
Rose.”
Frederiksen, who wrote the tune,
lias been with Wilhelm Hansen’s
Publishing Co. here for over 25
years and is famous as a Danish
radio “tune detective” who can tell
the title of almost any tune, mod"er~n oFclass'icalT’as soon asTTe~Tiears
the first notes.

Granz
i

_ _ Continued from pa^e 55 -

performers were allowed to finish
the first show before being taken
to the station,
Ironically. Granz himself paid
$25 per man to have eight Houston
policemen palrol the crowd, stase
doors, etc. to keep order during the
two shows, which were played to
an unsegregated Negro and white
audience.
Police Chief Heard, irked at the
“manpower waste” of it taking five
officers to break up a crap game,
was to call a conference on the
episode.
Trouble In San Antonio
San Antonio. Oct. 11.
The beat of fists against heads
which interfered with the perform¬
ance of the musicians and poor at¬
tendance Friday posed a threat to
future showings of the Norman
Granz “Jazz at the Philharmonic”
at the Municipal Auditorium here.
Two young men who tried to beat
up an off duty policeman were
taken to city jail in slightly bat¬
tered condition.
. The fight started after Granz
twice took to the stage Thursday
(61 night to tell the audience to quit
smoking and one demanded that
it desist from yelling and whistling
during Ella Fitzgerald’s series of
songs. He threatened to halt the
numbers, if the noise continued.
Miss Fitzgerald left the stage while
the fight was in progress but re¬
turned when they were taken away.
Erroll Garner Trio booked into
the Showboat, Philadelphia, Oct.
24 following current stand at
Detroit’s Rouge Lounge.

THE PERFECT
AFTER-VACATION SONG
Sfyne and Cohn's

“THE THINGS
WE DID
LAST SUMMER’
Styne and Cahn Music Co., Inf.

MUSIC

you got a smash on your hands!

3d Aussie Trip for Ray
Sydney. Oct. 4.
Johnnie Ray will do a third Aus¬
sie tour for Lee Gordon early next
year. I-Ie was. a terrific click on his
two previous visits Down Under.
Gordon, it’s understood, will
limit his importations over the cur¬
rent summer span. Sammy Davis
will do a quick runaround near the
end of October. Gordon’s lineup
for 1956, in addition to Ray. in¬
cludes Nat “King” Cole. Gary Cros¬
by and Louis Armstrong.

j
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Cleffer Finds Music Biz
Is More Than Sharps &
Flats, Even for Money
—____ New.York-.
Editor, Variety:
What follows may amuse vou
somewhat. Just thought I'd pass it
along. I went to a certain music
house the other day with the pur¬
pose of getting a little work done
on a song I had just written. This
place does everything from tak¬
ing ‘down melodies hummed by
yokels to dressing up tunes penned
by really worthwhile young writ¬
ing-hopes of the future.
For the price you can have piano
copies made; copies printed; audi¬
tion disks made; songs exploited,
etc. As I have said I went there
to have some work done (a piano
copy) because I was too lazy to do
it myself.
What follows is the
conversation which took place, as
nearly as I can remember:
Me: Sir. I would like to have a
piano copy written. How much
will it cost?
He: (Impatiently) I don't know.
We'll see what changes have to be
made.
Me: (Surprised) Changes!
I
don't want changes, I just. . .
He: (Heatedly) You guys are all
the same.! You write something
and come in here asking how you
can get it published when the
songs ain’t even ready.
Me: (Respectfully) How do you
know there have to be changes
when you haven’t heard the song?
In fact Ldon’t have the song with
me!
He: Of course there have to be
changes made—I know my busi¬
ness! You think you’ve got a hit
song? Well let me tell you fivemillion other guys think the same
way. I’m here to work on songs
and fix them up so that they can be
sold.
Anyway, in this business
it’s who you know, not how good
the song is! I've been in this busi¬
ness 25 years and I know what I'm
talking about . . . You just take
that song of yours and try to ped¬
dle it in the Brill Building, you’ll
walk your feet off. They won’t
take it. Oh, one or two might
listen to be nice—but they won’t
take it. If you don’t want me to
see the song it’s O.K. with me
but I know the people and you
don’t! Not one word more was
spoken. He simply showed me his
profile and that was that. Needless to say I’ll get around
to writing my own piano version
. . . someday. . . . The irony of the
whole situation is that I’ve been
hammering for years at the Brill,
with no success. I only wanted a
little work done for personal use
and not publication!
Oh well ...
’
Leo B. Porter.

Anotfrer BMI %
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BLACK DENIM TROUSERS
Recorded by
THE CHEERS/LES BAXTER niru
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RCA To Set Up Trademark Globally
■

Continued ;

one of the' chief forms of home
entertainment in Europe.
RCA will implement its interna¬
tional pitch by exporting some of
its top exec personnel to help de¬
velop the European marKet. Artists
& repertoire staffs for Victor will
be set up in each country, together
with sales and promotional organi¬
zations.
Italy A&R Chief
In Italy, Sacks already has ap¬
pointed Anna Venturing a native
of Rome, as a&r chief for that
country. Miss Venturini has been
active in music circles and has
been programming serious music
for the Italian radio network for
several years. Among her chief
duties will be to search for new
talent to replace the older long¬
hair generation represented by
Toscanini.
Among the reasons for establish¬
ing the RCA trademark interna¬
tionally is to give the Victor artists
. a__global showcasing..JErankJM^JFolsom, RCA president, sparked the
new movement as a result of his
trip overseas several months ago
when he envisioned a worldwide
market for Victor's disk output, es¬
pecially in the longhair field where
artists like Heifetz, Rubinstein,
Munch, Stokowski and others speak
a language that can be understood
without regard to national bar¬
riers.
. Sacks stated that 45 rpm platters
were gaining in popularity in Eu¬
rope in the extended-play form.
For the single market, however,
the 78s dominate because they
have a favorable price differential
over the 45s. RCA plans to correct
that disparity and hence hypo that
speed's acceptance. Sacks said that
he held some talks with European
publishers about reducing their
royalty rates, but it was only an
informal exchange of ideas with
no commitments made.
At the :
present time, the European pub¬
lishers have no statutory rate, such
as the 2c per side in the U. S.,
and can charge-whatever the traf¬
fic can bear, sometimes ranging up
to le^c per record.
Sacks disclosed that RCA had
already wrapped up deals for dis¬
tribution of Victor records in Den¬
mark, Sweden and Norway. The
distribution in France will be
made via the Belgian plant. In
England, Sacks said that he also
held talks with E. R. (Ted) Lewis,
head of the British Decca com¬
pany, which has an extensive long¬
hair artists roster and* catalog.
Nothing definite w'as planned here.
Next step on the RCA horizons
is the South American market.
Charles M. Odorizzi, RCA vice-
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Well-Ballroomed Chicago

Inside Stuff-Music

Gilbert Briggs, sound reproduction authority and managin'* dirp^*
of the Wharfdale Wireless Works in England, conducted a his
demonstration at. New York’s Carnegie Hall Sunday (9) comparing
Editor, Variety:
“live” performances and commercial recordings. Lecture followed
After reading through your pattern of similar demonstrations held in London’s Royal Festival
Hall.
Columbia Records assisted Briggs in preparing his “Sound Re
article, “Chicago, that Toddlin'
Town," it occurs to use that we production” program. At a special recording session in Carnegie Hall*
Col engineers pre-recorded several of the selections on thp urogram
; should call your attention to one of so that the platters would have the same acoustical qualities as the
the amusement pages in our issue “live” performance. Col artists participating in the hi-fi experimen s
this week, enclosed, so you can see were: E. Power Briggs, organ; Leonid Hambro, piano; and four firstthat there are at least eight ball¬ desk members of the Philadelphia Orchestra, John De Lancie oboerooms in or near this fair city of Anthony M. Gigliotti, clarinet; Sol Schoenbach, bassoon, and Mason
ours with dance programs worthy ; Jones, French horn.
of mention.
Is it true that no other news¬
RCA Victor is giving an unusual showcasing to its newly released
paper in the world carries so many “Aida” album with a mostly Metropolitan Opera cast. For this whole
ballroom ads?
week, the three 12-inch set will be played continuously in-the Johnnv
Mark Glatt,
Victor Theatre in the Exhibition Hall in N. Y.’s Radio City on RC4
Southtown Economist.
Victor’s Mark I high fidelity phonograph. Ads in the N. Y. Times
Frankfurt, Oct. 11.
are inviting the public to attend. Victor is also cuffoing elaborate
streamers to retailers and is supplying artist interview platters to radio
Louis Armstrong and his All
stations.
Stars, featuring singer Velma Mid¬
dleton, are touring through Ger¬
many. The group opens Oct. 16 in
Capitol is putting an all-out promotional push behind its Jose
Kiel, and plays Hamburg, Dort¬
Ferrer waxing of “Cyrano de Bergerac," made five years ago at the
Chicago, Oct. 11.
mund, Dusseldorf, Munich, Mann¬
time of the film version and now being reissued as a hi-fi package
The Don Glasser orchestra has to coincide with the NBC-TV “Producers Showcase” color show on
heim, Karlsrue, Nurnberg, Kassel
and Frankfurt as one-nigjiters, be¬ been signed _by Orchestras Inc., Qct. 17.. Flattery. Jhas made. up a .special four-color ^streamer for dis¬
fore winding Oct. 27 and 28 in Chi "bodklng agency headefi by Bill' tribution to dealers around the country and is following this up with
Black and specializing in band a strong sales promotion pitch message to all branches.
Berlin.
The musicians come here from bookings only. Percentery started
Scandinavia where they have sev¬ out with five bands and is little
Decca Records has come up with an elaborate display rack for
eral playdates, and when finishing more than a year old. In its first
in Germany, the tour goes to Hol¬ year, the agency has grown from dealers as part of its current “Fill Your Home With Music” campaign.
Display
piece is in the Jorm of a split-level'home with members oi a
five
to
eight
bands
and
has
added
land, Belgium and Switzerland.
Booking fee for the group in Ger¬ two people, a booker and a secre¬ typical family shown listening to platters in the den, children’s room
tary
to
the
staff.
and
living
room. The domestic scene is set off by various album
many is understood to be $2,000
New pactee Glasser has been covers, each in a different category. Another Decca display unit
per night.
features
a
flexible
rack that can be adjusted for any size window or
booked into the Syracuse Hotel,
Syracuse, where he opens tonight interior display.
(Tues.) for a two week engagement
and into the Schroeder Hotel,
The Jodimars, newly-formed rhythm & blues group, has established
Milwaukee, for three weeks, open¬ some sort of record in the disk and in-person field.
The sextet was
ing Oct. 25.
formed only three weeks ago by three refugees from Bill Haley’s
Comets and was immediately pacted to Capitol Records. Group also
Hollywood agent Irving Paul
made its “live” debut at New York’s Palace Theatre Friday (7). Book¬
Lazar has CBS veepee Hubbell
ing is unusual in that the combo’s first disk hasn’t hit the market yet.
Robinson Jr. interested in “The Sherrell Sisters Do
Edward B. Marks Story” as a tv
to change Beale Ave. to the more famous Beale St. tag, introduced
Song’ Act on Platters
spectacular.
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Lazar has been working on a film
Pic companies are still hot for title song themes. Latest film to
Sherrell Sisters were reunited as come up for a tune tieup is Metro’s “Something of Value” starring
deal for the venerable music pub¬
lisher’s catalog but decided that a song duo yesterday (Mon.) in a Grace Kelly. Don (“Yellow Rose of Texas”) George and Robert
the telecast would make a good Starlight Records session called to (“Ebb Tide”) Maxwell were commissioned by Metro to pen the tune.
trailer for an ultimate film pack¬ cut four tunes from the current Pic, a filmization of Robert Ruark’s bestselling novel, is on Metros
age, when and if. Herb Marks, show at the Moulin Rouge nitery. sked.
son of the founder and present Pony and Grace Sherrell etched
head -of the over 60-year-old music two of the sides with the backing
Ray Heindorf, general music director of Warner Bros., was inad¬
house, has been sparking the bio- of the Phil Moore quartet while vertently omitted in Variety’s Sept. 28 issue from the list of Screen
pic. Marks pere, now deceased, Pony Sherrell soloed on the re¬ Composers Assn, members who have won Academy Awards. Heindorf,
also authored two authoritative Tin maining two with Moody backing. in fact, has won two Oscars for the scoring of “This Is The Army" in
Pan Alley books, “They All Sang
Pony Sherrell and Moody wrote 1943 and “Yankee Doodle Dandy” in 1942, the latter in collaboration
(from Tony Pastor to Rudy Valleej" the score for the nitery revue and with Heinz Roemheld.
also recently finished scoring the
and “They All Had Glamor."
U-I film “Second Greatest Sex."
In a move-in to cash in on the current ballet season, Mercury Rec¬
Tunes from the Moulin Rouge ords has prepped a special -dealer window-display kit to hypo its
Brusk Exits Remington
show, all published by Mills, are Olympian series of ballet music. The kit features a kingsize draw¬
Thomas Brusk has ankled his “Can Can Blues,” “Hel, Angeleno," ing of the Oliver Messel sketch from “Sleeping Beauty” as xvell as
exec v.p. post at Plymouth-Reming- “Is This Not Happiness," and “So dummy album packages of “Nutcracker Suite,” “Swan Lake” and
ton Records to set up his own indie Very Much in Love."
cover reproductions of “Petrouchka," “Firebird" and “Le Sacre Du
company in Europe.
Printemps.”
Brusk had been with the Rem¬
Dave Bernstein has joined the
ington - Plymouth operation for contactman staff at Barton Music.
“You’re A Grand Old Flag," the George M. Cohan oldie, will get
more than three years. He leaves He previously was a plugger for a king-size workover Saturday (15) when 185 Michigan high school
for Europe within 10 days.
Sam Fox Music.
bands with a total of 11,500 tootlers get together at Ann Arbor for
the Annual Band Day meet. The bands will play the tune at the
Northwestern vs. Michigan grid game.
rom page S3
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prexy and chairman of the board
of RCA Victor Distribution Corp.,
is slated to make a tour of Latin
America within the next week or
two. Sacks may go south-of-theborder at some later date.
While overseas, Sacks was ac¬
companied by Albert F. Walters,
RCA International operations man¬
ager; Howard Letts, Victor disk
administrative exec; and Alan
Kayes, Red Seal a&r manager.

Chicago.

SATCHMO IS SET FOR
GERMAN ONE-NITERS

Chi Band Booking Co.
Expands; Ink Glasser

Pitch 'E. B. Marks Story’
As Film Biog, TV Spec

Danny Thomas, who. was instrumental in getting Memphis’ city fathers
his own song, “Bring Back Our Beale Street," on his ABC-TV show
last Tuesday (4). Decca Records will release the Thomas’ disk.

Union Nixes Chirp Date
At Banned Terpalace
Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Irvin Mazzei, Coast AGVA chief,
notified Bob Phillips, local rep of
Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking
Corp., that the union will not
countenance Dinah Washington ap¬
pearing at the .Savoy Ballroom here
Nov. 9 because the terpalace is on
AGVA’s unfair list. Phillips booked
Miss Washington into the spot.
According to Mazzei, Billy Berg,
operator of the Savoy,, has a $2,250
claim filed against him by LaVerne
Baker, an AGVA performer, for
“breach of contract.”
“Until that money is paid to our
member, no AGVA performer will
ever appear at the Savoy Ball¬
room," snapped Mazzei when con-

lacieu

aiieiu

me

suuauuii.

ivuaa

Washington was to receive $3,000
for a five-day stand. Meanwhile,
she opened at the Mocambo last
week.

'love is a many spiendoseo

thing

7 LOWE IS '
AMANYSPLENDORED
THING
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the big Pageant Magazine promotional ballad!

Band Reviews
PJEREZ PRADO ORCH (15)
Hollywood
The Cha Cha Cha aficionados
turned out in mucho force for
Perez Prado’s Palladium bow last
Wednesday (28), and by the ovation
of the crowd it looks as if Sterling
Wav, operator of the terpalace,
should have booked this sort of
aggregation a long time ago. Ac¬
tually, Prado’s debut here marks !
the first time in over a decade this j
spot has ever engaged a Latino '
orch, but if biz continues like
opener, it’s for sure it won’t be |
the last.
|
Prado still purveys his estab¬
lished mambo beat, but for this
stand has interjected a varied
medley of American dance tunes
for the 'benefit of the patrons that
don’t comprendez the Cha Cha
beat. The two standout routines
are, of course, “Cherry Pink and
Apple Blossom,” with Frederico on
trumpet, and “Crazy Man Crazy,”
featuring Modesto Duran on the
bongos, who later encores with
“Mambo Number Five.”
j
Although Prado doesn’t highlighthimself much on the piano, the I
Mambo King proves his right to !
that throne via his customary dance 1
antics while bandstanding. During ■
this engagement, Prado has added !
Sarita, chirp imported from Pan- j
ama, who though lacking the vocal j
power to cope with Prado’s blast¬
ing power, does excite in the sex !
department. Sarita falls in the |
Abbe Lane classification. One tune :
she warbles well is “Besame
Mucho.”
I
Other American dance humbers j
Prado contributes are “Autumn !
Leaves,” “High and the Mighty” !
and “Moonlight in Vermont.”
j
Kain.
i
Palladium,

BERNARD HILDA (12)
!
With Paule Desjardines, Billy
Regis, Charlita
Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills
After a decade as one of the top j
band favorites in France and 1
throughout the Continent, Bernard
Hilda is in the U.S. for a limited
stand at the Beverly Hilton, new¬
est caravansary in the round-theworld chain. On the strength of
this one date, Hilda could easily
make a life-long career playing
Hilton outlets only; more impor¬
tantly, he could and should serve
as a model to American maestri of
what a hotel aggregation must be.
Union
regulations
prevented
Hilda from bringing any of his
own sidemen here with him. He
did, however, bring the books and
it is the combination of these ar¬
rangements and his own meticu* lous musicianship that makes the
orchestra’s date here a milestone.
For general purposes, Hilda is
using four sax, three violins, two
trumpets and a trombone in addi¬
tion to the piano, bass and drum.
Many of the sidemen double, per¬
mitting effective use of snlooth
arrangements revolving around
combinations of woodwinds that in¬
clude piccolo and oboe. (Doubling

Kngel
Bells
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

is particularly necessary to play
the current Jose Greco show with
a book based on Flamencan folk
music).
What makes the Hilda aggrega¬
tion important from a hotel stand¬
point is that the usual American
tendency toward blaring brass is
ignored. Instead, the concentration
is on a full development of the
melodic line with a lush treatment
that is equally appealing to the
dancer and the lazy ringsider. For
the foot-happy, Hilda concentrates
on a canny mixture of tempos, all
played with a beat that puts no
strain on non-Arthur Murrayites.
Instrumentation provides a smooth¬
ness and a blend that achieves the
unexpected; ringsiders find them¬
selves paying attention to the band.
Hilda has a hot vocal bet in
Paule Desjardines, a Gallic blonde
with a good voice and a nice sense
of rhythm who handles the bulk of
his vocal assignments. Also fea¬
tured are Billy Regis and Charlita.
In the first eight weeks of the
Beverly Hilton’s operation, the
Hilda technique. Las . more than,
proved itself. It has been con¬
sistently the main attraction in the
new room. And that, in a den of
name-conscious pewholders, is an
accomplishment almost as great as
the music itself.
Kap.

20/47-6282

Books for Audiophiles
-Continued from page 52

-

fi addict—this reviewer unasham¬
edly confesses he isn’t—and the
unregenerate will find particular
pleasure in F. A. Kuttner’s ar¬
ticle.
“Are
High
Frequencies
Necessary?.” in which he does a
neat job of debunking the typical
hi-fi “nut’s” insistence that record¬
ings must contain frequencies that
the human ear is incapable of
hearing if the result is to be “real¬
istic.”
Regardless of whether hi-fi is a
genuine cultural and technological
achievement, as its advocates in¬
sist. or a fad that falls into the
nuisance class when abused, as it
frequently is, this is a well-printed,
well-written, well-edited, valuable
book. Those to whom high fidelity
is a necessity of life ought to go
for it in a big way.
Two pocket-size books, of about
280 pages each, from Grosset &
Dunlap, are a valuable addition to
the Little Music Library. One is
“The Story of Jazz.” by Rex Har¬
ris; the other, “The Story of
American Folk Song,” by Russell
Ames. The small type in both is
rather trying to tired eyes, but
that’s the only fault to be found
with the format. Content of both
books is exceptionally interesting,
and the writers do a top job of
dishing a lot of Information about
their chosen subjects in limited
space. Harris takes the story of
jazz—which, like hi-fi, you either
go for or you don’t—from its leg¬
endary beginnings based on work
songs brought by Negro slaves
from Africa, through the ragtime
era. the period of “classic” dixie¬
land, Chicago, etc., to the presentday “progressive,” bebop experi¬
ments. There’s even a good LP dis¬
cography.
Ames’ “Folk Music” volume fol¬
lows a similar pattern. Beginning
with “The Background of Ameri¬
can Folk Song,” the story is car¬
ried through Colonial days, the
American Revolution, songs of the
frontier, slavery, wartime singing,
“the open road, tfee chain gang and
the jail,” to the' blues. Which of
these two little books you find
more absorbing depends on wheth¬
er you prefer jazz or folk.. Both
are "excellent and worth having
Walsh.
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MILT HERTH TRIO
The Lillie Band With the Big Music
Now FOURTH Weak

DESERT INN, LAS VEGAS
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

On The Upbeat
New York
Julie Stearns, general profes¬
sional manager at BMI, back at
his New York desk after a Coast
quickie . . . Bill Kenny parted by
personal manager Wynn Lassner.
Kenny headlines at the- Casa Sew
ille, L. IM this weekend (14-16» . . .
Joni James plays the Chicago The¬
atre, Chi, for two weeks starting
Friday (14) . . . MGM shipping out
1,000.000 brochures listing the top¬
selling hits in its catalog . . . Billy
Eckstine set for a stand at the
Stagecoach Inn, Hackensack, N. J..
Oct. 28-Nov. 5 . . .. Chris Connor
and the Jay & Kai Quintet into
Storyville, Boston, for one week
starting Oct. 31 . . . The Chordettea
hitting the deejays around the
country for the next three weeks,
plugging their Cadence slicing of
“The Wedding.”
Argueso, mambo orch leader,
pacted to a five-year deal by Roseland Ballroom . . . Cy Coleman’s
Trio and Joszi Ribari’s orch alter- nating in the Waldorf-Astoria’s
Peacock Alley. Ribari is a Vien¬
nese violinist making his U. S.
debut at the Waldorf . . . Bill Gerson, owner of Pep's in Philly, eyed
Gotham's jazz scene last Wednes¬
day (5) . . . Len Wolf handling
eastern disk promotion for Herb
Shriner and The Modemaires . . .
Lou Stein guesting on Steve Al¬
len’s NBC-TV show to Oct. 17 . . .
Livingston Electronic Corp., pre¬
recorded tape manufacturer, has
prepped a catalog listing its en¬
larged tape catalog. :
“The Great Adventure,” with
words and music by Ann Ronell,
has been cut by Joe Leahy's orch
and chorus for. Unique Records.
Song was commissioned by Louis
de Rochement Associates for the
Swedish pic of the same name
which they’re releasing here.

London
After 10 years Harry Gold is
relinquishing the leadership of the
Pieces of Eight dixieland combina¬
tion owing to ill health reasons and
is handing over the baton to his
younger brother Laurie at the New
Year . . . Music publisher Johnny
Johnston, of Michael Reine Music,
awarded the prize for best music
for an advertising film at the Inter¬
national Festival of Advertising
Films at Monte Carlo . . . Griff
Lewis, for the last two years with
Mills Music, takes up the post of
general manager of Latin Amer¬
ican Music (a subsidiary of the
Southern Music group) . . . Toni
'Eden signed to sing with the Ted
Heath band . . . U.S. singer . Bill
Darnell arrived at London Airport
on Thursday (6) . . . Singer Ronnie
Harris has been booked for a 10-

week tour of American Forces
camps on the Continent . . . Gracie
Coles Girls Band leaves on Oct. 17
for a tour of U.S. camps in Ger¬
many. Greece, Turkey, French
Morocco, Libya and France within
j tlrn next two months.
i
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Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing ■ com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last u'eek.
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The Crew-Cuts, set for final British week at Edinburgh Empire
Nov. 7. will resume transatlantic
dates at State Theatre. Hartford,
Nov. 26. and then into Eddy’s, Kan’ sas City. Dec. 3 for two weeks . . .
; A1 Martino followed the harmony
group into Empire, Glasgow . . .
Adam Rennie orch, native Scot
group, to wax for Nixa Records . . .
British Columbia issued long-play¬
ing disk of Father Sydney McEwan, with ten songs . . . Guy
Mitchell, into Edinburgh vaude
Oct. 17, winds current tour at Ex¬
eter Nov. 5 . . . Bill McGuffie and
Ray Burns play Glasgow Oct. 31
week, prior to former’s trek to
U. S.

t
;
!
j

Hollywood
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Scotland

Martha Glazer, personal manager
of Erroll Gamer, returns to N.Y.
after a month's trek on the coast.
.
. Mischa Novy orch pacted for
10 months in Bali Room of the
Beverly - Hilton
Hotel . . . Joe
Venuti’s combo opened a four-week
stand at the Club Bombay Friday
(7), along with vocalist Sonia Ross.
. . . Glenn E. Wallichs, prexy of
Capitol Records, leaves today
(Wed.) to attend a board of direc¬
tors meeting of EMI in London . . .
Ken Nelson, Capitol Records’ coun¬
try and western a&r chief, making
a two months cross country trek
in search of new talent.
Albert Glasser has been signed
to score Gross-Krasne’s “Please
Murder Me,” starring Angela
Lansbury and Raymond Burr . . .
Bass player Dave Bryant has been
set to back Nellie Lutcher during
chirp's current stand at the Castle
Restaurant . . . BevHills Hotel has
optioned Barney Sorkin orch for
eight more weeks . . . Entire Pony
Sherrell-Phil Moody score of 11
songs from the new Moulin Rouge
show will be published by Mills
Music.
KOWL deejay Joe Adams re¬
turned here from Albuquerque,
where he taped-interviewed Lionel
Hampton who is in the hospital
following a bus accident two weeks
ago . . . Chico Sesma’s orch winds
up a 26-week stint at the Village
today (Wed.) . . . Joseph J. Lilley
has been inked by Paramount to
compose, arrange and conduct the
score for “That Certain Feeling,”
starring Bob Hope, Eva Marie
Saint and George Sanders . . .
Russ Morgan returns to the Palla-
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* ASCAP

National
Rating
This Last
<wk. wk.
1
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J_8
8
10
*9
7
IQ.r
11
T
12
ll
13A 9
13B 14
15
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I
Title and Publisher
* Autumn Leaves (Ardmore)..
*YeIIow Rose (Planetary)....
1(,Love Is Splendored (Miller).
*Bible Tells Me (Paramount).
*Wake the town (Joy).
tSiiddenly a Valley”(H&R)...
tile (Avas)..
*Moments Remember "(Beaver,
tSeventeen (Lois).
y"Shifting-Sands-(MDS)......
^Longest Walk (Advanced).. .
*Blue Star (Young).
tAin’t a Shame (Commodore).
*Rock Around Clock (Myers).
tSong of Dreamer (Ludlow)..

dium for the first time in two
years beginning Dec. 2 to play
terpery's traditional month of pri¬
vate Yule tide parties.

Chicago

10
8
v.

‘Hit Parade’ Lineup

The most exciting French hit since "Moulin Rouge"
recorded by

LeROY HOLMES
orchestra and chorus
MGM Record No. 12085

LUDLOW MUSIC, INC. (BMI)
151 W«,t 46 Street, N.w York. N Y

Boston, Oct. 4.
Extended pfcy 45 rpm disks are
conking out in the New England
jukeboxes after a short run in
which the ops established 10c play,
according to reports from music
ops and one stops throughout the
territory. “Ep’s will never go big
in this business,” Milton Israeloff,
owner of the Beacon Shops in
Providence, R. I., one of the big¬
gest one stops in the east, told a
big group of record distributor offi¬
cials at a clambake, which he
hosted, at the King Phillip Bakemaster in Bristol, R. I., Tues. (27).
Israeloff, whose annual volume
is around $700,000, said, “Ep's
served a purpose in bringing in 10c
play, but music box ops are tak¬
ing them out now.”

39
34
16

Robbins Music, one of the Big
Three firms, has latched onto the
score for the upcoming Broadway
tuner, “Strip for Action.” Score
has been written by Jimmy Mc¬
Hugh and Harold Adamson.
!
Murray Baker, Robbins’ general
professional manager, is currently
prepping auditions for the disk
company
artists & repertoire
chiefs.
Tuner, which will be
brought in by Howard Hoyt and
William Costin, is slated for a De¬
cember preem. It’s a musicalization of the comedy of the same
name by Howard Lindsay and Rus¬
sel Crouse.

Mag-Happy

EPs HAVE SHORT RUN
FOR N.E. JUKEBOX OPS

9
7
8

i Robbins Latches Onto
‘Strip for Action’ Score

(On Oct. 8 NBC-TV Show)
1. Yellow Rose.Planetary
2. Love Is Splendored. . Miller
3. Autumn Leaves. . .Ardmore
4. Seventeen ..Lois
5. Wake the Town.Joy
6. Bible Tells.Paramount
7. Ain’t A Shame.Commodore

opening at the Lon¬
don House, Chi, tonight (Wed.) . . .
Morgana King set for an indefinite
stint at the Cloister Inn, Chicago,
opening Oct. 22 . . . Wild Bill Davis
opens at Chicago’s Crown Propel¬
ler Lounge tonight (Wed.) . . .
Herbie Fields into the Preview
Lounge. Chicago, Nov. 2 for three mmmmmmm Continued from page 54
frames . . . Buddy Moreno into the
Peabody Hotel, Memphis, Nov. 21 eant magazine. Latter has a story
for two.
on Jaye P. Morgan in its current
issue in which a part of Miss Mor¬
Pittsburgh
gan’s latest Victor release, “If You
Johnnie (Scat) Davis has Tony Don’t Want My Love,” has been
Papa, Artie Shaw’s old drummer, pressed on a laminated paper disk.
with him in his new combo at the It can be torn from the magazine
Midway Lounge . . . Bill Brant, of
radio and tv, opened with his band and played on any 78 rpm machine.
at Vogue Terrace Monday (10) for
Victor also has a promotional
an indefinite stay, replacing Morry tie-in with the Seventeen mag on
Allen crew . . . Georgre Moreen- its “Perfect For Dancing” album
stem, local pianist, replacing Sandy series. A sampler record, contain¬
Brooks with Lynn Carter act at ing a tune from each of the eight
Carnival. Brooks has departed for albums, is being offered to mag
the Coast to go with a vocal group readers for 25c via a coupon insert.
. . . Ralph Marterie booked for a RCA also making the sampler
one-nighter at Lexington Ballroom available for premiums to all ad¬
Oct. 26.
vertisers in a special mag portfolio
in which 15 advertisers are coop¬
erating.
Fred Astaire Dance Studios,
under whose supervision the disks
were culled from Victor’s archives
plus some new recordings, are also
cooperating in the project together
with local RCA dealers, Pepsi-Cola
bottlers and Mutual Stores, who
are co-sponsoring teenage parties
in at least 84 major cities.
Don Shirley

ALL AT ONCE

&« u05
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Settle ‘Tattletale’ Suit
Federal Judge Irving R. Kauf¬
man last week okayed settlement
and discontinuance of an infringe¬
ment suit brought in N.Y. Federal
Court by Republic Music Inc.
against Columbia Pictures. Terms
of the settlement were undisclosed.
Music pub claimed Col used its
-copyrighted tune, “Tattletale Eyes,”
in Sam Katzman’s production of
“Purple Heart Diary” without per¬
mission. A 1951 Col release, the
film starred Frances Langford.

PROGRAM TO-DAY
YESTERDAY'S

“SLEEPY
HEAD”
Music by

JESSE GREER
SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN
1270 Sixth Av*.
New York 20

\mnrmn
atfADVAMOD MimC COOP.

America's Fastest
^Selling Records!
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ONE-UNION IDEA AIRED AGAIN
Court Lien by Unpaid Help Forces
Moulin Rouge, Vegas, to Shutter

STIRRED BY TIFFS: Beatty May Sub Ringling at Garden
RANK & FILE OKAY Next Year Following Pact Disputes

Las Vegas, Oct. 11. 4The Moulin Rouge here was
The greater frequency of squab¬
closed over the weekend by writ
bles between the various affiliates
of attachments in the sum of $21,of the Associated Actors & Artistes
500 served by Bartenders Union
of America is again causing an un¬
Local 165 and Culinary Union Lo¬
dercurrent of agitation for “one
Jo Lombardi, maestro at the big union.” Currently, there are
cal 226. Management in a lastditch stand was unable to come up Latin Quarter, N. Y., is getting a several internal hassles going. Ac¬
with sufficient funds to satisfy four-week leave of absence to ba¬ tors Equnty, Assn, is battling with
creditors and place was padlocked. ton for Danny Kaye during his the American Guild of Variety
Management spokesman says ne¬ vaude tour starting Oct. 31 at the Artists on the jurisdiction of in¬
gotiations are still in process in Palace Theatre, Columbus.
dustrial shows.
Screen Actors
Lombardi previously batoned for Guild and the American Federa¬
attempt to raise enough coin to
Kaye during his stint at the Pal¬ tion of Television and Radio Artists
reopen.
Operators of the slowly-sinking ace, N. Y., where he was the pit- and Screen Actors Guild are tiff¬
Moulin Rouge Hotel had fought crew conductor, and also back- ing over the Electronicam process
lawsuits, overdue payrolls and a stopped for the comic in previ¬ of sh' oting tele shows* and AGVA
legal action filed by the City Com¬ ous stands in other-cities’... is currently at odds with the Bur-"
mission last week in an attempt to
lesque Artists Assn. Only one of
keep the interracial resort’s doors
the major 4A affiliates not involved
open until ' fresh money can be
in an important inter-union dispute
found. A deal to borrow $750,000
is the American Guild of Musical
from a wealth Californian report¬
Artists.
edly fell through in the wake of a
Currently, there are more inter¬
City Commission order to show
union hassles than there have been
cause why the hotel’s gambling li¬
at. one time, and likelihood is that
cense should not be revoked.
a larger number of both perform¬
The Commission had told (5)
ers and agents may be injured be¬
the hotel ops to appear Oct. 19
fore these jurisdictional tiffs are
to give reason why the license
straightened out.
should not be lifted. The action
There’s been sentiment in favor
was lodged against the faltering
of the amalgamation idea for more
Las Vegas, Oct. 11.
multi-million dollar resort on the
than 15 years since the Reis report,
Bill Miller ankled the Sahara as made by an independent account¬
basis that its owners as.sertedy
violated requirements that full entertainment director Monday ing firm, reported in favor of the
(10)
to take over the Royal Ne¬ merger.
disclosures be made of- the finan¬
However, nothing has
cial structure and of those hold¬ vada as general manager and pres¬ been done, although all unions had
ident
of Royal Hotel Inc. He still seriously considered the step at
ing interests.
In unearthing the Moulin Rouge retains 6% interest in the Sahara. one time or another. There had
financial setup, City License In¬ Stan Irwin, Miller’s aide since the been some progress when radio
spector Wayne McDormann re¬ Sahara opened, takes Miller’s va¬ union took over the television ju¬
risdiction. Some unions were will¬
vealed that two corporations con¬ cated post.
Miller moves into the Royal, rep¬ ing to go along in a partial merger,
trol the hotel.
One, Moulin
Rouge Properties, consisting of 23 resenting a $500,000 bankroll but details were never worked out.
persons and leasing the casino to which he, Arnold Kimmes, Charles
Saving on Coin
the other, the Moulin Rouge Inc. Spellman, Phil Sherman and Sid¬
However, rank and file sentiment
The latter group embodies eight ney Fox put up, in addition to for merger is growing. In recent
license holders Who are supposed $500,000 reinvestment by a group years it’s become increasingly
to operate the spa’s casino. Mc¬ led by A1 Moll, who originally necessary for a performer to work
Dormann claimed, however, that opened the Royal. Of the overall in virtually all fields. Thus, the
three of the unlicensed Moulin operation, Miller represents 20% acts shell out a sizable sum in
Rouge Properties group are known stock. Hotel will be changed to dues and initiation fees, whereas
to have been involved in the Bill Miller’s Royal Nevada, with with an amalgamated setup, they
food and entertainment policy of
casino operation.
Miller’s ex-Riviera in N. J.. to be could be spared some important
Payroll Hitches
coin.
Meanwhile, the hotel was unable installed. Irwin was the Sahara’s • At various times, virtually all the
first
entertainment director and
to- meet a $45,000 payroll which
4A affiliates have passed resolu¬
was
succeeded
by
Miller.
was due Wednesday (5). Payroll
tions favoring the merger, but up
for the preceding week was reporto now, the only amalgamation that
tely met through loans by the hotel
has taken place came when the
from other resort owners here.
radio union took over the televi¬
Troubles for the hotel continued
sion jurisdiction.
to mount when action was filed to
It’s felt that amalgamation must
foreclose on two notes totaling
come eventually, since many fields
Ottawa, Oct. 11
$371,000. Via legal notices in lo¬
J. P. Maloney, president of in the 4A jurisdiction are being
cal newspapers, two California cor¬
The variety, Equity,
porations announced the two notes Standishall Hotel Co., threw a reduced.
AGMA and BAA jurisdictions are
are in default, and that assets of posh party recently to showcase getting smaller, but television and
the hotel will be sold at public the rebuilt Standishall, dancery vidpix are growing. Meanwhile,
auction Oct. 27 to raise the re¬ and hotel in Hull across the river operational expenses of virtually
quired funds. One of the notes from Ottawa. Burned in 1951, every union is increasing: An em¬
is held by Rosehedge Corp., for Standishall now has three rooms— ployment crisis could bump off a
$121,928, while the second,is $350,- the Bel Ami, a bar; the Rainbow couple of unions so that the 4A’s
Room, with Alex Dawson’s orches¬ would be forced to step in. The
(Continued on page 64)
tra for dancing, and a lounge as membership which ambulates be¬
yet unnamed, featuring Kay Den¬ tween several fields would like to
nison at the electric organ and an see some mergers before takeovers
occasional canary.
take place. The current squabbles
Hull city bylaws prohibit floor may lead the thinking of union
shows in hotels, but name chanters execs into these ehannels.
will be booked into the Rainbow
Room at times. Before the 1951
New Orleans, Oct. .11.
fire, the room was one of the Ot¬
City authorities last Wednesday tawa district’s busiest niteries.
(5) refused a. permit to the Ring- Maloney also heads Chaudiere
ling Bros., Barnum & Bailey Cir¬ Club nitery and Chez Henri Hotel;
Maurice Chevalier scored a fine
cus to appear here Oct. 21, 22 and also in Hull.
$17,162 for his second week of his
23 on a portion of Audubon Park
The fire that destroyed Standi¬ one-man show'at the Lyceum The¬
The circus management next day shall, former home of E. B. Eddy,
filed -suit in Civil District Couijt founder of a pulp and paper em¬ atre, N. Y. Previous week he did
asking that the city be required to pire, transformed, -into a “social $15,315. He remains” another fort¬
issue a permit. They called the club” in 1929, took the life of night.
Although, Chevalier makes a
city’s refusal “illegal, unwar¬ Raphael Gomez of New York,, with
ranted, unreasonable, arbitrary the Lazero de Quintero Trio, and substantial profit on this engage¬
ment,
one comparable to the $5,000
and capricious.”
injured Dale Jones, bass with he’ll get for a one-show nightly
The 'suit states that the circus Louis Armstrong group, when he deal at the Waldorf-Astoria. N. Y.,
has been making traditional ap¬ leaped from the flames. Satchmo,
it’s- little in comparison to the
pearances in New Orleans for playing thev Rainbow Room at.the $35,000
weekly he’ll earn at the
about 50 years and names Mayor time, and Velma Middleton es¬ Dunes Hotel, Las Vegas.
deLesseps Morrison,- Robert De- caped from upper-floor windows.
velle, -city -finance director, and
Lee G. Lowe, city revenue col¬
lector.
The permit was refused on the
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
Tommy
Smalls
(Dr.
Jive),.
grounds that the Ringling dates
are too close to the Shrine Circus WWRL, Woodside, N. Y., disk-'
scheduled here early in November. jockey, will make his third appear- j
The permit refusal recalls the ance at the Apollo Theatre, N. Y.,;
time over, 20 years ago when the within a year. Smalls holds the;
late Huey P. Long, then governor near house-record, second only to
of Louisiana, made the same cir¬ the Will Mastin Trio starring
1905-1955
cus call off a show because it in¬ Sammy Davis Jr.
The Smalls troupe goes in Nov.
terfered With the Louisiana State
U.-Rice football game at Baton 4. Surrounding talent hasn’t been
Houge.
set yet.

Lombardi to Take Leave
To Baton for Kaye Tour

Vegas R. Nevada;
Resigns Sahara

BURNED CAN. CLUB, NOW
REBUILT, BOWS IN HULL

New Orleans Nixes Circus
Permit; Date Too Close
>To Own Shrine Event

Chevalier Fine $17,162
For 2d Gotham Week

Smalls’3d Apollo Date
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Possibility exists that the Clyde
Beatty circus will be substituted
for the Ringling Bros, and Barnum
& Bailey Circus at the Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., next spring.
Although deal hasn’t yet been
‘Milton Berle, who'll do only 13 made, it’s likely that the Ringling
tele shows this season, will have show will be bypassed in favor of
plenty of time for occasional nitery the new layout.
forays between show's. He’s cur¬
Negotiations cap several months
rently negotiating with the Riviera of dispute between the Garden and
Hotel, Las Vegas, for a two-week John Ringling North, circus top¬
stand around Christmas time.
per, on terms for next spring. It’s
In previous years, Berle would been an open secret that Arthur
take a cafe fling during his vaca¬ M. Wirtz, one of the major stock¬
tion period. Deal is being nego¬ holders in the Garden, has long
tiated on behalf of his corporate had dreams of bringing-in his own
setup, Sagebrush-Productions".
circus into the Garden. The Gar¬
den promotes its own rodeo, for
example, and the circus would be
an added chore in that department.
However, it’s likely that Wirtz
would be in charge of that opera¬
tion, since' he could give the outfit
an additional route in his other
buildings.
It’s remembered that Wirtz, sev¬
eral years ago, had similar plans
i for the Cole Bros. Circus, which he
i purchased and had names such as
| Burt Lancaster and Bill Boyd
(Hopalong Cassidy)
headlining.
Las Vegas, Oct. 11.
The Clark County Gaming Board i However, threat of the Cole Bros.
\ show was apparently neia
held over the
r „
j a i j e at. xt
j 15‘luw
me
followed the lead of the Nevada , Ringling circus t0 hike the terms,
Tax Commission and approved; which Ringling ultimately agreed
<6' the license sought by a syndi- | to. This year, however, possibility
cate headed by Gus Greenbaum to of going through with the threat is
operate the Riviera Hotel casino. greater, inasmuch as Wirtz would
In addition to Greenbaum, the be getting a name outfit into the
board also sanctioned Elias Atol, Garden. Garden execs feel that the
Dave Berman, Ross Miller, Ber¬ big event at that time of year is a
nard Nemerov, Israel Alderman circus, and the Ringling name is a
and Ed Miller. The group, which secondary feature for the Garden
immediately took over the Riviera i under their type of thinking. On
casino on a. yearly rental basis, all 1 the other hand were the RBB&B
are former operators of the Fla¬ title for sale, it would bring several
million dollars.
mingo Hotel here.
Should the deal with the Clyde
Before granting the license, the
board delved into the financial pic¬ Beatty outfit be finalized, the Ring¬
ture of the nine-story inn, at¬ ling show will be in a very difficult
tempting to ascertain if all the position. Last season, Ringling
creditors of the former manage¬ grossed $2,120,000 during its 40ment would be satisfied. Attorney dav stand at the Garden. At the
Art W. Ham Jr., representing the same time, it’s an open secret that
hotel, told the board members that the Big Show hasn’t been doing
the money put up by the new part¬ too well in many stops on the road
ners was being placed in trust with and the shutout at the Garden
a bank to pay off the creditors of would be a big blow to thie Ring¬
the Riviera. The money from the ling display.
transaction—$1,500,000 — will be
The possibility of Beatty replac¬
placed in escrow, he said, so the ing the Ringling show at the Gar¬
creditors could be paid.
den next spring recalls an ironic
Meantime,., the license in the situation of some years ago when
operation sought by Sid Wyman, Beatty was the star lion act of the
and approved by the Tax Commis¬ show. There were some difficulties
sion, was deferred by the board, in making a deal for the following
pending arrnnvestigation. In ap¬ year, and the Ringling publicity
proving the license, the board told department sent out releases
Greenbaum’s group that all condi¬ where horsewoman Dorothy Her¬
tions imposed upon the Riviera by bert’s picture was superimposed
the Tax Commission, in approving on the photo of the Beatty act.
the new partners, would have to Beatty subsequently started his
be adhered to. The County Board own circus.
also set-down some stipulations of
its own, stating the new operators
must abide by all county ordi¬
nances, referring particularly to
the fire and sanitation laws. The
hotel, it was learned, still owes the
county for a sewer connection fee
and a sewer bill.
License was made retroactive to
Stockton, Eng., Oct. 4.
July 27, so that the new partners
The Registrar, at '-’public examican assume part of the loss of the . nation in bankruptcy here of Engoperation since that date. Other- lisli comedian Jimmy James, cornwise, Ham told the board, the ' mented "These people in the va$100,000 in losses since that date ■ riety world who earn so much
would have to come out of the1 money seem quite incapable of
bankroll being put into escrow to distributing it.”
pay off the hotel’s creditors.
James, appearing under his real
name of James Casey, admitted
having been "unjustifiably, extrava¬
gant” with the coin he earned. He
admitted tax arrears of over $18,000, an unreturned loan of $1,740,
and an $181 “debt of honor” to a
Pittsburgh, Oct. 11. | local hospital, among liabilities of
Former George Claire booking over $27,000. His assets were nil.
office here is now Nicholas-Wayne j Cause of his failure, he stated,
Associates Inc. New firm was had been a decline in income
granted its Pennsylvania state li-, through illness, plus a depression
cense last week. The operators are j in the British vaude profession.
Zeke Nicholas and Billy Wayne,
His gross earnings for the year
w'ho worked for Claire for years ended March, 1949 had been $30,until latter left Pittsburgh on ! 225, giving him a het profit of $9,Sept. 1 to go with MCA in Cleve¬ 760. By 1953, the year of his Royal
Variety Performance appearance,
land.
Nicholas had also been with these figures had dropped to $19,Claire looking after small accounts 500 and $3,340.
His gross earnings for the past
in the outlying districts. NicholasWayne has inherited most of the nine years totalled $226,200, a
old Wayne exclusives in the night yearly average of $25,131, with an
average yearly net profit of $6,369.
club field.

Berle Dickering For
Xmas Vegas Fortnight

Greenbaum Group
Gets Vegas Okay
On Riviera Bid

Vauders Don’t Know How
To Hold On to Their Coin,
Opines British Referee

Nicholas-Wayne Subs For
Claire Agency in Pitt
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20th Tollies’ Anni
Hub Booker Importing
1 Sanik-I)|liiPC Tia
Vet Names Still Top Draws
&a
Ads; Opens Rome Office 0
^ II ^ J f
In N. Y. Cafes at Peak Periods rfSn5* K" ™ *" „ ^
™ “'JS ! ' HCadS I OF »
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Follies of 1956” opens at the Chi-

'

Value of the older, established*'

-

'
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Alexander Agency Sets
Coast Tie, Expands Chi

as some agency spokesmen are
loathe to believe that any of
the newcomers, particularly record
names, could have brought in the
ropes up business during the two
recent big sports events, the Mar^ fight
and
Worid
Series
The theory is bolstered by
the fact that La Vie, with Dick
Havmes headlining, is doing the
biggest business since it opened.
In fact Monte Proser’s eastsiderie has had SRObTzsince its
Thursday (6)preem and did three
shows each on Friday and Saturday, with heavy crowds at each of
the late shows. A gross of around
r\r\n
fir-ct
$50,000 is expected for the first
week of the Haymes tenancy. He’s
m for two weeks and, if date^can
be juggled, he’ll hold over for a
session
third session.
tniid session.
Thp snorts
it’s held,
held.
The
sports events, it's

C.h,1Cag°j ^J1'
The Willard Alexander Agency
plans an expansion of its Chicago
fipp and
and a
office
a Coast
Coast aeencv
agency liaison
liaison
fice and a Coast g
y
within
ithin the
the next
next 90
90 days,
days, according
according
nrAVW wiiiarrt AiovanHpr
ThP
prexy Willard Alexander. The
*° Dre*r
iexander agency also is expandAlexander
g with an acts department; it
ing
id previously
previously handled
handled bands
bands exexhad
clusively.
Alexander is working out a deal
with Coast agent Harold Jovian,
head of Premiere Artists, to rep
his acts in the east while Jovian
handles Alexander’s pactees on the
So Ta'r: Afexa^Ter isreppin? Matt. Dennis and Jen Sothping Matt Dennis and Jen. Sothera, both of the Jovian stable.
Alexander also jlags Ao... ad4 sixother man m the Chicago office,
to assist Freddie Dale, currently
ct
carrvine the load single-handed
dairying the
ine loaa
single nanaea.
carrying
load single-ha

drew the monied elements, name¬
ly those that have been around
for a few years, and do not ordinarily subscribe to the diskjockey selections. The well-heeled
citizens
are
also
drawn
from
among buyers, conventioneers and
sightseers. The fall of the year is
similarly ideal for the use of the
older headliners, since many trips
to New York are of a business
nature, and the names they know
best will entice that category.
Converselv the spring
snring and sumConversely,
mer are better for the record
names in the N Y niteries
The
prom season draws’ a lot of youngsters to the niteries and hotels.
There’s also a flurry of a demand
for this category of headliner
around the holidays. Search for a
.
lure for the younger element was
important, some years ago, before
football was deemphasized. That
process cost the bonifaces a lot of
coin, since the football season
doesn’t draw like it used to.
_
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The American Guild of Variety
.ficfc last
Tact week
waaV sit,ned
cicrnod a va
Artists
.
,
weex signed
ciprocal agreement with ANDA,
tbe
Mexican
performer union.
Agreement stipulates that members working each other’s country
sha11 eni°y the protection of the
ymon regarding working condiU™5’ insurance, medical attention,
?tc- American acts working Mexlc° can
tbe unl0n 3 drama
oAhnn
qitq11 thAmcAhroQ nt rna nn?ch,0^ aYail themselves of the unlon-s le2al services and have a voice
and vote in the conduct of the
umon*
Mex acts working the U. S., as
will American acts in a south-ofthe-border job, will have to join
the union, except during a one-

and

Currently
Pittsburgh, Pa.
CORAL RECORDS
Dir.: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Representing

Another‘Champ
i Rodeo’ Hits Chi

value of Vegas Gambling
Chips Faces Court Test j™
In Grand Larceny (ase

Las Vegas, Oct. 11.
sino barons and players alike
Casino
There had been a situation in haye their
focused on a local
their eyes focused on a local
the U. S. whereby many Mexican (jj[strict
court where
where today
today (Tues.)
(Tues.)
ict court
pc-rformers had not been getting
actu"ai
vaiue of
0f a Las Vegas
actual value
salaries, and others where the acts gambiing chip will be put to test.
had been working under scale. £age grows.out 0f the arrest of
From here on in, the Mexican per- ^
Gene Terral and Edward
iinll Tint ho normHfpH
"
_
_ .
formers will not be permitted to Jay es Hansen on a grand iarceny
work in a spot which doesn t have compiaint> charging the two men
. bond with AGVA.
with robbing a southern California
tourist of $175 worth of $25 chipswhile he was gambling on the
Strip.
y _
n
In filing the complaint, Deputy
Dist- Atty. VeNoy Christophersen
1 * *
_
.
said the grand larceny charge is
In show biz circles, “making the based on the face value of the
rounds” with a newspaperman or seven stolen chips—or $175. Chrisa star is usually a pretty produc- tophersen said he considered the
tive “celebrity tour” when hitting chips the same as money or negoa strange city, but it’s as nothing tiable checks, since they can be
when one is in company of a popu- cashed for their face value at any
lar boniface.
one of several casinos and even in

John Steinberg proved ttyit this
past week during his Gotham visit.
Now the emeritus managing direc1 tor of Hillcrest Country Club, Bev! erly Hills,. and of course a famed
greeter when, as of John & Christo, their New York and Florida
nitery careers dated from the old
Reisenweber’s days through the
Roman Pools (Miami Beach), 400
Club, 5 O’clock Club, Pavilion
Royal, etc., in N. Y., the vet restaurateur dwarfed the handshaking
circle of the local denizens. He
wgH^’greeted and recognized and
saluted by businessmen, politicos
and industrialists as well as the
press and show biz bunch with an
amazing and unusual “conquering
hero” warmth.

grocery stores.
^ However, Dale Cook, attorney
for the arrested pair, will air a
petition for a writ of habeas corpus
this afternoon. In his argument,
attorney Cook says that contrary
t? opinion, the chips are not negoLiable as easily as bank checks,
pointing up that chips from several
of the newer resorts here—which
have been faced with financial difAcuities lately^-are being turned
down m all local casinos. Outside
Nevada, Cook points up, it would
n,°p be considered a crime to take
chips unless bodily harm or intimidation was inflicted upon the
victim, because chips per se are
not le£a} tender. The issue has
never before been brought to court

Steinberg has been ailing of late,
hence his retirement from active
ofa “coSuiSuok'^LirHe'^
turns to the Coast this week.

CAB CALLOWAY
Currently
GOLDEN

HOTEL

RENO
Mgt.*BILL MITTLER, U19 Iroadway, New York

r
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New Pitt Cafe Is
H
1
T
J
Ulll/Illlllf
11 Clltl
Bucking Trend

Greeter Steinberg Gets

Eileen BARTON

'

This is the 20th anniversary edi- ! bringing in foreign acts. He has \
tion of the Shipstads & Johnson | opened a Rome office, and will ,
ice show and stars Richard Dwyer j spot the overseas talent around
end Mr. Frick. Shoxv is sceied etjthe Hub before booking them
a $4 top.
U
Vt
throughout the U. S.
Lennie Stone, associated with
White in bringing in talent and
who has been supervising the Rome
office, arrived in the Hub with two
*
imports’
Lil1
Larsson,
Swedish
KllPITlIlfT
I lfPlm dancer< who was spotted at the
Sporting Club, Monte Carlo, and
**
Gianni Massi, Italian soprano.
.
#
Pittsburgh, Oct. 11.
In
an
across - the - seas
deal, ■
With nitery biz hitting a new low White’s wife, Cindy Parker, Hub
around here—several spots on the thrush, has been booked into the
outskirts in the last couple of Astor, London, opening Oct. 24,
weeks did"ft evfn put
a show a through the Foster Agency, Loncouple of times because there were don. She will sing on Britain’s new
no customers-John Bertera has commercial tv, “In Town Tonight.”
m wheie angels fear ^
Misses Larsson and Massi are
atd ay ^h^m-o^t^l^ operated ?kedded for Hub supper clubs withBertera
■ profiUb,^ operated ln tbe n"Cxt two frames,* WhTe S3d.
the nig
seat vogue terrace
-_-:-—
™
Vears wd wld it
for a
his newHolit^¥ilk ofSte 22
Sut 15 miles from downtown and
a?0llt
a°wm:own ana
Intersec¬
close by the Pittsburgh Intersec,.
..
pal,ncviuan:a
tion
of. the.
Pennsylvania 'Tnrnnito
Turnpike.
Holiday House is a combination
of motel, restaurant, bar and cafe,
with
around
500, auu
and
wiu latter
laiwr seating aioui
u juu,
Chicago Oct 11.
tour¬
Bertera figures to get a lot of tour.
,,,
.
ist trade for his operation. MCA
Another World s Championship
is booking it for him and getaway Ro,deo opened here at the Intershow headlines Eileen Barton and national Amphitheatre last Friday
features Caribbean Dancers and
and will stay here till
team of Gene Wesson and Gordon thls
Fflday
(14^
Show
stars
Polk. Luke Riley has landed the gene Autry
The Cass County
music job, and former conductor Roys, Gail Davis and 10 other
of the Casino Theatre pit orch goes ?cts-. Cowboys and girls competin with an eight-piece outfit.
jng in the rodeo will split up $20,Acts will be ..in-for one w-eek SV0^111 pr,lze mo.rieyScaled at a
only, a couple of exceptions, notat°P» show will play five matibly Jackie Heller, coming in Oct. ^ees ln addition to its evening per31 for a .fortnight.
Second show formances during the run,
opening Monday (17) will have . Show has been
dubbed
the
Rosemary O’Reilly, local singer
Golden Spurs” rodeo and has
who was in‘‘New Faces” and more been dressed up with generous
recently with Sauter-Fmegan band, quantities of ballyhoo.
Idea of
u/flviflFin
rhfl
mimnnc
and Wally Griffin,
the owneis, the Kremer Rodeo
■■■
Co. (owned by Rari'y Knight and
Autry), is that Chicago can sup-

beeereqiSedwhen “ “on wiU

Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Mel Torme leaves next week for
his first Australian tour, a fiveweek junket under the auspices of
the Tivoli Circuit. Tonne’s personal manager, Bill Loeb, who set
1.1_ji_i
__ • _ ______j
the deal, now ’is eyeing surrounding talent for the package.
Torme will
Melbourne.

* /IV7 A
ill

Boston, Oct. 11.

e'l

'elfare Pay Pact Eases
N fl SfrilrA

11. y. Oil 1AC OllUdllUU
Possibility of a strike at the
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, was
eliminated last week, when an
agreement was reached between
Seymour Weiss, inn’s operator,
and Jackie Bright, national administrator of the American Guild
of Variety Artists. It was agreed
that Weiss would pay the $^.50
weekly welfare payment for ill
performers.
Previously, it was
understood that Weiss wanted to
make the payment for all performers except those in the four-figure
biackets.
At the same time, another strike
situation was bypassed at the Palace Theatre, N.Y., which similarly
agreed to the welfare levies, starting last Friday (8). Negotiations
are now on for a minimum basic
agreement.
>
xhe Copacabana, N.Y.; Chicago
Theatre, Chicago; Apollo Theatre,
n.Y.; Howard Theatre, Washington,
and the Chez pare0( Chicago, are
others that recently agreed to
make welfare fund payments to the
unjon#
^ .
__
Will Mastin Trio Inc. has been
chartered in Albany, N. Y., to con-

RUSSELL TO ENGLAND
FOR BEAUTY PAGEANT
Bni, TEiicr-nii
-,.i__
Singer Bob Russell, who has.,
been staging the Miss Universe and
Miss America contests for many
years, will plane to England today
(Wed.) to produce and emcee the
Miss World Beauty Pageant to be
staged in London Oct. 20.
He’ll also write a score for this
contest. Russell was cased.for this
job at the Miss Universe contest
held last July at Long Beach, Cal.
He’ll continue with the Universe
contest. He did the Miss America
contest until two seasons ago.

|#

r

<

Las Vegas, Oct. 11.
elaborately-staged marriage
°f‘h„e. ^nds and Dunes, hotels ‘
foi‘ a ^orce, according 0
new negotiations which were gun
derway here last weekend (9) jakp
Freedman disclose!! he is dicker
ing to sell out his 38% interest in
the Sands operation to move his
bankroll cross-Strip to the Dunes
where he would become sole owner effective Nov. 1.
In
In this
this deal,
deal, Charles
Charles Turner
Turner and
and
Eddie Levinson and other co-owners of the Sands-Dunes operation
will relinquish their interest in the
Dunes
to
Freedman.
In turn
Freedman will dispose of his stock
m the Sands to present members
of the Sands group. The amount
of the
of
tbe transaction
transaction was
was undisclosed.
undisclosed,
In the
the marriage
marriage pact,
pact, which
which took
took
Jn
P*fe last Sept. 1, Frekrn^ Levinson, Turner, Carl Cohen and
and
several other Sands owners took
over
operation
of
the failing
Dunes in a deal by which they
lease the new resort from its orig¬
inal owners, A1 Gotte§man and
Joe Sullivan. In the first 25 days
of operation, the Dunes, under the
new management showed its in¬
lual
itial Prom,
profit, according to FreedFreed¬
man.
,
rnn,mpnl.
..
. In ^eedman
ag?a'
d ,nH ?
.
. ^
hit/nhaiipno^”* at
least onemoiebig challenge.

headed

Horizon Room in Pitt
Due for Jan. Facelift;
Will Seek Big Names
Pittsburgh, Oct. 11.
Horizon
Horizon Room
Room at
at Greater
Greater PittsPitts¬
burgh
Airport will
will be
be shut
shut down
down
burgh Airport
0n Jan. 1 for three months and
perhaps longer to undergo a com*
A ..
_
°
p]ete
facelift designed,
among
other things, to double its capacity.
Nitery now seats close to 500.

^

ger b.o.’s.
mu
, _T
_r ,
,
.
.i Th® ..^rrcnt New York rodeo is
alsohbille^^ thr“WnriH-^Ph0 1S
al4S0
^5 ,,
s Cba.m'
oionsh^
Plons“iP Rodeo and the operating
PionsluP
YPmPaiW ]s. called the World’s
lampionsnip Rodeo Co.
Championship
---1
««r
^
Z-'Ill . Ir_
fl
M
■ n
Welfare PaV Pad EaSe<?
T c Iaic 1 “J
J

for a te_^_
rkTTnnr*i i
» mm

H

blg ban9uets and convention parties because of limited space,
Chakeres wants to be able to bid
?hake.res wants to be able to bid
for thlS
this trade
trade again>
again, Just
just as
as lie
he did
did
iol
a few years ago at Vogue Terrace,
1.100-seat theatre-restaurant which
he sold upon acquiring the airstrip
show-place.
.

_

.

FRANKIE SCOTT
Unclr i,ou> nhed

Comedian

Currently
8th W*»k

KA SEE'S
NIGHT CLUB
ToUdo, Ohio
n<r<>’0n
To.

PETER

Thr-oti r Bld.j

J

IODICE
Df-fro •

on VOU* «'N°’
"V/HAI.5 oN
c-rrai»»W

duct a theatrical business, with
capital stock of 200 shares, no par
g™'“a

-

chakeres h»s also ieit that he

couldn t go m for big names on
account of his capacity, and exPects to go after the Las VegasMiami Beach-Broadway belt talent.

jAMA»c^'
I

Dir.: MCA__

Joseph A.' Barrett]’ Ossining, ^N.Y.]
was filing attorney.

TROTTER BROS.
Featuring

FABULOUS PUPPETS
Hmld Over 2nd Week
HOTEL CHILD, Montreal
■«»t Coil Kip.
MARK L.IDDY
4$ W. 41th St.
N«w Y»rk

Mldwnt Mp.
DANNY OR AH AM
2M H. W«b«*h Avt.
Chic***
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Abramson Opening Paris
Office for Unit Touring
stand at the Beverly-Hilton, has
been set for another four-weeker
Gloria De Haven has been pact- at the Statler, Detroit, opening
ed for the Cotillion Hoorn of the Nov. 24. Between dates, Greco and
Hotel Pierre, N. Y., starting Feb. troupe have slated three weeks of
24, for four weeks . Barry Sisters concert dates in San Jose, Santa
into the Beverly Hills. Newport. Barbara, Sacramento, San Fran¬
Ky., Nov. 10 ..Jean Carroll will cisco, Seattle, Portland and Den¬
be the preem show headliner at ver . . . The Interludes have been
Lou Wallers’ Latin Quarter, Mi¬ added to the floorshow toplining
ami Beach, Dec. 22.. .Johnnie Ray Tony Martin opening today IWed.)
goes in Feb. 16. . .Johnny Puleo at the Cocoanut Grove . . . Peggy
hits the Tropicana, Havana, Jan Lee will open one-week stand at
15 for five weeks . Lynn Roberts the Royal
Casino,
Washington,
set for the Elegante, Brooklyn, Oct. 17 . . . The Ritz Bros, have
Nov.
. . The Spellbinders settle signed Homer Garrett’s square¬
down at Le Ruban Blue, N. Y., dancing troupe of nine as a sup¬
Oct. 27 . . . Marguerite Piazza pen¬ porting act on Ritzes’ upcoming
cilled in at the Chez Paree, Chi¬ Flamingo, Las Vegas booking.
cago, Feb. 8 . .Imogene Coca goes
into the Sahara, Las Vegas, Nov. 1
Kansas Citv
...Marion
Marlowe
works the
American Legion convention at
Jon & Sondra Steele set to play,
Miami Beach, Oct, 12.
a fortnight in the Terrace Grill of
Les Compagnons de la Chanson Hotel Muehlebach opening Oct. 14,
started on a 62-city tour of one- their umpteenth time in the spot.
nighters .' . . Bob McFadden starts Town is virtually their second
at the Roosevelt, New Orleans, to¬ home because their ‘‘My Happi¬
morrow (Thurs) . . . Bud & Cece ness” success centered here . . .
Robinson tapped for the Mages, Stan Kenton brings his orch to
_JReno1 Oct. 20.
Pla-Mor Ballroom for onemighter
Roy Benson added toTheltadio Oct. 15 . . . Luis Rivera and jazz
City Music Hall, N. Y., show start¬ trio playing the darktown Orchid
ing tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Tom & Room for a week . . . Ball Park
Jerry set for the Harringay Circus, Room of Hotel Kansas Citian has
London, Dec. 24, and follow with reopened for the fall season with
the Moulin Roug^*, Paris, Feb. 2 Bob Simes Trio . . . Jimmy Keith
. . . Alan Dale starts at the Boule¬ crew currently in the Stardust
vard, Rego Park, N. Y., Nov. 11. .. Club . . . Musical Scamps in the
Jfoya Sherrill into the Elegante, Blue Note.
Brooklyn, Oct. 27 . . . Tony Ben¬
nett tapped for the Stage Coach
Omaha
Inn, Hackensack, N. J., Thanks¬
giving Eve . . . Benny Fields &
Don Romeo has set the HarmoniBlossom Seeley go into Old New cats for Don Hammond’s Seven
Orleans, Washington, Friday (14b seas for one week starting Nov,
They’ll also"'do a December stint 25 . . . Marjorie, Hammond organ¬
at the Sans Souci, Miami Beach.
ist, holds at the White Horse Inn
of the Regis Hotel, as does comic
Jim
McGowan at the Westward-Ho
Chicago
Jr.
Paul Gray opened at the Fon¬
tainebleau, Miami Beach, yester¬
day (Tues.) for a single frame and
segues into two rounds at the El
Morocco, Montreal, and a fortnighter at Eddy’s, Kansas City . . .
Current lineup at Chi’s Black Or¬
chid is headed by the Mello-Larks,
with Terry Haven and Celal Inge
on the bill; show bowed last night
Stockholm, Oct. 11.
(Tues.) . . . June
Christy,
cur¬
The Delta Rhythm Boys, Amer¬
rently rounding out her fi#st date ican Negro quintet, will wind up
at Chi’s Chez Paree, has been
their fifth three-month summer
signed to head the Chez’s Oct. 23
tour of Sweden and Norway by ap¬
show . . . The Vagabonds into the
Lake Club, Springfield, Ill., Nov. pearing on the United Artists Chil¬
18 for 10 days . . . Jesse Elliott dren’s Benefit with Danny Kaye in
This follows
and Billy Heyer currently appear¬ Stockholm Oct. 14.
ing in Jhe ‘‘Roman Holiday” revue their charity appearance Oct. 1
before the Swedish Royal Family.
at tire Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
‘ Act has been doing two 45-min¬
ute performances daily in the
Hollywood
‘‘Folk Parks” which are scattered
Liberace stages a concert in throughout Sweden.
A Swedish
Syracuse Oct. 30.
Personal man¬ impresario investigated the possi¬
ager Seymour Heller will accom¬ bility of a tour by the five in
pany pianist east . . . Jose Greco, Russia but that was too “prema¬
currently making a four-week ture,”
although
various
talent
deals for American turns are now
warming up for Russia.
COMEDY MATERIAL
Paul Kapp, the N. Y. agent, has
For All Branches of Theatricals
handled the Delta Rhythm Boys
for 16 years. Upon their return to
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE
the States they’ll holiday briefly
(The Service of the STARS)
before taking American dates.

New York

5th Summer of ‘Folk Park’
Dates; Delta Rhythm Boys
On Danny Kaye UN Show

FUN-MASTER

First 13 Files $7.00-All 35 issues $25
Singly; $1.05 per script.
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET.
$25 O
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk. $25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON

In Las Vegas
VISIT THE
SAN SOUCI HOTEL
Beautiful 100 new units (Across from
the Sands). Swimming pool + Refrig.
Air Conditioning. Telephones + Com¬
plimentary Breakfast.
Home of the
Show People.!)

EVERS

and

DISMISSAL OF BAA’S
SUIT DENIED TO HIRST
The Hirst burlesque interests
in Philadelphia have failed to get
dismissal of a suit brought by the
Burlesque Artists Assn., in which
the union charged the circuit with
failure to live up to a contract
signed in 1951.
Union’s suit declares that the
theatre's failed to see th^t‘the per¬
formers they employed were mem¬
bers of the union in good stand¬
ing, and therefore lost consider¬
able revenue because it got no
dues from non-union members.
Court ruling puts the issue on the
calendar.

DOLOREZ

PROUDLY ANNOUNCE
THEIR SECOND APPEARANCE ON

ED SULLIVAN’S
“TOAST OF THE TOWN”
OCT. 16, 1955
FIRST APPEARANCE - JULY 10, 1955
Thanks to
MARK LEDDY and MATTY ROSEN

Nat Abramson, head of the WOR
(N.Y.) Artists Bureau, leaves for
Europe this week to open a Paris
office which will tour units to play
for U.S. troops stationed on the
Continent and in North Africa.
The fourth unit is slated to leave
for England next week.
Two
others are currently touring, and
one recently returned to the U.S.
Abramson is setting up the vari¬
ous units, which play in various
installations free. He derives reve¬
nue from them by booking- them
at the various officers and non¬
commissioned officers clubs.
He
also sets up theatrical bookings for
the units, which helps pay the tab
for these shows.

Moulin Rouge
SSS.Continued from page 61
000 sought by the Leroy Invest¬
ment Co. Inc. But before the auc¬
tion can be held, the notices must
be published on three consecutive
weeks to allow the Moulin Rouge
operators a statutory period of 115
days from the date of publication
(5) to meet the payments of the
notes...
On the heels of denials by gen¬
eral manager Nate Schlaifer that
the. resort was in financial trouble,
a $200,000 law suit was filed
against the Moulin Rouge by its
contractor.
The suit was lodged
in a California state court by Law¬
rence Hawthorne and seeks dam¬
ages
from
Bisno
and Moulin
Rouge Associates.
At last count,
the hotel was beset with nine other
liens totalling $90,224, the largest
being one slapped against the spa
by the U. S. Treasury Dept.
It
charges the hotel with failure to
pay the Government $35,559 in
employee withholding and excise
taxes.
Shortly after hotel closed, Irvin
Mazzei, Coast AGVA chief, flew in
to straighten out hassle with re¬
gards to AGVA numbers working
at the spa. Mazzei said he will filecomplaint with the Nevada Labor
Commission for payment of sal¬
aries due 10 chorines, four male
dancers, emcee and singing quar¬
tet. Contract for aforementioned
calls for four weeks at $13,340, of
which
immediate
payment
of
$2,405.04 is due from time contract
started Oct. 4 until today (Tues.).
Mazzei adds that if hotel reopens
show must go in under $10,000
bond in addition to full payment
of money owned actors.
Associated Booking. Corp. which
brought the Les Brown revue Into
Moulin Rouge for four weeks start¬
ing Oct. 4, will lodge complaint
with the AFM, who in turn file
with the Nevada Labor Commis¬
sion. for $17,500 due orch leader
for time put in hotel until spa
shuttered and total $50,000 breach
of four-week contract. Indication
is AFM will follow AGVA. to have
hotel post strong bond before re¬
opening show is allowed.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Oct. 11.
Happy Benway was presented
on his. 70th birthday anni a special
plaque, made by Cecil Winstead,
Rocky Mount, N. C. manager. It
was signed by every patient and
every member of the Will Rogers
Hospital staff. It also shows Ben¬
way in front of the William Todd
show tent during the season of
1912-13 while with the act of Ben¬
way & Dayton.
Birthday • greetings to George
Power owner and trainer of the
famed Powers Elephant standard
novel act of yesteryears and Ken¬
neth Flint technician, formerly
from Pittsburgh and the Warner
Bros., Hollywood; progress great.
Beverly Dennis, actress of radio
and tele in from N. Y. and regis¬
tered for the general observation
and rest period.
‘ Joe (Loew) McCoy, manager,
agog over bedside visit from his
father and sister who planed in
from N. Y. to celebrate the prog¬
ress of his three major operations
that rates him a go-home okay in
the near future.
Stanley (Legit) Nelson, radio
and tele artist, took nine months
to rate an all-clear green light; he
returns to N. Y. to resume work in
okay shape.
Saranac Lake Concert Society
announced its 1955-56 concert pro¬
gram that will open in December
with Teresita Osta & Ferando
Ramus Spanish Dancers.
Only
block season tickets are sold—they
are sold out.
Write to those who are ill.
j
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Bogey Tees Off Friars Feeds
Continued from page 2
Abbott.
Lewis, the Copa comic,
put the show on the right path with feed, which as Buttons said, wil
a few salty observations.
He re¬ make up the $1,100 deficit in the
vealed that he too is at work on a cardroom.
ue
book, “The Joker Is Wild” to be
Others on the dais included Don
published by Random House.
Tannen, who did a routine; Jack
As a matter of fact, it was Miss Dempsey, Rocky Graziano, Barnev
Bacall who unconsciously set the Ross and Solly Violinsk.v
The
tone of the meeting. As the initial proceedings opened with Billy She
speaker (via tape-recording), she pard’s singing of “The Friars’
opened with an epithet aimed at Song,” and guests in the audience
Bogey, and then expressed her dis¬ who took bows included Paddv
pleasure at being barred from this Chayefsky, Delbert Mann, Joe Diassemblage. “What can they say Maggio, Thomas Curran, former
that you already haven’l;, called Secretary of State for New Yorkme?” she asked.
The dais then realtor
Walter
Shirley,
Bernie
proceeded to demonstrate that Bralove, Shoreham Hotel (Wash¬
there might be some stuff in the ington) operator, as well as the
lexicon of stag gatherings that usual sprinkling of show bizites
shouldn’t have reached her shell¬
like ears.
Earlier, Buttons, in expressing his
admiration for the guest of honor,
told of the unforgettable picture
(he couldn't recall the title) where¬
in Bogey crawled his way onto a
beachhead in the face of stiff en¬
emy action, singlehandedly, opened
- the turret of a tank: and threw in s
hand-grenade. “Remember?” asked
Buttons,
and
Bogey
nodded.
“You’re
a
four-letter
liar,”
screamed Buttons, “It was John
Wayne.” Anything went after that
opening.
Old Pro Stuff
It was indeed a fun-laden event,
with virtually 'all the speakers
scoring. Even Ed Weiner, the pub¬
licist-historian of the club, light¬
ened his script considerably and
wa« a pronounced hit. There’s al¬
ways a first — if you live long
enough.
Of the old pros like Buttons, Jan
Murray, Gene Baylos and the like,
who are tops on the stag circuit,
it was expected that they, would
do well. But surprise was the re¬
ception of the youngsters and the
older lads. It was ticklish for a
dignified and monocled gent like
Coburn to dip into the backroom
patois, but he excused himself. He
did want to tell a story, he said,
but when a four-letter word was
due, he would, say da-da-da. After
a few of those he let loose with
the mccoy. Chevalier said he was
a stranger to words such as—and
he demonstrated — but like most
Frenchmen, he didn’t believe in
talk but in action. At the age of
67, he’s quite an actioner.
The youngsters teed off with
Alan King, who observed of one
comic that the w.k. Oriental expert
Lee Mortimer, said of him that
next to Keye Luke he was the fun¬
niest comedian in show biz. The
Friars make it a point to have at
least one newcomer on the dais
at every luncheon.
Surprise Guest
Lou Holtz, who represented the
Coast on the rostrum, spent the
bulk .of. his time flaying some of
the colleagues in that section of
the country, but of course, no
Bogart; who, according to Holtz,
had been keeping company with
George Raft for so many years.
Phil Silvers felt that he had been
loused up. He’d been working all
nighty dreaming
up replies to
heckles by Jack E. Leonard, and
now this “four-lettered illegitimate
offspring” never showed up. He ex¬
cused Fat Jack’s absence for the
reason that he was on tour for
No-Cal.
Baylos, described as the illegiti¬
mate son of Sadie Banks, stated
that he had been called up to save
the show, and he gave an excellent
account of himself. Jan Murray,
who never before met “the bum”
who happened to be guest of honor,
was at a loss as to what to say
about Bogart, but said it well and
funnily.
At the conclusion of the speech¬
es, Buttons presented Bogart a gift,
“a pair of cufflinks with a picture
of Lenny Kent on them.”
The
guest of honor allowed that he had
never had more fun in a single
afternoon, and many in the crowd
felt the same way about the shin¬
dig.
Miss Bacall made a surprise ap¬
pearance near the end of the af¬
fair, and after repeating her greet- .
ing to her husband, regretted that
upon being the sole femme in a
room with 400 men, Bogey has
to be along too. All this was said
with delicacy, tact and charm.
Curiously, it wasn’t tile kind Of
affair that lent itself to heckling.
The dais was extraordinarily quiet,
probably due to the absence of
Milton Berle and Jack E. Leonard.
Everything went smoothly and the
club’s major factotum, Carl Tim-

A&C DICKERED FOR.
COAST VARIETY SHOW

Hollywood, Oct. 11.
Negotiations are underway for
Abbott & Costello to make their
first Coast personal appearance- in
a considerable period as headliners
of a straight variety show, which
would open at the Huntington
Hartford Theatre here for an ex¬
tended run. Comics would produce
as well as star in the .layout, which
will be booked by Eddie Sherman.
Format hasn’t been set, but it’s
expected the team will showcase
new material buttressed by peak
portions of their old burlesque
routines.

Dublin Gate Season
In-Ireland Pre-Egypt
Dublin, Oct. 4.
Plays to be staged by Hilton Edwards-Michael MacLiammoir Dub¬
lin Gate Theatre during the season
in Egypt at the Cairo Opera House
next February will be seen here
in a season to be directed at the
Gate by Hilton Edwards, starting
in November.
Jean Anouilh’s “The Lark” will
open the season, Eithne Dunne
rejoining company to play lead
role of St. Joan.
MacLiammoir
will play the Earl of Warwick.
Other plays set are Anouilh’s
“Ring Round Moon,” “Merchant of
Venice,” Ibsen’s “The Seagull”;
MacLiammoor’s fantasia.

Taylor Terps $1,850
Rochester, N.Y., Oct. 11.
The Jackie Gleason June Taylor
Dancers-Hal
MacIntyre
package
didn’t pick up much yardage last
Wednesday (5) at the Eastman
Theatre, where they kicked off a
national tour.
They grossed a passable $1,850
for one performance at $2.50 top—
about 70% of the house.

BACK AT THE
PALACE, NEW YORK

LEONARDO
ANITA
~nd

INTERNATIONAL ENTERTAINERS
Rhone: V Alley Stream 5-6125
Thanks to DANNY FRIENDLY and
MATTY ROSEN

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's the

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Show Folk
Avory A Waihington St«.
Radio In Evry Room
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"Voila! A ball of fire, French style
• . . shook the fashionable patrons of
the Plaza's Persian Room from head
to toe."
—JIM O'CONNOR (Gene Knight),
N.Y. Journal-American
.
Tw«nty-thlr4
1 9 6 ®

"Handsome ,
beautifully."

, provocative . .. sang
—EARL WILSON,
N.Y. Post

Mr^ Gilbert Becaud
Hotel Plaza
Hew York City 19
Dear Gilbert:
I am so thrilled wj-ththe

^

SSsssffJsias:,-"?
Congratulations, and my
very good wishes, and Und regards.
Sincerely youre.

Merrlel Abbott

"Real cool as a singing boy and those
piano keys leap to command . . • a
cinch to go over with the gals—and
that means his bankroll will swell
with American dollars."
—LOUIS SOBOL,
N.Y. Journal-American

"Dynamic and intensely creative . . •
stirs wild excitement."
—FRANCES MERRON,
N.Y. Daily Mirror

"Has matinee-idol looks and drips
matinee personality, which makes
him sure fire in the babe department.
He's a magnificent song-seller who
accompanies himself on the Stein¬
way to tunes of which many are his
own compositions."
—LEE MORTIMER, N.Y. Sunday Mirror

"Fascinating ... an enormous talent
. . . composer, singer and pianist, he
combines the three talents with such
virtuosity that it's hard to tell which
is the greatest."
—ROBERT W. DANA,
N.Y. World-Telegram & Sun

"Becaud has 'That Thing', that ingen¬
uousness, modesty, and what have
you, to win you over completely . . •
a new, stellar singing attraction."
—BOB FRANCIS,
The BILLBOARD

"Beautiful talent
in N.Y. preem."

. . clicked solidly
—VARIETY

PERSONAL MANAGER

LOU LEVY
W
iVWV
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

"Current idol of French bobby-soxers
. . . leaves first-nighters in the Per¬
sian Room clamoring for more."
—FRANK FARRELL,
N.Y. World-Telegram & Sun

J/StemTr
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF OCTOBER 12
Numerals In connection with bill* below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit. (I) independent; (L) Loewi (M> Moss;
iP) Paramount; <R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T> Tivoli; <W> Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 10
Corps de Ballet
Lee St Swenson
Rockettcs
Glee Club
Roy Benson
Evalyn Tyner
Eric Hutson
Palace (P) 14
Connie St White
Viggo & Jane
Danny Shaw
Manhattans

Ladd Lyons
Valentine & Rita
Miller Manton
Mansfield

Jonl James
Florian Zabach
Orioles
Guy Marks
Rich & Gibson
Param'nt La. (P) 12
Eddy Arnold Show

»

,

t)

MANCHESTER
Palace (M) 10
Johnnie Ray
Morgan St Manning
Vic Lewis St Orch
Balladinis
Harry Bailey
Lester Sharpe St I
NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 10
Deep River Boys
Gillian St June
Ron Parry
Darly's Dogs
Winters St Fielding
Harry Allen
Sid Plummer
Mantanzas
NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 10
Ronnie Ronalde
Billy Whittaker
Mimi Law
Bob Andrews
2 Rexanos
Helen Turner
Brandon St Hilliard
Charles Sc Jupp
Eric V Marsh
Randall Topping
Audry Gunner
Marie De Vere G'ls
SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 10
Ray Burns
Mills & Melita
Bill McGuffie
2 Boris
Syd St M Harrison
J Jeff St June
Billy Baxter
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 10
G H Elliott
Hetty King
Ann St Bobble Black
Clifford Stanton
Joe Young
Steve Daniels
SWANSEA
Empire (M) 10
David Hughes
Francois & Zandra
Chic Murray St M
Ossie Morris
Audrey Jeans
Marvellos
Bruce Forsyth
Ktnways
Peggy Cavell
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome (I) 10
Sid Makin
A1 St V Farrell
Doreen Victor
Eric Williams
Mary Harkness
Pyjama Girls
YORK
Empire (I) 10
Ted Alex
Bobby Thompson
Edna Dean
Gene Patton
Michael Hibbert
Terry Moore
June Balmer
Gloria Jansen
Michael Hill
"
Johnny Daw
Tatler Girl*

Unit Reviews
Variety
Toronto, Oct. 2.

Ernest Rawley production, star¬
ring Alec Finlay, Tessie O’Shea,
Norman Evans with Betty Jumel,
Alistair McHarg, Granger Bros.
(2), Ernest Wavipola, Harry Culley’s Orch (13). At Royal Alex¬
andra Theatre, Toronto, Sept. 29,
’55; $3.50 top.

M1AMI-MIAMI BEACH

CHICAGO
Chicago <P) 14

NEW YORK CITY

Birdland
Chiquita St Johnson
Margot Brander
Count Basie
'
Mazzone-Abbott Dcr
Bon Soir
Tamar Bensamy
Portia Nelson
Lynn Christie
Tony St Eddie
Howard Mann
Jimmie Daniels
AUSTRALIA
Jo Lombardi Ore
Mae Barnes
B Harlowe Or<
MELBOURNE
Ursula & Cus
3 Flames
Gordon Humpliris
Tivoli (T)
Blue Angel
Le Ruban Bleu
Johnny O'Connor.
Lucienne De Lyle
Jones Boys
Wiere Bros
John Bluthal
Martha Davis 8t
Trio Gypsy
Penny Malone
Irene Bevans
Alain Diagora
Spouse
Don Adams
Dancing Boys (2)
Upshaw Sc Cooper
Foursome
Joya Sherrill
Ballet Girls (12)
Red Moore
Cafe Society
Bob Mayberry
WELLINGTON
Ken Littlewood
Steve Gibson
Norman Paris 3
St
James
4 Knights
Redcaps
La Vie
(New
Zealand)
(T)
June Barton
Chateau Madrid
Dick Haymes
Winifred
Atwell
J's’ph'n McCormack
Luis De Caceres
Billy Vine
Canfield
Smith
Dancing Boys (4)
Dora & Betty
Gina & Gerardo
Eddie
Vitch
Ballet Girls (16)
Julie Romero
Van Smith Ore
Joe Church
SYDNEY
Le Cupidon
Ralph Font Ore
Three Hellos
Tivoli (T)
Jimmy Komack
La Plaza 6
Romaine & Claire
Copacaban*
Jerome
CQurtiand....
_N Miller-Dcrs* (10)-- Robert O’Donnell_
Kathy
Barr
Joe E. Lewis
Fay Agnew
Michael Bentine
Ira Brandt Ore
Julie Wilson
Howell it Radcliffe Wendy Layton
Armando Federico
Maureen Hudson
Dominoes
Neal & Newton
Old Roumanian
Dancing Boys (3)
Tony Foster
Gogia Pasha
Gene Baylos
Nudes (6)
Virginia Paris
Fran Leslie
Danny Mason
Ballet (10)
The Alfreros (3)
Meri Miller
Sadie Banks
Jimmy Cisco
Lillian Hayes
Michael Durso Ore
BRITAIN
Joe Laporte Ore
Frank Martin Ope
D'Aquila Ore
ASTON
Composer
Park Sheraton
Hippodrome. (I) 10
John Mehegan 3
Jaan August
Bernard Pfeiffer
Brian Grey
Eddie Layton
HACKNEY
Embers
Ladies Godiver
Empire (M) 10
Two Guitar*
Dorothy Donegan
John Killick
•
Olga Karpis .
Mapleleaf 4
Jonah Jones
Derek Dixon
Eugene Sc Sonia
George Cameron
No. I Fifth Av»
Dee-Dee Lane
Shirley Bassey
Andrei Hamshay
Cedrone St Mitchell
Blue Streak
Bobby Dennis
Misha Usdanoff
Virginia De Luce
Harry Mullins
Tony Hughes
Kostya Poliansky
Bob Downey
Bop Kids
Eleanor Beams Co
Harold Fonvill*
Ore
Tommy & Sylvia
Billy Walters
Hazel Webster
Sex Appealing
Versalllea
3 Fredoras
Hotel Ambassador
Edith Piaf
BIRMINGHAM
Chauncey Gray Ore Salvatore Gioe. Or*
LEICESTER
Hippodrome (M) 10
Jani Sarkozi
Palace (M) 10
Panchito Ore
Ronnie Hilton
Quintero Ore •
Viennese Lantern
Ivy Benson Bd
Rey & Ronjy
Hotel Plaza
Monica Boyar
4 Jones Boys
Stan Stennett
Gilbert Becaud
Sigrid
Dennis Spicer
Del Cortina
Ted
Straeter
Ore
Bela
Bizony Ore
Dick Emery
George Martin
Ernest Schoen Ore
B St R Kenny St M Mark Monte Ore
Cherry Wainer
Hotel Pierre
Paul Mann
2 Sterlings
Louise Co
Mimi Benzell
Village Barn
Kodell
LEEDS
Stanley Melba Ore
Ronnie Hayden
BLACKPOOL
Empire (M) 10
Dornan Bros.
Pamela Dennis
Palace (I) 10
Hotel Roosevelt
A1 Martino
Frank Keenan
Syd Seymour Bd S Morgan St Gray
Eddy Howard Ore
Larry McMahon
Billy Dainty
Tommy Purcell Ore Morty Reid 3
Teddy Foster St Bd
Theda Sis
Hotel Statler
Joan Kayne
D. Davis Ore
Nino Wonder Dog
2 Peters
Les Elgart Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Manley Sc Austin
Archie Glen
Hotel Tan
Harry Belafonte
Dowle Sc Kane
Joe Black
Vincent l.ope7 Ore
Nat Brandywynne
N & N Grant
Hefei St. Regis
Ore
MANCHESTER
Tower Circus (I) 10
Fernanda Montel
Mischa Borr Ore
Hippodrome (M) 10 Milt Shaw Ore
Charlie Cairoli
Village Vanguard
Eddie Calvert
St Paul
Ray Bari Ore
Enid Mosier
Jimmy James
Belli St Lions
Latin Quarter
Sylvia Syms
Marla Pavlou
Wenzel Kossmayer
Frankie Laine
Steel Trio
Gerry Brereton
Douglas Kossmayer
C Williams Trio
Frank Libuse
Armand Gucrre’s Co Jeffrey Lenner
Royal Command Gls
Sciplinl St Co
CHICAGO
El
Granadas
St
P
Knie's St Co
Trampo-Tempo
5 Amandis
Knie's Horses
Cuban Boys
2 Berty Borrest
Liberty Pot Pourri
Alcety
3 Orfatis
Spanish High School
Frances Duncan
Tower Circusettes
Jimmy Scott
Little Jimmy
BRIXTON
Empress (I) 10
Gladys Morgan
Billie Anthony
Lee Young
Bill Vinden
Windy Blow
Silverstri & P'tners
Mandy St Sandy
Charles Cole
Bunty St. Clair
CHELSEA
Palace (I) 10
Clarkson Rose
Olive Fox
Billy Burden
John Vicars
Shirley Brett
Norman Vaughan
Clarkson Rosebuds
Co.
CHISWICK
Empire (S) 10
G & B Bernard
Arnley St Gloria
Alexanders Dog Rev
Rih-Aruso.
Sonny Roy
Rita Martell
J St J Bentley
EAST HAM
Palace (I) 10
Iony Dalton
Jules & Julie
Tom G Lucas
Johnnie Firpo
L Jepson & King
Len Kinson
Katrina
Dale Williams
Derek Wilson
Charles Stuart
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 10
Dav-e Willis
Gold & Cordell
Tennis Hale
Frcci Atkins
Wjl.jon
Keppel & Betty
M & B West
T'-nny Nieholls
Will Hannah
FINSBURY
PARK
Empire (M) 10
Crew-Cuts
Nelson Bro
Bobby Monahan
Agnette & Silvio
White St Ann
Hans Bela & M
Dash'6 Chimp’zees
GLASGOW
Empire (M) 10
Ella Logayi
Clarkson & Leslie
Saveen
Allan Kemble St C
Alan Clive
Latona
Graham it Chattel
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Moulin Rouge
Lionel Hampton Rev.
Sliver Slipper
Gorgeous George
Arlene
Cliff Ferre
Sparky Kaye
Denise Bennett
Jimmy Cavanaugh
George Redman Ore
El Cortez
Yvonne Moray
Romaine Brown
Laurie Sis
D. Kramer Dcrs
Woody Woodbury
Star Kings
Sherman Hayes Ore

New Frontier
Patrice Munsel
Gene Sheldon
Riviera
Billy Daniels
Marx Bros.
Hal Belfer Dncrs
Ray Sinatra Oro
Showboat
Wally Vernon
Garr Nelson
Johnny Savage
Music Masters
Golden Nugget
Harry Ranch Ore
Wingy Manone
Four Dukes
Ray Reynolds 5

Black Orchid
The Mello-larks
Terry Haven
Celal Inge
Blue Angel
'Calypso Frolics"
Lydia Lora
Lord Carlton
Vazquez Sisters
Dolores Martiniqua
King Rudolph
Blue Note
George Shearing
Quintet
Johnny Pate Trio
Chez Paree
McGuire Sisters
Gary .Morton
The Shyrettos
Brian Farnon Ore
Cloister Inn
Jo Ann Miller
Lurlene Hunter
Roy Bartram
Dick Marx
Johnny Friga
Conrad Hfnon
"Carnival On Ice"

Victor Charles
Ldu Folds
Fred Hirschfeld
Le Due Bros
Johnny Lee
The Ogelviea
Dave Parks
Robert Lenn
The Tattlers
Boulevar-Dears &
Boulevar-Dons
F Masters Ore
Palmer House
"Boast of the Town’;
Will Jordan
Arthur Worsley
Augie Sc Margo
Gillian Grey
Empire Eight
Charlie Fisk Ore
London House
Don Shirley
Mr. Kelly's
Bobby Short
Audrey Morris
Jimmy Bowman

IOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Ted Lewis
Jackie Warner Sc
Shirley McGuire
Susan Brooks
Eddie Le Roy Sc
Short Twins
Two Debs Sc A Date
Charlotte Dewey
A1 Lewis Ore (12)
Band Box
Billy Gray
Beverly Hudson
Jack Hilliard
Mike Ross
Skeets Minton
Voluptua
Larry Greene Trio
Bar of Music
Ed Hennessy
Flora Fiese
Mack Twins
Beverly Hilton
Marion Marlowe
Mata & Hari
Bernard Hilda Orch
(16)
Micha Novy Ore (8)
Blltmore Hotel
Hcnny Youngman
Helen Forrest

Toy Sc Wing
Hal Derwin Ore
Ciro's
Maria Cole
Rickie Layne
Amin Bros
Maria Neglia
Hal Loman
Geri Galian Ore
Dick Stabile Ore
Crescendo
Hi-Lo's
Ray Baxter
Tony Martinez Ore
Mocambo
Dinah Washington
Paul Hebert Ore.
Marco Rizo Rhumba
Ore
Moulin Rouge
Peters Sis
Marquis Family
Andrea Dcrs
'Ilie Cabots
Peiro Bros
Ffolliott Charlton
Jerry Gray Ore
Statler Hotel
Dorothy Shay
A1 Donahue Ore
Belaire Trio

San Souci Hotel
Allan Drake
Freddy Calo Ore
Ann Herman Dcr*
Bombay Hotel
Ava Williams
Peter Mack
Fontainebleau
Sara Vaughn
Sacasas Ore'
Balmoral Hotel
Enrica & Novello
Sonny Kendis Ore
Wayne Carmichael
5 O'clock
Tommy Raft
H. S. Gump
A1 Golden
Parisian Rev
Clover Club
The Continentals (4)
Del Forrest
Dottie Dagmar
Winnie Hoveler Dcs
Elena Rankin
Benson Duo
Len Dawson Ore
..Empress .Hotel —
Stuart & Samara
Mandy Campo Ore
Jack Kerr

RENO

r ,.

O

mIi.

Paul Gilbert
Victor Julian
Starlets (8)
Bill Clifford Oro

Skouras Back
^■^■1 Continued from page 3
side the U. S. and Canada, Skouras said.

He said he expected 50

European C’Scope films to be pro¬
duced this year.
In 1956, he
opined, every producifig country
should make at least three or four
of

its

films

in

the

widescreen

process.
Skouras established that, where¬
as in the U. S. 20th cannot dic¬
tate to anyone what to put into a
C’Soope

film,

the

company

did

have that right abroad, and was
using it.

“We want to keep Cine¬

mascope a symbol of the best entertainment
clared,

to

saying

be

had,”

that, a

he

swing

de¬
to

C’Scope would greatly aid the local
industries even though it would
not necessarily help them crash
the American market.
India, Pakistan and Indonesia
could use 10,000 theatres, Skouras
felt, and he thought the Americans
should encourage the construction
of more houses in the Far East
as a means of expanding the mar¬
ket. He* did not suggest how this
might be done, and he acknowl¬
edged that there existed some local
resentment against the U. S. own¬
ership of theatres.
His company will definitely con¬
tinue to use sterophonic sound,
regardless of the higher costs, the
20th topper said.
He noted that.
20th was virtually the only distrib
servicing theatres
abroad
with
stereo sound.
“The people like
it,” he said.
“Why should we
stop as long as we have the ad¬
vantage?” He disclosed that 20th
was working .on a combination
magnetic-optical print with four
channels (one optical) and that,
when
perfected, such a
print
would leave the 2.55 to 1 C’Scope
ratio undisturbed.
Domestically, Skouras said in¬
stallations of C’Scope now totalled
15,783, including 4,000 with stere¬
ophonic sound. He expected 17,000
installations by the end of 1955.
CinemaSoope, both
domestically
and abroad, still guaranteed a pic¬
ture double and triple its normal
earning capacity, he held.

Mona Knox
Billy Daniel
Nancy Lee
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Sahara
Jose Greco Co
Cee Davidson Ore

J

j

tour, the United Kingdom trio
presents an outstanding variety
show, arranged by Ernest Rawley,
manager of the Royal Alexandra
Theatre, Toronto, and an executive
of the Variety Club, who also drew
on his long-standing friendship
with Evans. Others in the company
include Betty Jumel, Alistair Mc¬
Harg,
the
Granger
Bros,
and
Ernest Wampola, plus Harry Culley’s orch.
Apart from the philanthropic
angle, at $3.50 top and opening for
a fortnight at the Royal Alexandra,
this is a fine stage presentation
that appeals not only to U.K. music
hall expatriates but has a draw for
all theatregoers who are not seek¬
ing “a message” but simply want
to enjoy themselves. There’s not
a serious note in the whole pro¬
ceedings and comedy is the key¬
note, unless one excepts the nos¬
talgic songs of handsome, kilted
Alistair McHarg at the grand piano.
Evans is excellent in his tradi¬
tional “Over the Garden Wall,” in
which he plays a dust-capped,
gossiping housewife, plus his later
baby-panda bit on the trumpet with
an uncannily human hand-puppet,
but he could drop the dentist bit
on audience squeamishness, plus
cutting on time. But Evans’ “dame”
bit with Betty Jumel as a women's
club singer is the evening’s comedy
highlight and. a must pickup for
tv on this side of the water, plus
his “Over the Garden Wall.”
Bandy-legged Alec Finlay, in the
kilt for the first half, is over big
on his Scots songs and stories,
together with his bagpipes, latter
particularly on his boogie-woogie
playing of Highland airs. Finlay’s
top-hatted and Sunday-best de¬
lineation of a die-hard Presbyterian
kirk elder, plus patter yarns, also
is over socko. Perhaps most im¬
portant, and pointing up the dif¬
ferences- between the fast-paced
brand of American humor and the
slower underplaying of the British
comedians, is the casual work of
Evans and Finlay. But Miss O’Shea,
hefty blond who kids her avoirdu¬
pois, scores a terrific audience with
her lusty singing and sexy doubleentendres. With her banjo, Miss
O’Shea can bawl or whisper and
is a fine song stylist-salesman.
Pint-sized Betty Jumel is a typ¬
ical English comedienne Vho falls
off the stool at the piano, clowns
and trills her burlesk of a dignified
opera singer, and does her ballet
burlesk of a ballerina who always
trips on the finale. McHarg, also
In that handsome, dress Highland
costume, is the sex appeal for the
femmes. He is a singer with plenty
of stage presehce and delivery,
and plays his own piano accompani¬
ments.
None of these artists needs a
mike. The Granger Bros. (2) are
over neat on their unison taps and
softshoe routines for two appear¬
ances. Whole is a rousing stint,
with expert backing from Harry
Culley’s orch.
McStay.

Romoo^s Reviic
Waterloo, Neb., Oct. 1.

Peg Leg Bates, Karl Wayne, Two
Checkers, Todds (4), Faris Duo,
Darling
Debutantes (8), Sam Fra¬
Skouras acknowledged that some
American films did the U. S. harm ser Orch (4),

Sands
Vic Damone
.Jack Carter
Copa Girls
Antonio Morrelll
Ore
Oolan Earley
Dosert Inn
Guy Lombardo
Jack Durant
Don Arden Dncr*
Carlton Hayes Ore
Ij > t >

A Romeu Orq
Montmartre
Churumbeles
Pedro Vargas
Teresita
Chucho Vidal
Nino Cendan
Montmartre Ballet
Casino Playa Orq
Fajardo Orq

Mapes Skyroom
Novelites
Step Bros
Skylets
Eddie Fitzpatrick
New Golden
Vallis
Cab Calloway

LAS VEGAS
Dunes
Howard Keel
Kean Sis
Ray Malone
Dune Dancers
Jay Rubanoff Ore
Flamingo
Rltz Bros
Mary French
Skylarks
Venus Vamps
Garwood Van Ore
Thunderblrd
Johnny Desmond
Piero Bros
A1 Jahns Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Llll St. Cyr
Myron Cohen
Helen Grayco

Peg Leg Bates is the feature and
socks across his 15-minute, display
His dancing, of course, is of showstopping quality but his chatter
could .be a bit sharper. No 2
Though they’ve separately headed
billing goes to Karl Wayne, the
their own vaude units, plus Royal
emcee who also doubles with his
Command performances at the
comedy, violin and aero dancing
Palladium in London, this is the bits.
6
first time that three stars of the
The Todds offer two numbers
British music hall stage have
united their talents and earnings with hard-working pop handling
to a six-week trans-Canada tour of dogs and later his two boys, Rov
15 cities for a fund-raising cam¬ 4. and Rick, 2, in a fine aero stint*
paign on behalf of Variety Village, Mama serves just as window dress¬
residential school for handicapped ing—but does a good job of that.
youth and pet project of Tent 28, Faris Duo lend circus touch with
Canadian
amusement
industry’s their roly-poly risley that is above
average. ,
contribution to International Vari¬
Two Checkers, Omaha Negro
ety activities. Stars are Norman
Evans, English comedian; Tessie and white boys both about 10,
O'Shea, ai
Alec Finlay, Scot click solidly in their song-anddance frame, with Nat'(King) Cole_
comic._
All have appeared on this side and Lanza takeoffs as highlights.
of the Atlantic before. Miss O’Shea Darling Debutantes, eight-gal line,
recently completed a successful is on four times and never disap¬
engagement at The Flamingo, Las points since costuming is outstand¬
Vegas, but is her first visit to Can¬ ing. It’s topflight production all
Trump.
ada. On‘this coast-to-coast benefit the way.

Saxony Hotel
Richie Bros.
Eleanor Russell
Dave Lester Orch
Johnny Silvers Ore
Robert Rhodes
Sea Isle Hotel
S Hoffman Ore
Patsy Abbott
Vanity Fair
Othella Dallas
Chico Cuban Boys
Arlene Fontana
Sorrento Hotel
Alan Kole Ore
Johnina Hotel
Dell Staton Trio
Andy Martin
Quartet
Roney Plaza
Juan & Jose Cortez
Ore
Place Plgalle
The Wick-Wacks
Bobbie Lynn
Fausto Curbelo Ore
Leon
Eddie'*
Lisa Lynn
Darlene Kellar
Dagmar Girls

HAVANA
Troplcana
Gloria & Rolando
Meckansant Singers
Emelita Dago
Nancy Moren
Marla Julia
Henry Boyer
Paul Diaz
Troplcana Ballet
S Suarez Orq

abroad, but said he was complete¬
ly against any sort of export con¬
trol.
“They respect us and our
system abroad just because we can
show them our good and our bad
side,” he sid.
r
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of dancing, comedy, acros, a circus
novelty and good music. It has
sight value, which isn’t to be over,
d, since as many as 7,000 or
8,000 jam around a small stage to
watch the nightly offerings.

This revue, framed by Don
Romeo of the Paul Moorhead
Omaha office for the larger county
fairs of this part of the midwest, is
one that sends the folks away
happy. Caught at the , Douglas
' i
) )-.. i»( j ; f I ; 'Ml 1) 7'. ) l
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Continued from page S

state and city dignitaries, and a
final
benefit
(Wed.).
Although

premiere
all

these

tonight
showings

were not open to the general pub¬
lic,

N. Y.

Times

critic

Bosley

Crowther, following talks with his
managing editor, informed Magna
officials that the Times had de¬
cided to break the review Tuesday
morning because of the news val¬
ues involved. Magna immediately
reported the Times' decision to
the other newspapers.
The publication date of the
“Oklahoma” review is another ex¬
ample of the general confusion of
what constitutes an opening in
New York. It has resulted in con¬
siderable grumbling among the
N. Y. press. Some papers, particu¬
larly the Mirror and the JournalAmerican, are satisfied to follow
the requests of the film companies
and will publish the review on the
date asked.
Other papers, how¬
ever, have asked for a clarification
of the opening day which has va¬
ried because of benefit premieres,
preview, . and
so-called
special
showings. The subject will be
thrashed out at the next meeting
of the N. Y. film critics.
One thing the film companies
have learned, however. If they are
aware of the fact that one news¬
paper intends to break the review
date, it’s essential for them to noti¬
fy -all the other papers so all can
run the comments on the same
day.

Zinnemann
1 ■

Continued from page 3

~;

with Elia Kazan, George Stevens
and others.
WB,

Zinnemann

disclosed,

has

cast and script approval and has
right to make changes in finished
film after observing results of pre¬
view reaction. Zinnemann said he
was pleased with arrangements
since it seems to have worked out
well for Kazan and Stevens.
Zinnemann has no immediate
property in mind. Both Warners
story department and Zinnemann
are searching for a yarn that will
fit his directorial talents.
Despite the prodding of a Magna-Todd-AO publicist, Zinnemann
said that he had no allegiance to a
particular process. “It all depends
on the story,” he insisted, citing
the success of his own black &
white “High Noon” and “From
Here to Eternity.” He thought
Todd-AO was the best for stories
that had “Oklahoma’s” scope, but
felt that other yarns would be
more suitable in standard b & w or
another large screen cplor process.
He preferred to be flexible, he
emphasized. Limiting film produc¬
tion to one process, he.said, “is like
an artist working Only with blue
paint.” ■
* i r \ \ I t.)
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PfitRIETY

New Acts
PATRICE MUNSEL (3)
Songs
^Frontier, Las Veeas
of
^ The blue-chip mtery debut _
Potrice Munsel becomes something
a special event in Vegas annals
for a number of reasons. First off,
hnth the New Frontier’s producer
cummv Lewis and Miss Munsel
look a gamble on the ‘‘one and
only" cafe appearance for three
frames of the young Metopera diva
in these surroundings. The obvi¬
ous work lavished upon her all-toobrief act, plus outlay of Munsel
money for special arrangements,
supporting singer and musicians,
expensive wardrobe for a one-time
fling, is a rarity even in such a
crazy-mixed-up show biz centre as
She makes a dramatic opening
gambit around a Spanish theme
and with “Chiquita La Novia”
captures rapt attention instantly.
The mood continues as, with her
guitarist Julio Prol, she trills the
less formidably linguistic “Sing To
~Me, Guitar,’L_glissing_up to. a _s.tratcpheric ending that calls for
cheers. The why and the how of
her foray into the wilds of nitery
circles is revealed via a special bit
of cleffing by Irvin Graham in “I
Like Night Clubs.”
She. is inter¬
rupted during her ringside walk by
baritone Glen Kezer who, made up
with goatee, formal clothes, homburg, etc., is a rep of the Met. Re¬
sultant duet sets up “Opera vs.
Jazz" marked by her reappearance
in tightly molded jeweled pants
and revealing top.
She is neither shy of giving
fablers a long look at her quite
generously stacked frame, nor does
she hold back the s.a. effects dur¬
ing a loll on a divan while purring
Cole Porter’s “It’s All Right With
Me.”
A fast switch, after more
two-way songspieling with Kezer.
brings out the opera.
She adds a
voluminous skirt to look scarcely
the part of poor, frail Mimi in “La
Boheme,” although scoring the big¬
gest ovation in the act with “Mi
Chiamano Mimi.”
A shift of scene, skirt and song
moves her into “A Sleepin’ Bee,”
while perched on a stool, and im*
mediately takes another musical
tack into the exuberant “Italian
Street Song”
for ovation and
“bravos.”
Her conductor is Urey Krasnapolsky at the helm of the Garwood
Van orch; and plaudits for the out¬
standing staging and conception go
to David Tihmar and Herb Ross,
respectively.
Wilt.
BILLINGS TRIO
Dance
8 Mins.
Pavilion, Glasgow
Neat, well-rehearsed terping trio
comprises
one
male
and
two
gals, the threesome working very
smoothly and professionally.
Male, center-piece of act, is
garbed in smart evening suit with
glitter-collar, and distaffers also
brightly costumed. Tap routines
are executed to good aud reaction,
and trio works throughout with
rhythmic precision, obviously the
result of good basic training.
Trio has strong potential for tv,
nitery and vaude bookings in United
Kingdom and Commonwealth situa¬
tions, and, once sharpened with
more experience, would be useful
bet for U.S.A.
Gord.
CUBAN BOYS (2)
Juggling
8 Mins.
Tower Circus, Blackpool, Eng.
Two Cuban Boys, both with
shocks of black hair, work out
clever juggling-acro turn to accom¬
paniment of Cuban music.
Pair,
brightly
costumed
in
Cuban style, toss clubs in conven¬
tional opening routine, and segue
into some nifty balancing chores
with stars, balls, crescents, etc.
One stands on partner’s head for
further ring-tossing.
Act then juggles with tennis
rackets, three to each, and follows
b.v juggling individually with four
rackets each. Okay act for vaude,
tv and nitery bookings.
Gord.
THE SWEETHEARTS
Songs
8 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
The Sweethearts, ttvo reedy-like
and coppery-skinned females, are
insufficiently stocked in vocal val¬
ues to classify at present as a team
that might ■ do better were they
supplied with a nicer group of
songs. And certainly the tunes
they do warble in their Apollo bow
aren’t very much. Log consists of
<} dissipated
standard,
“Almost
Like Being In Love,” an unevent¬
ful and tuneless obscurity, known
as ‘Come To Me In the Rain,” and,
by comparison, a more theatrically

REVIEWS

departure from her former singing
chores by belting out “Begin the
Beguine” and then into “Smoke
Gets In Your Eyes,” with neat
tribute to Cole Porter.
On switch to Italian lyrics, she
sings “Sorrento” and then into
presentable rhythm •& blues tune, “Siboney.” Here is a tall girl with
l»alacc9 X. Y.
“Let’s Roll All Night Long.”
plenty of disciplined power and
Cathalas Duo, Chet Clark. Leo¬
Both usually sing same part. volume; a singer who scorns the
nardo
&
Anita, Derby Wilson,
They don’t display any harmony, mike. Obviously, she lacks night¬
and in their thin voices they club experience but this demeanor Jerry Cooper, Curry, Byrd & LeRoy, Eddie White, Jodimars (6),
achieve a limited pace-changer by should come soon.
McStay.
Myron Roman House Orch: “Benalternating a solo bar of cleffing
gazi” (RKO), reviewed in Variety
now and then.
Art.
CURRY, BYRD & LEROY
Sept. 21, ’55.
Comedy-Dance
THE JODIMARS (6)
10 Mins.
Instrumental
Dan Friendly, the Palace booker,
Palace, N. Y.
14 Mins.
must have cast a jealous eye across
Turn opens slowly with a long¬
Palace, N. Y.
the river to Brooklyn’s Paramount
The nucleus of this sextet, Mar¬ stemmed femme warbling a special Theatre several weeks ago, when
shall Lytell, bass, Dick Richards, material bit, stripping a bit and a group of rock ’n’ rollers racked
drums, and Joe Ambrose, tenor being heckled a lot from a guy in up a towering gross in a one-week
sax,
are lammisters from Bill the aud. It’s an overworked rou¬ stand. He’s not carboning the Par’s
Haley's Comets but they’ve taken tine but things begin to pick up format this.bill, but he has his first
with them enough drive, spirit and when a male side comes on for rockin’ outfit in The Jodimars.
Unfortunately, the group is only
beat to give the parent combo some ballroomology and the heck¬
plenty of competition in the rock ler comes on stage to botch up the two weeks old and has no click
record to bring in the payees. Big
’n’ roll field. The boys have round¬ routine.
selling point, however, is the fact
ed out the combo with Charlie
There are enough pratfalls and
Hess, guitar, Bob Simpson, piano, mixups to nab okay aud response. that the combo includes three
and Jim Buffington, drums. It’s a It seems like a long wait, however, former members of Bill Haley’s
Comets. Once that gets around,
swinging outfit from start to finish before the zanyisms begin.
An
and once their initial disks start okay bet for similar vaude spot- and it’s played up big in front of
the theatre, the fans should pour
hitting the market via Capitol Rec¬ tings.
Gros.
in. The combo is reviewed in New
ords, there’ll probably be no stop¬
Acts.
ping them.
. ..
Rest of^the bill is par for the
Tbey give due credit to Haley,
Palace course. The Cathalas Duo
even going so far as to rehash his
is on first to warm up the house
disclick, “Rock Around The Clock.”
with some nifty balancing maneu¬
But for the most part it’s all new
Continued from page 2 ■
vers.
Man
and
woman
work
stuff delivered with the kind of
frenzy the rock ’n’ roll addicts eat is to be remade though in a dif¬ smoothly and quickly through a
!
scries
of
slick
tricks
that
include
up. They open briskly with “Let’s ferent form or manner, and the
All Rock Together,” swing over to purchaser shall have the right in : balancing on kingsize medicine
j balls and a ladder. Windup is an
“All Night Long,” featuring a
“growling sax,” slam across the so doing to use also and to freely j intricate stunt with the femme
“Clock” bit and then give “Old adapt, rearrange, alter or modify I spinning around on a pole supI ported by her pard. It gets a rous¬
Man River” a fresh untempoed any of the literary and/or dramatic
ing mitt.
slant.
They score heavily with
Chet Clark supplies a
neat
writings
upon
whichsuch
prior
“Well, Now Dig This” (their first
change of pace playing a tuneful
Capitol etching) and wrap it all up motion picture was based or not
set on the harmonica. He opens
with a flashy instrumental tagged used in such prior motion picture.”
j with a “Carmen” aria, shuttles
“Straight jacket.”
Lytell handles
The meaning of the word “se¬ i over to a medley of pops and winds
the vocal on “Clock” and Richards
’ with a flashy “St. Louis Blues.”
brings most of the vocal excite¬ quel,” which the plaintiffs main¬
Leonardo & Anita, working in
tain the current "Eileen” version
ment to “River.”
the trey, keep a tight grip on the
The boys are in the crew-cut is, is defined as follows: “ ‘Sequels’
house with a slick ventro turn.
groove and neatly tailored which shall be deemed to signify a pho¬ Leonardo does most of the voice
should help ’em nab campus dates toplay (a) which is produced after throwing and inserts such bits as
as well as slottings on vaude, there shall have been produced the a bubble-making doll and drunk
niteries and tv. Disk jockey and first photoplay (or a remake or re¬ puppet. His pard comes in for a
jukebox reaction to their platters, makes as that term is defined) pur¬ hefty supporting role in the closing
however, will really tell the story. suant to the grants herein made by bit when they work five dummies
Gros.
the owners; and (b) in which the simultaneously. It’s a socko closing
leading characters is or are taken bit.
JOHN & BETTY ROYLE
Negro tapster Derby
Wilson
from one of the said photoplays
Songs
referred to in (a) hereof; and (c) follows with his standard hoofology.
8 Mins.
It’s
a
well-developed
turn
that
keep
in which the characters are shown*
Pavilion, Glasgow
’em happy no matter how often
Pleasing Mr. & Mrs. vocal two¬ as participating in new and differ¬ Wilson comes around.
His ’Bill
some offer eight minutes of pleas¬ ent events than those in which Robinson emulations are tops.
ant entertainment that show ’em such, characters participated in any
Jerry Cooper hits a pleasing
photoplay referred to in (a) here¬ note in a fast crooning set that
off as a good standard song pair.
Open with “One Love for Ever,” of; and (d) in which the story of includes a brisk "Love Is Sweeping
and segue into medley of pops, in¬ such subsequent motion picture is The Country,” a romantic “Speak
cluding “Every Day of My Life,” substantially different than that of Low” and an invigorating “Mac“You Are Everywhere” and “Un¬ any such preceding photoplay . . .” namara’s Band.” He’s off to a good
chained Melody.” Wind to strong
The plaintiffs charge that (1) response. Curry, Byrd & LeRov,
aud reaction with “Stars Shine In
a daffy ballroom team which fol¬
their reputations as authors and
Your Eyes.” Pair offer fillip of
lows Cooper, is reviewed in New
playwrights have been injured; (2)
melody that’s well received.
Acts. Vet comic Eddie White, in
that
Columbia
has
appropriated
to
Distaffer, tall and slender, is
the next to closing, picks up a
garbed in cute blue evening gown itself the rights and benefits of a mixture of titters and yocks with
with floral decoration, ^ and male sequel and has profited and will his tried and tested material. It’s
partner, with crinkly reddish hair profit at their expense; (3) that hokey stuff but it works.
and well-built physically, is also their royalties from the production
Myron Roman helps ’em all with
smartly garbed, although disparity or telecasts of the original dra¬ his topdrawer showcutting. Gros.
in twosome’s heights doesn’t aid matic work and of sequels to it
act. Their obvious sincerity comes have been and will be minimized;
Empire, Edinburgh
over to outfronters.
Gord.
and (4) profits from the motion
Edinburgh, Oct. 5.
pictures of sequels have been ap¬
Ella Logan, Chick Murray &
THE MATANZAS
propriated by the defendant. The Maidie, Authors & Swinson. Joe
Knockabout Comedy
amount of damages is estimated at Laurel, Scott’s Sea-Lions, Nelson
8 Mins.
$6,000,000 in the complaint.
Bros. (2), Barry Took, Lane Twins,
Empire, Glasgow
Fields and Chodorov originally Gordon L. Rolfe Orch.
This is an Arab tumbling act
adapted
“My
Siste?
Eileen”
into
a
with good potential for U.S. vaude
legit play from a series of short
Ella Logan, Scot-born songstress,
dates.
Male and femme partner whirl stories by Ruth McKenney in the makes a welcome return to her
and tumble at fast pace along line New Yorker mag. It was subse¬ “ain folk” at top of slight vaude
of stage rug, indulge in clever quently made, into a film, starring layout, ranging over tunes associ¬
skipping routine, but use bare Rosalind Russell, by Columbia Pic¬ ated with her show biz career since
knives for highlight of turn. This tures. More recently, Fields and she went to the U.S. close on a
is when the male holds two open Chodorov adapted the play for a quarter-century ago.
blades against his neck, and tumbles legit musical version, “Wonderful
Chirper’s stage technique is pol¬
while still retaining them in this
ished
and reflects
experienced
Town,” also starring Miss Russell
artistry.
Opens with “Heigh Ho,
position. He also is blindfolded,
in a score written by Leonard Come to the Fair,” then into a
has feet tied, and does forward and
“They’ll
Never
Believe
backward tumbles while holding Bernstein, Adolph Green and Bet¬ tender
ty Comden. The score for the new Me” and the more lively “Three
knives in his hands.
Using her local:
Pair adds comedy angle by leap¬ Columbia pic, “My Sister Eileen,” Lovely Lassies.”
ing around stage seated in chair was written by Jule Styne and i knowledge, warbler then brings in |
and reading newspaper. Femme Leo Robin, with Blake Edwards references to city place-names in ;
j
credited for the screen treatment. j “I Used to Live Around Here.”
half is specially agile in routines.
' Gord.
;
Segues with her w.k. “How Are
Things in Glocca-Morra?” from
ROSEMARY BURNS
I her Broadway hit, “Finian’s Raini bow,” which brings strong mitSongs
, ting. Then into “If I Were Only
22 Mins.
-: Continued from page 1
. ! Girl in the World,” the Auld Lang
Club One-Two, Toronto
Latest top singer to switch from row, who was in London covering Syne tear-raiser “My Ain Folk, ’ a
, spirited rendition of “My Bonnie
opera to musicomedy selections,
i Lies Over the Ocean,” and, after
Rosemary Burns has her first book¬ the British general elections).
ing into niteries and will be held
Sam Rosenman, Truman’s coun¬ ■ some gabbing re her Scot mama.
over on her initial two-week en¬ sel, who was present, reminded the ' winds with “The Star of the
; County Down.”
gagement. Tall, good-looking bru¬
Miss Logan avoids all current
net, with plenty of figure and former Chief Exec that his con¬ !
costly wardrobe, stacks as an up- tract with the publisher of his : pops, unlike normal crop of U.S.
comer in the sophisticated song- memoirs forbade such revelations , disk singers, and establishes coni tact merely via her innate artistry.
style selling classification, with preceding issuance of the book.
' solo personality and sentimental
plenty of background.
That’s the “inside” according to
She came to Canada to star those who claim to be familiar ! type of tune. At show caught, she
in “La Traviata,” with 38-voice, with the full Truman manuscript, j triumphed over sparse audience,
mixed choral ensemble in Jack serialization of which is running ; exhibiting all the in-there-pitchin’
: bounce of trouper used to all sizes
Arthur’s 24,000-seatcr grandstand
simultaneously in the N. Y. Times i of numerical reaction. In fairness
show at the Canadian National Ex¬
and Life mag. It is assumed, there¬ ! to the Gla9gow-born singer, a
hibition in Toronto a month ago.
In white evening gown, which also fore, that the MacArthur affair 1 larger audience would have added
! atmosphere to her performance.
displays a pair of shapely gams, will be disclosed either in the
1
She’s
not
aided,
either,
by
she tees off here with a dramatic newspaper series and/or the book.
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$6,000,000 Suit

MacArthur Firing

strength of the supporting acts •
Lane Twins, pair of cutely-garbed
gals who change costumes from an
on-stage
trunk,
are
attractive
opening dancers, and Chic Murray,
deadpan Scot comedian with in¬
consequential rambling stvle of
patter, scores a personal hit along
with his partner, Maidie Dickson.
Barry Took is a so-so English co¬
median who requires complete
new formula of gags. Scott's sealions are standard balancers in
tradition of this turn. Authors &
Swinson, Canadian duo. offer com¬
edy crosstalk plus mime, and the
Nelson Bros, dance while plaving
instruments.
Joe Laurel offers
miming of Laurel & Hardy. Chap¬
lin. etc., but should cut the corny
Patter.
Gord.

Apollo. X. Y.
Al Hibbler, Laverne Baker, Red
Prysock Band (12), Sweethearts
(2). Jimmie Peterson, Eldoradoes
15), Miller & Moreland; “Chief
Crazy Horse” (U-I).
' Laverne Baker's "stature grows "
with each return to the Apollo. Al
Hibbler, fighting laryngitis, isn’t in
topmost form, and the rest of the
show' is generally mediocre.
So
virtually unsupported, the eute-’n’plump thrush’s belting style and
overall
stage
moxie keep the
Harlem flag from going under this
week.
She’s taking on. the proportions
of one of 125th St.’s Grand Dames.
Not only does she mix a great rep¬
ertoire well, but she knows how' to
pay a warm tribute to show bizzers she spots in the pews and she
also can take five minutes of pretty
ordinary hokum (sans song) and
turn it into a steady interest-hold¬
er and laugh-getter.
Hibbler, who follows her and
closes the card, has strong sup¬
port of attendees, who are told in
advance of his lacerated larynx.
All his numbers are nice, and even
though he blows a couple of high
ones he isn’t afraid to try them.
But attention is riveted mostly on
visible difficulty he has in project¬
ing rather than on his music.
Red Prysock’s instrumentals are
up and down this stanza. The lead¬
er-saxophonist is a little too tricky.
He plays that loud, long and repeti¬
tive stuff that’s great with the
rhythm & blues aficionados, but
he misuses the mikes by deliberate¬
ly creeping right up on them for
all the purely explosive value he
can muster with his sax.
The Sweethearts, a brace of
slinky femmes who are in New
Acts, are not ready to hold down
openers; that is, the spot directly
following the Apollo’s standard
band intro. Jimmie Peterson is a
tap dancer who works hard, far out
of proportion to what he has to of¬
fer.
The Eldoradoes aren’t bad as
r&b quintets go; the audience re¬
ceives them with moderate appre¬
ciation.
If the Eloradoes v;ere
dressed in fancy jackets instead of
light colored suits, or if a member
was thinned out here or fattened a
little there, they might have been
the Orioles, Drifters, Ravens, or
any one of 100 groups of the class
that play the Apollo. Musically and
in staging they’re getting more and •
more alike. As for Flournoy Miller
and Mantan Moreland, they reem¬
ploy a very old path for their
comedies. Telephone booth rou¬
tine is same one used last time
here, except now it’s shorter.

Art.

Empire, Glasgow
Glasgow, Oct. 4.

Al Martino,- Teddy Foster Orch
(with Annette Klooger), Connor
& Drake, Joan Kayne, Matanzas
(2), Sylvia & Ray Holland, Bobby
Downs Orch.
Al Martino, U. S. disk-singer,
brings a brighter, lighter songalog to headline this vaude layout,
and wins warm reception, his disk
tunes being well received by teen¬
age fans.
Winding with his “Here In My
Heart.” he ranges through a med¬
ley of tunes associated with him¬
self, such as “Wanted” and “No
One But You.”
Scores strongly
with “The Man From Laramie”
and a Harry Lauder oldie, “Sound
Advice,” unearthed in an old songbook and to which he adds a 1955style ending.
Connor & Drake offer crosstalk
of average old-fashioned variety.
Joan Kayne, U. S. dancer, pleases,
and Sylvia & Ray Holland are
mixed terping opener. Matanzas,
with Arab tumbling, are in New
Acts.
. Gord.
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return to show biz is more than a
Sahara, Las Vegas
passing fancy, she’ll need to devel¬
Las Vegas, Oct. 4.
op a definite style and should be
Marlene Dietrich, Jean Carroll,
bulwarked by slick special mate¬ Marcellis (2), SaHaremaids (16),
rial.
Cee Davirson Orch (16); $2 ?ninfRemainder of the show moves
rapidly and with good results. mum.
Ventriloquist Ricky Layne, with his
With biz along the Vegas rialto
A couple of firsts transpired Jewish dummy Velvel, has some
Thursday (6) with Dick Haymes’ material for this outing and most at present spread mighty thin, it
isn’t
odd that from his long cara¬
opening at Monte Proser’s La Vie. of it is good. The exchange of
Haymes hasn’t been in New York barbs between boss and dummy van of Sahara regulars producer
Bill
Miller
should choose Marlene
nitery since 1942 when he came cues constant chuckles and the act
into bigtime at La Martinique fol¬ builds well. Layne is still using Dietrich to topline the Congo room
lowing a long apprenticeship in the the “accident” conclusion to Vel¬ during this four-frame segment of
band-vocalist ranks with Harry vet's “Old Man River” solo and it the post holiday season. For there
are few entertainers who, upon a
James, among others. The other gives the turn a solid exit.
return engagement to this blase
item of major interest lies in the
Violinist Maria Cole provides
fact that La Vie can do terrific an effective change of pace with circuit, can lure the attention of
the
news media and the coin of
business with a headliner. Thurs¬ some excellent bow work. An im¬
day’s (6) assemblage was the first pish personality, she mingles some the diamond stickpin and necklace
capacity house since the cafe’s comedies with her music, particu¬ society like la Dietrich. Opening
opening night. Here’s further proof larly during some fine finger- night (4) was themed by popping
that a N. Y. room is as hot as its plucking bits. A new arrangement flashglobes and newsreel kliegs
headliner and as warm as its show. of “Lover” and “Hot Canary” are and the long, loud applause of a
packed house. And if this can be
Haymes comes in at a time when best in the pop vein.
used as a gauge, then the sexiest
Show opener is the Amin Bros., grandma of them all will probably
he’s particularly hot.
Presently,
he’s a lure because of his marital one of the best aero acts extant to¬ have the ropes high during her
difficulties, and for the past year day. They get the layout off to a third trek to this hospice.
or so. his difficulties with alimony fast start, evoking gasps and con¬
Perhaps her formula for creat¬
payments, immigration authorities, stant applause. Peak effort, of
revenooers, have made him a con¬ course, is the foot-held head stand, ing repeat excitement is the welldrummed
mystery as to what
stant source of newscopy. Appar¬ one of the most difficult tricks
she'll wear or do onstage. For the
ently. of late, he means to settle ever used by an act of this kind.
most
part,
Miss Dietrich’s per¬
Ciro’s girls are on for two num¬
down to serious work.
The youthful pash and sincerity bers, one a carryover from the pre¬ formances in Vegas, unlike many
that he had w'hen first starting out vious show which gives saxy Dick.. other headliners, are rewritten for
— as a single is showing. Whether" 'Stabile' a solo spot, and the opener ^each-trip.-She 'is one of the~real
it’s accidental or deliberate, isn’t which combines a rehearsal idea troupers of the day, and notably
readily evident, but the ringsiders with a “Dragnet” theme. Hal during her present fling at cafe,
seemingly prefer to associate the Loman, who choreographed, is fea¬ she projects more into the audience
via a casual mannered spiel anent
tunes he’s doing with his currently tured.
romantic plight. It certainly helps
Stabile crew backstops and the her film career which leads to up¬
the boxoffice, and it probably helps dance beat is shared by the band coming songology.
Miss Dietrich points up her
his ultimate reception, although with the Geri Galian Latune outfit.
show* knowhow at the outset when
the audience sooner or later starts
Kap.
she
takes the spotlight in a white
applauding him solely on his own
transparent net gown, appliqued
merit.
Club Crescendo, Houston from the waist down with rhine¬
Haymes holds forth with a series
stones and feathers, while allowing
Houston, Sept. 28.
that includes “Something’s Gotta
Jane
Morgan
(with Ernest the few strategically set rhine¬
Give,” “Love Me or Leave Me,” a
stones
from the waist up to evoke
Gershw'in medley, “Can’t Take Bragg), Jose Ortiz Orch; no cover; the -whistles. A white feathered
That Away From Me,” “Let There $3 minimum.
boa trails over her shoulder which
Be You,” “Might as Well Be
she toys as she unfolds her songClub Crescendo continues to bid fest of “I Love the Man I’m Near,”
Spring” and “Little White Lies.”
It's his hit parade of former years for a key spot in the local enter¬ “You’re the Cream In My Coffee”
mainly, and it serves him well in tainment parade. Bistro is private, and a blue-lighted “My Blue Heav¬
this tour, which might be de¬ members being only “bottle club,” en” for a starter. She tongue-in¬
scribed as a comeback event. He’s a Texas-type institution serving cheeks both the lyrics and the
accomped at the piano by a satyr- joinees their own liquor kept in husky larynx she applies to “What
lockers, since state law nixes open Am I Bid For My Apple,” “The
like, goateed Ian Bernard.
The preceding Billy Vine and bars. Spot has been booking acts Boys In The Back Room" and “The
Gina & Gerado acts help clear the on more or less continuous basis Laziest Gal In Town.”
way for Haymes.
Vine, like since spring, dipping into MCA
Star repeats
her
histrionic
Haymes, is almost a newr face on and GAC stables, with accent on “Johnny” in German, and from
Acts usually stay two her upcoming MGM-Joe Pasternak
the upper eastside, and this helps quality.
his material off to a fresh impact. weeks.
pic, “Meet Me In Las Vegas,” she
Booking of thrush Jane Morgan selects a swingy “I Refuse To
Vine is an accomplished comic
■with a pliable kisser and a strong points up fact that club means Rock And Roll.” Solid as ever is
delivery. Vine’s new bit. a bur¬ ausiness in its quest for quality. her nostalgic
“Lili Marlene.”
lesque. of record singers, is a po¬ Femme is a looker with added While the house orch tootles the
tent bit of business and among his benefits of great vitality and im¬ brass for a 60-second march med¬
standards, the crying drunk and peccable showmanship, plus a voice* ley, Miss Dietrich ducks offstage
the Zero Mostel impersonation that can cut through even routine for an apparel switch into black
give him important status on this material—of which she had a mod¬ tux, topper and tails. Returning,
icum—and give it lustre.
A she cakewalks on a runway to
show.
clear-eyed type, gal “Dark Town Strutters Ball” for
Gina & Gerado, no strangers to wholesome
seems
a
little
wasted
on
some
of
this part of town because of a her French-based material (“Fancy sock applause, then returns to the
previous tenancy at the Hotel Living,” about Kentucky gal who foots for a touch at theatre in “One
Pierre, are smooth and picturesque went wrong in Paris, for example), For The Road” and “Falling In
dancers. Their top number is a which tends to be stale, routinely- Love Again.” For the kicker, she
baion, a sexy Brazilian dance of risque as well as to need pruning. exits leading the SaHaremaids
down the runway and through the
the samba family. In this routine
However, when statuesque war¬ audience.
both seem to achieve a highly bler
substantial and savvy
Jean Carroll is marqueed as an
ecstatic state which is climaxed by pipes turns
to “Love Me Or Leave Me,” added, extra and for her portion
the femme being carried off stage she’s tops.
She belts with terrific she -whips out a batch of sprightly
most willingly. In that condition impact, leaves
impression,
she’s
neither of them should have come still got plenty of reserve steam. comedy that clicks well. She’s put
back for even as much as a bow. Lass’s songasbord is heavy on the on a few pounds since her last
The audience would understand Gallic, as per her billing “The turn here, but she makes a play of
and they might have gotten even American Girl From Paris.” Per¬ it as she ribs “us obese gals.” A
natural is her bright patter cen¬
a stronger mitt.
haps tastiest Parisian bit is how
It’s Proser’s best show to date American songs sound in French— tered about the local greenfelt
and has sufficient boxoffice values “No Beeness Like, etc . . . Mon¬ spirit, “don’t you wish you could
afford to live like you live here?”
to make up for a lot of minus sieur Sandman.”
A blue note wends its way into
weeks. Van Smith’s orch does the
Sparking the performance is the
showbacking capably a n d the crisp, modern touch of accompan¬ her routine now and again, but the,
Damiron Latin outfit reliefs with ist Ernest Bragg, recent import impish manner with which she
Sylvia & Chapuseaux doing inci¬ from London who played for the tosses off the line gets her by with¬
dental terping and Latin tunester- headliner in Europe. House band out leaving a bad taste. The Mar¬
cellis, a comedy aero duo, get the
ing.
Jose.
of Jose Ortiz, who’s also in charge show away to a lively start with
of club, keeps terpers swaying to their yock loaded sommersaults,
a
rich
assortment
of
Latin
beats.
Cirors, Hollywood
headstands, gyrations and bruising
Bode.
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
prattfalls.
Cee Davidson waves an excep¬
Maria Cole, Amin Bros., Ricky
Layne & Velvet, Maria Neglia,
Hotel Radisson, Mpls. tionally keen baton to firm up a
top musical backdrop throughout,
Dick Stabile Orch (8), Geri Galian
Minneapolis, Oct. 1.
Rhumband (5); Cover, $2, $2.50.
Felix Knight, Don McGrane while Buddy Peeper keyboards the
orchestrations cleffed for Miss
Orch (8); $2.50 minimum.
Dietrich by Peter Matz. The SaThere’s plenty of entertainment
Haramaids
frame a moody calypso
packed into the new two-weelc . Former Met Opera tenor Felix
Ciro’s revue and despite some Knight doesn’t put on any vocal or in the center of the show, “Funny
What
Money
Can Do.” and raise
headline shortcomings, it’s a good other airs.
Instead, he gives a
bistro buy. Boniface H. D. Hover down-to-earth singing session with the curtain with “Cupid Doesn’t
has cannily surrounded his fledg¬ surefire numbers that hold every Bet,” a number that embodies
“We’re In The Money” aind
ling star, Mario Cole, with a show conceivable appeal.
“You’re My Lucky Star”—both' of
that keeps interest high. Opener
The aforegoing, plus his consid¬ which the Sahara ops can 'hum in
was overlong at 72 minutes but erable talent both as a singer and
earnest during the run of this rethere are obvious places to cut.
agreeable entertainer, may help to
Alan.
Mrs. Cole, wife of Nat (King) account for his being back in the vusical.
Cole, has aimed too high in this re¬ Flame Room for the fifth succes¬
turn to show biz for the first time sive year.
Old
Roumanian,
X.
Y.
It also explains his
s“?ce .her marriage. She was, and rating here as one of the bistro’s
Sadie Banks, Gene Baylos, Lil¬
still is, a band singer, and even regular male warbler visitors.
lian Hayes, Danny Mason, Line
allowing for opening nervousness,
On this occasion Knight again (8), Joe LaPorte & D'quila Orchs;
is a long way from the stature shrewdly tosses into the vocal pot¬ minimum $3.50.
needed to headline one of the top pourri surefire novelty songs, bal¬
spots in the country. She’s offer¬ lads, show tunes and pop numbers.
One of the most stable institu¬
ing a 30-minute act that consists A dash of grand opera might not
largely of encomiums to her hus¬ have been amiss, but he eschews tions in the nitery field is Jack
Silverman’s Old Roumanian over
band and to Ethel Waters, utilizing it.
which Sadie Banks presides in a
material that each has made fa¬
What’s more, Knight goes for
mous. The former is sometimes laughs, too, and gets them with manner befitting a matriarch and
a
dowager.
The cafe and Miss
embarrassing and she’s improperly witty intros and some well-told
equipped for the latter. In the gags, jokes and amusing stories Banks are inseparable by now. The
nitery
has
gone
through several
straight tune department, she of¬ that interland the vocalistics.
transformations.
The spot for
fers “Then I’ll Be Happy” and
Knight receives flawless back¬
years has been a downtown
“Sophisticated Lady” in pleasant grounding from Don McGrane and many
branch
of
Broadway.
It must get
but undistinguished style., jtf ; this
rwes / that >have. worked >tbnt sec¬

La Vic, N. Y.

Dick Haymes (with Ian Ber¬
nard), Billy Vine, Gina & Gerardo,
Van Smith Orch, Damlron Orch
(with Sylvia & Chapuseaux); min¬
imum $5.

Wednesday, October 12,
tor of town and must draw from
all sections of the city in order to
survive, especially in view of the
comparatively high entertainment
budgets.
There’s a pair of co-headliners
here with Gene Baylos and Lillian
Hayes. Latter is a draw in that
sector of town and probably could
extend her clientele in some of the
uptown spots. Miss Hayes is a
strong singer ivho came through on
night caught despite laryngitis.
She shows a superiority in rhythm
tunes over ballads and she concen¬
trates in this field. She gets an
extremely strong mitting in this
hall.
Baylos achieves a comedic suc¬
cess in virtually any cafe situation.
His line of yock material remains
potent despite the lack of major
changes throughout the years. At
some points during the turn, the
audience reaches hysterical heights,
which is a tribute to Baylos’ deliv¬
ery, timing and the bits of business
he infuses. With some variations
in his act, he should hit the uptowneries with great regularity.
Miss Banks sells her special ma¬
terial well. The audience likes her
songs as well as her hostessing.
The production accoutrements,
by Boots McKenna, encase an octet
of girls doing some well-drilled
routines. Costuming is good and,
the music is well-integrated. Joe
LaPorte does the showbacking and
D’Aquila relieves.
Jose.

Shoreliam Hotel, Wash.
Washington, Oct. 8.
“Mississippi Showboat” revue,
with Hightowers, Tippy Stringer,
Charles Gregory, Rika Perikles,
Pat McDonald, Bob Davis, Howard
Hood, Ian Bruce, Shoreham Bal¬
lerinas (6), Singing Strings (12),
Barnee Orch; cover $2.
Cool weather has forced the
Shoreham’s shows from its outdoor
Terrace to its indoor Blue Room,
but hasn’t changed the smooth
quality of the entertainment.
“Mississippi Showcast” is gener¬
ally stronger on the melody that
most of the recent shows, but does
manage to register nicely in the
terping department with two wide¬
ly different numbers. One of these,
an acro-dance by the Hightowers,
has the girl member of the team
at her best with a deep back bend
from pedestals to pick up a hand¬
kerchief in her mouth and then
flip forward into the arms of her
partner. The Hightowers give the
Blue Room its best terping of this
school since Darvas & Julia played
there, two years ago.
The other dance, in the Missis¬
sippi steamboat theme, has river
gamblers (hoofers Bob Davis, How¬
ard Hood and Ian Bruce) working
with Rika Perikles and Pat McDon¬
ald as dancehall dollies. Number is
lively and colorful, but is much
more typically cheek-to-cheek Bow¬
ery style choreography. Tippy
Stringer, back from her summer
vacation, solos with “Make a Wish”
for strong returns.
The Singing Strings, the 12 vio¬
linists who have become the Shoreham’s entertainment trademark,
are pushed strongly to the fore¬
front in the current show and de¬
liver some of the best music they’ve
offered in many shows.
In one
number they feature a number of
antique stringed instrumentS'Which
they also use in the earlier, dinner
show, in which they are also
strongly featured. Charles Gregory
works with the violinists, using a
musical saw & balloons.
Cakewalk finale is a nice wind¬
up for the Mississippi revue,
Barnee Breeskin, the Bltie Room’s
longtime maestro, plays for the
show and dansapation.
Lowe.

1955

Hiltmore Hotel, L. A.
Los Angeles, Oct. 5*

Henny Youngman, Helen For.
rest, Toy & Wing, Hal Derwi-n
Orch (10); Cover, $l.50( $2
n
Another frothy concoction has
been whipped up by Joe Faber for
this deep downtown, outpost of en¬
tertainment and the hour-long
layout will find favor with tourist
and regular alike. And with such
pros as Henny Youngman and
Helen Forrest headlining there’ll
even be interest from Hollywoodians, despite the dangers of
the long trek down the freeway
Youngman’s headlining stint* is
no barrage of bellylaughs but the
chuckles are constant and the good
humor contagious. His material is
like the traditional wedding garb
of a bride and he wears it. well
Some of his whimsy is a bit too
fast for the visiting vacationer and
would sit better in a more showhep spot, but careful tailoring
should overcome momentary lags.
His discourses now cover every¬
thing from his hotel room to the
new cars and includes the alreadyinevitable $64,000 question. The
fiddle bit now serves only as an
encore piece and it gets him off
well.
Youngman has a tough spot fol¬
lowing Helen Forrest; who earnsa begoff in a 20-minute stint that
is packed with musical and nos¬
talgic values. She’s singing better
than ever and her current act
packs a solid wallop. It’s com¬
prised of standards only, like
“Falling In Love,” “Funny That
Way” and an excellently handled
cavalcade that reprises her top
platterings of “Honorable Mr. Soand-So” with Artie Shaw, “The
Man I Love” with Benny Goodman
and “Don’t Want To Walk Without
You” with Harry James. Slick
phrasing and showmanship comple¬
ment the voice, a combination most
evident on a fine next-to-closing
“September Song.” Sole flaw is an
expensive but not attractive gown.
Perennial dancing favorites Toy
& Wing are back to open the show
with some fast routines that gain
attention. Top response is regis¬
tered with a medley of George M.
Cohanisms and a frantic windup
in the acroballet tradition.
Hal Derwin’s house band is still
around and with good reason; they
play a good show and provide a
dance that keeps the customers
satisfied.
Kap.

Fontainebleau, M. B’eh
Miami Beach, Oct. 7.
Joel Grey, Felicia Sanders (with
Irving Joseph), Midge & Bill Haggett, Sacasas Orch; $2.50-$3.50
minimum.

This is convention month for the
hotel row, with resultant upbeat in
patronage for their cafes and for
bar-lounges. Though the majority
are content to go along with mod¬
est-budget policy, depending on
the conclave-character’s predilec¬
tion for entertainment, any kind of
entertainment to go with liba¬
tions, the management of this overwhelmery has obviously upped the
budget for the pre-season weeks,
current package being indicative
of things to come.
Joel Grey, a click in the swank
La RondeClub not too long ago,
again generates that aura of confi¬
dence and showmanship that spells
a pattern of plaudits in this big
room.
Routines are the basic
weavings he’s been using: the spoof
on the nostalgia-weavers, “Do You
Remember,” in which he limns his
“memories” of the toppers of the
’40s; the strawhat bit which plays
up his penchant for takeoffs on
George M. Cohan, Chevalier, et al.,
who utilized the skimmer as a
trademark, and his wrapper-upper,
the lampoon on folk singers of the
El Cortez, Las Vegas
Belafonte, Burl Ives genre, wind¬
ing into the triple-tongued rhythm¬
Las Vegas, Oct. 6.
Romaine Brown & His Romaines ics of “Romania.”
He could well include' the Yid¬
(5), Yvonne Moray, Dorothy Kra¬
mer Dancers (5), Sherman Hayes dish musicomedy star, Aaron. Lebedoff, who introed the song years
Orch (6); no minimum.
ago, in the strawhat parade.
Unlike the plusher boites cross¬ Youngster is off to heavy response
town on the Strip, this Fremont St. after keeping the • pace in high
inn doesn’t rely on tourists to fill tempo throughout.
Felicia Sanders, who came up
its modest supper cafe, where. a
three-a-night show policy and a via disclick of the “Song From
$1.95 Chicken-in-the-Basket menu Moulin Rouge,” is a sleek-looking
is sufficient to lure blue-chip play lass smartly groomed with a solid
by the local rounders. And the’ ‘pair of pipes that commands atten¬
latter set goes for the Pirate Den’s tion,’ albeit some of the songs in
format of rhythm & blues which, her compote show the need for a
for the present fortnight, is firmed better change of pace. She belts
up by Romaine Brown and His best with the upbeat tunes. The
Romaines. Fronted vocally and on torchants are well handled, but
the keyboard by Brown, a former could stand insert, of a current
Steve Gibson 88er, the quint rocks click. “Moulin Rouge” garners the
through w.k. r & b livelies. Con¬ expected mitting. Irving Joseph s
trast is offered by balladeering of keyboard backing is out of the topJimmy Thomas, who bisects the drawer.
Fresh looking pair of youngsters
bash with an exceptionally good
“Young and Foolish” and “Learn- are Midge and Bill Haggett. Their
routines, however, could stand
m’ the Blues.”
Yvonne Moray is well received elaboration on some of the lifts
in her slot, during which she bub¬ and designing. As is, they add up
bles and bounces her 42-inch to a breezy pair of terpers who
frame through song parodies, please, where they*, could earn
mimes of Strip topliners and the the heavy salvos that spe11 sock,
•peel.
• > 1 1.'■ > . u j . Alan. >. u -iwiM iJ
I >Lavy-
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Latin Quarter, N.Y.
Frankie Laine with Al Lerner,
Frank Litiuse with Margot Bran\
Chiauita & Johnson, Tamar
nnmv Mazzone & Abbott DancBc! A’ Piroska, Howard Mann,
nmn Christie, line, Jo Lombardi
Orch, Buddy Marlowe; $6 mini¬
mum__
consistency
Latin
Quarter layouts is undoubtedly one
?r the chief reasons for the steadiS'e, of its b o. A customer can
it into this spot without looking
oV the marquee and be rather cerHin that the floor show will have
at least one top name and several
other solid acts backing up. In ad¬
dition of course, there’s always the
well-costumed and the colorful pro¬
duction numbers.
Topliner this stanza is Frankie
Laine, one of the savviest vocal
nerformers now around. In one of
his infrequent N. Y. nitery ap¬
pearances. Laine displays the -same
belting prowess on the floor that
trademarks his disk style, and his
parlay of rhythmics with dramatics
adds up to a big payoff in terms
of audience reaction.
On the opening night show (fi),
Laine slowed his pace with some¬
what long introductions to his
numbers. That, however, may_have
been due to his intra-trade stuff
for the benefit of the agency and
disk company execs who were
there in addition to the. songwrit¬
ers of some of his hit platters.
Laine, however, is almost as slick
with the spieling as he is with
singing and he manages to get
some laughs out of the gab rou¬
tine.
His singing is what sells the
most. Laine comes on fast with a
couple of. oldies, “Black and Blue’’
and “Sunny Side of the Street,’’
an then concentrates on his nu¬
merous disclicks for the remainder
of his turn. The catalog is im¬
pressive. including “High Noon,”.'
“Your Cheatin’ Heart,” “That’s My
Desire” (which launched -him),
“Jezebel” (his first for Columbia
Records), “Cry of the Wild Goose,”
“I Believe” and “Jealousy.” In
addition, he does a straight and
elective Italo version of the Nat
• King) Cole hit, “Mona Lisa.” De¬
spite some 35 minutes on stage,
Laine has to beg off.
And the surrounding bill is no
setup to follow. It’s one of the
best supporting layouts to play the
club. Frank Libuse, who does an
entertaining halfhour, before show¬
time as the mad waiter who riles
the unhep customers, socks over a
strong comedy routine on. stage
with Margot Brander in the
straight role. She’s the buxom so¬
prano and he’s the piano accom¬
panist in some perfectly timed
slapstick that builds guffaws from
start to finish.
Chiquita ^ & Johnson register
with unusual impact for an adagio
pair. Their spins and lifts are ex¬
ecuted with superlative grace and
precision. The duo gets off to a
resounding mitt.
Mazzone & Abbott Dancers have
a catching Apache turn in which
the one male knocks around three
femmes. There’s the unusual hair¬
pulling and body^throwirig may¬
hem in addition to some unusual
falls from a high platform. Tamar
Benamy, rigged in a split boy-girl
costume, does a brief but sexy
dance with a windup that leaves
nothing to the imagination. In the
opening production number, Piros¬
ka, a male dancer, is featured in
some fancy stepping and twirling.
The revue format, titled “Made¬
moiselle de Paree,” is a holdover
from previous shows and some of
the production numbers are the
same. . Howard Mann. and Lynn
Christie handle the vocal chores
competently while Jo Lombardi
gives an authoritative downbeat in
cutting the show. Buddy Harlowe
supplies neat interlude music.
Herm.

sie.”
Showbacking by Norman
Richards house band is capable
with the Ames' Al Semola 88ing
and Harry Geller batoning.
Other acts on the bill are top
quality.
The Duponts offer a
clicko acro-terp stanza with plenty
of fresh routines in the setup.
Femme partner is Constructed
along.. Goldwyn Girls lines and
handles a big share of the lifts with
ability.
Brick Bros, split their
stint between socko segment with
Mr. Murphy, a chimp that works
on trampoline and floor.
Cute
Latin terps pair, Bonita Sisters,
have a fast-paced bit that includes
some warbling but is slowed down
in places by ineffective gabbing,
which could be eliminated to ad¬
vantage. Femmes are small, wellbuilt and costumed, and offer a
pleasant session of Latin dance.
Gorin.

tsS&IETY
Stntlcr, Buffalo
Buffalo, Oct. 4.
Hildegarde
(opening
night
only); Ken Harris Orch, Loraine
Daly, Shamrocks, Francisco Al¬
varez Orch, with Nelle Castell; no
cover.

Proper Buffalonians who have
been wagging their heads as to the
future under Hilton operation of
this former flagship of the Statler
chain may now rest easy. The
Rendezvous, the Statler’s new din¬
ner-supper room, is a plush nitery
project, representing an effort by
the Hilton management to put the
town’s top inn on a metropolitan
basis.
Remodeled from the old Niagara
(dining) room, and with a lush new
entrance and decor, the manage¬
ment has refurbished the quarters
elegantly.
But the outstanding features of
Holol Roosevelt, X. O. the boite are the menu, service
and cuisine, all unique for Buffalo.
New Orleans, Oct. 2.
David Carroll Orch (14); Mau¬ The menu is patterned largely
reen Cannon, Lou Nelson, Terry after that of the Waldorf and is
distinctive in many respects. As
Sisters (3); $2.50 minimum.
for the service, maitre Frank
New Blue Room bill is pleasing¬ Bechl presides at the door, giving
ly compounded of song, comedy, over to whito-tia-and-tailed headdance and music, ingredients that waiter, a dozen heel-clicking cansit well with the family element tains and an army of just n’ain
that frequents this rendezvous. It’s waiters and bus boys. All of this
may be commonplace in the Hilton
iast=moving. all._the way.
_
Spotlighted are the David Carroll- -merrages7 but it’s caviar to the loband, headed by personable Jerry cal gentry.
Opening night was given over
Mercer, who doubles as batoneer
and vocalist; petite thrush Maureen •exclusively to a Junior League
benefit
for the Community Chest
Cannon; comedian Lou Nelson, and
with Hildegarde making a single
the acrobatic Terry Sisters.
aopearance
for the occasion to an
Pert Miss Cannon’s melodic
stanza leans toward the lively. SRO crowd. She was in ton fet¬
tle.
giving
her
standard reoertoire
Singer vigorously belts out such
tunes as “Lonesomest Gal In a thorough shakedown to the un¬
Town.” “If I Could Be With You,” restrained plaudits of a captive
“Wish I Could Shimmy Like My and captivated society audience.
The Ken Harris band and the
Sister Kate” and “Bill Baily,
Please Come Home.” She gives Alvarez group with Nelle Castell
go with the regular bill of fare,
them distinctive twists.
Big-eyed songstress also gener¬ the two orchestras alternating
Loraine
ates enthusiam with her warbling smoothly for dancing.
of mood tunes like “Man In The Daly and the Shamrocks are un¬
derlined
for
the
vocals.
First
Raincoat.” She puts across her
week of the room is drawing ca¬
singing performance with skill pacity
crowds,
unusual
for
Buffalo
while exhibiting poise, charm and
at this time of the year. Much of
personality.
the draw is undoubtedly due 1o
Nelson has a quiet, seemingly excellent
pre-opening
nublicity
eflortless and casual style which
puts him on intimate, friendly given the project under the direc¬
tion
of
local
Statler
drumbeater
terms with tableholders.
He
Trott. This region has long
doesn’t bowl ’em over but manages Maude
to set up an almost continuous been without plush nitery repre¬
sentation,
but it looks now as if
obbligato of laughs for his routines.
The Terry Sisters are an exciting with this one Buffalo and the Stat¬
ler
have
finally
made it.
acrobatic trio. Back flips and
Burton.
twists, and somersaults through
the air while skipping ropes, are
some of drhe toughies that keep
Bar of Music, L. .L
patrons at high pitch and net them
Los Angeles, Sept. 30.
a big hand.
Ed Hennessy, Flora Fiesc, Mack
The David Carroll aggregation, Twins & Orch (4); Saturday mini¬
making its bow here, accents a
smooth, rhythmic style and ex¬ mum $2.50.
cellent choice of tunes with a setup
It’s strictly a musical menu in
of four saxes and clarinets, three
trumpets, a trombone, piano, bass the Bar of Music’s new layout,
and drums. The smartly-tailored which should appeal to the regu¬
arrangments cover a full library of lars and others so minded. Show
standards, current pops, nostalgic is a pleasant blend of ducting on
tunes. Latin rhythms, novelties and the part of Ed Hennessy and his
partner,. Flora Fiese, and slick
special material.
Versatile sidemen give crew an 88’ing on the twin pianos by the
unusual flexibility. They are fea¬ Mack Twins, holding over for
ture ensemble, solos and in choral their 17th week.
Hennessy feels out the ringsidworks. The band has a slick pianist
in Bob Casah, who turns in a highly ers with a song or so and a few
yarns for the evening's takeoff, be¬
effective keyboard stint.
Mercer contributes a generous fore he returns for his doubles act,
helping of vocals during the dance making a good impression with his
periods. Young leader has a warm ingratiating manner. He’9 better
good nature which he shares with on comedy numbers than straight
the patrons while singing with the singing, both of which partners en¬
gage in, their standout being a
band and emceeing the show.
humorous medley of songs about
Liuz.
Southern California.
“Carolina”
is another clincher, and they get
Colony, London
good rhythm out of a Latino num¬
London, Oct. 2.
ber, “Siboney,” as well as “When
Hutch (Leslie A. Hutchinson), You Are in Love.” Miss Fiese is
Felix King & Don Carlos Orch; easy on the eyes as well as a
$5 minimum.
melodic chirp.
Macks, Gene and Florian, who
Hutch is one of the few British have been holding down the mul¬
performers who can constantly tiple chores of concerting on the
work London’s restricted cafe cir¬ grands, emceeing, backing other
cuit without overplaying his wel¬ acts and conducting their own
come. And this is not explained orch, all with equal facility, again
away by the fact that he’s a good- prove their worth as a twin at¬
performer with a wealth of experi¬ traction. They switch from classi¬
Cliamlierc, Ottawa
ence behind him; he is one of the cal to jaz^ and boogie-woogie at
Ottawa, Oct.. 1.
few who accepts cabaret as a spe¬ the drop of a hat.
Whit.
Ames Bros. (4), Duponts (2), cial intimate medium and prepares
Brick Bros. (2), Bonita Sisters (2), his act accordingly.
^
Blue
Angel,
Chi
Norman Richards Orch (9); $1.50
A regular feature of a Hutch
Chicago, Oct. 5.
admission.
cabaret stint is a lively, witty
uCalypso FroUes” with Lord
parody of a current pop. This time
Carlton,
Dolores
Martiniqua, King
he
has
picked
the
hit
tune
from
Occupying 40 minutes of the
Chaudiere Club's show this week “Kismet” to delight the customers Rudolph, Vasquez Sisters. Lydia
is a top chant and clowning ses¬ with “Stranger in Manchester,” Lora, Al D’Lacy Orch <5); $3.50
sion by the Ames Bros., biil-top- and his lyric is loaded with laugh- minimum.
Pors at the club’s Rose Room. The provoking lines. Highlight of his
The usual calypsonian, Afrotall, easy-going foursome work an routine, however, is always his om¬
informal, chatty but strictly nibus version of “Let’s Po It,” Cuban melange appears in new
scripted routine that features their which gets bigger and bigger each guise at Chi’s only calypsery, but
smooth pipings of disclicks and year and on this occasion, with en¬ the new dress does nothing to
others, neatly interspersed with cores, runs almost 10 minutes. relieve the usual noisy violence of
There is a slight blue streak run¬ these offerings.
novelties and comedy.
This one has all the trappings:
Antics by brother Victor go. on ning through the lyrics, but the
disarming
manner the garish costumes, frenetic pace,
throughout the stint, which has performer’s
the four males on most of the time eliminates any suggestion of and loud, clanking music. But it
keeps the customers interested,
but gives solo time to Ed (“Un¬ blatant vulgarity.
As always, Hutch is self-accom¬ awake and coming .back. Aside
chained Melody”) and basso Joe
l Come Back To Sorrento”), and a panied at the ivories and Felix from two standout performers, at
nostalgic old-time vaude s o f t- King’s orch is on hand, giving their least in this Caribbean potpourri,
shoe item by Victor and Gene. familiar quality backgrounding. Lord Carlton and King Rudolph,
Disclicks get spontaneous mitting. Rhythm dansapation sessions are the acts do not overly impress.
Lord Carlton stars here and
One of the weaker moments is the admirably taken care of by the
1 in¬
MyvQ. *.; handles * his< vcalypsoJ »witl»»
\iieccntly disked “My Bonnie Lgs- .Don Carlos combo.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
gratiating manner, pleasing voice
and a certain amount of ad lib
embellishments. He both opens
and closes the tableau, garnering
hefty response both times with
such as “Woman of Today” and
“The Schoolteacher,” the latter his
own composition. He mixes the
standards with his own product
and gabs a little, for a well-bal¬
anced, well-received turn.
King Rudolph emerges here as
the sleeper. Throughout;' the show,
he backs on the conga drums until
he takes the spotlight with his
steel drums. Playing on the tuned
cut-off oil drum, a monument to
the musical hunger and ingenuity
of the primitives who developed it.
Rudolph demonstrates virtuosity
on this limited instrument.
Dolores Martiniqua is the distaff
calypsonian in this display, but
achieves only lukewarm impact.
The pipes are pleasant enough and
the numbers well chosen, but
lacking is the earthy vitality one
would expect in a performance of
this kind.
Lydia Lora is a femme chirper
of the Latin-American bombshell
variety. Her delivery, though not
overly indebted to voice or style,
gets attention with a certain sau¬
ciness and vitality. She gets big¬
gest reaction with her “Don't Touch
Me Tomato,” mainly because of
an. intended double entendre. .
The Vasquez Sisters torp singly
and together in what is a rather
mediocre turn. It’s hard to believe
they’re sisters at times, so unlike
are they physically. Apart al¬
together, they do uninspired but
fast type dances labeled, imag¬
inatively, “Mambo Calypso” and
“Dance of Sin.”
Gabe.
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Hi llat9 Bosiou
Boston. Oct. 5.
Mel Torme (Al Pellegrino),
Clarence Jackson Quintette, Jack
Mahoney; No cover, no min. week¬
days; Frl, Sat., $2.50 min.

Mel Torme flew in from Hawaii
to usher in bonifaee Julie Rhodes’
new nolicy of names in the record¬
ing field for this 300-seat er, which
•is celebrating its 20th year on the
Hub nitery front. Formal up to
this new pitch has been predomi¬
nantly jazz names.
Torme proves a shot in the arm
to this c^dtime spot, working three
shows nightly, luring in crowds.
Caught at his middle show, singer
did a 30-minute stint that left the
customers clamoring for more.
Opening with “Lover” for heavy
mitting, he exploits and toys with
top tunes for ultimate results and
show his versatility. He plays the
piano and drums in addition io fine
singing. He takes “Lcarnin’ the
Blues” for a ride and for nice
change of pace does a special bit
with "That Old Black Magic.”
lie gags up opening with drums
pounding and patter on “darkest
Africa” for yocks and then dues
the number straight for telling ef¬
fect. Torme then unveils comic
talents with “One'for My Baby and
One,.foi—the—Road,” -matching..a
glass of beer from ringsidcr’s hand
and pulling out all the stops.
“IFrlh of the Blues” gives him a
change to indulge in vocal gymnas¬
tics in the jazz vein and this gets
him off to applause. He comes
back to sit at the piano and in¬
troduce a new album*, "MeTTorme
at the Crescendo.” He accompa¬
nies himself through “Get Out of
Town" and “Mountain Greenery,”
I/Amirnl. Paris
an upbeat tune.
Paris, Oct. 4.
For another change of pace, he
Francis Blanche. Jacqueline Mail- switches to the drums and does
lan, Myr & Myroska, Philippe Brun “A'r Mail Special” to wrap it up,
& Anny Fratellini, Roger Comte. and has to beg off. Al Pellegrino,
Nono Gammit. Max Desrau, Rene his arranger-accompanist and clar¬
inetist. backs the singer w;ell all
Giner; $3 minimum.
the way.
Clarence Jackson Quintelte cuts a
Champs-Elysces cellar club has
been a fave with the show biz and slick show- and Jack Mahoney at a
intellectual set, but with main¬ special organ with baritone sax¬
stay comics Jean Richard, Roger ophone attachment does the nice
Pierre and Jean-Marc Thibault out interludes. Looks like Julie
until December, biz will be much, Rhodes has found the success pat¬
slighter till their return. Present tern in the waning night club biz.
Guy.
bill is mostly vaudey in getup with
a good mainstay, in the previous
tradition, with Francis Blanche GEuIi Rho-Two, Toronto
and his monologs and sketches. It
Toronto, Oct. 6.
makes for an okay show, but pri¬
Rosemary Burns, Rovers (4),
marily of fillin quality.
Roger Comte is a clever ehan- Bobh?/ Moore. Ramona Biddles,
sonnier storyteller whose lisp, bon- Bill Butler’s Orch (5); $1.50 cover.
hommie and patter unbend the
clients and then convulses them - On a reputed $300,000 rerlecoraoutlay, with underneathwith his zany inventions, which lion
are left over from his early en¬ lighted revolving stage out and
gineer training. It is a good be¬ replaced by a stationary dance
ginner.
Myr & Myroska bring space. Club One-Two remains the
their hep mindreading act in and town’s leading posh nitery for the
display themselves as one of the cafe-sct. spenders. New floor show
top pairs extant.
Blindfolded setup has Rosemary Burns (New
femme names all objects handed Acts) headlining a hefty bill that
cruising Myr by people in the has plenty of dwersitv pattern. With
club. It is mystifying and a solid orch dealer Bill Butler at the
piaro for the general femme draw,
entry.
Francis Blanche and Jacqueline Ramona Biddles, glamorous blond
Maillan then come on with a in black, opens for neat acrobatic
parody sketch of the mindreading and inverted splits for plenty of
act that is good for laughs on the band-stands; and works fast to
inventiveness and verve of Blanche audience ovation. She’s back later
and the acidulous, reactions of for a dance-interpretation of “St.
Miss Maillan. They also each do Louis Blues,” this also over big.
The Rovers, male quartet (three
some monologs of high laugh con¬
tent.
Philippe Brun & Anny from St. Michael’s Cathedral boys’
choir,
which graduated The Four
Fratellini do a rather cornfcd turn,
with a series of instruments and Lads and The Crew-Cuts), are over
songs. It is passable but more hefty on their stylized song-styling,
with plenty of campus calisthenics,
music hall filler than nitery.
hut big on group salesmanship.
Mosk.
The Rovers are Billy Albert, lead
baritone on guitar: Larry Amato,
Mocnuiho. Hollywood
tenor: Douglas Wells, second tenor,
Hollywood. Oct. 5.
and Al Osten, baritone. Boys also
Dinah Washington (accompanied work fast, particularly on their
by Keter Betts, Jimmy Cobb, Wyn¬ second set of impersonations, with
ton Kelly), Paul Hebert Orch Osten doir” a neat Liberaee—with
(5), Arnold Koppitch 3; cover, $2. his three nates carrying candles—
and Doug Wells doing a Johnnie
Dinah Washington moves up Ray takeoff that’s effective if
from the smoky-den to the satin- dated. Their clowning of Perry
drape circuit with this engagement ('Ohio's “Don’t You Know” is in
and the experiment should prove good taste and just for good-na¬
satisfactory both for the Mocambo tured laughs.
Bobbv Moore follows with Ins
and for Miss Washington.
With
only some slight changes in rou¬ self-billing as "an under-nourished
tining, she’s a ready candidate for comedian,” with plenty . of patter
that gets over without difficulty,
the swankier boites.
Mocambo at the opener ap¬ t.he bang-haired comic pointing up
peared to be a trifle unnerving to his skinny, physical propensities.
the blues bawler and it took her a Moore is a very funny fellow, on
few moments and a vociferous re¬ patter plus his acrobatic copers*
ception to get on the proper track. Rosemary Burns (New Acts) follows
After that, it was the old Washing¬ with her fine musicomedy war¬
ton, raucous, bawling, show-wise bling; Bill Butler and his orch
and always good. For a plushery lending top backing to the various
McStay.
such as this, the glissandos and in¬ acts.
terpolated lyrics provide a change
of pace that has a definite impact.
Opening numbers, “I Could
Write A Book” and “Blue Gar¬
denia,” slow her and could be
dropped, but the 20-minute stint
hits a jet pace with such items as
Fred Waring’s “Hear, Hear”
“All of Me.” “Love for Sale,” musical show at the Ziogi’eld Thea¬
“Such A Night” and "The Cheat.” tre, N.Y., pulled a $29,700 gross
She has a palm-pounding piece of for nine performances in its second
material in “TV Is The Thing This week. First week gross was $24,000.
Year,” but it should be saved for
Waring is in the Ziegfeld for
a begoff piece rather than its pres¬ four weeks, after which the theatre
ent spot, since her encore, “Fat
Daddy,” while good, can’t follow will be converted to an NBC video
the Video novelty.
jlKap.'1 ‘Studio.- • - J ’ - * ' • ' J ' '

Waring‘Hear’ $29,700
For 2d Gotham Stanza
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Shows Out of Town
First-nighters were definitely not
amused. The first act, which is
slow and long, shows some prom¬
ise, but the second act, opening
with a fantasy scene in a psycho
ward, precipitates a big walkout
and loses the story line. The weak
finale has Reuben deciding it’s all
wrong to knock himself off and
clasping hands with his girl.
Guy.

Reuben Reuben
Boston, Oct. 10.
Cliervl Crawford production of musical
In two acts (11 scenes'), bv Marc Blitzstein. Stars Eddie Albert; features Kaye
Ballard.
George
Gaynes. 'Sandra Lee,
Timmv Everett, Enzo StuarLi, Tonv Gar¬
den. Karen Anders, Evelyn Lear. Staged
bv Robert Lewis; choreography, II-nva
Holm: settings, costumes, lighting, Wil¬
liam & Jean Eckart; musical divert ion,
Samuel Kracbmalnirk; orchestration. Blitzstein. At Shubert, Boston, Oct. 10. ao.
Fez
Will Leo
Blazer*. Timmy E;'?,vetf
jane
. Anita Dartan
Mr. .1. Doakes . Emile ltenan
Mrs. J. Doakcs . Karen Anders
Ienatz
.
G. Wood
Lonesome .William Pierson
Doc
.
AT Cliecco
Mr. Chipper .. Charles Welch
Bart
. George Gavnes
Countess . Kave Ball ’id
Harrv ...
Tony Gardell
Kid *.. Edmund Grvnes
Nina . Evclyii Lear
Coo Kerry . D»an D’ttman
Attilio
..
Enz.o S uarti
Zia Teresa . Nina Varela
Two 7ic
. Doris Davis, Josephine L-ng.
Amalfi Quartet
Andrew George, A’an
Smith, Tom Stewart, Marvin Zejler
Gisella
. S^ndr'i I.oe
Signore Ugo.A’an Smith
f.«nno
Joe Rocro
Jake*0 V... Crandall DWH
Dee Doc
. .. Sonia Savii?
Shoo Shoo .
Sara DiUon
Pot Pot . Koren Anders
Walter
.E'wood Smith
Mr. Smythe . Emile Renan
Mrs. Montague .. •.Ny1.?.
' Cigarette GiiTTTTY.-....... • • Billie Auen
Arnold, Waiter . Skeet Guenther
Maitre cT Hotel.Tom Stewart
Doorman .
J.olui_
C00k
.
Marvin Zeller
Attendant .
Alan Smith
Matron . Evelyn Page
Firemen.Andrew George. Skeet
Guenther, Joe Rocco. Enzo Stuart!
TJrv
.Crandall D-elil
7oe * *.$.... Billie Allen
Xavier
.
Tom Stewart
Yolanda. Josephine Lang
Henry Lippincott .
Allen Case
Singers: Betsy Bridge. A1 Cbecco, Anita
Darian, Doris Davis, Sara Dillon, Dean
Dittman. Edmund Gavnes, Josephine Lang.
William Pierson. Alan Smith. Elwood
Smith, Tom Stewart, Enzo Stuarti. Nina
Varela, Charles Welch, C,. Wood, Marvin
Dancers: Billie Allen, Jeanne Belkin,
Imelda DeMartin, Crandall Diehl. Timmy
Everett, Skeet Guenther. Sondra Lee,
John Ra.v, Joe Rocco, Sonia Savig, Gladys
Bailin Stern.

Deadfall
Princeton, Oct. 8.
Martin Goodman (in association with
Julius M. Gordon) production of melo¬
drama by Leonard Lee. Stars Jeanne Dru.
John Ireland: features Sheila Bond, Jay
Jostyn, Clavence Derwent, Edwin Jerome,
Harold Vcrmilyea, Norman Rose, Mercer
McLeod.
Theodore
Goetz.
Sam
Gray.
Staged by-. Michael Gordon; settings and
lighting, Ralph 'Alswang. At McCarter,
Princeton, Oct. 7. '55.
Harry Dielzler . Clarence Derwent
Judge Romagna . Harold Vermilyea
District Attorney .
Jay Jostyn
Court Clerk . Leslie Barrett
Billie Divine . Sheila Bond
Quentin Lockridge .Edwin Jerome
Jane Lockridge . Joanne Dru
Buck Carpenter . John Ireland
Detective .
Norman Rose
Edmund Hartley . Mercer McLeod
Dr. Newman . Theo Goetz
Dr, Stone .
Sam Gray
Court Stenographers, Policemen,

In terms of—the theatre,—Dead¬
fall,” which premiered here at the
McCarter Theatre, is not a good
play. Its proposition is improbable,
its plot gimmick loaded, its writing
cliche ridden and its acting gen¬
erally lacking in style. Still, it
might prove boxoffice.
Jn addition to the presence of
screen players Joanne Dru and
John Ireland, both making what
amounts to their legitimate debuts
in Leonard Lee’s thriller, “Dead¬
fall” utilizes every trick in the
whodunit handbook. There’s a re¬
cording of the dead man’s voi<?e, a
sexy but irrelevant blond, a flash¬
back, a news telecast, a noted
radio actor playing a “real-life”
role, assorted “quaint” witnesses
and numerous other contraptions.
The story tells of the downfall of
a Hollywood heel who escapes pun¬
ishment for a murder, only to fall
into an elaborate trap set by the
dead man’s widow he accused of a
murder nobody committed. This
being a double-twist-with-a-finalflip type thriller, its “unethical” to
reveal the solution.
Miss Dru and Ireland don’t ex¬
tend themselves much beyond the
requirements . of intimate studio
emoting. Possibly through long
absence or little acquaintance with
the stage, neither projects much or
manages to lift dialog above the
level of conversation.
Sheila Bond as a blonde hussy,
Jay Jostyn as the D.A. and Clar¬
ence Derwent as the defense coun¬
sel indicate that they will be well
up on their roles come New York
curtain time.
Others in better command of
their characters include Harold
Vermilyea as the judge and Nor¬
man Rose, Mercer McLeod, Theo
Goetz and Sam Gray as prosecu¬
tion witnesses. In the case of the
latter four, however, their over¬
written parts detract rather than
add to the impact of the final act.
The show is helped immeasurably
by Michael Gordon’s fast paced di¬
rection and the two settings, one
lush, the other quiet and majestic,
by Ralph Alswang.
“Deadfall” may prove rewarding
eriough to “Dragnet” fans and
pocket mystery buffs. But it’;
bound to suffer by such Broadway
courtroomers as “Inherit the Wind”
and “Witness for the Prosecution.”
Heny.

“Reuben Reuben” is apparently
going nowhere. The premiere was
a cold affair in the Shubert Thea¬
tre, with a goodly part of the audi¬
ence walking out after the first act.
The cast tries hard to get to the
audience and the audience tries
bard to get with the show, but
neither succeeds.
The off-beat musical, more of a
folk opera than anything else, had
the first-nighters confused and not
even Eddie Albert’s vocalizing, fire
eating and gymnastics could save
it. Story line, which gets com¬
pletely lost, has Albert, as a psycho
who has periods when he can’t
talk. Just released from the Army,
he’s itching to knock himself off be¬
cause his pop, a circus trapeze
artist, has committed suicide.
George Gaynes, as an evil char¬
acter who bets on-human lives for
insurance purposes, urges Albert,,
as Reuben, to destroy himself.
Evelyn Lear is the girl who pre¬
vents it. Kaye Ballard is the
bright spot of the dreary evening
as the Countess, the villain’s mis¬
tress.
The action takes place on the
lower east side of New York and
moves all over town with a big bar
scene, night club scene and bridge
scene. There are five song pos¬
sibilities, including “Rose Song,”
sung by Albert, and danced by Gi• sella and Blazer; “Upstairsy,” in
which Miss Ballard scores;: “The
Hills of Amalfi,” “Love at First
Word,” h duet by Albert and Miss
Lear,
and
“Monday
Morning
Blues,” sung by Harry Lippincott.
Albert, who needed osteopathic
treatments before the opening, is
called on to perform handstands,
eat fire, do gymnastics on a swing¬
ing ladder, jump from a trapeze
into a fire net, and sing and dance.
He gives a great performance in
the difficult role.
Miss Lear is fine' as the girl
friepd who takes him in 'hand.
Gaynes is outstanding as the
heavy, but Miss Ballard is wasted.
Analytically, this is not '“The
Saint of Bleecker Street,” nor is
it “Pajama Game,” but it is ap¬
parently intended as a develop¬
ment of “Pajama Game” toward
“Bleecker Street” in the classical
musical form. It has definitely
progressive musical form, but it
was way over the heads of the first^ night audience. Production is impressive, as are the staging and
^■lighting and scenery. But the
W audience just does not like the
piece.
It has been a long time since a
first-night audience walkout of
this proportion lias been seen in
the Hub. The walkout started near
the end of the first act and con¬
tinued all through the second act.
Moreover, those who remained
were restless and towards the end
laughed in the wrong places.
There is little lightness, cheeri¬
ness or warmth in the whole piece,
and most of it is sombre and ma¬
cabre. The characters are unsym¬
pathetic and have little substance.

A Hatful of Rain
New Haven,,. Oct. 5.
Jay Jullen production of drama in three
acts (six scenes), by Michael V. Gazzo.
Stars Shelley Winters, Ben Gazzara; fea¬
tures Anthony Franciosa, Frank Silvers,
Paul Richards. Henry Silva, Christine
White, Harry Guardino. Directed by Frank
Corsaro; setting, Mordecai Gorelik. At
Shubert Theatre, New Ilaven, Oct. 5, '55;
$4.50 top.
John Pope Sr .. Frank Silvera
Johnny Pope .
Ben Gazzara
Celia Pope .Shelley Winters
Mother .
Henry Silva
Anples . Paul Richards
Church .
Harry Guardino
Polo Pope . Anthony Franciosa
Putski . Christine White
Man . Steve Gravers

If the group responsible for
“Hatful of Rairr,” largely recruited
from members of the Actors’
Studio, set out to prove that they
can write, act and direct, they can
file this^one in the “okay” pigeon¬
hole. If their aim was to make it
successful financially, that may
well be ink of another color. The
show should have a moderate run,
and a comparatively mild nut
should enhance its chances of
hanging on, but the final outcome
may simply be a mailer of how
many playgoers are willing to take
their stage fare “straight”
heavy drama.
There are episodes of emotion
exploding with telling force, real¬
istic interpretations of not-toopretty characters, a subject {drug

addiction) which is not pleasant
to contemnlate. and some se¬
quences that fall into the nervewracking category. All of which
may rate the play as controversial,
not as to its content but rather as
to whether or not this sort of
thing constitutes theatrical enter¬
tainment. .
Originally devised as a private
venture of the Actors’ Studio in
1954. “Hatful” has made the tran¬
sition into the commercial theatre
with the accent on -that word “the¬
atre.”
Jn the current trend of
theatrical realism, "Hatful” deals
with dope addiction, a topic rarely
if ever represented on the stage.
The central character is an exGI who falls prey to the habit as
a result of war experience. Theme
involves his attempt to keep the
devastating news from his preg¬
nant wife, her eventual knowledge
of the fact, and her acceptance of
the situation, and a curtain that
suggests a ray of hope.
Performances are a distinct as¬
set. Shelley Winters has elected
a secondary role here for her as¬
sault on Broadway, rather than
shoulder the major burden of a
top snot. She comes through with I
a believable performance as the
wife who falters temporarily in
her marital relationships when
kept in the dark regarding her
_husband’_s condition,J)ut_who dom¬
inates the situation once she
learns the truth.
Ben Gazzara, who stepped out of
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” to as¬
sume the lead here, is standout as
the hapless victim of the habit.
Role calls for extreme change of
pace from lucid to tormented pe¬
riods and he holds the character I
nicely within his grasp.
Of importance almost equal to
the lead are the parts of the vic¬
tim's brother and father, played
effectively by Anthony Franciosa
and Frank Silvera respectively. An
unsavory trio of “pushers” gets ex¬
pert treatment in the hands of
Henry Silva. Paul Richards and
Harry Guardino, while Christine
White fills a brief role as a society
girl addict, and Steve Gravers is
in a bit as a strong-arm man.
Direction is still in the experi¬
mental stage, a major problem be¬
ing in the show opening quarterhour.
Third act, however, is
strong. Another problem is the
matter of reducing the play’s jar¬
ring angles without vitiating the
overall content.
Single setting combines two in¬
teriors and one exterior for an au¬
thentic Lower East Side apart¬
ment. Script involves some potent
dialog, at times bordering on the
sacrilegious. The present clamp
on dope addict films makes this a
negative quantity for pic adapta¬
tion, for now ?/, least.
Bone.

One Plus One
Basil Rathbone and Helen Gahagan
Douglas in a program of dramatizations
from Shakespeare, de Maupassant, Chek¬
hov, George Moore. Emily Dickinson,
Katherine Anne Porter. Alis de Sola and
the Brownings. At Academy of Music,
Brooklyn, Oct. 6, '55; $3 top.

Wednesday, October 12, 1955

Inside Stuff-Legit
A total of 52 backers put up the $60,000 capitalization on the Robert
Whitehead & Roger L. Stevens production of “Bus Stop”, currently
in its 30th week at the Music Box, N. Y. The backers, who had re¬
ceived $50,000 profit on their investment As of last July 30, include
producer Rita Allen, $600; stage manager Frederick de Wilde, $600pressagent William Fields, $600; auditor Norman S. Maibaum, $600*
John A. Morris, of the Shubert office, $600; Oscar Olesen, generai
manager for Whitehead & Stevens, $600; financier Howard S. Cullman
$1,200; bandleader and orchestra contractor Meyer Davis, $1,200*
Howard Dietz, lyricist and Metro veepee in charge of ad-publicitv’
$1,200; Alfred R. Clancy Jr., realty partner of Stevens, $1,200; Leonard
H. Goldenson, president of United Paramount Theatres, $1,200; agent
William Liebling, $1,200; tv producer Max Liebman, $1,200; Terry Fay,
wife of g. m. Olsen and casting director for Whitehead & Stevens'
$2,400; ad agency head Lawrence Weiner, $2,400; Morris M. Schrier*
attorney repping MCA, $7,200. A touring company of “Bus” is current
at the Huntington Hartford Theatre, Los Angeles.
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, who will star In the’new Howard
Lindsay-Russel Crouse play, “The Great Sebastians,” will also be
partnered with the authors in the production. Also general partners
in the venture will be Herman Bernstein, general manager for L&C,
and Donald R. Seawell, attorney for the Lurfts. Sole limited partner
is Earl Rettig, designee for NBC-TV, which is supplying the entire
$100,000 bankroll, $50,000 as investment and $50,000 to underwrite
the physical production, which it will then own.
Incidentally, the deal gives NBC an option on the television rights
to the play, .for $25,000, as a vehicle for its “Producer’s Showcase”
series. The company also has, an option on the Lunts, to be picked
up within six months of the show’s Broadway opening, at a cost of
$20,000, for their exclusive services on tv, at a performance fee of
$50,000 additional.—Other—details of-the -setup were reported in a
recent issue of Variety.
A number of legit managements are purchasing a new type of in¬
surance for their productions this season. In addition to the stand¬
ard Workmen's Compensation policy, they are also specifically cov¬
ering hazardous scenes, vftierein performers may be injured and
subsequently disabled. Workmen’s Compensation would pay for the
medical expenses and a small weekly disability payment. However,
Actors Equity has had occasion to hold the producer responsible for
the injured performer's entire salary while he is out, and this new
coverage, dubbed “theatrical producer’s extra indemnity insurance,”
protects the producer for claims made by employees in excess of
Compensation benefits, and was devised by John L. Reich, who is
associated with the N. Y. insurance brokerage firm of D. Davidson
Co., Inc. The coverage was originally intended for N. Y. run plays
only, but can be extended to touring productions as well.
Backers of the Herman Shumlin (in association with the late Margo
Jones) production of “Inherit the Wind,” Currently in its 23d week
at the National Theatre, N. Y., include film-legit producer Frederick
Brisson, $800; actor Karl Light, $800; Bernard Klawans, the show’s
company manager, $1,600; Herman Berstein, general manager for Leland Hayward and Lindsay & Crouse, $1,600; Century Lighting prez
Edward Kook, $1,600; Miss Jones, $2,500; San Francisco financier Louis
Lurie, $6,400; Louis A. Lotito, president of City Playhouses and gen¬
eral manager of the Martin Beck Theatre, N. Y., $3,200; tv producer.
Max Liebman, $800; playwright Lillian Heilman, $800; ticket broker
Edward Hahn, $800; John Shubert, of the Shubert theatre firm, $1,600,
and comedian-pianist Victor Borge, $3,200. The production was
financed at $80,000, with provision for 15% overcall.
“Shakespeare Without Tears” by Margaret Webster (World; $4.50),
is a “revised” edition of the work first published in 1942 by McGrawHill. Volume still sports John Mason Brown’s introduction, but the
text seems not as extensively enlarged as one might hope, considering
the author’s background and authority.
Shakespeare on tv and in films is dealt with briefly; but one of Miss
Webster’s wisest comments concerns young players: “We have plenty
of acting talent in America today . . . but they completely lack patience
in their craft. They do not know, because they never have seen,
stature and ‘manner’ in acting Shakespeare; {hey think of it as some¬
thing exaggerated and ‘ham’ and believe that the slipshod speech and
lazy, commonplace attitudes of the present day are, in some obscure
way, more ‘real’.”

“Bull Fever” by Kenneth Tynan (Harper; $5), is an excellent study
“One Plus One” equals Helen
Gahagan Douglas and Basil Rath- of bullfighting by the young drama critic of the London Observer.
Identifying
himself as a “native of a country which has immebone in medley of readings from
short story and poetry classics. morially detested . . . blood sports,” Tynan saw his first corrida in
Booked for a series of one-nighters 1950. He now finds the sport “a logical extension of all the impulses”
in the hinterland, the duo have his temperament holds, plus “the capacity to be exhilarated by mastery
been able to spare only a single 'of technique.” Critic also relates bullfighting to epic drama.
evening for the local citizenry (6)
Viewer of but 80 corridas, Tynan does not seek to define modern
at the Brooklyn Academy of Mu¬ tauromachy; but he has written a sensitive and sensual account of
sic. Some selections are given in Spanish bullfighting during the summer of 1952, “alternately vile and
toto, and most are long, the result¬ glorious” experiences, the writer claims. Book is executed in Tynan’s
ing program being much too at¬ characteristic style, which rapidly is becoming better-known in the
tenuated.
Originally Mrs. Douglas and U. S. There are many fine camera studies.
spouse Melvyn were slated for the
“Uncle Tom, The Theatre and Mrs. Stowe,” is the title of an arti¬
duo-theatre tour, but the latter’s
shift into “Inherit the Wind” led cle in the October issue of the book-magazine “American Heritage”
to the recruiting of Rathbone. This - ($2.95). Richard Moody, author of “America Take's the Stage,” re¬
appears to have been accomplished caps history of Tom shows in this country and abroad. Item is il¬
in a hurry, since Rathbone is still lustrated with reproductions of advertising lithos in color and blackreading some of the- “readings,” and-white. Moody’s summary, essentially, is not as complete as Harry
forgiving himself by pretending Birdoff’s 1947 book on the same subject, “The World’s Greatest Hit”
that everybody’s sitting on their (Vanni), but it gives a fair picture of the Tom show’s rise and decline.
haunches before a large jolly fire¬ As writer indicates, the play is still done somewhere in the U.S. every
place. Unluckily, it seems diffi¬ year; in fact, it has not been off the boards since its original produc¬
cult for Rathbone to be casual, so tion in 1852.
that the pseudo-camaraderie some¬
times. becomes a bit uncomfortable.
A play about the problem of migrant workers and their children
Mrs. Douglas’ charm and not in¬
considerable magnetism are wel¬ as they follow the harvests, titled “I-Jumanity by the Carload,” written
by
Esther Hawley, will be presented by the National Migrant ...Com¬
come assets, as are the subtle
modulations of character with mittee at the Waldorf Astoria, N. Y., Oct. 24. The professional acting
casts
of Community Plays, an American Theatre Wing branch, will give
which she colors her contributions
to de Maupassant’s gay. “Indiscre¬ performances in the New York area.
tion” and Katherine Anne Porter’s
“The Rope” (appropriately sub¬ whereas Mrs. Douglas has probed.
tilled
“Love
In
Westchester As the tour progresses, possibly a George Brandt Dickers
County, N. Y.”). Her dry-tear de¬ better balance will be struck.
‘Lunatics’ for Touring
livery of Alis de Sola’s “She Died
Before black drapes, with no
“Lunatics and Lovers,” which
Young” makes this her best solo curtain, using a couple of chairs, a
piece.
bench and a few simple props, Mrs. ended a 42-week Broadway run last
Rathbone’s contribution is not Douglas in a series of magnificent Saturday (1), may tour. George
meagre. His rendering of Oscar gowns and Rathbone in tails, dress¬
Wilde’s allegory “The Sleeping ing jacket or sport coat, make a Brandt is currently negotiating for
Giant” is'tender enough to rate handsome team. B.o. potential on the road rights to the May Kirshdisking for adult and kiddie con¬ the road for these names should be ner production. A Coast edition of
sumption alike. Too, the intelli¬ good, although some scissoring is
gent choice of “Bring In the Lamp” in order, as well as the interjec¬ the Sidney Kingsley farce is cur¬
from George Moore's “Memoirs of tion of some pithy material to off¬ rently at the Alcazar, San Fran¬
cisco.
My Dead Life” is a wistfully nos¬ set a generally torpid pace.
talgic reverie.
But with the ex¬
Brandt, incidentally, is • also
Production manager John Wea¬
ception of “A Group of Poems,” ver does the necessaries with props sending out a road company of
spoken in dialog fashion, Rathbone and buoyantly announces each se¬ “Tea and Sympathy,” starring
is giving an.o£fslhe-_cuf£ .treatment,- lection..
Geor.
1 Maria Riva.
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Select Theatres Corp. (Shnbert)
May Have to Pay First Dividend
For the first time since the
chuberls formed the company,
clicet Theatres Corp. may have to
„av a stock dividend.
Such a
move if it transpires, will stem
f.nm the recent annual stockhold^meeting in New York. .
It was pointed out^dunng^ the
session that under the Federal
la\v corporations must pay at
least 70('o of annual earnings as
dividends.
Since the company
earned $491,758 net profit for the
vea? ended last June 30, it was
* ..gued by a minority stockholder,
it should'have paid 68c per share
dividend. In explaining the fail¬
ure to issue dividends, Shubert at¬
torney Adolph Lund told the stock¬
holders that the uncertainty of the
theatrical business requires an un¬
usually large cash reserve.
Other points brought out at the
meeting are that J. J. Shubert, as
president of Select, receives $35,000 annual salary, with no bonuses,
commissions or “extras,” and that
at"ftast-25%;-and probably muchmore, of the company’s revenue is
from its share of refreshment, hatcheck and other concessions at the
theatres. It was also revealed that
there are approximately 1,200
shareholders of the 200,000 shares
of Select Theatres common stock,
with the Shuberts owning 89%. J.
J. Shubert’s son, John Shubert,
secretary of the firm, owns 2,404
shares.
One item in the annual report,
indicating that Select has cash as¬
sets of $3,652,184, which drew no
interest, was sharply criticized by
John Gilbert, who recently became
a minority stockholder. Gilbert,
with his brother Lewis D. Gilbert,
makes a fulltime career of holding
small stock interests ^ and attend¬
ing stockholder meetings. As a
result of such activity, they have
become known as sort of watch¬
dogs of corporate operation.
Another point in the annual re¬
port that drew Gilbert’s fire was
the item of $1,813,753 in mortgages
payable. He argued that if this
amount were paid off from the
$3,652,184 cash on hand, it- would
save the large interest payments
now required.

‘Daily Life’Will Open
Series of Gab Sessions
On Greenwich Village
A dramatic reading of Rainer
Maria Rilke’s “Daily Life,” trans¬
lated by actor-director Herbert
Berghof, will be presented on
Oct. 30 at the New School for So¬
cial Research, N. Y., as part of a
series on Greenwich Village. The
play will be included in a segment
devoted tp off-Broadway theatre,
which will be discussed by direc¬
tors Norris Houghton .and Jose
Quintero under the chairmanship
of actor Sam Jaffe.
Both Houghton and'Quintero are
involved in off-Broadway produc¬
tion, the former as co-producer of
the Phoenix Theatre and the lat¬
ter as co-producer of the Circle
in the Square.
Other subjects on the Village
series agenda include the Oct. 23
opener, “Music and Musicians in
Greenwich Village.”
This topic
will be broken into three divisions,
concert music by Village com¬
posers (chairmanned by composer
Henry Cowell), folk music (chairmanned by Sidney Robertson Cow¬
ell, folg music collector) and the
role of the Village in jazz Xchairmanned by Marshall W. Stearns,
lecturer and exec director, Insti¬
tute of Jazz Studies).

EQUITY SENDING OUT
‘SALESMAN’FOR LEGIT
Actor’s Equity is hypoing its ef¬
forts to promote professional theah-e in the U.S. The union is about
to appoint a special representative
to tour the country in an attempt
to stimulate civic interest in legit
Production, spur bookings of starsponsored reading companies and
professional actor guest shots with
college drama groups.
Project will be an offshoot of
the union’s committee to extend
professional theatre, which last
H*ar issued a ‘ brochure covering
the fundamentals of establishing a
Municipal theatre along the lines
of the Playhouse in the Park tent
operation in Philadelphia.

Seek $225,000 Bankroll
For ‘Happily Ever After’
Capitalization on “Happily Ever
After,” a musical scheduled for
Broadway production by Yvette
Schumer, has been set at $225,000.
Joe Stein and Will Glickman wrote
the book for the tuner, while Rob¬
ert Hilliard and David Mann sup¬
plied the music and lyrics. Miss
Schumer, incidentally, is currently
represented on Broadway as co¬
producer of “Plain and Fancy,”
which also has a book by Stein and
Glickman.
The budget breakdown on the
show includes $82.500. for Deduc¬
tion cost, $27,250 for royalties and
fees, $30,950 for rehearsal ex¬
penses. $21,200 in miscellaneous
costs, $32,700 for bonds and, guar¬
antees and $30,400 cash reserve.
Provision is made for 20% overearli. .

‘Fancy Following
‘King Into Drury
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s long
tenure at the Drury Lane, London,
may be interrupted next sjjring and
summer. According to present in¬
dications, their current “King and
I” will probably end its West End
run about February. Since the next
R & H show, “Pipe Dream,” won’t
be ready for British production be¬
fore next fall, it now appears that
some other musical will be booked
Into the Drury in the interim.
A- likely candidate is the pro¬
posed London edition of the Broad¬
way show, “Plain and Fancy,” to
be produced by Williamson Music,
the R & H subsidiary. If so. it will
be the first non-R & H show to
play the Drury, since the British
version of “Oklahoma” opened
there in 1947. Between “Oklaho¬
ma” and the current “King and I,”
the house played “Carousel” and
“South Pacific.”
Previous plans were to do the
London edition of “Pipe Dream”
next spring, immediately follow¬
ing the edition of “King and I.” It
new appears, however, that al¬
though “Pipe Dream” will open on
Broadway late this fall, R & H
won’t be ready to concentrate on
a British facsimile until next
spring. In the meantime, the
Drury management has indicated
it would like “King and I” to va¬
cate, so the latter tuner will prob¬
ably embark on a provincial tour
in February, as previously plan¬
ned, with “Plain and Fancy” the
likely interim tenant for the fcouse.
During the 1920s and 1930s,
Hammerstein had approximately a
10-year run at the Drury with a
succession of smashes including
“Show Boat,” “Rose Marie,” Des¬
ert Song” and “New Moon,” on
which he collaborated with various
composers.

CORNELL HAD SURGERY,
‘FOR FEAR SHE’D COUGH5
*
Boston, Oct. 11.
Katherine Cornell will probably
be discharged this week from Dea¬
coness Hospital following lung sur¬
gery performed last week to cor¬
rect a chronic cough. The case was
termed a “professional” operation
and was “elective.” It was learned
that Miss Cornell has had the
chronic cough for 20 years, and
that it had become progressively
worse.
Miss Cornell’s decision to have
the operation came during her en¬
gagement last season in “Dark Is
Light Enough.”
In one scene,
when she was required to be
“dead” on stage for three minutes,
and the star “never knew when the
cough would come up,” it is ex¬
plained. Friends reveal that she
could have continued without the
operation, but the death scene in
the Christopher Fry drama “fright¬
ened her” because of the possibili¬
ty she might cough during the key
three minutes.
The actress-manager’s plans to
to go out again in “Dark” this No¬
vember have been cancelled, but
she intends to take to the road,
popjiibJjr in Qejcember.

PfiRIETY
Pure Atmosphere
It isn’t often that a legit di¬
rector hustles up his own
background noises. For the
sake of authenticity, while do¬
ing research on “The Diary of
Anne Frank,” stager Garson
Kanin tape-rec’orded. a variety
of sound effects on Amster¬
dam streets.
They ranged
from streetcars, vendors, bands
and carillons to the deepthroated hoot of ferry boats
and the sound of children’s
laughter.
These tapes are in Hermit
Bloomgarden’s production, at
the Cort, N.Y..

Dicker Shubert
Consent Decree
Washington, Oct. 11.
Several meetings toward a Shubert anti-trust consent decree have j
been held in recent months. How¬
ever, the Justice Department’s
Anti-Trust Division is moving
ahead with its plans to_try_ the__case,
A representative of the AntiTrust Division will go before U.S.
District Judge Bondy in New York
next Monday (17) to ask that a trial
date be set, Probably some time in
December. This may be opposed
by counsel for the Shubert inter¬
ests.
During recent months, it was
learned here, “four or five confer¬
ences” have been held with Shu¬
bert lawyers in an effort to work
out a consent decree. However, an
agreement “has not jelled yet,” so
that the Justice Department feels
it should go ahead on the trial.
Disclosure that negotiations to¬
ward a consent decree were un¬
der way was given last week at the
stockholders’ annual meeting of
Select Theatres Corp., a Shubert
subsidiary and one of the defen¬
dants in the Government’s monop¬
oly suit.

MCA, AS AGENT-ANGEL,
MOPPING UP ON‘CAT’
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” is ring¬
ing up both commissions and back¬
er profits for Music Corp. of Amer¬
ica. The agency represents play¬
wright Tennessee Williams and
several performers in the Play¬
wrights Co. production and is also
getting a heffy cut of the profits
on the Barbara Bel Geddes-Burl
Ives starrer.
MCA is the top investor in the
production, with a $21,250 stake.
The total capitalization on “Cat”
was $102,000, including 20% over¬
call. The play has thus far made
an approximate 100% profit on its
Broadway stand. Miss Bel Geddcs
is getting a. two-way payoff on the
offering via salary (and percent¬
age of the gross) and a slice of the
profits on a $3,400 investment.
Other backers include ticket
broker Edward Hahn, $850; the¬
atre party agent Ivy Larric, $850;
Playwrights’ accountant Norman
Maibaum, $850; Theodore J. Ritter,
playwright-publisher and co-general
partner in the Theatrical Invest¬
ment Plan, $850; literary agent
Leah Salisbury, $850; producer
Clinton Wilder, $850; F. Douglas
Rideout, for Broadway Angels, Inc.,
$1,062.50; tv producer Max Liebman, $1,700; Raymond L. Broeder,
of City Playhouse, $1,700, and
bandleader-orch contractor Meyer
Davis, $1,700.
Also, producer Mary K. Frank,
$1,700; actress Margalo Gilmore,
$1,700; Leonard H. Goldenson,
president of United Paramount
Theatres, $1,700; agent William
Leibling, $1,700; Louis A. Lotito,
president of City Playhouses and
general manager of the Martin
Beck Theatre, $1,700; Irwin . D.
Wolf, president of the Pittsburgh
Civic Light Opera, $1,700; finan¬
cier Howard S. Cullman, $3,400;
Actors Fund president Walter Vin¬
cent, $3,400, and Alfred R. Glancy
Jr., realty associate of producerrealtor Roger L. Stevens, $6,800.
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Intro Anti-Scalping Law in Chi;
Ticket Situation Status-Quo in N.Y.
Chicago, Oct. 11.
Steamed by press clamor over
alleged ticket scalping at local le¬
git houses, Chicago officials are
taking steps to clean up the situa¬
tion. A new ordinance, introduced
Raleigh, N. C., Oct. 11.
in City Council last week, would
Faul Green’s “Highland Call,” outlaw "kickbacks” from brokers to
originally presented in 1939, began theatres on tickets sold at a
a six-performance al fresco revival premium.
last Monday (10) in Buie’s Creek,
Whether such a low would eradi¬
N. C. It’s being presented on the cate or seriously reduce the
Campbell College campus in a amount of “ice,” as such under¬
lAOO-seat
amphitheatre
named cover kickback coin is known in
alter the author.
the trade, remains to be seen.
The production is part of the Similar legislation, on the books
Ilartnett County centennial. Green, until 1947, apparently had little
a. native of the county, has revised effect.
the original script and is waiving I The proposed ordinance, intro¬
all royalties on the presentation,, duced by Aldermen Seymour Si¬
which was staged by Charles Bill- j mon, Leon Depres and George
ings, director of dramatics at the , Buckley, automatically goes to the
college.
i council’s committee on licenses. It
The offering has a cast of 50,j would replace the current section
with professionals in all the lead | of the city code which states
roles. Principals include Marion; merely that all tickets must “con¬
Fitz-Simmons, Josephine Fine Shar- j spicuously” carry the admission
key, Robert Thomas and Len Bul¬ price.
Unlike New York, Chicago ticket
lock.
brokers are not licensed and thus
not under either city or state regu¬
lation. Trere have been several
abortive attempts to bring the
brokers under some form of con¬
trol, but all have failed in the past.
For that reason, the new ordinace’’ is aimed specifically at the¬
atres, promoters, etc., who do op¬
erate under a city license. It’s de(Continucd on page 74)
Two Broadway theatres, -cur¬
rently being used as television
studios, are reportedly about to be
reconverted to legit. They are the
Adelphi and Ritz, both Shubcrtcontrolled.
Return of the two theatres to
the legit list will replace another
pair recently lost for stage book¬
London, Oct. 11.
ings. Latter are the Ziegfeld.
On the strength of a recent, spurt
leased by Billy Rose to NBC-TV in business at “Bell. Book and
for use as a color video studio, Candle” with the entry of Joan
and the 48th Street, wrecked when Greenwood as femme lead, Hugh
a 10-ton water tower toppled from Beaumont, general manager of II.
the roof and crashed into the au¬ M. Tdmnant, is now figuring on
ditorium.
continuing the John van Druten
It’s understood that when cur¬ comedy indefinitely. It had pre¬
rent leases expire shortly, the Shu¬ viously been expected that, upon
berts plan to resume possession of Rex Harrison’s withdrawal shortly
the Rilz from ABC-TV and the as male lead, the show would have
Adelphi from DuMont Television. to close. It’s currently in its 53d
The latter house, with a seating week at the Phoenix.
capacity of over 1,500, can gross
Miss Greenwood is now playing
over $50,000 a week at a musical the role vacated by Lilli Palmer,
scale. The Ritz, formerly Ambas¬ who created it opposite Harrison,
sador, seats about 1,150 and is her husband, in the original Broad¬
suitable for straight plays.
way production and repeated it
Decision of the Shuberts to re with him here. Even before the
convert the two theatres to legit recent departure of Miss Palmer,
obviously reflects the tight book¬
ing situation, currently the most attendance had slackened some¬
acute in many years. The Shu¬ what, so it was anticipated that the
berts switched the Longncre back exit of Harrison would knock the
to legit last season, when its lease remaining props out of receipts.
On the basis of Miss Green¬
to Mutual expired, in a move to
meet the theatre shortage at that wood’s apparent boxoffice draw,
however,
it’s now planned to en¬
time.
However, it’s figured un¬
likely that the Maxine Elliott will gage a replacement when Harrison
leaves,
and
continue the run. An
similarly be reacquired from tv,
angle to the situation is that,
since it seats only about 900.
whereas Harrison’s contract re¬
quired his approval of a femme
lead replacement, Miss Green¬
wood’s deal gives her a similar
right for the successor for male
lead.
Harrison’s next assignment, fol¬
“Teahouse of the August Moon,”
which already has two carbons lowing “Bell, Book and Candle,”
will
be costarring in “My Lady
touring the U. S., is about to be
dittoed for the British provinces. Liza,” the Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick
Loewe musicalization of
With the London edition of the
comedy apparently due to continue Shaw’s "Pygmalion,” to be pro¬
duced
on Broadway by Herman
smash business indefinitely, the
British touring facsimile will be Levin, with Julie Andrews as
femme
lead. Incidentally, Tennant
produced and sent out immediate¬
is getting a share of the show’s
ly, so as to cash in before Metro’s profits for releasing Harrison from
film version of the John Patric'k- his “Bell, Book and Candle” con¬
Vern Sneider play is released a tract.
year hence.
Commenting on Miss Green¬
The English provincial company wood’s contractual right of ap¬
of the show will be produced by proval of the successor to Harrison
Williamson Music (Rodgers & as male lead in “Bell,” a repre¬
Hammerstein subsidiary), in part¬ sentative of the management re¬
nership with Maurice Evans & marked, “Whomever she chooses
George Schaefer. That is. the same for the part, I hope he’s an actor.”
setup that is presenting the origi¬
nal British edition, currently in its
18th month at Her Majesty’s Lon¬
don. The original Broadway troupe,
currently in its 104th week at the
Martin Beck, N. Y., was produced
The first one-character play in
by Evans & Schaefer, but the two
companies touring the U. S. are Broadway history is scheduled for
presented by Howard Lindsay & production. It’s Frank Merlin’s “I
I Got Shoes.” Louis M. Simon, di¬
Russel Crouse.
In addition to its click presenta- rector of the American Theatre
tions in the U. S. and Britain, the j Wing’s Professional Training Procomedy about U. S. Army of Oc¬ 1 gram, pldhs to make his managerial
cupation misadventures in Oki¬ ■ debut with the offering, which will
nawa has been done successfully in ■ siar Eddie Dowling.
The play has a factual basis,
various European countries and, as
an Army offering, in Okinawa it¬ ■ dealing with a Lambs Club mem¬
self. A Tokyo production was a ber who died and left a $300,000
■ flop, however, reportedly due to its fund to supply needy actors withUho.es.
■ - > i
«. * *
! rpixe^l-lfinguage 4pr$$en.latiQn. ,

Paul Green’s ‘Highland’
In AI Fresco Revival

2 Bway Houses
Uack to Legit?

See Joan Greenwood
Ringing London ‘Bell’
After Harrison Exit

2D BRITISH‘TEAHOUSE’
FOR PROVINCIAL TOUR

ONE-CHARACTER ‘SHOES’
HEADED FOR BROADWAY
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Shows on Broadway
Diary of Anne Frnnk
Kermlt *Bloomgarden
production
of
drama in two acts,, adapted by Frances
Goodrich and Albert Hackett from the
book bv Anne Frank. Slars .Joseph Sclulilkraut: ' features, Gustl
Huber, Denme
Moore.' Jack Gilford, Clinton Sundbcr3.
Su/an Strasberg. Staged by Carson Kanin;
setting, Boris Aronson; costumes, Helene
Pons; lighting, Leland Watson. At the
Cort Th.-ure. N.Y., Oct. 5, '55; S5.75 top.
Mr. Fr. nk . Joseph Schildkraut
XVIiep
. Gloria Jones
Mrs. V jn Daan . Dennie Moore
Mr. V;i i Daan . Lou Jacobi
refer V.in Daan . David Levin
Mrs. Fr-nk
.
Gustl Huber
Margot Frank . Eva Rubinstein
Anne Frank . Susan Strasberg
Mr. Kraler . Clinton SundbergMr. Dussel . Jack Gilford

sequence. It is an effective de¬
vice. Anne's last line, heard in the
final scene, is “There must be some
good in all people, everywhere.”
“Diary” is a fine play and a
tribute to all. concerned. Holly¬
wood should give it to the world
as a monument to the unconquerable spirit of Anne, and as a re¬
minder of man’s inhumanity to
man.
Hift.
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Comparative Road Subscriptions
TICKETS PRE-SOLD BY SUBSCRIPTION

TG -ATS A CLTr- TG-ATS-v
1950-51 TL952-1953
1953-1954
1954-1955
(est.)
651,860
437,110
626,550
624,070
0
44,738
20,680
100%
93.0%
97.0%

Unused .
Percent Used .
i SUBSCRIPTION
ENGAGEMENTS
1
97
150
141
122
Total Underwritten .
0
14
17
6
Engagements Not Filled .
100%
90.0%
82%
95.0%
Percent Filled .
SUBSCRIPTION-SUPPORTED PLAYING WEEKS
122
199
193
177
Total Available.
.loyeo Grenfell Ileqiiesls
12
0
16
6
Weeks Not Filled .
llie Pleasure . /.
100%
90%
92.0%
97.0%
Percent
Filled
...
Lnurier Lister, I.yn Austin St Thomas
30
32
15
■
32
PARTICIPxVTING
MANAGEMENTS
.
Noyes and Producers Theatre production
of revue in two acts (26 numbers). Stars SHOWS ON SUBSCRIPTION
Grenfell:
features
Beryl Kaye.
22
36
42
Theoretically, an audience Jovce
41
Total .
Paddy Stone, Irving Davies. Sketches and
20
22
should come away from “The Diary lyrics. Miss Grenfell; music, ltichard
16
16
Road Tour ..
of Anne Frank”* feeling depressed, Addinscll; musical director, George Bauer;
16
20
6
25
. Tryout ...
Joan and David dc Bethal, Victor
haling the Nazis, hating what they decor,
162G'2
88
125
Stiebel, Stanley Moore. Peter Kice; scenic
109''2
Road Tour Playing Weeks.......
did to millions of innocent people, supervision >and lighting, Paul Morrison;
22
36 Va
52 '
eiu
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and most particularly to a little choreography. Wendy Toye, John Hea84,128
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Alfred Rodrigues. At Bijou, N.Y., SUBSCRIBERS .
Jewish Dutch girl named Anne wood,
Oct. 10, '55; $5.75 top ($6.90 opening).
21
20
19
18
SUBSCRIPTION CITIES .
Frank, who for more than two
years hid out from the Gestapo in |
perhaps Joyce Grenfell might CASH GUARANTEED ADVANCE
$1,782,372
. $1,039,086
$1,706,409
$1,721,485
a small loft in Amsterdam with her : secm funnier if her idolalors.
Amount Unused and Refunded to
family and some others.
weren't quite so bursting with en¬
$
0 * $ 145,500
$54,800
$ 56.797
But this adaptation of the book thusiasm.
Excessive,
hysterical
is a wonderful play. Almost defy¬ laughter tends to take the edge off . AMOUNT PAID TO SHOWS .$
$1,560,909
. $ 984,286
984,286
$1,782,372
$1,664,688
ing their subject, writers Frances even the most hilarious humor, and ‘
Goodrich and Albert Hackett have the shrieks, squeals and intermit- ’
turned in a warm, human docu¬ tent applause that greets even the ;
ment that makes for theatre at its smallest sally by the undoubtedly . play’s boxoffice failttre. It’s easy peoples home, Barbara Barrie is
most powerful best.
Moreover, amusing British comedienne tends [ to see how any talented actor would believable as an impatient teenage
Garson Kanin has directed with to put a premium on sobriety.
j score in a part that’s such a nat¬ neighbor and Jane Rose is lifelike
the friendly housewife next
such a thorough understanding the
Before that somewhat special ural, and just as easy to see why
needs of both the stage and the au¬ audience erupts into its antics, the play wouldn’t bring ’em in at door.
Donald Oenslager has designed an
dience that “Diary” emerges not as however, “Joyce Grenfell Requests the b.o. For while Pop Dennison is
grim drama, but rather as the de¬ the Pleasure . .
is a diverting a lovable old character and offers appropriately nondescript skele¬
lightful chronicle of a young girl’s and engaging show. The star, who scope for a juicy performance, the ton setting of a lower middleclass
passage from childhood to adole¬ had a year's run in London before subject matter tends to be audi¬ living room, kitchen and yard, and
John Boyt has provided suitably
scence.
coming to Broadway, is an aogom- ence-chasing.
Perhaps, because of the nature plished monologist, with a keen
Not that “Wooden Dish” is actu¬ ordinary clothes. “Wooden Dish”
Road legit subscriptions are now
of the original book, “Diary” but essentially kindly and infec¬ ally sad or depressing. Although, marks the debut of Armand Deutsch
comes to Broadway with one strike tious gift for satire and a deft per¬ the old codger’s plight is pathetic as a Broadway producer and, as running over $1,700,000 a season.
against it. Not unnaturally, peo¬ formance touch. Moreover, she is and the nagging of his edgy daugh¬ such, it seems a tasteful and com¬ For the last three semesters, the'
ple may expect it to be too grim abetted by a talented and enter¬ ter-in-law is -exasperating, there’s mendable effort. But the play just total guaranteed advance for The¬
for comfort. However, word of taining dance- group in Beryl Kaye, a kind of spiritual lift about the isn’t boxoffice fodder, nor likely atre Guild-American Theatre So¬
~ Hobe.
mouth may carry a persuasive in¬ Paddy Stone and Irving Davies.
w-ay Pop stands up to the necessity picture material.
ciety subscription offerings was
fluence, for to miss this play is also
Despite the distracting cackle of of going off to an aged home at
$5.^ia.000.
missing Broadway at an artistic the Grenfell fanatics, therefore, the end. But why should the enter¬
Island ol Goals
That’s the crux of a report is¬
and entertaining peak.
“Joyce Grenfell Requests” comes tainment-seeking public be ex¬
Roger L. Stevens & Hardy Smith Ltd.
As Anne Frank, Susan Strasberg is across as agreeable light diversion, pected to buy a show about how an production o)' drama in three acts by Ugo sued by the TG-ATS and the Coun¬
Betti,
adapted
by
Henry
Reed.
Stars
Uta
cil
of the Living Theatre, survey¬
enchanting as she bubbles through probably good for a moderate run old man is forced out of his home
Hagen, Laurence Harvey, Ruth Ford;
ing their joint organization -of sub¬
the various stages of adolescence. at the small-seater Bijou Theatre. and into an institution?
features Tani Seitz, Henry Sharp. Staged
scription
audiences for the threeShe is eloquently copfused and It should benefit from a relatively
Calhern gives “Wooden Dish” by Peter Glenville: scenery and lighting,
Mielziner; costumes. Motley; incidental season. CLT’s association w'ith the
frightened, yet fresh and strong; a limited operating nut, plus the lack whatever appeal it has. Although Jo
song. Norman Dello Joio. At Fulton, N.Y.,
young and sensitive human being, of comparable legit fare in town at he can’t disguise his fine, resonant Oct.
TG-ATS began in February 1952,
4, '55; $6 top.
hopeful and healthy despite her the moment.
voice, he convincingly suggests the Edoardo . Henry Sharp for the purpose of hypoing road
anxiety over the ways of grownups
The star, a tall, slim, attractive decrepit but indomitable gaffer Pia . Ruth Ford activity. The agreement betw'een
Angelo
.
Laurence
Harvey
and growing up. Despite top per¬ woman with bright eyes and con¬ who infuriates his daughter-in-law Agata . Uta Hagen the tw'O orgs, each contributing
formances by others of the cast, tagious smile, presents, a series of by puttering around the house, Silvia ;. Tani Seitz $25,000, covered a period of threeit’s primarily Miss Strasberg who short sketches and character vig- smoking his corncob pipe and
and-a-quarter years ending last
makes “Diary” the fine show that nets, all but two -of which are burning holes in the tablecloth and
Broadway first-nighters, con¬ May 31.
it is.
comic. Although she has a sharp bedding, and breaking the bric-a- trary to frequent accusations, are
The entire capitalization of the
The Kermit Bloomgarden pro¬ ear and eye for human foibles, her brac.
among the most courteous in the
duction has been unusually well satire is essentially generous, for
But while the play’s subject, the world. They never boo a show' or joint non-profit project has been
cast. Joseph Schildkraut portrays she obviously respects the people plight of unneeded and unwanted its author, or heckle the actors, as repaid. During the three-season
a gentle, dignified and touching she lampoons and, despite their old people, is familiar and painful, audiences do in London, Paris and period a total of 119 shows have
father.
Gusti Huber gives the foolishness, makes them likable as the author has nothing new or other theatrical capitals. Even toured on subscription, including
mother appealing inner beauty. well as believable.
particularly perceptive to bring to wjhen they walk out on a play, as a 58 regular road productions and 61
Dennie Moore and Lou Jacobi con¬
While most of the Grenfell sub¬ it. Moreover, it’s a serious flaw number did at last week’s opening tryouts. The road company offer¬
tribute vivid characterizations that jects are fairly standard, such as that the character of the daughter- of “Island of Goats,” they do it ings, racked up a total of 397 play¬
reflect not only the strains and the chattering shopkeeper, gusliy in-law is so unattractive, though quietly, merely not returning after ing w'eeks, while the tryouts tallied
stresses of people forced to live literary, enthusiast, earnest mother whether the fault lies in the writ¬ the intermission.
150. The total number of sub¬
together in cramped quarters, but and fussy nursery school teacher, ing or the casting and performance
Under the circumstances, that scription-supported playing weeks
also a fine sense of humor that her portraits invariably have an isn’t clear.
not
only
demonstrates
admirable
available
during that period was
The woman’s situation and her
original quality. Two rather serious
provides much-needed relief.
resentment
arc restraint, but amounts almost to 569, of which 22* were unfilled.
David Levin, as the youth with pieces, about a semi-conscious but long-mounting
martyrdom.
For
plays
like
“Island
A
total
of 1,902,480 tickets were
whom Anne falls in love and con¬ gallant woman who makes the best understandable, but never sympa¬ of Goats” are an ordeal for almost
ducts her charming courtship, is of her life through two world wars, thetic. No matter how' thin it’s everyone. If the audiences have to pre-sold by subscription to 249,741
properly shy and appealing. Eve and the selfless spinster who serves sliced, the inescapable fact is that
subscribers during the three sea¬
Rubinstein is expressive as Anne’s her three selfish brothers and then in order to have an easier and suffer, the trapped actors have it sons. Of those, 65,418 were unused
even worse. In such cases the in¬
sister. Jack Gilford, as the fussy their bevy of daughters, are touch¬ more enjoyable life for herself, vestors
off relatively easily— because of unavailability of shows.
dentist sharing the Franks’ hide¬ ing pace-changes.-Miss Grenfell’s she forces her well-meaning hus¬ all they get
There . were 413 subscription en¬
lose is money.
out, comes through with a brittle, expert performance never misses band to drive his own father, a
Specifically,
“Island of Goats” is gagements underwritten during
salty but gallant old cuss, out of
thoroughly believable and fre¬ a trick.
the three semesters, including 20
The Kay-Stone-Davies dance trio their home and into what they all an interminable talk-fest by Italian
quently
amusing
performance.
Clinton Sundberg and Gloria Jones has originality and, what is rarer, recognize will be a living death in dramatist Ugo Betti, adapted by unfilled because of insufficient
Henry Reed, staged by London shows.
play the courageous people har¬ genuine style. Most of their turns an institution.
An accompanying box lists a
That situation leads up to one of director Peter Glenville and pro¬
have an underlying comic flavor,
boring their Jewish charges.
The scenes in “Diary,” utilizing with just enough “story” to be the bitterest curtain lines in years. duced by him (under the banner breakdown of the individual sea¬
a single set ingeniously designed easily understandable. Moreover, After the old gent has finally gone, of Hardy Smith Ltd.) in partner¬ sons as compiled for TG-ATS and
by Boris Aronson to show the en¬ the group shares with Miss Gren¬ they discover on the kitchen side¬ ship with Roger L. Stevens. It CLT, by Alex Robert Barron. It
tire loft so that all the occupants fell the almost unique virtue of board the w'ooden dish from which probably isn’t the worst play of also includes the 1950-51 semester,
are in view, range from poignancy ( brevity. Like her, they almost he had to eat, because he was too recent seasons, but is perhaps the the last prior to the full joint sub¬
to pure terror, from the realization.: never continue a number too long. infirm to hold a breakable china most pretentious bad one.
scription campaign of ..both orgs.
The drama is a laboriously sym¬
of love to a penetrating insight into ' The simple decor, including plate. The granddaughter, who
human nature through Anne's ; drapes and a few set pieces, with loved the old guy and wanted to bolic treatise on good and evil (at
eyes.
Kanin’s staging abounds ; becoming costumes, are an asset,
make a home for him, asks if she least, apparently that’s what it’s Negro ‘Hamlet’ Opening
with imagination and his actors !
Ho be,
can have the dish. Her mother supposed to be about), with a story
Season at Arena, Roch.
match it step for step.
I
asks why she wants it and the girl involving a sinisterly charming and
An all-Negro production of
Throughout, there is always
replies steadily, “I want to keep relentlessly conversational stranger
The Wooilcn Disk
“Hamlet”
will be the sixth-season
who
seduces
a
widow,
her
daughter
acute consciousness of the frictions
Arm.nid Dcutsch production of drama it for wrhen you're old.”
and tensions that pervade the lit¬ in three acts (four scenes), by Edmund
As staged by Calhern himself, and sister-in-law living in a ram¬ inaugural bill, opening- Nov. 8 at
Morris. Slars Louis Calhern: features
shackle
millhouse
on
a
goat-in¬
tle group. There is raw terror in Folly
“Dish”
is
uneven
at
the
start,
but
the
'
Arena
Theatre, Rochester.
Howies. James Westerficld, John
the moments when they fear dis¬ Randolph. -Edgar Slehli, Gordon Tanner. presently focuses into interesting fested Mediterranean island. They Owen Dodson, playwright and dra¬
covery. charm in Anne’s prankish Staged by Calhern; setting and lighting, theatre. The star rightly gives him¬ finally get him clown a well and ma department head at Howard
Oonslagcr; costumes. John Boyt.
behaviour, beauty in her courtship Donald
At Booth. N.Y., Oet. 6, '55; $4.60 Lop self the downstage spotlight in the leave him there to die. Curtain.
U., Washington, will direct. Doro¬
and sadness in the simple Chanu¬ weeknishls ($5.75 Frlday-Salurday nights; big scenes of the third act, and
Betti, who died a couple of years thy Chernuck and Oscar K. Her¬
opening).
kah holiday celebration. At the $;.!)(>
makes expert use of it for the ago in Rome, has recently become man operate the spot.
Pop Dennison .Louis Calhern
end. there is choking emotkm Clara Dennison .Polly Houles play’s most moving scenes.
something of a rage on the Conti¬
The title role will be played by
when, realizing they have been dis- Bessie Rocker .... ;. Jane Rose
Polly Row'les makes the daugh¬ nent. According to the “Goats”
Earle Hyman, who has appeared
covered, they' state at the door i
"""riiSSJStf'gSu ter - in - law comprehensible but program, the play had a two-year
tnrougll which the Gestapo Will , Sam Y»eger
. Edgar Stehli never succeeds in overcoming the run in Paris and three other of the in off-Broadway productions of
“Othello” and “Merchant of Ven¬
COniC.
. : Glenn Dennison . Gordon Tanner essentially disagreeable quality of author’s scripts have been done in
The final snnnn
L'lr>.vd Dennison.James Westerficld
London, including the current ice.” He’s also handling the “Othel¬
HU nnai scene, in
in -u-hinh
Which Afp
Ml. :: i)ai1(.v
Slewarl . Barbara Barrie the character, Gorden Tanner i«
lo” • title role in a CBS-TV pro¬
flank returns to the garret after ! Mr. Forsythe . Orville Sherman ! handicapped by the indecisive na“Burnt Flowerbed.”
the war and relates Anne’s death, j
| ture of the husband, who is un“GoaLs” probably only seems duction of the play next Oct. 29.
is pure heartbreak.
Throughout :
Louis Calhern is making a career j comfortable about not standing by poorly acted. Probably there’s not Others in the cast include Sidney
the entire play, it’s impossible to . of playing old men. Having been his father, but lacks the strength much anyone could do with it. Uta Poitier, Frederick O’Neal, Ossie
forget that all this really happened, i recognized for years as a skillful to deal with the situation. James Hagen, as the widow, is called on Davis and Ruby Dee as Ophelia.
that Anne and her family did live I light comedy actor, he won new I Westerficld has a touching scene to heave and pant, but somehow
The second production of the
and that, with the exception of the , critical acclaim as the octogenarian : as the old brother who lias the contrives to retain her dignity.
father, they all died in concentra-j Justice Holmes in “Magnificent i grace to be ashamed of his neglect Laurence Harvey, a young British Arena season will be “Picnic.”
tion camps. This creates a deep Yankee” and followed it with a , of the old man, and Jacqueline actor making his U. S. debut,
sense-.of sadness and yet also a ■ highly praised performance as ; Scott is direct as the warm-hearted climbs around Jo Mielziner’s tow- his few lines past a Prussian
feeling of exhilaration, for Anne ; King Lear. Now' he's back, using a : granddaughter.
ering, Charles Addams-like setting major's mustache.
must have been a wonderful youne;-! silver gray wig and stringy mus- i John Randolph gives dimension and in and out of the downstage
Glenville must take the rap for
ster. and Miss Strasberg under-1 tache, tottering walk and breath- : and clarity to the role of an ob- well spouting monologs, and Ruth the stilted, static direction, and
scores the satisfaction of having ■ loss speech as the senescent hero of | servant but unconcerned boarder, Ford runs in and out frenziedly, or Motley is responsible for the suit¬
known of her.
. “The Wooden Dish.”
| Edgar Slehli is effortlessly effec- just stands and smoulders bitterly. ably grubby costumes. Well, at
Throughout the play, in between
This is the Edmund Morris tive as the old man’s checkcrs-play- An odd-looking ingenue named least after this, things are bound
scenes. Miss Strasbcrg’s vo ice j drama in which Wilfred Lawson ! ing crony, Orville Sherman is Tani Seitz goes thrrough the mo¬ to get better.
. £ob%v
quotes lines from Anne’s diary, j made a spectacular comeback Jasi j properly hypocritical as a high- tions of being tensely demure, and
(Closed Saturday night (8)
each setting the mood for the next season in London, despite the , pressure representative of the old character man Henry Sharp gets ajter seven tyerjormances.)

TG-ATS’ $1,700,000
Per Season Sale
In 3-Yr. CLT Tie
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Hubbub in nub; ‘Sergeants’ $19,700,
‘King’ 40G, ‘Chalk’ $19,600, ‘Rock’ 15y2G

‘Kismet’ Strong $36,900,
Single Week in Balto

LEGITIMATE

73

B’way Still Brisk; ‘Tiger
‘Diary’ $18,400 (6), ‘Dish’ $10,700 (6),
‘Young’ $15,400 (9), ‘Goats’ Folderoo

Baltimore, Oct. 11.
Legit-hungry Baltimore showed
its appetite for musical fare last
week by supporting Manny Davis’
Boston, Oct. 11.
touring edition of “Kismet” at
Hub’s legit season is hitting full
Ford’s to the extent of nearly
stride, with business healthy all
$36,900. Only performances that
had empty seats were the Monday
around. Two shows, “Will Success
Broadway had another strong Ilcrald Tribune); over $10,700 for
(3) opener and the Wednesday (5)
Snoil
Rock Hunter?” «at the
■ frame last week. Business was first four performances and .two
matinee.
Plymouth, and “Chalk Garden” at
: sturdy for most shows, with sev- previews. Closes next Saturday (15).
Los Angeles, Oct. 11.
"King
and
I”
opens
next
Mon¬
tlu> Wilbur,” exited town last Sat¬
Young and Beautiful, Longaere
A gigantic $1,277,400 was run day 117) for a fortnight, with a ' eral taking substantial jumps over
urday night (8). “Reuben Reuben,”
I the previous stanza. “Fanny,” (D) (1st wk; 9; $6.90-$5.75-$4.6U;
up in the 21-week L.A. Civic. Light solid advance indicated.
first new musical of the season,
which has gradually been picking 1,101; $28,300). Nearly $15,400 for
Opera Assn, season which closed '
noened a three-weeker at the ShuI up since its summer nosedive, first nine performances, including
Final two weeks of
b'ert last ni(!ht Mon >. -No Time Saturday.
I moved back to over capacity. Only the Oct. I (Sat.) premiere.
“Plain and Fancy,'1 the closing
for Sergeants” is in its second and
| other sellouts were “Cat on a Hot
Closed Last Week
bill,
were
off.
but
Carthay
Circle
final frame at the Colonial and
| Tin Roof” and “Damm Yankees,”
Island of Goats, Fulton (D) (1st
“King and I” is in the second showed to fine advantage last
j per usual.
Wk;
7;
$6;
1,039; $28,630); Uta Ha¬
week
in
its
final
frame
of
“Ten¬
stanza at the Opera House.
t There was only one shuttering gen, Laurence Havey, Ruth Ford).
der Trap.”
“Desperate Hours”
Estimates for Last Week
i last week. That was “Island of Opened Oct, 4 to six negative re¬
opened last night (Mon.) at the
• Goats,” which called it quits after views (Atkinson, Times; Chapman,
No Time for Sergeants, Colonial house.
1 six performances. Two more of News; Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Her¬
(1st vi k) ($3.85; 1,590). Opened to
Estimates for Last Week
this season’s entries are slated to ald Tribune; McClain, Journalgood reviews, and racked up a nice
Plain and Fancy, Philharmonic
Washington, Oct. 11.
close next Saturday (15). They’re Amcrican; Watts, Post) and one
$19,700 for seven performances; Aud (6th wk) (2,670; $4.90) (Alexis
• Second ^and„ final week of, “Wooden Dish” and "Day By the no-opinion (Hawkins, World-Teicholds this week. .
Smith,
Craig
Stevens).
Lean “Roomful of Roses” was still on! sc
gram); almost $7,700 for first six
King and I, Opera House (1st $31,500.
the slim side, although better than j
Estimates for Last Week
performances and one preview;
wk) ($3.85); 3.000) (Patricia MoriTender Trap, Carthay Circle the initial week at the boxoffice,
closed last Saturday (8).
Keys:
C
(Comedy),
D
(Drama),
son). Very strong $40,000; contin¬ (4th wk) (1,518; $3.30) (Lloyd as it beaded into New York. “Dead¬
Opening This Week
ues this week.
Bridges, Russell Nype, K. T. fall,” starring Joanne Dru and CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC
(Musical-Comedy),
MD
(Musi¬
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?, Stevens, Janet Riley). Nice $20,- John Ireland, followed “Roomful” i
Joyce Grenfell Requests the
Plymouth (2d wk) ($3.85; 1,200). 000 on the closer.
inio the Shubert Theatre last night j cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op- Pleasure, Bijou (R) (.$5.75; 588.
$18,660;. Revue with book and
Fair $15,500; exited Saturday night
(Mon.) for a single week, with ~ ' tla).
Other parenthetic designations lyrics by Miss Grenfell and musjc
(8). bound for New York.
modest advance.
Chalk Garden, Wilbur (2d wk)
The touring company of “Ana- ! refer, respectively, to weeks played, by Richard Addinsoll; presented by
($3.85; 1,241) (Gladys Cooper, Siobstasia” drew nicely in its first j number of performances through Producers Theatre; opened last
han McKenna). Subscription offer¬
D.C. week and should go much last Saturday, top prices, number Monday (10) to five affirmative re¬
ing drew so-so notices and grossed
better in its current finale. Play of scats, capacity gross and stars. views. 'Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins,
San Francisco, Oct. 11.
over $19,600; left town Saturday
Kerr,
Heraid
opened to slow biz. but has built | price includes 10% Federal and World-Telegram;
i.8) to continue tryout tour.
“Bus Stop,” at the Geary, got steadily after receiving unani-l5^ city taXf ^ut grosscs (,re net: Tribune; McClain, Journal-Ameriean; Watts, Post) and two nega¬
|i.e„ exclusive of tax.
poor reviews last week, but had mously enthusiastic reviews
tive (Atkinson, Times; Chapman,
Estimates for Last Week
_
„ . , „
. lU„,
fair opening stanza, while "Luna¬
tics and Lovers” at the Alcazar
Roomful of Roses, Shubert (2d j ,v0y4o7™e5«’qm °^nsn M S a 200 1 News).
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,
improved its take somewhat in its wk) (1.542; $3.85) (Patricia Neal). '\k- 42L0 X5n9°\ 1’05.0’ ?38'200l’’
Over $9,700. despite okay reviews; !
?2^000 Jpre?i°VS 1 Week’ Bciaseo (C) ($5.75; 1,077; $28,500).
second frame.
Play
by George Axelrod, presented
“Plain and Fancy,” the season’s
by Julc Styne on a $100,000 capital¬
last Civic Light Opera vehicle,
ization;
opens lomonow night
opened last night (Mon.) at the SUS. Jolll
'Pilous (Thurs.).
Curran.
$21,500 and building; exits thisi"oek’ $^o.4UU).
Miscellaneous
Estimates for Last Week
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco
week.
Carefree Tree, Phoenix 'D)
Philadelphia, Oct. 11.
Bus Stop, Geary (1st wk) ($4.40;
ID) (29th wk; 228; $6.90-$5.75; 946; ($3.45;
1,150;
Play by
Despite
unflattering
notices, 1,550). So-so $18,700.
$31,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes, Aldyth Morris, $24,067).
presented by T. Ed¬
“Heavenly Twins” drew sizable
Burl Ives). Over capacity again, ward
Lunatics and Lovers, Alcazar
Hamblcton
and
audiences last week at the Locust
topped $31,600 (previous week, Houghton as the first in theirNorris
third
Street Theatre. Import was helped (2d wk) ($4.40; 1,477) (Zero Mostel,
Improved to
$31,600).
(MO j •season oi stock productions; opened
by subscription and the boxoffice Melville Cooper).
$15,000.
Damn
Yankees,
46th
St.
last
night
(Tues.).
diaw of Faye Emerson and Jean
Chicago, Oct. 11.
(23d wk; 180; $8.05-$7.50; 1,297.
OFF-BROADWAY
Pierre Aumont.
I
“Teahouse of the August Moon” $50,573) (Gwen Verdon). Over ca¬
(Figures denote opening dates)
“Desk Set” left town Saturday ‘Deadfall’ $9,000 for 3,
continued capacity biz last week, pacity again. New high at $50,855
La Rondc, Circle in Square '2’ night (8), but the season was given
while
“Can-Can”
dipped
a
bit.
On Princeton Breakin “Solid Gold Cadillac” moved into (previous week, $50,800).
27-55).
a spurt with two newcomers this
Day by the Sea, ANTA Theatre ;
Ouj Of This Worid, Actor’s
week. “Chalk Garden” relighted
Princeton, Oct. 11.
the Blackstone last night (Mon.) (Di (2d wk; 16; $5.75-$4.60; 1,185;' Playhouse
(10-12-55).
the Walnut last night (Mon.) and
Martin Goodman’s production of for a run. “Anniversary Waltz” is
Mornings at Seven, Cherry Lane
“Hatful of Rain” opens tonight “Deadfall” took in a near-capacity due next Monday (17) at the Harris $34,262) (Jessica Tandy, Hume
Cronyn, Dennis King).
Almost (6-22-55); closes Oct. 23.
(Tues.) at the Forrest.
$9,000 in a three-performance on subscription. With “Can-Can” $10,700 (previous week, $15,800
Shaw Festival, G’n’w’ch Mews
Estimates for Last Week
breakin at the McCarter Theatre departing Nov. 5, “Pajama Game”
Desk Set, Forrest (C) (1,760; last Friday-Saturday (7-8). The po¬ arrives at the Shubert the follow¬ for first eight performances); (7-21-55); closes next Sunday (16).
Spring’s Awakening, Prow (10-9).
$4.20) (Shirley Booth). Cast changes, tential capacity at the house was ing week lor a run. “Pleasure closes next. Saturday (15).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20).
new first act and new director and $9,268.
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D)
Dome” is slated for Nov. 21 at the
Typewriter, Tempo '7-27-55).
writer brought in to bolster this
(1st
wk;
5;
$5.75-$4.60;
1,098;
$28,The Joanne Dru-John Ireland Studebaker as a pre-Broadway try¬
one; boxoffice draw can be credited starrer is continuing its tryout this out, and' “Bus Stop” comes to the 571) (Joseph Schildkraut). Opened
to the star; about $18,500.
last
Wednesday
(5)
to
unanimous
week at the Shubert, Washington., Selvvyn same date on subscription.
Heavenly Twins, Locust (C)
“Kismet” is due Nov. 28 at the approval (Atkinson, Times; Chap¬
(1.540; $4.20) (Jeanne Pierre Au¬
man, News;
Coleman, Mirror;
Great Northern.
mont, Faye Emerson). Critics split
Hawkins, World-Telegram; Kerr,
Estimates for Last Week
.two-to-one against and word-ofHerald Tribune; McClain, JournalCan-Can,
Shubert
(10th
wk)
mouth was none too strong; but
American;
Watts,
Post);
over
($5.95; 2,100). Over. $35,200 (previ¬ $18,400
curiosity is bringing them in; over
for first five performances
LONDON
ous week. $38,500);. exits Nov. 5.
$27,500.
and
one
preview.
(Figures denote opening dates)
Teahouse of the August Moon,
Bell, Book, Candle, Phoenix (10-5-54).
D’Oyly Carte, Shubert (OP) (2d
Erlanger (4th week) ($5; .1,335)
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
Burnt Flower Bed, Arts (9-9-55).
Detroit, Oct. 11.
(Burgess Meredith, Scott McKayi. wk: 15: $5.75; 1,453; $42,000). Over
Count of Clerembard, Garrick (9-6-55).
Heavy three-day rains put a
Went clean again nearly $35,500 $31,000 (previous week, $31,000).
Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (49th wk; damper on legit grosses last week.
(previous week, $35,495).
Dead on J, Westminster (0-24-55).
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
388; $7.50; 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio “The Vamp,” formerly titled “De¬
Opening this Week
Follies Bergerej, Wales (4-9-55).
Solid Gold Cadillac, Blackstone Pinza, Walter Slezak). Over ca¬ lilah,” grossed a passable $32,000
London, Oct. 11.
Kettle A Moon, Duchess (9-1-55).
pacity, topped $63,700' (previous in the second and final week of
King
and
I,
Drury
Lane
(10-8-53).
($4.50;
1.450).
Opened
last
night
The only new opening on the
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
week, $59,700); both stars are out its pre-Broadway tryout at the 2,(Mon.) to unanimous pans.
London legit scene last week was
Lucky Strike, Apollo (9-14-55).
050-seat Shubert. Top was $6
ill this week.
Mr. Pennypacker, New (5-18-55).
“The Son of York,” described as
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Inherit the Wind, National (D) weekend eves, $4.50 other nights
Veronica
Lake
$10,000
a new historical play, by O. and I.
Mrs. Willie, Globe (8-17-55)..
for the Carol Channing starrer.
(23d
wk;
181;
$5.75-$4.60;
1,162;
My 3 Angels, Lyric (5-12-55).
Wigram. It was presented by Ariel
First week of “Anniversary
In ‘Little Hut’ Cincy $31,300) (Melvyn Douglas). Just Waltz”
Punch Revue, Duke (9-28-55).
Theatre at the Royal Court last
at the 1,482-seat Cass did
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
over
$30,000
(previous
week,
Cincinnati, Oct. 11.
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
a
slow
Top is $4 weekend
Wednesday (5).
' I eves, $3$14,500.
Romance in Candlelight, Pic. (9-15-55).
Veronica Lake in “Little Hut” $28,300).
other nights.
The play gives an alternative in¬
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Pajama
Game,
St.
James
(MC)
|
grossed a mild $10,000 last week in
. Shubert reopens Sunday '16)
terpretation to the character of
Salad Days, Vaudeville (0-5-54).
the 2,100-seat Shubert at a $3.96 (74th wk; 588; $6.90; 1.615;
Separate Tables, St. James’s (9-22-54).
w $52,• t „ : with two weeks of “Lit.Ue Hut”
Richard III, presenting him in a
Shadow of Doubt, Saville (7-7-55).
top.
118) (John Raitt, Eddie *°y
starring Veronica Lake. After this
more favorable light than Shake¬
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
Helen Gallagher)
Noarty $51,000 ! weck.s*
closina of “Anniversary
House is dark this week.
week’s closing
Sun
of
York,
Royal
Ct.
(10-5-55).
speare. This stars Leslie French
(previous week, $49,300).
Talk of Town, Adelphi (11-17-54).
Waltz,” the Cass has nothing defi¬
as the monarch and Valentine
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54)
Plain and Fancy, Winter Garden nitely booked until Nov. 21, when
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (8-3-55).
Dyall as Bishop Morton. Produc¬
(MC) (37th wk; 292; $6.90; 1.494; “Anastasia” will arrive for a fort¬
Water Gypsies, Wint. Gard. (8-31-55).
tion is basically dull, had only a
$55,672). Almost $46,500 (previous night.
Whole Truth, Aldwych (10-11-55).
Seattle, Oct. 11.
lukewarm press reception and
week,
$47,600).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
“Desperate Hours” drew a placid
Periphery, New Water (10-12-55).
looks a dubious stayer at this
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
$11,500 here last week, after a
Small Hotel, St Marthl’s (10-12-55).
Sloane Square theatre.
Pajama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
slow start. The 1,670-seat Moore (33d wk; 260; $7.50; 1.427; $57,800)
(Hildegarde ,nn
Neff, Don Amcche).
CLOSED LAST WEEK
Theatre was scaled from $4.50.
Happy Returns, New Water (5-19-55).
"""
(previous week.
Manager Hugh Becket brings in ’
$56>400
20 Mins. South, St. Mart. (7-13-55).
"Tender Trap” next Friday (14). to : $54,100),
Teahouse of the August Moon, I
New Haven. Oct. 11.
play through Oct. 22.
TOURING
Beck (C) (104th wk; 937; $6.22-1
Premiere, of “Hatful of Rain”
All for Mary
$4.60;
1.214;
$33,608)
(Eli
WuJIach,
*
pulled
good
biz at the Shubert
Anniversary Waltz
SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
Breakfast in Salisbury
John Beal). Over $31,500 (previous here last Wednesday - Saturday
Columbus, O., Oct. 11.
Call Girl
(Theatres■ indicated if set)
week.
$30,600).
,
'5-3i.
In
for
five
performances at
The third “Teahouse of the Au¬
Call of the Dodo
Tiger at the Gates, Plymouth (D) | S4.50 top. ii caught a solid $18,100.
gust Moon” company racked up a
Call of the Flesh
Success Rock Hunter, Bclasco (10-13).
Captain's Lamp
(1st wk; 8; $5.75; 1,062 $34,000) j Current is “The Vamp” iprccapacity-plus $21,500 in the first
Roomful of Roses, Playhouse (10-17).
Florodora
iMichael Redgrave). Almost $28.- ! viouslv titled “Delilah”', (lie sea¬
No Time For Sgts., Alvin G0-20).
five performances of its road tour
For Better For Worse
Desk Set, Broaclhurl (wk. 10-24).
l-900 for first eight performances. ; son's first musical with a strong
at the Hartman last week. The
Guys and Dolls
Comedie Francaise, B’way (10-25).
Hippo Dancing
View’ From the Bridge, Coronet 'advance. It opens tonight (Tues.)
Larry Parks starrer opened last
Chalk Garden, Barrymore (10-26).
Intimacy at 8:30
Deadfall, Holiday (10-27).
iD) (2d wk; 12; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60; ! and pl/ays through Saturday '15b
Wednesday (5) and ran through
Jazz Train
Heavenly Twins, Booth (11-4).
998;
$30,000) (Van Heflin). Nearly j Next-week i.9 local time for “Pipe
KInloch Players
Saturday (8). It was: a repeat stand
Reuben Reuben, ANTA (11-8).
LadiCs for Hire
$28,900 (previous week. $17,500 for ! Dream.” which runs Oct. 24-29.
for the play, the second company
Hatful of Rain, Lyceum (11-9).
Lilac Time
Vamp, Winl. Gard. (11-10).
tir.-t fo"r performances and one | following a preview Oct. 22. House
of which opened its lour here last
Love From Judy
Lark, J.ontfacro (11-17).
preview.)
: is almost a-complete sellout, with
Nest of Robins
year.
Janus, Pl\mouth (11-24).
Ring Round the Moon
YvU.
For the Prosecution, \ most ducats gone even ' before the
Matchmaker, Royale G2-1).
The comedy is current at the
Reluctant Heroes
Child
ef
Fortune
(12-2G).
Miller
<D)
(43d
wk;
340;
$5.75-$4.60;
| first newspaper ad. Management
Hanna, Cleveland.
Serious Charge
Fallen Angels (12-29).
South Pacific
946; $23,248). Almost $23,300 (pro- ! took space apologizing for ticket
My Lady Liza, llcllinger (wk. 3-10).
Strong Are Lonely
vious
week,
$22,500).
i.shortage even before the boxollicc
Summertime
‘Cadillac’ Fair $18,500
Wooden Dish, Booth (D) (1st wk; I opened.
Suspect
OFF-BROADWAY
4;
$5.75-$4.60;
766;
$22,004)
(Louis!
“Top Man" is pencilled lor Nov.
For Full Week, Dayton Tabitha
Cherry Brchard, 4th St. (10-18).
This Happy Home
±-.>, “Tea
iva cl,*..
.......j.with
Calhern). Opened last Thursday >6) j 2-5;
and Sympathy.^
Macbelh, Jan Hus Aud., (10-19).
Them In the Flesh
Dayton, O., Oct. 11.
Song «f Sorrow, Blacltfriars (10-24).
to two favorable reviews (McClain. ' Maria Riva-Alan Baxter. Nov. 10Tee Young To Marry
“Solid Gold Cadillac” took in
Amedee, Tempo (10-31).
12“Child
of
Fortune.”
with Nma
20 Mins. South
Journai-American,
Watts,
Post)
and
j
Trouble In Mind, C’n’w’ch Mews 11-2).
nearly $18,500 at the Victory last
Twinkle
five unfavorable (Atkinson, Times; j Foch-Christopher Plummer. Nov.
Highway Robbery, Pres. (11-7).
Wedding In Paris
week.
Dragon's Mouth, Cherry Lane (wk. 11-16). ! Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror; 17-19; "Quiet Place,” with 'Tyrone
Witness for the Prosecution
The comedy is current at the
Six Characters, Phoenix (12-1).
Worrten of Twilight
J Hawkins, World-Telegram; Kerr. Power and Leora Dana, Nov. 23-2o.
Marching Song, Phoenix (3-0).
Blackstone, Chicago.
World's Wonder

NOT SO‘FANCY’ $31,500,
‘TRAP’NEAT $20,000, L.A.

‘Anastasia’ 21%G,
‘Roses’ $9,700, D.C.

‘Bus’ $18,700, Frisco
‘Lunatics’ Up to $15,000

Twins’ Big 27%G,
Desk’ 18V2G, Phifly

TEAHOUSE’SR0 $35,500,
‘CAN-CAN’ $35,200, CHI

Channing $32,030,
Waltz’14'^, Del.

British Shows

‘SUN OF YORK’DUBIOUS
FOR LONG LONDON RUN

‘Hours’ $11,500, Seattle

‘Teahouse’ $21,500 in 5,
SR0 Repeat, Columbus

‘HATFUL’$18,100 FOR 5
IN NEW HAVEN START
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LEGITIMATE

Legit Bits
Buff Cobb will play the femme
lead in a three-week run of “King
of Hearts," opening Oct. 24 as the
preem bill of the second stock sea¬
son at the Miller Theatre, Mil¬
waukee.
A release from pressagent Bill
Doll describes Gypsy Rose Lee as
“author, actress and pelvic poet¬
ess." By the way, the release an¬
nounces that she’s signed for the
musical “Strip for Action.”
Mrs. Gilda Dahlberg announces
filing a $100,000 suit against “The
Vamp" producers Oscar S. Ber¬
man, Martin B. Cohen and Alex¬
ander Carson, charging breach of
an agreement to give her associate
producer 'billing on the venture.
Mrs. Dahlberg is also seeking a re¬
straining order against the musi¬
cal, which is currently on a tryout
tour prior to a scheduled Nov. 10
Broadway preem. The defendants
have issued a denial.
Joseph Buloff planes to South
Africa next Saturday (15) to ap¬
pear in “Fifth Season."
Marcel Marceau, who winds up
a fortnight’s stand at the Barry¬
more Theatre, N.Y., next Sunday
(16), begins a three-week run
the following Thursday (20) at
the Monument National Theatre,
Montreal. He’s skedded to return
to the U.S. for a one-week booking
at the Wilbur Theatre, Boston,
and possibly a week in Philadel¬
phia prior to taking off on a tour
of Japan.
Herman Levin was re-elected
president of the League of N.Y.
Theatres at the annual member¬
ship meet last Thursday (6). Other
incumbents returned to office in¬
clude Louis A. Lotito, vice presi¬
dent, and Gilbert Miller, treas¬
urer.
Kermit Bloomgarden was
elected secretary filling the post
vacated by Herman Shumlin, who
recently resigned from the pro-

Anti-Scalping Bill in Chi

ducer-theatre operator organiza¬
tion.
Norman Maibaum, accountant
for the Playwrights Co., has been
admitted to the Assn, of Theatri¬
cal Press Agents & Managers un¬
der the “new blood" clause.
Treasurers at Broadway theatres
not listed in last week’s Variety
roundup include Catherine Low,
Camile Jacovine (Bijou Theatre),
Lars Jorgensen, Thomas .Burke
(Holiday Theatre), and Rod Mc¬
Mahon, Robert Carr and Herbert
Bonis (ANTA Playhouse'.
The Yiddish Folksbine dramatic
group begins its 41st consecutive
season at the Radin Theatre, N.Y.,
next Nov. 19, with “Dreams and
Deeds,” an Israeli play by Issac
Sella. The play, which was trans¬
lated from Hebrew by Wolf Union,
is being directed by Zev Barban.
Theresa Lotito, daughter of
Louis A. Lotito, president of City
Playhouses Inc., and managing di¬
rector of the Martin Beck Theatre,
marrying
Joseph
Raffetto Jr.
(Young Si Rubicam advertising
agency exec) next Saturday (15).
British actress Elizabeth Webb
will be married next Thursday
(13) to London lawyer Leonard
Sainer. She’s in line to star in a
West End musical to be produced
next January by Jack Waller.
Edgar Runkle and Bev Kelly are
company manager and advance
man, respectively, for the third
“Teahouse of the August Moon”
company, which preemed last
week at the Hartman Theatre, Co¬
lumbus, O.
Lillian Emerson will be associ¬
ate producer with Anderson Law¬
ler on the Howard RichardsonWilliam Berney meller, “Protec¬
tive Custody," slated for Broad¬
way production this fall.
A new off-Broadway group, un¬
der the management of Joseph

Congratulations

Marshall
Jamison !
for
your magnificent work in
directing the

NEW HIT,*,

“The Young
and Beautiful”
—- and from the Critics, These Words of Praise —
"A perfect production . . ."

—Kerr, Herald Tribune

“Mr. Jamison has directed the play with keen skill."
"Marshall Jamison's direction-adroit."

—Caver, U.P.

— McClain, Journal-American

"Under Marshall Jamison's direction—enjoyable acting."

— Atkinson, Timet

"With splendidly ironic direction by Marshall Jamison, this play captures the
bitterness, frustration and occasional humor of that period."

—Barron, A.P,

"Rewarding comedy drama, admirably staged by Marshall Jamison."
—Field, Newark Newt
"Marshall Jamison has directed the comedy as though he believes it."
—Chapman, Newt
"Brings a definite sheen to Mr. Jamison, its director.

He excelled."

—Bolton, Morning Telegraph

Welcome to your
next assignment
Our Production

“THE MORGAN ROCK'
Drama by PHILIP PRUNEAU

★1

PAUL VROOM

Wednesday, October 12, I955
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♦ Producers •

Pisacane and Howard Ehrenman,
is scheduled to bow next Decem¬
ber at the Amato Theatre with a
trio of William Saroyan one-acters,
“The Hungerers," “Opera, Opera"
Continued from page .71 ;
and “Hello, Out There."
Michael Myerberg back in N.Y. signed to eliminate any financial ducer Arthur Schwartz, then presi
from Europe with the production hookups between the licensed op¬ dent of the League of N. Y The
rights to “Waiting for Godet,” a erations and the brokers.
atres, arranged for a secret ‘probe
current London entry.
Clause reads that “no licensee by .a private detective agency At
George Tabori’s “Triangle," for¬ and no manager, officer, agent or a cost estimated at between $30 000
merly titled “Blind M^n’s Buff," employee of any such licensee and $50,000, considerable informs
on the Martin Gabel-Henry M. shall, directly or indirectly, receive tion was reportedly obtained about
Margolis production slate for No¬ any consideration of any nature brokA* and boxoffice infractions of
vember, with Viveca Lindfors whatsoever upon the sale of any the League rules and City and
(Mrs. Tabori) as star.
such ticket beyond or in excess of State laws. However, the chief in '
Bretaigne Windust, who’s re¬ the,price designated thereon, or di¬ vestigator died before the probe
signed his post as a GBS-TV pro¬ rectly or indirectly enter into any was completed and, amid bitter
duction supervisor, is staging the arrangement, agreement, or under¬ wrangling within the League board
Howard Lindsay-Russel
Crouse
of governors, the matter was
play, “The Great Sebastians," star¬ standing for the receipt of any dropped.
ring Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fon- such consideration."
Some months ago, the Citizens
tanne.
|„ Press agitation, led by SunGroup 20 Players, which per¬ Times columnist Irv Kupcinet, has Union, an independent political
forms during the summer at included charges of ticket broker group, publicly urged Mayor Rob¬
Wellesley (Mass.) College’s The¬ “raids" on the boxoffices of Shu- ert F. Wagner to appoint a perma¬
atre on the Green, has deferred bert-operated theatres. There was nent commission to supervise the
a planned Broadway opening this a particularly irate outcry over the theatre ticket setup. This move,
fall until late next winter or early handling of tickets for the two- understood to have been sparked
spring.
week engagement late last summer by theatrical investor-capitalist
Eugene O’Sullivan directing the of “Skin of Our Teeth,” costarring Howard S. Cullman, also had no
Bermudiana Theatre, Hamilton, Helen Hayes, Mary Martin, George apparent effect.
There have been sporadic sug¬
Bermuda, productions after a 15- Abbott and Florence Reed.
It
week summer season as resident played the
Shubert - managed gestions, in recent years, that the
stager at Don Swann’s Hilltop Blackstone Theatre.
Broadway theatre should go back
Theatre, Lutherville, Md.
Kupcinet, who took up the cam¬ to the old system of broker “ticket
Dave Driscoll, former radio soap paign against scalping late last buys" that prevailed during the
opera writer (not the liked-named spring, was dropped from’ the first- 1920’s and 1930’s. However, it’s
public eventsman), will have his
recalled that there was widespread
first stage play, “The Omen," pro¬ night press list at Shubert houses. complaint about scalping in those
duced at Columbia U. this fall. Although no official explanation days, too.
He’s now lecturing there on was offered, the action was regard¬
dramaturgy in addition to his ed as reprisal for the columnistbroadcaster's criticism. However,
Sarah Lawrence courses.
SO YOU WANT TO BE
“My Lady Liza" is the new title Claudia Cassidy, drama - music
of Herman Levin’s scheduled pro¬ critic of the Tribune, also rapped
A PLAYWRIGHT
duction of the Alan Jay Lernei*- the “Skin" ticket handling without
Exposes humorous goings-on in re¬
Frederick Loewe musicalization of reprisal.
hearsal of ’’PRIVATE AFFAIRS”.
Shaw’s “Pygmalion."
No Cure on Broadway
By B. SCHEYER
Henry Schnitzler, of the UCLA
Although both New York State
Theatre Arts Dept., planed to
"Charming and entertaining"—
Berlin last weekend as the first and New York City have strict reg¬
MGM Producer
American guest director of the ulations covering theatres and
"Realistic"—
Schiller Theatre, where he was an brokers in the handling of tickets,
Lot Angelet Herald-Express
actor from 1924-32. He’ll stage a there has been little apparent
"Sprightly"—
Revival of “Professor Bernhardi," lessening of scalping on Broadway.
VARIETY
written by his father, European The League of N* Y. Theatres also
playwright Arthur Schnitzler.
has a code (there is disagreement
$3
EXPOSITION
PRESS,
INC.
.“The Vamp" is the new title whether it is officially in effect at
386 Fourth Av«.
H.w York 16
for “Delilah," the Oscar Lerman- present), with provision for an “en¬
Martin Cohen-Alexander Carson forcement fund." But it’s gener¬
production, currently trying out at ally agreed, that scalping is un¬
the Shubert Theatre, New Haven. abated.
Ed Fisher has resigned as treas¬
Chief Magistrate John M. Mururer of the Alcazar, San Francisco.
Lynn Chalmers assisting Yvette tagh, while Commissioner of Inves¬
Schumer on the musical produc¬ tigation under former Mayor Wil¬
liam O’Dwyer, conducted a stren¬
tion of “Happily Ever After."
Attractive Men and Women
uous probe of the Broadway ticket
Needed by an Exclusive
situation, but \yas called off by
higher-ups when the going got hot
MEN'S GIFT SHOP
(there “was an election on at the
(Oct. 10-23)
time).
The device used by
to sell Christmas Gifts to Cor¬
Anastasia (Eugenie Leontovicli. Dolly
O’Dwyer
was
the
appointment
of
a
porations and Businessmen,
Haas. John Emery)—National, Wash. (10“citizens committee,” including
15); Wilbur, Boston (17-22).
in your spare time on a com¬
Anniversary Walti—Cass, Det. (10-15); several well-known theatrical fig¬
Harris, Chi (17-22).
mission basis.
Write Box
ures, to deal with the situation. As
Bus Stop (2d Co.)—Geary, S.F. (10-22).
wap expected at the time, nothing
V 1010, VARIETY, 154 W.
Can-Can—Shubert, Chi (10-22).
Canadian
Players—Skidmore
College more was heard of it after that.
46th St., New York 36, N. Y.
Aud., Saratoga, N.Y. (10); U. of Vermont
Several years ago, composer-pro¬

ADNA KARNS

WANTED

Touring Shows

Aud., Burlington (11-13); U. of Conn.
Aud., Storrs (15); Mlddlebury (Vt.) Col¬
lege Aud. (16); Plattsburg (N.Y.) S. T.
College Aud. (17); Smith, College Aud.,
Northampton, Mass.
(18); Norwich U.
Aud., Northfield, Vt. (19); Dana Hall Aud.,
Wellesley, Mass. (20); U. of New Hamp¬
shire College Aud., Durham (21)7 Phillips
Academy Aud., Andover, Mass. (22).
Chalk Carden (tryout)1 (Gladys Cooper,
Siobhan McKenna)—Walnut, Philly (10-22)
(Reviewed in VARIETY, Sept. 28, '55).
Comedle
Francaise—Capitol,
Quebcs
(12-15);
Capitol,
Ottawa (17-18); Royal
Alexandra, Toronto (19-22).
Deadfall (tryout) (Joanne Dru, John Ire¬
land)—Shubert. Wash. (10-15) (Reviewed
in VARIETY this week).
Desperate
Hours
(William
Gargan,
Nancy Coleman, Richard Jacckel)—Carthay Circle, L.A. (10-22).
Don Juan In Hell (Ricardo Montalban,
Mary Astor, Reginald Denny, Kurt Kasznar)—Concert Hall, Appleton, Wls. (10);
Aud., St. Paul (11); Lyceum. Mpls. (12-15);
American, St. Louis (17-22).
Hatful of Rain (tryout) (Shelley Win¬
ters, Ben Gazzara)—Forrest, Philly (1122) (Reviewed in VARIETY this week.
Heavenly Twins (tryout) (Faye Emer¬
son, Jean Pierre Aumont)—Locust, Philly
(10-15); Colonial, Boston (17-22) (Reviewed
in VARIETY, Sept. 21, '55).
Janus (tryout) (Margaret Sullavan, Rob¬
ert Preston, Claude .Dauphin)—Playhouse,
Wilmington (19-22).
King and I (Patricia Morison)—Opera
House, Boston (10-15); Ford’s, Balto (17-22).
Kismet—Nixon, Pitt (10-22).
Little
Hut
(Veronica
Lake)—Murat,'
Indianapolis (10-15); Shubert, Det. (17-22).
No Time for Sergeants (tryout)—Colo¬
nial Boston (10-15) (Reviewed in VARIPaiama' Game (2d Co.) (Fran Warren,
Larry Douglas, Buster West)—State Fair
Aud., Dallas (10-23).
Plain and Fancy (2d Co.) (Alexis Smith,
Craig Stevens)—Philharmonic Aud., L.A.
(10-15); Curran, S.E. (17-22).
Reuben Reuben (tryout) (Eddie Albert)
vfSVtW ,®oston , (10'22) (Reviewed in
VARIETY this week).
(l(?22)d G°,d Cadil,*c—Blackslone, Chi.

Teahouse of the August Moon (2d Co.)
(Bumcss Meredith, Scott McKay)—Erlanger, Chi (10-22).
Teahouse of the August Moon (3d Co.)
(Larry Parks;—Hanna, Clove (10-22).
Tender Trap (Lloyd Bridges, Russell
N,ypc. K. T. Stevens. Janet Riley)—TemPle. Tacoma (11); Aud., Portland. (12-13);
Moore, Seattle (14-22),
Vamp (tryout) (Carol Channlng)-ShuM
Havon dO-15;; National, Wash.
17-22; (Reviewed In VARIETY. Sept. 20,
53, under Its original title, "Delilah).

Equity Show
<Oct 10-23)
NYOV(192'';* 0,r,“JLcno>c H111 PJ»yhouio,

ATTENTION!

THEATRICAL PRODUCERS
SPECTACULAR
be^sure to see the

FLYING

BALLET

Opening Tomorrow (October 13th) in the

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Stage Show
Thi« unique equipment offers unlimited possibilities for exciting effects
and all kinds of extraordinary Flying Ballets for your next show.
Outside of PETER PAN, It has never been exploited.
Exclusive representative:

For information, availabilities and rates:

KIRBY’S FLYING BALLETS
London, England

PETER LAWRENCE, 40 East 49th Street
New York City
PLaxa 8-1425

Dramatically Speaking ,,,
HARRIET KAPLAN
and
LILY VEIDT
Join Us November 1st
HENRY C. BROWN
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CONCERT - «AIXKT

Mr. Smith Got is To Moscow
rom page 75

Wednesday, October 12, 1955

Inside Stuff-Concerts

Longhair Disk Reviews

- - — --

Continued 1
Debussy: Etudes (Angel). Early
ficial said, are similarly incensed, jukebox distribs to include a blank pieces; witty, lovely, deft and dif¬
ficult;
superbly played by Walter
feeling that the. reputation of disk, so that customers might buy
American foundations abroad have five minutes of silence. The Na¬ Gieseking.
Berlioz: Symphonic Fantastique
been hurt by Smith’s activities. A tional Arts Foundation tag always
(RCA Victor). Sumptuous reading
music editor of a top American gets him news space.
He asked Sibelius in 1951 (the of the lush, brooding work by the
daily has warned his staff and cau¬
tioned his city desk to be leery of composer was already 86) to write Boston Syinph under Munch.
Mussorgsky: Khovantchina (Van¬
a hymn for the ’52 Olympic Games.
Smith copy.
(He didn’t.) Smith has announced guard). Solo and crowd scenes
Somewhat Mysterious
from
the tuneful folk opera, done
trips abroad to hunt for lost music
Smith is director-general of the scores. The Foundation annually with relish, style and color by fine
National Arts Foundation. General picks “artists of the year.” All Soviet artists.
Tchaikovsky: Sleeping Beauty
belief here is that the Russians this makes news.
(Mercury). Complete ballet in a
(as was true in other countries
highly
distinctive recording by the
Foundation pronouncements don’t
Smith has visited) assume that this
Minneapolis Symph under Dorati.
organization, because of its impor¬ necessarily come to fruition. In Fancy album adds to its appeal.
tant-sounding name, is similar in 1948 it announced plans for a RCA‘ has the shorter (also satis¬
scope, dimensions and assets to a quasi-government setup to inter¬ factory) Sadler’s Wells version by
Guggenheim, Ford or Rockefeller pret American culture to the world the Covent Garden Orch under
Foundation.
But, unlike these at large, with the Met Opera, Robert Irving. Two very timely
other institutions, Smith’s is a lit¬ Metropolitan Museum of Art, Mu¬ albums.
Bron.
tle mysterious. Its backers, its as¬ seum of Modern Art and Boston
sets, are hidden; it is apparently a Symphony Orchestra participat¬
one-man operation, the National ing. Nothing came of it.
Arts Foundation being for practical
Tigertown & Opera
identification, Smith himself.
In 1949, the Foundation an¬
The Foundation was set up in 1947 nounced it was negotiating to
The world premiere perform¬
by Smith as a non-profit organiza¬ bring the Glynebourne Opera Co. ance of "Griffelkin” will open the
tion "to increase public interest in of England over for a spring sea¬ 1955-56 season of the NBC Opera
the arts.” From time to time, impor¬ son that would be given in Prince¬ Theatre on NBC-TV Nov. 6. New
tant names have been announced ton, N.J. Rudolf Bing (then Glyne- | opera by Lukas Foss, a fantasy set
as appointed to t)ie advisory board bourne's director; now the Met in hell and on earth, will teeoff
—Heifetz, Flagstad, Bori for music; Opera general manager) chased the seventh successive season of
Roualt, Millis for art; Toynbee, in over here, to look into the proposi¬ NBC Opera Theatre. .
general. It claims advisory com¬ tion, and then as quickly left.
Sked of six shows will include a
One year Smith is off to Austria two-hour presentation of Puccini's
mittees in 40 cities.
(One concert manager recalls to hunt for lost Mozart scores,, and "Madame Butterfly” Dec. 4; a re¬
next year to Germany to find
that Smith told him some years ago the
misplaced Wagner manuscripts. . He peat performance of "Amalil and
that the aim of the Foundation was has visited Poland, Czechoslo¬ the Night Visitors,” by Gian-Carlo
to establish a home in Illinois for vakia and Yugoslavia on these Menotti, Christmas Day; a twoindigent artists and critics, and treasure hunts, announcements of hour presentation in color of
that Smith showed him pictures of which get much news space.; There Mozart’s "The Magic Flute” Jan.
the building he was going to buy are seldom stories of consumma- ..15, '56; the world premiere of an¬
tion.
for the purpose.)
other new American opera, "La
Smith has succeeded in bringing Grande Breteche,” by Stanley Hol¬
A more recent announced aim
was the raising of coin to send less¬ a couple of artists here from lingsworth, Feb. 26, and Tchaikov¬
er or semi-pro artists abroad to abroad. He talked the veteran sky's "Eugen Onegin,” April 8.
study with great names (Casals, Mary Garden into coming here for
Garden), and further their career. several recent seasons to lecture to
A tenor is reported studying over¬ women’s clubs, and the ventures
proved profitable for both Miss
seas now under this plan.
Garden and the Foundation. Last
Smith, the founder, is reported year,
Continued from page 75
■ ~—
Smith brought over Father
to be a non-salaried official as Sydney MacEwan, Scot-Irish sing¬
Foundation director. Once, long ing priest, for a concert tour $14,000 gross. Some of the big
spots
it
plays
are
the
Montreal
ago, when Variety asked him for sponsored by the Foundation. The
the names of the Foundation's cleric has just arrived here for an¬ Forum (seating 10,000); Toronto
Maple Leaf Gardens (12,000); Col¬
backers, he replied vaguely that it other tour.
comprised wealthy people who
Smith Was decorated by Finland iseum, Charlotte (20,000); Chicago
It plays the
in ’51 for his interest in Finn cul¬ Stadium (22,000).
preferred to remain anonymous.
President of the Foundation is a ture. Originally a teacher in Illi¬ 19,000-seat Madison Sq. Garden
Wall St. lawyer, Millard J. Bloomer nois, Smith became a magazine Oct. 27, at a $6 top, for a probable
Jr., member of Wickes, Riddell, writer, and did regular columns $38,000 tak£. Halls will be used
Bloomer, Jacobi and McGuire, one for Esquire in the late ’30s, titled in a few places where there are
& Cadenzas.” He lec¬ no arenas.
of the top legal firms in the U. S. "Roulades
tures now on music, painting and
The Scots Guards are traveling
Bloomer’s secretary, June Hodges, other arts, for about six months a
ii secretary-treasurer of the Foun¬ year, traveling abroad the other in a caravan of four buses, to
Texas, Canada, and as far west as
dation.
half on Foundation activities. His
Bloomer, interested in show biz, lectures are booked by a young the Rockies. They were seen in
is on the Ballet Russe board, is sec¬ bureau, Elwood Emerick Mgt. Al¬ Queen Elizabeth’s Coronation pic
retary of the Metropolitan Opera though the Foundation’s phone and in the first “Cinerama.” Prin¬
Guild, and was attorney for Mar¬ number is that of Wall'St. lawyer cipal group of the Edinburgh Tat¬
quis de Cuevas (who married John Bloomer, calls for Smith are re¬ too, they’ve come here direct from
the Edinburgh Festival.
D. Rockefeller’s granddaugher and, ferred to the Emerick office.
Hurok mapped a publicity cam¬
Smith not only lectures under
supports the Cuevas Ballet Co.).
Bloomer apparently looks after the Emeriek's banner, but also for the paign not only in music pages, but
Ben
Franklin
Dinner
Clubs
chain
through
the city desk and also the
investment of funds by his clients in
emanating out of Topeka. Emerick travel sections (Edinburgh Fest
the Foundation.
advises he did about 85% of the angle).
The N. Y. ad budget
A couple of attempts to reach Mary Garden bookings for Smith;
Bloomer elicited the reply that he Smith did the rest. One Garden called for a $4,000 outlay, since the
attraction
is comparable to a week
was too tied up to talk, and he season was under the Franklin
(or eight full houses) at Carnegie
asked that questions about the sponsorship.
Hall,
and
the
Garden is a big place
Foundation be referred to Smith.
Food & Poison
to fill. With results from first ads,
Smith will be back in N. Y. from
Back
in
’48,
the
N.Y.
Times
however,
it
looks
like Hurok will
Russia Oct. 24 and leaves the next
quoted Smith (after a visit to Rus¬ only spend half his budget for the
day for a lecture tour of the mid¬ sia)
as saying that America is feed¬ N. Y. date.
west.
ing ^Europeans, while the Soviets
What’s in a Name?
poison their minds. Apparently
Carleton Smith not only annoys this didn’t affect Smith’s returns
sundry officials, managers and di¬ to Russia since.
rectors, but he also embarrasses
This past August, Smith went to
; Continued from page 75 1
someone of a similar name. This Moscow to confer with the Minis¬
is Carleton Sprague Smith, chief ter of Culture on the exchange of frenetic warriors dance, to a drum,
entertainers
and
paintings.
A
UP
of the Music Division of the N.Y.
which expresses the hunt and the
Public Library, and member of the dispatch Sept. 23 from Moscow fight instincts of the primitive, and
N.Y. Philharmonic and Met Opera mentioned visits of Soviet musi¬ a stirring partisan number, attest
boards, with whom the other cians Emil Gilels and David Ois- to the excellent group work and
trakh to America, with the Bol¬
Smith is constantly confused, even shoi
Ballet and Moiseyev folk discipline. In the partisan number
by professionals.
troupe likely to follow. Smith is the inventiveness and choreogra¬
Actually, the Foundation direc¬ in Moscow negotiating additional phy are admirably conceived as
tor’s name is Robert Carleton visits, the report said, suggesting the men, draped in long felt robes,
Smith, although he uses only the thereby that he had lined up the seem to glide around the stage
last two.
(Musicologist Smith others.
on treadmills and break fronp their
Once asked Foundation Smith to
He had nothing to do with thfem. envelopes for individual dances of
use his full name in order to ease Columbia Artists Mgt. had been prowess.
the confusion between the two. dickering for over a year for the
There are some slow moments
The latter agreed to, but never Gilels and Oistrakh visits, and in this, but on the whole it is a
finally consummated them. Colum¬ dazzling display of health and vi¬
did.)
Carleton Smith, who has a flair bia, and other managements, are tality tempered by excellent dance
for landing on the front pages, also negotiating for the Bolshoi and backing, and this should be of in¬
with Col apparently
has a talent for interesting Moiseyev,
terest wherever it goes.
This
having the inside track.
dowagers in the activities and sup¬
In other news stories concerning should excite much critical and
port of the Foundation. These Smith, the "Porgy and Bess” visit curio comment and appeal in the
have included Mrs. Cornelius Van¬ is announced, as if his doing, when U. S. Music is a compound of
derbilt, Jean Tennyson (Celanese) this booking is the result of pro¬ folk themes and is well delivered
Dreyfus, Mrs. Bror Dahlberg and ducer Robert Breen’s efforts. Same under the baton of Samson Galmany others.
story states that Smith’s founda¬ perine. French hooking is being
Smith has made news with his tion is planning for a U.S. per¬ handled by the Literary Agency of
annual campaigns (started during formance of the Moiseyev troupe Cultural Exchange and the Lumthe war) to carry cigars to —a venture involving 200 people brose Society, and is presented un¬
Sibelius; and with his tours to get and probably several hundred der the auspices of the French
different towns to name streets thousand dollars. Still another story Assn, for Artistic Action. Russia’s
after fam.d artists. He rebuked states that it was to Smith that main cultural offensives have usu¬
first proposed sending the
James C. Petrillo for advising par¬ Russia
Bolshoi troupe to the U.S.—which ally been in the folk dance realm,
ents noL to g:ve rius'c le'-irm to is news to the concert manage¬ with many of its satellites having
kids bec'.j*there was no future ments v.ho have been working on already sent groups to Paris this
in it. A year ago Smith urged this tlie last 15 months.
last year.

Two World Preems For
NBC-TV Opera Theatre

Columbia Records’ issue this month of “Birth, of a Performance ”
devoting three sides of a two-LP album to rehearsals of the Mozart
"Linz” Symphony (No. 36) and the fourth to its performance, has not
only excited interest because of its unusual character. It’s also aroused
the resentment of many. N. Y. musicians, and shocked oboist Robert
Bloom, because of the prominence given to the latter.
Work was recorded by Bruno Walter and the Columbia Symphony
Orchestra as a special for Col’s Mozart Bicentennial Commemorative
Issue. Orch comprises top Gotham players from the N. Y. Philhar¬
monic, ex-NBC Symphony, etc. Bloom is one of the top oboe players
in America, having been a first-desk with the Philly Orch, Rochester
and N. Y. Philharmonics, and now freelances. Throughout the.re¬
hearsal disks, Walter is heard criticizing Bloom often and telling him
how to play, thus, according to his friends, holding him up to ridicule.
Fact that the album was pfayed on the air, has brought a flood of sym¬
pathetic calls to Bloom. Latter admits he’s upset by i^ all, and rather
surprised that the album was put out without consulting him.
Sir William Walton returned last weekend to N. Y. from San Fran¬
cisco, where he saw the American premiere of his first opera, "Troilus
and Cressida.” He’ll be on hand at N. Y.’s City Center, Oct. 21 for
the opera’s first Gotham performance by the New York City Opera
Co., staged by Margaret Webster. The British composer conferred
on the Coast with Gregor Piatigorsky, for whom he's writing a cello
concerto, and will huddle here with Sadler’s Wells Ballet director
and choreographer Frederick Ashton on a score he’s planning for a
ballet for Sadler's star Margot Fonteyn.
Composer Gail Kubik has returned to the U. S. after five years in
Europe where, besides composing, he conducted major orchestras in
Italy, France and England. He recently composed and conducted the
music f<?r the new William Wyler film, "The Desperate Hours,” which
opened in New York last week. At present he’s orchestrating a new
Symphony (No. 2), written mainly in Paris last year and commissioned
in 1953 by the Louisville Orchestra.
First of this season’s regional auditions, sponsored by the Metro¬
politan Opera’s National Council, in connection with the Metropoli¬
tan Opera Auditions of the Air,” will be held in Seattle, Saturday
(15). John Gutman, Met assistant manager, will fly to Seattle to judge
the contest, which is under the local supervision of Mrs. Peter Schmidt,
and .of Howard J. Hook Jr. of New York, the Council’s chairman of
Regional Auditions.
Andre Kostelanetz, having completed two concerts with the N. H. K.
Symphony in Tokyo, will return the end of this month to begin a U. S.
season of conducting special non-subscription concerts with the New
York Philharmonic and San Francisco, St. Louis and' Houston Sym¬
phonies.

Scots Guards

Russ Ballet

Concert Bits
one of Sadler’s
Wells’ top ballerinas, flew home to
London last week on personal busi¬
ness, but will rejoin the troupe in
Boston.
Ralph Kettering has been ap¬
pointed company manager of the
Lyric Theatre of Chicago. Opera
season opens OcL 31 and closes
Dec. 3.
Anne Sloper going out as ad¬
vance on Ballet Espanol.
Paul Draper to give a recital at
the Kaufmann Aud, N.Y., Nov. 26.
Violinist Efrem Zimbalist, direc¬
tor of the Curtis Institute of Music,
has completed his first opera,
"Landara.” It will be produced at
the Academy of Music, Phila¬
delphia, April 6 and 9, 1956.
Joerg Demus, young Viennese
pianist, arrived in N.Y. Monday
(10) and will make his U.S. debut
in Cincinnati Friday (14). He’ll
give a N.Y. recital' in Town Hall
Nov. 2.
Mary Ward left N.Y. over the
weekend for San Francisco, as ad¬
vance press on Sadler’s Wells
Ballet's tour.
Carol Smith, American contralto,
arrived last weekend in N. Y. after
a summer concerning in Europe.
Coloratura Erna Sack will arrive
in New York Friday (15) from Eu¬
rope for a U. S. concert tour.
Julian Olevsky, young American
violinist, will do a series of over
30 concerts in Indonesia this fall,
at the invitation of the Cultural
Bond of that country.
Lukas Foss, young pianist-com¬
poser, leaves for a series of Euro¬
pean engagements shortly after
the world premiere of his opera,
"Griffelkin,” on NBC-TV Opera
Theatre Nov. 6.
German - American composer
Paul Hindemith, now on the Yale
U. faculty, has won the highlycoveted Jean Sibelius Prize of
$2,500. Award was made at Hel¬
sinki U. in Finland Sunday (9).
. Martha
Graham leaves
New
York from Idlewild Friday (14) enroute to Japan. Dancer and her
company begin their first tour of
the key cities of Asia with an en¬
gagement opening in Tokyo Nov. 1.
The Trapp Family Singers, concertizing since 1938, will disband
after their December -appearances
at N.Y.'s Town Hall. Family will
devote more time to its summer
camp setup at Stowe, Vt. Msgr.
Franz Wasner, musical director,
will probably return to his native
Vienna.
Bruno Walter, accompanied by
his daughter, Mrs. Lotte Lindt,
sailed for Europe Monday (10) on
the Cristoforo Colombo. Also sail¬
ing was film composer Franz Waxman. Travelling with liis wife,
he’ll fulfill several conducting en¬
Nadia

Nerina,

gagements
Genoa.

after

debarking

at

New York lyr¬
ic-coloratura soprano, has been enI gaged by the Charles L. Wagner
-Opera Co. for the forthcoming fall
tour of Puccini’s "La Boheme.”
Miss Guido will sing Mimi and al¬
ternate, from time to time, in the
Hole of Musetta.
Josephine Guido,

28G Gift to S.F. Opera
San Francisco, Oct. 11.
The 1,700-member San Francisco
Opera Guild gave the S. F. Opera
Co. $28,454 last week for backstage
production costs of the current
season.
The contribution, which repre¬
sents funds on deposit since World
War 11 together with money col¬
lected at organization’s ball last
year, will pay foi: "Troilus and
Cressida” stage settings, refur¬
bished "Lohengrin” settings and
for lighting projection machines
used to provide backgrounds in
some current productions.

I00G Gift
as—■ Continued from page 75 , ...—t

full year behind what they thought
was their original schedule. Sec¬
ond booboo was that the system of
selling by sets of 12 disks seemed
a stumbling block; $65 for 12 rec¬
ords seemed a barrier. Under the
new plan, six records will be priced
at $32.50 and a subscriber gets a
free record when he joins. A pur¬
chaser who buys under the new
system can pay $2.98 a month, or
$5.95 every two months.
Frequency of the orch’s appear¬
ances will be curtailed during the
current season for recording dates
during the busy season when the
orchestra is performing its regular
series, the “pops” and making
music concerts. Orch will lay off
during November, and in Decem¬
ber the Saturdays will be taken up
with the production of the Louis¬
ville .Opera Assn. Robert Whitney,
conductor of the orchestra, has de¬
cided not to have the group per¬
form during the hot summer
months. Many of the players make
up the orchestra of the Amphi¬
theatre five-week season of summer
musicals.
Richard Wangerin, manager of
the orchestra, reports that as ox
June 30 there had been 18 LF re¬
cordings, of which seven had been
released.
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ARTUR RUBINSTEIN

JAN PEERCE
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ANDRES SEGOVIA

ROBERTA PETERS
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JEROME HINES

IVRY GITLIS

FRIEDRICH GULDA
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NICANOR ZABALETA
RAWN SPEARMAN
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and from Vienna
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VIENNA CHOIR BOYS

VIENNA STRING SYMPHONY

SADLER S WELLS BALLET
loose and be \oyfu'!

Under The direction of Ninette de Valois. The fabulous company
from the Royal Opera Houte, Cove nt Garden.

#nJ ,Mhomed titst

THE BALLET THEATRE
Lucia Chase and Oliver Smith, directors. America's first company
returning-to the U.S. from a triumphant South American tour.

The Massed Pipers and Regimental Band of the
SCOTS GUARDS with Highland Dancers

—£
«*■% *JS3Z£, - *

Queen Elizabeth’s Buckingham Palace Troops In a fabulous d’splay of marching ceremonies, rousing music and exciting dances.

THE AZUMA KADUKI DANCERS AND MUSICIANS
The great theatrical company returns for an extensive coast-toCoast tour following its engagement at the Edinburgh Festival.

KATHERINE DUNHAM and her Company
Her latest dance-musical comes to Broadway for a wonderful
evening in the theatre.

ALEXANDRA DANILOVA and Soloists
Antonio e\ectnf»e®

leers that h«« • ■«*■**• 1

in GREAT MOMENTS OF BALLET
.A repeat tour after sensational successes across the country.

{or performance.
. .

He h„

assembled

on. of

SANTA CECILIA CHOIR
Direct from Rome, one of the world' s most famous choral organ*
izations vis’ts the U.S. for the first t ime.

1 MUSICI
The brilliant Italian string ensemble hailed by Toscanini.
and

COMEDIE FRANCAISE
France's great repertory company co mes to the U.S. for the first
time, presented by arrangement wi th the Government of the
French Republic.
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HUROK ATTRACTIONS. INC.
711 Fifth Avenue. New York 22. N. Y.
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Broadway

where tried out before being re¬
leased here.
Norman Krasna starts his pic,
“The Ambassador’s Daughter”
(UA). as director-writer, this week
with Olivia De Havilland, John
Forsythe, Myrna
Loy,' Adolphe
Menjou and Tom Noonan to star.
Gerard Philipe will produce as
well as collaborate on the writing
and direction of his next pic, “Til
Eulenspeigel.”
Director is to be
Joris Ivens and writer Rene Barjavel. It will be about the Flem¬
ish “Robin Hood.” •
Pierre Andrieux planning a su¬
per circus at the Vel D’Hiv arena
this winter. He is also hoping to
incorporate into it some top U. S.
names such as Esther Williams,
Xavier Cugat and Danny Kaye.
However, this is still in the talk
stage.
Jean Marais to star opposite In¬
grid Bergman in new Jean Renoir
pic, “L’Oeillet Rouge” (The Red
Carnation). Pic is to be made in
French and English with Cy How¬
ard doing Anglo version.
For
third starring role Renoir signed
Mel Ferrer.
>

Joan Collins (and Sidney Chap¬
lin) off to London.
Richard Davis of the Fine Arts
Theatre, N. Y., back from Europe.
Universal’s Americo Aboaf gandering the new product on the
Coast.
Bernard Sobel new editor of
The Script, official org of The
Lambs.
Vincent Sardi, the 44th St. res¬
taurateur, back from a visit to his
native Italy.
Loew’s v.p. and treasurer Charles
C. Moskowitz recuperating at home
from a recent illness.
Unveiling of a memorial in
memory of Nat, Karson will be
held at King Solomon Memorial
Park, Clifton, N. J.* on Oct. 16.
Aileen Brenon (& Morgan Asso¬
ciates) back from an eight-week
European tour in which she took
in the Venice Film Festival among
other things.
The John Balabans arrived in
New York yesierday (Tues.) en
route to Europe. They’ll stop over
till Saturday (15), when they sail
for a six-week tour.
Morris Goodman, Columbia Pic¬
tures’ European exec, film director
• Robert Florey, actor Nat Pendle¬
“Blackboard
Jungle”
(l\t-G)
ton, screen writer Isabel Dawn banned by censor board.
and Les Compagnons de la Chan¬
George Montgomery, Sally For¬
son in from Europe last week on rest and Gene Barry due to play
the Liberte.
leads in “Huk,” to be made here
Publicist Dave Alber is flying to jointly -by UA and Filmakers.
Europe end of October to estab¬
Marlon Brando and Glenn Ford,
lish p.a. correspondents in Paris, due in Hongkong for filming of
Brussels, Amsterdam, Stockholm,
“Teahouse
of
August
Moon”
Berlin, Dusseldorf, Zurich, Rome,
(M-G), due in Manila in course of
Milan and London in connection Far East Tour.
with Slenderella International, one
Hongkong star Lola Young and
of his clients.
producer Chapman Ho here to at¬
Lindy’s maitre d’ Hy Heller now
tend preem of Vistan-Chapman
carries his press clippings like
pic, “Sanda Wong,” filmed in Brit¬
many of his show biz guests, hav¬
ish Crown Colony.
ing been the subject of much
Jesse Cortes announced plan
press attention of late. No. 1 on
for $1,500,000 production, “The
his quote parade is Walter WinLife of Dr. Rizal,” the national
chell’s reference to him as “the
hero, to be jointly financed by
sturgeon-general of the U.S.’’
American and Filipino interests.
The Republican National Com¬
Tay Garnett will direct.
mittee named hotel owner Conrad
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) nearly
Hilton to serve as chairman of the
failed to gain censor approval.
closed-circuit television arrange¬
Board subcommittee junked the
ments for “Salute to Eisenhower”
entire pic, but the whole body,
dinners, to be held in over 100
sitting in session, approved the
cities on Jan. 20 to celebrate the
film for showing with cuts, includ¬
third anniversary of Eisenhower's
ing the beach scene.
inauguration as President.
Mrs. Paul (Lillian) Small is east
on business, since she is continuing
the Hollywood agency bearing her
late husband’s name. On Sunday
Tani Marsh islands revue held
(16), Mrs. Small and their families over at Rice Hotel’s Empire Room.
will attend the unveiling of the
Fay Bainter inked for Alley The¬
monument for the veteran show- atre’s “The Glass Menagerie,” Oct.
man-agent at Mount Hebron, L. I., 25.
memorial grounds. Time is 1 p.m.
Shep Fields doing new jock
Danny Kaye to receive an hon¬ stint, with recorded interviews, on
orary degree of Doctor of Human¬ KLBS.
ities at the 70th anniversary con¬
Theatre. Inc. following “Carou¬
vocation of the American Inter¬ sel” and “Oklahoma” with “South
national College, Springfield, Pacific.”
Mass., on Oct. 20 for his “contri¬
Singer Chris Robinson Jr. joined
bution to the children of Asia” in his father in realty development
connection with his work under biz here.
the auspices of the UN Interna¬
Jane /Russell met the press in
tional Children’s Emergency Fund. her hotel. suite for breakfast to
Cinema 16's Friday series at bally
“Gentlemen
Prefer
Bru¬
the Museum of Modern Art, N.Y., nettes.”
has been sold out.
As a result,
Imogene Coca booked to open
the non-profit film society has Oct. 13 for two weeks in the Sham¬
scheduled a second Friday series rock Room, cancelled because of
at the same location. New series, illness; Dick Shawn and the Birk
which starts in November, will see Twins replace.
identical programs but on. differ¬
ent Fridays. Same films are also
shown on Wednesdays at the Cen¬
tral Needle Trades High School
Auditorium and on Sundays at the
By Guy Livingston
Beekman Theatre.
Singer Lillian Thomas entered
Irving Berlin is on his annual Allerton Hospital, Brookline, for
winter quest “chasing the sun” surgery.
and this time he’s auditioning a
Hub thrush Cindy Parker, wife
house in Miami Beach, as against of booker Danny White, opens at
Nassau and Bermuda in recent Astor, London, Oct. 24.
years.
“If I go to Hollywood or
Kitty Kallen canceled her BlinPalm Springs this winter I’ll wind strub booking for Oct. 24-30; will
up with another picture; I'd like be replaced by Joan Whitley.
to do a show' this time." Mrs. Ber¬
Circle Lounge, Hotel Avery, ini¬
lin (Ellin) is currently in San tialled > entertainment this frame
Francisco chaperoning Linda Ber¬ with pianist Shirley Peterson, for¬
lin, the lone actress aspirant of merly of Sheraton Plaza and Show
the three Berlin girls, who is an Bar.
understudy in the road company
Cindy Lord, thrush on WBZ-TV’s
of “Bus Stop.”
“Swanboat,” back from New York
where she recorded “Tall Men ”
supported by Archie Bleyer, for
Cadence Records.

Manila

Houston

Boston

Paris

By <Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rue Hutchette; Odeon 49-44)
Lucienne Delyle and Les Com¬
pagnons De La Chanson cut their
millionth disk this week.
Noel Coward play, “Felicity,”
opening here at Theatre Monceau
m adaption by Pierre Sabatier.
Juan Bardem, Hispano, direc¬
ts*’. has two pix in firstruns here
Comicos” and “Mort D’Un Cycllsth” (Death of a Cyclist).
Richard Davis huddling with
Gregory Ratoff on possible pic
production here. Davis is also og¬
ling some pix he has taken for distrib by his org UMPO.
Gallic hit version of “The Moon
is Blue” moving to Theatre Va¬
rieties to make way for a new play,
Max Regnier’s “Les Petites Tetes”
(The Little Heads at the Theatre
Michel.
Andre R o u s s i n’s new play,
“L’Amour Fou” (Mad Love), about
child mothers and sex problems,
’ getting a solid welcome In Brussels

Ireland
/cw%
By Maxwell Sweeney
(22 Farnei/ Pk; Dublin 68-4506)
Liam Redmond planed to Nairo¬
bi (Africa) for a role in “Safari.”
Fred Allen was here from N. Y
for week’s vacation: it’s the home
of his forbears.
Robert C. McKew, Irish manager
for J. Arthur Rank, hospitalized
for major surgery.
J. F. Dempsey, general manager
Irish Air Lines, named directorgeneral of new government tourist
setup.
George H. Browne and Roy
Baker planed in from London to
finish casting for “A Grand Man,”
which they are lensing for Rank
Two former Abbeyites, Maureen
Delaney and Cyril Cusack, have
roles in “The March Hare,” now
being directed by George More
O’Ferrall at Shepperton Studios,
London.

Wednesday, October

London
(Temple Bar 5041/9952)

Hollywood

Shirley Abicair opens a cabaret
run at the Colony nekt week.
Joan Collins returned from the
Coast to attend the London preem
of “The Virgin Queen.”
Peter Taylor resigned as general
secretary of British Film Produc¬
ers Assn,; leaves at end of year.
Caterina Valente here for oneday quickie from Germany to
guest in the BBC-TV “Saturday
Show.”
Sam Spiegel back to prep pro¬
duction on “Bridge Over the River
Kwai,” his latest Horizon opus for
Columbia.
By Hal V. Cohen
Mrs. Harry Foster joined the
Foster Agency. Her job is to look
Meg Myles in town for a couple
after the femme clientele of the of days drumbeating “Phenix City
Story.”
organization.
Alfred Hitchcock, director of
Sammy Walsh inked at the New
this year’s Royal Command choice, Nixon downtown for an indefinite
“To Catch a Thief,” to be inter¬ stretch.
viewed on a BBC radio program
A1 Checco landed a role in the
next Friday.
Marc Blitzstein musical, “Reuben,
American
Ambassador
(Win- Reuben.”
throp Aldrich) was at yesterday’s
Phil Richards’ ice show winds up
(Tues.) Variety Club luncheon at its long stay at the Ankara Satur¬
which Lord Louis Mountbatten day (15).
was guest of honor.
Rusty Draper booked for a re¬
Julie Andrews, just back from turn date at White Elephant week
Broadway, is to be guest star in of Oct. 28.
ABC-TV’s “Sunday Night at the
Charlie Eagle, vet Stanley man¬
Palladium” this weekend. Norman ager, and his wife chalked up 36
Wisdom was topper last Sunday.
years of marriage.
The
Duke
and
Duchess
of
Jackie Heller comes home Oct.
Gloucester are to attend a charity 31 for two-week engagement at
pala of Empress Hall blades panto. new Holiday House.
“Dick Whittington on Ice,” in aid
Bob Post flew in from his Philly
of National Assn, of Boys Clubs.
headquarters
to
celebrate
21st
Big contingent in for tomor¬ wedding anni with his wife.
row’s (Thurs.) opening of “Pa¬
Ted McClain back at Playhouse
jama Game” at the Coliseum in¬ after long absence as actor-stage
cludes Frederick Brisson. Harold manager
for
“Remarkable Mr.
Prince, George Abbott and Jerome Pennypacker.”
Whyte.
Jerry Walsh, daughter of late
Ron Randell in from Hollywood John Walsh, longtime Fulton man¬
to take over as emcee on Saturday ager, now receptionist for Dubinnight commercial tv show from Feldman ad agency.
Embassy
Club.
Jack
Jackson
switches to a Sunday disk jockey
program.
Victor Mature planed in from
By Mark Curtis
his Kenya location on “Safari” but
KWRN,
ABC
radio
outlet,
decided to check out within a few
launches Sunday four-hour “Re¬
hours for weekend in N.Y. when sume.”
unable to get accommodations at
Harrahs Club, Lake Tahoe re¬
the Savoy.
opened Oct. 8 with new kitchen
Eleanor Summerfield and her
and Mary Kaye Trio.
husband, Leonard Sachs, plane for
Denver Dickerson, w.k. Nevada
South Africa Oct, 8 on four-week
trip for Warwick Films. Will be political columnist, back from his
Rangoon
State Dept, post, to write
featured in a film the -company is
for Las Vegas Review Journal.
making. Pic is titled,. “Odongo.” '
Hypnotist Arthur Ellen will be
Johnnie Ray’s two-week vaude¬
ville season at London Hippo¬ held over at New Golden. While
drome for Val Parnel, opening there, he will fly to Los Angeles
Oct. 17, is already a sellout. Ray’s for appearance on “Truth or Con¬
provincial dates prior to the Hipp sequences.”
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formed at the Josefstadt Theatre
in Vienna.
German Culture Board gave an
“outstanding” rating to “And Chil¬
tuga? MUland returned frora P0r.
dren Laugh Again” (Par), docu¬
mentary made by Danny Kaye.
minor
surgery. recoveri"S from
Board’s classification means the¬
atres showing film will receive a
for*TO^f convention
*rom N- y.
tax reduction.
Elizabeth Taylor hosnitoii ,
Third Johanna Spyri novel; to be
filmed,
“Tapfere kleine Heide- wlS.„1,nte,?ai comPlicatioSt
ed
Stanley Johnson became„
marie" (Brave Little Heidemarie),
is now being shot in three ver¬ ber of the American CinemaEdil
sions, German, French and SwissOtto Kruger • will present «
German.
Hermann Kugelstadt is
trophy to winner of Santa
directing the German version.

capacity

Chicago
Charles Levin new assistant to
Allied
Arts
managing director
Harry Zelzer.
Dale O’Brien of the Mayer &
O Brien public relations firm tem¬
porarily out of action after sur¬
gery.
* ^l11 Sipple, ex-Coast manager
for' Mercury Records, new national
sales manager for the Wing label
headquartering in Chi.
Bill Leonard, Tribune’s nitery
editor and feature writer, doing
the sheet’s pic reviewing this
month under the Mae Tinee house
byline while regular Anna Nangle
vacations.

pacing event at Hollywood ftlca
Elmer Rhoden will be the w
note speaker at the ninth Ann 7

,1

Ass”n

dle Dlnner °f the PublicSs1

Superior Court approved iwai.
garet
O’Brien’s
$2,500
we^i
agreement to make a pictrn* f y
David Butler at RKO. P
-e for
Julie Bishop to New Oripon *
attend the U.S. National p S ^
Convention
with
her hu&?
Brig. Gen. C. A. Shoop.
bdnd»

Miami Beach
Ry Lary Solloway
Sarah Vaughan current feature

bleau.R°nde C1Ub °f the Fontain<£
Balmoral Hotel set for Croslev
Nov

28.n"day convention opening

Saxony Hotel returned to weeklv

ttrwePel1,Cyi R“C
eryi ??nai^in"!g!0“ckta»blloungeeato

seat 250, and will feature Charlie
Farrell for the season.
Biz booming this week with sell¬
out Notre Dame-Miami U. game
teeing off American Legion com
vention week Friday (7)
Charles and Ken Martel, co¬
rners of Balmoral Hotel, bought
the Emerald Isle, further up the
?fac.h’, ind are falling 300-seat
the^hotel 3S WCl* as refurbj>shing

Morton Downey skedded for two
appearances at special shows for
American Legion this week. Fon¬
tainebleau Hotel will be the scene
for his personals for soft-drink
company with which he is asso¬
ciated.

By Jerry Gaghan
A1 Schenk, comic, has turned
boxing manager.
Marco Polo, vocalist, working
the south under old monickerJimmy Saunders.
*Voi!Seph P1?n’ local Pianist from
a winner of the Fontainbleau Grand Prize.

^Jw-nHel&rin’ general manager
of Wdlow Grove Park, inked pact
for another two years.
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Lee Guber, co-owner of Valiev
Juliette Greco of France radio
Forge Music Fair and Johnny
and tv at the Rigat nitery.
Kamulco, manager of Guber’s shut¬
Tenor Tito Schipa will sing in
tered Rendezvous, bought the Val¬
ley Forge Tavern.
Barcelona and Madrid before re¬
tiring.
Oscar Levant cancelled guest
John Van Druten’s “Voice of
appearance with Philadelphia
Turtle” to star Argentine legit ac¬
Orchestra s first student concert
tress Margot Cottens..
07) because of illness.
Lome
Nicole Blanchery included in
Monroe, first cellist will sub.
cast of “Women or Goddesses,”
Hero Scholarship Fund (benefit
musical show at the Apolo.
nf cnildren of police and fireman
Autumn season started early thiskilled on duty) raised $68,000 in
month. Legit companies at the
thrill and rodeo show staged by
Barcelona and Comedia theatres.
John B. Kelly at Municipal Sta¬
dium.
Guadalupe Munoz Sampedro and
Rafael Somoza with Adrian Or¬
By Edythe Ziffren
tega’s play, “I Don’t Like You So
(Tel. 31645)
Perfect,” at the Barcelona and Aga¬
Reporter Esso newscast celetha Christie’s “Witness for the
By Les Rees
brated 14th anni.
Prosecution” at the latter.
Don Cossack Choir at St. Paul
Palais Royal troupe from Paris
Auditorium for concert.
booked into the Lux.
Bill McCUne Quintette back at
Jorgito
Riveron,
12 - year - old
Uruguayan tango singer, at Goyes- Hotel St. Paul Gopher Grill.
cas.
Singer Felix Knight continuing
By Hazel Guild
(24 Rheinstrasse; 76751)
Chamber
of
Deputies
voted at Hotel Radisson Flame Room.
“Life With Mother” will mark
monthly
pension
to
writer
Antonio
Charles Trenet guested on Ger¬
Edyth Bush Theatre’s 15th anni.
Acevedo Hernandez.
man tv net Oct. 5, and Juliette
Theatre-in-Round
opening its
Nicanor Molinare aired to Paris
Greco on Oct. 27.
fourth
season
with
“King of
Mind reader A1 Koran to*»tour to pick up royalties from SACEM
Hearts.”
with European Armed Forces Pro¬ tor his compositions.
"Jewel Box Revue” of female
7wi!u0 ViirSas stock company
fessional Entertainment in Oc¬
in 1,000th performance of “Crimen impersonators in 10th week at
tober and November.
Flame nitery.
J. Arthur Rank to release “Zwei Periecto (DiaLM for Murder) at
Rochester, Minn., Civic Theatre
Blaue Augen” (Two Blue Eyes), • n>?,n.1-,0 ^aras theatre, a record
opening season with Louis Coxe’s
new film starring Marianne Koch in Chilean theatrical history.
“The
Witchfinders.”
and directed by Gustav Ucicky.
Northwest Variety club held an¬
“Marty” (UA) selected by both
nual $100 per plate dinner to raise
the Catholic Film Commission and
funds for its heart hospital.
Protestant Film Commission in
By Gordon Irving
Otto Silha, Minneapolis Star &
Germany as best film of month.
(Glasgow; Kelvin 1590)
Tribune newspapers’ biz manager,
Curt Goetz will present his re¬
“All for Mary,” London farce,
cently - finished
satire,
“Holly¬ playing to near-capacity at King’s, elected head of local 1956 Aquatennial, annual summer mardi gras.
wood.” for first time on the stage Glasgow.
this fall at Zurich Schauspielhaiis
"Geordie” (British-Lion) doing
Shooting starts in October on top biz at Regal and Coliseum,
Carl Zuckmayer novel, “Das En- Glasgow.
gele von Loewen” (The Angel-from
By Bill Steif
1 J^nJ ^;ice and Kim Peacock
Loewen).
French actress Nicole skedded
for King’s, Glasgow, in
Ethel Merman flew in from Den¬
Berger has the lead, and Helmet comedy, “For Better of Worse.”
ver for a visit of a few days. >
Kautner directs.
Up and about is Call-Bulletin s
. “Seven Year Itch” (20th) open¬
. T°P German actor O. W. Fischer ing at La Scala, Glasgow, Oct. 24, Dorothy Friend after surgery.
signed for an Italian film, “I Nau- day-date with Bedford Cinema,
A1 Eichardson organizing a Laimfraghi,”
which
CEI-Incom
will Glasgow.
American revue to tour Australia.
shoot in Rome, in color, co-star¬
The Crew Cuts headed the vaude
Elmer Rhoden, here for Fox
ring Eleanora Rossi-Drago and at Empire, Glasgow. Ella Logan West Coast divisional meeting,
Marina Vlady.
is due in week’s stint at Empire, plugged the COMPO poll, remark¬
N.Y. prpducer Boris Morros has Edinburgh.
ing, “we now know a western won t
optioned the play by Fritz EckJoe Laurel, pint-sized Scot co¬ sell in New York, but will sell
bardt, “Rendezvous in Vienna,” median, playing vaude in his na¬ here; we’d like to make a whoit
for Broadway and for a pic in the tive Glasgow after many years ab¬ map of likes and dislikes for an
U.S. Eckhardt’s play has been per- sence in U. S.
cities in the U. 5.”

Barcelona

Santiago

Minneapolis

Frankfurt

Scotland

San Francisco

Wednesday? October*
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1900, and during the next few
a director of the Folies is exposed
years sang in opera in Spain, South
to. At one time he was invited to
America and Italy. Later he was
a party where the hostess put on a
heard at the Met Opera and with
show in which she was presented
Scotti and the Chicago Opera Com¬
Continued from page 2 - to the guests all nude on a velvet
panies. His best known role was
chaise, with clever lighting to
Figaro in “The Barber of Seville.” collided so violently both were
boot. She got the job. Many of
made her Met debut in 1912, in
ALICE JOYCE
After his retirement from opera knocked breathless.
the
girls' who worked for him also
..
Tov*ce 65, silent screen “Les Huguenots,” in an all-star he became a voice teacher.
During the past summer the
a eulogy from Derval who
tar^died^Oct. 9 in Hollywood of a cast that also included Destinn,
office boys on their own put a so- get
claims
that most are of high moral
^ ailment.
Although # Miss Caruso and Scotti.
called Variety nine into Central standard and conduct. In all it
JOHN PRINCE MENDES
continued to star to pictures
In 1911 Richard Strauss offered
Park on two ignominous occasions, makes for nice reading and is a
John
Prince
Mendes,
36,
magi¬
JE the advent of talkers, she Mme. Hempel her choice of the cian, who appeared in both the going down before the superior
good addition to show biz libraries.
afIfhPd her zenith as a screen star three leading feminine roles in
and film productions of Irving brawn of ASCAP and Columbia
“Musi'chall” has a series of arti¬
^Sfearly days of the movies, “Der Rosenkavalier,” when that stage
Signally working for the Vita- opera had its premiere in Berlin. Berlin’s “This is Your Army,” died Records. It should be remarked cles which pmbrace the vaude cir¬
orlf£
Kalem studios. She also She chose that of the Marschallin, Sept. 30 in New : York. Mendes that in this nervous, inflated, cuit circa 1900, with all its eccen¬
appeared on numerous TV shows
starred for Paramount, United and and sang the role at the first U. S. including Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of draft-haunted era, the turnover in trics, .gaiety and heartbreak, and
performance of “Rosenkavalier” at the Town” and Kate Smith’s “Va¬ Variety officeboys is dizzying. One the various types of acts that make
She^ appe a red In numerous films the Met in 1913. She had been a riety Hour.” Recently he had member of the editorial staff, a up a show. It has some taking
i Undine “The French Girl, resident of the U.S. since 1912 and appeared in many night clubs six-foot chit named Art Woodstone stories and makes for pleasant as
(Art) felt strong enough to play well as informative reading. An¬
^Stella ® Dallas,”
"Mannequin, she became a citizen in 1918. She throughout the country.
..Slem fieste” “Dancing Mothers,” gave her last recital at Town Hall,
in the 1955 games and another, other good and well documented
Surviving is his wife.
Noose’" and "The Green N. Y., on Dec. 4, 1949.
Herman Schoenfeld (Herm), who affair for those specialized libraries
Goddess,”
Surviving
are two
suffers manic-elation complications and for those interested in the past
CARL V. HAECKER
daughters.
__
where any baseball is involved, vol¬
GEORGE BLAKE
Carl V. Haecker, 59, manager of unteered as matchmaker and men¬ of one of the most unique aspects
of show biz.
Mosk.
George Blake, 38, founder and displays and sales promotion for tor, more fool he.
JOSEPH ROSTHAL
RCA, died Oct. 6 in Philadelphia.
Joseph Rosthal, 56 secretary president of George Blake Enter¬ Author of many articles on sqles
In the old days office boys hung
prises
Inc.,
film
producers,
died
and general counsel for Loew s
methods for trade journals in the around long enough to have their
MARRIAGES
International Corp., died Oct. 7 Oct. 7 of a heart ailment in Cross merchandising field, he also had talents noticed. The typical rou¬
Gisele Pascal to Raymond Pelin Boston, following an operation County Hospital, Yonkers. N. Y. addressed retail groups, sales con¬ tine was their promotion to galleyBosthal, born in New York, joined Blake produced “Girl on the Spot” ferences and advertising clubs impresario on the editorial floor legrin, in Bures-Sur-Yvette, near
Loew’s in 1938. Prior to that time, for Universal Pictures in 1945. across the country. He joined RCA and then later they broke in as a Paris, Oct. 8. Both are French film
From that year to 1950 he directed
thesps.
cub reporter, confined for three
the “Candid Camera” series and in 1949.
Mrs. Daisy Dyer O’Donnell to
Surviving are his wife, two months to the very small time
other short subjects for Columbia
John Shove (Bud) Palmer, New
Pictures. His own company, found¬ brothers and four sisters.
agents. Joe Bigelow, Joe Hoffman, York, Oct. 8. He’s a sports com¬
ed in 1951, had concentrated re¬
Bernie Woods, now alumni, ulti¬ mentator on NBC-WPIX-TV.
cently on television commercials.
mately became full journeymen in
DONALD HONRATH
Joyce Schweitzer to William
DAVID KUMMINS
He was also a member of ASCAP
Donald Honrath, 44, manager of Variety journalism by this path. Heidkamp, Pittsburgh, Sept. 24.
and authored the lyrics for “Come continuity acceptance for the Pa¬
One of the versatilities of Sime Bride’s with WB exchange.
Beloved husband of Janet, Devoted
Dance With Me.”
cific division of BC-TV and Radio,
Vida Hope to Derek Twist, Lon¬
Survivors include his wife, two died Oct. 8 in Mexico City from was his talent with bookkeeping
and in the old days a familiar don. Oct. 5. Bride is an actressFather of Richard and Barbara.
sons, daughter, mother and two polio
after being stricken Oct. 1. sight was Sime up on the third director; he’s a film director.
sisters.
He had held his NBC post since floor doing his own auditing at a
Dear brother of Pauline Kahn,
Audrey Wordsworth to" Terry
1948.
19th Century stand-up desk right Bishop, London, Oct. 7. Bride is
His father survives.
BEATRICE EARLE
Sarah Rosenberg, Mickey Schiff,
out of Dickens or a Boston count¬ a press agent; he’s a film director.
Mrs. Bertha Himmelein, 80, for¬
ing-house. The only other man
Kirsten Damm to Phil Bryce,
Doris Dardick, Rose Natelson and
mer legit actress and singer whose
MRS. JOHN GOLDEN
who ever presided at that standup Los Angeles, Oct. 8. He’s assistant
stage name was Beatrice Earle,
Mrs.
Margaret
Hesterich
Golden,
desk
(now
gone)
was
the
ex-office
director
at KABC-TV.
Gus Presberg. Services Thursday
died Oct. 7 in Sandusky, O. She
widow of John Golden, the theat¬ boy aforesaid, Harold Erichs.
Denara Motley to John Morris,
was leading lady of the old Him- rical
producer
who
died
last
June
at I p.m. at the Riverside, Brook¬
Burbank,
Cal., Oct. 8. Bride is
Unfortunately no sentimental
melein Stock company, managed
by John A. Himmelein, who she 18 at 81, died Oct. 4 at St. Bar¬ diary was kept and it would be a continuity editor at KABC-TV.
lyn, Ocean Parkway and Prospect
nabas Hospital, the Bronx. They
wed 61 years ago.week’s work to dig out the service
Frances Langford to Ralph S.
A graduate of the Cincinnati were wed in 1909.
records of many of the now-de¬ Evinrude, aboard his yacht in Long
Park. Interment, New Mt. Carmel
Mrs. Golden’s sister survives.
College of Music, Miss Earle be¬
ceased staffers. At a guess, Jack Island Sound, New York, Oct. 6.
gan her career with the Spender
Cemetery.
Please omit flowers.
Pulaski (Ibee) was on the staff 41 Bride is the singer and film ac¬
Opera Co. of St. Louis. She was
Edith Ryan, pioneer publicist years, Hal Halperin (Hal) 30 tress; he’s head of Evinrude motorlast seen on the stage years ago in and film script writer, died Oct. 5 years, Arthur Ungar, 28, and so on. boat outfit.
a Sandusky production of “Mrs. in Hollywood after a long illness. A1 Greason (Rush) and Epes W.
Lucy Marlow to Andy Carey,
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch.”
A native of Appleton, Wise.,, she
Hollywood, Oct. 6. Bride is a film
Surviving besides her husband
a number of silent screen Sargent (Chic), who started in actress; he’s a N. Y. Yankees third
while in private practice, he had are a daughter, Mrs. Gus Sun Jr., authored
1905
with
Sime,
died
in
harness,
scenarios and flacked for top stars
baseman.
represented Loew’s on interna¬ a sister and a brother.
in 1934 and ’38 respectively.
of yesteryear.
tional legal matters, and in 1936
Joan Gilbert to Dr. Frederick
Some few guys who were around
In recent years she had been in
accompanied Arthur M. Loew, i
Van Poznak, New York, Sept. 30.
failing health.
briefly as reporters went out after¬ Bride is a singer.
A. J. PLOUFF
president of Loew’s International
wards
and
spread
some
curious
A. J. Plouff, 41, supervisor of
Corp., to South Africa as attorney.
June Saunders to Dennis Spicer,
Frederick C. Barron, 67, film, tv stories about the flora and fauna of Newcastle,
His many industry posts, included merchandising for Fox InterEng., Sept. 28. He’s a
chairman of the Foreign Managers Mountain Theatres in seven Rocky and radio actor, died Oct. 9 in Variety as they saw through ventriloquist.
Legal Advisory Committee of the Mountain states, died Oct. 7 in the Central Islip, L.I. Born in Mel¬ their eyes. We’ll only say we re¬
Helen
Miles
to Walter Hawarth,
bourne,
Australia,
he
made
his
first
member them as pretty peculiar
crash of a United Airlines plane
Motion Picture Association."
Hawick, Scotlarid, Oct. 1. Both are
In 1932-33, he made a round-the- into a mountain near Laramie, motion picture in the U.S. in 1898. too.
opera
singers.
He
also
appeared
on
Broadway
in
world trip with Arthur M. Loew Wyo. Some 65 others aboard were
Helen Spicer to Hugh Honey¬
“Lena Rivers,” and in “I Remem¬
in a single-engine Lockhead plane, also killed.
well, Toronto, Oct. 8. Bride is a
Plouff, who failed to get passage ber Mama” in 1940-41.
the first such trip ever attempted
musicomedy singer.
by international film executives a day earlier, had a seat reserved
Maxine M. Bigley to Alvin H.
surveying the world market. The on a later plane but left on the illLeopold von Ledebur, 79, Ger¬
Continued from page 1 plans created a number of speed fated craft when a cancellation man stage actor since the Max —
Fritschler. Schenectady, N.Y., Sept.
records, some of which still stand was entered. He was with Fox- Reinhardt era, died Sept. 17 in essary to steer clear of “security1 2. Bride is with WSNY.
today. In respect to his memory, Inter-Mountain for several years. Wankendorf, Germany.
He spe¬
Surviving are his wif®» two cialized in playing officers, and information and other top secret
offices of Loew's International
data evolving during his 1928-32
were closed Monday afternoon, children and parents.
BIRTHS
appeared both in film and stage tenure.
Hoover himself prefers
roles for over 30 years.
Mr. and Mrs. William Strange,
chatter on his youth, his college
Surviving are his brother and
ROBERT KIMELMAN
son,
Hollywood,
Oct. 4. Father is
days,
etc.,
updated
to
his
inter¬
sister.
Robert M: Kimelman, 47, a Film
Alfred Croft, 64, vaude agent national engineering, his global a singer; so is mother, Joanie
Row veteran of 20 years in Pitts¬ with Crofts Variety Agency, Man¬ relief work during World War I O’Brien.
JACK MARTELL
burgh until he left the business in chester, Eng., died there Sept. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hirtz, son,
Jack Martell, 69, Glasgow-born 1953 to go into real estate, died in He formerly worked with his wife and in postwar II as chairman of Pittsburgh, Oct. 3. Mother and
comedian and comedy juggler, that city Oct. 3 while in a doctor’s as half of Terrel & Devon, comedy the Hoover Commission to reor¬ father are both violinists with Pitt
ganize the Federal Government,
died of a cerebral hemorrhage office preparing to have a cardi- duo and musical act.
latter of which he is said to consid¬ Symphony.
Sept. 24 in London. In vaude since agram made. He was both sales¬
Dr. and Mrs. Perry Engstrom,
er as among his greatest contribu¬
the age of 15 when he appeared man and booker and had been
Sidney F. Harris, 52, Ottawa, tions to his country, along with daughter, Pittsburgh, Oct. 2.
in Holland as a contortionist, he with Co-Operative Theatres for Kans., newspaper publisher and
Mother’s former head of KQV
later worked as a juggling come- seven years after getting out of the principal owner of KIL at Garden his supreme interest in youth work continuity department.
service.
City, Kans., died Oct. 2 of a heart (he’s national prexy of the Boys
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Larschan, son,
Clubs of America, with an active
Kimelman was a nephew of ailment in Kansas City.
Brooklyn, Oct. 5. Father is a film
role).
Dave Kimelman, veteran manager
editor at Transfilm.
Taylor
gave
a
sufficient
hint
on
of
the
Par
exchange
in
Pittsburgh.
RAYMOND B. EGAN
Willy Achsel, 71, German film
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Masterson,
He also leaves his mother and a pioneer, died Sept. 15 in Berlin. the film to indicate that this will
son, Burbank, Cal., Oct. 1. Father
Nov. 14. 1890—Oct. 13, 1952
sister.
Working since 1950 with Thurnau be “an extremely relaxed and is a radio and television actor.
Films, he last produced a short humorous” Herbert Hoover. Pro¬
Mr. and Mrs. William Sherry,
ducer is Dave Englander; director, son,
Till We Meet Again
GEORGE M. ATKINSON
titled “Marcuria.”
Philadelphia, Sept. 25. Fa¬
A1 Newman.
George M. Atkinson, 75, pressther is KYW sales rep.
agent and theatre manager, died at
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mitchell,
Abraham Giunbiner, 72, until
New York Hospital Oct. 10 after 1943 owner of Gumbiner Theatrical
son, Hollywood, Oct, 4. Father is
dian under the name of Jack a brief illness. He served as p.a. Enterprises, a theatre chain, died
a television writer.
Rokeby.
for the late George Arliss, and Oct. 6 in Chicago. Survived by
Mr. and Mrs. John Foster, son,
Martell, who excelled as a jug¬ combined this function with that two sons.
Watertown, N.Y., Oct. 6. Mother,
- Continued from page Z
■
gling tutor, taught the art to his of theatre manager for many thea¬
the former Jody Merrill, was with
two daughters and four nieces. One trical producers including A. L. ErPhilip Snyder, 62, labor foreman today, he goes into some anecdote- CBS-Television Film aiid Pathe
daughter, Anita Martell, became a langer, Gilbert Miller,
Oliver with 20th-Fox for 24 years, died at
Laboratories prior to her marriage;
comedian-juggler in the U. S., and Morosco, Brock Pemberton, Max the studio Oct. 6, following a heart age that makes for beguiling inter¬ father is an announcer for WWNY,
eventually settled there. His other Gordon and George M. Cohan. He attack. His wife and three sons est. Gone into is the advent of the Watertown, and WCNY-TV, Carth¬
nude on the scene and the eventual
daughter, Monica Martell, retired was also a member of The Lambs survive.
N.Y.
disappearance of the star with the age,
to become a hotelier after touring and the Association of Theatrical
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Hargrove,
nude becoming the top plug, along¬
in vaude as a comedienne.
Press Agents & Managers.
Tom Collins, 77, oldtime come¬ side the plush staging, as the main¬ son, Santa Monica, Calif., Oct. 2.
Surviving is his. sister.
Father is a screen writer.
Four nieces, Chrissie, Moira,
dian, known for his comedy sketch stay of the show.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Landau,
Rita and Veronica Martell, also be¬
“Buying a Pub,” died Sept. 21 in
However Derval had his hard son, Hollywood, Sept. 30. Father
came proficient jugglers under his
JAMES CHAMBERS
Blackpool, Eng.
times
with
such
stars
as
Mistinis
a screen writer.
direction. Along with Veronica
James Chambers, 56, general
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Aneser,
(now in the U. S.), Jack Martell ap¬ manager of the Singleton Cinemas
Josef Schnitt, 70, founder and guett, Maurice Chevalier and Jose¬
peared in Paramount’s “Greatest circuit, died Sept. 25 in Perth, general manager of the Vienna phine Baker. He goes into the dif¬ son, Rockville Centre, L.I., Oct. 6.
Show on Earth” and trouped brief¬ Scotland, following a cerebral Singing Boys Choir, died Sept. 28 ficulties with these temperamental Father is production head of War¬
artists.
The romance between ners’ homeoffice ad dept.
ly in the U. S.
hemorrhage.
in Vienna.
Mr. and Mrs. David Steven Hall
Surviving are his daughters,
Chevalier and Mistinguett, which
Son of a cinema manager m
nieces, and a second wife, Mrs. Dundee, Chambers was manager
William V. Buckley, 85, onetime started during one of their torrid Jr., son, Los Angeles, Oct. 1. Father
is
an assistant manager for Fox
Moira Martell.
of the Empire .and Vogue (now manager of the Colonial Theatre, sketches and the unpredictable
Odeon) cinemas, Dundee, before Laconia, N.H., died Oct. 4 in that Miss Baker whose sudden disap¬ West Coast.
Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Month, son,
managing the Vogue Theatre, Go- city.
FRIEDA HEMPEL
pearance almost led to ulcers on Chicago, Oct. 5. Father is a Chi
Derval’s part are impregnated with NBC continuity editor.
Frieda Hempel, 70, operatic and van, for the Singleton group. In
1949
he
became
supervisor
of
the
Mother
of
Rani
Pedruxxi,
booker
a love for the business. He also
concert singer, who had been asso¬
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Strange, son,
for the .Frisina Amusement Co, dwells on Charles Chaplin, Charles Hollywood,
ciated with the Met Opera for circuit.
Oct. 4. Father is gui¬
died Sept. 29 in Springfield, Ill.
many years, died Oct. 7 in Francis¬
Trenet, Fernandel, Raimu and tarist and singer on CBS Radio s
RICCARDO STRACCIARI
es Hospital, Berlin. Born in Leip¬
“Tennessee Ernie Show.” Mother
others.
Sally
Wentworth-Hyde,
19,
legit
Riccardo
Stracciari,
80,
died
in
zig, Germany, she made her debut
He goes into the mechanics of is Joanie O’Brien, former singer
at the Berlin, Royal Opera in JL905 Rome Oct. 10. He made his debut actress, was killed Oct, 2 in an putting on a show and the things on same program.
in “Merry Wives of Windsor?’- She I in “La Boheme” in Bologna -in' auto accident'.at Preston, Eng.
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TELEVISION’S ‘NIGHTMARE IN RED’
U.S. Narcotics Conunr. Rues ‘H’wood
Hokum’ in Dope Film’s Happy Ending
“Man with the Golden Arm,”
which Otto Preminger has in cur¬
rent production, appears headed
for a Production Code nix, for sure.
Reason is the film adaptation of
the Nelson Algren novel has a hap¬
py ending which Harry Anslinger,
Commissioner of the Federal Bu¬
reau of Narcotics, regards as un¬
realistic.
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
which governs operation of the
Code, is influenced by Anslinger
to the extent that his views on the
depiction of drug traffic in a pic
have cued a flat Code tabu on such
subject matter.
But in recent
months there have been indica¬
tions that an exception would be
made in the case of “Golden Arm.”
Preminger himself has hinted he
didn’t expect trouble with the
Code.
Reached by telephone at his of¬
fice in Washington, Anslinger made
it clear he was against the picture.
He commented: “The book was
very good but the script doesn’t
follow it. It has a 100% complete
Hollywood ending.”
The Government’s top narcotics
officer pointed out that the char¬
acter in the Algren story, an addict,
was driven to a state of helpless¬
ness and suicide by his addiction.
Via the film’s switch, the same
character, played by Frank Sinatra,
emerges the conqueror over the
drugs.
Anslinger continued: “A few
(Continued on page 15)

Show Doesn’t Go On As
Flood Bogs Down Moves
Of Traveling Legiters
Floods, which hit the east last
weekend, put legit through a
wringer. Transportation of scenery,
and baggage for several traveling |
shows had to be rerouted causing
performance cancellations the ear¬
ly part of this week.
Productions snarled up by the
inundation included “No Time for
Sergeants,” “Anastasia,” “Heaven¬
ly Twins,” “King and I” and “The
Vamp,” formerly titldd “Delilah.” ,
“Sergeants,” which opens at the
Alvin Theatre, N.. Y., tomorrow
(Thurs.), had to cancel a soldout
preview yesterday (Tues.). The
scenery for the show, which was
moved from Boston where the
comedy played last week, didn’t
arrive in New York until late Mon¬
day (17),
a special locomotive
had to be hired to complete the
hauling job. Since it takes ap¬
proximately 40 hours to hang the
production, last night’s perform¬
ance had to be called off.
“Anastasia,” en route from the
National, Washington, to the Wil¬
bur, Boston, where it was slated
to open Monday night, couldn’t
get past N.Y.’s Pennsylvania Sta¬
tion. The cars carrying the scen(Continued on page 77)

PONTIAC EXITS

Yanks Endorse Tree Trade’ in Films,
But Will Foreigners Share the Ideal?
♦

Anti-Red Pix Axed
The post-Geneva glow has
snuffed out a couple of European-American
coproduction
films with anti-Red themes.
Pix had been in the plan¬
ning stages on the Continent—
and one specifically in Ger¬
many—but
were
dropped
when it became obvious that
their tenor would be out-oftune
with
the
prevailing
peace-and-harmony pitch.

NBC-TV to Build
Comics and Writers
For Every Medium
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
A comedy development plan to
spread even beyond, television as
a cushion against the day when
the current crop of comedians may
fade from public favor and there’ll
be an urgent need for replacement
has been worked out by NBC-TV
program veepee Fred Wile in
Hollywood.
Promising talent that has been
nursed along will be given expo¬
sure in every medium, including
picture loanouts, to help their
development. Nitery bookings also
will be encouraged. In arrange¬
ment with KRCA,I Wile will use
the NBC station as a showcase for
comedians, five half-hours per
week having been set aside for ex¬
position of their potential.
This exposure,' says Wile, will
also serve as a training ground for
(Continued on page 78)

Academy Won't Risk Its
Prestige on TV Series;
Can’t Control Quality
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Board of governors of the Acad¬
emy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences has rejected about half a
dozen offers from producers and
agencies seeking to tie the Acad¬
emy in with a telepix series, idea
of the promoters being a cut from
such a series would go to the Acad¬
emy.
Principal reason for the Acad¬
emy’s frowning on such bids is that
“we feel we couldn’t control the
quality of a show. If it’s an Acad¬
emy Award show we want it to be
the best, and as yet know of no
way in which someone from the
Academy could devote his time to
it,” a board rep explained.
He said the last pitch to be re- I
(Continued on page 78)
J

The post-Geneva spirit is begin¬
ning to cast longer sunbeams than
anybody except possibly the most
insidey of insiders would have en¬
visioned. A unit of America’s big¬
gest big business, Pontiac of Gen¬
eral Motors, has cancelled its pro¬
posed sponsorship of a long-pend¬
ing television documentary series
called “Project 20," scheduled to
start in November. Although offer¬
ing no explanation to NBC for ask¬
ing out, informed persons on Ad
Row have no doubts in their own
minds that General Motors is
adopting discretion as the better
part of democratic valor and fu¬
ture trade.
Here’s the tipoff: the inaugural
program of the proposed series was
to have been “Nightmare in Red”
and it was to treat of the meaning
and means of Communism. That
seemed dandy when the idea was
first initiated and NBC's Robert
Sarnoff, for one, originally hailed
the idea, saying, “We are gratified
to have Pontiac pioneer in this
new type of tv programming . . .
part of a composite drama of our
(Continued on page 15)'

RCA Sure To Top
That BillionRadio Corp. of America looks to
make and better its “billion in
1955,” as one of board chairman
Gen. David Sarno.ff’s 50th anniver¬
sary “presents,” by $50,000,000.
RCA’s volume last year was $943,'000,000, but it is expected that
1955 will see the count at $1,050,000. The company did $95,000,000
volume in September and looks to
a $100,000,000 total for this (Octo¬
ber) month. In 10 years RCA’s 45 rpm Victor
recording and television businesses
have appreciated so that 81% of
RCA volume is now done by these
two segments, with the expansion
of color tv and the expansion of
its “white goods” business yet to
be fully realized.

Pistol-Pizzicato
What RCA Victor claims to
be the shortest "complete
work” on wax is part of a
still-in-recording production of
aJSauter-Finegan album, giv¬
ing musical impressions of the
American scene.
' Titled “Las Vegas Roulette,”
this “work” is actually a 37second sound effect, against a
rhythmic musical background,
indicating a whirring roulette
table, the dull click of the ball
into some non-winning groove,
and a pistol shot fpr the cli¬
max.

Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬
ica appears embarked on a cam¬
paign to ease foreign trade barriers
Radio and tv webs were in
by
challenging
governments
abroad to emulate its own “free
“Operation Frantic” last week
trade” spirit.
trying to get official state¬
ments and pictures (stills,
Pitch was strongly evident when
motion, anything)
covering
the MPAA recently urged Congress
the Princess Margaret (Meg)
to eliminate the 30% withholding
meeting in London with Group
tax on the gross of foreign films in
Capt. Peter Townsend with
the U. S. The Assn, said at that
whom she has been linked ro¬
time that the tax was being used
mantically.
abroad to slap excessive and unrea¬
U. S. and native broadcast¬
sonable levies on American films.
ing staffers in the British cap¬
Now, MPAA is setting an ex¬
ital found it as traditionally
ample, in another field. While it
tough as ever breaking down
obviously cannot be responsible
the “public relations” memfor what the United States Gov¬
„bers of the royal staff who are
ernment does or doesn’t do. it’s
the only ones who can grant
felt that the gesture alone' should
permission for such matei-ial.
be a strong talking point for the
:: industry abroad, pointing up as it
does Hollywood’s desire to encour¬
age free trade everywhere and for
everyone.
In two letters, both
dated Oct. 12, MPAA v.p. Griffith
Johnson asked the U. S. Tariff
Commission to reduce customs
duties and requested a hearing be¬
fore the Committee on Reciprocity
Information to alert the U. S. Gov¬
ernment to customs barriers loom! ing abroad against Hollywood pix.
I
Letter to the Tariff CommisReturn of Eric A. Johnston, Mo¬ ! sion said the MPAA had always
tion Picture Export Assn. prez. I favored the freest possible flow of
from his Presidential mission to j information between countries and
the Near East will cue reexamina¬ I thus favored the complete elimition of the question of film trade j nation of barriers. Johnson, speakwith the Russians and their satel¬ l ing on behalf of MPAA proxy Eric
A. Johnston, said the American
lites.
firms wore “thoroughly In favor”
It's understood that the matter of import duty reductions.
already came up during Johnston’s
“Moreover,” read the letter, “the
brief stay in New York earlier this
(Continued on page 78)
week, and that he expects to hud¬
dle over it with the individual
company toppers. It’ll be taken
up officially by the MPEA board
within a couple of weeks.
Meanwhile, Johnston expects to
sound out the Government's cur¬
rent attitude on the issue. While
the U. S. State Dept, is officially
Release of a flock of the late
(Continued on page 7)
Jerome Kern’s unpublished scores
to CBS Radio’s “Woolworth Hour”
has been nixed by the composer’s
widow. Tunes were slated to be
airecl on the Nov. 6 stanza to com¬
memorate the 10th anni of Kern’s
death.
Mrs. Kern is holding the tunes
in abeyance for a showcasing on a
By FRED TEW
special Kern spectacular to be
Detroit. Oct. 18.
produced by her son-in-law. Jack
“Brains are about the cheapest Cummings, a Metro producer. The
thing in the world,” according to specola. however, is still in the
the man who selects the sticklers talking stage. Among the unpub¬
for “The $64,000 Question,” tv lished works were .the tunes
show. Dr. Bergen Evans wasn’t whipped up for “Annie Get Your
talking about the contestants whe Gun.” on which Kern was working
win $32,000 and $64,000. He was when he died. Richard Rodgers &
talking about the brains that titil¬ Oscar Hammerstein 2d, who prolate the food experts, the baseball, | duced the tuner, turned the score
and Bible whizzes and the jazz his¬ I assignment over to Irving Berlin
torians.
I after Kern’s death,
"Take Dr. Mason Gross who j ■ The Nov. 6 “Woolworth Hour”
thinks up the questions for Herb lias now slotted some oi Kern s
Shriner’s ‘Two for the Money’ oldies for the commemorative tribtelevision show,” Dr. Evans said. I ute. On Sunday "(23), CBS Radio’s
“Shriner makes around $2,000 a j "On a Sunday Afternoon” will
| kick off the Kern tributes.
(Continued on page 78)

Webs Beg Meg Seg

Johnston Return
Sparks Pix Trade
With USSR Anew

Jerome Kern’s Widow
Bars Unpublished Tunes
|
On Radio; Avyaits TV

The Guy Who Thinks Up
Those ‘$64,000’ Teasers
Talks About Brains, Pay
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Moscow Trying To Copy N. Y.; Food,
Shows Disappoint Paris Nitery Head
Paris, Oct. 11.
Rene Fraday, co-director with
Pierre-Louis Guerin of the success¬
ful cabaret Lido here, just returned,
from two-week looksee behind the
Iron Curtain! reported to Variety
on Moscow-Leningrad show biz
and what future tourists travelling
to Russia may expect Moscow,
according to the Lido impresario,
Is quickly becoming a mock New
York with skyscraper development'
giving the metropolis somewhat
the physical aspect of Manhattan.
Hotel Nouva Moscoviskia, a 200room, 30-story edifice, in the town’s
center resembles a Broadway hotel
and is the abode of firstclass visi¬
tors. Room and bath rates are $10
per day, and up.
Train travel has its dividing
lines, and there are three classes
as elsewhere. First is known as
“soft” (Wagon-Lits sleepers), sec¬
ond is “half-soft” (parlor car style)
and third is “hard,” which means
sleeping on the rough boards. Gra¬
tuitous tea is served all passengers
twice daily. Fares axe on a par
with those of the U. S. and the
Continent.
Most cars are postWorld War II, but some date back
to the era of imperial plush.
Food in hotels, restaurants and
trains is only fair. Fraday reports
there is better caviar in Paris than
in Moscow and that Russian spe¬
cialty dishes are best in the Franco-Russian eateries along the
Seine.
Four rubles make a dollar now¬
adays, and prices are on a par
with the U. S. Department stores
look like Woolworth’s and stock
everything from groceries to fur
coats. There are no special dress¬
makers or tailors (outside these
general stores), and natives ap(Continued on page 6)

Not the Wron& Architect
Re-telling of the EJveiyn Nes¬
bitt story in 20th’s “Girl On
the Red Velvet Swing” brings
to mind show biz’s tendency,to
find a gag in-anything. Stan¬
ford White was shot during a
performance of a 1906 revue,
“Mile. Champagne,” rated at
‘ the time as a real turkey. The
author was Edgar Allen Woolf.
A classic tale among Broadwayites for years after the
murder
credited
Woolf’s
mother as hearing the shot and
crying, “A customer has killed
Edgar!”

Economic TV Intrigue
Cued Reynolds on How
To Hold ‘Foreign’ Costs

There’s nothing like television
as the training ground for picture¬
making, from the standpoint of
economics.
This is the view of
Sheldon Reynolds and he has
•7,000,000 feet of exposed film to
substantiate the point.
Reynolds is the 31-year-old pro¬
ducer of the “Foreign Intrigue”
and “Sherlock Holmes” tv series
and, now, the “Foreign Intrigue”
theatrical feature, which he lensed
on location in Nice, Monte Carlo,
Vienna and Sweden and at his own
studio in Paris. He also directed
and did the original script.
At the usual six-to-one ratio—
that is, one foot of film used for
every six feet shot, Sheldon states
he’s exposed those 7,000,000 feet
on the basis of 4,120,1)00 feet in
making 156 “Intrigue” and 39
“Holmes” segments for tv and the
remainder for the numerous shorts,
documentaries and UNESCO sub¬
jects he turns out for European
outlets.
Getting back to the economics,
Reynolds, who’s in N. Y. on a brief
By OSCAR A. DOOB
visit,
says a tv film producer must
Palm Beach, Oct. 18.
(Continued on page 68)
Motion picture toppers are more
and more eyeing this once toosnooty winter resort as a choice
spot in which to have year-round
homes. There apparently is a de¬
finite trend toward Palm Beach
from the more flamboyant Miami
Film version of “The Diary of
area. The elegant quiet and sedate,
non-pro atomsphere of this tropical Anne Frank,” now a hit play on
Broadway,
is being mulled by di¬
retreat are finding increasing favor
with film execs seeking escape rector Garson Kanin as an indie
venture.
from the Broadway hubbub. Bar¬
If it materializes, the film would
ney Balaban, president Paramount
be made on location in Amsterdam
Pictures, and Herman Robbins, Na¬ and would utilize the same cast as
tional Screen Service head, are in the Broadway production Which
among the first lease-signers in the is headed by Joseph Schildkraut,
fabulous new Palm Beach Towers, Susan Strasberg and Gusti Huber.
an all-year luxury apartment de¬
Metro and- Paramount have
velopment going up'on the famous shown an interest in the play,
Phipps property.
They had ex¬ dramatized from the bestseller by
pected to move in next month but Frances Goodrich and Albert
the construction of the vast struct¬ Hackett. Kanin would prefer doing
ure hit a snag. They ran into un¬ the story on an indie basis, with
expected rock formations.
Palm the cast participating, and worry
Beach ordinance forbids blasting; about distribution later. .
mustn’t disturb the calm! So the
“Diary,” which opened in N.Y.
Towers will not open until next , last week, collected critical raves.
September for- 12-months-a-year | Miss Strasberg has an important
occupancy. No other large apart- ! part in Columbia’s soon-to-be-re(Continued on page 78)
' leased “Picnic.”
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FRANK DE VOL
Composed and Conducted Music for
U.A.’s "The Big- Knife.”
Colgate Variety Hour on NBC-TV.
Preparing — for
TV — “DO
YOU
TRUST YOUR WIFE?” starring
EDGAR BERGEN, “BETTY WHITE
SHOW.”
Fall Football Show, Colgate Variety
Hour,
Oct.
23rd,
with
Mickey
Rooney, Jack Carson, Rudy Vallee,
Jack Haley, Stan Freberg and Mel
Allen, interviewing the L. A, Rams
and Detroit Lions.

MacfaddenMade
Quite an Impact
On the D.S. Scene
Colorful, controversial, eccentric
and charlatan were among the de¬
scriptions hurled at Bernarr Macfadden, who died last week at the
age of 87. But more often, the publis was left speechless with indig¬
nation, outrage and wonder at the
many-sided achievements of a man
who indulged in cultism on the
one hand and made fortunes in
publishing on the other, always
with a flair for showmanship and
never without an appreciation for
the shocking. "Call me what you
will but don’t forget my name” was
Macfadden’s way of life, and it al¬
ways seemed to work.
Perhaps it was Macfadden’s pen¬
chant for physical culture for
which he will be best remembered;
perhaps in the eyes of the pros, it
will be the shortlived N. Y. Evening
Graphic and the building of a pub¬
lishing empire on foundations of
cheesecake and thinly disguised
sex. But in all his activities, he
(Continued on page 79)

Firstrate Script Makes
Firstclass Copy for New
Joe E. Lewis Biography
By ABEL GREEN
“The Joker Is Wild” (Random
House; $3.95), the story of Joe E.
Lewis, by Art Cohn, is the kind of
a book everybody in show biz wish¬
es could be written about him. For
one reason—it’s a good script.
That’s the essence of all show
business, come to philosophise on
it. Without the libretto, no star can
fool his way to a hit for long. The
Lewis story just happens to be one
of those solid, real-life sagas that
sounds fictitious because of its na¬
tural melodramatics *— excepting
that the hoodlums and the heroes
are namedropped with the same au¬
thority and causualness as when
(Continued on.page 16)

Mabel Wayne Biopic
' Ex-Broadway publicist Chic
Farmer submitted an outline for a
Mabel Wayne biopic to Coast
agent-packager Mitchell Hamilburg and the latter is going for¬
ward with the project as soon as
he returns from Europe. Hamilburg sailed last Friday (14) on the
SS United States on business, due
back in three weeks.
Miss Wayne rates with Dorothy
Fields, • Betty Comden and Carrie
Jacobs-Bond as one of the few suc¬
cessful
femme
songsmiths in
America, with a solid medley of
“popular standards” dating hack
to “Ramona,” “In a Little Spanish
Town.” “It Happened in Mon¬
terey,” etc.

Over the years Variety has had
few outsider byliners, except for
the show biz “names” in the An¬
niversary Numbers, but there have
been periods when regular guest
columns were written by such
notables as Fred Allen, Groucho
Marx, Milton Berle, Jack Osterman and Joe Laurie Jr. In the
pioneer days of the paper, foundereditor-publisher Sime Silverman
also enlisted the cartooning talents
of comedian Leo Carrillo whose
broad and unsubtle caricatures
were potent barbs in the then timehonored actors versus managers’
battle.
To the above list of regular col¬
umnists—before the reader starts
to chafe—naturally should be
added Frank Scully. That vividly
literate desert habitue has, by co¬
incidence, turned out a personal
memoir, “Cross My Heart,” just
published by Jae W. Greenberg,
one of his Columbia U. classmates
of the pre-Prohibition class, which i
spawned such other notables as
Rodgers & Hammerstein, Bennett
Cerf,
Howard
Dietz,
Arthur
Schwartz, George Sokolsky, Simon
& Schuster et al. This book, prom¬
ised to Greenberg some 20 years
ago, has finally gotten between
boards.
Our celebrated, celebral Celt de¬
tails a terrific personal saga which
seems cinch picture material. It’s
the December election by the
Catholic Book-of-the-Month Club.
Warm, human—and realistic—the
book reveals Scully’s perspective
on Sime and Variety. From here
on this is all direct quote from the
book:
Page 127—Unasked I wrote a
column on the motion picture
situation in .Europe and sent
it to Variety. Sime Silverman
accepted it, paid me twice his reg¬
ular rates, and asked me to write
for him as often as I felt up to it.
Thus began an association with the
bible of* show business that passed
its 25th anniversary in 1954..
Jolo and Swaff
Page 160—I had asked Sime
Silverman if he could find a berth,
for me in his London bureau while
I was taking the Spahlinger treat¬
ments.
He replied he certainly
could. “ ‘Make your arrangements
with Jolo,’ he wrote (Jolo was
Joshua Lowe, manager of the Lon¬
don office.) ‘If you don’t think the
arrangements
are
satisfactory,
don’t' tell Jolo. That’s not because
I don’t want Jolo to know, but
because I know Jolo. Accept his

proposition and tell me what it is
and if it’s not right I’ll make up
the difference from New York’.”
Page 162—While I was waiting
Jolo came into the office. He was
the most unbelievable Variety
mugg I had ever seen. He arrived
in Harris tweeds and plus-fours
He lived at Windsor and motored
30 miles each day to the office.
His speech and manner were
brusque. . . . Since I didn’t plan
to work in the office, or for that
matter didn’t know how much work
I could do, I asked Jolo for four
pounds a week. Jolo stuck up five
fingers to show what a bighearted
guy he was. Having solved the
problem of room and board and
what to use for money, I began
talking about things in general,
and Hannen Swaffer iri. particular.
He was the dramatic critic of Lord
Beaverbrook’s London Express at
the time, and among critics he was
considered a George Jean Nathan
using one-syllable words. I told
Jolo I admired Swaff’s writings and
thought him very readable. : In ad¬
dition to his Express stint, Swaff
was writing a column for Variety
called ‘London as It Looks.’
“While Jolo and I were discus¬
sing Swaff, he walked into the of¬
fice. He lived in a flat above. He
was married to a very gracious and
retiring wife. But he himself was
an exhibitionist of the first order.
He was tall and thin and looked
like a guy who had tried to play
the part of Hamlet and had never
made it. He wore a blue serge
suit and over it a blue serge over¬
coat.
Both ""were stained and
spotted. His neck was wrapped in
a black Ascot production which
was known in the lower orders as
‘a dirty shirt-hider.’ His hair was
gray, streaked with yellow, and
hung down his neck. For a hat he
wore a black Homburg that hadn’t
been cleaned or blocked since it
was bought, and that must have
been a long time before this meet¬
ing. His fingers were stained yel¬
low from smoking cigarets until
they all but burned his nails.
“We had scarcely exchanged
amenities when we got into our
first argument. It was perhaps one
of the silliest that any two men
ever engaged in. . . .
G. Bernard Shaw
Page 166-168—“The Shaw Festi¬
val was scheduled to open with
‘The Apple Cart,’ a new play
starring Sir Cedric Hardwicke and
Edith Evans.
“The trip took about four hours
(Continued on page 6)

Evolution of a ‘Character
Hollywood agent Irving Paul Lazar, identified as Irving LaSalle
In George Axelrod’s “Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?” which
opened last Thursday (13) at the Belasco, N. Y., got a salvo when
he and the author entered Sardi’s restaurant after the premiere.
Lazar for the moment was more the "hero” because, as Martin
Gabel plays him (Henry Morgan was the original casting), the
Mephistophelian agent is the hub of the plot in the Coast-localed
Faustian comedy. Incidentally,* the titular “Rock Hunter” never
shows, but is merely spoken about by Orson Bean, who plays the
milquetoast fan mag interviewer, suddenly elevated to the Holly¬
wood heights, including the Marilyn Monroe vis-a-vis as the epi¬
tome of the “blonde Hollywood love-boat of whom every Joe
Moviefan dreams.”
The real-life evolution of Irving LaSalle, nee Irving Lazar, stems
from the agent bringing Axelrod to the Coast originally to script
“Phffft” for Columbia (Judy Holliday), on the heels of the author’s
click with “Seven-Year Itch.” Axelrod apparently started making
kingsize mental notes on Lazar and most of the agent’s pet ex¬
pressions are in the script: “dear boy,” “it’s no contest,” “I’ll take
care of everything,” “I have no contracts with my clients, just a
handshake is enough,” etc. The gold cigaret box in the agent's
BevHills office from Quentin Reynolds is inscribed, “Lazar is my
shepherd; I shall not want,” and that’s a motivation line in the
Axelrod script. “Lazar (LaSalle) can take care of everything” is
a direct paraphrase on the agent’s service to Axelrod when the
latter first went to Hollywood—apartment, car, servants, etc.
Actually, the play’s producer, Jule Styne’s association with
Axelrod started with a proposed “Rodgers & Hart Songbook” legit
production, now abandoned (at least for the present), wherein
Axelrod first conceived making Lazar (LaSalle) a real-life stage
character.
'
Lazar’s specialty, as a 100% literary agent—the only performer
exception is Mary Martin—is also authentic. Among his clients
are and have been Cole Porter, Dietz & Schwartz* Comden &
Green, Moss Hart, Lindsay & Crouse (for whom he set “The
Sebastians”-Columbia deal), Jphn Patrick, Alan Jay Lemer, Rich¬
ard Brooks, Ira Gershwin, Clifford Odets, Maxwell Anderson,
Arthur Laurents, Harold J. Rome, Irwin Shaw, the Spewacks,
George S. Kaufman,- Ruth and Augustus Goetz, Johnny Mercer,
Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts, Burton Lane and Hugh Martin, Noel
Coward, Quentin Reynolds, and of course, Axelrod.
Lazar’s $750,000 “Can-Can” (20th-Fox) deal is one of the best
for a recent stage property, Samuel Goldwyn’s “Guys and Dolls”
$1,000,000 being No. 1. Incidentally, Lazar was called in by Simon &
Schuster to handle the film negotiations for Sloane Wilson's "The
Man In the Grey Flannel Suit,” which 20th-Fox bought for Gregory
Peck for $175,000 and an escalator percentage of 25c per copy,
• depending on the book sales. That figure is now at the $200,000
mark, Lazar has yet td-anWfet the author'of the''tifcstselling noVel.
/
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AA ANTES, SHUFFLES & DEALS
COMPO s Audience Poll Seems
E Assured Company Financing Of
Ceremonies Via Television

U.S. Situations 100% C'Scoped
[Three Now, Seven More Looming]
hfHffffffH
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Indicative of the rapid spread of Cinemascope in the United
States, sales possibilities in three major branches were equipped
1009c by the end of last week, and another seven should reach that
status within a very short time. ,
According to reports ^received by 20th-Fox, branches with all
sales possibilities covered by Cinemascope included New York,
Los Angeles, San Francisco. Those very close to it took in Boston,
New Haven, Houston, Buffalo, Deliver, Milwaukee and Phila¬
delphia.
Sales possibilities are the theatres which any one film (not
necessarily a C’Scoper) can play at one time. Thus, if there are
three houses in one town, they rate as a single possibility.
Total count of equipped houses in the U. S. and Canada as of
last week stood at 15,783. Total possibilities in the domestic mar¬
ket are figured at 15,680. Possibilities equipped now stand at
13,175. C’Scope installations still run to more than 100 a week.
Following is, the rundown of possibilites against equipments in¬
stalled in ^branches where installations are 1009o or close to it:
Installations
. Possibilities
Toivn
647
... .587
New York ...
443
.... 433
Los Angeles .
_ 422
430
482
.... 496
531
.... 552
139
.... 141
New Haven
266
.... 298
220
.... 244
364
.... 391
.... 362
300

Zanuck Zooms In

Trib Up-Fronts
Amusements As
Film Biz Cheers
A combination of circumstances
caused the New York Herald Trib¬
une to shift amusement news and
advertising from the Green Sheet
to the front section of the paper
last week. The changeover was ac¬
claimed by N. Y. theatremen who
had beefed that the former posi¬
tioning at the rear of the paper
and in a section headed by sports
news robbed them of femme read¬
ership. Exhibitors maintain that
the women readers are the deter¬
mining factors in the selection of
amusement activities, for the fam¬
ily.
Partly as a result of the theatremen’s complaints and partly be¬
cause of the realization of the
news value of fall and winter
amusement activities, the Trib de¬
cided that the coverage of stage,
film, and music news deserved an
up-front play.
The new arrangement is rated
tops in town among the morning
(Continued on page 16)

Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Back from Europe, Darryl F.
Zanuck, 20th-Fox studio chief,
held a whirlwind series of con¬
ferences with producers, direc¬
tors and writers on the lot
and capped this with the dis¬
closure yesterday (Mon.) of an
accelerated production pace.
He listed 24 specific proper¬
ties to roll within the next 12
months, including “Man in the
Gray Flannel Suit” and “Island
In the Sun,” which he will per¬
sonally produce. Of the 24,
only three have yet to be as¬
signed to producers. These are
“Jane Eyre.” “Motel” and
“Katherine.”

Scope of Allied Artists’ new
operations
was
brought
into
sharper focus this week with the
disclosure of further details on
deals in work and a variety of new
moves involving production and
distribution domestically and
worldwide.
(1) Loew’s has invested $700,000

in the current production ■ of Wil¬
liam Wyler’s “Friendly Persuasion”
and in turn is to receive foreign
distribution rights to the A A film.
(2) Progress has been made to¬
ward an association with Robert
and Raymond Hakim, whereby the
latter will produce “Hunchback of
Notre Dame” in Paris jointly xcith
AA.
(3) AA has a $4,000,000 revolv¬
ing fund established with Chemical
Bank & Corn Exchange for pursuit
of its pic-making program.
• (4) Contracts are finalized with
RKO, Loew’s and United Artists
whereby these three companies
will distribute certain AA pictures
in a feio foreign areas.
(5) AA is underway u-ith a per¬
sonnel expansion program com¬
mensurate with its production up¬
beat.
(6) AA’s own production of
quota pictures in England and co¬
production of larger-scale films in
the same country are in the offing.

Alfred W. Crown. A A v.p., made
(Continued on page 6>

By GENE ARNEEL
It now appears that member
2 Years Old, Disney’s
companies of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, who in past have
refused sponsorship of the annual
Buena Vista Holding
Academy (Oscar) Awards televiprogram, will bankroll the Vv
1st Nat’l Sales Huddle jI sion
show focusing on winners of the

Buena Vista Film Distribution, ; new Council of Motion Picture
Walt Disney Productions subsidiary j Organizations’ Audience Awards
formed two years ago, is set with poll. They’ve nodded agreement to
its first national sales convention i put up $150,000 for the COMPO
t airer.
to run the week of Oct. 24 at the
j This developed at an off-theDisney Studios in Burbank. Leo F. i record meeting in the MPAA
Samuels, president-general sales j board room in N. Y. late last week,
manager, and all other department i It was intended as a conference
heads in N. Y. plus sales and ex¬ | among film company presidents
ploitation personnel from the com¬ i but because of the short notice
i given, the only chief execs who
pany’s seven sales districts in the i could attend were Paramount’s
U. S. will sit in.
I Barney Balaban and 20th-Fox’s
That a national conclave of this Spyros P. Skouras. Other outfits
type is taking place reflects the were represented by top officials
growth of the releasing organiza¬ short of the presidential level.
tion in its limited period of exist¬
Session was hastily-called to ac¬
ence. Prior to its formation. Dis¬ commodate Elmer Rhoden, nation¬
ney released through RKO.
al chairman of the COMPO poll,
Convention is to oe given a de¬ who was in N. Y. from his L. A.
tailed report on the 1955-56 selling office largely to attend the opening
program and footage from as yet of “Oklahoma.” He also wanted to
uncompleted
product • will
be make the pitch for MPAA support
screened. And. of course, the of the poll and was invited to do
agenda includes a visit to Disney¬ so along with Robert W. Coyne,
land.
COMPO’s special counsel.
Among the more vocal partici¬
pants at the conclave was Jerry
Pickman, Par’s ad-pub v.p. He was
against any backing of the COMPO
project because of the “inconsist¬
ency” involved. Pickman underlined that the .organized industry
j has refused to ante up for Hollywood’s long-established and valution from the Mexican Patriotic 1 a!)1.e Oscar tv exposure, so why
Committee and League of United 1 pick up ^le
new entry
Latin-American Citizens of New j in
camPai£ns ’ ft was, als0
Braunfels that- Mexicans are not j ^°ted that the motion picture
allowed to use' the lower floor of i trade has been subject to considthe theatre.
1 era‘5le criticism because of its lack
Officials here indicate the policy j °t Oscar support,
must be changed or steps may be
Discussion also centered on the
taken to place Comal County on
(Continued on page 15)
the ineligible list for contracting
of Mexican national laborers.

Mexican Answer to Segregation:
Boycott County to Labor Gangs

San Antonio. Oct. 18.
Mexican consul-general’s office
here has been notified a protest
against discrimination has been
lodged against the Braun-Tex The¬
atre at New Braunfels, Tex. Con¬
sul-general at Oklahoma City first
protested to the management of
Video Inc., which owns and oper¬
There is no state of panic, but ates the house.
Charge was based on informathe film industry, both exhibition
and distribution, is nevertheless
concerned about a general sloughoff in business throughout the
Trade Mark Registered
country. A post-Labor Day slump
FOU.YDED BY SIAIE SILVERMAN
is usually anticipated every year,
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an
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shortly.
stanza. “African Lion” (BV) and
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in
some
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key
cities
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Sponable Sees Swiss System
is attracting the most notice in the ,
a year ago. For the same stanza ered by Variety. Audie Murphy east. It’s smash -on initial session. 1
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ending Wednesday (12), the total opus is smash to terrific in a ma¬ playing two-a-day. reserved seat j jVol. 200 o^gr,r»,M
jority of these keys. In numerous policy. “Desperate Hours” (Par), j
1
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The Eidophor color theatre sys¬
1
spots, it is now in second and third- also a new entry, looks good in
INDEX
weeks, and still going strong.
tem will be ready for trade demon¬
Boston, nice in N. Y. but is rated
Bills
.
68
“Tall
Men"
(20th)
still
is
holding
HARDY 'LONE RANGER'
strations “before the end of the
disappointing in L.A.
| Chatter . 78
onto second place, the same as last
year,” Earl I. Sponable, 20th-Fox’s
. Another new entry. “Lucy Gal¬
23 Years Old But Sees Net Worth session, showing^ up jn some 19 key lant,” also from Paramount, mod- \ Concert Ballet . 76 |
research topper, said in N. Y. last
spots.
“Cinerama
Holiday”
(In¬
Just Doubled 100fc
erale in Chi, shapes stout in Phil- 1 Films Reviews . 6 1
die) again is finishing third.
week.
“Trial” (M-G> is pushing up to ly. “Girl in Red Velvet Swing” 1 House Reviews . 69 '
Hollywood. Oct. 18.
Prototype of the Eidophor will
(20th) suffered the experience of
A new feature film version of fourth place, as compared to sixth .many newcomers in L.A.. and' ' Inside Music . 63 j
be installed in 20th'? experimental
■ Inside Legit
. 70 |
“My Sister Eileen”
theatre in the Bronx within a cou¬ “The' Lone Ranger.” new sponsor¬ a week ago. getting
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this
j
looms
just fair there. Pic opens to- ! Inside Rad'o-Tv . 3K i
ship agreements and 37 new (Col), just
ple of weeks.
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13 :
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is
winding
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found that some additional correc¬ on the first anniversary of his ac¬ taking seventh money.
. 69 ,
It was new pic. is okay in Buffalo and 1 New Acts .
tions were needed. They have now quisition of the property: Wrather eighth last week. “Phenix City average in Detroit but not so good ' 1 Night Club Reviews
67 ;
in Pittsburgh and Cleveland.
been made, and the second ma¬ bought Ranger from George Tren1
Obituaries
. 79 .
dle of Detroit for $3,000,000 in
“Always F’air Weather” <M-Gh . Pictures
chine is due to get here soon.
. 3 :
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Reichstag Fire, a Political Frame To
Give Hitler an Excuse, Now Court
Issue—And Future Film-In Germany

RKO SUES JULES LEVEY
Claims He Owes $4,060 for
Legal Services
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RKO over the past week slapped
film importer Jules Levey with' a
Mike Todd was unsubtle in his last Tuesday night (11) lobby cracks
$4,060 damage suit filed in N. Y.
Federal Court. The action involves at the “Oklahoma” premiere about the press handling of the event!
the Italian-made “Fabiola,” which the quality of the print (which was admittedly streaky), and in gen¬
Levey acquired for the U. S. mar¬ eral not caring whether or not George P. Skouras and/or his staff
ket nearly 10 years ago.
Film company ocmplains it paid overheard his (Todd’s) outspoken opinion about the entire event. Well,
Story of the famed Berlin+
that amount of money in Levey’s meaning newspapermen-friends of both sides, perhaps inclined to
Reichstag (Parliament) fire, delib¬
JACK CONNELLY DUE BACK
behalf for legal services connected side with the inept manner of the way things were handled, kept
erately set by the Nazis and de¬
liberately blamed by them on the State Dept. Exec Had Been Ordered with the picture. And, it’s alleged, shush-ing Todd. One name columnist said, “There are two important
names up there on the marquee, and the Todd in Todd-AO is only
the exec hasn’t paid back.
Communists, is to be made into
To Ease Pressure
Levey, incidentally, recently dis¬ second to Rodgers & Hammerstein, so you’re hurting nobody but your¬
a film by producer Emile J.
closed he’s abandoning the import self.”
Washington, Get. 18.
business to resume production on
Raves given Michael Redgrave for his work in the new legiter, “Tiger
LlEvmit is going to hit the head¬
Jack S. Connelly, head of the
At the Gates,” has Dominant Pictures pushing for new bookings of the
lines in another month or so, when U.S. State Dept.’s international his own.
Redgrave feature, “The Green Scarf” . . . “Umberto D,” new Italian
a German court will start proceed¬ motion picture activities, is due
film directed by Vittorio Dq Sica, is set to follow “Gate of Hell” at
ings on a motion to reverse the back at his desk this week follow¬
the Guild but the date is indefinite. “Hell,” now in its 44th week, con¬
decision of a trial in the 1930 s, ing a slight invaliding due to high
tinues to do profitable business . . . Alfred Hitchcock came in for the
when Van der Lubbe, a young blood pressure. He was stricken
bow of “Trouble With Harry” at the Paris. Incidentally, there’s been
Dutchman, was .sentenced to death Sept. 28 and has been told to ease
lots of Hitchcock around lately, with his tv airer,.Paramount’s “To Catch
by a Nazi court for setting the off the pressure pronto.
a Thief” still in many theatres and “The Man Who Knew Too Much”
blaze.
Planted propaganda of
Connelly had only recently got¬
just completed.
* whole concoction helped catapult ten back from Geneva for the Sum¬
Hitler to power.
Although TOA claimed close to 700 registrations for its Coast con¬
mit conferences, and generally flits
Lustig, in New York last week around the globe on State Dept,
vention, only 75 exhibs attended the ad-pub seminar addressed by
for a brief visit before return¬
David A. Lipton and Jerry Pickman, ad-pub v.p.’s for Universal and
ing to Germany where he has fin¬ affairs.
Paramount, respectively. Theatremen’s disinterest in such important
He’s a veteran showman, long¬
ished shooting his tinter, “The time head of Pathe News, 20th-Fox
subject matter as how'to peddle pictures was baffling . . . Author
Cornet,” reported he had ac¬ Movietonews in Paris, etc.
Joseph
Hayes, who’s been doing a burn over Bosley Crowther’s review
Bernard E. Smith Jr., a director
quired the rights to the Lubbe
of “Desperate Hours,” got his gripe aired via publication of a letter in
of.
Republic
Pictures,
has
won
a
story from Lubbe’s brother who is
Sunday’s
(16) Times . . . Edward A. Golden, inactive the past few years,
second victory in his efforts to
seeking reversal of the original
force the company to make avail¬ appears headed for a return to production. He has a short subject in
verdict to clear his brother’s
mind
titled
“Our United States.”
able certain books and records of
name.
Eric Johnston returned home from Europe over the weekend . . .
the firm for his inspection. Smith
Negotiations are currently un¬
is the son of Wall Streeter Bernard There were red Republican faces in Boston last week. At a $100-ader way to shoot the yarh as a co¬
E. Smith who voiced a minority op¬ plate fundraising dinner, Republicans sat through a speech by Treasury
production. It’ll be lensed out¬
position to the management of the Secretary Humphrey. They had a special treat promised to them—a
side Germany and in English ver¬
Herbert J. Yates firm at Rep’s last newsreel compilation of President Eisenhower’s life, but together by
sion only. Project envisions the
stockholders’
meeting. Beefs at the Movietone News. Came time for the showing, the lights went down,
use of considerable newsreel and
session, led to the formation of a but the projector refused to work. ■ Twenty minutes later, with still
other material covering the fire
Stockholders
Protective Commit¬ no picture, the diners disbanded . . . Communique from Bob Downing:
and the trial.
tee which is challenging Yates’ Variety last week notwithstanding, Hollywood did once have a statue.
Lustig said “The Cornet,” made
management
of
Rep.
It stood in De Longpre Park, and it honored Rudolph Valentino. Now,
almost 100% with German Gov¬
Filming a documentary at sea is
Smith Jr.’s right to look over vandals have ripped it from its base ... No Valentino fans around to
ernment coin, had been acquired
not
without
its
physical
and
finan¬
the
company's
books
was
reaf¬
care any more... Felix Bilgrey, Times Film attorney, off yesterday to
for the U. S. and Canada by El¬
liot Hyman’s Associated Artists. cial hazards, according to Allen firmed last week by the Appeals Europe to join Times topper, Jean Goldwurm, in negotiating acquisition
Appelate
Division
of
the
N.
Y.
of new product and some coproduction deals. This is also Bilgrey’s
producer-director
of
Hyman will dicker a U. S. distribu¬ Miner,
tion deal for Lustig who termed “Naked Sea,” RKO release. Supreme Court after a lower honeymoon. Among other things, he hopes to report to the French
court
had
given
similar
approval.
on his legal experiences in fighting U. S. film censorship.
the costume film one of the big¬ Equipped with a 16m Bolex camera
Rep’s opposition is based on the • Screenwriter Ernest Lehman in from the Coast to confer with Rocky
gest produced in post-war Ger¬
claim
that
there
is
a
distinction
and recording machine, he boarded
Graziano on the script of “Somebody Up There Likes Me” . . . Betty
many.
The producer, wThose “Canaris' a tuna clipper out of San Diego in between right of a director to ob¬ Comden and Adolph Green have returned to the Metro studio to begin
film is a big hit in Europe, said he I October,. 1953, soon found himself tain corporate facts and his right work on the screenplay of “Wonderland,” the Cole Porter cavalcade
was deadset against the use of adrift in a lory when the ammonia to examine stockholder records. which Arthur Freed will produce . ,. . Metro has closed deals for 11
Rep officials apparently feel that openings of “Guys and Dolls” during November and December. . . .
Cinemascope.
“What’s the ad¬
vantage?” he asked.
“It costs lines exploded on the larger ves¬ Smith will use the information to
Dave Robbins is back at the Columbia homeoffice after a year’s ill¬
more money and I can get the sel, was picked up, his equipment wage a stockholders’ fight for con¬ ness . . . Irving Drutman-joined Col for a special job on the “Eddy
same and better effects by just lost, and interned in a small vil- 1 trol or change in the management. Duchin Story” campaign . . . Publicist Mike Gardner now with United
shooting my films in 2 to 1 wide¬ lage in Ecuador. The U. S. Gov¬ Law firm of Goldwa'ter & Flynn Artists to plug “Big Knife” and “Gentlemen Marry Brunettes” . . .
represented Smith Jr. in the ac¬ Woman’s Home Companion quotes Marlon Brando on his goals: “To be¬
screen.”
U. S. distribution for
tion.
“Canaris” hasn’t been set, but ernment repatriated him.
come a parent, a husband, a human being.” In that order? . . . Gotham
In
N.
Y.
this
past
week,
Miner
Lustig is also negotiating for it
visitor Samuel Goldwyn switched to the Hotel Ambassador.
with Hyman. Pic will be dubbed said he abandoned his -plans to film
Variety last week caused some consternation (and we weren’t even
for American release after play¬ record a tuna expedition until this So. Cal. Assn.’s New Ally
trying!) among exhibitor? who’ve booked DCA’s “I Am a Camera.” Pic’s
ing some dates in the original
Los Angeles, Oct. 18.
title,
but without the quotes, was used in the headline over a story on
year
and
this
time
accomplished
version.
Latest exhibitor outfit to join
what he set out for, a factual ac¬ Southern California Theatre Own¬ a tv-picture deal involving Metro. The camera of the head was just
count of the fishermen’s “search, ers Assn, is Pacific Drive-In The¬ any old camera, not DCA’s, and the story in no way concerned DC A
fight and conquest” over their atres, Inc., marking a further step or its film. But frantic theatremen from here to ’Frisco immediately
prey. He shot 9,000 feet, cut to by organization to unify exhibs in telephoned DCA wanting to know, “How come T Am a Camera’ is going
on television?” Muses DCA chief Fred J. Schwartz: “I guess we’re just
7,000 (70 minutes of running time) this territory.
and had this blown to 35m. for his
William R. Forman, Pacific a nation of headline readers.” (And our boys write such beautiful prose!)
Paramount and the Homeoffice new theatrical entry. It’s in color. prexy, has been named to SCTOA
“The vagabonding Doobs,” writes Oscar A., are at the Colony Hotel,
Employees Union, Local H-63, In¬
Miner stated he couldn’t raise directorate, with Gus C. Diamond, Palm Beach, while scouting a new manse. He’s also scouting news tid¬
ternational Alliance of Theatrical any financing for the reason he had Pacific v.p., as his alternate.
bits as a Variety stringer, just to keep himself busy during his “re¬
Stage Employees, have agreed on no script, no cast, no plot. He had
tirement” which, judging by the extra-curricular “special assignments”
a new two-year contract covering to employ combat photography
the vet showman and just-resigned Loew Theatres exec has in the hop¬
some 25 publicity-advertising staff¬ techniques in covering his sub¬
per, may be the busiest “retirement” this ride of Lindy’s.
Europe
to
N.
Y.
ers.
jects, these being the ships’ crew
“Tender Trap,”«which follows “Trial” .at the Radio City Music Hall,
Richard Adler
New pact, retroactive to Sept. and their work. He picked up the
will world preem at the Adams Theatre, Detroit on Oct. 28 . . . Mrs.
Gina
-Bachauer
30, provides for a $10 across-the- sound of fish flapping on deck, high
Paul Ames will serve with Gus Eyssell as co-chairman of thd ticket
Paul Benson
board wage hike. It also gives em¬ winds and a couple lines of natural
committee for the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital world premiere of
Les Charlivels
ployees with 15 years of service a dialog on tape. Added to the track
“Guys and Dolls” at the Capitol Theatre Nov. 3. Incidentally, 62 of
Jackie Decaux
three-week vacation. Par staffers were narration written by Gerald
the 144 $100 seats have already been sold . . . John Lee Mahim has
Ian
Hunter
are the only homeoffice pub-.ad Schnitzer and spoken by Bill Con¬
Barry Jones
written three different endings for Warner Bros, screen version of
men represented by the IA union. rad and background music com¬
Maxwell Anderson’s stage hit, “The Bad Seed” . . . Niven Busch is
Alan
Melville
Screen Publicists Guild, District
and played by Laurinda Al¬
temporarily setting aside his own personal production plans in order
Andre Mertens
65, CIO, is the bargaining agent posed
meida (guitar) and George Fields
to write the screenplay for the first -of the Marlon Brando-George
Gilbert Miller
•for the publicity men at Warner (harmonica).
Georgek Ornstein
Englund independents for Paramount release, “They Tamed the Lord.”
Bros., 20th-Fox, Universal, Colum¬
Georgie Price
He had planned to devote himself exclusively to independent produc¬
Miner said his investment was
bia, and United Artists. Sign, Pic¬
Dr. Renzo. Rufini
tion, and had been setting arrangements to make “The Hate Mer¬
torial & Display Union, Local 230, mainly in his own time, the cost of
Seymour N. Siegel
chant,” based on his own novel . . . Scenarist-novelist David Dortort
AFL, reps staffers at RKO JPic- film and equipment not being too
heavy.
Scored
and
processed.
Paul
Talbot
has the job of scripting James T. Farrell’s “Studs Lonigan” trilogy for
tures, RKO Theatres, and Loew’s
Teresa & Luisillo
producer Lew Kerner .... Allied Artists’ Edward Morey, is pitching
Theatres. Metro’s pub-ad employ¬ “Sea” was brought in at “under
$100,000,”
he
added.
Charlotte
Van
Lien
for funds for the Community Service Society, ditto RKO’s J. Miller
ees are unaffiliated..
Lady Walton
Walker for the Travelers Aid Society . . . Ruth Sobotka Kubrick*
Miner' said he took time out
Astrid
Varnay
former N. Y. stage designer, will receive screen credit as art director
his tuna chores to produce
'This Is Ed Murrow’—As from
of “Clean Break,” which her husband Stanley Kubrick will direct.
and direct “Ghost Town” for
N.
Y.
to
Europe
She’ll be the first femme to be given such pic billing, according to the
Artists release aiid is com¬
Himself in Hope Pic? United
records of the Society of Motion Picture Art Directors.
mitted
to
.turn
out
.two
more
for
N.
S.
Bienstock
Bob Hope wants “old pal” Ed
Corinne
Calvet
Schenck-Koch Productions at UA.
Murrow to appear in his now Also,
Steve Cochran
he’s to direct one entry in the
shooting Paramount film, "That
L. A. to N. Y.
Virginia Davis
“Medic” television series before
Certain Feeling,” from the “King Nov.
26.
Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
Robert Aldrich
Paul Gregory
of Hearts” legiter. Murrow would
Leon Feldman
Vickie Benet
Harry Horner
do a quickie of “Person to Person”
Mitchell
Hamilburg
William
Boyd
John
Hudson
as per CBS-TV coipmentator’s
Alfred Hitchcock
Vanessa Brown
Christopher Isherwood
show on which Hope has appeared.
Tommy
Kinsman
George
D.
Burrows
Jose
Iturbi
/
Norman Panama and Melvin
Kansas City, Oct. 18.
Lotte Lehmann
David Butler
Cecil Kellaway
Frank, who are masterminding the
Elmer
C.
Rhoden
Jr.
and
Rich¬
Kenneth
McKenna
Jim
Byron
Fred Kohlmar
Hope film, were in New York last
Samuel Schneider
Jill Corey
Sam Levene
week, incidentally, looking over ard H. Orear • last week were
Jeffrey Stone
Arlene Dahl
June Lockhart
the remote technique used on “P upped to v.p.’s of Commonwealth
Theatres Inc. at a company board
Bella Darvi
David March
to P.”
meeting presided over by chair¬
N. Y. to l. A.
Joe De Santis
Stephen Pallos
man H. E. Jameyson. Chain oper¬
David Blau
Jack Elliot
John Parker
Schneider O.O.’s Europe ates some 82 houses in the Kan¬ Richard Conte
Dale Evans
Gregory Peck
Milly Coury
Tom Ewell
Samuel Schneider, Warner Bros. sas, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas area.
Richard Quine
Rhoden, who’s been assistant to
Brian Donlevy
John C. Flinn
Vice president, planed out over the
Aldo Ray
John Ericson
Claudia Franck
weekend for a tour of the com¬ prexy Robert Shelton, assumes the
Robert C. Rothafel
Danny Kaye
latter’s duties while he (Shelton)
Eva Gabor
pany’s European offices.
Dore Schary
George Jessel
L. Wolfe Gilbert
He's scheduled to visit London, recuperates from an illness. Orear,
Tom Shells
Irving P. Lazar
Helen Gould
Rome, Paris, and Amsterdam. He’ll long with Commonwealth, will
Irving Wallace
Mort Meyerson
David Gordon
Don Wilson .,
be away from his homeoffice desk aid Rhoden in general administra¬
tion.
Jack Raymond
Dana Wynter
IJike Gould
for two and half weeks.

Smith s Right
To Peek Into
Republic Books

SeafoamyLife
Of Allen Miner,
Lotsa Gaff, No $

Pub-Admen Get $10 Hike
As H-63 Closes With Par

>

Epaulets for Rhoden Jr.
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ITALY RUSHES CRISIS CURE-ALL
Italians Touch Disenchanted With IFE
But Seymour Poe Not in Saddle Long Enough To
Revitalize American Set-Up
4—-

Admission that Italian Films Ex¬
port operations in the U. S. have
fallen short of original Italian ex¬
pectations is contained in an ar¬
ticle written for the magazine
“Concretezza” by Italo Finance
Minister Giulio Andreotti.
It follows reports brought back
from Rome by American Industry
execs that the Italians aren't happy
with the way IFE Releasing is now
functioning. Criticism, it appears,
is centering on IFE's newcomer
exec v.p. Seymour Poe who, the
Italians say, is operating too much
on a personal basis.
Renato Gualino, IFE topper, and
Ruffini are coming to N. Y. Renzo
to look into the IFE situation.
Ruffini, manager of IFE (Rome),
is already here. His arrival coin¬
cides with reports that the Italo
end of IFE may be allowed to die,
its functions to be taken over by
the new ANICA-Export which is
taking over IFE’s Rome offices.
Meanwhile, it’s pointed out in
defense of Poe that he hasn’t real¬
ly been in the job long enough to
show concrete results; nor to un¬
dertake the reorganization of the
outfit which the Italians apparent¬
ly are expecting.
In his article, Andreotti termed
the success of the Italian films
abroad “considerable,” correspond¬
ing more or less to the coproduc¬
tion area. “In other countries,”
he wrote, “after roaring successes
in ‘Weeks’ and ‘Festivals,’ a large
number of contracts have been
made, though it is not possible to
actually assess the real value of
these contracts with any degree of
accuracy because many distribu¬
tors fear a heavy taxation and also
because of *he extremely individ¬
ualistic attitude of the exporters
who have no solidarity among
themselves.”
As for the U. S., Andreotti
termed an accurate appraisal of
the market penetration “still a
matter of discussion.” In some
cases receipts were large, he wrote,
“but definite conclusions concern¬
ing the profits made from exploit¬
ing Italian films in the United
States must remain premature.”
He then proposed annual awards
for Italo pix that have had the
most “transfers” from one country
to another .

Bwana DeviT And
Dat Ole 3-D In
Legal Uproar
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
In second day of $2,000,000
breach of contract suit over preceeds of Natural-Vision 3-D pro¬
cess last week, attorney for de¬
fendant Milton Gunzberg offered
Federal Judge Ben Harrison al¬
leged proof of a breach of fiduciary
trust on the part of plaintiff
George J. Schaefer. Instead of rep¬
ping Gulu Productions (production
firm for Arch Oboler’s “Bwana
Devil” > in talks with Edward L.
Alperson, spokesman for Warners
and UA, Schaefer actually tried to
become Alperson's partner in the
purchase of “Bwana” for $2,000,000, attorney Arthur Groman con¬
tends.
Under cross examination, Schae¬
fer admitted he had never filed
necessary partnership certificates
in Natural-Vision Corp., required
under NY State law, in 1951, ’52
or ’53; never seen the firm's bank
account; and had participated in
talks with Alperson. Moreover, his
5f:p commission on eventual sale of
Natural-Vision to UA has netted
him $83,000 so far. Gunzberg’s deal
with Oboler, by which NaturalVision got 20% of “Bwana’s” pro¬
fits, also was disclosed.

Distribs Challenge Of
Exbib’s Antitrust Att’y
Challenged (By Him)
Wasnington, Oct. 18.
The United States Supreme
Court was asked last week to pre¬
vent the major distributing compa¬
nies from slowing up treble dam¬
age antitrust suits by “vicarious
disqualification” of attorneys for
the indie exhibitors.
Petition urging that the High
Court hear such a case and decide
where the line should be drawn
was filed by Laskey Bros., of West
Virginia, and their attorney, Arn¬
old Malkan. Latter has been en¬
joined by the Federal courts from
representing the Laskeys in a
Western Pennsylvania treble dam¬
age suit.
Malkan charged he was prevent¬
ed from handling the pending case
as the result of an injunction ob¬
tained by the majors. The only
reason for this, said'Malkan, was
that a former law partner of his
was once with another firm which
represented the majors in a suit
brought by Fisher Studios. Inc.
This reputedly gave Malkan access
to confidential information about
some of the defendants
The Laskey-Malkan appeal from
the injunction names Warner
Bros., RKO Pictures, 20th, Uni¬
versal, Loew’s, Paramount, Colum¬
bia, Republic, Allied Artists, Unit¬
ed Artists, RKO Theatres, UA
Theatres, Comerford-Publix Thea¬
tres, Fabian Theatres, Jamestown
Amusement Co., Shea Enterprises,
Kallett
Theatres,
Metropolitan
Playhouse Inc., and Skouras The¬
atres Corp. as blocking Malkan
from handling the case.

SHUFFLE UA EXCHANGES;
LIFT FOR SID COOPER
United Artists is reorganizing ex¬
structure with the re-for¬
mation of a central district that
had been non-existent for the pastseveral years. Named to the post
of central district chief, head¬
quartering in D. C., was Sidney
Cooper, promoted from D. C.
branch manager.
In the shuffle, the Cleveland
office has been shifted from the
central to the eastern district while
the Pittsburgh and Washington ex¬
changes move from the eastern to
central districts. The district now
headed by Cooper comprises the
Cincinnati, Detroit, Indianapolis,
Pittsburgh and Washington.
,.UA’s new manager of the Wash¬
ington branch is A. M. Kane, who
recently left Paramount after a 30year association.

change

FIRST HINTS TO

Andreotti Advocates 100 Cash Awards
Replace Italy’s Subsidy of Shorts

Elimination of the Italian Gov¬
ernment’s percentage subsidy on
- Creation of an Italian govern¬
the receipts from the exhibition of
ment film organization and the
shorts is advocated by Italian Fi¬
establishment of 'annual monetary
nance Minister Giulio Andreotti
“awards” for films that have the
under any new Italian film law.
greatest number of “transfers”
The Minister has suggested es¬
from one country to another head
tablishment
of
100
monetary
a list of ‘changes proposed by
awards
for short producers with
Italian Finance Minister Giulio
IFE Releasing Corp., currently
Andreotti under the new Italian operating with six district offices the theatres to receive a small* tax
covering th£, 29 exchange terri¬ rebate when showing national
film law.
Andreotti’s ideas, giving the tories, expects to enlarge its sales shorts.
“Leave the compulsory showing
first concrete indication of Italo staff as the new product comes
Government thinking about the along, Manny Reiner, newly-ap¬ for half the year and give the
new law, are contained in an arti¬ pointed general sales manager of documentary an impetus towards
obtaining returns from rentals,"
cle he wrote for his own publica¬ the company, said in N.Y. yester¬ he wrote. “For the rest of the
tion, “Concretezza” and headed day (Tues.).
year we can profitably see foreign
He
said
the
company
expected
to
“We are Against an Extension (of
release three films between now shorts on our screens which will
the old Film Law).”
and the end of the year, and be¬ foster an effective exchange with
While it may be safely assumed tween eight and 12 by August, other countries,” he commented.
that there is no uniformity in Gov- | 1956. Seymour Poe, IFE exec v.p.,
ernment thinking, American in¬ added that there had been “no j
dustry executives in New York wholesale firings” at IFE, and that i
City who have studied the article reported office closings amounted ;
have gleaned from it what they to no more than doing away with
consider a line of thinking that office space. “We want our sales¬
could seriously affect their opera¬ men out in the field,” he said.
tions in the important Italian mar¬
Poe reported that IFE Releasing
ket. Motion Picture Export Assn, would break even in 1955, 'but
execs insist that, while the Italian hoped to show a healthy profit next
Government and industry have year. The company, originally fi¬
made it plain that something^must nanced via IFE Rome, couldn’t
be done about the “crisis” in which count on any further outside funds.
Italo filmmakers find themselves, Poe said. “There’s no more run-j
Attitude of those in charge of lea¬
the Italians have neither proposed ning to daddy when we are in need i f1’°
television programs with
an. American loan, nor was any of money,” he commented.
! r<rs»>ect to free appearances oi
such project been discussed when
Although acknowledging that P’-cture personalities for plug purMPEA v.p. Griffith Johnson was IFE had only a single good grosser I P()S,CS continues erratic, confusing
Italy recently.
Rather, the so far this year (“Aida”), Poo said | i,n^ unpredictable,
Italians want to raise dubbing fees. the comDanv
company had “never been byby ; . °ne week, it s pointed out, a
As outlined by Andreotti, who passed” by any important Italian given show is wide open for Holly¬
has alwaj's been close to the film producer, or had lost a picture wood visitors while the next week
biz, his “cure” for the Italo indus¬ against Its will. “Sometimes, of the gates are closed. Occasionally,
try consists of the following medi¬ course, we aren’t willing to pay the sponsors’ beefs have resulted in
cines:
price,” he said, “but as a rule the the ban of plug-happy picture peoAgain a bYoadcastor may depictures are offered to us first.” p’o.
(1) Government subsidy.
In an aside, he indicated that cide his show can get along without
(2) Special credits.
the
glamor
brigade.
“Bread, Love and Dreams,” the
(3) Compulsory screening
The film company radio-tv con¬
Gina Lollobrigida starrer. had
(i.e. quota).
tact
men
have
long maintained
shaped up as a disappointment.
(4) Partial tax exemption
that their relationship with the
"The public in. the commercial broadcasting
to encourage exhibitors.
industry has been a
houses just doesn’t seem to go for one way street. When they have
(5) Eligibility to comjiete
for yearly awards.
titled pictures,” he said.
I on important'personaTitv "in' town.
Poe said there was a good chance ;
r , on °page
L'v 7)
(6) Awards on foreign show¬
(Continued
of IFE taking on American ind.c
ings.
product, and he disclosed negotia- j
(7) Taxation on foreign
tions for an important foreign pro- j I
films.
duction. He also hopes to acquire ;
He added that establishment of French films. Release of “Neapo i- j
a Government film organization was tan Carousel” has been delayed i
“something which cannot be post¬ for several months since sound¬
Paris, Oct. 18.
poned” and would offer “further tracks recorded in N.Y. deteri- ‘ While continuing with Magna
indirect means of protection and orated while being shipped to Italy. ; Theatre Corp. as a consultant,
stimulus.” However, added An¬
Reiner said he expected to spend ■ Arthur Hornblow Jr., producer of
dreotti, Governmental aid alone a good deal of time in the field . the Magna-Todd-AO “Oklahoma,”
can’t help revitalize and launch the selling the IFE pix and also aiding , is moving into independent pro¬
Italo industry.
exhibs in promoting them.
J duction, having formed his own
| Festival Films. Filmmaker, visit“The secret of success lies, first
J ing Paris, intends to produce both
of all, in finding—and it is increas¬
ingly becoming more difficult—
Longview Drive-In
! S,,I° and in partnership with Edsuitable subjects; in the accuracy of
the sets; in the preparation and
PlanSL?orgVr$i2o!oOO
OMncr «-e1
h^rone"^^"^^'!! 'T?0
training of actors and actresses; in in the making here by J. L. Wyche. : i ®
® |hci It1»
the use of the apparatus and tech¬
release. Hornnical system s which progress is operate the ozoner. Wh0 wU1 also ! fo” United
blow
*has
been
talking
to Gina
continually perfecting, or at least
Drive-in w’ill have a 600-car ca¬
about
doing
the
of that which up until now the law pacity. Cars will be heated ir Lollobrigida
“Sheba”
part.
winter from a central unit.
I
(Continued on page 16)
Producer said the new pic would
be Iensed in Italy and Israel and
;n either the Todd-AO or CinemaScope process. “Oklahoma” was
done in both formats but Hornblow
.savs he figures the C’Scope version
will not be shown for some years.

Manny Reiner Broadens
Field Sales Policy
Under IFE Revamp

Cite Shift of TV
Welcome Mat For
Film Plug Stuff

IH0RNBL0W, GINA GAB
0N‘SHEB*’'FORUA)

TOA’S QUEST FOR A SAVVY FRONT MAN;
ROY BREWER SAYS NAY, JACON MAYBE
Theatre Owners of America,
which is on the prowl for “a com¬
petent industry-experienced exec¬
utive” to head its New York of¬
fice, has approached Roy Brewer to
take the job. Brewer, former West
Coast chief of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em¬
ployees, is presently head of ex¬
changes for Allied Artists. The
former labor leader, who gained
considerable publicity for his fight
against Communists in Hollywood,
so far has nixed the TOA offer.
TOA, meanwhile, is looking over
the field and sifting out the appli¬
cations of many candidates. Among
those possibly receptive is Bernard
Jacon, former sales chief of Italian
Films Export. The position, it’s
understood, will pay between
$20,000 and $25,000 annually.
TOA has been without a pres¬
tige headquarters topper since
Gael Sullivan, former Democratic

National Chairman, resigned from
the post in 1952. The office has
operated under the direction of
general counsel Herman M. Levy
who visits New York once or twice
a week from his New Haven, Conn,
base. In recent months, Joseph
Alterman, a former New' England
businessman who had no previous
connection with the film industry,
has served as office manager and
self-styled public relation director.
In recommending the appoint¬
ment of an industry-wide executive
to head the N. Y. office, E. D. Mar¬
tin, outgoing TOA prexy, told the
exhibitor organization at its con¬
vention in Los Angeles recently that
he was casting “no reflection on
the wonderful men on our present
staff” who, he declared, “have
their hands full now and are doing
a grand job.”
Immediate need for a headquar¬
ters topper, according to Martin,
is based on the fact that arbitra¬

tion is “a reality.” It‘s felt that
an executive such as Martin has
in mind will be valuable in bandling exhibitor complaints and in
dealing with distribution officials
before arbitration or litigation is
sought. “Such a man,” Martin told
the board in L. A., “could be of
great assistance to the president
and other officers by removing and
handling matters promptly, attend
conventions and be a constant liaison between our members and distribution.” Martin said that during his term of office he saw the
need of such a man many times
and indicated that he felt that
“TOA could render more and better service to its members if lie
were available.”
Martin also recommended that
TOA increase Its field staff. The
operation is currently handled by
one man, George Gaughan. Martin
said that the job to be done in the
field is too much for one man.

;
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Republic Pictures and its subsid¬
iaries last week reported net profit
of $1,333,168 for the 39 weeks end¬
ed July 30 compared with $776,971
for the comparable 1954 period.
Gross profit for the current 39
weeks WgS $2,833,168 before estimated taxes of $i>500.000 as
nflalnst
1954-s $1,617,971
and
qqq

Joe Walcott in Film

Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Jersey Joe Walcott, erstwhile
world heavyweight champ, makes
iris film bow in Columbia Pictures’
“The Harder They Fall.” based on
Rudd Schulberg novel of prize
ring.
j
He will appear as trainer of El
■ Toro, giant Latin-American heavyj weight title contender, portrayed,
by Mike Lane.
:
j

;
;
;
:
'
'
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Walter Scott’s “Quentin Durward,” does in spades and comes across bucked up my morale no end by
Queen Bee
a minor and not too well known with a good performance, too. asking me to take over the ‘Hanclassic in the States, finds knight¬ Neville Brand, third co-star, is
Study of a woman power¬
hood again in bloom with enough okay as lead heavy wbo’s killed by nen Swaffer’ column in Variety.
house. Joan Crawford fans
s Continued from page 2 —
dash and costumer derring-do to Ericson in the final reel. Support¬ He didn’t seem in the least con¬
and distaffers generally may
make
fans of swashbucklers happy. ing the principals, among others, cerned by the fact that my* activ¬
like it but outlook spotty.
Add the name of Robert Taylor for and turning in okay stints, are
marquee importance and outlook is Casey Adams, head of the outlaw ities would be confined for some aowns.
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Tourists are at once conspicuColumbia release of Jerry Wald produc¬ good for satisfactory returns.
gang; John Shepodd, a friend of time to what I could see from a
tion. Stars Joan Crawford; costars Barry
Pic could have used a familiar Ericson’s who’s killed by Brand; hillside villa. He put me on the ous because of their clothes ini
Sullivan, Betsy Palmer, John Ireland,
Lucy Marlow; features William Leslie, femme name to team with Taylor and Howard Petrie, Pinkerton offi¬ payroll at $40 a week, though this •Russians, many of whom 'speaS
Fay Wray,
Katherine Anderson, Tim and strengthen its overall pros¬ cial.
was the spring of 1930 and thou¬ English and French, will stop for
Ilovey, Linda
Bennett. Direction and
Producer Lindsley Parsons came sands of Americans were still be¬ eigners in the streets and ask all
screenplay, Ranald MacDougall. Based on pects. Neither does the title mean
a novel by Edna Lee; camera, Charles much for the U.S. market.
through with a film that will fit moaning how much they had lost sorts of questions about life in th«
Lang;
editor,
Viola Lawrence;
score,
Excellent photographic use of well into the. intended market.
West. Fraday was allowed to wan
English castles, French chateaus Direction by Harold Schuster con¬ in the stock market crash of the der in both Moscow and Lenin an ri
time, 94 MINS.
and broad sweeps of fields and for¬ centrates well on the action ele¬ previous October. Because I was without a guide.
bound
like
Prometheus,
I
called
TEva Phillips . Joan Crawford ests in actual overseas settings is ments,
while Maurice Wright’s
Official rubberneck tours now
Avery Phillips .Barry Sullivan made in the Pandro S. Berman
editing is smooth. Camera work of the column ironically ‘The Euro¬ take you inside the Kremlin, and
Carol Lee Phillips . Betsy Palmer
production to give the romantic William Sickner and other techni¬ pean .Runaround.’
Judson Prentiss . John Ireland
there
is a special stop to inspect
Jennifer Stewart . Lucy Marlow adventuring another-worldly back¬
. “Considering my own personal the subway
cal contributions are standard.
Ty McKinnon . William Leslie
stations of which Rus.
ground. Imagination and action are
crash, it is not surprising that I sians are. very proud.
Sue McKinnon.Fay Wray
Score
by
Paul
Dunlap
features
Miss Breen .Katherine Anderson well mixed in Richard Thorpe’s
knew less about the billions suckers
Ted . Tim Hovey direction to keep the unfolament ‘.‘Yellow Rose of Texas,” a current
Only
40
Cinemas
In Moscow
had lost than a man in Mars, Hav¬
hit and an exploitable item.
Trissa .'.... j ... . Linda Bennett
Miss George .Willa Pearl Curtis of the Robert Ardrey script, from
Neal.
ing owned nothing, I lost nothing,
Moscow has only 40 cinemas and
Sam . Bill Walker an adaptation by George Froeschel,
and as a consequence faced dry¬ they open their doors at 10 a. m
Dr. Pearson .j.. Olan Soule interesting. Among several action
eyed all those who were telling and run until midnight. Each show
high spots is a thrilling hero-heavy
Outlaw Treasure
As a stinging, but non-apiarian, duel ingeniously staged high in a
how much they had lost when Wall lasts one hour and 15 minutes, and
drama about a . thoroughly selfish burning bell tower, with the op¬
Street
laid that egg.”
there is no. admittance after the
Dull, confused low-budget out¬
woman, “Queen Bee” can be fig¬ ponents having at each other with
show starts. Hence, film houses
Birth of a Daily
door action pic for fill-ins.
ured to get its best response^from dagger and axe and they swing
have
waiting rooms equipped with
Page 367—“When we arrived,
• among the Joan Crawford fans and back and forth on the bell ropes
buffet-bars
and dentist-office litera¬
Hollywood,
Oct.
14.
distaff ticketbuyers generally. In while the clappers bang out a
Sime was being interviewed by ture.
Favorite Films release of an Edyth L. Arthur Ungar who had once been
basics it is a rather anguished soap rhany-toned clamor.
Wheeler presentation produced by John
There
are
only two film deluxers
opera, plus the brittle polish ex¬
Taylor dons armor to fight for Carpenter. Stars John Forbes. Co-stars on his staff in Hollywood and had
pected of a Crawford vehicle. It fair lady and honor though gun Frank Carpenter, Adele Jergens, Glenn resigned to become a producer at (2,000-seaters) in the city and the
Langan, Hal Baylor, Michael Whalen.
majority of houses look like small
provides the lady with full emo¬ powder is replacing lance and he Directed
by Oliver Drake; screenplay, Universal. Failing in that, he was
tional gamut. But business may be finds it difficult to maintain his John Carpenter; camera, Clark Ramsey; trying to talk Sime into starting neighborhood “grinds” in need of
Darrell Calker. Reviewed Oct. 12,
a clean-up. Benches serve as seats
spotty.
ideals among the treachery and music,
a daily in Hollywood. Sime ob: Entrance fees range from 25c to
'55. Running time, 65 MINS.
The Jerry Wald production, court intrigue into which the plot
viously didn’t want to do it and $1 and the “kinos”are all crowd¬
scripted' and directed by Ranald plunges him. He’s been dispatched
This independent effort, made a kept mumbling, ‘We get out a flop
MacDougall from a novel by Edna to France from Scotland to look few years ago, is a dull and con¬ once a week, and now he wants us ed. A blitz release is the rule,
Lee, tells of an outwardly charm¬ over a prospective bride for his fused, tale of post-Civil War Cali¬ to get out another one five times and at times as many as 20 of the
40 houses will be showing the
ing and beautiful woman who uses aged uncle. He falls in love with! fornia that has little to recom¬
.same film.
any means to the end that she may the lady himself, but nobly remem¬ mend it. Lacking in name value a week.”
“Ungar looked pretty disconso¬
have security and dominations bers his mission. By thus remaining and appeal its only chance is as a
General run of films is mediocre,
over all those who surround her. steadfast of purpose he is re¬ quick fill-in for small situations.
late, but it was obvious that Sime but Fraday was impressed by Rus¬
Along in the story she is likened warded at the finale by winning
was going to give in.”
sian 3-D without glasses inven¬
Produced
and
written
by
John
to a queen bee in a hive who stings the beautiful, and very wealthy, Carpenter, it plods through 65
tion, Stereokino.
This, he de¬
to death any rivals who might countess after foiling the political minutes of gunshots and horseback
scribes, as lineless Cinerama. Rus¬
challenge her position-. She could scheming of King Louis XI and chases
to
spin
something
of
a
story
sians
have
not
yet
seen
either Cin¬
also be likened to a female hound. Charles, Duke of Burgundy, and about an army troubleshooter try¬
emascope or Cinerama, so they
Miss Crawford, working well downing Count William De la
ing
to
clear
up
the
mystery
of
said.
A
few
old
U.
S. films—
Continued from page 3 —
under MacDougall’s direction, gives Marck, renegade nobleman, in the
missing gold shipments. The James
among "them “Best Years of Our
slickly styled trouping to the title belfry brawl.
Brothers
are
dragged
in
to
lend
the
point
this
week
that
the
com¬
Lives,” “Mr. Smith Goes to Wash¬
Knighthood becomes Taylor and
charaqter’s emotional range as she
insures the unhappiness of the he carries off the heroics with the some semblance of reality, but pany is seeking to move in all ington” and “Grapes of Wrath”—
directions as had been promised are still around, and patrons would
other principals.
MacDougall's proper postures. Opposite him ro¬ nothing helps much.
Oliver Drake’s direction
is earlier by company toppers Steve like to gander new American pro¬
script is a bit slow in starting and mantically is Kay Kendall and,
contains quite a bit of small talk, while her name doesn’t add any mostly concerned with directing Broidy and Harold Mirisch.
ductions.
but once underway manages to de¬ selling power domestically, the equine traffic and giving the actors
25 Legit Houses
In any event, the results so far,
velop sufficient expectancy as to payees should like her cameo a chance to fire as many rounds of added Crown, are that important
There are 25 legit houses In Mos¬
blanks
as
they
wish.
There
are
how the queen bee will get her beauty and considerable acting
cow,
eight
of which are devoted to
comeuppance. A lot of the dialog ability. Robert Morley* stands out adequate performances from John name players are no longer wary kiddie shows. Bolshoi Opera bal¬
has bite and the performances are as the scheming Louis who will Forbes as the troubleshooter, of aligning themselves with the let has big rep, including such
all quite good, even where the resort to any unscrupulous act to Glenn Langan as an army lieuten¬ company in the light of the Wyler, classics as “Prince Igor” and
characters carry little or no sym¬ keep peace in France. Alec Clunes ant and Michael Whalen as a major. Wilder, Huston associations; field “Swan Lake” in addition to Soviet
is good as the Duke of Burgundy Adele Jergens gets co-star billing reps are asking and obtaining top
pathy.
Plot unfolks through the eyes of as is Duncan 'Lamont as the rene¬ but is on screen for approximately terms for AA product such as propaganda ballets (“Red Poppy,”
Lucy Marlow, kin of the rich and gade nobleman. Scoring strongly six minutes, just long enough so “Phenix City Story”; the foreign “Flames of Paris,” etc.). Fraday
futile family that lives in a south¬ for comedy is George Cole, gypsy the audience will know who she is market yield has.been strongly de¬ found ballet in Russia is more em¬
ern mansion, who has come to' At¬ henchman of the last knight. when Forbes kisses her at the fade- veloped to the extent that Eu¬ bellished with facial expressions
Kap.
lanta from the north for a visit. Others in the predominantly Brit¬ out.
ropean net income next year will and pantomime acting than usual
Miss Marlow is warm and engag¬ ish cast do well.
show a 200% improvement over in western productions. He found
Christopher Challis* Eastman
ing as the young lady who at first
the current year; the company has the celebrated ballerina Ulanova
sides with t'he restless and wordly Color lensing is good, as are the art
reached the stage of development as good but no better than Alicia
Miss Crawford against Barry Sul¬ direction, costuming and editing.
abroad where it intends to fight Markova.
livan, excellent as the bitter, Bronislau Kaper provides a back¬
Russian
legit
houses
are
Continued from page 2
for a great share of import per¬
drunken husband who escapes his ground score that is very effective
mits—that
is, it has pictures to equipped with all the latest techni¬
dominating wife in the bottle. It because it never intrudes in an by train from London and we
cal improvements and most have
is not until Miss Crawford raa- obvious manner bn the action.
passed Oxford on the way. Malvern sell on percentage, rather than revolving stages and new lighting
nuevers to prevent the marriage
Brot.
looked like a dowdy Victorian flat, and will demand a “more devices. Dressing rooms are spa¬
equitable”
share
of
the
money
of Betsy Palmer, Sullivan’s sister,
health resort, but it did. have a
and John Ireland, estate manager
from countries with import restric¬ cious and theatres, in contrast to
good theatre.
Return of Jack Slade
the movie houses, are comfortable.
and ex-lover of the queen bee, that
tions.
(SUPERSCOPE)
“When I came out of the man¬
Seats sell from $1 to $6 for all
the girl’s eyes are opened. Miss
As for “Persuasion,” which has a shows.
ager’s office I happened to look
Palmer, who shows up exception¬
Good actioner and fits well
down a flight of stairs leading off budget of slightly over $2,100,000,
There are no nightclubs or cab¬
ally well, commits suicide and Ire¬
into intended market; sequel
the lobby to a basement. A young AA will handle the release in the arets but two big variety houses in
land kills. Miss Crawford in a de¬
to “Jack Slade” should find
liberately arranged auto accident
man came over, and asked, ‘Would U. S., Canada, Brazil. Mexico, Pan¬ both Moscow and Leningrad. There
same good b.o. response.
to free Sullivan and Miss Marlowe
you mind not watching Mr. Shaw’s ama, Argentina and the Caribbean is a 1 a. m. curfew for restaurants
area. Loew’s has the rights else¬ which may present one act. Next
for the love they have found. Ire¬
rehearsal?’ ”
Hollywood, Oct. 5.
where. Of significance beyond this
land is good, and among those pro¬
I said I’d mind very much not is that Loew's majr team with AA month’s closing time is being
Allied Artists release of Lindsley Par¬
viding acceptable support are Wil¬ sons
production. Stars John Ericson, Mari watching Mr. Shaw’s rehearsal.
moved up to 2 a. m., and two acts
liam Leslie, Fay Wray, Katherine Blanchard, Neville Brand; features Casey
on other similar major-scale ven¬ will be allowed. Fraday sees in
The young man turned away, tures.
Anderson, and two juves Tim Adams, John Shepodd, Howard Petrie.
this the beginning of Russian
Directed by Harold Schuster. Screenplay,
Hovey and Linda Bennett.
‘Notre Dame’ Deal
Warren Douglas; camera, William Sickner; walked a few steps, and then came
cabarets.
The southern mansion setting editor, Maurice Wright; music, Paul Dun¬ back again saying, “Mr. Shaw
Under
the
projected
deal
for
Claim 500,000 TV Sets
and the players are rewardingly lap. Previewed. Allied Artists Studio, Los would be furious if he saw you
Calif., Oct. 3, '55. Running time,
“Notre Dame,” the Hakims are to
There are 500,000 tv sets in
photographed by Charles Lang. Angeles,
78 MINS.
doing this!”
make
this
in
English
and
French
Moscow, most oLthem located in
The score by George Duning, con¬ Jack Slade . John Ericson
“From what I’ve seen, that would versions, in Cinemascope and color community buildings. Big apart¬
ducted by Morris Stoloff and other Texas Rose .Mari Blanchard
£a«,y Sutton . Neville Brand have more life to it than the re¬ and with Anthony Quinn and Gina ment houses have a tv room for
behind-camera credits are excel¬ Billy
Wilcox . Casey Adams hearsal,” I said and kept right on
lent.
Brog.
Lollobrigida in the leads. AA, par¬ their residents.
Fraday found
Johnny Turner . John Shepodd
ffy»n • ■ .. Howard Petrie looking down the stairs at the ticipating in
budget investment, Russian tv of poor grade as far as
o1?. stanley.John Dennis Master.
Quentin Burward
which is $1,250,000, will take West¬ entertainment goes, although re¬
Polly Logan.Angie Dickinson
Laughmg Sam...Donna Drew
“It was obvious to the young ern Hemisphere distribution rights. ception seems good. There are
(C’SCOPE—COLOR)
Little Blue . Mike Ross
Abilene
. Lyla Graham man by now that I was a bounder, RKO, incidentally, owns the title no regular shows—only broadcast¬
Lively version of the Sir Wal¬
George Hagen . Alan Wells a boor, and not easily impressed to the Victor Hugo classic and this ing of vaudeville and circus acts
Professor . Raymond Bailey
ter Scott minor classic, with
by Shavian protocol.
might necessitate new nomencla¬ at randon* with newsreels, political
Robert Taylor name to help
and literary lectures plus inter¬
“Before we could continue with ture for the AA-Hakims entry.
‘The. Return of Jack Slade,”
bookings and returns.
our
sprightly
dialog,
Shaw
came
containing popular shoot-’em-up
The tieups with the three other views and occasional concerts.
During Russ travels, Fraday re¬
action ingredients, should find the trudging up the stairs. He was U. S. companies cover the French,
Hollywood, Oct. 14.
MOM release of Pandro S. Berman pro- same patron response as did “Jack carrying a lunch basket. I greeted German
and Belgium markets, ports that he found Russian musicriucUon. Stars Robert Taylor. Kay Ken
Slade,”
the
boxoffice
success
of
halls
and circuses below European
him
and
we
shook
hands.
This
where
AA
doesn’t
have
its
own
clall. Robert Morley; features George Cole
two years ago that cued this fol¬ was our first meeting, though we offices. RKO'is to handle “Wichita” standards, old-fashioned and lack¬
Alec Clunes. Duncan Lamont, Laya Raki
Marius Goring, Wilfred Hyde White, Eric low-up by Allied Artists.
ing
in
hep showmanship as far as
knew
of
each
other’s
existence.
and
“Shot
Gun”
in
these
areas,
Pohlmann, Harcourt Williams. Directed
Actually, it’s Slade Jr. (John
by Richard Thorpe. Screenplay. Robert
“ ‘I’m up here for Variety, I Loew’s will rep AA on “Big Com¬ presentation goes. The entertain¬
Ardrey;
adaptation,
George
Froschcl; Ericson), around whom the action
ment-hungry
public is ready to
bo”
and
United
Artists
will
dis¬
from the novel by Sir Walter Scott; cam- pivots
in this Warren Douglas said, “and God help you if you’re
swallow almost anything and criti¬
era (Eastman Color). Christopher Challis; screenplay,
tribute “Phenix City.”
the original Slade not good.”
editor, Ernest Walter; music, Bronislau
cism,
theatrical
or otherwise, is
On the personnel front, Crown
Kaper. Previewed Oct. 10, '55. Running (Mark Stevens) having been killed
He gave me one of his smiles
time, 101 MINS.
off in the first film. Employed as that looked so much like a sneer, noted the recent appointments of not an active trade or welcome.
The
Paris
showman
said he saw
Ouentin Durward . Robert Taylor a Pinkerton, Ericson’s out to gain
asked if I had come all the way Edwin Smith as v.p. in the United
Isabell, Countess of Marcroy
information on a large band of from Nice, and how did I leave the Kingdom, Martin S. Davis as ad- no act that he would want to book
...
T
.
VT
Kay Kendall
for
Lido.
As
to
the
general
over- ,
Wyoming
outlaws.
He
manages
to
it!1?*.
. Robert Morley
Hayraddln
.
George Cole become one of the mixed gang, and [Frank] Harrises, and with that pub head in N. Y. and the employ¬ all picture of life in the USSR, ;
Charles, Duke of Burgundy Alex Clunes
before the wind-Up has seen the backed out of the lobby with his ment of additional salesmen in Fraday is happier at home or in
Count William De la Marck
eight domestic branches.
~
_
Duncan Lamont outlaws all but wiped out, but not lunch basket, waving goodbye.
the U. S. .
Gypsy Dancer . Laya Raki
until he finds romance with a gal
It turned out that God didn’t
Fraday and Guerin, his partner,
Philip Dc Crevllle Marius Goring
from
the
gang
(Mari
Blanchard),
land
already has been product!
help him much. Maybe because he
Master Oliver .Wilfrid Hyde White
have gone to Caracas to see their
Gluckmeister .
Eric Pohlmann who really was too decent to have didn’t ask.
of
a
pic,
this
being
“Thunc
show,
“A Night at the Paris Lido,
Bishop of Liege .Harcourt Williams
Count De Dunois.Michael Goodliffe been connected with the baddies
now on South American tour, hav¬
The review'of “The Apple Cart” Storm” starring Linda Christian
in the first place.
Duke of Orleans.John Cam
association with the Wc
ing
opened
in Buenos Aires in May
is
one
still
prized
at
Variety.
John, Cardinai Balue.,. .Nicholas Hannon
Ericson is well cast as Slade,
and played Brazil and Chile. After¬
iMaJcoIm . Moultrie KeJ.sail turning in neat portrayal in a role “This
thing,” I wrote, “has 90 Brothers. More are expected,
Petlt-Andre
. Frank Tickle
this
same
territory,
it’s
underlin
wards,
they
go on to Havana and
Trois-Eschelles .
Bill Shine which
dominates the
footage laughs, one gag, and a pratfall. If that AA is being given the all-i
N, Y., where they will seek talent
Lord Crawford . Ernest Thesiger throughout.
Miss Blanchard, in it had sex appeal, Jt would be a
portant
circuit
playing
time
w:
for
their
next
Paris Lido revue,
femme lead, is mainly called upon hit. It hasn’t It isn’t. It wasn't! . . .
some of its films through its Pal
This lively film version of Sir to display. her charms. This she
“Moulez-Vous?” set for Decem¬
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CATHOLIC GALS JAR COUNCILS
Drawing the Line of Good Taste
By GENE ARNEEL
The recent arrest of a Lorain, O., drive-in theatre manager for
showing a burlesque-type film has had as an immediate reaction
including spirited huzzahs from many' in the film industry, not
excluding those in the camp of the Motion Picture Assn, of
America. Also immediate is the reported cancellation of bookings
for similar sexsational fare by a few other theatremen in Ohio.
Responsible elements in the trade are never happy over a fellow
showman being brought to book for some alleged misdemeanor, of
course. And the Lorain situation is recognized as one that must
be considered on its own peculiar merits. But, importantly, the
arrest action has served to notify all in exhibition that the princi¬
ple of good taste in exhibition cannot, and must not, be abandoned
when offiical censorship bodies are put out of business, as has
happened in the Buckeye state.
If the forced exit of governmental blue-pencilers is taken as a
cue for shoddy subject matter on the screen, this could only bring
about the rebirth of censors stronger than ever, imposing prior
restraints on what a man can show in his theatre. Importantly,
too, the pressure groups become particularly watchful when
guardians of the community’s morals, as they’re sometimes termed
under local constitutional law, are rubbed out.
The exhibitor should feel called upon to deal in a commodity
that in his good conscience he believes to be unsullied. Either
that, or seek another line of business.

I

By IRVING R. LEVINE
Today, I went to the movies. In
fact, I went to two movies, one a
3-D affair which the Russians call
“stereokino,” the other a new color
film entitled, “Lesson of Life.” It
was 5:30 in the afternoon and I
thought, surely, judging by the
pattern of things at home, that this
would be a quiet time before the
afternoon crowds and the even¬
ing rush.
l
I was wrong. It was far from
quiet. As a matter of fact, the first
movie I went to was completely
full. The film at that theatre, the
Metropole (is “Soldier Ivan Brofkin.” It’s quite popular, I am
told, and is a musical comedy, al¬
though it’s a bit difficult to see
how a comedy could be woven
around the theme of a collective
farm boy, who constantly got into
trouble until he became a Soviet
soldier. Then he became a good
Communist and married a fine girl.
However, my report on that film
will have to wait for another time,
because there were no tickets. Also
it turns out that in Soviet movie
houses, you cannot walk in in the
middle of a movie. As a matter
of fact, walking out before the end
is considered very poor taste. Some
people have actually had the ex¬
perience outside of Moscow of be¬
ing refused exit from a theatre be¬
fore the movie was over. They
were told that leaving early was
an insult, indicating contempt.
The next movie I tried was the
3-D stereokino. There was a long
line at the boxoffice for the movie
whose running time is one hour,
and the best I could do was to get
tickets for two hours later.
There is only one 3-D rfiovie in
Moscow.
All movies have lines
waiting for every performance.
The admission to the stereokino,
which has been running for about
five years, is six rubles ($1.50) for
the choicest seats. It’s a small nar¬
row theatre, seating no more than
200 persons. The straight-backed
wooden seats are staggered so that
you never have to worry about the
lady in front of you wearing her
bonnet.
This seating arrangement, it
soon becomes apparent, is born
of necessity rather than considera¬
tion of comfort. It’s necessary to
keep your head fixed rigidly in one
position for the movie to have a
third dimension, or for that mat¬
ter, to have any dimension at all.
As soon as you move your head,
or your eyes, the screen shifts out
of focus. It’s a most unusual 3-D
system.
The screen itself is small, about
six feet square. It appears to be
a furled or ruffled white cloth
covered with glass. When you hold
your head just right, you do
achieve a remarkable sensation of
depth. Judging from the remarks
(Continued on page 15)

Always Suspicious
Minneapolis, Oct. 18,
Film Row here is wondering
how Bill Diehl, St. Paul Pio¬
neer Press-Dispatch film critic,
will treat • Universal Pictures
henceforth.
Diehl has become engaged
to wed the daughter of LeRoy
J. Miller, the Universal branch
manager here.

TV Welcome Mat
Continued from page 5 - ■
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Roman Catholic influence upon
American motion pictures is being
brought to bear beyond the con¬
fines and machinery of the Catho¬
lic Legion of Decency. The latter
is set up under a Committee of
Bishops, is largely steered from
New York City by Catholic priests
plus Catholic laymen who serve as
jurors. The new articulation of
Roman Catholic points of view is
expressing itself in and through,
the non-denominational Motion
Picture Councils, of which there
are 89 units in the United States.
Catholic women sit increasingly
on these Councils side by side with
Protestant, Jewish and agnostic
women and naturally voice the
Legion’s attitude. This is becoming
a source of considerable embar¬
rassment to the Motion Picture
Councils locally and at national
headquarters of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America.
There have been protests from
a number of local council chair¬
women who feel the new “aggres¬
siveness” in the Catholic approach
and believe it opens the way to re¬
grettable misunderstandings as to
the basic purposes of the councils.
The MPAA in N. Y., which serves
as a focal point for the council’s ac¬
tivities, acknowledges itself uncom¬
fortably aware of the dissension
created by the actively-presented
Catholic view, but at the same time
recognizes and emphasizes the im¬
portance of the Catholic view being
included in tne various councils.
Broadly Based
Of the 89 motion picture coun¬
cils active in the country, some 60
or more are represented in the
Federation of Motion Picture
Councils. These groups take in
women members from a wide vari¬
ety of local organizations, ranging
from the Parent-Teachers Associa¬
tion to music clubs, the Library
Assn, and the Daughters of the
American Revolution.
The councils have always oper¬
ated on a wholly positive policy,
i.e. to support good pictures. Prob¬
lem arises via the conviction on the
part of Catholic members that ex¬
hibitors should be dissuaded from
playing films considered in viola¬
tion of Catholic dogma. Thus,
while the councils are organized to
rally support for features deemed
outstanding from a moral and en¬
tertainment
point-of-view,
the
Catholic element now wants the
same energy devoted to keeping
people from going to see attrac¬
tions that, from the Catholic stand(Continued on page 77)

Good (Communist) Guys Always Win;
Unworthy Leninists Dig Ditches
(The following commentary on 4—
film-going in the Soviet capital is
extracted from the Oct. 5 radio
broadcast of NBC’s Moscow corre¬
spondent—Ed.)

D| Morris Ernst Calls Forum Meeting;
Musters Media Men Against Code

• --

it’s noted, they’re flooded with
calls offering guest appearances.
However, should a lesser known
name be proposed, the programs
become aloof.
Local tv stations’ policy bn run¬
ning film clips has also undergone
a marked change.
During the
early days of tv, nearly every
video outlet, pleaded for film foot¬
age to spot on shows and the film
companies refused to release foot¬
age. Today the network shows are
Reluctant to run the clips and only
do so on special occasions. Local
stations, however, are still more
receptive to film clips.
At one time, video shows liked
to carry portions of New York and
Hollywood premieres, even foot¬
ing the total line charges.

Distributors Corp. of America,
independent outfit whose release
of “I Am a Camera” has been re¬
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
jected by the Production Code,
is teaming up with attorney Mor¬
Metro this week hits more
than a six-month high in num¬
ris L. Ernst in a spectacular fight
against the Motion Picture Assn,
ber of pictures shooting at the
studio, with resumption of
of America. The Code functions
as part of MPAA.
“Lust for Life,” after seven
weeks on location in Europe.
Ernst, of Greenbaum, Wolff &
Six films currently are before
Ernst, was retained by DCA re¬
cameras.
cently although action was kept
Balance include “Meet Me
quiet.
Attorney is mapping a
in Las Vegas,” “Tribute To a
strategy designed to align many
Bad Man,” “Gaby,” “Fearful
leaders in communications, the
Decision” and “The Swan.”
arts and related fields in the bat¬
tle against MPAA. He’s sending
out a letter this week to those
he’s trying to recruit, explaining
the Code’s “censorship” of “Cam¬
and inviting them to a
Continued from pace 1
-■ ■ - era,”
on record as favoring film sales screening of the feature and a
forum
to
follow.
to the Reds,, and has even appoint¬
In a footnote, Ernst refers to
ed a man to further cultural con¬
tacts with the Soviet orbit, these “an exciting new scientific study
Government expressions date back we are having prepared of the
quite some time and Johnston is typical audience reaction to ‘I Am
anxious to know what the current a Camera’.”
An independent research outfit
mood is in Washington.
is to be hired to analyze audience
MPEA and the individual com¬ attitudes in twro key cities regard¬
panies have had numerous ap¬ ing “Camera” and a second, as yet
proaches from Russia and the Iron selected, feature which has been
Curtain countries for films. Mos¬ given Code approval.
cow7, specifically, wanted “Marty.”
Ernst stated in his letter: “. . .
However, none of the companies censorship can only be defeated if
will move until and unless a joint the leaders in every field of com¬
policy is evolved.
munications and the arts join with
leaders of industry, business and
Italo Permits Problem
the professions to do battle with
Company toppers and foreign the censor.
In this area, John
managers met with Johnston in Dunne’s warning that ‘no man is
N. Y. yesterday (Tues.) to dis¬ an island’ is particularly applic¬
cuss the Italian permit situation. able; no one of us can afford to
Spyros P. Skouras, Barney Bala- sit back and let censorship go un¬
ban and Nicholas M. Schenck ex¬ challenged in one field in the hope
pressed themselves vigorously in that it will not touch our own.”
favor of an overall industry for¬
The Code has nixed “Camera,”
mula that would determine alloca¬ said Ernst, “despite the fact that
tion of licenses issued in a block*! ^A1sociatio"n TmPAAU Code seal
However, due to the absence of has appeared on motion pictures
Universal’s Alfred E. Daff and Mil which treat, as explicitly, if not
ton R. Rackmil, the question of more explicitly, of the same sub¬
■divvying up the 190 Italo licenses ject matter as ‘I Am a Camera’
was put off till next week.
and which were produced by mem¬
Universal says it rates more per¬ bers of the Association who thus
mits than last year. So far, the had an economic interest in their
other distribs have been loath to showing.
give up any licenses. Johnston
“The effect of denying the seal
told the meet that the Italians so is that vast numbers of the peo¬
far had issued only 108 licenses, ple of our Republic will be pre¬
leaving the remaining 72 to bp vented from seeing the picture in
divvied up in N. Y.
spite of the fact that the picture
With the company prexies so vig¬ was passed by the officially con¬
orously favoring a “master” for¬ stituted stale censorship boards.
mula, meets on the one devised ‘I Am a Camera’ thus becomes the
by MPEA v. p. Griffith Johnson battleground for carrying forward
will be resumed.
The Warner the ‘good fight’ against censorship.
Bros, rep at yesterday’s meet didn’t The great gains recently achieved
open his mouth. It was WB which in liberalizing official motion pic¬
originally torpedoed the Johnson ture censorship will be lost if this
formula.
unofficial, economically-motivated
censorship is allowed to continue.”

6 Roll at Metro
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Lew Ayres9 Unique Religioso Cavalcade
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By MIKE KAPLAN
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
One of the most unusual film projects ever at¬
tempted by an individual will be unveiled to the
public Oct. 31 when Lew Ayres opens at the Geary
Theatre in San Francisco with his series of filmed
shorts on “The World’s Great Religions.” This Will
be a three-night test of format preceding a national
“concert” tour.
Nine color films comprise the first part of the
project. The second part will be launched next year
when he begins filming a series on Christianity.
A student of philosophy and comparative religion
for more than 25 years, the veteran screen star un¬
dertook the production of the films in an effort to
create a broader spiritual understanding between
peoples of the earth as a means of promoting peace
and tolerance. The first series to be completed
deals with Hinduism, Sikhism, Jainism, The Parsis,
Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Shinto, Judaism
and Islam. They were filmed during a year-long
40,000-mile trip, in which Ayres received unusual
cooperation from leaders of various religions and
was permited to photograph shrines and other sac¬
red places.
Films were narrated by Ayres, who also appears
in the shorts from time to time. Pictures were shot
in sound with the commentary dubbed in over the
actual sound to provide an authentic background
for the material.
Ayres’ life-long interest in the religions of the
world and the cause of world brotherhood is re¬
flected in the monumental job of editing to just
under six hours of color documentary on the peo¬

>
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ples of the Eastern world, their hopes and beliefs
and their daily way of life.
Ayres avoids preachment and makes no effort
to suggest that any one faith is superior to another.
His series marks the first time that anyone has
attempted to record on film, the beliefs of the peo¬
ples of the world and as such is easily a monumen¬
tal step toward greater understanding among the
various creeds. The obviously idealistic rather than
commercial approach undoubtedly, is responsible
for the cooperation which he received and his se¬
curing unprecedented permission to film various
religious rites.
Ayres underwrote the cost of the entire project
himself, spending the year in .the company of an
assistant who handled the film work. The docu¬
mentary approach is occasionally punctuated by in¬
terviews between Ayres and leaders of the various
religions, who express the views of their spiritual
group toward world peace and the brotherhood.
As part of his dedication to the project, Ayres
has also completed a book, “Altars of the East,”
dealing with the religions of that part of the w7orld.
William Morris office is handling the details of
setting up the tour, which will be on a specialized
hardticket basis. A special exploitation campaign
will probably have to be worked out after the San
Francisco test since the project does not have the
ordinary commercial elements and, at first glance,
has a limited esoteric appeal.
Technically, the films set a* high standard of ex¬
cellence for the documentary field. The photog¬
raphy is always good and the color uniformly ex¬
cellent. The subject matter l^as been carefully for¬
mulated and Ayres has written and read a narra¬
tion that is incisive, intelligent and interesting.

(On another front, Emil K.
Ellis, also a N. Y. lawyer, has
threatened a suit against MPAA
because of the Code's thumbsdowning
of
“Three
Forbidden
Stories.” This is still pending.)

Fall Start Faulty
SS Continued

from pace
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estimated Broadway gross for 20
theatres was $477,100 as compared,
with $632,000 for the same week
last year.
These figures, of course, repre¬
sent only a tiny portion of the
overall business done by theatres
the United States. However,
when projected on a national basis
and applied to situations which
usually draw considerably less than
the key downtown houses, they
point to a downbeat. Situations
mainly affected by the business
decline are smalltown, neighbor¬
hood, and subsequent-run outlets.
Weather, particularly in the
flood-prone northeast area, has
also had a damaging effect. Many
New England theatres, just recov¬
ering from the ravages of Hur¬
ricane Diane, are again faced with
period of inactivity because of
the deluge last week. The uncer¬
tain weather has also caused the
closing down of many drive-ins
earlier in the season than usual.
Some even see President Eisen¬
hower’s illness as putting a damper
on normality.

PICTUKE GROSSES
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Fair 10G, Port;
‘Hell’ Giant $21,000 Pacing Mpk;
HSockeroo $37,000 in Det.;‘Fog’ ‘Ulysses’
‘Men’ 11G; ‘Hell’ 9G, 3d
‘Phenix Oke 8G, ‘Men Big 10G, 2d
13G; ‘Men’ Hep 27G, ‘Trial’ 16G, 2d
Detroit, Oct. 18.
Biz among downtown houses is
a hit uneven this week. However,
“To Hell and Back” is sockeroo at
the Palms. “Footsteps in Fog” is
making an okay impression at the
Madison. “Illegal” shapes about
normal at the Broadway-Capitol.
“Quentin Durwood” is fairly good
at the Adams. Holdovers of “Tall
Men” at the Fox looms good.
“Ulysses” at the Michigan is just
okay. “Trial” at United Artists
looks fairly big also in second
frame.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) 15,000; $1$1.25)—“Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk).
Good $27,000. Last week, $36,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) <4,000; $1-$1.25) — “Ulysses” (Par)
and “Duel on Mississippi” <Col)
(2d wk). Okay $16,000. Last week,
$25,000.
Palms (UD) (2.961; $1-$1.25)—
“To Hell and Back” (U) and “Girl
Bush” (Par). Wow $37,000. Last
week, “Female on Beach” (U) and
“Headline Hunters” (Rep), $15,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1-$1.251—
“Footsteps in Fog” (Col).
Oke
$13,000.
Last week, “To Catch
Thief” (Par), $7,000 in sixth week.
Broadway - Capitol (UD) (3,500;
$1-$1.25) — “Illegal” (WB) and
“Night Freight” (AA). Average
$10,000. Last week, “Return Jack
Slade” (AA) and “Jail Busters”
(AA), $9,500.
United Artists (UA) (1,939; $1$1.25)—“Trial” <M-G) (2d wk). Big
$13,000. Last week, $17,800.
Adams (Balaban) <1,700; $1-$1,25)
—“Quentin Durwood” (M-G). Oke
$13,000.
Last week, “I Am a
Camera” (DCA) (2d wk), $8,000.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬
tions) <1.194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Cine¬
rama Holiday” (Indie) (36th wk).
Solid $20,000. Last week, $20,200.
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25) —
“Day of Triumph” (Indie). Big
$15,000. Looks in for run.

Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$2,646,300
(Based on 23 cities and 228
theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

' eluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$2,819,800
(Based on 24 cities and 217
theatres.)

Man Alone’Brisk
$13,000, Philly
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.
A good weekend is helping biz
here currently in a week that sees
most trade offish. “Tall Men” is
pace-setter, in second round, with
a big take at the Fox. Top new¬
comer in a field of generally dis¬
appointing new productions is
“Man Alone/’ with fine total at the
Goldman.
“Gentlemen Marry
Brunettes” shapes stout in second
Stanley session. Perhaps the big¬
gest disappointment is failure of
“Philadelphia Story” to get far in
opening round at 2,500-seat Ran¬
dolph.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.40)—
“Always Fair Weather” (M-G) (4th
wk). Mild $6,500. Last week, $11,-

Portland, Ore., Oct. 18.
Holdovers are the big noise
here this round. “To Hell and
Back” moves into a .sizzling third
round at the Liberty. “Tall Men”
continues stout for second week
at the Fox. “Blood Alley” is not
holding well in second session.
“Ulysses” is disappointing at the
Paramount in first round.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 75-$l)
—“Kiss of Fire” (U) and “Road to
Denver” (Rep). NSH $5,000. Last
week, “Bar Sinister” (M-G) and
“King’s Thief” <M-G). $4,800.
Fox (Evergreen) (1.536; $1-$1.25)
—“Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk). Stout
$11,000 or near.
Last week,
$15,000.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Sum¬
mertime” (UA). Big $5,000. Last
week, “Pickwick Papers” (Indie),
$2,700.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 90$1.25)—"To Hell and Back” (U)
and “Scarlet Coat” (M-G) (3d wk).
Solid $9,000 or over. Last week,
$12,500 after $16,000 opener.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1.600; $1$1.25)—“Blood Alley” (WB) and
“End of Affair” (Col) (2d wk).
Slow $7,000. Last week, $7,700.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90$1.25) — “Ulysses” (Par) and “Big
Bluff” (UA). Mild $10,000 or less.
Last week, “Gentlemen Marry
Brunettes” (UA) and “Girl Rush”
(Par), $8,400.

‘Men’ Lusty 19€,
Cleve.;‘Hell’13G

.
Cleveland, Oct. 18.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
of holdovers is dominat¬
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (35th ingBunch
downtown scene and doing
wk), Sturdy $14,000. Last week, well. Only newcomers here are
$15,500.
“King’s Thief” at Stillman, and
Fox (20th) (2,250; 90-$1.49)— “Illegal.”
Neither is doing so
“Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk). Stout well. “Tall Men” on second lap,
$22,000. Last week, $32,500.
a high-shooter for Hipp, is getting
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65- the most coin. “To^Hell and Back”
$1.35)—“Man Alone” (Rep). Fine still is sock in third Palace round.
$13,000.
Last week, “Naked
Estimates for This Week
Street” (UA), $16,000.
'
Allen <S-W) (3.000; 70-$l)—
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 65-99)
—“One Wild Oat” (Indie). Mild "Illegal” (WB) and “Dam Busters.”
$7,000.
Last week, “Intrduder” Light $12,500. Last week, “War¬
(Indie) (3d wk), $2,800 in 6-day riors” (AA), $10,000.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l)—
week.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 9941.49) “Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk). Punchy
$19,000 after $29,500.
—“Left
Hand
of
God”
(20th)
(3d
Washington, Oct. 18.
Lower Mall (Community) (585;
wk). Off to light $13,000. Last
In a relatively drab main stem week, $16,000.
70-90)—“I Am Camera” (DCA)
session, “Sheep Has Five Legs” at
Midtown (Goldman) (2;500; 75- <4th wk). Big $2,500. Last week,
Lopeit’s Dupont shapes as best $1.49) — “Tennessee’s Partner” $3,000.
entry, with an all-time record for (RKO). Weak $7,500. Last week,
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; 70-90)—
a foreign language pic. “Man Who “Warriors” (AA), $7,000.
“Marty” (UA) (m.o.). Oke $5,000.
Loved Redheads,” at the com¬
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 75- Last week, "To Catch Thief” (Par)
panion Lopert arter, the Playhouse, $1.49) — “Philadelphia S t o r y” (m.o.), $7,000 for 8th week down¬
is tepid despite generally good (M-G) (reissue). Thin $8,000 or town.
reviews. “Blood Alley” shapes fine less. Last week, “Ulysses” (Par)
Palace (RKO) <3,286; 70-$l)—
in two houses. “Trial” in^ second (2d wk), $8,500.
“To Hell and Back” (U) (3d wk).
stanza at Loew’s Columbia, remains
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.40)— Lively $13,000 after $15,500 last
sock. “To Hell and Back” continues “Gentlemen Marry Brunettes” week.
big in third session at Keith’s, and (UA) (2d wk). Tidy $15,000. Last
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
stays on. “Cinerama Holiday,” now week, $23,000.
"Trial” (M-G) (3d wk). Oke $10,in third week at the Warner, con¬
000
in 5 days. Last week, $12,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; .75-99)—
tinues to top its predecessor at “Teenage Crime Wave” (Col) and
Stillman (Loew) (2.700; 70-90)—
wickets.
“Aphche Ambush” (Col). Average “King’s Thief” (M-G). Mild $6,Last week, “Marty” (UA)
Estimates for This Week
at $7,000. Last week, “Stranger on 500.
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75-$l) Horseback” (UA) and “Canyon (2d wk), $7,000.
—“JBIood Alley” (WB). Fast $6,000 Crossroads” (UA), $7,500.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 90-$1.49)
or near. Last week, “Illegal” (WB),
—“Marty” (UA) (18th wk). Mod¬
$4,000.
Capitol (Loew) <3,434; 75-$1.10) est $3,500. Last week, $4,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.80)—
(Continued on page 16)
“To Catch Thief” (Par) (flth wk).
Okay $5,000. Last week, $5,500.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 74-$1.80)—
Pittsburgh, Oct. 18.
“Lucy Gallant” (Par) (2d wk). Fast
$10,000. Last week, $13,000.
Holdovers of “Tall Men” at Har¬
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99- ris and “Trial” at Penn look like
St. Louis, Oct. 18. I $1.50) — “Svengali” (M-G) (2d best in town this session, with “To
Bus and -streetcar strike last wk). Poor $1,500 in 4 days. Last Hell and Back” also strong in thix-d
week, lasting four days, slowed up week, $4,000.
stanza, and sticking again. Stanley
film biz at mainstem houses and
is doing nothing with twinner of
trade still is a bit below normal. ‘Men’ Lofty $12,000*1
“Illegal” and “The Warriors.”
Holdovers continue to furnish the
“Marty” will exit on the down draft
backbone of trade this frame, with
Seattle; ‘Hell’ 10G, 3d after nine weeks at Squirrel Hill.
“Trial” and “Tall Men” pacing the
Guild should do all right with
Seattle, Oct. 18.
parade. Delegates here for con¬
Biz has turned spotty here this “Court Martial.” “Cinei’ama Holi¬
ventions currently are expected to session, with a few of holdover day” is picking up again at Warner.
bolster trade for “Cinerama Holi¬ pix doing well and some new en¬
Estimates for This Week
day” per usual. “Green Scarf” is tries not getting very far. “Wich¬
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 75-$1.23)
doing okay at two arty houses. ita” is rated big at Coliseum while —“To Hell and Back” (U) (3d wk).
Temperature dip to 40 degrees “Sister Eileen” shapes fairly nice I Sliding to $8,000 which is still very
over weekend is proving a b.o. at Fifth Avenue. “Tail Men” looks | good here, and more than enough
help.
big at Paramount. “To Hell and to earn the Audie Mui-phy pic an¬
Estimates for This Week
Back” still is smash in third stanza other stanza. Last week, $12,500.
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20- at Music Hall.
Guild (Green) (500; 65-$l)—
$2.40) — “Cinerama Holiday” (In
“Court Martial” (Indie). Okay at
Estimates for This Week
die) (35th wk). Big $14,500. Last
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90- $3,000 or near. Last week, “Gi’een
week. $13,600.
$1.25)—“Sirnba” (Indie) and “Road¬ Magic" (Indie) (2d wk), $1,800.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-90)—“To house Girl” (Indie). Fair $3,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,100; 85-$1.25)—
Catch A Thief” (Par) and “Hell’s Last week, "Naked Amazon” (In¬ “Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk). Has
Island”
(Par).
Opened
today die) and “Silent Raiders” (Indie) plenty of staying qualities and
(Tues.). Last week, “Never Too (2d wk), $3,300.
should wind up around $13,000,
Young” (Par) and “Reap Wild
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90- very good for holdover here. Stays
Wind”
(Par)
(reissue),
swell $1.25)—“Wichita” (AA) and “Be¬ again. Last week, $19,000.
$17,000.
trayed Women” (AA). Big $10,000
Penn
(UA)
(3,300;
65-$l)—
Loew's (Loew) (1,726; 50-85)— or near.
Last week, “Desert “Trial” (M-G) (2d wk). Word-of“Trial” (M-G) and “Tight Spot” Sands” (UA) and “Fort Yuma” mouth and continuous press sup¬
(Col) (2d wk). Fine $12,000 after •UA), $8,900.
port helping, and won’t he too
$17,000 taeoff frame.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) <2,500; much under first week.
Strong
Orpheum (Loew) (1,450; 50-85) $141.25) — “Sister Eileen” <Col) $12,000 or near. Last week, $14,000.
—“King’s Thief” (M-G) and “Gun and “Special Delivery” (Col).
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-$l)—
That Went West” (Col). Fair $6,-! Fairly nice $10,000’or’over. 'Last “Marty” (UA) (9th wk). Windup for
000. Last week. “Gentlemen Marry ' week, 4th of “Left Hand of God” long-runner, which has broken all
(Continued on page 16)
j
(Continued on page 16)
(Continued on page 16)
000

‘Alley’ Bright $17,000,
D.C.; ‘Sheep’ Sock 9iG,
‘Hell’ Torrid 13G, 3d

‘MEN’RUGGED $12,000,
ST. L00; TRIAL’ SAME

‘Men’Big $13,000,‘Trial’
Hot 12G, Pitt, Both 2d;
‘Hell’ Hotsy 8G in 3d

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week.$509,100
(Based on 22 theatres.)
Last Year .$632,000
(Based on 21 theatres.)

‘Phenix’ Botf 14G,
Frisco; M13G
San Francisco, Oct. 18.
Business at the arty theatres is
soaring this week but otherwise
city is leaning on holdovers and
extended-runs for strength. Top
new. pix are “Man Alone” at St.
Fi'ancis and “Phenix City Story”
at United Artists. Both are smash.
“Summertime,” big at Stagedoor,
and “Sheep Has Five Legs” lofty
at the Clay-, are leading hewcomei’s
at arty spots. “To Hell and Back”
still is great in thii’d Golden Gate
l’ound. “Trial” looks big in third
at Warfield. “Cinerama Holiday”
pushed up to a smash total in 11th
week at Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80$1)—“To Hell and Back” (U) and
“Bowery Bagdad” (AA) (3d wk).
Gx’eat $13,000 or close. Last week,
$17,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
“Tall Men” (20th) (3d wk). Oke
$11,000. Last week, $14,500.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)—
“Trial” (M-G) (3d wk). Big $8,000.
Last week, $12,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
“Sister Eileen” (Col) and “Special
Delivery” (Col). Fair $17,000. Last
week, “Illegal” (WB) and “Girl
Rush” (Par), $12,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
— “Man Alone” (Rep) and “The
Green Buddha” (Indie).
Sock
$13,000. Last week, “Footsteps in
Fog” (Col), $11,000.
Orpheum- (Cinerama
Theatre
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cine¬
rama Holiday” (Indie) (12th wk).
Pushed to gi’eat $26,000 in 11th
week ended Sunday (16). The 10th
round was $25,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
70-$ 1)—“Phenix City Story” (AA)
and “Target Earth” (AA). Big $14,000 or over. Last week, “Night of
Huntex*” (UA) and “Break to Free¬
dom” (M-G), $10,500.
Stag-edoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)—
“Summertime” (UA). Big $5,000.
Last week, “Virgin Queen” <20th)
(4th wk), $2,700.
\
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—“The
Bed” (Indie). Good $3,300. Last
week, “Maddalcna” (Indie) (4th
wir)

<9 unn

Clay (Rosener) (400-$ 1)—“Sheep
Has Five Legs” (Indie). Big $4,500.
Last week, “Holiday For Henrietta”
(Indie) (2d wk), $2,000.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) <377-$l)
— “Wages of Fear” (Indie) (9th wk).
Hot $2,200. Last week, $2,000.
Bridge (Reade-Schvvarz) (396;
$i.25-$1.50) — “I Am . Camera”
(DCA) (6th wk). Big $3,300. Last
week, $3,500.
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Lime¬
light” (UA) and “Lili” <M-G) (re¬
issues) (2d wk). Oke $2,500. Last
week, $3,000.

‘Men’ Virile $18,000,
Indpls.; ‘Phenix’ 8G
Indianapolis, Oct. 18.
Biz is very uneven at firstruns
here again this week, only “Tall
Men,” at Indiana, hitting sock
class.
It leads town by a wide
margin. While both are only mod¬
erate grossers, “Phenix City Story”
at the Circle, is outdrawing “My
Sister Eileen” at Loew’s. “End of
Affair” looks nice at Keith’s.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 5085)—“Phenix City Story” (AA) and
“Night Freight” (AA). Fair $8,000.
Last week, “Shrike” (U), $6,500.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 70-95) —
“Tall Men” (20th).
Big $18,000.
Last week, “To Hell and Back” <U)
(2d wk), $12,000, making it $30,000
for two weeks.
Keith's (C-D) (1.300; 50-75) —
“End of Affair” (Col) and “Five
Against House” (Col). Nice $6,000.
Last week, “Wayward Wile” (In¬
die) and “Outlaw Girl” (Indie),
$3,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 50-80) —
“Sister Eileen” (Col) and “Duel on
Mississippi” (Col). Modest $7,000.
Last week, “Trial” (M-G).
Good
$9,000 at 60-90 scale.

Minneapolis, Oct. 18.
As holdovers again get a
stranglehold on Loop scene there
are only two important newcomers
currently, “To Hell and Back” and
"Phenix .City Story,” both okav
Hell looms great at Orpheum
Latter is rated okay at the State’
The ourrent cold weather is con¬
ducive to boxoffice upbeat, it js
the 13th week for “Cinerama Holi¬
day,” third for “I Am a Camera”
and second for “The Tall Men”
and “Trial,” all of them prosper¬
ing.
Estimates for This Wpek
Century (S-W) (1,150; $1 75.
$2.65)—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie)
(13th wk). Recently instituted Sat¬
urday morning student matinees
still drawing capacity trade and
helping to swell take. Socko $17000. Last week, $18,000:
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—
“Trial” (M-G) (2d wk).
Lavish
praise on every hand for this one
and favorable word-of-mouth. Fat
$7,000. Last week, $10,000.
Lyric' (Par)
(1,000; 65-85)—
“Long John Silver” (DCA) and
“Hunters of Deep” (DCA). Light
$3,000. Last week, “We’re No An¬
gels” (Par) (2d wk), $5,000 at 85c$1 stale.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)—
“Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk). Seems
to be what they want, judging by
boxoffice reaction,'although initial
stanza was over estimated. Nice
$10,000 or near. Last week, $14,500.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75$1)—“To Hell and Back” (U). Made
exceptionally fast getaway. Giant
$21,000. Last week, “Night of
Hunter” (UA), $7,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)—
“Desert Sands” (UA) and “Opera¬
tion
Manhunt”
(UA).
Modest
$4,500. Last week, “The Shrike”
(UA) (2d wk), $5,500 at 75-$l.
State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l)—
“Phenix- City Story” (AA). Meg
Myles of cast here in person open¬
ing day. Okay $8,000. Last week,
“Seven Cities of Gold” (20th),
$5,500 in 6 days.
World (Mann) (400; 75-$1.20)—
“I Am Camera” (DCA) (3d wk).
Neat $5,500. Last week, $5,700.

Storm Sloughs Hub But
‘Men’ Whopping $30,000,
‘Hours’ 26G, ‘Eileen’ 34G
Boston, Oct. 18.
Sneak
storm
Saturday
(15)
sloughed firstrun biz here with
streets deserted. Severe storm
bringing new distaster to western
part of state started Friday night
and continued through Saturday
night cutting grosses way down. Up
to the arrival of gale force winds
and rain, biz was good with four
new pix perking the boxoffice and
holdovers doing fine. Best of new¬
comers is “Tall Men” mighty at
Memorial. “Sister Eileen” shapes
nice at State and Orpheum. “Des¬
perate Hours” looms stout at Para¬
mount and Fenway. “Cinerama
Holiday” still leads the holdovers
with another rousing session.
Estimates for This Week

Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
“To Catch Thief” (Par) (8th wk).
Big $7,000. Last week, $8,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
74-$1.25)—“Game of Love” (Indie)
(12th wk). Snappy $8,500. Last
week, $9,000.
Cinerama
(Cinerama Produc¬
tions) (1,354; $1.25-$2.85)—“Cine¬
rama Holiday” (Indie) (8th wk).
Sizzling $30,000 against despite
storm. Last week, $30,0Q0.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—
“Holiday Henrietta” (Indie) (3d
wk). Good $6,000. Last week,
$8,000.
Fenway (NETA) (1,373; 60-$l)—
“Desperate Hours” (Par). Oke
$6,000. Last week, “Blood Alley’
(W) and “They Were So Young’
(Lip) (2d wk-5 days), $4,500.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)—
“Maity” (UA) (11th wk). Great
$7,000. Last week, $7,500.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)—
“Tall Men” (20th) and “Siam” flBV).
Hotsy $30,000. Last week, “To Hell
and Bac.k” (U) and “Utopia” (In¬
die) (4th wk), $11,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 60-$l
—“Ulysses”
(Par)
and
“Ja0
Busters” (AA) (2d wk). Hefty $18 000. Last week, $30,000.
Mayflower (ATC) (689; 65-85-$l)
—“The Bed” (Indie). Back for firstruns with French import, okay
$6,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$U
—"Despei’ate Hours” (Par). Stout
$20,000 or over. Last week, “Blood
Alley” (W) and “They Wei*e bo
(Continued. on .page 16)
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‘OKU’ HOME IN N.Y.; ROPES 56G
■+

Chi Biz Uneven; ‘Hell’ Boffo $42,000,
‘Men Tall 50G, ‘Weather Fair 26G,
‘Fog Bright9G,‘Eileen’-Stage 50G

4‘

'TRIAL,11EIT BIG, L.A. Biz Better; ‘Hell’ Huge $131,000,
‘Lion’ Lively 10G, ‘Thief’ Snappy 62G,
‘Hours’
‘Swing’ 12G, ‘Love’ 28G

Broadway film business was
headed for one of the brightest
boxoffice weeks of the fall season
until the “rains came.” The north¬
Los Angeles, Oct. 18.
Chicago, Oct. 18. 4
easter, which began soon after
Overall firstrun grosses are
Biz continues in the autumn
Friday (14) noon, brought continu¬
showing
some
improvement in the
doldrums here this round despite
ous rainfall that day, all-day Sat¬
current week because of the large
urday and much of Sunday. Ex¬
a raft of openers.
“My Sister
number of newcomers. However,
hibitors pointed out that theatres
only one shapes really smash. It
Eileen” with Joni James heading
took a severe beating Friday but
is "To Hell and Back,” which is
the stageshow. shapes an okay $50,Providence, Oct. 18.
Louisville, Oct. 18.
that the worst damage came on
heading for a socko $43,000 or bet¬
000 for the first week at the Chi¬
Majestic
is
riding
real
high
with
“To Hell and Back” going into a
for most houses since it
ter in three firstruns plus a great
cago. However, standout is “To socko second* session at the Rialto, Saturday
is the prize day of the week. Some "The Tall Men” currently. Also on $88,000 in eight drive-ins where
Hell and Back” with sock $42,000 still leads the town this week. Ken¬ cinemas, such as the Music Hall good side is Strand’s "My Sister
opening round at United Artists.
tucky with holdover of “Ulysses” and RiVoli, however, were success¬ Eileen.” State’s "A Man Alone” playing day-date.
Stout $10,000 is likely in initial
“Aiwavs Fair Weather” looks looks modest. Mary Anderson’s ful in fighting the adverse weather shapes light. “Pearl of South Pacif¬
frame for "African Lion” in one
“Sister that day, the Hall reporting a $30,- ic” is dull at Albee.
fair $26,000 in Oriental first week. "Blood Alley” is slow.
Estimates for This Week
situation while "Love Is Spen‘‘Tall Men” is getting a sock $50,- Eileen” and "Gun That Won West” 000 day.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-75)— dored Thing” shapes nice $28,000
000 in same, round at State-Lake. appears barely okay at State. Busi¬
Main interest, of course, was
“Lucy Gallant” looks mild $16,000 ness pace, at downtown ajtores cur¬ focused on the launching of “Okla¬ "Pearl South Pacific” (RKO) and in four locations despite being
for first frame'at McVickers. “Foot¬ rently is on slow side, likely be¬ homa” in the Todd-AO process at "Fighting Pimpernel” (Indie). Slow around town many weeks in show¬
$6,000 in 5 days. Last week, “To case runs. Big disappointment is
steps in Fog” and “Special Deliv¬ cause of mildish weather.
the Rivoli. Despite two days of ad¬ Hell apd Back” (U) (2d wk), "Desperate Hours,” with only $22,ery” combo shapes to get big $9,000
Estimates for This Week
vance "preems” and a rather abor¬
500 in two houses. “Girl in Red
,000.
In Monroe opener. “Holiday” looks
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 65-85) tive matinee opening day (Thurs.), $10Majestic
(Fay) (2,200; 75-$l)— Velvet Swing” looms fair $12,000
neat $4,200 for same week at Car¬ —"Ulysses” (Par) (2d wk). Mild the Broadway hit musical, in
"Tall Men” (20th). Upped scale in one house.
negie.
$3^,500 after first week's $7,000.
screen form, is soaring to a terrific helping this one to wow $20,000 or
"Last Command” looks modest
"Ulysses” is staunch in third
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200; $56,000 in its first week.
near.
Last week, “Blood Alley” $9,000 in two theatres. "To Catch
Grand week. "Private War of Ma¬ 65-85)—"Blood Alley” (WB). Slow
It is not hurting the Music Hall (WB) (2d wk), $7,500 in 5 days.
Thief” is heading for okay $14,500
jor Benson” looks good in third $4,000. Last week, "Phenix City as much as the storm. "Trial” with
State (Loew) (3,200; 50-75)— or near in two houses plus $47,500
at the Esquire. “Cinerama Holi¬ Story” (AA), $6,500.
the stageshow is heading for a fine “A Man Alone” (Rep) and "Double in two nabes and six ozoners.
day” keeps packing ’em in for 18th
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; $145,000 opening session at the Jeopardy” (Rep). Mild $9,000. Last “Teenage Crime Wave" is fair
week at the Palace.
75-$l)—"To Hell and Back” (U) (2d Hall. Nor is "Oklahoma” having week, "Last Command” (Rep) and $15,500 in three spots.
wk). Still pacing the city with great much effect on "Tall Men.” which "Headline Hunters” (Rep), $8,500.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3.900; 98-$1.50) $15,000 or close. First week was soared to a great $43,000 on initial
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-75)
Warner Beverly, Orpheum (SW$22
000
week at the State.
—"Sister Eileen” (Col) with Joni
—"Sister Eileen” (Col). Very nice Metropolitan) (1,612; 2,213; $1State' (United Artists) (3,000; 65Preem of the Todd-AO opus like¬ $10,000. Last week, "Ulysses” (Par),
James topping vaude. Okay $50,$1.75)—“Desperate Hours” (Par).
000. Last week, “Blood Alley” 85)—"Sister Eileen” (Col) and wise is having no effect on "Cine¬ $8,000.
Disappointing $22,500. Last week,
(WB) with Julius La Rosa helming "Gun That Won West” (Col). Okay rama Holiday” at the Warner,
War. Beverly, “Shrike” (U) (6th
$9,000.
Last
week,
"Trial”
(M-G),
judging
from
the
smash
$45,80f>stageshow (2d wk), $38,000.
wk-6 days), $2,500; Orpheum, with
$7,500.
garnered in its 36th round ended
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1.400;
Egyptian, “Svengali” (M-G), $5,500.
last
Saturday.
This
is
$4,800
ahead
85-$l)—"Private War Major Ben¬
Fox Wilsliire (FWC) (2.296; $1of the previous (35th) week.
son” (U) (3d wk). Sturdy $7,000.
$1.80)—"Girl Red Velvet Swing”
"Deep Blue Sea” is winding its
Last week, $8,500.
(20lh). Fair $12,000. Last week,
first stanza at the Plaza with a
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-SI)—
"Summertime” (UA) (8th wki,
smash $14,000. "Prize of Gold”
“Ulysses” (Par) (3d wk). Swell
$4,500.
with vaudeville looks to hit a good
$10,000. Last week, $14,000.
$21,000 or near opening week at
■ Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50)
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
the Palace.
—“African Lion” (BV).
Stout
“African Lion” (BV) (3d wk). Nifty
Cincinnati, Oct. 18.
“To Hell and Back” shapes good
$10,000 or near. Last week, "Mar¬
$10,500. Last week, $16,000.
"To Hell and Back,” a mighty ty” (UA) (13th wk-6 days), $3,700.
$22,000 in fourth week at the Capi¬
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)—
tol, and stays on. “Sister Eileen” I grosser at the flagship Albee, is
Omaha, Oct. 18.
Warner
Downtown,
Wiltern,
“Footsteps in Fog” (Col) and “Spe¬
swelling the downtown gross total
“To Hell and Back” is the big looks to reach a fair $11,500 in currently for a gain over last week. Hollywood (SW-FWC) (1.757; 2.cial Delivery” (Col). Heading for
current (4th) stanza at the Vic¬
sharp $9,000. Last week, “Scarlet noise this week, shaping terrific at toria, with "Lucy Gallant” replac¬ Two other new bills, "Phenix City 344; 756; 90-$1.50) — "Hell and
Story” and "King’s Thief” shape Back” (U) and "Apache Woman”
Coat” (M-G) and “Bar Sinister” the city’s largest house, the Or- ] ing tomorrow (Thurs.).
plieum.
Second week is prac¬
better than par at the Palace and (Indie). Socko $43,000 or better.
(M-G) (2d wk), $4,500.
Estimates for This Week
Grand.
"Tall Men” continues Last W'eelc, in other units.
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65- tically assured. “Bar Sinister” is
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$1.75) strong in third frame at Keith’s.
Los Angeles, Vogue, Loyola, Fox
$1.25>—“Lucy Gallant” (Par). Mild good at the State. "Tennessee’s
Ritz (FWC) (2,097; 885; 1,248; 1,$16,000. Last week, “King’s Thief” Partner” at Brandeis and "Last —"McConnell Story” (WB) (3d wk).
Estimates for This Week
363; 90-$ 1.50) — “Love Is Splen(M-G)
and
“Svengali”
(M-G), Command” at the Omaha are both Current round ending today (Wed.)
Albee
(RKO)
(3,100;
75-$1.25)—
on the slow side.
looks like mild $10,000 or near.
dored Thing” (20th) and "Heart¬
$11,000.
Estimates for This Week
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) "To Hell and Back” (U). Smash break Ridge” (Indie) (4th wk Ritz).
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25>
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-$l)— (550; $1.25-$1.90)—"I Am Camera” $22,000 or near. Holds. Last week, Nice $28,000. Last week, Ritz only,
—"It’s Always Fair Weather”
“Blood Alley” (WB), $11,000 at $6,300; Vogue, "Not As Stranger”
(M-G). Fair $26,000. Last week. “Tennessee’s Partner” (RKO) and (DCA) (11th wk). The 10th frame $1.10
top.
(3d wk), $2,700; L. A. Loyola,
“Gentlemen Marry Brunettes” (UA) "Green Scarf” (AA). Lean $4,000. ended Sunday (16) was fancy
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) (UA) Hollywood,
Last week, “Illegal” (WB) and $7,700 after $8,500 in ninth week.
Uptown, "Desert
(3d wk), $16,500.
(1,376; $1.20-$2.65) — "Cinerama with
‘Tram
Busters”
(WB),
$4,000.
Baronet
(Reade)
(430;
90-$1.55)
Sands” (UA) and "Fort Yuma”
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
Holiday”
(Indie)
(17th
wk).
Holding
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 70-90) — "Philadelphia
Story”
(M-G)
(UA),
$25,400.
— “Cinerama Holiday” (Indie)
to last week's great $23,600 pace,
(18th wk). Hefty $41,500. Last —"Last Command” (Rep) and (reissue) (3d wk). Present stanza helped by resumption of Saturday
Palace, Hawaii (Metropolilan"Twinkle in God’s Eye” (Rep). finishing tomorrow (Thurs.) looks
week, $42,600.
G&S) (1,212; 1,106; 90-$1.25) —
morning shows for students.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)— Modest $6,000. Last week, "Shrike” like great $5,800 after $6,300 in
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$l) — "Last Command" (Rep) and "No
(U).
$7,500.
second
week.
Stays
on
indef.
“Seven Cities Gold” (20th) and
Woman” (Rep).
Modest
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20) "King’s Thief” (M-G) and "Sven¬ Man’s
“Illegal” (WB) (2d wk). Poor
$9,000. Last week. Palace sub run;
$1)—"To Hell and Back” (U). —“To Hell and Back” (U> (4th wk). gali” (M-G). All right $6,500. Last Hawaii,
$9,700. Last week, $19,000.
with
State,
"King’s
Thief”
week,
"Johnny
Stool
Pigeon”
(U)
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98) Smash $19,000. Last week, “Tall This round winding today (Wed.) and "Kiss Blood Off My Hands”' (M-G) and “Bar Sinister” (M-G),
—"Tall Men” (20th). Sock $50.- Men” (20th) (2d wk), $8,500 in 6 is heading for good $22,000. Third (U) (reissues), great $7,000.
$9,700.
week was $30,000. Stays on, with
000. Last week. “Mister Roberts” days.
Hillstreet,
Iris
(RKO-FWC)
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
State (Goldberg) (860; 70-90)— "Guys and Dolls” (Goldwyn) due
(WB) (8th wk), $21,000.
"Tall Men” (20th) J3d wk). Con¬ (2,752; 816; 80-$1.25) — "To Catch
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65- “Bar Sinister” (M-G) and “Virgin in Nov. 4.
Thief”
(Par)
and
“Techman
Mys¬
tinuing
strong
at
$8,500.
Last
week
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20)
98)—"To Hell and Back” (Ui. Queen” (20th). Good $5,500. Last
tery” (Indie). Okay $14,500. Last
$13,000.
Smash $42,000, with record-break¬ week, "7 Cities of Gold” (20th) and —"Desperate Hours” (Par) (2d wk).
week.
Hillstreet,
"Kiss
Blood
Off
Palace
(RKO)
(2,600;
75-$l)
—
Looks to hit nice $20,000 or less
ing opening day. Last week, “To “Jail Busters” (AA), $4,500.
in initial holdover session ending “Phenix City Story” (AA). Okay Hands” (U) and "Johnny Stool
Catch Thief” (Par) (5th wk),
$10,000. Last week, "Private War Pigeon” (U) (reissues), $7,400; Iris,
today
(Wed.).
Last
week,
$35,000.
$14,000.
"Night of Hunter” (UA) and “Cross
Major Benson” (U), $10,500.
Continues.
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 98Channel” (Rep) (2d wk), $3,100.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
$1.25)—“Left Hand of God” (20th)
State, New Fox, Uptown (UATC—“Sheep Has Five Legs” (Indie)
(2d wk). Hotsy $28,000; Last week,
FWC)
(2,404; 965; 1,715; 90-$1.25)
(11th
wk).
The
10th
round
con¬
$37,500.
—"Teenage Crime Wave” (Col) and
cluded Monday (17) was solid
World (Indie) (697; 98)—“Quar¬
‘Apache Ambush” (Col). Fair $i5t$9,300
after
$10,000
in
ninth
week.
tet” (Indie) and “Tight Little Is¬
500. Last week. New York with
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
Kansas City, Oct. 18.
land” (Indie)
(reissues).
Neat
Warner Downtown, "Nightmare
(Par) (10th wk). Ninth
$3,200. Last week, “Red Shoes” • Heavy focus in current week is --"Ulysses”
Alley” (20th) and "Thieves' High¬
stanza
ended
last
night
(Tues.)
was
on annual American Royal Live¬
(5th-wk), $3,000.
way” (20th) (reissues), $7,900.
Toronto, Oct. 18.
stock and Horse Show festivities good $9,000 after $11,500 in eighth.
Downtown Paramount (ABPT)
Season’s teeoff of new or re¬
which bring thousands of visitors Stays about two weeks more, with
(3,300; $1-$1.50)—"Outlaw Treas¬
opened
tele
series
is
admittedly
to town. But not necessarily is it "Illegal” (WB) next in.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) — denting film biz this round. Only ure” (Indie) with Eddy Arnold
helping theatres, unless the mar¬
few new pix shape well. "Foot¬ show onstage. Light $6,000 in five
quee is strong. Medium trend is "Gate of Hell” (Indie) (45th wk). asteps
in Fog” is light returns at days. Last week, with Wiltern,
in evidence, with “Blood Alley” at The 44lh week ended Monday (17) two
houses.
"Great Adventure” Pantages, "Blood Alley" (WB) and
held
at
fine
$6,000
after
$6,500
in
Buffalo, Oct. 18.
Hie Missouri tops.
“My Sister
looms nice at Towne. Town’s top "Night Freight” (AA) (2d wk),
Both “Trial” at the Buffalo and Eileen” at Midland is slow. “Tall 43d round.
biz
is
still
going
to such holdovers $20,200.
Mayfair
(Brandt)
(1,736;
79-$1.80)
Tall Men” at Century look sock Men” in second week at the OrPantages (RKO) (2,812; 90-$1.25)
here this stanza. “To Hell and pjieum continues fancy as does “I --"Night of Hunter” (UA) (3d wk). as "Mister Roberts” at Imperial -"Kiss Blood Off Hands” (U) and
Back” still is smash in second La¬ Am a Camera” at Apollo. "Female This session ending today (Wed.) and "To Hell and Back” at the Up¬ ‘Johnny Stool Pigeon” (U) (re¬
town,
both
in
third
frames.
"Al¬
looks
like
light
$9,500.
Second
fayette week. “Illegal” is fairly on Beach” in four Fox Midwest
was $12,000. "Gentlemen ways Fair Weather" is good and issues) (m.o.). Thin $4,500. Last
good at Paramount.
houses shapes okay. Weather was week (Continued
"Left Hand of God” looks neat in week, with unit.
on page 16)
Estimates fqj; This Week
favorable through the weekend.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
second stanzas.
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-80)—
Estirtihtes for Last Week
(1,430; $1-$1.50> — "Private War
Estimates for This Week
Trial” (M-G) and “Stranger On
Apollo (Fox Midwest) (1.085; 85)
Major Benson” (U) (3d wk). Me¬
Christie,
Hyland
(Rank)
(848;
Estimates
Are
Net
Horseback” (UA). Hitting great —"I Am a Camera” (DCA) (2d
1,354; 75-$l)—“I Am Camera” dium $7,000. Last week. $10,500.
Film gross estimates as re¬
$20,000 or over. Last week, “Des¬ wk). Pleasant $3,500; holds. Last
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $l-$2) —
(DCA) (3d wk). Holding well at
ported herewith from the vari¬
ert Sands” (UA) .and "King’s week, $5,500.
"Tall Men" (20th) (4th wk). Modest
$8,000. Last week, $9,000.
Thief” (M-G) (4 days), $7,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)‘—
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
$T2,000. Last week, $16,200.
Downtown,
Glendale,
Scarboro,
Paramount (Par; (3,000; 50-80)— "Aida” (IFE) (3d wk). Fine $1,700;
without usual tax. Distrib¬
Four Star (UATC) <900; $1.25State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,059;
Illegal” (W.B.) and “Adventures of holds. Last week. $1,800.
utors share on net take, when
955; 696; 694; 975; 40-75)—"Tall $1.80) — "I Am Camera” (DCA)
Sadie” (20th). Fairly good $12,000
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 60-80)
playing percentage, hence the
(5th wk). Good $9,000. Last week,
Man
Riding”
(WB)
and
"Bowery
looms. Last week, “Ulysses” (Par) —"Sister Eileen” (Col) and "Spe¬
estimated figures are net in¬
„
Boys” (AA). Oke $14,000. Last $10,200.
and "Twinkle in God’s Eye” (Rep), cial Delivery” (Col). Slow $7,000.
Warner Hollywood (SW > (1,364;
come.
week, “Crashout” (UA) and “Gang
$17,000.
Last week, "Summertime” (UA)
$1.20-$2.65) — "Cinerama” (Indie)
The parenthetic admission
Busters” (Indie), $11,000.
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)— and "Good Die Young” (UA),
Eglinton, University (FP) (1,088; (129th wk). Into current frame
prices, however, as indicated,
Unconquered”
(Par)
(reissue). $5,500.
1,558; 60-$l)—“Love Is Splendored Sunday (16) after neat $24,100 last
include the U. S. amusement
Missouri (RKO) (2,585; 65-90)—
Modest $7,000 In 5 days. Last
week.
(Continued on page 16)
tax.
(Continued on pAge 16)
(Continued on page 16)

'Hell' Still Leader In
L’yille, Great $15,000

Hell’ Terrif 19G,
Omaha; Bar’

Stock Show Hurts K. C.;
‘Female’ Okay at $12,000,
‘Alley’ 8G, ‘Men’ 11G, 2d

TRIAL’ LOUD $20,000,
BUFF.; ‘MEN’ SOCK 19G

‘Men’ Rousing $20,000
In Prov.; ‘Eileen’ 10G

M Mighty
$22,000, Cincy

Toronto Biz Offish; ‘Fog’
Drab 14G; ‘Roberts’ Fat
16G, ‘Hell’ Big 14G, 3d
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Hurricane Waters of August
‘Rained’ Todd-AO’s Rivoli Print;
Woodbridge’s Technical Woes
The flood that hit New England-*in August and inundated1 part of'
COMPO Poll With Prize*
the American Optical Co. plant
Los Angeles, Oct. 18.
was responsible for the faults in
In a move to enlist interest
the “Oklahoma’' print currently
in COMPO’s Audience Awards,
Southern California Theatre
med for the film’s first engage¬
Owners; Assn, is promoting a
ment at the Rivoli Theatre, N. Y.
give-away contest in 220 theThat’s the explanation provided by
tres in four Southern Calif or- •
Henry Woodbridge, president of
nia counties.
Todd-AO which manufactures the
Everyone casting an Awards
equipment and makes the prints.
ballot during Nov. 17-27 will
What had puzzled press ob¬
participate,
prizes including a
servers was that, while the N. Y.
$15,000 home and two Dodge
print showed distortion, scratches,
some fuzziness and unevenness in
color, the print shown on the Coast
some time before was clear and
had no distortion.
Some N. Y. engineers think heatbuckling, always a danger with
wide-gauge film, could be causing
the apparent defects.
Here, according to Woodbridge,
is the explanation:
The “Oklahoma” negative is
perfect and, contrary to some re¬
ports, not marred by anything.
The print used on the Coast was a
Opening of- “Oklahoma” in the
contact print and therefore free of
any of the white marks that show Todd-American Optical widescreen
process
sees the major studios mov¬
up in the print at the Rivoli, caus¬
ing a “rain” effect. These scratch¬ ing along similar lines. Aim is.
es were caused in the optical print¬ twofold (1): to provide an even
ing.
wider picture for those theatres
Under the Todd-AO system, the
distortion is put into the printing which can take it, and (2) to bring
and then corrected on the screen. greater definition and depth to the
To accomplish this, American Op¬ standard 35m frame.
tical developed a new printer. The
Evolution of the
wide-wide
first one was called Mark 1, and
it proved, that this could be done screen, while partly attributed to
in the first place. Then came Mark competitive reasons, is seen as the
2, which worked slowly, turning outgrowth of a realization by in¬
out sample reels.
In August, dustry toppers that—in the domes¬
American ; Optical expected . four
models of the Mark 3, which would tic market at least—the wide
be a culmination of prior models screen per se has by now lost its
and would turn out prints with novelty appeal. In fact, audiences
speed at its Southbridge, Mass., more or less expect it and the
lab.
success or failure of a film is now
Then, the flood hit, causing some
$2,500,000' damage at the American I again determined largely by sub¬
Optical plant, knocking out the ject matter.
powerhouse, etc. Mark 3 never
In view of this, engineers are
came to be, and the Rivoli print hard at work on systems that
was turned out by Mark 2. “It’s
really just a trial print. It never would rate the “super” tag in road¬
was meant to be shown ifi a thea¬ show engagenfents at the large
tre,” said Woodbridge.
houses.
.These same enlarged
The print used in the Coast negatives, When reduced to stand¬
showing, while available, wouldn’t ard 35m size, provide a much
have been any good for the Rivoli
which features an extraordinarily sharper and clearer picture that
steep projection angle.
In the adds to the enjoyment of the show.
“Oklahoma” prints, that angle has
Moving ahead rapidly with its
to be taken into account if distor¬ system is 20th-Fox which uses 55m
tions are to be avoided.
in^conjunction with Cinemascope.
Woodbridge said that, reel for
reel, the print now at the Rivoli The final print in that system, now
would be “cleaned up” and cor¬ being used on “Carousel,” is 55m
rected and that a new print would with a six hole frame (it’s eight
be forthcoming soon.
He said holes on the negative). On the
American Optical,, following the positive, the frame area is two-andflood, had argued that it would be a-half times that of normal
better to postpone the Rivoli open¬ C’Scope. Various tests have been
ing pending availability of a per¬ run, including several at the N. Y.
fect print,' but that the Magna peo¬ homeoffice and at the Roxy Thea¬
ple had insisted that “the show go tre last week. However, these were
in standard S5m reduced from
on” without delay.
The Todd-AO topper said the 55m.
Both 20th and other companies
“scratches” on the print weren’t
really scratches but marks caused by claim they would have no trouble
whatever
duplicating the “Okla¬
the optical printer and the lack of
lacquer on the negative.
He homa”—Todd-AO image in the
same
size
as now seen at the
acknowledged that, the Rivoli be¬
ing-a big house, it might be diffi¬ Rivoli.
Paramount, with its VistaVision,
cult to avoid distortion altogether,
but emphasized that it could be has been advocating the wide area
negative for some considerable
done.
time. Negative is shot running
through the camera horizontally
for double-frame exposure. It can
then be either reduced to standard
35m or else by projected by run¬
ning the film horizontally, the way
it was shot. This was done in some
of the big houses for “Strategic
Air Command” but necessitates
special projectors.
Path for National Theatres to
At Metro, they have come up
acquire the Nevada Drive-In, a with a 65m camera which, like the
1.500-car ozoner in Las Vegas, was rest, is aimed to ■provide a larger
cleared in N. Y. Federal Court frame area for wide screen and
Monday (10) when Judge John W. better definition. National Thea¬
Clancy gave the greenlight. Ju¬ tres has the CineMiracle process
dicial okay on NT’s petition to take which, like Cinerama, uses three
?Ver the site came after a hear¬ camelra and
projection lenses,
ing in which the Dept, of Justice of¬ but combines them in a single cam¬
fered no opposition to the request. era and a single projector.
.Maurice Silverman, special as¬ Todd-AO, of course, uses 70m
sistant U. S. attorney general, told film (inbluding the sound) and it,
Judge Clancy that such acquisition too, can easily be reduced to stand¬
^ould not unduly restrain competi¬ ard 35m. A covering C’Scope ver¬
tion in the Las Vegas territory, sion of “Oklahoma” was lensed. In
purchase of the Nevada is believed the instance of 20th’s system, the
«positive«-includes six sound*
quired by National.
tracks.

Todd-AO Kickoff
Sees Engineers’
Goals Defined

Natl Theatres
Set on Ozoner

PICTURES
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‘Oklahoma’ Advance Sale
Reported Good ThoCuffo.
Matinee Caused Wonder
Advance sales for “Oklahoma”
hit above the $100,000 level last
week in the wake of generally ex¬
cellent reviews for the Rodgers &
Hammerstein musical at the Rivoli
Theatre, N. Y.
At the same time, there was
some confusion over the intial
matinee performance on Oct. 13
when Magna Theatre Corp. execs
called all the film companies and
invited them to send over anyone
who wanted to see the picture.
Those who came found the house
half empty even though tickets
were being sold at the boxoifice.
There are two versions: William
G. McGowan, Magna assistant trea¬
surer, said no matinee had been
skedded since the opening for the
public was due for that same night.
He added that, to accomodate
those who had been left out of
the original screenings, it had been
decided to sked a special matinee
performance.
Other Magna execs, however,
said that a matinee for the public
had always been.planned for that
day. One of the Magna handouts
teed off: “As of the Thursday, Oc¬
tober 13th matinee—the first pub¬
lic performance of Rodgers & Hammerstein’s ‘Oklahoma’ . . . .” The
‘Oklahoma” advance ads also put
the pic’s preem at Thursday after¬
noon and evening, and solicited a
ticket sale for the two perform¬
ances.
McGowan said tickets were be¬
ing printed up eight weeks ahead.
However, mail orders have been
coming in requesting tickets as far
ahead as March 16, 1956. A total
of 103 showtrains and theatre
parties have been accomodated' so
far.. Five treasurers have been ad¬
ded at the Rivoli, along with ex¬
panded staff, to fill mail order re¬
quests, Daniel Melnick, Rivoli
Theatre treasurer, said.

II

Broadway Speculates as to Todd;
Magna Severance Denied Though
Quarreling Generally Credited

Just where does Mike Todd
stand on “Oklahoma”?
Observers last week were some¬
what puzzled by Todd’s attitude re
the film even though many would
agree with him that the press han¬
dling of the advance showings left
much to wish for. Todd said he
If there’s a‘po? or goicr at the was “embarrassed” by it.
end of “Finian’s Rainbow,” it’s
Reports that Todd is “out of
still far from view. The feature Magna,” which have been circu¬
film cartoon version of the legit lating, are stoutly denied by
musical has been in a state of not- Todd’s office. He is still on the
going-anywhere for more than the Magna board, along with his other
past six months although $300,000 reps, and he is also on the board
has been poured into the project. of Todd-American Optical Co.
Distributors ,Corp. of America,
It’s believed that Todd, now
owned by a group of theatre oper¬ filming his first—“Around the
ators across the country, acquired World in 80 Days”—in the Toddthe screen rights and, with John AO process, has had a falling out
Hubley assigned to produce, spent with the two other Magna toppers,
the 300G on the production. It Joseph M. Schenck and George
reached the point of completion of Skouras.
Furthermore, that he
the scoring, which comes first in feels that the negative writeups
animated film work, but the actual which the Todd-AO system has
animation has never been under¬ been getting in some papers could
taken because of lack of money. 1 have been avoided, but that—in
DCA has been continuing with any case—they might well serve
efforts to induce another company to prejudice the public against his
to take over the property. DCA new film.
“would like to recoup on its invest¬
There are people in Magna, too,
ment, at least. Allied Artists has who agree with Todd that, in the
shown interest but an agreement press handling of the picture, the
on terms has been elusive. DCA is initial shortcomings might have
continuing talks with others.
been satisfactorily explained so as
So, not much new in Glocca to soft-pedal the feeling that there
Morra.
was something basically wrong
with Todd-AO. Show, when first
Buff,. Ozoner Goes lst-Run
seen by the press at the Rivoli,
suffered from distortion, bad
Buffalo.
End of local drive-in season is scratches and uneven color. These
seeing an unexpected development defects are now being resolved.
for this area. For the first time,
Parting of the ways between
an outdoor theatre is offering first- Todd and the _ Skouras-Schenck
run pictures here.
combo In a way follows the pat¬
This year’s newest local ozoner. tern set when Todd exited the
Twin Drive-In, ran through the Cinerama setup which he helped
summer with a sub-run policy. Late originate.
in the season, it started first runs
Just how relations stand be¬
with showing of two Italian-made
tween Todd and his “partners” is
pix which ran for three weeks.
indicated by the fact that, until
late Friday (14), when Magna re¬
leased the $100,000 advance sale
figure, the Todd office in N. Y.
had been unable to ascertain what
the sale had been. While industryites in N. Y. take the position
that Todd may well have a justi¬
fied beef, particularly over th«
“Oklahoma”
publicity,
they’r«
A distributor of Mexican features production advances based on po¬ nevertheless astonished that ha
tential
income
domestic
and
for¬
should let this go to the point
in the United States declared in
While the Cimex control where it might start to hurt tha
New York last week that the Mexi¬ eign.
Officially is fairly loose, it is gen¬ picture and the project which he,
can Cimex organization had of¬ erally understood that it Is reallv himself, helped originate.
fered him the films of a rival dis- quite tight, particularly wdien it
trib and had assured him that, comes to exports. Cimex toppers
with the right offer, they would be in Mexico City maintain that any
producer is free to dispose of his
transferred immediately.
films for foreign release as he
Gustav Mohme, head of Clasa- pleases. This is disputed in New
York.
Mohme, said he had been told he
Mohme’s Viewpoint
could have some 60 films now in
Mohme said he wasn’t worried
the possession of Sam Seidelman
By JACK HEANEY
about
getting
product. While, in
who has set up Mexfilms as his
Oklahoma City. Oct. 18.
own releasing outfit for Mexican the past, he has coproduced pic¬
tures
in
Mexico,
this
is
no
longer
The film version of “Oklahoma!’1
productions. Mohme said he didn’t
pretend to have any explanation of possible. However, he said he ex¬ should become the Eastman-tinted
how Cimex could deal with two pected to aid this year in the pro¬ equivalent of the first discovery of
duction of some 10 features to be oil for the state—shared by tha
distribs for the same pictures.
made by Mexican producers in
Nor, he said, could he throw Cuba and elsewhere. In return for film’s financiers.
That reaction from the Okla¬
light on why Cimex, which he felt this investment he gets the rights
has a tight hold on the export of for the U. S., Canada and the Far homa firstnighters was as surpris¬
ing
to them as was the first oil
all Mexico-produced films, would East. Mohme indicated he had the
set up Seidelman in business in impression that Mexican producers jetting from the red Oklahoma clay.
The
film succeeded in doing
the U. S. in competition with its were beginning to be restless un¬
what Hammerstein told an Okla¬
own distribution outfit, the former der the Cimex arrangement.
homa
audience
he and Rodgen
Azteca org.
There are some 450 U. S. houses aimed at—bringing the spirit ol
120 Features Annually
playing Spanish-language films. the state to life in characters and
Mexico produces around 120 Mohme said one of he problems song.
films a year. Of these, a little was that the type of musicals popu¬
The tipoff on the probable suc¬
over 100 are exportable, ajid when lar in these theatres were, as a cess of the film came in Oklahoma
Cimex bought out Azteca, it guar¬ rule, flops in the rest of the terri¬ Gov. Raymond Gary’s willingness
anteed it a steady supply of 52 tory, including Mexico City itself. to be top tub-thumper in the pub¬
films a year. Presumably, Seidel¬ With Cimex now controlling the licity campaign.
man managed to get the remainder financing, these type of features
Gary, a veteran politician now
on the strength of the argument are no longer being produced, he in the thick of the Democratic
that Azteca in the U. S. couldn’t said.
party's 1956 campaign and a pos¬
release more than 52 anyway.
Ruben Calderon, head of Azteca sible vice-presidential nominee,
Mohme, who has been left in the (now the Cimex subsid), said in could not have afforded to tout a
cold bv the Seidelman entry, said N. Y. last week that he, too, had film that had any chance of laying
Cimex had made it perfectly plain w'ondercd about Cimex’s double an egg at home.
But after seeing the film on the
to him that, if he advanced some game in the U. S., but that it had
$15,000 per picture on the 60 pic¬ never occurred to him to question , Coast last August, Gary went all
tures, he could have the films. the Cimex policy in creating com¬ I out on promo!ion, stopping short
When he asked what would then petition against itself via Seidel¬ , only at riding a white horse in a
happen to Seidelman, he was told man. He, too, pointed out that : premiere parade. He figured no
Azteca’s American releasing ca¬ 1 Oklahoma politician could survive
not to worry about that.
a horseback ride down Broadway.
Meanwhile. Seidelman said last pacity was limited.
Gary’s presence, incidentally, ap¬
week that be would start dis¬
There is a strong feeling in N. Y.
tributing his first program Oct. 27 that Cimex allocated films to Sei- parently saved all liquor expenses
in nine New' York houses. Seidel¬ delman’s new outfit to sidestep any for Magna Theatres Corp.'s pre¬
man has said that he acquired the charges of monopoly. It’s in this showing parties. Gary is a per¬
batch of 60 together with a Mexi¬ context that observers are puzzled sonal dry from a state made alcocan partner for a considerable ad¬ by Cimex’s willingness and implied holically arid by law, and dislikes
ability, at least according to •any association with vintages. Noth¬
vance payment.
Cimex is a Mexican semi-govem- Mohme. to deprive Seidelman of ing stronger than v’ater was spotted
mental organization which not only his product if a better deal comes at Magna’s Waldorf-Astoria pre¬
showing luncheon.
controls exports but also hands out along.

It’s Same Old Glocca Morra;
Tinian’s Rainbow’ Caught
With It’s Score Down

Fuzzy as to Who’s Got What
Mexicanos (or 450 U.S. Outlets

‘Okla’ Plenty OK
In Native State
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Only a.Truly Great
Audience Picture Deserves
Christmas Playing Time!
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When you think of "The Rains of Ranchipur"
... remember “The Robe"!
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British Appoints
Vienna’s Hofburg Opens With 1825 Play Assoc.
Auto Show Booms Paris Legit With
Thomas Head of Tele. Co.
One Major CGck Out of 4 Newcomers;
w.
‘Judas’ a Hit, ‘L’Orestie’ Only Limited
Sydney Palladium Drops
London, Oct. 11.

Restored Theatre Still Shrine of German Language
An internal switch has taken
place within the production divi¬
Classic Repertory—No Women Quests First Night sion
of Associated British, follow¬
+•--- ing the appointment of Howard
By EMUi

MAASS
Vienna, • bet. 18.
Aftefr nearly 10-years of camping
out in makeshift quarters, the act¬
ing company of the Hofburg on the
Ringstrasse returned Oct. 14 to the
reconstructed edifice above whose
portico is carved the full designa¬
tion— K. K. Hof Burg Theatre—K
"for Kaiser of Austria, K for Koenig
of Hungary, under the double
eagles of.-the old Empire, symboliz¬
ing the united power of church and
State.
The English - speaking theatre
world can perhaps appreciate only
vaguely the awesome prestige of
the Hofburg of Vienna to tfte legit¬
imate stage of the German-speak¬
ing countries. As a clerk in the
Bank of England never errs with
money the meticulously trained, ac¬
tors of the Hofburg never err* so
runs the tradition, with the scan¬
ning of words and lines. Here
German rhetoric is at the peak of
perfection.
Owned by the Austrian republic,
one of the imperial properties ac¬
quired in 1919, the outward ap¬
pearance of the restored playhouse
is almost exactly as before. The
interior, too, is fairly clbse to the
original with new seats, and equip¬
ment, of course. There are two
guest boxes for V.I.P.'s.
An innovation is an invisible
iron curtain, no political signifi¬
cance to be inferred. An old Aus¬
trian law requires all theatres to
have such curtains as a fire pre¬
ventive measure. Hundreds died
early in the century in a dreadful
theatre fire in Vienna.
For the inaugural production
the . Hofburg management (RottSchreyvogl) chose. Franz Grillparzer’s “King Ottokar’s' Rise and De¬
cline/’ which dates back to 1825.
This was not a casual choice but
followed a prolonged debate in
the- press, and. the coffee houses.
The piece would hardly qualify for
Hollywood picturization but is in
the classic mould of Hofburg rep¬
ertory. Tradition is enshrined in
Vienna and changes are not lightly
undertaken,: Significantly the cere¬
monial bf Oct. 14 was attended by
the:4iplbmatic corps, heads of Gov¬
ernment and all sorts of celebrities
but.no—note—women.
Other scheduled premieres of
classic dramas during the opening
weeks are “Don Carlos" by Schil¬
ler, ‘‘Torquato Tasso" by Goethe,
"The Prodigal” by Raimund, "The
Concert" by Herman Bahr, “Port
Royal” by Montherlant and "The
Cold Light” by Zuckmayer.

Ireland Files Request For
1956 Film Fest in Cork

Stageshows For Films
Sydney, Oct. 11.
Palladium here, run by Celeb¬
rity Theatres (headed by Harry
Wren) on leasq from Hoyts’ The¬
atres,. quit the stageshow field and
reverted back to-a film policy last
week under the Hoyts’ banner.
•With the exception of the Harlem
Blackbirds, this house has had
more flops than successes, stand¬
out being the failure of "Caine
Mutiny Court Martial" with Lee
Tracey and Ron Randall.
Wren in a statement to the
dailies denied that he was quitting
the house for good. He plans a
trip abroad shortly, and intends to
book additional U.S. talent and
shows for Down Under runs.

Hurricane Hilda Flood
Sloughs Cinema T^ade
In Many Mex Key Cities

j

Mexicb City, Oct. 8..
Following the Hurricane Hilda,
flood waters have almost com¬
pletely inundated ' the State of
Tamulipas area, forcing more
than 75,000 residents' from their
homes there. Worst hit was the
port city of Tampico, which has
been, more or less, wiped off the
exhibition map with the wrecking
of nearly every theatre in town.
Previous to the floods, there were
seven cinemas there. As of this
week, only two were attempting to
function periodically, one was de¬
stroyed, two were under 75 feet
of watei*and only partially visible
while the remaining two had walls
that were expected to crumble any
moment. To add to the exhibitors’
problems,
communication
and
transportation
facilities
have
ceased to function completely.
Even the Reforma and the Al¬
hambra, the houses still operating,
have only a few reels left that
were not shown before the storms
struck.
Throughout the entire . flood
area almost no other cinemas have
been left standing. Latest casualty
was Cine Tamesi in Ciudad Madero, where the ceiling crumpled.
No patrons were present when
the cavein occurred. The nearby
state of Vera Cruz is also having
difficulties with the capital city,
Jalapa, and the coffee center,
Coatapec, filmless for weeks.
Situation for exhibs and distribs
throughout the entire flood area
is grave and confabs between the
national chamber of the picture
industry and the various state au¬
thorities are already taking place
Government aid is expected to
help rebuild theatres throughout
the section, with emphasis placed
on the immediate need for some
form of amusement to aid popu¬
lation morale.
Majority of towns in this area
had at least one local "cine palace"
and natives were inveterate film
fans, with whole familiies attend¬
ing two tq three times per week.
Top local film government sources
will , step in and push rapid reno¬
vations if only to build political
fences in the entire area, once
floods have subsided somewhat.

Cork, Oct. 18.
Local Festival -Council here has
made application to the Interna¬
tional Federation of Film Pro¬
ducers- Assn, for a Cork Film Fes¬
tival to be’included in the 1956
schedule. Project would be held
in April, and decision is expected
from the IFFPA meeting in Wash¬
ington this month.
Regulations have been prepared
for the event which would select
“entries which, by technical use of
picture and. sound, best demon¬
strates that the film is the most
vigorous art, form of our time!"
Jury would consist of three Irish
nationals and two judges from out¬
side the country. Top award is to
be Silver Statuette of St. Finbar
(patron of Cork) for the best fea¬
ture, with bronze statuette for the
Belgrade, Oct. 11.
best short or documentary. Other
With four feature films made in
awards would go to top director,
coproduction with foreign part¬
actor and actress.
ners, planners of Yugoslav motion
picture industry now are favoring
the coproduction idea.
Of the
Jack Hylton Branches
four coproductions, only two fea¬
Into IMajor Pix Prod. ture the National Liberation war.
The w.k. German film director,
London, Oct. 18.
. Jack Hylton is branching out Helmut Keutner, directed "The
into film production. He has set Last Bridge" hei'e. This is a psy¬
«P a new outfit in association with chological drama about a German
John .Baxter, and Basil Thomas woman doctor connected with
and his venture starts, rolling im¬ Yugoslav partisans during the war.
mediately at Beaconsfield for Brit¬ The Norwegian film director, Kore
ish Lion release. , . , ( '
Bergstrem, and the best Yugoslav
Initial Hylton pic; "Ramsbottom film director, Rados Novakovic,
Rides Again,” will star Arthur produced the Yugoslav-Norwegian
Askey, Frankie Vaughan and Sa- film, "The Bloody Road.”
This
Recently Hylton moved into features* the friendship developed
the tv'field and is producing a se¬ in the last war between Yugoslav
ries of light programs for regular partisans and the Norwegian pop¬
showing on the Associated-Redif- ulation in the notorious Nazi camp
fusion commercial web in London. called "The Bloody Road.’

Co-Prods. Now Favored
By Yugoslav Pix Units

Thomas as managing director of
the group’s new tv company, which
will operate the Birmingham and
Manchester commercial networks
at weekends.
. The production division has now
been cut into two sections. The
newsreel department will be under
the control of G. T. Cummins, who
will double as executive producer
and editor. Terry Ashwood has
been .named to head production
and will take charge of Pathe Pic¬
torial, documentary work, tv, li¬
brary and sound setup.

India Claims 2d
Largest Film Biz
Washington, Oct. 18.
India claims the second largest
motion picture industry in .the
world, on the basis of footage pro¬
duced, according to Indian claims.
The Indian Embassy here says:
"There are about 600 producers,
60 studios, 40 laboratories and
nearly 600 distributors of Indian
films. Approximately $88,200,000
are invested in this industry.
About 300 pictures are produced
annually, mostly in local languages
and dealing with themes of Indian
interest. The stress is mainly on
music and drama, and by Western
standards the pictures are inclined
to be lengthy.
"There are about 3,500 cinema
houses in which the annual attend¬
ance is estimated at 600,000,000.
The government of India maintains
a film division of its own which
produces many documentary shorts
of educational and special inter¬
est."
Illustrated report says also the
national system has 24 broadcast
stations and uses 44 medium and
short wave frequencies. It says
there are about 850,000 private ra¬
dio sets and over 10,000 commu¬
nity sets in use. There is no men¬
tion of telev.

Austria’s ’Snow’ Paced
Top Grossing Pix Last
Month in W. Germany
Berlin, Oct. 11.
The Austrian film, "Three Men
In'the Snow," was the top grosser
last month in West Germany’s
eight most important key cities, in¬
cluding West Berlin. The German
film, “The Rats" (winner of this
year’s film festival here), took
second spot, while the Gallic fea¬
ture. "Nana," was third best.
"08/15 Part Two” and "Beloved
Enemy,” both German films, were
next in total grosses.
Studio activity continues in West
Berlin at full speed. Federal award
winner Alfred Weidenmann is di¬
recting "Alibi” at the Tempelhof
studios for Fama. O. E. Hasse,
whose ace role as "Canaris” won
him strong popularity here, has
the lead. Europa will release this
one. Rerolina is shooting a remake
of the "Three From the Filling
station." Directed by Hans Wolf, it
will be released by Herzog.
“Studentin Helene Willfuehr,”
based on a Vickiy Baum yarn, is
the title of a new CCC pic.. Rudolf
Jugert is directing this film which
Constantin v/ill distribute. "Wovon
Man Spricht" (Of What They Talk)
is an Alfu production which has
Wolfgang Lukschy, Ingeborg Schoener, Lutz Moik and Jan Hendrikp
in the top roles. Max Nosseck is
directing.
Fono’s “Devil in Silk,” a Lili
Palmer starrer; CCC’s musical,
"Love, Dance and' 1000 Songs";
"My Children and I," another Fono
production, and "Son Without
Home" (HD) were completed re¬
cently. In East Berlin, six pictures
are currently in work.

‘Eye of God* Cinema
• Vienna, Oct. 11.
"Eye of God" is the queer
name of the latest erected film
house here. It is in a huge
hotel building.
The hall was formerly used
by various societies for big
social events and later also as
stage house. It is now equip¬
ped with C’Scope.

Paris, Oct. 18.
Legit biz is still booming here
as plays, both old and new, open
at the rate of four or five per
week. Auto show, of course, is a
big help. Of the four newcomers,
London, Oct. 11.
one looks like a major hit, one'
Slim Whitman, whose booking prestige short-run and two with
for the London Hippodrome in moderate to fair .chances.
Most important piece was the
October has fallen tlmough, as he
Pagnol
biblical
opus,
cannot get release from a Denver Marcel
contract, will definitely play in “Judas," at the newly refurbished
Britain next' February. Lew and Theatre De Paris, run by Elvire
Leslie Grade, who have fixed the Popesco. This emerges as a bibli¬
deal, say he will be here from cal extravaganza which uses as its
Feb. 27, for a variety tour of at springboard the reasons for Judas’
betrayal of Christ. It is sort of
least eight weeks.
The sudden rise in popularity of earthy, aside to the Passion Play,
the c&w* singer has been one of and thus has a visual and specta¬
this year’s recording sensations. cle pull. This combined with the
His waxing of “Rose Marie" has Pagnol name may make this.
Pagnol has added comic asides
been at the top of the best-selling
record lists here for over two spoken by truculent Roman sol¬
diers
and anachronistic lingo such
months, and more of his disks are
as a Roman corporal not allowing
creeping up the frame.
the disciples to approach the tomb
of Christ. Play is well acted and
mounted m the grandiose old style
which still has some eye appeal.
This will probably have a run
; but does not seem to have the in¬
terest and apneal for Broadway,
since it lacks the fantasy whimsy
of a “Green Pastures.” It is more
Frankfurt, Oct. 18.
appropriate for a film- version
The right of an actor to protect where it can be given more scope
his prestige when he feels that it. is ard interest. Pagnol may direct
decreased because of a film title and produce such a pic himseli in
change is the basis of an interest¬ Israel next year.
ing lawsuit now pending. Final
Ambitious Greek Tragedy
outcome may be a precedent-setter
Jean-Louis Barrault - Madeleine
in determining the rights of actors Renaud Co. started its Parisian
in general to self-protection of per¬ season at the Marigny, with an
sonality once a picture in which ambitious rendition of the Greek
they took, part is completed. The tragedy, “L’Orestie.” of Eschyles,
safeguard to an actor about changes adapted by Andre Obey. Produc¬
in a film in which he played has tion aspects are impressive, and
heretofore not been legally defined. masks and choir are used to tell
Curd Juergens, a top name in the tale of the tragedy of the mur¬
the German film industry (won der of the returned warrior Aga¬
award at recent Venice Film Fest memnon by his wife Clytemnestre.
for his lead in "Der Teufels Gen¬ Though critics here pussyfooted
eral"), completed his starring role around this, and lauded it for its
in a film called, under his contract, determination and try, it appears
“Schweigepflicht” (Duty to Si¬ in for a limited prestige run. Act¬
lence), made in Beilin for CCC’ ing is uneven with only Marie Bell
Films.
giving a depth to her role as the
• Then, on the suggestion of sensual, murderess Clytemnestre.
Gloria Films, who had contracted
Theatre La Bruyere has a farce
to distribute the picture, the pro¬ in Germaine Lefrancq’s "Monsieur
ducer changed the title to “Du et Mesdames Kluck,” which has
mein stilles Tal" (You My Still the familiar situation of a stage¬
Valley), which is the title of an old coach driver who has a wife at
folksong in Germany, and inserted each end of his line.. He has mar¬
scenes which made the title appro¬ ried both and is living a happy
priate to the picture. The title and bigamous existence until his wives
the folksy .aspects, producer and meet. Set in the middle 19th Cen¬
distributor maintained, would con¬ tury. it has some savory folk ap¬
tribute to the film’s success in peal. Director Georges Vitaly has
Germany.
given this pacing and plenty of
’Juergens, who filed for an in¬ laughs. Dialog is blue at times.
junction against the film, said that Play is well acted and may have a
with the new title and changes, moderate run here. This does not
which he had never approved, it have the qualities for Broadway
was no longer a serious, important chances.
Comcdie De Paris has a first
picture. This, he said, was damag¬
play by Michel Sinniger in "Celui
ing to his prestige as an actor.
His injunction was granted by Qui Ne Groyait Pas” (He Who Did
the lower court. As a result of the Not Believe), which takes place in
enforcement of the injunction, the medieval times and recounts the
showings of the film can be halted attempt of a. man to redeem his
when he puts $37,000 in bond friend who has fallen under the
against any possible damages that sway of the devil and has become
stopping the film might cause. It evil. Despite some bright acting
is understood that the case will go and some taking dramatic mo¬
ments, it has a tendency to make
to a higher court.
the players subordinate to the
theme. This is mainly of interest
in denoting a new playwright to
Sinniger who may be heard from
later. Present opus will probably
not be around very long.
Frankfurt, Oct. 18.
Dr. Guenther Schwarz, head of
the German Film Export Union,
has just returned from a meeting
in Paris with general director Rob¬
ert Cravenne of Unifrance, and
London, Oct. 11.
general director Emmanuele CasBritish pictures are to be re¬
suto of Unitalia. The group was
discussing the proposed formation leased in Japan via Columbia Pix
of a European Film Union. Gen¬ for the next three years under a
eral feeling here is that Germany deal recently concluded by the
will take little action or even show British Commonwealth Film Corp.
The BCFC is the collective agency
little interest in the project.
With Unitalia and the Export for handling British product in
Union debating over the possibili¬ that country. Hitherto, the films
ties of common advertising and had been released via the Nippon
publicity on films, it seems that no Cinema Corp.
British films are allocated a total
coordinated action will take place
unless Germany joins the Union.- of 15 licenses a year, as against
121
for American product.
Of
Italy and France apparently also
feel that Germany is taking a this total, six are allotted to Lon¬
don
Films
and
its
output
is
dis¬
“count me out" position. German
film industry’s attitude has been tributed by a local company. The
explained as “reflecting the gov¬ remaining nine, representative of
ernment’s feeling regarding film the British Film Producers Assn.,
will now be handled by Columbia
politics.”
For the third party in the Euro¬ under a deal closed by William
Moffat,
BCFC’s resident director
pean Union, England will probably
in Tokyo.
be invited to participate.

Whitman. Set for 8-Wk.
British Variety Tour

German Actor Sues On
Changing of Pic Title; ,
Seen Setting Precedent

Europe’s Pic Union May
Operate Sans Germany

BCFC to Release Pix
In Japan for Columbia
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"FILMED ON LOCATION,.. INSIDE A WOMAN’S SOUL!”

The remarkable story of Lillian Roth is magnificently portrayed by Susan Hayward

YOU NAME
THE AWARDTHIS PICTURE
WILL GET IT!

The grapevine from California has long whispered
the news. Now, it is no longer just rumor. It is a
fact. The print came East. We saw it in our
Projection Room. Countless people will see this
picture. Its story is already known to 100 million
Americans. Unprecedented grosses will pour into
boxoffices. It is a milestone in movies.

I’LL CRY TOMORROW
M-G-M has made it into an overwhelming
motion picture...starring
§

SUSAN HAYWARD
RICHARD CONTE-EDI ALBERT
JO VAN FLEET-DON TAYLOR - RAY DANTDN

screen piey by

HELEN DEUTSCH and JAY RICHARD KENNEDY

Based On the Book "I’LL CRY TOMORROW” by
n....n
LILLIAN ROTH, MIKE CONNOLLY and GEROLD FRANK * Directed by

DANIEL MANN • Produced by TAWRENCE WEINGARTEN • /\„ r
(Available in Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)
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Pontiac and NBC
NBC-TV is an innocent bystander in Pontiac's cancellation of
"Project 20." Network, in the middle, is naturally aware that the
series is' not controversial for the U. S, viewers, by which it is in¬
terpreted that’there may be "controversial" elements as far as the
USSR and the satellite countries are concerned. "Nightmare in
Bed" would hardly be favorable to Communism, just on the title
alone.'
Under "normal" conditions prevailing in the tv industry, it is be¬
lieved that; NBC would p^Ant to the “sanctity of contracts," since
no cycle is involved on a show not yet on the air. However, Pon¬
tiac already is a. major NB.C-TV sponsor, with a. drama series, and
a customer ,of-fairly long standing otherwise.
NBC's cloud was temporary; it's lined with silver on the reported
stepping in of another sponsor, Electric Cos. Advertising, to under¬
write nine in the "Project 20" series some time during 1956. It’s
understood a second “name" sponsor will carry Vn^from there,
reportedly Monsanto Chemical.
Meanwhile, "Nightmare in Red" is postponed from its skedded
November‘ premiere and the series along with it.
A rumor circulated over the weekend that MacManus, John &
Adams, ad agency for Pontiac, has fired one of its staffers, and
this was immediately construed as being a person involved in
"Nightmare in Red” or the series itself as a whole.
Thus far "See It Now" has not picked up a sponsor to replace
Pontiac.'

Television’s 'Nightmare in Red’
‘1

-1
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age that will, I hope, add to man’s
understanding of man."
(“Project 20” also planned a doc¬
umentary on Hitler’s rise to power
and was. otherwise sweeping in its
proposed - subject-matter).
Manhattan’s advertising coterie
is sure to buzz with talk as the
implications trickle through. Gen¬
eral Motors is a world-trading out¬
fit and has bOen in the forefront
for Over 30 years of efforts to re¬
duce barriers to business among
nations. In coming face to face
with the possible political, embar¬
rassment of "Nightmare in Red”
General Motors—was completely
consistent.
Just , what went on behind scenes
may not come out. There is the
unknown role of the Secretary of
Defense, Charles E. Wilson, for¬
mer top executive at General Mo¬
tors. Consideration for the illness
of President Eisenhower, and his
prestige to the Republican Party
as peace-maker, is also believed to
have figured. Wilson, of course,
coined the phrase, "What is good
for the United States is good for
General Motors" and the prospect
of peace and easier trade fit in
with the proverb.
While the cancellation of "Proj¬
ect 20” stands as a^ highly signifi¬
cant isolated action by big busi¬
ness, it will not be overlooked that
NBC and CBS- are both establish¬
ing news correspondent setups
with Russian and satellite coun¬
tries and that the whole area of
east-west good faith is being gin¬
gerly explored on both sides. The
United States has a stake, too, for
if. many are still -suspicious of
Geneva’s "prop smiles” responsi¬
ble leaders do not wish Americans
to be caught doing things that
might seem insincere in the light
of world public opinion.
Producers and peddlers of tele¬
vision program packages will be
quick to read the possible lesson
of the Pontiac cancellation. More
than a few series have toyed with
the idea of using Reds or Satellites
for villains. Only 10 days/ ago
Camel Cigarets launched a series
called "Crusader” which critics
judged a very clumsy effort to ex¬
ploit the human drama inherent in
escapees from behind the Iron
Curtain.
Also ‘See It Now’
Not directly related to the Rus¬
sian question, or the Geneva spirif,
but nonetheless germane to this
whole development is another
walk-away from embarrassment by
Pontiac. In this instance it was the
Edward R. Murrow-Fred Friendly
"See It Now” show which had been
working for months, long before
Eisenhower’s, thrombosis, upon a
documentary treatment of "The
Vice Presidency."
A more delicate political theme
could hardly be conjured at the
present moment, treating as iti
does with the whole implication
of “delegation of Presidential
powers."
VIPs and Veep
The program’s upcoming pre¬
miere is understood to have
aroused the attention of Vice
President Richard Nixon and that,
among other moves, someone took
the subject up with Secretary Wil¬
son; others think Wilson took the
bull by the horns himself and
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helped to dictate Pontiac's walk¬
out.
If. the first is* true, -it would
mean an extension to. private in¬
dustry of the senatorial privilege
of striding on the classical "per¬
sonal embarrassment” in rejecting
Presidential nominees for office
(the unwritten law in the Senate
that any appointment "personally”
abhorrent to a U. S. Senator is
sufficient reason for rejection).
Nixon or his champions appar¬
ently feel that discussion of the
Presidency right now .in relation
to delegation of powers or kindred
matters would be “personally em¬
barrassing.”
If the second is true, it might
mean that a Cabineteer, Wilson,
had been instrumental in removing
a "subsidy” from a bona fide pro¬
gram universally regarded as high¬
ly informative in character and
"controversial” only to the extent
of its fearlessness under a democ¬
racy in pointing an unemotional
finger at persons and places’ that
are “lousing up” the U. S.
An examination of the outline
on "The Vice Presidency” reveals
that it not only explores the posi¬
tion of V.P. from its beginnings
to the present—from John Adams,
the first of our Veeps, to Nixon,
the incumbent—but pirns to make
certain, that students in every sec¬
ondary school of the U. S. (and
many other channels) will be alert¬
ed to the program and its meaning
for all Americans, In fact, this
may be the largest and most elab¬
orate promotion job in the annals
of public service programs in tel¬
evision.
Classroom Promotion
A "teachers guide for tv view¬
ing, classroom activities and re¬
lated studies” anent the Vice Pres¬
idency runs to 23 mimeod pages;
was prepared by the Citizenship
Associates consisting of Hall Bart¬
lett (text), Willis H. Griffin (activ¬
ities), James E. Russell (research)
and William ,S. Vincent (editing),
of Teachers College of Columbia
U., in collaboration with CBS Tel¬
evision.
Of immediate consideration as
the cancellations became known,
largely by word-of-mouth, was a tv
industry which kept wondering
how the kibosh would react on
other sponsors inre otherwise in¬
nocuous shows which happen to
put on anti-Communist plays or
panel shows. The potentialities
seemed alarming.
On the other 'hand, RCA, parent
company of. NBC, itself has a large
stake in Iron Curtain trade, as
has CBS through its CBS-Columbia and other manufacturing arms
of the corporation, not to mention
their Victor and Columbia record
labels. But both have been com¬
peting hotly for the privilege of
being first with spot news and fea¬
tures from their correspondents
now admitted to Russia. Curi¬
ously, Columbia’s “Russian edi¬
tion" (“Moscow Today”) was put
on Sunday’s (16) “You Are There,"
co-sponsor of which is the Electric |
Companies’ Advertising Program.
(NBC-TV’s “Look At Russia" is
slotted for next Sunday). Curious
because Electric Cos. is reported
standing by to pick up sponsorship
of "Project 20” in the calendar
year 1956. Electric Cos. cannot be
stigmatized merely because it has
no possible stake in Iron Curtain
trade relations except a stake—

like the rest of us—as a "stock¬
holder in the United States.”
MacManus, John & Adams, ad¬
vertising agency for Pontiac, said,
it was because of a "basic misun¬
derstanding” that its client can¬
celled out on "Project” and "See It
Now.” Spokesmen for the. ad house
made the following points:
1. Pontiac's "budgetary commit¬
ments” did not call for large ex¬
penditures at the tailend of the
year when the 1956 models already
have been widely exploited in paid;
advertising and through exploita¬
tion channels.
2. Pontiac was under the im¬
pression that its tv contracts on
the two shows would not become
operative until calendar year 1956
(rather than the 1955-56 "season”);
this seems to be at variance with
network sources who claim the carmaker had pacted for “the first
three” shows in the “Project 20”
telementary series of which the
first (now postponed) was to be
“Nightmare in Red.”
3; As to “Nightmare in Red,”
Pontiac disowned any link of the
cancellation with the so-called
“anti-Communist” treatment in
the ■ stanza, but agency admitted
that a screening of the show
seemed to suggest that parts were
somewhat “violent," at least as to
the noise, "revolution” and other
“explosive” factors centering
around the upheaval in Russia in
1917 and subsequently.
4. Pontiac has a “fiscal year
budget” setup. Period.
5. It is true that the Pontiac
account executive (Paul Foley) re¬
signed, but no connection here
with the cancellation, said the
agency.
6. Automaker had contracted for
three “Project 20” shows with op¬
tion on three others; and for two
"See It Now” programs with op¬
tion on four others. “The Vice
Presidency" was one of the shows
(preeming next week in an hour’s
version). Agency admits possible
connection between the premiere
show’s subject matter and the can¬
cellation.
NBC: ‘No Reason Given’
NBC has claimed that Pontiac
advanced no reason for the walk¬
out. It was theorized that that
web “did not mind” the cancella¬
tion since it had available then
“perhaps” sponsor in Electric Cos.
Advertising. Importance here
that the outfit would be drawn
away from bitter rival CBS-TV on
which it is co-sponsor of “You Are
There.” Electric Companies was
seen exiting latter show at cycle’
end (probably December or Janu¬
ary) and moving into “Project 20”
some time during 1956. Another
potential sponsor is Monsanto
Chemical.
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Court Spurns Denial, Enforces
$3»M Fine On An Old Charge
Vs. Under-Reporting Exhibs
Deviate To Ditches
= Continued from page 7

of Russians near me, I wasn’t the
only one having difficulty in focus.
One lady remarked to her neigh¬
bor, “I must be going blind.” A
Soviet, officer in the row in front
of me kept chuckling and whis¬
pering to his wife, “I can’t see a
thing "
Wine, Women—Then Woe
I was so engrossed in holding my
head just right, that I didn’t pay
too much attention to the story
entitled “A Night in May.” It was
a light operetta with colorful
Ukraine costumes. I did pay more
attention, though, to the next
movie I went to, a conventional
two dimension film, “Lesson of
Life,” at the Hermitage Cinema.
It is a typical Soviet film, a movie
with a moral.
Briefly, it’s the
story of a good Communist—en¬
gineer Sergei, with an attractvie
wife, Natasha, and a good job as
chief engineer of a big construc¬
tion project on the Volga River.
However, it turns out that Sergei
is overly vain, that he prefers sub¬
ordinates who flatter him, and
treats with contempt those who
criticize. Also, I am happy to say,
Sergei is given to casual parties
which feature wine and women.
Sergei soon gets his just reward
The Regional Committee of the
Communist Party holds a- meeting.
The Party official tells Sergei his
conduct has been unworthy of a
true Communist and he is expelled
from the Party. He also loses his
job. Wife Natasha, who has been
teaching school in a nearby town,
learns of this when she picks up
her morning copy of Pravda and
finds the case of husband Sergei
documented on the front page as
a moral to other Communists.
Natasha’s first impulse is to go to
her husband, but her friends dis¬
suade her, pointing out that having
proven himself a bad Communist.
Sergei is unworthy of her, How¬
ever, eventually, Natasha does go
to Sergei who has been reduced to
a common worker on the Volga
project. In the final scene, we see
Natasha telling Sergei that she is
sure he will redeem himself, and
prove to be a proper Communist
after all. They embrace; no kiss¬
ing though. Curtain.

A group of Pennsylvania theatreowmers were nicked some $30,000
this week via a consent judgment
entered after a four-year court row
oVfer whether they had under¬
reported their boxoffice receipts to
the distributor plaintiffs. The
exhibs, in addition to denying the
charges . of fraud, had ' further
claimed protection under Pennsyl¬
vania’s six-year statute of limita¬
tions and had filed a counter-claim
against the film companies under
the Federal antitrust laws.
The decree entered in Federal
District Court in Pittsburgh dis¬
posed of all the issues in the favor
of the plaintiffs, namely Para¬
mount, 20th, Loew’s, Warner, RKO,
Universal and United Artists.
The 30G damage award was
posted against defendants James
Jaffurs, Richard E. Brown, John
Jaffurs Jr., William Anast and
Wilmer Enterprises Inc., involved
in operation of the Wilmer Thea¬
tre, Wilmerding; Star Theatre,
Glassport; and the Grant Theatre,
Millvale, all in Pennsylvania.
They had been charged with
under-quoting boxoffice grosses for
percentage pictures during the
years 1940 to 1951.
Group of Pittsburgh attorneys
and Sargoy & Stein of N. Y., han¬
dled the case for the distribs.

Narcotics Commr.
- Continued from page 1
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years ago a French picture titled
‘The Slave’ was sent over here and
I and all members of the United
Nations narcotics commission
agreed it was very good, that it
could deter addiction. But the end¬
ing was tragic and it didn’t draw
the crowds."
The Fed cop added he’s not op¬
posed to presentation of stories
on narcotics per se, but he doesn’t
expect any that could be beneficial,
“knowing what I have seen in Hol¬
lywood.”
Television Example
What about the relatively exten¬
sive portrayal of drug victims in
television programming? Anslinger’s answer: “That one facet of the
theatrical industry is doing some¬
thing wrong doesn’t provide justi¬
fication for others to do the same."
He added that in some instances
where he had prior knowledge of
a “dangerous” theme headed for
radio or tv he made his views
known to the broadcaster involved
and the programs were not aired.
In the light of Anslinger’s spe¬
cific beefs about “Golden Arm,"
it’s now regarded certain that
Preminger and United Artists, dis¬
tributor of the film, are headed
for a battle with MPAA over the
Code seal.
Adding to the trade interest is
Change
for week the fact that UA is now an MPAA
member
and is obliged to refrain
—1%
from handling a Code-nixed pix.
—1
Either
that
or resign ‘from MPAA.
—1%
This is in contrast with the situa¬
— %
tion
a
couple
of years ago when
— %
the company was not aligned with
—2
MPAA
and
distributed
the Code-,
— %
rejected “Moon Is Blue,” also a
—1%
Preminger
production.
— %

Amusement Stock Quotations
(N.Y. Stock Exchange)
For W'eek Ending Tuesday (IS)
Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tues.
Close
High
Low
in 100s
27%
28%
Am Br-Par Th 157
26%
23%
24
23
CBS “A”’ ... 102
22%
24
23%
CBS “B”’ ... 89
25%
25%
Col. Pix .... 33
26
15%
15%
Decca ... 79
15%
76%
75%
Eastman Kdk 102 v 77%
3%
3%
.143
EMI
3%
19%
20
Loew’s .481
20%
9
9
Nat. Thea. . 145
91/2
37%
38%
Paramount .
45
36%
31%
79
33
32%
Philco .
43%
43%
RCA . 432
42%
7%
• 7
RKO Piets.
103
7%
9%
62
91/8
RKO Thea. .
9%
8%
9
Republic
68
15
15
15
Rep., pfd. ... 14
17%
17%
17%
Stanley War. 46
26%
25%
27%
20th-Fox .... 67
27%
27%
27%
Univ. Pix ... 35
80%
.79
81
Univ., pfd. .. 100
19
Warner Bros. 30
187a
19%
12034
118
1203 4
Zenith. 15
American Stock Exchange
6%
6%
6%
Allied Artists. 46
4
73§
133/4
14
6
13%
1534
9% Alld Art. pfd.
133/4
13%
14%
17% 13% Du Mont .... 56
3%
3%
3%
8
3% Skiatron .... 13
14%
1334
13%
16% 13% Technicolor . 74
3%
1
3%
3%
4%
3% Trans-Lux ..
Over-the-Counter Securities
Ask
Bid
Bid
4%
Chesapeake Industries... 3%
1%
1%
Cinerama Inc.
5
4%
Cinerama Prod.
67
65
Polaroid
..
123/4
14%
U. A. Theatres. 12%
35%
Walt Disney . 31%

1955
High Low
33% 22%
32
22%
22 %
31
26% 23%
18% 14%
67
87
5%
3
24% 17%
9
12*4
44% 36
43% 30%
55% 36%
10%
6%
12
8%
5%
11%
15% 1334
22% 17%
31% 25%
26%
31
91
79
22% 18%
134
86

♦ Actual Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus St Cod

COMPO’s Go! ti

—1%
— %
-

—
— %
— 7a
— %
—2
— %
—234
—
—
—
—
—
—

%
1/4

7-«
%
%

— %
— %
— %
—2
—1%
—4

Continued
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extent of participation among the
Hollywood talent guilds in the
COMPO endeavor. The Screen
Actors Guild and the Motion Pic¬
ture Industry Council, among
others, already have given the
COMPO elections a cold shoulder.
Rhoden, however, more or less
dismissed this as an issue, indicat¬
ing assurances that plenty of talent
would be available for any COMPO
Awards airing.
Hearing this, and noting senti¬
ment in behalf of COMPO among
the other MPAA conferees, Balaban commented he would go along
with a television purse for COMPO
if all companies will do the same.
Thq matter was left to a formal
vote at another session.
Important factor influencing the
pro-COMPO outcome of the meet¬
ing was the role exhibitors are
playing in the poll. Theatremen
are promoting it on the local level
and theatre lobbies are the scene#
of the balloting.
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Foreign Producers Advised by Brandt
To Develop, Not Borrow, Stars
Use by foreign producers of+
American stars is a mistake since
they can get. further in the U.S.
market by selling their own per¬
sonalities, Harry Brandt, circuit
owner, said in New York Monday
Paging Eilcens
(17) as the Trans-Lux Corp. con¬
Boston.
firmed establishment, of Trans-Lux
Columbia
rounded up. all the
Distributing Corp. to handle for¬
Eileens, who happened to have a
eign imports in this country.
Richard P. Brandt will head up free morning, to meet Betty Gar¬
the new subsid as president and rett, in for publicity for “My Sis¬
George Roth is v.p. in charge of ter Eileen,” current at the State
and Orpheum.
sales. Newly established, too,
Film has a Hub touch with Jack
Trans-Lux Pictures Corp. which is
to acquire the imports for the Lemmon, native Bostonian, in a
leading role.
Western hemisphere.
Brandt Sr. pointed to the num¬
Rap Fire Dept. Escort
ber of foreign players that have
achieved recognition in the U. S.
Minneapolis.
and said he was confident the
Newspapers are receiving
American * public would “buy” protests because the Minneapolis
them at the b.o. “The foreign pro¬ and suburban fire departments es¬
ducers are in a good position to corted dancer Meg Myles with red
create new stars for the U. S.,” fire lights, and sirens when she
Brandt held.
w^f here to ballyhoo “The Phenix
Roth said the new distribution Story” (Allied .Artists) in which she
outfit had so far three pictures and appears.
was negotiating for three more.
One writer pointed out that the
Product on hand includes the stream of motor car traffic at one
Italian “La Strada,” for which busy intersection “was thoroughly
Brandt paid a reported $65,000 befuddled, between stopping, park¬
advance; “Dance Little Lady,”
ing, wondering, starting, and again
British Renown film, and the stopping (in accordance with city
French “Stopover at Orly.” Even¬ regulations regarding red fire
tually, Roth said, Trans-Lux Dis¬ lights and sirens), in addition to a
tributing should be in a position to constant surveillance of vehicles
release one a month. He felt that whipping by and around each front
exhibitor resistance to foreign fender.”
films was waning.
Concluding, this writer sarcastic¬
Richard Brandt opined that ally commented that he was “im¬
there was a definite and substan¬ pressed no end” with the potential
tial market for foreign films in the efficiency of all these depart¬
western hemisphere.
Trans-Lux ments.
eventually will have branches in
eight key territories and will cover
Times Sq. Marriage
the rest of the country via subNew York.
distributors. Harry Brandt added
,Cash and gifts valued at $5,000
later that handling a pic via sub- will be given to a couple willing
distribs was “not the best way,” to get married in Times Square for
but said in some areas there was the purpose of promoting the open¬
more coin to be had from these ing of "Guys and Dolls.”
distributors than otherwise.
The wedding Is. scheduled for
Brandt Sr. emphasized that next Wednesday (26) and will be a
Trans - Lux wouldn’t deal in civil ceremony performed by a
“smut,” but made it clear that the New York jurist. In addition to
outfit wouldn’t be greatly con¬ other awards, there’s an extra $250
cerned whether or not its releases for the couple which can be used
had a Code seal.
for a religious ceremony following
“We don’t want to limit our¬ the civil mating.
selves to the extent that the out¬
Sponsor of the outdoor nuptials
moded Code limits itself,” he said. is the Capitol Theatre where the
“We have long clamored for a re¬ Samuel Goldwyn production opens
vision in the Code and a more en¬ on Nov. 3. Couple will be selected
lightened viewpoint of life as re¬ from best letter on “Why I Want
flected in pictures. The Code
to Marry This Guy (or Doll).”
doesn’t permit that.”
As for Europe swinging to
Cinemascope, Brandt termed it
“just perfect.” “We need some¬
thing like, one medium,” he said.
-: Continued from page 2 —
“We’re all a bit groggy with all
those scopes around.” One of the
six pix Trans-Lux expects to have the pixie nitery comic made things
in its first year probably will be happen the way they did.
Cohn,-quondam sportswriter who,
a C’Scoper, he disclosed.
a war correspondent, first
Brandt said Trans-Lux was open
broached
the idea of a Lewis biog
to propositions to invest in preproduction deals abroad and said between hard covers when the
comedian
USO’d to the South Pa¬
several such deals, including one
with Renown’s George . Minter in cific—no wardrobe, but plenty of
Scotch
.
was
his equipment—and
Britain, were on the fire.
Trans-Lux has hired, the D. M. where Cohn was then a war corres¬
pondent,
has
done
a fine reportorGrattan Co. to handle the national
ial job. With the “organization”
exploitation of its films.
of the saga scientifically laid out,
it’s the kind of a story that writes
itself.
Cohn made three conditions, as
he sets forth in his brief intro. He
■
Continued from page 3 ;
acknowledges the tiptop title is
newspapers by the theatremcn. Bennett Cerf’s (prez of the publish¬
The amusement news follows the ing house), and that “it is Joe’s life
main foreign and domestic new ... it is my book.” Meaning that
and is spotted near the ads for the he brooked no equivocation with
large department stores, society facts and names. Result is as au¬
thentic as a news report, but with
and food news.
According to Hy Gardner—who the drama of a performer person¬
triples as Broadway columnist, ality which, under other auspices,
Sunday tv section editor, and co¬ could have been one of those
ordinator of promotion activities— things.
the Trib is making every effort in . This is one of those rare show
its amusement news apd feature biz sagas- which will get good re¬
coverage to bring people to the views, prove a popular seller, and
'•oxoffico. Commenting specifically is a readymake biopic. Frank Sin¬
n the film business, he declared: atra has been talking it up for him¬
Exhibitors can best be helped if self and to be made for his as-yet
what is written about the movies ephemeral indie producing com¬
is written in an interesting and pany; Lewis mentions that “it looks
colorful fashion so that more peo¬ like Paramount will do it.” Right
ple will read about it.”
now it’s compelling reading. AnyHe pointed out, for example, I body who was reared in the Prothat the Trib is seeking to avoid ! hibition era and/or has seen the
the dry announcements of film development of American night
castings and is concentrating on j life from the 1930s to date, will feel
personality pieces aimed at indue-! like this book is the days of his/her
ing a want-to-see urge among its years in the American saloon scene,
readers. Gardner noted that Joe hut this is not a discourse in drinkHjams. the Trib’s Hollywood cor¬ i g- d a no i n g- d i n i n g-o u t; it’s a warm
respondent. is timing his personal¬ ‘•aga about a warm human with
ity stories to coincide with the : o- ' pienf.v of “heart” 'from the “Damn
lease of a particular picture on Vankoe s' toe me-.song of the same
Broadway.
i name/.

Joe E. Lewis Biog

Trib Up-Fronts

Italy’s Ideas
;

Continued from page 5

has too often in vain sought to
compel the use of,” he wrote.
The Italian film law has been a
prime topic of discussion within
the Italian industry, and its ex¬
pectation has governed the think¬
ing of local production as well as
of the American importers In his
article, Andreotti expressed the
hope that the draft of the law be
ready for presentation to the
Italian Chamber of Deputies “not
later than the first week in No¬
vember” so that it could come up
for discussion before the Christmass recess He also hoped that,
in finalizing the law, there wouldn’t
be “too much political horse¬
trading.”
Vigorously opposing any exten¬
sion of the old law, the Minister
said a new balance between pro¬
duction, distribution and exhibition
was necessary. Despite all argu¬
ments, he wrote, the article under
the Presidential Decree, setting
maximum centals in the absence of
a mutual agreement between distribs and exhibs, should be re¬
tained as “a safety valve.”
% of Foreign Earnings
He applauded as “an excellent
idea” the proposal that Govern¬
ment subsidies be based on the per¬
centage of foreign earnings rather
than domestic receipts. Since the
difficulties of ascertaining such
foreign earnings are considerable,
Andreotti thought it might be
wiser to give out annual monetary
awards to Italo productions “which
have had the greatest number of
transfers’ from one nation to an¬
other.” And here he added a sig¬
nificant sentence:
“I say*‘transfers’ instead of con¬
tracts in order to be more exact,
and in order to have a means of
checking on the information fur¬
nished by the interested parties.
Apart from the fact that the ap¬
plication for an award is consid¬
ered a legal instrument with penal
liabilities for attempted fraud,
Italy has a consular system and an
Authors’ Society which is firmly as¬
sociated with the corresponding
organizations in foreign countries.
He emphasized that such awards
should then be followed up “by the
purchase of some large theatres in
various strategic points of the
world market.”
As for the. 18% subsidy, now
handed out by the Italo Govern¬
ment on the basis of recommenda¬
tions from a technical committee,
Andreotti said this by now fixed
obligation had “given impetus for
the rise of many small enterprises
and has given no encouragement
whatsoever to the first-class pro¬
ducers.” He added however, that,
had it not been for the 18%, “a
large number of enterprises—and
not negligible ones either—would
have gone bankrupt.”
In the future, the Minister
thought, it would be wiser to limit
operation of the committee to a
simple “Yes” or “No” as to the
eligibility for subsidy. When the
aid is forthcoming, it' should be
“at a set figure which would not
be very high,” he wrote. Further¬
more, he added, “it would be a
good idea to again study the sug¬
gestion whereby the subsidy would
be paid immediately through ad¬
vances by the Authors’ Society.”

BOSTON
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Picture Grosses
' BROADWAY
tContinued from page 9)
Marry Brunettes” (UA) is due in
Oct. 29.
Normandie
(Trans-Lux)
(592;
95-$1.80) — “African Lion” (BV)
(6th wk). Fifth frame ended yester¬
day (Tues.) was socko $8,000 after
$9,000 in fourth week. Stays on.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
“Prize of Gold” (Col) and vaude¬
ville.
Week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks like trim $21,000 or
close. Last week, “Bengazi” (RKO)
with vaude, $27,000, over expect¬
ancy.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1$2)—“Blood Alley” (WB) (3d wk).
Held with okay $3,000 in second
round finished last night (Tues.).
First week was $47,000. Stays
about four weeks according to
present plans, with “Sincerely
Yours” (WB), first Liberace pic,
due in next.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$1.80) — “Trouble With Harry”
(Par). Opened Monday (17) fol¬
lowing invitational preem Sunday
(16) night. In ahead,. “One Step
To Eternity” (Ellis) (2d wk), landed
okay $5,500 in 8 days after $7,500
for opening week.
Plaza (Brecker) .(556; $1.50-$1.80)
—"Deep Blue Sea” (20th) (2d*wk).
Wound first week ended yesterday
(Tues.) with a terrific $14,000 ac¬
tual attendance hitting close to
house record.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75) — “Trial”
(M-G) and stageshow. Looks like
fine $145,000 in first week ending
today (Wed.). Last week, “Always
Fair ’Weather” (M-G) with stage
bill (4th wk), $141,000, over hopes,
with Columbus Day bigger help
than anticipated. “Trial” was head¬
ing for considerably bigger than
$145,000 until storm hit Friday.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,514; $1.50-$3.50)
— “Oklahoma” (Magna). Initial
round ending today (Wed.) looks
to reach wow $56,000, with nights
capacity and most matinees nearly
so. This covers 16 performances,
being two-a-day excepting Satur¬
day and Sunday, both of which
are three-show days. Stays on
indef. First three rows downstairs
removed starting with last Satur¬
day matinee since management
figured these as too close to screen.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)
—“Girl in Red Velvet Swing”
(20th). Opens today (Wed.) after
preview all-day yesterday (Tues.)
following gala previewing Monday
(17) night. Last week, “Seven Cit¬
ies of Gold” (20th) (2d wk-5 days),
slow $18,000 with all-day screen¬
ing of “Swing” helping. Opening
week was $28,000, mighty low.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
“Tall Men” (20th) (2 wk). Soared
to great $43,000 in initial week
ended Monday (17).
In ahead,
“Phenix City Story” (AA) (6th wk4 days), $12,000 including preview
on final day of “Men.”
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)—
“Marty” (UA) (28th wk). The 27th
stanza finished Sunday (14) was
sturdy $8,900, after $9,600 in 26th
week. Continues on.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
$1-$1.50) — “Svengali” (M-G) (4th
wk). Third round completed Fri¬
day (14) was fair $3,000 after $5,000
in second week. “Frisky” (DCA)
due in Monday (24).
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50$1.75)—“Sister Eileen” (Col) (4thfinal wk). Present week finishing
today (Wed.) is heading for fine
$11,500 after $17,500, over hopes,
in third stanza. “Lucy Gallant”
(Par) opens tomorrow (Thurs).
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
$1.20-$3.30)—“Cinerama Holiday”
(Indie) (37th wk). The 36th ses¬
sion ended Saturday (15) pushed
to wow $45,800 after $41,000 in
35th week. Stays on indef. Biz
picked up $4,800 over previous
week, plainly indicating it did not
feel competition froi,n “Oklahoma”
and its new process/

(Continued from page 8)
Young” . (Lip) (2d wk-5 days),
$10,000. .
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)
—“Sister Eileen” (Col) and "Spe¬
cial Delivery” (Col). Bright $20,000
or near. Last week, “Gentlemen
Marry Brunettes” (M-G) and “You
What Sailors Are” (UA), $18,000.
State (Loew) (3,500; 50-$l)—
“Sister Eileen” (Col) and “Special
Delivery” (Col). Good $14,000. Last
(Continued from page 8)
week, “Gentlemen Marry Brun¬
ettes” (M-G) and “You Know What (20th) and “Finger Man” (C
Sailors Are” (UA) (2d wk), $10,000. $6,300.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850;
$1.25)—“Monika” (Indie) <
PITTSBURGH
“Mixed Up Women” (Indie). Sv
$6,000.
Last week, “Sengi
(Continued from page 8)
(M-G), $1,900 in 4 days.
money and attendance records.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300;
Down to $2,100. Last week, $2,800. $1.25)—“Hell
and Back” (U) i
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-$l)—
Misbehavin’ ” (U) (3d v
“Illegal” (WBJ and “Warriors” “Ain't
Great $10,000 or over. Last we
(AA). First double bill at big house $12,600.
in some time and a dud. Lucky to
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700;
Ido dismal $6,500.
Last week, $1.25)—“Gentlemen
Marry B
I “Phenix City Slory” (AA), $8,000. nellcs” (UA) and “No Man’s W<
Warner (SW) (1.365; $1.25-$2.40) an” (UA). (2d wk-8 days). 1*
:—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indio) (35th $6,000. Last week, $9,300.
iwk). Picking up a bit after unex¬
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,C
pectedly sharp dip, arid inching $1-$1.25)—“Tall Men” (20th)
back again info velvet.. Should hit $12,000 or better. Last week,
nearly $12,000, big, $10,000 last Am Camera” (DCA) and “Apai
I week.
Woman” (DCA), $5,300.

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 8)
—“Tall Men” (20th) (3d-final wk)
Oke $13,000 after $16,000 last week.’
Columbia (Loew) (1,1,74; 70-95)^
“Trial” (M-G) (2d wk). Sock $10000 after $16,000 last week. Stays
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10)—1
“Sheep Has 5 Legs” (Indie). Smash
$9,500 and record for foreign lan¬
guage pic here. Holding. Last week
“Summertime” (UA) (7th wk)’
$4,500 in 9 days.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)
—“To Hell and Back” (U) (3d wk)
Big $13,000 after $17,000. Stays.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$l)
—“Blood Alley” (WB). Fine $11,000
or over. Last week, “Illegal” (WB)
$6,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 70-95) _
“Gentlemen
Marry
Brunettes”
(UA) (2d-final wk). Mild $11,000
after $16,000 opener.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l) —
“I Am Camera” (DCA) (3d wk).
Sturdy $8,500, with weekend biz
topping previous week. Last week,
$9,500. Holds.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (3d
wk). Big $22,500, after last week’s
$24,000. Stays on.

KANSAS CITY
(Continued from page 9)
“Blood Alley” (WB) and “Stran¬
ger’s Hand” (AA). Hearty $8,000;
holds. Last week, “Illegal” (WB)
and “Betrayed Women” (AA),
$4,000.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913;
75-$l)—“Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk).
Fancy $11,000. Holds. Last week,
$15,000. '
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
70-90)—“Ulysses” (Par) (2d wk).
So-so $6,000, Last week, $9,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$l)—
“Count Three and Pray” (Col).
Medium $5,000. Last week, “How
to Be Popular” (20th) (3d wk),
$2,800.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra¬
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100, 2,043,
700, 1,217; 65-85)—“Female on
Beach” (U) and “Life in the Bal¬
ance” (20th). Okay $12,000 or near.
Last week “To Hell and Back” (U)
and “Spy Chasers” (AA) at Tower
and Granada (2d wk), $14,000.

TORONTO
(Continued from page 9)
Thing” (20t.h) (3d wk). Tapering
to good $9,500. Last week,' $14,000.
Fairlawn, Odeon (Rank) (1,165;
2,580; 60-$l)—“Footsteps in the
Fog” (Col). Light $14,000. Last
week, “Gentlemen Marry Bru¬
nettes” (UA), same.
Imperial (FP) (3.373; 60-$l)—
“Mister Roberts” (WB) (3d wk).
Hep $16,000. Last week, $19,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,090; 60-$l)—
“Always Fair Weather” (M-G) (2d
wk). Good $12,500. Last week,
$18,000.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 60-$l)—“Left
Hand of God” (20th) (2d wk). Neat
$11,000. Last week, $16,000.
Towne (Taylor) (695; 75-$l)—
“Great Adventure” (IFD). Nice
$5,500.
Last week, “The Bed”
(IFD) (3d wk), $3,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-$l)—
“To Hell and Back” (U) (3d wk).
Holding big at $14,000 or near.
Last week, $17,000.

ST. LOUIS
(Continued from page 8)
Brunettes” (UA) and “Know What
Sailors Are” (UA), same.
Pagaent (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
50- 90)—“Green Scarf” (Indie) and
“Intruder” (Indie). Okay $3,000.
Last week, “Dark Hall” (Iridie) and
“Lost Boundaries” (Indie), $2,500.
Richmond. (St. L. Amus.) (400;
$1.10)—“Green Scarf” (Indie) and
“Intruder” (Indie). Oke $2,000.
Last week, “Green Magic” (Indie),
ditto
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
51- 90)—“Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk).
Fast $12,000 following $17,000
first frame.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
$1.10)—“Sheep Has Five Legs”
(Indie) (2d wk). Good $2,000 after
$2,500 opening stanza.

BUFFALO
(Continued from page 9)
week, “Seven Cities of Gold”
(20th), $8,400.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$D—
“To Hell and Back” (U) and “Ab¬
bott Costello Meet Mummy” (U)
(2d wk). Still smash with $17,000
or close. Last week, $25,000.
Century (BuhaWk)' (3,000; 60-$l)
—“Tall Men” (20th). Tall $19,000.
Last week, “Phenix City Story”
(AA) and “Jail Busters” (AA) (2d
wk-5 days), $8,000.
Teck (Cinema Products) (1.200:
$1.20-$2.40) — “Cinerama” (Indie)
(30th wk). Fine $8,000, Last week,
$8,500.
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UFA, ONCE NAZIS’ FILM MONOPOLY, SOON
TO RETURN AS GERMANY’S BIG FORCE
4----—-

Reemergence of the German
UFA as a production factor in Ger¬
many is seen changing the indus¬
try situation there and giving the
German film business the impetus
it has lacked since the end of the
war.
That is the impression gained
by American filrhmen recently
traveled in Germany.' They feel,
too, that once UFA is revived, the
U. S. film companies will face a
much tougher competitive situa¬
tion.
Indications are that at least par¬
tial acquisitibn of the properties
of UFA, once the Nazi film mo¬
nopoly, is due in the near future.
German and Swiss interests are
involved, but are holding out for
acquisition of the theatres along
With the studios.
UFA owns studios and labora¬
tories in Bavaria (Munich-Geiselgasteig—8 stages); Berlin (Tempelhof—5 stages) and Wiesbaden. It
also has some 70 houses. Negotia¬
tions for the sale to private inter¬
ests devolve primarily around the
Berlin and Wiesbaden properties.
In Munich, strong pressure is be¬
ing put on the Government to re¬
tain the studio property.
One of the problems, say the
American observers, is that of
finding the proper administrative
personnel to get UFA production
going again. Once it does, they
feel, the letdown created by the
elimination of Government sub¬
sidies will be overcome and Ger¬
many may once again emerge as a
world power in the film biz.
Up till now postwar German
films have been quite local in
theme and appeal This is blamed,
in part, on the lack of a central
production core that would attract
private financing. Revival of the
UFA would overcome that prob¬
lem. There is said to be extreme
sensitivity in Germany regarding
the possibility of American money
entering UFA.
The Pattern
German postwar production has
been centered primarily in three
companies in Munich, Berlin and
Hamburg. There are no clear in¬
dications of the extent to which
the former Nazi bosses of the UFA
are trying to regain the company
or whether some of them are be¬
hind the Germany financial inter¬
ests that are seeking to acquire
the UFA properties, l^fazis have
seeped back into German film pro¬
duction to quite a considerable ex¬
tent. Examples cited are Veit Har¬
lan, producer of the infamous "Jud
Suess,” and Ernst von Salomon,
chief scripter for Gloria Film of
Berlin. Salomon is known as an
arch-Nazi. He authored the vicious¬
ly anti-American "Fragebogen”
book which reportedly—and some¬
what unsurprisingly—ended up on
the German bestseller list.
Following the war, the UFA mo¬
nopoly was returned to the Ger¬
man Government with the provi¬
sion that it be split up and put
on the auction block. There have
been considerable delays in accpm
plishing this.

Me No Vandal
Memphis, Oct. 8.
There is much interest lo¬
cally in a suit against Ben
Bass, operator of a neighbor¬
hood house, the Rosewood. It’s
been filed by the mother of a
six-year-old boy, Dudley Eu-’
gene, and asks $10,000 dam¬
ages for "malicious and illegal”
imprisonment of the lad in the
theatre manager’s office.
Seems the lad was nabbed by
two ushers and charged with
slashing a seat. In the office
he was, says the suit, bullied
and badgered and threatened
\yith detention if he refused
to confess the alleged slashing,
which he denied.

Best ‘Student-Produced’
Film Latest Promotional
Gimmick for Look Mag

Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Screen Producers Guild’s Inter¬
collegiate Awards for the Best Stu¬
dent Produced Films will be incor¬
porated into the annual Look Mag¬
azine Awards next February. Tieup
effected between SPG prexy Sam¬
uel G. Engel and Daniel D. Mich,
editorial director of the national
magazine, provides for inclusion of
the student winners in the 15th an¬
nual JLaok Motion Picture Achieve¬
ment Awards. Winners will be
presented Awards Medallions from
both Look and SPG on a network
television show time to coincide
with publication of the awards.
Entries must be submitted to
SPG before the end of the year,
and winners will be chosen by a
committee of producers.
Last year’s Gold Medallion win¬
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Every one will get into the act ner, "A Time Out of War” by
this year if the Motion Picture UCLA students Denis and'Terry
Permanent Charities Campaign Sanders, also won an Academy
Committee has its way. Chairman short subject Oscar.
Walter Pidgeon disclosed that the
drive, now underway, has set the
unprecedented goal of tapping
every one of the 24,000 potential
donors in the film industry.
Last year, PCC raised $1,100,000.
San Francisco, Oct. 18.
Pidgeon feels the goal can be
The operator. of a theatre in
equalled but explained that "Per¬
manent Charities belongs to every Castro Valley, just outside Oak¬
man and woman in the industry land, filed a $375,000 antitrust
and we want everyone to be a
suit against 13 major film com¬
part of it.
"If we succeed in this undertak¬ panies in Federal court here last
ing, the results will far exceed any Tuesday (4).
dollar goal we could set. We in¬
James Toler, who runs the
tend to succeed.”
Chabot Theatre, claimed the com¬
New colonels for the drive are: panies discriminated against him
Charles Conklin, General Service;
Charles Fries, American National; by making him wait longer for new
David Garber, Kling; Ernest Le¬ films than their own houses had
vine,1
California,
and
Charles to wait.
Named as
defendants were
Meacham, Hal Roach. Returning
for this year’s campaign are for¬ Paramount, Loew’s, Warner Bros.,
mer colonels Eugene Arnstein, Al¬ 20th Century-Fox, Republic, Co¬
lied Artists; Byron L. Ellerbrock, lumbia Pictures, Universal Film
Bud Brown, Metro; Fred Fox, Art Exchanges, United Artists, Na¬
Houser, Larry Rice, 20th-Fox; H. J. tional Theatres, Fpx West Coast,
Glick, Herschel Gruenberg, Repub¬ United California Theatres, Gol¬
lic; A. B. Hilton and H. E. Mc- den State Theatres and T & D Jr.
Croskey, Paramount; William Hop¬ Enterprises.
kins and Bert Lea., Columbia; Rich¬
This is the fifth such suit filed
ard Mahn, RKO; Axel Nissen and here in the last year.
Gerald Clover, Goldwyn; Norman
Pottle, Technicolor; K. M. Sieling,
THERE'S YOUR ENEMYDisney; Sidney P. Solow, W. A.
Cushman and Mike Simon' for Al¬
lied Industries; M. W. Weiner and Columbia Sales Drive Has New
Anthony Frederick, UI, and F. E.
Rivalry Angles
Witt and Hal Holman, Warners.
First major contribution came
Columbia is pitting one ex¬
from Labor with Carl Cooper, of
PCC’s Labor Executive Committee, change against another and one di¬
pledging 11,851 Fair Plan subscrip¬ vision against another in the com¬
tions for a total of $347,000. Coo¬ pany’s sales drive honoring Jack
per said contributions average Cohn, exec v.p.
As explained by general sales
$29.28 per donor.
Total of 15,697 workers in the manager Abe Montague, the N. Y.
film industry have subscribed branch will compete with Philadel¬
$725,000 in studio’s Fair Plan, phia, Washington with Boston, and
prior to formal launching tomor¬ so forth. Only the Huston office,
which is new, will not be paired
row (Wed.) of the 1956 drive.
Campaign chairman Walter Pid¬ off, instead will compete against a
geon said; "With this backlog it special billings quota.
Among the divisions, N. Y. is
is virtually certain that we will
exceed the $1,100,000 collected last matched against Chicago, central
vs. northwest, etc.
year.”
Col’s sales drive runs to June
Memphis., Oct. 18.
28, 1956.
Tri-state ^Theatre Owners will
hold its annual powwow at the New Pix Booker in Shifts
Gayoso Hotel, Oct. 24-25. Nathan
Flexer, incumbent prexy who op¬ Of Fox Theatre Personnel
McKenzie’s 2d Term
Promotion of a new film buyer
erates theatres at Waverly, Tenn.,
Regina, Sask., Oct. 18.
for
Fox
Inter-Mountain
Theatres
and chairman Ed Doherty of Ex¬
J. Duane McKenzie, of Estevan,
hibitor’s
Service
here
have constitutes one of six exec person¬ was re-elected for a second term
nel changes at the chain. He is as president of the Saskatchewan
. mapped out the events.
A Mississippi boat ride with the William Agren, who moves up from Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Assn, at
Blevin Popcorn & Theatre Seat being head of the booking depart¬ the organization’s annual meeting
; Service serving as host will be ment.
in Regina.
According to Robert W. Selig,
part of the social side. M. H. Bran¬
J. F, Lundholm, Swift Current,
don, prexy of Film Transit, will Fox Inter-Mountain division man¬ was re-elected vice-president and
also host the theatre owners with ager, Si Sanders will succeed Ag¬ J. M. Heaps, Regina, was returned
ren as head of the northern district as
a chuck wagon dinner.
secretary-treasurer. P. W.
George Kerasotes and Alex Har¬ booking department. Henry C. Mahon, Prince Albert, is honorary
rison of Motion Picture Advertis¬ Fischer replaces Sanders as booker president.
ing Service Co., will top the speak¬ for the Inter-Mountain southern
Directors are: Fred Kalkner, Tis¬
er’s list at a luncheon on Tuesday district. Fischer had been working dale; Walter Pyle, Rockglen; R. D.
(25). Other speakers skedded to in the film statistical department Armstrong, Whitewood; Harry Dur¬
address the Arkansas-Mississippi- for the last six years.
ham, Shaunavon; Hilliard Gunn,
Tennessee group include Warren
Moving up, Tony Ceranlch has Regina; I. Reinhorn, Regina; H. S.
Foster, Dick Stern, Bijou Amuse¬ been promoted to head of the sta¬ Humphries, Grenfell; G. R. Miller,
ment Co., Nashville, and Flexer.
tistical sections. Also, Warren Wynyard; R. R. Southam, Gains¬
Some 300 members are expected Beier has been named special as¬ borough; James King, Milestone;
to attend the two-day parley sistant to M. C. Glatz in the con¬ William Winterton, Saskatoon; M.
which will windup with election of struction detail of the circuit. Al¬ Crawford, Watrous; W. Zaparaniuk,
officers and banquet at the bert Hopkinson goes in as assistant Prince Albert; G. M. Miller, KclGayoso.
to Ralph Pizza in the Salt Lake vington; J. D. Watson, Regina, and
For the wives; a fashion show. booking department.
William Russell, Saskatoon.

Set Events for Tri-State
Annual Memphis Meet
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Pidgeon, and Colonels,
Aim for lOO-Out-of-lOO
In Film Colony Charity

STALLED ON PLAYDATES,
SEZ TOLER, SO SUES

‘Museum’ Policy
Los Angeles, Oct. 18.
Carmel Theatre, a Hollywood
nabe, is reopening Nov. 3 as
the Carmel Museum Theatre,
with everything from sub¬
titles to stereo sound and the
policy of the house. Latest
major releases will be twin¬
billed with w.k. features of
the silent era.
Charles Tarbox, of Film
Classics Exchange, which has
many films with top silent star
names in its library, will oper¬
ate house.

Clark, Chicago, Launches
15-Day ‘Festival’ With
Bargain Series Ticket
Chicago, Oct. 18.
The recently remodeled Clark
Theatre has another of its twiceyearly "film restivals” current.
This one, called the "Fall Film
Festival,” is for 15 days, and will
plug daily changed double bills of
recent pix and oldies dating as far
back as "Camille” vintage (1936).
Earlier this year, the.Clark had
a spring splash of this kind. Series
tickets are sold for the festivals,
ranging in price from $5 to $1.50.
The op entitles holders to view
the whole 15-day series, evening
or matinee, and the $1.50 ducat
is for five matinee performances.
Manager Bruce Trinz feels the
festivals attract attention to the
theatre and serve to introduce new
patrons, which they are especially
anxious to do since the theatre’s
recent modernization. When not
on a spree, the Clark shojvs a. new
double feature each day, at a 50c
matinee price, 75c evening tariff,
and 20c for moppets, all days.

DENY TRAFFIC SNARL
A DRIVE-IN DANGER
Albany, Oct. 18.
The suburban Town of Bethle¬
hem Board of Appeals will decide
tomorrow (Wed.) after hearing ar¬
guments for and against the pro¬
posed construction of a drive-in off
Route 9-W at Jericho Rd.
Application to build a modern,
500-car theatre was filed by Mrs.
Frieda Klein and her sons, Morris
and Raphael, of Hunter. The fam¬
ily presently operate outdoor sit¬
uations at Hunter and Coxsackie.
Their attorney, Norman S. Weiss,
of Albany, told the board that the
new drive-in would not cause traf¬
fic congestion, an argument ad¬
vanced against approving the ap¬
plication. The site chosen is ap¬
proximately four miles from the
center of the three-village commu¬
nity and well off the main high¬
way, Weiss said. He continued that
the question of traffic management
had been discussed with the State
Police, who approved the outlined
plan.
The Klein’s automobiler is one
of two projected for the area be¬
tween south Albany and Ravena.
Another, nearer the latter -village,
is proposed by two Ravena men.

Class-Up Arion as Artie
Tho in Plebian Nabe
Minneapolis, Oct. 18.
With the conversion of the Arion
into such a house the ranks of local
art theatres, all located in neigh¬
borhood sections, are. increased to
four. Arion, however, is first in a
lower working class district to
launch the policy.
Owned by W. R. Frank, who has
been a Hollywood producer as well
as circuit, owner, the Arion has
been in the 49-day clearance slot.
Approximately $45,000 is being ex¬
pended to transform it into a typi¬
cal intimate art theatre. Its seat¬
ing capacity has been reduced from
1,000 to 750 and the main portion
of its balcony has been turned into
a glass-enclosed lounge from which
the picture can be watched by pa¬
trons while they smoke, sip coffee
or indulge in refreshments.
Initial attraction will be local
first-run of Orson Welles’ "Oth¬
ello.”

50c For Old Folk*
San Francisco, Oct. 18.
In an effort to attract older pa¬
trons a larger neighborhood the¬
atre, the Balboa, last week lowered
prices for over-65 film fans to 50c.
Prevailing scale is 70c-$l.
Result of the Balboa’s experi¬
ment may affect other neighbor¬
hoods in this .area. House is part
of the San Francisco Theatres’
chain:" Y.V‘ -•

Wanted Film ‘Pro,’
But French Ohay
Bureau Nominee
By GENE MOSKOWITZ

Paris, Oct. 18.
The. French Film Industry has
given its agreement to the nornination of Joseph Maternati, by
Minister of Commerce and Indus¬
try, Andre Morice, as director of
the French Film Center, which is
due to open in New York sometime in November.. Industry at
first held out for the appointment
of a "professional” film man rather
than a political designation. How¬
ever, he did serve as prexy of the
film affairs section in the cabinet
of Morice, and film heads finally
nodded assent to the choice.
Maternati is slated to leave for
the United States this month for
preliminary look around before
setting up the bureau in Manhat¬
tan under the control, of the Cen¬
tre National De La Cinemato¬
graphic,
whose
president
is
Jacques Flaud. This twist makes
Maternati answerable to Flaud
wRo was under Maternati when the
latter handled film chores for the
Ministry.
FFC will be the official French
industry and governmental film
representative in America, and
will deal directly with both U. S.
film and governmental authorities
on all problems and agreements. It
will be primarily invested with the
responsibility of safeguarding all
French film interests in the U. S.,
and is to- keep* the Gallic industry
and CNC informed on all film mat¬
ters as regards jurisdictional, fi¬
nancial and professional problems
and subjects.
Thus, FFC will be a direct liai¬
son between French producers and
American distributors on all thea¬
tre, video and non-commercial
films, and will endeavor to instruct
French producers as to the best
possibilities for their films in the
U. S. and the best Stateside dis¬
tributors for the various types of
films. It will also examine the
U. S. market and make reports as
to further aspects and chances for
Gallic pix in the more untapped
hinterlands. It is to determine
whether proper public and press
relations, can swell demands for
the French film there, and also
embark on an educational project
to make students and more general
audiences aware of the French film
as an entertainment and artistic
force.
An important function will be to
control remittances to France
since this has been one of the
thorniest problems encountered by
the French. Recently Flaud told
Variety that the fault was usually
with the French producers who
sold films hurriedly and outright,
to insure some U. S. revenue, in¬
stead of understanding the market
and making deals accordingly, FFC
will definitely not distribute films,
but it could possibly work with
the IFE in showcasing some spe¬
cialized Franco-Italian coproduc¬
tions.
In sum it will be akin to the
MPEA here in repping and safe¬
guarding the interest of French
producers abroad.
Finances for
the FFC will come from last year’s
counterpart payment to the French
government, by MPEA, to be used
for film purposes. This amount
came to $468,000, but much of it
has been used to set up a loan
fund, against slowcoming foreign
revenue, for producers so that they
go ahead with production without
waiting for important foreign
amortization coin.
Any needed
money for the FFC will come from
the Film Aid Law coffers. Mater¬
nati will probably share his N. Y.
bureau with the Unifranee Filmree, the organization to hypo.
French films abroad, and his re¬
placement here, as topper of film
affairs for the Ministry, is M.
Vignes.
I This is considered the beginning
of the French offensive on the
American market, which has been
in the planning here for a long
time. After his recent visit to the
U. S., Flaud came back convinced
of his original feeling that there
are big gains to be made in the
U. S. by French films. However,
he realized this would be a slow
process.
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TOA Never Could
Understand Allied,
Declares Berger

Critic in a Rut
Jacksonville, Fla., Oqt. 18.
Loew’s newly acquired drivein, the Normandy; entertains
the kids before showtime with
donkey rides. “Ernie,” one of
the burros, is embarrassing
manager Jim Carey because
the ass has developed a dislike
and disdain for films. The
minute the short subject goes
on the screen, opening the
evening show, “Ernie” turns
his back and heads for the
stable.
The other donkeys go right
on about their business of tot¬
ing the kids.

By HY HOLLINGER

FIVE TRADE BODIES
PLAN CHI CONVENTION

TV-Exposed Oldies
Seek Dates; Bank
In‘Salvage Try

Coyne Fills In
Congress on’54
‘Partial Relief

_

The Hollvuliood
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POWERAMA’S
"MORE POWER TO YOU”

RICHARD and EDITH

BARSTOW

“CINERAMA”
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THEY HAD FUN AT THE MOVIE PAGE BALL,
BUT THE SATIRE COULD’VE BEEN FUNNIER

Minneapolis, Oct. 18.
Back from a New York confer¬
ence with Allied States toppers,
Chicago, Oct. 18.
Execs of (1) Allied States Assn.
Bennie Berger, chairman of the
(2) Motion Picture Exhibitors,
organization's emergency defense
(3) Theatre Equipment Supply
committee, says that the fact that
Manufacturers Assn., (4) Theatre
Theatre Owners of America chief¬
Equipment
Distributors Assn, and
tains are turning thumbs down on
(5) International Popcorn Assn,
the proposed Federal regulation
met
here
yesterday
(Mon.) to co¬
of film rentals will not swerve his
ordinate plans for the joint Allied,
committee from its determination
TESMA,
TEDA,
and
IPA conven¬
to seek it.
tion to be held at the Morrison
Plans are proceeding for the
Hotel Nov. 7-9.
holding of hearings on film rentals
Representing Allied were Illi¬
by U. S. Senator H. H. Humphrey’s
nois Allied topper and general
small business committee’s sub¬
convention chairman Jack Kirsch,
committee, he declared.
national Allied prexy Ruben Shor,
Views expressed at the recent
general counsel Abram F. Myers,
TOA Los Angeles convention that
An attempt “to squeeze out a past national presidents Ben Mar¬
the Allied move, if successful, also few bucks” via theatrical release cus and Wilbur Snaper.
would bring Federal regulation of
from pictures already widely ex¬
the boxoffice were branded “pop¬ posed on television is being made
pycock” by Berger who’ll call an
emergency
defense
committee by the Bank of America on 16
foreclosed properties. The pictures,
meeting next week.
for which General Teleradio owns
At the same time, Berger assert¬ the tv rights, have been seen on
ed that the TOA opposition to New York’s WOR-TV’s “Million
Federal control over film rentals Dollar Movie” and in numerous
was anticipated and he can “appre¬ other markets.
ciate” TOA heads’ stand and he
Move is believed to be the first
doesn’t “blame” the other side’s
leaders for dissenting, “Which wholesale attempt to obtain addi¬
tional
theatrical revenue from fea¬
they have a perfect right to do.”
ture films 'that have had wide¬
Washington, Oct. 18.
“They never could see our side spread exposure on video. Budd
Sub-committee' of the House
of this issue and they can’t now,” Rogers, former general sales man¬
explains Berger. “TOA members, ager for Selznick Releasing Or¬ Ways & Means Committee has
for the most part, are owners of ganization, is supervising the the¬ been informed that the theatre tax
chains or large theatres that, for atrical distribution via states right- reduction of 1954 was only partial
relief and the industry feels free
example, like Radio City here or ers for the Bank of America.
to ask Committee consideration of
my own Minneapolis Gopher, can
Rogers terms the operation as “any future problem.”
afford to pay 40 and 50% and still
“purely and simply a salvage job”
make money.
Appearing before the House
“But 90% of the theatres owned aimed at getting as much coin unit, Robert W. Coyne, special
by Allied members are in the from the foreclosed properties as counsel for the Council of Motion
small category. They’re going possible. He indicated that the pic¬ Picture Organizations, thus opened
broke paying the high percentage tures will be offered in markets the door for a possible new ap¬
or not being able <o play the top “where tv has not made a great im¬ proach to Congress for a further
boxoffice pictures. Theatres gross¬ pact.” He said that possibly nine cut or complete elimination of the'
ing $175 to $200 an engagement exchange areas will be involved in admissions tax. The levy is now
just can’t afford to pay percentage. the sales attempt. The markets, he | 10% on tickets costing over 50c;
noted, werenot important ones.
“Does the industry want to close I
Rogers, veteran distribution ex¬ ducats under that amount are tax
the small-town theatres and the ecutive, is again operating out of free.
little
subsequent-run
houses? his own N. Y. office (which he
Coyne’s purpose in the D. C. ap¬
Would that be healthy? Would it never relinquished) since David O. pearance was to fill in Committee
be good public policy and in the Selznick’s decision to produce films members on how much Internal
public interests? The Allied answer and to re-release his old properties Revenue lost on the theatre tax
is an emphatic ‘no’.”
through RKO. As Selznick sales concessions, how much was gained
Because their problems are dif¬ chief, he supervised the reissue through corporate income taxation
ferent from those of Allied mem¬ sales of “Duel in the Sun,” “No¬ and how the industry has derived
bers, TOA leaders never can be torious,” “Farmer’s Daughter,” and any benefits.
The executive said figures pro¬
expected “to go along” with Al¬ “The Fallen Idol.”
lied ' on industry policy problems
His Bank of America films in¬ vided in advance by COMPO have
according • to Berger. That pre¬ clude such properties as “Arch of proved substantially accurate so
cludes any merger of the two Triumph,” “One Touch of Venus,” far as pertaining to admissions but
bodies, he believes.
“Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid,” the statistics on taxable corporate
“Casbah,” “Countess of Monte income in the film industry will
Cristo,” “Ramrod,” “The Fabulous not be available for some time.
Dorseys,”'“Body and Soul,” “The The Treasury’s report on admis¬
Senator Was Indiscreet,” “Dark sions is made within a few months
after receipt of the yield from this
Mirror,” and “Double Life.”
source but detailed corporate data
are three to four years late.
— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—i
Reopens as Art House
In the 12-month period prior to
Rockefeller Center
Detroit, Oct. 18.
the admissions tax lopping, Coyne
TRIAL
Former
Carleton
Theatre,
a
736reported,
U. S. theatres’ total gross
,
starring
seat nabe house, has been remod¬ was $1,213,800,000, made up of
SLElOl FORD ♦ IIROTNY McfittWE
Arthir Kiiiiriy • Mi Niilili • Katy Jiridi
eled and renamed the Surf and $1,011,500,000 in admission price
AN' M-G-M PICTURE
will reopen Thursday (20) under and $202,300,000 as Federal tax.
and JfECtACUUI STARE PRESENTATION_
a foreign and art film policy.
In the 12 months following thetfax
Treasurer is Phyllis Dezel, whose ease-up, the total gross was $1,260,husband, Albert, operates the Coro¬ 400,000 and this breaks down to
net artie here, in addition to the $1,179,200,000 for theatre admis¬
/'//,/ // V/(
!/.>:
Albert Dezel Inc. indie film dis¬ sions plus $81,200,000 for the Fed
tributorship in Detroit and Chi¬ bite.
State and local taxes are
cago.
not included.
Only the lower floor, seating
COMPO was off by less than 1%
552, will be operied for the first in its estimate of amount of admis¬
few months, according to Don sions tax for the year following
Shields, manager. Marshall Davis the 1954 reduction, Coyne under¬
is president. First presentation will lined.
IN I«: r! [ A * T 0*
■
.? 'iff
be “Innocents in Paris.”
* He conceded that many theatres
absorbed the tax savings but add¬
ed he had told the Committee in
advance that this would happen.
The effect of the tax relief, he
stated, “is that it has halted Uie
terrific mortality rate among the
nation’s theatres and has permit¬
ted thousands of others threatened
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED
with closure to remain open, al¬
though many of them are still mar¬
BY
ginal operations.”
Coyne said the industry ackn6W|
edged the fairness and efficiency
of the House group and staffers
and rammed across his point about
the tax being only partial. “Your
Committee, and the Congress, was
right the first time when it passed
the Mason Bill completely elimlIN
nanting the admission tax,” he de¬
clared. The Mason measure call¬
ing for total removal of the tax
was passed by both the House and
Senate in 1953 but President Eisen¬
hower vetoed it on the grounds
1956
that Treasury couldn’t stand the
loss of this theatre revenue.

New York Theatre

PICTURES

the printer about a couple of press
books.”
Leaving his position at a major
company where all work is depart¬
mentalized, our hero decides to be¬
come a general practitioner and
shifts to Impossible Pictures to as¬
sist “gruff, kindly” Doc Runkleman in handling trades, news¬
papers, tv, radio, magazines, and
wire services. He has an affair with
an Impossible heroine, but eventu¬
ally returns to his self-sacrificing
wife to begin a new life as the cur¬
tain comes down to the accompani¬
ment of the “Not As a Stranger”
theme music.
Preceding “Not As a Publicist”
(the feature) was a newsreel, and
trailer of coming attractions. The
script by Rand, George Nelson, and
Ira Tulipan nicely caught typical
continuity for such stuff.
“In Atlanta,” says the newsreel
announcer, “it’s peach blossom
time . . . and whoever heard of a
peach without a queen? And here
she is the Queen ..of. the Peach
Festival .... Boy, wouldn’t you
like to squeeze her? What a peach!
And out here in Salem, Oregon,
the annual pear-growing festival
. . . and whoever heard of a pear
festival without a queen? And
here she is, the Queen of the Pear
Festival.”
In announcing the Tuesday to
Thursday bill, an hysterical narra¬
tor says: “Theirs was a love. Story
that defied 5,000 years of tradi¬
tions. From the pages of Foing
*Shun-uns bestseller comes a story
so bold that only the CinemaScopeVistaVision cameras could encom¬
pass its grandeur and passion.”
Production, supervised by Joseph
Hyams, was directed by A1 Mendel¬
sohn who also served as narrator.
Rand again emerged with the act¬
ing honors as in previous years.
He was assisted by Sheldon Roskin, Olga Baker, Sheila Haynes,
Douglas Baker, Marty Blau, Yale
Miller, Alfred Cohan, Jerry Evans,
Los Angeles, Oct. 18.
Dick Karp. Bob Perilla, Betty Wall
Kenneth Beggs, director of the' and Paula Uhsan.
Stanford Research Institute, will
Despite the irreverent look at
be the first witness today (Tues.)
when the major film companies themselves and the industry, the
publicists
could not resist a timeopen their defense against . the honored press
agent’s stunt, re¬
Federal government’s- 16m anti¬ verting to type to select a Movie
trust suit. Defense will call a total
Queen-—Susi Peters, a wellof 15 witnesses and is expected to Page
endowed, blonde looker.
take about three weeks.
Vet industry figure Ned E. Depinet probably will be the second
witness for the defense.
Dept, of Justice wound up its
The Original All Plastic
case last week. It presented a total
Seamless Screen
of 495 exhibits, involving 1,400
documents ranging from thank-you
Any Size AT X 97'
notes to leases. Federal Judge
Contact Your Favorite
Leon R. Yankwlch granted a gov¬
Theater Supply Dealer
ernment motion that each of the
or Contact Us
exhibits be admitted as to all the
defendants. This action, in effect,
I I 1 I Mr.xJI. i Si.
indicates the court’s belief that
S;m hYriiiimlii. < Lh Iif.
the plaintiff has established a
prima facie case.
POSITION WANTED, MALE
Judge Yankwich denied defense
motions for dismissal, declaring
BOOKKEEPER • ACCOUNTANT
he want&d all evidence in before
OFFICE MGR. • TR. AUDITOR
a judgment is rendered.
(Over 40—3 Children)
Jdrist said there are two major
10 Yrs. Film Industry
problems to be resolved: (1) wheth- '
New York City Exchanges
er there was a conspiracy and (2) .
Box VY-3045, Variety,
whether the policy constitutes an 1
154 W. 46th St., New York 36
unreasonable restraint of trade.
I

Once a year the New York film
praise agents stepout of character
to hurl barbs at the industry. This
annual spoof—written, directed,
and acted by working ballyhooligans—is the highlight of the annu¬
al Movie Page Ball of the Screen
Publicists Guild, the union that
represents the pub- staffers at
Warner Bros., 20th-Fox, Columbia,
United Artists, and Universal.
This year’s dissection at the Ho¬
tel Pierre last Friday (14) took the
form of a burlesque of “Not As a
Stranger” and was called “Not As a
Publicist.”
Dedicated physician
portrayed by Robert Mitchum was
transformed into an equally dedi¬
cated film press agent with Harold
Rand, 20th’s handsome juvenile
who handles the trade press as the
hero.
Like “Stranger,” which insiders
do not consider first-rate Stanley
Kramer, the publicists’ takeoff was
not top-draw satire when compared
to the sharp insights and thrusts of
previous trys. T’would appear the
Guild followed the lead of the
companies for which they work in
relying too heavily on a pre-sold
property. Hero of “Not As a Pub¬
licist” rises from apprentice to
senior publicist via “total absorp¬
tion” in. his work, neglecting his
wife, forgetting' his friends, and
“eyen liking the pictures” he pub¬
licizes. On his wedding night, he
breaks his wife’s embrace “to call

Defense Starts;
Three Weeks More
In 16m. Hearing

‘BODDE’

AUTO RACE TRACK
FOR SALE
Famous Gardena Stadium.

Southern California’s

leading quarter-mile auto race track.

sion stands.

Night lights.

Offices.

13 acres.

Income from

billboards and 3 hour weekly television program.
Money-maker!

Write . . •

ALL-AMERICAN SPORTS ENTERPRISES
Box 2685 Terminal Annex
Los Angeles 12, California
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Nielsen’s Overall Radio-TV Study

FCC SLAPPING ON NEW FREEZE TO
RESOLVE THORNY UHF-VHF PROBLEM?
By JACK LEVY
Washington, Oct. 18.
Will FCC throw the whole UH;
VHF problem open to new pro¬
ceedings and declare a freeze on
new VHF grants in intermixed
markets pending the outcome?
Such a development is now con¬
sidered a strong possibility because
of legal objections being raised to
Commission Chairman George C.
McConnaughey’s recent informal
conferences with network and
other industry brass in an effort
to solve the UHF dilemma. It’s un¬
derstood that one member of the
Commission has attacked the legal¬
ity of these conferences in view of
the current deintermixture pro¬
ceedings in which all interested
parties have a right to comment
on any proposals affecting them.
It’s the view of a number of law¬
yers here that if the Commission
should now close out deintermix¬
ture by going ahead with VHF
grants fas it reportedly has been
on the verge of doing) in UHF mar¬
kets, it would lay itself open to
court action. .
While the inception of new pro¬
ceedings is not relished by UHF
operators at this late date, they
themselves urged it when they
called on the agency Friday (14)
following an emergency meeting
here the previous night at which
representatives of more than 50
stations attended. Under the lead¬
ership of Harold Thoms, chairman
of the UHF Coordinating Commit¬
tee, they asked that “open and
public’’ proceedings be held, “with
opportunity to be heard given to
all interested persons who have
recommendations to make.” Only ,
in this way, they told the Com¬
mission, can the problems which
are so critical to their survival be
“fairly resolved.”_
Thoms told the Commissioners,
all of them whom were present ex¬
cept Chairman McConnaughey and
Comr. Robert Bartley, that his
group “dropped everything” to
come to Washington “because of
reports . . . that in connection with
its consideration of the many pend¬
ing proposals for selective deinter¬
mixture the Commission, as a re¬
sult of informal consultations with
industry groups, is on the verge of
(Continued on page 36)

GF to Televise Circus
From Winter Quarters
As Dec. 16 Hour Spec
The first live telecast of the
Ringling Bros, and Barnum &
Bailey circus to emanate from the
Big Top’s winter quarters at Sara¬
sota, Fla., is being set for Gen¬
eral Foods sponsorship on Dec. 16
over CBS-TV. Hour’s layout would
bump “I Remember Mama” and
“Our Miss Brooks” on Friday from
8 to 9 p. m. It’s planned to have
a Christmas party atmosphere for
the setup.
Telecasting for the circus out of
Sarasota will have some tremen¬
dous problems, both technical and
unionwise. The American Guild I
of Variety Artists has informed
the American Federation of Tele¬
vision and Radio Artists that it
wants union supervision over the
distribution of salaries to perform¬
ers. AGVA has told AFTRA to
ask the sponsors to make out the
checks individually for each act
and not to give the circus a lump
sum for distribution to talent. So
far, no decision has been reached.
AGVA and the circus haven’t been
on too friendly terms during the
past few years. An AGVA spokes¬
man said that it just wants to make
sure that the acts get their full
scale for doing the telecast.
Another problem lies in the
transmission. A huge tower is be¬
ing built at Sarasota to enable a
signal to be relayed. Work is set
to start shortly.
Benton & Bowles is the agency.

NBC-TV's 'Basketball Specs'
Professional
basketball
will
swing into tv action on Jan. 7 in
a campaign of 15 games beamed
by NBC-TV. They’re all Saturday
tussles, but there will be a couple
of preemptions.
Web is asking $68,000 (net) for
a fourth and $125,000 for half of
the titne. '

Wet Flannel Suits
New York may have been
the least hardest hit area in
the northeast by last week¬
ends’ heavy rains and floods,
but the flooding still had the
effect of putting Madison
Ave. out of 'action on Monday
(17). Agencies were half emp¬
ty and operations slowed to a
crawl. Situation was the same
on the executive level at the
networks.
Reason for the inactivity
was that the agency-network
execs were* for the most part
marooned at home, in western
Connecticut and Westchester
County, with some unable to
get through to their local
train stations and still others
stalled by washed-out service
on their commutation lines.

Westinghouse’s
NBC Swap Cues
Some FCC Doubts
Washington, Oct. 18.
Serious questions as to the le¬
gality of the deal by which NBC
would swap its Cleveland radio
and tv stations for Westinghouse’s
Philadelphia radio and tv outlets,
with the network paying $3,000,000
to boot, were raised by the FCC
yesterday (Mon.) in letters to the
two companies.
Among other things the Com¬
mission said it is concerned
“whether NBC used its power to
grant or withhold network facili¬
ties as an instrument to persuade
Westinghouse to accept the pro¬
posed Philadelphia-Cleveland ex¬
change.”
Commission also raised the ques¬
tion of whether further extension
of broadcast ownership in the
Philadelphia area by NBC would
be consistent with its anti-monop¬
oly rules. Acquisition of stations
in Philly by NBC, the Commission
said, would enable the web’s sta¬
tions to reach 16% of the popu¬
lation of the U. S. in a 36.880
square-mile area on eastern sea¬
board.
Similar problems of coverage
and overlap would result from
Westinghouse ownership of sta¬
tions in Cleveland in view of its
stations in Pittsburgh and Fort
Wayne, Ind., said the FCC.
In addition, the Commission said
it is concerned as to whether ex¬
change would “substantially lessen
competition and tend to Create
monopoly.”
Companies were given 30 days
to show why hearings should not
be held on the transfer application.

Curtiss Candy’s Tab
Chicago, Oct. 18.
Curtiss Candy Co. is making‘its
network television plunge in a co¬
sponsorship deal worked out with
General Mills for an alternate
week identity on the “Tales of the
Texas Rangers” Saturday mornings
on CBS-TV.
Curtiss joins the
Screen Gem-produced vidpix Oct
29.

Seattle Radio So Hot
Stations Now Stay
Open All Thru Night
Seattle, Oct 18.
Night owls here have no prob¬
lem in getting music, news, etc., in
the dull hours from 2 to 6 a. m.,
with three stations currently on
the air 24 hours.
KING began 1 to 5 a. m. opera¬
tion Oct. 1, with Warren Saun¬
ders doing the “Night Owl Club”
stint.
KAYO has been on air
around the clock for something
over three years and third station,
KJR, began 24-hour operation last
summer, with Claude Brimm han¬
dling the midnight to 6 a. m. stint.
Ben Harkins, promotion mana¬
ger of KAYO, says station is plan¬
ning a campaign to push sales on
the 2 a. m. to 6 a. m. hours, now
handled by Jim Bettis. KAYO has
long had an edge in the late-night
listening sweepstakes with w. k.
disk jockey Bill Apple doing a
10:30 to 2 a. m. show for past sev¬
eral years. Apple sells own stuff
and has built good reputation and
following which adds to pull of
station.
Overall, radio biz is good here.

Kraf^OGFor
Best TV Script
Television’s writing corps will
get another big prestige-money in¬
centive this year via a new $50,000
scriptwriting competition set up
by Kraft Foods for its “Kraft
Television Theatre.” Cheesemaker
will award one $50,000 prize for
the best original teleplay produced
on “Kraft Theatre” during the
year ended Oct. 31, 1956, and has
named a board of judges to view
all entries comprising Walter F.
Kerr, N. Y. Herald Tribune drama
critic, Helen Hayes and Maxwell
Anderson.
Trio will meet every 13 weeks
to view ail originals produced on
the series and will select semi¬
finalists from among those they
judge the best. At the end of the
year, they’ll' tap the winner. John
McLaughlin, Kraft director of
sales and advertising, said the aim
of the script competition is to
“give proper recognition to dis¬
tinguished achievement” in tv
drama writing, and made the
point that it’s appropriate that
Kraft should make the award |
since the show Is the oldest con¬
tinuous drama segment on tv.
Prize-winning author, incidentally,
retains all rights to his work,
Just as Kraft announced the es¬
tablishment of its awards. Talent
Associates tapped the winners in
its first annual awards for halfhours scripts by undergraduates in
^American colleges. First prize of
$1,000 went to Herb Gardner, a
Brooklynite at Antioch College,
for "Under Alterations,” a yarn
abbut a candy store owner’s re¬
fusal to modernize his store. Sec¬
ond prize of. $500 went to Henry
Truly Jr. of Wichita Falls and a
Northwestern
U.
student
for
“Lonesome Song,” play about a
college student wrongfully ac¬
cused of molesting a neighbor’s
daughter.
$

|

A. C. Nielsen has decided definitely on going ahead with its
second national radio-tv ownership and station coverage study
It will be the first tv coverage measurement since the freeze and
the first set count by counties since the same researcher did one
for CBS in *53.
With usual caution, Nielsen would not undertake the second
overall radio-tv study until it felt out the industry. What it prob¬
ably amounts to is that the research firm has gotten sufficient
verbal commitments from agencies, networks and the like, to
buy the one-shot service. Nielsen says it got over 800 replies to
a survey on the matter indicating support of the county-by¬
county measurement.
Another factor delaying the Nielsen decision to carry out the
measurement was an awaited decision from NARTB to do its own
tv circulation study. But the industry group’s committee delving
into the subject recently reported, according to Nielsen, that tests
are not completed yet and that an NARTB study will not be forth¬
coming either this year or in 1956. Research outfit also pointed
out that the NARTB study would be confined to video only.
Nielsen'hopes to have complete specifications on its own study
available in a month.

From Macy’s to Masses on Toast
Proctor Electric’s Click Via Exclusive Local TV‘Sitdown Strike-While Iron Is Hot’

Dicker Vegas, NBC Deal
For Englund-Duke 'She’
Ken Englund, who scripted the
NBC-TV spectacular, “Show Biz,”
in which Bert Lahr was one of the
stars, is discussing with the latter
a Las Vegas and NBC deal for “He
and She.” This is the unproduced
music,al Englund authored with
Vernon Duke.
Idea is for it to be done first on
tv and then as a Las Vegas floorshow, a la “Guys and Dolls.” Tony
Charmoli, who did the “Show Biz”
choreography, would stage. Manny
Frank, husband-manager of Vivian
Blaine, who handled the “Guys and
Dolls” Vegas bookings, is also in¬
terested in the Englund package.

Ed Lamb in Brief
Hits Out at'Scum’
In Stinging Reply
Washington, Oct. 18.
Attorneys for Edward O. Lamb,
Toledo broadcaster-publisher, yes¬
terday (Mon.) declared that cre¬
dible testimony as to Lamb’s anti¬
communist activities “overwhelm¬
ingly countervail the scum brought
forward” by the FCC at the recent
hearings before Examiner Herbert
Sharfman.
In their reply brief to charges
contained in the FCC Broadcast
Bureau’s proposed findings, the
attorneys said that in view of
testimony of such reputable men
as Mayor David Lawrence of Pitts¬
burgh, “it must be obvious that
sober, considered judgment requiries a finding that Lamb's mil¬
itant, open, unequivocal personal
independence and loyalty to the
U.S. are plainly disclosed, as
against the fanciful deductions,
imaginative inference, and sinister
implications of his detractors.”
The attorneys, J. Howard Mc¬
Grath and Russell Brown, charged
the FCC .case against Lamb was
fashioned from “events of the
most passing and inconsequential
nature” which were made out “to
(Continued on page 24)

NBC-TV’s 6Chicago Here We Come9
Taking cognizance of the admit¬
tedly sad state of affairs of Chi¬
cago television as far as network
originations are concerned, NBCTV is currently working on one
of its most ambitious “get out of
town” charts. With technical, per¬
sonnel transplantation and other
problems regarded as resolved on
paper at this early date, the web
has blueprinted a project under
which its threesome of top par¬
ticipating shows — “Today” —
"Home” ■— “Tonight” — will take
turns at weeklong excursions
emanating from windytown next
season. The rotating order is not
definite, nor has there been any
pattern laid out as whether these
turns will be equal or balanced In
favor of one or two of the T-1L

Triumvirate. This is considered
academic at this point. Originating
station will be the NBC o&o,
WNBQ, which is expected to make
hay of the barnstorming operation.
NBC’s plan comes at a time
when Chicago is virtually up in
arms at its ever diminishing status
as an originating point for network
shows. Only a few weeks ago the
situation assumed climactic impor¬
tance as a civic issue in a town
that’s understandbly zealous of its
place in the tv sun, only more so
because Chicago is Chicago. It was
anticipated then and even before
that NBC, ABC and CBS would
move toward Increasing Chi’s cut
of the pie, ,but N.BC is making the
first major-move toward placating
the vigilantes in addition to follow¬
ing through on the travel motif

for its “we get around” threesome.
It’s figured that if things work out,
Chi will thus have one of the trio
in town all of next season, though
there may be a pre-test sometime
this semester.
Apparently the straw that de¬
cimated the camel’s back bad a
dollar sign attached in disclosure
recently by the Chi chamber of
commerce that 644 ad‘ agencies
were billing over $644,000,000 an¬
nually, set against a situation that
puts the “second city” way be¬
hind New York in »the ratio of
the billings-to-originations struc¬
ture. The chamber’s topper,
Thomas H. Coulter, said Chi tv
was almost strictly in the “export
of talent and programs” business.
As far as NBC-TV is concerned, he
found a sympathetic ear.

Easily one of the top success
stories of an advertiser in local
television is that of Proctor Elec¬
tric Co., now clearly the “Toast”-er
of the Town” in the dropping of
that title by the CBS-TV Sunday
nighter to go “Ed Sullivan Show.”
•Just by coincidence, Proctor is
wholehog on WCBS-TV, the New
York flagship of CBS, and is spend¬
ing, at a net gait of $3,200 a week
in spots to burn its brand on tele¬
viewers.
Outfit’s toaster, now updated and
improved, got that way humbly,
with Macy’s the sole department
store outlet. To tell it' short, the
other retail outlets have risen by
stages from about 350 to over
4,000. Joseph Tiers, eastern sales
chief of the company, ‘ and Max
Tendrich, v.p. of Weiss & Geller,
agency handling the account, are
allout for/tv—and especially for
one selected station when the
budget is not exactly of network
proportions. Partly as result of the
tv spots on several stations in the
beginning and partly because of an
intramural sales drive complete
with incentives like Caribbean
cruises, the number of dealers has
risen to its current electric status.
Weiss & Geller accepted New
York for the first test market as a
challenge. Usual* approach was to
a smaller market, since Gotham is
in many ways the toughest to
crack—although when it’s cracked,
it’s a regular hurricane. Mostly it’s
a matter of budget. First aim was
to triple the number of dealers,
double the sales dollar volume.
They even set up a plan under
which they would be in position
to combat the discount houses;
that’s where the luxury cruises
figured as a part; get the entry
blanks at the dealer and away you
(Continued on page 24)

CBS Seeks Eddie Fisher
For Spec; Denies Bing
Walking Out on Tor’
Rumors to the contrary, CBS-TV
said there was “no change” in the
plan to star Bing Crosby in a film
version of “High Tor” as a Satur¬
day night 90-minuter for -Ford's
“Star Jubilee.” Rumor had cropped
up when it became known that the
web has its eye on Eddie Fisher,
this being linked to a presumed
11th hour change to have Fisher
step in for Crosby. Instead, Fisher
is wanted for another show in the
Ford “Jubilee” series.
Shooting on “High Tor” was to
commence Oct. 31 as scheduled, it
was said. Meanwhile, Harry Ack¬
erman, “indie spec” consultant for
the web (and its former v.{>. on the
Coast), arrived in New York for
huddles with web hq execs and
other matters.
,

RTES to Fete Goldwyn
Samuel Goldwyn will be feted
by the Radio and Television Exec¬
utive Society at a luncheon next
Tuesday (25). RTES crosses into
the theatrical pic field to honor
him as “one of the alltime greats
in the world of entertainment.”
The indie Hollywood producer
will be interviewed by Edward R;
Murrow in “Person to Person
takeoff‘for the benefit of • industryites present. "
"
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HOLLYWOOD’S ‘REAL LIVE, MAN’
Abundance of Yule Riches
.

The traditional problem of duplicate gifts at Christmas is a
cinch to resolve, as witness the long lines waiting for exchanges
or credits in department stores to return the identical and other
offerings. But woe is us, what-to-do in television, from which there
is no return.
NBC-TV is plotting “Nutcracker” during Xmas Week, right
after the N. Y. City Ballet performs it at the City Center.. In a
previous announcement, CBS-TV said the Dec. 17 “Ford Star
Jubilee” hour-and-a-half Saturday night spec would be either
Maeterlinck's “Bluebird” or “Nutcracker.”
It also comes out a “battle of the ballets” for the same NBC
network, since the New York tour-jete group is a rival of the Sad¬
ler's Wells Co., and the latter is masterminded by Sol Hurok, who
is the network's “cultural” consultant, and who had long since
blueprinted Sadler’s for an NBC specola. It will be Tchaikovsky’s
“Sleeping Beauty” on “Producers Showcase” Dec. 12.
What’s more, with comedian George Gobel booked for a Christ¬
mas tv show on NBC, the rival webs are expected to make with
their own funnymen pitched to children.
Most significant development in the Christmas parade is Alcoa’s
sponsorship of Menotti’s “Amahl and the Night Visitors,” the
seventh time it's being presented by NBC-TV and the first in sev¬
eral years with major money attached. It will be the show for
Alcoa’s Sunday night hour at 9 o’clock.

WNYC’s ‘Distinguished Anonymity’
City’s Ban on Program Credits for Station Employees
Creates NABET Rhubarb
New York City’s policy of keep¬
ing its employees hidden by “dis¬
tinguished anonymity” has drawn
jthe fire of staffers at WNYC,'the
radio station owned by the city.
The National Assn, of Broadcast
Employees and Technicians (CIO),
which represents virtually all the
station's staff, is pressing to have
the ban on program credits lifted.
Wages of WNYC producers, di¬
rectors and announcers are alleged¬
ly low compared to commercial op¬
erations in the met area. Though
pay scale is a matter of civil serv¬
ice policy and can’t be remedied
by the help, they object to working
on a program without receiving
recognition either on the air or in
publicity.
So far stand of the station man¬
agement, which comes directly un¬
der Mayor Robert F. Wagner's
aegis, has been firm against per¬
mitting credits to be mentioned.
Policy of “distinguished, anon¬
ymity” was included by station di¬
rector Seymour N. Siegel in a pro¬
duction handbook. All the city
civil service employees are under¬
stood to be affected by similar
measures within their own depart¬
ments. A station source said that
BBC and United Nations employees
also are denied public credit for
work on show’s.
Siegel, on his return from abroad
Monday (17), said: “We do not feel
a man should mention his name
after every program since most of
them concern speakers, and it’s in¬
finitely more important to the pub(Continued on page 24)

Hoover Gets Veto
Power on Sponsor
NBC-TV’s one-hour film of the
“Herbert Hoover Story” on Nov.
6 in a Sunday at 2 p.m. interview
will find the former Chief Exec in
a spot where he will have still re¬
tained the power of veto not exer¬
cized since 1933 when he left the
White House. It develops that, un¬
der the arrangements by which
Davidson Taylorls public affairs
dept, brings Hoover’s “autobiog”
to the homescreens, the ex-President made certain that he would
have the right to reject any or all
sponsors desiring, to latch on to
the “story.” HlS^ecisiotP^olfld
be final, based on Hoover’s* “yes”
or “no” in relation to the type of
underwriter. The product or prod¬
ucts involved must be approved by
him.
Not only that, but the pitch must
be institutional in character; and
the sponsor must make with $10,000 as a donation to Leland Stan¬
ford U.'s Hoover Library for War,
Revolution and Peace, where all
the shooting was done; also, the
1QG is in. addition to .the “lime
And talent” fee of $25,000,. \

$3,500 Per Minute
Agent-manager Martin Good¬
man, who besides currently produc¬
ing the incoming legiter, “Dead¬
fall,” represents a number of
radio-tv personalities, claims the
$3,500 paid his client, Arlene
Francis, for one minute’s work on
last week’s “1976,” NBC spectacu¬
lar, is the record wrage in televi¬
sion.
When she balked at discoursing
on recipes, even though she pre¬
sides as editor of NBC’s regular
morning “Home” tv show, the Pe¬
troleum Industries, which spon¬
sored the visionary script from an
unpublished Pat Weaver book, still
wanted her, and paid the full
$3,500 fee just for her opening,
one-minute introductory.

Eastman Kodak
Mulls 800G Tab
For TV‘Richard’
Eastman Kodak was reported as
turning in a decision to NBC-TV
within the next week on its option
to sponsor “Richard III.” The
Alexander
Korda-Sir
Laurence
Olivier British-made color film,
with Olivier starring, was offered
for “class” underwriting as a spec
tinter-upper at fee understood t*
be between $800,000 and $900,000.
Films spans nearly three hours and
would be filled out to the 180
minutes with the commercials, etc.
It will not be slotted in any of
the web’s regular spec periods
(Saturday-Sundav-Monday) but go
in as a weeknight special , next
spring. (This is much later than
originally planned.)
Eastman Kodak has had its trou¬
bles of late finding the right tv
vehicle, its “Norby” color series
last season starring David Wayne
being dumped after only a few
weeks and its current “Screen Di¬
rectors Playhouse” (like “Norby,’
on NBC) making a less than spec¬
tacular » start. However, “Richard
III” may change EK’s luck since
it's in the one-shot bracket.
The network, it’s reported, has
a couple of other sponsors in view
in case EK says “no!”

Rin Tin to-Thailand
“Rin Tin Tin” is slated to per¬
form in Thailand starting in Janu¬
ary, but he won’t be washing down
his dog biscuits with Singapore
Slings. The Screen Gems telefilm
series will be sponsored in Thai¬
land by Pepsi-Cola, or actually the
Serm Suk Co., distribs of Pepsi
there. SG sold the series .direct to
the bottlers.
Show is also sold in France and
Italy.
'. , ".

CLIMAX’ ACCENTS Thie Comics Are Still the Giants
NEWEST TV TEN Of TV; Networks Ponder Ratings,
By GEORGE ROSEN

Wonder What Went Wrong Where?

Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Hollywood’s got a red hot “live
Although the new season has
tv” yen, and that’s big news any
only got that three-week swing,
day of the year.
Mull Silvers Switch
the early rating reports make
The emergence of the ChryslerNegotiations are now under
one point that stands out like a
sponsored “Climax” hour dramatics
way which may result in the
from a flop to a Top 10 Nielsen
beacon light—the bigtime comic
switching of Pliil Silvers from
hit status; the upcoming cross-theis still the giant in tv. Drama,
his present Tuesday night
board NBC-TV “Matinee” 60-min¬
8:30 berth to the preceding
audience
participation, quizzers,
ute live dramas (in color, yet'; the
8 slot. This would necessitate
even a “$64,000 Question” can
integration of dramatic vehicles
shifting the present 8 o’clock
into even such Coast-berthed en¬
come and go, but the comic who’s
tenant, “Navy Log” into
tries as Milton Berle’s Tuesday
worth his salt remains the A-l
Silvers’ present time. It’s not
night tint specs; the continuing
so simple, since there would
basic ingredient who can pull ’em
Thursday night Lux Video dra¬
have
to
be
agreement
by
in and give a network that some¬
matics; the periodic N. Y.-to- L. A.
“Navy Log” sponsors.
thing extra when the Nielsens and
excursions of established “east¬
Also a possibility on the 8ern” properties such as “Play¬
Trendexes are tabulated.
8:30 slot exchange is Jackie
wrights ’55” (with Fred Coe & Co.
Gleason, who would thus move
The season is already old enough
now here for two-in-row Coastinto the earlier time to fight
to establish the fact that Bob Hope,
installed originations' — all these
it out with Perry Como for the
Milton Bcrle, Martha Raye, Jack
are indicative of Hollywood’s new¬
Benny, Groucho Marx, Red Skel¬
first-hour, since the 8 o’clock
found “acceptance” (and capturing
ton, Jackie Gleason, Bums & Al¬
“Stage Show” is not consid¬
the feel) of live tv drama.
len. Sid Caesar and George Gobel
ered strong enough to give
Had anyone ventured to predict
are proving the mainstays and the
battle. However, CBS says
a year ago that a deep, deep, deepstaple commodities. Even a Skel¬
“nothing’s been discussed on
rooted film-conscious Hollywood
ton, who was something less than
this yet.”
would beat the east at its own
sensational on the rating tallies
game and turn in a top-rated tv
the past couple of seasons, appears
entry in the competitve live drama
to have rebounded, and even
sweepstakes he would have been
though he’s benefitting in his 9:30
laughed out of town. For you don’t
Tuesday slot by catching many of
go around saying “real live, man”
the “early tuners” for the 10
in these haloed celluloid precincts
o’clock “$64,000 Question,” the
without having a treason rap
Skelton fans seem to have “re¬
thrown at you. Yet that’s precisely
found” him.
the kind of revolutionary thinking
If there’s something of an “iffy”
that’s sprung up in the wake of
status surrounding Jackie Gleason
the “Climax” emergence into re¬
at the moment, it isn’t because
spectability and NieLsen-Trendex
he’s lost any of his unique gifts as
stature as Hollywood’s hottest¬
Amana, the refrigerator (etc.) one of the tv’s hottest commodities
rated contribution to live drama. outfit, is getting cool toward the in comedic sweepstakes, but rather
The CBS and Chrysler boys to¬ Phil Silvers CBS-TV telepix series, his “tampering with success” and
day are so upbeat on this one “You’ll Never Get Rich,” on which transferring to film, which has
that next season may even witness it alternates with Camel Cigs in stripped the show of some of its
the expansion of “Climax” into the Tuesday 8:30 to 9 p. m. slot. previous impact.
tv’s first weekly 90-minute , pres¬ Original pact was to run full swing
Phil Silvers and his Tuesday
entation. Not just a one-a-month to next September, but the paper
drama spec series (a la “Producers has been altered to make it con¬ night 8:30 entry on CBS-TV (op¬
posite Berle-Hope-Martha Raye' is
Showcase”) but, as a week-in-week- clude mid-March.
Thus “Rich”
out entry, the kind of high-budget¬ will, have had only two cycles from j suffering from slotting, not be¬
ed “forward looking” no one in all Amana, unless the latter changes cause Silvers isn’t genuinely fun¬
ny. it’s just “lost.” Which already
tv has yet risked.
its mind. Camel isn’t too happy has raised an interesting point in
Strictly in the “hot news item” either.
the trade, not only as regards Silcategory is the motive behind the
It’s no secret that there’s been ve s but the CBS “Gunsmoke” en¬
deal negotiated between ex-filmite dissatisfaction “after the fact”
Carey Wilson and CBS-TV where¬ with Silvers’ 8:30 spot coming at try as well (latter being pitted
by Wilson will blueprint a 90-min¬ the middle of NBC-TV’s Berle-I-Iope- against George Gobel Saturday
ute live drama entry for next sea¬ Raye rotating array (with Dinah nights).
* Since both Silvers and “Gunson. The name of Chrysler has Shore and Betty Hutton taking an
already been linked with the am¬ occasional fling at the full hour smoke” are cut out of hit material,
bitious enterprise.
time'. To top it off, the Trendex : why not let ’em build their aufor last week’s show gave Silvers ] (lienees the first season against
Year Ago a 'Backward Look*
his leadup show, the : ]ess formidable competition and,
Only a season ago they were 10.2 while.
name' “Navy Log” filmers ! once having established their tv
W’riting off “Climax” as a pretty
rated
slightly
better at 10.5. CBS : nidl^. thcn Jhrow 'cm in against
hopeless venture that somehow
managed to latch on to a “back¬ had figured it in reverse, giving i the big ones,
the
Silvers
show
the best of it in i
New season has further alerted
ward look” derision from the “told
you so” boys, who were steadfast the advance dope, though support¬ the networks to one other major
factor:
In view of what’s been hap¬
ers
of
“Navy
Log”
are
now
“danc¬
in their conviction that “east is
east and west is film” so don’t ing it up" because their faith in j pening on the “Warner Bros. Pre¬
sents.”
the “M-G-M Parade” and
the
show
and
the
relative
ratings1
come out here making trouble. It
wasn’t only that “Climax” was are now justified, at least as of , “Screen Directors Playhouse”
fronts,
many feel -the time has
last
Tuesday’s
compilation.
'
getting lost in the Nielsen-Trendex
already come for a re-evaluation of
shuffle when stacked up against
the picture in terms of what con¬
the. Thursday night 8:30 “Dragnet”
tribution, if any, the film industry
competition (today the picture’s
can make to bigleague television.
been reversed), but the whole con¬
cept of the “Climax” series in
terms of production; story mate¬
With Bamberger’s, Newark, for
rial, etc., just wasn't conducive to :
inviting viewership. (Here, too, the the first time in its classic Thanks¬
giving
Parade history skedding Die
picture has been reversed.)
“Climax” isn’t just the case of a ! two-mile turkey trot for the eve
of
the
holiday (Nov.. 23», General
dramatic show that converted from
a dud to a hit status within a sea¬ Electric has latched on as sponsor
over
CBS-TV\
It will be a halfson’s span. It goes much deeper
in its sociological implications. It hour show at 6:15 p.m. GE’s title is
Sieve Allen is working on A
“Parade
of
Lights.”
practically meant fighting a way
format that will pitch him into a
Televersion will be an innova¬ kind of “Saturday Night at Ihe
of life out here; resistance from
tory
“black
light”
spec
supervised
actors big and small alike (a situa¬
Palace” framework for his “To¬
tion still not completely licked > by its inventor, Dr. Alexander night” show on NBC-TV. It would
preferring to play it out the less Strobe, w.k. for the theatrical be a reprise of vintage and latterarduous and more accustomed way lighting illusions bearing his name. day vaude with “variety" ingredi¬
via film (“those rehearsals and Public affairser will be produced ents. and would embrace medium
fanatic devotion to perfection and by Paul Levitan.
and major names from that
groove for conversion to the
(Continued on page 43)
vaudeo.
For a couple of weeks now Al¬
Smith, Kline & French Labs, len and NBC have ben putting
usually linked up with the home- (heir heads together on prospect
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
screens on its NBC-TV “March of of adding Saturday to his crossMedicine” now-and-thenner, will the-board session and dump the
a special on Turkey Day (Nov. 24 >. , “weak” Monday night. However,
NBC is pitching a format at the : the latest blueprint is to do an
sponsor! It will be a public serv¬ ; occasional Monday show to hold
ice show with a 4 to 5 p.m. slot¬ ’ on to the sponsors booked for that
ni*'ht.
ting.
Saturday stanza would span two
Other major program in the gob¬
1905 - 1955
bler groove will be tile annual hours, lunning from 11 p.m. to the
Longines-Wittnauer musical on regular 1 a.m. anchor,, as against
the nightly grind from 11:311 c64l.
CBS-TV.

Amana Cools Off
On Silvers Entry
As Ratings Drop

GE’S TURKEY EVE
‘PARADE OF LIGHTS'

Allens ‘Sat. Nite
At the Pa’ace’

SK&F’s Holiday Show

PAriety
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MUTUAL’S ‘COMPANIONATE RADIO’ IN
NOV. BOW; ROCK OF VEEPEES EXIT

Wedntgday, October 19, 1955

WIS-TV Goes Glamor

Miriam Stevenson, the 1955
Miss Universe winner who
turned down a1 Universal-Inter¬
national picture contract to
finish college, has turned to
television. Miss Stevenson, who
hails from Winnsboro, N. C.,
has signed a deal with WISTV, Columbia, S. C.
She starts an evening halfMutual Broadcasting’s program! hour variety show and state¬
London, Oct, 11.
sales “revolution” starts in No¬
wide
talent search on Oct. 31,
Houston, Oct. 18.
As Others See Us (A-R Thursday
vember after nearly seven months
then on Nov. 14 will begin a
7.'30-8 p.m.) Personal human prob¬
A new series of programs titled
of planning and then. bargaining
daytime quarter-hour women’s
lems submitted by viewers and re¬
intensively for station affiliate and “Traffic Clock” will make its bow
show.___ enacted- in dramatic form, with
union support. The radio network here on KUHT-TV and will be
has cleared the decks for nearly six sponsored by the safety division of
Godfrey Winn posing the issues in¬
Louisville, Oct. 18.
hours of “companionate radio” the Houston Police Department.
volved. Initialler in the series fea¬
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
daily, and by January a minimum Members of the Corporate Court of FCC told the Kentucky Broad¬
tured a girl with a prison record; a
of three more hours should be judges staff will appear on the casters Assn, in convention in Lex¬
conflict between Wife and secre¬
added. All of it is to be served shows in the 12 weeks series.
tary; the teenager who stayed out
ington, Ky. last week Thursday
up “anyway the sponsor wants to
A list of questions will be pre¬ (13) that laws giving stations im¬
late at night; and a mother who
pared by the judges. Traffic of¬ munity from libel suits over politi¬
buy it.”
wanted someone to take care of her
The total overhaul of Mutual’s fenders when going to court, . if cal speeches have been passed by
22-month old baby on a flying trip
programming and sales also in¬ they watch the programs and know 34 states, and urged the Kentucky
to Canada. The last request was
cludes plans for the largest re¬ the answers to the questions, will Association to seek legislation of
Primarily as a result of the fulfilled within four minutes of the
trenchment among employees in find their fines cut in half.
a similar nature.
“Million Dollar Movie” stanzas of program going on the air. Good
the recent history of the web, with
Bartley told the delegates that the past year, WOR-TV, the Gen¬ simple magazine stuff, with partic¬
a good deal of the coin saved said
ular appeal for femme audiences.
they should inform the State Legisr
to be going back into programming.
Wakey!! Wakey!! (A-R Thursday
lature of the dilemma. He was re¬ eral Teleradio station in N. Y., is
The entire internal structure is be¬
ferring to Federal statutes which jacking its station rate card in up¬ 8-9 p.m. The Billy Cotton Band
ing reworked. Sales department
prohibit broadcasters from delet¬ grades ranging from 25% to 110%. Show, well known for its variety
is being cut up a new way, al¬
ing libelous material from political The GT outlet is also increasing its and radio programs, made a lively
though only a few of the sales force
if rather boisterous diversion.
speeches but leave tfifem open to
sales staff by three.**
will be dropped. However, at least
Guest artist Gracie Fields and
libel suits.
three veepees are being fired, one
Card
hereafter
calls
for
selling
Harry Secombe were on hand to
The Association made three
is being switched parttime to RKO
L
give
extra support to resident
10-second
ID’s
at
eight
for
$265;
awards
and
received
one
in
its
own
Up at NBC they’re put the
by Mutual topper Thomas O’Neil,
vocalists
Alan Breeze and Doreen
right. Mark Ethridge, publisher
and all departments, except for CART in front of th'e horse in an Louisville Times and Courier Jour¬ three one-minute spots in the aft¬ Stevens.
program and the aforesaid sales, updated deal. CART is Continuity nal, WHAS and WHAS-TV vp, and ernoon Ted Steele block for $360;
London
Playhouse “A Call on the
are being slashed deeply, as much Acceptance Radio-TV, the censor¬ Robert T. Mason, station WMRN, three one-minuters in kiddie time Widow” (A-R Thursday 9-10 p.m.)
as 60% in some instances. With¬ ship dept, headed by Stockton Marion, O., were named as recipi¬ “Merry Mailman” at $600, and A prefilmed drama, which starred
out a sister tv network to bear the Helffrich, whose monthly reports— ents of the Kentucky Mike Award
Jean Kent as a widow suspected of
financial weight, Mutual doesn’t really essays—are considered clas¬ for exceptional service to the sponsorship of- a whole half-hour poisoning her husband. As a twist,
feel it can afford an extravagant sics of their type. Helffrich, though broadcasting industry in Kentucky. in the 9-to-10'p. m. mystery strip a young cop falls in love with the
the chief, has had only vague au¬
costs $1,400 at a one-time rate.
staff any longer.
Mason is Kentucky-Ohio district Another hike for WOR-TV is in the suspect during the investigations
The list of veeps .exiting as of thority over the owned & operated director of the NARTB.
6:30 to 7:30 anchorage where the and destroys the only piece of evi¬
Monday (17) included E. M. stations of the web. But last week,
Rogers-Autry features hold forth; dence that could have sent her to
(Pete) Johnson, longtime boss of Helffrich was upped to director of
(Continued on page 36)
price tag for five one-minute spots
station relations and network en¬ the division and giv*n authority
is $1,600, with Coca-Cola and
gineering; Roy Danish, head of co¬ over the sister outlets.
Along with the elevation, it’s un¬
Smith Bros, already inked. Recent¬
op programming, and Burt Hauser.
ly station also announced a charge
Hauser followed Herb Rice, now a derstood that NBC’s Public Rela¬
v.p. for parent company General tions sector chieftained by Ken
The co-op football sponsor of $1,000 for eight station breaks
Teleradio’s owned-operated sta¬ Bilby, will “pay closer attention” which WCBS-TV, N. Y., has held around “MDM,” also an indication
tions, as program boss for a short to its blue-pencil bureau, accenting under wraps turns out to be North¬ «of the station’s increased rates.
time until the present stanza top¬ the children’s programs angle. west Airlines. It has bought half
WOR-TV billings are reported in¬
per, Robert Monroe, took over in Whether this means information in the CBS-TV griddery games on the creased 82% for the first nine
April. Hauser’s newest duties were the CART bulletins of a less hu¬ flagship station, picking up the months of ’55 over the same period
WAAT, the Newark radio station
kept under wraps by the network. morous and/or provocative nature last three tussles starting Satur¬ a year earlier. To augment his which few in the trade are aware
Before replacing Rice in programs is a matter of speculation.
day (22). Winston Cigs already had staff, sales chief Bill Dix has added runs a handsome net profit for its
Regardless, Helffrich will prob¬ the other half as of the initial George Pamental and Warren M. size, anticipates the best year in its
he had the co-op job which Danish
ably continue to maintain his encounter Sept. 24.
later took over.
Morton in N. Y., and Robert Bas- 35-year history. One of the oldest
status
as an eminent phrasemaker
Schmid’s RKO Status
stations in the. east, the 5,000 wai¬
Northwest, which will use the tian in Chi.
while calling attention to blue- time to promote its N. Y.-to-Chi
ter across the river is 40% ahead
O’Neil intends moving Robert violent-offbeat (etc.) material in
of last year for the Aug.-Sept.run, has also bought minutes on
Schmid, his network striper in radio and tv.
period.
“Late Late Show” (seven nights),
charge of advertising, promotion,
While-not making public disclo¬
Bill Leonard’s Tuesday and Thurs¬
publicity, in and out of RKO, re¬
sure of its net take, it’s believed
day segs of “6 O'Clock Report”;
cently bought out by GT. It’s un¬
station in proportion to gross bill¬
“Early Show” Mondays, plus sta¬
derstood he’ll occasionally help out
ings was higher than any other ra¬
tion breaks, all for three weeks.
London, Oct. 18.
at Mutual, but semi-transfer will
have the same effect on network
A settlement has been reached dio station in the metropolitan
area.
First off, it’s currently SRO.
budget cuts as the firings. Exact
NBC has set Bob Hope to sub for Brooklyn Union Gas
out of court between Associated
duties Schmid will have at RKO the ailing Sophie Tucker on the
Broadcasting Co. and Associated That considered with the fact that
Buys Latino TV News British Cinemas as to which out¬ the 5kw, on lower-taxed Jersey
were not disclosed.
Betty Hutton spectacular Oct. 25.
Some of the cutbacks, like that Deal was made after the web had
A news" program delivered in fit should use the ABC signing— lands, is a highly economical
of Thomas Duggan in station re¬ been informed that Miss Tucker Spanish will be sponsored as of on tag for their commercial tv pro¬ operation.
Fifty weekly advertisers fill the
lations, once more emphasize ^rthe would be unavailable for the stint. Oct. 22 by Brooklyn Union Gas Co. grams. The former company has
areas which the radio network no
William Morris office reported Stanza will be seen Saturdays on bowed to the claim and, as of 7 a.m. to 1 a.m. time that WAAT,
longer finds vital to its functioning. that the spectacular and all nitery WATVj Newark, between 8:45 and this week, will be known as Asso¬ belonging to Irv Rosenhaus as a
Web has deemphasized of late the dates Mis^ Tucker had lined up 9 p.m.
ciated Television, Ltd. Their call sister station to WATV (tv), is on
the air. Good portion of its sales
(Continued on page 42)
With Brooklyn changed ma¬ sign will be ATV.
for the next six weeks are being
were made with a relatively new
cancelled to give her a chance to terially in the last several years by
Dispute came into prominence kind of retailer—the hiway mer¬
recuperate from the recurrence of the introduction of new foreign last month when Associated British
a virus attack that bedded her in language groups like the Latinos, Cinemas were named as weekend chant—who has capitalized on the
Winnipeg, Canada. She will prob¬ gas company is experimenting in program contractors for Birming¬ increased U. S. motoring and inably return to work in mid-Decem¬ foreign language video to see if it ham and Manchester. Associated car listenership. Plugs by Jersey
outfits like General Supply, Cur¬
ber,
pans out.
Broadcasting had already been ap¬ ry’s, Two Guys from Harrison
Revlon’s “spillover” quiz slot on
pointed as weekday contractors in abound on the radio outlet. Right
CBS-TV has been resolved by
Birmingham as well as for the along on the auto kick is the off¬
weekend programming in London. beat, time buys by Jersey'parking
agreement with Kent Cigs. The
Associated
British
Cinemas lots, which have an affinity for “in¬
cosmetic house, which had been
claimed
that because of their long stitutional” plugs in behalf of the
promised a second entry on the
standing
in
exhibition,
the
ABC Safety Council.
web for a “jackpot panel” sequel
With only three or four stations
initials were inevitably linked to
stanza to its “$64,000 Question,”
in competition for the nearby north
their
chain
of
theatres
throughout
Although NBC’s upcoming cross- preemtions, “Weekday” gets “into
will join Kent as co-sponsor of the
the country, and they insisted they Jersey market, there currently
thc-board
“Weekday”
will
follow
the
habit.”
There
-will
be
hard
10 o’clock Sunday night “Appoint¬
seems to be ample local billings
had a prior claim to the tag.
ment With Adventure” this week the on-air pattern of the weekend news, feature news, “news in
for WAAT. Robert Hall, Abelson’s
(23). It has been agreed thatlatcr “Monitor” in some respects, it depth” and various magazine-type
and Tappen’s (latter two in jewel¬
in the season Revlon will latch on j will make a departure in vital oth- departments made up of mixed
ry line) are among the tops. Also,
;
ers.
The
“throwihg
away
the
pairs,
singles,
and
groups
in
the
with its quiz and alternate that
there’s been a pickup in national
! clock” concept will be retained, personality—not necessarily “
with the actioner series.
sales,, with seasonal auto coin and
“Appointment” title will be ■ but the "basic material will be dif- tor”, class—but each of different
buys
by Carolina Rice and a new.
! lerent in that “Weekday” will character.
Understood that one
changed to “Opening Night.”
Another shakeup made itself felt Ranger Joe Cereal leading the
j necessarily be
pitched to the team on the fire will be Margaret
heap.
j femmes—but that, too, will be dif- Truman and Mike Wallace. Name last week in the ABC publicity op¬
! lerent in that, as exec producer talent will apply in such cases as eration, when Stanton Kramer, the
i Mitch Benson puts it, “women are “the singing star of the. day” work¬ web’s Coast ad-pub-promotion di¬
l people”—so they’ll get the general ing in and out, but this will be rector, resigned and Ernie Stern,
; as well as slanted-to-’em seg- “for real” rather than a disk jock¬ publicity manager in New York,
; ments.
was moved out to the Coast to take
John H. Mitchell, ABC v.p. in j There’ll be a time limitation on ey version of stars. Promised are Kramer’s
place. A1 Seton, Stern’s
a chunk of lively arts and cultural
Two new daytime packages out
charge of the tv network, and ; each segment similar to that of segments, including dramatization assistant, moved up to the post of
of the Frank Cooper agency have
(Frank Marx, v'eb’s engineering ; “Monitor,” about 10 minutes. The of chapters from books, or whole publicity manager while vet ex¬ been optioned by CBS-TV, and the
ploitation man and latterly photo web is planning auditions on them
veep, plane to the Coast today | biggest departure also stems from books spread over a week
editor, moved into Seton’s spot as for the near future. One is titled
(Wed.) to survey the network’s ! 11re fact of five-across daytime dis- more.
: play, which will permit of permaTeamed with the exec head of assistant publicity manager. Chris¬
huge KABC-TV lot in Los Angeles. j nent slotting that will remain un- “Weekday” will be an information tie Barter moved up to take the “In .Your. Own Words,” and will
Pair hope to bring back specific ! changed as to the logging except, and service editor (Geraldine photo editorship, and Art Foley deal with true emotional stories as
recommendations as to the net- | of course, when major alterations Rhodes), production supervisor joined the web as assistant photo told by the people who experi¬
enced them in a sort of dramatic¬
vrork’s plan of converting part of are made “in progress.”
(Allen Ludden). women’s and gen¬ ed.
documentary form. This, inci¬
the site into film studios for use
Show launches Nov. 7 and will eral news, with a sort of managing
In another department, one w.k. dentally, will be auditioned two
by the network on its house- ride from 10:15 a. m, to 6 p. m. editor (Helen Marmor), and a
ABC
ex-flack
was
promoted
also.
ways,
as a daytime strip and as a
owned shows.
■ but with preemptions for network group of three drama and six gen¬
Preliminary surveys of the prop¬ and some local shows, other time eral writers, among whom are Earl Mullen, at one time public¬ nighttime half-hour.
ity
chief
at
the
web,
was
upped
to
Other
is “Stand Up and Be
erty have already been made, and being cleared on both phases. Howard Barnes, Rupert Pray and
Mitchell and Marx will undertake Lead-in at 10 o’clock will be the Jack Crutcher for the latter divi¬ manager of radio station relations Counted,” an audience participaunder Ed De Gray, who was tioner in which a specific human
to come up with conclusions based ‘ capsule Mary Margaret McBride sion. Among producers working
on those surveys. They haven’t ; and Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, on multiple projects are Charles brought in to replace the departing relations problem will be laid out Charlie Godwin as director of sta¬ for the audience and then opin¬
set a date for their return, to N. Y. i and thereafter, discounting the Herbert and Joel O'Brien.
tion relations.
ions. drawn from it.
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Harriman & the Hucksters
N. Y. Gov. Averell Harriman looked for awhile as though he
were going to give the industry and Madison Ave. a trouncing for
sticking noses into politics in his guest speaker role at the RadioAdvertising Bureau clinics last week. A lot of broadcasters in at¬
tendance bristled when the Governor, who reportedly has Presi¬
dential aspirations, told them at the very outset: “Madison Ave.
seems to have been kicked around quite a bit lately. But that has
been because of its contribution to politics, not economics. 1 will
not try to defend today Madison Ave.’s influence on political cam¬
paigning in America. But I will defend its role in economics.”
Thereafter, he stayed totally away from his initial topic and, for
that matter, away from radio, except for a minute closing pat.
He declined to make any. statement "after conclusion of his
speech about which industryites he had in mind for nosing into
politics.
Also early in his address, the Governor got across a witticism
about the “clinic” title which seems to abound for such radio-tv
meetings. “I always thought clinics referred to people who were
slightly ill,” he said. “But radio is a flourishing business.”

Where Was Don Sherwood?
Ponder Two-Week ‘Disappearance’ of Frisco’s Top
TV Personality; On a Yoga Kick?
San Francisco, Oct. 18.
Don Sherwood, who built him¬
self up from a radio disk jockey
to Frisco’s top tv personality in a
year, may have overreached him¬
self.
Sherwood was expected back
this week on his “San Francisco
Tonight” show, aired for an hour
five nights a week by KGO-TV,
ABC’s outlet here. But it’s safe to
say his sponsors, and especially
the big brewery which jus't last
summer signed a longterm pact,
are not exactly welcoming Sher¬
wood back with open arms.
Where’s he been? Well, that’s
something of a mystery.
His last show was two weeks ago
tonight. He didn’t appear the jiext
night and Russ Coghlin did the
show—same thing the next night.
Finally, on Friday KGO-TV gave
out the information that Sherwood
had suffered a “nervous collapse”
and George Lemont did that Fri¬
day night’s show and the whole
series last week.
Last weekend KGO-TV execs
were sticking by the “nervous col¬
lapse” story, but one high-bracket
official admitted the sponsors were
“disturbed.”
Frisco agency execs are dis¬
turbed, too. They felt that Sher¬
wood, with his screwball antics
and kidding of commercials, had
developed into a valuable person¬
ality, but today they’re worried
about:
’
1. His blowing commercials—a
lot different than kidding them;
2. His disappearing act.
Result is a definite antagonism
toward Sherwood.
It’s possible Mike Stephens, the
(Continued on page 36)

Steve Allen Loses
Local Beer Client
Knickerbocker Beer, Steve Al¬
len’s longtime sponsor on his
WRCA-TV (N. Y.) late-nighter,
will drop him as of Nov. 7 in favor
of a Jimmy Powers cross-the-board
•ports capsule at 11:15 p. m., just
•head of Allen. Latter will do his
local 10 minutes (shaved five min¬
utes) at 11:20, then go into his NBC
network “Tonight” at 11:30. Knick
Beer lost the to-midnight slot, but
capitulated by taking Allen for a
quarter-hour when he went net¬
work last fall.
Aside from the “no knock knock
for Knickerbocker Beer” as far as
Allen is concerned, there are some
intriguing angles in the reshuffle.
It represents the NBC o&o’s effort
to combat WCBS-TV (CBS) timefor-time. Last spring, LonginesWittnauer’s tri-weekly “Chronoscope”: on the CBS-TV web at 11
o'clock moved out in order to have
the o&o move in with a fixed for¬
mat of news-weather-sports in that
time, and has been making hay
with combo of Ron Cochran-Carol
Reed-Bill
Hickey.
WRCA-TV’s
newscast with John McCaffery has
(Continued on page 36)

B-M’s ‘B’fast Club' Buy
New sales pattern employed by
ABC Radio in selling “Breakfast
Club” in five-minute strips is still
enjoying a payoff. Latest to hop
aboard the capsule pattern is Bris¬
tol-Myers, which' has bought two
five-minute segments weekly for
Bufferin and three in a different
time for Mum.
Deal was set via Young & Rubicam.

SAG,CBS-TV,DuM
In Waiting Game
On Ejectronicam
Screen Actors Guild, CBS-TV
and DuMont all appear to be play¬
ing a waiting game in the jurisdic¬
tional hassle which American Fed¬
eration of Television-Radio Artists
had precipitated by it’s-us-or-no
Electronicam ultimatum two weeks
ago.
All three groups, now in¬
volved in one way or another with
production by means of the film¬
like-live camera, are showing a
generally indifferent attitude to¬
ward AFTRA’s demand to take
over acting done via. the system,
and are carrying on biz as usual.
DuMont, which owns the Elec¬
tronicam, so far is standing on its
first answer to AFTRA’s allega¬
tions. The union had declared it
believed the'■•system, which uses
live techniques to filth a show, is
not the same one which DuMont
demonstrated for the trade last
spring when AFTRA signed away
its jurisdiction to SAG. DuMont
replied simply that it is the same
system, and has not changed or
added a word to its original com¬
mentary to AFTRA.
'
AFTRA’s first notice was circu¬
lated to video producers on Oct.
4.
It virtually told them to
shun
the
Electronicam
until
AFTRA could reassert itself as
boss.
However, the chief Elec¬
tronicam participant at present is
Jackie Gleason with “The Honeymooners.” Bullets Durgom, Glea¬
son’s manager, reported that the
half-hour film was being photo¬
graphed as always, thus making
15 pix in the can for the Saturday
CBS showcase. Durgom said the
AFTRA edict has not changed
plans to finish shooting 39 films
by January.
Meantime, CBS has had the
edict transferred to it by Gleason.
If any action is to be taken in be¬
half of the program, it appears it’ll
be taken by the tv web.
As for SAG itself, the film actors
union is “playing it cool.” Ap¬
parently it’s waiting to see what
legal basis, if any, AFTRA has in
claiming jurisdiction over the livefilm ciamera. :
Late last week,- the two unions
are understood to have had a meet¬
ing. Afterwards, a DuMont spokes¬
man felt that original companyI union deal would be status quo.
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Hard-Pressed (Two Cities) TV Webs
ON TAP FOR! Rule Out Politico Parleys-in-Tint

4By FLORENCE LOWE
Hottest ad agency in the busi¬
Washington, Oct. 18.
Plot Spoilers
ness today is McCann-Erickson.
Color television—planned as the
It’s the envy of the whole Madison
Klavan and Finch, team of
great, new coverage- feature of the
Ave., N. Y., huckster fraternity.
disk jockeys on N. Y. radio
1956 political conventions — ap¬
Last week’s acquisition of the Cocaindie WNEW, have a new
pears to be out.
Cola billings from the D’Arcy
scheme in the battle against
It emerges as the first casualty
agency, a $15,000,000 grand slam,
tv.
of the close-together convention
was the climactic touch to the
Every morning for the past
dates,
following meetings here on
agency’s onward-and-upward surge
week they’ve spilled, via plot
arrangements.
over the past couple of years. It
summaries, denouement of
Not
only would color be a ter¬
has seen McC-E’s status change
nearly every feature film to
rific expense, but there will be in¬
from just another commission
be played ‘ that day on local
sufficient
equipment to provide
house in the Top 10 bracket to one
video.
duplicate setups for
Chicago,
that may wind up wresting the
where
the
Demmys will convene
No. 2 position from Young & RubiAug. 13, and San Francisco, where
cam and giving J. Walter Thomp¬
the Republicans meet Aug. 20.
son a run for its domestic-interna¬
Democratic convention will last
tional millions for the coveted No.
until
at least Aug. 16 or 17, and
1 slot.
could go longer. This wpuld< not
When the Coke biz moves over
leave sufficient time to disma'ntle
next March, McCann-Erickson will
the equipment, move it to Frisco,
be flirting with an approximate
and set it up there in time.
$200,000,000 overall billing nestAlthough the networks are char¬
egg. About 55% of that amount
tering planes to move men and
represents tv billings. A couple
equipment swiftly from Chicago to
of years back no one within the
Frisco, there is only one reason
McC-E encampment would have
they can have full black and white
Washington, Oct. 18.
dared envision such horizons. But
video operation in time on the
With
practically
all
of
the
choice
then came the four-way administra¬
Coast. That is because a great
tive echelon teamup of Marion VHF channels either occupied by deal of the equipment will be du¬
Harper-Bob Healy-Terry Clyne- existing stations or applied for, ap¬ plicated in Frisco and erected
Emerson Foote, and things began plicants are now going after the early.
to' pop. When the McCann high hitherto forgotten VHF assign¬
Officials of the Republican Na¬
command snared Healy away from ments of which there are about 115 tional Committee met with’ radio
Colgate and Clyne from Biow, with available. Last week, four applica¬ and tv network officials here past
the latter also bringing with him tions were filed for these assign¬ week and last night (18) and an¬
the $6,000,000 Bulova billings, it ments. It’s pretty certain they will nounced completion of arrange¬
sparked a tempo within the agency be uncontested.
ments for covering the Frisco con¬
that apparently hasn’t let up since.
The applications were for sta¬ vention.
Over and above the Coke billings? tions in Montrose, Colo., Roswell,
The broadcasters had talks with
more than $35,000,000 in new biz N. M., Clovis, N. Y., and Deadwood, Democratic officials last month.
has been added since the team S. D. Of the four towms, only Ros¬ These arrangements will be nailed
well has a tv station. All four com¬ down in Chicago on Nov. 17-18
started rolling.
Interesting facet of the opera¬ munities have metropolitan areas when all the media meet to whack
tion is that, although more than of less than 100,000 population. up available space for news cover¬
$100,000,000 of the agency’s total The county in which Montrose, age.
billings will be riding in video, Colo., is located has only about
Same system, with very little
the agency is still without a tv- 15,000 people.
variation, will prevail at both con¬
radio director as successor to A1
In view of the fact that .some ventions. The “completion of ar¬
Scalpoffe, who resigned some 30 VHF permits have been sur¬ rangements” announced by Repubmonths back to head up the CBS- rendered and that a few VHF sta(Continued on page 36)
TV programming operation on the- ■ tions have folded, the new applica¬
Coast. Meanwhile, Clyne has been tions may have considerable sig¬
doubling over from the adminis¬ nificance. For one thing, they may
trative chores to oversee the radio- indicate that tv stations can oper¬
tv setup. The “if and when” suc¬ ate with much less overhead than
cessor to Scalpone will report to the first small town stations car¬
Clyne. In fact, the whole radio-tv ried. Secondly, they may show that
setup is operating at low personnel a network affiliation is not indi¬
gear following exiting of Hank spensable to a small VHF opera¬
Booraem (who goes to LaRoche tion and that film (little of which
“Penny to a Million,” the Ed
agency) and Russ • Johnston (mov¬ was available when the first V’s
ing over to Marschalk-Pratt).
threw in the sponge) can serve as Wolf package which is leaving
Reported clincher in the desig¬ a substitute. Finally, they may ABC-TV, has been set for a CBSnation of McCann-Erickson by the prove that it doesn’t take nearly as TV ride starting next month, but
Coca-Cola high command, in the much audience to support a tv with an unusual Sunday afternoon
Raleigh cigface of a three-way jockeying station as was originally believed. at 4:30 slotting.
arets, via the Russell M. Seeds
which also saw Kenyon & Eckhardt
If these applicants succeed with
and Y & R pitching for the their stations, it’s quite possible agency, will continue to sponsor
“dream account,” was McC-E’s that the whole concept of tv’s role alternate weeks, with CBS due to
presentation, which, from all re¬ as a community service may be come up with another bankroller
ports, was “pretty irresistible.” changed. FCC thinking on alloca¬ to be approved by the Seeds
Even though McCann-Erickson has tion policies recently has empha¬ agency.
Slotting is highly unusual since
held the Coca-Cola South Ameri¬ sized the importance of providing
can account, there were many who competitive service in the first 100 “Penny,” fronted by Bill Goodwin,
anticipated that Y & R would get markets while the possible needs | is strictly in the adult class as a
the nod, if for no other reason of small communities for local sta¬ quizzer and is sponsored by Ra¬
leigh. which has no pitch to make
than Coke prexy Bill. Robinson and tions has been discounted.
for the kiddies. Yet, in the past,
Y & R board chairman Sig Larmon
If
Montrose,
Colo.,
and
Deadonly
juvenile quiz stanzas have got¬
have an affinity in their close rela¬
tionship (and golf-playing status) wood, S.D., can support tv stations, ten Sabbath daylight exposure,
it
can
be
expected
that
many
other
with
the “Penny” entry marking
with President Eisenhower.
Coke acquisition also means an small communities will become in¬ a tv “first.” Starting date is either
terested
in
local
outlets,
Nov.
6
or 13. depending on how
expansion of the McC-E foreign
speedily CBS can clear stations.
offices. Frank White, former Mu¬
Slotting
also leaves the fate of
tual and NBC president, now.
“Let’s Take a Trip,” the sustainer
prexies the international division
occupying
the 4:30 time, up in
of the agency.
the air, but the network had pro¬
Loss of the Coke billings, of
grammed
that subject-to-change
which $5,000,000 are in bottler co¬
WNEW, N. Y. radio indie, is previously, and it’s expected to
op campaigns and the remainder
continue
on
the slate.
direct, hits D’Arcy hard, but Rob¬ opening an hour-and-a-half in next
Meanwhile, Wolf and the Seeds
ert M. Ganger, prez of the agency, Sunday night’s schedule for a spe¬
agency
are
hypoing
the audience
said that the acquisition of new cial program marking UN Day.
business and the growth of new Michael Redgrave will be fea¬ appeal of the quizzer with an. upaccounts over the past two years tured in the extra-length show¬ pance in prizes. New scale calls
“more than offsets” the loss of the case, which will contain a potpourri for a guaranteed $100,000 in cash
giant Coke billings (not to mention of UN “sounds.” Voice of America giveaways every 13 weeks, with a
single prize of $50,000 going to one
such longstanding D’Arcy entries will carry it overseas. *
as General Tire and Budweiser).
Show will include Eleanor Roose¬ contestant during that period and
velt, Krishna Menon, Paul Martin, $20,000 going to another. Show
all of the UN. in a specially taped will continue to originate from the
panel discussion led by Rabbi Irv¬ Coast. It checks off ABC-TV after
. San Francisco, Oct. 18.
ing Miller. Additionally, a new tonight (Wed.).
Willard
Davis,
prize-w'innirig album, “This Is the UN—Vol. II,”
GILLOGLY'S CHI-TO-N. Y.
KGO-TV director, quit the ABC will get its preem on the WNEW
Chicago, Oct. 18.
outlet here last weekend for a shot broadcast. Album, written and pro¬
Bill Gillogly, ABC-TV account
at freelancing. His latest assign¬ duced by Saul Carson with UN aid,
ment has been the “San Francisco has Melvyn Douglas narrating a exec here since 1951, is slated to
10-year documentary on the world move into the New York homcofTonight” show'.
He says he has a Honolulu direc¬ organization. Station’s writer Mil- fice the first of the month as the
torial job in the offing but mean¬ ton Robertson and cleffer Hal web’s eastern sales manager.
His Chi replacement hasn’t been
while will headquarter in Holly¬ Schaeffer co-authored a new UN
named as yet.
wood.
ballad for the stanza.

Applicants Seek
‘Forgotten VV;
115 Available

‘PennyVSun.Aft.
CBS-TV Slotting

WNEW’S 90-MINUTE
SALUTE TO UN DAY

Davis Exits KGO-TV
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'Get It While It’s Hot’ News Is Chi
Radios Most Exciting Commodity

John Scott Trotter’s
$1,555 Carolina Rap
As Tourist Home Prop.
Greensboro, N. C., Oct. 19.
Band leader John0 Scott Trotter
returned to Hollyw’ood minus
$1,555 last week as a result of a
verdict against him in Orange
County Superior Court at Hills¬
boro, N. C.
The action, brought by Clyde E.
“Pete” Mullis, UN.C physical edu¬
cation faculty member, involved
payment for services which Mullis
alleged was due him in connection
with Trotter’s opening of a tourist
home in Chapel Hill several years
ago.
On the witness stand in court,
the Carolina alumnus and tv band
leader testified that he understood
Mullis was giving his services as
a friend at that time. However,
he noted that he had shown his
appreciation by sending him a
token gift of a set of matched golf
clubs.
The plaintiff declared he had no
such understanding, in bringing
suit for $3,000. A jury returned
the $1,555 verdict in Mullis’ favor
after deliberating
nearly two
hours.

Chicago, Oct. 18.
The ascendancy of news (Jepartments as freewheeling kingpin cogs
Bridgeport, Oct. 18.
in the up-to-date radio modus
operandi is highlighted at the ma¬
WICC junked all its regular pro¬
jor Chi stations where the “get it gramming for almost three full
first” joustings of the respective days to broadcast round-the-clock
news staffs are "focusing renewed coverage of the western Connecti¬
dialer attention AM’s way. What¬ cut flood disaster of last weekend.
ever the status quo dimensions of Station also served as an emergen¬
the medium’s programming fare, cy communications line throughout
the news adjuncts are getting the the stricken-area in Fairfield Coun¬
go-ahead from the top level to ty, with all personnel remaining
keep their operations geared to throughout the weekend at the sta¬
the tempo of the times.
tion’s studio in nearby Trumbull.
Entire stint, under the direction
Down through the years the four
Chi network-owned or affiliated 50,- of Bill Whalen, was shared by Bob
000 watters have built up sizable Crane, Walt Dibbell, Jerry Dale
writing and reporting staffs to and Harry Downie, with Cameron
cover the hometown beat. The MacKenzie coordinating.
WNLK in nearby Norwalk was
taperecorders and the beeped tele¬
phones have become standard smashed off the air.
equipment to give that “as it hap¬
pened” spice to the news shows.
Excepting WLS, where news di¬
rector Bill Small angles his copy
for the station’s four-state regional
coverage,
WGN,
WMAQ
and
WBBM as well as indies WCFL,
WIND and WAIT are now mem¬
bers of the co-op owned City News
San Francisco, Oct. 18.
Bureau which covers the city like
KOVR, Stockton tv outlet which —^ Continued from page 20 ___
the national wire services cover
recently
established
a Frisco stu¬
the rest -of the world. As was the
traditional pattern and still largely dio, apparently is pitting its sales go off into the wild blue yonder
department
against
the
organiza¬ if you win.
adhered to by the indies with their
Proctor bought some announce¬
frequent shortie newscasts, the tional abilities of at least one tv
union.
ments on WPIX and WNBT (before
news file was stacked up for airing
Unique situation has arisen be¬ the latter became the current
when the next regularly scheduled
cause of KOVR’s avowed objective WRCA-TV), spending about 80%
news show came up.
in moving to Frisco. The objective on WCBS-TV for a 13-we^k drive.
Bulk of the newTs is still handled is to televise live talent.
Philosophy here is to employ tv in
that wav, of course, but now the
The situation is illustrated by the short cycles, finding that the
trend is toward getting it on the
of a 13-weeker has a snow¬
air as soon as possible, and prefer¬ the independent station’s hungry i effect
ball effect beyond the expiration
ably direct from the scene. Flexi¬ nightclub half-hour at 8 p.m. date of contract. Company resumed
bility and mobility, at costs im¬ Wednesdays. Performers on the
possible for television to duplicate, hungry i show are not covered by with a cycle in the fail of last year,
give radio the big instantaneous any tv talent contract. They are eventually dropping all but the
edge and the news chiefs locally paid, according to Enrico Banduc- CBS flagship. They followed on
ci, nightspot’s owner, the AGVA with “tests” in Philly and Los An¬
are tooling up in that direction.
minimum—“I have check stubs to geles, and to date the tv markets
Just last week WBBM news boss prove it,” says Banducci.
number 10 and growing. In ’54
Bill Garry got a down-from-the-top
But Frisco’s AGVA branch man¬ alone (the key or tv “inauguration”
memo giving him authority to ager, Phil Downing, wants to make year for an old company), sales
break into regularly logged pro¬ sure performers are being paid, jumped 58.7% over ’53. Macy’s
grams whenever he had a worthy says he is “personally looking into sales have tripled.
local news break. Like authority the matter.”
Proctor’s latest pash is its Hi-Lo
is vested with his counterparts at
Meantime, says Downing, he is ! Adjustable Ironing Table; the
the other majors.
soft-pedaling
protests
because j Proctor Blue” job is $12.95, the
The “let’s get it on the air im¬ AETRA is “in negotiation with1 chrome edition, $14.95. They’re
mediately” philosophy takes on a KOVR and until the station says selling not like hotcakes but like
new aspect next month at WMAQ no to an AFTRA contract” AGVA hot hotcakes. The femmes like it
when news director Bill Ray and doesn’t want to upset negotiations. because it’s a sort of “sitdown
crew launch their second mobile KOVR is expected to make a de¬ strike while the iron is hot.” They
unit. New truck, now being fitted cision on unionization “in the very first heard about it on tv and the
out, stacks up as a radio news¬ near future,” according to Down¬ rush started.
man’s dreamwagon with its Buck ing.
Rogers electronic gadgetry, includ¬
An AFTRA executive here con¬
ing a shortwave transmitter to firms that the union “hopes to
feed stuff back to the station for sign up KOVR, now that they’re
direct airing. The second unit will in the city.”
— Continued from page 20
roam the town during the morn¬
But the station management says
ings on the prowl for stuff that can
AFTRA never approached us, assume proportions out of all rela¬
be used pronto or taped for later there have never been any nego¬ tion to their actual significance.”
broadcast. With the old remote tiations,” Regarding the hungry i
In this context, the attorneys
truck remaining on night duty, show, “the nightclub furnishes tal¬ said, “it must be plain that the rec¬
the second vehicle gives the NBC ent, we furnish (IBEW) techni¬ ord has failed to portray this one
station “on the spot” coverage cians.”
human life in any realistic, wellpractically the full broadcast day.
It is an open secret here that proportioned manner.” The events
KOVR
is
shopping
around
for
and actions brought out by the
At WGN, director Spencer Allen
has evolved a neat pattern of AM someone to buy the show—a major FCC, they said, where “plucked
brewery
is
reported
much
inter¬
from a million scattered over a
mobility with an assist from his
period of some 15 years” and were
WGN-TV news film crew. Cars of ested.
Performers who have already “spotlighted and overdrawn to
all four of his tele cameramen as
well as his own are equipped with appeared on the half-hour spot in¬ reach a particular conclusion.”
The brief listed six Government
two-way shortwave radios and clude Josh White, Earl “Fatha"
when a big story is breaking he Hines, Irwin Corey, Faith Win- witnesses, including Louis Budenz,
sends along a newscaster who throp, Stan Wilson, the Gateway former managing editor of the
feeds reports back to the AM side. Singers, Kitty White and Pat Daily Worker, as “unworthy” or
“not worthy of belief.” It charged
If the yarn is hot enough, it can Yankee.
With the show sold, KOVR that Budenz recollection of Lamb at
be aired direct or taped for later
could afford to dicker with AFTRA events that took place 15 years ago
use.
As demonstrated by WMAQ’s and the union, in turn, would have were “invented” for this case, in¬
“Night Desk” coverage the capture an important gain to sell per¬ asmuch as he never mentioned
Lamb in any of his four books or
of gunman Richard Carpenter formers.
This goes for other live pro¬ in his numerous lectures exposing
with its real life “Desperate Hours’'
gramming
KOVR
projects.
he communists.
“ angle and the subsequent weekend
But right now the station’s sales
running accounts of the Whiting
staff
is
on
the
spot.
refinery fire by all the major sta¬
tions, direct from the scene news
in local radio’s most exciting com¬
Continued from pate 21
modity. And the intra-industrial
battle for scoops is throwing off
lie to announce the name of the
news sparks of life just when the
speaker. As a matter of practice
medium needed it the most.
for the past several years, an¬
. Detroit, Oct. 18.
nouncers who present show's of
The new U. of Michigan televi¬ their own are given air credit.”
sion houY series, beginning Oct.
“We don’t have any producers
23, will co-feature health and early or directors.” he added when asked
American history on 10 stations about credits for them.
Springfield, 111., Oct. 10.
Joe Bonan.sincja. general mana¬ in three states. “Frontiers of
NABET, which has been repre¬
ger of WGEM, Quincy, was elected Health” will analyze major health senting WNYC staffers for a year,
new prexy of the Illinois Broad¬ problems in the first half hour is reported to have had the no¬
casters Assn, at the annual meet¬ | segment over a period of 30 w'eeks. credit problem before the city for
ing here last week. He succeeds
Stations carrying the series will several months, with no action yet
Harold Dewing, prez of WCVS, bo WWJ-TV, Detroit; WKZO-TV, taken by the. Mayor.
Springfield.
Kalamazoo; WJIM-TV, Lansing;
Status of WNYC program help is
George Biggar, WLBK, DeKalb. WPBN-TV, Traverse Citv; WNEM- to a degree unique in ,N. Y., a ra¬
is the new' IBA veep, and .Charles TV, Bay City; WWTV, Cadillac; dio-tv market highly organized by
Cook, WJPF, Herrin, secretary- WKNX, Saginaw', and WPAG-TV, the unions. There is often no spe¬
treasurer.
New board members Ann Arbor*—all in Michigan—and cialization at WNYC since an an¬
are Harold Safford, WLS, Chicago, WSBT, South Bend, Ind., and* nouncer might also work as a pro¬
and Adlai Ferguson, WPRS, Paris. WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis.
ducer or director, it’s said.

WICC’s Hood Duty

KOVR’s hungry i Show
Creates a Talent Union
Poser for S. F. Union

Macy’s To Masses

Ed Lamb

WNYC

10-Station Hookup For
‘Frontiers of Health’

Illinois B’casters Elect

From the Production Centres
>♦
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IN NEW YORK CITY ...
Joseph Forest to Wm. Esty agency as exec producer in tv commercials
dept, assigned to Colgate, Gen. Mills and R. J. Reynolds accounts. He’s
ex-v.p. of Transfilm . . . WCBSportscaster Billy Hickey a grid casualty
at Princeton-Penn game in Philly when he jammed a couple of his
fingers in door of broadcast booth . , . Robert D. Carman,-ex-NBC script
head in Chi and former radio-tv writer, to Welcome Wagon, Inc. as asst,
v.p. on sales promotion and publicity . . . WCBStaffers being plagued
by injuries. See Bill Hickey item above, plus news director Dave Dris¬
coll who on way to office to direct Herman Hickman show pulled up
lame with a damaged tendon in left thigh and was inactivated for a few
days.
ABC prez Robert E. Kintner named the industry “Man of the Year’*
by Pulse and will be so honored at a luncheon at the Plaza Hotel Oct.
26 . . . Alistair Wregg, ex-Young & Rubicam and Benton & Bowles,
and Ralph Broitman; formerly with the Headley-Reed station reps,
to the ABC sales development and research department ... Mayor
Robert F. Wagner did a special broadcast Monday (17) over WLIB
proclaiming Urban League Week . . . Authoress Emily Kimbrough set
for the Art Van Horne show on WABC today (WedJ . . . Joan Stark,
formerly chief radio-tv timebuyer with William Weintraub and head
of media buying at Harris & Whitebrook, joined Grey Advertising
as a time buyer . ... Jane Pickens received the Girl Scout Honorary
Membership Award for 1955 last week . . . Bernard R. Buck, program
director of WNYC, to wed Joyce Felstein Nov. 27.
Mike Boscia, veteran CBS Radio publicist and one of the most
beloved in the industry, is gravely ill but putting up a game battle
at N. Y. Memorial Hospital . . . Paula Stone pinchhit for Frank Farrell
on his WABC show Monday < 17) out of the Sheraton Astor, with Farrell
chasing up the flood news in Connecticut, etc. . . . CBS-“Perry Mason”
chalks up 12 years of airing this week . . . Edgar Bergen did a p.a.
at Texas Bankers dinner in Houston (15) . . . CBS music chief Jim
Fassett cited-decorated by consul general of Finland in ceremonies
Friday (14) . . . Joe E. Lewis and Walter Slezak guesting on Mitch
Miller’s CBS’er Sunday (23). . . .

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .
Fred Ahern is leaving CBS-TV where for the past five years he has
been director of tv operations . . . Tommy Greenhow moved over from
Famous Artists to NBC-TV as assistant to Hal Kemp as supervisor of .
talent operations . *. , Horace Heidt talking a deal with Edward Small
for filming of his talent shows for spot booking, in towns where he’ll
tour with his stage show . . . Ken Englund reviving “He and She” for
tv with a hoped-for break-in of the comedy as a Las Vegas nitery tab
. . . Vic England and Howard Lipstone now head up separate film de¬
partments for ABC-TV and KABC-TV, the local outlet . . . KTLA, only
local indie with its own color equipment, first to come out with a color
rate card. For half-hour the cost is $500 over black-and-white and
$750 for an hour show exclusive of remotes . . . Wendell Niles Jr., son
of the announcer and just out of college, will try agenting under the
tutelage of William Morris’ George Gruskin . . . The late James Dean,
film star killed in an auto crackup. was due for his first big tv break
as star of “The Corn Is Green” on Hallmark Hall of Fame in Dec. . . .
John Poole, owner of KB1G. won’t allow more than five minutes of
gab on any program . . . Bill Bacher, one of radio’s “giants” and in
recent years a film producer, has the itch to get into tv and has pro¬
posed to NBC’s Fred Wile a series of hour shows called “Washington
Square.” It’s a latter day takeoff on his radio classics—Hollywood
Hotel, Show Boat and Palmolive Theatre.
NBC “Monitor” did a series of tapes with the “Show Biz” (NBC-TV
color spectacular) personalities before and after, the Oct. 9 “color
spread” telecast. Participating were Buster Keaton, Bert Lahr, pro¬
ducer Ernie Glucksman. scripter Ken Englund, Paul Gilbert, Beatrice
Kaye, Hal Goodwin, Dennis Day, Snag Werris and Jay C. Flippen,
with Art Linkletter as emcee.

IN CHICAGO . . .
WIND commercial manager John Carey now working on his 21st
year at the Ralph Atlass-helmed indie .- . . John Mulholland, Chi NBCTV spot sales chief, addressed yesterday’s (Tues.) session of the Chi¬
cago Federated Ad Clubs workshop clinic . . . Daily News columnist
Tony Weitzel back in the tele sweepstakes with a nightly five-minute
talk show on WGN-TV for First Federal Savings . . . A1 Partridge is
chairman of the National Assn, of Educational Broadcasters annual
convention to be held here next week . . . NBC merchandising
specialist Murray Heilweil in Monday (17) to guestspeak at the Mer¬
chandising Executives Club . . . Dee jay Howard Miller hosting a new
live music entry Tuesday nights at 11 on WBBM-TV . /. Peter Savides
new Kling production staffer to coordinate filmeries’ Chi and Coast
activities. Joe Bishop, ex-Metropolitan TV Productions, penciled in
as an assistant director . . . While Jim Conway vacations, Ed Farron
takes over his WBBM “Shopping With the Missus” and Billy Leach
steps in as emcee of WBBM-TV’s “In Town Tonight” . . . Don Nathanson, who checked out of Weiss & Geller to set up his own agency
tagged North Advertising, is rounding out his staff with Jack'McCord
signed on as radio-tv administrator . . . Adrienne Falcon has switched
allegiances as femme spokesman for Pabst soft drink to ditto -with
Coca-Cola as hostess on the Coke bottlers Saturday afternoon spread
oh WBKB.

IN DETROIT . . .
Marty Mogge has been appointed publicity director for WXYZ. Ho
formerly was associated with the “Lone Ranger” production staff when
show was aired here . . . Fran Harris, women’s editor of WWJ, named
‘sweetest woman on the air by Detroit Sweetest Day Committee . . .
Pete Strand, executive producer of WXYZ, was selected for the second
straight year to produce the United Foundation’s kickoff rally at the
Broadway-Capitol which starred Ed Sullivan . . . Every radio station
„Hnitcd ^a*es aD^ territories will soon be receiving a record
titled No Second Chance” from the Federal Civil Defense Adminis¬
tration. It was pressed from the master WJR recording which dra¬
matically clarifies the meaning of the “Conelrad” system by which
radio stations will keep the public informed in the event of an enemy
attack.

IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
“Monitor” tour of four or five Frisco jazz joints didn't come off
because NABET pointed out its contract required union producers on
the show, NBC said nix and cancelled out . . William Winter, KPIX
and ABC news commentator, is recovering from his coronarv but will
be hospitalized six to eight weeks. Harland Frederick is doing his tv
show, meantime ... KGO-TV’s Eugene de Christopher is off for the
JPa®^ WOR-TV, specifically . . . local-boy Ralph Edwards, up for his
This Is Your Life” show out of Berkeley, revealed “I’d just as soon
alternate between here and Hollywood, but it costs a whale of a lot
of dough” . . . KRON’s program manager, Doug Elleson, had to rent
a cable car four full days for the cable car ride on “Wide Wide World”
two days for experimentation and construction, one for rehearsal
and one for the show itself . . . Bill Bradley’s KEIX news show got
(Continued on page 43)
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FUN WITH THE NEW NIELSENS
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The Weekend Trendex
The key tv rivalry as it shaped up on the Trendex 15-city rating
scoreboard over past weekend (15-16):
SATURDAY
NBC
7:30

Big Surprise
8.9
Perry* Como
22.9
Como
23.3
Geo. Gobel
28.5

CBS
Beat Clock
20.4
Stage Show
18.9
J. Gleason
26.1
Gunsmoke
19.4
SUNDAY

ABC
Ozark

Jubilee
3.5
Grand Ole Opry
5.5
Ole Opry
5.9

4-

MUT0FT0P10 Federation of Women’s Clubs Split
Over TV’s Influence on Juves
--ARE M'SHOWS
4

By LEONARD TRAUBE

Operation Vulture

The powerful General Federa¬
tions of Women’s Clubs is engaging
in an intramural struggle over the
alleged detrimental effects of video
on juves. Some GFWC members
are endorsing the networks and
local operations over the insistence
of others to campaign against tele¬
vision.
The anti-video faction within the
national organization seems To
have gained its impetus from the
recent senate hearings on the re¬
lation of tv to jitve delinquency.
The clubwomen recently waged a
campaign
against comic
book
crime.
. To counteract the anti-tv influ¬
ence within GFWC. it’s reliably re¬
ported that a group of members
are currently collecting informa¬
tion from all the tele networks
and several of the country’s sta¬
tions to support the theory that
the industry is bringing itself
around. Group is of expressed be¬
lief that nobody’s more interested
in upping juve video standards
than the' networks and broadcast¬
ers themselves.
What the tradesters are being
asked to fork over to GFWC is in¬
formation shoeing how they’ve
tried to improve juve television
over the past two years. A point
of difference in the internal split
is whether the networks are mov¬
ing as rapidly as possible in
amending objectionable program¬
ming.
Meanwhile a local N. Y. women’s
club, the United Parents Assn.,
has already announced its stand¬
ards for children’s tv. Of the 14
points made, among them were
these: That every stanza should
foster generally accepted moral,
cultural, ethical and educational
values; encourage good speech and
language habits; programs should
avoid sensual love-making, double
entendres, degrading stereotypes
and undue apprehensions; adver¬
tising spiels should be limited to
opening and closing a show. The
N. Y. parent group claims over
300,000 members. It advised the
trade W get a qualified advisory
council, including parenthood, for
kiddie tv consultations.

The new Nielsens (fortnight end¬
Chicago, Oct. 18.
ing Sept. 24) reveal a number of
Bill Todman of the Goodsoninteresting trends and perhaps put
Todman packaging shop de¬
a question mark on a couple of
8:30
scribes as an “Operation Vul¬
longrunner shows that apparently
ture” the current New York
“had
it.”
indie programming scene now
10:00
But the most amazing aspect of
that
virtually all the choice
—
the new season’s first batch of Niel¬
network tv time is staked out.
sen ratings is that nine out of the
According to Todman about all
Top 10 are one hour (or 90-minute)
an “outside" packager with
5:00
Wide Wide World
Omnibus
shows, and it took a “$64,000 Ques¬
new show ideas can do at this
4.9
11.0
—
tion” (the undisputed leader) to en¬
point is mark time on the side¬
Ann Sothern
Famous Films
7:30
Frontier
ter the charm circle. Never before,
lines
waiting for the weak en¬
8.4
23.5
10.4
either in tv or in radio before it,
tries to drop out and then rush
Famous Films
have the 60-minute entries attained
Ed Sullivan
8-9
Variety Hr.
in with the big pitch.
6.9
28.6
such stature.
21.6
Todman aired his views as a
To no one’s surprise, except for
Chance Lifetime
GE Theatre
9:00
Alcoa Hour
member of the media work¬
the
actual figures, “$64,000 Ques¬
5.5
27.5
19.7
shop panel at the meeting of
tion,” the crazy-like-a-fox Lou j
the central region of the
Alf. Hitchcock Show
Life Begins
Alcoa
' 9:30Cowan package for Revlon on
American Assn, of Advertising
7.3
24.2
20.2
CBS-TV, “broke the bank” in
Agencies here last week.
homes reached with an average for
MONDAY (OCT. 17)
the pair of exposures of 19,302,000
Reader’s Dig.
Burns Sc Allen
Cyrano
8:00
(the first of the Nielsen segments
10.7
14.7
23.8
tallied in the two-week scorecard
Firestone
Godfrey Scouts
Cyrano
8:30
actually hit higher — 19,600,000
3.9
27.2
22.7
homes—this being the jackpotter
with Marine Capt. McCutcheon,
I Love Lucy
Dotty Mack
Cyrano
9:00
but the next show brought the av¬
36.4
3.3
18.8
erage down (though record-break¬
Perry Como rose over previous week, fighting hard to close the
ing anyway).
gap with Jackie Gleason, still leading.
Fortnight toted up by Nielsen in¬
“Big Surprise’' lost better than 2 points, with “Beat Clock” giv¬
cludes one summer show at the
tailend of the hiatus period, which
ing NBC’s new quizzer a beating while itself remaining status quo
managed to break into the Top 10
on points.
By HY HOLLINGER
class on homes reached. This was
“Gunsmoke” 9 points behind George Gobel but closing gap over
“Those
Whiting Girls” (CBS),
previous week’s score.
Success of the closed-circuit tele¬
which stands ninth, ahead of NBC’s casts of Marciano-Moore fight in
Alcoa’s new dramatic “Hour” was walloped by brace of CBS
Sunday night “Color Spread” spec. theatres and of the Notre Damehalf-hour entries.
That made three specs in all to at¬ Miami football game in hotels has
“Wide Wide World” smothered “Omnibus” in the half-hour in
tain “homes reached” top 10 sta¬ succeeded in stepping, up interest
which they competed.
tus. with Judy Garland’s “Star in large screen use of the medium
ABC’s “Famous Films Festival” third, but close to NBC’s
Jubilee” opener for Ford on CBS for business purposes. Curiously,
“Frontier” in competing half-hour, then caught between the
rating second and NBC’s “Pro¬ the development of the business
“Variety.,Hour”-Ed Sullivan hot race during ensuing hour.ducers Showcase” (“Our Town”) use aspects via the employment of
ranking seventh.
The “$64,000 mobile units is the factor that
Question” mark hit an alltime tv resulted in the click of the fight
high in the homes category for and the football game.
any regularly scheduled (that is,
Unable to use the permanent
weekly) show. _ (It also topped the installations of theatres at the
ratings by a wide margin.) CBS time desired, the closed-circuit enmade it one-two-three and five-out- trepeneurs sought the flexible
of-10.
schedules of hotel ballrooms. Mo¬
United Cerebral Palsy telethon
Here’s how the “homes reached” bile units were found to be ideally
parade
stood
as
of
the
Nielsen
suited
for the ballroom use. Ex¬
in
N.
Y.
slated
for
next
Saturday
Toronto, Oct. 18.
period:
perience with this phase of the
Jack Kent Cooke, president of (22) is shaping as the most com¬
operation
led to the employment
CKEY in Toronto and consultant plicated and one of the more ex¬ $64,000 . 19,302,000 of the portable projection sets in
Judy Garland.. 15,667,000
to the strike-bound CKOY in Ot¬ tensive shindigs of its kind. Show Ed Sullivan.. 12,674,000
theatres. This enabled Nate Halpern’s Theatre Network Televi¬
tawa, has been doing a burn over will go 19 hours through the night Disneyland . 12,363,000
sion to assemble the record 129
reports that CKEY personnel were via WOR-TV, but there has been Variety Hour.. 12,190,000
theatres and 92 cities lineup for
Martha
Raye
.
11,687,000
used as “strike-breakers” on CKOY a switch from DuMont facilities
the fight. TNT owns and operates
Producers Showcase. 11,193,000
and that the owners of the strike- to those of CBS-TV in the past Climax. 11,101,000
over 50 mobile units which can be
few
days.
Moreover,
show
won’t
quickly
deployed to various areas
ridden station refused to sign an
Whiting Girls . 10,906,000 j
(Continued on page 36)
agreement submitted by a federal have one or just two emanation
Color Spread ....... 10,847,000
points;
instead,
four
have
been
set
conciliation board.
up, including CBS’ Studio 51,
Paris, Oct. 18.
uie rating percentage column,
Cooke, who has no ownership in¬ WOR’s Studio 16, a special street
Though mopt video sources here
terest in CKOY but acts as the remote, and all filmed segments the first three in “homes” re¬
mained
there,
but
edged
out
of
Top
feel
that
a
second
channel and
station’s consultant, said that at will come from the Empire State
10 were “Whiting Girls” and “Colthe very time some 25 NABET Bldg.
commercial television are light
(Continued on page 38)
members of CKOYs 45-man staff
years off, the subject has recently
Telethon has the largest pre¬
With New York reruns of Gen¬ come up again at a meeting of the
walked off their job’s, the station’s
board of directors was “actively firmed talent roster that UCP
eral Teleradio’s “Million Dollar
Federation
Nationale
De
La
considering this agreement.” Im¬ (which made $490,000 in N. Y. last
Movie” package already slated for Presse Francaise. FNPF has sug¬
mediately after the CKOY walk¬ year via such an event) can recall.
1:30-3:15
p.m.
six
days
weekly,
MCA
veep
Herb
Rosenthal
is
exec
out, Cooke supplied seven em¬
gested a second channel, to be
WABC-TV general manager Bob called Tele-Presse, to be created
ployees of his CKEY to assist director; WOR operations chief
CKOY in 'getting back on the air. Ivan Reiner will co-produce with
Stone plastered another chink in I alongside the now or.ly existing tv
As a result, both CKEY and CKOY CBS’ Ray Abel, and WOR's Dick
the station’s afternoon program¬ wavelength of the State controlled
have been blacklisted by the Assn, Jackson has linked with UCP’s
With NBC’s other o&o’s to be
Fran¬
of Canadian Radio & Television Bob Wilson on heavy advance pro¬ heard from, WRCA, the New York ming lineup with the pacting of Radiodiffusion - Television
Peter
Marshall and Tommy Farrell,
motion-publicity.
Artists, which has forbidden all
flagship, has set its captive house
caise.
Show switches to WOR-TV from in order against the Nov. 7 day both young comics, for their owm
members other than regular sta¬
Suggestion was made to confine
tion staffers to cross picket lines WABC-TV, which carried it the when the network invokes its 12:30-1:30 p.m. edmedy cross¬
past two years. Guest roster so far cross-the-board "Weekday” format boarder. New show' is titled “Tw'o the three privately owned tv sta¬
set up at the stations.
of
the
Most,”
and
the
accent
will
Seven personnel sent to CKOY is: Dennis James, Maria Riva and (see separate story) to parallel the be primarily on comedy and music. tions now- beginning to operate on
In the strike emergency weren't Jane Pickens, who are old UCP 40-hour “Monitor” weekend spread
Farrell, incidentally, is Glenda the borders of France such as
AGRTA members, Cooke avers, standbys; Les Elgart’s orch, Jackie as NBC’s new deal in program¬ Farrell’s son. He and Marshall, as Telc-Monte Carlo, Tele Saar and
and moreover t£ey “have long Gleason, Art Carney, Toni Arden, ming. New' title is “New York a team, plus the Mel Pow’ell trio Tele-Luxembourg.
All are still
since returned” to CKEY. Cooke Nat King Cole, Dagmar, Phil Sil¬ Pulse—with Bill Cullen.’’
WRCA’s big noise is pegged on and femme singer Marilynn Lovell extremely limited in listeners, and
has written letters to all ad agen¬ vers, Eydie Gorme, Ronnie Gra¬
will
complete
the
cast.
Bill
Dod¬
cies and to the membership of ham, Erskine Hawkins, Burl Ives, the 6:30 to 9:30 wakerupper ses¬ son will produce-direct, while the fact that no manufacturer has
ACRTA outlining his position on Monica Lewis, Jaye P. Morgan, sion presided over by Bill Cullen Bob Arbogast scripts. Kickoff date as vet started to build sets with
the matter. Moreover, he states, Dorothy Sarnoff, Bobby Sherwood, as deejay-gabber-interviewer. For¬ is next Monday (24 i.
more than one wavelength capac¬
tified by an upped appropriation
CKOY is now fully staffed by resi¬ Herb Shriner, Gwen Verdon.
ity is also a detriment to these
indicating better than words that
dents of Ottawa and the surround¬
stations. FNPF would have this
the station “means business,” pro¬
ing area. There’s no strike at
new addition existing on a State
gram manager Steve White and
CKEY, Cooke states, just the pick¬
financial layout and from carefully
news-special eventser Bill Berns
eting.
controlled commercial advertising.
Washington. Oct. 18.
Seattle, Oct. 18.
are
masterminding a changed pat¬
However this is definitely in the
Cooke states that “it has been
Washington’s
“Good
Music
Sta¬
Mount Rainier Radio and.Tele- tern for the Cullen span which
conjecture stage and queried
necessary for advertising agencies
to respect the ACRTA directive to ision Broadcasting Corp. here has will be extended half an hour to tion,” WGMS, inaugurated fulltime sources all felt that it was not a
its members. This action, how¬ purchased radio station KXL in 10 a.m. although in actuality Cul¬ operation last week, duplicating its likely thing to come about here.
len wrill serve merely as an intro- evening to midnight FM classical Meanwhile FNPF will be huddling
ever, has prejudiced only very Portland for $450,000.
Lester M. Smith, general man¬ emcee to the segue pairings, con¬ music broadcasts on AM. With its with the heads of RDTF on this
slightly the operations of CKEY,
who
is currently 'being fur¬ ager of KJR here,.which is owned sisting of Pegeen Fitzgerald and 570 kc dial position, WGMS will proposal. A decision as to wheth¬
soon have the largest daytime cov¬ er there is a possibility for a sec¬
nished w'ith copy which we can by the corporation, made the an¬ cook expert Josie McCarthy.
Of larger significance a.re the in¬ erage of any local AM outlet as ond video channel and the begin¬
broadcast live.” ACTRA ban ap¬ nouncement and said that he would
gredients.
Under
the
blueprint
it increases its daytime power to nings of commercial French tv is
plies to freelance performers and be manager of the newly-acquired
to . transcribed material, including station. Sale is contingent on ap¬ with its virtual “throw away the 5,000 watts. Station will operate expected soon, and those in the
know' feel it wilk-be “no."
with 1,000 watts at night.
spots.
(Continued on page 38)
proval of the FCC.
8:00

TVs Closed-Circuit
Boys Gearing For
Banner Year in’56

Cooke Clarifies
Can. Strike Status

4 Origination Points
For Cerebral Palsy’s
19-Hr.N.Y. Telethon

France Talks Up
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WABC-TY DAYTIMER

Bill Cullen Centrepieces
New WRCA Pattern To
Parallel ’Weekday’

KXL Sold for 450G

WGMS Goes Fulltime
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

500 PARADE
»Vith Marlin Perkins, Jim Hurlbut,
Chet Huntley
Producer-Director: Don Meier
Writer: Dorothy Ruddell
50 Mins.; Sun., 3:30 pun,
AMERICAN CHICLE, MUTUAL
OF OMAHA
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
iBates, Bozell & Jacobs)
The Sunday afternoon “Zoo Pa•ade” is off on a new tack for its
lfth NBC-TV season which Rot unier way Sunday (16) when the
‘Parade’’ delegation arrived at the
L.os Angeles airport after a threenonth film shooting expedition in
\frica. Nine installments will be
Duilt around the wildlife footage
mapped on the safari and at least
i dozen shows will emanate from
,-arious zoos around the country.
Just how many programs will be
Deamed from Chi’s Lincoln Park
Zoo, the traditional homebase, is
still up in the air. Negotiations be.ween the network and the Chi
Park Board on a new pact were
suspended pending a clarification
>f “Parade’s” conductor Marlin
Perkins’ status who submitted his
-esignation as the zoo’s bossman
•vhile heading up the African NBCTV junket.
Some of the flavor Gf the broad¬
ened format show is to have this
jeason was caught in the seasonal
starter (16). a kinied capsule of
.he stateside landing of the Afri. .‘an junketeers who disgorged from
he Scandinavian Air Lines plane
►vith their collection of furred
‘souvenirs.” Homecoming of Per¬
rins, his tv cohort NBC newsman
Jim Hurlbut, producer - director
Don Meier and the film crew was
:reated as a news event with Chet
Runtley handling the commentary
md the interviews. Ransom Shernan was on hand for a coals to
Newcastle present for Perkins in
he form of a couple of hamsters.
Customs and health department
officials were present to “clear”
he animal imports and a teaser
oeek at some of ’the Africa film
,vas run off.
As a warmup, it was an okay
railer for things to come and the
'ombination of the special reels
md the visits to other zoos around
lie country should add a new
dimension to‘ “Parade” over the
season's course, tabbed this year
Dy American Chicle and Mutual of
Dmaha with the former gettm<* the
'ide on the firster.
Dave.

TV READER’S DIGEST
(Child Pioneer)
With Hugh Reilly, host; Jack Dimond, John Compton, Terry Dunavan, Bernadette Withers, Arfdrea • Lee, Cheryl Callaway,
Linda Brace, Robert Williams,
Claudia . Bryar, Jean Byron,
Richard Garland
.Producer: Chester Erskine
Director: Justus Addiss
Writer: Ema Lazarus
30 Mins., Mon., 8 p.m.
STUDEBAKER-PACKARD
ABC-TV (film)
(Ruthrauff & Ryan, Benton &
Bowles)

Chester Erskine’s “TV Reader’s
Digest” has the disadvantage of an
awkward slotting, Monday-at-8 on
ABC-TV opposite “Burns & Allen”
and Sid Caesar. Thus, it has one
strike against it from the start. But
from viewing the preem show on
its second year in that spot for
Studebaker-Packard, one wonders
whether it would do much better
elsewhere. It’s an anthology se¬
ries based on Reader’s Digest arti¬
cles, and with that wealth of mate¬
rial to choose' from, one would
expect some exciting drama to em¬
erge. But the first show had a
curious flatness to it.
Preemer was “Child Pioneer,” the
story of 13-year-old John Sager,
who led his six brothers and sis¬
ters on foot overland across the
Rockies to Oregon, a trek which
wagon trails were avoiding at the
time. Such fierce determination
is portrayed on the show as cour¬
age and conviction, but one got the
impression from the show it was
more fanaticism.
Certainly the
striking portrayal of Jack Dimond
as young Sager gave that impres¬
sion.
Done in semi-documentary style,
the teleplay had little in the way of
suspense, sympathy with the key
characters or dramatic tension.
Perhaps because Dimond was the
only one character focussed upon,
and his was not a very sympathetic
one, interest in the story was dis¬
sipated. Suffice it to state that the
play wasn’t as interesting or grip¬
ping as the story suggests. As
noted, Dimond did an intense
thesping stint as the youngster,
while the rest of the cast had lit¬
tle to do but look on while he ran
the show. Justus Addiss’ direction
was a trifle too liesurely, but over¬
all production quality, particularly
in the exterior photography, was
good. Hugh Reilly’s pleasant as
host.
Chan.

Pfa&IETY
ETHEL & ALBERT
With Peg Lynch, Alan Bunce, Mar¬
garet Hamilton, Lee Goodman,
others
Prod.-Dir.t Jerry Heilman
Writer: Peg Lynch
30 Mins., Fri. Iff p.m.
RALSTON-PURINA
ABC-TV, from New York
( Guild, Bascomb & Bonfigli)
“Ethel & Albert” have now
moved over to ABC and there’s
every indication that Peg Lynch,
playing Ethel and who writes this
domestic series will continue to
etch a show in which a lot of view¬
ers will see their own domestic
serenity reflected.
Series’ major strength lies in its
everyday scenes that are readily
believable.
Unfortunately, Miss
Lynch too frequently distorts some
of her situations to enlarge on a
comedy angle. The initial episode
in the moveover wasn’t the best in
the line. It' was a rather talky and
frequently
unorganized
exhibit
which dealt with a projected trip
that Ethel & Albert were planning
for Albert’s aging parents. Show
started on a reasonable premise
with gab that created a feeling.
However, the mood soon got away
from the cast with the result that
the speakers gave forth a constant
din.
Alan Bunce and Miss Lynch are
the title characters who sometimes
give the feeling that the script is
only a starting off place for their
enactments. Some of the readings
have a spontaneous tinge which is
all to the good if better organized.
Margaret Hamilton is among the
supporting cast who registers. '
Lee Goodman delivers lengthy
commercials, but fortunately is
able to make them palatable with
comedy interpretation.
Jose.

Closed-Circuit Reviews

NBC-TV’s closed circuit “elec¬
tronic drumming, continues up¬
beat as the web coast-to-coasts its
wares to prospective sponsors.
Last Thurs.-Fri. (13-14) the net¬
work pulled a pair of impressive
cc’s to which the press also was
invited.
Each was pegged on a different
pitch. There was a trailer on
"Alice in Wonderland,” upcoming
Oct. 23 on the “Maurice Evans
Present^” Sunday series. Sponsor
Hallmark Cards has long since
FURY
been in the bag; so the appeal was
IVith Peter Graves, Bobby Dia¬
to Hallmark’s salesmen and deal¬
mond, William Fawcett, Anne
ers, to let ’em in on the deal and
THREE . . IF BY AIR
Robinson, Gypsy the Horse
pep ’em up locally.
With W. W. Chaplin, Frank Blair,
Next day, it was a wholesale
Producer: Leon Fromkess
narrators: music, Corelli Jacobs crowd of ad agency, timebuying,
Director: Ray Nazarro
sponsor reps, etc., execs gathered
Writers: Lillie Heyward, Richard Producer-director: Konstantin
in grand terproom of the Roose¬
Schayer
Kaiser
velt, N. Y., to hear the top men
10 Mins., Sat., 11 a.m.
Editor: Ken Baldwin
whip up saAes steam for forthcom¬
GENERAL FOODS,
15 Mins.; Sun. (2), 3 p.m.
ing hourlong “Matinee Theatre.”
NBC-TV, from Nett York (film)
Sustaining
series. It was hugely effective.
(Benton & Bowles)
WCBS-TV, New York
‘Alice’ in NBC Wonderland
Field
of
public
relations
films,
Television Programs of America,
NBC took the 100-station bunch
.vhose “Lassie” is one of the more or industrial films, as they are
popular moppet shows, is follow- loosely termed, has provided tele¬ through the “Alice” looking glass
ng the same basic format in vision with some topnotch pro¬ with a cast composed of prexy Pat
‘Fury” which preemed Sat. J15) gramming on a for-free basis, and Weaver as intro-man-in-chief;
ria NBC-TV. For instead of a “Three ... If by Air” certainly Jack Rayel, exec producer of se¬
story of a boy and his dog, this stacks up as one of the best pro¬ ries, as the emcee; Evans, and in
.ime it’s a tale of a boy and a ductions in this category in some the interim, heads of Hallmark in
lorse.
Writers Lillie Heyward time. Title relates to the time a chatty pitch to their dealers and
md Richard Schayer, who obvious- savings involved in the use of salesmen. Magnum opus was a
y were inspired by the classic, helicopters in transporting crews “rehearsal” of the Lewis Carroll
‘Black Beauty.” have no gem of to the 80-miles-offshore oil rigs in tall-tale-with-the-short-Alice (they
originality in “Fury” but they have the Gulf of Mexico, one of the lat¬ preemed a “video insert" to shrink
Alice to proper size in a stunner
ill the surefire ingredients that’s est uses of the aircraft.
Pic, filmed in color by Konstan¬ that is certain to be one of the
oound to snare the late Saturday
tin Kaiser’s Marathon TV News¬ show’s extra values). Another high¬
uorning youngster audience.
Initial installment of this half- reel for the Sikorsky Helicopter light was Burr Tillstrom’s fingers
lour filmed stanza handily estab- Division of United Aircraft, is a serving as the feet of oysters do¬
.ished audience identity when 11- fine pictorialization of some of the ing a terp (that is certain to in¬
,’ear-old Bobby Diamond was industrial uses of the helicopter. spire manufacture of such little
idoptecl by rancher Peter Graves Photographed in 16m Kodachrome dolls, although they’re better with
’ollowing the lad’s brush with the (and printed, in an unusual com¬ Tillstrom—as big as life in the cc
Some of the
aw over a broken window.
Of bination, on Ansco) by Henry show—attached).
course it turns out that the newly- Javorsky, the pic actually com¬ other characters were shown in
arrived city boy is the sole indi¬ bines two separate segments. One quickies.
‘Matinee’ Daily
vidual able to win affection of concerns the use of the helicopter
The “Matinee” color display
Fury, a wild black stallion. Inau¬ in the Impenetrable North Ca¬
gural also had some standard char¬ nadian tundra for oil and uranium over 112 outlets was a dazzling
acters such as the fired ranch hand surveys and drilling, and this was tub-thumper. It starred producer
who bears a grudge against the shot by amateurs and skillfully Albert McCleery (cut in from Bur¬
boss, the pretty femme neighbor, edited by Ken Baldwin. Other, bank), “color pioneer” P.A. (Bud¬
and the usual assortment of lacon¬ and major portion, covers the use dy) Sugg picked up from WKYof the helicopters by the off-shore Oklahoma City, host John Conte
ic cowpokes.
and here Javorskv’s (they figure him as the new “Mati¬
Graves scored nicely as the oil companies, shows
all its skill. nee” cross-the-board idol), NBC
forthright rancher, young Diamond Dhotography
One
segment,
a rescue scene in program veep Dick Pinkham (if he
portrayed Ihe boy with finesse and which a helicopter
an in¬ wasn’t, he should’ve been an ac¬
Anne Robinson impressed as the jured man off one oftakes
rigs in tor); Wilson Paul, head of Michigan
wholesome type in handling the the midst of one of the
the
worst State U.’s theatre arts dept, (cut in
part of the girl next door. Lending storms to hit the Gulf in several
good support was William Fawcett years, provides some awesome pic¬ partly because web’s color .equipment already was on hand for the
•as the ranch foreman while Gypsy, torialization.
football game and will remain for
a black stallion, ran away with
Add to the excellent photog¬ “Home” show colorcasts, and be¬
thesping honors in the title role. raphy a fine narrating job by
■The Leon Fromkess production, Frank Blair and W. W. Chaplin, cause they wanted to show a brief
■lay Nazzarro’s direction, plus the who make the functions of the scene from “Oedipus Rex” al¬
■film’s overall technical quality plane crystal-clear and dramatic though the briefie looked like a
pPcombine to make this a solid en¬ in their references to the “pew version of “soapopera with togas”
and, to close the show with a gi¬
try for the moppet market.
frontiers” still unreachable except
Picking up the tab is General by helicopters, and an excellent gantic pyrotechnical display, net¬
work
“sales star” Joe Culligan who
Foods for its Grape Nuts flakes, overall production job by Kaiser.
, Post Toasties and Post Sugar Corelli Jacobs’ score adds excite¬ must have made sponsor prospects
cry bitter tears because they
Crisps. Plug for the latter two ment to the narration.
WCBSbreakfast foods was dished up by TV, incidentally, took the unusual hadn’t latched on to the show ere
Blackstone, the magician, who sug¬ step of okaying use of the the closed circuitcast, but as Culli¬
gested that viewers stock up “be¬ Sikorsky label on the on-the-air gan -said privately after his act,
cause my magic tricks can be showing, since the pic originally “There’s time to do it now, kids.”
Closed loop route is master¬
found in every box.” Puffs were wasn’t earmarked for tv (it’s Driwell integrated and failed to de¬ marily a sales film), but the station minded by NBC Telesales, pro¬
duced
by Ted Harbart and directed
tract from the yarn.
Gilb.
wanted it.
Chan.
, by Peter J. Smith.
Trau.

Wednesday, October 19, 1935
GRAND OLE OPRY
With Les Paul & Mary Ford, Carl
Smith, Ernest and Justin Tubb,
Hank Snow, Lonzo & ' Oscar,
Minnie Pearl, Jimmy Dickens,
Goldie Hill, Louvin Bros., Chet
. Atkins
60 Mins.; Sat., 8 p.m.
RALSTON PURINA
ABC-TV, from Nashville
(Gardner)
Although the hillbilly flood has
receded from its high water point
of several years ago, this musical
style still has widespread accept¬
ance around the country. In any
case, ABC-TV is apparently bank¬
ing on this since the web has now
a virtual corner on the Saturday
night ciderjug parade with the
“Grand Ole Opry” back-to-back
with the “Ozark Jubilee.”
“Opry,” which started as a radio
show in 1926 and has been stand¬
ard fare on WSM in Nashville
ever since, hasn’t made many con¬
cessions to the video medium. Still
originating from the stage of the
Ryman Auditorium, the show is a
60-minute binge of country sing¬
ers, square dancers and come¬
dians. It’s all as broad as the side
of a barn and just as square for
the ordinary city folk who may
not dig this genre’s nuances, if
any.
For the fall preem of this show,
which will be televised every
fourth week, the lineup was
topped by the Les Paul-Mary Ford
team who did a couple of their
numbers with a dubbing tech¬
nique for the multiple voice
sound. Their workover of “The
World Is Waiting for the Sunrise”
wag the highpoint for the non-hill¬
billy specialist. Other bits of gen¬
eral interest were turned in by a
square dance troupe and caller.
Among the straight hillbilly per¬
formers were Ernest Tubb, who
emceed and delivered a couple of
numbers in the classical flat nasal
style of the mountaineers. Carl
Smith and Little Jimmy Dickens
also were spotted in some solo vo¬
cals while Lonzo & Oscar and the
Louvin Bros, handled the ensem¬
ble vocal chores.
Minnie Pearl
turned in one of her typical com¬
edy-song routines that go over big
with the country set.
Although Ralston Purina was
announced as the show’s bankroller in the intro, other spot com¬
mercials were inserted for the
New York area.
Hemm.
SHEENA, QUEEN OF JUNGLE
With Irish McCalla, Christian
Drake, Fernand Wagner, Miriam
Bannister, Marc Lambert
Exec Producer: Don Sharpe, Wil¬
liam Nassoiir
Producer: Edward Nassour
Director: Arthur Pierson
Writer: Ken Field
39 Half-Hours on Film
Distrib: ABC Film Syndication
In bygone days, one recalls mati¬
nees spent in rapt attention to the
doings of a fine, athletic figure of
a man called Tarzan. Tarzan. a
simple child of nature clad in the
jungle version of a pair of swim
trunks, spent his days in the com¬
pany of a remarkably intelligent
chimpanzee, swinging from tree
to tree, dealing out justice,, and
occasionally issuing forth a muchadmired and imitated war cry.
Comes now “Sheena, Queen of
the Jungle,” to entertain this gen¬
eration. Despite a number of
switcheroos, one may politely note
that Sheena is a derivative work of
art, with marked similarities to the
Tarzan legend. True, Sheena, por¬
trayed with a sturdy lack of emo¬
tion by an impressively handsome
physical specimen named Irish
McCalla, is a female.
Of course, she doesn’t issue forth
the impressive war cry of a Tarzan,
but she does carry a horn upon
which she occasionally toots a
raucous note or so. And you can
be sure that when she toots, the
animal kingdom thereabouts wisely
scurries for cover.
Admittedly, this series is aimed
at tots. To this audience, “Sheena”
may well have tremendous appeal.
Just what goes on in the recesses
of a pre-teener’s mind is generally
a deep mystery to his elders. But
unfortunately, any adults dra¬
gooned into watching the proceed¬
ings will find “Sheena” uninten¬
tionally hilarious.
Series opener concerns an evil
couple (Miriam Bannister and Marc
Lambert), who go to a lot of trou¬
ble to do away with the woman’s
father-in-law,, who controls the
family fortune. They frame an in¬
nocent native for the murder, but
are exposed by Sheena and the
noble white hunter (Christian
Drake). Lambert gets his just
deserts^at the point of a poisoned
dart, while Miss Bannister will
presumably pay for her crime at
some future date in a more ortho¬
dox manner.
A distinct help is the wild-animal
footage shot for the series by Miki
Carter in Africa.
Kov.
,

DATE WITH LIFE
With Barbara Britton, Logan Field
Fred Eisley, Irene Hubbard
Producer: Hollis Productions
Director: Frederic Carr
Writer: Jesse Sandler
15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 4 p.m.
BORDEN CO.
NBC-TV, from New York
(Young & Rubicam)

It’s amazing how, with an ac¬
count the size of Borden’s at stake.
Young & Rubicam could have
wound up with the worst possible
choice of a daytime show. After
months of shopping for a suitable
afternoon
format, the
agency
settled for a soap, and what a
soap! “Date With Life”—let’s face
it—is incredible.
What’s the weariest and corniest
situation anybody could think up?
You guessed it—the why-didn’tyou-ever-tell-me-I-was-and-orphanespecially-now-that-I’m - about - tobe-married-and-you’ve - ruined-mylife routine. Writer Jesse Sandler
has taken that as his basic premise
and embellished it, even to the
wicker-basket-on-the-doorstep bit,
and the results are as close to oldhat and insulting to the intelligence
as anyone can get. There’s an
added element, a “name” perform¬
er to play out each story, which
runs about five weeks. In this case,
it’s Barbara Britton, who learns
that she’s really an orphan, and
whoever her agent is, he should
have read the script first.
So anyway, on the segment
caught, she’s just learned about
the doorstep bit from her deathlyill mom. or foster mom, and pop
gently fills in the details. Then
along comes the fiance; she tells
him the wedding’s off; she couldn’t
possibly marry him until she knows
who she is—what would his parents
say?
Miss Britton managed to appear
convincingly hysterical, but was it
because she did a fine acting job
or the inanities of the script made
her so? Fred Eisley looked proper¬
ly startled as the boyfriend, and
who can blame him? Oh, yes, the
narrator for all this is Logan Field,
who plays the editor of the Bay
City News. That’s where all this
happens, and he bridges each story.
That’s about all that can be said
for or about “Date With Life.”
Even the hausfrau who cries her
eyes out watching “On Your Ac¬
count” or “Strike It Rich” won’t
be fooled by this one. Show, in¬
cidentally, will follow “Matinee,”
and this is a case of NBC’s doing
away with soaps on the one hand
and retaining them on the other.
Chan.

DENNY VAUGHAN SHOW
With Denny Vaughan and orch,
Joan Fairfax, The Bobolinks
Bernard Cowan; guestar. Tommy
Hanlon Jr.
Producer: Norman Jewison
Writers: A1 Pearce, Norman Jewi¬
son
30 Mins., Mon., 8:30 p.m.
LEVER BROS.
CBC-TV, from Toronto
(Y &R)

Current dance band darling of
the Canadian bobbysox set, Denny
Vaughan is off on his second 39week sponsored season over 26
stations of a tv setup for coast-tocoast Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
coverage. On lineup of guestars, he
will have Alan Young next week.
Vaughan, arranger-composer-pian¬
ist, is also a pleasant singer with
plenty of physical appeal, with no
erratic style but sings pleasantly
for nice relaxed delivery. Hep on
support is Babs Rabineau, former
vocalist with The Dorsey Bros., but
who has returned to Canada to
form The Bobolinks, three boys
and two gals, for a vocal mixed
quintet.
Unfortunately, on new season’s
teeoff, show used the stereotyped
carbon of a tv rehearsal, with
Vaughan in sweater on for “I Feel
a Song Coming on” and The Bobo¬
links grouped around Vaughan’s
piano for choral effects. On star
appeal and billing, Vaughan is okay
in his "Love Is a Many Splendoredi
Thing*” against a pagoda back¬
ground, with male singer present¬
ing a neat vocal delivery and the
studio technicians expertly follow¬
ing his walkaround.
Miss Fairfax is back for a
solo, “I’ve Got an Island,” with
Pacifie setting and neat backing
of the off-camera Bobolinks; with
Vaughan in on Manhattan sets for
“Tenement Symphony,” an elabo¬
rate East Side vignette.
The comedy stint in present
stanza is handled by Tommy
Hanlon Jr., who turns out, as usual,
to be a very funny fellow in his
magic act takeoff, particularly in
his guillotine bit in which a stooge
from the audience is placed in the
knife-cutter, with Hanlon ineffec¬
tually looking up his magic-book
instructions while the victim is
imprisoned in the stocks. This
Hanlon standard bit is still uproar¬
iously funny on lines and timing,
McStay.

Wednesday, October 19, 1£55
C4MERA THREE
(Heart of Darkness)
With John Drainie, John Mack*
wood, Lee Henry. Gordon
Sterne, Robert Blackburn, Shep¬
ard Keron, Tom Daly, Robert
Hersh; music composed-conducted by Tom Scott; James
Macandrew, moderator
Producer: Robert Herridge
Director: Frank Moriarty
Writer: Joseph CJonrad (adaptation,
Herridge)
Advisory Consultant: Dr. Ward C.
Bowen
60 Mins., Sat. (15), 2 p.m.
WCBS-TV, New York
Out of the compassion of Joseph
Conrad, producer-adaptor Robert
Herridge has wrought an epic in
“Heart of Darkness” that for im¬
pact and imagination on tv matches
the classic writer’s story. It was
given a stunning treatment on
WCBS-TV last Sunday in the first
of two one-hour “experimental
specials” in skip-week formation
preempting the usual half-hour
editions of “Camera Three” as
CBS recaptures the time for other
stanzas. Next “little spec” will
beam on Oct. 29 (“Othello”) and
on Nov. 19 the show will revert to
30 minutes on Saturdays at 2. It
was formerly a Sunday show, and
as long as 45 minutes, in swinging
door shifting from one day to an¬
other, one time and another.
This is quite a lot of kicking
around for a stanza of network sta¬
ture, possibly the most kudosed of
local shows, and possibly far more
in this regard than most network
public servicers or educationalers.
“Camera Three” never forgets for
a single moment that entertain¬
ment is the spice of culture, at
least on tv. Its “theatre of the
imagination” technique is not a
mere fancy phrase.
“Heart of Darkness” covers ex¬
ploitation of the black African in
part; to. the white man's decline
from idealism, which of course
may be the same thing in the juxta¬
position of cause and effect. It’s
a hot subject currently in the post¬
war upbeat realization that free¬
dom, colonialism and democracy
are items to be pondered no matter
what the skin or mores. “Dark¬
ness” is not an inciter in its in¬
tentions, nor yet controversial, for
“Camera” is largely a mirror, to
judge by its long string of sterling
past performances.
Hard to pin. down, but the story
Is a parable of a sort, as most nar¬
rative tracts would be. The dialog
is in the small economy size, with
no waste words or “business”.
Some of the closeups were im¬
mense in their pictorial values,
and as for the on-screen text and
offscreen “first person” narrative,
one could pretty nearly look away
or do a uralkout within earshot to
get the high drama unfolding. Un¬
like the for-ear-alone tv medium,
the pictures serve as the strategic
punctuation at the very minimum.
Additionally, there was the mood
music by Tom Scott, the balladeerguitarist who also conducted.
Lead role by John Drainie was
an impressive enactment; as un¬
folded, the major character is
Kurtz, played by Lee Henry as the
former journalist turned beloved
commercial official who disinte¬
grates in a combination of disease
and descent from ethics in Africa
of the last century, a locale well
known by Conrad through personal
experience as a seaman on the
Belgian Congo and a whatnot at
other pursuits before turning au¬
thor at a late age. There was a po¬
etic thread throughout “Camera”
that compelled attention, with cred¬
its to Herridge, director Frank
Moriarty and a cast of extra-com¬
petent players.
Trau.
CHICAGO SYMPHONY
With Fritz Reiner, Ken Nordine,
Austin Kiplinger
Producers: Henry Sellinger, Les
Urbach
Director: Lee Tredanari
60 Mins.: Wed., 8 p.m.
CHICAGO TITLE & TRUST
WGN-TV, Chicago
(Buchen)
For the fifth season, WGN-TV
and Chicago Title Sc Trust are
showcasing the Chicago Symphony
in a strictly blueribbon Wednesday
night interlude that should again
be a welcomed niche for tj^e music
lovers seeking something more
fullbodied than the run-of-the-mill
tv tootling. With the now-stand¬
ard disclaimer aside that such in¬
strumental fare still is primarily
an ear rather than an eye com¬
modity, this video concert con¬
tinues to rate as one of the class
entries on the local scene.
Symphony conductor Fritz Rein¬
er and AFM Local 10’s finest
whipped up a tasty two-course
menu for the season’s premiere
(12).
First was a merry romp
ttmough Franz Liszt’s “Mephisto
Waltz,” then as the entree came
Beethoven’s “Symphony No. 7.”,

LIFE IS WORTH LIVING
With Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
Producer: Fred Heider
Director: Ed Nugent
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
ADMIRAL
ABC-TV, from New York
(Russell M. Seeds)
With DuMont out of the network
business, .ABC seized the initiative
in signing Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
to a longterm radio-tv pact last
spring, announcing the news the
day after his final telecast for Du
Mont and prior to his summer
travelings. Admiral, his longtime
DuMont sponsor, came along a few
weeks afterward, following pro¬
tracted negotiations with the net¬
work, buying the segment on radio
as well as tv. What ABC-TV is
doing for Bishop Sheen is paying
him substantially more than did
DuMont and giving him a 120-city
exposure at a time when DuMont,
couldn’t and probably wouldn't be
able to do so1 (with funds going to
the Society for the Propagation of
the Faith). What the Bishop is
doing for ABC, however, may be
entirely another story.
Network has slotted the show on
Thursdays at 8, sandwiching it be¬
tween “Lone Ranger” and “Stop
the Music.” So that instead of
being opposite Milton Berle, as he
was on DuMont, the cleric is now
opposite Groucho Marx. Take yer
choice. Moreover, Thursday is one
of ABC's weakest programming
nights—“Ranger” is strong, Bishop
Sheen is potentially strong, “Stop
the Music” had trouble on Tues¬
days last season, and “Star To¬
night” never made a dent in the
rating sweepstakes. Audience com¬
position of “Ranger” is certainly
not that which Bishop Sheen ex¬
pects to draw, and it’s a logical
assumption that whatever audience
he does pull will be looking spe¬
cifically for him, and can be rea¬
sonably expected to tune out once
he’s through. As a matter of
strengthening the network's over¬
all Thursday lineup, “Life Is Worth
Living” isn’t particularly well
slotted.
As to the show itself, it can be
expected to draw a goodsized and
fiercely loyal audience, as per past
performances. It takes a special
breed to watch this show week in
arid week out, a group of people
who like to be taught, or told. They
are television’s equivalent of the
subscription^ holder to the annual
lecture program at the local “Y”
or town hall or auditorium. It’s
largely a matter of listening sim¬
ply for the purpose of having
listened.
For let’s face It, it’s virtually
impossible to stay with Bishop
Sheen’s line of reasoning for more
than 10 minutes or so. With all the
diagramming he does on the black¬
board supplied for the show, he
sets up so many deductive tenpins
that only those blessed with saintly
patience can follow hinj all the
way as he knocks each of them
down. The opening discourse on
the Soviet Union’s policy of “smilTng” at the West was one of his
clearer efforts, but even that was
tough listening.
But that’s where Bishop Sheen’s
enviable stature as a performer
comes in. He cuts an impressive
figure in his clerical cape; he could
qualify as a leading man at any
studio so far as his countenance
goes; he’s got an almost magnetic
look about him and he’s possessed
of a fine speaking voice. Add to
that a repertoire of not-bad jokes
and some pretty good bon mots
talking about the Russian “new
look” and explaining it as a result
of internal dissension, he quipped,
“It’s business as usual while the
altercations are going on”), a sharp
sense of- timing and a speaking
technique that can only be classi¬
fied as “hamminess.” and you’ve
got a combination that’s tough to
beat. He could probably dissertate
on how to boil eggs and hold most
of his audience spellbound. When
you get right down to it. it’s not so
mffch what he says as the way he
says it, and if occasionally somebody,does benefit from what’s said,
all the better.
ABC production, under Fred
Heider, was good, with the network
supplying a dignified and not^tooobtrusive set and the camera direc¬
tion of Ed Nugent making the best
of a static situation.
Chan.
All fine listening, aided and
abetted unobtrusively by director
Lee Tredanari who kept the cam¬
eras just busy enough to avoid the
static pix without going overboard
on the back and forth switches.
Per custom, Ken Nordine han¬
dles the narration with his usual
finesse. • Newsman Austin Kiplinger is an addition this year to
work the trust company’s institutionals. He’s a good pick for the
assignment.
Dave. ,
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ALCOA HOUR
WIDE WIDE WORLD
CYRANO DE BERGERAC
(The Black Wings)
With Dave Garroway, others; David (Producers Showcase)
With Wendell Corey, Ann Todd,
Broekman, musical director
With Jose Ferrer, Claire Bloom,
Robert Flemyng, John Williams, Executive Producer: Barry Wood
Christopher Plummer, Jacques
Byron Russell, Beulah Garrick, Producer: Herbert Sussan
Aubuchon, Paula Lawrence,
Frances Tannehill; music con¬ Director: Dick Schneider
Patricia Wheel, Will Kuluva,
ductor, Glenn Osser
Writer: Saul Levitt (special mate¬
William Woodson, Edith King,
Producer: Herbert Brodkin
rial, Dick Krolik)
Robert Carroll, ’John McQuade,
Directors: Norman Felton (preem); 90 Mins., Sun., 4 p.m.
Dean Cetrulo, Leopold Badia,
Dan Petrie, Robert Mulligan, GENERAL MOTORS DIVISIONS
Leon Charles, Francis Letton,
Sidney Lumet, Ralph Nelson, NBC-TV, from various points
others
others
(Campbell-Ewald; D. P. Brother) Produced and Staged By: Ferrer
Writer: Joseph Schull
Supervised By: Donald Davis, Dor¬
“Wide Wide World,” NBC-TV’s
60 Mins,, Sun., 9 p.m.
othy Mathews
ALUMINUM CO. OF AMERICA
“panoramic spectacular" which Director: King Browning
NBC-TV, from New York
TV
Adaptation: .Joseph Schrank
created a considerable stir in its
(Fuller, Smith & Ross)
experimental tryout last summer Musical Director:' George Bassman
Settings:
Smidt
With Philco having dropped “TV when it spanned three countries for Costumes:Burr
Guy Kent
Playhouse” just after starting the U. S.-Mexico-Canada pickups, has 90 Mins., Mon. (17); 8 p.m.
current season and following a pi¬ settled down to a regular season RCA, FORD
oneering dramatic skein. Alumi¬ of biweekly Sunday afternoon 90- NBC-TV, from New York
(Kenyon & Eckhardt) .
num Co. of America has stepped minute presentations.
“Producers Showcase” did itself
in to rotate on the Sunday nighter
For the season's inaugural (16>.
proud
Monday night (17) in its 90with Goodyear. As per its product themed to “A Sunday In Autumn,”
rep and class, Alcoa has shown NBC’s cameras and technicians minute colorcast of Edmund Ros¬
right off the bat that it will go for again went hogwild in roaming the tand’s “Cyrano de Bergerac.” As
slick production and won’t spare country, from Rockefeller Center staged, produced and enacted (as
the horses when it comes to in New York to the Grand Canyon: Cyrano) by Jose Ferrer, with
H'wood-legit-import casting. Her¬ from underwater gymnastics at Claire Bloom, the English actress,
bert Brodkin as been recruited Florida’s Weeki Wachee Springs making her first “live” appearance
from ABC-TV, where he came in and the Texas State Fair in Dallas in America in the role of Roxane,
with a number of sleepers on the to Lake Mead in Nevada and the it was one of the more noteworthy
ex-“Elgin Hour,” to “hour it up"
productions in television’s “spec¬
for Alcoa as production chief, with harvest-time serenity of a Nebras¬ tacular” career. The color was
Philip Barry Jr. as No. 1 sidekick. ka cornfield.
magnificent. Seldom if ever be¬
In line with what has perhaps
This was NBC embracing its bigjustifiably become a pattern in a big-big concept of live remote pro¬ fore had it been put to better use,
drama series, directors will be
for of all the plays converted to
fitted to the script in a stable of gramming in double-barreled tem¬ video, few have lent themselves to
such familiars as Dan Petrie. Rob¬ po; truly ambitious in scope, if
ert Mulligan, Sidney Lumet. Ralph not* always in presentation, but compatible tint as this version of
Nelson, and Norman »Felton, the generally packing the desired wal¬ the dashing, romantic poet and
latter staging the opener.
swordsman.
“The Black Wings” kickeroffer lop of on-the-spot telecasting.
Ferrer, of course, is no stranger
Some of it got washed out, as in to the role. As the “definitive
by Joseph Schull, hit for the sus¬
pense motif in tackling a “little the scheduled Dick Button per¬ Cyrano” of our time (or at least
picture” of postwar “individual formance from the skating rink in since the Walter Hampden inter¬
feeling of guilt” that came out
pretation), lie’s done it on stage
looking like a parable but lacked Rockefeller Plaza; or got “ground- and screen and, consummate show¬
inventiveness and sufficient sub¬ swelled,” which prevented the ac¬ man that he is, endowed this tv
stance. This was pegged on Wen¬ tual witnessing of Donald Camp¬ production with an artistry that
dell Corey becoming entrenched bell’s attempt to break his own was enthralling.
and beloved as a near-medico in a
Practically in every detail Mon¬
small town on the British coast he world record speedboat perform¬ day night’s ‘‘Cyrano” presentation
had ruthlessly bombed during War ance at Lake Mead. But there was was drama at its finest. Making
II. This fact is unknown to the diversity in abundance (perhaps use of the Brian Hooker transla¬
villagers. His chief patient is hope¬ too much for “Wide Wide World’s” tion, Ferrer in his capacity as im¬
lessly bomb-crippled Ann Todd,
presario and performer served up
who had given over her estate for own good) and the overall coordin¬ a richly rewarding and incande¬
a clinic to serve the other victims ation of the production as the 71 scent tv production that rates as
whose lives had been shattered.
cameras and 1,800 technicians (it memorable in the spec archives.
To no one’s surprise after the says here) went on a Sunday after¬ The medium can hold its head high
first couple of minutes, this turns
noon
look-spree had the effect of for this one, for it deserves to taka
out a regular boy-meets-girl-lovesits place with the best that th«
girl and into loses-girl-momentari- leaving the viewer stunned by the Broadway stage has to offer.
ly—then clinch. Corey’s participa¬ magnitude of it all.
Aside from any production val¬
tion in the bomb attack is estab¬
Surprisingly, the cameras only ues, “Cyrano” as a play depends
lished fairly pronto, probably too had
to
go
across
the
street
from
on
of the star to main¬
much so, through entry upon the NBC hqs. in N. Y. to capture the tainthetheability
perfect balance between
scene of Scotland Yarder John program’s most stunning moments
the
magnificent
sweep of the lyric
Williams, brought in by rival med¬ in a-"pickup 0f the Rockettes and
ico Robert Flemyng to probe into general, atmosphere from within poetry and the almost absurd ex¬
travagances
of
the tragic lova
Corey’s rather checkered past,
Radio City. Music Hall as story. In the control and modula¬
since he hates him. So Corey’s the vast
of
the
city-within-a-city tion of' his resonant voice and the
past is uncovered, there’s conster¬ part
nation among the principal hands, Rockefeller Center presentation. graceful handling of his move¬
especially Miss Todd’s lovely ones; Slick camera treatment converted ments Ferrer achieved a crescendo
that was the work of an artist.
but they love each other.
The this segment into an exciting bit. Yet
in this tv production he added
clincher-kisser is also no surprise, particularly for the out-of-towner still
another quality to his previous
(there
must
be
some
left)
Who
has
coming directly after she manages
interpretations.
yet
to
penetrate
the
Music
Hall
to take a few halting steps unaided
For in this video transformation
out of her partly neurogenic precincts. The only regret is that
wheelchair to send “Black Wings” it didn’t enjoy the benefit of color. the Rostand-IIooker lines as en¬
A visit to the Associated Press acted by Ferrer became personal;
off to a happy ending ground.
With the usual variations-devia- newsrooms, a rehearsal of next the closeup treatment within the
tions under authorial license, this week’s “Alice In Wonderland” framework of a home screen elim¬
is an overly familiar little tale, but spec, the “Monitor” Radio Center inated all but Ferrer and his rap¬
with a decent regard for thriller- at NBC (a sound-only counterpart port with the viewer. He lived
type buildup, a good deal'bf which of “Wide World’s” electronic razz¬ and breathed Cyrano in every
becomes
excessively
unspooled matazz) as Clifton Fadiman was in¬ sweep of his cape or each flourish
during Act I and eases off after terviewing Alfred Hitchcock and of his hand. His fluent, vibrant
that, hence uneven. Judged with¬ Bill Fitzgerald was interviewing rendition of the fabulous love mak¬
in the obvious the-way-it-was-play- London and Tokyd correspondents, ing was natural and graceful; his
ed scope of a melodrama, it was a and an unfortunately depressing, swashbucklmg~-gymnastics believ¬
competent though often dull first rain-marred view from atop Radio able and virile.
Miss Bloom, a charming dark¬
try for Alcoa’s dramatic entry—in City were other highlights of the
haired looker best remembered by
truth, not a bad smeller for a mel- Gotham origination.
ler but not good enough either.
Major attention was focussed on U.S. viewers as the heroine of Chap¬
Mainmost good ingredients were the Dallas pickups in the early lin’s “Limelight” film of several
the emoting, the staging and Jim portion of the show, with the years back, was a stunning Roxane,
Russell’s appropriate and fancy- camera boys really going to work with a feeling for the poetry of the
money. settings. These would have On this one as they encompassed lines. She’s lovely to look upon
meant more if the play were all facets of the crowd-packed and has a beautiful, warm voice. In
sounder. Corey was effectively frolic and gayety—from cowboy all her scenes she captured the es¬
grim-visaged, a feel-sorry-for-my- bands,* auto thrill show, cameras sence of the role.
Since “Cyra'no” more or less is
self interpretation, and stolid in riding the ferris wheels, aerial acts,
the called-for Germanic style. Miss the judging of the prize Brahma a tour-de-force for the titular per¬
Todd is bee-oo-tea-full and a handy bulls, the midway excitement, etc. former, the surrounding cast with
player to have around whether in Here, too-, the tinted variation the exception of Roxane and per¬
a wheelchair or dropping a peanut would have served in better stead. haps Christian, h.a' e- more or less
inconsequential roles, even more
on the stage. John Williams is al¬
Despite all the advance bally of
most everyone’s idea of what a first-time remoting from the Grand so as telescoped for this 90-minute
very English police inspector Canyon, this was one visit that fell presentation. ’Yet even the least
should look like in manner and short of expectations. The eyes of these was of a calibre to sup¬
talk. Robert Flemyng deserved saw views that were interesting but port the stars. Christopher Plum¬
better than his bad-mood “heavy” the ears heard descriptions of mer made a favorable impression
role that only had a thinly plotted^ magnificance and grandeur that as Christian and in lesser roles
Paula Lawrence as the Duenna and
motivation. The Felton staging the
camera didn’t fulfill. It’s Jacques Aubuchon as Ragueneau
was as good as could be expected beentvdone
a lot better on Cinema- were completely attuned to the
under the handicaps noted, but he Scope
and Cinerama. The mere play.
brought out the meller values, if fact that
it was live didn’t enhance
that was the intention.
The costuming and sets urere
its
values
or expand the limita¬
There seemed opportunity to de¬
imaginative, colorful and rich.
velop the competent near-medico tions of a 21-inch screen.
It’s regrettable that so few viewers
Perhaps it’s a bit pretentious to could enjoy the benefit of the
vs. incompetent mccoy M.D. thesis
along the disability - neurogenic suppose that a tv camera can roam tinted version. George Bassinan
path, but perhaps not pointed the country in 90 minutes and cap¬ did a commendable scoring and
Rose.
enough in the script to be extend¬ ture its color, mood and size, even conducting job.
ed. Allowance must be made for when handled with simplicity and
sensitivities in re medical associa¬ sensitivity. Concentrating on just Broekman’s music was a fitting ac¬
a few spots and endowing them
tions.
With more felicitous works, Al¬ with fuller coverage would make companiment to the smoothly de¬
coa gave evidence that it can go for a less spasmodic and bettet in¬ vised scripting by Saul Levitt.
The real heroes of "Wide World”
places since the giant outfit is ob¬ tegrated entertainment.
Dave Garroway paced the pro¬ are Barry Wood’s production team,
viously spending the money in ari
gram most effectively, holding all the cameramen and the techni¬
attempt to snare the bacon.
Rose.
the farflung pieces together. Dave cians.
Trau.
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A new television program named Captain Kangaroo
is leading the small fry of America each morning into
their own world of fantasy and delight and holding
them completely enthralled for an hour.
After only two weeks on the air, we flatly predict
that this remarkable hour of children’s entertainment
will soon lead all’ competition between 8 and 9 a.m.
Its opening performances won rave notices from thecritics—“a smasheroo,” “a durable gem of a kidoodler,”
“an extraordinary session for pre-schoolers that is fit
fodder for humanity of all sizes.”
In fact everybody is crazy about Captain Kangaroo:
parents, parent-teacher associations — and above all
the children themselves. To them he is the Pied Piper
of modern times.
As an advertiser you cannot afford to overlook this
genial showman whose pockets bulge with everything
that children love. If you want his eager, acquisitive and
swiftly-multiplying audience in your pocket, your best 1
course is to follow this great morning leader on

CBS TELEVISION

Since the chances are
you’ll be away from your
television set when the
Captain is on the air,
we will be delighted to
show you a television
recording of the program.

#3Kiiifr
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FILMS FLIP OVER ‘PEP,’ ‘SIP’
TV News Film Indicts Prison Rioters
Boston, Oct. 18.
TV news film, shot by WBZ-TV cameramen, was introduced as
evidence before a grand jury in the Hub in what is believed to be
the only instance of its kind in the history of American jurispru¬
dence.
WBZ-TV’s news director, F. E. “Dinny” Whitmarsh, at the re¬
quest of Boston Homicide Captain Frank Wilson, turned over to
the Suffolk County grand jury some 500 feet of the station’s
filmed coverage of the Deer Island Prison riot.
On the basis of the films and eyewitness testimony, the grand
jury returned indictments for rioting against 46 of the prisoners.
WBZ-TV cameramen made the only film taken on prison grounds
when the riot at the city prison in Boston Harbor began at 6:30
p.m„ Oct. 8. Fires were started, cell blocks were wrecked and
prison facilities damaged.
Before the riot was quelled at 9:30 p.m. by state police, Boston
police and firemen and troops from Fort Dodd, the rioters had
caused damage estimated at $50,000.
WBZ-TV cameramen got inside the walls of the prison, braving
police tear gas, to get shots as close as possible to the rioters.

Blurk-In-Tint bpkat, But There’s
Cost Plus ‘Code For Color Hitches
--

Swing to color in filmed com¬ 4
mercials is well under way, even
though most advertisers have been
sticking to black-and-white prints
Bobby Sanford has been given
of their tint blurbs for the time
being, says Robert H. Klaeger, v.p. chevrons at Official Films. The
v.p. in charge of tv commercial vet agent, who runs a representa¬
production at Transfilm, one of the tion business in association with
biggest of such production houses. the telefilm firm, has been expand¬
At the same time, Klaeger states ing his roster of clients of late to
that production costs of live action include such tv notables as Paddy
commercials in tint will run only Chayefsky and Delbert Mann, with
about 20% to 25% higher than Official, of course, in for a piece
that for monochrome, while ani¬ of the profits.
Sanford joined Official early in
mated tinters will cost about the
same as b&w, once a color coding 1953, following OF prez-board
system is worked out for anima¬ chairman Hal Hackett from Music
Corp. of America.
tion.
At present, Klaeger says, ani¬
mated color commercials are prov¬
ing troublesome because of the dif¬
ference in gray scales between
b&w and color. In b&w animation,
there are only 12 shades of gray,
while the number of shadings in
color is infinite.
“Before massproduced color spots are telecast,’’
Klaeger declares, “\ye will have to
establish a complex system of cod¬
ing colors in accordance with tv
projection standards.”
At present, color animation is
Board of directors . of the
more expensive than b&w, because projected telefilm industry asso¬
of film costs’ and added time in¬
volved in on-camera testing. Once ciation, once it gets rolling, will be
a coding system is set up with heavily weighted in favor of the
camera testing* eliminated, color larger companies in the field, it’s
animation will be the same in cost been learned. The industry steer¬
as b&w, with savings in the over¬ ing committee preparing specific
head of separation masters (no proposals for ratification by com¬
need, for excess safety footage) and panies proposing to become mem¬
optionals (done on the animation bers of the association has worked
stand) balancing out the extra film out and approved a formula in
and processing costs.
which board representation will be
Live-action, however, is another linked to membership dues pay¬
story, with heavy costs in film and ments
(Continued on page 42)
There will be three specific cate¬
gories of dues, with members fall¬
ing in each category on the basis
of their annual gross business. Top
category is the $5,000-a-year-dues
class, which will embrace some
eight or 10 outfits. Nextisa $3,500
a year class, and finally for the
smaller companies will be the
$2,000
annual
dues
payment.
Board of directors representation
Hygo and Unity, which joined in will be linked to dues payments
a collateral selling agreement last thusly.
One director will be
week, now have a new package of elected for every two companies in
79 westerns for tv sale.
Hygo the $5,000 class; one director for
made the acquisition from several every four companies in the $3,500
Hollywood producers,, with Unity
(Continued on page 42)
having no part in the negotiations.
However, both parties will handle
video sales on the properties along
with several hundred other films
in the joint pool.
The new additions bring to over
140 the number of wSsFerns for
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
tv handled by the two companies.
Works of contemporary and clas¬
Group includes pix with Jack
Luden, Russell Hayden, Bob Allen, sical authors will be, adapted for
Tim McCoy, Buck Jones and Ken video presentation on upcoming
Maynard. Hygo says all of them CBS-TV “General Electric Thea¬
tre” programs, Ronald Reagan,
are new to the homescreen.
Hygo reports that the 16 Wild show host and program supervisor,
Bill Elliotts it took on last year disclosed last week.
are currently in 85 markets. Latest
Already contracted for are Kay
pix have already been inked for Boyle’s “The Soldier Ran Away,”
runs in eight markets.
Budd Schulberg’s “Formula
The Unity-Hygo merger, effec¬ Fighter,” Bret Harte’s “Prosper’s
tive on Oct. 10, preserves each or¬ Old Mother,” Daphne DuMaurier’s
ganization’s executive and corpo¬ “Split Second,” Alec Waugh’s “The
Omnibus,”
Nathaniel
rate structures. The limited mer¬ Celestial
ger simply affords the groups a Hawthorne’s “Feather Top,” Nicho¬
joint selling operation so that las Monserrat's “II. M. S. Marl¬
either half can incorporate the borough Will Enter Port,” Sinclair
features of the other in station Lewis’ “Letter From a Queen”
sales.
and a J*ames Warner Bellah story.

Sanford's OF Stripes

Telepix Industry
Org’s Pattern On
Directors & Dues

Hygo-Unity’sNew
78-Oater Package

‘GE THEATRE’ SETS
FLOCK OF PROPERTIES

Ziv’s National Sales to Include
Regional Pitches; ‘Dr. Christian’ 1st
Telefilm syndication business is
doing a gritting-the-teeth routine
over the latest excursion of the
networks into the smaller markets
via their “program extension”
plans and formats. Latest culprit
in the eyes of the distribs is NBC,
which amid much fanfare unveiled
its “Program Extension Plan”
(PEP) bringing into the commer¬
cial lineup at substantial savings’
to the sponsor some 44 smaller
markets, with the stations in those
markets getting paid the regular
compensation even though the
sponsor gets a saving.
To the distribs, this means only
one thing—potential syndication
sales gone out the window. It’s no
news that the stations in fringe
markets, where most network
sponsors don’t bother to venture
and consequently where most web
shows come in as sustainers, rely
heavily on syndicated film for their
programming.
Under the PEP
plan, an advertiser ordering a cer¬
tain rate card total of PEP sta¬
tions gets additional bonus sta¬
tions from among the group. This
means that nighttime, and perhaps
afternoons also, network program¬
ming will be moving in where syn¬
dicated film held forth alone in the
past. This is only one plan among
many—NBC has PEP, SIP, etc.,
and CBS has EMP and EPS, all
designed to extend programming
to the hinterlands and to grab off
that national spot dollar.
It’s not so much a matter of coin
to the distribs—although this can’t
be eliminated as a consideration—
as their feeling that they’re being
put in the middle of a squeeze
play. The wide-open-spaces so far
have been the one area where net¬
work television hasn’t made itself
forcefully felt, 'while syndication
has. In a manner of speaking, the
webs are moving in on the last vir¬
gin territory left to the syndica¬
tors. Majority of syndication execs
already feel that network and syn¬
dication are already in direct com¬
petition and that this is just an¬
other blow in the battle.
Plans will make themselves felt
in another area affecting syndica¬
tion.
Those distribs who have
been able to make national deals
have in the past reserved the right
to sell the markets not ordered by
the network sponsors. Here again,
the networks will be moving into
the area of their “selloff rights.” In
other cases, some distribs not di¬
rectly concerned with specific na¬
tional properties nonetheless ac¬
quire distribution rights to those
properties in non-network markets.
Plans are expected to make this
type of distribution deal a thing
of the past.

‘MarsieY Bi? Daytime
Click in Philly Spurs
Reran Sale Potential
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.
Sales and rating potential of top
network rerun packages on a day¬
time strip basis was dramatically
pointed up on WPTZ, where the
September Telepulse figures show,
the “My Little Margie” strip to be
the highest-rated daytime entry
on the Westinghouse outlet from
signon to 5 p. m. “Margie” series,
which WPT-Z bought from Official
Films two months ago, preemed on
Labor Day, making the first-place¬
daytime rating even more potent
in that it was achieved almost in¬
stantaneously.
Station, is using the “Margie”
pix cross-the-board from 1 to 1:30
p. m., and the show pulled an aver¬
age Telepulse for the time period
of 8.9. topping all local and NBC
network programming on the out¬
let till “Pinky Lee” checked on at
5 p. m. with a 12.2. - In line with
the theory that this type of pro¬
gramming can draw more national
spot biz for stations, WPTZ is sold
on the strip with 18 participating
sponsors, virtually all of them na¬
tional advertisers.

Double Dubbing
Ziv Television Programs
has pulled off an unusual for¬
eign sale which involves what
essentially is a double dubbing
procedure.
Ziv sold three
shows to television stations in
Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro
in Brazil, properties being
“Cisco Kid,” “Favorite Story”
and “Mr. District Attorney,”
all of which have Spanish-language soundtracks.
Trouble is that the national
language in Brazil is Portu¬
guese, though most citizens
know Spanish. So Ziv worked
out a deal whereby it pro¬
vides the Spanish-language
versions of the telefilms and
also imprints Portuguese sub¬
titles over the Spanish tracks.

RKO Pix Backlog
Down to 2 Buyers;
Time of Essence
The field of those negotiating
wih RKO for use of its feature .film
backlog on tv has been narrowed
from seven to two, with Matty Fox
confirmed as one of .the two. While
no pact was in sight for the im¬
mediate future, according to a
spokesman for the major, the “eco¬
nomics of the situation” at RKO
are said to demand some kind of
tv deal fairly soon. General Tele¬
radio, which like RKO is a part
of the General Tire holdings, is
slated to get the pix if neither of
the outside deals is consummated.
Thomas O’Neil, new owner of
RKO, is understood to want the tv
coin for the major’s library in or¬
der to get theatrical production un¬
derway.
O’Neil could raise the
money for production out of the
General Tire coffers, but he would
rather get the coin to run RKO
from RKO, sort of “self-generat¬
ing” financing, it’s said.

‘4 STAR PLAYHOUSE’
HIATUS; STARS BUSY
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
With three-fourths of Four Star
Productions—Disk Powell, David
Niven and Charles Boyer—cur¬
rently unavailable because of pic
commitments, vidpix production
sked on CBS-TV “Four Star Play¬
house” has been cut down to. two
films between present and next De¬
cember, both starring Ida Lupino.
Missing trio will resume tele¬
filming in December, but mean¬
while, Powell, who has two “Play¬
houses” completed, is preparing
Columbia Pictures “It Happened
One Night” Niven, four vidpix
ahead; is starring in “80 Days
Around the World;” and Boyer,
also with four in the can, is cur¬
rently filming a feature with
Sophia Loren in Italy.

‘Prince of Peace’ Tint
Feature as TV Release
Hallmark Productions is putting
its 90-minute color feature, “The
Prince of Peace,” covering the
background of the Easter Sunrise
Pageant of the Holy City of the
Wichitas, into television release
after seven years of theatrical dis¬
tribution. Hallmark is also plan¬
ning to handle the television sales.
Pic, which also incorporates the
entire pageant of the life of Christ,
covers the entire 53 Bible tableaux
and has a cast of over 3,000. Hall¬
mark is planning to sell the film to
stations on the basis of 10 runs,
two a year for five years.

Ziv Television Programs’ new
national sales force will sell on a
regional basis as well as nationally,
it’s been learned. First program
earmarked initially for national
sale that’s now being pitched re¬
gionally by the new department is
the “Dr. Christian” series, which
stars Jean Hersholt in a recreation
of his original screen role. “Chris¬
tian” is one of five properties
which Ziv has earmarked for na¬
tional sale.
tf-Under the setup, however, the
“national” properties are given
over to- the national sales depart¬
ment, which then may make its
choice of manner of selling. Na¬
tional sales setup can sell net¬
work, national spot or regional,
depending on its best estimate of
the potential at the time. Walter
Kingsley, head of national sales,
took “Christian” down to Texas
last week to pitch it at United
Gas Co., which incidentally bought
another show, “Count of Monte
Cristo” (see separate story). But
the fact that it was pitched to a
regional sponsor points up the flex¬
ibility of the Ziv operation.
Explaining the operation of the
national sales department, Ziv
general manager Bob Friedheim
said that properties tabbed for
national sale are given over to
Kingsley’s department for a spe¬
cific period of time, with Kingsley
going after the best deal he can.
In a case where Kingsley did sell
a regional deal (therefore preclud¬
ing a national sale), a number of
subsequent patterns are possible—
Kingsley could retain the property
for other regionals, tying them all
together into the equivalent of na¬
tional coverage, or the property
could be then turned over to the
Ziv syndicated force for local mar¬
ket selloff. Friedheim said that
regional selling by the national
sales force was included in the
original plan setting up the na¬
tional department, with the depart¬
ment specializing in national ad¬
vertisers who might want regional
as well as national coverage.

Television Programs of America
has racked up its first regional deal
on “Count of Monte Cristo” after
achieving single-market sales in
34 cities. TPA signed United Gas
Co. of Shreveport, one of the big¬
gest natural gas distributers in the
country, as snon«-ors of the series
in nine southwestern markets
through Texas, Mississippi and
Louisiana. United Gas has already
cleared time in the nine markets
and is now attempting to find
available time in an additional five
markets.
Cities in which the gas company
will sponsor the series include
Beaumont. Houston, San Antonio,
Tyler and Lufkin in Texas; Jackson. Miss., and Shreveport, Monroe
and Lake Charles in Louisiana, En¬
tire deal should amount to an an¬
nual gross on the show for TPA of
over $100,000. bringing the total
so far attained to above $800,000.

FAIRBANKS PACTING
NEW VIDPIX SERIES
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
“Douglas Fairbanks Presents”
telepix series renewal is being
finalized by ABC Film Syndication
and Rheingold Beer, which angels
the series in N. Y. and California.
A new batch of 39 vidfilms is skedded to begin shooting the end of
the month in Munich.
Meanwhile,
Dougfair
Corp.,
Fairbanks’ company, has bought a
number of scripts for the new vid¬
films, including “No Samples To¬
day,” by Bill Barrett, from the
William. Morris agency; “Better
Mousetrap,” Pauline Stone and
Mike Cosgrove, Jack Stewart agen¬
cy, and “The Dunce,” Clock Dai¬
ley, via Larry Cruickshank agency.
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Why is nighttime Radio like
Too much emphasis in one place!

Too much of nighttifoe radio is still de¬

signed for the living room... for family listening. But radio has left the living room! People are
listening to radio a new way... radio has become the other room medium, the personal medium.
To the ma.n in his den, the wife in her kitchen, the kid in his bedroom, the driver in his car, radio
is an intimate thing—a close, personal friend. That’s why ABC Radio has developed a new’ con¬
cept of sound broadcasting ...

NEW SOUNDS FOR YOU
Listen! NEW SOUNDS FOR YOU is a new specially-

ments, plus a five-minute newscast. In this exciting'

tailored concept for today’s listener, and today’s pat¬

new pattern, each thematic program (Events of the

tern of radio listening. Here, for the first time, is

Day... The World Around You... Your Better Tomor¬

nighttime programming of short, regularly sched¬

row ... Sound Mirror,... Offbeat) is lively, informa¬

uled features of enormous personal interest to the

tive, personalized listening on a continuing basis!

individual.

Listen! NEW SOUNDS FOR YOU is an enormous

Listen! NEW SOUNDS FOR YOU — two and one-

opportunity for advertisers: the opportunity to spon¬

half hours of new programs every Monday through

sor complete, regularly scheduled 5- and 10-minute

Friday (7:30-10:00 PM, NYT)—starts October 26th.

segments of NEW SOUND at a cost that is remarkably

In concept and approach, it is absolutely brand new in

low. It is nighttime radio’s most efficient, most modern,

major network radio. Each half-hour is a 25-minute

most exciting buy! Let us give you all the facts and

program comprised of 5-minute and 10-minute seg¬

figures. Phone ABC Radio today!

>
•

•

•

the new
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Z^RIETY' ARB

Vtdne*«liyrOctolier 19, 195S

City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-cily ratings of syndicated and na¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor»

on a monthly basis.

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

film shoics listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market.

All

ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

(Co),

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

SAN FRANCISCO

Approximate Set Count—-l,035j000

DISTRIB.

quiz;

(Doc), documentary;
(Sp),

sports;

(W),

(Mps),

musical;

western;

(Worn),

Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
Those ad agencies listed as

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

SETS IN I
USE 1

SHARE
1%)

SEPTEMBER
RATING

DAY AND
TIME

1. Eddie Cantor (Com). .KRON. . . .. Ziv... Sat. 7:00-7:30 ...
2. Badge 714 (Myst) . . KPIX. ... . NBC. .. Wed. 9:00-9:30 ..
3. City Detective (Myst) . .KRON. .MCA. . .Fri. 10:00-10:30 .
4. Superman (Adv). . KGO. .... Flamingo. . .Wed. 6:30-7:00 ..
5. Waterfront (Adv). KRON. . . .. MCA
.. Fri. 8:30-9:00

drama;

(Q),

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are ZJHF.

Attention should be paid to time—day and

STATION

(Dr),

mystery;

women’s.

stations and clients as an aid in-determining the effectiveness of a filmed

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

comedy;

(Myst),

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
show in the specific market.

Abbre*

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

RATING

Stations—KRON (4), KPIX (5), KGO (7), KOVR (13)

.22.7. ... 53.5.... .42.5
.21.9. ... 38,6....
.19.1. ... 52,0....
.17.7. ... 56.0.... .31.5
.17.2./.... ... 33.0_ .52.0

i
Ozark Jubilee. KGO ... .11.9
MGM Parade. KGO ... .19.5

Undercurrent.. KPIX .. .12.2
King’s Cross-Roads......... KRON .. .6.0
KPIX .. .22.9
6. Annie Oakley (Wr). . KGO. ... .CBS... Mon. 6:30 7:00 .. .16.9. ... 52.5.... . 32.3 Playhouse 15....., KPIX . . . 7.4
CBS News—D. Edwards.. KPIX .. .7.4

7. Western Marshal (WT). .KPIX. .. ..NBC. .. Tues. 7:00-7:30 .. .15.3. ...
8. Libcrace (Mus). . KPIX. .... Guild:. . . Sun. 9:30-10:00 .. .15.1. ...
8. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .KRON. . .. . Ziv ... Fri. 10:30-11:00 . .15.1. ...
10. Wild Bill Ilickok (Wr). .KGO. .. . .Flamingo. . .Tues. 6:30-7:00 .. .14.8. ...

39.8.... .39.7
33.0.... ..!.. 45 9
57.0.... . 26.6
58.0.... .25.6

Science Fiction Theatre. KRON . . .12.9
TV Playhouse., KRON .. .23.6
, KPIX .. . 6.3
Damon Runyon Theatre
CBS News—D. Edwards...,. KPIX .. . 5.2
Playhouse 15... . KPIX

CLEVELAND

.. .5.2

Stations—-WNBK (3), WEWS (5) , WXEL (8)

Approximate Set Count—-1,050,000

1. Passport to Danger (Adv). . . . . WXEL. . . .. ABC. . Tues. 10:30-11:00 .. . ... .18.2. .. 45.5. 39.9 It’s a Great Life. WNBK ". .. *..16.0
2. W’aterfront (Adv) . . .WNBK. . . .. MCA., .Wed. 7:00-7:30 ..... _14.8. .. 77.5. . 19.1 Inside Catholic Schools. WEWS .. . . .. 3.0
News—John Daly........ WEWS .. . ... 3.0
3. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) . .WXEL. . . . . Ziv. . Tues. 8:00-8:30 . ... .14.5. .. 43.0. . 33.7 Place the Face. WNBK ... .. .10.4
4. Liberace (Mus) . .. . . WEW S. .... Guild ..... . Wed. 9:00-9:30 . ... .12.7. .. 24.0. . 53.0 The Millionaire. WXEL .. . . .. .21.1
5. Uncommon Valor (Doc). . WNBK. .... Gen’l Teleradio. .. .Mon. 10:30-11:00 ..._12.2. .. 30.4. . 40.1 Summer Theatre. WXEL .... .. .14.5
54.0. . 21.1 Various Competition.
6. Ramar of the Jungle (Adv). . . .WNBK. .... TP A. . Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6-30 . . ....11.4......
7. Range Rider (W).. . .WEWS..CBS. . Sun. 7:00-7:30 . .11.3. .. 19.7. . 57.2 Baseball . WXEL .... .. .38.2
8. I Am the Law (Myst). . . WEWS..MCA. . ;Fri. 10:30-11:00 .....11.2. .. 27.6. . 40.5 Person to Person. WXEL .... . . .22.6
9. Hopalong Cassidy (W). . .WXEL. .... NBC... Sat. 6:00-6:30 . .11.0. .. 66.0,. . 16.7 Dollar a Second. WEWS ... ... 4.4
10. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv). . . . . WNBK.... .MCA. . .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ...,.10.6. .. 58.5. . 13.1 Cisco ‘ Kid. WXEL .... ... 4.8

WASHINGTON

Approximate Set Count—655,000

1. I Led 3 Lives (Dr). ..WRC.
Mon. 10:30-11:00 ...
2. Superman (Adv). ..WRC.
Tues. 7:00-7:30 3. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)... . . WTOP. .... MCA. Tues.l0:30-ll:00 ..
4. Wild Bill Hickok (W) . . .WRC.
Thurs! 7:00-7:30 ...
4. Mr. & Mrs. North (Myst).. . .. WTOP.... . .. . ATPS. Tues. 8:30-9:00 ....
6. Badge 714 (Myst) .. . p. . .WRC. .NBC. Fri. 7:00-7:30 .
7. Little Rascals (Ch).. . .WRC.
.Wed. 7:00-7:30 ....
8. Ramar of the Jungle (Adv). . ..WTOP..TP A... Wed. 7:00-7:30 ....
... WRC..UM&M. .Mon. 7:00-7:30 ....
9. Sherlock Holmes (Myst)
10. Little Rascals (Ch). .. WRC.

BALTIMORE

Approximate Set Count—575,000
WMAR. ... .MCA.
WBAL. ... NBC.
WBAL. _Ziv.
WBAL.

2

P
ft.
6.
7..
7.;
9.

<

10.

]

Mon.-Fri. 9:00-9:30

—

Stations —WRC (4) , WTTG (5), WMAL (7) , WTOP (9)
.. .18.1 ...

.... 43.9 Summer Theatre.
.... 25.3 Jungle Hunters.
.... 41.3 It’s a Great Life.
.... 20.3 Cisco Kid.

....16.9...
....16.4..

..WTOP .... . .13.1
..WTOP .... .. 5.5
..WRC . . .12.4

... . 14.3 ..
.. 2.9
..WTOP .
... .14.3 ..
.... 52.7 Arthur Murray Party. .. WRC . . .17.5
.... 13.8 .. .60,0....
Annie Oakley. ..WTOP .... .. 7.3
... .12.1..
Ramar of the Jungle. ..WTOP .... . .11.7
,.. ^ .11.7..
.... 26.6 Little Rascals. ..WRC ... .12.1
....10.6..
Stories of the Century
..WTOP .... ... 9.9
.10.1..
.10.9 Invitation From Donna.. ...WTOP .... ... 0.8

—

Stations -WMAR (2), WBAL (11), WAAM (13)

....Thurs. 10:30-11:00 ..
...
... Tues. 10:30-11:00 ... ....17.0..... ...
... .Sat. 10:30-11:00 .... ....16.1. ...
....Wed. 7:00-7:30 . ....15.6. ...

36.2. ... 47.6
. WBAIi
35.4.
48.1
WMAR
32.6. .... 49.3 Premium Playhouse.... ....WMAR ..
64.0. .... 24.4 News—John Daly. ....WAAM ..
Movietime . ....WAAM ..
WMAR....
.-.. Mon. 7:45-8:00 . ... .13.5. ... 53.5. .... 25.4 News Caravan. .... WBAL ...
.WBAL. .... Ziv . .... Mon. 10:30-11:00 ... ....13.3. ... 35.4. .... 37.7 Summer Theatre.". .... WMAR ..
.WBAL.
-Fri. 7:00-7:30 . ....11.7. ... 69.5. .... 16.8 Movie Time. ....WAAM ..
News—John Daly.... .... WAAM
.WMAR.. . .
.Sun. 11:30-12:00 .... ... .11.7. ... 80.0. .... 14.6 Wild Bill Hickok. ....WMAR
.WBAL. -Ziv. _Tues. 7:00-7:30 . ... .11.1. ... 57.0. .... 19.5 Movip Timp
.... WAAM
News—John Daly.... .... WAAM
.WBAL..... -Ziv.. .... .Wed. 10:30-11:00 ... -10.0.... . .... 19.7. .... 50.6 US Steel Hour. _WMAR

", 28.8
16.3
.. .27.6
... 4.6
... 4.0
... 8.8
.. .15:0
... 3.3

.. ... 3.3
.. ... 3.0
.. ... 4.6
.. ... 4.6
.. ....28.2
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(ATV Saturday 5-5:15) Since their
original films were shown in Loftdon a couple of years back, Micha¬
ela and Armand Denis have become
established faves in this market
from page 20 ;
, and their weekly series on the new
network
will help to maintain their
, consider various proposals to solve
reputations. These slickly made
j the tv allocation problems.
|
Pending outcome of the proceed¬ , quarter-hour films have captured
ings, the committee requested the the atmosphere of the jungle, but
, Commission to withhold any au- i retain a light approach. Film re' thorizations
for
new
stations : viewed described the care taken in
; “where the effect of such action ! persuading an ant-eater to take to
. would worsen or aggravate inter¬ ; food.
The Granville Melodramas—“The
mixture of UHF and VHF stations
and thereby render moot the many • Chain of Guilt” <A-R Monday 7:30; pending petitions for deintermix- 8 p.m.) Second in the series of oldtime, mellers of the “kiss the vil¬
| ture.” °
lain” variety. Current show, orig¬
inally produced at the Sadlers
: Wells more than a century ago,
j proved a hearty if corny diversion.
: Production staged in traditional
Continued from page 22 -.: style with asides to the viewers
the condemned cell. James Doran’s ; and full blooded audience reaction.
script, was convincing up to a point, ! Hattie Jacques impressed in an avbut the climax was completely tin- ! crage cast.
real. Peter Graham Scott directed I
Double Your Money (A-R Monthe cast of four with an eye on • day 8-8:30 p.m.) The British antension. Peter Cotes produced.
■ swer to the $64,000 question. Prize
You Have Never Seen This: <A-R | money starts modestly with one
Tuesday 8-8:30 p.m.) Pete Collins : pound <$2.80) for the first corintroduces a collection of oddities I rect answer doubling up to 32
discovered in his worldwide roving ; pounds ($89.60) and successful
commission. Among the Ripley’s in ; competitors may then compete for
the issue caught, was the tallest ! the one thousand pounds ($2,800).
woman in the world, an eight-foot 1 Hughie Green made a lively
four-inch Amazon from Holland; a • program moderator, but in the
prepaid joint of beef, which has ! program reviewed the star attracbeen hanging in a butcher’s shop j tion was a bearded Oxford U. stufor 119 years, awaiting collection; ' dent, who answered a variety of
and an armless man, who uses his i historical questions with remarkfeet with skill and ease to play the [ able ease and confidence and is
piano, sew a button, strike a match now contender for the top prize.
and shave himself with a’ cut¬ Program showed signs of limping
throat razor. An interesting mag¬ | when contestants lacked the mental
azine feature, which could be con¬ ' background.
Myro.
siderably brighter with snappier
editing and livelier commentary.
Jack Hylton Half Hour: <A-R
Tuesday 9-10 p.m.) An unambitious
prefiimed vaude program. Current > ;
Continued from page 23
■
edition has pronounced Spanish
flavor, with a duo of rhythmic tv show’s new director, may be
hoofers and a moderate comedian. able to smooth out some of the
Almost half of the footage was de¬ internal strife which has been
voted to a lively film import of bothering all hands.
Xavier Cugat in a mambo session.
But the basic feeling here is
This sequence was introduced by that Sherwood has just tried to do
Larry Adler, whose personality and too much.
talent were thrown away in a brief
He hung on to his deejay duties
and unimaginative 30-second spot. at KSFO through the summer, de¬
Program has quality entertainment spite his “heavy tv schedule and
but was loosely edited and lacked despite feuding at the independent
punch..
radio station. He did two Los An¬
TV Playhouse—"Box 13” (ATV geles radio shows every Sunday,
Saturday 9-10 p.m.) A standard ex¬ flying south early Sunday and back
ample of the prefilmed drama, with late at night.
Jane Hylton making a forceful im¬
On his recent Los Angeles shows
pact in the lead as a tragic woman
in search .of a man responsible for listeners have heard him get off
the death of her sister. The highly on a Yoga kick, with remarks
theatrical play by James Parish about getting away from it all.
But in Frisco he was, up till a
given dramatic punch by John
Mitchell’s forceful and clear cut fortnight ago, going as furiously
direction, but the yarn never as ever, with his latest project
achieved conviction. The drama en¬ fronting a band Saturday nights at
acted during a new year’s eve mas¬ a local dance hall.
querade ball, was marred by in¬
Sherwood was supposed to have
definite characterization and an ob¬ toddled dowm to the musicians
scurity of plot development. Act¬ union to take a test for his union
ing was at a quality level with oth¬ card last week.
But he didn’t
er roles filled by Marjorie Stewart, show. And it looks now as if he’s
Basil Henson and John Robinson.
blown that chance, too.
Michaela and Armand Denis
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FCC To Slap on New Freeze?
Continued

taking action which will aggravate
a grave industry problem and
which will complicate, if not make
impossible, any future solution of
the problem.”
The ultra high operators did not
come to argue the merits of any
of the proposals. Thoms said, but
came “solely for the purpose of ac¬
quainting the Commission with our
strong feeling that it would be a
serious blow to a nationwide allo¬
cation plan and grossly unfair to
the UHF operators ... if without
further proceedings any action is
taken which would, in practical ef¬
fect. make future deintermixture
or any effective alternative reme¬
dies difficult or impossible.”
While the UHF group was gath¬
ering here. McConnaughcy was in
Roanoke, Va., promising a regional
meeting of the NARTJ3 that the
Commission will “face up” to the
UHF-VI-1F problem in “the very
near future.”
McConnaughcy made no bones
about calling in network toppers
on the allocation problem. “I have
never been one to back away from
asking advice and help from the
industry which I as a member of
the Government, help regulate,” he
said. “At my request and invita¬
tion,” he added, “the Commission
has met with the heads of the net¬
works to obtain their views on this
subject. The Commission has also
met with engineering groups, man¬
ufacturers, and others who are in¬
terested and further expects to in¬
vite interested parties who feel that
they can make some contribution. I
feel that this should not be the ex¬
clusive task of the Commission,
any individual Commissioner,
group of Commissioners, one in¬
dustry or segment thereof but is
such an important question that all
parties that could be affected by
its solution should take an active
interest and contribute to a proper
solution.”
Chairman McConnaughcy said
he doesn’t go along with those,who
believe people with axes to grind
can’t give objective advice. “While
that may be true in some in¬
stances,” he said, “my experience
has been just to the contrary;
namely, that people generally
speaking are objective and feel
that what is good for the public is
good for them.”
The “real crux” of the situation,
he concluded, is that the Commis¬
sion must decide the problem “in a
manner wjjich will not adversely af¬
fect the progress which has been
made to date in giving the people
of this country a fine broadcasting
system.”
Meanwhile, the UHF Industry
Coordinating Committee yesterday
(Mon.) formally petitioned the
FCC to
immediately institute
broad rule-making proceedings to

Brit. TV Reviews

Don Sherwood

No Tint Politicos

AMERICA’S 10™ TV MARKET

™

Continued from page 23

lican National Chairman Leonard
W. Hall, actually leaves much de¬
tail still undone.
It provides:
Pool picture-and-sound coverage
for radio and television on the
floor of Convention Hall, with
indie stations able to buy it at a
fixed charge.
All accreditation and assign¬
ment of working space for radio
and tv personnel, both at conven¬
tion and at the headquarters
hotel, handled through the RadioTelevision Correspondents Asso¬
ciation.
Accreditation for tv newsreels
handled the same way.
Bill Henry is chairman of the
Committee in charge. Requests for
space and accreditation must go
to him, at room G-25, U. S. Senate,
U. S. Capitol, Washington.
Following, not announced, was

Closed-Circuit TV
; Continued from page 25 ;

for closed-circuit shows in hotels
and auditoriums. In addition to
permanent installations in some
dozen hotels, Sheraton Closed Cir¬
cuit Television, the Sheraton hotel
subsidiary which staged the foot¬
ball game, also can make use of
mobile equipment.
Aiding the business use of the
closed-circuit is control of the
bugaboo that plagued the use of
the large screen equipment dur¬
ing the early days of the medium.
Careful technical observation and
supervision
by
engineers and
union-trained help has helped the
closed-circuit firms overcome the
dangers of a lost picture and
sound. Recent events piped over
the medium have been generally
clear of technical flaws and great
improvements have been made in
the quality of the picture recep¬
tion and sound.
TNT, for example, now has com¬
plete control of the technical as¬
pects, retaining on a contract basis
RCA Service Corp. to supervise
the setups and service the equip¬
ment. Elaborate checks are made
prior to each event. The equip¬
ment is fired up a week ahead of
a business meeting or b.o. event to
determine its operating condi-

Ike Salute
Washington, Oct. 18.
Joseph P. Binns, general
manager and executive v.p. of
New York’s Waif orf-Astoria,
has been named assistant to
Conrad Hilton in planning
closed circuit tv arrangements
for the nationwide “Salute to
Eisenhower” dinners next Jan.

.

20

Dinners will formally launch
the GOP drive to raise funds
for the 1956 Presidential cam¬
paign.
tion. On the day ahead of the tele¬
cast. a thorough check is made of
the local loop. On the day of the
telecast, a check of the entire
hookup is made three or four hours
before the transmission. Actual pic¬
ture and sound broadcasts are
made from the origination point.
TNT, Sheraton, and other closedcircuit firms feel that the improve¬
ments in the technical qualities
will result in added usage and con¬
fidence in the medium by business
and industrial firms. The closedcircuiters are looking forward to
their busiest year in 1956. The
schedule right after Jan. 1 is shap¬
ing up as the largest in commer¬
cial a.nd industrial use for dealer
and sales stimulation meetings.
Billings are expected to exceed the
$5,000,000 total closed-circuit take
from all uses during the0 past two
years.
Closed-circuit is also making ex¬
tensive strides in the strictly in¬
dustrial use of the medium. Great
advances are being made in its ap¬
plication to industrial and educa¬
tional problems.
These aspects
were pointed up last week at
the National Electronics Confer¬
ence in Chicago by James L.
Lahey, general manager of Dage
Television
Division,
Thompson
Products, Inc.
Lahey declared
that closed-circuit television is en¬
tering a period of boom market¬
ing conditions, one which will see
equipment demands and sales dur¬
ing 1956 alone surpass the $4,000,000 sold since the industry was
born since the last decade. Lahey

WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION Clair McCofiough, pr«.

Representatives

MEEKER TV, INC.

New York
Chicago

•
•

Los Angeles
Son Francisco
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Steve Allen
--

Continued from pafie 23 -

been an 11 o’clock fixture all along
The pitch now is to have him be
followed by Con Edison’s weathercast at 11:10, the sportscast at
11:15 (for Knickerbocker) and Al¬
len at 11:20 as N. Y. leadup to his
“Tonight.”
Allen’s upcoming 10-minute ver¬
sion was immediately sold erossthe-board to National Airlines (via
Grant Advertising) for 10G oer
week for 13 weeks.
It develops
here that Ruppert, now feels its
destiny is best linked with a sports
segment, and hence the Jimmy
Powers buy.
It’s a matter of ratings, appar¬
ently, with the CBS local getting
back into stride after “Chronoscope” exited. That story has been
told. (Just as a matter of record,
Longines-Wittnauer “gets even” on
WCBS-TV with a few hour-long
network specials at 11 p. m., as the
segue to the “Ford Star Jubilee”
90-minuters every four weeks.)
But in Los Angeles (KRCA),
with the networked Allen pitched
against local shows, as in N. Y. and
elsewhere on the loops, “Tonight”
is helping to add televiewers. In
local ARB listings in May and
June—before “Tonight” came into
the tussle—KRCA had a 0.7 rating
in the 11:30 p. m. to 1 a. m. excur¬
sion. In July, when “Tonight” was
launched on. the Coast, it jumped
to 2.5, in August to 2.9. Shareof-audience and set usage spiralled
up. Ratings of the chief opposi¬
tion, KTTV, did not suffer; it had
a score of 1.5 in May, 2.0 in June,
2.5 in July and 2.2 in August. De¬
duction: “Tonight” adds viewers to
the overall picture tube.
Don't

Buy

A New Car

Until You Talk to

SAM ANGER
The Best Deal On A

For

FORD
FORD
THUNDERBIRD
TED

R O »V LAND.

L.nbrook

Inc

90600

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
Woman

attorney,

10

year* tax

experience,

took*

requiring

ability

$125.00.

Box V

interesting
and
1017,

positien

Judgment.
Variety,

W. 46th Street, New York 36.

IN

POWERAMA

BY

BARSTOW

con¬

sultant with CPA firm, labor rotation*

CLOWN MAKES HIS
ENTRANCE IN
STEAM SHOVEL!

learned by Variety.

NBC'will hahdle the pool feeds
from the convention floor in Chi¬
cago. CBS will handle them in
Frisco. Each of (he three major
tv webs will get about 12,000 feet
apiece in each convention hall,
Nets will supply their own commentary for television pool piclures, and cut in with their own
features when the going gets dull
on the floor.
Actual convention hall tv eoverage will require five to seven big
cameras for the pools, plus smallor, porlable cameras.

said Dage alone, as one major pr0.
ducer in the industry, plans to in¬
stall more than 1,500 cameras dur¬
ing 1956, thereby exceeding total
installations
of
manufacturers
heretofore.
Prominent among the new uses
of closed-circuit tv are signature
verification for banks having cen¬
tralized records or drive-in facili¬
ties; remote reading of documents
meters, gauges and other data in
distant or hazardous locations- production control, traffic control
process control; materials han¬
dling, and many teaching activities
at colleges and universities.
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500,000 hours’ performance.
Behind this 500,000 hours’ performance is the depth
of pioneering and experience and service that distin¬
guishes TelePrompTer* operations throughout the
industry.

TelePrompTer adds impact
TelePrompTer network service on:
8 of the top 10 shows (Nielsen)
Over 100 shows weekly
18,000 variety, dramatic and news shows in 3 years

TelePrompTer insures quality production
TelePrompTer service available at:
TV stations from coast-to-coast
Every size ... Grand Junction, Colo, to New York City
Stations covering 78% of all U.S. TV homes

TelePrompTer saves money

TelePrompTer service in film studios:
Over 100 film shooting days this month
40% cut from shooting time on one TV series alone

TelePrompTer. ..the speaker’s best friend
TelePrompTer meeting services:
Leading companies now use TelePrompTer’s com¬
plete staging service consisting of lighting, audio»
systems, special effects, portable modular stages.. *
and TeleMation ... an amazing system of automation.

Whenever you want Impact insurance in a performance...
call on the experienced and expert service of
Tradtmark rtgi.terei

TelePromp/sr CorporaI/on
HEW YORK
300 W. 43rd Street
JUdson 2-3800
Don Redell
Bart Swift

fretwork and Film

Bill Marsh, Staging Service
Warren Abrams, Stations Division

Ted Boisumeau, Manager
177 North State Street
FKanklin 2-8820

WASHINGTON, D. C.

LOS ANGELES

Kay Tyrrell, Manager
1340 Connecticut Avenue
COlumbus 5-3161

George Kane, Manager
6151 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood 9-6239

TELEPROMPTER OF ENG LAN J>

TORONTO

c/o Towers of London
84 Hallam Street
London WI

S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.
447 Jarvis Street
WAlnut 2-2103

♦

•

*

TelePrompTer service now available
in all principal cities throughout the
United States, Canada and many
foreign countries.
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Bros. . . . Lever axes “Uncle
Johnny Coons” on CBS-TV Satur¬
day at 1:30. In web’s Saturday
mom picture, Monsanto Chem.
Practice of using filmed television shows in civic and religious show¬
takes “Winky Dink and You” for
two shots that day and a pair on ings after their on-the-air use has been widespread in the past, but the
ABC-TV
“Crossroads” series will get one of the most unusual of such
Sunday in December, with Ideal
Niss, William Ballinger, Kate Nick- j Toy exiting . . . Herb Swope out of screenings. This Friday’s (21) episode concerns the successful attempt
erson and Elizabeth Meehan among ; NBC-TV production to go with a of Rabbi William Rosenblum of Temple Israel, N. Y., in commuting
those turning out "I Spy” scripts j H’wood studio . . . Bob MacDonald, a convict’s death sentence. Rabbi Rosenblum’s congregation is eager
for Guild Films under story editor : ex-NBC-TV’s “Today” and “To¬ for a look at the show, but the 8 p.m. air time comes just when regu¬
Sidney Ellis . . . Stan M. Cole, who i
lar Friday night services will be in progress at the Temple. Conse¬
formerly headed his own business j night,” now feature writer for quently, the pic will be screened right in the synagog following serv¬
management consulting company,; CBS-TV’s “Morning Show”
ices. Rabbi Rosenblum is one of three consultants to packager Bernard
Karl
Swenson,
radio-tv
vet,
in
joined Mel Gold Productions as;
Schubert on the series.
Rev. George Ford of the Corpus Christi
executive director of the industrial ; hardest role of his career next Church, N. Y., another consultant, will attend the Temple Israel show¬
Sunday
(23),
completely
encased
film division . . . Kim Hunter stars ‘
ing
and
may
use
16m
prints
of the show’s in his Sunday schools under
opposite Keenan Wynn on “Screen ; in oversized egg as the Humpty
Directors Playhouse” tonight j Dumpty in “Alice in Wonderland” the theory that a clergyman may prove as much of a hero to the young¬
(Wed.), in “M idsummer Day- ! sp£c on NBC-TV . . . Lois Corbet sters as a cowpoke.
dream,” based on an original! Wilson and Don Wilson (Mr. and
screenplay by William Saroyan
There’s not a little intra-RCA echelon surprise at former President
Mrs.) in new roles as “Purex Per¬
Bill Warner, formerly with Ziv, j sonalities” on “Big Surprise” . . . Harry S. Truman's cracks at Adlai E. Stevenson—in the buildup for
joined the NBC Film Division as a ; Hugh J. McDermott has left as al¬ Gov. Averell Harriman as the Democratic candidate for the 1956 Presi¬
sales staffer . . . Jean M a r tin,; ternate director of Steve Allen dential race—for having gone over to big business as counsel to “a
skedded to start her “Jean Martin i show to become associate producer certain giant radio corporation.” (This reportedly from Drew’ Pearson’s
Sings” show last weekend on on “Wide Wide World” for one
column, and of course it refers to RCA’s retaining of Stevenson's law
WABC-TV, postponed it to next
Saturday (22> because of a virus . . . show requiring two months’ prepa¬ firm in the Zenith Radio Corp. $5,000,000 suit against RCA).
The “surprise” comes from the fact daughter Margaret Truman is
Mel Allen signed to , appear on ration, on Turkey Day . . . Vivian
“Colgate Variety Hour” Sunday Coleman out of hosp (ulcers) and payrolled at around $100,000 per annum as an NBC (RCA subsid)
(23) . . . Kitty Carlisle guest-panel¬ back into tv publicity swing . . . artist.
ists on “I’ve Got a Secret” tonight Cast of Monday night’s “Cyrano de
(Wed.) . . . Martin Cohen, unit Bergerac” (Producers Showcase)
Derel Producing Associates, which has rights to film an "Overseas
manager with NBC Opera Theatre, partied at Hotel Pierre following Press Club” series, is still dickering with Austin Television Associates
has taken leave of absence to con¬ show.
for a pilot film on the series but is also negotiating elsew’here for
centrate on “The Vamp,” new
possible financing of an entire bundle of 39 films to be shot overseas
Carol Channing legit musical he
pronto, rather than just the pilot. Meanwhile, the firm’s exec pro¬
is coproducing, which is set to open
ducer, Gene Feldman, is wTapping up another telefilm series w-hich
at the Winter Garden Nov. 10 . . .
would involve files of a Washington agency, and is putting finishing
TV actr.ess Roily Bester, who has
touches on several other properties, including a variety stanza, a
Continued from page 25 been in Europe for the past 17
juvenile' show, a “name” interview segment and a big-money quizzer.
months, during which time she ap¬
Colgate “Variety
peared in filmed television shows or Spread.”
both in Paris and Rome returns to Hour” dropped from fifth in
Station rep Edward Petry is making agencies and other industryites
New York this week to resume tv “homes reached” (where it will be
. . . Harriet Kaplan and Lily Veidt, noted there was close bunching recipients of a video marketing booklet, the first, says rep, with all
“the
principle market guides . . . joined in one basic report.” There’ll
formerly with Robert Lantz
Agency, will join the Henry C. from third to anchor positions), to be 5,000 for the first printing on Nov. 1 and it will include data on
sixth;
but
the
scores
from
Ed
Sul¬
population, families, tv homes and retail sales market by market.
Brown Agency, Nov. 1 . . . Frank
Cooper Agency has signed to rep¬ livan’s third down to the finish
resent John C. Wilson playwright were little more than five points
ARB-Variety ratings chart on non-network and spot film shows last
and producer, for video . . . How¬ apart, making one of the closest
ard Rodman has been signed for clusters in Nielsen annals and giv¬ W’eek erratumed by omission in the Los Angeles lineup of the top
10
show’s in that market. “Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal,” MCA-TV’s
scripting of the Nov. 27 rendition ing the Colgate show “new heart”
of NBC-TV’s “Wide, Wide World.” in the hard figures versus the new entry, should have been listed as first in the market, having
Screen Actors Guild, N. Y. “popular reckoning” under which scored a 21.0 on KTTV in a Sunday-at-9 time slot.
branch, has delayed its annual Sullivan has been giving its NBC
meeting from Nov. 22 to the 29th, rival a bad time in the Sunday
“Music in School,” a production of Washington radio station WGMS
to make it easier for national offi¬ 8-to-9 sweepstakes.
(Good Music Station), has been filmed as a short subject by Warnercers to be present. Outfit figures
Perry
Como’s
Saturday
night
Pathe News, adding an additional laurel to the crown of community
on presence of country-wide prexy
Walter Pidgeon . . . Toby Gerard hour made 10th spot in his brand- kudos show has copped.
In addition to the Warner short, show is a regular attraction on the
vice Evelyn Patrick in “Ringabuk,” new show (before Jackie Gleason
the Walt Framer quiz on WPIX. . . opened his season), and although Voice of America schedule, which beams it in various languages to the
Bill Crumley, ex-trade press, to in general the status quo spilled far corners of the world. Since show is sponsored by the Hecht Co.,
Adam Young station rep as re¬ over from last season, vividly miss¬ D. C. department store, VO A hails it as an effective answer to the
search chief. .. This week Tex ing from the Top 10 list is “Drag-, Commie charge that American business and culture don’t go together.
McCrary will cross-the-board five net” which with "I Love Lucy”
medical interviewees on his new (then in hiatus) over the last few
RCA Victor is apparently more interested in selling color video sets
WABD stanza.. Marvin Korman, years has been splitting up the 1-2
than in protecting subsidiary NBC’s interests against competition.
after year with MCA-TV, becomes preeminence between them.
Company took a three-quarter page ad in Sunday’s (16) N. Y. Times,
its supervisor of art and produc¬
After “$64,000” the other nine to provide prospective tint receiver' customers a “look at the color
tion and right arm to Frank Mc¬
Mahon, ad director... A real egg played hide-and-go-seek. CBS was shows coming,” and it turned out that the first three mentioned on
was finally laid on tv. A chicken, one-two-three, but NBC made five the list Were CBS offerings: “The Red Skelton Show,” “Climax” and
The “Ford Star Jubilee.”
used to gimmick up the kidvid placements to CBS’ four.
scene on WATV, casually dropped scorecard;
one the other day while going
$64,000 Question. 60.3
A line of type inadvertently dropped from the Bob Russell half-page
about its on-screen chores. . . Vir¬
Judy Garland.. 48:7
ad of the issue of Oct. 12 had him invited to MC a beauty contest by
ginia Graham, who conducts “Food
Ed
Sullivan.
39.8
the
entire “British Empire” Tather than the “Miss World Organization
for Thought” via WABD, received
Martha Raye. 38.7
of the British Empire”—as it should have read.
citation of merit from Muscular
Disneyland. 38.3
—-■ ■ ■
—
Dystrophy Assns. of America Inc.
Variety Hour. 37.3
“in recognition of distinguished
in the afternoon segments as the
Robt. Montgomery. 35.8
service” during a recent 19-hour
web recaptures various slots. Ben
Producers Showcase .... 35.6
telethon over that station.
Grauer’s noon newscast will be
Climax .....'. 35.5
Margie
Schwartz,
production
follow’ed by deejay A1 (Jazzbo)
Perry Como. 34.3
asst, at CBS-TV for five years, now I
Collins from 12:05 to 1:30, extend¬
freelancing as a stock film re-1
In radio, Nielsen reckoning on ed from current 1 o’clock conclud¬
searcher. . Kajar the Magician on
Robert Q. Lewis CBS’er today listenership (ending Sept. 10) for es with se.gue to Sidney Smith’s
shows
with tv versions was radi¬ “Byline” to 2; then network serv¬
(Wed.). Incidentally, the looker
whom Kajar is “levitating” in the cally different, “Dragnet” ruled ice. “Tex & Jinx Show” loses 1 to
Look mag layout turns out to be the roost, followed by “People Are 2 p.m., wrhich will be combined
his wife, the former Jean Darling Funny” (Toni); “Best of Groucho,” W’ith their night program origi¬
of the “Our Gang” cinematics. . . “People Are Funny” (Paper-Mate), nating at the Waldorf-Astoria to
Peter Kass, CBS-TV producer-di¬ and “News from NBC.”
These yield an extended version from
rector, now at Boston U.’s school were the Top Five overall; it just 10:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Kenneth
of fine & applied arts rehearsing happens that four out of the five Banghart w’ill cut in with the news
its production of Arthur Miller’s (with “People Are Funny” counted at 11, Dan Peterson with sports
“The Crucible.”
WRCA-TV inserts on network twice) h&ve televersions or simul¬ capsule at 11:15 and Fleetwood’s
“Music Through the Night” will
“Tonight” (Steve Allen) SRO as of casts.
ride from 12:30 to 6 with Phil
Oct. 24 via contracts from Gen.
Alampi checking in with farm
Mills for 10 weeks and CVA Corp.
news at that time.
(Roma Wine) for 11 weeks . . . Art
Stark and Elroy Schwartz, via
Continued from page 25
Composer-Conductor
Frank Cooper office, pitching com¬
New Orleans — John Kent, vet
edy and aud participation daytimer clock” concept along “Monitor”- staffer at WWL, has resigned to
Radio Reglitry
at NBC-TV, featuring Dorman “Weekday” lines, Cullen will con- join WDSU and WDSU-TV.
ferencier an “A to Z” setup, em¬
bracing not only the platter &
chatter but hard and feature news,
live remote pickups from an ex¬
panded mobile unit and stunt or
gimmick features spotted daily.
Southwest Corner Sunset - St. Andrews
The Cullen show will break out
Near Hollywood Freeway
with a peak staff of 15 headed by
exec producer Draper Lewis, ex¬
61,000
Sq.
Ft.
- 1 STORY BRICK BUILDINGS
clusive of behind-scenes operators,
and on the equipment side such
294 Ft. on Sunset by 224 Ft. Deep
values are being added as the sta¬
tion’s own tape recorders and beep35,000 Sq. Ft. NOW AVAILABLE
a-phones. Show kisses . goodbye to
live music (nine sidemen involved),
Additional 26,000 Sq. Ft. Available in II Months
the substitution being the Thunderbird mobile unit as far as time
EXCELLENT FINANCING
segmentation is concerned, and
SUITABLE FOR T.Y. — MOTION PICTURE STUDIO
with Cullen carrying on with the
GENERAL OFFICE USE — REHEARSAL STAGES
disk whirling. (They threaten to
go so far as to enter a maternity
ward for live feature stories:)
Vignettes will include quickies
(two minutes or less) from Tex &
Member International Traders' Club
'
Jinx McCrary and celebs “drop¬
ping in with the name-dropping.”
3723 W. 6th St.
Lo« Angeles 5, Calif.
DUnhlrk 7-2255
Morning changes will cue shifts

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

New York
Henry (Hank) Colman switched
from the “Robert Montgomery
Presents” setup to the Theatre
Guild as a consultant on the
Guild’s liaison with ABC-TV . . .
“Step This Way” on WABC-TV
Inaugurates a metropolitan col¬
legiate dance competition Oct. 22,
•with CCNY, Queens College, Man¬
hattan College and Mt. St. Vincent
students competing in the opening
round . . . Claire Mann undergoes
minor surgery this week, and sub¬
bing her on her WABC-TV daytimer will be Vicki Cummings,
Kitty Carlisle and Janet Tyler . . .
Peggy Wood, to Worcester today
(Wed.' to lecture to the drama
students at Clark U. on “Person¬
ality in Acting” . . . Pino and
Fedora Bontempi celebrate their
sixth year on the air as cooking
experts and their 17th wedding
anni simultaneously next week . . .
Conductor-composer Tony Cabot
has just been signed as the mu¬
sical supervisor of the new Igor
Cassini show which debuts Friday
(21) on WABD.
Lotsa activity at George Blake
Enterprises: George Goodman
added to staff as film expediter;
Jack Lieberman promoted from
that post to newly created position
of studio manager; Donald
Drncker, former freelancer, added
as film editor; and staff director
Richard Donner off to Rome
to shoot color footage for a
Young & Rubicam account, with
the agency's John Freese and Art
Cody accompanying him . . . Jean
Stapleton, featured in “Damn
Yankees,” into the cast of “A Busi¬
ness Proposition” on “Goodyear
Playhouse” Sunday (23) . . . Gillian
Barber set for the role in Mau¬
rice Evans’ Sunday (23) "Alice in
Wonderland” spec on NBC . . .
Frank Campanella gets a featured
spot on “Robert Montgomery
Presents” Monday (24) . ■. . Singeractor-announcer Robert Wright
signed by General Motors to han¬
dle on-the-air blurbs for Guide
Lamps (a new GM product) on
“Wide Wide World” . . . Cab Cal¬
loway guests on “Tonight” Tues¬
day (25) . . . Bob Downing to
Philly to sub for Mike Ellis on the
latter’s new plays-show biz capsule
on WPTZ in Philly this week . . .
Mary Smith upped to v.p. at Trendox,- with John P. List, another vet
of the company, named comptrol¬
ler . . . Kani Evans, who recently
joined ABC-TV as a staff announ¬
cer, awared the 1955 Television
Award of the Advertising Sports¬
men’s Club of America . . . How¬
ard Rodman, George Beliak, Peter
Martin, George Lefferts, Stanley

■THfe
NO MATTER WHERE
YOU

LIVE!

High earnings, your funds avail¬
able, insured, safe. You save
postage both ways on our SaveBy-Mail Kits. Start Nowl

New Nielsens

Bill Cullen

John F. Demeler, Pre»,
1001 Lake Street, Oak Park, lUinoit
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JOHN
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BLAZING NEW TRAILS in SHOW BUSINESS!
Reaction Highlights from

.

J (ft

“ MORE POWER TO YOU”-ffie
YOU”-~ffie
“MORE

nJ

_i-i/-

•__
world's first 1..1__i_:_i
technological circus
produced and directed by —

_

RICHARD and EDITH BARSTOW for
General Motor's'

“POWERAMA”
.

Presented in Chicago, Aug 30th-Sept. 25th

RECORD ATTENDANCE:

2,218,412!

Chicago Daily Tribune, Sept 26, 1955

. . the most successful
industrial show in our
history . . "
HARLOW CURTICE
President
GENERAL MOTORS

August 31 it, 1955

S«pr. 10th, 1955

By SAM LESNER

•r HEM DOTTEN

EARTH SHAKING SHOW

GM't POWERAMA
REAL EYE-POPPER

Did You Ever See a

DIESEL DANCING?

23 ACRE SPECTACLE .. .

*

OUTSPECTACLES ANY
OTHER IN SHOWMANSHIP
AND SELLING FORCE

The exhibits, demonstrations and at¬
tractions are many. . . . CHIEF among
them is “MORE POWER TO YOU," a
truly gigantic show that dramatizes
the importance and development of
diesel power. . . . Produced and Di¬
rected by Richard and Edith Barstow,
famed for their work with the Ringling-Barnum Circus and also their
stage shows with G. M.'s “MOTORAMAS.”
It combines some 65 dancers, elephants,
an aerial act, a 10-horse gal riding
troupe and a clown with hugh earth
movers, trucks, cranes and automo¬
biles. (NO NAME ATTRACTIONS.)
The production, Judged strictly as a
show, is strong, and (viewed as a
demonstration of diesel power, it car¬
ries tremendous Impact . . . and sends
spectators away DEEPLY IMPRESSED
WITH DIESEL POWER, G. M., AND
THE FUTURE OF THIS COUNTRY.

$
$
$
^
|
^
^
^
|

Diesel power Is the them* of General
Motors Powtrimi Musical Revue most
appropriately titled “MORE POWER TO
YOU." Produced and Directed by RICHARD
and
EDITH
BARSTOW
whose
UNIQUE PRODUCTION turns C.Mmost
awesome mechanical monsters Into dancIng, prancing giants, is a spectacular part
of Powerama.

| IF A DOUBLE TRACTOR, A MECHANI| CAL MASTADON, CAN MAMBO, WHY
| CAN'T YOUT .
^
|
|
|
|
|
|

The spectacular performance
verability of the mightiest of
machines is the real thrill of
. . . The BARSTOWS MADE
OF THEIR OPPORTUNITIES
AN IMPRESSIVE SHOW AS
A' HIGHLY ENTERTAINING

Direction:

Chicago

Sept. 26th, 7955
IT IS SO
THOMAS 1
, grounds to
CINERAMA

MULTIMILLION DOLLAR 23 ACRE EXHIBITION
A HORSEPOWER EXTRAVAGANZA
A MAMMOTH SHOW FEATURED DANCING
TRACTORS! I

Chicago Daily News

BILLBOARD

LIFE MAGAZINE

and maneu*
these work
the show.
THE MOST
TO STAGE
WELL AS
ONE.

The unicjui
‘'dancing"
Production
EDITH Ba

Diesels wheel through SQUARE DANCE before
capacity crowd of 7,000,
Net Chorus kicked expertly from a CARGO NET
hoisted by two G.M. powered Cranes during a
Nautical Number in praise of firms Marine Diesel
Engines. ALL ORIGINAL IDEAS BY BARSTOW.

CHICAGO SUN-TIMES

Chicago Daily Tribune
Sept. 6th, 1955

Sepf. 26th, 1955
G.M. HAILS POWERAMA AS
MOST SUCCESSFUL EXPOSITION
IN INDUSTRIAL HISTORY
The show was host
visitors from
almost every state in the union and
many foreign countries, including
Australia, Japan, Egypt and Eng¬
land,

THRONGS PACK
POWERAMA
One of the largest crowds since A
Century of Progress in 1933-34 went
to the lake front yesterday to Ylsit
POWERAMA.

^Itanh qau:
^

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

GENERAL MOTORS and the
KUDNER AGENCY for this j
great opportunity—-and to all
concerned for such wonderful
cooperation and help.
j

Hf , >

Sun-limes
UETY
Sept. 28th, 1955
ISTOWS: Industrial Zi«gf«lds
r OF THE SHOW WAS "MORE POWER
J," complete 'with trick horses, elephants,
(fdincing tractors, etc. Weekends saw
■LINING UP AN HOUR. IN ADVANCE TO
Ethe show.

fJN-TIMES
j

A WONDEROUS SIGHT TO BEHOLD . ..
INDESCRIBABLY, INCREDIBLY
MAGNIFICENT IS
GENERAL MOTORS POWERAMA
THE GREATEST EXHIBITION OF
AUTOMOTIVE POWER EVER STAGED
ANYWHERE... ANYTIME!

Upr. Util, ms

C

usical Show employing giant
jesels, is worthy of a Broadway
br which producers DICK and
}0W.CAN TAKE A BOW.

CHICAGO AMERICAN
Sept. 13th, 1955
By ANN BARZEL
Only a choreographer accustomed to the
problems of patterning a stage with con¬
stantly moving dancers could tackle the
Job of displaying diesels, tractors, dream
cars, road builders and other mobile ma¬
chines WITH THEIR BEST WHEELS
forward.

i

WALT DISNEY, just named as one of
the most influential persons in the
world (for his creative ability) . . .
VISITED POWERAMA (THE DIESEL
DISNEYLAND) AND CAME AWAY
CHEERING.

.Chicago American, August 31st, 1955

CHI. SUN-TIMES

Sept. I Hi, If 55

[THRILLING THAT LOWELL
jl a staff of cameramen on the
(hoot scenes for an upcoming
OVIE.

j
j
j

Chicago, Sept. 22nd. 1955, "KUP'S COLUMN"

The mathematics Involved in getting the
mammoths around without catastrophe is
Impressive'. . . BARSTOW GENIUS. . . .
Imagination is the keystone of The Barstows flair for this type show, and MULTIPLE TALENTS make its production
Possible. ...._,
show boasts an Elephant SOAPOPERA titled "LIFE CAN BE POWER¬
FUL." Talented elephants mime deUghttnlly the script written by Mr. BarsUftv.
Barstow also wrote the show's script and
4 Rood deal of its music and all lyrics.
The

Warn

L,r„ .tt.nd.nc, ,1 a.fl.r.1
Meters Pewereme hat made
It necessary te CONSTRUCT
A SECOND PEDESTRIAN
BRIDOE ACROSS CHICA¬
GO'S LAKE SHORE DRIVE.
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Mutual’s 'Companionate Radio'
.Continued from pase 22

Mutual's Pubservice
Apart from the “companion¬
ate radio” launching and the
corresponding internal shakeup, Mutual has a third key
policy change up its sleeve.
Whether by design or not, the
idea has the capacity of draw¬
ing on the top names in the
nation, in entertainment, etc.,
as well as politics, for gratis
appearances regularly on the
radio network. Plan will also
tend to gain Mutual favor with
the Government too, it’s felt.
Mutual exec \).p. Jack Poor
and program boss Robert Mdnroe have set up a “network
public service,” which by late
fall will start backing public
projects
“requiring instant
and continuous communica¬
tion with the American pub¬
lic.” First campaign will be
with the Federal Civil Defense
Administration, with daily
news-offerings and special pro¬
grams coming from CD head¬
quarters in Battle Creek.
“revolution” have been lesser
types—central steno dropping 11 out
of 17, and the mail room w'hich lost
half its staff. For the rest of this
w'eek, notice is expected to be |
given to a number of personnel in
other departments.
There have been 19 cuts in net¬
work engineering. The discharge

■

-■-

- --

figure is expected to rise in the
now 100-man department, but a
web spokesman said that the initial
19 cuts are normal for thisvtime'of
the year. A dozen were discharged
with the end of the baseball season and the rest are no longer
needed to make up the engineering
problems caused by daylight savings time.
A partial report from the network indicates that sales has been
split in half, for all intents and
purposes. Sales v.p. Harry Trenner will retain chiefly sales and
sales service functionaries, it’s re¬
ported. Previously, sales service
was
described
as “practically
autonomous.” The contract depart¬
ment will hereafter report to
George Ruppel, network controller.
Network maintained that sales
shifts do not indicate heavy cutting.
Announcers Unaffected
Programming strength will be
nearly fully maintained, the net¬
work says. Retention of program
personnel is mostly by design,
but union regulations insure that
the 16 fulltime staff announcers re¬
main.
“Companionate radio” segments
will all have three things in com¬
mon. Each will come in a large
block, rather than in quarter, or
half-hour sizes. Each block will
be emceed by a single personality
(or, as in Bob & Ray‘s case, by two
personalities) even though por¬
tions of some of the blocks may be
dramatic or otherwise canned ma¬
terial. And each block will., be
casual according to program boss
Monroe.
Already on the air, “Stand By!
Bob & Ray” is the first of the “cr”
blocks, from 5 to 6 p.m. on week¬
days. “Stand By! USA” will cover
7:15 to midnight daily as of Nov.
Latter will keep intact the 8 to 9
“multi message” group, but will in¬
tegrate a “cr” personality around
it. Nighttime session will also in¬
clude interspersed news, commen¬
taries, special events and a -gen¬
eral remote lineup. Jan. 1 or short¬
ly thereafter will see beginning of
a “cr” segment from 9 ayem to
noon, and there should be a lengthly afternoon block too.
On weekends, Harry Wismer will
emcee a Saturday 4 to 6 p.m.
“Stand By! Sports.” It will frame
remote play-by-plays, scores, and
a general potpourri of sports info.
From 7 to 10 p.m. on Sunday, start¬
ing Nov. 12, there will be “Stand
By! Round the World,” an inter¬
national variety stanza hosted by
Frenchman Jean Lamont.
Sales will follow the pattern
which Mutual laid out for affils
before last spring’s NARTB con¬
clave. Idea is to get as much
flexibility as possible by selling
anything from one-timfe 10-second
spots to 13-week program cycles.
Twelve capsules have been bought
weekly by Warnfer Lambert Phar¬
maceuticals. Outfit has inked for
a trio of five-minutes on MondaysWbdnesday-^Fridays at 7:45 star¬
ring Les Paul and Mary Ford.
Sponsor has bought same show
twice on Saturday and twice on

an intensified station relations
operation. And originally switch¬
ing Hauser out of co-op program¬ •
ming, and now the dismissal of ;
Danish from the same post, is tak¬ ,
en as a clear sign that co-op pro¬ :
gramming is nearing its end for ,
Mutual. It’s understood that news |
co-ops, which constitute the great¬ j
est majority of remaining co-ops, !
will hereafter come under news de¬ :
partment aegis; sports co-ops will !
go to the sports department.
Some of the other departments
decimated by early cuts under the
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Sunday. It’s also taken the last
five minutes daily of the “Stand
By! Bob & Ray” deal. Unique fac¬
tor in run-of-network buying is
that the deals are made with the
understanding that the affiliated
station can lift the commercial
right out of the program and slot
it elsewhere in the local schedule
if so desired by the station boss.

Kaye-Livingstons
Alexander Buy
New York adman and radio exec
Harold Kaye and Hollywood attor¬
ney-film producer Monte Living¬
ston have bought a controlling in¬
terest in the Alexander Film Co.,
the 37-year-old theatrical and tel¬
evision commercials production
house headquartered in Colorado
Springs. No changes in staff, poli¬
cies or operations are contemplat¬
ed, but the purchase of controlling
interest by Kaye and Livingston
was made for the purpose of ex¬
panding the company’s operations,
particularly on the national level.
Kaye becomes board chairman
and v.p., while Livingston will
serve on .the board of directors.
Don M. Alexander continues as
prez, Don Alexander Jr. as exec
v.p., M. J. Mclnaney as sales v.p.
and E. B. Foster as secretary-treas¬
urer. Company, which claims to be
the largest producer of advertising
film, has specialized in the tele¬
vision end on producing open-end
commercials for various categories
of sponsors for small-station dis¬
tribution.
Kaye, aside from his. agency
background, is partnered in five
radio stations: WORC, Worcester;
WLOW, Norfolk; WMFJ, Daytona
Beach; WINN, Louisville and.
WALT, Tampa, Livingston is pres¬
ently exec v.p* of the Jack Wrather-owned Lone Ranger Inc.

MCA-TV ROLLING
ON INT’L SETUPS
MCA-TV has taken ifs first ma¬
jor step toward setting up an in¬
ternational
vidpix
syndication
wing. Syndication chief Wynn Na¬
than is planing from the Coast, and
Tom McManus from the east, to
Mexico Cityf to confer on a dub¬
bing - distribution
arrangement
there.
Nathan and McManus, who are
expected to take charge of MCA’s
foreign sales, will hold powwows
with Emilio Azcarraga, head of
Mexicana TV. Aim is to ararnge
dubbing with him for MCA prop¬
erties.
Only foreign lingo vidpixing
done so far by MCA was a Gallic
deal on “I Am the Law.” Outfit
signed with Trinity Telefilms, a
Stateside firm, to dub into French.
At present there is a limited mar¬
ket for French-dubbed vidfilm in
Canada and a much smaller mar¬
ket in France proper.
But a Mexican deal for MCA is
the key to all Latin and South
American video. The two MCA
veeps are expected to start nego¬
tiating with Azcarraga this week.
Befqre leaving for below the
border, Nathan gave a clue to
MCA’s global tv film aspirations.
“If all goes well,” he said, “we
next are going to examine the pos¬
sibility of an office in the Orient.”
Meantime, MCA hired Tom
Shull as a salesman for the N. Y.
area.

Telepix Org
! Continued from pace 31 s=2

class, and one director for every
nine companies in the $2,000
class.
Consequently, the eight to 10
companies in the $5,000 class will
have four or five directors. There
aren’t expected to be more than 15
outfits in the $3,500 category, which
means a maximum of four and a
probability of only three board
seats. As to the $2,000 class, that's
still an unknown quantity, but even
with new merftbers added in this
category from time to time, the
maximum board representation an¬
ticipated during the next few years
won’t exceed three seats. Total
dues payments of $160,000 antici¬
pated will go for the establish¬
ment of the association and the
first year’s budget, one of the high¬
est individual items of which would
be the salary of an executive direc¬
tor, reported to be pegged at
$20,000 a year.
Steering committee met last
week and nailed down agreement
on all but one point and a datewfor
a ratification meeting at which the
proposals would be accepted and
the association voted into "being.
Committee met.last night (Tues.)
for what it expects to be its final
meeting, and its last chores will be
to notify companies of the ratifica¬
tion gettogether and put its pro¬
posals into printed presentation
form.

Ziv’s 9-Program
Sale in Argentine
Alertness and patience paid off
last week for Ziv Television Pro¬
grams, which became the first film
syndicator to sell American pro¬
grams to the Argentine television
setup. Ziv International V.p. Mil¬
lard Segal, who had been poised
in Rio awaiting clearance from
■the new Argentina government for
some weeks, received an okay to
enter the country at week’s end
and promptly sold all of Ziv’s nine
Spanish-dubbed series to the Ar¬
gentine video operation.
Nine programs are “Highwav
Patrol," “I Led Three Lives,”
“Mr. District Attorney,” “Science
Fiction
Theatre,”
“Favorite
Story,” “The Unexpected,” “Bos¬
ton Blackie,” “Cisco Kid” and
“Yesterday’s Newsreel.” No spon¬
sors have been signed yet, but
Ziv’s New York offices are work¬
ing with the export agencies on
possible sponsorship by the inter¬
national divisions of American
firms, many of which are already
sponsoring Ziv shows in other
Latin American countries.
. While Segal didn’t lose any
time in getting to Buenos Aires
and setting the deal, his waiting
wasn’t completely wasted either.
While in Rio. he sold three of the
nine shows for telecasting in Rio
and Sao Paulo. Ziv also sold all
nine shows to the new tv opera¬
tion in Guatemala.

Blurbs-in-Tint
Continued from pajje 31

Ballance Exits KNX

-processing accounting for most of
the added outlay. At the current
rate, 1,000 feet of b&w 35m foot¬
age costs about $95, including de¬
veloping and printing. Same foot¬
age finished in color would cost
$335. Monochrome preprint mate¬
rial for opticals would cost $55 for
the same footage; but color sepa¬
ration masters, necessary for tint
opticals, cost $600. Simple opticals
like a dissolve run $3.50 in b&w,
$20 in tint; a wipe costs $5 in
b&w, $25 in color.
Transfilm’s tint work has under¬
gone considerable upbeat in the
past year, with General Mills have
ing done a Betty Crocker tinter via
BBD&O, Kenyon & Eckhardt or¬
dering two for RCA Victor (ani¬
mated) and Ford, and another for
MacManus, John & Adams for Dow
Chemical (Saran Wrap); also one
for the New York Telephone Co.
pushing its colored telephones
(natch). Some of the foregoing
have been done experimentally,
with sponsor serving up b&w only
for on-the-air purposes, but others
have been used in tint, particularly
the RCA and Ford blurbs for on
“Producers Showcase.”

Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Restrictions of KNX, Hollywood,
against his- tv activities was given
by d.j. Bill Ballance as reason for
his separation from the CBS radio
outlet, effective Nov. 1. He has a
two-hour, cross-the-board slot on
KCOP (TV) here.
KNX program topper admitted
station looked with jaundiced eye
at prospect of any of its personal¬
ities appearing on any tv station
regularly, other than sister KNXT
(TV).

Disney’s ‘Spin & Marty’
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Walt Disney has set “Spin and
Marty” as his next 15-minute serial
to appear on his “Mickey Mouse
Club,” following “Border Collie,”
which winds this week.
Subject stars Harry Carey Jr.,
Tim Considine and David Stollery,
and goes on program Oct. 24 for
20 continuous episodes, five days a
week.
“Corky and White Shadow,”
starring Buddy Ebsen and Darlene
Gillespie,” a 10-episode quarterhourer, is currently shooting on
location at Big Bear Lake in the
San Bernardino Mountains of
Southern California.

EXECUTIVE AVAILABLE
Do you ntod Los Angelas representstivo for advertising, promotion or
public relations program? Experienced
in film purchasing, assembling, han¬
dling complete production for either
shows or commercial. Write Box 710,
Dally Variety, Hollywood 21, Calif.

EVERY DAY
ON EVERY CHANNEL l!

BROOKS
COSTUMES
S Wml tkl SI., N.Y.C.-Td. PL 7-SHO

Wall St Brokerage Firm
Dickers ABC Radio News
First funneling of Wall St. coin
into network radio is in the works
at ABC Radio, which is trying to
clear a 32-station lineup for a fiveminute cross-the-board “Wall St.
Final” financial news wrapup to
be sponsored by Harris, Upham &
Co., the brokerage firm. Harris,
Upham, which placed an order for
the show through Lewyn, Williams
& Saylor agency, wants the cap¬
sule aired at 5:55 to 6 p. m. week¬
days, and since this is station
time, the network has run into
some delay in clearing the sta¬
tions.
Don Goddard would handle the
commentary.
Seattle—Lou Gillett is back as
news editor at KJR, indie station
here, after stint in California.
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“FIRST”

‘Mouse’ No Trap For
Pinky, ‘Howdy,’ Sez NBC

From The Production Centres
-

- j-Continued from page 24.
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an unexpected plug through the Northern California phone workers’
strike. Phone company had reserved EXbrook 2-1247 for all workers
who wanted info on the strike and the day the walkout started all
who phoned that number were told to watch Bradley’s 6 p.m. show
for footage and full details of dispute . . . S. F. News’ radio-TV col¬
umnist, Paul Speegle, was reelected to a second term as £. F. Press
Club president.

...

IN MINNEAPOLIS

Bill Davey, KSTP promotion department head, disputes WCCO-TV
promotion director Gene Godt’s claims and figures designed to prove
that after its current expansion is completed WCCO-TV will have
“Northwest’s largest and most complete video facilities.” Maintain¬
ing a complete operative area of* 149,760 square feet (owned, not
leased) and representing a $3,250,000 plant investment, “KSTP is, and
will continue to be, the nation’s largest tv-radio station,” declares Davey.
. . Steve Cannon, erstwhile WMIN disk jockey, joining WLOL where
he replaces Ralph Carr who has gone over to WTCN . . . Bob DeHaven,
WCCO personality, emceed the Carmel Quinn St. Paul Auditorium
show, Sponsored by his station . . . Jim Borman, WCCO Radio news di¬
rector, named chairman of a committee to' set up a professional chapter
here of Sigma Delta Chi journalism fraternity. Julian Hoshal, KSTP
tv and radio, appointed a member of the steering committee..

IN PHILADELPHIA
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NBC-TV this week registered a
beef on the reports re “Mickey
Mouse Club’s” ABC-TV Trendex
ratings for the Disney show’s first
week on the air. Sum of the NBC
argument was that of the 15 Tren¬
dex markets surveyed, “Pinky
Lee” and “Howdy Doody” were
the “Mouse’s” competition in only
two markets. (N. Y. and Philadel¬
phia) and that in those markets,
“Mouse” was the rating victor but
not by as much as indicated.
Trendex survey covers 5 to 6
p. m. local time in each market.
That’s the way “Mouse,” on film,
is slotted. But in the 13 markets
aside from N. Y. and Philly, NBC
local programming and hot "PinkyHowdy” provided the competition
for “Mouse.” In N. Y. and Philly,
“Mouse” overcame “Pinky” in 55:30 with a 4.9 and 27.6% share
as compared to “Pinky’s” 3.9 and
22.0% share, while at 5:30 it was
“Mouse” with a 5.8 and 30.8%
share and “Howdy” with 3.9 and
20.6% share. Overall average gave
“Mouse” a 5.4 and 29.3% share and
the NBC combo a 3.9 and 21.2%
share.

Dr. Roy K. Marshall, assistant and former network broadcaster, has
taken up photography ... U. of Pennsylvania’s Mask and Wig Club will
make its fourth straight appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show', Nov. 13
. . . Mac McGuire takes over emcee duties for the WPTZ Sat. night
Plymouth session . . . WCAU News Director Charles Shaw to receive
the Better Understanding Award from the English-Speaking Union
(Nov. 1) . . . “Radio Workshop,” under supervision of Sam Serota, WIP
, Continued from page 21
special events director, resumed weekly classes at the station . . . Bob
Horn Bandstand Dance, on Sat. nights, marks first time Willow Grove minutest detail are killing,” as one
major guest pix star put it). Even
Park remains open through winter season.
the saturated - in - coast - thinking
technicians resisted the “live way.”
IN BOSTON
But most of that’s behind “Climax”
Phyl Doherty, p.r.. director WNAC-TV, hosted press at a preview of today. As live tv dramas go, it’s
the new “Our Miss Brooks” series at the Parker House Mon. GO). out of the same qualitative school
Show preemed on WNAC-TV Friday night (14) ... In commemoration of entries as the best that the east
of the 175th anni o£ the adoption of the Mass. Constitution WBZ- has to offer—and you name it.
WBZA has skedded four Sunday programs . . . WBZ-TV pulled out
Initial concept of “Climax” with
all the stops for a big press party at the Hotel Statler Thursday (13) its “melodrama-only” story frame¬
to sneak preview’ its upcoming “Confidential File” series, which bowed work was so restrictive that the
over the Westinghouse outlet last night, Monday (17) . . . Mitch Miller show had two strikes against it
in town to emcee a nine-station radio show for the Red Feather fund from the outset. It was a question
with local disk jocks. Show goes on the air from 12 to 1 Sunday (23) of how long Chrysler’s shock ab¬
and has Symphony Syd, WBMS; Norm Prescott, WBZ; Stan Richards, sorbers could absorb such shock¬
WCOP; John Scott, WEEI; Bob Clayton, WHDH; Jay MacMasters, ingly bad scripts. But all the while
WMEX; Fred Lang, WNAC; Allan Dary, WORL; Joe Smith, WVDA George Haight, riding herd on the
. . . Harold Fellows, former WEEI general manager, and now prexy show for CBS, was learning things
of NARTB, with headquarters in Washington, is in Peter Bent Brig¬ and battening down a lot of Coast
ham Hospital here with virus pneumonia and medicos say he will be resistance. This much he already
out of action for a period with convalescence at his home in Swamp- knew: “Climax” had to spread its
scott . . . Thomas Y. Gorman, WEEI sales mgr., in New York this wings story-wisfe; why does a show
frame visiting CBS radio sales execs and advertising agencies . . . have to be melodrama to be good?
Radio Advertising Bureau of Boston holds a sales clinic meeting in Expansion of the basic format to
WEEI studios Wed. (19).
encompass “good stories, let the
content fall where it will” was the
IN PITTSBURGH
first'successful maneuver.
It was also reasoned: “Since the
Max Azen. Furs now sponsoring Tuesday and Thursday Edward R.
Murrow radio newscasts over KQV . . . Ray Waterkotte, Post-Gazette boys back east already °know the
reporter, has resigned from morning daily to join the KDKA news answers to live’dramatics, why not
staff . . . William Steinberg, conductor of Pittsburgh Symphony, has let ’em take over.” Out of it came
resumed his weekly off-the-cuff music talks with John Gibbs, KQV the show’s real turning point—the
program director . . . Ray Lewis, former WPGH announcer, filling in indoctrination of “eastern con¬
at KQV with withdrawal of Bill Martin from staff . . . Wendy King cepts” and knowhow, along with
subbing for vacationing Janet Ross on KDKA . . . Harold C. Lund, the Haight-salvaged plusses of the
general manager of KDKA-TV, has been elected a director of the early gropings. Thus with the parPittsburgh Civic Business Council of Chamber of Commerce . . . Chan¬ lay of Martin Manulis as producer;
nel 2 rates go up again on Nov. 1 . . . Jim Hughes, WJAS program di¬ Edgar Peterson as associated pro¬
rector, is back at his desk after long and serious illness but only on ducer and with alternating di¬
parttime basis . . . Vickey Corey, who left KDKA educational spot sev¬ rectors John Frankenheimer (exeral months ago to become publicity director for Pennsylvania College “Danger,” “You Are There”) and
of Women Here, is doing production for four tv films Westinghouse Allen Reisner (ex-“Pentagon USA”
and sundry other back-east cred¬
is doing in connection with White House Conference on Education.
its) as a permanently installed pro¬
duction staff, “Climax” has gradu¬
IN SEATTLE
ally crashed through the sight-andSpokane tv personality Cliff Carl starts daily kid’s Trading Post sound tv barrier as one of the
on KOMO-TV, Channel 4, Oct. 31 . . . Maitland Jordan, with KJR, major Hollywood success stories.
Seattle, 19 years has joined KOMO-TV as national sales manager . . .
Wally Nelskog, w.k. local disk jockey, doing five-times-a-week “Wally’s
Hi-Jinks” on KTVW . . . Family competition has reared its head on
Washington — Applications for
local television. Tom Franklin is on “King’s Ransom,” KING-TV at AM and FM stations in Babylon
2 p.m., while his wife, Barbara O’Brien, is on Club Matinee,” KTVW (Long Island), N. Y., were filed
. . , FCC has set oral arguments Oct. 31 in the three-way contest for with FCC last week by the BabyIon-Bay Shore Broadcasting Corp.
Channel 7 in Seattle.
Company is headed by. Sol Horenstein. The AM outlet is for day¬
IN CLEVELAND
time' operation.
Norman Wain left WJW to return to his disk chores at WDOK . . .
Phil Silvers will emcee the Page One Ball, Oct. 29 . . . WNBK’s Lloyd
Yoder awarded Art Director’s Club first prize in public transportation
car-card category . . .. WEWS sponsoring junior and senior high school
tv film spot contest in tuberculosis campaign . . . WERE’s Wayne John¬
son in weekly offering of local, bigwig spiel sketch . . . WHF’s Bill
Gordon has'a 10-foot high pic of himself outside one of his newer
sponsors, realtor Marvin Helf . . . WTAM partied Johnny Andrews with
studio hoopla during airing of his third anni at the station. Andrews
and Bandwagon entourage sold out until May on two-hour stanza . . .
Radio-tv personalities dedicating plaque for the late Esther Mullins,
founder of Play House Curtain Pullers, include Joe Bova, Ed Stevens,
Herman Spero, Mr. and Mrs. Don Yarnell

H’wood’s ‘Real Live’
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...
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If RAB’s in Any Kind of Jam, You’d
Never Know It From 2-Day Clinic
Reports of internal disruption,
authentic or otherwise, are not
new to Radio Advertising Bureau,
born after radio had already begun
having problems coping with the
ascendency of television. Promo¬
tion outfit (once known as Broad¬
cast Advertising Bureau before it
proved too ambiguous) is again
fodder for the “prophets of doom,”
who report that the networks
which sit on the board are at each
other’s throats and that the highly
probable departure of RAB prexy
Kevin Sweeney for other parts in
January has put member stations
in an apprehensive mood.
Sweeney denied an RAB rift cre¬
ated by the networks, so did Jo¬
seph Baudino, board chairman of
group who also serves, as chair¬
man of Westinghouse Broadcast¬
ing. And others say that there’s
every reason to believe that sta¬
tion support of RAB has Increased,
despite the reliability of the word
about Sweeney’s intentions to an¬
kle. However, neither denials nor
auguries of clear sailing stemmed
the latest batch of hot and heavy
| “trouble sign” reports. But RAB’s
first national radio advertising
i clinic of last week seemed the
first mark of strength in impress¬
ing the trade with the outfit’s sol¬
idarity.
'Even if concocted partially out
of a spirit of inferiority and de¬
fensiveness, the RAB clinics of
Thursday G2) and Friday did, it
appears, engender a clear note of
“onward and upward.” The care¬
fully planned orderliness and the
large initial turnout (365 radiomen
on Thursday), which included a
lot of impressive names, plus the
appearance of N. Y. Gov. Averell
Harriman as guest speaker for the
first luncheon outing, created the
tone of a bigtime org at work.
Incidentally, the RAB board ap¬
parently knows full well Sweeney's
strength among a good many of
the over-800 member stations and
has respect for the dual ad¬
ministrative-sales talents, because
they7ve made him another big of¬
fer to stay on. Others, though, say
he’s going to leave in January,
just like he says; it’s said he’s got
his eye on a firm of his own in
I radio. (He’s pretty much excluded
himself from the tv picture, since
he doesn’t feel it proper to switch
media after having served as a big
promoter of radio.)
Two-day clinic went in for show¬
ing off “latest techniques of radio
advertising,” or so it said. Series
of panels were held on radio copy,
marketing techniques, new re¬
search projects, etc. The inevita¬
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Memphis—WMCT, o&o by the
Commercial Appeal, Scripps-Howard ayem daily here, has gifted
Memphis’ educational tv station
with a pair of RCA film projectors.
Memphis Community Television
Foundation which has been allo¬
cated Channel 10 has set a Jan. 1
target date.
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Wade Agency Shuffle
Chicago, Oct. 18.
Geoffrey Wade agency, custodian
of the Miles Lab account, has re¬
aligned its radio-tv department.
Booth Luck, heretofore director
of television, is heading up the
new spot tv and tv film section,
supervising the production and
spotting of the celluloid blurbs.
Jack Farnell shifts from the radio
side to become director of network
tv programs and Peter Lund takes
, over the director of radio proI grams .chair.

ble swapping of “favors”—helpful
hints about handling that agency
guy in Podunk. etc.—and the “cau¬
cuses” in the Waldorf lobby were
also part of it all. Though rarely
out in the open, there appeared
to be any number of intelligences
passed about network troubles too.
Sessions were broken into four
main categories of discussion:
practically all of Thursday was
taken up with “The Radio Cam¬
paign.” On Friday, classifications
were “Creative Selling on the
Air"; “Creative Buying”; “How to
Increase Radio’s Share of the Na¬
tional Advertising Dollar.”
There was another function
served by the whole affair. RAB
figured it was playing it real smart
by inviting as guests and speakers
a host of advertising and agency
men. They had these buyers slot¬
ted in key lecture slots for most
of the time. There wras a sizable
stab made at treating every adver¬
tiser on hand “like an old friend."
Press releases, introductions, all,
pressed to make the impression
that these fellows knew what it
was all about, obviously, because
they have “been friends of radio
since 1940 (or ’41 or ’42). When
RAB wasn’t playing "Old Faith¬
ful” on the promotional harp, line
was generally “they’re new to ra¬
dio, but nothing will ever make
them give it up.”
There were a number of veteran
radio sponsorship names like Tex¬
aco, but many of the products rep¬
resented by the speakers were
either new or, despite their ap¬
parent importance to RAB mem¬
bers, were not very w.k. around
N. Y. radio circles. Many of the
product monickers associated with
the names of the speakers during
the “Radio Campaign” segment of
the program, for example, were
Py-O-My, Aero Mayflower, Rrontier Airlines, Contadina, Gland-OLac, Citizen’s Mutual Automobile
Insurance. But then there were
some of the other type: Texaco,
as mentioned; Jax Beer, Perma
Starch, plus many others; and
Schweppes, which probably is fa¬
mous in the U. S. because of Com¬
mander Whitehead’s beard and not
his voice. He, by the way, was a
guest speaker the first clinic ayem.

* Loans #n Jewelry

^

2,500 Sq. Ft.
Penthouse
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ZIV-TV'S CISCO KID is an old hand
at stopping runaway buckboards and
4‘reining in” big audiences for adver¬
tisers ... for example this strong 23.7
in the three station
St. Louis market.
CINCINNATI

To pull in big TV audiences,
get in touch with .

N£W YORK

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
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Songpluggers No Vanishing Race;
Some (00 Are Now Hypoing Tunes

Victor Splits Exec Staff Into Single *
And Album Units in Streamlining Move

_:-—-f

Reflecting the complex mer-fchandising demands of an . expand¬
Peerce,s Hebrew Album
Milkey Joins Big 3
ing disk 'market, RCA Victor has
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Edward. T. Milkey has joined the
completely revamped its exec Big Three (Robbins, Feist & Mil¬
Jan Peerce, currently on a con¬
cert tour, is cutting a new album
structure Into two separate units. ler) educational department under
of Hebrew music for RCA Victor
One will be concerned exclusively Edward J. McCauley, the firm’s
Red Seal here. Etching, being su¬
with singles, while the other will educational director.
pervised by Coast recording chief
Milkey,
a
composer
and
educa¬
concentrate wholly on albums.
Henri Rene, is being done in fits
tor, was formerly associated with
and starts between the singer’s con¬
Manie Sacks, RCA veepee and Mills Music.
cert
dates.
general manager of the disk di¬
Album will consist of 12 tunes.
vision, will be the overall chief of
Peerce is backed only by a piano.
the two departments aided by
Larry Kanaga, Victor vice-prexy
and disk operations manager.
Under the new setup, W. W.
iBill) Bullock, formerly sales man¬
LAWRENCE WELK
ager for the whole disk division,
and his
becomes general manager of the
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
London, Oct. 18.
single record division. George R.
217th Consecutive Week
U.S. singer Bill Darnel has ar¬ Arnffon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal.
Marek, overall manager of artists &
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
repertoire for Victor, will head the rived in Britain to make records
for the British Decca company.
Sponsored by
album department.
London, Oct. 18.
His first session has been arrang¬
Dodge Dealers of America
Lou Levy, U. S. music publisher
Label X, RCA’s subsid which ed for this week and the records
who is currently in London,* has
will be known as Vik Records after lie makes will have simultaneous
wrapped up a deal for his British
Jan. 1, will be handled via the releases in Britain (on Decca) and Cahn-Van Heusen to Pen
firms to be the agent for all avail¬
single record department while in the U.S. (on London).
able material in the Music Publish¬
Martin
&
Lewis
Pic
Score
Camden Records, the low-price
This is the first time an Ameri¬
longplay line, will be under the can artist has been brought over
Tunesmiths Sammy Cahn and ers Holding Corp. catalog. Deal is
jurisdiction of the album division. by 3. British recording company Jimmy Van Heusen have been set set to go into operation Dec. 1
when the current agreement be¬
Both labels, however, will main¬ specially to record here. In the
tain their present distribution fa¬ Slates he has recorded for Ameri¬ to pen the tunes for the next Dean tween MPHC, the Warner Bros,
cilities.
can Decca, Coral and Label X. Martin-Jerry Lewis pic at Para¬ music subsid, and Campbell-ConSplitup of Victor into two di¬ Darnel will be here for an Indefi¬ mount. Film’s tentatively tagged nelly Music here expires.
Levy’s group of companies in
visions extends from the top down nite period and, in addition to re¬ “Pardners.”
Score will be published by Para¬ England and the U.S. comprises
through the personnel in the field. cording, will broadcast, televise
mount-Famous
Music.
and
play
concerts
for
U.S.
camps.
Leeds,
Duchess and Pickwick.
Move was designed to give each
division greater striking force in
getting its product across. Par¬
ticularly for the single release,
the new.setup will permit the a&r
department and the promotional
staff to work with greater speed
and concentration in the field.
OF
Seven staffers will be assigned to
the singles unit. A similar num¬
ber of field staffers will push sales
on albums exclusively.
In thg new exec alignment, Joe
Carlton, pop a&r chief, will work
under Bullock along with Irwin
J. Tarr, syndicate sales manager;
Harry E. Jenkins, merchandise
Compiled from Statistical Reports, of Distribution
manager; Jack Y. Burgess, general
sales manager and promotion manEncompassing the Three Major Outlets
• ager; Jimmy Hilliard, manager of
Label X; Steve Sholes, country &
western a&r chief, and Bernie
Miller, promotion manager. Carl¬
ton’s pop a&r department con¬
as Published in the Current Issue
tinues intact with Joe Reisman,
Hugo Winterhalter and Herman
Diaz Jr. in the east and Henri
Rene heading up the Coast di¬
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
vision.
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
Working with Marek will be
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
Alan Kayes, Red Seal a&r man¬
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
ager; Ed Welker, pop album a&r
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
chief; William I. Alexander, ad¬
vertising manager, and Robert L.
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines. retail disks and retail sheet music).
Yorke, sales and merchandise
manager. Jack Lewis, who has
been handling Victor’s jazz album
TALENT
releases, will continue as musical
POSITIONS
director along with R. A. Mohr and
This Last
Jack F. Pfeiffer. Bennett S. RosWeek Week
ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
ner will be pop album promotion
1
3
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp). Autumn Leaves
manager with Dick Weddell the
Red Seal promotion chief. Robert
2
1
FOUR ACES (Decca).Love Is Many-Splendored
M. Jones will handle art and pro¬
duction for the album unit.
3
2
MITCH MILLER (Columbia).Yellow Rose of Texas
Howard L. Letts continues as
4
4
FOUR LADS (Columbia). Moments to Remember
.manager of the record operations
department, handling top level ad¬
5
5
ministrative duties of all units.
PAT BOONE (Dot).j-*-"1’4. T*Iat a Shame

British Decca
Inks U.S. Singer

Lon Levy to Rep
MPHC in Britain

P^RIETY Scoreboard

TOP TALENT AND TONES

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

v

Supreme Court
KOs Appeal On
Pre-1909 Case
Washington, Oct. 18.
An appeal of E. B. Marks has
been rejected by the U.S. Supreme
Court. Involved was protection on
mechanical reproduction of music
copyrighted prior to the 1909 law.
Test involved the song, “In The
k Good Old Summertime,” on which
f Marks sued Remington for disk
royalties.
Marks claimed that the post1909 renewal of a pre-1909 copy-1
right constituted a new copyright.;
This renewal, argued the firm, was
entitled to protection by the 1909 j
lawr under which mechanical re- j
production royalties mnct be paid, j
The lower courts rr'd: “no”; the •
Supreme Court let t •''d. Few :
cases involving tin : y
. z have '
ever been succcs.Iu /
.\ed up:
to the country's high ... ..xounal.
i

Retail Sheet Music

/ At My Front Door

PERRY COMO (Victor)."•••{Fooled'3”6
7
8
9
10

BILLY VAUGHN (Dot).Shifting, Whispering Sands
CHEERS (Capitol). Black Denim Trousers
FONTANE SISTERS (Dot) . Seventeen
AL HIBBLER (Decca) . He

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

(♦ASCAP.
TUNE

tBMI)
publisher

*AUTUMN LEAVES. Ardmore
* YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS... Planetary
*LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING.Miller
^MOMENTS TO REMEMBER.

Beaver

fSUDDENLY THERE’S A VALLEY .Hill & Range
*BIBLE TELLS ME SO.Paramount
^SHIFTING, WHISPERING SANDS . MDS

8

*WAKE THE TOWN AND TELL THE PEOPLE . Joy

9

t®®.
Avas
fSEVENTEEN.Lois

.10

Songplugger employment is at a
peak. Despite the paring of plugger staffs by many of the major
publishing houses during the past
few years, a flock of new firms
have taken up the slack. With
artists, managers and even indie
disk companies continually setting
up their own publishing operations,
it’s becoming comparatively easy
to keep a contactman on the active
list.
According to Bob Miller, Music
Contact Employees Union prexy,
only eight members of the more
than 600 on the roster are at lib¬
erty. The New York area accpunts
for five while the Coast division ac¬
counts for three. Every contactman working out of the Chicago
area is working for a publisher.
In the New York and Coast
area, particularly, the pluggers*
scope has broadened to more than
just deejay contacting and setting
up remote shots. They’re all out
after the tv plug now, and the
pluggers are now pitching their
tunes at. the net programmers,
agency men as well as the; artists.
Some are even going so far as to
work out gimmicks whereby a
tune can be incorporated into a
straight dramatic show.

Satchmo Socko
In Smorgasbord
Concert Swing
Oslo, Oct. 18.
Louis Armstrong and his All
Stars’ Scandinavian tour was one
of the biggest grossers ever racked
up by an American combo. Extra
matinees had to be put on in Oslo
and Stockholm and capacity houses
were accorded the jazzman at
every stop on this tour in the pen¬
insula. Sellouts in advance were
the rule at most of his stops. Arm¬
strong’s tour is one of the longest
ever undertaken by a U.S. per¬
former. He already has dates un¬
til the end of December and more
dates are being set up for him*
Armstrong’s first stop was in
Stockholm where he played five
performances in two days. An ex¬
tra matinee had to be given in
order to accommodate mobs who
couldn’t get in. The same situation
prevailed in Oslo. S6me of the
other towns could have supported
an extra performance, but a tight
travel schedule didn’t permit such
activity. Armstrong wound up his
Scandinavian tour last Saturday
(15) at Arhus, and proceeded, to
Germany for dates at Hamburg,
Dortmund, Dusseldorf, Munster,
Munich, Mannheim, Nuremburg,
Kassel and Frankfurt. He’ll wind
up with two days in Berlin, start¬
ing Oct. 27. He then goes to Bel¬
gium, France, Switzerland, Italy;
North Africa, Spain, and may then
go into Israel, Turkey, Greece and
other countries.
Date of his return to the U.S. is
far from definite.

DISKERS BEAT BUSHES
FOR OLD CALLIOPES
If the public is as susceptible
to the hypo as the disk men, the
next sound on wax will probably
be the calliope.
Columbia, Mer¬
cury and Dot started a free-for-all
last week to get their versions of
the combination piano-organ-steam
whistle workover of the oldie “I
Never Knew” into the hands of
deejays and dealers around the
country.
Stampede started when Bill
Randle, d.j. at WERE, Cleveland,
played a special dub of the tune
from the soundtrack of “Pete
Kelly’s Blues.” Columbia quickly
moved in and acquired the original
track while Merc and Dot simu¬
lated the sound with treatments by
Jan August and Johnny Maddox,
respectively.
While the battle lines are form¬
ing. the only one sure of some pay¬
off so far is Bourne Music. Firm
o\vns the copyright on “I Never
Knew.”
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Hi-Fi, Color TV New Billion $ Babies
ILS. Challenged To Tap
Europe’s Vast Potential

Extend Show Biz Frontiers In
Search of New Entertainment
Values

By EMANUEL SACKS
(V.P. & G.M., RCA Victor Record Division)
The market for high fidelity equipment in Europe is
potentially as great as it is in the U. S. We at RCA are
aware of this potential and are planning to" play an impor¬
tant role in accommodating the demand.
There are today probably more
music lovers per square mile in Eng¬
land and the Continent than there are
in the United States. That these mil¬
lions can create a huge market is
readily apparent. They have, how¬
ever, been frustrated by the problem
of economics and there has been in¬
sufficient money for luxury items,
such as hi-fi phonographs. But where¬
as the situation has been discourag¬
ing in the past, the future presents a
different and more promitf *ig picture.
It is my opinion that within five years
the European hi-fi market will com¬
pare favorably with our present domestic market.
Italy, which is probably the world’s greatest nation of
music lovers, offers but a limited market for new hi-fi
equipment because it has been hampered by a depressed
economy.
England and West Germany have spurted
ahea,d and provide extensive and lucrative markets. I
have no doubt, on the other hand, that the Italian market
will improve materially as the standard of living in that
country improves.
During my recent tour of Europe with A F. Watters,
v.p. and operations manager of RCA International, I was
impressed by the challenge facing American manufac¬
turers. The laws and regulations of most foreign coun¬
tries are designed to prevent dollars from leaving the
countries when used for the purchase of luxury items.
Accordingly, the importation of hi-fi equipment is stifled.
The eventual solution, as it pertains to U. S. manufac¬
turers, must be in the establishment of a greater number
of plants abroad.
RCA is already producing in England a tuner and am¬
plifier of exceptional quality. These items are being mar¬
keted as component parts and for good reason. As soon
as they are assembled in a cabinet as a complete phono¬
graph, a 30% luxury tax is imposed.
In Spain no hi-fi is presently being produced by us,
but we are manufacturing a three-speed record changer,
a three-speed player and 45 rpm changer and phono¬
graph. Hi-fi components will be manufactured shortly.
There are two basic difficulties confronting European
hi-fi manufacturers—the problem of importing component
parts from the U. S., or other countries, and the high
cost of assembling them in the small quantities required
by the present limited markets.
The sale of phonograph records abroad commands our
. concentrated and continuing attention. At present the
record market in England and the Continent is about 30%
as great as in this country. There is every reason to be¬
lieve, however, that with careful cultivation, improved
sales and merchandising methods and determined appli¬
cation, it can be increased to at least equal that of the
U. S.
The skyrocketing interest in records in the free nations
provides assurance that the market for hi-fi equipment
will also increase. For, despite economic adversity, music
lovers everywhere are the same. If they have the finest
in records, they will insist upon the finest equipment on
which to play them. We expect to provide both.
We are determined to use the RCA insignia in all
countries and expect our products and services to attain
the same distinction abroad that they have reached in the
United States.

Hi-Fi Fans Previewed
Do-It-Yourself Vogue
By THEODORE A. SMITH
(V.P. & G.M., RCA Engineering Products Div.)
Sales of RCA hi-fi electronic components during the first
three-quarters of 1955 continue to reflect an expanding
market, with an increasing percentage of sales to non¬
technical music fans who want to create individualized
music systems in the do-it-yourself
tradition.
Do-it-yourself hi-fi is regarded gen¬
erally as a. relatively recent develop¬
ment in the music field. Actually, of
course, it’s as old as electronic sound,
and , do-it-yourself enthusiasts have
been building hi-fi music systems for
many years.
Historically, home hi-fi was devel¬
oped by professional radio and sound
engineers. Familiar with latest devel¬
opments for improving the fidelity of
radio and theatre sound, they began
to utilize these new components to as¬
semble and improve superior music reproduction systems
in their homes.
The chief obstacle to popular hi-fi was the availability
of only professional equipment and components, the na¬
ture and function of which were beyond the knowledge
of most music lovers Even the best of individual com¬
ponents will not function satisfactorily in a system unless
electrical characteristics, such as impedances, voltages,
and power, are properly matched between connection
units.
Today, the bulk of tuners, amplifiers, pickups, and other
specialized hi-fi components sold across dealers’ counters
(Continued on page 46)

Aggressive Merchandising
Key To Higher Hi-Fi Biz
By JAMES M. TONEY

By FRANK M. FOLSOM
(President, Radio Corporation of America)
Two great new eras are rapidly unfolding in home en¬
tertainment. One is color television. The other is high
fidelity qiusic. Both give promise of becoming billiondollar industries that will have far-reaching impacts on
the economy and culture of the na¬
tion.
The vast potential indicated for
both mediums reflects a trend that
few persons thought possible several
years ago. So fabulous has been the
recent growth of high fidelity that in¬
dustry estimates of a gross volume of
$400,000,000 for hi-fi during 1955—in¬
cluding packaged units, components,
records, tape and accessories—are
most likely on the conservative side.
In short, high fidelity is a new “big
biz” in the electronics and entertain*
Frank M. Folsom
ment industries and it is getting big¬
ger all the time.
The analogy of color tv and hi-fi does not stop with the
fact that both are bringing about a new dimension in
home entertainment. High fidelity sound adds to musical
reproduction what color is adding to black-and-white tele¬
vision: namely, an entirely new concept in home listening
and viewing pleasure.
High fidelity’s present healthy state and promise of con¬
tinued growth graphically mirrors the results of the con¬
tinuing quest by our artists, scientists, technicians and
business men to open and ekpand new frontiers for the
benefit of all. Because of the amazing current growth
rate of the high fidelity industry, it is difficult to gather
actual unit volume sales of merchandise; nevertheless,
the figures certainly exceed those of previous years by a
wide margin. I understand thjjt the Radio-ElectronicsTelevision Manufacturers’ Association (RETMA) is plan¬
ning an industry-wide system by which all segments of
the business will cooperate to provide up-to-date authen¬
tic information. This should facilitate more efficient plan¬
ning of merchandising.
Less than a decade ago, the total volume of high fidelity
business across the nation was little more than $8,000,000
to $10,000,000 annually. Hi-fi was largely a fad and
hobby which enabled a comparatively small group of musi¬
cal and technical experts to enjoy the “new sound” of
extended range musical reproduction. Only a handful of
companies were manufacturing the components used by
those early do-it-yourself fans who assembled units to re¬
create the then-ultimate in recorded sound.

j_

Fantastic Future of Hi-Fi_[

But now, in 1955, the emergence of hi-fi is an industry¬
wide and nationwide fact with even global implications.
The groundwork for today’s concept of superior recorded
sound reproduction for the home was laid nearly a quartercentury ago by RCA and other companies in the develop¬
ment of new type microphones, recording techniques and
other technological advances then earmarked for profes¬
sional use in motion picture sound, radio broadcasting and
recording. Through the years, however, these advances
have been refined and brought within the economic range
of the average American household. Each passing day
brings more and more families into the constantly widen¬
ing circle of those who know and enjoy the exciting reality
of hi-fi musical reproduction for the home—a thrilling
experience that once was largely the province of profes¬
sional users or skilled hobbyists.
Despite the tremendous growth already experienced by
high fidelity, despite the unprecedented public acceptance
and sales volume, one thing is clearly apparent: the hi-fi
market, as a mass market, is virtually untapped. Public
awareness of and excitement about high fidelity asuuredly
has opened, and is opening, countless thousands of doors
—and ears—to aggressive, intelligent merchandisers. It
is not unlikely, as hi-fi continues to boom, that the indus¬
try can within a few years reach the billion dollar level.
But it is evident that the potential of'the high fidelity
business can be realized only if manufacturers continue
to produce, and merchandisers continue to sell, instru¬
ments, components and records of the highest quality.
Indeed, the essence of high fidelity is quality and the
public will not accept anything short of the best.

|

Highest Quality Assured _[

The spread of hi-fi across the^ country has been due to
the fact that companies with established names—those
backed with prestige and technological know-how—from
the very first, have offered the consumer components and
ready-assembled units with the highest of performance
specifications and dependability.
The high fidelity market is too big for any one com¬
pany adequately to serve the public. The economic and
cultural promise of high fidelity offers a challenge that
will continue to require the unstinting support of all the
companies with the industry—along with their scientists,
technicians, artists, and merchandisers—if it is to realize
its potential.
Let it be agreed, too, that the future of high fidelity
points in two directions. There will always be a demand,
and a growing one, for components to be assembled by
those who desire to do so. And there will always be a
demand, and a growing one, for ready-assembled instru¬
ments by those who desire, above all, to hear good
music at its listenable best—and that means hi-fi!

(G.M., RCA Victor Radio & "Victrola” Division)
From all parts of the nation, the report is the same:
“Sales of factory-assembled hi-fi music systems are boom¬
ing!”
From- every yardstick and indication, this is just the
beginning of a. zooming trend that
gives every promise of continuing to
grow until it reaches the billion-dollar
level in annual sales.
Hardly anyone will deny that to¬
day’s mounting business volume in
every phase of the high fidelity indus¬
try can be attributed, in large meas¬
ure, to the fact that ready-built hi-fi
instruments now make it possible for
persons of every economic level to
own and enjoy the extraordinary real¬
ism in sound that comes only from
high fidelity reproduction.
With the advent of packaged units,
the whole listening adventure that is hi-fi has become no
longer a pleasure restricted to the relatively few persons
who could, or would, purchase and assemble components.
While the growth of high fidelity has been little short
of fantastic during the last five years, it has been only
within the past 12 months that It has really “taken off”
and begun-to realize at least a portion of its potential.
This great spurt can be traced to many factors: the
realization by the public that hi-fi Is not just a passing
fancy but an enduring, worthwhile step toward added
musical enjoyment; the aggressive merchandising of dis¬
tributors and dealers who' see in hi-fi a potent maker,
year in and year out; and the introduction by manufactur¬
ers of complete lines—in every price range—of high
fidelity instruments that appeal to the most discriminating
tastes and all pocketbooks and home entertainment
budgets.

j_Things to Remember_

|

Experience during the past year has shown that a vastly
increasing segment of the public wants factory-assembled
hi-fi instruments because of advantages inherent in sets
of this type. In the first place, ready-built instruments
utilize components especially designed or selected to
function best in the systems in which they are installed.To create a hi-fi system that reproduces the ultimate in
sound, every ingredient, every element—from records,
to speaker, to cabinet, to amplifier—must be just right.
And the technical background and skill—plus the integ¬
rity of recognized manufacturers and merchandisers who
produce and sell factory-assembled high fidelity—is
pointed to achieve this aim.
Distributors and dealers who are successfully merchan¬
dising assembled hi-fi instruments know full well (hat the
secret to more profits is in exposure of high fidelity to
the public. Such merchandisers carry full lines of in¬
struments, understanding that customers for hi:fi like
to make comparisons, like to hear things that—at times—
they can’t afford to buy. But by hearing the full line,
more often than not, customers buy the unit they can
afford.
So the path ahead—the one toward the realization of
still more profits for merchandisers and still more enjoy¬
ment for hundreds of thousands of customers—is clearly
marked. It calls for retailers aggressively to merchandise
the product by stocking full lines and by providing cus¬
tomers with comfortable listening rooms. It calls for
advertising and promotion. It calls for following the prin¬
ciples of good business that, in a few short years, has
enabled high fidelity to change from a hobby and fad to a
growing and exciting industry with its best years still
ahead.

Disk ‘Sound’ Must Be
Styled For Home Use
By GEORGE R. MAREK
(Manager, Artists & Repertoire, RCA Victor)
When the average listener thinks of high fidelity he
aurally envisions a sound spectrum which is more jdazzlingly alive than a symphony orchestra in a concert hill.
Actually high fidelity, as we strive to achieve in our
RCA Victor new “Orthophonic” rec¬
ords, does /iot bodily lift a symphony
or opera into our living room with the
same sound that you would hear in a
concert hall. The sound instead could
be regarded as an accurate facsimile
of that heard at the concert hall, but
tailored to the living room.
We are talking in terms of the typi¬
cal high fidelity listener, the average
home and its general acoustical prop¬
erties. We have spent years of re¬
search studying what has to be done
to achieve the most effective fidelity
under these circumstances.
To obtain the optimum quality of an RCA Victor high
fidelity recording we must start with the physical com¬
ponents of the record itself. This includes painstaking
care to provide a’ perfect compound, the most skillful
overall processing, a velvety perfection in the cutting
smoothness of the grooves, and an ensurance of their
freedom from extraneous noise.
Along with the physical properties of the actual rec¬
ord, the handling of the recording session obviously is
an important adjunct to our final achievement in high
(Continued on page 46)
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RCA Electronic Synthesizer
A Symbol oi Things To Come
By DR. HARRY F. OLSON
(Director, Acoustical & Electromechanical Research
Laboratory, RCA Laboratories)
The swift advance of electronic science in all areas
during the past decade has brought each year a full meas¬
ure of benefit to the art of sound recording and reproduc¬
tion. New discoveries have been accompanied by a short¬
ening of the time lag between the
laboratory and the production line.
Thii is an accelerating process, and
already it has brought to the average
listener today a standard of sound
reproduction that was reserved only
a few years ago to a relative hand¬
ful of high fidelity enthusiasts.
Within the past, year, the forward
progress has continued with grati¬
fying improvements in both record¬
ing techniques and equipment for
pickup and reproduction. But there
has been also a novel development
Dr. Olson
with major implications for the fu¬
ture of sound recording—the discovery of an entirely new
source of recorded music, embodying the most advanced
high fidelity concepts.
This is the electronic music synthesizer, developed at
RCA Laboratories as an outgrowth of many years of re¬
search in acoustical electronics. The synthesizer has an
unlimited capacity for generating tones anywhere within
the audio frequency range, of simulating any existing in¬
strument, and of creating tonal effects which cannot be
achieved by conventional instruments. The system is
controlled by a coded paper record on which the instruc¬
tions of a composer or arranger are fed into the system to
obtain precise musical effects. The output is recorded
directly upon disk or tapej and the recorded series of tones
may be mixed by standard means to obtain any combina¬
tion ranging from solo instrument to full symphony or¬
chestra.
As an electronic development, the music synthesizer is
of major interest as a novel and successful application of
the coding techniques by which we are learning to com¬
municate complex instruction in simple form for the op¬
eration of electronic devices or systems. The coded paper
record, used in the synthesizer, for example, employs only
seven rows of holes to control 128 different combinations
of tones and tonal characteristics within the system.
As a recording development, the synthesizer is perhaps
even more significant. In the first place, it provides us for
the first time with a recording system in which unwanted
noise is completely eliminated at the source of the music.
For example, any instrument can be simulated without
the mechanical noise which invariably accompanies the
performance of the instrument itself—the clicking of keys,
the rushing of wind, or the scratch of a bow\ In addition,

the sound is led directly by closed circuit from the point
of origin within the synthesizer to the record or tape,
eliminating the possibility of extraneous noise between
instrument and pickup. At the same time, it is possible
in the synthesizer to introduce reverbations under per¬
fectly controlled conditions to achieve any degree of real¬
ism. These characteristics make of the electronic music
synthesizer a recording instrument for the production of
true high fidelity music.
The full potential of the synthesizer will not be realized
immediately, since its use requires trained personnel and a
more extensive knowledge than we now' have of the coded
equivalents for the many instrumental and even vocal
sounds that we can achieve through the system. So far,
only a few engineers have worked with the synthesizer,
producing an introductory record (RCA Victor's “Sounds
and Music of the Electronic Music Synthesizer*') which
combines an explanation of the system with tonal demon¬
strations that provide an excellent test of home high fidel¬
ity sound reproduction systems.
While the synthesizer promises a new' experience in high
fidelity for tomorrow, steady improvement is being made
in our conventional systems. Just coming into use, for
example, is the uniaxial microphone, a novel and highly
sensitive pickup device for both recording and television
sound use. An outgrowth of experence with the highly
successful unidirectional microphone, the new' uniaxial
type incorporates a reduction in size and improvement in
directivity, as well as a blastproof vibrating system capable
of withstanding blast from guns, pistols and small ex¬
plosions. Its characteristics make it particularly suitable
for long distance sound pickup—a feature of importance in
concert halls and large studios.
Another new development of importance to the home
high-fidelity listener is improved phonograph pickup
equipment. An example is the novel dynamic or movingcoil type of pickup recently developed at RCA Laboratories
to meet a need for a medium-priced unit featuring wide
frequency range and low' distortion to round out
the line of RCA Hi-Fi equipment. This new and simple
pickup incorporates the advantages of the dynamic pickup
generally, with extremely small distortion over the fre¬
quency range from 30 to 20,000 cycles.
Improvements of this type from laboratories throughout
the industry have been accompanied, especially in this
past year, by spectacular advances in the quality of re¬
production in both disks and pre-recorded tapes. To a
large extent, this is the result of improved knowledge in
recording techniques at the studio, bringing about new
and constantly higher standards in the elimination of noise
and distortion.

George R. Marek
Continued from page 45-—?

fidelity. We have developed special techniques in micro¬
phone placement and in locating the artists, orchestra and
other key musical elements w'hich will achieve the desired
effect.
At one point in our recent recording of “Aida” in the
Rome Opera House, no less than six microphones were

‘Hit Parade’ Lineup

Joeks, Jukes and Disks
-By HER3M SCHOENFELD-

(On Oct. 15 NBC-TV Show)
1. Rose of Texas. . . .Planetary
2. Love Is Splendored. .Miller
3. Autumn Leaves. . Ardmore
4. Longest Walk. .. .Advanced
5. Tina Marie .Roncom
6. Wake the Town.Joy
7. Seventeen.Lois

Sammy Davis Jr.: “I’ll Know”- (Victor). “I’ve Always Loved You”
“Adelaide” (Decca). Frank Loes- jis a promising pop entry from the
-Guys and Dolls- score, which j
was not especially productive of; Latouche and, Jimmy Mundy. It’s
hits on its first time around as a j a commercial idea handled capably j ——————————
legit production, now gets another \ by Terri Stevens. Songstress also ,-phat Matters To Me”-"Redeem Me’
chance via Samuel Goldwyn’s |
mcely on the fllP» an okay | (Mercury). Ann McCormack regisshortly upcoming pic version. That , Bm‘ Haley,s Comcts. «*Rock_a_ ters as a coming top wax performer:
on this strong coupling. She belts
Loesser’s words-and-music for this Boatin’ Boogie”-“Burn That Can- with a vocal range and a beat.that
show was a standout songwriting die” (Decca). There’s not much (_
__ the
_ mark
_
__ later.
_
will hit
sooner or
effort is underlined now by the i
rock **. roll idiom. | She does a standout job on “That s
- _-w _:rl„ r-i,5nff n..t
i hut Bill Haley and His Comets is ; AH That Matters To Me,” a standflock of new sides rolling out. Most, one group that can make them all • ard. and changes pace on “Redeem
likely to hit is “I’ll Know,' a love.y sound exactly alike. “Rock-a-Boatin’ j Me,” a current pop which she hanballad which Sammy Davis Jr., Boogie” is a ^standardized jump : dies with extra impact,
belts to the hilt. On the flip “Ade-! ?umber while ‘’Burn That Candle” | jerry' Vale:. “Miracle in the
lalde" is a solid piece of material j “ ^ com£PoutthLame'. But why i Raln-yAdelaide” (Columbia). Jerry
Vale is an excellent young singer
also with considerable pop poten- j vary a click formula?
wrho, unfortunately, sounds a lot,
tial via this slice.
| Hugo Winterhalter Orch: “Sere- perhaps too much, like Eddie
Fisher. On the title pic tune, “Mir¬
Rosemary Clooney: “Pet Me n£d,e
a ^ea*tby
_
„
.
,.
' choi.v Serenade” (RCA \ictor'. acle in the Rain,” he projects effec¬
Poppa - Wake Me
(Columbia). , “Serenade” is a solid instrumental tively with full, open-voiced pipes
Another tune from the "Guys and | with a swinging beat and a colorful I
Dolls” film score, “Pet Me, Poppa” I orchestration that has come to dis- J
fits right into the current rhythm 1
JIu?? wh?ter'!
cycle and Rosemary Clooney gives ;
i
i
it a colorful ride. “Wake Me” is an j Jjf thu regular dance band rides i
interesting ballad which also rates I hiinatnrneH
ifuntiv
1
considerable spins.
i Tluesytune^ creSifed to L dde !
Perry Como: “All At Once You ! Gleason
and Winterhalter ‘ also '
Know”-“The Rose Tattoo” (RCA j works this over for top results.
;

l

that" are very easy to take. ‘Vale
aiso scores with a neat version of
the legit tune, “Adelaide.”
Ralph Marterie Orch: “John and
Julie”-“Ring Dang Doo” (Mercury),
“John and Julie,” still another title
Pic tune- has been turned into a
Mf&i^Thfsis^ beautiful MthS
'in3

JP°pe Dream"
'
Fr“k VerM! "With You Bcside ' t^atment with a choral assist. Flip
At Once You Know” is a melodic S Me”-“Tilne
a”d
Time
Again” is a rhythm item smoothly vocalballad with a Latin beat and a j <Decca). ‘With You Beside Me” is lpd by Marterie.
straight pop lyric. It's tailormade a neat P°P ballad which could ,
The Ravens: “On Chapel Hill”for Perry Como’s vocalizing. On I come out of left field via this slice.' “We’ll Raise a Ruckus Tonight”
the reverse, the title tune from the | Frank Verna, one of Decca’s newer ; < Jubilee).. One of the ablest vocal
Paramount film, “The Rose Tat- j additions, punches this across with 1 combos in the r&b field, The
too." could develop into the big! commercial impact, added by a Ravens effectively belt “On Chapel
side. It’s an atmospheric number i firslrate Jack Pleis background.1 Hill” in a dramatically deliberate
which stands up under repeated ' Reverse is another pleasing side,. tempo. Reverse is a typical rhythm

spins.
Pete Kelly’s Orchestration: “I
Never Know"-”Pete Kellv’s Blues”
(Columbia'. This is purely a
“sound” entry from the Jack Webb
pic, “Pete Kelly’s Blues.” From the
soundtrack the Columbia disk has
a calliope going for it, while
Johnny Maddox, who was among
the first to carbon the Crazy Otto
piano styling, achieves a similar
quality. On the Mercury version,
Jan August plays a clarinola, which
sounds about as close to a calliope
as one can get.
Terri Stevens: “I’ve Always
Loved You”-“All I Want Is You”
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big ballad in slower tempo.
Ann McCormack: “That’s

: item which this group handles in
All a familiar jump format.

Best Bets
SAMMY DAVIS JR.I’LL KNOW
(Decca) . Adelaide
ROSEMARY CLOONEY .PET ME. PAPA
(Columbia) ...
Wake Me
PERRY COMO . ALL AT ONCE YOU KNOW
(RCA Victor) . The Rose Tattoo
PETE KELLY’S ORCHESTRATION .I NEVER KNEW
(Columbia) .Pete Kelly's Blues

used. On the other hand, we frequently use but one micro¬
phone for the entire recording. Here is where musical and
engineering judgment enters—in an endeavor to fit the
sound to the music, not the music to the sound.
In this way it is possible more 'clearly to express the
composer's actual ideas as to how the opera should sound.
The listener in the home now hears all the components of
the opera in a well-balanced unified whole. The orchestra
isn’t cramped in the pit, the singers aren’t wandering to
the left of the listener’s location, the sound does not vary
according to where the audience is seated.
Because of this balance in the recording, the listener’s
imagination is heightened and he gets a clear “picture”
of what the composer intended. This, in turn, enables
him vividly to re-create the stage action in his mind,
where it only is indicated in the recorded music.
That is the high fidelity which we at RCA Victor strive
for today. Attempting to simulate the “noise” of the ac¬
tual performance or even exaggerating it with hi-fi gim¬
micks is the pitfall into which many an audiophile has
fallen. Now more people are beginning to understand
what high fidelity really is. With more people having
hi-fi in their homes than ever before, the meaning of a
fidelity tailored to bring the maximum beauty to the
fireplace listener has achieved a new significance.

Theodore A. Smith
■—: Continued from page 45 - ■

—

are being wrapped up for non-technical purchasers, many
of wrhom have little or no electronics knowledge.
Two major factors have contributed to this transition:
the introduction of consumer-type electronic hi-fi compo¬
nents, which provide professional performance yet re¬
quire jio electronics knowledge or techniques for assembly
into a home music system; and the growing awareness
among music lovers that the advantages of hi-fi apply
equally to ballads, bebop, Beethoven and Ba.ch.
The new consumer-type components are electrically
matched and feature simple plug-in connection cables.
Home assembly now involves little more than plugging to¬
gether indicated components.
The marketing of these components as individual units
enables the hi-fi enthusiast to select and arrange a com¬
pletely individualized home music system which con¬
forms to particular taste, room size, and budget. From
the dealer standpoint, this freedom of choice also estab¬
lishes come-back customers, since the flexibility and ease
of plug-in components encourage the hi-fi enthusiast to
expand and improve his system continually.
Price, of course, is a dominant factor in the mass-mar¬
ket popularity of any given product. Today, hi-fi is with¬
in pocketbook range of virtually all music lovers.
These factors of price appeal, consumer-type compo¬
nents, and ease of assembly are essential to the growth
of the hi-fi market. But today’s impetus for market
growth stems from the simple fact that music fans of all
tastes are rapidly becoming aware that hi-fi is synony¬
mous with a new adventure in music appreciation, a new
era in home entertainment.

Album Reviews
Decca Records has come up with
a firstrate packaging idea in Its
tieup with Holiday magazine for a
series of nine 12-inch LP platters
covering the musical styles from
Vienna to Hawaii. It’s a musical
Cook’s tour attractively presented
in album jackets decked out like
Holiday mag covers.
Musically,
it’s also firstrate for the dance and
mood mu^ic market with the for¬
mer category best typified by the
“Holiday In Havana” set cut by
Bebo Valdes’ combo, presenting a
wide variety of Latino hoofing
tempos, while Werner Muller’s
lusher orchestral treatments in the
“Rio,” “Paris” and “Vienna” wax
stopovers fall more in the atmos¬
pheric class. Other platters in the
Holiday series, all topflight, are
localed in the Alps, Hawaii, South
America, Italy and the West Indies,
the’ latter a real swinging collec¬
tion of calypso standards.
“Noel Coward At Las Vd&as”
(Columbia).
Recorded during a
performance at the Desert Inn at
Vegas, this waxed wrapup of Noel
Coward’s nitery routine is a solidly
entertaining 45 minutes. Coward’s
smartness is perfectly caught in a
repertoire of new and old tunes,
most of which he wrote. Among
those Coward didn’t write is “Let’s
Do It,” the Cole Porter tune which
he handles with some added topi¬
cal and name-dropping lyrics and
sophisticated innuendo. Also in¬
cluded in the collection are “Mad
Dogs and Englishmen,” “Loch
Lomond,” “A Bar on the Piccola
Marina,” “Nina” and a medley of
his standards. Coward’s intros to
his numbers are thrown in for the
same price and it’s a bargain.
Gil Melle Quintet: “Five Im¬
pressions of color” (Blue Note).
This is an unusual jazz set chiefly
because of the featured spot given
to Don Butterfield, who plays a
tuba, an instrument not generally
prominent in this school of music.
Butterfield (who is also a player
with the Radio City Music Hall
symph orch) makes his tuba jump
in byplay with Gil Melle’s bari¬
tone sax. This is a strictly mod¬
ern session for the hipsters who
dig cerebral jazz.
“The Voice of Roy Hamilton”
(Epic). This collection of tunes

by Roy Hamilton is part of Epic's
new series of short-playing longplay disks. These are HLinch LPs
containing only six tunes instead
of the usual eight. It’s a good
compromise, program-wise and
price-wise, between the 12-inchers,
which are now dominating the LP
market, and the EPs, whose two
numbers per side may not be
enough in some cases. Also in the
Epic series are reissues of Artie
Shaw sides and one set, titled
"Here Come The Girls,” com¬
prising sides by Mary Martin,
Irene Dunne, Gertrude Neisen,
Ethel Merman, Jane Froman and
Martha Raye.
Bunk Johnson-Georgre , Lewis;
“New Orleans Classics” (Jazztone).
These Bunk Johnson sides are the
ones he made in 1942 after he was
"rediscovered” by a group of young
jazzophiles who financed the disk
session. Johnson was one of jazzdom’s great trumpeters and al¬
though he was past 60 w’hen he
made these sides, he still show's a
powerful kick in the traditional
dixieland style. On the flip side
of this platter is another New' Or¬
leans band headed by George
Lewus, a standout clarinetist who
once played writh Johnson.

Kay Starr Gets Symph
Backing- for K. C. 1-Niter
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Kay Starr will make her first ap¬
pearance as a vocalist with a
symph orchestra backing her when
she does a one-nighter Nov. 4 at
the Municipal Auditorium In Kan¬
sas City. Concert, on an admis¬
sion-free basis, is-promoted by a
Kansas City drugstore chain as an
annual event. Kansas City Sym¬
phony Orchestra will back the
singer on the date.
Miss Starr heads back to Las
Vegas Nov. 24 to play the final
date on her current commitment
with the Flamingo Hotel. After this
stand, she shifts her Las Vegas site
to the Sahara where she has a fiveyear contract under which she
gets $25,000 per week for eight
w'eeks per year.

A NEW CONCEPT IN HICH FIDELITY BY RCA VICTOR
A record spins—and suddenly you’re

a live performance. For you are listen¬

ments—the finest phonographs of all

in another world. You relax. Tensions

ing to a New Orthophonic High Fidel¬

time, in cabinets of fabulous beauty

fade—chased by the soaring strings of

ity "Victrola” Phonograph. It brings

—now at your RCA Victor

a symphony orchestra or the throbbing

you all the music on the record!

dealer’s.

beat of a hot jazz band.
This is music you cm feel—just like

For a rare emotional experience,
hear all five of these superb instru¬
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RCA VICTOR PRESENTS THE FIRST F<
Never before has a High Fidelity line been greeted with suchji
unanimous acclaim. Consumers, critics, distributors, dealers, 1

Greatest success story in the

all agree—these are the finest -"Victrola” phonographs of allj
time! And no wonder. For here is the first High Fidelity lin(!'
deliberately designed to achieve a "family resemblance’ hi;

history of High Fidelity!

every way! You notice it everywhere you look.

^

RCA Victor’s "family resemblance” starts on the outside
You see it in the dislinctive styling ... in the smart louvers oj|
the grille ... in the sleek control panels on all models.
iUT IT’S more THAN “SKIN-DEEP." The finest High Fidelity

TTednesday, October 19, 1955

lift to right, Mark VI (6HF5) $129.95; Mark IV (6HF4)4169.95; Mark III (6HF3) $325; Mark II (6HF2) $650; Mark I (6IIF1) $1600.

IF NIGH FIDELITY-$129.95 to $1600
toes-are found in every model. Panoramic Speaker System

reported a complete sell-out on two of the models: the Mark I

r thrilling room-wide sound dispersion. Powerful, high qual-

at $1600 and the Mark VI at $129.95. To top it all, at least one

r amplifiers, giving distortion-free performance through the

reader of the introductory ad in LIFE ordered a $1600 Mark I

nge of audible sound. And above all, RCA Victor laboratory-

—sight unseen!

lance—signifying that the components in every model are

WHAT’S THE REASON FOR THK GREAT success?

itched, assembled, and tested for finest reproduction.

Whether you buy by eye, by ear or by manuiaelurer’s reputation

Simply this,

On the following pages, you’ll read what impartial critics

—whether you pay $129.95 or $1600—you ran get what you

ink of RCA Victor’s exciting new High Fidelity phonographs.

want—and know what you’re gelling—with New Orthophonic

1(1 consumers are every bit as enthusiastic!

High Fidelity "Yietrola” phonographs by RCA \ ic tor. \\ hy don t

Just lour weeks after the new line was introduced, dealers

you sec—and hear—these magnificent new instruments soon?

Wednesdays October 19, 1955

ROGER DETTMER, Chicago-American, says:

“A dimensional dep
equipment I’ve yet heard

THE MARK I, MODEL 6HF1, $1600,

Twin-console New Orthophonic High Fidelity "Victrola” combination

phonograph-radio-tape recorder. In speaker cabinet: one 15" woofer, one 5" mid-range speaker/two

SVz"

tweeters; 30-20,000 cps. In control cabinet: 3-speed phonograph, AM-FM radio, High Fidelity tape recorder,
pre-amplifier and equalizer. Mahogany finish. Also—asonprecedingpage—modern stylinginnatural walnutfinish.

yStelETY
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d beauty of sound matching any
me-assembled or ready-made...”
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THE MARK II, MODEL 6HF2, $650.

New Orlhophonic High Fidelity "Victrola” console with fold-back door.

One 12" speaker for lows and mid-range, two 3M" tweeters for high; 40-20,000 cps. Fine AM-FM radio built
in. Laboratory-balanced by the world’s finest sound engineers—as are all RCA Victor Hew Orthophomfc
"Victrola” phonographs. Luxurious mahogany finish. Light rift oak finish slightly higher.
/

rcaMctor

PRriety
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RALPH OTWELL
Chicago-Sun-Times, says:

■‘Even the
lowest priced
model produces
an amazingly
well-balanced
tone...”

THE MARK IV, MODEL 6HF4, $169.95.

New Orthophonic High Fidelity "Victrola” consolette. One 8" speaker

for lows and mid-range, two 8Yi" tweeters; 60-20,000.cps. Rich traditional mahogany finish,.. Light rift
oak finish slightly higher.

Wednesday, October 19, 1955
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RCA VICTOR
▼ RADIO CORPORATION Of AMCRICA

IRVING KOLODIN
Saturday Review of
Literature, says:

‘RCA Victor’s
new 6HF5
is a lot of
machine for
the money.,.”
THE MARK VI, MODEL 6HF5, $129.95. New Orthophonic High Fidelity "Victrola” table model phonograph.
One 6M,/ speaker for lows and mid-range, two 3/4* tweeters for highs; /0-20,000 cps. Mahogany finish.
Li^ht rift oak fmish slightly higher. Legs optional, extra.

And now joining the First Family of High Fidelity
THE-MARK VII, MODEL 7HFP1.

One 6H" speaker for lows and mid-range, two 312" tweeters for

highs; 70-20,000 cps. Master Control Panel. Beautifully styled brown leatherette case with lift lid.

NEW ORTHOPHONIC
HIGH FIDELITY PORTABLE

|

§

I

i ill 11 < >' f'

11If

'J$„ ii.
\t-.

3-SPEED W
PHONOGRAPH >119.95

|

#

I jIf

exclusive panoramic speaker system. Here’s true -wide-angled
distribution of both high and low frequencies. All models
have at least three speakers; the Mark I has four. And the
speaker systems in every exciting new model have a response
extending up to 20,000 cps!

HIGH QUALITY CONSTANT-RANGE AMPLIFIER.

Every model features a powerful amplifier
for distortion-free performance throughout
range o.f audible sound. All provide re¬
sponse up to 20,000 cps.

Every model features
continuously variable Jbass, treble, loudness controls—to ad¬
just tone to your taste. Mark I and II, -until AM-FM tuners, have
new "Magic Eye’’ tuning. You control sound by sight! Mark I
has, in addition, professional tape recorder controls.
"masterJcontrol" precision tuning panel.

SUPERSENSITIVI AM-FM TUNER IN MARK I. FM
band covers frequency range of 30 to
15,000 cycles. AM band covers range of 30
to 8,000 cycles. Features new "Magic Eye’d
tuning—unusually rapid and precise.

3-speed with
"45’- spindle, spindle well, fingertip speed
control; last record stop; stabilizer arm;
muting switch, 4-pole, 4-coil motor. Car¬
tridges differ with models.
high fidelity record chanoerJ

HIGH FIDELITY TAPE RECORDER IN MARK I. Two-spe«t-.Qp£r$ti<m

equi)izerj:;.k:eibor,d level indi‘c‘dfoF vikn.d;
. us^- 'to
^OfVf&U >.t-Av
superimpose voice over radio. Controlled from '"Master
Control” Precision Tuning Panel.

HERE'S HI-FI TO FIT THE SLIMMEST BUDGET — $69.95.

New Orthophonic High Fidelity "45” phono¬
graph with 8;/ Olson-design curvilinear speaker
•.. ceramic pickup ... high-powered amplifier;
Maroon finish. Model 45HY4.

CAMDEN 8, NEW JERSEY
Manufacturer i nationally advertised list prices shown. Subject to change without notice
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RCA VICTOR’S “FABULOUS FIFTY-FIFTH” ANNIVERSARY YEAR
There it is— the first record ever produced by the Victor Talk-

for 60i. The surface was scratchy, the sound was tinny and

ing Machine Company. The date was January, 1901. The song

the performance left something to be desired. But it was the

(Tell Me Pretty Maiden, played by VessOssman and his banjo)

very best that the infant Victor Talking Machine Company

was recorded on a 78 rpm single-faced 7-inch disc, and sold

and the first year of the Twentieth Century had to offei.

Now to mark the 55th Anniversary of that historic event

KAhiety
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the greatest recordings...the grea

THE “FABULOUS FIF
Only $3.98 for each 12-inch Long
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12 AU NEW POP ALBUMS at the new low prices - $3.98 for each 12" Long Play record... $1.49 for each 45 EP
record. And each one features glorious “New Orthophonic” sound-the truest High Fidelity ever achieved!

the dealer’s choice
V

U ALL New CLASSICAL ALBUMS recorded by the world’s greatest artists in “New Orthophonic” High Fidelity
•ound. Many with beautiful de luxe packages. Yet the price is only $3.98 for each 12-inch Long Play Record)
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You’ll see and hear more about
RCA Victor phonographs and records on these
outstanding TV and radio shows
‘“Producers’ Showcase” on NBC-TV—-8 to 9:30 P.M.,

DECEMBER 12TH—SADLER'S WELLS BALLET. You’ll
love their unbelievably beautiful interpretation
of Tchaikovsky’s “The Sleeping Beauty.”

NOVEMBER 14TH—"DATELINE II." Gary Cooper
and Martha Raye head an all-star lfne-up
brought to you by the Overseas Press Club.

E.D.Tw

JANUARY 9TH—MARY MARTIN AS "PETER PAN.”
Repeat performance of the Broadway hit that
delighted over 65,000,000 viewers last March.

And these other great NBC attractions

:••• • NBC
PLAYHOUSE 1
SHOW—Mr. Television and TV’s top
comedienne alternate 2 out of 3 Tuesday nights on
NBC-TV. Berle in Color!

BERLE-RAYE

team up on radio.
“Monitor”—Saturdays and Sundays for 40 hours —
and Fibber McGee arid Molly, radio’s top comic couple.
NEW IDEAS AND OLD FAVORITES

TWO TOP DRAMATIC SHOWS!

“Dragnet” starring Jack

Webb in 30 minutes of exciting detection, and NBC
Playhouse—top stars in top dramas.

You’ll see RCA Victor phonographs and records
in top magazines like these-part of the
greatest advertising campaign in the history of High Fidelity!!
What do you read? It makes no difference—you’re sure
to see exciting advertisements telling you all about the new
RCA Victor New Orthophonic High Fidelity “Victrola”
phonographs and records.
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sings the big hit song from the great new
Rodgers and Hammerstein Broadway musical “Pipe Dream”

ALL AT ONCE YOU LOVE HER
THE ROSE TATTOO,™

and from the Paramount-Wallis-motion picture • The Rose Tattoo”

the dealer's choice BHIfJ
A “New Orthophonic” High Fidelity Recording
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HI-FI’S PRICE-PACKAGE PAYOFF
Publishers Would Raise Ante to F.E.A.
If It Would Help Them Get a Record

Original Cast Album Deals Make It
Tough to Get ‘Covers on Show Tunes

♦
It’s getting tougher to get diskAlthough there’s been no notice- 4
ery coverage on showtunes. While
able change in the ethics of the
The high fidelity boom is still
the record companies with the
music business since the launching
zooming upwards. Industry lead¬
original cast album rights are go¬
of F.’E.A. last week, org has
ers, confident now that hi-fi over
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Jimmie Komack, nitery per¬
stirred up some confusion and
the past few years has proved to be former and featured player in the ing all out with pop single releases
A
last-minute
temporary
agree¬
from
the score, the rival diskeries
lotsa quips in the trade.
something more than a fad or mere current Broadway legiter, ‘‘Damn
A number df wags are planning ment halted threatened strike of merchandising gimmick, are set¬ Yankees,” has joined RCA Vic¬ are virtually giving the tunes the
go-by.
recording
engineers
at
Capitol
Rec¬
ting their sights on a $350,000,000 tor’s talent roster.
a counter-revolutionary move with
In the past few years diskers
an organization called J.S.M. They ords yesterday (Mon.) with a’ new overall take for 1956 if the general
He formerly worked for Coral have grown extremely cool to¬
are openly admitting that the let¬ pact covering 30 employes here economy maintains its present
Records.
wards
showtunes claiming that
and
in
N.Y.
now
being
drafted.
pace.
ters stand for Just Send Money,
only a few step out for a pop
Most workers win raises aver¬
Two factors, as evidenced at. the
while the founding fathers of
click.
When
the diskery comes
aging
$12
weekly
with
sound
mix¬
N.
Y.
Audio
Fair
at
the
Hotel
New
F.’E.A. are keeping its meaning a
up with the original cast set, how¬
dark secret. Some insiders figure ers jumping from present $111 to Yorker last week, are held to be
ever,
the
pop
a&r
man is commit¬
$160
weekly.
With
Capitol
settle¬
responsible
for
the
firming
up
of
that F.’E.A. is just the beginning
ted to a hefty singles splurge. The
of a Society for the Prevention of ment, only Universal Recorders the hi-fi movement. One is price,
other
Recording
men
figure that
and Radio Recorders are still hold¬ the other is packaging. From the
Cruelty to A&R Men.
the company with the cast album
Biggest problem caused by the ing out on a pact with Local 45, cost viewpoint, the manufacturers
has
seen
the
score
well
in advance
have given hi-fi the widest possible
new org confronted a recording IBEW.
and has had time to plan a re¬
mass base with a range of equip¬
man early this week. He said that
lease
compaign
with
their
top art¬
ment that is literally priced for
he’d like to join but didn’t know
ists.
every pocketbook.
whether to register as an a&r man
There’ve
been
only
a
*few
in¬
Secondly, and not less important,
or a publisher.
stances in recent years that the
is the showmanly packaging con¬
companies
have
bucked
each
other
F.’E.A. was launched by Joe
cepts created by the hi-fi makers.
Capone mobsters in Chicago
Carlton, pop a&r. chief at RCA
Years ago when the do-it-yourself¬ offered to make a “deal” with the on a showtune. Most recent ex¬
Victor, and publishers Phil Kahl,
ers had"hi-fi all to themselves, no¬ American Society of Composers, ample was ‘‘Whatever Lola Wants,
Goldie Goldmark and Paul Barry.
body seemed to care about how the Authors & Publishers last year for Lola Gets” from ‘‘Damn Yaknees.”
Its aim, it says here, is for the
equipment looked or how easy it the passage of an amendment to RCA Victor has the original cast
moral betterment of the music
was to assemble. Today these are the Copyright Act removing the set and cut the tune with Dinah
Mercury, however, stole
business. Its initiation dues are
the prime considerations not only current exemption from jukeboxes, Shore.
$28.50 and Fiembers get a $10 pin.
of the big companies, which are according to an article, ‘‘Racket In the play with its Sarah Vaughan
slicing
while
several other labels
Some puSlishers say that they’d
turning out completely assembled
be willing to pay as high as $50
Steve Levitz, veteran production units, but even of the more pro¬ the Jukeboxes,” by Lester Velie, were left at the gate.
in
the
November
issue
of
The
For
the
most
part the diskers
if it’d help ’em get a record.
chief of the Big Three (Robbins, fessional component manufacturers
Reader’s Digest. The gimmick in
The F.’E.A. spokesmen are still Feist & Miller), has resigned from who are giving an ultra fancy gold- the deal, however, was the mobs¬ without the cast set aren’t willing
to
put
their
artists
into the fray.
playing it coy and deadpan. Al¬ the music company after a 37-year plated gloss to their amplifiers and ters’ demand for a 20% cut of
If the tune breaks on the rival
though it’s reported that more association with the Loew's pub- tuners.
ASCAP’s take for ‘‘bookkeeping label and calls for the side come
than 500 applications have already lish-subsid and its predecessors.
One slightly discordant note in and handling.”
■in from the distributors, they figure
come in to the org, no other a&r Levitz, who is eligible for a retire¬ the hi-fi field was still heard at the
(When Variety reported at the they can make a quick cover disk.
men has as yet indicated his will¬ ment pension, will take a brief Audio Fair on the questions of in¬
Showtune season opened up this
time
that
the
jukebox
operators
vacation before making any new dustry standards. How high is fi
ingness to join.
*
move back into the music biz.
and what distinguishes the good were talking a deal with ASCAP week with the release of Perry
Como’s
slice of ‘‘All at Once You
execs,
the
Music
Operators
of
He had sold his 4 3/5% interest from the bad are still open ques¬ America, the jukebox operators Love Her” on the Victor label.
in the Big Three to Loew’s Inc. tions and have admittedly left the trade association, issued a categori¬ Tune is from Rodgers & Hammerthree years ago for over $100,000. door unlocked for some purveyors cal denial of any such negotiations stein’s upcoming ‘‘Pipe Dream.”
Levitz’s association dates back to of shoddy equipment at cutrate on their members’ part.)
Victor, which has the cast album,
1919 when Jack Robbins and he prices.
According to the Reader’s Digest I has skedded t&p artists on some of
Notwithstanding this, however,
were working for Richmond Mu¬
the other tunes. Next show due is
sic, owned by Robbins’ uncle, Mau¬ there’s almost unanimous agree¬ article, ASCAP general attorney “The Vamp” with a score by John
rice Richmond. The firm, which ment among industry leaders that Herman Finkelstein informed the Latouche and James Mundy. Vic¬
started out in a one-room office phono and radio equipment is now Justice Dept, in advance of the tor has this one, too, and has al¬
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
at 145 West 45th St., N. Y., eventu¬ infinitely better designed than it juke powwows. The talks failed ready released Terri Stevens’ ver¬
Capitol Records has signed Guy ally became the nucleus of the Big was six or seven years ago. In fact, because the Chicago ops wanted sion of “I’ve Always Loved You.”
Lombardo to a new long term deal, Three. The original Richmond firm one exec at the Audio Fair stated favored treatment but it ‘‘seemed
effective Jan. 1, 1956, when he exits was successively known as Rich- that no oldfashioned console to reveal,” the Reader’s Digest
Decca after an association of 20 mond-Robbins, Robbins-Engel and phono, of whatever price, could says, that “the Capone mob spoke
years. Final details were worked Robbins Music Corp. before its match the sound quality of current for juke interests all over the
country. And these men revealed,
out over the weekend in a meeting incorporation into the motion pic¬ machines selling for around $100.
between Lombardo and Capitol’s ture company publishing combine.
Although the Audio Fair did not too, that they believed the ASCAP
(Continued on page 63)
a&r veepee Alan Livingston in Las
(Continued on page 63)
(Continued on page 62)
Vegas, where Lombardo is appear¬
ing at the Desert Inn.
Spokesmen for both Lombardo
4 4 ♦ H 4 44 ► 4 4 444
and the plattery declined to dis¬
In a little more than two months
44444444 M ♦ ♦ <
4
(Mitch Miller . .. Columbia■
close details of the agreement. It
of operation, Columbia Records
• ) Johnny Desmond .. .Coral
was reliably reported, however,
YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS (11) .
club program has picked up over
that the pact does not call for a
4,000 dealers who’ve sent in one
( Four Aces . .Decca
big guarantee and follows stan¬
or more members. Some dealers
LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING (6)
• (Don Cornell . .Coral
dard terms.
have submitted as many as 1,800
Roger Williams .... .Kapp
Lombardo, who is currently
club subscribers.
AUTUMN LEAVES (3) .
winding up a month’s stand at the
Club is now going through a
. Four Lads :. .. Columbia
Desert Inn, Las Vegas, has been
straightening out process to elim¬
( Fontane Sisters. ...... Dot
tapped by the spot for similar
inate the snags that have slowed
.King
up shipments of members’ orders.
stints in 1956 and ’57. The Las
5. SEVENTEEN (10)
Club is also testing its ad power
’ \ Rusty Draper . . .. Mercury
Vegas date this year forced Lom¬
in various national outlets and is
bardo to duck the fall opening at
( Les Baxter . .. . Capitol
prepping another promotional bar¬
N. Y.’s Hotel Roosevelt for the f 6. WAKE THE TOWN AND TELL THE PEOPLE (8)
..
Columbia
• j Mindy Carson .
rage next month.
first time in years. It’s figured
Meantime, Col's Canadian outlet
(Al Hibbler . .Decca
that the Roosevelt will again have
• l McGuire Sisters.,.Coral
started the ball rolling on its own
HE (1) .
to wait until November to get Lom¬
club operation Monday <17).
bardo in ’56 and ’57. Eddy How¬
, Jaye P. Morgan ....
LONGEST WALK (7) .
ard opened the Roosevelt’s room
\ Julius LaRosa ...... .. .Cadence
this year.
SUDDENLY THERE’S A VALLEY (2)
\ Gogi Grant. ....... Era

Komack Joins Victor

Cap Strike Averted

Reader’s Digest
On Racket In
The Jukeboxes’

Levitz Resigns
. From Robbins
After 37 Years

Guy Lombardo
Joins Capitol

POmiEfr

Video Reruns an Issue
In Coast Tooter Vote
For Local 47 Veepee
Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Campaign to restore re-use pay¬
ments for showings of films on
television apparently will be the
only major issue when the mem¬
bership of AFM Local 47 meets
next Monday (24) to elect a new
vice president. Balloting was ne¬
cessitated by the recent resigna¬
tion of Phil Fischer who had held
the post in addition to his job as
AFM studio representative. Fisch¬
er resigned because of the pres¬
sure of the two jobs and Eddie
Pratt was appointed interim vee¬
pee to replace him.
Pratt will be the administration
candidate for the job and will be
opposed by Arthur J. Randau and
Cecil F. Read, board members.
There has been considerable dis¬
content locally over the AFM de-IGontinued *on* page-62) -

10.

10 Rest Sellers on Coin-Machines

j Nick Noble .
* ( Dick Cornell. .Coral

BIBLE TELLS ME SO (5)

Second Group
AIN’T THAT A SHAME
ONLY YOU
BLACK DENIM TROUSERS.
TINA MARIE ... .7.

• j Pat Boone .. .Dot
.-j Fats Domino .. • . . Imperial
Wing
■ | Ronnie Gaylord .....
\ Platters.- ■,. .Mercury
.
.
Wing
( Lola Dee.
(Cheers . ....Capitol
( Vaughn Morvroe..Victor
Perry Como ..Victor
f Billy Vaughn .
[ Rusty Draper .,. .Mercury
Gisele MacKenzie ..,...Label X
.Chess
• ( Jim Lowe .- •
, Frank Sinatra. ,... Capitol

SHIFTING, WHISPERING SANDS
HARD TO GET ...
MAYBELLENE .,.
LEARNIN’ THE BLUES .
SONG OF THE DREAMER .
I WANT VOU TO BE MY BABY.

( Eddie Fisher.
“ | Johnnie Ray . . .Columbia
\ Georgia Gibbs. .. .Mercury
’ \ Lillian Briggs ....Epic

iFiaures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]
>444 ♦ ♦ 4 4 4 4 4 » 4-4 4 4 4 4 4 4-444 4 4 4 44444

4,000 Dealers In
Col Club Setup

After 40 Years in Music
Biz, Ted Lewis Only Asks:
‘So Where’s the Melody?’

Hollywood, Oct. 18.
After four decades on top of the
music business, Ted Lewis has only
one question in connection with to¬
day’s ’musical styles: “Sd‘. where's
the melody?”
Lewis, who just closed at the
Cocoanut Grove here, frankly con¬
fesses he doesn’t understand the
present trend in modern music.
Nor can he understand the arbi¬
trary disk business designation of
a "hit” record as one which lias
sold 200.000 copies.
“In the old days,” he points
out, “when there was, theoretically
at least, a much smaller market
and no disk jockeys to plug a rec¬
ord, it was nothing for us to sell
1,000,000 records in a month. Many
of our recordings went wav over
the million mark with no difficulty
and numbers like ‘My Baby Smiles
(Continued - on- page -62)
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

On The Upbeat
Nordine, local radio-tv personality
. . . Red Prysock into the Crown
Propeller Lounge, Chicago, next
Wednesday (26) . . . Peggy Taft
currently at the Offbeat Room,
Chi . . . Turk Murphy opens at the
Blue Note, Chi, tonight tWed.1.

New York
Martha Glaser, Enroll Garner’s
manager^ off to Detroit to pick up
the pianist at the Rouge Lounge
there. Garner moves to the ShowBoat, Philly, Oct. 24 . . . Eydie
Gorme
guests
on
CBS-Radio’s
“Woolworth Hour” Nov. 6 . . .
Danny Scholl on a cross-country
piugging trek for his etching of
-Someday, Somewhere” on the
Unique label . . . Herb Jeffries
pencilled in at the Crescendo,
Hollywood, beginning Dec. 9 . . .
-Racket in Jukeboxes” is a feature
of the November Reader’s Digest
. . . Capitol Records partying Nat
(King:) Cole at Danny’s Hideaway
tonight (Wed.) . . . Don Elliott
Quartet currently playing a return
engagement at the Loop Lounge.
Cleveland . . . Violinist
William
Adler returned to Le Vouvray last
night
(Tues.) . . . Jazz flutists
Herbie Mann and Sam Most held
over at the Cafe Bohemia for an
additional week.
Randy Weston
Trio • joins
the
bill
tomorrow'
(Thurs.i . . . Joe Loco’s mambo
quintet into the Apollo Theatre
Friday '21'.

-JrAtelETYSurvey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
♦ ASCAP
t BMI

Pittsburgh
|
i
j
I
:
[

Australian Jazz Quartet back at
the Midway Lounge again for
their third engagement at the
downtown spot in less than three
months . . . AI Petrozz has joined
the trumpet section of Tommy
Carlyn’s band . . . Huntsmen into
Pat McBride's for weekends . . .
Dick Jacobs, former saxman with
Artie Arnell, is home on leave.
from the Air Force after receiving
his wings . . . Jack Mahon, photog¬
rapher-musician.
has
his
four¬
some. featuring Mel Home, at
Cuddles Brendels for an indefinite
i stay . . . Irving Kirtman has re¬
placed Luke Riley on the piano at
Bobby Fife’s Cafe.
Riley left to
baton the house band at John
Bertera’s new nitery, the Holiday
House . . . The Quartones into
Ronnie’s for a run.

Santa Cecilia Choir from Rome
L. Wolfe Gilbert arrived in NY !
played Boys Town Music Hall Satyesterday iTues.) on an ASCAP biz
| urdav H5> at S3 top . . . Ernest
trek.. Kirby Stone Quartet opens'
! Tubb's “Grand Ole Opry Show"
a three-weeker at the Tivoli in;
j slated for City Aud Music Hall toSydney, Australia Nov 1 ... Jerry I
’ night i Wed.) . . . Skippy AnderColonna is packaging a British unit:
i son’s orch played Arlington. Neb.,
to accompany him on a four-week'
, Bellroom Saturday '15)... Harry j
stand through the British Isles be- \
I James orch will be on tap at the :
ginning Nov. 14 at the Empire j
;
Ak-Sar-Ben Ball here Saturday;
Theatre.
Liverpool
...
Bobby |
(22) . . . Eddy Haddad’s orch fea¬
Troup Trio current at Huntington
tured on KMTV’s Saturday afterShereton Hotel, Pasadena, hold j
I noon “Teen Party” program.
over four-weeks ... Miklos Rozsa j
conducts
his
own
composition, j
“Theme Variations and Finale”;
with Glendale (Calif.) symph orch
‘
Oct. 25.
!

j

| Coast Firm Acquires
Folk Tunes Via Britain I

Harmony House. San Francisco
music firm, has secured the U.S..
The Johnny Pate Trio, set for!
; Mexican and Canadian rights to 35
an indefinite stint at Chi’s Blue;
j folk, novelty and western songs
Note, spelling Don Shirley on his i
days off at the London House, Chi- :! from Francis. Day & Hunter, Britcago . . . “Wild Bill” Lange cur-1j ish firm. Songs are contained in
rently at the Orchid Club, Tulsa j; two FD&H folios titled “American
. . . The Eddie* Kaz Trio opened '■ Cowboy Songs” and “Sherwin’s
the Offbeat Room, new Chi North- I Saddle Songs.” Canadian rights to
side bistro entrepreneured by Ken j[ “American Cowboy
Songs” are
j owned by Canadian Music Sales of
: Toronto, with Harmony holding all
THE PERFECT
’ other rights for all of the songs on
AFTER-VACATION SONG ; this continent.

Chicago

1
2

Title and Publisher

1
2

♦Autumn Leaves (Ardmore). .
*Rose of Texas iPlanetaryi.. .

1
2

2

1

3

3

4

7

2

3

♦Love Is Splendored t Miller >.

1

2

1

5

1

104

5

8

3
2

6

3

6

71

9

9

4

4

3

6

9

4 _5_67
8
7
52

10

10

5

7

5

7

•
9

8

10

6

9

8

■

• •

4

6

•^Suddenly a Valley 'H&R'. . .

5
7

5
6

4

*Bible Tells Me iParamount'

4

8

♦Moments Remember (Beaver'

9

7 „

5
7

♦Wake the Town (Jovi.

6

8

tHe

lAvas).

3

9

10

♦Shifting Sands (MDS>.

8

3

10

9
13

tAin’t a Shame i Commodore \

1 IB
13

11

♦Longest Walk (Advanced)...

12

♦Bine Star lYoung).

Baker Sisters to Make
Biscuits for Unique
Boston. Oct. 18.
The Baker Sisters. Thelma and
Bobbi. have been inked by Unique
Records.
First number is one
cleffed by local WVDA disk jock
Sherm Feller, and session will be
arranged and conducted by Joe
Leahy.

The Baker Sisters’ platter is to
; be released in the Hub coincident
I| with their appearance at the Brad¬
ford Roof. Dec. 21. It’s the first
record for the sisters, current at
the Village Hotel. Erie. Pa. They
! are booked for Glen Cove. L. I., for
;■ two weeks tonight (Tues.) and go
. into Palumbo’s. Philadelphia, for
:: four weeks on Nov. 1.

i
NARCOTIC RAP

1

“THE THINGS
WE DID
LAST SUMMER”
Styne and Cahn Music Co., Inc.

Z__\
\ /

TRUCK
FASHION

Local 47
.
,
•
’

SHOW

'

BARSTOW f
'

IN

Continued from page 61 ■

-•

cision to channel the re-use pay¬
ments into the trust fund instead
of to individual members as in the
past.
Original pattern was for a
$25 fee to be paid to each musician used in the original scoring
of the picture when that picture
was used on tv.

)
Board of the local has officially
• protested to the AFM and officers
j have personally appeared before
' the international. However, Read
. will campaign for the job of veepee on the grounds that he will
then be in a better position to
carry on the protest against the
' shifti in the payment system.

!j
THE HIT OF THE WEEK

j

Ted Lewis
- -

Continued from page 61

—

I at Me’ got up in the five and eight
! million class.”
I
Over the years. Lewis estimates
‘ he has sold better than 50.000,000
records for the various labels for
which he has worked. Some of his
numbers, like “St. Louis Blues."
have been recorded three or four
times.
Despite the extreme tastes now
evident in the music biz, Lewis has
no intention of changing his long
time stylings to conform to the
norm.
“Wouldn’t do any good if
I did,” he shrugs.
“People come
to hear me play the way I’ve al¬
ways played. *Ancl if I leave out

1-3 120
2
2 _1Q9

6

4

4

45

10
42
8_33

9

24
10
10

5

6

7

10
"“6“

some of my familiar numbers. I
get complaints.
We'll just keep
going the way we’ve been going.”
The way he's been going means
[
a steady 40 weeks at top prices
. every .year in the top spots in the
' country. Over the years, he’s had
’ some of the best known of today’s
, musicians working for him at vari¬
ous times—men like Benny Good¬
man. Jimmy Dorsey. Muggsy Spanier.
Frank
Teschemacher,
Fats
1
Waller and the late Don Murray.
,
Lewis, however, is no longer in¬
terested in carrying w.k. music
names.
.
“The show Is too big.” he ex¬
.
“So we go along, finding
; plains.
new
talent and developing them
:
for a while and then they go on.
But the boys in tl^e band are all
good
steady sidemen.
They’ve
been with me a long time and
they’ll continue.
And with them,
we’ll * continue to turn out the
! music people want.”

John Nonavitacola Picked Up
By Philadelphia Gendarmes
Oddly
enough,
although
the
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.
songs were originally issued by a
John A. Nonavitacola. 25. saxoLondon firm, all of the material'•(
;
phone
player
who had just re¬
was written by a U.S. cleffer, Sterturned here to his home after a
ling Sherwin.
playing date in New York, was
picked up on.narcotic charges and;
Decca Pacts 2 More
held in $1,500 bail for court.
|
Bonnie Davis. New Orleans songDetectives arrested the musi¬
! stress, has been pacted by Decca cian after a struggle and found a .
Records for the pop market.
j packet of heroin on him.
They!
J
Diskery has also tapped Joe said Nonavitacola admitted being |
'
on
three^year
probation
in
Cali- \
Holiday. New Jersey clarinetistj fomia following a drugs convic-;
bandleader.
; tion.
i

WORLD'S FIRST

7

♦Hard to Get (Witmark).
♦Love and Marriage (Barton'

14 A
14B

1

* 8

^Seventeen (Lois).

11A

|
‘
!
j
■

Styne and Cahn’t

PRODUCTION

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

Omaha

Hollywood
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BEAM, NEW CHI DISK,
BOWS WITH TWO SIDES
Chicago. Oct. 18.
• A new Chicago record company.
Beam Records Ltd., debuts this
week with release of two sides,
"Mantico” and “Wabash Blues.’’
featuring Eddie "Wiggins and His
Jazz Combo. In addition to saxo¬
phonist Wiggins, group has Marty
Clausen on drums, Gil Larios on
bass, Eidie Shum on accordion
and Joe Ecole on bongos.
Beam Records is headed by
prexy Don Mario and has under
contx-act thrush Lynn Perry and
crooners Bob Freeman and Bob
Bell.

EMI Repacts Calvert
London, Oct. 18.
Eddie Calvert, trumpeter on the
“Oh Mein Papa” click, has en¬
tered into a new contract with the
EMI organization.
Deal is for five years on the
Columbia label, an EMI subsid.

Levitz
Continued from page 61

!

Dominco Savino, who owned a
9^0 share, received $250,000 for
his share. Jack Bregman, formerly
a Big Three exec and now co¬
partner in Bregman, Vocco & Conn
Music, still owns his 4 3/5^ in¬
terest, now increased to about
512 ro since the stock buyouts.
Bregman has refused to sell out.
Robbins, who was general man¬
ager of the Big Three until he was
bought out, received $500,000 net
for his 26r"o interest. It was a taxfree transaction.
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Harold Heppenheimer is taking
over Levitz’s chores on production?

Another

BMI "Pin Uf' Hit

“HE”
AL HIBBLER .
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THE McGuire sisters. .D*eco
KAY ARMEN
Corel
. MGM
Published by

AVAS music pub. CO.
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Inside Stuff-Music

| Songs With Largest Radio Audience jC#lHml,ia **»
‘Capt. Kangaroo’

In the recent parting of the ways between Sesac and Harmonia !
Music, the music licensing organization claims it cancelled its agree¬
ment with the publishing firm and not vice versa as reported in the
Variety Oct. 5 issue..
Ground of the cancellation of the pact, which ,
still had three years to run, was Harmonia’s alleged failure to pub¬
lish new works during” the two-year period the contract was in force.
Harmonia, which has switched its licensing affiliation to Broadcast
Music Inc., is owned by Kurt Jadassohn, former Sesac general mana- '
ger.
Sesac recently sued Jadassohn for “unfair competition” in a
counterclaim action against Affiliated Music Enterprises, a Hill & :
Range company which opened the legal fight by filing monopoly
charges against Sesac. Jadassohn, Sesac alleges, acted for AME. Sesac
execs also state that contrary to reports about licensing trouble, they,
have signed 98% rnf all radio stations in the country and 80% of the
video outlets.
Harry C. Butcher, aide to Gen. Eisenhower during the war and now
heading up K1ST, Santa Barbara, Cal., is adding four tunes to Ike's
hit parade used at Fitzsimons Hospital. Denver.
Butcvi°r
to
program the list of 20 tunes (as already done by WGAY, Silver Spring,
Md. with these four additions “Abdul A-Bul-Bul A-Mir,” “Beer Barrel
Polka,” “Vienna Woods” and “One Dozen Roses.” Of the- latter two.
Butcher says, “. . . these were practically the only records found in¬
tact in the French villa in Algiers where General Ike lived from
the fall of 1942 until late 1943.” “Abdul,” according to Butcher, i£ one
of Ike’s lifetime favorites, “of which he can sing verses seemingly
unending.” Of “Beer Barrel Polka,” Butcher says, “his liking for this
tune was so well known amongst Regular Army officers that often
in reviewing a division, especially in North Africa, the band would
break out with this number and General Ike would break out with
his smile.”
In a push on Betty Madigan’s Yule slicing, “We’re All Kids at
Christmas,” MGM Records is setting up a dee jay-listener Contest with
a 10-day cuffo vacation at the Casa Marina, Key West, as top prize.
Listeners are being asked to write to their local deejay as a 25-word
statement beginning with the phrase, “We’re all kids at Christmas
because . .
Contest will run through Dec. 25. Deejay who submits
the winning letter from a listener also gets the cuffo vacation.
Capitol Records got a solid publicity break on one of its
leases last week when the wire services broke the story that
Eisenhower had received Andy Griffith’s etching of “What It
Football” as a birthday present from his grandson David.
was a bestseller for the label about two years ago.

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.
t Film.
Survey Week of Oct. 7-13, 1955
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Raymond Scott is now on a jingle kick. Tunesmith, whose “Be .
Happy, Go Lucky” theme for Lucky Strike ciggies is a jingle standard,
has also knocked out tune commercials for Richard Hudnut’s “Quick”
and RCA Victor’s “The Rig Change.”

Hi-Fi’s Price-Package Payoff
Continued from page 61

Among the major companies,
RCA Victor displayed at the Audio

Ain’t That a Shame .Commodore
Amukiriki .Famous
Autumn Leaves .Ardmore
Bible Tells Me So.Paramount
Bonnie Blue Gal .Hollis
Cry Me a River .Frank
Forgive My Heart .BVC
Hard to Get.Witmark
Hawk-Eye
.Showcase
I Like Them All.Broadcast
I Want You to Be My Baby .Victory
If You Believe
. Chappell
I’ll Never Stop Loving You—f’Love Me, Leave Me” Feist
Kwela Kwela .. . . . Peer
Longest Walk .Advanced
Love And Marriage. Barton
Love Is Many-Solendored—t“Love Is Splendored” Miller
Miracle in the Rain
. Remick
Moments to Remember .Beaver
People Will Say We’re in Love—t“Oklahoma” .... Williamson
Pepper Hot Baby
.Sheldon
Rockin’ the Cha Cha.Porgie
Seventeen.....Lois
Someone You Love .....Bradshaw
Suddenly There’s a Valley .H&R
Surrey with the Fringe on Top—^“Oklahoma” ....Williamson
Sweet Song of India.Tee-Kaye
Then I’ll Be Happy .Bourne
Tina Marie .Roncom
Wake the Town and Tell the People . Joy
Yellow Rose of Texas .Planetary
You Are My Love
.Jubilee
You Are My Sunshine .Southern

single re- :
President i
Was, Was
The disk

RCA Victor singers of Italian descent hosted Italo songstress Nilla
Pizzi, who’s on her first visit to the U. S., at a cocktail party at Leone’s, ;
N. Y., yesterday (Tues.).
Victor’s Italo lineup include Tony Alamo, .
Jaye P. Morgan Baino, Toni Arden, Lou Monte, Tony Scott, Terri 1
Stevens and June Valli.

turn up this year with any unusual
innovations, the major exhibitors
were displaying improved equip¬
ment at lower prices than in previ¬
ous years. One. reason for this is
the economies affected by the de¬
velopment of a bigger market. An¬
other reason
stems from
the
stepped-up research projects into
sound reproduction with the conse¬
quent improvement in equipment
design.

music

Fair
new wide-range
speakers
which will sell in the $35-$45 class
and a magnetic phono pickup with
a flat response beyond the audible
range.
In addition, Victor show¬
cased its line of packaged units in
various price ranges.
Columbia Records, similarly, ex¬
hibited" its newest line of hi-fi
phonos in a wide variety of unit
designs and prices. Such compa¬
nies as Capehart, Majestic Inter¬
national, Pilot and StrombergCarlson also accented their assem¬
bled units.
The development of tape ma¬
chines and prerecorded tapes in
the hi-fi movement was spotlighted
in exhibits by Ampex, Reeves
Soundcraft Corp., A-V Tape Li¬
braries, Phonotapes, Magnecord,
Minnesota Mining & Manufactur¬
ing, duPont and other leaders in
this field.
Aside from Columbia and Vic¬
tor, several other disk labels put
their catalogs on display with hi-fi
players. Among these were Dondon Records, Cook Laboratories,
Elektra, Hadyn-Urania, Mercury,
and Westminster.

Tod 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
Adelaide .Frank'
Ain’t That a Shame ..Commodore
Alabama Jubilee .Remick
At My Front Door.Tollie
Autumn Leaves
.Ardmore
Bible Tells Me So .Paramount
Bring Back Our Beale Street ..Dan’s Tune
• Come Back and) Tell Me That You Love.Raleigh
Gentlemen Marry Brunettes—-^“Gentlemen Marry” Broadcast
Hummingbird .Jungnickel
I Hear You Knocking . Commodore
I Want You To Be My Baby . Victory
I’ll Never Stop Loving You—^“Love Me, Leave Me” Feist
Kentuckian Song—f’Kentuckian” .Frank
Longest Walk
.Advanced
Love and Marriage .Barton
Love is Many-Splendored—^“Love Is Splendored”. .Miller
My Bonnie Lassie .Leeds
Never to Know.Robbins
People Will Say We’re in Love—^"Oklahoma”.... Williamson
Rice ...Morris
Rock Around the Clock—t“Blackboard Jungle” .. Myers
Same Old Saturday Night . . ...Barton
Seventeen . ..'.Lois
Something's Gotta Give—t“Daddy Long Legs”.... Robbins
Suddenly There’s a Valley ..H&R
Surrey with the Fringe on Top—^"Oklahoma” .... Wiillamson
Tina Marie .Roncom
Wake The Town And Tell The People.Joy
Yellow Rose of Texas .Planetary

“Captain Kangaroo,” video shovt
which has been on CBS-TV for th«
! past two weeks, has been signet!
i as a disk property by Columbia
j Records. Deal, negotiated through
j Hecky Krasnow, Col’s kidisk head,
; runs for two years with a minimum
j of 16 sides to be cut in that period
; Program is a packagb of the Kee1 shon-Miller Enterprises.
I
Col’s pact wraps up the wax
| services of the show’s star, Boh
; Keeshon, with the packaging of; fice to handle production and
j scripting on the disks. Col’s quick
! inking of the video show reflects
! the growing interest among th«
i major labels for video properties
’ which can plug their disk output.

DECCA ON HILLBILLY
j DISK PACKAGE KICK
Decca Records is plunging into
the hillbilly package market with
; a new album series known as the
; “Country
&
Western
Dance:0; Rama." Series comprises seven 10‘ inch LPs cut by top dance bands
! in the c&w field. Hillbilly names
\ featured are Bob Wiils, Spade
• Cooley, Adolph Hofner, Tex Wfl\ liams, Grady Martin, Billy Gray
j and the late Milton Brown.
!
Decca is issuing the line in a
, promotional tie-in with the Harj mony Guitar Co. of Chicago, whose
: salesmen and jobbers will spotlight
| the disks.
Paul Cohen. Decca’s
I c&w repertire chief, supervised
■ the project.

j ABC-Paramount Label
|
Inks Crooner Duane
|
Crooner Dick Duane has been
: set for his wax debut via the ABC. Paramount label.
He’ll hit the
■' market in mid-November when the
new diskery releases its initial
platters.
He was pacted to a five, year deal by label’s prexy Sam
; Clark.
j
Kickoff platter will be a cou| pling of the oldie, “Siboney” and
, “Now,” a ballad which Duane
' penned himself.

PROGRAM TO-DAY
YESTERDAY’S

“SLEEPY
HEAD”
Music by

JESSE GREER

the hoods have attained a consider-

Jukebox Racket

able grip on some segments of the
! music biz, according to the article.

; The syndicates “own” singers and .
■ even disk companies and, in Chi- ■
royalty bill could pass if they re¬ ! cago, “Capone gangsters boast that:
moved their opposition.”
they have pushed 400.000 records 1
Based on findings by the Chicago * for one protege.” the article states. ,
Crime Commission and Congres¬ : The mobsters, of course, can force •
sional • investigating
committees, favorite juke positions for any
| article says that while there are singer of their choice,
’many “reputable businessmen who
i
The racketeers don’t have to rely
; manufacture or distribute jukesolely on muscle to control the.
j boxes or operate jukebox routes,”
juke industry since they have a
! it quotes Chicago Crime Commisworking agreement with some labor ,
! sioner Virgil Peterson to the effect
unions, notably the International!
that “The influence of hoodlums or
' Brotherhood of Teamsters (AFL) j
those on the fringe of crime is
to help maintain their monopoly, j
very great.”
j According to the Reader’s Digest, !
Via their control of the jukes,
Earl Bostic's rhythm . & blues
; the local Teamster chieftafns can :
combo set for a week’s stand at the
enforce any decision of the mobs- j
Loew’s Victoria, Baltimore, begin¬
’ ters by the threat of strikes, picket- i
ning Nov. 26.
ing and bombings.
I
Continued from

irnze

SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN
1 270 Sixth Ave.

Best British Sheet Sellers

THE NOCTURNES
Currently

DUNES HOTEL, Us Vegas
★

★

★
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t
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(Week ending Oct. 8)
London, Oct. 11.
Blue Star .Chappell
Everywhere .Bron
Man From Laramie. . Chappell
Evermore . Rogers
Every Day .Robbins
Rose of Texas.Valando
Hey There ...-Frank
Learnin’ the Blues.. Connelly
Unchained Melody.Frank
Close the Door.Duchess
Stars Shine .Maurice
I Wonder.Macmelodies

Second 12
Hernando’s Hideaway.. .Frank
Cool Water ...Feldman
John and Julie.....*.Toff
Love Me or Leave Me...Prowse
I’ll Come When You Call.Reine
Stranger in Paradise.. .Frank
Softly .Cavendish
Go On By .Bluebird
Dambusters March.. .Chappell
Dreamboat . Leeds
You, My Love.Dash
Where Dimple Be...Clnephonic

Hnnel
Bells
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

TRACTORS DO THE
MAMB0
WITH 60 DANCERS —IN

P0WERAMA
ANOTHER

BARSTOW _
"IDEA"
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VAUDEVILLE

No Bearish Spirit in Vegas Despite
Spa Jitters, Ebbing Coin, Biz Falloff
By BILL WILLARD

vada), which .caused a flurry of
speculation about Las Vegas’ sur¬
Las Vesas, Oct. IS.
vival, is not regarded as a major
The coming months may bring calamity here. The reason for
the first winter of real discontent their muddled money hassle was
to. some operators of Las Vegas due to lack of efficient operation
plush hotels. The long pull over in the casinos, overburdened pay¬
the months to summer's upswing, rolls. a pay-you-later attitude to
despite four big interim holidays building contractors, plus the al¬
to hypo biz, may even cause a jit¬ most simultaneous grand openings
ter of two in the older casino-spas. which spread the action too thin
Meanwhile there is the readjust¬ along the Strip all at once. The
ment toward some semblance of older spas could ride out the de¬
financial solidity among the newer creased biz because of banked capi¬
hotels, but this will not be made tal, whereas the new spots had to
any too easy because of the 10-way dip into reserves almost at once.
stretch of ebbing coin.
On-top of this, the entertainment
To brighten up the picture, how¬ angle plays a most important part.
ever, there is little negative think¬
There just weren’t many big, big
ing along the Strip, even with the nitery personalities at large to
falling off of biz. The combined swing a deluxe ooening for the
effort for getting tourists into Dunes and Royal Nevada, although
Vegas the easy way is being shoul¬ the Riviera did manage to entice
dered by the Resort Hotel Assn., Liberace away from the New
and by next year a web of direct Frontier for $50,000 a week (it says
flights to and from major cities will here) for an opening splurge. Not
be in full swing. Add this region¬ only do Vegas ops demand more
al promotion to the statewide ad¬ top and supporting acts for 12
vertising and publicity campaign to .months of the year than any of
lure vacationers and industry to the other resort bonifaces in the
Nevada. The Las Vegas Chamber world, but they have learned the
of Commerce reveals that the hard way to rely upon certain
state’s Dept, of Economic Develop¬ names to bolster biz at the right
ment has $315,000 in the kitty, time of the year.
$313,800 is set up drumbeating for
These names or acts must have
tourists, and $1,200 for the wooing special appeal to stimulate heavy
of industry. A glance at these fig¬ play in the casinos. Only a few
ures should tip off what Nevada star names have become very hot
believes to be its economic future. property to be coveted and conThe state of Nevada will be rich¬ I tracted for long terms. Some who
er at the year’s end by more than may only be good attractions else¬
$4,000,000 from gambling taxes, where have managed to become
with the major percentage of that great for Las Vegas because of this
sum flowing in from Las Vegas. special appeal not only to the $5
Even if consideration is taken for tourist good for the grind trade,
the heavier tax assessment slapped but to the boys who can toss con¬
on the casinos .put into law by the siderably larger bankrolls on the
1955 Legislature, the figure is very tables.
healthy. The amount stacks up
In a Class Alone
neatly when compared to the pre¬
Acknowledged to be the biggest
vious year’s gross gambling take.
gambling
draw in this respect is
The Tax Commissions’ release to
come at the end of the fourth quar¬ Jimmy Durante. He’s in a class
alone.
Then
come the other top¬
ter is likely to show no decrease
in the amount of silver dropped on pers on the gamblers’ hit parade:
Joe
E.
Lewis,
Frank Sinatra, Tony
the greenfelt and in other gaming
Martin,
Danny Thomas, Billy
receptacles for the entire year.
Daniels,
Ritz
Bros., Lena Horne,
Most of the recent financial
troubles in the newer Strip hos¬ Sammy'Davis Jr., Kay Starr, Milton
Berle,
Peart
Bailey, Martin &
pices (Riviera, Dunes, Royal NeLewis, Nat (King) Cole, Frankie
Laine, Peter Lind Hayes & Mary
Healy, Mills Bros., Tallulah Bankhead, Sophie Tucker, Martha Raye,
Eartha Kitt, Donald O’Connor, Ray
Bolger and Marlene Dietrich.
From the list of these Vegas
all-timers, consider that only Billy
Daniels was available for one of
the new hotels, the Riviera. The
Royal Nevada has not been able
to lure over any of the big ones,
but has been riding for many
weeks on the tab version of “Guys
and Dolls,” a most expensive out¬
lay and one which is not pouring
back overwhelming returns into
the casino.
The picture here is soon to
change, however, with the en¬
trance of Bill Miller as general
manager and prexy of the hotel’s
CORAL RECORDS
corporation. It will henceforth be
“Bill Miller’s Royal Nevada” (he
Dir.: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
failed to swing a deal at the Vegas
Press Relations: BILL HEGNER
Riviera which would have tied in
with his past nitery operations in
N. J.), as he severs all connections
with the Sahara, and a prediction
COME TO HOLLYWOOD'S NEW¬
could be made that some of the
top Sahara names will lind their
EST SUNSET STRIP MOTEL APTS.
way to the RN marquee in time.
3 in an Apt.—$6 a Day on Mo. Rato
In the case of the Dunes, it was
not until the Sands took over the
Heated Pool — TY
operation that any cohesive plan of
Write Rental Agent
management became effective, and
8265 Sunset Blvd. or Phone HOIlywood 7-6234
certainly there were no stellar acts

Eileen BARTON

DANCERS USE SCALING NET FOR THRILLING DANCE
AGAINST SKY
IN
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to hypo the early summer preem
or to build up. biz in the weeks
to follow. Negotiations are cur¬
rently underway to split this man¬
agement, with Jake Freedman
seeking “full" control of the Dunes
and selling out his 50% interest
in the Sands. Whether he will con¬
tract Jack Entratter to supply acts
as of now has not been revealed.
But, unless he does continue his
present (Sands-Dunes) entertain¬
ment setup with cross-booking of
the large list of Sands’ topliners,
Freedman may be in trouble.
First Alarm
There is enough sag in luxury
spending nationwide^© . sound the
first alarm in Vegas. On becoming
fully aware of this condition, look
for casino brass to pull the ostrichin-the-sand routine no longer.
They a.e already holding show
buying figures steady. The fan¬
tastic paychecks to entertainers
may have reached the peak, and
for survival there will be little if
any overspending in this depart¬
ment. In every {fhase of Strip hotel
operation, there is a hint of re¬
duced expenditures to set up
Vegas gambling on a healthy com¬
petitive basis. Hotel room expan¬
sion will have to be taken under
consideration to handle future con¬
vention crowds.
The city of Las Vegas and the
Strip are split on the convention
hall issue, with city hall wanting
to float a bond issue to buy the
defunct racetrack from Horseshoe
Club owner Joe W. Brown, and a
few Strip chieftains (notably among
the Desert Inn crowd) wanting to
raise the loot and keep everything
centralized in Clark County. With
the convention bond issue, there
was the joker of . annexation of the
Strip to Las Vegas which seems
improbable if for the tax angle
alone.
Wherever gambling is not cen¬
tralized, there is almost an 8 to 1
that Berkeley had testified he met
(Continued on page 68)

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Texas State Fair Sets New Record;
Negroes PuD Out Over Segregation
Dallas, Oct. 18.
State Fair of Texas, midway in
its 70th annual outing, Oct. 7-23,
racked up what’s claimed to be a
new world’s record for single day
expo attendance Saturday (15)
when 323,224 visitors, at 60c each,
packed the 187-acre fairgrounds.
Total topped the previous claimed
one-day attendance record of 305,500 set by the Canadian National
Exposition at Toronto last Sept. 3.
Previous high here was 296,784 on
Oct. 16, 1954. Record draw here
boosted the halftime attendance
total to 1,413,629, well ahead of
last year’s 1,308,241 draw for the
first eight daVs, and fair execs are
confident this year’s turnstile total
will top 1954's record 2,506,500
payee count.
Current expo run had its head¬
aches. Annual Negro Achievement
Day, Monday (17), lost support of
the local Negro Chamber of Com¬
merce, which charged in a tele¬
gram to fair officials that “segre¬
gation and discrimination are still
being practiced” on certain mid¬
way rides and concessions and in
other expo facilities. A resolution
stating that the Negro org “finds
itself unable to continue its sup¬
port of Negro Achievement Day
at the State Fair of Texas so long
as these discriminatory practices
are maintained” was passed Friday
(14) at a meeting of the group’s
board of directors. Resolution was
passed after C. B. Bunkley, cham¬
ber’s prexy, said he attended the
fair and was denied admission to
a concession.
*•
The Negro org made two specific
segregation charges in its tele¬
gram: (1) that Negroes are not per¬
mitted to ride on two rides on the
midway; (2) that they cannot eat
on the midway except at stajids
that have no seating facilities or

New York

at stands that have only stools
Also, Brig. Gen. Benjamin Davis’
scheduled to receive the expo’s
fourth annual National Negro
Achievement Award, advised expo
officials that he could not attend
due to “unforeseen c rcumstances.”
To Maintain Harmony”
James H. §tewart, executive
veepee-general manager of the
Texas expo, made an official
statement: “The State Fair belongs
to everyone and is open to all peo¬
ple at all times, regardless of race
creed or color. A few minor re¬
strictions are kept in force to
maintain harmony and good oper¬
ations. If these are resented by
anyone, the management of the
State Fair is regretful, but feels
that they are in the best interests
of everyone.” Stewart also ex¬
plained that two rides, the Scooter
and the Laff-in-the-Dark, were
barred to Negroes because “physi¬
cal contact with white persons”
was involved. Eating places were
closed, he said, in accordance with
the same practices dictated through
custom in Texas.
Tragedy occurred Tuesday (11)
on the midway when a seat on the
Sky Wheels, a twin ferris wheel,
broke and dropped a 15-year-old
Memphis, Tex., schoolgirl to her
death and” injured two girl com¬
panions who shared her seat. Sky
Wheels, after examination, was
dismantled and removed from the
fairgrounds.
Despite its troubles, the Texas
expo is headed for another recordbreaking attendance. Top enter¬
tainment lure is “The Pajama
Game,” with Fran Warren, Larry
Douglas and Buster West, in for
25 performances in the 4,285-seat
air-cortditioned State Fair Audi¬
torium, scaled at $1.20-$4.80. Tour¬
ing-show opened Friday night (7)
with a boff $150,000 advance sale.
“Ice Capades of 1956” is at the
Ice Arena for 23 performances,
scaled to $3.30 top. “Ice Cycles”
has drawn better than 100,000
frozen-water fans into the 5,600seat arena for the past four annual
fair runs.

Imogene Coca pacted for the
Baker Hotel, Dallas, Oct. 21 and
thence to the Sahara, Las Vegas,
Nov. 1 . . . Eartha Kitt moves
into the Mocambo, Hollywood, Nov.
15 . . . Joe E. Lewis tapped for the
Chez Paree, Chicago, Dec. 28 . . .
Rusty Draper an Oct. 31 opener at
the Copa, Pittsburgh . . . Myron
Fate of La Vie, N. Y., hinges on
Cohen down for the Prevue Club, whether it could raise about $9,000.
Collinsville, Ill., Nov. 10 . . . Rob¬ Deadline is tomorrow (Thurs.) and
ert Clary has a December date at at presstime, sum was still to be
the Blackhawk, Chicago . . . Page raised by Bernie Kammett', gen¬
& Bray into the Dunes, Las Vegas, eral manager of the nitery. Monte
Dec. 19.
Proser, La Vie’s operator, was in
Las Vegas conferring with opera¬
tors of The Tropicana, where he
Chicago
will
be the booker and production
Chi Chez Paree op Dave Halper
trying to get the Will Mastin Trio boss. Haymes’ La Vie salary is
$5,000.
back for an Oct. 31 date; Sophie
Tucker was originally set, but had
Trouble started last Thursday
to cancel out. If the Will Mastin (13), when the check given to head¬
booking goes through, it’ll be a liner Dick Haymes was returned
DIR: IRVIN ARTHUR ASSOCIATES
quick return for the Sammy Davis for insufficient funds. Kammett
group, who closed the Chez Sun¬ wanted to sign over to Haymes the
day (16) . . ..Chi’s Oriental Theatre sum due to the nitery from the
COMEDY MATERIAL
playing with the idea of a limited Diners Club, but officials of The
show policy; house has been featur¬ American
For All Branches of Theatricals
Guild of Variety Artists
ing an organist at intermissions to
FUN-MASTER
try it out . . . ‘McGuire Sisters held that he must be paid in cash.
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILM
currently at Chi’s Chez Paree for Coin wasn’t raised and Haymes
(The
Service of tho STARS)
one frame ending Sunday (23) . . . wasn’t, allowed to appear. Freddie
First 13 Files $7.00-All 35 issues $25
Wally Griffin and Nino Nanni set Stewart substituted.
Singly; si.05 per script.
for return dates at the Park Lane,
Odd part of the affair lies in the
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book .$10 •
Denver, in January, May and fact Jhat La Vie had its heaviest
• MINSTREL BUDGET.$25 O
August of 1956 .: . . Ana Moreno week since its opening. Business
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ee. bk.. .$25 •
into the Club Crescendo, Houston, had been really solid, but necessity
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
Nov. 9 for two.
of paying off some really pressing
$3.00
debts left the operation in worse
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
shape.
Omaha
No C.O.D.'s
Stuart Allen, comic, opened at
Money was raised by the dead¬
BILLY GLASON
Don Hammond's Seven Seas Fri¬ line given on Saturday night and
200 W. 54th St., New York If—Dept. V
day (14) . . . Pianist Walter Scott on that evening, Haymes, Billy
Circle 7-1130
in at the Airport Hayden House ... Vine and The Gerardos did three
Paul Moorhead orch featuring vo¬ shows.
calist Annie Maloney at the Pax
Room of the Paxton Hotel.
WHEN IN BOSTON
night amounting to $1,000 was
posted. However; Jackie Bright,
It's the
Hollywood
AGVA national administrative sec¬
The Szonys open a three-weeker retary, insisted that the full week’s
at Cocoanut Grove Dec. 6 . . . salary be gotten up, to be held in
Lottie Brunn opens at the Bilt- escrow for the entire show. He
more Bowl Nov. 16 for six weeks, also told the manager that he
The Home of Show Folk
on bill with the Doubledaters . . . would require a full bond for
Avtry ft Washington Sts.
Paul Gilbert opened a two-week Buddy Hackett -and other performRadio in Evory Room_
stand at Reno’s Riverside Friday ers who go In tomorrow (Thurs.).
(14) . . . Comic Jack Durant will
appear in the Gale Storm show
opening at the Cocoanut Grove
Nov. 9 . . . Matty Malneck opened
a one-week stand yesterday (Tues.)
at the Mocambo . . . Allan Jones
signed deal calling for two . en¬
gagements yearly at Thunderbird,
Currently
Las Vegas . . . Gwen Bari booked
into Eldorado Oct. 24 . . . Mel
GOLDEN HOTEL
Torme tees off a four-week
Australian tour at Tivoli Theatre,
RENO
Sydney, Friday (21) . . . Lili St. Cyr
at Copa Club, Pittsburgh, for two
Mgt. BILL MITTLER, U19 Broadway. Nrw York
stanzas . . . Ho-Lo's into Eddie’s,
Kansas City, Nov. 4 for two weeks.

N.Y. La Vie Fate
Hinges on 9G

HOTEL AVERY

CAB CALLOWAY

pjSa^mfr
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Melton $10,600, St. Loo

Peelers Pale at Calumet Strip Alley
Cleanup; Court Test Held likely
Chicago, Oct. 18.

4*-

Calumet City, whose strip em- I
poriums are noted far and wide as
the ultimate in peeling, last week
passed

two

city

ordinances

St. Louis, Oct.118.
A three-day bus and street car
strike slowed down biz at the
American Theatre where “Words
and Music,” with James Melton
heading the cast, wound up a oneweek frame and grossed a fair es¬
timated $10,600.
The piece was scaled to $3.36.

de¬

De Haven, Marlowe
Set for Pierre, N. Y.

Chi AGVA Steps
Up Drive Inking
Cafe, House Ops

Gloria
De
Haven
has
been
signed for her first date at the
Cotillion Room of the Pierre Hotel,
the peel joints, -the Chi suburb’s I N. Y. She goes in' Nov. 27. Inn also
city council made it illegal for 1 pacted Marion Marlowe for a reB-girls to solicit drinks, and for peat stand. She’s set for a March
signed to clean up strip alley. Amid
anguished cries from attorneys for

strippers to remove anything but
a hat, coat or cape.

And, antici¬

date‘ William Morris
both deals.

pating that some girl might try to
circumvent the meaning of the law
bv arriving on stage wearing only
a coat and hat with little or noth¬
ing underneath, the council also
nixed any performance in a state i
of nudity.
Ban goes into effect |
Nov. 1.
Evelyn West, currently appear¬
ing in Cal City billed as the girl
with the “$50,000 Treasure Chest,”
was extremely vocal in her con¬
demnation of the new ordinances,
and insisted a constitutional ques¬
tion is involved. Said Miss West.
“The ban is very- un-American.”
She said she could defend stripping
on both artistic and constitutional
grounds, “to say nothing of finan¬
cial.”
She is currently getting
$2,500 a week for peeling. With
regard to the B-girl nix, Miss West
said it is “ridiculous that a girl is
not permitted to have a drink with
a friend. If it isn’t unconstitution¬
al,
it
is
most
undemocratic,
wouldn’t you say?’*
None of the Cal City joints are
thinking of closing, and lawyers
for the ops are seeking a court test.
The law was rammed through the
city council as part of a cleanup
campaign started by Mayor Stanley
E. Bejger and a citizens* group
headed by Mrs. Edward Damai.
The new laws came into being
just as two Calumet City nitery
operators were indicted by a Cin¬
cinnati Federal grand jury for
Mann Act violations.
At the same time, Chicago’s
City Council repealed a law pro¬
hibiting drinking at bars by un¬
escorted women.
Passed in 1942
to protect servicemen from femme
barflys, the law had been under
attack for some time, but was rare¬
ly enforced and often circum¬
vented.

Agency

pacted

Rio’s Return To
Las Vegas Cafe
Settles 400G Suit
Las Vegas, Oct. 18.
The legal tiff between Eddie
Rio and the Royal Nevada was re¬
solved last week (11) when Rio
decidedlo drop , his $400,000 civil
suit and return to produce and pre¬
sent the inn’s future shows. Deal
with Rio was the first major move
by Bill Miller since his step-in as
hotel’s general manager and prexy
of the board of directors.

Chicago, Oct. 18.
As a result of recent confer¬
ences with Alherican Guild of
Variety Artists national adminis¬
trator
Jackie
Bright,
midwest
regional director Ernie Fast is im¬
plementing
AGVA’s
stepped-up
drive to get compliance from cafe
ops
and theatre
owners with
AGVA’s minimum requirements.
The basic requirements are that
employers of talent post a cash
bond equal to the entertainers’
weekly salary, sign the minimum
basic agreement which regulates
salaries and working conditions,
Land pay the sum of $2.50 per per1 former per week into the union’s
welfare fund.
In addition. Fast is going after
fair bookers and seeking compli¬
ance with AGVA’s outdoor code
covering performers employed in
fairs and circuses. Fast and Barnes
& Carruthers reps are due to get
together next week to negotiate
coverage for outdoor acts.
Fast has just received the first
check from Chi’s Chicago Theatre
to cover contributions to the wel¬
fare fund.
He has recently ob¬
tained compliance with AGVA’s
three
minimum
requirements
from the Beverly Hills Country
Club, Cincinnati; Elmwood Casino,
Windsor, Ont.; The Preview, Col¬
linsville, Ill.; The Show Bar, Chi¬
cago; The Stagecoach Lounge, Chi¬
cago, and Dome Stables, Chicago.

As a result of his negotiations
with Miller, Rio agreed to return
under his original contract, calling
for a $39,000 per annum stipend;
dismiss his breach of contract and
slander suit, lodged three weeks
ago when he was fired by tempo¬
rary general manager Arnold Kimmes; drop a $100,000 writ of at¬
tachment, filed in conjunction with
the suit, and return $6,750 seiezd
from the hotel via the writ. Pur¬
chase of talent both for the hotel’s
lounge and supper room will be
handled on a co-op basis between
Miller and Rio. Miller returns from
a weeklong talent hunt in Gotham
this Friday.
Meantime, tabloid “Guys And
Dolls” continues to set new turn¬
stile' precedents in the Royal’s
supper cafe. Tonight (Tues.) it will
have played a record 142 perform¬
ances to an average 390 patrons a
show. A hotel spokesman repudi¬
ated reports that although patron¬
age has been heavy, casino coin
has been light, by pointing up the
fact that “Guys” has rewarded the
hotel’s greenfelt operation with its
greatest dollar turnover since the
grand opening last April, and be¬
London, Oct. 18.
Eartha Kitt is to appear at the cause of its success the hotel is in
Cafe de Paris next April for a four- the midst of negotiations to tab
week season. At the moment, the “Can-Can” and other Broadway
only problem in connection witlj.| vehicles in the future.

Trio Angle Only Snarl To
Eartha Kitt’s British Date

“Guys” gets a new cast lineup
the engagement concerns her ac¬
companying trio, for she wants to for the final two weeks of its pres¬
bring an American pianist, guitar¬ ent option, which expires Nov. 1,
as Norwood Smith replaces Robert
ist and bongo player with her.
Alda and Julie Oshins takes Sam
The British Musicians Union rec¬
Levene’s script this evening (18).
ommended to the Ministry of
Alda is bound for‘Rome, where he
Labor that Miss Kitt employ a
will thesp in a play scheduled to
British bongo player and guitar¬
go before the cameras after its
ist, but expressed no objection to
stage run, while Levene planes to
an American pianist accompanying
New York to start rehearsals for
her.
Allen Boretz’ “Hot Corner,” set
All financial details have been for a Broadway bow in December.
agreed with the Cafe de Paris, and Levene will double as star-direc¬
"if satisfactory arrangements can be tor.
worked out about her accompani¬
Sid Kuller who, with Manny
ment, Fosters Agency will prob¬
Franks, set “Guys” for the Royal
ably book variety engagements for Nevada, will continue with the
her in Britain after the Cafe de hotel as an investor, having noth¬
Paris stint.
ing to do with forthcoming shows,
a spokesman said in explanation of
Kuller’s position now that Rio
has returned to the spa.

Memphis City Aud Is Set
For Big Scale Facelift
Memphis, Oct. 18.

Memphis’
Ellis
(City)
Audi¬
torium, which has been the key
outlet for road shows, sporting
events, the Met Opera and other
top attractions, will undergo a
facelifting operation, announced
as costing $1,500,000.
Revamping ' building
program
includes a new stage which will
be used in both the North and
South Halls, complete air-condi¬
tioning, new acoustic treatment
and modem marquee entrances to
both the North and South Halls
in the Main street areas here.
Work, which gets under way on
Jan. 1, will not interfere with at¬
tractions already skedded for the
City Auditorium. North Hall seals
5.500 and South Hall seats 2,750.
Auditorium
is
skippered
by
Chauncey Barbour.

’ OMAHA CAFES OPENING
Experiment with Floor Acts
At Two Spots
Omaha, Oct. 18.
American Legion Club may re¬
turn to floor show policy after a
lapse of more than a year. New
officer. Mort Wells, will expei’iment Nov. 16->17, with booker Don
Romeo bringing in Peg-Leg Bates
as the headliner. ♦
Mean while, Skee Fisher, new op
of the Colony Club, which aban¬
doned floor shows early last sum¬
mer. ..said he also plans to take a
whirl* in the near future.
Fisher
purchased the .lavish downtown
spot from Art Smith Oct. 1.,
At present, Don Hammond’s
Seven Seas is the only Omaha
nitery boasting shows.

Keel’s Copa Deal
Film lead Howard Keel will
make his N.Y. bow as a nitery
singer at the Copacabana, in a
three-week deal starting Dec. 1.
He recently appeared at the Dunes
Hotel, Las Vegas.
Deal was set by the Paul Small
Agency.
Keel bookings also include the
Town Casino, Buffalo, beginning
Nov. 21, and two weeks at the
Eden Roc Hotel, Miami Beach,
Jan. 20.
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Legion Impact Softer in Miami Beach;
Nitery Biz Healthy But Not SRO
Greenwald to Head Up
Concord Talent Buying
Phil Greenwald has been named
director of entertainment at the
Concord Hotel, Kiamesha Lake,
N. Y.. The Concord is one of the
heaviest talent buyers in the Catskill Mt. borscht-belt.
Greenwald, who was formerly
on the inn’s public relations staff,
succeeds
the
Johnny
Pransky
Agency as the talent buyer.

Miami Beach, Oct. 18.
Return of the American Legion
last week for the third time in
eight years showed a marked drop
in attendance, as well as an obvi¬
ous letdown in the hijinks dis¬
played by the veterans in former •
years, both here and elsewhere.
Not one hotel bothered to remove
furniture
and
breakable
items
from its lobbies.
Attendance,
as estimated by
semi-official sources, ranged from
“over 20,000” to “near
40,000.”
First conclave here in 1948 drew
well over 60,000.

Although most cafes and night
clubs reported healthy business
for the week, it was a rare occa¬
sion to find any of them sold out.
Leading the pack was the Fon¬
tainebleau’s La Ronde. The Sax¬
ony’s Tropical Room was usually
packed, as were some of the
smaller spots but, overall, they
came early and, in the majority,
didn’t stay out too late.
Room
service departments in all .hotels
reported a good many had brought
their own- libations and that pri¬
Los Angeles, Oct. 18.
The Hollywood Red Probe came vate parties were the order of the
back to town for a one-hour open day.
session Friday (14) and promptly
Officials and civic leaders were
ran into a flat denial of previous puzzled about the comparatively
testimony that may bring an in¬ quiet behavior, with opinions ad¬
vestigation into the possibility of vanced ranging from “they’re get¬
ting older and more settled”—the
perjury before the committee.
Solo witness at the open sessions mid-thirties-up types were in the
was Zero Mostel, nitery and legit majority—to “this section is too
comic, who invoked the Fifth far away for the far west and mid¬
Heavy rains
Amendment in declining to answer west contingents.”
most of the questions put to him didn’t help any, with the big pa¬
by committee . counsel Frank S. rade Tuesday (ID) postponed for
Tavenner. Latter had a sheaf of several hours, then finally run off
Entertainment
material listing Mostel as appear¬ in the downpour.
ing at various functions for various wise, the Legionarama, staged in
causes. The comic declared the the Orange Bowl, drew over 15,000
committee had “more handbills despite the rain threats, with Hal
about me than I have myself.” He March emceeing a show featuring
said he was not “now” a Commu¬ Marion Marlowe and a group of
Morton Downey and
nist, but declined to answer qiyes- sight acts.
tions about party affiliation prior his soft-drink sponsors took over
the grand ballroom of the Fon¬
to last Thursday (13).
Mostel enlivened the proceed¬ tainebleau for another big shin¬
Otherwise, it was private
ings when he hurled the lie at tes¬ dig.
timony offered by Martin Berkeley party time and/or making one or
in 1952, who had named Mostel as two bars or clubs, then to bed.
a member of a writers’ group of Merchants and other businessmen
in the area, however, were report¬
the Communist Party.
The fireworks exploded after edly content with business done
Mostel had been on the stand about through the convention week.
30 minutes, when Tavenner asked
him if he knew Berkeley.
“I hesitate to answer,” the ro¬
tund comic declared slowly, “I
don’t recall meeting or knowing
him. I know of him from the news¬
papers but I don’t know where hf'
Boston, Oct. 18.
met me.”
The night club circuit bug has
Tavenner then informed Mostel bitten Cindy Lord and Lindy Do¬
herty, singers on the WBZ-TV
(Continued on page 66)
“Swanboat” show, following their
entree into the field when they
scored at Guy Guarino’s new Mou¬
lin Rouge In the Hotel Vendome.

Red Com. Probes
Mostel’s Perjury
Charge in Hearing

BOSTON TVTTES GET
THE NIGHT CLUB BUG

Vegas Moulin Rouge May Go Chinese;
Interracial Spot Seeks Fresh Coin

The interracial character of the representing a major chunk of the
shuttered Moulin Rouge Hotel, Las interracial hotel, are presently in
Vegas, may be continued, but with Beverly Hills trying to make con¬
another slant. A group of San tact with fresh money. Lou Rubin,
Francisco merchants of Chinese an¬ who owns 27% of the venture, said
cestry are negotiating with the he will return to New York to
present owners to take over the work on the future opening of his
hostel.
If negotiations are con¬ Chandler’s Restaurant there, while
summated, the spot will go into a at the same time trying to raise a
new bankroll. Other owners like¬
“China Doll” policy.
The Moulin Rouge is the first wise report they will make expedi¬
Las Vegas hotel to put up the white tions to key cities around the
flag.
Curiously enough, although country to try to promote coin.
the hotel was built for an inter¬
But as . the hotel’s partners
racial patronage, bulk of the cli¬ sought the wherewithal to reopen,
entele was ofay.
They failed to new suits were slapped against
get an appreciable amount of Moulin Rouge Inc. Largest edaim
Negro trade.
was filed til) by the Rosehedge
Corp. df.>GJali£omiis(i ^seekihg ap-*
Ops Prospect for Gold
pointment of a receiver to tal^e.
Las Vegas, Oct. 18.
possession of the hotel and its
Moulin Rouge principals are sets, and that the furnishings be
continuing to scour the country¬ sold to settle a- $121,928 chattel
side for coin with which to reopen mortgage. The Rosehedge suit, in
the first multi-million dollar resort asking for the receiver, brought to
in Las Vegas to shutter over fi¬ light a string of tylls owed by the
nancial woes.
resort’s operators.
Alex Bisno and Will Swartz, both
According to the suit, the hold
owes $2,000,000 to various credi¬
tors, has a bank overdraft of $355,501, is delinquent, in license foes
and taxes in the total sum of $156.GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
736, and is behind in its payroll
to the tunc of $82,000. In another
suit, Mehring, Hanson & Co. of
Illinois seeks judgment of $5,825.
Three liens also were filed
against the hotel the day after the
1905 - 1955
closure, one by the Bureau of In¬
ternal Revenue for $32,403 in back
excise taxes, another by the Vegas

PfiRjETY

(Continued on page 66)

The new team, hooked by local
agent Harry Drake, have worked
up a new routine for the club cir¬
cuit.

Johnnie Ray, Lena Horne
Smash Draws in London
London, Oct. 18.
Two
U.S.
headliners
proved
socko to London audiences at open¬
ings today (Mon.).
Johnnie Ray
was as big a smash as in his pre¬
vious dates in Britain, while Lena
Horne’s bow at the Savoy was
along boff lines.
Ray’s Hippodrome stand was
marked by a parade of standards
which got him a solid sendoff.
Others on the Hippodrome bill,
presented by Val Parnell, included
Vie'Lewis* orch{;<Nvho not only-did
their,, £jhow> on stage, but accomptmfea' Ra^; comic Stan Stennett;
Billy Dainty, comedian making his
West. End debut; Devine & -Ring,
musical act;.Harry Worth,-ventrilo¬
quist; Theda Sisters, aerialists; Rib
Aruso, equilibrist; Flying De Pauls,
tumblers, and the George Carden
Dancers.
Miss Horne’s Savoy debut was
made before a distinguished au¬
dience and earned for her a begoff.

Gina’s Command Show
London, Oct. 18.
Producer Jack Hylton has been
designated to produce this year’s
Royal Command Variety Show to
be staged at the Victoria Palace
next month.
Probability is that Gina Lollobrigkla will headline this display.
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Moulin Rouge May Go Chinese
.—Continued from page 65

Heating & Sheetmetal Co. for
$1,745 in labor and supplies, and
the. third by Wilgar Brothers
Glass Co. for $4,714 in services
performed.
Meanwhile, general manager
Nate Schlaifer explained the finan¬
cial structure of the spa up until
the afternoon (10) when a writ of
attachment by the Bartenders and
Culinary locals, seeking back
wages of $21,500, closed the hotei.
He said the Moulin Rouge was
constructed at a cost of nearly
$4,000,000. The actual financing,
he said, was $1,200,000. The finan¬
cing over and above the latter fig¬
ure, he disclosed, wag secured
through loans, most of which were
shortterm notes.
Eastern Angel Fluffs
A run of bad luck in the casino,
he said, plus the failure of an east¬
ern financier to fulfill a commit¬
ment that would have given the
hotel a $1,000,000 operating capital
at the outset, started the financial
wheels in motion that six months
after the grand opening collapsed
the hotel.
Eight weeks ago, Schlaifer said,
the hotel’s financial frame “really
started to quiver.” Aware of the
. acute situation at hand, the board
of directors went into negotiations
with Mark Lipsky and Jack Silverman for a loan, and simultaneously
appointed Schlaifer general man¬
ager.
Lipsky is chairman of the board
of directors of the Ready Whip
Corp„ and Silverman own a chain
of southern California supermar¬
kets. Schlaifer is a vet casino oper¬
ator here.
From Silverman and Lipsky, the
hotel snared a $500,000 loan.
Meantime Schlaifer, and depart¬
ment heads, blueprinted a reor¬
ganization to reduce costs and hypo
interests in the operation. But it
was too late.
The shortterm notes, totalling
nearly $1,500,000, expired one by
one until the Moulin Rouge was in¬
undated with claims, liens and no¬
tices of foreclosure. The hotel’s
operators acknowledged that cred¬
itors, and employees with overdue
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salaries, had been “more than fair
about the whole thing.”
Ironically, the hotel was doing
profit biz when ' closed. Statistics
released from the hotel revealed
that during its last weekend of op¬
eration (8-9), the hotel’s occupancy
was 100%, and that of the last
nine shows played by Les Brown
and his orch, seven were SRO. The
evening the spa shuttered, a glance
at the reservation card revealed
225 patrons had been booked for
the first and second shows.
On the heels of the fatal Bar¬
tenders and Culinary Unions’ writ,
Irvin Mazziel, Coast AGVA rep,
told owners that before the hotel
would be allowed to reopen with
AGVA members, a $10,000 bond
would have to be posted. The day
following the closure, 10 chorines,
four male dancers, a singing quar¬
tet and an emcee—all AGVA mem¬
bers—lined up at the Nevada La¬
bor Commission to file claims
against the hotel for unpaid sal¬
aries totalling $2,450.04. In addi¬
tion, Mazziel said, suit would be
filed against the spa, charging
breach of contract. The hotel, he
disclosed, contractually hired the
AGVA players for four weeks, be¬
ginning Oct. 3, at an aggregate sal¬
ary of $13,340.
A spokesman for the American
Booking Corp., the agency that
contracted Les Brown to the hotel,
said a similar charge will be filed
in court and with the Labor Com¬
mission for overdue salaries. Brown,
he said, was hired for $50,000 for
his four-frame stand, and when the
hotel closed he had not been paid
for six days put in on the podium.
It was learned that the AFM will
follow AGVA’s lead in demanding
posting of a bond before members
wili be allowed to play the resort
again.

$50 Toronto Music Union
Fee Paid by 3 Britons
Toronto, Oct. 18.
Over here for a six-week, transCanada benefit tour of 17 cities,
the three stars of “Variety”—Nor¬
man Evans, Tessie O’Shea, Alec
Finlay—each had to take out a
$50 musicians union card, though
donating their services in aid of
“Variety
Village,”
residential
school here for handicapped boys,
pet project of Toronto Tent 28 of
International Variety Clubs.
Troupers were tapped backstage
after playing a week in a fort¬
night’s engagement at the Royal
Alexandra Theatre here. The union
demand held up the performance
some 15 minutes while Evans and
Finlay pointed out that they had
both toured Canada in seasons
past, Finlay for four cross-country
trips, without having to take out
a musicians union card.
Trio, who already had their
AGVA cards, accepted- the ultima¬
tum of the Toronto local (149) of
the international musicians union,
with pit orchestra then getting
the signal for the overture.
It
was decided that Betty Jumel, who
whips out a few piano discords for
her pratfall entrance, was not
obliged to take out a $50 card as
she uses the piano simply as a
"prop. But Evans plays the trum¬
pet _ and Miss O’Shea strums a
banjo and Finlay solos on the bag¬
pipes. Troupe also included Alistar
McTIarg, Ernest Wampola, and
Grager Bros. (2), but these not
affected.

Did You Ever See a
Diesel Dancing ?
RICHARD and EDITH

BARSTOW

■

|t

STAGED A DIESEL
DOE SEE DOE
HOEDOWN

IN

POWERAMA

(8)3?

BATCH OF MIAMI BEACH
HOTELS SIGN WITH AGVA
Miami Beach, Oct. 18.
-An organizing contingent from
the American Guild of Variety Art¬
ists has gotten a batch of hotel
owners to sign minimum basic
agreements and to pay the welfare
fund contributions. Jackie Bright,
national administrative secretary;
Lou Smolove, eastern regional di-|
rector, and Jerry Baker, Miami
area rep, addressed several groups
of hotel men, with the result that
agreements to sign up with the un¬
ion came from the Sherry-Frontenac, Sans Souci, Fontainebleau,
Casablanca, Versailles, and Robert
Richter. These inns agree to post
bonds in addition.
j
The Algiers, DiLido, Delano and
Balmoral, which do not use shows
throughout the week, agreed to a
club date scale for the performers.
According to Bright, since the
agent will be responsible for pay¬
ment, no bond was required of
them.
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Ice Show Review
Holiday on Ice
Morris Chalfen presentation of
George & Ruth Tyson production
with Arnold Shoda, Kay Servatius,
Sook & Roman, Genevieve Norris,
John.-Dietl, Phil Hiser, Boh Saccente, Jorge Valle, Shirley Winter,
Buddy & Baddy, Flip & Flop,
Jean Cheadle, Raffloer & Mapes,
Wayne Thompson, Half Bros. <2)>
Ben Stabler Orch.
Staged by
Chester Hale; costumes, Robert
Mackintosh; sets, Ted Meza; light¬
ing, Doug Morris; special lyrics,
Dolores Pallet. At Memorial Coli¬
seum, Ft. Wayne, Ind., $3 top.

^Holiday on Ice” is one of the
long-established shows that have
been playing fair-sized towns for
many years without hitting a major
center such as New York, Yet its
standards are such that it can pass
muster in the top population areas.
This Morris Chalfen production is
a gaily-gaited opus, lavishly cos¬
tumed and peopled with talented
skaters.
“Holiday’s” preoccupation with
the lesser cities is, of. course, due
Newcastle, Oct. 18.
to
the nature of the industry. No
Combo of
. b. name singers large
city can support too many
from the disk field and irrespon¬ shows, and therefore some units
sible teenagers are making a big must hit territories that haven’t
problem for police in British been saturated by other layouts of
cities. When Johnnie Ray took this type.
walks to get fresh air between
The basic premise of “Holiday,”
shows at the Empire va.udery here, like others of its type, is a hand¬
eight policemen went with him. some money’s worth. For the $3
Now city councillors are criticiz¬ top, charged at Ft. Wayne and
ing the local police for “taking most other stops, “Holiday” pre¬
part in what was obviously a pub¬ sents a full-bodied layout with a
bigtime accent.
licity stunt.”
Probably the heaviest splash in
Arthur Grey, a city councillor,
told Variety: “I am disgusted that the show is Ravel’s “Bolero,” with
eight members of the force should a volcano in the background spurt¬
ing fire. The line girls have
be used for this purpose.”
. A senior police officer said: “We femme-fatale costumes and the
principals,
Jean Sook, teamed wjth
were not protecting Johnnie Ray. Tod Roman,
Genevieve Norris &T
We were controlling the 1*000- ,John Dietl, and Bob Saccente, per¬
strong crowds of irresponsible form sophisticated routines that
teengers. If Councillor Grey owned build with the music.
a shop near the theatre and the
Another production number that
crowd crashed through his window excites the imagination is “Music
trying' to get at Ray,- he would for Americans,’-’ which enacts
soon want to know where the moods created by some of the top
pop composers, including Vincent
police were.”
Youmans, George Gershwin, Rich¬
ard Rodgers, Harold Arlen, Irving
Berlin and Cole Porter.’ The set¬
tings' and props used during this
number lend a lot of color to the
Continued from • page 65 ■
I proceedings and it' winds up o pro¬
nounced hit. The Mardi Gras num¬
Mostel in 1938 at a meeting of a ber and the opener, “Totin’ Ice
writers committee in the home of Around the World,” help make a
Lionel Stander.
deep impress on the audience in
“That’s a.” Mostel broke both costuming and routining.
out and then turned for a quick
But while a heavy dent is made
colloquy with his attorney. Turn¬ with the ensemble groupings, an
ing back to Tavenner and to Con¬ important facet of the show lies
gressmen Clyde Doyle and Donald in the strong assortment of skaters.
L. Jackson, Mostel emphasized Best are Arnold Shoda and Kay
that he had never been in Califor¬ Servatius. Shoda, who had the
longest tenancy at the Roxy Thea¬
nia previous to 1938.
Tavenner then sought to dis¬ tre, N. Y., when that house fea¬
cover whether Mostel knew Stan¬ tured icers, is probably one of the
dancers on ice around. His
dee The comic said he was ac¬ best
spins are among the best in the
quainted with the actor and the business. In addition, he shows a
committee counsel then began a lot of imagination in carrying out
series of questions to determine the themes of the music and his
whether the meeting Berkeley re¬ personal choreography is a top
ferred to could have occurred at brand of artistry along commercial
another time.
lines..
“I have never,” said Mostel
Miss Servatius, in “Clair de
vehemently, “been in the home of Lune,” shows a delicacy of dance
Mr. Stander in any city in which design, as well as lithe movements
across the big freeze. She’s a
I met him, at any time.”
The denial later cued a reminder looker who makes a deep dent on
the
customers. Other singles of
from Mostel’s attorney, Richard
Gladstein, of the vacillating testi¬ great strength include Shirley
Winter,
who gives added color to
mony of Harvey Matusow, whose the production;
Jean Cheadle, a
flipflops upset testimony at probes tiny miss who cavorts over the ice
in the east.
in a winsome manner; Bob Sac¬
At the conclusion of the hear¬ cente, who moves with speed and
ings, it was understood that the grace in his various numbers, and
committee will take immediate Jorge Valle, who provides dressing
steps to investigate the conflict in at the opener.
testimony between Berkeley and
Of course, it’s difficult for teams
Mostel. Since they are directly to express anything new in the way
opposed to each other, and each of ice choreography. However,
was 'made under oath, it was con¬ most of them put refreshing ac¬
sidered possible that an investiga¬ cents into what are by now classic
tion may produce a charge of per¬ routines. Among them are Jean
Sook & Ted Roman, and Genevipvi*
jury.
John Dietl, who perform
In his testimony, Mostel said he Norris,
with agility and ease to round up
had begun his showbiz career at heavy
palming. Miss Norris has an
the Cafe Society downtown and additional duty in dancing out an
he was questioned regarding his oldtimer item with Phil Hiser.
acquaintanceship with Ivan Black, This bit is so patently a takeoff on
nitery publicist who was an un¬ “The Old Smoothies” routine, a
friendly witness before the com¬ standard feature in “Ice Capades,”
mittee in the east some weeks ago. that it should be eliminated, and
“Personally,” said Mostel, “my the performers given another rou¬
attitude toward press agents is not tine.
In the comedy and novelty sector,
of a complimentary nature. I
thought he was a necessary evil. Buddy Murray gives an expert bar¬
rel jumping exhibition; Flip &
That’s all.”
Flop in a pair of routines impress
with some fine comedy, and Buddy
& Baddy show a fine brand of
MITCHELL'S AUSSIE BID
pantomime comedy. Raffloer &
.London, Oct. 18.
Guy Mitchell, still scoring heav¬ Mapes also do some skilled turns
around
the floor and Flip & Flop
ily in variety here, is pondering
show a brand of zanyism that war¬
an offer to tour Australia.
rants prolonged mitts.
He has never appeared Down
Sole vaude act in the layout is
Under.
the Half Bros.- (2), an expert pair

Johnnie Ray Headache
For B"Sish Gendarme

Mostel

of jugglers strong enough to warrant exhibition in virtually any
show biz situation.
Chester Hale’s choreography and
staging are firstrate, although he
might have permitted the girls to
go easier on the dramatic aspects
of the show by allowing smiles in
some of the numbers during the
first half. The general level of the
George & Ruth Tyson production
is particularly high, with added
plusses for the costumes of Robert
Mackintosh, sets by Ted Meza, and
Doug Morris’ lighting. Special lyr¬
ics by Dolores Pallet, and the em¬
ceeing by Wayne Thompson, are
additional assets. The batoning by
Ben Stabler is concise and a tre¬
mendous help in the •smooth flow of
the show.

Unit Review
All-Star Jamboree
Omaha, Oct. 13.
Hank Snow & Rainbow Ranch
Boys (5), Bill Haley & His Comets
(7), Jimmy Rodgers Snow. At City
Auditorium, Oct.. 10, '55; admis¬
sion, $1.50.
This blend of country music and
shake, rattle & roll r&b tunes fig¬
ures to do well, b.o. wise. Lovers
of both types will come out to see
big names in their fields, and it’s
hard to tell which will draw the
most over the long span.
The unit kicked off its tour here
last Monday (10) and Bill Haley,
and the Comets apparently outdrew singing ranger Hank Snow.
Advance sale was light, with only
700 tickets sold up to the morning
of the show. So promoter Harry
Peebles bought plenty of air time
to plug Haley’s “Rock Around the
Clock” the day of the show and the
turnout was a very robust 5,252.
Snow’s portion Includes relative
Jimmy Rodgers Snow, also a sing¬
er, and Sleepy McDaniel, who
doubles on the bass for Snow’s
background grpup. McDaniel is
billed as a comic but his material
consists of oldies.
The Haley group, boasting sev¬
eral new faces, is as wild as ever
and has the kids jitterbugging all
over the City Aud. In fact, the
kids steal the show here, with fans
paying more attention to them than
the musicians—even when the stars
do their usual walkaround the
spectators.
Trump.

BE SURE THEY
REMEMBER YOU!
Smart acts are leaving behind adver¬
tising specialties and gifts as remind¬
ers and to say "thank you" to those
who

helped them.

“bur catalog

Write today for

of imprinted

and

plain

specialties and gifts of all types and
prices.

"The Showman's Adman"
VIC MORAN ADVERTISING
Dept. 9

Bradford, Pa.

WILLOSBORNE
AND HIS ORCH.
Now 83rd Week

New Golden Hotel, Reno
Mgt.: MILTON DEUTSCH

Representing

Eddie Kaplan Agency Inc.
palace theatre building
564 BROADWAY. N Y • Pl.t, 7 7J4T

ATTENTION!
Young man, theatrical, booking ex¬
perience.
Have valuable mailing
and address lists. Desires position
in field. Write V.Y. 255, Variety,
154 W. 46th St., New York 36.

FEMALE ACCORDIONIST
WANTED
Personable, Experience In Cocktail
Lounge and Club atmosphere preferred
Cell for Interview between 2-5 p.m.

THE SKIPPER
160 East 46th Street
New York, N. Y.

PSmEfy

Wednesday, .October \% 1955
Hotel Plaza, N. Y.
Los Chavales de Espana (11)
mith Trini Reyes; Ted Straeter and
Hark Monte bands; $2.50 and $3
couvert.

__

-The Persian Room attaches' aver
Hint they’re still trying to recover
om the poor biz Gilbert Becaud,
French songwriter-singer, pulled,
and that may account for the dis¬
appointing pull of the tiptop Kids
from Spain, yclept Los Chavales
de Espana. Dinner preem was
turnaway, and apparently the
extended generous encores mil¬
itated against a quicker turnover,
according to maitre d* Jules and
his aides, but it is patent that this
fine musical group will do busi¬
ness. They deserve to.
Still confined to an “act,” by
AFM tabus on danspation, they
sing and play their romantic Latin,
Spanish, Italian and English in a
thoroughly
appealing
manner.
They are canny performers and
their change of pace builds to a
series of encores. The exits, as
they deploy off the Ted Straeter
bandstand, which scrveg as their
podium, make for a little awkward¬
ness, but that’s the best they can
do on this cafe floor.
Trini Reyes, a fiery little Latin
from Manhattan, but altogether
authentic in ’her flamenco styliza¬
tions, is featured with the group,
doing her own little specialties as
when they opened at the WaldorfAstoria. The more intimate en¬
virons of the Persian Room of the
Hotel Plaza which, like the Wal¬
dorf, is also a Hilton operation,
give Los Chavales and Senorita
Reyes an even better setting.
The versatile 11-man team, a
unique cooperative musical aggre¬
gation, with alternating maestros
officiating, whether from the piano
or whatever may be the instru¬
mental position, works with,
showmanship and finish that is
tribute to t’he collective espfit. In
actuality there is no formal batoneer. They work with ease, seem¬
ingly in informal manner yet on
proper cue, most 'of it from the
Steinway.
Whether it’s “Lisboa,”
“Gra¬
nada,” “Under Paris Skies,” “Viva
Matador” or whatever the selec¬
tion, they’re an arresting and very
listenable musical treat.
Their
staff is svelte and slick and pol¬
ished all the way, and despite a
generous helping of romantic vo¬
cal and instrumental interludes
they apparently leave the posh
Persian Room patronage hungry
for more. Incidentally, and by co¬
incidence, among their biggest
fans at the premiere was bossman
Conrad N. Hilton, just arrived east
from his BevHills headquarters.
The Persian Room, of course,
continues socko with two sturdy
musical standbys, the Ted Straeter
dansapators alternating with Mark
Monte’s Continentals. Room should
pick up in business on the strength
of this new lineup.
Abel.

Shamrock, Houston
Houston, Oct. 13.

Dick Shawn, Birk Twins, Paul
Neighbors Orch; $l-$2.50 cover,
no minimum.
Dick Shawn hits the Shamrock
Room
crowds
with
everything
from “Pagliaeci” to gorilla growls.
Total effect of the barrage puts
the headliner way in the black on
the yock ledger.
He’s a tireless,
glib and highly talented
per¬
former who only needs to edit, and
to find his range, for overall smash
results. His current act goes into
too many directions for full con¬
trol of the laughometer. He jokes,
mimics, sings, emotes and panto¬
mimes. He changes characters so
fast he doesn’t allow time for
rapport to set in.
And while the comic has excel¬
lent fluent, unaffected delivery of
gags, using a somewhat clipped
British enunciation, there’s occa¬
sionally a gap between one bright
fine and the next one.
On the
other hand, yocks and mitts are
thunderous when he catches fire
m his Billy Daniels carbon, and
dances around the mike, fanning
ms coattails.
Or sings his weird
Eskimo song.
Or pantomimes a
Southerner awaiting the return
of a lost relative -in a Civil War
Sketch.
A big segment of his offering
revolves around a “Sehizophrenee”
number where in wailing, eerie
voice he explores his Dr. JekyllMr. Hyde personality. This turns
mto a skitsophrenic bash as he
Puts a variety of types on parade,
lighter
and
his
scrubwoman
mother sketch get top returns.
A middling carbon of Dean
Martin as he would do “Vesti La
Liuba” from “Pagliaeci” is also on
the menu. Comic "drops the clown¬
ing
momentarily
to
tackle
a
straight chorus of same. He dem¬
onstrates strong, flexible pipes, but
they don’t sound ready for this.
He sings to smash effect on “Them
dit Bones,” however.*
Opening show.'are the young

Birk .twins, crewcut duo that cuts
tandem shadow capers mixed with
tumbling. Some of the gymnastic
sallies score—particularly the cap¬
per, which has one twin plum¬
meting to floor from shoulders of
other, and pulling out of it in neat
tumble.
But pairs’ attempts at
song and funny business fall a lit¬
tle flat.
Bode.

Fontainebleau, M. ITcIi
Miami Beach, Oct. 14.

Sarah Vaughan, Paul Gray, Kulani Dancers (2), Sacasas Orch;
$2.50-$3.50 bev. minimum.
This is first Miami Beach en¬
gagement for Sarah Vaughan—she
played the Club Calvert in Miami
several months ago. Going on the
reception Miss Vaughan earned in
the La Ronde Club of this swankery, she’ll be coming back regular¬
ly. Going on first-night business
attracted it’s a cinch there’ll be
other cafes in the area bidding for
her services.
Handsomely
gowned,
Miss
Vaughan spells out her song styl¬
ings to high-key attention from
the tablers, her mixture an adroit¬
ly balanced blend that offers the
change of pace necessary to keep
the build and interest mounting.
Backed by her own trio, with an
able assist by Sacasas’ group, Miss
Vaughan
sets
up
her artfully
phrased songalog in easy, assured
manner, ingenious lighting adding
to the mouting mitts. She -includes
her standard Mercury record clicks
with “Make Yourself Comfortable”
a standout. .
Paul Gray, tall, bland, balding
raconteur, takes to the big stage
here and gets them fast with his
assemblage of weird one-liners,
off-trail stories and screwy song
impreshes to keep the laughs com¬
ing strongly.
Gray’s urbane ap¬
proach to his comedy compote is
perfectly keyed to his dapper dress
and manner. At times he reminds
of Robert Benchley in thd unwind¬
ing of a yarn. Demeanor, delivery
and material are the assets that
could well make him a tv dis¬
covery.
The Kalanis serve up native
Tahitian dances with accent on the
sword tossing, a gasp-raising se¬
quence, and for the wrapper-upper
a flame-tossing concept that winds
their brief (eight minutes) turn to
solid reception.
Lary.

Old New Orleans, Wash.
Washington, Oct. 14.

Benny Fields & Blossom Seeley
(with Eddie Johnston), Margie
Robinson, Frank Coviello . Orch;
cover $2.
The
ingredient
so
generally
missing from present-day show
business is put on display in the
large, economy size package this
week, in Washington.
It’s “heart” Benny Fields and
Blossom Seeley are giving out with
enough of it in the basement Sazarac Room of the old New Orleans
to season several supper club bills,
and a couple of tv shows besides.
This veteran team, which has head¬
lined for nearly two generations,
isn’t ashamed of old-fashioned sen¬
timentalism and knows just how
big the portions should be. The
result is the loudest and most sus¬
tained applause this reviewer has
ever .heard in the Sazarac Room.
It’s proof that there’s still a sub¬
stantial market for the kind of en¬
tertainment wares Fields & Seeley
purvey.
Act has Fields coming on solo
with a singing intro to build up
La Blossom’s entrance. Emphasis
is.on the “I gotta have you” angle.
Team gets rolling with a blues
medley—“Rhapsody in Blue,” “St.
Louis Blues,” “Birth of the Blues,”
etc.
Fields, in his minstrel man role,
tells stories, reminisces about the
old days of vaude and the song and
dance man acts. This brings back
Miss Seeley to take the spotlight
while Fields accompanies on the
piano. She talks and sings a monolog about her career from Frisco
(where
she
launched
“Teasing
Rag”) to Broadway and headlines.
For the punch, she sings "Some¬
body Loves Me” and “California,
Here I Come,” to strong returns
from both oldsters and youngsters
at the tables.
Fields comments amiably about
the missing intimacy and warmth
in show biz, and they swing into
“No Business Like Show Business”
with special lyrics. On opening
night, Fields introduced Arthur
Tracey, radio’s old time “Street
Singer,” who was in the audience,
and built up the act vocalizing
“Melancholy Baby.” Smash walkoff has Fields and Miss Seeley
leading the audience in “For Me
and My Gal.”
Margie Robinson is a wellstacked tap dancer who has clicked
out lots of mileage on the little
Sazarac Room floor in her many
engagements there.
Lowe.
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also a lounge performer as Jacoby Ambassador Hotel, L. A«
Blue Angel, N. Y.
Lucienne Delyle, Teddi King, & Gordon are pitching to build
Los Angeles, Oct. 13.
Martha Davis & Spouse, Mort Sahl, that early business. The foursome
Tony Martin, Interludes (5),
Bart Howard, Jimmy Lyons Trio; joined the show later this week.
Freddy Martin Orch (18), Hal
Abel.
$5 minimum.
Borne; minimum $2.
A recent Variety promotion let-' Bcvliilton, llcv’Iy Hills
ter captioned "Never Rewrite A
Hit,” which seemingly struck a
nerve with showmen the world
over probably as much because it
was a refresher course for the pat¬
tern of show business as anything
else, might find its counterpart in
the Herbert Jacoby-Max Gordon
operation at The Blue Angel.
They’ve adhered to a slick policy
that, amidst the pendulum-swing¬
ing that is occupational hazard
with almost any show biz venture,
and by not rewriting a hit—just
seeing to it that the standard of the
basic pattern maintains parity, and
improves with the march of time—
they’ve been a solid item on the
Gotham scene.
So much so that even when they
bring in something that smacks of
being a “nervous’ hit” there is
enough .excitement to the basic
showmanship flair.
Specifically,
Lucienne Delyle’s New York debut
seemed fraught with as much Gal¬
lic excitement as Edith’s Piaf’s re¬
turn to the nearby Versailles a few
weeks ago. Preem night sounded
more Parisian than the lobby of
the Hotel George V in the height
of the tourist season—meaning,
more French was heard.
Variety’s Mosk, a savvy Amer¬
ican covering the Parisian show
biz front, caught Mile. Delyle at
th Olympia, prime vauder in the
French capital, and his Feb. 24,
1954, review concluded “she might
be worth a U.S. chance since
French songstresses seem in de¬
mand stateside.” That’s about the
size of it; Miss Delyle at the mo¬
ment is still chancey.
She allegedly has a disk rep on
the native Pathe label but if the
appeal is limited it’s unfortunate.
It reminds of George Jessel who,
whether for reasons of personal
tact
or
veteran
globetrotting,
seemed a big personal hit in the
lobbies of the grand hotels on the
traditional “grand tour” from Lon¬
don to Paris to Rome. He met a
toprated U.S. tv comic who seemed
frustrated that only his aide and
the European rep of his American
agent gave him any respect or rec¬
ognition; he just couldn’t conceive
that the British, French or Italians
never heard of his Trend or Niel¬
sen.
That’s about the size of it with
Miss Delyle.
It was true also of
Gilbert Becaud at the Plaza’s Per¬
sian Room recently; both likely
get beaucoup boffolas with the
Gallic show biz set back home, and
undoubtedly their disk impact is
all they say it is as regards the
French bobbysox garcons et filles.
That “international” hit is what
they lack and which Edith Piaf,
Jean Sablon, Lucienne Boyer and,
of course, the one and only Mau¬
rice Chevalier, do have.
Her repertoire is commercial
enough but somehow the impact is
lacking.
Could be that there’s
such thing as too “intimate” a
closeup on a songstress as she runs
the gamut of ‘Embrasse Moi,”
“C’est . Magnifique”,
“Un Ange
Comma Ca”, “Bistro Bounce”, “I
Like It”, “Judas’, “I Love Paris”
and “Just A Gigolo”. Not all are
heard in the one same show.
In a quieter manner Teddi King,
ex-r&b chirp with the George
Shearing set at Birdland, does as
well, although that “I’m In The
Market For You” reminds of one
of those Abe Burrows satires on
“the typical topical tune.” This is
of that genre—“I’d like to have
1,000 shares of your heart” etc.
“Change My Plan” (the Blue Pa¬
jama”, song), “Turn The Tables,”
“Moonlight
In
Vermont”
and
“Lover” round it out.
Mort Sahl is back with his cere¬
bral comedy, good in.the main but
a little overlong now. He’d do bet¬
ter if axing a minute or three.
Martha Davis & Spouse (hubby’s
square handle is Calvin Ponder,
and he’s no square on the bullfiddle) are a rousing interlude,
their third or fourth return here.
Miss Davis is a heavyweight Rose
Murphy, with an attractive phiz
and a warm arresting manner, not
to mention a murderous keyboard
style.
She tickles the ivories in
the grand manner and blends and
medleys and scats and interlards
snatches of “Blue Skies,” “Birth of
the Blues,” “Tea For Two,” “Cheek
to Cheek,”
“Love
In Bloom,”
“Likes of You,” "After You’ve
Gone” and “Something’s Gotta
Give” to delight any lammister
from tile Brill Bldg.—and Local
802. It’s surefire soothing pianology.
Their "Heart of Stone,”
medleyed with “Dance With Me
Henry,” give ’em a solid sendoff.
They double the lounge during the
cocktail session with the Jimmy
Lyons Trio, another perennial here,
backing up the entire show in tip¬
top manner , and emcee Bart How¬
ard fronting it.
Alex Fogarty is

Beverly Hills, Oct. 7.

Jose Greco troupe with Lola De
Ronda, Paul Haakon, Anita Ramos,
Mario Escudero, Pepita . Sexnlla,
Gitanillo Heredia; Bernard Hilda
Orch (12), Mischy Novy Orch (5);
cover $2, $2.50.
The town’s newest hostelry has
had little or no luck with the
saloon set on the basis of its first
two shows, but if the Bali Room
doesn’t make the grade with this
layout, it may not make it at all.
There has .rarely been a better
bistro buy, entertainment-wise. The
new Jose Greco show combines all
the necessary ingredients: excel¬
lent dancing, comedy, color, excite¬
ment and constant impact.
The Greco troupe is presenting
an hour-long show that moves with
a pace that leaves ringsiders con¬
stantly enthralled. Minor routin¬
ing changes since its recent Las
Vegas engagement have removed
a few slow spots and Greco has
cannily mounted a show that is,
in effect, a complete dance con¬
cert. As a result, the show can
(and will) alternate between nitery
and theatre locations and concert
one-nighters and with excellent
results everywhere.
The accent, of course, is on the
flamencan and the troupe dis¬
penses 10 dance routines, breaking
the show in the middle for an ex¬
cellent flamenco guitar solo by
Mario Escudero. It’s a masterpiece
of style and technique and meshes
perfectly with the footwork.
This time around, Greco is sur¬
rounded by a troupe of dancers
who are standouts and they deliver
peak performances both as soloists
and as members of the gay and eye¬
filling ensembles. Of particular
note is the team of Pepita Sevilla
and Gitanillo Heredia, young fla¬
menco experts making their Ameri¬
can debut. They win plaudits in
three specialties which showcase
not only their flawless technique
but their arresting personalities.
Miss Sevilla particularly makes a
strong impression in this depart¬
ment.
Many of the routines involve
traditional Spanish dance patterns
and Greco’s choreography takes
special advantage of the musical
possibilities of Ravel’s “Bolero,” in
which he features himself with
Lola De Ronda, and an Albeniz
sonata which is Miss De Ronda’s
solo.
Other highspots are the
quaint and comedic Castellana,
danced by Greco, Miss De Ronda
and Anita Ramos; the smash Dance
of the Horsemen, which has become
a Greco perennial; Paul Haakon’s
fine ballet work to a classical
Spanish bolero, and the rousing
Fantasia Valencia which gives the
troupe a fiesta finish. Vocals are
by Norina.
Greco improves with each ap¬
pearance. He has developed with
ease the grace and fire of the true
flamefico dancer and his own
choreographic innovations permit
full display of the combination of
footwork and body movement that
characterize the style. It’s a talent
that is far beyond the normal
nightclub scope.
Despite the handicaps of the. bad
physical layout in terms of en¬
trances and exits, the troupe works
without a letup and benefits con¬
siderably from the musical backing
of the Bernard Hilda orchestra.
Both show-wise and for dancing,
this is an organization that is far
above the usual hotel band. A book
of deft arrangements provides a
danceable beat that covers all
styles and there are fine vocals
during the evening by Paula Dcsjardines. Billy Regis and Charlita.
Mischa Novy combo alternates and
also provides music a cut above the
expected.
Kap.

< Iul> rros<*enilo. Houston
Houston. Oct. 12.

Manning, Jose Ortiz Orch;
minimum, no cover, members
only.
Bob

$3

Bob Manning, working hard in
both niteries and recording studios
right now, is a click in this members-only spot with his mellow
swoon-type crooning that goes over
well with the ladies. A gangling,
relaxed lad who uses a scooping,
tenor-sax style of vocalizing, he
runs through a brace of tried-and1
true oldies in the “That Old Feel¬
ing” and “These Foolish Things”
vein. He also trots out “Try A
Little Tenderness,” “Birth of the
Blues” and “Walking My Baby
Back Home." Songster gets good
results with his method of delay¬
ing a second before pouncing on a
note; also can sing with a strong
beat to good effect.
.This is demonstrated on his
“Learnin’ The Blues.” His “You’ll
Never Walk Alone.”
Bode.

At the witching hour of mid¬
night, opening night, a happy but
exhausted Tony Martin lifted him¬
self wearily to the bandstand at
Cocoanut Grove and beckoned a
roomful of just as happy cele¬
brants to dance to the music of
another Martin, Freddy.
In that
split minute he became a band
singer once again, but there was a
glow of pride that gleamed through
his perspired visage. And well he
may have gloried in the evening’s
labors, the room he always wanted
to play and his pals cheering him
at ringside.

Not that he needed a friendly
gathering, as the ensuing four
weeks will testify, but singers like
a pro audience, the toughest there
is, and the heart-warming thought,
“they won’t let me off.”
After a
full hour of running through his
repertoire in rich romantic voice,
practically solo save a grouping
with his tv backstoppers. The In¬
terludes, for the finale of “See You
In My Dreams,” Martin bowed off
after the stand stint to a dressy
crowd that was reminiscent of the
days when the Grove was port of
call for Hollywood’s gay blades. As
an added fillip, he paired off on
the clarinet with Freddy Martin’s
sax for a jamboree of their own
and called Jimmy McHugh from
ringside to accomp him on the
piano in a brace of McHugh stand¬
ards.
Martin has acquired so many
showmanly effects over the years
that he becomes more the enter¬
tainer than a straight romantic
singer and needing to acknowledge
no peer. Whether it’s the ballady
“Love Is a
Many Splendored
Thing” or the novelty-humored
“Security,” or the Latin beat of
“I Get Ideas,” the Martin treat¬
ment accentuates his broad ver¬
satility with all the touches that
stamp him the class performer.
With straw skimmer and walking
stick he sways and finger-snaps,
the song becoming secondary to
these artistic flourishes. When ha
bears down on such as "There’s
No Tomorrow,” the tricks are
foregone and it becomes a rendi- !
tion of as fine baritoning as ia
around.
For his four-weeker, Martin haj
musical assistance par excellence
which he acknowledges With high
praise for Hal Borne at the piano,
“Corky" Hale, a comely blonde, on
the harp, and Freddy Martin’s aug¬
mented crew of 18 (with five fid¬
dles added). The interludes score
with their latest recorded "Wake
the Town and Tell the People.!’ and
Borne is cut in for a comedy bit
that delights the sitters and breaks
the straight run of music. Martin,
Tony that is, drew a big laugh
when a waiter let drop a tray. That
was pre-arranged, he said, to cover
the high or low notes “that don’t
come.”
Martin shares the room record
with one or two others but the
tabs will be higher. He draws the
spending trade.
Helm.

Beverly Hills, Newport
Newport, Ky., Oct. 15.

Mills Bros., Ramses (4), Doro¬
thy “Dorben Dancers flO), Dick
Hyde, Gardner Benedict Orch
HO). Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry
Vincent; $3 minimum, $4 Satur¬
days.
Back at their home base, the
Mills Bros, are home free in a'lessthan-a-year repeat at Greater Cincy’s ace nitery. With them are the
4 Ramses, also in for second time
and adding boosters.
On this visit Harry, Donald andHerbert Mills are not accompanied
by their dad, who filled out the
vocal quartet some years ago after
the death of his son, John Jr. Re¬
placing the parent, but only as
guitarist, is Norman Brown. . The
lather has been sidelined for about
eight months. His absence is notice¬
able, yet the brothers maintain the
tradition of unmatchable, smooth
Mills harmony.Easing off stage after a half
hour, the three brothers imprint
their mark with favorites from the
Mills album of click recordings, in¬
cluding “Paper Doll,” “You Always
Hurt the One You Love” and
“Lazy River.”
The boys used
Cincy’s WLW as a springboard 25
years ago.
The Ramses, Egyptian aprobats,
get the 60-minute floor show olf to
a fast start. The lone femme, sur¬
prisingly the understander, keys
eight minutes of head-to-head and
hand-to-hand balancing.
Eye-filling line of Dorben Danc¬
ers. in three numbers, with Dick
Hyde as singing emcee, and the
Gardner Benedict band, hold up
their shares of the program.

Koll.
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF OCTOBER 19
Numerals In connection with bill* below Indicate opening day
whether full or split week

of show

Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit. (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
IP) paramount; <R> RKO; (S) Stoll; <T) tlvoll; <W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 17
Corps de Ballet
Lee & Swenson
Rockettes
Glee Club
Evalyn Tyner
Less Dassies
William Upshaw
Kathryn Kelly
Palace (P) If
Wells & 4 Fays
Bobrow Bro

Rigoette Bro
Cortney & Horne
Charles S. Timblin
Bill Lawrence
Don Cummings
Karpls 3
CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 21
Joni James
Florian Zabach
Oriotes
Guy Marks
Rich Be Gibson

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 17
Wiere Bros
Trio Gypsy
Alain Diagora
Upshaw & Cooper
Red Moore
Ken Littlewood
4 Knights
June Barton
J’s'ph’n McCormack
Dancing Boys 14)
Ballet Girls (16)
SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 17
N Miller Dcrs (10)
Michael Bentine
Howell & Radclilfe
Neal & Newton.
Gogia Pasha
Virginia Paris
The Alfreros (3)

Ursula 8c Gus
Gordon Humphrls
Johnny O'Connor
John Bluthal
Irene Bevans
Dancing Boys (2)
Ballet Girls (12)
WELLINGTON
St James
(N Zealand) (T) 17
Winifred Atwell
Canfield Smith
Eddie Vitch
Joe Church
Three Hellos
Romaine & Claire
Robert O'Donnell
Fay Agnew
Wendy Layton
Maureen Hudson
Dancing Boys (3)
Nudes (6)
Ballet (10)

BRITAIN

Mae Barnes
Flames
Blue Angel
Lucienne De Lyle
Martha Davis 8c
Spouse
Foursome
Cafe Society
Steve Gibson
Redcaps
Chateau Madrid
Luis De Caceres
Dora & Betty
Julie Romero
Ralph Font Ore
La Plaza 6
Copacabana
Nat (King) Cole
Tony Foster
Fran Leslie
Meri Miller
Jimmy Cisco
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Martin Ore
Composer
John Mehegan 3
Bernard Pfeiffer
Embers
Dorothy Donegan
Jonah Jones
No. 1 Fifth Av*
Cedrone & Mitchell
Virginia De Luce
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster
Hotel Ambassador
Chauncey Gray Ore
Jani Sarkozi
Quintero Ore
Hotel Plaza
Los Chavales
Trini Reyes
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Pierre
Mimi Benzell
Stanley Melba Ore
Dornan Bros.
Hotel Rdesevelt
Eddy Howard Ore
Tommy Purcell Ore
.Hotel Statler
Les Elgart Ore
Hotel Tan
Vincent f.op»'7 Ore Hotel St. Regis
Fernanda Monlel
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
catln Quarter
Frankie Laine
Frank Libuse
Chiquita & Johnson
Margot .Brander

Mazzone-Abbott Dcr
Tamar Benjsamy
Lynn Christie
Howard Mann
Jo Lombardi Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Le Ruban Bleu
Jones Boys
Penny Malone
Don Adams
Joya Sherrill
Bob Mayberry
Norman Paris 3
La Vie
Buddy Hackett
Gina 8c Gerardo
Van Smith Ore
Le Cupiden
Jimmy Komack
Jerome Courtland
Kathy Barr
Ira Brandt Ore
Armando Federico
Old Roumanian
Gene Baylos
Danny Mason
Sadie Banks
Lillian Hayes
Joe Laporte Ore
D’Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton
Jaan August
Eddie Layton
Two Guitars
Olga Karpis
Eugene 8c Sonia
Andrei Hamshay
Misha Usdanoff
Kostya Poliansky
Ore
Versailles
Edith Piaf
Salvatore Gloe Ore
Panchito Ore
Viennese Lantern
Monica Boyar
Sigrid
Ernest Schoen Ore
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Jerry Bergen
Ronnie Hayden
Larry McMahon
Pat Harrington
Stella Bergen
D. Davis Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Harry Belafonte
Nat Brandywynne
Ore
Mischa Borr Ore
Village Vanguard
Enid Mosier
Sylvia Syms
Steel Trio
C Williams Trio

Woody Woodbury
Star Kings
Sherman Hayes Oro

Romaine Brown
Laurie Sis
D, Kramer Dcrs

MIAMI-MIAMI beach
Jack Kerr
San Soucl Hotel
Bob Melvin
Saxony Hotel
Cathy Ryan
Janet Brace
Chan Canasta
Freddy Calo Ore
Ann Herman Dcrs
Dave. Lester Orch
Bombay Hotel v Johnny Silvers Ore
Robert Rhodes
Ava Williams
Sea Isle Hotel
Peter Mack
S Hoffman Ore
Fontainebleau
Patsy Abbott
Davis & Reese
Vanity Fair
Diahann Carroll
Othella Dallas
Sacasas Ore
Chico Cuban Boys
Balmoral Hotel
Arlene Fontana
Enrica & Novello
Sorrento Hotel
Sonny Kendis Ore
Alan Kole Ore
Wayne Carmichael
Johnlna Hotel
5 O'clock
Dell Staton Trio
Tommy Raft
Andy Martin
H. S. Gump
Quartet
A1 Golden
Roney Plaza
Parisian Rev
Juan & Jose Cortez
Clover Club
Ore
The Continentals (4)
Del Forrest
Place Plgallt
Dottie Dagmar
The Wick-Wacks
Winnie Hoveler Dcs Bobbie Lynn
Elena Rankin
Fausto Curbelo Ore
Benson Duo
Leon & Eddie's
Len Dawson Ore
Lisa Lynn
Empress Hotel
Darlene Kellar
Stuart 8c Samara
Dagmar Girls
Mandy Campo Ore

HAVANA
Troplcana
Gloria & Rolando
Meckansant Singers
Emelita Dago
Nancy Moren
Maria Julia
Henry Boyer
Paul Diaz
Troplcana Ballet
S Suarez Orq
A' Romeu Orq

Montmartre
Zenia
Pedro Vargas
Carlos Amador
Angelita Castant
Orlando Montes
Olga Gulllot
Montmartre Ballet
Casino Playa Orq
Fajardo Orq

RENO
Mapes° Skyroom
Carl Ravazza
Slcylets
Eddie Fitzpatrick
New Golden
Chris Powell
Blue Flames
Rowan & Martin

Royal Whirlwinds
D. Kramer Dcrs.
Will Osborne Ore
Riverside
Paul Gilbert
Victor Julian
Starlets (8)
BUI Clifford Ore

Morlands
ASTON
Larry Macari 5
Hippodrome 0> 17
Timmy Jeff & J
Horler 2
Vogelbein’s Bears
Peter Reynor
Leeds
B Wareham & Babs
Empire CM) 17
Jimmy, Mac & P
Ella' Logan
2 Mayfaixs
Manlev Sc Austin
Chic Murray 8c M
Bill Giles
Syd Seymour Co
Nelson Bros
BIRMINGHAM
Nordics
■ Continued from page 2 --•
Hippodrome (M) 17 Bill Waddington
Eddie Calvert
Allan Kemble & C
call his shots on budgets with com¬
Dargie 4
De Vere Girls
LONDON
Jimmy James
plete accuracy. If he goes over
Hippodrome (M) 17
Kazan & Katz
•budget, the money comes out of
Johnnie Ray
Kirdites
Flying De Pauls
Reg Russell 8c S
his own pocket. If he goes under,
Devine 8c King
,
Maria Pavlou
the saving accrues to the distrib¬
Jeffrey Leaner
Billy Dainty
BLACKPOOL
Itih Aruso
utor. And in going under, the
Stan Stennett
Palace (I) 17
product
likely will lose its intend¬
Terry-Thcmas
Theda Sis
Harry Worth
Wilson
ed quality.
Vic Lewis Orch
Keppel & Betty
(A
major
problem facing UA as
George Carden Co
Bruce Low
Hollander & Hart
well as other distributors is that
MANCHESTER
Hans Bela 8c M
Hippodrome (M) 17
indie
producers
whom they’re
CHICAGO
Harry Benet
A1 Martino
bankrolling often go seriously
Anton 8c Janetta
Teddy Foster Orch
Black Orchid
Lou Folds
BOSCOME
Joe Black
over budget and the financier must
The Mello-larks
Fred Hirschfeld
Hippodrome (I) 17
loan K?yne
Terry Haven
Le Due Bros
shell out the extra revenue in
2 Maxwells
Sid fllakln
Celal Inge
Johnny Lee
George Meaton
order to salvage the production.)
A 8c V Farell
The Ogelvles
Blue
Angel
N 8c P Lundon
Doreen Victor
France As HQ
Dave
Parks
"Calypso Frolics"
NEWCASTLE
Eric Williams
Robert Lenn
Lydia Lora
Empire (M) 17
A Paris resident the past five
Mary Harkness
The Tattlers
Lord Carlton
Crew-Cuts
Pyjama Girls
years,
Reynolds
related he worked
Boulevar-Dears
St
Vazquez Sisters
BRIXTON
Sylvia 8t Adurey
Boulevar-Dons
Dolores Martiniqua
out a deal with United Artists to
Bobby Monahan
Empress (I) 17
F Masters Ore
King Rudolph
Kordas
David Hughes
produce
“Intrigue”
abroad at a
Palmer House
Konyots
Jimmy Wheeler
Blue Note
of $600,000, with UA to
Mundy 8c Earle
Fayne 8c Evans
Turk Murphy
"Boast of the Town" cost
Fred Lovell©
Audrey Jeans
Johnny Pate Trio
finance and distribute.
At the
Will Jordan
Scott's Sea Lions
The Marvellos
Chez Pare#
Arthur Worsley
early blueprint stage, though, film
NORTHAMPTON
O’Keefe Bros 8c A
McGuire Sisters
Augie' 8c Margo
New (I) 17
Bruce Forsyth
company
execs
offered
to
up the
Gary Morton
Gillian Grey
Sandy Powell
Francois 8c Zandra
The Shyrettos
figure to $700,000, this on the
Empire Eight
Norma Meadows
CHELSEA
Brian Farnon Ore
Charlie Fisk Ore
Kay White
theory that a better picture would
Palace (1) 17
Cloister Inn
L 8c E Bartell
Clarkson Rose
London House
Morgana King
develop. Reynolds said he recalls
Vicky Fitzpatrick
Olive Fox
Lurlean Hunter
Don Shirley
Frank Wilson
the expressions of surprise among
Billy Burden
Dick Marx
Mr. Kelly's
Marie
De
Vere
3
Co
John Vicars
Johnny Frigo
the
UA-ites when he told them he
NORWICH
Beverly
Paradise
Shirley Brett
Conrad Hilton
didn’t need the extra coin to bring
Bobby Short
Hlopcdrome (I) 17
Norman Vaughan
“Carnival On Ice”
Jimmy Bowman
Clrrkson Rosebuds
Cyril Dowler
Victor Charles
in
the
pic he had in mind.
Bobby Handers
Co
As it turned out, “Intrigue” was
DERBY
Gretc
tos ANGELES
Hippodrome (M) 17 F Langfords Co
wrapped
up at $598,000 negative.
NOTTINGHAM
Ronnie Hilton
Toy 8c Wing
Ambassador Hotel
“I went wrong by $2,000,” com¬
Empire (M) 17
Hal. Derwin Ore •
Kodell
Ted Lewis
Harry Lester’s Co
Tevrv O’Neil
Ciro's
mented Reynolds.
Jackie Warner &
Del Cortina
PeggV Haig
Marla Cole
Shirley McGuire
The producer doesn’t go along
Louise Co
Fred Atkins
Rickie Layne
Susan Brooks
PORTSMOUTH
Les Ricards
Amin Bros
with others in the trade who in¬
Eddie Le Roy &
Thea. Royal (M) 17
Sisto & Partner
Maria- Neglla
Short Twins
sist that film-making abroad means
Gladys Morgan
McKinnon Sis
Hal Loman
Two Debs & A Date Geri Galian Ore
EAST HAM
Seaton & Odell
less expense than in Hollywood.
Charlotte Dewey
Granada Thea. (I) 17 5 Skyliners
Dick Stablie Ore
As a matter of fact, he said, loA1 Lewis Ore (12)
Joe Henderson
Rusty
Crescendo
Band Box
Dennis Hale
Terry Walsh 3
cationing on foreign terrain could
Hi-Lo’s
Billy Gray
Bobby Collins
Molins & Domini
Ray Baxter
entail a greater outlay of invest¬
Beverly Hudson
Connor & Drake
2 Heinkes
Tony Martinez Ore
Jack Hilliard
SHEFFIELD
ment if the producer lacks savvy
Peter Ross
Mocambo
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 17
Mike Ross
about local conditions in each area.
Dinah Washington
Skeets Minton
Empire (M) 17
Deep River Boys
Paul Hebert Ore.
Voluptua
A functionary in Paris could hold
Clarkson & Leslie
Guy Mitchell
Marco Rizo Rhumba
Larry Greene Trio
Musical Elliotts
Renee Dvmott
up shooting a street scene for
Bar
of
Music
Ore
Shipway
2
Balladinis
weeks or months, for example.
Moulin Rouge
Ed Hennessy
Martin Granger’s Co Saveen
Flora Fiese
Harry Allen Co
Peters Sis
Shan
The
solution lies in knowing how
Joe Crosbie
Mack Twins
Marquis Family
Baker & Douglas
to
cut the redtape to obtain a per¬
Beverly Hilton
Freddie Harrison
Davlys Dogs
Andrea Dcrs
Marion Marlowe
FINSBURY PARK
SOUTHAMPTON
The Cabots
mit
or,
failing this, to induce the
Grand (I) 17
Mata 8c Hari
Empire (M) 17
Peiro Bros
localites to look the other way
Davy Kaye
David Whitefield
Bernard Hilda Orch Ffolliott Charlton
Brian Grey
(16)
Jerry Gray Ore
Lane 2
when the cameras are rolling.
Ladies Godiver
Statler Hotel
Harry Bailey
Micha Novy Ore (8)
Processing of backgrounds can
John Killick
Dorothy Shay
Blltmore Hotel
Matanzas
Derek Dixon
Larenty Tr
Henny Youngman
A1 Donahue Ore
be done with good effect at the
Dee - Dee Lane
Paul & Peta Page
Helen Forrest
Belaire Trio
Coast studios, Reynolds went on,
Blue Streak
Sonny Ro.v
Harry Mullins
Alexander's Dogs
but this still doesn’t give him the
LAS VEGAS
GLASGOW
] Bop Kids
fluidity of movement that’s pro¬
Dunes
Tommy & ~ ’via
Jack Durant
Empire (Mi 17
SWANSEA
Howard Keel
Danny Purches
Don Arden Dncrs
vided via lensiiig on each location.
Empire (M> 17
Kean Sis
Jackson
Carlton Hayes Ore
It’s for this reason, he said, that
Ray Malone
Carroll Levis
Bow 8c Darnel
New Frontier
Dune Dancers
Edmund Goffron
he choice the various sites on the
Albert Burdua
Patrioe Murtsel
•
Jay Rubanoff Ore •
Will Hannah
Averil 8c .Aurel
Continent for “Intrigue.”
Genet Sheldon ..
Fklcorts
B 8c A" Pearson
Flamingo
Wilder Bros
B do B Adams
As, for .casting, Reynolds believes
M & B West
Rltz Bros
Dorben Dancers
'
Rob Murray
WOLVERHAMPTON Mary French
there’s important value in spotting
Garwood
Van
Ore
Hippodrome (1) 17
2 Boris
Y-Knot TWirlers
local
names in his pix. The part
HACKNEY
Glyn Edwards ' ’ ’
Riviera
Starlets
Yootha Joyce
Empire (M) 17
of a Swedish girl in “Intrigue” is
Garwood Van Ore
Kathryn Grayson
Ivor Salter
Radio • Revellers
Thunderbird
Phil Foster
played
by Ingrid Tulean, who actu¬
YORK
Morton Frazer's
Mickey Shaugnessy
Marx Bros.
Harmonica Gang
Empire (I) 17
ally is a Swede and prominent in
Mon Van Vooren
Hal Belfer Dncrs
Billie Wyner
Ted Alex
Irving
Fields
3
Ray
Sinatra
Ore
her
native
land. Because of the
Billy Scott
Bobby Thompson
Estelita & Chicuelo
Ron Parry
Edna Dean
Showboat
natives’ “pride of possession,” his
Thunderbird D'c'r’s
Aerial Kenways
Gene Patton
Wally Vernon
Barnet
Rawlings
film
ought
to have a boxoffice
Hollyw'd Marion’tes Michael Hilbert
Garr Nelson
A1 Jahns Ore
Kay & Kimberley
Terry Moore
Johnny Savage
headstart when it plays the Scan¬
HANLEY
June Balmer
El Rancho vegas
Music Masters
dinavian
areas,
Reynolds believes.
Thea. Royal (M) 17 Gloria Jansen
Eartha Kitt
Golden Nugget
Michael Hill
Ray Burns
Lenny Kent
Also in the film are Genevieve
Harry Ranch Ore
Johnny Daw
Bunty St. Clare
Cover Girls
Wingy
Manone
Page, who’s French, and Robert
Tatler Girls
S & M Harrison
Ted Flo Rito Ore
Four Dukes
Mitchum, regarded by the pro¬
Sahara
Ray Reynolds 3
Moulin Rouge
Marlene Dietrich
ducer as “an international star.”
Lionel
Hampton
Rev.
Jean Carroll
Reynolds Is in Gotham for
Saharem D’c’r's
Silver Slipper
quickie confabs with the UA execs
Cee Davidson Oro
Gorgeous George
Sands
Arlene
on distribution plans for the pic
Vic Damone
Cliff Ferre
and returns to Paris this upcoming
Jack Carter
Sparky Kayo
NEW TORK CITY
weekend. He has tentative plans
Copa Girls
Denise Bennett
Bon Solr
Birdland
Antonio Morrelll
Jimmy Cavanaugh
to do a comedy as his next the¬
Portia Nclf-on
Jeri Southern
Ore
George Redman Ore
atrical
enterprise but has made no
Tony
8c
Eddie
Terry C-lbbs
Desert Inn
El Cortez
Miles Davis
Jimmie DanielsGuy Lombardo
Yvonne Moray
distribution commitments re this.
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No Bearish Spirit in Vegas
-—= Continued from pag;e 64

shot that money will be harder to
come by. The central gambling
area of Vegas, the w.k. “Glitter
Gulch” of Fremont St. with its
many casinos, can outride any
temporary financial setbacks.
Away From Hubs
The other two spas located away
from any of the gambling hubs are
the El Cortez Hotel and the Showboat. Both are operated by William
Moore Jr., who at one time was the
principal owner of the old Last
Frontier. The El Cortez, not a
“resort” hotel, gets-the play from
commercial travelers and has been
a hangout for Las Vegans. On a
moderate show’ budget, the Pirates
Den nitery room is currently on
the r&b kick with Romaine Brown
& His Romaines, frantic tootlers
on the Haley Comet order. A Vegas
perennial is tiny Yvonne Moray,
who chirps her innuendoes for
solid returns, and further show
dressing is supplied by the Doro¬
thy Kramer Dancers, with Sher¬
man Hayes orch the house band.
The Showboat was to have
opened up a new “Strip” on the
highway leading from Vegas to
Boulder Dam. After Moore built
it, the Desert Inn leased the casino
until April of this year, when they
exited, leaving the entire works up
to Moore. He immediately closed
off the big nitery room, which al¬
ternated as a bingo parlor, to con¬
centrate entertainment on a “Show
Bar.” An area was lopped off the
casino, curtained, and given a tiny
stage behind a semi-circular bar.
In such intimate surroundings
(seats 160), are generally booked a
comic, stripper, and a house line
of four chicks with regular emceewarbler Garr Nelson, and house
combo Mike Werner Orch. Wally
Vernon is the current comic,
sounding forth with a pallid col¬
lection of jokes, yet does manage
to enliven his wan routines with
some screwball terping. Peeler
Scarlett Rebel reveals a nifty chas¬
sis while legging about in all di¬
rections, and the line has brief
flings to open and close, utilizing
the resounding bary pipes of Garr
Nelson.
No records will be set with the
combination, but this off-Strip spa
is holding up mainly through the
inception of daily packaged flights
from Los Angeles. This “Air Par¬
ty” deal costing $25 includes din¬
ner, two drinks, $10 in chips and*
roundtrip via Western Air Lines.
Two spots on the Strip are also
winging in quickie sojourners for
that $25 plus $2.50 tax—the Thun¬
derbird and the New Frontier’s
lusty annex, the Silver Slipper.
Out of Bog
The New Frontier is gradually
climbing out from its financial bog.
Some ambitious plans are on the
boards for this hotel, encompassing
100 new rooms and refurbishing of
the old Last Frontier architecture
to. blend ’ with the contemporary
styling of the new million-plus
casino and nitery room. The lat¬
ter, called the Venus Room, is the
best-appointed, best-designed room
dn Vegas, and will stand alongside
any in the country, where current¬
ly making her initial, and perhaps
only, nitery appearance is Patrice
Munsel. Another refugee from the
Metopera to these silver-edged
shores, Miss Munsel is causing
plenty of comment with her lavish¬
ly mounted, expensively collated
Vegas preem.
In support of the diva is Gene
Sheldon, who gathers in continu¬
ous chuckles during his banjoplucking sequence, and builds into
sizable yocks for some panto non¬
sense with his wife, Peggy, as the
harassed foil. Wilder Bros., three
out of a onetime fraternal quintet
playing cocktaileries, are on their
way to become a unit in demand
for prime or deuce slots here. As
evident, much work has been put
into the act, with best bets for
accolades their saxophone trio,
“Holiday For Strings,” warbling
gimmicks in “Mississippi Mud,”
and amusing three-part round of
“Keep Moving.” Dorothy Dorben
line carries on with eye-filling
holdovers, “Heat Wave,” and “Hor¬
oscope,” with the Garwood Van
orch smoothly plying all the back¬
ground measures.
Ultra Effects
Up-Strip at the Sands, Jack Entratter has some ultra effects *n
staging to increase the impact of
Vic Damone. These special addi¬
tives are the work of Charles
O’Curran, who has taken advan¬

tage of the Copa Room’s lighting
and sound system and almost all of
the interior to allow freedom of
movement for the singer. Da.
mone’s three weeks are certain
to make the chips, fly among the
banks of greenfelt tables as in this
return he exhibits much more than
mere vocal charm to the coke set
A distinctive tour-de-force is
evolved from Damone’s reprise of
“Kismet” songs from his recently
completed pic, utilizing a chorus
on soundtrack tape to blend with
the intro of “Baubles, Bangles and
Beads,” and, a remote control mike
in “Stranger in Paradise” for unre¬
stricted delivery.
He brings in
the audience for some percussion
effects on glassware in “Night of
My Nights.” For “All of You” his
attention is directed to a femme
ringsider, but in “I’ve Got Two
Left Feet,” comes a switch into
song-and-dance with comic over¬
tones. Dramatic lighting is in play
during his stance on a band tier
to one side of the room for “Let
There Be Love.” The full Damone
songology, which includes such
faves as “Will You Still Be Mine.”
“Autumn Leaves,” medley of diskhits, “Sugar” and other tunes, dis¬
play top calibre warbling.
Jack Carter is a strong comedian
for this room. He never lets up a
moment during his very funny bar¬
rage, which includes a merciless
slice at Vegas mores, a more gen-'
tie whack at women, doctors, topi¬
cal subjects and three full routines
that are sock. The “Joe Conner”
nostalgic piece on vaude. a riotous
rib of Ed Sullivan, and a flashy
r&b getoff in “Go, Granny, Go.”
Setting off the classy theme,
“Autumn in New York,” the Copa
Girls are given rich production
touches for both choreos by Bob
Gilbert and Renee Stewart The
Beachcombers with Natalie are ex*
cellent in all song illustrations for
the linescapes.
Never a Dull Moment
In the raucous comedies and furi¬
ously paced “revue” of the Ritz
Bros., the Flamingo will never have
a- dull moment for the next
month, onstage or in the casino.
The trio is always a' sure bet to
demand attention whether on the
rampage behind the foots, or pull-'
ing some gags in the gambling pit.
For some time they have been
breaking in new material in hopes
that some of it would match the.
w.k. staples in the Ritz catalog.
Through .canny manipulation of.
old and new, a few switches here
and there, the freres have beenable to produce a 60-minute show
that has undeniable merit on all
counts. In “I’m a Wheeler, I’m a
Dealer, I’m a Stickman,”-garbed in
Flamingo dealer aprons, they bring
in a portion of their “Gypsy Tea
Room” staple when Jimmy and Al
take to the table corridors and be¬
gin firing questions, all in gam¬
bling genre, to Harry for yock an¬
swers. “Snow White and Seven
Dwarfs” is an oldie, inserted as a
tribute to Disneyland,'but “Johann
Strauss” $s completely fresh, a
showcase for Harry’s mugging. A
fast segue to Gay ’90s wardrobe
from this cues “No New Tunes on
This Old Piano,” with followup of
terrif hoofing to “Dragnet” and
begoff. They are on again in the
Ron Fletcher line finale attired
in Bermuda shorts, bleating “Who
Got . the Pain When They Do the
Mambo?” to whip up a good cur¬
tain fever.
Mary Meade French extends her
chantooslng beyond a reasonable
limit, does not reach the latitudes
and longitudes of the big room, and
attempts an intime quality hardly
in keeping with the overall up¬
tempo of the show. Her pale, war¬
bles are in contrast to her blond
looks and frame, the latter being
whistle bait. More oomph from the
chords would snap up “You Do
Something to Me,” the specials “No
One to Talk To At Night,” “Why
Should I Have a Style?” and the
Ted Grouya medley. Grouya re¬
ceives a nod in his post as accomper for Miss French, and as cleffer
of “Flamingo.” Homer Garrett’s
Y-Knot Twirlers, an octet of teen¬
agers from a Los Angeles vidstation, insert plenty of vitality into
their opening square dance gambit
which is the signal for the breakup
entrance of the Ritz Bros., all got
up in hillbilly outfits. With “Mar¬
tins From Kentucky,” they spew
forth plenty of corn from the files,
play the jug, jewsharp, Washboard,
and exit to soine rubbery terps
after an indication of their frenet¬
ic followups.
' '
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L’Olymirta, Paris
Paris, Oct. 18.
Georges Brassens, Genevieve,
Richiardi Jr. (6), Ballet Ho (9),
Al, Norman & Ladd, Miss Loni, Alf
Carlson, Richards <3), Christian
combine
to.
make
a
top
turn
of
its
Nadine TaUier; $1.25 top.
LILO
great deal of her fivc-foot-and-aMusic llall, IS. Ykind.
Fiddler
wins
the
crowd
early
«.
...
. , Songs
few-inches figure, Lilo opens brisk¬
produced by Leon Leonidoff; in the game and builds to a big | f lT
^ a solid segment 35'Mins.
ly with special lyrics to "C’est
Music Hall Symphony. Orch under plus from the customers.
I
}},
Ritz Cafe, Montreal
t
Magnifique” which establishes her
Raymond Paige; Music Hall Glee
the most alive entries in town,
Many a ehanteuse has broken in solidly and then into a Gallic
Throughout he proves a more Anarchic singer Georges Brassens
Club; Rockettes, choreographed.by
or sharpened her act prior to a torch ant for a good reception. A
than competent performer on the
Fnril'ia Sherman; Les Dassies, most difficult of musical instru¬ is backed by a bevy of topliners U.S. preem in the handsome Ritz too-long patter routine laced with
and
fillers
that
makes
for
a
wellEric Hutson; Evalyn Tyner, Kath- ments. Only trouble is that occa¬
Cafe during the past years but few an impresh of Marilyn Monroe on
n/n Lee. Swen Swenson, William sionally his arrangements are so balanced and paced show, and has have received the ovation given the reasons why gentlemen prefer
TJ pshaw; Corps de Ballet, directed well designed to display expertise a diversion and appeal that should Lilo in her debut in current lay¬ blondes gets out of hand despite
make
lor
SRO
in
its
three-week
out.
A surprise booking, when material. Her gamin-like person¬
by'Margaret Sande; ‘‘Kirby's Fly¬ that occasional snatches sound like
run right at the height of the Auto
ing Ballet”; setting, James Stew¬ they were lifted from the Kreutzer Salon. Bruno Coquatrix deserves a another chirper had to cancel. Lilo ality and nonchalance about her
art Morcom; costumes, Frank Spen- etudes, which he probably could do laurel for not stinting on this bill, arrived on short notice and liter¬ figure, et al. save many of the
(rr
lighting,
Eugene
Braun; backwards. Zabach gets the audi¬ which could have sailed through ally stepped off the plane and onto lines which, in other hands, would
floor witli little time for re¬ be little more than dull and blue.
“Trial” (M-G), reviewed in ence to willingly sing with him as on the Salon biz without the high- the
A rousing interp of "If I Loved
he plays "Let Me Call You Sweet¬ powered names and acts now on. hearsals.
Variety Aug. 3, ’55.
Her immediate click is due in ; You,” in both languages, scored
heart,” Corn, but it goes over. Za¬
Brassens is as hirsute, prespiring no small part to the inherent show j and quieted a noisy crowd who
bach goes off to big palms.
and oblivious of the audience as al¬ savvy of the well-endowed song¬ were doing their best to out-perThe South Seas provide the set¬
Sonny Till and his Orioles, a ways and comes out trailing his
ting for the current stage bill at five-man vocal group heavy on the guitar to go into .his relentless stress and the musicianship of | form her.
A song-and-gab sequence around
the Music Hall and producer Leon rhythm, get only fair reaction for chanting on the poetic underbelly house 88’er Johnny Gallant and
Leonidoff has concocted a gay-pot¬ their stint. Quintet opens with of life. Brassens has a new batch of the Joe Scttano Trio who back her! the floor with special attention be¬
i ing paid to the more elderly male
pourri of song and dance. The ac¬ four backing Till, who carries the songs, and, though some of the in all numbers.
Lilo, who starred in "Can Can” ; ringsiders proved a trifle tedious
cent is on rhythm and spectacle melody of "Margie;” neither the simple, catchy rhythms are getting
this session and it shapes into a voices nor the blending are too im¬ familiar, the biting and spirited during the record New York run. j for those on the outer fringes but
marks
her firsl cafe try in America ; the sex appeal being generated to
lively shovtf that gives the cus¬ pressive. Another of the group essence of his words are still as
tomers their money’s worth and gets the nod for a solo of "I Be¬ taking as ever. Highly ,specialized at the Ritz and she takes the jumo those nearby met with much ap¬
from
stage
to intimery with ease. preciation. Bit is risky and even
also contrasts vividly 'with the lieve,” for only fair impact. Group and of very limited possibilities for
Garbed in a dress that reveals a though patron selection may be
somber screen offering.
seems to need lots of work to the U.S., where translation would
good, general tightening is needed
Finding himself with two poten¬ smooth out the rough edges.
lose the poetics and bite of his
for overall effect.
tial climaxes on his hands, LeqniThe comic end is held up by Guy lyrics, he remains a top draw entry of routining and even Arnold
Windup is okay when she tells
doesn’t
seem
to
know
where
he’s
doff. has the Rockettes setting the Marx this round, and he does a here.
about, her start in show biz and,
pace this time, and the change is competent job. Marx has poise, a
Richiardi Jr. (6) again presents going next.
Layout is opened by the Jordan¬ then excuses herself to set the
all for the best. Girls go through good sense of timing, and some his masterful magico act with his
Interim period is taken
a sock version of "Jungle Jive” in really funny, fresh material. Marx excellent levitation bits, fine gim¬ aires, one of the better quarteW scene.
accustomed precision and go off to gets more than a few chuckles mick and sleight of hand work, and currently available. They whip over by waiters and musicians
like Paris gendarmes, taxiheavy mitting.
with his western recording bit, the rhythm and speed of his whole through four tunes, includyig (hew acting
etc., until Lilo comes back
Music Hall symph orch under complete with animal noises, and performance makes this one of the Capitol disclick. "Saints Go March¬ drivers.
dreused as a newsboy in a oneRaymond Paige gets the show go¬ his operatic spoof gets yocks too. lop illusion acts on the boards here. ing In,” setting a good pace for the piece pantaloon coverall and red
ing with a Bizet medley and, as Comic has a versatile voice and He is a good showman and gets show, but the acts that follow don’t cap. With tempo building neatly,
usual, the resemblance is more even does carbons of Louis Prima the audience with him from begin¬ keep it up. Other vocals, in the <-ho reprises the songs and does
ning to end. Ballets IIo (9), formed c&w tradition, are well-handled by
with Andre Kostelanetz than Bizet. and Ezio Pinza.
impressions of Piaf. Chevalier,
However, the orch puts plenty of
Rich & Gibson in the opening by American George Reich here, the Davis Sisters and there are Luciene Boyer and others, leading
schmaltz
into
the
"Carmen” turn tee off the proceedings with is in the musical comedy and nitery good instrumental solos by Roy lo a special note of gratitude to
tradition
and
seems
somewhat
Wiggins
and
Hank
Garland
on
themes and no one’s going to ob¬ a versatile blend of vibes playing,
Cole Porter and finishing to salvos
ject to that except perhaps a cou¬ puppetry and tapology. First they stilted and repetitious on stage. electric guitars. Weakest spot is with "I Love Paris.”
ple of stray music lovers. Show, play the vibes themselves and se¬ However, it has youth and color in that of Phil Maraquin. who spreads
Act has diversity, the two lan¬
titled "Tropicana,” launches with gue into a little hoofing; then the its favor. (See New Acts). Also himself thin with some prestidigi¬
a nice visual touch as the Glee lights are dimmed and they manip¬ under this file is Miss Loni, an tation, comedy material and uni¬ guages present no prob'em and,
with
polish and new songs of a
off
beater
female
juggling
bit
who
cycling.
He’s
best
on
the
latter
Club lines up along the walls to ulate a luminous dancing doll pair
does things with her shapely legs and the material, older than he is, special nature, Lilo has okav cafe
perform "Call of the Wild.”
on the vibes, making their own that
possibilities.
Newt.
makes
this
unusual
enough
for
should
be
eliminated.
Kap.
Les Dassies, an agile team, goes music as they go. It’s effective and that different juggling spotting for
through some bouncy acrobatics they get a warm sendoff mitt.
U.S.
video
or
house
billing.
Apollo.
Y.
that obviously catch the audience’s
THE MANHATTANS (3)
Lou Ba&il is back at the helm of
makes her return to
fancy. Duo has a good capacity for the house band, after a short vaca¬ theGenevieve
Songs
scene after making
mingling laughs into their act. tion, and does the usual fine job good Parisian
Roy Hamilton, Eddie Hey wood 10 Mins.
in
the
U.S.
Formerly
possessor
They’re followed by a sock se¬ of backing.
Palace, N.Y.
*
Band
02),
Stump
&
Stumpy,
Bun¬
Gabe.
of a small nitery on the Butte
quence called "South Sea ' Bar,”
The Manhattans, a singing trio
Montmartre, she comes back with a ny Briggs, Cardinals (5). Florence
highlighted by Evalyn Tyner at
comprising
two
boys and a looker,
Wright,
Bill
Cook;
“The
Purple
l»a;aec N. Y.
more marked flair and gloss and
the keys going through a jivey
is a nicely integrated act.
Of
makes a successful reappearance. Mask” (U-I).
repertoire with the Glee Club
course, a house such as the Palace
She
displays
a
mixture
of
the
bet¬
Tommy Conine & Mickey White,
backgrounding.
Miss
Tyner’s
is
no
place
for
them
to
realize
their
dramatic and. belt singer? here,
Card packaged by WAAT (Nev\boogie-woogie and beat are solid. Viggo & Jane, Danny Shaw, The ter
her striking appearance under¬ ark) dee jay Bill Cook has strength potential, inasmuch as they must
Number is a real winner. Earlier, Manhattans (3) Ladd Lyon (2), and
her plaintive songs. She in each of its appointments. Al¬ necessarily do a lot of standards
dancer Kathryn Lee goes through Jimmy Valentine & Rita, Flourney lines
to become a wider and more though there is one new act, Cook, to please the older customers.
a so-so version of "Yellow Rose of Miller & Mantan Moreland, Shoot¬ looks
However, this group has one
popular singer, and the U.S. trans¬ who also emcees, trusts nothing
Texas," again with the Glee Club ing Mansfields (3); Myron Roman formation
has served to make her else to beginners. That isn’t to say item that indicates they can swing
boys in the back.
virtually anywhere.
They
Orch; “A Prize of Gold" (Col), a more varied Gallic chantoosy.
newcomer Florence Wright i.s-e along
Final "Tropicana" number, set reviewed in Variety May 1$, ’55.
Acrobatics are well handled by New Acts) doesn’t have polish, but have adapted,the fugue from "Call
in a nightclub, is climaxed by one
Richards (3) and Alf Carlson. each of the vet acts—Roy Hamil¬ Me Madam” to a hillbilly tempo,
of those acts that only the Music
There’s no major excitement at Richards are a family who do some ton, Stump & Stumpy, Eddie IIcy- which not only preserves the neat
Hall stems to jproduce. It’s an the Palace Theatre this week, the risible knockabout aero stuff be¬ wood band, Bunny Briggs, the Car¬ harmonics of the original, but gives
aerial ballet featuring "Kirby’s proceedings just having an occa¬ fore letting junior hold forth with dinals—has good control of its ma¬ it an offbeat color that makes for a
distinguishing hand.
The trio
Flying Ballet" and those who’ve sional . pick-me-up that prevents som.e excellent juggling. Carlson terial.
Un¬
missed "Peter Pan" at the Winter them from trailing off into a void. does some almost eerie contortionMiss Wright is up first. Then the makes a nice appearance.
Garden, N.Y., can catch up on an Bulk of the acts, however, make ing as he bends his body into in¬ Cardinals, a rhythm & blues quin¬ doubtedly, they have sufficient
material to pass muster in
experience by coming to the Hall good in their spots.
credible shapes. Different and a tet, which knows its musical onions newer
Jose.
to watch the flying - ballet in ac¬
as well or better than some of the cafes.
Most of the turns are vets at this
act this.
.
.
tion. Effect is quite remarkable house, even though a pair of them good
Fun is supplied by Christian bigger-name troupes, raps out a
and brings the show to an im¬ are variations of acts that have Mery in a monolog about a visit¬ varied threesome, "Rock Around
pressive close.
Miss Lee and already played here. For example, ing Corsican to Paris whose run- the Clock,” "The Door Is Still FLORENCE WRIGHT
Swen Swenson, backed by the in the next-to-closing slot, Mantan ins with mechanical objects and Open” and "I Got a Woman.” Songs
Corps de Ballet, go through a Moreland, who has appeared here the oblivious Parisians make for Bunny Briggs is in trey. Man’s got 6 Mins.
pleasant ballet sequence on a mir¬ with several partners, is now doing some laughs. However, he is more superior technical knowhow in Apollo, N. Y.
Sepia soprano Florence Wright
rored surface. William- Upshaw’s the turn with Flourney Miller. It’s for intime boites than big houses. dance and he tosses off a mean
rendition of "Flamingo” is just a bit that, has changed somewhat, Al, Norman & Ladd are a bedrag¬ vocal too, what little he does of Iho docs all right in her Harlem initialer.
A clear, rich voice is evi¬
fine." James Stewart Morcom’s with the big item being the poker gled English trio, violin, guitar and latter. His judgment is tops in mos‘
settings show his usual inventive¬ game via telephone. It’s the calibre bass, who supply a lowdown note to things except his strongly-applied dent. even in her short appearance.
Maybe
she is a shade too fancy
ness and make full use of the of turn that these vet Negro per¬ the show for the biggest chuckles. makeup.
in “All of Me,” but she enjoys tolal
Hall’s vast stage.
Hift.
Eddie Heywood’s full 12-rn.m reprieve- for her smooth and lyri¬
is never amiss in
formers do so well and this bit Vulgarity
this and their mishaps with the in¬ ensemble does a nice opener in cal "To Wrong Is To S!n.” Second
gives them a good response.
The other variation is in Tommy struments, and general clowning, “Please Don’t Talk About Me” be¬ song, by the way, is rather nice
Chicago, Clii
Conine’s act. His new partner is are tops. It is one of those peren¬ fore Miss Wright’s appearance, but and because it isn’t w.k. seems fit¬
Chicago, Oct. 14.
Mickey White and^he duo tap out nial music hall numbers that will in the midway slotting, (he maestro tingly Miss Wright’s own.
solos on the keys and really grabs
Joni James (with Niclcy—Esposi¬ a good act. They still have a lot of always.have a spot for it. Moslc.
Singer’s short evening attire is
off the ’ plaudits. He’s subtle and okay..
to), Florian Zabach, Sonny Till & pruning, to do, but generally, the
Art.
rhythmical in his fronling of "The
Orioles (5), Guy Marx, Rich & act has a lot of form and some
Paramount. I- A.
Man I Love,” "Land of Dreams.”
Gibson, Lou Basil Orch; “My Sis¬ originality. Some of their best bits
‘.‘The
Continental”
and
in
one
Los
Angeles,
Oct.
12.
VIGGO & JANE
ter Eileen’ (Col).
are the shorter throwaway pieces,
Eddy Arnold, Jordanaires (4), much-requested from the pews. Magic
such as a spoof of the flamenco
12 Mins.
dancers. With some cutting down, Davis'Sisters (2); Phil Maraquin, "Begin the Beguine.”
Stump
&
Stumpy
are
powerful
This uneven show sacrifices they’ll be good for the cafe circuits. Roy Wiggins & Hank Garland
Palace, N.Y.
in every stitch of their comedy.
quality for quantity and does not
Viggo & Jane, a Danish import,
Combo
(5);
“Outlaw
Treasure
”
Best hand of the occasion is by
Stubholder
may know
nearly have a well-defined magic act fea¬
loom as big at the b.o. as some in Jimmy Valentine, the moino-ped (indie).
every angle up the duo’s sleeve, turing small tricks that go over
dancer, and his partner, Rita. The
the past.
but when it comes out again it in¬
in this house and could even
Latest in this downtown presen¬ variably sounds like new material. well
The bill is topped by Joni James, male works with the aid of a
have better impact in a nitery?
and rarely does a headliner dis¬ crutch, but is able to do some ex¬ tation house’s spasmodic vaudates Timing, intonation, appearance are Major forte is manipulation of the
play such casual disinterest and cellent turns as well as lifts with makes a frank pitch for the coun¬ perfect. '
heads of Walking sticks.
flat disregard for the audience as a lithe colleague. They’re off to a try and western trade with Eddy I Hamilton, who resembles ah un¬
Male, assisted'by the femme, has
Arnold as the headliner. It leaves trained and gangly'basketball cen¬ variations
Miss James did at the opening warm mitt.
on many of the standard
much
to
be
desired
and
the
odds
Danny
Shaw’s
best
bit
is
still
his
ter, pours on the big voice through tricks in the magico catalog. He
«how here. It was difficult to de¬
termine whether this was a studied bus-riding skit. Nothing up to that are that the Tennessee Plowboy six numbers. He has a mildly dis¬ has a nice manner of working, his
registers
with
the
audience,
but
his
won’t
reap
any
fancy
harvest.
concerting
habit
of
getting
reverent
casual approach that went awry,
presentation is smooth, and is pro¬
Layout got off on the wrong foot in some of his spoken introes, but jected with sufficient showman¬
or whether the c'hirper just didn’t walkoff stunt does well for him.
Ladd Lyon, with the aid of a at the opener with as unprofession¬ he amply compensates in his voeals. ship to get him neat mitts.
care. In any event, her delivery
■was half-hearted and generously femme plant who walks in from al show as has been mounted here Hamilton’s top tunc is “You’!'
Jose.
embellished with superfluous asides the audience, hits it nicely with a in some time. Ragged entrances Never Walk Alone.” "Down and
good line of comedy hand-to-hand¬ and-exits and an almost amateurish Cry” is his only r&b offering. As
to the band and the audience.
MISS LONI
Opening with "My Baby Just ing. Shooting Mansfields (3), com¬ presentation created the atmos¬ for Cook, his emceeing is clean and Juggling
Cares for Me” Miss Janies segues prising an elderly gent at the mike phere of a split-week house in brief.
Of little consequence to the tolal 8 Mins.
into "Your Cheating Heart,” all and a mother and daughter, sharp- Pennsylvania rather than a dcParis
done in a slurring, often offbeat shoot their way to a lot of applause luxer. Subsequent shows probably show, but by now irritating, is the L’Olympia,
Main appeal of this is a shapely
and offkey style. Backed by Nicky by knocking off a lot of moving and will remedy many of these faults; unbroken record of "I May Be girl
twirling a medicine ball, poles
at least by second show Arnold may Wrong” as the only tune heard
Esposito on the guitar, Miss James stationary targets.
In the New Act sector are Viggo have gotten his guitar tuned.
before every opening curtain. It’s and other things about with her
does her MGM disk click, "Why
Warbler has an easy relaxed used, and generally used carelessly, feet while backed to a table. She is
Don’t You Believe Me,” for the & Jane and The Manhattans.
Jose.
by
every band at the Apollo as agile and has a bright, blonde pres¬
stage
personality
that
comes
across
windup. Thrush bows off to mild
and he offers many of his standbys, background for the on-screen ence as she ups and boots about a
palms.
credits
of upcoming stanzas. Just wooden cross, doors or platters.
like
"Anytime”
and
"Cattle
Call,”
Ted Martin, former production
Florian Zabach supports here
This is primarily for special spot¬
an occasional changc-of-pace might
and more than rates it. Zabach’s singer at New' York’s Copacabana, along with such newer 'items as sit belter with the flag’s regulars. ting in offbeat spots for U.S. house
"Suddenly
There’s
a
Valley.”
His
combination of showmanship, good has .switched from the DeLuxe la¬
or
video showcasing.
Mosk,
Art.
stint, however, suffers from a lack
looks and expert. musicianship bel to Records.
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Shows on Broadway
Will Success Spoil
Hock Hunler?
Jule Styne production of comedy in
three acts (four scenes) by Georgo Axel¬
rod. Features Orson Bean, Jayne Mans¬
field,
Walter Matthau, Martin
Gabel,
Harry Clark, William Thourlby. Staged by
the author; scenery and costumes. Oliver
Smith; lighting, Peggy Clark. At Belasco,
N.Y., Oct. 13. '55; $5.75 top ($8.05 open¬
ing).
Rita Marlowe.Jayne Mansfield
Masseur
.. Lew Gallo
George MacCauley.Orson Bean
Michael Freeman.Walter Matthau
Irving LaSalle . Martin Gabel
Harry Kaye . Harry Clark
Secretary
. . Carol Grace
Bronk Brannigan.William Thourlby
Bellman . David Sheincr
Swimmer .
Tina Louise
Chauffeur . Michael Tolan

siders, or may be composites. But
although ‘the identifications and
some of.the jokes may be tradey
most should be funny enough to
the average square with the price
of a ticket.
The, show is unevenly cast and,
under the author’s palpably awk¬
ward direction, the performances
vary from inept-but-acceptable to
unobtrusive-but-effective. In the
vital and showy role of the satanically potent percenter, programmed
under the transparent disguise of
Irving LaSalle, Martin Gabel gives
a vigorously subdued performance
that animates every scene in which
he appears. Walter Matthau, as the
one-play author who knows enough
to quit when he’s ahead, also dem¬
onstrates the professional’s knack
of underplayed vitality.
As the ingenuous fan mag hack
‘diabolically manipulated into fame,
fortune and sex-fulfillment, revuenitery comic Orson Bean is believ¬
able. amusing, likable and unmis¬
takably inexperienced in legit. As
the
Hollywood
sexboat,
Jayne
Mansfield is physically suitable,
and parlays the asset with a famil¬
iar wiggle and voice mannerism,
but also reveals ample lack of stage
savvy.
Harry Clark is excellent as the
budget-conscious studio boss who
can shed tears at the drop of a dol¬
lar or go into an emotional binge
at the mere suggestion of winning
an Oscar, and there are acceptable
supporting bits by William Thourl¬
by as a muscle-brained pro foot¬
baller, Carol Grace as an eagerbeaver studio secretary and Tina
Louise as a silent stage-crossing
swimmer. Oliver Smith has de¬
signed properly gaudy settings for
a New York hotel room, a film stu¬
dio office and a Hollywood hotel
terrace, plus the requisite array of
dazzling
costumes,
and
Peggy
Clark has
provided
expressive
lighting.
“Success” is undeniable hokum;
but as such, it’s funny enough to
get by on Broadway, the road, in
pictures and stock.
Hobe.

melt the teenage girl’s protective
shell of indifference, Patricia Neal
gives a skillfully shaded portrayal
that rises from the drawn-out cas¬
ualness of the opening scene to
contagious feeling in the big mo¬
ments of the second act.
Betty Lou Keim is excellent as
the bottled-up girl, suggesting a
painfully guarded intensity that
key’s the play’s best scenes.. Russ
Conway is competent* in the rather
flaf role of the youngster’s quietly
sympathetic step-father.
Alice Frost gives expert clarity
to the part of a perceptive neigh¬
bor who keeps dropping in with
laugh lines, and David White is
properly poisonous as the girl’s
smoothly sadistic father. Darryl
Richard, Ann Whiteside and War¬
ren Berlinger seem self-consciously
juvenile as assorted offspring and
Lulu B. King plays a standard
maid.
—
Donald Oenslager has designed
the somewhat unbelievably hand¬
some living room setting, with a
backdrop
representing
a
golf
course terrain, and Audre has pro¬
vided suitably decorative costumes.
But despite its probable matinee
appeal, modest theatre party book¬
ings and whatever impetus it may
get from its pre-production film
deal', “Roses” seems a questionable
bet for much of a run. Too bad,
but that's the way it looks.

As an easy simplification, chalk
up “Will Success Spoil Rock Hun¬
ter?” as a bad play but a good
show. It keeps an audience laugh¬
ing and thereby seems likely to
have a moderately successful run.
It’s also a bet for filmization, sub¬
ject to fairly obvious revisions.
Practically everything that can
be said about this new George
Axelrod farce calls for qualifica¬
tion. Although it is patently in¬
ferior to the author’s “Seven Year
Itch” (a cleverly developed onejoke play), it may be significant as
evidence that Axelrod is not just
a one-shot phenomenon. And al¬
Hobe.
though the author is still plainly
a shaky dramatic technician, he
has a talent for comic situation and
guffaw-producing dialog. Perhaps
more important, he’s also a skillful
rewrite man under pressure.
“Success” raises a suspicion that,
Further Than Laughter
at least thus far, Axelrod’s inspira¬
tion tends to be a bit personal.
Montreal, Oct. 8.
There are also vestiginal signs in
Script Theatre production of drama in
three acts (four scenes) by Myron Gallo¬
“Success” that he has a morbid
way. Stars Marta Ensio; features Saul
reluctance to throw away anything
Lerner, Jack Cuiran, Sandra Gibson, Dor¬
othy Danford. Staged by the author;
he’s written. Moreover, as a rela¬
scenery, Griffith Brewer. At Empress
tively inexperienced playwright,
Theatre, Montreal. Oct. 5, '55; $2.50 top.
he's been unfortunate in his choice
Cast also includes Alan Jack, Geoffrey
Taylor, Joan Young, Paris Martin.
of director (himself), raising a sus¬
picion of premature preoccupation
with theatrical economics.
Although Myron Galloway has
Although general audiences won’t
appeared in and directed various
be aware of it (and wouldn’t be in¬
plays in the past few years for
terested), “Success” apparently has
little theatre companies around
strong autobiographical origin. In
Montreal, “Further Than Laughter”
that, it appears tp follow the pat¬
marks his debut as a playwright.
tern of “Seven Year Itch,” as well
As a first play, the balance is on
A Roomful of Roses
as the author’s unproduced (but
the credit side throughout, despite
Guthrie McClintic & Stanley Gilkey
sold to pictures) second play, first production
flaws and moments of
of drama in two acts (four certain
called “A Successful Marriage and scenes), by Edith Sommer. Stars Patricia tedium.
Neal;
features
Russ
Conway,
Alice
Frost,
Happy Divorce” and later retitled
Story concerns a refugee musi¬
Warren Berlingcr, David White, Betty Lou
“Phfft,” and several of his other Keim. Staged by McClintic; setting and cian living with her old piano
lighting,
Donald
Oenslager;
costumes,
scripts.
teacher in Connecticut. She gave
There are actually two heroes in Audre. At Playhouse. N.Y., Oct. 17, '55; up the piano and became a recluse
$4.60 top week nights ($5.75 Friday, Sat¬
“Success,” who could be inter¬ urday nights; $6.90 opening).
after a bombing raid caused the
preted as divided personifications Willamay . Lulu B. King death of her husband-director and
Fallon . Darryl Richard
of a Single individual. One is the Larry
Nancy Fallon . Patricia Neal left her horribly mutilated about
author of a first-play smash (he Grace Hewitt . Alice Frost the face. Plastic surgeons have re¬
refers to himself as a “playwrote” Jane Hewitt . Ann Whiteside stored her beauty, but she has lost
Dick Hewitt . Warren Berlinger
—and then insists on explaining Jay Fallon ..... Russ Conway the will to live and play, until a
the obvious) who is content to Bridget Macgowan.Betty Lou Keim young man enters her .life as a stu¬
luxuriate on a juicy Hollywood Carl Macgowan . David White dent of her old teacher.
contract and the accompanying
As the script was written as a
An adolescent’s need to be loved,
intangibles, rather than risk an¬
to be wanted and to belong is the vehicle for Finnish-born Marta
other script.
Ensio
she naturally is the most
The other, who turns out to be theme of “A Roomful of Roses.”
the focus of the plot, is an eager, It's not a very original theme and convincing character in it, despite
the
limitations
and situations de¬
native fan mag feature writer. this Edith Sommers comedy-drama
After trying to get publishable ma¬ is not a very original play. “Roses” signed for her particular talents.
Throughout
the
first act and into
is
an
honest
play,
though,
and
it
terial from a frenzied interview
several
genuine
and the second, the continued reprises
with a sexy blonde film star (an contains
reduce the tempo to a snail’s pace,
obvious' caricature of Marilyn Mon¬ touching moments.
But does Broadway want a play but subsequent sequences end on
roe), he makes a deal with a dia¬
bolically potent talent agent to get that is only honest and occasionally a probable note.
anything he wants—for 10% of his moving, but never sensational?
Jack Curran, as the young musi¬
soul per item. He starts by asking Probably not
enough
to
give cian, is a typical juvenile, Saul
for and getting $1,000,000, just like “Roses” more than a moderate run, Lenner, as the old professor of
that, and one thing leads to an¬ although there’s perhaps an ab¬ music, is miscast and his near¬
other until he has the star as his sorbing picture in the script, which comic makeup destroys illusion.
mistress, wins an Oscar for the has already been sold to 20th-Fox. Joan Young, as a brash young re¬
best screenplay of the year, knocks
Possibly the opening night’s per¬ porter, offers a sharply etched bit
out the star’s pro athlete husband formance was “off.” At any rate, of playing and Dorothy Danford,
and gets other assorted wishes— for most of the first act, “Roses” as a typical housewife, makes the
but has only 10% left of his soul gives the impression merely of a most of a limited part.
*
that he can call his own.
group of somewhat nervous actors
As director, Galloway has let
This free adaptation of the Faust trying with increasing desperation the tedious first act nullify what
legend is awkwardly constructed to bring the play alive. But there follows.
The
set
by
Griffith
(according to report, the author is no real feeling of reality, no Brewer is heavy-handed and quite
abandoned his pet flashback meth¬ sense of identification or concern. unlike a house in Old Greenwich,
od in favor of straight action only
Then, suddenly a poker-faced, Connecticut adding only to the
the day before the Broadway open¬ elaborately polite little girl talks ponderous gloom.
ing, after an extended tryout tour to her father on the long-distance
The Script Theatre is a new
and several previews). But it has phone, asking timidly if she may
switched from a jarringly serious return home. And all at once we group trying to establish a profes¬
sional
theatre in Montreal. It has
finale to one that maintains the see—see and feel—that she is with¬
supernatural premise and provides drawn and frightened because she slated “Picnic” for production in
mid-November.
Newt.
a “happy,” though spurious and is alone, with a child’s awful dread
.slightly shamefaced (on the part of of being unloved. At that moment,
SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
Axelrod) ending.
“Roses” is a vivid and compelling
The treatment generally through¬ play.
(Theatres indicated if set)
out is farcical, with ‘ emphasis on
There are other such moments,
N6 Tima For Sgts., Alvin (10-20).
sex and Hollywood, plus,an occa¬ though perhaps, not quite so affect¬
Desk Set, Broadhurt (wk. 10-24).
sional poke at Broadway; The au¬ ing/ notably in the scenes between
Comedie Francaise, B’way (10-25).
Chalk Garden, Barrymore (10-26).
thor doesn’t bother with 'dOUble- the emotionally tied-up youngster
Deadfall, Holiday (10-27).
enlendre, but punches up the and her divorced mother, whom
Heavenly Twins, Booth (11-4).
risque
points for
escape-proof she wants to hate because she is
Reuben Reuben, ANTA (11-8).
Hatful of Rain, Lyceum (11-9).
^laughs, with liberal use of conver- afraid to love. As the show moves
Vamp, Wint. Gard. (11-10).
^fcation-making terms like “hooker” along toward its obvious finale of
Lark, Longacre (11-17).
^^nd “fag.” So while the show' may emotional reunion of mother and
Janus, Plymouth (11-24).
Matchmaker, Royale (12-5).
^not exactly delight the moral (or daughter, the case seems to rise
Child of Fortune (12-26).
dramaturgy)
purists,
it
should to a degree of warmth and plausi¬
Fallen Angels (12-29).
titillate the cafe-society sophisti¬ bility. But the effective scenes are
Hot Corner (1-24).
My Lady Liza, Hellinger (wk. 3-10).
cates and the cloak-and suit primi¬ slow in coming and not quite in¬
tives enough to have a profitable tense enough when they do arrive.
Broadway stay.
Meanwhile, the Guthrie McClinticOFF-BROADWAY
“Success,” if it lives up to that Stanley Gilkey production loses
Macbelh, Jan Hus Aud., (10-19).
Song of Sorrow, Blackfrlars (10-24).
billing, is bound to spark a lively the audience.
Amedee, Tempo (10-31).
identity-spotting game in show biz
Under McClintic’s curiously stilt¬
Trouble In Mind, G'n'w'ch Mews (11-2).
circles. Some of the real-life por¬ ed direction the performances are
Highway Robbery, Pres. (11-7).
Dragon's Mouth, Cherry. Lane (wk. 11-16).
traits are clear enough—Miss Mon¬ inclined to be slow-thawing and,
Six Characters, Phoenix (12-1).
roe, for instance, and talent agent in the case of several of the juve¬
Marching Song, Phoenix (3-8).
Irving Lazar and the president nile supporting players, uncom¬
of the Hollywood studio—while fortably affected. As the. divorced
Paul Derval, head of Folies Berother characters and references and remarried mother, whose out- gere, Paris, in London for a quick
will probably be apparent to in¬ pCUi'ing Ipve and klhdridsfc finally, looksee at the West End shows.

Show Out of Town
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Inside Stuff-Legit
Philip Loeb, the legit and tv actor who died, recently in New York,
continues to receive eulogies from numerous sources and in various
publications. The last issue of Equity, the official organ of Actors
Equity, in which Loeb was long a council member and influential force,
carried not only a resolution of regret voted by the union’s council,
but also a personal tribute from the late actor’s friend and fellowcouncil member, Hiram Sherman.
Another personal tribute, from actress-director Margaret Webster,
in the form of a letter to the editor, was published last Sunday (16)
in the drama section of the N. Y. Times. It read, “I am sure that
many of your readers have been deeply shocked and grieved by the
recent death of Philip Loeb . . . Philip Loeb died of a sickness com¬
monly called ‘the blacklist.’ The direct and obvious effects of this
disease, the blacking out of employment in the entertainment indus¬
tries, are well-known. But this is not the whole of it, nor in Phil’s
case, I think, the worst of it. He was submerged by the wave of fear
and mistrust which swept almost all of us. His motives and public
actions were rendered suspect ... We must resolve that never shall
such things happen again. This is the only adequate memorial we can
offer to the real Phil Loeb, who was unafraid.”
Lola Membrives was booed off the stage of the Comico Theatre,
in Buenos .Aires, on making her initial appearance in the first night
of Jacinto Benavente’s posthumously published, “Su Amante Esposa”
(His Loving Wife).
It was obvious before the play opened that the
sparse audience was there for a purpose. And as soon as the actress
appeared, the hisses, boos and catcalls began. There were some shouts
criticizing her support of both the Franco and Peron regimes. The
veteran player (she is in her late 70’s) tried to explain her position, but
the curtain had to be brought down.
The actress herself was anxious to go on with the show, but the
management insisted there should be no performance for that night.
These manifestations are the effect of popular feeling and a desire to
be revenged by many who did suffer slights from those who they feel
were willing to toady to the deposed regime.
“Taming the Forty-Niner” by Elizabeth Margo (Rinehart; $3.75),
contains considerable material on show biz in Gold Rush days. Steve
Massett, monologist; Yankee Robinson, playwright and comedian; Tom
Maguire, early San Francisco impresario of the Jenny Lind “Theatre;
the Booths; the canyon circuit—whose brightest star was Lola Montez;
bullfighting; saloons; sporting houses; potatoes and edibles—all come
In for merry and authentic assessment in this highly enjoyable tome.
Author, a native Californian, works at Columbia Teachers’ College.
New York City.
* *
Ralph T. Kettering, veteran author-showman-advance man, has been
rewriting his Chicago show biz book, with accent on. the late A1 Woods,
chiefly due to the wealth of new material rolling in.
From Irvin
Marks, longtime Paris rep for American showmen, and from Arch Selwyn, now retired in Palm Springs, Calif., much of the new material
has been coming in.
John Ireland and Joanne Dru (Mrs. Ireland), as costars of Leonard
Lee’s “Deadfall,” currently in Washington before coming into the Holi¬
day on Broadway, get 7Ms% each of the gross off the top. Director
Michael Gordon’s deal calls for a-2% royalty. There is a 20% over¬
call on the $75,000 investment.

Legit Followups
Kismet

that the most memorable contribu¬
tions to this company of “Kispiet”
(FORD’S, BALTO)
are the sets and costumes designed
Baltimore, Oct. 5.
By virtue of its presold hit tunes by the late Lemuel Ayers. . They
and Broadway longrun reputation, have opulence and the impression
“Kismet” should mop up this sea¬ of massiveness without excessive
Burm.
son on tour. Manny Davis has ac¬ gaudiness.
quired the original sets and cos¬
tumes and is bankrolling this tour
on a similar basis to his last sea¬ Teahouse of the August
son’s presentation of “Guys and
MoOn
Dolls.”
(HARTMAN, COLUMBUS)
This version of “Kismet” is
Columbus, Oct. 5.
likely to be a road click despite its
Having already netted $1,000,000
questionable values. While hinter¬
profit
in
two
years
on Broadway
land audiences may welcome this
“musical Arabian night” with open and on the road, “Teahouse of the
August
Moon”
got
off
on another
arms, however, more fastidious
legitgoers are likely to find it as remunerative tangent when the
hollow a spectacle as some of the third company premiered at the
critics did the Broadway original. Hartman here last week.
The John Patrick-Vern Sneider
Minus the bravura performance of
Alfred Drake, the shortcomings of play’s warm charm has been kept
the Charles Lederer-Luther Davis intact by the new cast, headed by
book become more apparent, and Larry Parks in the role of Sakini,
the arrangements and lyrics by the Okinawan interpreter and mid¬
Robert Wright and George Forrest dleman between the audience and
seem unfortunately mismated to the drama. The star does not devi¬
ate far from precedent, but the in¬
their original Borodin themes.
Spotty casting makes this con¬ dividual touches he does inject
glomeration of oldhat operetta, serve to ‘freshen the part.
Thomas Coley is good as Capt.
highblown romance and bump and
grind burlesque seem pretty much Fisby, the inept young officer who
a mishmash. Earle MacVeigh, pro¬ tries to bring democracy* into
Reiko Sato is a
moted from a minor part in the Okinawan life.
original troupe, takes over the dedicate and lovely Lotus Blossom,
Drake role, Hajj. As the mendicant and John Alexander is a successful,
beggar turned Emir of Bagdad in if sometimes a bit overdone Col.
one day, MacVeigh goes through Purdy. Don Lochner is standout
the paces adequately. but misses as Capt. McClean, the Army psy¬
most of the opportunities that the chiatrist. .
flashy role offers to an imagina¬
Costuming, lighting and the stag¬
tive, mettlesome performer.
ing of the teahouse and wrestling
Marthe Errolle plays Lalume, scenes come up to the caliber of
wife of the Wazir of Police, and the original production. This one
makes full use of her shapely fig¬ is presented by Howard Lindsay
ure, although her genteel soprano & Russel Crouse, whose first tour¬
doesn’t mix too well with the ing company is playing in Chicago
bawdy lyrics she sings. Margot after premiering here last season.
Moser scores on voice and looks
Gapp.
as Marsinah, Hajj’s daughter, but
Donald Clarke is colorless as the
young
Caliph.
George
Lipton
doesn’t do much to brighten the
rather primitive comedy of the
George and Alfred Black have
already signed their femme stars
part of the Wazir of .Police.
Jack Cole’s original choreog¬ for their next summer shows at
They are Eve Boswell
raphy and the staging (still credited Blackpool.
to Albert Marre) occasionally lift for the Opera House show, and
the proceedings out of a common¬ Edna Savage for the Winter Gar¬
place groove. Dancers Ethel Mar¬ den shows.
S. A. Gorlinsky is again staging
tin, Rosemary Fuhrmann and Ade¬
line Gaheton are particularly di¬ “Where the Rainbow Ends” as the
verting, and Lucy Andonian and Christmas show at the Festival
Last yfear the
Robert Goss stand out as soloists Hall this year.
in the capable choral ensembles.
stars were Alicia Markova and An¬
Tipoff as to the quality of this, ton Dolin.
This year Dolin will
touring edition is the realization costar with Violetta Elviu.
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'Pajama (lame a Smash in London;
‘Hotel’ Has Chance, ‘Truth’ Dubious

THEATRES SEEN B’way Angels Case Puzzles Trade;
AS HD SISKS Can’t Dope Few-Investments Charge

London, Oct. 18. f---By HOBE MORRISON
A boxoffice smash beyond rea¬
Headline Stuff
Broadway is in prospect of get¬
sonable doubt, “The Pajama Game,”
ting
several
new theatres, the first
Talent agent Milton GoldPresented by Williamson Music
legit construction in 30 years.
inan is credited with the obser¬
and Prince Littler at the Coliseum
Plans are not immediate, but may
vation that the Broadway the¬
last Thursday (13), opened with a
eventuate in three or four years.
atre shortage is no longer
substantial advance and looks set
With the New York theatre
for a highly profitable run. It
news.
shortage now the worst in mem¬
He’s waiting for the head¬
should compare favorably with its
ory, and growing steadily more
line about someone doing away
Broadway triumph. This is one of
acute, the financial aspect of legit
with a parking lot to make way
three legits preemed last week
construction is becoming more
for a legit house._
here.
feasible.
That is particularly true
The opening night audience gave
under
the
revised
municipal
a rousing welcome to “Pajama
building
code,
which now permits
Game,” particularly to a new tal¬
multiple-theatre or theatre-office
ent discovery, Elizabeth Seal, who
building under one roof, with
copped top honors in the national
much latitude for design of the
press reviews. The cast is entirely
stage area.
British, three principal roles being
The . City Investing Co., which
filled by Max Wall, Joy Nichols
has an available site for new the¬
and Edmund Hockridge.
atre
building in the midtown New
Robert E. Griffith, who came
Boston, Oct. 18.
[ York area and has been giving the
from New York to reproduce
“Reuben Reuben” will fold here project longterm consideration for
George Abbott’s original Broadway next Saturday (22), cutting short
direction, has provided vigorous its scheduled three-week tryout. several years, is reportedly active¬
staging, while Zoya Beporska has The Broadway presentation, slated ly interested. Also, Roger L. Ste¬
also drawn praise for her re-crea¬ to open Nov. 8, has* been cancelled. vens, who combines major realty
speculation with legit producing
tion of the original dances.
The Marc Blitzstein musical pre¬
Almost the entire London press miered Oct. 10 at the Shubert here, and theatre operation, has revealed
that
he and undisclosed associates
is unanimous in its appraisal of getting cold reviews and disap¬
may soon be ready to embark on
(Continued on page 75)
pointing business on last week’s a theatre construction venture in
initial stanza.
New York. Although Dowling and
Apparently
producer
Cheryl Stevens are associated in Produ¬
Crawford first hoped to revise the cers Theatre, their legit building
show, and she announced that it projects are understood to be
would curtail its Hub tuneup stand separate.
and go to New York for intensive
City
Investing’s
preliminary
doctoring. However, the necessary plans in that direction were re¬
changes are too great to make vealed recently at the company’s
New Haven, Oct. 18.
that feasible. Also, the production annual stockholders meeting. Rob¬
“Delilah,” which played a seven- runs the risk of incurring insur¬ ert W. Dowling president, told
performance tuneup at the Shu- mountable losses here.
shareholders present that the combert last week (it’s been retitled
Miss Crawford, who had “Reu¬
(Continued on page 74)
“The Vamp” for its scheduled ben Reuben” under option for
Broadway run), vacated town in nearly five years, says that it rep¬
little better shape than when it resents a $250,000 investment. She
arrived. To complicate matters asserts that she is prouder of it
further, the washed-out New Haven than of her last previous Broadway
railroad was unable ^to move the show, the financially successful Ed¬
physical production out of town ward Chodorov farce, “Oh Men,
over the weekend, so the slated Oh Women.”
opening tonight (Tues.) in Wash¬
It was explained by an associate
ington may have to be delayed.
of Miss Crawford that her decision
Philadilphia, Oct. 18.
The musical has book trouble, to close “Reuben Reuben” rather
The dispute between the Shuwhich is. not being cured too than go through with the plan to
berts
and
Local
77, American Fed¬
easily. Matters aren't helped by doctor it and open it in New York
the fact that stager Robert Alton on schedule followed Blitzstein’s eration of Musicians, is expected
to
be
settled
tomorrow (Wed.).
underwent surgery for a ruptured refusal to make the book revisions
Thus, a two-month freeze on the
appendix and is now confined to she demanded.
However,
that
booking
of
musicals
in Philly will
Grace New Haven Hospital.
could not be confirmed from the end.
Meanwhile, various New York author-composer himself.
Following
a
meeting
in N.Y.
experts have been called in to gan¬
After announcing the closing,
der “Delilah,” but as far as known, Miss Crawford expressed faith in yesterday (Mon.) between Romeo
Celia,
president
of
Local
77, and
no one has been engaged to do ac¬ the musical. “I still believe there’s
tual rewrites. However, a new a fine show here and that we can J. J. Shubert, head of the Shubert
enterprizes,
both
sides
signified
lyricist is reportedly due to enter make it right,” she insisted. “I
the- situation during the current don’t know how long it will take that an agreement was imminent.
Terms for a new pact were agreed
Washington stand.
—a month, two months, three upon and all that remains to make
months, a year—but we’re going to it final is passage tomorrow morn¬
do it.
ing by the exec board of Local 77.
“I realize now,” she continued, Barring an unexpected hitch, it
“that when you've been with a pro¬ should go through.
duction as long as I have with this
Under the new agreement, the
one, you can persuade yourself
British producer Stephen that the audience will see it number of pit musicians required
plays has been
Mitchell, who’s associated in the through your eyes. Opening night for straight
Broadway presentations of “Tiger here I learned that isn’t always so.” changed from six at all Shubert
houses to five each at the Walnut
at the Gates” and “Day by the
and Locust St. Theatres and seven
Sea,” intends to be active in both
each at the Forrest and Shubert.
London and New York hereafter.
The latter two houses play musi¬
He will go to England in about a
cals primarily. The number of pit
month, but plans to return to the
men required for tuners remains
U. S. in January.
at 20.
Mitchell is now on the Coast,
“Island of the Goats,” a recent
briefly. He’ll then spend fort¬ flop on Broadway, had foreign ap¬
night in New York before flying peal on both sides of the Atlantic.
back to London, where he’s dick¬ Having previously clicked in Paris,
The Brattle Shakespeare Co.
ering for a new script, for im¬ the show repeated with the foreign
mediate West End production. His press reviewers in N. Y. It drew may switch operation next summer
from
the 300-seat Brattle Theatre,
wife, who accompanied him to the unanimous pans from the firstCambridge, Mass., to the 500-seat
U. S. last summer, precedes him string Broadway critics.
Kresge
Auditorium of the Mass.
home this week.
The Ugo Betti drama, adapted
As the producer of the original by British playwright Henry Reed, Institute of Technology, also in
Cambridge.
London edition of N. C. Hunter’s
The company originally used the
“Day by the Sea,” Mitchell is part¬ folded Oct. 8 at the Fulton Thea¬
nered with Huntington Hartford tre, N. Y., after seven perform¬ Brattle for four years, after which
in the current Broadway version. ances. Following the windup per¬ it was a film holise for a two-andHe is also associated with Robert formance, Saul Colin, a member one-half year period. Legit was re¬
L. Joseph and the Playwrights of the Stage & Screen Foreign sumed last summer with the return
Co. in the presentation of the Press Club, took over the stage to of the Shakespeare unit.
Christopher Fry-Jean Giraudoux praise the play, noting that 80% of
‘Tiger,”
having teamed
with the foreign publication aisle-sitters
Joseph in its prior engagement in had turned in favorable notices.
Colin also shook hands with the
the West End.
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
Mitchell, whose production of entire cast, who had been standing
on
one foot and then the other.
Terence
Rattigan’s
“Separate
Tables” is one of the top smashes
Eleanor Pinkham, general man¬
of London currently, figures that
in future he will repeat his recent ager for the Los Angeles Civic
Light
Opera, reported in- Frisco
moves of associating with U. S.
general director Edwin Lester
managements in the Broadway that
was in New York “shopping” for
presentations of plays he has done 1956 productions. She denied that
1905-1955
m England, and perhaps in the a “Damn Yankees” touring produc- 1
West End engagements of hit tion is already limed up for the !
shows from New York.
Coast for next year.
I

‘Reuben’Folding
For 250C Loss

‘Delilah’ (‘Vamp’) Still
Has Script Troubles;
Alton Under Surgery

End Musk Union
Tiff in Philly

STEPHEN MITCHELL ON
L0ND0N-N.Y. SCHEDULE

Anyway, Foreign Crix
Liked Flopperoo ‘Goats’

Brattle to MIT House
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The Least He Could Do
While several legit pro¬
ducers and managers were at
lunch one day last week, the
palaver inevitably got around
to the current shortage of
Broadway'- theatres, which all
present agreed is the worst in
many years. It was pointed
that, although no one is actual¬
ly building any new theatres,
producer - theatre
operator
Roger L. Stevens recently
sought to acquire the Brandtowned Globe, a film house on
Broadway at 46th St., N. Y.
“Well, why shouldn’t he?”
someone quipped. "After all,
he practically created the
shortage by producing so many
shows.”

40G‘Tea’Divvy;
$262,500 Total
Another $40,000, representing
film income, has been distributed
by the Playwrights Co.-Mary K.
Frank production of “Tea and
Sympathy.” That gives the backers
$262,500 profit thus far on their
$65,000 investment.
The divvy was made following
receipt of $81,000 from Metro last
month as the second payment on
its purchase of the film rights to
the Robert Anderson drama. Of
that amount, $80,000 was distrib¬
uted, with, the backers getting
half on the basis of the standard
50-50 split between the manage¬
ment and investors.
As of a Sept. 30 accounting, the
total profit on the two-company
operation, including picture in¬
come. was $533,007. That included,
$525,000 divided equally between
the management and backers, leav¬
ing $8,007 for future distribution.
Additional income is due from the
film deal, plus prospective royalty
from the lease of the touring
rights to George Brandt.
The Broadway edition of “Tea”
closed last June 18 after an 89week run, while the road company
ended its tour last*July 23.

LOTS OF FELLOWSHIPS
AT ELI DRAMA SCHOOL
New Haven, Oct. 18.
With the opening of the new
term, the scholarship situation is
bustin’ out all over the Yale Drama
School. Latest to inject a finger
into the giveaway pie is the Wil¬
liam Morris Agency, with a $1,000
fellowship in playwrighting.
First recipient of the Morris
award is James J. StefTenson, Jr.,
Rhodes scholar who was active as
director-actor in the Oxford U.
Dramatic Society. He will study
under Robert Penn Warren, pro¬
fessor of playwrighting and author
of the Pulitzer prize-winning novel,
“All the Kings Men.”
Also under the Warren wing is
Frank Duane, first recipient of the
$3,500 RCA-NBC Fellowship.
Duane, a free-lance writer, work¬
ing under the guidance of the New
Dramatists Committee in New'
York, hails from Texas. Studying
under an $800 RCA-NBC scholar¬
ship will be first recipient Nicholas
D. Probst. of Baltimore, who drew
the award for a Yale undergrad
interested in the drama.
Marking a departure from the
previous policy, which limited its
own scholarships to students who
had proved their ability during
their first year at Yale, the Drama
School has awarded five scholar¬
ships to new stqdents entering this
fall. Recipients are Mary Elizabeth
Dann, Pacific Palisades, Cal. (act¬
ing); Margaret Jane Andrews,
Rockville Centre, N.Y. (acting);
Herbert Appelman, Brooklyn, N.Y.
(play writing); John C. Powell, New
Malden, Surrey, England (direct¬
ing); William B. Warfel. Pasay
City, Philippines, (design-lighting).

Charges last week by N. Y. State
Attorney General Jacob K. Javits
that Broadway Angels, a legit in¬
vestment corporation, had swindled
approximately 4,000 investors of
$400,000 have aroused curiosity in
the trade.
What’s confusing is that Wallace
Gra.vdon Garland, head of Angels,
or his representatives, F. Douglas
Rideout and Thomas J. Legale,
have been listed extensively as in¬
vestors in Broadway productions,
usually' putting up the stake for
Wallace Graydon Garland Produc¬
tions, c/o Broadway Angels. Inc.
Javits alleged, however, that of
the firm’s $400,000 slock capital,
less than $23,000 had been invested
in nine legit productions. He said
that was indicated by the Broad¬
way Angels books in possession of
the Attorney General’s oll'ice.
A rundown of backer lists on a
number of Broadway and road pro¬
ductions of the current and recent
seasons, shows a near-$l 00,000 in¬
vestment made by Garland, Ride¬
out and Legate in a total of 25
shows, besides those on Javit’s list.
Of the 25, six are new-season en¬
tries.
They are “The Vamp,”
“Desk Set,” “Diary of Anne Frank,”
“View From the Bridge,” "Young
and Beautiful” and “Heavenly
Twins” are current entries. An¬
other three, “Cat on a Hot. Tin
Roof,” “Bus Stop” and “Bad Seed”
rate as hits, while “Plain and
Fancy” is still In an undetermined
status.
The remaining 15 were all flops,
although one is a prospect for ulli(Continued on page 74)

WB Pays Extra $70,000
For ‘Seed’ Tour Delay;
Show’s Payoff 144G
Warner Bros., which originally
purchased the film rights to “Bad
Seed” for $300,000, paid the Play¬
wrights Co. an additional $70,000
to hold up the play’s tour. The stu¬
dio requested the delay so it could
shoot the film, in which the show’s
star, Nancy Kelly, and other mem¬
bers of the original Broadway cast
appear. The pic is currently in
production on the Coast.
The $70,000 represents a hefty
profit for the legit production,
since it’s not being split on a 6040 basis with author Maxwell An¬
derson, adaptor of the play from
William March’s novel. However,
Anderson has been given a $20,000
slice of that revenue, leaving the
production $50,000.
With the additional coin, the total
profit on “Seed” to date is $200,469 on a $78,000 investment. Ad¬
ditional income is due on the pro¬
duction’s 40% share of the original,
film sale. That coin is being paid
in installments.
The Playwrights Co. production,
which finished a 42-week Broad¬
way run last Aug. 24, is skedded to
begin a hinterland hike next Nov.
24.
During its final four weeks
at the Coronet Theatre, N. Y., the
show made a $5,076 operating prof¬
it. Other income included $1,257
in English royalties, while closing
costs ane costume replacement ex¬
pen • ; totaled $2,602.
The profit distribution thus far
tallies $144,000. On the basis of
the regular 50-50 split between the
management and backers,( that
gives the latter nearly 100%'profit
on their investment. Remaining as¬
sets include a reserve of $23,000 for
the upcoming tour, plus a $15,000
sinking fund.

PLAN STOCK OPERATION
AT HIPPODROME, WASH.
Washington, Oct. 18.
A new stock operation is slated
to how shortly at the Hippo¬
drome Theatre here. The house is
being renovated for that purpose by
Bernard Lust, local theatre owner,
who will rename it The Studio.
Plays will be done in arena
style and will run for two-three
weeks. The spot will be the flag¬
ship of the Stage &. Arena Guild
of America.
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B way Bullish; ‘Rock’ $19,900 in 6,
Joyce 16G, ‘Tiger 32%G, ‘Anne IV/fi,
‘View’ $28,600, ‘Plain 52G, ‘Tree 8WG
Broadway biz continued brisk nine performances, including the
last week, despite the heavy Fri- Oct. 1 (Sat) premiere).
Miscellaneous
day-Saturday (14-15) downpour.
Several new entries pulled near¬
Carefree Tree, Phoenix (D) (1st
capacity grosses, while holdovers wk; 8; $3.45; 1,150; $24,067).
from last season stacked up Opened Sept, 17 to unanimously
unfavorable reviews
(Atkinson,
strongly.
There were two closings last Times; Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins,
week. Both shows, “Day By the World-Telegram; McHarry, News;
Sea” and “Wooden Dish” were re¬ Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
cent preems. Openings last week Journal-American; Watts, Post);
were “Joyce Grenfell Bequest the around $8,500 for first eight per¬
Pleasure,” “Will Success Spoil formers.
Closed Last Week
Bock Hunter?” and “Carefree
Tree” at the off-Broadway Phoenix
Day by the Sea, ANTA Theatre
Theatre.
(D) (3d wk; 24; $5.75-$4.60; 1,185;
Current
frame
offers
two $34,262) (Jessica Tandy, Hume
preems, “A Boomful of Boses,” Cronyn, Dennis King). Over $8,which bowed Monday (17) and “No 800 (previous week, $10,700); closed
Time For Sergeants,” which debuts last Saturday (15) at an approxime
$125,000 loss on the play’s Coast
tomorrow night (Thurs.).
and N. Y. bookings.
Estimates for Last Week
Wooden Dish, Booth (D) (2d wk;
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 12;
$5.75-$4.60;
766;
$22,004)
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), (Louis Calhern).
Nearly $6,500
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ (previous week, $10,700 for first
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op- four performances and two pre¬
retta).
views); closed last Saturday (15) at
Other parenthetic designations approximate $70,000 loss on a
refer, respectively, to weeks played, $75,000 investment.
Opening This Week
number of performances through
Roomful of Roses, Playhouse
last Saturday, top prices, number
($5.75-$4.60; 994; $25,500)
of seals, capacity gross and stars, (D>
Price includes 10% Federal and (Patricia Neal). Play by Edith Som¬
5% City .tax, but grosses are net. mer, presented by Guthrie McClintic & Stanley Gilkey; production
f.c., exclusive of tax.
financed at $60,000, including 20%
Boy Friend, Boyale (MC) (55th overcall, and can break even at
wlc; 435; $6.90; 1,050; $38,200). around $13,500; opened last Mon¬
Nearly $34,100 (previous week, day (17) to three favorable re¬
$28,000); closes Nov. 26 to tour.
views (Atkinson, Times; McClain,
Bus Stop, Music Box (CD) (33d Journal-American; Watts, Post)
wk; 262; $5.75-$4.60; 1,010; $27,- and four unfavorible (Chapman.
811). Almost $27,800 (previous News; Coleman, Mirror; Kerr,
week, $27,000).
Herald Tribune; Levinson, WorldCat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco Telegram).
(D) (30lh wk; 236; $6.90-$5.75; 946;
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin
$31,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes, Burl (C) ($5.75-$4.60; 1,331; $38,500.
Ives). Over capacity again, topped Comedy by Ira Levin, adapted ]
$31,600 (previous week, $31,600). from Mac Hyman’s novel, pre¬
Damm Yankees, 46th St.( MC) sented by Maurice Evans and
(24th wk; 188; $8.05-$7.50; 1.297; Emmett Rogers; production -fi¬
$50,573) (Gwen Verdon).
Over nanced at $100,000, cost about that
capacity again, topped $50,800 to bring in, including a slight try¬
(previous week, $50,855).
out profit, but excluding bonds;
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D> can break even at around $19,000.
(2d wk); 13; $5.75-$4.60; 1,098; Opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
$28,571) (Joseph Schildkraut). Over
$27,500 (previous week, $18,400 for
OFF-BROADWAY
first five performances and one
(Figures denote opening dates)
preview).
Cherry Orchard, 4th St. (10-18).
D’Oyly Carte, Shubert (OP) (3d
La Ronde, Circle in Square (2wk; 23; $5.75; 1,453; $42,000). Over 27-55).
$34,000 (previous week, $31,000>.
Macbeth, Rooftop (10-7); closed
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (50th wk; last. Sunday (16).
396; $7.50; 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio
Out Of This World, Actor’s
Pinza, Walter Slezak). Over capac¬ Playhouse (10-12-55).
‘
ity again at almost $63,800, despite
Mornings at Seven, Cherry Lane
the absence of both stars because (6-22-55); closes next Sunday (23),
of illness (previous week, $63,700).
Shaw Festival, Greenwich Mews
Inherit the Wind, National (D) (7-21-55); closed last Sunday (16).
(24th wk; 189; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162;
Spring’s Awakening, Prov. (10-9);
$31,300) (Melvyn Douglas). Just closes next Saturday (22).
$30,900 (previous week, $30,000).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20).
Joyce Grenfell Requests the
Typewriter, Tempo (7-27-55).
Pleasure, Bijou (R) (1st wk; £
$5.75; 588; $18,660». Nearly $16,
000 for first eight performances.
Pajama Game, St. James (MC).

‘ANASTASIA’BIG $29,300,
‘DEADFALL’ $7,300, D.C.

‘FANCY’OK $41,300, S.F.;
‘BUS’ROLLS TO $19,300
San Francisco, Oct. 18.
“Plain and Fancy” got mixed, re¬
views but did good business at the
Curran last week, Second frame
of “Bus Stop” at the Geary was
okay.
“Tender Trap” is due next Tues¬
day (25) at the Alcazar for a twoweeker.
Estimates for Last Week
Plain and Fancy, Curran (1st wk)
($4.90; 1,752) (Alexis Smith, Craig
Stevens). Good $41,300; continues
through Nov. 19.
Bus Stop, Geary (2d wk) ($4.40;
1,550). Okay $19,300; pulls out Oct.
29 to continue tour.

Hub Still Hopping; ‘Sergeants’ 30G,
‘King’ 50G, ‘Reuben’ 25G and Folding
--

‘Don Juan’ Lean $9,800
On 6 in Mpls.-St. Paul

Minneapolis, Oct. 18.
“Don Juan in Hell,” starring
Ricardo Montalban, Mary Astor,
Reginald Denny and Kurt Kasznar
grossed a light $7,100 in four days
and a matinee at $3.30 top in the
1,800-seat Lyceum here last week.
It was the third local visit for the.
Shaw piece, the two previous hav¬
ing been at the Lyceum and the
Northrop Auditorium on the U. of
Minnesota campus with another
cast. .
Before opening here Wednesday
(12), “Juan” played one-nighters
at the 3,500-seat St. Paul Audi¬
torium, where it pulled $1,800 at
the same scale as here, and at
Appleton. Wis., where there was a
flat guarantee.
, , ,
Next on the local legit schedule
is “Bus Stop,” Nov. 7-12, as the
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.
season’s first subscription offering
Mixed critical reception greeted and the third of the season's book¬
both stage newcomers here last ings to date.
week, “Chalk Garden” at the Wal¬
nut, and “Hatful of. Rain” at the
Forrest. Latter fared better at the
boxoffice, with Shelley Winters'
name a factor. Business continued
strong for “Heavenly Twins,”
which wound up its two-week
stand Saturday night at the Locust.
Estimates for Last Week
Hatful of Rain, Forrest (D) (1st
wk) ($4.20; 1,760) (Shelley Winters,
Chicago, Oct. 18.
Ben Gazzara). Reviewers favored
The Loop’s trio of legiters logged
the show two-to-one; audience re¬
ception not solid; good $20,000 for in generally strong grosses last
seven performances.
week. “Solid Gold Cadillac” had
Heavenly Twins, Locust (2d wk) an okay first frame despite a unan¬
(C) ($4.20; 1,580) (Jean Pierre Au- imous critical cuffing. “Can Can”
mont, Faye Emerson). French fan¬
tasy caught public' fancy; sock perked with theatre parties. “Tea¬
house of the August Moon” regis¬
$27,200.
tered its fifth consecutive sold out
Chalk Garden, Walnut (1st wk) week.
(D) ($4.20; 1,340). New Irish ac¬
“Pajama Game” is due Nov. 15
tress Siobhan McKenna received
general acclaim, but the literary at the Shubert for a run, replacing
“Can
Can,” which resumes its tour
meller failed to catch on; so-so
Nov. 12. “Bus Stop'” is slated for
$10,000.
Nov. 21 at the Selwyn for five
weeks, on subscription, and “Kis¬
met” lights Dec. 5 at the Great
Northern for a run, also on sub¬
scription.
(Oct. 17-30)
Estimates for Last Week
Anastasia (Eugenic Leontovich, Dolly
Can Can, Shubert (11th wk)
Haas.
John
Emery)—V/ilbur,
Boston
($5.95; 2,100). Over $37,000 (pre¬
(17-29).
Anniversary Waltr—Harris, Chi (17-29. vious
week, $35,200);
departs
Bus Stop (2d Co.)—Geary, S. F. (17-29).
Nov. 12.
Can-Can—Shubert. Chi (17-29).
Canadian Players—Plattsburg (N. Y.)
Solid' Gold Cadillac, Blackstone
S. T. College Aud. (17); Smith College
Aud„ Northampton, Mass. (18); Norwich (1st wk) ($4.50; 1,450). Almost $19,U. Aud., Northfield, Vt. (19); Dana Hall 800 for first eight performances.
Aud., Wellesley, Mass. (20); U. of New
Teahouse of August Moon, Erl¬
Hampshire College Aud., Dui'hain (*1);
Phillips Academy Aud., Andover, Mass. anger (5th wk) ($5; 1,335) (Burgess
(22); Corning (N.Y.) Glass Center (24); Meredith, Scott McKay).
Capacity
Alfred (N. Y.) U. Aud. (25): Kleinhans
Aud., Buffalo (26); Harpur College Aud., again at nearly $35,500 (previous
Endicott, N. Y. (28); Aud., Rochester (29). week, $35,470).
Chalk Garden (tryout) (Gladys Cooper,
Opening This Week
Siobhan McKenna)—Walnut, Philly (17-22;
(Reviewed in VARIETY, Sept. 25 '55).
Anniversary Waltz, Harris ($5;
Comedie Francaise—Capitol, Ottawa (1718); Royal Alexandra. Toronto (19-22).
1,000). Opened last night (Mon.)
Desperate
4Jours
(William
Gargan,
Panned
Nancy
Coleman,
Richard
Jacckel)— for a. run, on subscription.
unanimously by the critics.
Carthay Circle, L. A. (17-22).

‘Heavenly $27,200,
‘Rain 20G in 7,
‘Chalk’ 10G, Phila.

‘Cadillac’ M
‘Can-Can’ 37G. Chi

Touring Shows

Don Juan in Hell (Ricardo Montalban,
Mary Astor, Reginald Denny, Kurt Kazsnar)—American, St. L. (17-22); Victoria,
K. C. (23-24); U. of Iowa, Iowa City (25);
Tabor, Denver (27); High School Aud.,
Washington, Oct. 18.
Colorado Springs (28); Tabor, Denver, (29).
Hatful ef Rain (tryout) (Shelley Win¬
“Anastasia,” in its second and
Ben Gazzara)—Forrest, Philly (17-22);
final week, did solid biz at the Na¬ ters,
Shubert,
Wash.
(24-29)
(Reviewed
in
tional Theatre, climbing hand¬ VARIETY. Oct. 12, '55).
Heavenly
Twins (tryout) . Faye Emer¬
somely over its initial stanza via
son, Jean Pierre Aumont)—Colonial, Bos¬
good reviews and word of mouth. ton (17-29) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Sept.
“The Vamp” is scheduled to open 21. '55).
(tryout) (Margaret Sullavan, Rob¬
tonight (Tues.) for three weeks at ertJanus
Preston. Claude Dauphin)—Playhouse,
the same house, with a handsome Wilmington
(19-22); Forrest, Philly (24-29).
$33,000 advance.
King and I (Patricia Morison)—Ford's
(17-29)..
Hurt by bad reviews, “Deadfall.” Balto
Kismet—Nixon, Pitt (17-22); Hartman,
starring Joanne Dru and John Ire Columbus (24-29).
Lark (tryout) (Julie Harris)—Plymouth,
land, drew poorly for its single
(28-29).
week at the Shubert Theatre. Fact Boston
Little Hut (Veronica Lake)—Shubert,
that it was here for only one week Det. (17-29).
Matchmaker
(tryout)
(Ruth
Gordon,
didn’t help, since plays normally
Eileen Herlie, Eddie Mayehoff)—Locust,
build their second stanza.in the Philly
(27-29).
city. The Shubert is dark this
Pajama Game. (2d Co.) (Fran Warren.
Douglas. Buster West)—Stale Fair
week, but relights next Monday Larry
Aud., Dallas (17-23); American, St. L.
(24). with a fortnight run of “Hat¬ (25-29).
ful of Rain.”
Pipe Dream (tryout) (Helen Traubel,
Bill
Johnson)—Shubert,
New
Haven
Estimates for Last Week
(24-29).
Plain and Fancy (2d Co.) (Alexis Smith,
Anastasia, National. (2d- wk) Cijaig
Steverts)—Curran. S. F. (17-29).
(1,677; $4.40WDolIy lJaasji ^Ugehi^ • Reuben Reuben (tryout) (Eddie Albert.)
Leontovich,'- John ’Emery). Hand-1 —Shubert, Boston (17-22) (Reviewed in
Oct. 12, '55).
some $29,300 for final stanza and VARIETY,
Seven Year Itch
(Eddie Bracken)—
might have done a profitable third Auditorium, Hershey, Pa. (24-26); McCar¬
ter. Princeton (27-29).
week; moved out to resume tour.
Solid Gold Cadillac — Blackstonc, Chi.
Deadfall, Shubert (1,542; $3.85) (17-29).
(Joanne Dru. John Ireland). Slim
Tea and Sympathy (Maria Riva, Alan
Baxter)—Erlanger, Buffalo (20-22); U. of
$7,300 for the tryout.
Vermont. Burlington (24); Her Majesty’s,
Montreal (25-29).
Teahouse of the August Moon (2d Co.)
(Burgess Meredith, Scott McKay)—Erlan¬
ger, Chi (17-29).
Teahouse of the August Moon (3d Co.)
(Larry Parks)—Hanna, Cleve. (17-29).
Los Angeles, Oct. 18.
Tender Trap (Lloyd Bridges, Russell
Sole standard legiter in town, Nype, K. T. Stevens. Janet Riley)—Moore
(17-22); Alcazar. S. F. (24-29).
Desperate Hours” tallied a good Seattle
Vamp (tryout) (Carol Channlng)—Na¬
$17,000 for its initial stanza at the tional. Wash. (17-29) (Reviewed in VARIETY,
Sept. 28, '55, under Its original
Carthay Circle Theatre.
Gross title, "Delilah”).

Helen Gallagher). Nearly $52,100
(previous’ week, $51,000).
|
Plain and Fancy, Winter Garden
(MC) (38th wk; 300; $6.90; 1,494;
$55,672). Over $52,000 (previous
week. $46,500).
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
(34t.h wk; 268; $7.50; 1,427; $57,800) (Hildegarde Neff, Don Ameche). Nearly $58,200 (previous
week, $56,400.
Teahouse of the August Moon,
Beck (C) (105th wk; 945; $6.22$4.60; 1,214; $33,608) (Eli Wallach.
John Beal). Over $33,500 (previous
week, $31,500).
Tiger at the Gates, Plymouth (D)
(2d wk; 16; $5.75; 1,062; $34,000)
(Michael Redgrave). Nearly $32.500 (previous week, $28,900 for first
eight performances); moves Nov.
21 to the Fulton.
View From the Bridge, Coronet
(D) (3d wk; 20; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60;
998; $30,000) (Van Heflin). Over
$28,600, with theatre parties cut¬
ting into the take (previous week.
$28,900).
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,
Belasco (C) (1st wk; 4; $5.75; 1,073;
$31,582).
Opened last Thursday
(13) to one favorable review (Chap¬
man, News; three unfavorable
(Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins. World- ‘Hours’ Okay $17,000, L. A.
Telegram; Kerr; Herald Tribune)
and three yes-no (Atkinson, Times;
But Hurt By Picture
McClain. Journal-American; Watts.
Post); nearly $19,900 for first foulperformances and two previews.
Witness for the Prosecution, Mil¬
ler (D) (44th wk; 348; $5.75-$4.60:■
946; $23,248). ^ear
”
‘ y $23,400
(pre- j represents an operating profit.
vious week, $23,300).
Opening of the film version two

Equity Show
(Oct. 17-30)

(previous week, $15,400 for first
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Boy Meets Girl—Lenox Hill Playhouse,

.N.Y. (19-23).

‘PAJAMA’WOW $145,000
FOR 15 SHOWS, DALLAS
Dallas, Oct. 18.
“Pajama Game” took in a smash
$145,000 for its first 15 perform¬
ances at the State Fair Auditorium.
The musical, which opened here
Oct. 7, remains through next Sun¬
day (23).
From here the Fran Warrenr"
Larry Douglas-Buster West starrer
moves to the American Theatre,
St. Louis, opening next Tuesday.

Boston, Oct. 18.
The ailing “Reuben Reuben ”
which got a frosty opening at the
Shubert last week, will shutter
this Saturday (22), cutting the
scheduled tliree-weeker to a fort¬
night and cancelling plans for
Broadway.
Two shows were to have opened
last night (Mon.) “Heavenly
Twins” at the Colonial and “Ana¬
stasia” at the Wilbur, each for two
weeks.
Both were delayted en
route here by flooded rail facili¬
ties, and the premieres were set
back to tonight (Tues.). Two exited
town Saturday (15), “No Time for
Sergeants,” which did okay at the
Colonial in its fortnight stand, and
“King and I,” which racked up a
heavy gross at the Opera House.
Both $hese productions ran into
railroad trouble getting out of
town.
Estimates for Last Week
Reuben Reuben, Shubert (1st wk)
($4.95;
1,734)
(Eddie
Albert).
Opened to the worst notices
printed in the Hub in years; drew
$25,000 and is folding this Sat¬
urday (22), a week early.
No Time for Sergeants, Colonial
(2d wk) ,$3.85; 1,590).
Pulled a
hefty $30,000 and left for New
York.
King and I, Opera House (2d wk)
($3.85; 3.000) (Patricia Morison).
Amazed with better than $50,000,
a sellout, taking out around $90,000 in fortnight’s run,

'DELILAH' (‘VAMP’) 40G
FOR 7 IN NEW HAVEN
New Haven, Oct. 18.
Seven-performance
stand
of
“Delilah” (retitled “The Vamp”
for its upcoming Broadway presen¬
tation), drew a lively $40,000 gross
last Tuesday-Saturday (11-15) at
the Shubert here, at $6 top.
Current is rehearsal week for
“Pipe Dream,” which plays a pre¬
view Saturday night (22) and a
full eight performances next week
to an advance sellout. After a dark
week, the Shubert gets the touring
“Tea and Sympathy,” costarring
Maria Riva and Alan Baxter, Nov.
10-12; “Child of Fortune,” Nov.
17-19; “Quiet Place,” Nov. 23-26,
and “Boy Friend,” Nov. 28-Dec. 3.

‘Waltz’ Bouncy $22,900
For Second Week in Det.
Detroit, Oct. 18.
Second and final week Of . “Anni¬
versary Waltz,” starring Leif Erick¬
son, grossed an okay $22,900 last
week at the 1,482-seat Cass. Top
was $4 weekend eves and $3 other
nights. Theatre now goes dark un¬
til Nov. 21 when “Anastasia” ar¬
rives for a fortnight.
“Little Hut,” starring Veronica
Lake, opened Sunday (16) at the
2,050-seat Shubert for a two-week
engagement.

‘Trap’ Slim $3,400 in 2
For Portland Quickie

Portland, Oct. 18.
“Tender Trap.” with Lloyd
Bridges, K. T. Stevens, and Russell
Nype, drew a skimpy $3,400 in two
evening performances at the Civic
Auditorium here l^st WednesdayThursday (12-13). The 4,000-seater
was scaled at $4.50.
“Trap” was the third in a four
series play promotion by Hugh
Beckett.
“King of Hearts” will
show at a later date. For some
reason none of the L.A. produc¬
tions on the series pulled well.
Despite the short gross for
Cleveland, Oct. 18.
“Trap,” the audience enjoyed the
“Teahouse of the August Moon,” show,
in contrast to the first
with Larry Parks as star, drew a
virtual-capacity $34,200 last week three lightweight offerings.
at the Hanna here. Top was $4.50
for the 1,515-seat house.
The comedy continues this week
in next, then resumes tour.
Indianapolis, Oct. 18.
“Little Hut,” starring Veronica
Lake, pulled a dismal $8,000 in
‘Kismet’ Modest $23,000
eight performances at the Murat
Kor 1st Week in Pitt here last week, with $3.50 top and
cut-price gimmick,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 18.
Show was panned by all revievvFirst week of “Kismet” at 1,700- ers and failed to develop word-ofseat Nixon was a big disappoint¬ mouth.
ment. Musical did a slow $23,000
at $4.80 top, but looks to better
that figure for the current and Marceau 23G, N.Y. Wind
final session. The operetta drew
French mime Marcel Marceau
fine boxoffice notices and had the finished a fortnight’s run at the
advance rep of its long Broadway Barrymore Theatre, N. Y., last
run.
Sunday (16) with a capacity take of
Nixon will be dark next week over $23,200 for the final frame.
and relights Oct. 31 with “An¬
The Barrymore stand was an ex¬
astasia,” followed by “Teahouse of tension of a two-week booking at
the August Moon” for three weeks, the “off-Broadway” Phoenix Thea¬
both on subscription.
tre.

‘Teahouse’ Hot $34,200,
First Week in Cleve.

Veronica’s ‘Hut’ 8G, Indnls.
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WORLD-TELEGRAM and SUN
AVERAGE DAILY CIRCULATION

OVER THE SAME PERIOD LAST YEAR FOR A NEW TOTAL OF

570,275

*

(6 MONTHS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30,1955)

GAIN after GAIN after GAIN!
This circulation increase is the third in a row
over the same period of the previous year...
and the largest of the three!
*5-day average net paid,
as filed with the ABC,
subject to audit.
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Off-Broadway Shows
The Carefree Tree
Phnt.,,w Theatre (T. Edward HambletonNorris Houston) production of comedy-

Stated b> Aivin Colt* incidental music.
SlTiSvSh^Sov?%,ine. K,fS Ho^
At I’hocnix Theatre, N.
vci.
SH.45 top.
Frederic Warriner
Feng Chu .
Larry Gates
Stor.vman . Farley Granger
Aclorman .
Jerrv Stiller
Propertyman ." Farley Granger
Mu
i .
Janice Rule
Princess .
Dee Victor
W»i(* , ...".'.'.’■Mitchell Agruss
M?" Kclton GarwoodkSor,U Brooke.
Empress Bowoger . “‘lSSt'cIIm
Chancellor^.Mitchell Agruss
Hod
David Gold
Green
Alvin Alley
purple Bandit ."."'Albert Corbin

«s;!U'Y,YnS.:::y..Ivja-ShrthFS?li
w“°"
SteVnhXen. SjLjg-jjgft
,,
Thayer David
Sixth Son .Michael Higgins
Hlfl 1
.. Sada Thompson

F ofh^f iudlii 'Armour.

Sylvia Short, Harry Lum, Allen Chm.

Productions such as this make
the “off-Broadway ’ Phoenix The¬
atre an important facet of N. Y.
legit “Tree” is a charming play,
but limited in commercial appeal.
The show attests to th®
nolicy of mounting properties
worth doing but not necessarily
strong enough for Broadway.
However, the T. Edward Hambleton-Norris Houghton stock op¬
eration is a business venture and
as such has to recoup operating
and production costs. It hasn t
done- so since its beginning two
seasons ago. “Tree’ isn t kkely to
improve that situation. In Gther
words, in presenting creditable,
but non-commercial vehicles such
as this Aldyth Morris entry, the
Phoenix is performing a valuable
service, but its not likely to pay
off What the house apparently
needs is a show that could make
it on a transfer to Broadway.
Based on a Chinese legend,
“Tree” is slow getting off the
ground, but the pace quickens once
the mood is established. Oriental
staging techniques have been ef¬
fectively employed by director
Jack Landau. This particular bi¬
zarre quality is also a detrimental
factor in that it might not register
with some theatre-goers.
The play’s theme is that it’s bet¬
ter to love than hate. The premise
is clearly conveyed via a simple
yarn concerning a princess and her
husband who succeed in establish¬
ing peace between their longtime
warring families. What makes this
production interesting, though,
isn’t the story, but the manner in
which it’s presented.
The players, headed by Farley
Granger, give pleasing perform¬
ances. Granger is adequate as the
princess’ spouse, while Janice Rule
is appealing and ingratiating as his
wife. Blanche Yurka is delightful
as Miss Rule’s mother, while Edith
Meiser is good as Granger’s parent.
Larry Gates is excellent in his role
of narrator, while Jerry Stiller is
likeable as an onstage propertyman. Thayer David and Michael
Higgins and Frederic Warriner arc

among other cast members to give
fine portrayals.
Klaus Holm’s brilliant lighting
and Aaron Avshalomov’s penetrat¬
ing musical effects give the pro¬
duction added quality.
Jess.
The Hour Glass
Broadway Chapel Flayers production
of drama in one act, by William Butler
Yeats. Staged bv Ruth Rawson; costumes,
Ed Flesh; ballad sung by Lilyan Wilder.
At Broadway Tabernacle Church, Sun.,
Oct, 9, ’55; admission free.
Cast: Charles Duming, Augie Tapaccio,
Matthew, Tobin, Don McHenry, Robinson
Stone. »ill Pepp. Mary Patton, David
Pcnner, Richard Penner.

Although William Butler Yeats’
short play “The Hour-Glass” prob¬
ably seemed a logical choice for
the Broadway Chapel Players’ ves¬
per series, it proves yto be more
preachment than drama. For this
reason it is less successful than the
group’s previous production in
achieving religious impact.
Yeats penned “Hour-Glass” in
prose in 1903 and it was not con¬
verted into verse until 1914. While
the original version has previously
been produced in N.Y., this is the
play’s first production as adapted.
A wise man has made skeptics of
all the people in his land. An angel
appears and, turning the hour¬
glass, tells the man that, unless he
finds a believer, he will die before
the sands have run. Pupils, wife
and children are all impervious to
his pleas that they believe, and
even a sagacious fool will not con¬
cede. The wise man searches his
conscience, falls to his knees in a
confession of faith, then dies, but
the angel comes and takes his soul.
Robinson Stone has a regal pres¬
ence and deeply resonant voice as
the wise man, but he has not made
flesh and blood of Yeats’ essen¬
tially intellectual concept. Don
McHenry gives a nimble perform¬
ance as the doddering fool, Bill
Penn is a stiffly august angel and
Lilyan Wilder sings an Irish ballad
pleasingly.
Director Ruth Rawson has used
movement to give an aura of action
to the script and Ed Flesh has cos¬
tumed suitably.
Geor.

B’way Angels
S3 Continued from page 71

mate payoff. They are “End As a
Man,” “Postman Always Rings
Twice,” “All Summer Long,” “On
Your Toes,” “Portrait of a Lady.”
“Saint
of
Bleecker
Street,”
“Southwest Corner,” “Desperate
Hours,” “Tonight in Samarkand,”
“All in One,” “Once Upon a
Tailor,” “Seventh Heaven,” “Put
Them All Together,” “House of
Flowers” and “King of Hearts.”
Javits’ list only includes five hit
shows and four folderoos. The
clicks, with the amount of the in¬
vestment listed parenthetically,
comprise “Moon Is Blue” ($1,000);
“Sabrina Fair” ($1,000)> “Tea and
Sympathy”
($1,200);
“Ondine”
($1,020)
and . “Pajama Game”
($625). The flops were “Carnival
in Flanders” ($10,000); “Ladies of

TALKING HORSE AND TRACTOR

SELL “POWER”
in POWERAMA
UNIQUE

BARSTOW
COMMERCIAL

the Corridor” ($3,600) and “Late
I Love” ($2,400). Another $2,000 was
invested in venture tagged “Magic
Carpet.”
'
The Attorney General made his
accusation against Broadway An¬
gels and also its sister operation,
Hollywood Angels, Inc., in an ap¬
plication to the N. Y. Supreme
Court for a temporary injunction
against both corporations, Garland,
and other officers to halt the sale
of Angels’ stock. Javits also noted
there was no record of Broadway
Angels having paid its investors
any dividends.
It was brought out that Garland,
a former Yale honor student, had
been involved in an alleged $3,000,000 mail fraud in 1935. Also, that
from 1951 to. late 1954, he had sold
800,000 shares of Broadway Angels
stock, which had a par value of
lc a share, to about 4,000 inves¬
tors for 50c a share. Garland is
also charged with fraud in acquir¬
ing a tv show, “Hollywood Angels
Auditions” and in forming Holly¬
wood Angels, Inc. *
The general attitude of trade in¬
siders toward the Broadway Angels
operation has always been that it
was a doubtful investment risk.
From the outfit’s own prospectus,
there appeared to be prohibitive
odds against stock purchasers ever
getting back their money.
However, since it was cleared
originally with the Securities &
Exchange Commission in Washing¬
ton and was apparently legal, no
attempt was made to expose it, and
most managements have willingly
accepted its investments in their
productions.

‘Piper of Orde’ To Get
World Preem at Perth
Perth, Scot., Oct. 11.
“The Piper of Orde,” by Charles
Campbell - Gairdner
and
Rosamunde Pilcher, will have its world
preem at the Perth Theatre Nov.
7. Play is set on a castle on the
island off the west coast of Scot¬
land at the present time. It has
seven
characters.
Originally
titled, “The Piper’s Tune,” it was
re-named because this title had
been used previously.
After a week’s run here, the
play will be staged at Kirkcaldy
Theatre in East Scotland. Camp¬
bell Gairdner and Miss Pilcher
are the co-authors of the Scot
comedy, “The Dashing White Ser¬
geant,” widely produced in Scot¬
land and England, and success¬
fully televised both in London
and the U. S.

British Shows
LONDON

(Figures denote opening dates)
Bell, Book, Candle, Phoenix (10-^54).
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
Burnt Flower Bed, Arts (9-9-55).
Count of Clerembard, Garrick (9-6-55).
Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
Dead on 9, Westminster (8-24-55).
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Follies Bergeres, Wales (4-9-55).
Kettle & Moon, Duchess (9-1-55).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
Lucky Strike, Apollo (9-14-55).
Mr. Pennypacker, New (5-18-55).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Mrs. Willie, Globe (8-17-55).
My 3 Angels, Lyric (5-12-55).
Pajama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
Periphery, New Water (10-12-55).
Punch Revue, Duke (9-28-55).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
Romance in Candlelight, Pic. (9-15-55).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Separate Tables, St. James's (9-22-54).
Shadow of Doubt, Saville (7-7-55).
Small Hotel, St Martin’s (10-12-55).
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
Sun of York, Royal Ct. (10-5-55).
Talk of Town, Adelphl (11-17-54).
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54).
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (8-3-55).
Water Gypsies, Wint. Gard. (8-31-55).
Whole Truth, Aldwych (10-11-55).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Queen & Rebels, Haymarket (10-26-55).
Short Spring, New Lind. (10-27-55).
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All for Mary
Anniversary Walt*
Call Girl
Call of the Dodo
Call of the Flesh
Captain's Lamp
Doctor Jo
Florodora
Guys and Dolls
Hippo Dancing
Intimacy at 8:30
Jazz Train
Klnloch Players
Ladles for Hire
Lilac Time
Love From Judy
Nest of Robins
Pardon My Claws
Portrait by Peko
Reluctant Heroes
South Pacific
Strong Are Lonely '
Summertime
Suspect
Tabltha
This Happy Home
Thorn In the Flesh
Too Young To Marry
20 Mins, South
Twinkle
Wedding In Paris
Women of Twilight
World'# Worfdgr
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New Theatres for Broadway
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pany’s long-standing interest in
new theatre construction may crys¬
tallize into a specific project with¬
in the next couple of yeart. He
confirmed that an attractive site is
available, although he didn’t give
its location.
Tentative plans call for two the¬
atres, plus offices and large park¬
ing facilities, all under one roof.
The two theatres would include a
large-capacity house for musicals
and probably a medium-seater for
straight plays, he indicated.
Stevens Tentative
Stevens mentioned his ideas
about theatre construction in the
course of a private conversation,
and not only declined to enlarge
on the subject, but indicated that
the project is too tentative to be
discussed at the present time.
However, he offered a few general
comments about the financial as¬
pects of new theatre construction,
indicating his belief that such a
project is economically sound.
Although New York has obvious¬
ly needed new theatres for some
years, the economics have always
previously discouraged such ven¬
tures. Despite the fact that con¬
struction costs are higher than
ever, the relaxed building code
and the growing theatre shortage
(with the likelihood that a modern
house would have the pick df
shows as well as larger capacity,
plus the advantage of sharing the
general overhead with offices,
stores and parking facilities under
one roof) now make such a pro¬
ject an attractive investment risk.
Thus, the key to the situation is
that while it would not be finan¬
cially sound to spend the estimat¬
ed $3,000,000 or so necessary to
build a theatre like the Majestic or
Winter Garden, for examble, a
like investment in a theatre of
modern design, taking advantage
of the new building code, might be
attractive as an investment. That,
at least, appears to be the attitude
of Dowling and Stevens.
Since no new legit houses have
been built in New York for more
than a quarter-century, the valua¬
tion of the existing properties
varies widely according to differ¬
ent conditions. Most of the theatres
underwent changes of ownership
(in some cases successive changes)
during the depression. Several, if
not most, were acquired by pres¬
ent owners at panic prices.
Thus, most of the Broadway the¬
atres represent very low actual
purchase prices, and as a conse¬
quence, several are now mortgagefree. Therefore, they have compar¬
atively low overhead and can earn
a profit on fairly limited revenue.
Need High Takes
In contrast, figuring that it
would cost $3,000,000 to build a
new theatre, a relatively high rev¬
enue would be required to pay off.
That means not only a heavy init¬
ial investment and" consequent
risk, but also that the new theatre
would be at a competitive disad¬
vantage in the terms it could offer
prospective shows. That, in over¬
simplified terms, has been, the
reason no new theatres have been
built since the 1920s.
However, with the theatre short¬
age now so acute and seemingly al¬
most constant rather than merely
seasonal, and with the revised
building code a major new factor,
it’s figured that conditions may be
sufficiently changed to alter the
basic economic situation for new
construction.
For example, figuring that it
would cost $3,000,000 to construct
a new theatre, .or say $5,000,000 for
a two theatre setup under the
same roof with commercial shops,
offices and parking facilities, that
would require a net annual rev¬
enue operating profit of $150,000
or $125,000 over a 20-year period.
It's assumed that an adequate mort¬
gage would not be obtainable for

-

———.

such a relatively risky undertak¬
ing as a legit theatre.
In any case, while a $150,000 an¬
nual amortization might be pro¬
hibitive for a 30-year-old theatre
it would not necessarily be high
for a new house of up-to-the-min¬
ute design. A modern theatre, it’s
believed, could have larger seating
capacity, with better acoustics and
sight lines than existing Broad¬
way houses, plus greater comfort
and vastly superior backstage
facilities.
Under such circum¬
stances, a new house would have
considerably larger gross jcapacity,
therefore greater revenue, as well
as having the pick of prospective
productions.
Assuming the projected new
theatre had an annual over head of
$250,000 (that is, $150,000 amorti¬
zation, plus $100,000 operating ex¬
pense), it would have to net $5,000
on its share of the gross. Figuring,
additionally, that the house could
gross $75,000 a week (the Majestic
capacity was $65,300 at the origi¬
nal scale for the current “Fanny”),
its share would presumably be
nearly $20,000.
That should be
enough to pay off, with a margin
for occasional dark weeks. Tak¬
ing into consideration the poten¬
tial revenue from shops, offices
and parking facilities, the propo¬
sition might be considerably more
attractive.
Fundamental to all this think¬
ing, of course, is that general busi¬
ness conditions must continue bull¬
ish.
Just as the depression
wrecked legit, especially theatre
operation and ownership, in the
1930s, a major slump in the next
few years would pull the rug out
from under any contemplated new
construction program. But, to only
a somewhat less drastic degree, it
would do the same to already-ex¬
isting theatre operation and owner¬
ship. Anyway, virtually all realty
ventures are predicated on general
business prosperity.
And the
realty business is now booming.

Flora Robson to Star In
‘Suspect,’ New Brit. Play
Edinburgh, Oct. 18.
Flora Robson is set to star in a
new play, “Suspect,” at Lyceum
Theatre here the week of Oct. 24.
Authors are Edward Percy and
Reginald Denham. Plot was sug¬
gested by a Scottish “not,proven”
verdict of more than 40 years ago.
Accused femme, charged with a
double murder, later lived in
America where she died not long
ago.
Miss Robson played Alicia Chris¬
tie, the kleptomaniac, in “Black
Chiffon.” Supporting foies will
be taken by John Welsh, a Dublin
Gate Theatre actor, and Rosemary
Scott. Miss Robson is directing.

ADVANCE AGENTS !
COMPANY MANAGERS!
We have been serving, theatrical
shows for over 42 years. Ours is
the oldest, most reliable end ex¬
perienced transfer company on the
West Coast!
• Railroad privilege* for handling
•hows and theatrical luggage.
• Complete warehouse facilitiesI
• Authorized in California. Equipped
to transfer and haul anywhere in
U. S.I
• RATES ON REQUEST I

Atlantic Transfer Company
GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5th Street
Los Angelos 13, Calif.
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Shows Abroad
The Pajama Game
London, Oct. 14.
Williamson Music & Prince Littler (by
arrangement
with
Frederick
Brisson,
Robert E. Griffith & Harold S. Prince
production of musical comedy in two acts.
Book by George Abbott and Richard Bisscll, based on "IVz cents,” by Richard
Bissell; music and lyrics, Richard Adler
and Jerry Ross. Features Max Wail. Joy
Nichols, Edmund Hockridge. Staged by
Griffith; decor and costumes, Lemuel
Avers; choreography. Bob Fosse, repro¬
duced by Zoya Leporska. At Coliseum,
London, Oct. 13, '55; $2.80 top.
Jlines .
Max Wall
prez .
Frank Lawless
joe ... Robert Crane
Hasler . Felix Felton
Sid Sorokin . Edmund Hockridge
Gladys . Elizabeth Seal
Mabel. Joan Emnoy
Helpers.Franklyn Fox, Ivor Meggido
Charlie . Stanley Beadle
Babe Williams . Joy Nichols
Mae
. Jessie Robins
Brenda . Olga Lowe
Poopsie .
Susan Irvm
Salesman . Arthur
Pop . Charles Rolfe
Dancers: Jackie Jefferson, Marion Astil,
Alma
Jones,
Pamela
Miller,
Audrey
Hodgkiss.
Barbara
Ferris,
Ann
Rich,
Leonie Franklin, June -Wood, Johnny
Greenland, Ivor Meggido, Lenard Mayne,
Derek Rosen, Teddy Green, Lionel Luyt,
Robert Harvey, Arthur Pendrlck,. Alex¬
ander Morrow, John Prescott, George
Giles.
_
Singers:
Elspeth Ross, Judy Bruce.
Terry Donovan, Frances Friell, Myra dc
Groot, Ann Hesslng, Nan Kalo, Patricia
Vivian, Helen Wilson, David Eastman,
Robert Crane, Roy Howell. Paul Dobson,
Raymond Parke, Dennis Driscoll, Ronnie
Meade. Milton Sills, Franklyn Fox, Vin¬
cent Charles.

Not since “South Pacific” came
to Drury Lane a few years ago, has
a Broadway musical been pre-sold
on such a scale as “The Pajama
Game.” The advance buildup has,
on this occasion, not been re¬
stricted to the word of mouth
praise lavished by the regular
trans-Atlantic commutors; London
remembers this tuner as the show
which most appealed to the Queen
Mother and Princess Margaret,
during their last American tour.
As with all productions subjected
to this barrage, there is danger of
the public being over-sold and
there is no real way of guarding
against such a contingency.
Ex¬
cept, perhaps, in one respect,
which has been tried out in the
current production. The manage¬
ment reversed the normal proced¬
ure and released the score for rec¬
ords,
radio
and
dance
bands,
some weeks before the opening.
By this method a familiarity had
been established with the wide
range of musical numbers and the
audience was better prepared.
.Does “Pajama Game” justify its
buildup?
In terms of pure boxoffice appeal, the answer is un¬
questionably in the affirmative.
With a major advance already in
the till, plus the inevitable big
deals by the ticket brokers, this is
in the smash hit class and should
end by adding a substantial sum to
the profit already chalked up on
Broadway. Artistically, it is per¬
haps not such an unqualified
triumph, yet the very nature of
the theme injects a genuine degree
of realism into the story.
By accepted British standards
there could hardly be a more un¬
promising subject for a musical
than a dispute between manage¬
ment and labor over a new wage
demand. Nor, by the same token,
could there be a more unlikely text
for a hit show tune than the work¬
ers’ eventual victory in their “7Vfe
cents” claim. But co-authors
George Abbott and Richard Bissell
give the stage to the common man
with lively gusto and general good
humor, while Richard Adler and
Jerry Ross have magnificently cap¬
tured the spirit of the book in their
music and lyrics. Their range of
tunes include some of the best
heard.here in any musical, whether
of British or American origin.
Not for the first time, a U.S.
management has had the daring

THEATRE TICKET AGENCY
IN LOBBY OF 700 ROOM HOTEL
IN TIMES S9UARE
Address Inquiries »• Box YV 10513,
VARIETY. 154 W. 46th St.
u
Now York 36, N. Y.
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and wisdom not to cast the lead
roles with proven Broadway per¬
formers, but to give a chance to
British artists.
For this produc¬
tion they have given one of the
leading roles to an unknown, Eliza¬
beth Seal, who originally audi¬
tioned for the chorus.
She is a major discovery and
dominates every scene in which
she is featured.' Sparkling and vi¬
vacious, this brunet with an Au¬
drey Hepburn impishness can act
well, dance superbly and sings
more than adequately.
It is her
personality, however, that pushes
her to the forefront.

(Miss Seal plays the part in
which Carol Haney and subse¬
quently Shirley McLaine
and
Helen Gallagher have been hits on
Broadway and in which Pat Stan¬
ley has draion repeated raves on
tour. Ed.)
The three leads are Max Wall,
Joy Nichols and Edmund Rockridge, all of whom have valuable
name appeal locally. Wall is a na¬
tural comic and a first class eccen¬
tric dancer, and both qualities are
given full scope. Miss Nichols has
a reputation as a comedienne, but
there is not much for her in the
comedy line. She can belt a song
with the best of ’em, however,
and
her
voice
carries
easily
through the vast theatre.
Hoclcridge, in his third succes¬
sive show at the Coliseum, is bet¬
ter than ever. His powerful sing¬
ing voice has always been his main
asset. This time, he shows that he
can act, too, and responds to the
changing moods of the story with
commendable spontaneity.
The smaller parts have been
shrewdly cast. Frank Lawless, Joan
Emney, Felix Felton, Jessie Rob¬
ins, Olga Lowe and Susan Irvin
sustain an all round standard. The
same care has obviously been tak¬
en in the selection of the dancers
and singers.
Robert E. Griffith, who has re¬
produced the American production,
has emphasized vitality in his
staging. That the show may be
bold, brassy and noisy by local
standards is only a minor criticism.
It has the speed and slickness
which has given Broadway* musi¬
cals such a substantial lead in Lon¬
don, and the songs are allowed to
flow naturally and logically. Sev¬
eral of the show tunes are obvi¬
ous contenders for the hit parade.
“Hey There”
and
“Hernando’s
Hideaway” are standouts for early
honors.
Zoya Leporska has recreated
Bob Fosse’s original dances and
has done a first class job. The
“Steam Heat” song and dance
number, which gives Miss Seal her
major opportunity, is one of the
notable clicks. Robert Lowe boldly
directs the pit orchestra. Myro.

contributed
material.
Unfortu¬
nately, it all adds up to very little.
Like the celebrated Punch car¬
toon about the curate’s egg, this
production is only good in parts,
which are regrettably few and far
between. There are ideas galore
but they rarely come off.
The
sketches frequently misfire and
the wit and humor is rarely on
the Punch level.
Yet with all its faults, this re¬
vue cannot be casually dismissed.
GeolTry Parsons and Berkeley Fase,
who share most of the music and
lyric credits, once more show their
acute powers of observation, and
pointed lyrics are usually matched
by a good tune.
Paul Dehn has
quite an idea in his “Hambeline”
sketch in which the characters and
dialog of several Shakespearean
plays are telescoped into one scene.
Alex Atkinson also has a hit in
one of Binnie Hale’s numbers of a
nanny who was "Crawfie’s Cnnvfie.” (Crawfie was nursemaid to
Queen Elizabeth when she was a
child.) For the rest, it is mainly
typical revue stuff, with an occa¬
sional worthwhile scene.
The cast is usually better than
the material.
Miss Hale. Aliie
Bass and Paul Daneman work ex¬
ceptionally hard to sustain inter¬
est. Joyce Blair is a lively per¬
sonality girl and newcomer June
Laverick. a blonde with exceptional
good looks and talent, is a bet for
future stardom.
Vida Hope’s staging is of stand¬
ard quality.
Myro.

IS Amour Foil Ou
Fa Promicrft Surprise
(Mad Love or the First Surprise)
Paris, Sept. 30.
Benoit, Leon Deutsch
production of
comedy in four acts, by Andre Roussin.
Stars Odette Joyeux, Jacques Dumesnil.
Staged by .the author: setting. George
Wakhevitch. At Theatre de la Madeleine,
Paris, Sept. 29, '55.
Nicole Berger . Brlgette Auber'
Jean-Plerre . Guy Berfil
Suzanne ... Roxane Flavian
Marcel Boissette . Jacques Dumesnil
Solange Berger . Odette Joyeux
Edouard Berger . Henry Guisol
Uncle Andre . Michael Duran

Andre Roussin. France’s most
popular postwar playwright, whose
“Little Hut,” “When the Child
Appears,” “Ostrich Eggs,” “Nina,”
“Helen of Troy” and “Husband.
Wife and Death” have been longrun hits, now offers “Mad Love,”
after a Brussels tryout. The new
entry appears set for at least 1,001
nights.
Gilbert Miller took an option on
the script three months before its
premiere, but what may happen to
it on Broadway apparently depends
on adaptation and casting. The
only two Roussin plays to reach
Broadwa y— “Nina”
and
“Little
Hut”—were quick flops.
As a, three-hour dissertation on
l’amour, "Mad Love” will probably
strike American spectators as very
Fr'enchy stuff. The twist is sharply
presented in the first act and then

‘Pajamar Smash in London
-—

John Barber of the Daily Ex¬
press, asserted that Miss Seal’s
urchin personality and pert danc¬
ing steals the limelight. A girl of
20. he noted, brings the Coliseum
to its feet. He described the humor
as' brash and added: “Amid much
charmless gusto, 1 often found
Lizzie Seal the only likeable thing
in sight. She triumphed above the
show.”
Writing in the News Chronicle.
Alan Dent described the show as
a fully fashioned musical comedy,
which is old-fashioned at heart.
Although he reckoned that the
piece, as a whole, did not compare
favorably with its two American
predecessors,
“Can
Can,1’
and
“Guys and Dolls,” he commented:
“It will be remembered because it
introduced us to Miss Seal, -.who
contrives to be at one and the same
elongated
with witty
dialogue,
stage business and shrewd charac¬
ter drawing.
The simple plot involves a micldleaged upper-middle-class Pari¬
sian industrialist, his pretty, cheer¬
ful, romantically-minded wife, law
student son and would-be-actress
daughter.
A
late-40-ish
friend
whom they have met at a dinner
party falls in love with the wife
but is so intense and humorless
about it that he makes a succession
of blunders and loses out.
“Mad Love” depends on its
actors, and is thus helped enor¬
mously by Jacques Dumesnil, who
plays the ridiculous lover with
great dexterity. Odette Joyeux has
airy humor and grace as the wooed
wife and Brigitte Auber, a film
prospect, impresses as the know-itall-better daughter. Guy Bertil, a
young comic, is skillfully bumbling
as the law-student son. who fails in
a wild lover approach with the
maid, while Henry Guisol and
Michel Duran are good as the re¬
spective armchair husband and
philosopher uncle.
Roussin has directed the script
deftly, and George Wakhevitch has
designed an attractive drawing¬
room setting. “Mad Love” Is the
first new play hit of the new Paris
season.
Curt.

THE MANGE* ANNArOLI*
THE MANGE* HAY-AD AMS
THE MANGE* HAMILTQN

mm

THE MANGER

‘In True American Fashion*
Anthony Carthew in the Daily
Herald said the show “comes right
out and hits you in true American
fashion. Its team of American pro¬
ducers, headed by Robert Griffith,
has seen to that.”
W. A. Darlington, Daily Tele¬
graph vet critic, thought there is
a deliberate hideousness about the
show, which compels respect. After
noting the unglamorous plot, he
described it as an immensely vital
show which makes up in liveliness
and boisterous good humor some¬
thing of its lack of charm. “Gusto
begets gusto and the applause was
tremendous. The production will
no doubt appeal to a wide public,
of which, I regret I cannot make
one,” he added.
Complaining that almost the
whole first half was over-energized,
the Times review, unsigned as al¬
ways, thought “the nearest to gen¬
uine charm tlie evening gets is in
the resourceful comic dancing of
Elizabeth Seal. But, however lack¬
ing in charm and humor, some may
feel the piece to be, it enormously
pleased the first night audience.”
‘Small Hotel’ Given Chance
Linnit & Dunfee contribute a
modest, but amusing comedy to
this week’s productions, a first play
titled, “Small Hotel.” by Rex Frost.
It was staged by Murray Macdon¬
ald at the St. Martin’s (12). Gordon
Harker returns after two years as
an old waiter juggling with staff
problems in a country inn.
Marjorie Fielding is outstanding
in femme lead, with Eleanorc
Bryan an engaging newcomer and
Gladys Henson giving sterling sup¬
port. The plays should register with
most audiences and has a fair
chance on its modest budget.
Henry
Sherek’s
“The
Whole
Truth,” which bowed at the Aldwych Theatre last Tuesday (11), is
his initial entry in a new series of
West End productions to be given
pre-opening tryouts on BBC-TV.
The meller, authored by Philip
Mackie, stars Leslie Phillips and
Ernest Clark as killer and suspect,
but fails to convince after a firstclass opening act. It must be con¬
sidered a doubtful stayer. Leslie
Linder directed.
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Among the British public, Punch
holds a special place as a weekly
magazine which, in style and hu¬
mor, is comparable to the New
Yorker. In more than 100 years
it has remained aloof from ex¬
traneous activities, but as a result
of a persuasive appeal by Wolf
Mankowitz, it is now linked with
a new West End revue, for which
its regular writers and artists have
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time, as sinuous as an eel and huggable as a gollywog.” •
Cecil Wilson’s Daily Mail review
summed up the show as another
Broadway musical winner "served
piping hot and likely lo retain that
temperature for the next few
months.”
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London, Sept. 30.
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this new musical import. The aislesitters regard the production as
basically brassy, but as if with one
voice, hailed the impact made by
Miss Seal, playing the feature com¬
edy-dance part in which Carol
Haney and various others have
scored in the U.S. Almost without
exception, they have likened her
to Audrey Hepburn.
Press Raves About Elizabeth Seal

The l’uiieli Ilevue
Oscar Lewenstein — Wolf Mankowitz
(by arrangement with Theatre Managers
and in association with Punch) produc¬
tion of revue in two acts (31 scenes).
Devised and staged by Vida Hope; decor.
Joan and David de Bethel, Emett, Sprod,
Ilewison, Ronald Searle, Sillince, and Diz;
choreography,
George
Erskine - Jones;
musical
direction,
Geoffrey
Parsons;
lyrics, B. A. Young, John Betjeman, W.
H. Auden, Miss Hofce, T. S. Eliot, Alex
Atkinson, William Plomer; music, Berke¬
ley Fase, Larry Adler, Donald Swann,
Benjamin Britten, Alan Rawsthorne, Geof¬
frey Wright; orchestrations, Phil Cardew;
book
compiled
by
Ronald
Duncan;
sketches, Louis MacNeice, Geoffrey Par¬
sons, Herbert Farjeon, Paul Dehn, J. B.
Boothroyd, George Schwartz, David Higham. At Duke of Yorks Theatre, London,
Sept. 29, '55; $2.35 top.
Cast: Binnie Hale, Paul Daneman, Alfie
Bass,
Rosaline
Haddon,
Joyce
Blair,
James Browne, Malcolm Goddard. Denis
Martin, Andrew Downie, June Laverlck,
Wendy McClure, Sheila Kennedy, Annette
Gibson, John Palmer, Michael Murray.
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1st U.S. Music Train, With Opera,
Symph, Ballet Wk, in N.Y., Set for Dec.
America’s first music train—in¬
volving opera, symphony and bal¬
let-lias been set up by-Columbia
Artists Mgt. Project, titled ‘‘First
Music Festival Train,” will bring
over 100 people to N. Y. from St.
Louis in December, for an unus¬
ually varied week of longhair
luxuriating.
Group will leave St. Louis on
the Pennsylvania R.R. Sunday,
Dec. 4. arriving in N. Y. next day.
Schedule of events are: attend¬
ance at a broadcast Monday (5),
‘ The Telephone Hour,” at Carne¬
gie Hall, with Isaac Stern soloist;
N. Y. City Ballet, at City Center.
Tuesday;
“Lohengrin,” with
Eleanor Steber, at Met Opera
House, Wednesday; N. Y. Philhar¬
monic, under George Szell, at Car¬
negie Hall, Thursday; Boston Sym¬
phony Orchestra, under Charles
Munch, at Brooklyn Academy of
Music, Friday, and “The Masked
Ball,” with Dimitri Mitropoulos
conducting, and Marian Anderson
a featured singer, at the Met
Opera House Saturday.
Package will sell at $124.85, this
covering roundtrip fare, hotel,
concert tickets, baggage transfer,
etc. No meals are included. Co¬
lumbia is sending one of its Com¬
munity Concerts sales reps to St.
Louis for four weeks to prepare
the trip, planning to do promotion
through local music critics, etc.
Show trains for legit are now
an established event, and show
planes are also being offered.
There’s been an opera train from
Louisville to N. Y. the past two
seasons, and an opera plane is be¬
ing offered next month from N., Y.
to Austria for opening of the re¬
built Vienna Opera House. But
Col’s project is the first all-rpund
music train. Bill Judd is handling
details.

Oh Dem Golden Slinpers
Look A Little Shopworn
It’s not hard to understand why
Tchaikovsky's
fairy-tale
opera,
“Golden Slippers,” hasn’t been
heard in N.Y. in 33 years. The
story is weak and wooden; the
music, though pleasant and tune¬
ful, has few outstanding or memo¬
rable moments, and the overall ef¬
fect is disappointing. But • it’s
worth a visit, if only out of mu¬
sical curiosity, especially when as
well-done as at the N.Y. City Opera
Co.
Troupe bowed a new production
of the opera in a workable transla¬
tion by Ruth and Thomas Martin,
at City Center, N.Y., last Thurs¬
day (131. Joseph Rosenstock con¬
ducted a big orchestra most commendably, and the quartet of
leads is firstrate. Jean Fenn is an
unusually attractive, shapely choice
for the romantic lead, with an
above-average voice marred only
by some harshness in the low reg¬
ister. Richard Cassilly is a manly,
impressive tenor of power and
range. Donald Gramm can act as
well as sing in his role as devil,
and Marjorie has a good contralto
for the semi-witch role.
There isn’t too much opportu¬
nity for choral ensembles, but
what there is, is good. Dancing,
too, is pleasant. That’s it—a pleas¬
ant, undistinguished evening.
Bron. Balladeer William Clauson will
be soloist with the New York Phil¬
harmonic Oct. 22 narrating KleinSinger’s “Story of Celeste.”

Ballet Russe Light 17G
For Toronto Stanza
Toronto, Oct. 18.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
grossed a light $17,000 at the Royal
Alexandra Theatre here, with the
1.525-seater scaled at $4.40 top.
Opening Tuesday HI), troupe gave
seven performances and showed
lack of rehearsal, though certain
principals were okay. There were
occasional opening-night boos, and
reviews were bad.
New ballet, to mediocre recep¬
tion, was “Lady and the Unicorn.”
Lead dancers included Igor Youskevitch, Yvonne Chouteau, Ger¬
trude Tyven, Irene Borowska,
Frederic Franklin and Nina Novak.

Pj&RIETY

2d LVille Opera Train In
November; Tab Is $98.50
Louisville, Oct. 18.
Subscribers to the second Louis¬
ville Opera Train, which leaves
town on Nov. 22, over the B&O, to
N.Y. for’ a Met Opera visit, will
see a new production of “The Talcs
erf Hoffmann.” Also included on
the schedule are “Cosi Fan Tulle.”
“Aida” and “The Masked Ball” or
“Carmen.”
Cost of the trip will be $98.50.

Revolution Is A Habit
With Hilsberg; Batons
Through Buenos Bash
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What Price Culture?
Keyed advertising in N. Y., according to those managements
who’ve tried it, shows the N. Y. Post second only to the N Y
Times in musical readership in the metropolitan area. Which
makes all the more incomprehensible to the trade the actions of
the Post in regards to its music section and its critic, Harriet
Johnson, who is a recognized authority in her field, composer and
author of books and magazine pieces as well as reviewer.
For years now the Post, despite its appeal to a cultural readership, has capriciously dropped her music reviews out of different
editions, usually from the final. Some notices were lifted after
the first issue; on some occasions, a review was left out of all
editions. Situation had no relation apparently to the importance
of the affair. Most recent incident to cause eyebrow-raising was
Miss Johnson’s review of the Emil Gilels-Philly Orch concert
which was dropped from the final. Lopping off was considered’
trebly strange in view of the concert’s nature—(a), it was the first
appearance of a Soviet performer in N. Y. since 1921; (b), event
had great artistic importance, and (c), it was proof that peoples
of conflicting ideology could meet harmoniously, for a concert.

Alexander Hilsberg, who went
through one revolution in his na¬
tive Russia in 1917, happened to
get in the midst of another (though
lesser) one last month. The New
Orleans Symphony maestro,* in¬
vited to conduct in Argentina for
the first time, was in Buenos
Aires when the anti-Peron revolt
broke out.
♦
By ARTHUR BRONSON
He led the Radio del Estado
A fresh note has been added to
(State Radio Orch) at the Facul- I Salmaggi Opera Troupe
the
concert
scene with the advent
tado to a live audience (concerts
$23,000 in Mont’l Week this month of Luben Vichey to the
were also broadcast) on Sept. 8
presidency
and
control of one of
Montreal, Oct. 18.
and 15. Then the revolt broke, out.
America’s two, top management
The Facultado was surrounded .by
Paris, Oct. 11.
Alfredo Salmaggi’s Empire State agencies, National Concert & Ar¬
Maurice Lehmann, ex-head of anti-aircraft guns, and Hilsberg Opera Co., from N.Y., did a sur¬ tists Corp. (and its suhsid, Civic
the Paris Opera and Opera-Co- had trouble getting through to the* prising $23,000 last week at Her Concerts Inc.).
mique, leaves for N. Y. shortly to building. Rehearsals were cut Majesty's Theatre to a $3.50 top.
It’s a provocative—and still
huddle with Met Opera general short.
somewhat obscure—note, too, the
On Sept. f6, at 2 a.m., bombs
Shoestring productions clicked trade wondering why a Bulgarianmanager Rudolf Bing on staging
fell
two
blocks
away
on
a
certain
with pop operas and last three per¬ born basso wanted to buy a concert
Rameau’s “Les Indes Galantes”
for the Met next season. This is building housing Peronistas, and formances were SRO.
bureau in the* first place, and
the spectacular hit which ran at guests in Hilsberg’s hotel (Clawhether the move will help or hurt
the Paris Opera for a couple' of re¬ ridge) had to go into the cellar.
the indus^y.
There
was
five
days
of
fighting.
cent seasons (it also played ope
From preliminary inquiries and
summer, as sole presentations Hilsberg reports, but four days of
sizeup, the buyup seems a sound
twice weekly), and put the Opera fog and hail kept planes from
and
helpful one all around. Vich¬
back on its feet. Combining opera coming over and making matters
ey’s reasons may appear naive on
and ballet, production is a huge worse. His concerts of the 17th,
paper, but not when he’s expound¬
spectacle, with 10 changes, utiliz¬ 22d and 24th (last-named intended
ing them. As a singer (he’s on the
for Teatro Colon) were cancelled.
ing 200 peoplg.
Met Opera roster and a concern¬
Maestro said he sat in his hotel
U. S. impresario Sol Hurok had five or six days (curfew), eating
ing
regular), Vichey has had strong
Sadler’s Wells Ballet of London"
been talking with Lehmann for eheese sandwiches, without going finished a five-week run at the feelings about management’s — all
more than a year, with idea of out. On the first day, he was sep¬ Met Opera House, N. Y., Sunday managements’—neglect
of
its
bringing the Paris Opera and arated from his wife for most of night, (16), with a near-$l‘09,000 talent.
Opera Ballet to N. Y. in “Galan¬ the time. He once thought he’d gross for the final stanza. Engage¬
They could get an artist more
tes,” to be staged at the Met never get out of the city.
ment, the longest Sadler’s run in work, he feels, by increasing the
Opera House or Madison Sq. Gar¬ . As a result of the revolt, Hils¬ N. Y., wound strongly to turn- winter sked, and by stressing sum¬
den.
Nothing has come of it. berg had to stay in B.A. an extra away biz, with a sock $534,000 mer dates. Vichey would like to
There’s some fear that the Met week, giving two concerts on Sept. take for the five weeks.
First see more American artists encour¬
isn’t equipped for all the machin¬ 30 and Oct.. 1. He was asked to stay week (including opening night at aged. He hopes to. establish a
ery involved, and that its stage is longer, for some Colon concerts $10.80; rest of run being at $6) hit fund for the education of young
too small.
and to lead other orchs, but he $114,000; second stanza, $98,000; U. S. tiilent, including training
Lehmann, now piloting the couldn’t, as he had to be back for third, $106,000; fourth, $107,000, abroad. In his own bureau,- he
Chatelet, an operetta house, will a -concert with the Reading (Pa.) and final, $109,000.
Sol Hu^ok hopes to pep up selling; raise artist
morale; build up his radio-tv de¬
get a new operetta under way, on Symphony Sunday (15), and his presented.
partment, etc. Vichey bought the
his return, with Tino Rossi. To New Orleans season begins Oct.
Gross compares most favorably biz, not as a money-making ven¬
be called “Mediterrane,” Lehmann 26.
with the 1953 N. Y. run of Sad¬
Despite the unsettled times Hils¬ ler’s (also at $6, with a $10.80 ture, he says, but to make a con¬
hopes to break with the vintage
musical tradition of the house and berg f&und B.A. audiences unusu¬ opener), when the British troupe tribution to music. Some exee
use a more modern pacing and ally eager and demonstrative. After garnered $458,000 in four weeks, changes- have already been made;
conception. He feels that pix and h\s first concert, the 2,500-seater .for an alltime record take any¬ others are in prospect.
Fears of some managers that
tv have broadened public .taste Facultado saw full audiences, with where, anytime.
Vichey might spend money indis¬
and that the Chatelet needs a mu¬ people standing in the aisles, sit¬
Flood situation over the week¬ criminately for new artists, on the
sical renovation.
ting on rails, etc.
Hilsberg was in N.Y. briefly last end affected the troupe, which theory that he could take off this
weekend, and drove off to New opened a road tour in Boston Mon¬ coin in tax deductions, thus upset¬
Met’s O’Seas Trip
! Orleans on Monday (17).
day night (17). Two baggage cars ting the price structure and the
that had gone ahead Sunday were industry, seem unfounded. New
Met Opera board of directors
stalled in Stamford, Conn., and impresario looks too shrewd a
Monday (17) okayed a European
had to return to N. Y. Monday. businessman.
tour for the company in the fall
Troupe, comprising 10 baggage
of 1957, if details can be arranged,
Vichey said he’d also come to
cars and four coaches, had to be an understanding with Sol Hurok,
the tour to include Paris, Milan,
routed to Albany and Troy, N. Y., who books all his attractions
Vienna, Berlin and possibly Mos¬
thence to Boston, for a roundabout
cow. There’s talk of a Vienna
Entry of the consent decree in trip that took eight hours instead through NCAC. There was talk
Opera visit here during the time
that Hurok was restless and want¬
the Met would be away. Tour the U. S. Government's antitrust of the customary four.
ed to make a change, and it’s
would cost between $500,000 and suit against the major concert bu¬
known that agencies like William
reaus, Columbia Artists Mgt. and
$600,000.
Morris and Music Corp. of Amer¬
Board also approved a new site National Concert & Artists Corp.,
ica have been wooing him on the
for an opera house in N. Y., in is expected in N. Y. Federal Court
booking angle. Hurok’s pact with
Lincoln Sq. (where Broadway and this. week.
NCAC is supposed to be up next
Columbia Ave. cross), on the west
spring, and "if"" looks now as if
Herbert Grossman, making his
side between 62d and 64th Sts. debut as N.Y. City Opera Co. con-,
Scots Guards outfit, being pre¬ he’ll renew and stay put.
About two-thirds of the coin need¬ ductor Saturday afternoon (22) sented for the first time in Amer¬
Those who thought Vichey would
ed to acquire the land (estimated with “Carmen,’ at City Center, ica by Sol Hurok, racked up a be a figurehead, a rich man sun¬
at $940,000) has been raised. An¬ N.Y., is son-in-law of NBC's Sam¬ rollicking gross of $96,000 for seven ning himself at Palm Beach when
other $500,000 is needed to de¬ uel Chotzinoff.
performances last week, the first not singing in concert or opera,
Walter Alford, who handles press stanza of its tour. Stands were all
molish the present opera house
(Continued on page 77)
for the summer Berkshire Festival, SRO, followed by rave reviews. All
and relocate its tenants.
is now the Boston Symphony
Orchestra’s N.Y. and national press dates were in arenas, except Ot¬ MacEwan’s 22-Date Tour
tawa and Hartford, where smaller
rep for the winter as well.
Father Sydney MacEwan, Scotj..*$!ary Ellen Moylan has been halls had to be used.
Irish singing priest, is now on tour
named, premiere ballerina of the
Troupe opened in Washington in a sold-out series of 22 dates, on
.Metropolitan Opera. She’ll dance Sunday, Oct. 9, at Uline Arena, to his second U.S. visit. Tour, open¬
the lead in a new ballet, “Soiree,” a $14,000 take. Monday (10) was ing in Pawtucket, R.L, winds in
.choreographed by Met ballet mas¬ an open date.
Toronto (11)
ter Zachary Solov to Rossini music, grossed $21,000; Ottawa (12), $10,- Reading, Pa., Nov. 15, with the
"with sets by Cecil Beaton, which 000; Montreal (13), $21,000; Bos¬ priest returning to England Nov.
17 on the Queen Mary.
will be preemed at the Met
ton (14), $16,000, and Hartford
New York concert, Oct. 9, at
Dec. 23.
the Waldorf,’ priced at $5,. $7.50
Lotte Lehmann, finished with (15), two shows, $14,000.
Guards are continuing one-night and $10, brought a full house.
her teaching chores at Music Acad¬
emy of the West, in Santa Barbara, trouping this week.
Elwood Emerick Mgt. is handling.
Cal., flew to Italy from N.Y. Sunday
(16) for a holiday. Thence to
Vienna, where she’ll be guest of
FIRST TIME IN U.S.A.I
honor of the Vienna State Opera
for debut of its rebuilt house with
“Fidelio” Nov. 5.
Arnold Moss is narrator, and
Elena Nikolaidi and Leopold
40 DANCERS—SINGERS—MUSICIANS 40
Simoneau the chief soloists, in
Arriving January — Limited Tour —Now Booking
Stravinsky’s “Oedipus Rex,” which
will feature the first concert of the
Exclusive Management: CHARLES E. GREEN
season by the N.Y. Concert Choir
and N.Y. Concert Orchestra, Mar¬
CONSOLIDATED CONCERT CORP.
garet Hillis conducting, at Town
30 Rockefeller Naxa
New York 20, N. Y.
I Hall, N. Y.,. Nov;* 4* • \ *
i

NCACs Vichey Expounds Novel View:
Concert Bureau Works (or the Artist

Paris ‘Galantes’
Hit for N.Y. Met?

Sadler’s Hot 534G
For5WkinN.Y.

Concert Bits

SCOTS GUARDS 96G IN 7
FOR1ST U.S. SOCK WEEK

The Yugoslav National Folk Ballet
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ySkmfr
stalls.
Even a good scrubbing,
however, wouldn’t make it a
worthwhile property for the stage
or screen.
Gros.

<Gee Whiz, Niz, No Biz?*
In what sounds like a Variety
headline, the N.Y. Daily News last
Thursday (13) captioned a UP
dispatch from Bombay as above.
The story read, in part: The Nizam
of Hyderabad, once considered the
richest man in the world, is going
to retire ... to live in an ordinary
ntansion he has bought . . . Prime
Minister Nehru . . . approved the
•nizam’s retirement when the feudal
state of Hyderabad, ruled by the
nizam’s family for two centuries,
is dissolved on orders of the Indian
states reorganization commission.’

bistros and spots he worked. “The
Curtain Never Falls” and “Joey
Adams’ Joke Book,”. the second
and third books, realized around
$25,000 each, and also went to the
Runyon Fund, plus other charities.
Adams may set up- a board of
trustees for the income distribu¬
tion attendant to “Strictly For
Laughs”, his latest, because of its
strong kickoff, including a 35,000
pre-sold five editions.
The Curtain Never Falls” is
supposedly about a Milton Berletype star and a picture deal is in
work for Dan Dailey to star, with
Les Hafner to produce, Harold
Conrad to script, and Adolphe
Menjou to play the manager, pos¬
sibly for Metro release.
Adams’ next, “Cindy and I”, a
sort of joint marital autobiography,
may fall into her sphere of influ¬
ence about “charity at home.”

CHATTER
The Joe E. Lewis story, which
Art Cohn authored as “The Joker
Is Wild,” hits the stalls Friday (21)
under the Random House imprint.
Stella Sanders (widow of scribe
Louis Adamic) has penned her first
book, a tome for tots called “Fly¬
ing Horseshoe Ranch.’’ Publisher
is Viking Press.
Irene Corbally Kuhn, vet report¬
er and foreign correspondent, writ¬
ing a thrice-weekly column for
Spadea Syndicate. It’s tagged “The
Way Things Are.”
‘ Greenberg yesterday . (T u e sJ
brought out “Cross My Heart,”
Frank Scully’s autobiog. It’s been
named December selection of the
Catholic Digest Book Club.
“I Love Her, That’s Why,” auto¬
biog of George Burns, with stress
on partner-wife Gracie Allen, hits
shops Oct. 31 for Simon & Schu¬
ster. Intro is by Jack Benny.
Two versions of Lillian Roth’s
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow,” which Metro
has filmed with Susan Hayward
starred, have been published to
precede the release of the film. A
hard cover special edition is being
issued by Frederick Fell and a
soft cover version is being released
by Pines Publications.
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Flood Dams Legiters
Continued from page 1 - ■

ery were then moved to Jersey necticut, some of the rural areas
City. However, Edward Choate, in New York and New Jersey,
the play’s general manager, ar¬ stranded in N. Y. Railroad serv¬
ranged with the Sadler’s Wells ice on the New Haven was sus¬
Ballet to ship the "Anastasia” pended and some roads and
scenery along with a special train bridges were washed out, making
that was carrying the dance troupe travel impossible.
from N. Y. to Boston for a date at
The hotels that were filled made
the Opera House there.
many attempts to find lodgings for
In order to move out with the those that they couldn’t accommo¬
terp unit, five trucks had to be date. Some of the uptown hostels
utilized Sunday night to bring the had available space.
Many of those that shacked up
“Anastasia” equipment from Jer¬
sey City to N. Y., the scenery then successfully contributed to the
had to be loaded on N. Y. Central prosperity in cafes. The dinner
cars, which connected with the shows in most spots were big, but
Gaver’s ‘Critics’ Choice’
Boston & Maine line, going to the late shows were off. Restaurants
Publication of “Critics’ Choice,
Hub via Troy, N. Y. It cost around also did a big dinner business.
New York Drama Critics’ Circle
In the borscht belt, many travel¬
Prize Plays—1935-1955,” edited by
$1.500-$2,000 to execute the move.
Jack Gaver ($6), has been post¬
The show wasn’t able to open un¬ lers were stuck.. Grossinger’s at
Fcrndale had capacity Sunday
poned to Nov. 28. It was originally
til last night.
scheduled by Hawthorn Books for
“The Vamp,” which was at the night with many who had started
for New York turning back to
publication on Oct. 14.
Shubert, New Haven, last week, out
sleep in the lobby and whatever
“Critics’ Choice” includes 16
was scheduled to open last night space was available. Hotels which
Greenwich Village Weekly
plays, with a general introduction
(Tues.) at the National, Washing¬ empty out on Sunday afternoon
Reportedly in the planning stage
and a commentary on each play
ton, possibly minus scenery. The and evening held on to the bulk
by Gaver, drama critic for the for a year, The Village Voice is
trains, carrying the sets, were due of the visitors.
scheduled to come, out next
United Press.
Wednesday (26) as Greenwich Vil¬
to arrive in the Capital yestorday,
lage’s (N. Y.) newest weekly. Sheet
with the railroad routing them
Herb Mayes Convalescent
will
have
12
pages
and
claims
a
through Springfield, Mass., then
Herb Mayes is due back at his
via Boston to Albany and then
desk in a week or two, after being total circulation of 20,000. Howrdown the N. Y. Central line to the
bedded two months with ulcers .ever, guaranteed circulation for
Continued from page 7
;
and its attendant complications, in¬ advertisers will be pegged at 10,Pennsylvania line into Washing¬ ~~
cluding a session at the Stamford 000 copies.
ton. The musical’s cast also had point, deserve no patronage or
Publisher is Edwin Fancher, a —. Continued from page 76
(Conn.) Hospital. Wife, Grace, too
— to do some fancy .maneuvering on bookings.
\Vasn’t feeling well coincidentally. practicing psychologist, while edi¬
the N. H.-D. C. trek, arriving late
Not infrequently, the Catholic
The editor-in-chief of Good tor is Daniel Wolf, formerly with are apt to be mistaken. Stepping Sunday night.
opinion as to what constitutes ac¬
Housekeeping, who normally does the Turkish Information Office. into responsibilities inherited by
“King” had to push back its ceptable film fare differs sharply
Among
other
staffers
are
Jerry
his recent marriage to Denver heir¬ scheduled Monday (17) night open¬
most of his editing at his Stamford
home, coming to the New York Tallmer, associate .editor;' John ess Mrs. Loraine Good Kent, ing at the Ford’s, Baltimore to to¬ from that of the rest of the group.
In the “Green Sheet” operation- in
office only two or three days a Wilcock, news editor; and Joel Vichey has already surprised his night (Wed.).
Transportation of
week,, kept pace with his editing Slocum* business manager.
biz execs there by his interest, in¬ the tuner’s physical properties N.Y., devoted to a review of films
and
serving as a yardstick for the
while hospitalized.
dustry and awareness.
from Boston, where it nlayed last local councils, these differences
‘Field & Stream Treasury’
He’s been popping in to NCAC
Concurrent with the 60th anni¬ at 9:30 a.m., embarrassing those week, was tied up. “Twins” had finally reached such proportions
Author’s Travail
Thyra Samter Winslow, author versary of this sportsman’s maga¬ execs showing up later. He’s been to set back its scheduled Monday that the Catholic group — The In¬
of “Be Slim, Stay Slim,” back zine, which first made its appear¬ asking sales chiefs why they don’t night opening at the Colonial, ternational Federation of Catholic
from a European vacation, first in ance in 1896 as the Northwestern go out on the road, instead of work¬ Boston, until last night. The scen¬ Alumnae, which also does basic
ery being shipped from Philadel¬ reviewing for the Legion—decided
some years, is now faced with the Field & Stream, published in St.
problem that she’s five pounds Paul for Minnesota sportsmen, and ing by phone. Vichey isn’t satis¬ phia, where it ran last week, was to withdraw. Since then, the Fed¬
over weight, which she regards as which went through another pe¬ fied with staffers who sit back to held up in N.Y. A performance is eration’s relationship to the "Green
a mental and physical hazard in riod of travail as Western Field & idle, because their bookings have contemplated for next Sunday Sheet” has been maintained via a
light of the tv-radio spots her pub¬ Stream until it got over the hurdle been completed.
night (23) to make up for the friendly but loose liaison.
Last week, Vichey had a man¬ Monday cancellation.
lisher lined up for her. In her in 1906 or thereabouts, Henry Holt
Catholics Act Unilaterally
ease she’s not much over 100 at & Co. has just published the agement consultant going through
Flood Sidelights
Problem locally arises when
“Field & Stream Treasury.” It is NCAC offices, making a study of
any time.
, ,
Pegeen Fitzgerald suffered a Catholic members of a motion pic¬
Mrs. Winslow was impressed by that, in spades—a fine anthologi- the various departments, to sug¬
“those second helpings,” particu¬ cal work for the reader and a suc¬ gest changes, improvements, etc., bruised back and neck last Friday ture council, acting on their own,
afternoon (21) when a cab. trans¬ approach an exhibitor, urging him
larly in Brussels, which she says cess item for Holt which also- hap¬ in operation.
porting her to the opening of not to play a certain film. In sev¬
the British seem to be patronizing pens to be the latterday owners
Magill Moveover
Bambergers, Princeton, N. J., eral instances, the impression ap¬
more and more “because it’*r a and publishers of F&S. Holt took
His chief new move has been
Tittle Paris,’ as it has oft been it over about five years ago, under the bringing in of Wallace Magill, store, skidded into a sewer. The parently has been given that these
called, and mostly because it’s so prexy Edward T. Rigg.
vehicle had to be hoisted out by individual Catholic members were
for 18 years producer of'radio’s
much cheaper.”
It’s a kingsize volume of bests “Telephone Hour,” as overall gen¬ a wrecking company, with the speaking for the entire group. This,
over the years with a who’s who eral manager. Magill’s main efforts WRCA merchandising and sales in turn, is resented by the rest of
Buckley’s "National Review’
name of sportsman-writers. It was
promotion exec arriving at the the council as being (1) inaccurate,
National Review, described as a edited by Hugh Grey, editor of are likely to be the reorganization store around 4 p.m., an hour-and- and, (2) not in keeping with the
“conservative weekly journal of F&S, and Ross McCluskey; an im¬ and buildup of the radio-tv depart¬ one-half later than scheduled. council’s purpose, which is to aid
opinion,” hits the stands Nov. 5 pressive $5 worth of reading mat¬ ment. But knowing all the artists Store was getting ready to close the industry, not hinder it.
according to editor-publisher Wil¬ ter and a fitting monument to the from his radio show contacts, he’s early because of the cyclonic
The fear is now felt that the is¬
liam F. Buckley Jr. Co-author of anniversary.
also likely to bolster the entire
Abel.
winds and rain which hit Jersey sue is likely to come into sharper
“McCarthy and His. Enemies,” he
NCAC roster.
stated that the. new weekly will
New S.F. Chronicle Head
Vichey isn’t giving up his sing¬ ahead of New England. The Fitz¬ focus in the future. It’s noted that,
oppose any policy of appeasement
Charles de Young Thieriot, 40- ing, although he’ll have to curtail. geralds caught it again on the in line with Church urgings, what
at their
Greenwich, is termed a “disproportionate”
with Soviet Russia and will cham¬ year-old
general
manager
of He has five Met Opera dates-this weekend
pion the rights of the individual as KRON-TV, Frisco, was named edi¬ season, a N. Y. Philharmonic as¬ Conn., home.
number of Catholic women have
far as domestic affairs are con¬ tor and publisher of The San Fran¬ signment, was to sing last night
About three-and-one-half feet recently joined the' councils and
cerned.
cisco Chronicle last week. Thieriot (Tues.) with the Harrisburg (Pa.) of water flooded the New Caanan are making their influence felt.
Other National Review editors has been assistant publisher of the
(Conn.) home of author William
It is said, further, that the in¬
include James Burnham, author of morning daily since 1952, in addi¬ Symph, and made a “Telephone Brown Meloney, whose playwright- tensified Catholic interest in the
such books as “The Managerial tion to his KRON duties. He suc¬ Hour” appearance this fall.
author-wife, Rose Franken, had to moral value of pictures (as seen
New
setup
at
NCAC
(and
Civic)
Revolution”; Willmoore Kendall, ceeds George Cameron, who died
evacuate a pair of ostriches, two from the theologician’s point-ofis as follows:
Yale U. prof of political science; Oct. 3.
Loraine (Mrs.) Vichey is board kinkajoos, three Asiatic deer, a view) is an outgrowth of Catholic
Suzanne La Follette, former man¬
Thieriot, a nephew of Cameron chairman, Luben Vichey prez and baby auod and other animals from concern over the effects of Dept,
aging editor of The Freeman; Wil¬ and grandson of the paper’s found¬
of Justice divorcement of the the¬
liam S. Schlemm. former Fortune er and first publisher, M. H. de secretary, and Thomas Mf. Reilly her private zoo.
Records, vital statistics (births, atres from the producer-distributor
mag editor, and Jonathan Mitchell, Young, has worked for The Chron¬ treasurer, of both NCAC and Civic.
ex-Newsweek associate editor. Sam icle since 1936 with the exception Margaret Carson is Vichey’s exec etc.), kept at the Town Hall, Stam¬ companies. Father Paul J. Hayes,
M. Jones has been named Wash¬ of World War II service in the sec. as Assistant to the President. ford, Conn., were completely de¬ assistant executive secretary of the
Legion and generally considered an
ington correspondent.
Gerard and Marianne Semon, who stroyed by the flood.
Navy.
*
Actor Raymond Massey’s wife advocate of a “tough” line by the
handled foreign and operatic divi¬
Legion, i.e., a line that more or lesi
and
actress-daughter,
Dorothy
Hearst Mag Shifts
Casting Couch Between Covers sions for NCAC formerly, are now
Staff changes at Hearst Maga¬
Norman Mailer’s “The Deer veepees, Semon being in charge of Whitney, were isolated on a hill¬ ignores any but Catholic consider¬
zines last week saw Robert F. Mac¬ Park” (Putnam.; $4) is a bed’s-eye the concert division, Mrs. Semon top in Wilton, Conrt., for 24 hours, ations, has been quoted as term¬
Leod becoming general manager view of Hollywood. Using a med¬ heading foreign
ing producer-theatre divorcement
and
operatic but weren’t in danger.
of Harper’s Bazaar and Ralph Mar¬ ley of some of the most unattrac¬
Actress Eileen Heckert, actor the “loss of a valuable moral re¬
tin named executive editor of tive and lecherous characters cap¬ divisions.
Stephan Schnable and stage man¬ straint.”
Semon
roughly
takes
over
Marks
House Beautiful.
Legion is interpreted as feelinr
ager Jean Barrere were among
tured between (bed) .covers, Mail¬
For the last four years MacLeod er’s Hollywood is not a pretty Levine’s responsibilities in the show bizites who left N. Y. for that, with divorcement, it has lost
was ad director of Bazaar and prior place. His barbs, however, have concert division, and John Ross is Connecticut homes late Saturday its firm grip over- theatres once
to that was Town & Country’s ad been blunted because he’s also his assistant. Both Semons con¬
sult with Vichey and Magill. Lat¬ night, but didn’t arrive at their controlled by the producers. While
manager. Before joining House made it a wearisome one. •
ter, as general manager, is overall destinations until the following the Legion still manages to whip
Beautiful, Martin was special re¬
His attack on the film folk is head. Alexander Haas is veepee, morning because of transportation Hollywood into line, Legion power
ports editor of Newsweek.
loaded. The cast is so exotic, neu¬ in Los Angeles. Audrey Michaels: itieups.
has been weak in given instance!
rotic. and chaotic that it moves heads the press department, and
The basement of publicist RLh- of exhibitors : kicking over the
Joey Adams’ High Finance
beyond
the
bounds
of
credibility.
traces.
' The faihiliar “Moon It
jard
Maney’s
Westport,
Conn.,
Pocketbooks paid Frederick Fell
Phil Tippin the lectures and spe¬
Blue” experience is cited, tfhis filn(
$5,000 advance for the paperback An author’s usual safeguard of cial attractions division.
‘home was flooded to the ceiling.
*
edition of “Strictly For Laughs”, “any resemblance to persons liv¬ ' NCAC reps are. Aaron Richmond
Victor Gilbert's Stonehenge irianaged -fo' rack up some 6,00(
the author-comedian’s fourth book, ing or dead is purely coincidental” (commissioned rep) for New Eng¬ County Inn, Richfield, Conn., w*as bookings' without Code approval
published last week. Reprint is isn’t necessary here. There’ll be land, Elsie 'Illingworth (eastern isolated on Route T, which was and against the handicap of a “C/for scheduled next year. Pocket- lots of quizzers as to the real-life middle states and south), Andrew closed to traffic.
or condemned, rating by the Le¬
books guarantees 500,000 first Ilollywoodites the author used as
Humphrey Doulens, Variety’s gion.
replicas because his people are so Leslie (central and south), Robert
print order.
MPAA spokesman, always em¬
Westport
(Conn.)
correspondent,
Kuhlman
(midwest),
Joseph
Lippfantastically
drawn.
Even
a
compo¬
Adams says that between Popu¬
phasizing the necessity of acknowl¬
lar Library and Avon his first site of Hollywood’s w.k. heels could man (midwest, south): Larry Fitz¬ lost two pair of new pants in a edging the validity of the Catholic
Norwich,
Conn.,
tailor
shop
that
hardly
match
the
depravity
Mailer
gerald
is
manager
of
tours.
Haas
three books have gone 6,000,000
copies and all the proceeds on all has put into his leading charac¬ and Larry Helmer rep the west; was washed down the river. Any view as one among many, said
three, including this one, have ters.
Helmer also western Canada. Sieg¬ number of suburbanites, such as nevertheless that the Councils
gone to charity. The Runyon Can¬
If the author was using his as¬ fried Hearst reps eastern Canada, RCA Victor Records’ g.m. Larry would maintain the positive char¬
Kanaga and Rinehart’s editor-in- acter of their policy. “They should
cer Fund benefited the most, from sortment of pimps, prosties and as well as conductors.
the first, “From Gags To Riches”, panderers as a takeoff point for a
Harlowe F. Dean is veepee in chief Ted Anussen, couldn’t report not, and will not, be turned into
censor groups,” he declared. “We
which Adams called his “alibi- satirical assault on the Hollywood charge of Civic (which was O. O. to business Monday.
ography”, with some $160,000 real¬ filmmakers, his message apparent¬ Bottorff’s responsibility under the
shall resist all pressures that would
Boom to N. Y. Niteries
ized. This, of course, was not from ly got lost in the mattress. The former regime). Veep George W.
New York hotels and cafes hit turn us in that direction. The
the book’s earnings, per se, but was sex he-shenanigans obscure any¬
some extra business last weekend Councils are not here to keep peo¬
hypoed considerably in light of the thing important he may have been Fowler will move from Chi to N. Y. because of the three-day storm. ple from the theatres, but to bring
well publicized charity beneficiary trying to say. Mailer pulls no to work with Dean. James H.
them in. Any individual representa¬
and, coming in the lush early post¬ punches in his boudoir bacchanal Cooper is Civic’s eastern field Most of the midtown inns were tions to the contrary, it is impor¬
war days of. 1945, he was able to (three publishers nixed the book manager; Donovan Witham west¬ loaded. Extra biz came from those
$5.to $;00, apd more, per .copy, because it was so graphic) which ern field manager,, .and Collins Er¬ v who, jmdited . dawn, Jin. - Now York tant. „ that exhibitors understand
as he personally pitched it in the may help it move in the book vin Pacific division field manager. from the distressed areas in Con-, [ this.”

Vichey

Catholic Gals
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Laurence J. McGinley, S. J., presi¬
dent. Following the ceremony,
Gen. Sarnoff will deliver second
(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
in series of Golden Jubilee Lec¬
Bryan Blackburn wrote the
tures (50th anni of Fordham Law
School) in a skein Inaugurated Oct. words and music for new Pigalle
8 by Henry Cabot Lodge, U.S. rep revue. “What’s On In Town.”
Douglas Geddes named press
to the UN.
officer of EMI record division,
which handles the HMV label.
Donald Neville-Willing upped to
general manager of Cafe de Paris,
By Gene Moskowltz
in charge of all cabaret bookings.
(28 Rue Huchette. Odeon 49-44)
Lena Home opened a four-week
Arthur Rubinstein will give five cabaret run at the Savoy this week,
concerts at the Palais De Chaillot and is accompanied by her hus¬
this month.
band, Lennie Hayton. .
Odette Laure, offbeat chantoosy,
Anna Maria Sandri, Italian ac¬
reopening shuttered lush nitery, tress, in from a desert location ’to
the Drap D’Or, with Henry De La complete her role in “The Black
Palmira.
Tent” at Pinewood Studios for
Updated version of 1930 Somer¬ Rank release.
set Maugham play, “Cyclone,” due
Bob Russell, CBS-TV commen¬
at the Ambigu Theatre with Claude tator. will share the interviewing
Farrel, Nattier and Henry Murray. chore with the BBC’s Peter Haigh
Eddie Constantine to head for at finals of the Miss World contest
U.S. to huddle with producer Jules Thursday (20).
Buck on the six pix they will make
Phil Carey came to London last
here in English, with Constantine week to co-star with Kathryn
starring.
Grayson in “Port Afrique,” a Cor¬
.Jules Dassin to do a film version, onado
production for
release
in C’Scope, of actress Odette through Columbia.
Joyeux’s book, “Les Memoirs D’Un
Sidney L. Bernstein appointed
Petit Rat” (Memoires of a Little A. Anson as sales and advertising
Ballet Dancer).
director for his commercial tv op¬
Tony Curtis being paged to play eration, which starts in the north
lead in a pic version of Colette's of England next May.
story, “Cheri.” This has already
Alan Melville sailed on the
been a play and a film here; this Queen Mary for New York last
second version is to be made in week to confab with Tallulah
English by a Gallic company.
Bankhead about a Broadway pro¬
Jean Mercure’s presentation of duction of “Simon and Laura.”
Andre Josset’s “Le Bal Des Adieux”
Joan Collins, who is vacationing
folding at Montparnasse Theatre; with her family after returning
being replaced by a Mercure hit frohi Hollywood for London preem
of two seasons ago, Luigi Piran¬ of “Virgin Queen,” left over the
dello’s “La Volupte De L’Honneur” weekend for short Paris holiday.
(The Voluptuousness of Honor).
Arthur Blake sailed for New
Adolphe Menjou back to do his York
on the lie de France after a
first film here since 1929, when he West End and provincial season.
made one of the early French Ian Hunter, former chief of the
talking pix, “Mon Gosse De Pere” Edinburgh Festival, and now man¬
(My Childish Father). He has the
director of Harold Holt Ltd.,
role of an American Ambassador aging
in Norman Krasna’s “The Ambas¬ was a fellow passenger.
sador's Daughter” (UA) opposite
Olivia De Havilland, Myrna Loy,
John Forsythe and Tom Noonan.

Joe E. Lewis being cocktail-par¬
tied by the Friars Friday (21) at
the clubhouse.
George D. Burrows, exec v.p.treasurer of Allied Artists, is in for
homeolfice meetings.
George Ornstein, United Artists’
rep in Madrid, here for huddles
with the N. Y. brass.
Effects from the John Golden
estate will be auctioned Oct. 19-20
at Meredith Galleries.
Hollywood fanmag writer Helen
Gould in for one of her periodic
contacts with editor, et al.
Grace Kelly back in Gotham after
completing location scenes for
Metro’s “The Swan” in Asheville.
N. C.
RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom
at Saratoga Springs for the
“waters,” to get some weight
down.
Joyce Felstein and Bernard R.
Buck, who is program director of
radio station WNYC, will be mar¬
ried in N. Y. Nov. 27.
Jack Root, former ticket broker
iii the Belvedere Hotel, filed a
voluntary bankruptcy petition list¬
ing $9,250 liabilities; no assets.
Jack Webb invited by Benson
Ford to speak at Detroit’s United
Foundation Torch Drive luncheon
Nov. 1 at the Sheraton-Cadillac.
Nate Bienstock to Europe visit¬
ing his globetrotting show biz and
other clients whose business man¬
agement affairs are under his
direction.
Lea (Mrs. Hal) Horne t9 Israel
for six weeks with stopoffs m Paris
and Rome, before and after. Widow
of the vet showman has been active
in Bonds For Israel for some years.
James Woolf, partnered in Ro¬
mulus Films with brother John, re¬
turned to London last week on the
Queen Elizabeth. Also sailing was
onetime bandleader Maurice Winnick.
|
Director David Butler and writer |
Irving Wallace in Gotham to con¬
fer with Ed Sullivan on the script
and producion plans for he film
in which Sullivan will star for War¬
ner Bros.
Maxwell Anderson has gone to
his home in Stamford, Conn., to
complete the screenplay for War¬
^ Continued from page 2
^
ner Bros.’ “The Wrong Man,”
which Alfred Hitchcock will pro¬ ment buildings in Palm Beach open
duce and direct.
throughout the^year.
George Jessel back to the Coast
Jack Cohn, Columbia Pictures
prior to opening at the Hotel v.p., has added a second story to his
Savoy, London, and also do sev¬
eral commercial tv shows for Jack Eden Road home. The Nate SpinHylton. He may take the polar gold mansion on Wells Road is
being readied for the arrival of
air route from L.A. to England.
Nicola Moscona, who is bassoing Frances and Nate in November.
in “Fanny” while Ezio Pinza recu¬ The Oscar A. Doobs (MGM) are the
perates from recent illness, has newest Broadway exiles to take up
inked as emcee of a Greek video permanent residence here—at the
stanza on WATV, Newark. Legit Colony. Charles Francis (Socker)
producer Jim Elliott will produce Coe, once widely known executive
the vidcast.
of the old Will Hays office, has a
Moe Abuza, brother of Sophie penthouse (third story!) on Worth
Tucker, who was bedded by flu in Ave. and is one of the town’s lead¬
Winnipeg for a spell, writes that ing lawyers.
the 67-year-old headliner expects
The Biltmore Hotel probably will
to be well enough to return to her open earlier than usual this year.
Park Ave. apartment later this
week. He flew to her bedside in As happened in Miami Beach, the
“season” here is gradually getting
Winnipeg.
French journalists in N. Y. — longer each year. However, the
Whitehall,
another holiday haven
about 15 in all—Monday (17) at
the Chateau Briant lunched some for film moguls, will not take off
the
shutters
until Dec. 15.
30 Gallic personalities in the U. S.
Another Ripley—in this once
currently.
Some of guests were
Maurice Chevalier, Edith Piaf, highly
restricted
playground
Marcel Marceau, Lucienne Delyle of pedigreed pomp and prejudice,
and Aime Barelli, the batoner.
the most popular eating spot right
Having digested his loss as first¬ now is — Benny’s, a miniature
time
legit
producer,
Armand Lindy’s. And the seductive aroma
Deutsch and his wife are off to of corned beef and pastrami wafts
West Virginia for a holiday before in the waving palms! And on Royal
tackling his next venture. Deutsch Palm Drive yet!
was long an assistant to Metro
. production chief Dore Schary and
later an associate producer on the
lot.
Jeanette and Jack Cohn bivouacing at the Ritz Towers since dis¬
= Continued from page 1 sss
posing of their Katonah manse for
a golf club.
They may build a week and Gross makes about $1C
small summer place on part of the I’m in Gross’ income bracket.”
grounds, having retained a portion
Dr. Evans holds bachelor of ar
of the large tract. The Columbia master of arts and doctor of phil(
executive veepee also adding a ophy degrees and teaches litei
guest-room on his Palm Beach ture at Northwestern U. when :
place.
isn’t figuring out questions
Former picture actress Helene stump the experts vVith,:
.!
Fortescue Reynolds has joined the • “Brains are jiist : a “cheap" co:
Robert S. Taplinger- staff.’■&% ' pub¬modity,'’ he added, but emphaslz
licist on the Palm Beach club-resort
account, La Coquille.- While ’in be ^ash’t e'omplalning"'about ‘1
Florida, Miss Reynolds Will also wages. '“It’s fhn, and I like p]
conduct her own tv show on Palm paring questions for the $64,0
Beach’s WJNO ‘ in order to find show. We prepare questions 1
Florida’s most beautiful girl, with to the $8,000 level in advani
a 20th-Fox contract in the offing. After that, they are prepared or
. Harold Arlen, who escorted the a week at a time and are more
3ust-returned - from - Europe Mar¬ less tailor-made for the individi
garet Truman to*, the opening of contestant.”
“Rock Hunter,” was surprised to
The 51-year-old Rhodes scho]
note that his oldie song, ‘Tve Got says he thinks up the questions
the World on a String,” was a sort his Northville Ill., home. “I ty
of entr’acte “theme song” in the
George Axelrod comedy. Producer them out myself, check with oth
Jule Styne, also basically a song- sources to assure myself they a
smith, preferred not using one of correct and then deliver them
New York.” Evans flies to N<
his own tunes.
Brigadier-General David Sarnoff, York each Wednesday night
RCA-NBC board chairman, to drop off the questions which a
receive honorary degree of Doctor then locked in a New York ba
of Laws from Fordham U. Saturday vault. He watches the show wi
(221 at special convocation called his wife and two sons .at his hon
for 11 a. m.. in Keating Hall on‘the . Evans Was’in towri for a lectli
campus with presentation by Rev. on literature.■' < r■

London

Baris

Palm Beach

‘$64,000’ Teasers

Minneapolis

Comedian Gary Morton into the
Starlight Club.
Edyth Bush Theatre offering
“Life With Mother.”
Joe Gleason back with “Don
Juan in Hell” at the Lyceum.
Nino Nanni playing second Hotel
Radisson Flame Room engagement.
“Bus Stop,” next on Lyceum
calendar here, being set for week
of Nov. 7.
St. Paul Civic Opera Co. opened
current season with “Madam But¬
terfly” this week.
June Taylor Dancers with Hal
McIntyre band played St. ’Paul
Auditorium one-nighter.
Gil Swenberger, Bennie Berger
circuit general manager,
won
Northwest Variety club’s annual
golf tournament.
Bill Keefe, Theatre Guild-A.T.S.
public relations director, due in
from N.Y. in connection with sub¬
scription season here.

Ireland
By Maxwell Sweeney
(22 Farney Pk; Dublin 68-4506)
Reconstructed Gaiety Theatre,
Dublin, skedded for reopening next
month.
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) given
green Tight by Film Censor Martin
Brennan.
Roy McKew named sales man¬
ager Grand National Films (Ire¬
land) Ltd.
Longhair pianist Charles Lynch
currently entertaining at Dublin’s
Paradiso eatery.
Alan Simpson will stage Samuel
Beckett’s “Waiting for Godot” at
Pike Theatre, Dublin.
Damer Hall, Dublin, leased for
production of Irish-language plays
for season opening Nov. *4.
Irish Festival Singers, which
toured the eastern part of the U.S.
this spring, skedded for West Coast
tour in January.
Plans for new Abbey Theatre,
designed by Michael Scott and
Pierre Sonrel, awaiting Dublin
Corporation approval and govern¬
ment cash grant for building. Old
theatre was burned out in 1951.

Berlin
By Hans Hochn
(Lichterfelde to., Tulpcnstr. 9a:
760264)
iCdauuse ui AugUSl ivioon
!
play here until the end of Octo
at Hebbel Theatre.
Curd Juergens sued CCC, local
pic producing outfit, when latter
changed the title of his latest film
Louis Armstrong and his All-Star
Group will appear at the local
Sportpalast Oct. 27 for two per¬
formances.
Henry Koster here on a short
visit to check on studio facilities.
He intends to make a film in Ger¬
many no*t y^ar.
“Man Called Peter” (20th) and
Daddy Ldnglegs" t20lh) picked as

Film's of October by Protestant
Film Guild of Germany.
Eighty-year-old Jakob Tiedtke,
who began his film career in 1906,
accepted a role in the Algefa film,
“Urlaub auf Ehrenwrort.”
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) passed
l its 2,000th performance at the
Kurbel. Film will complete twoyear run at this house Dec. 4.
Marika Roekk currently appear¬
ing at the Titania Palast in a musi¬
cal comedy, “Das Ministerium ist
Beleidigt” (The Ministry Is In¬
sulted).
Hans Domnick is producer, au¬
thor, director and financier of his
latest film, “My 16 Sons,” which
stars Karl Ludwig Diehl and Lil
Dragover.

Yanks Endorse

Hollywood
Joseph Tushinsky in from Eu¬
rope.
Fred Zinnemann in town after
Oklahoma” preem in N.Y.
Dwight Brooks in from ‘Guate¬
mala where he made a picture
.Elizabeth Taylor returned* to
work at Warners after a week’s
1JL1I165S*

q

D. A. Doran returned to Para¬
mount after a month of EuroDean
touring.
Art Linkletter will emcee the
ninth annual Panhandle Dinner of
the Publicists Assn.
Most of the estate of^actor Bar¬
ton Hepburn, amounting to more
than $1,000,000, was left to charity
Bob Hope will emcee the City
of Hope dinner next Sunday with
Grace Kelly, Dinah Shore, Anna
Marie Alberghetti, Frank Sinatra
and Jose Greco on program.

—— Continued from pace 1

Association feels that an exercise
of the Presidential authority to
reduce customs duties on exposed
motion picture film both negative
and positive at the rate of 5% per
year over a three-year period will
in no way imperil the domestic
motion picture industry.”
MPAA told the Commission that
U. S. Government negotiators
working out new trade deals with
foreign countries under the Gen¬
eral Agreement on Trade and
Tariffs should make efforts, to ob¬
tain tariff reductions from these
states “commensurate with those
the United States is willing to
make in its own tariff.”
In the letter to the Committee
on Reciprocity Information, John¬
son said customs duties in some
of the countries, with which new
treaties are to be negotiated, are
“very high and impose an unrea¬
sonable burden on the export
trade” of the companies. He said
he himself (Johnson) would ap¬
pear for the MPAA at any public
hearing to be held by the Com¬
mittee.
MPAA, particularly under John¬
son, has always pursued a very
liberal trade policy, holding that
there should be a free flow of film
between all nations. The position
in foreign film-producing countries,
though never put into actual words,
has always been that a degree of
protection is necessary to allow the
growth and development of the
local industry.
Argument has
been made, at times, that barriers
tend to wreed out the “small” pic¬
tures and cause the importers to
be made selective in their choice
of imports U. S. firms say this
selective process is more proper at
the boxoffice than at the customs
house.

NBC Comics, Writers
—Continued from page 1

new writers for break-in of new
material. Shows will be slotted in
the early evening.
“Writers are so important to
comics.” says Wile, “we are also
including them in our development
plan for Paul Gilbert, once we
get the right format and material.
Wile has assigned two creative
groups headed by Tom McKnight
and Elliott Lewis, who will be
flanked by established writers.,
Each will try different directions
in an effort to find the pattern
best suited to Gilbert.
Sue Carson, comedienne, will be
given added exoerience on “Mati¬
nee Theatre.” John Nelson, NBCTV daytime topper here is develop¬
ing a format for .Dornan Bros,
comedy team; Harry Mimmo is now
being schooled to minimize his
accent. Others “in training” are
Evelyn Russell, a comedienne
recruited from stage: Stan Freberg,
recording comic; Norman Alden,
monologist plucked from Godfrey’s
“Talent Scouts.” Among new writ¬
ers are Jim Leighton and Frank
Goldberg. Developing material for
newcomers are Milt Josefsberg and
Jess Oppenheimer, two of the top
comedy constructors in the Wile
stable.
.
..

Academy Won’t Risk
— Continued from page 1 r;_

jected by the board vvs a pro¬
posal for a teleshow starring win¬
ners of Oscars and those nomi¬
nated for Oscars. But overriding
factor is that the Academy doesn’t
want to risk its prestige with .a
show which might be guilty of ex¬
cessively
.commercializing
the
Academy, while falling far short of
required standards, the board
I member said.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
John Brett, ice show choreog¬
rapher, opened dress designing
studio.
Jack Fields, Blue Note impre¬
sario, in Lankenau Hospital for
surgery.
Efrem Zimbalist, director of Cur¬
tis Institute, completed first opera,
“Landara”; to have world preem at
Academy , of Music April 6.
Lee Guber, former local cafe op
and co-producer of Valley Forge
Music Fair, touring midwest with
Dave Brubeck-Gerry Mulligan jazz
package.
Howard
Lanin,
Philadelphia
maestro-producer, linked forces
with Columbia Artists Management
to bring Danish Royal Ballet to
U.S: in 1956.
The Embassy resumed floorshow
policy with Poiito Galindez, mambo
maestro, and Rosina Pagan, Bra¬
zilian film starlet, in her first
American appearance.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway
Kay Starr being paged by Nor¬
man Schuyler for a winter date at
his Beachcomber.
Charlie Barnet and his quintet
set for a mid-December opening in
Dream Lounge of Johnina Hotel.
Xavier Cugat begged out of his
mid-season two-weeker at the
Fontainebleau; heavy load of pic
commitments.
** Hal ($64,000 Question) March
stayed on for several days of sun
after emceeing. Wednesday (12)
one-nighter for American Legion
at Orange Bowl.
Monte Carlo Hotel entering the
hotel-cafe competition with a 250seater. Already pacted are Jackie
Miles, Lillian Roth and Phil Foster
for December and January.

' Boston
By Guy Livingston
Sunny Gale current at the Hi
Hat.
Rusty Draper. current at Blinstrub’s.
Thrush Helen Hush current at
the Paddock.
Count Basie packing them in at
Storyville with his 16-piece band.
Bob Considine lectured for Cath¬
olic College Club of Lowell Friday
(14).
„
/
Sam Clark, head of Ampar, up
from N.Y. to look over song pos¬
sibilities in “Reuben Reuben” at
the Shubert.
Betty Garrett in town Friday
(14) to plug “Sister Eileen,” which
had New England preem-at State
and Orpheum Saturday (15).

Chicago
Producer Donii Arden helping
ready the new edition of Arthur
M. Wirtz’s “Hollywood Ice Revue.”
Metro production chief Dore
Schary due in Friday (21) to speak
at Audit Bureau of Circulations'
conclave.
Chez Paree’s Dave Halper hosted
a farewell cocktail spread for head¬
liner Sammy Davis Jr. at the
nitery’s Gold Key Club Sunday
(16).
Deejay Stan Dale, now with the
5th Army, helped conduct the side¬
walk radio interviews for opening
military hoopla tied in with the
preem of the “To Hell and Back
pic at United Artists.

Vienna
By Emil W. Maass
Soviet violinist Leonid Kogan
iiiked by Musikfreunde.
Eva Bartok inked for lead in
Sascha production, “Tunja.”
George London sang for first
time in Richard Wagner’s “Tannhaeuser.”
Theatre an der Wien, where
State Opera played for 10 years,
shuttered.
.
New radio stations built on Wilhelminen B6rg 'and. Kalilen, Berg
with short’wave relay facilities.
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pool, England. Born in Wales, she
appeared in many Broadway shows
in the early ’20s, including “Mon¬
sieur Beaucaire,” “Princess Vir¬
tue,” “The Whirl of New York,”
“The Dancing Girl” and “Nic Nax
Continued from pa^e 2
of 1926.”
did them with a zest — just four Lee, last year. He died in Jersey
Harry McKelvie for 23 consecutive
bernarr macfadden
Surviving is her husband.
Bemarr Macfadden, 87, physical years.
years ago, he celebrated his 83d City Medical. Center of jaundice, p
culturist and former magazine and
Prior to 1910 Traynor toured in
birthday on Page One of every complicated by a three-day fast.
HUGO A. MURRAY
Surviving are five daughters and
newspaper publisher, died in Jer¬ portable theatres. One of his best
*Hugo A. (Hig) Murray, 52, farm
sey City Oct. 12. Details ort Page 2. roles was as the Gaffer in “Two director at station WTMJ, Mil¬ newspaper in N. Y. by parachuting three sons.
Little Vagabonds.” During World waukee, died Oct. 10 in that city. into the Hudson River.and the fol¬
ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN
War II he toured with James Shir- As traffic manager of the Milwau¬ lowing year into Paris (missing
Arthur Hammerstein, 82, one of vell’s musical productions, manag¬ kee stockyards, he aired daily
MARRIAGES
the Seine).
the leading producers of legit musi¬ ing the tour of “June Mad.”
livestock reports on the Journal
Lorraine Glover to Donald Byrd,
As a physical culturist-cultist, he
cals during the first quarter of the
station for the past nine years and
Bayonne, N.J.,Oct. 15. He’s trum¬
century, died Oct. 12 in Palm
MICHAEL MURO
since 1952 also conducted an early launched diet fads that have per¬
with the George Wallington
Beach, Fla. He was the son of
Michael Muro, 74, president of morning farm-slanted talk show. sisted to this day—vegetarianism peter
Quintet.
Oscar Hammerstein, and uncle of the Denver Musicians Assn. (Local
and
health
foods,
vitamins
and
en¬
Survived by wife and daughter.
Bairbre
McCann to Maurice
Oscar Hammerstein 2d, the libret¬ 20 AFM) for 25 years, died Oct. 13
riched flour. He advocated stand¬ Meldon, Dublin,
10. Bride’s
tist-producer. Hammerstein began in that city. Joining the musicians’
ing on one’s head (and did so), hik¬ daughter of actorOct.
REV. HAROLD B. HINDS
F. L. McCann;
his theatrical career in 1912, with union in 1910, he was active in its
The Rev. Harold B. Hinds, 50, ing barefoot, exercising frequently, lie’s an Abbey playwright.
the production of “The Firefly.” affairs, and attended 27 of the fed¬
wearing
low-heeled
shoes,
sunbath¬
After that h.e produced a string of eration’s national conventions as a former head of the Albany Dio¬ ing, using bed boards and avoiding
Ruth Kahn-Stdre to Wolfgang
cesan Radio Guild, died Oct. 11 in
light operas, among which were delegate.
Preiss, Weindorf, Germany, Oct. 5.
Schenectady after a 10-months’ ill¬ whiskey, tobacco and white bread. He’s a German actor.
“Rose-Marie,” “Naughty Marietta,”
Muro began his/ professional
“High Jinks,” “Katinka,” “Some¬ career in 1909 as a member of the ness. At one time he had con¬ Many of the foods he originally
Jane Anderson to William F.
time,” “Tickle Me” and “Wilfl- City Park band, and was an accom¬ ducted and moderated teenage stressed have come to be recog¬ Reelil, Pittsburgh, Oct. 15. Bride’s
nized as the richest in vitamins.
flower.” Altogether he put on 31 plished performer with the cornet, panel shows on the air.
on KDKA-TV staff.
A brother survives.
shows during his active years.
His concern for physical culture
violin, baritone and .slide trombone.
Elinor Meyers to Roland Beck¬
extended into his publishing activi¬ man, Chicago, Oct. 15. He’s Chi
He also took a fling at film pro¬ He served as v.p. of the local union
BURTON BUNCH
ties. One result of this has been office manager of General Artists
duction with “The Lottery Bride,” five years before, he was elected
Burton
Bunch,
36,
actor
known
an evolution in the public’s moral Corp.
a musical which preemed in 1930. president.
It was a boxoffice dud. On March
Surviving are his wife, a daugh¬ professionally as Tom Burton, died attitude toward posters and illus¬
Ethel Shattuck to John H.
26, 1931, Hammerstein filed a ter, three sisters, two brothers, and Oct. 13 in Los Angeles. He was trations of the human anatomy in Greenman, Los Angeles, Oct. 10.
an actor and stage manager for the near-nude, but real shockers
voluntary petition in bankruptcy, his mother.
a vaudeville and screen
“The Drunkard” at the theatre when Macfadden first exposed Bride’s
listing liabilities of $1,649,136 and
Mart until he retired two years ago. them in Physical Culture and his actress.
assets of $53,083, of which $5.77
JOE SIMON
Prentice to Andy Stew¬
was cash. His last theatrical ven¬
Joe Simon, 62, pioneer Memphis
He left his wife and two chil¬ other magazines. He was once art,Sheila
Edinburgh, Scot., Oct. 14,
ture was “The Man Who Lost His showman, died Sept. 28 in that city dren.
hauled into court by Anthony Com¬ Bride’s an actress; he’s a vaude
Head,” produced with L. Lawrence after undergoing surgery. Starting
stock for displaying pictures of and tv comedian.
Weber; in 1932.
his theatrical career as a musician,
IRVING F. TEETSELL
women in union suits, and another
Patricia Shenier to James A.
Surviving, besides his nephew, he later acted bit parts in stock.
Irving F, Teetsell, 51, WCAU
is his wife, the former Dorothy At one time he was assistant band¬ sales account executive, died Oct. time had a jail sentence, confirmed Lefton, Forest Hills, N.Y., Oct. 16.
Dalton, film actress, and a daugh¬ master with the Ringling Bros, and 13 of a heart attack in Philadelphia. by the U. S. Supreme Court, set He’s the son of A1 Paul Lefton,
ter, Elaine Hammerstein, also a Barnum & Bailey Circus.
He formerly had been general man¬ aside by President William Howard head of the advertising agency
silent film star, whQ is now Mrs.
After coming to Memphis in 1929 ager of WFPG, Atlantic City, and a Taft. He had published (in Physi¬ bearing his name.
cal Culture) and sent through the
John Schneider.
Simon was associated with the sales rep for WFIL, Philly.
City Auditorium and Warner Thea¬
Survived by wife, son, and mails, a series of articles on
ARTHUR G. NEWMYER
syphilis. Today “VD” is in fairly
BIRTHS
tre in managerial capacities. Sub¬ daughter.
Arthur G. Newmyer, 70, head of sequently he managed the Ritz
common usage.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Krelstein,
of a public relations outfit bearing Theatre, and at the time of his
JOSEPH BENNETT
daughter, Memphis, Oct. 10. Mother
The Porno-'Graphic’
his name in Washington, D.C., died death managed the Plaza, Luciann
Joseph Bennett, 68, rep for mu¬
But his major impact in the show is a former model; father is prez
in that city Oct. 12 after a long ill¬ and Rosemary Theatres for circuit sic publishers Bregman, Vocco & biz and publishing world came of WMPS, Memphis, and exec v.p.
ness.
operator '“Augustine Cianciolo.
Conn for 25 years, onetime booking with the Graphic, which he started of WJJD, Chicago.
Six years ago, Newmyers firm
Surviving are a sister and four agent and songwriter, died Oct. 11 in 1924 and folded in 1932 after
Mr. and Mrs. Guillermo Mendez,
was hired to represent the Amer¬ brothers.
in Chicago.
a loss of several million dollars. son, Mexico City, Oct. 2. Mother
ican Society of Composers, Au¬
Survived by his wife, a daughter, Often called the "porno-Graphic” is film actress Emilia Guiu.
thors & Publishers in the nation’s
JANE GIBSON
three brothers and a sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Miller,
(which it was), it gained the dubi¬
capital. At that time, ASCAP was
Jane Gibson, 66, veteran of radio
ous distinction of being the only daughter, N.Y., Oct. 12. Mother is
embroiled in litigation with- the and television in Pittsburgh, died
CLEVES KINKEAD
Lydia Joel, editor of Dance mag¬
New
York
daily
banned
from
the
Dept, of Justice over alleged there Oct. 12 of a heart attack. In
Cleves Kinkead, 73, playwright
monopolistic practices. This dis¬ private life Mrs. James Shaugn- and lawyer, who authored the 1915- Public Library, specializing in sen¬ azine; father is amusement editor
pute was finally settled via an anti¬ essy, vet Allegheny County court 16 Broadway production of “Com¬ sationalism and sexationalism, in of Seventeen magazine.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wyman, son,
trust consent decree.
reporter, Miss Gibson in her youth mon Clay,” died Oct. 16 in Louis¬ composite photos (most famous was
It’s understood that Newmyer’s had been a singer on the stage and ville, Ky. “Clay” was also given the composite of Daddy Browning New York, Oct. 7. Father is pho¬
tographer
with Gary Wagner As¬
firm receives around $100,000 a in film house presentations.
and his 15-year-old bride, Peaches
a screen treatment in 1930.
sociates.
year from ASCAP for its top level
Surviving are his wife and a Heenan, in their nuptial chambers)
She began her radio career in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eric Yorke, daugh¬
and first-person yarns of sensa- I
1930 after having served as a radio sister.
tional murder, crime and scandal ter, Blackpool, Eng., Oct. 1.
editor for the Pittsburgh Sun-Tele¬
Father
is,-^member
of vaude act,
cases, Despite the failure of the
H. CODY SATTLEY
graph in the early days of broad¬
H. Cody Sattley, 54, account newspaper and the public’s shocked Three Monarchs.
casting.
Her “Swap Shop” on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irwin
Oct. 20th. 1953
KQV became one of the district’s exec at the Leo Burnett agency in indignation with it. it spawned such daughter, Albany, Oct. 11. Ullman,
Father
Chicago for 14 years, died Oct. 12 noted scribes as Walter Winchell,
leading programs.
In Loving Memory
is area supervisor of Fabian
Ed Sullivan, Jerry Wald and Louis drive-ins.
In addition to her husband, she in Highland Park, Ill.
Sobol,
not
to
mention
the
flam¬
RICHARD and FRED, JR.
Survived by wife and two sons.
leaves a daugheer.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brant, son,
boyant Louis Weitzenkorn.
Pittsburgh, Oct. 9. Father’s a band¬
Peter Peters, 29, German stage
EDDIE MITCHELL
If the Graphic failed, Macfad- leader and KDKA-TV staffer.
Eddie Mitchell, 70, veteran San and screen actor, died Oct. 1 in den’s other publishing ventures
public relations activity. More re¬
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh J. Brennen,
cently, the Newmyer firm has been Francisco actor and theatre man¬ Berlin as a result of injuries suf¬ didn’t. Physical Culture, the foun¬
working with ASCAP’s own Wash¬ ager, died Oct. 12 in that city. A fered when he jumped from a five- dation of his future empire, was daughter, Pittsburgh, Oct. 10.
Father
operates WIIJB in Greensstory
window.
He
suffered
mental
native
of
Sacramento,
he
toured
ington rep, Paul Cunningham, for
launched in 1898 as a nickel pam¬
the removal of the jukebox exemp¬ with the Ed Redmond stock com¬ depression due to a head injury phlet and soon grew to a monthly burg, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Regis O’Toole,
tion from the Copyright Act. • pany and in the early 1920s mar¬ received in the war.
circulation of 500,000. Following daughter,
Pittsburgh, ■ Oct.
4.
Newmyer himself had not been ac¬ ried Marvin (cq) Miller, a fellow
Wife of Ciro Pedrucci, ^p. of this, in an empire which listed a Mother’s Denise Ames, nitery and
tive for the past few months be¬ stock company performer.
total circulation of 220,000,000 a tv singer.
the
Frisina
Amusement
Co.,
died
Mitchell turned to managing la¬
cause of his illness and it’s ex¬
Mr. and Mrs. William Weaver,
pected that ASCAP will continue ter in the ’20s and ran Frisco’s old Sept. 29 in Springfield, Ill. A son, year and gave him a personal for¬
to be represented by the same firm. Wigwam Theatre. In the 1930s he Rani, is feature'booker for the cir¬ tune of some $30,000,000 at its peak, daughter, Pittsburgh, Oct. 7. Fath¬
Newmyer had an extensive news¬ worked as advertising manager for cuit and another, Joe, managed were True Story, True Detective er’s on Cinerama staff at Warner
paper background and held posts Consolidated Theatres, Honolulu, the Southtown and State in Mysteries, Photoplay, True Ro¬ Theatre in Pitt.
Mr. and Mrs. William Free, son,
mances, Modern Marriage and
of business manager, associate pub¬ then returned to Frisco to manage Springfield.
Ghost Stories. He had a try at the New York, Oct. 12. Father is an
lisher and assistant general man¬ the Alcazar'and El Capitap Thea¬
actor;
mother appeared in pix as
Albert F. Foor, 47, v.p and part¬ unsuccessful Liberty, buying it
ager with numerous dailies, includ¬ tres. He retired five years ago.
His wife survives.
ner in the Belmont Auto Theatre, from the McCormick - Patterson a child as Baby Jeanie.
ing the Washington Times, The
Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Sheldon,
Dayton,
for
the
last
eight
years,
New Orleans Item, The Philadel¬
combine in 1931 and selling it after
GEORGE HOWDEN
died Oct. 7 in that city after a a loss to the Cuneo Press in 1942. daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., Oct.
phia Record and Hearst newspa¬
George A. Howden, 72, pioneer brief illness. His wife, son, parents, His newspapers included the Phila¬ 14. Mother is actress Jorja Curtpers.
He is survived by his wife, two of British cinematography, died four sisters and two brothers sur¬ delphia News, the Detroit Daily right; father is a screen writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin J. Proctor,
sons, Arthur G. and James M. recently in Boston, Lincolnshire, vive.
and the New Haven Times. He son, Hollvwood, Oct. 12. Father is
Newmyer, both of whom are with Eng. He was managing director of
Daniel Moore, 49, Ringling Bros, sold his publishing interests to known professionally as Alan
the public relations company; and the Boston Scala Theatre Ltd., con¬
Frost, actor.
a brother, Leroy F. Newmyer, an trolling Regal and New cinemas, and Barnum & Bailey circus em¬ Macfadden Publications in 1941.
Mr. and Mrs. Hank Penny, son,
Alias Henry Marcus
Boston, and chairman of Spalding ployee, died Oct. 7 in Dallas. He
exec of The Toledo Blade.
Hollywood, Oct. 12. Mother is Sue
Picture House Co. Ltd., controllers was injured a week earlier when a
In the combination class (physi¬ Thompson, singer; father is a
of the Regent and Savoy cinemas, steel tent pole fell on him during cal culture and publishing) was one
jim McWilliams
comedian.
the circus’ Dallas performance.
Edward N. (Jim) McWilliams, 68, Spalding.
ill-fated mag, Medical Horrors,
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Sloane, son, Howden was an exhib for. 49
a native Clevelander and former
Robert Orpin, 38, piano player, which he published under the name Burbank, Cal., Oct. 13. Father is
vaude-radio monologist, died Oct. years. He entered the cinema trade
of Henry Marcus because the mag secretary to Dana Andrews.
was
found
dead
Oct.
10
in
his
hotel
in
1906
as
a
manager
for
his
father.
14 in Virginia Beach, Va. He struck
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan Spiro,
room at Fort Worth. He was pianist exposed patent medicines which
up a partnership with late Frank
for the “Marry O-h-h” show com¬ were heavy advertisers in his other daughter, Chicago, Oct. 12. Mother
HARRY PARR-DAVIES
Crumit, singer, while both at¬
is
singer Connie Baxter; father was
books.
The.advertisers
finally
did
Harry Parr-Davies, 41, composer pany which was in the city to pro¬
tended Columbia U., and they went
discover the real-identity of Henry formerly a music publisher.
into vaudeville together. After of some of the most popular Brit¬ mote Oldsmobile cars.
Mr.
and Mrs: Bert S. West,, son,
Marcus,
and
forced
him
to
buy.up
splitting up, Crumit went into ish songs, died at his home in
Father of Stella Wolk, secretary all the copies from newsstands.,He Hollywood, Oct. 12. Father is gen¬
musical comedy but McWilliams London Oct. 14.
eral
manager
of KNX and Colum¬
to
Richard
Hoover,
general
man¬
expanded
his
health
theories
into
A Welshman, he wrote his first
stayed in variety halls doing a onePacific Radio Net..
man comedy act.
song at the age of 12. Five years ager of the Pittsburgh Playhouse, practice—during the depression he biaMr.
and Mrs. Victor Blau, son,
It was in 1930 that McWilliams later, when he came to London, six died in that city Oct. 7 after a opened a number of restaurants in Hollywood, Oct. 12. Father is veemoved into radio, emceeing and of his songs had been published. short illness.
N. Y. where unemployed could get pee of Warner Bros. Music Cos.
organizing what was reputed to be The next year he- became pianist
a full (health) meal for lc. He
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Scher, son,
Father, 83, of G. Mitchell Wood¬
first quiz program on NBC. He was for Gracie Fields, music hall star.
established the Macfadden Foun¬
bury, theatre editor of the To’edo dation, endowing it with $5,000,000 New York, Oct. 12. Father is with
best known for his “Ask-It Basket”
United Artists’ foreign department.
Blade,
died
Oc.
8
in
that
city.
Sur¬
FRANK G. NOEGE
.In 1948 he retired to his
to spread the physical culture gos¬
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Porr, daugh¬
Virginia farm, yet kept active
Frank G. Noege, 41, Northern viving is his wife. pel, and he owned the Castle ter. New York. Oct. 17. Father is
through songwriting and producing California sales rep for Warner
Heights
Military
Academy
at
Leba¬
a
Variety employee.
Barton
Hepburn,
vet
actor,
died
shows.
Bros., was killed in an auto crash
Mr. and Mrs. Howie Richmond,
Oct. 10 in Hollywood. Remains non, Tenn., and the Physical Cul¬
, Sunning are his wife, his Oct. 11 near Oroville, Cal.
son,
New York, Oct. 18. Father is
ture
Hotel
at
Dansville,
N.
Y.
were
sent
to
Minneapolis
for
in¬
brother, and two sisters.
Noege worked for the Warner
His later years were filled with a music publisher.
San Francisco office, in 1940 terment.
Mr.
and Mrs. Humberto Fantucci,
T
JOHN F. TRAYNOR
switched ttf Allied Artists (then
varied activities. He held a pilot’s
Fred R. Fisher, 48, theatre man¬ license, ran for mayor of New York son, Florence, Italy, Oct. 15.
John F. Traynor, 81, actor and Monogram) and in 1943 returned
Mother is Penelope March, daugh¬
St ,?mime artiste, died Oct. 1 in to WB where he’d worked ever ager in Bellefonte, Pa., for 24 in 1953 and succeeded in dissipat¬ ter of actors Fredric March and
years, died there Oct. 3 after a ing his personal fortune to the
ymeltenham, Eng. He appeared as since.
'
Florence Eldridge.
long illness.
the Baron in pantomime at-^the
He leaves his wife.
point where he claimed only to
Mr. and Mrs. David Warren,
Press’ Theatre, Glasgow, in
Father, 75, of Robert Downing, have a $2,000 annuity at his death. daughter, Brooklyn, N.Y., Oct. 7.
and took the same role in the
NANCY GIBBS
Father is a radio and television
same theatre under successive
Nancy Gibbs, 63, musical com¬ stage director, at Cedar Rapids, la., He was married three .times, having
separated from his last wife, Jonnie actor.
managemefits:.6f Ric Waldron and edy soprano, died Oct. 13 in Liver* Oct. 12, after long illness.
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H’WOOD’S PRODUCTION BOOM
TV Webs Envision 40,000,000-Home
Pickups for ’56 Political Powwows
Washington, Oct. 25.
The television networks, tuning
lip for the 1956 political conven¬
tions with their eyes glomming the
Chi-Frisco Demo-GOP Olympiad,
expect to reach to the wow number
of 40,000,000 homes. In 1952, the
powwows played to 22,000,000
domiciles-—not a bad “speaktacular” even for the free-for-all way.
With such an extravagant audi¬
ence watching every move in a
medium where even a tentative
yawn looks like a major workout
on a pinhead screen, the webs are
gearing up to match the lookerinners with an upbeat in behindscenes personnel. NBC, for in¬
stance. is expected to station from
325 to 350 workers in each conven¬
tion city and CBS .will undoubted¬
ly have as many.
The experience of 1952 will spill
■over into the 1956 extravaganza.
Four years ago the networks Un¬
veiled a number of gimmicks
jin Ltlieir . video coverage. CBS
preemed the “Corner Insert"—
usually pivot man Walter Cronkite
opening on the large screen but re¬
duced to corner size as the play
went to an event; sometimes this
Was reversed, with the event on the
“small picture," and eventually
there were two such inserts. (All of
this was not dissimilar to the ap¬
proach on “You Are There,” of
Which Cronkit# is ■ the “There”
chairman.)
NBC made with a “hot devel¬
oper" that enabled 'em to shoot tv
films on the convention floor, de(Continued on page 52)

D.C. Commission Geared
To Promote Funds For
Cultural Coliseum
Washington, Oct. 25.
Long-pending plan for the crea¬
tion of a national auditorium and
theatre to serve as the cultural
center of the capital was advanced
today (Tues.) following an organi¬
zational meeting of the District
Auditorium Commission. Commis¬
sion, established by an act of Con¬
gress, named Mrs. Eugene Meyers
chairmap of the auditorium com¬
mittee. Mrs. Meyers is the wife of
the owner of the Washington Post
& Times Herald, Station WTOP
(radio and tv), Washington, D. C.,
and WBME-TV, Jacksonville, Fla.
Robert W. Dowling, board chair¬
man of the American National
Theatre & Academy and president
of the City Investing Co., was
named vicechairman.
Paramount
prexy Barney Balaban was selected
as a member of the executive com¬
mittee. Other show biz names as*
sociated with the auditorium com¬
mittee are George Murphy, Metro’s
good will ambassador, and Barnee
Briskin, conductor of the orchestra
at the Shoreham Hotel here. Both
Howling and Balaban attended tofContinued on page 16)

Temporary Rewrite
San Francisco, Oct, 25.
Now that the touring “Plain
and Fancy” has reached Fris¬
co, costar Alexis Smith has re¬
sumed her original character¬
ization of a sophisticated,
whiskey - drinking, c i g a r e t smoking Broadwayite—but a
Baptist. While the musical
was in Los Angeles, however,
she had the same minor vices
—but was a Methodist.
The wrinkle is that the Phil¬
harmonic Auditorium, which
the Civic Light Opera sub¬
scription production played in
L. A., is owned and zealously
watched over by the Baptists,
and the show's script was ac- '
cordingly altered for the en¬
gagement.

Float Stock Issue
For Negro Pix-TV
Splendora Film Corp., formed
in New York by Warren Coleman,
Noble Sissle, H. Leopold Spitalny
and others for the purpose of pro¬
ducing Negro theatrical and tele¬
vision films, is seeking to raise
capital through a public stock is¬
sue. The outfit is offering 1,200,000 common shares at 50c per
share.
According
to
a
prospectus,
“Splendora films will treat with
Negroes as an integral part of the
American, scene. Negro men and
women will be depicted in their
normal environments, engaged in
their normal pursuits, sharing the
events and experiences, comic and
tragic, which mark the lives of all
people everywhere. The flair for
drama, humor, music and dancing
with which the American Negro is
so richly endowed will find full
and versatile expression in these
pictures."
Coleman, president of Splen¬
dora, will also produce the prod¬
uct. He has an acting background
and also wrote, directed and procontinued on page 18)

$250,000 TAB FOR
COWARD-MARTIN SPEC
The Noel Coward-Mary Martin
two-person “spectacular" cost CBS
around $250,000, of which Coward
got “between $75,000 and $100,000"
as his share and his costar re¬
ceived a $50,000 fee. The Mainbocher gowns were also paid for
by the “package."
Coward got no fee as a perform¬
er, per se; he got his on the writ¬
ing, directing and production end
as the packager for Ford, the spon¬
sor.

Circus May Lose N. Y. Garden Plum
|j ^ 250 P!X
Unless It Agrees to Stock Deal
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Hollywood's
filmmakers,
no
longer retrenching; will have
turned out over 250 features by the
end of 1955, marking the heaviest
schedule (and doubtless the tallest
investment) in three years.
The word “fear” has been
dropped from the language; pro¬
ducers have their migraines as
ever in nabbing story properties
and talent but they’re nonetheless
showing a more aggressive spirit.
They have drawn confidence from
the strong boxoffice returns on a
number of films in the recent
period and the new technical im¬
provements have added an element
of excitement.
Skipping RKO. all major lots
have been operating at a ^tepped•up pace.
However, the independent pro¬
ducers are lagging behind last
year’s tally as the 1955 production
year enters its last two months.
This is due in part to the long
period of inactivity at RKO,
through which some of the indies
released. Much of the independ¬
ents’ difficulty in getting sta'rted,
however, appears to stem from the
increasing television activities of
freelance players. As a result, the;
indies found it more difficult to1
piece together packages for filming.
The majors to date have startedi
169 films, an increase of 14% over'
the 148 which had begun work ini
the first 10 months of 1954. An-•
(Continued on page 52)

Tell U.S. First If
Pix Sold to USSR
Any move to revive film trade
relations with the Russians ancl the
Iron Curtain countries should be
preceded by an industry campaign
to explain these dealings to the
public, Alfred E. Daff. Universal
exec v.p., said in N.Y. Monday
(24).
Daff added that, in his opinion,
anything—films or otherwise—that
showed the Russians the truth
about the American way-rof-life
was desirable. In calling for a
public
relations
campaign,
he
echoed a widespread feeling among
execs that the industry should
cover itself carefully against pos¬
sible adverse public reaction by
(Continued on page 16)

Any Leaks Today?
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Exec board of the tv branch
of Writers Guild of America
West held a typical, hush-hush,
closed-doors meeting the other
night.
One of the topics on the
agenda: Press leaks.

Beyond Birds

fn9 Bees
“Mr. Adam," Pat Frank’s
novel which had been acquired
for the screen by Maurice,
Frank and Herman King, is
to be lensed in both English
and German, the latter version
to have German stars. Plans
for the dual languager further
points up the importance of
the German market.
“Adam,” incidentally, is a
comic story centering on the
only male who is not rendered
impotent by a test atomic ex¬
plosion. Women around the
world seek him out with par¬
enthood in mind. How the
King Bros, plan to make this
understandable for moppet
audiences hasn’t been revealed
yet.

ASCAP Dividend
Tops $4,500,
Continuing the pace set by the
first two quarters of this year, the
current dividend of the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers again topped the $4.500,000 mark. Checks were mailed
to writers and publishers last
week.
With this year’s gross clue to be
around the $21,000,000 marker.
ASCAP’s total distribution this
year from domestic sources is ex-;
pected to reach slightly under j
$18,000,000.
Since the settlement
of the fight with the broadcasters !
back in 1941, ASCAP’s earnings !
have been steadily rising with the ;
most rapid strides made in the last I
five or six years with the advent
of television.
Latter industry is :
now the Society’s chief source of ,
revenue with radio next.
|
In addition to the regular quar- j
terly dividends, ASCAP members
are due to receive about $2,000,000 from foreign sources. A dis¬
tribution of $641,488, representing
coin from England and Canada,
was made last May while another
$1,316,000 from Europe will be
divvied in December.
That will
bring the total distribution to
around the $20,000,000.

GLORIA VANDERBILT
OPPOSITE SINATRA?
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Deal is virtually set fdr socialite
Gloria Vanderbilt to make her film
debut, opposite Frank Sinatra in
latter’s first indie for United Art¬
ists, “Johnny Concho.”
Negotiations are under way for
Miss Vanderbilt to play the femme
lead in the western which rolls
Nov. 28 at California studios, with
Don McGuire as director-writer.

Trade reports indicate that execs
of New York’s Madison Square
Garden have thrown out the terms
under which they would permit
the Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bai¬
ley Circus to return to the arena
for its annual spring stand. It’s
understood the Garden and several
of its execs, including Arthur M.
Wirtz. Jim Norris and Will'am
Burke, have told John Ringling
North, prexy of the big show, that
the price for the circus’ occupancy
during this lush period would be a
considerable hunk of the show’s
stock. Just how the buy-in of the
circus would be brought about
isn’t known. It could be for cash
or in lieu of rental at the Garden,
or a combo of both.
These are said to be the only
terms under which the Ringling
circus could get into the Garden
at (his season or any other. It’s
reported that the Clyde Beatty
Circus is being held in reserve
in case no stock deal is consum¬
mated. It’s known that the Ring¬
ling dates at the Garden are still
open and that Ringling attorneys
have been scurrying around the
Eighth Avc. site for the past couple
of weeks.
Trade thinking holds that the
Ringlings have little choice in lieu
of the abnormally low takes on
the road this year after a healthy
stand at the Garden, in which they
grossed around $2,120,000 during
the 40-da.v Garden siege.
In any
year, llu* Garden provides the
(Continued on page 52)

Mixed Feelings at M&L
Vamp From Vegas After
Wild Dealings at Sands
Las Vegas, Oct. 25.
Parting of Martin & Lewis from
Vegas last week (19) was sweet
sorrow lor the Sands Hotel. Sweet
was the publicity the hospice gar¬
nered during the duo’s week-long
vacation here. But sorrow was the
$75,000 it cost the Sands casino
when M&L took over a “21” table
for a 30-minute spree.
Boys whipped on dealers’ aprons
and flipped out the paperbacks
and literally gave away $74,895 to
more than 100 spectators who
crowded around the table for a
looksee at the gaming action, M&L
style. During the course of play,
the amateur dealers peeked’ play¬
fully at their “down" cards, ad¬
vised players whether to hit or
stand, screaming at women play¬
ers who wouldn’t listen to their
advice, and paid other players two
and three times the amount they
actually won.
.. The pair took on the game while
waiting’ for an overdue plane
bound for Hollywood, where they
go before the cameras for the hist
picture
since
their _J'e.uni°. ’
“Where Men Arc Men.’ Their ^
to Vegas was the first vacation foi .
the team since the rewelding.
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N. Y. Mayor’s Wagnerian Uproar In
City’s TV Directive’ for Granik
By LEONARD TRAUBE
Ted Granik, pioneer radio-tv
producer of public affairs shows,
hurriedly called a joint press con¬
ference with Screen Gems, the vidpix outfit, on Monday (24) to an¬
nounce that the two had paired up
to produce a television series built
around the City of New York. This
came three days after the . first
break in the newspapers revealing
in an unfavorable light that. Mayor
Robert Wagner had sent through
a “directive” to department or bu¬
reau commissioners that they
“open their files” to Granik for the
series, which has been titled “The
New York City Story.” First to
break the story, Friday afternoon,
was the World-Telegram & Sun,
'giving it Page 1. Since then, it’s
become the hottest local story
daily, with the Times Page One’ing
it four days running up to yester¬
day (Tues.).
Events unfolded quickly. The
“directive” was changed by the
mayor to softer terminology, and
meantime one strategic city de¬
partment, the police (“tough” Com¬
missioner Kennedy),, refused to
open its books, whether by “order”
or “suggestion,”’ but the fire de¬
partment boarded the mayor’s
bandwagon, as did some others,
notably Welfare. (Important in
this connection is that in a “mu¬
nicipal” dramatization such as en¬
visaged first by Granik (New York
TV Productions) and jointly now
with the Columbia Pictures subsid¬
iary, the “non-cooperation” by the
Police Dept, is negatively more sig(Continued on page 15)

It Won’t—It Shouldn’t
Veteran
songwriter-enter¬
tainer Ray Walker reminds
that Nov. 11 (Armistice Day)
marks the'37th arini of World
War I and the Over There
Theatre League in which he,
along with names like Elsie
Janis, Irene Franklin & Bur¬
ton Green, and others, were
prominent.
He expressed the hope that
this precursor of USO-Camp
Shows “Will never be forgot¬
ten in show business at least.”

Goldwyn in Fine Form
Roasts Video in Its Own
Backyard; Murrow Assists

FRANK DE VOL
Composed and Conducted Music for
U.A.’s “The Big Knife.”
Colgate Variety Hour on NBC-TV.
Preparing — for
TV — “DO
YOU
TRUST
YOUR WIFE?”
starring
EDGAR BERGEN, “BETTY WHITE
SHOW.”
Tune in the Colgate Variety Hour,
Sunday.
See the Wampus Baby
Stars.

Radio Sc Television Executives
Society’s New York luncheon and
reception yesterday (Tues.) for
Samuel Goldwyn, attendant to his
upcoming “Guys and Dolls,” had
Ed Murrow handling the highlight
of the proceedings in the form of
an “interview” with the film pro¬
ducer. It was a good one and was
taped by CBS for public and pri¬
vate consumption.
Goldwyn lauded Robert E. Sher¬
wood—billed as a “four-time Pultizer prizewinner” by Robert J. Bur¬
London, Oct. 25.
ton, prez of the STEC—for “The
A new production of “Hamlet”
Best Years Of Our Lives” which, under the management of H. M.
said the producer, “would not have Tennent, with Paul Scofield and
been possible without this man.”
Mary Ure starred, is to be staged,
“I can’t accept this sitting down,” in Moscow and Leningrad next
stated Sherwood, ^‘because I also month.
made possible one of your biggest
The presentation is the first of a
flops.”
(“Marco Polo” was the series
of cultural interchanges be¬
film, not Identified).
tween Britain and Moscow, planned
“I’ve also made flops' without for the coming months. Other Brit¬
you,” topped Goldwyn.
ish exports to the Soviet Union
- The producer, no slouch at the may include the Old Vic, the Strat¬
mike and the podium because, over ford-on-Avon Theatre Co. and the
the years, he has gone out pitch- Sadler’s Wells Ballet.
Mexico City, Oct. 25.
Rash of semi-nude sirens ap¬
(Continued on page 16)
The new production of “Hamlet”
pearing in recent film productions
will have a short provincial tryout
here has started a hefty censor¬
, before it goes to Moscow. It is due
ship move by local watch and ward
to open there Nov. 20.
societies. The Mexican League of
Another venture under discus¬
Decency is up in arms over gov¬
sion is a British Film Week in Mos¬
ernment authorization for release
cow
and a Russian Film Week in
of four recent films.
“Oedipus Rex” is to be filmed
The are “La Rival,” “Mujeres under a deal concluded by Strat¬ London. Kenneth Rive, who has
exclusive
rights to all Soviet film
Infieles” (Unfaithful Women), “La ford Shakespearean Festival, which
Fuerza Del Desco” (The Force has presented the Greek drama in imports, is awaiting a suitable op¬
of Desire) and “El Seductor” (The Stratford, Ontario, the last two portunity to visit Moscow and
Seducer), all done by Producciones seasons.
Set as producer is finalize arrangements.
Calderon. Latter film has both Leonid Kipnis, who has been mak¬
Amando del Llano and Ana Louisa ing specialized and art pix, fre¬
Pelufo posing in the altogether quently abroad, since 1928.
which tops Miss Pelufo in a solo
Tyrone Guthri^ director of the
stripped scene in “Del Desco.”
Stratford “Rex,” will collaborate
T
Another major complaint by the on production of the film, accord¬ 4 *
Decency League is that dupes are ing to Tom Patterson, supervisor
being pulled from certain cqtie *of planning for the Festival.
scenes in pix. Then these stills are
It’s blueprinted to shoot “Rex” T+ +♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦+•♦++ »♦♦♦♦♦,»♦
being printed and peddled by local exactly as it was presented on
By IRVING R. LEVINE
porno postcard outfits even though stage, using many of the original
censors may be snipping scenes cast members and, for the most
(NBC Moscow Correspondent)
out of the pix for local showings. part, Canadian technicians. Signed
Moscow, Oct. 18.
League has asked the Attorney- as head cameraman is Boris Kauf¬
General’s office here to stop show¬ man, an American, who handled
The BBC becomes must listening
ings on all four Calderon films the photography (and won an to be able to write Moscow-angle
and force censorship officials to Academy Award) for Columbia’s pieces on major stories of the day.
review their charges that films are “On the Waterfront.”
BBC broadcasts on various bands.
immoral and unfit for public ex¬
A one-week shooting schedule is Sometimes you get their newscasts
hibition here or outside the Mexi¬ to begin at the end of November on one frequency, sometimes on
can Republic.
in Toronto.
another. At newscast time, it is
not uncommon to dial another cor¬
respondent’s number and ask if he
is getting the BBC and if so on
10/26
what frequency.
Apparently, correspondents are
not the only ones who listen to the
BBC.
I’ve had the experience
while driving with a Soviet govern¬
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
ment chauffeur in Kharkov of hav¬
ing him voluntarily turn on the
1905-1955
radio and say to me just as the
news went on, “BBC.” The other
day, for the first time, I had a
free hour to listen to the radio for
Enclosed find check for $
other than news. I caught the BBC
just as a mystery story began. Just
as it was getting to a climax, jam¬
Please send VARIETY for £wo years
ming set in. I don’t know to this
day if Linda got out of the spy net
I
To ...
(Continued on page 52)
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Tennent Taking
'Hamlet’ to Reds

Semi-Nude Sirens In
Recent Mex Pix Lead
To Tighter Censorship

To Film Oedipus Rex,’
Using Stage Technique

:j Unpredictable f
: Moscow Mule J
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Perpetually Endowed
Warren, O., Oct. 18.
W. D. Packard Music Hall, a
$1,500,000 building donated under
the will of the builder of the first
Packard motor car, was opened
Saturday (15), as a modern audi¬
torium. Located in Packard* Park,
another bequest.
First event in hall will be the
Packard Band, organized and to
be maintained perpetually under
the terms of the Packard will.

,

Strength But No Talent

More about our founder, Sime
Silverman, and his amazing fore¬
sight on matters theatrical. We
find him playing the prophet in the
Jan. 8,1930, issue, 25 years ago. He
was recapitulating as respects
1929; “Legit did most of the skid¬
ding. Vaudeville stood still. But
pictures, through the talkers, shot
ahead.” Then, he added, “The mov¬
ing picture always has been in a
proqess of evolution. It is now.
Wide film and screen are to follow
the talker. And then color. And
then what?”
Sime thought the drama might
have a comeback chance “if in
more capable and competent hands
than at present.” One would be en¬
titled to suggest that Rodgers &
Hammerstein, Feuer & Martin,.
Joshua Logan, Leland Hayward,
the highly-stabilizing Playwrights
Co., Lindsay & Crouse, Kermit
Bloomgarden, Maurice Evans, Rob¬
ert Whitehead, Roger Stevens, Gil¬
bert Miller, Cornell-McClintic all
probably qualify as “more capable
and competent hands” than the
legit producer average of 25 years
ago. Taste, themes, sheer distinc¬
tion have improved for the very
reason that the talkers, radio, tele¬
vision and other influences drove
away the hokey-pokey producers.
“Everything wrong wjth the legit,
past or present, can be traced,”
wrote the founder in that 1930 edi¬
torial, “to one little group of com¬
manding strength and no showman- _
ship. They can’t attract new produ¬
cers for they have driven the pro¬
ducing talent from them. They
can’t produce themselves and they
can’t operate successfully when
real show operation is needed.”
He was equally plain spoken
with regard to vaudeville, then still
an industry and only a little while.
before a bonanza. “Hundreds of
thousands of people in America
would like to see some vaudeville
they can sit through.” Commented

j

Sime, “Give them that vaudeville
and they will sit through it. Vaude¬
ville is not complex. It’s not a gam¬
ble or should not be. Vaudeville
acts play all over. If nine out of 10
in any given audience take to an
act, that act will be universally
liked. If but one town in 10 likes
it, that act can be taken off. Be¬
tween these two simple rules and
6,000 acts it would seem as though
likeable vaudeville bills of five acts
could be collected for once-weekly
change. If vaudeville passes it will
be nobody’s fault but those in
charge of it. A dumb booker books
dumb acts, literally as well as fig¬
uratively and too many dumb acts
make a dumb show.”
Today the record confirms the
sour note Sime sounded. Vaude¬
ville was not saved but sabotaged.
It was a victim of a drift and grift,
of lack of faith and lack of in¬
genuity. There were bookers and
agents and even owners of the¬
atres who fancied themselves smart
and beautifully free of sentimen¬
tality when they .operated on the
goose that laid the golden eggs.
The question is not so much
whether talking pictures, or radio,
or the depression, or E. F. Albee,
or who or what, killed vaudeville.
Looking back one is struck by the
failure of anybody to fight back.
“No one’s fault but those in,charge
of it.” JWhat an acid-sharp explana¬
tion.
And one further point from
1/8/30. The tradester will imme¬
diately conjure Cinerama and
Cinemascope when reading Sime’s
“Pictures need something new to
stimulate the bexoffice.” Then the
ironic “if” in the same piece when
Sime qualified his prognosis for
1930 as follows:
“Providing the present un¬
employment over the country,
but mostly in secluded spots
just now, does not expand
generally.”

16TH CENTURY GIMMICK Saga of Life With Grade
IN ATOMIC AGE LONDON Stands Out Honest, Warm
By RICHARD JOSEPH
In Geo. Burns Autobiog
London, Oct. 18.
A boom-town London is turning
for its kicks to its long and rich
past these days. Young men are
going to their clubs and offices
dressed in the short coats and tight
trousers of Edwardian days, and for
their entertainment they are reach¬
ing even further back. One of the
most popular places in town right
now is the Players’ Theatre under
one of the railroad tracks leading
into Charing Cross Station, where
the hit musical “The Boy Friend,”
got its start.
Here, in a long and narrow room,
with performances only slightly
disturbed by passing trains over¬
head, audience joins cast in a re¬
creation of the mood of the Lon¬
don music hall in the days, of
Queen Victoria.
Don Gemmell, master of cere¬
monies drelsed in an Oscar Wilde
costume", starts the evening off
with a toast to “Her Majesty, the
Queen — Victoria!” and things go
on from there. Part of the audience
is seated at tables, and the rest of
it makes frequent trips up the
(Continued on page 52)

By ABEL GREEN
Gene Fowler wrote about a rela¬
tive pair of unknown, Bonfils Si
Tammen, buccaneering newspapercircus men, In “Trumpet in the
Dust,” and it was one of his best¬
selling and most renowned works.
He subsequently did better-known
show biz and conemporaneous per¬
sonalities—John Barrymore, Jim¬
my Durante, Jimmy Walker, et al.
—and the sales weren’t as resound¬
ing. Fowler will be the first to
admit that when the work is “hon¬
est,” that’s the key to everything.
Even a Page One personality, if
given the once-over-lightly or sugarcoated, becomes a spurious
commodity,
especially between
book covers.
»
This is prelude to George Burns*
autobiography, “I Love Her, That’s
Why!”, written in collaboration
with Cynthia Hobart Lindsay,
“Prolog” by Jack Benny (Simon Si
Schuster; $3.50). This i«? an hon¬
est book and will click. There’s
no doubletalk in the saga of Nat
Birnbaum (George N. Burns, of
Burns Sc Allen) as the well-written
biog takes the vaudevillian-turnedbroadcasting (AM-TV) star from
his lower East Side struggling days
in N. Y. to his present plush en¬
virons in Beverly Hills.
This is a warm story, in the same
(Continued on page 18)

Rio Cop Bans Native Pic
As 'Offensive’ to Many
Rio de Janeiro, Oct. 17.
“As long as I’m Chief of Police
here this picture won’t be played,”
said Col. Geraldo Menzes Cortes,
head of Rio’s finest, overriding de¬
cision of the censorship board
which had greenlighted the opus in
question—“Rio 40 Graus” (Rio 40
Degrees.” This picture in ques¬
tion, which follows Italo neo-real¬
ist school with pinko overtones,
was made by a group of semi-pros,
shot 100% on location, and has re¬
ceived unusual acclaim by the few
critics who were able to see it in
private screenings.
Reason for ban is that the film
“portrays only the negative aspects
of Rio, in addition to being of¬
fensive to minorities” (Portuguese
and Americans).
This comes on top of-the recent
censorship nix on “Martin Luther,”
considered “offensive to other re¬
ligions.”
Both bans have caused consid¬
erable turmoil in intellectual cir¬
cles, including among them anti¬
communists and Catholics.
* ‘n. i :u
U .

Pix Now Buying TV
Shows‘Sight Unseen’
Hollywood, Oct. .25.
N. Y. producer Mike Myerberg is
finalizing deal for purchase of 4
Rod Serling teleplay which hasn’t
even been telecast yet. Writer will
get approximately $50,000 plus
20% of the gross for the property
and screenplay of film which will
be released by United Artists.
Myerberg, then partnered with
Jed Harris, produced the film ver¬
sion of “Patterns,” the tv hit.
“Incident in an Alley” is the
show to be seen on Theatre GuildU. S. Steel Hour Nov. 23, but the
I film will have the original tag of
the teleplay, “Line of Duty.”
A deal is also beflng talked for
Serling to write one picture a year
for UA, with the pix to be based
, on his originals, not' adaptations.
\
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THOSE AMUSEMENT PAGE BLUES
Touring Film Technique Exhibit
For Art Museums Is In Works
Richmond, Va., Oct. 25. Leslie Cheek Jr., director of the
Virginia Museum here, has con¬
vinced . Paramount Pictures and
Cecil B. DeMille that what the
leading art museums of America
need is a comprehensive touring
exhibition on the techniques of
film production.
Presentative plan is to build
three “copies” of the exhibit and
open them simultaneously at the
L. A. County Museum, Chicago In¬
stitute of Fine Arts, and Metropoli¬
tan Museum in N. Y. Promotional
tieup would be set with DeMille’s
forthcoming “The Ten Command¬
ments,” with the exhibit to open
about the time of the pic’s preem.
John Koenig, former Broadway
designer who worked at Warners
on “This Is .the. Army,” and has
been on the museum staff here all
this year, is flying to the Coast Nov.
1 to huddle with DeMille, and ex¬
plore possible material for display.
Koenig will be special director of
the exhib. In mid-November he'll
be joined on the Coast by Cheek;
Thomas Messer, American Federa¬
tion of Arts prez, and Jerry Pickman. Par ad-publicity yeepee, for
further confabs on the proposed
exhib.

Photoplay’s Manheimer
Complains Film Trade
Sluffs Fan Magazines
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Studios are failing to take ad¬
vantage of a tailor-made captive
audience that has registered a phe¬
nomenal increase in the last five
years. Photoplay publisher Irving
S. Manheimer complained at a
meeting with studio publicity di¬
rectors here. Prexy of MacFadden Publications declared films are
spending less ad money in fan
mags and are giving other publi¬
cations preferential treatment on
editorial content.
Fan mag circulation has jumped
to 8,500,000, he declared, and there
are now twice as many books as
there were in 1950.
The circulation represents a cap¬
tive
audience, Manheimer ex¬
plained, in that people who buy
the fan mags go see pix. He re¬
ported that a recent survey showed
32% of fan mag readers go to the
(Continued on page. 13)
AL CAPP AS ACTOR
And Has Strong Views on Leads
For ‘Li’I Abner’
Cambridge. Mass., Oct. 25.
A1 Capp, who is about to become
a film actor, leaves for Hollywood
in November to play in the film
version of “The King of Hearts,”
now being made as “That Certain
Feeling,”- produced by Norman
Panama and Melvin Frank. Role is
that- of a “megalomaniacal comic
strip artist who drives everybody
else crazy,” Capp explains.
While in Hollywood, cartoonist
also will help choose the leads for
Li’l Abner and Daisy Mae for the
Panama-Frank musical version of
“Li’l Abner.”
He stated that “Gordon MacRae,
Van Johnson and Dick Shawn have
all expressed interest in the Abner
Part and Marilyn Monroe is at the
H'P of the list for Daisy. “I don’t
the play to be about Daisy
Mae as it would be with Monroe
Playing the part. Abner is the star.
Capp turned down an offer to
play “King of Hearts” on the stage
m summer stock because he want¬
ed to be in Germany when his first
grandchild was born.
Capp received $200,000 for the
musical film rights to “Li’I Abner,”
aud quipped, “but when I get
through paying taxes and other
charges that will amount to $1.95.”

Abe Schneider's Sel
Abe Schneider. Columbia
treasurer, has sold 2,000 sha
his Col common stock.
Leaving him a balance of
shares.

'ETERNITY' ENDS IN FEB.

readership is Despite Lip Service (and Big Bays)
CUE TO REVENUE Writing Continues Also-Ran To
By MORI KRUSHEN
(Exploitation Chief, UA)

Personality in Studios-Scrikes

Columbia Expected To Organize
Some newspaper publishers ‘
—-♦
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Major-Scale Reissue Campaign
around the country do not yet fully
EDITORIAL FOR 'PHENIX'
I Millions for personalities but not
understand the two R’s of motion
Columbia's “From Here to Eter¬ picture advertising—revenue and
one cent for property development.
nity,” which opened at N. Y.’s readership.
They actually talk K. C. Star in Unusual Move Plugs
That according to Hollywood
Capitol Theatre in August, 1953, against their own importance as
AA Picture
writers, is the truth behind the
and has been in release since, will media and their own self-interest
loudly-lamented story shortage. It’s
be withdrawn from distribution as businesses when they argue that
Kansas City, Oct. 25.
Feb. 1. This was disclosed this their amusement pages should be
Allied Artists’ “Phenix City Sto¬ the result Of a short-sighted studio
week by Abe Montague, Col’s gen¬ curtailed or relegated to the rear ry,” current at four Fox Midwest policy toward basic material, a
eral sales manager. •
because some survey has suggested first runs, has the backing of the policy that has yet to place story
Although no reasons were given that people are not interested in Kansas City Star, which in a rare departments in their proper per¬
officially, it’s understood the com¬ movies.
move devoted an editorial to the spective in the overall scheme of
pany is readying for a national re¬
Consider the implications. If the picture, terming it “a movie with motion picture production.
issue of “Eternity” some time next amusement pages are as dull and a powerful moral for every Ameri¬
“Studios just don’t seem to re¬
year accompanied by a major-scale uninteresting as these particular can community.” Phenix City case alize.” one writer declared, “that
campaign and sales push.
publishers assert, then why the has a parallel to Kansas City’s it’s not the initial cost, it’s the up¬
The biggest money-maker on the premium line rates? Or are the “roaring 30’s” notoriety.
keep that counts. That is, the
books at Col, “Eternity” has taken publishers saying that the motion
Participating in the ballyhooli- amount they pay for a particular
in about $12,000,000 in domestic picture distributing companies, and
story has nothing at all lo do with
ganism
for
Fox
Midwest
were
Joe
(U. S. and Canada) distribution local exhibitors are over-evaluat¬
Redmond, home office ad-pub the problem. The trouble is that
revenue.
ing the dailies? Something is cock- chief; Roy Hill, manager of the they have no adequate program for
eved. It is not philanthrophy or Tower Theatre; Leo Davis of the the discovery of useable material
altruism that leads us to pick news¬ Uptown Theatre, Jess Spain of the and no understanding of how best
papers as our prime selling force. Fairway Theatre and Charles to handle it when they do get it.”
Why then do some publishers not Barnes of the Granada Theatre.
Most writers, particularly those
share our high opinion of dailies?
with a record of high-priced sales
I’m not writing from any ivory
to studios, are reluctant to be
quoted on the subject. Many feel,
tower. I’m on the road constantly.
One week it’s Broadway to Holly¬
however, that too many studios
wood, the next Vancouver to Jack¬
give lip service to the idea of
finding good material but brush
sonville. I know the markets, the
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
off the problem through inadequate
Hollywood goes on a five-day amusement editors and most of the
story department facilities.
week next year for the first time publishers. I deny flatly there is
any
lessening
of
public
excitement
in the history of film production.
Clay Fisher, whose “The Tall
Unprecedented collective bar¬ in films — meaning the kind the
Men”
is a current box-office smash,
Deal, calling for the remittance
gaining agreement signed by the public wants to see and not big of over $1,000,000 in U.S. film coin recalls that the story was rejected
major studios and the Internation¬ pretentious bores which occasion¬ from Indonesia has been signed by the first time it was offered to a
al Alliance of Theatrical Stage ally come along, born to curl up at the Motion Picture Export Assn, studio although it had achieved a
book sale of 750,000 copies—a phe¬
Employes covers approximately the boxoffice.
following prolonged negotiations.
Less than two short years ago,
15,000 workers. Under the terms
Money represents the better nomenal figure in these days. And
of the pact, weekly workers will United Artists opened “Apache” at part of film funds accrued to the Fisher was by no means a new¬
henceforth get the same pay for the Fox Wilshire theatre in L. A. American distribs in Indonesia comer, having sold three of his 11
five days that they have been re¬ I was out front opening night. during 1954. Still to be determined published novels—“Santa Fe Pass¬
ceiving for six; a sixth day, when There were no stars on hand. No is the disposition of 1955 earnings. age,” “Red Blizzard” and “To Fol¬
worked, will be paid for at time- personal appearances. Only the The deal for the $1,000,000 was low a Flag” (which Universal is
picture. Streams of people were signed by MPEA’s Bill Palmer in filming under (lie title “Pillars of
and-one-half overtime rates.
Djakarta.
the Sky”—for filmization.
General terms of the new con¬ coming at a fast clip from four
In addition to the $1,000,000,
tract take effect tomorrow (Wed.) different corners, all headed for
“Granted.” says Fisher, “it may
MPEA
is
also
getting
out
over
one
point.
The
boxoffice.
We
could
but the five day provision doesn’t
representing payment on have been rejected by an inexperi¬
begin until Jan. 30, 1956. The con¬ see them hurrying from blocks $100,000
enced
reader. But studios should
bonds purchased by the companies
tract will run for three years from away, men with hands in their in Indonesia in 1952. They were to not have young, inexperienced
that date, with an automatic pay pockets getting ready to buy tick¬ be liquidated over a five-year pe¬ people in a job where they can acboost of two and one-half percent ets, gals opening handbags before¬ riod. Deal actually was made in
(Continued on page 16)
to all employees on- Jan. 30, 1958. hand so as not to waste any time 1953. One 20% payment came out
Agreement was disclosed by getting in. From a bus passing by last year. The 1955 slice was orig¬
Richard Walsh, IA. prexy, . and the theatre, half a dozen youngsters inally held up, but is now being
Charles Boren, industrial relations
(Continued on page 15)
remitted.
veepee of the Association of Mo¬
tion Picture Producers. Under the
Trade .Mark Registered
terms agreed upon, 60-hour sched¬
FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
Published Weekly by VARIETY, INC
ules will be reduced to 54 in five
Harold Erichs. President
days; 54-hour schedules to 48.6
154 West 46th St.
New York 36, N.
JL’dson 2-2700
hours; and 48-hour schedules to Trade Still Uneven; ‘Hell’ Again Champ, ‘Trial’ 2d,
Hollywood 28
43.2 hours. Minimum daily calls
6311 Yucca Street
‘Holiday’ 3d, ‘Men’ 4th; ‘Swing,’ ‘Eileen’ Next
Hollywood 9-1J 43
for 54-hour employees will be nine
Washington A
hours; for 48.6 employees, eight
1292 National Press Building
Current session at the nation’s ! week. “Blood Alley” (WB), ninth
hours and for 43.2 employees,
STerling 3-5445
firstrun theatres again points up 1 a week ago, is taking seventh spot,
Chicago 11
seven hours. “On call” employees,
612 No. Michigan Ave.
who receive no overtime payments, that grosses are not running as j “Ulysses” (Par) was eighth. “DesDEI a ware 7-4984
London WC2
will be given an additional day off high as had been anticipated early J perate Hours” (Par), just getting
8 SI Martin's PI.. Trafalgar Sq.
with pay for any Saturday or Sun¬ this fall. Many exhibitors are blam-j around, will be ninth on showing
Temple Bar 5041
day worked, the extra time to be ing current laggard activity at the = in four keys.
wickets on the short supply of top- \
“Lucy Gallant" (Par), a newcomSUBSCRIPTION
mutually agreed upon or added to flight product.
■Annual
$10
Foreign
$11
There are some | er, is capturing 10th place, alvacations.
! Single Copies .
23 Cents
very big pix, but it’s the lesser , though a bit uneven.
“Phenix
The vacation clause was extend¬ ones which are giving headaches i City” (AA), “I Am Camera” (DCA) j
ABEL GREEN. Editor
ed to provide three' weeks after to exhibs.
■ and “Sheep lias Five Legs” (Indie) j
12 years of employment.
Vol. 200 <7^gJ^>,2a
NO. 8
For the fourth conescutive ses- ' are the runner-up pix this round, j
Daily workers, under the terms sion, “To Hell and Back” <U> is all quite strong,
of the new contract, will receive capturing No. 1 spot. Playing in j
New product, outside of those jl
INDEX
(Continued on page 13)
13 key cities covered by Variety, ; figuring in the list, does not shape | H

Hollywood Now
On 5-Day Week

Indonesia Permits
Over $1,000,090

I T’^riety'

National Boxoffice Survey

MIRROR'S NEW FILM CRITIC
Justin Gilbert ‘Constructive’ But
Not So Easy as Frank Quinn
Justin Gilbert has ' taken over
from Frank Quinn as top reviewer
for the New York Mirror in line
with the sheet’s new policy that
calls for “constructive” film criti¬
cism. Quinn will continue to scan
some pix, -but on the whole will
devote more time to nightclub and
other assignments under Lee Mor¬
timer, the Mirror’s amusement edi¬
tor and nightlife critic.
Gilbert has been handling the;
Mirror reviews for some weeks i
now. He used' to do general assign- |
ments for the Mirror. Whereas =
Quinn had a reputation of liking !
just about everything, Gilbert has :
been applying his critical facul-'
ties in reviews, a change duly!
noted by the film companies.
I
Quinn is a former chairman of ■
the Film Critics Circle. He was
succeeded in that post this yearby A. B. Weiler of the N. Y. Times, j

it still is registering close to $300.000 even though depending mainly
on
extended-run
biz.
“Trial”
(M-G), fourth a w’eek ago, is landing second place.
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) is
winding up third again, same as
last round. “Tall Men” (20th), second last session, is finishing fourth
playing in some 17 key cities. “Girl
in Red Velvet Swing” (20th). fresh
this frame, is managing to cop fifth
money.
“Sister Eileen” (Col) is winding
in sixth position. It was fifth last

GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR

PfiMEn
190S-If 55

i too promising this slanza. “Simba”
. (Lip), solid in N. Y.. is average in
Cleveland, mild in St. Louis and
; weak in Pliilly. “Count Three and
j Pray” ('Col'. fair in Indianapolis,
; is okay in Denver.
“Queen Bee”
; (Col) is rated sweet in Philiy.
j “It's Always Fair Weather”
' (M-G) is just fair or lighter in
i some three keys but okay in Phitj ly. “Quentin Durward,” also from
Metro, is rated strong in Providence but limp in Detroit.
j
“Female on Beach” <U) looms
j socko in Omaha and nice in St.
! Louis.
“African Lion” (BV) is
sturdy in Chi, L.A. and N. Y.
“Gentlemen
Marry
Brunettes”
(UA) looks lofty in Denver.
:
“Divided Heart” (Rep) shapes
happy in Hub but not so big in
Pitt. “To Catch Thief” (Pan, okayin Philiy, is solid in St. Louis.
“Kiss Blood Off Hands"-“John. ny Stool Pigeon,” Universal reis| sue package, looms nice in Dei troit. “Kentuckian” (UA) is wow
I in Toronto.
) (Complete Boxoffice Reports on
I
Pages 8-9)

■
;
•
;
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Closed-Circuit Promoters Dream Of
Worlds Series Monopoly Draws
Fire From Theatre Owners Assn.

Took a Walk Away From
Type Casting, Ericson On
Pix, TV Freelance Kick

By GEORGE GILBERT
With fewer pictures of their own
before the cameras, major studios
obviously have been trimming
! their contract players. But one
Attempts by closed-circuit inter-4'
■ actor who voluntarily sought—and
ests to obtain the rights to future '
World Series games for exclusive ‘Rebel’ Not for Memphis was granted—his release was John
theatre telecasting has aroused op¬
Ericson who quit Metro recently
Memphis, Oct. 25.
position from exhibition quarters
to “preserve his artistic freedom.”
Memphis which long ago
as well as within the closed-circuit
Although it was Metro which first
eclipsed Boston at Boston’s
field itself. Nate Halpern, presi¬
brought him to the screen in
most prudish high as the cendent of Theatre Network Televi¬
“Teresa,” he left that lot after
soringest city in the United
sion, the firm which closed-circuitfive pictures “because I couldn’t
States, has been prompt with
ed championship fights to theatres,
a total veto of Warners’ "Rebel
achieve versatility just by playing
had revealed that an effort would
Without A Cause,” just now
‘big brother’ roles.”
be made-to obtain the rights to
going into release. Ban hit
Ericson, who was Grace Kelly’s
the annual baseball classic now
E. H. Arkin, manager of War¬
big brother in “Green Fire” and
that the home television contract
ner’s unexpectedly as the
had the same relationship to Anne
had expired.
psychological study of malad¬
Francis in “Bad Day ata Black
justed highschool youths was
Opponents of Halpern’s plan are
Rock,” is now a top exponent of
due to open Wed. (26). War¬
Theatre Owners of America and
freelancing. For, he explained in
ners N.Y. office assigned him
Sheraton Closed Circuit Television
New York last week, “since leav¬
“Three Stripes in the Sun” as
Inc., a rival closed-circuit firm.
ing Metro to strike out on my
a substitute.
TOA’s anti stand, while on the
own I’ve left ‘type casting’ behind
surface contradictory in light of
In this instance Memphis’
me. I’m a Pinkerton detective in
the fact that theatres stand to
celebrated 88-year-old censor,
Allied Artists’ ‘The Return of Jack
benefit, is seen as a clever public
Lloyd C. Binford, had nothing
Slade’ and will appear as Flora
relations move on the part of the
to do with the decision. He
Robson’s son in ‘Madame Tic Tac’
exhibitor organization.
was home ill. Three women
which Steven Pallos will produce
censors, Mrs. St. Elmo Newton,
TOA has been a staunch and vo¬
in England next winter for RKO
Mrs. B. F. Edwards and Mrs.
cal opponent of subscription tele¬
release.”
Walter Gray called the film
vision. Its stand on the home-toll
While “Jack Slade,” a Lindsley
“inimical to the public wel¬
Issue has caused subscription tv
Parsons production, is Ericson’s
fare.”
proponents to charge that TOA is
first film since Metro’s 1954 “Black
in favor of boxoffice tv as long as
Rock,” the youthful actor' feels
(See page 6 this issue for
the boxoffice remains in the thea¬
that the value of television cannot
Variety’s review of “Rebel
tres. As a result, TOA’s nix of
be over-estimated as a means ot
Without a Cause” in this issue
what shapes as a socko theatre tv
keeping a performer’s name before
—Ed.)
event tends, to deprive the toll-tv
the public. Prior to his Metro pact
forces of a potent argument before
he was seen frequently on such tv
- the Federal Communications Com¬
[^showcases as “Studio One” and
mission. TOA also apparently feels
“Philco Playhouse.”
it will antagonize theatre audiences
Meantime, he’ll be seen with
if it takes the series away from
Kathryn
Grayson in Revue Pro¬
free television.
ductions’ telefilm, “A Shadow on
In registering its opposition to
the
Hearth,”
for General Electric
the World Series for theatre tv,
Theatre via CBS-TV Sunday. (30).
TOA said that ;t has noted “with
Copenhagen, Oct. 25.
He’s
also
set
to
appear with Jeanne
great concern” the proposal to ne¬
Henning Karmark acting for Asa
gotiate for the Series rights. Such Filmudlejning, Danish distributor, Crain (she’s making her vidfilm
debut)
in
“The
Girl Who Wasn’t
a change, said TOA, will limit the has contracted to handle the entire
audience to a privileged few and output here of Lion International Wanted,” a Star Stage telepic. In
conjunction
with
tv, Ericson is also
that even the announcement of Films of London. This will sub¬
such a plan “will arouse a- wave ! stantially increase the influx • of a firm believer in the personal ap¬
pearance
to
whip
up interest in
of indignation on the part of the British product in Denmark at a
public.” TOA argues that the time when the 400-odd cinemas of the star and his. picture. He just
wound
up
p.a.
stints,
in Detroit and
World Series is an accepted na¬ this kingdom are beginning to feel
tional institution and that the an¬ the pinch of the American dis¬ Philly in behalf oi “Slade” and
will
likely
resume
the p.a. trail
nual games have the same tradi¬ tributors “boycott” due to Den¬
tional value of Christmas and the mark’s refusal to raise its rental, when the film moves into general
release.
Fourth .of July. It pointed out that maximum.
the tradition of watching the an¬
Whether coincidental or not,
nual contests on free television is Danish-made features have been
firmly -entrenched in American life. doing especially well this fall.
“If the public should be de¬ Nordisk’s “Paa tro og Love” and
prived of this privilege,” said TOA, Asa’s “Tre finder en kro” have
“it is our opinion that not only been especially popular.
Latter
Allied Artists, which occasion¬
(Continued on page 13)
comedy current at the Palladium ally augments its own program
stars 68-year old Peter Malberg
who racks up so many dialog laughs with outside product, is on the
that some scenes have had sub¬ verge of finalizing a deal with Al¬
titles superimposed to protect the pine Productions for distribution
plot lines against the over-riding of “Confession” in the western
laughter.
hemisphere.
Produced by Alec
Snowden and directed by Ken
Chi Tent’r'Added Crew Hughes, picture stars Sydney
Robert Mitchum has been given
a hefty cut of “Foreign Intrigue”
Chicago, Oct. 25.
Chaplin, Audrey Dalton and John
in turn for working as star of the
Chicago’s Variety Club Tent 26
film which was produced on the will hold its annual election of Bentley.
Continent by Sheldon Reynolds. Crew members Oct. 29 in the clubIncidentally, Snowden (in asso¬
Latter also directed and wrote the rooms at the Congress Hotel.
ciation with Tony Owen) turned
original, which is fashioned after
The nominating committee has out the British-made “The Case of
his television series of the same nominated the following for mem¬ the Red Monkey” which is already
title.
bership in the 1956 crew: Harry on AA’s release slate. Still another
In addition to taking a salary, Balaban, E. L. Goldberg, Jack outsider is “The Four Seasons,” a
Mitchum and Reynolds equally Kirsch, Sam Levinsohn, William La Salle production with David
share 759o of the ownership. Rey¬ Margolis, Nat Nathanson, Lou Wayne starred. Film was recently
nolds’ slice is not considered out of Reinheimer,
Jack Rose, John completed at the Republic lot with
line with the conventional in indie Semedalas, Ralph Smitha, and Joseph Shaftel producing and di¬
production
setups,
particularly Dave Wallerstein.
recting.
since he provided the property and
carried through as producer-direc¬
tor.
Mitchum’s participation, how¬
ever, further shows how top-name
players more and more are receiv¬
ing important equities in films.
Remaining 25% of the owner¬
May Control 143 Theatres Serving One-Half Of
ship is held by United Artists,
which set up the financing and will
Darkest Africa
distribute.

Danes’ British Film Deal
To Offset Yank Boycott
Native Features Click

ALPINE’S ‘CONFESSION’
MAY BE ON AA’S SEED

Mitchum Co-Equal in 75^
Owners’ Share of Video
Inspired‘Intripe’Pic

Sol Lesser’s Dakar Negotiations

Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Sol Lesser leaves for Africa next
week to finalize a deal which will
Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.
, Two-day session of the Shea give him a monopoly on the ex¬
circuit will be held here at the hibition of pictures throughout
Roosevelt Hotel Oct. 26 and 27. more than one-half of the con¬
Theme of the meeting, according tinent of Africa. Deal must be
to Gerald Shea, will be “novel completed by Dec. 31 under the
approach to sales and qualified terms of an option Lesser ac¬
experimental effort to increase quired last week from Circuit Jaattendance.”
quin of French West Africa.
Lesser will meet in Dakar with
Bob Coyne, of the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations, is Maurice Jacquin, head of the cir¬
slated as the opening day speaker cuit which either owns or controls
to outline the promotion on the the booking of every house in
forthcoming
Audience
Awards Senegal, French Sudan, French
campaign.
Guinea, Cameroons, Ivory Coast,
Christmas and holiday bookings, and French Equatorial Africa.
attendance drives, and administra-1 In all, 143 theatres are involved.
t:ve proposals will be discussed at Of these, Jacquin owns 36. includthe session.
J ing land, buildings and equipment.

Shea Circuit’s Rally

He leases 37 others and supplies
the film for the remaining 70, col¬
lecting 33*/$% of the gross receipts
for the latter service.
Negotiations began during Les¬
ser’s visit to Paris last August.
Trek next week is to investigate
the properties and clear all details.
Lesser plans to take in either a
British or an American company
in the deal with the payoff to be in
frozen French francs and further
financing furnished by Swiss bank¬
ers.
Actually involved in the negotia¬
tions are two options; one for the
takeover of all theatre operations
including the servicing of product
to the 70 theatres held by another
chain and the other for the acquisi¬
tion of all real estate.
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Ricardo Montalban’s brother, Carlos, makes his film debut in “The
Harder They Fall” at Columbia . . . Frank Sinatra has rented space at
California studios to start his first indie production, “Johnny Concho ’»
with Don McGuire directing for United Artists release . . . Mary Carr
has emerged from retirement for a key role in William Wyler’s “Friend¬
ly Persuasion” at Allied Artists.
Edward G. Robinson will star in “Nightmare,” first of three films by
Pine-Thomas-Shane Productions for United Artists . . . Samuel Goldwyn Jr., bought screen rights to the Frederic Wakeman novel, “Shore
Leave” . . . Fourth production under the Makelim Plan will be “Des¬
perate Men,” a sea story by Hal Richards . . . Hiram Sherman will
make his. film debut in “The Solid Gold Cadillac” at Columbia.
Herbert Erlanger of the MPEA homeoffice has gone to Tokyo to
aid Irving Maas in the lagging negotiations for ^n American industry
loan to the Japanese government.
It’s understood details remain to
be ironed out.
Erlanger is an attorney.
He has always been
closely identified with MPEA activities . . . Henry Klinger, associate
story editor at 20th-Fox, has caught the acting bug. He’s playing Sir
Thomas More in Maxwell Anderson’s “Anne of the Thousand Days”
when the play is put on by the Great Neck Community Theatre in
which his wife has long been active . . . Return of Darryl F. Zanuek
to Hollywood has snuffed out homeoffice reports that immediate
changes at the studio are in the offing. . , . Spyros P. Skouras is on the
Coast now . . . Bernard Jacon, formerly IFE Releasing sales topper,
has set up his own office in the Paramount Bldg. . . . Ilya Lopert in¬
terested in lensing “Diary of Anne Frank”, in Europe? . . . Lion
Films International still looking for an American sales rep.
It would
have been Edward L. Kingsley if Columbia hadn’t gotten him first.
Victor Hoare is the British outfits overall foreign topper.
COMPO is on the prowl for a name for the trophy to be given
winners in its Audience Awards .. Mort Siegel left RKO’s foreign
legal department to join Sol Lesser’s N. Y. office . . . United Artists
already has lined up 237 opening dates for Samuel Goldwyn Jr.’s
“Man With the Gun.” . . . Allied Artists wrapping up a deal to take
over Western Hemisphere rights to Alec Snowden’s production, “Con¬
fession.”
Sydney Chaplin and Audrey Dalton have the leads . . .
Department of Defense directed all Army commands to help promote
Columbia’s “Three Stripes in the^Sun.” Film concerns Yank soldiers
who help build an orphanage in Osaka, Japan.
Don Kranze, son of United Artists sales manager Bernard Kranze,
signed as assistant director for the Van Wolf-John Parker film, “Panic,”
set for VistaVision filming in New York . . . Marlon Brando and
Jean Simmons due in for the Capitol Theatre premiere of “Guys and
Dolls” .. . Dr. Allan L. Blackman, son of Warner Bros, real estate execu¬
tive Max Blackman, resuming his practice in N. Y. after completing his
U. S. Army service . . . Theatre Owners of< America prexy Myron
Blank left for Rome to address a meeting of the Union Internationale
de L’Exploitation Cinematographique. His aim is to influence Euro¬
pean countries to increase the production of pictures that will be
commercially playable in the U. S.
Twentieth-Fox is prepping a test reel to demonstrate studio’s new
55m camera process.
Footage comes first to N. Y. for viewing by
homeoffice toppers, then to producers of other studios and exhibitors.
Jack Connolly, chief of the Domestic Production Division; Motion
Picture Service, U. S. Information Agency, left Sunday (23) for Geneva
to cover the Big Four foreign ministers’ meeting. He is now recov¬
ered from a recent illness.
'
(
Arthur L. Mayer fighting for a Jan. 15 deadline on his definitive
history of the picture business, “America Goes to the Movies,” being
written in collaboration with Richard Griffith, film curator of the
N. Y. Museum of Modem Art, for Simon & Schuster publication as
a pre-Xmas ’56 item. It’s planned as a $12.50 or $15 book, and has
about 1,000 advance orders from Museum subscribers.
It will be
elaborately illustrated. Mayer, vet showman, wrote an al fresco history
of the picture business for S&S last year, “Merely Col-lossal (From the
Long Chase to the. Chaise Longue),” which was more of a personal
memoir, interlarded with sage observations on the development of the
Industry.
Alfred E. Daff, Universal exec v.p.f his week categorically denied
reports that U was about ready to enter television film production.
“There’s nothing to it,” he said. “We haven’t talked about it” . . •
Charles L. Levy checks in at 20th-Fox to become national mag contact.
He replaces Lowell Benedict who has resigned . . . U paid close to
$60,000 to re-lense “Emperor Jones” by late Eugene O’Neill.

Europe to N. Y.
Johnny Brandon
Robert Casadesus
Eric Charell
Ludwig Charell
Ann Colbert
Allan Davis
Baron Raffaello De Banfield
Christian Dior
Felix Ehren
Maurice Eisenberg
Renato Gaulino
Homer Hargrave
Nicola Rossie Lemeni
Alan Jay Lerner
Giovanni Martinelli
Victor Mature
Jacques de Menasce
Colleen Moore
C. Bruce Newbery
Ken Pitt
Hal Prince
Tulio Serafin
Hassard Short
Milton Shubert
Carleton Smith
Polyna Stoska
Cesare Valletti
Orson Welles
David Whitfield

N. Y. to L. A.
Buddy Adler
Ames Bros.
Caroline Burke
Louis Calhern
John Cassavetes
Mike Dann
Joe De Santis
Leo Genn
Harold Hecht
Leo Kerz
Dan Mercer
Constance Moore
Walter O’Keefe
William Schorr
Max Shagrin
Robert Whitehead

L. A. to N. Y.
Ray Anthony
Robert Bassler
G. Ralph Branton
Mona Coxhead
Hector Crawford
Alfred E. Daff
Arlene Dahl
DanDailey
Linda Darnell
William Demarest
Henry Ginsberg
Stewart Granger .
Laurence Harvey
Paul F. Heard
Elia Kazan
Roger H. Lewis
Stan Margulies
Raymond Massey
Ann Miller
Mitch Miller
George Nichols
Franklin Pangborn
John Payne
Janet Parker
Eleanor Pinkham
Tyrone Power
Leon Roth
Allan Scott
Jean Simmons
Mary Sinclair
Barry Sullivan
Mamie Van Doren

, N. Y. to Europe
David O. Alber
Margaret Bartelli
Myron Blank
Penny Carole
Allene Halliday
Pat Halliday
Betty Herod
Jat Herod
Nicole Milinaire
Ramon Novarro
Lori Pearce
Sheldon Reynolds
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SIR GO! & STEIN

Britons Yelp: We Got the Brush
Lotta and Clark Vexed as ‘Dam Busters’ Doesn’t
Even Get New York Reviews

By FRED HIFT
Disturbed by reports of inac¬
Question of the major’s handling
curate reporting on the part of
of foreign product, and specifically
some Canadian exhibitors, the ma¬
British
films,
is
being
batted
jor American film companies have
around again with considerable
engaged Sargoy & Stein to check
that market for them.
vigor by the indies in the wake
of Warner Bros.’ performance with
This is the first time that Sar¬
the Associated British picture,
goy & Stein services have been
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
‘•The Dam Busters.”
Metro and Hal Wallis have put retained for Canada. In the past,
Execs of the British outfit, in in bids for the film rights to “The the distribs used indie accountants
which WB has a 32% interest, are Amazing Adele,” the Albert Sel- in Canada to do the job. S & ST
doing a burn over the way the den-Morton Gottlieb musical pro¬ is using the Willmark agency to
American distributor has been han¬ duction scheduled for a Broadway check Canadian theatres and iocal
dling the film which has been a opening early 'in February.
The accountants for the books.
Sargoy & Stein is a firm of ac¬
sock grosser in Britain and also book is by Anita Loos with the mu¬
in Canada. C. J. Latta and Robert sic and lyrics by Selden. The tun¬ countants and attorneys used by
Clark of Associated British Pic¬ er, to be directed by Jack Landau, the majors in the U. S. to check
tures Corp. are due in N.Y. soon starts its rehearsal schedule early on under-reporting by exhibfr sjnd
to bring percentage actions when¬
and reportedly will seek an expla¬ in November.
ever such are considered neces¬
nation from the WB brass.
M-G is eyeing the property as a
“Dam Busters” stars Richard vehicle for Gene Kelly, Leslie sary.
It’s understood that the Sargoy
Todd and Michael Redgrave, both Caron, and Dolores Gray. Wallis,
players known in this country. It who has been represented by his & Stein staff has been on the
was opened at the Fox Theatre, partner, Joseph Hazen, in the ne¬ Canadian job for one month now
Brooklyn, last week, skipping a gotiations, is said to want the prop¬ and that a report to the American
Broadway date. Immediate result erty for Martin & Lewis and Shir¬ companies is due within the near
was that the important N. Y. dai¬ ley MacLaine. Paramount is also future. Sargoy & Stein accountants
lies—the Times and Tribune— showing an interest in the musical, will check the exhibs’ books to
never reviewed the picture even but would probably turn it over to ascertain whether the distributors
though the News and the Mirror Wallis, who has a partnership ar¬ are given an accurate picture of
did.
rangement with Par, if it obtained boxoffice returns. The majors en¬
Out-of-town, “Dam Busters” has the rights. “Adele’s” Atlantic City gaged Sargoy & Stein to expand to
preemed in Los Angeles, Buffalo, setting is considered ideal for a Canada since they felt -that the
indie reps they used Canada in the
Louisville and Detroit.
It didn’t widescreen color presentation.
past didn’t apply themselves fully
do well. But here, again, those
who've been watching the pic’s
to the job.
progress take the position that it
' While
the
survey
has
just
flopped for the sole reason that it
started—it’s to be a permanent
wasn’t backstopped by a solid cam¬
project—companies say some in¬
paign.
accuracies have already been un¬
“if this had been an American
earthed.
If sufficiently serious,
Minneapolis, Oct. 25.
film, they’d have sold it like a hot
S & ST is expected to bring per¬
Bennie Berger, chairman of Al¬
property,” was one—possibly pre¬
centage actions through local at¬
lied States' emergency defense
judiced—indie comment.
torneys.
committee, which was created to
It’s felt that the “Dam Busters”
Canadian check is said to cost
decide what to do about film ren¬
performance will add fuel to a
the U. S. distribs over $10,000 a
tals, has called a meeting of ^the
year.
(Continued on page 20)
committee at the Hotel Morrison,
Sales execs in N. Y. say that,
Chicago, Nov. 4.
for some time now, they’ve been
At that time, he says, the date unhappy with grosses . and ex¬
will be set for the Senate hearings penses reported by Canadian theon film rentals—hearings which he atreowners and that the situation
believes will set the stage for the requires closer examination due to
introduction of legislation in Con¬ the type of deals being made in
gress for their federal regulation.
the Dominion. Canada is generally
Berger has been holding talks considered part of the domestic
By JOE FAVOINO
with U. S. Senator H. H. Hum¬ market. If taken separately, it is
Chicago, Oct. 25.
phrey of Minnesota, chairman of far and away the most important
Metro studio head Dore Schary
(Continued on page 13)
foreign market.
defended the role played by the
film industry in American life and
the morals of most of its members,
while levelling, a blast at “Confi¬
dential” and other expose maga¬
zines, in a speech before the Audit
Bureau of Circulation here last
week.
Said Schary: “Despite the enor¬
mous glamour that is attached, to’
us, and despite the sporadic good
we, as an industry, have done for
ourselves, our public relations in
The
the main have been made a sham¬
bles.”
Placing part of the blame for
bad public relations on the indus¬
try itself, he continued: “In the
early days of hyperbolic exploita¬
tion and white Rolls Royces and
simple homes of 87 rooms and
baths, we fed the concept that be¬
sets us now.
In searching for
space, we needled our stories with
exaggerations that took root and
spread over our public relations
like an unpleasant growth that
hides the clean ground that sup¬
ports it.”
Attacking zany publicity stunts
as
perpetuating
the
myth
of
Hollywood, Schary stated: “We
still confuse the circus with show
business.”
Flaying timidity in the face of
(Continued on page 18)

‘Amazing Adele’ Musical
Attracts Film Bids In
Advance of Broadway

SENATE PROBE NEAR
ON FILM RENTALS

Schary Raps Half-True
Slander Sheets; Candid
Talk to Audit Bureau

|Can.-Financed LeRoy Prinz Feature
To Reenact Bishop Exploits of 14-18

Chicago, Oct. 25.
“Hill 24 Doesn’t Answer,” first

English language pic produced in ; JX
Israel, has been booked into Chi s , ••( unadian Pacific” for Paramount.
Ziegfeld Theatre and will open in ;
early November. Tickets at $1.50 ;
are being sold by Hadassah and ;
other Tewiqh ermine
,
ouiei jexush gionps^
i
Ziegfeld manager Tom Dowd reports 30,000 advance sales. House;
wiil switch to a six-a-day policy for .
the films run.
j
:-;i
in ivr nnnriTO
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I is n nePhew bV marriage of Lady
1

Representing a walloping 68%
gain, American Broadcasting-Para¬
mount Theatres- had an estimated
net operating profit after taxes of
$5,254,000, or $1.20 per share on
4,137,993 shares' outstanding, for
the first nine months of 1955. This
compares with a'net of $3,127,000,
or 68c per share on 3,967,493 out¬
standing shares, for the.same pe¬
riod of 1954.
Net for the third quarter of thc
current year was $1,899,000, equal
to 43c per share, compared with
$1,373,000, or 31c per share, last
year.
Leonard H. Goldenson, AB-PT
president, reported theatre earn-’
ings for the first nine months of
1955 were slightly ahead of the
1954 level.
The exhibition busi¬
ness was “very good” in July and
August of this year but “disap¬
pointing” in September, he said.
The full third quarter of 1955 was
below the same period of 1954, he
said.
But, he added, the broadcasting
division showed a profit in thc
third quarter of 1955, in contrast
with the red rink operation of last
year.

Usual Advertising rates prevail

CHICAGO 11
612 N. Michigan Av*.

Boston’s Embassy Seeks
British, Canadian Deals
On Billr Graham Film
Boston, Oct. 25.
Joseph E. Levine, president of
Embassy Distributors Inc. emplanes
for London Nov. 1 to arrange for
English and Australian distribu¬
tion of “Wiretapper” (Indie) on
which he has acquired world distrib rights. Meanwhile at his Bos¬
ton headquarters, Levine said that
all but 25% of the U. S. has been
committed for “Wiretapper.” Cana¬
dian distribution is still pending.
He will spend 10 days in England,
return to Boston, later fly to Rome
to arrange Italian distribution.

Jack H. Levin, president of Cer¬
tified Reports, the b.o. checkup orj ganization, is on a prowl of the
I country for a more exacting sys! tern of controlling “irregularities”
in theatre income.
Specifically,
; Levin is looking for a way to guard
; against staff personnel on the grab
i for revenue that should be ear| marked for the treasurer’s till.
The exec Is talking out the mat¬
ter with his own people, theatre
1 owners in various cities and dis¬
tribution* reps.
This type of leakage is rarely
| given any spotlight but, it’s figj ured, it does exist to varying ex¬
tents from time to time.

Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
HOLLYWOOD 28
6311 Yucca St.

(LeRoy Prinz is currently in
Manhattan for advance conferences
on behalf of Warners’ planned film,
"The. Ed Sullivan Story.”)

SEEK LARCENY-PROOF
THEATRE PROCEDURES

Special exploitation advantages

NEW YORK 36
154 W. 46th St.

Proposed feature will have the
cooperation of the Federal Ministry
of Defense and the Royal Canadian
Air Force, both foreseeing a stimu¬
lation of cadet recruitment.

(Continued on page 16) ■
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Hollywood, Oct. 25.
lf A. theatrical film version of
Sheena, Queen of Jungle,” telePix series, will be filmed in Feb¬
ruary via Cinemascope and color.
Irish
McCalla
and
Christian
Drake, stars of vidpix series, will
Repeat their roles in feature which
Don Sharpe and Nassour Bros, will
make, probably for United Artists
release. No director is set for the
venture which will mark Miss Mc¬
Calla’s film debut.

personages that served with Bishop
in the first war, the other being
Herbert Wilcox, the British film
producer. Prinz made a previous
“.secret” visit to Ottawa to obtain
the exclusive rights to the Bishop
story.

Regional "Wiretapper” distribs
were appointed by Levine this
frame including: George J. Schae¬
fer Jr., president Selected Pic¬
tures, New Orleans, Atlanta, Char¬
lotte, Memphis, St. Louis. Kansas
City, and Des Moines and Omaha;
Harold Schwarz, Tower Pictures
Co.. Dallas and Oklahoma; Embas¬
sy Pictures Corp., Boston and New
Haven; Fred Stein, Los Angeles,
Portland, San Francisco, Seattle,

GOLDEN JUBILEE
50th Anniversary Number

Forms closing shortly

Details of the financing are not
entirely known but it appears that
a 1>rinz Production Co. of Canada
1W to be headed by Canadian Senalor - Salter Hayden. Bishop, Air
Marshall of the Royal Canadian
Air Force in World War II, is an
executive of McColl-Frontenac Oil,
Ltd. He is very highly connected
in Canada society and business and

AB-PT PROFITS ZOOM 1i ion’s
?!ora Eaton
owner
of thc Domin-department
store
largest
FROM PAR THEATRES chain.
LeRoy Prinz is one of two film

OUT SOON!

TV SHEENA’ TO ROLL IN
FEB. FOR UA RELEASE

By ROBERT McSTAY
Toronto, Oct. 25.
A
Canadian - financed
feature
film based upon the World War I
exploits of William Avery Bishop,
credited with shooting down 72
German planes, is to be filmed in
Canada, Britain and France. This
% the unconfirmed reason for the
visit here of LeRoy Prinz, Holly-

Chicago's Ziegfeld Sets
Israeli Feature, ‘Hill 24’;
Hadassah Sells Ducats

LONDON, W. C. 2
8 St. Martin’s Piaca
Trafalgar Squar*

i
j
I
i

!
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In an eastern location, for ex¬
ample, an enterprising assistant
manager opened up a sidcstrect
boxoffice that had been closed by
the owner.
He thereupon, for a
spell, detoured ticket-buyers from
the Main Stem window to his own
special cash box on the side. He’d
now like to receive mail from his
friends.
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FILM REVIEWS

of the southern angles are quite Rebel Without a Cause
determinedly toned down.
When scrlpter Dunne found the
Strong” action picture. Probes
film too short to profitably follow
problem of unhappy, angry
up the story’s many threads, Dunne
teenagers.
Slow-paced but highly articu¬
the director handles his performers
late and frequently moving
with skill and his cameras with a
Warper Bros, release of David Weisbart
translation of the Hamilton
roduction. Stars James Dean. Directed
well-developed sense for visual
y Nicholas Ray. Based on Ray’s story;
Basso bestseller. Shapes for
dramatics. Some of the Southern screenplay by Stewart Stern; adaption
okay b.o.
shots denser Joe MacDonald must by Irving Shulman; camera. Ernest Hal¬
get the credit, too) are stunning ler; music, Leonard Rosenman; editor,
20th-Fox release of Philip Dunne pro¬
William Ziegler. Tradeshown In N.Y.,
duction. Stars Richard Egan, Dana Wyn- and show a lively awareness of the Oct. 14. '55, Running time. 111 MINS.
tcr, Cameron Mitchell. Features Sidney possibilities of the Cinemascope Jim ...... James Dean
Blackmcr, Marjorie Rambeau, Dorothy medium. Dunne the producer is Dad . Jim Backus
Patrick Davis, Rosemarie Bowe, Jerry
Mother . Ann Doran
Paris, Ruby Goodwin. Directed by Dunne; responsible for some of the most Grandmother ......... Virginia JBrissac
screenplay, Dunne, from Hamilton Basso magnificently elegant sets seen in Judy. Natalie Wood
novel; camera (De Luxe), Joe MacDonald;
Judy's Dad .William Hopper
a
long
time.
Mulberry
interiors
are
editor, Robert Simpson; music, Elmer
Judy's Mother . Rochelle Hudson
Bernstein. Previewed In' N.Y., Oct. 21, '55. classy and serve as a perfect back¬ Buzz . Corey Allen
Running time, 97 MINS.
drop for part of the story. De Luxe Plato .. Sal Mineo
.Richard Eg.in color is of topnolch quality.
Anson Page ...
Goon ..
Dennis Hopper
. Dana Wynter
Dinah .
Servant . Marietta Canty
As he proved in “Prince of Play¬ Psychiatrist
.... Cameron Mitchell 1
Mickey Higgins
. Edward Platt
.Sidney Blackmer ers,” Dunne has a knack for turn¬ Lecturer .. Ian Wolfe
Garvin Wales ..
.... Marjorie Rambeau ing out screenfare that’s above the Moose .
Lucy Wales ...
Nick Adams
Dorothy Patrick Davis
Meg.
Chick . Jack Grlnnage
in
quality.
“Pompey's Mil . Steffi Sidney
. Rosemarie Bowe average
Ian Garrick ...... . Jerry Paris Head” has many superficial quali¬ Harry . Tom Bernard
Esther .... Ruby Goodwin ties and a rather pat and unsatis¬ Cliff . Clifford Morris
Julia .... Pamela Stufflebeam
ending, but it taclclbs a
Cecily . .
Evelyn Rudie fying
Here is a fairly exciting, sus¬
Duncan . ..Howard Wendell provocative subject without sacri¬
Bariowc ........’ Day*on Lummis
ficing
too
many of the essentials penseful and provocative, if also
Miss Mabry ...
Bess Flowers
Debbie .. Cheryl Calloway and its romance carries the stamp occasionally
far-fetched,
melo¬
Pat.. ChaaJes Rerbert of realism. In the long run, that’s
Hotel Clerk .,.... De Forrest Kelly
drama of unhappy youth on an¬
Hift. .
Garrick’s Secretary .Florence Mitchell a paying combo.
other delinquency kick. The plot
Bellhop .. Robert Johnson
Maid..... Ann Mabry
bears no resemblance to the con¬
Betty Jo Ann .. Wilma Jacobs
Pullman Porter ... .
BiU Walker All Iliat Heaven Allows tent of a book of the same title
.Servant ... . Frances Driver
(COLOR
published a few years ago. The
Policeman . . Jack Mather
Police Sergeant ... . Charles Watts
book was a clinical study of a with¬
Groom .. Wade Duman
.Handsomely produced women’s
drawn boy. The film presents a
Trainman . .: Tom Wilson
picture
with Jane
Wyman
boy whose rebellion against a
and Rock Hudson for the
weakling father and a shrewish
When he drew the assignment of
marquee. Shapes as an ex>mother, expresses itself in boozing,
bringing Hamilton Basso’s “The
ploitation natural.
knife-fighting
and other forms of
View Frpm Pompey’s Head” to the
physical combat and testing of his
screen, Philip Dunne automatically
Universal release of Ross Hunter pro¬
inherited a 409-page headache. duction. Stars Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson. own manhood.
Agnes Moorehead, Conrad Nagel,
“Rebel Without a Cause” can¬
Considering the verbose and intri¬ Features
Virginia Grey, Gloria Talbott, William
cately emotional nature of the Reynolds. Directed by Douglas Sirk. not escape comparison with Metro’s
book, along with its undercurrents Screenplay, Peg Fenwick; camera (Tech¬ recent “Blackboard Jungle.” Each
nicolor), Russell Metty; editor, Frank film
depicts modern highschool
of southern nostalgia, pride and Gross;
music, Frank Skinner. Previewed
prejudice, Dunne and his cast do a in J^.Y., Oct. 19, ’53, Running time, 89 student bodies as ruled by sadistic
remarkable job in recreating an MINS.
elements given to switch-blade
atmosphere without losing sight of Cary Scott . Jane Wyman knives, bullying and generally un¬
Ron Kirby . Rock Hudson
what makes a film click at the b.o. Sara Warren . Agnes Moorehead pleasant notions of fun. There Is in
“Pompey’s Head” is, on many Harvey ... Conrad Nagel each a suggestion of pitiable waste
Alida Anderson .. Virginia Grey of human material and promise.
counts, a very fine picture that Kay Scott . Gloria Talbott
respects the audience’s intelli¬ Ned Scott .. William Reynolds Finally “Rebel” may draw upon
Flash.. Jacqueline De Wit itself, as did the earlier release,
gence. It’s done with good taste, a Mona
Mick Anderson .. Charles Drake
outcries from academic, ecclesiastic
sense of deep passion and a pro¬ Jo-Ann ..
Leigh Snowden
Mary
Ann . Merry Anders and civic bodies.
nounced flair for pictorial beauty.
Hoffer ..... Donald Curtis
In his triple capacity of producer- Howard
The shock impact in “Rebel” is
George Warren.Alex Gerry
director-writer, Dunne shows both
perhaps greater because this is a
imagination and an earnest desire
With “Magnificent Obsession” pleasant middleclass community.
to communicate as much as pos¬ one of its top grossers, Universal The boys and girls attend a modern
sible of what Basso meant when he could be fairly expected to find highschool. They are well fed and
called this “The View From Pom¬ another vehicle for the team of dressed and drive their own auto¬
pey’s Head.” ’
Jane Wyman and Rock Hudson. In mobiles. Does the contrast between
Unfortunately, in adopting the “All That Heaven Allows,” Ross their healthy-seeming exteriors and
book. Dunne didn’t quite lick what -'Hunter has produced and Douglas their restlessly cruel natures occa¬
is probably an unsurmountable ob¬ Sirk directed a sentimental, glossy sionally strain credulity? The de¬
stacle. Like the book, which is soap opera for the screen. It’s got bate could go on long into the
really a study of a small Southern femme appeal written all over it night with newspaper clippings and
town, the script tends to amble and and, with plenty of exploitation police court statistics arrayed on
get lost in conversation. The action angles to play around with, U has one side and belief in goodness on
in the book comes in its dissection a picture that should click, partic¬ the other.
of personalities and personal rela¬ ularly in the smaller towns.
Although essentially intent upon
tionships. In the film, traces of
Although this story of a long- action, director Nicholas Ray, who
this remain, but they are hinted at suffering woman who, at 40 or so, sketched the basic story developed
in sentences where the book took finds romance with a man between by Stewart Stern and Irving Shul-pages and the result Is at times ten and 15 years her Junior, is man, does bring out redeeming
confusing and unsatisfactory. Fur¬ hardly designed to ignite prairie touches of human warmth. There
thermore, retention of the book’s fires, scripter Peg Fenwick never¬ is as regards the hero, if not as
title is apt to hurt the pic since theless has managed to turn the regards the highschool body gen¬
non-literary people are apt to think Edna L. and Harry Lee story into erally, a better-than-average-for-aof it as a story of Roman times, a slightly offbeat yarn with some psychological thriller explanation of
and decisive selling will be neces¬ interesting overtones that accent the core of confusion in the child.
sary to overcome this impression. the social prejudices of a small And that is paying the typewriter
“View From Pompey’s Head” town. All that’s been worked skill¬ craftsmen a considerable compli¬
introes Dana Wynter in the part of fully but without undue emphasis ment. The police court psychiatrist
the willful and possessive Dinah, a into a film guaranteed to touch (Edward Platt) also helps balance
modern Southern belle holding on the heartstrings of all middle-aged things for humanity.
to tradition, and Richard Egan as women, who,
occasionally, must
The performance of the star,
the Southern boy who has gone think of the possibility of such a
James Dean, will excite discussion,
north, has become a successful
romance.
especially in connection with the
lawyer, and now returns home for
There is little quarrelling with irony of his own recent crash death
a few days to solve a mysterious,
the b.o. appeal of the Wyman- under real-life conditions of reck¬
case.
Hudson
combo. Miss Wyman, as lessness which form a macabre
Like the rest of the cast, Miss
pressagent frame as the picture
Wynter and Egan do their roles the widow who falls hopelessly in
goes Into release. In “East of
justice. Miss Wynter, who is Brit¬ love with her young gardener and
Eden,”
under Elia Kazan’s direc¬
ish, does wonders with a Southern then temporarily abandons him to
tion, the' 24-year-old actor was
accent, but doesn’t always catch (conventional prejudices—only to
widely thought to be doing a Marlon
be
reunited
with
him
at
the
end—
the vivaciousness and hot spirit
that part requires. She is an out¬ is appealing and properly long- Brando. But freed from Kazan’s
standing beauty and a pleasure to suffering. Even taking into ac¬ evaluations of character, this re¬
look at. Egan is good and properly count the selfish pressure brought semblance vanishes. Almost free of
underplays a difficult part. The on her by her children, who don’t mannerisms under Ray’s pacing,
two make an attractive team, and approve of Hudson as a step¬ Dean is very effective as a boy
Dunne has seen to it that they’re father, the script makes her into a groping for adjustment to people.
both given plenty of time to in¬ rather weak character and it’s dif¬ As a “farewell” performance he
dulge in their romantic inclina¬ ficult, after a while, to rouse much leaves behind, with this film, gen¬
uine artistic regret, for here was a
tions, another selling point for the sympathy for her plight.
film.
Hudson is handsome and some¬ a talent which might have touched
With them is Cameron Mitchell what wooden. Laconic of speech, the heights. His actor’s capacity to
as Mickey Higgins, the boy from and imbued with an angel’s pa¬ get inside the skin of youthful
across the tracks, whom Dinah tience and understanding, it’s at pain, torment and bewilderment is
married in order to be able to keep times hard to understand his pas¬ not often encountered..
There are a number of other ar¬
her
beloved
Mulberry
home. sion for the widow, what with
Mitchell gives the role a vivid in¬ pretty girls just spoiling for his resting performances. Jim Backus
for one. His mealy-mouthed, wishyterpretation. Marjorie Rambeau is attention.
excellent as the personification of
Standout performance is deliv¬ washy, self-deprecating parent is
Southern
gentility
and
Sidney ered by a young newcomer, Gloria the soft pillow against which the.
Blackmer nicely realizes Garvin Talbott, playing Miss Wyman’s boy beats his fists, demanding
Wales, the central figure In the teenage daughter. As a brat given manhood, leadership and a father
mystery Egan is trying to solve. to quoting Freud, and later in her he can respect. There is one pow¬
Dorothy Patrick Davis, Rosemarie sudden understanding of her moth¬ erful scene on a staircase. Th« boy
Bowe and Jerry Paris all give er’s position, she’s delightfully stands between his mother (Ann
strong support.
fresh and cute. In Miss Talbott, Doran), who confronts him from
Story, in brief, has Egan coming U has come up with a real find above, and the father who is be¬
to Pompey’s Head, his home town, and she registers very strongly. hind him. Never turning to look at
to look into an embezzlement As her brother, William Reynolds his dad, the youth repeats several
charge brought against a publish¬ is too arrogant to be believable. times, “Stand up for me, dad. Tell
ing executive by the wife of a Agnes Moorehead, Conrad Nagel, her off.” This bit delineates the
famous—now blind—author.
He Virginia Grey, * Leigh Snowden whole background of man-and-wife
meets up with Miss Wynter, his and Charles Drake are fine in sup¬ failure which has been the emo¬
youthful love, and nostalgia takes port parts.
tional ripsaw in the son’s grow¬
over. Eventually, it turns out that
Director Sirk keeps things roll¬ ing up.
the author knew about the missing ing along and manages to get his
Natalie Wood as the girl next
money, but wouldn’t talk about it actors to make trite dialog sound door should add professional pres¬
to his wife since the coin went to less so.
Russell Metty’s camera¬ tige. Here, too, there is teenage
support his mother, who was col¬ work is routine and Frank Skin¬ maladjustment. She, too, asks more
ored. The Code obviously gets into ner’s
music
has
the
proper of her father than he can give. The
the way of the love story and some i “schmaltz.”
Hift.
father (William Hopper) is seen as

The View From
Pompey’s Head
(C’SCOPE—COLOR)

E
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embarrassed by the girl’s becoming
a woman. Unable himself to relate
to this new creature of bosoms,
lipstick and sex feelings, he tries
to whip away the embraces she
wants to go on giving him as she
has from babyhood. This time the
mother (Rochelle Hudson) is not
a shrew but pinhead who under¬
stands neither the daughter nor
the husband.
Sal Mineo is one of two essen¬
tially love-worthy youths to lose
their lives in the story. He is the
abandoned child of a big Greek
tycoon. The boy lives alone in a
large villa with only a Negro ser¬
vant (Marietta Canty) for mother,
father and family. Young Mineo
stands out on performance and is
an important value in the film.
The various highschool “men¬
aces” are briefly and surfacely de¬
picted, often hardly more than a
cardboard cutout. Which is not to
deny that they serve well as the
symbol of hostility against which
the suspense develops. They and
their gals form the automobile
alley of death down which the two
feuding youths, Dean and Corey
Allen, drive the two old jalopies
in a contest to prove who will lose
nerve and jump first before the
cars go over the bluff. This
“Chicken Run” sequence comes
early in the picture and results in
the death of Dean’s antagonist. It
is a punch scene, a novelty, an in¬
sight into madcap youth. It also
drives home the insanity of fright¬
ened youth lest the stigma of being
called
“chicken”
go
uncontra¬
dicted.
As with the delinquency kick
generally, the switch-blade stuff
and the unhappiness of kids (typi¬
cally the fault of their parents in
such screen fiction) there are news¬
paper clippings and other evidence
in support of’ the “Chicken Run”
phobia. The sequence is rooted in
ghastly reality.
Adults may well come away from
“Rebel -Without a Cause” as from
“Blackboard Jungle” and “The
Wild One” and other films which
spotlight the compulsive cruelties
of youth, with a need to believe
the facts hideously exaggerated
and a silent prayer that they never
meet such youths except upon the
motion picture screen. .
Land.

Naked Sea
(COLOR)
Feature - length
documentary
on tuna - fishing. Beautifully
color - lensed,
over-narrated.
Okay supporter.
. Hollywood, Oct. 25.
RICO release of Theatre Productions
Inc. presentation, .produced and directed
by Alien H. Miner. Written by Gerald
Schnitzer; voice, William Conrad; camera
(PatheColor), Miner; music composed and
scored by Laurindo Almeida and George
Fields. Previewed Oct. 21, '55. Running
time, 49 MINS.

There’s more to a tuna than
just what’s in the can, and Allen
H. Miner, with camera and record¬
er, sets about giving the full story
in “Naked Sea.” The result is an.
interesting documentary, beauti¬
fully color-lensed, albeit .somewhat
repetitious and vastly over-nar¬
rated. It’s an okay supporter.
The piscatorial pic depicts a 16week voyage out of San Diego by a
tuna clipper, seeking the wily deepsea game in the waters off Panama,
the Galapagos Islands and the coast
of Peru. Doing his lensing in 16m,
Miner has come up with any num¬
ber of striking seascapes, as well
as capturing on film the hard work,
the disappointments, and the dan¬
gers involved in getting the tuna
to market. The payoff’s big, if the
catch is. So is the investment in
time, money and work.
Provisioning the clipper and say¬
ing goodbyes take up the first
eight minutes of the film, before
the 12-man crew goes to sea to fill
the bait tanks and look for-the
elusive fish. It takes 300 tons to
fill the holds and it’s not until the
ship hits Peruvian waters that a
school of big ones is found that
will load the clipper. Footage is
most interesting off the volcanic
Galapagos during a bait-hunt.
Associate producer Gerald
Schnitzer
wrote
the
narration
which is spoken by William Con¬
rad. It is here that film falters be¬
cause the talk is florid, unneces¬
sarily theatrical, arid never ceases.
Some of the quiet of the sea would
be welcome and many of the in¬
cidents lensed needed only an oc¬
casional, brief word of explanation
to hold viewers attention.
Other than the outstanding lens¬
ing by Miner, which has been
blown up to 35m in PatheColor, a
big asset is the background music
composed and scored by Laurindo
Almejda and George Fields. Lat¬
ter’s harmonica
and
Almeida’s
guitar provide the beautiful ac¬
companiment, which could almost
tell the tuna saga without as¬
sistance.
Brog.

The Tender Tran
(C'SCOPE-SQNG-COLOR)
Frank Sinatra,. Debbie Rey¬
nolds in fairly diverting1 film
version of the legit comedy;
for general situations.
,

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

OJf Lawrence Welngarten
production. Stars Frank Sinatra, Debh;Rcynolds, David Wayne. Celeste Holmfeatures Jarma; Lewis, Lois Albright'’
Carolyn Jones. Directed by Charles Wai*
ters. Screenplay, -Julius Epstein; based on
the play by Max Shulman and Robert
Paul Smith, presented on the NY stage by
Clinton Wilder; .camera (Eastman Color)7
Paul C. Vogel, editor. Jack Dunning’
score composed and conducted bv Jeff
Alexander; song. by. Sammy Cahn and
James Van Heusen. Previewed Oct 21 ’5^
Running time, 110 MINS.
’ 0J*
Charlie Y. Reader.!. Frank Sinatra
JUlle Gillis.Debbie Revno io

Sylvia Crewes.Celefte^Holm
Helen ... Carolyn Jonca
Mr- payers..
Howard St. John
Sol Z. Steiner ...
Joey Fave
Mr. Loughran . Tom Helmore
Director . Willard Sage
a? rt"^Cnr .Marc Wilder
Audition Dancer.Jack Boyle
Eddie . James Drury

- This film version of the legit
comedy is a fairly diverting, but
considerably overlong, takeoff on
the romantic didoes of bachelors
and gals. With the names of Frank
Sinatra and Debbie Reynolds head¬
ing the star list, indications are
that returns can hit a satisfactory
level in the regular runs.
Picture has been given a plushy
look in the Lawrence Weingarten
production through slick settings
and
the
CinemaScope-Eastman
Color lensing, but to some extent
the entertainment purpose is de¬
feated by stretching the light plot
in the Max Shulman-Robert Paul
Smith to 110 minutes. Glib dialog
and amusing situations in the
script by Julius Epstein plug some
of the holes, but there isn’t enough
substance in the material to keep
interest from wavering over the
long haul.
Charles Walters’ direction is
able in drawing smooth perform¬
ances from Sinatra, Miss Reynolds,
David Wayne and Celeste Holm.
Foursome quite often hits the
laugh mark and Sinatra must have
liked the parade of gals through
his carefree bachelor existence be¬
fore he fell victim, to love—the
tender trap here exampled by Miss
Reynolds.
Making up the
s.a.
parade, in addition to Miss Holm,
are Jarma Lewis, Lola Albright
and Carolyn Jones. There’s quite
a bit of sizzle in that opening
couch'scene between Sinatra and
Miss Albright..
Into the lives of Sinatra, bache¬
lor theatrical agent, and Wayne,
his married friend from Indiana.
Visiting Manhattan sans spouse en¬
ters Miss Reynolds, a determined
girl who already has set the date
for her wedding even without hav¬
ing found the right man.
After
some preliminaries she decides
Sinatra is it. Remainder of the
footage details his capture, but
riot before he finds himself en¬
gaged both to her and Miss Holm,
an impossible situation that rights
itself following a humdinger of a
drunken party that segues into the
morning-after comedy highlight of
the footage.
The title tune gets some con¬
sistent plugging in the film, being
heard at both the opening and
closing as well as in between, with
all the principals working it over
at different times. It’s good cleffing by Sammy Cahn and James
Van Heusen. Score by Jeff Alexan¬
der also listens easy.
Paul C.
Vogel’s color lensing and the good
settings head the list of expert
technical credits.

Throe Stripes in the Sun
Romantic drama in occupied
Japan needs strong selling to
achieve its b.o. potential.
Columbia release of Fred Kohlnlar pro¬
duction Stars Aldo Ray, Phil Carey, Dick
York, Mitsuko Kimura; features Chuck
Connors. Camille Janclalre, Henry Okawa,
Tatsuo Salto. Directed by Richard Mur¬
phy.
Screenplay,
Murphy;
adaptation,
Albert Duffy, based on E. J. Kahn Jr.’s
New Yorker nu; article, “The Gentle
Wolfhound”;
camera,
Burnett
Guffey;
editor. Charles Nelson; music composed
by George Duning, conducted by Morris
Stoloff. Tradeshown. N.Y., Oct. 14, '55.
Running time. 93 MINS.
Hugh O’Reilly. Aldo Ray
Colonel
.. Phil Carey
Cpl. Neeby Muhlendorf. Dick York
Yuko . Mitsuko Kimura
°
Chuck Connors
Sister Genevieve.Camille Janclalre
Father Yoshida . Henry Okawa
Kopoya . Tatsuo Saito
Chiyaki .
Chiyaki
Sgt. Demclrios . Sgt. Demelrios
Sgt. Romaniello . Sgt. Romanicllo
Mr. Ohla
.I Tamakl
Major Rochelle.Lt. Col. Mike Davis
Lt. Brazil . Lt. Thomas Brazil
Kanno . Takeshi Kamikubo
Satsumi
. Tamao Nakamura
Yuko's Mother .
Tcruko Omi
Yuko’s Sister .Kamiko Tachibana

How life in postwar, occupied
Japan affected the destiny of a
battle-hardened American sergeant
is interestingly related in “Three
Stripes in the Sun.” But with light
marquee values in its trio of stars
—Aldo Ray, Phil Carey and Dick
(Continued on page 16)
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KIDDIE-TIME STUNTS A-COOKIN’
Film Imports: N. Y. Censor Tabulation
Following is a list- of the 10 leading film importing countries and
the pictures they submitted to the N. Y. censor for the period of April
to September, 1955:
„
'
v
Six months
Six months
Country
of 1955
of 1954
Urmo- Vnnor.
74
0<
39
... 42
14
...
40
19
...
30
•12
...
16
33
Italy*
.T... ...
15
11
...
14
17
9
8
2
1
2
Sweden. .. ...

State of N. Y. Figures Reveal Upsurge
Of German Films Entering U. S. A.
Reflecting upped lensing activity*
in Germany, statistics of the New
Signal Corps Slash
■York censor for* the six months
Washington, Oct. 25.
period ended Sept. 30, 1955, show
As an economy move civilian
a sharp increase in the number of
German features submitted to the
force at the Signal Corps Pic¬
board. Figure is 40 German films
torial Center in Long Island
City will be reduced from
seen as against 14 during tho com¬
700 to about 400.
Net sav¬
parable period in 1954.
Total number of pictures viewed
ings are estimated at about
by the motion picture division of
$1,700,000.
the State Education Dept, (that's
Army will help the dis¬
the fancy title for the censor) for
charged personnel to find jobs
the half-year period this year is
in other Federal agencies or in
244 against 211 in 1954, a 15%
private industry.
increase. The censor’s year runs
from April to April. Board now
is headed by Ward C. Bowen in an
acting capacity. He replaced Hugh
M. Flick who has become exec
assistant to the N. Y. State Educa¬
tion Commissioner.
Of the ten leading importing
countries, the majority show in¬
Producer-director Alfred Hitch¬
creases over last year in the num¬
ber of films submitted for censor¬ cock went off to Europe last week
ing. Significant exceptions are Italy to make sure his picture, “The
and France, the prime suppliers of Trouble With Harry,” doesn’t lose
art house product in the U.S. The
its pixie accent in making the
Italians dropped from 33 last year
He said hg wants to
to 15 between April and September same trip.

Hitchcock to Europe;
No Foreign Dubbing Dub
To Nixie His Pixie Pic

this year. The French showed an
almost 50% reduction — from 17
last year to only nine this year.
(Continued on page 13)

see that the technicians assigned
to dub “Harry” in French, Ger¬
man, etc., retain the meaning of
each line and situation in his com¬
edy.

UA TO BACKGRABLE,
GRAMERCYPIX UNITS
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
United Artists will finance a new
independent unit headed by Betty
Grable which will make an unre¬
vealed number of films during the
next three years. Miss Grable will
personally star in at least three
of the pictures.
Deal was one of two made here
by UA prexy Arthur B. Krim.
Other was with Arthur Gardner,
Jules Levey and Arnold Laven, who
will make three pictures in the
next three years under the ban¬
ner of Gramercy Pictures.
First
will be “The Trap.” to be fol¬
lowed by “Custer’s Last Stand.”
Trio previously made three films
for UA before moving over to Co¬
lumbia where Gardner and Levy
remained a year without making a
picture.

R." I. CHAIN LOSES APPEAL
High

Tribunal Backs Ruling
Special Master

“We never know what happens
to out pictures abroad and now it’s
a question of finding • out,” said
Hitchcock. “I want to make sure
that the man who does the dub¬
bing knows English and gets the
right points
across.
Sometimes
changes have to be made for pur¬
poses of lip-movement synchroni¬
zation but there’s no point in
changing dialog and losing the
joke.’-’
The film-maker said he believes
this to be the first time for a pro¬
ducer to travel overseas to person¬
ally supervise the translation of a
picture for foreign markets. Hitch¬
cock will spend about two weeks in
London,
Paris,
Frankfurt
and
Rome.
He’ll probably follow this
with a trek to Tokyo, also for the
purpose of an on-the-spot check on
how “Harry” is being dubbed.
Hitchcock’s next is to be “The
Wrong Man” for Warners, thus
winding up a long-term commit¬
ment with that company.
Henry
Fonda and Vera Miles are set for
the leads.

on

Washington, Oct. 25.
Supreme Court last week de¬
clined to consider an appeal in a

BAUMGARTEN ROLLING
LOW-BUDGET YIPEES

Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Release of “Two Gun Lady,"
complicated’fraud and treble dam- starring Peggie Castle and William
Hfie antitrust case in which the Talman this week launches Edward
J. Baumgarten’s new Associated
ti’ial court had directed a spiecial Film Releasing Corp. which Lippert
master to unravel the complexities. Pictures prexy set up last summer
The Narrangansett Pier Amuse¬ as his own venture for distributing
ment Corp. asked the Supreme lowbudget outdoorers. Second film,
Court to support its.position that “Last of Desperadoes,” goes out
no master was necessary and that Dec. 3.
Third film, “Three Outlaws,” it’s
a simple jury trial should be held.
Narragansett, operator of four now being cast by producer Sig
theatres in Rhode Island, is being Neufeld and director Sam Ncwsued by the eight major distribu¬ field to roll Nov. 21 in Mexico
tors for fraudulent percentage re¬ City.
Baumgarten plans releasing one
ports. On the other hand, Narfilm every six weeks, has arranged
j'agansett and its owners are suing
own financing, has set program
the majors in a treble damage anti¬ eight pix in $100,000 or under class.
trust action.
Remains with Lippert for year
The Supreme Court in effect, pending completion latter’s releas¬
tumolds the decision of the trial ing program before- going on in¬
judge for a special master.
active status.

EXHIBS PITCH FOR Benefits Proven, Co-Production
MOPPETS'TIDE Fixed Habit of French, Italians;
With the holiday season ap¬
proaching, starting with Halloween
(Oct. 31) many theatremen are
readying pitch aimed at attracting
the kiddie trade. In the planning
stage are special shows for the
young patrons, replete with games,
giveaways, and ghost films. Hal¬
loween is being employed as the
spark to kick off a concentrated
program of small-fry activities for
the fall and winter season.
Importance of the moppet trade
is being stressed by the .circuits
in pep talks to managers. The
Pittsburgh zone of Stanley Warner
Theatres, for example, devotes the
whole issue of its house organ with
tips to its staffers on how to stage
and promote kiddie programs. Kid
business, it’s pointed out, is easy
to get, but that it doesn’t mean
that inferior shows can be slapped
together for top results. Careful
planning
and
promotion,
it’s
stressed, are necessary to obtain
capacity business.
Well-planned small-fry programs
pay off at the boxoffice. It means
increased concession trade as well
as added profits from films obtained
free or bbught at flat rentals. For
example,
many shorts can be
obtained from the film companies
at a fixed weekly charge no matter
how many times they are used. As
a result, the theatre can keep a
larger percentage of the gross
profit.
The Headliner, organ of the
SW Pittsburgh zone, points out
that the dropping of the regular
program and the booking of a
special show pays off best.
It
suggests the increasing of the pro¬
gram to three hours. It advises the
value of a varied program in both
features and shorts with the stress
on subjects that will appeal to
children. It suggests the use of
subjects and personalities popular¬
ized by tv, such as Lassie, Pinky
Lee, Little Rascals, circus films
plus cartoons, westerns, and space
films. It urges giveaways such as
toys, games, dolls, bicycles which
can be either bought or promoted
as a result of tieups with local
merchants.
On the promotion of the kid
shows, the house organ suggests
cooperation
with local
ParentTeacher Associations, distribution
of heralds at schools, use of spot
announcements on radio and tv
adjacent to children’s programs,
and the placement of sizeable ads
in the local newspapers.
Here’s a typical kiddie program
suggested by The Headliner: Pinky
Lee and Roy Rogers in “South of
Caliente,” eight cartoons, a Three
Stooges
comedy,
“Thrills
and
Spills,” and “Commando Cody,”
plus prizes, of course. Other LeeRogers films are also available as
well as Lassie, Abbott & Costello,
and Bowery Boys pictures.

C’Scope Screen Mishap
Albany, Oct. 25.
Charles Maguire, Strand stage¬
hand, suffered a fractured right
arm when the counter weights
crashed down as he was lowering
the Cinemascope screen.
One of
the steel bars hit him.
The
screen,
only
a
foot
from the floor at the time of the
mishap, was bent. Enlarged stage
crew straightened it so quickly
that no performances were lost.

Deutschmeisters Cheerful Outlook
*

One Price Preem—$50
Hal Wallis’ production of
“The
Rose ^Tattoo,”
Para¬
mount release based on the
Tennessee Williams play, will
premiere at N. Y.’s Astor
Theatre the week of Dec. 12
with one admission price—$50
per ticket. It’s to be a bene¬
fit for the Actors Studio.
. Elia Kazan is organizing the
program and Mrs. Jules Stein
heads the entertainment and
preem committee. The fancy
admission ducat will entitle
purchasers to attend a party
following the pic’s showing
wherein members of the Stu¬
dio, mainly legit performers,
will provide the entertain¬
ment.
Warners staged a similar
bow earlier this year with
“East of Eden.”

Okay for Television, But
Has to Woo Code Seal;
Zip-Gun Saga Rolling
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Subject to minor changes, code
chief Geoffrey Shurlock has given
formal approval to indie producer
Vincent M. Fennelly’s “Crime In
Streets,” which he’ll make under
Lindbrook production banner for
Allied Artists. Discussions have
been going on for three months
since code originally nixed Regi¬
nald kose script about three young
hoodlums who plot murder of
middle-aged man w'ho has informed
cops one of gang has zipgun.
Story was originally on Elgin
television show. John Cassavettes,
who starred in air version, re¬
creates role for screen. Don Siegel
directs. Slated to roll next week.

MEYER HUTNER’S POST
AS 55m ACCT. EXEC
Meyer Hutner has been named

Despite rising costs that con¬
tinue to plague French producers,
most pictures lensed on moderate
budgets can more than recoup
their investment in the domestic
market alone according to Henry
Deutsrhmeister, president of Fran¬
co London Film. Before returning
to Paris last week after a brief
New York stay, he emphasized that
prime factors aiding the Gallic
filmmaker are the healthy French
boxoffice and co-production agree¬
ments between France and Italy.
“As a matter of fact,” Deutschmeister pointed out, “jointly made
pictures by French and Italian
companies are now regarded as
routine as the benefits of such pro¬
duction have long been proved.”
Similar
co-production
arrange¬
ments are being considered with
German producers, he added, but
so far the law covering such filmmaking hasn’t been clearly de¬
fined.
Deutschmcister, who intimated
that his company may enter into
co-production with one or more
American indie filmmakers, was
primarily in the U.S. to confer
with Richard Davis and John Mc¬
Carthy, toppers of the United Mo¬
tion Picture Organization, which
is releasing F-L’s “French CanCan” in the U.S. and Canada.
Plans call for the- film to be un¬
veiled sometime next Spring at
the Metropolitan Opera House,
N. Y. He’ll probably return here
then to attend the preem.
Franco
London chief,
whose
firm generally turns out five or six
films
annually,
disclosed
that
about the same number will again
be produced this season with ac¬
cent on color and widescreen.
Among
upcoming
product
is
“Marie Antoinette,” due to roll in
four weeks with Richard Todd and
Michele Morgan in top roles. Jean
Delannoy will direct from a story
by Nancy Mitford. Tint will be by
Technicolor.
Also on F-L’s future slate is “My
Beloved Paris” which Sacha Gui¬
try will direct and appear with
Gerard Philipe and Michele Mor¬
gan. This, too, will be in Techni¬
color. Max Ophuls (of “La Ronde”
(Continued on page 13)

to the newly-created post of “ac¬
count executive” in charge of 20thFox’s 55m CinemaScope process.
Hutner, formerly publicity mana.ger, will handle all phases of the
process, and will be in charge of
publicity, advertising and exploi¬
tation on all of 20th’s 55m “spe¬
cials,” according to Charles Einfeld, 20th ad-pub v.p.
Latter said a comparable posi¬
tion would be created on the Coast.
In N. Y., Ira Tulipan moves up
from newspaper contact to become
publicity manager, working under
Edward Sullivan, publicity direc¬
tor.
Hutner’s first assignment will be
“Carousel,” first 20th pic to be
lensed in 55m. He had been 20th
publicity manager for three years.
In another move at 20th, Charles
Cohen, associate advertising man¬
ager since 1953, has resigned as
of the end of October.
He had
previously been with Metro and
Universal.

What’s With Teaching Film Custodians?
Teaching Film Custodians, a non-profit agency set up under the
aegis of the Motion Picture Assn, of America for the purpose of
channeling educational film material to schools, is undergoing
a new appraisal. The member companies of MPA A want a check¬
up on where their films are going and how they’re being used.
It’s through TFC that the companies make available some 50,000
prints of films to educational groups. Over 800 short subjects
and excerpted versions of features are sent to classrooms around
the country at no financial return to the distributors. An Advisory
Committee of educators is empowered to set license fees for use
of the films, with the revenue to be used for the further advance¬
ment of audio-visual education.
.
.
The TFC operation began in 1938 and has been functioning
since that time with little attention given it by the distributors
directly. However, a number of new execs have come into prom¬
inence* in industry affairs and they want the TFC study made.

10 FEATURES IN COLOR
ON DISNEY LINE-UP
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Buena Vista will release 10 fea¬
tures plus six halfhour subjects in
Walt Disney’s “Peoples & Places”
scries during the next 18 months,
it’s disclosed at the first session of
a weeklong sales conclave.
All
features will be in 'color.
One,
“Littlest Outlaw,” a Larry Lansburgh production lensdd in Mexico
and starring Pedro Armendariz,
Joseph Calleia, Rodoflo Acosta ana
Andres Velasquez, is ready for re¬
lease.
Four others are in production in¬
cluding “Davy Crockett and the
River Pirates,” actually tv subjects
welded into feature.
Reissues of
"Song of South” and “Fantasia”
are included among the 10 features
listed for release.

First Omen of Reactivated
RKO: Hiring of Ahern
RKO this week started its move
toward development of a" studio
staff as the preliminary to its an¬
ticipated full-scale studio opera¬
tions.
Fred Ahern, who bowed
out last week as director of Coast
operations for CBS-TV, joined the
company as production coordi¬
nator—that is, liaison between the
back lot and the office of Charles
L. Glett, exec'v.p.
Other personnel additions in
Hollywood are expected shortly.
From 1940 to 1947 Ahern was
assistant production manager for
David O. Selznick, who’s now an
exec producer at RKO.
Ahern
also worked as production man¬
ager for both Alfred Hitchcock
and Alexander in Europe,
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PICTURE GROSSES

LA. Builds; ‘Ulysses Bright $71,000, *
‘Trial’ Smooth 70G, Hell’ Whopping
67G, 2d, ‘Cinerama $23,700,139th Wk.

J/&&LETY

‘Eileen’ Paces Port.,
10G;‘Pancho’Hot 8G
Portland, Ore., Oct. 25.
Biz is improving a bit this round
at wickets here. Edmund Grainger,
Rory Calhoun and Lita Baron ap¬
peared^ the Broadway for preem
of “Pancho Villa” which is doing
nicely. “My Sister Eileen” looks
best of newcomers, lusty at Orpheum. “Tall Men” and “Summer¬
time” are still hefty in second ses¬
sions.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,875; 90$1.25)—“Treasure of Pancho Villa”
(RKO) and “Night Freight” (AA).
Warm $8,000. Last week, “Kiss of
Fire” (U) and "Road To Denver”
(Hep), $4,700.
Fox .(Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25)
—“Tall Men” (20th) (3d wk). Hefty
$9,000 or near. Last week, $10,600.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Sum¬
mertime” (UA) (2d wk). Hot $3,500.
Last week, $4,900.
Liberty (Hamriek) (1,875; 90$1.25)—“I Am Camera” (Indie) and
“Apache
Woman”
<Col).
Fair
$6,000. Last week, “To Hell and
Back” (U) and “The Scarlet Coat”
(M-G) (3d wk), $7,000 after two
previous smash weeks.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25)—“Sister Eileen” (Col) and
“Special Delivery” (Col).
Loud
$10,000. Last week, “Blood Alley”
(WB) and “End of Affair” (Col)
(2d wk). $6,800.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90$1.25)—“Lucy Gallant” (Par) and
“Break To Freedom” (UA). Fairish
$7,000. Last week, "Ulysses” (Par)
and “Big Bluff” (UA), $9,400.

Los Angeles, Oct. 25.
With two openers on the good
side, firstrun boxoffice is showing
a slight gain in current frame al¬
though still fighting general soft¬
ness. A good $24,000 is sighted for
Estimated Total Gross
“Trial’* in first frame at two hardThis Week . $522,600
tops plus $46,000 in two nabes and
(Based on 21 theatres)
seven ozoners.
Last Year .. .. $659,900
“Ulysses” is heading for a nice
(Based
on 22 theatres.)
$26,000 or near in first round, two
sites, plus $45,000 in one'nabe and
seven drive-ins.
Holdovers are mostly spotty, al¬
though a good $24,000 looms for
second session of “To Hell and
Back” in three locations plus $43,000 in seven ozoners.
Second
stanza of “Desperate Hours” looks
only fair $14,000 in two spots.
Smart $7,400 shapes for “I Am
Camera” in sixth frame.
“Cine¬
Baltimore, Oct. 25.
rama,” now set to wind up after
Strong product Is hypoing grosses
three more weeks, hit lively $23,“Always Fair
700 in 129th week at Warner Hol¬ here' this round.
Weather" is sluggish at the Hipp.
lywood.
“Phenix City Story” is healthy at
Estimates for This Week
the Century. But “Girl In Red
State, Hawaii (UATC-G&S) (2,- Velvet Swing” is standout with
404;
1,106;
90-$1.50) — “Trial” sock take at the Town. “Kiss of
(M-G). Good $24,000. Last week, Fire” is nice at the Mayfair. “The
Hawaii with Palace, “Last Com¬ Sheep Has 5 Legs” is brisk at the
mand” (Rep) and “No Man’s Wom¬ Cinema.
an” (Rep), $8,100., State with unit.
Estimates for This Week
Downtown Paramount, Pantages
Century (Fruchtman) (3,000;. 25(ABPT-RKO)
(3,300;
2,812; 9065-95)—“Phenix
City Story” (AA).
$1.50) — “Ulysses” (Par). Fine
$25,000.
Last week, Paramount, Sturdy $9,000.' Last week, “Gen¬
“Outlaw Treasure” (Indie) with tlemen Marry Brunnettes” (UA)
Eddy Arnold Show onstage (5 (2d wk), $6,500.
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50:$1)
days),
$5,100;
Pantages,
“Kiss
“Sheep Has 5 Legs” (Indie).
Blood Off Hands” (U) and “John¬
ny Stool Pigeon” (U) (reissues), Stout $4,000.
Last week. “Red
Shoes” (UA) (reissue) (3d wk),
$4,600.
San Francisco, Oct. 25.
2 000
Ei Rey (FWC) (861; 70-$1.25)—
Biz is not so strong -at many
“Divided. Heart”
(Rep)
and
Film Centre (Rappaport) (960; houses this round - despite some
“Chance Meeting” (Indie). Small 50-$D—“Footsteps In Fog” (Col).
new product. However, “Cinerama
$2,000. Last week, “Great Adven¬ Pleasing $5,000. Last week, “Sum¬
Holiday” is soaring to a terrific
ture” (Indie) (4th wk), $1,200.
mertime” (UA) (6th wk), $2,500.
, $31,500 for 12th week at Orpheum.
Warner Beverly, Orhpeum (SWHippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100; i Visitors in city including delegates
Metropolitan) (1,612; 2,213; $135-$1.25)—“Always Fair Weather” to National Dental Convention are
$1.75) — “Desperate Hours” (Par)
(M-G). Modest $9,000. Last week, credited for its upped take. “Blood
f2d wk). Fair $14,000. Last week,
To Catch Thief” (Par) (5th wk), j Alley” is fine at Golden Gate.
$20,800.
$6,000.
“Lucy Gallant” is not getting very
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1“Sheep Has
Keith's (Fruchtman) (2,400; 35- far at Paramount.
$1.80)—“Girl Red Velvet Swung”
(RKO)
and Five Legs’* still is great in second
(20th) (2d wk). Modest $7,500. Last $1)—"Music Land”
“Bengazi” (RKO).
Mild ,$5,500. session' at the Clay. Several hold¬
week, $11,700.
week,
“James
Brothers” overs are staying only five days of
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50) Last
their current rounds. “Phenix City
—“African Lion” (BV) (2d wk). (RKO) (reissue), $5,000*
Story” is rated okay in second
Neat $7,000. Last w'eek, $9,000.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)—
Warner Downtown, Wiltern, Hol¬ “Man Who Loved Redheads” (UA). frame at United Artists.
Estimates for This .Week
lywood (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344; Good $4,000. Last week, “Night of
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80756; 90-$1.50)—“Hell and Back” Hunter” (UA) (6th wk). $2,000.$1) — “Blood Alley” (WB) and
(U) and “Apache Woman” (Indie)
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)— “Skabenga”. (AA).
Fine $24,000.
(2d wk). Good $24,000. Last week,
Kiss of Fire” (U). Firm $6,000.
$42,000, plus $87,000 in 8 ozoners. Last week, “Man Alone” (Rep), Last week, “To Hell and Back” CU)
and “Bowery to Bagdad” (AA) (3d
Los Angeles, Vogue, Loyola, Fox $4,500.
wk), $12,500.
Ritz (FWC) (2,097; 885; 1,248; 1,363;
New (Fruchtman). (1,600; 35-$l)
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
90-$1.50)—“Love
Is
Splendored
—“Tall
Men”
(20th)
(3d
wk).
Oke
“Tall Men” (20th) (4th wk). Only
Thing” (20th)
and “Heartbreak
$6,500 in 5 days.
Last week,
Ridge” (Indie) (2d wk-5th wk at $7,000 after $10,000 for second.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (320; 5011 000
Ritz). Okay $21,000. Last week,
$1)—“We’re No Angels” (Par) (8th
Warfield (Locw) (2,656; 65-90)—
$27,800.
Moderate $2,000 following “Trial” (M-G) (4th wk). Off to mild
Hillstreet, Iris (RKO-FWC) (2,- wk).
$7,000. Last week, $8,000.
752;
816;
80-$1.25)—“To
Catch $2,500 in seventh.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-80-$l)—
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
Thief” (Par) and “Techman Mys¬
Blood
Alley”
(WB)
(2d
wk).
Fair
“Lucy Gallant” (Par) and “Gun
tery” (Indie) (2d wk). Light $9,500.
That Won West” (WB). NSH $11,Last week, $13,800, plus $43,000 in $7,500 following $10,000 opener.
Town (Rappaport)
(1,400; 35- 000.
Last week, “Sister Eileen”
2 nabes, 6 ozoners.
New Fox (FWC) (963; 9Q-$1.25) $1.25)—“Girl In Red Velvet Swing” (Col) and “Special Delivery” (Col),
—"Teenage Crime Wave” (Col) and (20th). Boff $12,000. Last week, $17,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
“Apache Ambush” (Col) (2d wk). “To Hell and Back” (U) (4th wk),
(Continued on page 18)
Mild $3,200. Last week, with State, $7,000.
Uptown, $15,400.
Hollywood
Paramount
(F&M)
(1,430;
$1-$1.50) —“Private War
Major Benson” (U) (4th wk). Slow
$5,000. Last week, $7,500.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $l-$2)—
“Tall Men” (20th) (5th wk). Mod¬
est $9,000. Last week, $11,000.
Four Star (900; $1.25-$1.80)—“I
Am Camera” (DCA) (6th wk).
Smart $7,400. Last week, $8,500.
Philadelphia, Oct. 25.
1 wk). So-so $10,000. Last week,
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364
. New product is helping some¬ $13,000.
$1.20-$2.65) — “Cinerama”
(Indie) what to overcome a slow weekend.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,200; 75(130th wk). Started current round Exhibs believe that a heavy tele $1.49)—-“Desperate Hours” (Par).
Sunday (23) alter good $23,700 last roster caused the most boxoffice Smash $19,000 or near. Last week,
week.
damage. All newcomers are satis¬ “Tennessee’s. Partner” (RKO),
factory but none is sensational. $7,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 75“Illegal” is rated sharp at Gold¬
man
while
“Desperate
Hours” $1.49)—“Queen Bee” (Col). Sweet
looms smash at the Midtown. $18,000. Last week. “Philadelphia
“Queen Bee” is sweet at Randolph. Story” (M-G) (reissue), $8,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.40)—
“Sister Eileen” shapes fairly nice
St. Louis, Oct. 25.
“Sister Eileen” (Col). Nice $17,000
Biz is sloughing off this frame, at Stanley. “Tall Men” still is good
or better. Last week, “Gentlemen
in third Fox stanza.
with “Female on Beach” fine at
Marry Brunettes” (UA) (2d wk),
Estimates for This Week
the St. Louis.
Standout is “To
$15,000.
Catch Thief,” which landed a
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.40)—
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 75-99) —
sturdy take in week just finished “Always Fair Weather” (M-G) (5th
“Return of Jack Slade” (AA) and
at the huge Fox. "Trial” is doing wk). Oke $5,500. Last week, $6,500.
“Jail Busters” (AA). Okay $7,600.
nicely in third Loew’s round.
“I
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)— Last week, “Teenage Crime Wave”
Am Camera” is best of arty theatre “Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (36th
(Col) and “Apache Ambush” (Col),
entries being sturdy in two spots. wk). " Fine $12,500.
Last week, $7,000.
Estimates for This Week
$14,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 90-$1.49)
Ambassador (Indie) <1.400; $1.20Fox (20th) (2,250; 90-$1.49)—
$2.40)—"Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) “Tall Men” (20th) (3d wk). Good —“Marty” (UA) (19th wk). Steady
$3,500. Last week, $3,500.
(36th wk).
Nice $13,000 alter $13,000. Last week, $22,000.
Trans-Lux <T-L) (500; 80-$ 1.80)
$13,500 last week.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65Fox
(F&M)
(5,000;
51-90)— $1.35)—“Illegal” (WB). Sharp $14,- — “To Catch Thief” (Par) (12th
wk).
Oke $4,000. Last week, $5,000.
“Blood Alley” (WB) and “Bangazi” 000 or over. Last week, “Man
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 74-$1.80)—
(RKO). Opened today (Tues.). Last Alone” (Rep), $13,000.
“Lucy
Gallant” (Par) (3d wk). Fair
w-eek, “To Catch Thief” (Par) and
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 65-99)
“Hell’s Island” (Par), swell $18,000. —“One Wild Oat” (Indie) (2d wk). $6,800. Last week. $10,000.
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99Loew’s (Loew; <3,172; 50-85)— Poor $2,000. Last week, $2,500.
$1.50) — “Simba” (Lip).
Weak
“Trial” tM-G) and “Tight Spot”
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 99-$1.49) $3,700,
Last
week,
“Svengali”
(Continued on page 18)
—“Left Hand of God” (20th) (4th (M-G) (3d wk), $1,500 in 4 days.

Broadway Grosses

‘Swing’ in Velvet
At $12,000, Balto

‘Holiday Terrif !
31G Tops Frisco

$ ,

.

$ ,

.

Philly Spotty; ‘Hours’ Fast $19,000, *
Bee’ Sweet 18G, ‘Illegal’ Sharp 14G

‘THIEF BANGUP 18G,
ST. LOO; ‘FEMALE’ 12G
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Trial’ Smooth $13,000, Gincy; ‘Hell’
Sock 15G, 2d, Holiday’ 24*46,18th
-

Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$2,562,000
(Based on 25 cities and 238
theatres, chiefly first• runs, In¬
cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$2,831,300
(Based on 24 cities and.224
theatres.)

‘Phenix’Fine 16G>
D.C.; ‘Gallant’ I4G
Washington, Oct. 25.
Only two newcomers for the
week have kept business slightly
on the downbeat midcity. Of these,
"Phenix City Story” looks fairly
strong and “Lucy Gallant” Is run¬
ning* about average. Of the hold¬
overs, the French import, ‘‘Sheep
Has Five Legs,” “Trial” and “I Am
Camera” show the best staying
powers.
Estimates for This Wreek
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75-$l)
—“Blood Alley” (WB) <2d wk).
Good $4,000. Last week, $6,000.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 70-95)—
“Phenix City” (AA). Nice $16,000.
Last week, “Tali Men” (20th) (3d
wk). $7,000 in 5 days.
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-95)
—“Trial” (M-G) (3d wk). Fine $8,500. Holds. Last week, $12,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10)
— ‘Sheep Has Five Legs” (Indie)
(2d wk). Handsome $7,000 after
$8,000 opener. Stays on.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)
—“To .Hell and Back” <U). Big
$8,000 in fourth week. Last week,
$9 000
Metropolitan <SW> (1,200; 75-$l)
—“Blood Alley” (WB) (2d-final
wk).
Okay $5,500,
Last week,

, , „
Cincinnati, Oct. 25.
Trial,” shaping swell at the
Palace is the brightest newcomer
other new
bill.
End of Affair,
is in mod¬
erate stride, at the Grand. “To Hell
and Back,” in second week at the
big Albee, holds the town’s bo
leadership. - Another sturdy hold¬
over, “Tall Men,” at Keith’s in the
fourth round. . “Cinerama Holi¬
day” ■ tolls along sturdily in the
18th week at the Capitol, great take
topping last week.

Estimates for This Week
Albee. (RKO) ’ (3,100; 75-$1.25)
-“To Hell and Back” <U) (2d wk)
Continuing to top the city at socko
$15,000’ after $21,000 getaway
Capitol
(Ohio. Cinema
Coro.)
(1*376;
— “Cinerama
Holiday” (Indie) (18th wk). Great
$24,500, with help of extra matinee
on special school holiday.
Last
week, $23,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-SD—
“End of Affair” (Col) and “New
Orleans” (Col).
Moderate $6,500,
Last week, “King’s Thief” (M-G)
and “Svengali” (M-G), $5,500.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
“The Tall Men” (20th) (4th wk).
Still bulky $6,500 in this final
frame. Last week, $7,800.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)—
“Trial” (M-G). Swell $13,000 is
verdict expected here. Last week,
“Phenix City Story” (AA), $10,000.

‘Hell’ Leader in Del,
2d Week, Wham $22,000;
‘Alley’ Good at $18,000

Detroit,. Oct. 25.
Biz seems to have flattened out
at downtowners currently after
some peculiar gyrations last week
which no one seems to be able to
explain. It was just one of those
weeks when crowds did, or didn't,
appear at boxoffices in late days
of the run. This week, “Blood Al¬
ley” looks good at the Michigan.
, “Man Alone” at the Broadwav10 000
Capitol is slow. “To Hell and Back”
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 70-95)—
is doing the top biz in town in sec¬
“Lucy Gallant” (Par). Comfortable
ond week at the Palms with a ter¬
$14,000.
Last week, “Gentlemen1
rific session.
“Trial” is okay in
Marry Brunettes” (UA) (2d wk-5
third week at the United Artists.
days), $7,000.
“Tall
Men”
also
in third at the Fox,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$D—
“I Am Camera” (DCA) (4th wk). and “Quentin Durward/* in second
at the Adams,-are lagging badly.
Still sock at $9,000 same as last
Estimates for This Week
week.
Playhouse (Lopert)
(435;
75Fox (Fox-Detroit)
(5,000;
$1$1.10) — “Man Who Loved Red¬ $1.25)—“Tall Men” (20th) (3d wk).
heads” (UA) (2d wk). Tepid $4,500 Slow $14,000. Last week, sudden
after $5,000 opener.
drop to $16,000.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (3d $1-$1.25)—“Blood Alley” (WB) and
wk). Still smash at $21,000 after “Life at Stake” (Indie). Good $18.$24,000 last week.
000.. Last week, “Ulysses” (Par)
and “Duel on Mississippi” (Col) (2d
wk), $17,000.
Palms .(UD) (2.961; $1-$1.25)—
“To Hell and Back” (U) and “Girl
Rush” (Par) (2d wk). Smash $22,000. Last week, terrif $35,000, big
rush coming in last couple of days.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1-$1.25)—
“Kiss Blood Off Hands” (U) and
Boston, Oct. 25;
“Johnny Stool Pigeon” <U) (re¬
Biz is off generally this frame issues). Nice $10,000. Last week,
except for some long runs.' New¬ “Footsteps in Fog” (Col), $8,000.
comers are not up to hopes in many
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
instances. On Saturday night (22), $1-$1.25)—“Man Alone” (Rep) and
the mercury dipped to 30 above “Cross -Channel”
(Indie).
Slow
and this helped biz. Only three $8,000. Last week, . “Illegal” (WS)
new comers, with “Girl in Red and “Night Freight” (AA), $13,000.
Velvet Swing” best with okay round
United Artists (UA) (1.939; $1at the Metropolitan. “Cinerama $1.25)—“Trial”
(M-G)
(3d wk).
Holiday” again leads the Hub again Down to oke $10,500. Last week,
with smash take, third week in a $14,000.
row it has hit $30,000. Arty houses
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1-$1.25)
are holding socko.
“Marty” at —“Quentin Durward” (M-G) (2d
Kenmore still is great in 12th wkh.Poor $7,000. Last week. $8,700.
round.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬
Estimates for This Week
tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Cine¬
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 75-$1.25) — rama ^Holiday” (Indie) (37th wk>.
“Night of Hunter” (UA). Sluggish Steady $20,000. Last week. same.
krim
(Krim)
(1,000; $1.25)—
$8,000. Last week,
“To
Catch
“Day of Triumph” (Indie) (2d wk).
Thief” (Par) (8th wk), $5,500.
Good $14,000. Last week, $15,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
74-$1.25)—“Game of Love” (Indie)
(13th wk). Hot $8,000. Last week,
$8,500.

$ ,

.

Hub Down But ‘Holiday’
Rousing $30,000; ‘Swing’
OK 18G, ‘Men’ 20G, 2d

Cinerama (Cinerama Productions)
(1.354;
$1.25-$2.85) — “Cinerama
Holiday” (Indie) (9th wk). Lead¬
ing the city again with boff $30,000
for third week in a row. Last week,
same.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l) —
“Divided Heart” (Rep) and “Day
to Remember” (Rep). Happy $10,000. Last week, “Holiday Henriet¬
ta” (Indie) (3d wk), $6,000.
Fenway (NETA) (1.373; 60-$l)—
"Desperate Hours” (Par) (2d wk).
Oke $6,000. Last week, $7,800.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
—“Marty” (UA) (12th wk). Soar¬
ing to $9,500. Last week, $7,500.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)—
“Tall Men” (20th) and “Siam” (BV)
(Continued on page 18)

‘Swing’ Snappy $16,000,
Denver; ‘Brunettes’ 15G

Denver, Oct. 25.
“Girl in Red Velvet Swing”
sockeroo at the Centre, is pacing
the city currently.
It is holding
over. Not far behind is “Gentle¬
men Marry Brunettes” with a ro¬
bust .tafte at Paramount.
Others
holding include “Ulysses,” still
solid in third round at Denham,
“Great Adventure” ar Esquire and
“Chance Meeting” at Vogue.
Estimates for This Week
Centre
(Fox)
i 1,247; 60-$ D—
“Girl in Red Velvet- Swing” (20th).
Smart $16,000.
Holding.
Last
week, “Love Is Splendored Thing”
(20th) (3d wk), $12,000.
Denham iCpckrill) (1,750; 60-$l)
—“Ulysses” (Par) (2d wk'.
Good
(Continued on page 18)
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PICTURE GROSSES
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Smooth $9,000,
Rain Dampens Chi Biz; ‘Hunter Fair ‘Swing’Seattle;‘Alley’Oke
Storm Bops B way B. 0.; ‘Swing Boff
8G
$15,000, Hell’ Mighty 32G, “Men Tall
$52,000, ‘Lucy 17G, ‘Harry’ Bright
35G, 2d Wks.; ‘Holiday’ Big 42G, 19th
$15,900, ‘Oklahoma Sock 54%G, 2d
Chicago, Oct. 25. 4Offish trend fa noted here this
round at many spots, with week¬
Film gross estimates as re¬
end rain and some not so good pix
ported herewith from the vari¬
blamed. “Night of the Hunter”
and “Robbers’ Boost” shapes fair
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
$15,000 in first frame at the Roose¬
without usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
velt.
playing
percentage, hence the
“Sister Eileen” with JoniJames
heading vaude, is jtist mild in sec¬
estimated figures are net in¬
ond frame at the Chicago. How¬
come.
ever "To Hell and Back' still is
The parenthetic admission
sock in first holdover stanza at
prices, however, as indicated,
United Artists. “The Tall Men
include the U, S. amusement
continues big in the second at the
tax.
State-Lake. “Always Fair Weath¬
er" stays fair in the second Orien¬
tal week.
“Lucy Gallant” is disappointing
in second at McVickers while
••Footsteps in Fog” and “Special
Delivery” combo contipues sturdy
in second Monroe session. “Left
Hand of God” is nice in third week
at the Woods.
“Ulysses” continues surprisingly
Indianapolis, Oct. 25.
big in fourth frame at the Grand.
Fall outdoors lure is drawing the
“Cinerama
Holiday”
continues
great in 19th week at the Palace. crowds here this stanza while biz
Estimates for This Week
in firstrun spots is mostly slack.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.50) “Tall Men” in second week at In¬
—“Sister Eileen” (Col) with Joni
diana will lead town again with
James helming stageshow (2d wk).
a good take. “Ulysses” is neat at
Dull $38,000. Last week, $50,000.
Grand (Nomikos) '(1,200; 98-$l)— Circle while “Count Three and
“Ulysses” (Par) (4th wk). Okay Pray” only is fair at Loew’s. Re¬
duced bus service at nights on
$6,500. Last week, $10,000. .
Loop (Telenet) (606; 90-$L25)— many transit lines is hurting down¬
towns.
“African Lion” (BV) (4th wk).
Stout $8,500. Last week, $10,500.
Estimates for This Week
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)—*
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50“Footsteps in Fog” (Col) and “Spe¬ 85)—“Ulysses”,. (Par) and. “Finger
cial Delivery” (Col). (2d wk). Slow Man” (AA).
Neat $9,000.
Last
$5,000. Last week, $9,000.
week. “Phenix City Story” (AA)
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65- and “Night Freight” (AA), $7,500.
$1.25)—"Lucy Gallant” (Par) (2d
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 70-95)—
wk). Mildish $12,500. Last week,
“Tall Men” (20th). Nice $10,000
$16,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25) after $18,000 opener.
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 50-75)—
—“Always Fair Weather” (M-G)
(2d wk). Fair $19,000. Last week, “City Across River” (U) and “Girls
in Night” (U) (reissues). Good
$26,000.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40> $4,000. Last week, “End of Affair”
— “Cinerama
Holiday”
(Indie) (Col) and “Five Against House”
(19th wk.) Sturdy $42,000. Last (Col), $6,000.
week, $41,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 50-80)—
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-96K- "Cdunt Three and Pray” (Col) and
“Niglit of Hunter” (UA) and “Rob¬ “King’s Thief” (M-G). Fair $7,000.
bers’ Roost” (UA). Mild $15,000.
Last week, “Sister Eileen”- (Col)
Last week, “Seven Cities Gold” and “Duel on Mississippi” (Col).
(20th) .and “Illegal” (WB) (2d wk), $6,500.
* ’
:
$9,700.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)
—“Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk). Big
$35,000. Last week, $50,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
“Man Who Loved Redheads” (UA)
(4th wk). Nice $3,800. Last week,
$4,200.
•
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65Minneapolis, Oct. 25.
98)—“To Hell and Back” (U) (2d
wk). Great $32,000. Last week,
There was little, weekend help
$42,000.
at boxoffice from crowds drawn
Woods
(Essaness)
(1,206;
98- here for Minnesota-Michigan foot¬
$1.25)—“Left Hand of God” (20th) ball game. - Drawing a sellout
(3d wk). Tall $21,000. Last week, crowd of 64,000, this monopolized
$28,000.
much public attention. Two new
World (Indie) (697; 98)—“Othel¬ offerings,
“Sister
Eileen”
and
lo ' (Indie) (reissue). Strong $3,800. “Female on Beach” are not doing
Last week. “Quartet” (Indie) and so well.
“Cinerama Holiday”’ in
Tight Little Island” (Indie) (re¬ 14th week is perking to big take.
issues). $3,200.
“Trial” is sturdy in third. However,
Ziegfeld
(Lopert) (430; 98)— “To Hell and Back,” is standout
Beauties of Night” (UA) and “In¬ holdover with great takings in
timate Relations” (Indie)
(reis¬ second.
sues). Oke $3,600. Last week. “Sin¬
Estimates for This Week
ners” (Indie) and “Volpone” (In¬
Century
(S-W)
(1,150;
$1.75die) (reissues). $2,900.
$2.65)—“Cinerama Holiday” (In¬
die) (14th wk). Extra matinees
boosting take. Big $19,000. Last
week, $17,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—
“Trial” (M-G) (3d wk). Sturdy
$6,000. Last week, $7,000.
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;
85-$D—
“Tall Men” (20th) (m.o.).
Still
.
.
Omaha, Oct. 25.
clicking
at
$6,000
for
third
down¬
\al«
?ockero° in its Omat
town week. Last week, “Long John
Goldberg’s flagshi;
Silver” (DCA) and “Hunters of
the State, this week. Good reviev
Deep” (DCA), $2,500 at 65-85c.
fr-W0-”00"® Pushing it to
tpmd take..
“Female on Bead:
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)—
“Sister Eileen” (Col). Should build
„ w!se, ,1S smash at the Omah
Lone holdover, “To Hell and Back
to good fair $11,000.
Last week,
.Mill great at the Orpheum in se<
“Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk), $8,800,
°od session.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75Estimates for This Week
$1)—“To Hell and Back” (U) (2d
Brandcis (RKO) (1,000; 75-$:
wk). Proving one of year’s boxof¬
ni -m i 4lone” lRcP) and “Mystei
fice champs here. Still hot at $12,s rf UlCok bungle” (Rep). Below ave:
000 or near. Last week, $20,000.
Last week< “Tenne
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)-—
Wr
(RKO) and “Gree
“Life in Balance” (20th) and “Out¬
iMMrf (AA), $4,000.
law’s
Daughter”
(20th).
Mild
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 70-91
$3,800. Last week, “Desert Sands”
‘•Pifv m?leo, on Beach” (U) an
(UA) and “Operation Manhunt”
SH non 0f Shadows” (Rep).
Sock
(UA), $4,000.
m-iK ^Last week> “Last Con
State
(Par)
(2,300;
85-$l)—
Evi” (ilReP) and “Twinkle in God
“Female
pn Beach’ (U).
Modest
nr. Rep)- $4-500 ^ 6 days.
$7,500. ‘ Last week, “Phenix City
rVbeu? (Tristates) (2,890; 7i
Story” (AA), $8,000 in eight days.
wkrT? -Rel1 and Back” (U) (2
World (Mann) 400; 75-$1.20)—
luw S2& ?1.2'500- Last We'
“I Am a Camera” (DCA) (4th wk).
Torn-up streets adjacent to theatre
“7v!fit’wi?9jdberg) (860; 70-90)I -mia. ^LG). Solid $8,000 or nea
undoubtedly hurt this. Neverthe¬
less, still hefty $4,500. Last week,
andl“v-cek’ “Bar Sinister” (M-C
na Virgin Queen” (20th), $3,5.0
$5,000.

Estimates Are Net

Ulysses’Hep 9G,
Indpk; ‘Men’ MG

Football No Mpls. Help;
‘Eileen’ Fairish $11,000,
‘Hell’ Sockeroo 12G, 2d

‘Female’ Torrid $8,000
In Omaha; Trial’ Ditto,
‘Hell’ Smash 12|G, 2

Seattle, Oct. 25.
Moveover from Music Hall to
the Blue Mouse for “To Hell and
Back” puts this opus into fourth
stanza downtown here, and it’s
still big. “Trial” shapes good at
Orpheum while “Girl in Red Vel¬
vet Swing” looms lofty 'at Coli¬
seum. “Blood Alley” is just okay
at Music Hall.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90;
$1.25)—“To Hell and Back” (U)
and
“Ain’t
Misbehavin’’
(U)
(m.o.).
Big $7,000 for fourth
downtown week. Last week, “Simba” (Indie) and “Roadhouse Girl”
(Indie), $2,800.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90$1.25)—“Girl in Velvet Swing”
(20th) and “Gun That Won West”
(Col). Lofty $9,000 or near. Last
week, “Wichita” (AA) and “Be¬
trayed Women” (AA), $9,100.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1-$1.25) — “Sister Eileen” (Col)
and “Special Delivery” (Col) (2d
wk).
Good $7,000.
Last week,

One of the best weekends that
Broadway deluxers have enjoyed
in many weeks promised a sharp
upbeat at firstrun theatres in the
current session. But Monday eve¬
ning’s rain and wind storm clipped
grosses all along the line, placing
a damper on rosy prospects. Crisp,
clear weather had been a rare in¬
ducement for Saturday - Sunday
trade, and looked to revive trade
again yesterday (Tues.).
“Girl in Red Velvet Swing”
shapes as standout newcomer with
a socko $52,000 or near opening
week at the Roxy. “Simba” with
vaude is heading for a fine $22,000
at the Palace.
“Lucy Gallant,”
another newcomer, ■ shapes okay
$17,000 or close initial stanza end¬
$10,000.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90- ing today at the Victoria.
$1.25)—“Blood Alley” (WB) and
“Trouble With Harry” garnered
“Mad at World” (Indie).
Fairly a great $15,900 opening frame at
okay $8,000 or close. Last week. the Paris, where it is now in its
“Hell and Back” (U> (3,d wk), second week.
$7,700.
“Oklahoma” is holding with a
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2.700; 90- likely wow $54,500
in second
$1.25)—“Trial” (M-G) and “Cross stanza at the Rivoli. and naturally
Channel” (Rep). Good $10,000 or stays on indef. Virtually all night
aver.
Last
week,
“Gentlemen shows are currently sellout but
Marry Brunettes” (UA) ;and “No matinees are something else again.
man’s Woman” (UA) (2d wk) $5.- “Tall Men” continues smash at
600 in 8 days.
$30,000 in second round at the
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; State.
$1-$1.25)—“Tall Men” (20th) (2d
“Trial”
with
stageshow
con¬
wk).
Fair $7,500.
Last week,
tinues remarkably strong in second
$11,600.
week at the Music Hall, with
$140,000 likely.
“Cinerama Holi¬
day” wound up its 37th session
with a great $42,000 at the War¬
ner.
j
“Blood
Alley”
completed
its
third stanza at the Paramount yes¬
terday with an okay $28,000. In
same week, “Desperate Hours” is
heading for a sock $25,000 at the
Kansas City, Oct. 25.
Criterion.
“To Hell and Back”
Strongest fare *in current session looks to finish its fifth week at the
is “Phenix City Story” in four Fox Capitol with $20,000. “Sheep Has
Midwest firstruns day and date, Five Legs” held with great $7,800
with excellent reviews and extra in 11th session at the arty Fine
attention devoted to it by the Kan¬ Arts, unusually big for this stage
sas City Star helping. “Lucy Gal¬ of run.
lant” is moderately strong at the
“Rebel Without Cause” is open¬
Paramount while “Always Fair, ing today (Wed.) at the Astor after
Weather” is only fairish at the! sonie four desultory weeks with
Midland. “Tall Men” at Orpheum “McConnell Story.”
“Gentlemen
and “The Bed” at the Vogue con¬ Marry Brunettes” comes into the
tinue as. strong holdovers. Ameri¬ Mayfair next Saturday (29) night
can Royal still in the picture as after four rather disappointing
annual live, stock and horse show weeks with “Night of Hunter.”
wound up run over the weekend. “Ulysses” is still going stoutly at
It was no help to cinema trade ap¬ Globe with $10,400 in 10th week.
parently.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$1.75)'
Apollo (Fox Midwest) (1.085; 85)
— “Rebel Without Cause” (WB).
—“I Am Camera" (DCA) (3d wk).
Opens today (Wed.).
In ahead,
Oke $3,5Q0.
Goes fourth.
Last
“McConnell Story” (WB) (4th wk-6
week, $4,000.
days), dull $6,800 after $8,500 in
Midland (Loew’sl (3,500; 60-80)—
third.
“Always Fair Weather” (M^G) and
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
“Scarlet Coat” (M-G). Light-$7,000. Last week, “Sister Eileen” (550; $1.25-$1.80)—“I Am Camera”
(Col) and “Special Delivery” (Col), (DCA) (12th wk). The 11th round
ended Sunday (23) was fine $6,500
same.
Missouri (RKO) (2,585; 65-90)— after $7,700 in 10th week.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20)
‘.‘Blood Alley” (WB) and “Stran¬
ger’s Hand” (AA) (2d wk). Oke —“To Hell and Back” (U) (5th wk).
This round winding today (Wed.)
$5,000. Last week, $8,000.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913; looks to hit big $20,000 after $21,75-$l)—“Tall Men” (20th) (3d wk). 000 for fourth. Stays until “Guys
Lively $6,500.
Stays on.
Last and Dolls” (Goldwyn) opens with
benefit the night of Nov. 3.
week, $9,000.
Paramount (United Par) (1,900; I
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20)
70-90)—“Lucy Gallant” (Par). Nice —“Desperate Hours” (Par) (3d wk).
$10,000;
holds.
Last
week, Current stanza winding up today
“Ulysses” (Par) (2d wk), $6,000.
(Wed.) is heading for socko $25,000
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$l)— after $25,500, over hopes, in second.
“Count Three and Pray” (Col) (2d Holds on, naturally.
wk).
Mild $3,000.
Last week,
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
$4,700.
—“Sheep Has Five Legs” (Indie)
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra¬ (12th wk). The 11th frame ended
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; Monday (24) hit great $7,800 after
700; 1,217; 65-85)—“Phenix City $9,300 in 10th week. Receipts to
Story” (AA) and “Shotgun” (AA). date far ahead of anything for this
Stout $19,000. Last week, “Female stage of .run to play house.
on Beach” (U) and “Life in the
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
Balance” (20th), $12,000.
—“Ulysses” (Par) (11th wk). The
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l) — 10th round ended last night (Tues.)
“The Bed” (Indie) (2d wk). Okay lifted to solid $10,400 after $9,000
$1,500; holds. Last week, $2,300.
in ninth week. “I Died a Thousand
Times” (WB) is due in next instead
of “Illegal” (WB), originally booked
for house.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) —
“Gate’of Hell” (Indie) (46th wk).
The 45th week concluded. Monday
Toronto, Oct. 25.
With only two major newcomers, (24) held with big $6,000 same as
“The Kentuckian” is leading the 44th week. Continues indef.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
town to sock returns, with “Seven
Cities of Gold” satisfactory. Hold¬ —“Night of Hunter” (UA) (4th wk).
overs, however, are showing little Holding over two extra days to
change this going for “Mister Rob¬ open “Gentlemen Marry Brunettes”
erts,’’’ “To Hell and Back” and (UA) on Saturday (29). In final nine
“Love Is Splendored Thing,” all days looks like dull $8,500. Last
in fourth frame.
“Left Hand of week was $8,000, below expecta¬
tions.
God” is neat in third stanza.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95Estimates for This Week
Christie, Hyland (Rank) • (848; $1.80)—“African Lion” (BV) (7th
1,354;
75-$l)—“I
Am
Camera” v/k). Sixth stanza concluded yester¬
(DCA) (4th wk). Okay $6,000. Last day (Tues.) held with sturdy $7,000
after $8,000 in fifth week. Stays on.
week, $8,000.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60>—
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
(Lip)
with vaudeville.
State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,059; “Simba”
955; 696; 694: 975; 40-75)—“Five Week ending tomorrow (Thurs.J
looks to hit solid $22,000. Last
(Continued on page 18)

‘Phenix’Potent
$19,000, K. C. Ace

‘Kentuckian’ Great 19G,
Toronto; ‘Hell’ 12G 4th

week, “Prize of Gold” (Col) plus
vaude, $21,000.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1$2) — “Blood Alley” (WB) (4thflnal wk). Third round ended last
night (Tu.es.) was okay $28,000.
Second week W'as $31,000. “Sin¬
cerely Yours” (WB) opens Nov. 2.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$1.80) — “Trouble With Harry”
(Par) (2d wk). Pushed to smash
$15,900 in first week ended Sunday
(23), best here in many week. Looks
set for run.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
fellers) (6,200; ,95-$2.75)— “Trial”
(M-G) with stageshow (2d wk).
Current session finishing today
(Wed.) is holding with fine $140,000
or near. First week was $145,000.
Slays on.
Weekend trade was
terrific, with Saturday biz one of
greatest ever at Hall. Storm start¬
ing around 5 p.m. Monday (24)
hurt badly. Stays a third. “Tender
Trap”1 (M-G) due in next.
Rivoli (UAT) (1.514; $1.50-$3.50)
—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (2d wk).
Initial holdover week ending today
(Wed.) looks like wow $54,500,.
representing capacity for night
performances but not for matinees.
First frame was $56,000.
ToddAO process pic continues on indef.
Plaza (Brecker) (556; $1.50-$1.80)
—“Deep Blue Sea” (20th) (3d wk).
Second week ended last night
(Tues.) was smash $11,500 after
$13,500 qpener. Continues on.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65$2,40)—“Girl in Red Velvet Swing”
(20th) (2d wk). Soared to sockeroo
$52,000 in first stanza ended last
night (Tues.). Holds, natch! Look*
good enough for run, but “View
From Pompey’s Head” (20lh) is be¬
ing brought in Nov.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
“Tall Men” (20th) (3d wk). First
holdover round ended Monday (24)
held with wow $30,000 after $41,000 for first week. Stays on.
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)—
“Marly” (UA) (29th wk). The 28th
frame completed Sunday (23)-wa*
fancy $7,000 after $8,800 in 27th
week. Stays on.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
$1-$1.50 — “Frisky" (DCA).
Opened Monday f24).
In ahead,
“Svengali” (M-G) (4th wk-9 days),
hit slow $2,700 after $3,000 in third
full week.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50$1.75)—“Lucy
Gallant”
(Par).
Pushing to about $17,000, just okay
for first session ending today
(Wed.). Holds. In ahead, “Sister
Eileen” (Col) (4th wk), $11,500.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
$1.20-$3.30)—“Cinerama
Holiday’1
(Indie) (38th wk). The 37th round
concluded Saturday (22) was great
$42,000, remarkably strong in view
of not having any holiday in th*
session, as' in 36th week, which
was $45,800. Stays indef.

Ulysses' Standout In
Cleve., Big 24G; 'Swing’
14G, ‘Hell’ Hot 11G,4th
Cleveland, Oct. 25.
"Ulysses” Is standout here this
round with smash takings at State.
“Girl in Red Velvet Swing” is rated
smart but not big enough to hold
at the Allen.
Hipp’s “Tall Men”
in third week still is fine. Neither
“Simba” at Stillman nor “Scarlet
Coat” at Ohio are getting far. Still
amazing is “To Hell and Back” in
fourth Palace round.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70-$l)—“Girl
n Red Velvet Swing.”
(20th).
Good $14,000, but not enough to
hold.
Last week, “Illegal" (WB)
and “Dam Busters” (WB), $12,500.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$U—
“Tall Men” (20th) (3d wk). Brisk
$13,000. Bast week, $15,000.
'Lower Mall (Community) (585;
70-90)—“Red Shoes” (UA) (reis¬
sue). Good $3,000. Last week, “I
Am a Camera” (DCA) (4th wk),
$2,000.
Ohio
(Loew)
(1,244;
70-90)—
“Scarlet Coat” (M-G). Barely okay
$5,000 in 5 days.
Last week,
“Marty” (UA) (m.o.), $5,200.
Palace (RKO) (3,286; 70-SI)—“To
Hell and Back” (U) (4th wk). Nice
$11,000 after $12,000 last week.
State (Loew)
(3.500; 70-90)—
“Ulysses” (Par).
Robust $24,000.
Last week, “Trial” (M-G), (3d \vk>,
$7,500 in 5 days.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700: 70-90'—
“Simba” (Lip).
Average $7,000.
Last week, “King’s Thief” (M-G),

$6,000,
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This week starts
the nationwide applause!
1

WAENEB BEGS*, challenging drama of today’s teenagt

Cl N emaScoPE

>WarnerColor

ALSO STARRING

NATALIE WOOD

^

SAL MINEO JIM BACKUS-ANN DORAN^

SCREEN PLAY BY

PRODUCED BY-

DIRECTED BY

COREY ALLEN • WILLIAM HOPPER • STEWART STERN • DAVID WEISBART- NICHOLAS RAY '
MUSIC BY LEONARD ROSENMAN
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Wednesday,. October 26, 1955

He was new on the block,
the pretty girl belonged to
the leader of the gang,
and thediiltsi!

These kids
are playing
‘jCops and Robbers
with real cops

V~

r

fv

lolence!

called him
‘chickin’
to his face
...THIS IS THE WAY
A TEEN-WAR STARTS!
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INTERNATIONAL

‘Weather Smash $17,500 in London;
‘Camera*fast 8%G, ‘Trouble’ Hot
9G, 2d, ‘Madness’ Lusty 12G, in 3d

Variety

Neatrour Quits ABC Post
London, Oct. 18.

'VARIITY'r LONOON OPPICI
I St. Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square

Few New Heavyweight Contenders In
Park Legit Bat ‘Heads’ Loob Okay

J. Andrew Neatrour, for the
last six years advertising and press
manager of
Associated
British
Cinemas, has left the industry and
yesterday (Mon.) started as per¬
sonal assistant to the chairman of
a textile company where he will
be in charge of public relations.
An American, Neatrour came to
England with the U.S. Army, and
stayed on after demobilization.
Rome, Oct. 18.
From 1946’ until he joined ABC,
Elaborate preparations are un¬
he was director of the motion pic¬ der way here to receive the Inter¬
ture division of Foote, Cone & national Film Exhibitors Union
Bclding and public relations exec (U.I.E.C.), -which meets in the
on several of the agency’s major
Eternal City Oct. 26 to 29. Confab
accounts.
is organized by AGIS, the Italian
exhib group, and meetings Will be
held at its central offices here,
U. S. exhib groups may attend the
meeting.
The four-day Rome conclave,
agenda for which is now being
prepped, will also include an audi¬
ence by the Pope, at which the
Holy Father is expected to deliver
the
second part of his treatise on
London, Oct. 25.
motion picture problems, with spe¬
There’s to be an emergency au¬ cific attention to their content and
tumn budget^ introduced in the their effect on the community.
House
of
Commons
tomorrow

Prep Int’l Exhib Meet
For Rome, Oct 26-29

By GENE MOSKOWITZ
Paris, Oct. 25.
The new legit season has come

a cropper this week as the incom¬
London, Oct. 10.
ing batch did not look to have any
Latest Returns from firstrun sit¬
real heavyweight contenders to
uations indicate the haalthy boxmake for ltmgruns or for U.S.
office trend is continuing here.
Most .impressive of the new entries
interest. One boulevard comedy,
Always Fair Weather,” at the Em¬
with some laughs, looks to make
London, Oct. 18.
pire is heading for a smash $17,a run on its provincial appeal and
500 in its first round.
A nine-minute film illustrating
cast names. But the others seem
set to clear out of the legit scene
“I Am a Camera” also made a the British participation in the
soon, and make way for newcomers
bold start at the London Pavilion, Venice Film Festival is being giv¬
which always appear to be ready
where it is expected to finish its en w'orld wide distribution via the
Rank
Overseas
Organization.
The
in the overprolific legit atmosphere
initial frame with a sturdy $8,500.
here.
"Trouble Shooter” was in the big English version Is being offered to
money at the Odeon, Leicester tv webs in the U. S. and Canada
Theatre Charles De Rochefort
Square opening stanza and looks while native versions are being
has a
whodunit "Liberty-Bar,”
readied for release in Austria, Bel¬
fancy $9,000 in second.,
adapted from a novel of Georges
gium, Denmark, France, Germany,
"Second Greatest Sex” is head
Simenon by Frederic Valmain.
ing for a modest $4,500 in its first Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden
Piece is primarily in the psycho¬
week at the Gaumont. "Never Too and Switzerland.
logical observation category rather
Young” looks fair $5,500 or near
It is also aimed to obtain full
than in the suspense school. As a
in secofld Plaza round.
theatrical distribution through as¬
result, it suffers from obvious,
plodding theatrics. Character anal¬
Way ahead among the holdovers, sociated circuits in Australia, Can¬
"Summer Madness” continued in ada, Malaya, Netherlands, New
ysis and dramaturgical presentation
Portugal
and
South (Wed.j, but there is no hope of
is not astute enough to have this
boffo style with almost $12,000 in Zealand,
any. relief for the picture industry.
its third-final round- at Leicester Africa.
contain controlled interest. Cheapie
The Chancellor of the Exchequer
Square
Theatre. "Pete
Kelly's
production aspects do not help
has one objective: to stop inflation
Blues” still is .healthy at the War¬
either.
by curbing the public spending
ner
fourth frame
being
near
Based on the Inspector Maigret
spree. This will probably be
$7,000.
character, he very rarely explodes
achieved by increased indirect tax¬
Estimates for Last Week
London, Oct. 18. * Into the taking qualities of his
ation.
The maintenance of British cul¬ book attributes. Main aspect is the
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$1.70)—
The continued drain on Britain’s tural entertainment is costing over acting of gargantuan Georgette
•‘Virgin Queen” (20th) (2d wk).
gold and dollar reserves has been $2,000,000 a year in grants paid by Anys who displays a woman under
Average $7,000 or near. Last week,
Zurich, Oct. 18.
causing growing anxiety in Treas¬ the Treasury to the Arts Council. her layers of fat. This looks to have
$7,800.
Continues.
The French gangster pic, "Du ury circles. Full employment bias In return, it is handing out $700,- a moderate run for habituees of
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)—
"Cinerama”
(Robin)
(54th wk). Rififi chez l^s Hommes” (Brawl resulted in increased production of 000 a year to Covent Garden, this sort of play.
Over $11,300 this frame, fine for Among Men), which copped an consumer goods, most of which $280,000 to Sadler’s Wells, with a
Coward’s Piece NSH
award for best direction (Jules has been sold iri‘ the domestic further $84,000 for the Old Vic.
length of run.
Theatre Monceau has a lack¬
and
not
enough
has
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)— Dassin) at this year’s Cannes Film market
These figures are released in the
lustre
adaptation
of Noel-Coward’s
"Always Fair Weather”
(M-G). Festival, has just been banned here found its way into overseas terri¬ Arts Council’s 10th annual report,
This has seriously upset published last week, and accom¬ "Relative Values” in "Felicity” of
Heading for great $17,500. Stays by the Cantonal Police after run¬ tories.
Pierre
Sabatier.
This tale of a
ning more than three weeks at the balance of payments situation. panied by economic data on the
on.
Hollywood star’s desire to marry
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70) 1,300-seat Apollo. It did excellent
Announcement of the budget operation of- state-aided theatres.
an
English
nobleman,
which is put
—"Second Greatest Sex” (Rank). biz during its run.
came in a surprise statement from The three houses named, plus the
This is one of the rare cases of Downing Street last Wednesday permanent symphony orchestras, I off by her sister of low birth and a
Only fair, at about $4,500.
visiting
Hollywood
male
star, loses
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA) local censorship which, generally, (19), and there is little doubt that gross around $2,800,000 annually
(1,376; 50-$1.70) —"Summer Mad¬ is extremely liberal and seldom R. A. Butler, the Chancellor, will at the boxoffice, but receive an¬ its gloss and wit in transition. What
remains
is
a
laborious
comedy
that
ness” (IFD) (3d wk). Closing cur¬ bans or even cuts any films. Age announce substantial increases in other $1,400,000 from public funds
is never saved by the valiant at¬
rent round. Fine $12,000 or near. limit in this city being at 18, there the sales tax of many goods in the to balance their budgets.
i.
tempts
of
the
cast.
Meandering
Last week, $12,600. "Joe Macbeth” is little danger of juveniles see¬ luxury class. Automobiles, refriger¬
Questioning whether the 50%
direction does not help either;
ing any improper films
(Col) preems Oct. 20.
ators, washing machines and the aid from public funds was a just
The base of "Rififi” is strange like are almost sure to be affected. proportion, the council report notes hence, this looks • in for a short
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50$1.70)—"I Am a Camera” (IFD). since the pic had raised no objec¬ The policy of indirect taxation is that one of the major provincial career.
Healthy $8,500 after grossing tion when first released. It was also expected to be carried a stage orchestras offers 50% of its seats
Theatre Michel has a boulevard
banned only after having been further by cutting of existing for a symphony concert at an aver¬ comedy by Max Regnier and Andre
around $4,000 in first two days.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA) seen by a good' portion of Zurich’s food subsidies, which in turn will age price of 30c, while at Covent Gillois, "Les Petites Tetes” (The
public.
Presumably, mean higher prices for essential Garden, 25% of the accomnfoda- Little Heads), which has enough
(2.200; 50-$l.70)—"Trouble Shoot¬ film-going
er" (UA) (2d wk).
Sturdy $9,000 pressure from unrevealed sources groceries. There will probably also tions are available at 56e. At the laughs and stylish acting and situa¬
is responsible for the late nixing.
or close. Last week, $11,000.
be a substantial cut in government Old Vic733% of the seats are sold tions to make for a run largely via
Motivation ior the ban a£ re¬
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2.out-of-town theatre * patrons. Con¬
spending and loans.
at an average price of 30c.
200; 50-$1.70) — "Touch and Go” vealed in the Police Directive fol¬
In a plea for a planned develop¬ cerning the domination of a couple
While the film industry has no
(Rank) and "Among Headhunters” lows: "In view of its brutalizing
of
husbands by their officious
ment
of
improved
theatrical
facil¬
(Rank) (3d wk). Well below hopes general character and the detailed hope of a tax cut, the' economic
ities throughout the country, the wives, it gives Francoise Rosay a
with moderate $3,300 this frame. representation of a crime in its outcome of the budget also will
meaty
role in which she can make
council
points
out
that
despite
the
Got only $4,200 in previous week. preparation and accomplishment, certainly have an adverse effect
roll-call of unemployed actors or use of her brusque "grande dame”
"Tiger In
Sky”
(WB)
follows this film must be considered bru¬ on both film production and com¬
qualities
and authority. This may
musicians, there is not enough
Oct. 20.
talizing and offensive in the sense mercial tv. Indie film makers, who
available talent to keep more than be around awhile.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70) — of the Cantonal Cinema Decree of are already being subjected to a
Theatre De L’Etoile houses the
banking squeeze, may find it even a modest number of theatres and
"Never Too Young” (Par) (2d wk). 1916.”
concert hails going. The 100 civic marionette show from Italy, Les
Fair $5,500 or near after $6,000
The film depicts a big jewel rob¬ more difficult to get advances for
theatres manned by second fate Piccoli
De
Podreeca.
Stringed
opening round.
bery in Paris by a gang of four and new production, while tv program¬
professional actors would not cre¬ cavorters have the perfected par¬
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.30) — actually shows every detail of the mers, who rely on advertising to
"House of Bamboo” (20th) (2d wk). crime. At the end, clashing with a meet their production costs, may ate a renaissance of drama in Brit¬ ody moments of humans which
Nice $5,000 or near, same as pre¬ rivalling gang, the mobsters de¬ also be hurt by the drive-to re¬ ain, but 30 exemplary theatres makes this a pleasing show. Clever
vious fra m e.
"Oh Rosalind;
stroy each other to the last man, strict consumer goods to the home manned by firstrate actors even¬ bullfight bit, a takeoff on a stuffy
tually would.
concert singer and her meek pian¬
(ABP) follows Nov. 17.
without any police intervention at market.
Urging discrimination in the ist, an undersea ballet and other
Ritz (M-G)
(432; 50-$1.30) — all. Yarn is not unlike "Asphalt
The four major trade associa¬
inclusion
of
new
theatres
in
mu¬
showy
numbers make this troupe
"King’s Thief” (M-G) (2d wk). Av¬ Jungle” <M-G), of some years ago, tions in the motion picture indus¬
erage $2,200. Last week, $2,500.
which had played Zurich without try have for some months been nicipal development projects, the of manipulators one of the best in
Arts
Council
insists
that
the
birth¬
the old type aspects. It looks to
Studio I (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)— incident. '
working together to formulate an
rate of white elephants must not have its usual healthy run here
"Lady and Tramp” (BV) (6th wk).
agreed all-industry campaign for
be encouraged to rise. This is the
Solid $4,600. Stays indef.
NOW AUSSIES PLAN PIX FEST admission tax relief. Apart from time, it argues, for a planned where marionettes are still crowd
Warner (WB) (1,785; 50-$1.70) —
pleasers.
the fact they are all agreed in prin¬
housing campaign for the arts
"Pete Kelly’s Blues” (WB) (4th
ciple on the urgency of obtaining a
wk).
Fine $7,000 or over, after Would Cash in on Influx of ’56 substantial cut in the incidence of which would shape a national
Olympic Visitors
policy.
$8,300 in third round. “Kings
the duty, they’re still a long way
It notes that while the audience
Rhapsody” (BL) preems Oct. 26.
from working out final details of
Sydney, Oct. 18.
their joint approach.
It is as¬ for the arts is 100 times the size
With over 1,000,000 visitors due sumed that they will withhold rep¬ it was in 1930, no new theatres
have been put up in London dur¬
Zurich, Oct. 18.
in for the Olympic Games in Mel¬ resentations until the annual budgi"
ing the last 25 years.
In that
World preem of William Faulk¬
»
bourne ne:^ year, plans are- cur- et next spring.
period, two small theatres have ner’s "Requiem for a Nun,” in Ger¬
. rently going ahead for an Aussie
been built in England, but at least man, at the Schauspielhaus here,
Mexico City, Oct. 18.
•Film Festival patterned along the
120 have closed. Far from deplor¬ looks like the season’s first big
A three-way film organization is \ lines equal to the Cannes fest.
ing the shuttering of so many thea¬ legit event. Opening night and the
reportedly being readied by Gen. j Move is seen as planned to plug
subsequent
performances
tres, the council argues that this first
Ahelardo L. Rodriguez, ex-presi-: the Aussie status in the film field'
is bqst for building a strong net¬ were SRO. Critical acclaim in all
London, Oct. 18.
local
papers
was
unanimous,
laud¬
trnsivS1
^ho has 311 .cx_!
With Australia having three-day
of
repertory
houses
in
Hazel Gee, a choreographer, was work
film
in
-1GMexican flying time from the old and the
ing the play as one of the most
awarded $593 against New Church¬ Britain.
cm iaf?ociatlon
new worlds, civic leaders, pix topimportant seen here in years, in
ills Club for arrears in salary and
spite of its controversial, ultraof* the RTnkaAf<i\TPv^nt°n»S'nt‘l al :pers and fiovernmental moguls, damages in lieu of notice. She
tinn
-MeX1C<i‘
backed by commercial, executives^
[>sc-flfl-krc . ihenag..,..a,nd....£Q.me brutal
^•j-eteiiued she had been wrongfully
tion will deal in production, dis- •
'An
shock
values.
,
tnbution and exhibition.
: t£e motion picture Australia can’* i dismissed
aismissea from
irom her
ner job
J0D as
as propro"
Adapted in German by Robert
Glasgow, Oct. 18.
Program calls for coin backing i do iusL as well
’ A slldlla can s ducer of a floorshow at that club,
Schnorr,
the
play
is
directed
by
•
Prince
Littler,
London
impresa¬
the two producers, Produceiones
‘
* .
.
.
j
The club management, which
Plan Is to invite pro-: was ordered to pay costs, pleaded rio, will present, by arrangement Leopold Lindtberg. German stage
Topeyac and Dyana Films, with1
and
screen
star
Heidemarie
Hathcoverage from pix they've made i
£el?! in a11 Parts °* lllc world to | Uiat Miss Gee terminated her own with Williamson Music Ltd., the
up to now; financing the dislribu-!.
11111 llleir "lms t° a top judg-; contract' by being absent for a Feuer & Martin production of Cole eyer, who recently appeared in the
tor, Distribuidora Mexicana de jlnfi panel representative of each j month. But the judge held that Porter's "Can-Can” for a Christ¬ award-winning German film "The
Pcliculas, to do more business in country.
Festival will run about ■ she had told them of her commit- mas and New Year season of seven Rats,” turns in a veritable tour de
Mcxico, and exhibition via
15 :1" ° wccks, culminating in a ban-; ments and her absence on business weeks at the King’s Theatre. Show, force in the role of Temple Drake,
cinemas in the provinces, five of, cluol and the presentation of "Os-[ had not constituted a breach of which recently wound up in Lon¬ being almost constantly onstage.
which are now nearing completion.
to the winners.
j agreement.
Although
rejecting don after 394 shows at the Cpli- .She is brilliantly supported by
Gisela Mattishent, Peter Luehr,
and the other 10 to be built.
With the huge influx of visitors j her damages claim for "loss of op- seum, is set to open Dec. 13.
Gen. Rodriguez asserted that he in for the Olympics, the Aussie j portunity of enhancing her repuFreddie Sales, George Gee, Sal¬ Carl Kuhlmann and Han ns Krashas ho intention of trying to domi- civic fathers are going all out with . tation,” he ruled she was entitled ly Rogers, Desmond Ainsworth snitzer in featured roles.
nate this organization, and that any plants to prove that Down Under is! to one month’s notice and three and Alcla Morrison will head the
Biz prospects look bright and
film man who wants to may par- not a land inhabited by kangaroos j weeks arrears of salary, plus a fur- cast of 50. Sales made his early further will be aided by the heat¬
ticipate by contributing to the and aboriginals minus the modern thor sum when slik had not re¬ rise to featured billing as a come¬ ed discussions which are already
capitalization fund.
i mode of living and culture.
| cei\cd her full Salary.
dian at the King’s some years ago. in evidence here.

Britain Plugs Its Role
In Venice Fest Via Pic

British Pix Tax
Relief Blasted

British Govt Pays Over
$2,000,000 Annually For
Its Cultural Amusement

French Film Banned By
Zurich After Running
There for Three Weeks

Faulkner ‘Requiem’ Click
In a Preem at Zurich

Rodriguez, Novoa Ready
3-Way Mex Film Setup! 5

London Nitery Prod.
Wins Damage Action

'Can-Can^ for Glasgow_
Year-End Holiday Run

dl1
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Allied Artists’

U Opens New Exchange At Same
Time

Deal is cooking for Allied Art¬
to take possession of a new
studio, still to be erected, to tie
in with the outfit's expansion pro¬
gram. Structure along with the
equipment will entail total costs of
close to $6,500,000.
G. Ralph Branton, AA v.p., now
in N. Y. from his Coast office, dis¬
closed that negotiations are under
way for the property with Arthur
Helwig.
midwest financier and
chairman
of
Standard Railway
Equipment Corp. and head of
Sherman Park Development Co.
Branton Stopped over in Chicago
en route from the west for huddles
with Helwig.
As the arrangement is now blue¬
printed, Sherman Park will con¬
struct the new lot in San Fernando
Valley and Allied will take it over
on a long-term, exclusive rental
basis. Minimum of 10 sound stages
and
all
new
equipment
are
planned. The Valley site comprises
26V2 acres. .
Cramping AA’s new style Of op¬
eration is its present location on
Sunset Drive in Hollywood. This
studio has only three sound stages,
forcing the company to rent space
at Republic, Metro and other
larger lots.
ists

Photoplay
, Continued from page 3

i

theatre once a week; 17.2% go
more than once a. week; 33.2% go
two or three times a month; 9.9%
go once a month, and 7!6% go less
than once a month.
Figures re¬
veal that 97% of the readers of
fan mags go to see pix at least
three times a month, Manheimer
asserted.
Exec beefed that the national
mags deal with many subjects and
articles about films or pix ‘person¬
alities may be overlooked or not
appeal to a large segment of read:
ers of such mags.
Consequently,
“why should not your best mate¬
rial go to your best audience?” he
asked.
Among those at the meeting, in
addition to the Photoplay coast
staff, and coast editor Sylvia Wal¬
lace, were Howard Strickling, pub¬
licity director at Metro; Bill Hen¬
dricks, Warner Bros.; Teet Carle,
Paramount; Walter Seltzer, HechtLancaster; Leon Roth, UA; A1 Horwits, Columbia; Jack Diamond, UI;
Merv Houser, RKO; Norman Sie¬
gel, Screen Directors Guild; Leon¬
ard Shannon, Walt Disney; Jack
Cooper, Sam Goldwyn; Don Boutyette, Republic, and Nat Dyches and
Jim Denton, 20th-Fox.

Reich Pix Up
Continued from page

7

Spain also dropped, from eight to
two. .
While submissions to the N.Y.
censor give no clear picture as to
how many films actually were
shown in the theatres, they serve
as the only available guide to the
flow of foreign pictures into this
country. It’s assumed that, unless
eventual theatre exposure is in¬
tended, an importer wouldn’t subnit his films to the censor and pay
the fee.
Countries showing an increase
include Mexico (from 39 to 42),
Britain, (from 19 to 30), Russia,
(from 12 to 16), Hong Kong (from
57 to 75) and Argentina (from 11
to 14k

5-Day Week
—

—

Continued

front page
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.^..2.5-cenl.hourly increase, effective
tomorrow. Saturday work in the
studio will be paid for at time
and one-half from Jan. 30, 1956,
to Jan. 29,1957; for the remainder
of the contract, Saturday will be
a double-time day.
Other important points in the
new contract, reached after 13
weeks of negotiation, provide for
increases in the pension plan and
health and welfare fund payments.
Beginning Nov. 28, the employer
will pay an additional four cents
per hour into the pension plan
and the employee .will pay an
additional two cents. Effective tomorrow, the employer will pay an
additional cent an hour into the
industry health and welfare fund.

Memphis, Oct. 25.
Some 300 delegates and several
national leaders are assembled
here for 'the annual Tri-State
(Arkansas - Mississippi - Tennessee)
Theatre Owners powwow.
Universal will unveil its new
film exchange office 'coincidentally.
C. J. Feldman, vepee and general
sales chief; F, J. A. McCarthy,
southern and Canadian Sales Man¬
ager; F. T. Murray, branch opera¬
tions manager, and James Frew,
southern district manager of At¬
lanta, will be hosted by Dick
Setoon, Memphis branch manager.
Other personages in town are
George
Kerasotes,
TOA
board
member; Warren Foster, 20th Fox
rep out of New York and Herb
Greenblatt of RKO.
Orris Collins, Paragould, Ark.,
theatre owner, is general chairman
of the convention while Ed Doher¬
ty, partner of Exhibitor’s Service,
is program chairman.

Technicolor Ups
Price %c Foot
Price
of Technicolor release
prints is going up a quarter of a
cent a foot starting immediately.
Film companies now will have to
pay 5.48c per foot instead of the
former 5.23c. The increase, forced
by rising labor costs on the Coast,
could add between $3,000,000 and
$4,000,000 a year to the industry’s
expenses.
Some feel that the Techni boost
will cue a reexamination of studio
policy which, during the past few
years has been increasingly geared
to color.
More black-and-whiters
may result.
One significant indication came
in N.Y. yesterday (Tues.). at the
Radio & Television Executives So¬
ciety luncheon, when Samueltloldwyn opined there was still a place
for black-and-white pix. “If a pic¬
ture isn’t any good, ^ five minutes
after it starts no one remembers
whether it’s in color or not,” he
said.

Edward Kingsley’s Personal
Trading Allowed Though
Heading Col. Subsid
Following some six months of
negotiations, Columbia last week
signed Edward L. Kingsley to a
three-year contract-with options to
head up its newly established for¬
eign films division.
|
Deal is unique in that it allows
Kingsley to continue devoting time
to his Kingsley International indie
outfit. He’s also free to personally
acquire additional foreign lingualers on his own, provided they’re
offered to Columbia first.
While Col obviously is going to
draw for its special products on
available coproductions, in which
it is heavily engaged all over the
world, Kingsley will be consulted
on these and outside acquisitions
for the division which will operate
with special sales personnel but
via the Col branches.
Among the releases already defi¬
nitely set for the Col department
are “The Prisoner,” starring Alec
Guinness in an olTbeat role, and
“The Last Act,” Austrian film
about Hitler’s final days. Also set
is the Paul Graetz French. pic,
“Men in White.” Kingsley esti¬
mated that the division would han¬
dle “at least eight pictures a
year.”
As of the moment, it’s Col’s pol¬
icy not to handle any imports that
can’t get the Code seal. There, ap¬
pears to be some question on
whether this pitch can be main¬
tained.
Kingsley, who had been the top
candidate of (British) Lion Inter¬
national Films as its U. S. rep—
prior to the Col signing—said he
and Col execs regarded the foreign
film distribution setup as strictly a
long-range enterprise. He had no
comment on reports that Col, in
addition to installing him as an
exec, also was buying into Kings¬
ley International.
Trade under¬
stands that such arrangement has
been made, however. It’s figured
that the new Col setup will be op¬
erative by the end of the year, if
not earlier.

NORTH CENTRAL ALLIED
FLAYS TRAILERS’COSTS

Minneapolis, Oct. 25.
North Central Allied is setting,
wheels in motion to compel film
companies to defray part of the
cost of trailers in proportion to
film rentals if the companies wish
Charles Cohen, who resigned the - theatres to continue using
last week as 20th-Fox associate ad¬ them.
Current Allied bulletin, flaying
vertising manager, has joined Al¬
lied Artists as assistant eastern National Screen Service for not
ad-pub manager. It’s a newly cre¬ reducing trailer costs “in line with
ated post under eastern depart¬ grosses,” states that because of
such costs several members have
ment head Martin Davis.
In the case of
Prior to joining 20th in 1950, dropped trailers.
small
theatres, it opines, there’s no
Cohen was with Metro and Uni¬
versal.
As associate advertising problem because the trailers “will
manager since 1953, he was in not be missed.”
But there may be some ad¬
charge of 20th’s trade ads and
served as Cinemascope specialist vantage for the larger houses to
during the company’s launching have trailers on the screen, so the
bulletin calls upon members to in¬
of its anamorphic lens process.
form the film companies that
they’ll have to share the cost if
they want them continued.
“In this way,” says the buffet¬
ing, “you (the exhibitor) might
—
Continued from page 7
keep the cost on a satisfactory
fame) is prepping a venture for basis.”
F-L as is Claude Autant-Lara.
Attesting to importance of the
co-production on the Italo-French
film scene is F-L’s own activity in
that, field. Over the past season
Continued from page 4 —^
it’s turned out such joint ven¬
organized baseball but also any or¬
tures as “L’Affaire Des Poisons”
ganizations connected with such a
(in assn, with Rome’s Excelsa
Film), “Tam Tam” (with Documento plan would be doing a serious dis¬
Film), “Rouge et le Noire” (with service to millions of Americans.”
William P. Rosensohn, executive
Documento
Film,
and
“French
Can-Can.” Filmed in Technicolor, vice president of Sheraton Closed
Television,
said
that
latter was made in association with Circuit
Rome’s Jolly Film. Jean Renoir “events of tremendous national im¬
directed a cast headed by Jean port and interest should be avail¬
Gabin,
Francoise
Arnoul
and able to all without payment of a
fee or admission price.” He noted
Marie Felix.
that his company’s conception of
closed-circuit tv is that it should
not compete with or take away
anything from home tv.
“Our
theory and approach,” he said, “is
—Continued from page 5
that
closed - circuit
television’s
the sub-committee of the small function is to bring specific pro¬
business committee which will con¬ grams to selected groups which
want them and can get them in
duct the hearings.
Sen. Humphrey has promised to no other way because their appeal
start the hearings as soon as Allied is not of such a tremendous scope
is ready with its case and “we’ll to warrant home tv presentation.”
be ready by Nov. 4,” declares Ber¬ He said that closed-circuit tv’s
function is to supplement home tv
ger.
At its Nov. 4 meeting the emer¬ and not to detract from it.
Meanwhile, the decision bn the
gency defense committee will dis¬
cuss other matters of policy and future method of televising the
World
Series games depends oft
prepare recommendations to be
submitted to Allied’s board of di¬ the major league ball clubs. and
the players.
rectors, according to Berger.

CHARLES COHEN MOVES
TO ALLIED ARTISTS

Deulschmeister

World’s Series

Senator Humphrey
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Kansas Censorship Suffers Setback But
U.S. Top Court Still Ducks Main Issue
Dietrich Spurns ‘Joey’
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Continued
casting
difficulties
have forced Columbia to postpone
“Pal Joey”, again, for at least sev¬
eral months. Latest hitch is Mar¬
lene Dietrich’s nix of bid to ac¬
cept Vivienne Segal stage role.
Miss Dietrich didn’t like Colum¬
bia’s tentative
choice
of Jack
Lemmon for title role.
Now at Sahara, Las Vegas, she’s
due here for Metro’s “Meet Me in
Las Vegas” in which she’ll do “I
Refuse to Rock and Roll,” one of
her nitery numbers.
After that
she goes to Europe to do a film
for Vincent Sherman.

Preminger Angry
At Narcotics Rap
You can’t do this to me. Otto
Preminger this week told Harry J.
Anslinger, Commissioner of the
United States Bureau of Narcotics.
Preminger is doing a burn over
comments about his film, “Man
With the Golden Arm.” made by
Anslinger and
quoted
in last
week’s Variety.
In a long telegram to Anslinger
which he made public, Preminger
branded as “unfair and damaging”
the statement by Anslinger that
“Golden Arm” is reaching out for
a typically happy Hollywood end¬
ing and consequently is objected
to by the nation’s top narcotics
cop. Anslinger had said the film
was unrealistic and couldn’t help
in the battle against drug addiction
because its central character, an
addict, manages to emerge from
the drug habit.
The producer countered that the
ending of the film hasn’t even
been filmed yet and a script had
not been submitted to Anslinger.
He went on: “.. .according to your
interview in Variety you now
want to dictate not only what pic¬
tures not to make but also how to
treat stories and how to write
scripts. You approve of a French
picture, ‘L’Esclave,’ dealing with
narcotics, contrasting if with my
film which is still in production
and has not been seen by anybody
including myself.
“You state that this French pic¬
ture because of its accurate treat¬
ment of the narcotics problem
failed to draw crowds and you
completely ignore the fact that it
has not been exhibited in this
country and therefore couldn’t
possibly draw anybody. It is hard
to understand why you make these
hasty,
inaccurate,
irresponsible
statements unless you are trying to
get publicity the easy way by at¬
tacking Hollywood. Or is it to be¬
cloud the record of your 25 years
as U.S. Commissioner of Narcotics
during which time the illegal traf¬
fic has increased and the number
of its victims has multiplied?”
Preminger sent copies of ]iis
wire to the press and Secretary of
the Treasury George Humphrey as
well. He asked Humphrey to “take
the necessary steps to protect me
against any further premature at¬
tacks...”
I

Washington, Oct. 25.
More and more the U.S. Su¬
preme Court knocks the props
from under official film censorship
boards.
But the nation’s highest
tribunal stiff refrains from any
ruling on the constitutionality of
the basic function of the blue-pencilers—specifically, whether they’re
rightfully constituted to decide on
the acceptability of a picture in
advance of its exhibition.
As a result the censor may go
down for a short count but is un¬
restrained from coming up again.
New York, for example, was told
by the high court that it couldn’t
ban “Miracle” because the lan¬
guage of its censorship statute
was too vague. So the statute was
rewritten and the censor panel is
back in business.
This week the U.S, Supreme
Court reversed the ban on “The
Moon* Is Blue” in Kansas, thus
vetoing a decision by the State Su¬
preme Court which upheld the
censor’s power to bar the Otto
Preminger production. The court
held no hearing, merely citing the
cases of “Miracle” in N.Y. and
“M” in Ohio.
Holmby Productions and United
Artists,
plaintiffs,
complai.ied
that Kansas’ censor law was vague.
Kansas Attorney General Harold
Fatzer argued back that the regu¬
lations
have . been
newly
re¬
phrased and more clearly defined.
“Moon” may now shine in Kan¬
sas.

‘Carousel’ (55m)
For 30 Road Dates
Roadshowing of “Carousel,” be¬
ing shot in 20th-Fox’s new 55m
Cinemascope process, will be lim¬
ited to some 30 situations through¬
out the country. Reason given is
•that it isn’t possible to have the
necessary
projection- equipment
tooled up beyond that within the
coming year.
While
“Carousel,”
costarring
Shirley Jones and Gordon MacRae
(the-“Oklahoma” team), was lensed
in 55m, there’s no trick at all to
reducing the film to normal 35m
for the remainder of the showings.
Roadshows will of course be in
55m.

UNVEIL MOTIOGRAPH
FOR CLOSED-CIRCUIT
Motiograph Inc., via its New
York distributor, Joe Hornstein
Inc., unveiled its new MotiographTrad closed-circuit big screen tele¬
vision projector at the Park Shera¬
ton Hotel Monday (24). Unit, known
as Model TPM-300, is designed to
produce a picture of up to 24 feet
in width.
Prior to the unofficial unveiling,
the unit was employed at Waller
Reade’s Mayfair Theatre in Asbury
Park for the telecasting of the Marciano-Moore fight. Projector weighs
420 pounds and its dimensions are
53"x27"x23".
A 50-foot throw is
said to result in an 18x24' picture.

Egan and Dana Wynter
Will Hit 15 Tompey’ Dates

Partly to acquaint the public
with two of its new personalities,
and partly to plug “The View from
Pompey’s Head,” 20th-Fox is send¬
ing Richard Egan and Dana Wyn¬
ter on tour. They play the leads
in “Pompey’s Head.”
Baltimore, Oct. 25.
Pic will open at the Roxy Thea*
It’s 20th's
Morris Mechanic last week pur¬ tre, N. Y., Nov. 4.
chased the Century Theatre from Thanksgiving attraction.
Both Egan and Miss Wynter will
Loew’s Theatres Inc. Three years
ago, Mechanic bought the local cover 15 key cities and will pro¬
Loew’s Parkway, which is soon to mote “Pompey’s Head” via radio,
be converted into office space after tv and the newspapers. Miss Wyn¬
two seasons of winter stock. The ter started from N. Y. Monday
Sunday night she guested
Century building also houses the (24).
Egan
Valencia, used as a moveover on the Ed Sullivan show.
initiated his tour in Chicago, also
house until several years ago.
on
Monday.
Mechanic has leased 'the Cen¬
tury to Jack Fruchtman, a Wash¬
ington exhib. who also holds a
Wolfe Cohen in N. Y.
lease on Mechanic’s New Theatre.
Wolfe Cohen, president of War¬
The Century will contirtue as a pix
house, but the upstairs Valencia ner International, returned to his
homeoffice
desk in New York yes¬
will be used for offices.
Mechanic now owns and leases terday (Tues.) following a fiveweek
tour
of
Latin America,
the New and the Film Centre pix¬
He visited the company’s offices
el’s as well'as Ford’s, Baltimore’s
in
Cuba,
Venezuela,
Brazil, Ar¬
sole legit house. The price of his
new acquisition was not disclosed. gentina, Chile and Peru.

MORRIS MECHANIC BUYS
CENTURY, BALTIMORE
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vYou're mywife
nobody's got

SENSATIONAL
NEW STAR!
Not since Scarlett and Jezebel has
the South produced such a woman!
Wait’ll you meet DANA WYNTER!

a better
right
to youI"

GET THE SENSATIONAL |
SENSATIONAL
THEME!
It Jays bare the story of
that town called Pompey’s Headand its "very respectable” people!

BOXOFFICE
SENSATIONAL
BEST-SELLER!
Over a year...and still
topping the nation!

for the
exerciser

CINEMASCOPE

COLOR by DE LUXE

Starring

RICHARD

DANA

CAMERON

EGAN WYNTER MITCHELL
with Sidney Blackmer • Marjorie Rambeau
Produced, Directed and Written for the Screen by PHILIP DUNNE
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N.Y. Mayor’s Wagnerian Uproar
Continued from page Z
niflcant than cooperation by the
fire laddies; Granik and Screen
Gems were careful to say, how¬
ever, that the series would not be
of the “cops & robbers" type.)
The Granik-Wagner “agreement”
suggested to the news stribes thatc
New York was being “done wrong.”
First off, and basically the most
personally damaging from a politi¬
cal view, is that Granik and the
mayor are longtime friends, and
former law partners; matter of
fact, Granik's friendship with the
WagneV family goes back to the ma¬
yor’s late father, Senator Robert
Wagner, one of the most esteemed
men in the upper chamber, father
of the Labor statute bearing his
name,
confidante
of
President
Roosevelt, etc. Granik was a sort
of protege of the senator’s. The
“done wrong" phase appears to
stem from a theory that the city
would be deprived of a chunk of

Pud & Ginger Do It
Sans “ fuss or “directive,”
CBS-TV's kid series, “Let’s
Take a Trip,” will do a remote
Dec. 11 at the N. Y. City's
Police Dept’s crime labora¬
tory in Brooklyn.
Pud &
Ginger, moppet wunderkinds
of the Sunday series, will be
taken through a simulated
crime,
with
planted
clues,
etc.
Authorization was granted
early this week by the police
dept., via Inspector Joseph
Fagin, chief of bureau of tech¬
nical
services,
and
Acting
Capt. Howard Finney, head of
the cops’ lab.
Negotiations
started last May in an ex¬
change
with
Jack
Kuney,
show’s associate producer.
Police
had nixed Mayor
Wagner’s “directive" to city
bureaus on opening impor¬
tant city files to tv, specific¬
ally producer Ted Granik.

tive” was that, while Wagner clari¬
fied his order by saying it does not
give a monopoly to anyone, they
said Granik “got the- jump” on the
competition, due to reasons of
friendship;
Disregarded in this
theory,
however, • was
Granik’s
penchant for intensive preparation,
along lines of his “American Forum’’ and “Make Way for Youth”
lopgrunners.
Should the city agree to cooper¬
ate with GranikJJcreen Gems in
the actual filming of a 39-week
series (announced to cost $1,000,000), okay use of city property, as
a backdrop, etc., the' documentary
element would of course be in
upbeat, lending itself to greater
saleability both to sponsors and
interest to viewers.
Many citizens seemed to feel
that the mayor should not only
have made his “directive" public
at the time of issuance but. sup¬
plemented it by calling in the press
to announce it, and taking oppor¬
tunity to state that “one of the
first" to participate would be
Granik. It was the secrecy—per¬
haps
unintentional —' that
has
caused the furor, giving rival pro¬
gram-makers the chance to sound
off or relate their experiences visa-vis “tries for the files.”

In the publicity release avail¬
able at the Granik press confer¬
ence, no direct mention was made
of an agreement with the city.
Closest to this was his statement
that “all we ask for is the same
cooperation that the city gives to
magazine and newspaper feature
writers. We certainly don’t expect
access to confidential information
in any department.”
Newspaper
reporters who’ve been on the city
hall, police or other departmental
beat, some for man}1, years, could
not equate printed matter named
by Granik with a tv series.
In
theory, at least, such articles do
not have to be approved, and no
money issue is involved.
Addi¬
potential revenue for valuable in¬ tionally, newspaper and magazine
formation, use of equipment and articles are considered “public
manpower, etc., when turned over service”; commercial tv drama¬
“for free” to private channels such tizations are not, since their basic
aim is entertainment, whether it’s
as Granik.
The mayor issued his “file open¬ a “Dragnet" or a “Lineup.” These
two
shows receive respective coop¬
ing’’ order a couple of weeks ago
(11), but was not made public (by eration from the Los Angeles and
San
Francisco constabularies, or
the World-Telegram) until Friday
(21). Granik was not in town at key components thereof (such as
the
chief
of police in L. A., who
the time. He said he was at his
winter home in Palm Beach, Fla., is regularly credited by name on
“Dragnet”).'
thence rushing up to N. Y. to be on
Treasury Men, FBI, et al
the scene for the fuss and its hourThere are numerous shows, past
by-hour developments.
and present, which make the pitch
‘Directive’ or Policy?
One development was that Po¬ in such, a way as to lead viewers
lice Comr. Kennedy’s two imme¬ to believe that there is some of¬
Perhaps the
diate predecessors had also nixed ficial nod involved.
digging by tv producers. Some le¬ closest to actuality in this regard
gal experts thought no order by is “Treasury Men in Action,"
any mayor could take precedence which the U. S. Treasury Dept,
over departmental policy except approves and ^ilso works with, but
perhaps by direct statute; a mayor not in any “official” sense. Con¬
is appointed for tenure; a depart¬ trary to popular belief, “FBI in
ment is permanent, its rules fixed Peace & War” and kindred shows
by law, with deviations, where in¬ do not have the support of co-op
Latest in the tv
terpretation is vague or where the of that agency.
language could influence the “go¬ crime string is “Wanted,” based
ing of either way,” up to the reign¬ on fugitives from justice, where
ing commissioner. Moreover, some some city bureaus in various de¬
veteran observers of civic matters partments assist in supplying in¬
hold that the city cannot collect formation, but these are actual
fees for specific information, such fugitives and not worked up via
as sought by tv producers, except the fiction route; and all the char¬
by legislation, with “executive fiat” acters are “for real."
potentially subject to court deci¬
Dramatized here and there some
years ago were chapters or part
sions, when challenged.
Two such challenges already of them from the 1935 “10,000
Enemies,’’
by
the late
have been made, first of these in a Public
$2,500,000 taxpayer’s suit which Courtney Ryley Cooper (published
He was per¬
would prevent the city from “giv¬ by Little,. Brown).
ing the house away” without re¬ sonally close to J. Edgar Hoover,
compense. Thus the question of the FBI topper who wrote a fore¬
fees might eventually come up via word to the near-bestseller, but
constituted tribunals.
Even so, made it clear that, while his de¬
there is the question of program partment assisted in the supply
quality, also whether the drama¬ of information (mostly on closed
tizations properly reflect the.city’s cases), Cooper worked independ¬
Hoover, however, lauded
departmental activities.
Another ently.
issue might be screening of the Cooper as a reporter of integrity
sponsor, its product, type of com¬ and skill, endorsing his “deduc¬
mercial, and kindred subjects. On tions” in the book.
the other hand, this would be al¬
“Justice” has been running for
most impossible in the case of a a couple of seasons, its material
nationally syndicated show under being based on data from the
which sponsorships are obtained quasi-public Legal Aid Assn.
locally, generally by the station
Television ex!ecs who’ve been
which buys the film. Screen Gems through the mill and have experi¬
and Granik are shooting for na¬ ence with municipal and other de¬
tional spot, which would ease such partments, figured that “l’affaire
blue-pencilling.
Granik” would have the effect of.
eventually eliminating official co¬
Cite Friendship Factor
There seemed no doubt that operation • vis-a-vis teleproducers
many city bureaus would welcome on file information,
bona fide programs, since most of formal, much depending on the
The “fee to the city” factor is
7ein could use the windfall,
should monetary agreements be not simple in the working out. The
set up with commercial producers average producer, whether inde°r packagers. What incensed rival pendent or otherwise, is in no posi¬
producers in the mayor’s “direc¬ tion to contribute little more than
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Major Warner’s TalkAn optimistic picture of the
future of the motion picture
industry was painted by Maj.
Albert Warner in address to
Warner Bros, sales staffers at
the conclusion of a two-day
homeoffice sales conclave Fri¬
day (21). Warner stated em¬
phatically that the industry is
on the threshold of its greatest
era.
“Our industry has success¬
fully met every competitive
threat thrown in our path,” he
declared. “We have effected
vast and brilliant improve¬
ments in motion picture engi¬
neering. And we have met the
greatest challenge by bringing
to our studio the kind of super¬
lative talent that can only
result in the flow of the best
and most successful pictures
this .company has ever made.”
Warner said the industry
was undergoing an upsurge
that would continue indefi¬
nitely as long as the film com¬
panies adhere to a policy of
releasing top quality pictures.
“Today,” . he asserted, “more
than any other period in the
history of our business, it is
the excellence of the productthat counts,”
an honorarium to city or depart¬
ment
or official
charity.
The
amount, even if substantial, would
be peanuts from a civic view.
Should programs reflect to’ credit
of city, this recompense would be
sufficient, some say.
The issue had its lighter side.
The mayor’s office and various de¬
partments are being bombarded
with propositions, scripts, presen¬
tations, etc.
One N. Y. telefilm
outfit, Lance Productions, sent out
this release:
“Granik Can’t But
Lance Can" (headline). “Lorraine
Lester, president of Lance Produc¬
tions, has just announced that
Lance Productions, a film produc¬
tion company owning their own
studio, has acquired the copyright¬
ed material, ‘Secrets of New York’s
Homocide Squad.’ Lance Produc¬
tions is preparing a series of tele¬
films for immediate production.”
One sidelight to the WagnerGranik affair was that, when
Granik suffered a heart attack, it
was the .mayor who showed up at
the Sylvania Awards dinner last
season to accept the citation for
the producer.
Still another is
that Screen Gems has never par¬
ticipated in a “public service” pro¬
gram (except for filming a religious
series) and Granik is not believed
to have received a go-ahead from
any city, state or Federal depart¬
ment for digging into files for a
show which would have an official
primatur. In the Wagner case, the
mayor had hinted that the “direc¬
tive” should go beyond a mayor’s
tenure, a minimum period of 10
years being the suggestion.
City
legalites immediately ruled this
out unofficially, but the question
may arise later.
Monday’s publicity release stated
that Granik and Screen Gems have
had the project in the planning
stage “for two years.”
Other
sources believed the get-together
was conceived “overnight.”

Those Amusement Page Blues
Continued from page 3
poked their heads out of windows, stimulate interest in a form of en¬
pointed
at
the
marquee,
and tertainment which is also an im¬
shouted: “Look, the new picture portant industry. A few publishers
with Burt Lancaster.”
around the country, even while giv¬
Sure there’s excitement at the ing movies good space and carry¬
boxoffice, at point of sale. They ing competent amusement page
were lined up at the Music Box, in staffs, are still slightly dubious
Seattle, during the fifth week of about the wisdom of their doing so.
the run of “Not As A Stranger.” It Some of them, taking a poll of the
looked like an opening night on readership of their amusement
Broadway, They were standing in pages, have emerged with the as¬
long lines down Randolph St. and tonishing claim that their movie
round the corner during the third pages are not well read.
week of the same picture at the
If this assumption were to be
United Artists Theatre in Chicago. taken literally, then picture com¬
panies
have been pouring money
They Rush In
into the wrong medium. Do the
The paying customers do not
film companies have more con¬
come into a picture house. They
fidence in the readership of movie
RUSH in. They were rushing in
Put that
to see “Mr., Roberts” when I pages than publishers?
way, it’s crazy.
was in Frisco. They were piling
With an advertising budget of
in to see “Love Me or Leave Me” in
a dozen key cities I went through. approximately $1,300,000 for “Not
As a Stranger” less than $25,000
It was the same kind of big score
for “White Christmas,” “Battle was spent for video and radio ad¬
Cry,” “Blackboard Jungle,” “Seven vertising. The balance went into
Little Foys,” “Country Girl” and print, the biggest share for news¬
paper advertising on the amuse¬
many others. I ran into boxoffice
And “Stranger” is
lines in Detroit, Los Angeles, ment pages.
Cleveland, Houston, Dallas. At¬ one of the biggest, perhaps the big¬
gest, grosser of the season, with
lanta, Pittsburgh, Boston, Washing¬
ton, to name a few. Everywhere potential of $6,000,000 domestic.
the b.o. story about the big ones,
the blockbusters, was the same.
What creates this kind of excite¬
ment? A good audience movie has
spellbinding quality that have yet
to be fully defined in cold type. Ad¬
vertising and exploitation help cre¬
ate and sustain this excitement, of
course. Stunts, promotion, person¬
al appearances, they help, too. And
“all the antics," as George Bernard
Shaw wrote on the autographed
copy of the shooting script of “Cae¬
sar and Cleopatra," which we pre¬
sented to the U. S. Library of Con¬
gress a few years ago.
Is television the successor or the
alternative to movies? Obviously
not. Some tv shows, ’tis said, drive
people to the movies.
Could be.
In extreme cases tv has even been
known to drive people to reading a
book.
Boxoffice. records show that when
there are movies in town the public
wants to buy, nothing can keep
them home and there is a sudden
shortage of seats in the theatres.
If it’s a picture the public doesn’t
want the most ingenious promotion
can only help hold the losses to a
minimum. How do they (the pub¬
lic) know about a picture before it
opens?
That’s a hardy perennial
for which nobody has yet found the
answer. Nor has any cure yet been
discovered for cancer of the cellu¬
loid, i.e.. a costly production the
public just doesn’t want to buy.
Amusement Editors, Bless ’Em
Most exhibitors agree today that
in those cities where newspapers
take an enlightened (self) interest
in pictures, where movie material
is given favorable treatment, gross¬
es are relatively much better than
in those cities where coming film
attractions are dismissed with a
perfunctory one or two-column art
break the Suriday before ,;opening,
or a couple of tired press releases.
Newspapers in towns like Okla¬
homa City and Kansas City, to
mention a couple, cro very little to

Mayor Wagner: Then & Now
In March of 1954, New York’s Mayor Wagner took to the tv air
with “reports to the people” covering his office’s activities.
An
advance notice of the chief exec’s format was. timed with another
announcement of a more informal character.
When a designated spokesman for the mayor, then in office for
three months, was asked, in view of a then burgeoning (but since
then sagging) “Save-TV-for-N. Y.” campaign (with caterers to the
medium fearing a loss of as much as $10,000,000 per annum in pro¬
gram shifts to the Coast, aside from losses to actors, technicians,
•etc.), he said that the mayor has become interested in seeing that
tv stays in New York and is not lost to Hollyood; that the mayor
has “had talks” with components of the all-industry broadcasting
committee to work out the problems, and that other conferences
were being planned.
Various major tv suppliers were anxious to meet with the mayor
to interest the city in acquiring real estate for studios; the problem
was then acute, but more so at present, as witness the new “Alcoa
Hour” on NBC-TV which is being forced to' use other than the
regular, studio to air its commercials, though this is not the only
instance of such separation of commercial from the show proper
for other than purely electronic reasons.
There was talk in that “long ago” period of “lax exempt” real
estate; but so far the blueprints in the direction of acreage has
come mostly from private interests, notably the William Zeckendorf
(Webb & Knapp) upcoming expanse with large tv facilities under
Billy Rose’s rein (Palace of Progress exhibits, etc.)
So far, too.
only* trade and theatrical unions, in addition to those mentioned,
seem aware of New York’s “law of diminishing returns” as far as tv
facilities are concerned; with of course, the networks and stations
themselves as the most interested parties of the first part.
Some otherwise disinterested persons felt that the mayor was
going out of his way to accommodate tv producers in pitching
“City of New York” dramas when the fact is that tv needs less of
more dramatic entries and more of studios and the like to house
current programming.

Revenue and Readership
Important film releases are not
only backed with important adver¬
tising money, the bulk of which
usually goes into paid newspaper
space, but also with solid, inter¬
esting story material and art. For
some of the top releases (UA’s
forthcoming “Alexander the Great”
for example) special writers are
engage d and turn in material good
enough to warrant payment at
special rates by the newspapers.
This type of story material is about
things the public is interested in.
It means circulation.
It has top
readership values and is accom¬
panied by top quality art, also pro¬
vided free.
Many publishers, on the other
hand, thoroughly appreciate the
significance of the two R’s. Lead¬
ing newspapers in cities like San
Francisco, Boston, Houston, Chi¬
cago, Dallas, L.- A., Washington,
Miami, Salt Lake City, Denver,
Milwaukee, etc., are reaping the
benefit of this understanding. Like
Jim Gediman, executive v.p. - of
American Weekly (over 10,000,000)
circulation) the majority of key
city publishers and editors believe
that “Movie news is good news and
completely justifies the space it is
given.”
The frequency with which mag¬
azines like Life and Look feature
stars on the front cover further
testifies to the readership value of
picture news. A spurt in circula¬
tion
usually accompanies such
breaks.
We are inclined to believe that
those publishers who tell their
amusement editors that the movie
pages-do not have sufficient readership to warrant increase space,
do so for other reasons. Perhaps
they are being pressed for space
by many of their other depart¬
ments. There may be other rea¬
sons, but the readership excuse
does not appear to be valid.
Space Stagnation
Since advertising on the amuse¬
ment pages has proved that it does
pay off, it is only reasonable to
assume that these pages have read¬
ers; better still, readers that be¬
come customers real quick when
they are offered something they
want.
II has been suggested by more
than one astute amusement page
editor that there is a simple rem¬
edy for those cases where the
amusement pages allegedly do not
have strong readership; namely, let
the publisher allocate more space
to movies.
Give the amusement
editor a chance to showcase his
wares properly. For oddly enough,
those newspapers devoting ample
space to movies have no complaint
about readership of those pages.
For a picture such as “Moulin
Rouge.” United Artists set an ad¬
vertising budget of approximately
$600,000, the bulk of which went
into newspaper advertising on the
amusement pages. This does not
take into account the money spent
by exhibitors who played the pic¬
ture. When one company such as
United Artists spends this kind of
money on a single picture the rev¬
enue aspects for newspapers from
the film industry can scarcely be
considered
obscure.
Increased
stimulation of interest in movies
by newspapers on the local level,
hypoing local grosses, can only, re¬
sult in increased advertising rev¬
enue in turn.
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Hollywood Production Pulse
ALLIED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year.25
This Date, Last Year.23
"THE FRIENDLY PERSUASION"
Prod.-Dir.—William Wylfer
Gary Cooper. Dorothy McGuire, Mar¬
jorie Main, Anthony Perkins, Robert
Middleton, Phyllis Love, Mark Richman, Richard Eyer, Joel Fluellen,
Edna Skinner, Dorothy Ford, John
Hoyt, John Pickard, Henry Rowland,
John Smith, Walter Catlett
(Started Sept, 7)
"THE FOUR SEASONS"
(LaSalle Productions
(Shooting at Republic)
Prod.-Dir.—Josef Shaftel
David Wayne, Keenan, Wynn, Jim Back¬
us, James Barton, Marcia Henderson,
Myrna Dell, Denver Pyle
(Started Oct. 1)
"THE COME-ON"
Prod.—LindSley Parsons
Dir.—Russell Birdwoll,
Anne Baxter, Sterling Hayden, John
Hoyt, Paul Picerni, Alex Gerry. Steve
Dawner, Walter Cassell, Gloria Saum
ders
(Started Oct. 10)
"THE FIRST TEXAN"
Prod.—Walter Mirisch
Dir.—Byron Haskin
Joel McCrea, Felicia Farr, Jeff Morrow,
Wallace Ford, Abraham Solace. Hudolfo Hoyas, Carl Benton Reid, Da¬
vid Silva, William Hopper, Chubby
Johnson, Salvadore Baquez
(Started Oct. 14)

COLUMBIA
Starts, This Year.34
This Date, Last Year__ .26
"SAFARI"
(Warwick Productions)
(Shooting in London)
Exec. Prod.—Irving Allen, A. R. Broc¬
coli
Prod.—Adrian D. Worker
Dir.—Terrence Young
Victor Mature, Janet Leigh, Roland Cul¬
ver,' Orlando Martins, John Justin
(Started Aug. 2)
"OVER-EXPOSED"
Prod.—Lewis Rachmil
. Dir.—Lewis Seiler
Cleo Moore, Richard Crenna, Raymond
Greenleaf
-(Started Oct. 11)
"PORT AFRIQUE"
(Coronado Productions)
(Shooting in Tangiers)
Prod.—David E. Rose
Dir.—Rudy-Mate
Kathryn Grayson, Phil
(Started Oct. 24)

Carey

"ODONGO"
(Warwick Productions)
(Shooting in Africa)
Exec. Prods.—Irving Allen, A. R. Broc¬
coli
Prod.—Max Varnell
Dir.—John Gilling
Rhoda
Fleming,
Macdonald
Carey,
Juma
(Started Oct. 24)
"SOLID GOLD CADILLAC"
(Shooting in Washington, D. C.)
Prod.—Fred Kohlmar
Dir.—Richard Quine
Judy Holliday, Paul Douglas,
Fred
Clark, Hiram Sherman, Arthur O’Con¬
nell, Ray Collins
(Started Oct. 24)

METRO
Starts, This Year.
This Date, Last Year.. A-.: 16
"LUST FOR LIFE"
Prod.—John Houseman
Dir.—Vincent Minnelli
Kirk Douglas. Anthony Quinn, Niall
MacGinnis,
Pamela
Brown,
Roger
Livesey
(Started Aug. 2)
"GABY"
Prod.—Edwin H. Knopf
'Dir.—Curtis Bernhardt
Leslie Caron, John Kerr, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke, Taina Elg, Margaio Gil¬
more
(Started Sept. 9)
\
"FEARFUL DECISION"
Prod.—Nicholas Nayfack
Dir.—Alex Segal
Glenn Ford, Donna Reed, Leslie Nielsen,
Juano Hernandez, Robert Keith, Rob¬
ert Burton, Ainslic Pryor
(Started Sept. 26)
"THE SWAN"
Prod.—Dore Schary
Dir.—Charles Vidor
Grace Kelly, Alex Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne, Agnes Morchead,
Jesse Royce Landis, Leo G. Carroll,
Estelle Winwood, Robert Coote
(Started Sept. 26)

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This Year.10
This Date, Last Year.16
"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
Prod.-Dir.—Cecil B. DcMille
Assoc. Prod.—Henry Wllcoxon
Charlton Ileston, Yul Bx-ynncr. Anne
Baxter, Yvonne DeCarlo, Debra Paget,
Judith Anderson, Edward G. Robin¬
son, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent
Price, John- Carradine, John Derek,
Olive Deering, Martha Scott. Julia
Faye, Henry Wilcoxon, Douglas Dumbrille, Ian
Keith, Frank DeKova,
Peter Hanson, Donald Curtis. II. B.
Warner, Joan Woodbury. John Mil3an, Joyce Vandervecn, Francis Mc¬
Donald
(Started Oct. 14)
"THE MOUNTAIN"
Prod.-Dir.—Ed ward Dmytryk
Spencer Tracy, Robert Wagner, Claire
Trevor, Barbara Darrow, Anna Kashfi,
Richard
Arlen, WUHe-n Dcmaresl,
Onslow
Stevens,
E.
G.
Marshall,
Richard Garrick, Harry Townes
(Started Aug. 29)
"THAT CERTAIN FEELING"
Prods.-Dirs.—Norman Panama, Melvin
Frank
Bob Hope, George Sanders, Eva Marie

.Saint, Pearl Bailey, A1 Capp, Jerry
Mathers
(Started Oct. 3)

RKO
Starts, This Year. ...72
This Date, Last Year... ...6
,-:-.

REPUBLIC
Starts, This Year...12
This Date, Last Year. 8

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year....17
This Date, Last Year.72
"CAROUSEL"
Prod.—Henry Ephron
.. Dir .—Henry King
(Gordon MacRac, Shirley Jones, Came¬
ron Mitchell, Barbara Ruick, Clara
Mae Turner, Audrey Christie, Robert
Rounseville, Suzanne Luckey
(Started Aug. 22)
'THRESHOLD OF SPACE"
Prods.—William Bloom, Barbara McLean
Dir.—Robert D. Webb
Guy Madison,
Virginia
Leith,
John
Hodiak. Dean Jagger, King Calder,
Barry Coe, Ken Clark, Martin1 Milner,
Donald Murphy, Walter Coy
(Started Sept; 15)
'BOTTOM OF THE BOTTLE"
Prod.—Buddy Adler
Dii’,—Henry Hathaway
Van Johnson, Joseph
Cotten, Ruth
Roman, Jack Carson, Margaret Hayes,
Brad Dexter, Jim Davis, Bruce Ben¬
nett, Peggy Knudsen, Margaret Lind¬
say, Gonzales-Gonzales
(Started Sept. 26)

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year.....24
This Date, Last Year.26
'CONGO CROSSING"
Prod.—Howard Christie
Dir.—Joseph Pevney
Virginia Mayo, George Nader, Peter
Lorre, Michael Pate, Rex Ingram,
Tonio Stewart, Kathryn Givney, Ray¬
mond Bailey
(Started Sept. 29)

Wednesday, October 26, 1955

Noonan, Edward Arnold, Minor Wat¬
son, Francis Lederer
“(Started Oct. 3)
"HUK"
(Pan Pacific Pictures)
(UA Release)
(Shooting in Manila)
. Prod.—Collier Young
Dir.—John Barnwell
George Montgomery, Mona Freeman,
John Baer, James Bell
(Started Oct. 5)
"THE PEACEMAKER"
(Hal R. Makclim Pi’oductions)
Prod,—Hal R. Makellm
Dir.—Ted Post
James Mitchell, Rosemarie Bowe, Jan
Merlin, Jess Barker, Dorothy Patrick
Davis, Taylor Holmes, Herb Patter¬
son, Philip Tonge
(Started- Oct. 8)
"SWAMP WOMEN"
(WooJner Bros. Productions)
(Shooting in Louisiana)
Prod.—Barney Woolnor
Dir.—Roger Corman
Carole Mathews, Marie Windsor, Touch
Connors, Jill Jarmyn, Susan Cum¬
mings, BeverJy Garland
(Started Oct. 17)
"CASE AGAINST JOE"
(Bel Air Productions)
(UA Release)
(Shooting at Tucson)
Prod.—Howard W. Koch
Dir.—Lee Sholem
John Bromfield. Julie London
(Started Oct. 19)

Lip Service
Continued

from page
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tually decide what pictures a stu¬
dio will make.
“I’m sure Studio heads don’t
visualize it that way, but in effect,
that’s what happens.
And the
proof that inadequate attention is
paid to the problem of story buy¬
ing can be seen in a comparison
of the pay scales of a story analyst
and, say, a makeup man. No won¬
der it’s not a department that at¬
tracts people with mature story
judgment and experience in some
branch of the story field.”
(Top scale for story analysts is
just under $150. Makeup men get
about double that figure.)
Once a purchase is made, how¬
ever, writers feel that the studio
needs an editorial department to
properly evaluate each piece of
material before it is filmed. Too
often, they contend, story lines are
arbitrarily
changed,
incidents
switched around and characters
blended so there is sometimes
little left of the studio purchase
except the title;.

Maternati Packing
Paris, Oct. 25.
Joseph Maternati, appointed di¬
rector of the forthcoming French
Film Center in New York, has been
spending his time huddling with
industry people before heading
there to begin his job. He intends
first to make a pilgrimage aroun(j
the states to educate himself.
Center will definitely not distri¬
bute- films as yet.

Cultural Coliseum
Continued from page

1 —^

day’s organizational session. Dowl¬
ing has stated that he would be
willing to head a committee for a
national fundraising drive.
Under the plan contemplated by
Congress, funds for construction Of
the auditorium would be raised by
a national public subscription, with
the land for the site being donated
by the Government. The auditori¬
um itself, seen as cultural outlet
for opera, concerts, and other live
attractions, would be managed by
a commission appointed by Con¬
gress.
The 21-man District Auditorium
Commission was selected by the
President, the Vice President, and,
the Speaker of the House, each
choosing seven members. It con¬
sists of leaders from all over thd
U. S., including members of Con¬
gress. The committee is scheduled
to report to Congress by Feb. 1
with recommendations for a site
and the general plan. In authoriz¬
ing the creation of the auditorium,
Congress made the unique stipula¬
tion that it be large enough to
house a Presidential inauguration
in caserthe weather should prevent
an outdoor ceremony.

Cinerama Denying Such
Purpose, Alters Ad Copy
As ‘Oklahoma’ Comes In
Cinerama, represented by “Cin¬
erama Holiday” at the Warner
Theatre, N. Y:, battled the opening
of “Oklahoma” in the Todd-AO
process via advertising for one
week and then resumed its regu¬
lar approach in the text of its ad¬
vertising.
Despite the denials of Stanley
Warner that the -bow of “Okla¬
homa” at the Rivoli, had no rela¬
tion to Cinerama, there was a no¬
ticeable change in the Cinerama
advertising copy during “Oklaho¬
ma’s” opening week.
Ad copy in the Sunday (16) N.Y.
Times headlined in large letters
“Still Champ!”
In addition, the
text'reads: “Today Cinerama re¬
mains the only real new wonder
of the entertainment business. . . .
Only Cinerama puts you in the pic¬
ture.”
For Sunday (23) the site
of the ad was reduced consider¬
ably and the emphasis was placed
on the fact the picture was still
being acclaimed during the ninth
month of its engagement.
' In the past, SW has tended to
dismiss the competition of ToddAO, noting, for example, that
“we’re in a* different kind of busi¬
ness. They're in the picture busi¬
ness.
We’re in the Cinerama
business.”
It was stressed that
Cinerama planned to do noth¬
ing different when “Oklahoma”
opened. The opening of the ToddAO film was compared to the ar¬
rival of “Guys and Dolls,” the at¬
titude being that Cinerama was
so different that there was no ne¬
cessity “to do anything different”
just
because
a
new
picture
opened.

Ill. Drive-Ins to Stay Open

Springfield, Ill., Oct. 25.
As closeup time draws near for
most Illinois drive-ins plans for
“business as usual” is reported at
Peoria, Canton and Bellevue ozonContinued from page 6
ers, all located in the north central
of the state.
Three Stripes in the Sun part
The Peoria and Bellevue theatres
York—this Columbia release will
will be inaugurating their second
“Thej^claim they need fresh ma¬
require strong selling to enhance
season “under the snow.” For the
terial,” one writer declared bitter¬ its b.o., projects.
Starts, This Year.79
Canton ozoner this will be the
ly.
“If that’s the case, why d\d
Exploitation angles are difficult
This Date, Last Year.75
they buy my story in th^v41Vstff t-d’ .figure for this one. At first initial year-round experiment. Pol¬
place?
I thought theyrtiought it glance a romance between Sgt. Ray icy will be to furnish free coupons
'THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS"
because they had a ready-made au¬ and Mitsuko Kimura, a cute inter¬ worth one gallon of gas for patroris
Prod.—Leland Hayward
Dir.—Billy Wilder
dience in the more than 500,000 preter for Yank Col. Phil Carey, who turn out to view . screenings
James Stewart
book buyers. But, no. They bought would appear to supply ample pro¬ in* the comfort of their heated
(Started Aug. 8)
autos.
it.- called in a' screenwriter and motional material. Actually, how¬
'SERENADE"
ever, the rich sentiment that’s in¬
told him to change it around.”
Prod.—Henry Blanke
Dir.—Anthony Mann
Fisher, one of the more out¬ volved in Ray’s attempts to im¬
Mario Lanza, Joan Fontaine, Sarita
prove the lot of some Japanese
Montiel. Vincent Price, Vince Edwards spoken writers in town in this re¬
orphans tends to outweigh the
(Started Sept. 14)
gard, has an idea how the situa¬
romantic aspects.
Continued from page 1
'SEVEN MEN FROM NOW"
tion could be corrected—but it’s
Title, too, will be vague to those stating clearly what the purposes
(Batjac Productions)
revolutionary
in
the
film
field.
Dir.—Budd Boetticher
who aren’t hep with things mili¬ of its action would be.
Randolph Scott, Gail Russell, Lee Mar¬
“I don’t see,” he contends, “why tary and the Far East theatre. The
According to every indication,
vin, Don Bai-ry
the same rules can’t apply in Hol¬ Richard Murphy screenplay
as nothing will be done in respect to
(Started Sept. 29)
lywood
that apply on Broadway adapted by Albert Duffy from E. J. the Russians until after the Geneva
'THE BAD SEED"
Prod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy
and in the publishing business. The Kahn Jr.’s New Yorker mag piece, conference of foreign ministers. If
Nancy- Kelly, Patty McCormack, Wil¬
The Gentle Wolfhound,” meticu¬
author there has the final say over
this meeting continues in the spirit
liam Hopper, Evelyn Varden, Henry
lously shows how Jap-hating Ray
Jones, Eileen Heckart. Jesse White, what happens to his original ma¬
ultimately softens up via exposure of the original Geneva conference,
Gage Clarke, Joan Croydon, Paul Fix terial-.
Here, he means nothing.
it’s very likely that this further
(Started Sept. 30)
to the needy Nipponese kids.
“Naturally, it would have to be
A professional soldier and epi¬ easing of tension will then cue the
started by the top writers. But if tome of the G.I. expression, “20- flow of selected American pix into
a Steinbeck, for example, insisted year man,” Ray curiously has a Russia and the satellites.
on final approval of the script we tender side. This is leisurely out¬
A Motion Picture Export Assn,
might eventually get to the point lined in numerous scenes depict¬ exec indicated this week that the
WAR AND PEACE"
where the man who' originally ing him rustling G.I. chow for the decision to start negotiations with
(Ponti-de Laurentiis Productions)
wrote the story has some say over orphans, contributing his own pay the Soviets wouldn't necessarily
(Paramount Release)
the way in which it is transferred for the cause and even starting a have to wait a renewed prod from
(Shooting in Rome)
fund to erect a modern building to the U.S. State Dept, which, about
Prod.—Dino de Laurentiis
to the screen.
Dir.—King Vidor
house the moppets. Throughout all a year ago, requested the American
Audrey Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel
“And it would probably benefit
these activities he’s usually .accom¬
Ferrer, Milly Vitale, Barry Jones,
At least, it should panied by Miss. Kimura, as inter¬ companies to enter into talks.
Jeremy Brett, May Britt, .Oscar Ho- the studio, too.
mollca, Herbert Lorn, Lea Seidel
end what has become a national preter. That they would eventually However, MPEA prez Eric Johns¬
(Started July 4)
byword—‘loved the book, hated wed is telegraphed long before the ton is expected to “sound out” the
"TRAPEZE"
official Washington attitude in the
the picture’.”
finale.
(Hecht-Lancaster’s Joanna Productions)
As portrayed by Ray the ser¬ present post-Geneva glow.
(UA Release)
While individual Russian, Polish,
(Shooting in Paris)
geant isn’t a particularly sympa¬
Prod—James Hill
thetic type. On the other hand this Czech and Hungarian requests for
Dir.—Sir Carol Reed
isn't entirely his fault as the pix have been received by the
Burt
Lancaster,
Tony
Curtis,
Gina
sarge’s mental processes in the face companies, it’s indicated that, when
Lollobrigida, Katy Jurado, Thomas
Continued from page 2
Gomez, Johnny Pulco
of the obvious are incredibly slow. they’re finally considered, they’ll
(Started Aug. 1)
ing for each new picture on radio Carey turns in a slick, precise be treated as an industry rather
"AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS"
and tv and in usually space-com¬ characterization of the Colonel. than as an individual company
(Michael Todd Productions)
Prod.—Michael Todd
manding press interviews, ob¬ Miss Kimura’s performance as matter.
Kay's vis-a-vis is a sparkling piece
Assoc. Prod.—William Cameron Menzles served,
“They (the public) only
Dir.—Michael Anderson
of thesping on a level with Oscar,
They
David Niven, Cantintlas, Shirley Mac- come out for good pictures.
Laine, Robert Newton. Jog E, Brown, can stay home and see bad pic¬ stature. York, adequately fulfills
demands of a stint as Ray’s corMartine Carol, Noel Coward-,'”’J'6Kn"
Carradine, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Fin¬ tures?’..... ..
Continued from page 5
lay Currie, Lois Dominguln, Fcrnandel,
Among others who register nicely.'
At the Hotel Roosevelt event,
Sir John Gielgud, Hermionc Gingold,
Denver and J^ltJLake; Dave Ema¬
supporting roles are Camille
Jose Greco & Trpc, Trevor Howard, Goldwyn was unsparing in his opin¬ in
nuel,
Albany, Buffalo,''' 'PTVftadel-- Gl.vnis Johns, Beatrice Lillie, A. E.
ions of some video show's and ob¬ Janclaire as a Roman Catholic
Matthews, John Mills, Robert Morley,
the orphanage, Henry phia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cin¬
Tim McCoy, Ronald Squires, Basil served, prompted by Murrow, that sister at
cinnati,
and New York.
Sidney, Harcourt Williams, Buster radio programs were getting bet¬ Okawa as a priest and Tatsuo Saito
Keaton
Levine said that “Wiretapper”
as Miss Kimura’s father.. Richard
(Started Aug. 9)
ter, perhaps in contrast to some of
Murphy, who directed from his own will break simultaneously in' Los
the poor tv shows.
''THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM"
script, extracted lull value from Angeles and the South in a satu(Carlyle Productions)
Goldwyn also couldn’t under¬ the story’s sentimental overtones. ation promosh with 200 theatres.
(UA Reiease)
(Shooting at RKO)
stand major studios’ figuring that Producer Fred Kohlmar provides Jim Vaus, whose life story is por¬
Prod.-Dir.—Otto Preminger
“a $65,000 tv short will entice the the film with excellent physical
Frank Sinatra, Eleanor Pa
trayed, will be brought in for p.a.
backgrounds that Burnett Guffey
No date has yet been set for the
lensed to advantage in black-andpreems.
white.
Terry Turner will handle tv ex¬
Music
composed
bv
George
plug or trailer.”
He
ploitation for “Wiretapper” and
(Sinned Sept. 26)
Duning
and
conducted
‘by
Morris
favors filmed tv programs over
Charles
L. Schlaifer, advertising.
"THE AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER"
“live” because there’s always that Stoloff is an asset as is Carl Ander¬
'’.Norman Krasna Productions)
He consideredNCanada hot for the
(For UA Reiease)
celluloid advantage of improving. son’s art direction and Charles
picture
because
of Billy Graham’s
Nelson’s
editing.
M/Sgt.
Hugh
(Shooting in Paris)
In re widescreen, “A bad picture,
Prod.-Dir,—Norman Krasna
O’Reilly, whose true story is the recent tour. Graham appears in
Olivia’ de Havilland, Joh/i Forsythe, only looks twice as bad on a big¬ basis of the film’s plot, acted as the
picture which features Bill
Mjrna Loy, Adolph Mcnjou, Tommy ger screen.”
I
technical adviser.
Gilb.
Williams and Georgia Lee.

WARNER BROS.

Film Reviews

Tell U.S. First

INDEPENDENT

Goldwyn Roasts Video

Boston’s Embassy
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ISriety

Everyone a
Bull’s-Eye
For The

"Suspenseful through*
$ out! Action is fast, dfreeled with vigor arid';
understanding. Mar*
guee names have pulM
\ing power!"

"MAN WITH
THE G UN"

^Showman's Trade Review

BMH
"It is a humdinger of
an outdoor actioner,
sum to strike the fancy
of many who do not
usually take to bangh
bang, sagebrush enter*
iainment. It should be
a winner in its ciassifi*
cation!"
—Variety

"A fascinating, off¬
beat western, 'High
.Moon' is the quickest
; and surest way to-give
a fair indication of the
< picture's quality and
\hature. It augurs for its
beginner-producer a
fine career!"^ K Daily

i
Ji|
J||g
9RJP

"Violent action! Good\
camera work in the
bleak 'High Noon'
fashion!"
—The Independent -

WBt
H
IHj
V

"Rich suspense, hard
bitten humgr, a fine
•^western, geared for
JLOJ!!"
\ * —Hollywood Reporter

SAMUEL
GOLDWYIMr
presents

ROBERT
"Exceptionally good.
Intense suspense from
/start to finish. Grips
> throughout, Robert
>Mifchum does fine ;
.work as a quiet but,>
fearless man I"
—Harrison's Reports

co-starring

STEM
„,k KAREN SHARPE-HENRY HULL-EMILE MEYER-JOHN LUPTON • BARBARA LAWRENCE-TED DE CORSIA-JAMES WESTERFIELD • LEO
Story and Screenplay by. N. B. STONE, JR. and RICHARD WILSON
Directed by RICHARD WILSON

CONGRATULATIONS TO SAM GOLDWYN, JR.
THE MAN BEHIND THE “MAN WITH THE, GUN"
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BOSTON
(Continued from page 8)
(2d wk). Wham $20,000. Last week.
Wham $20,000. Last week, $30,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 60-$l)
—"Girl on Red Velvet Swing”
(20th) and "Finger Man” (AA).
Pushing to okay $18,000. Last
week, "Ulysses” (Par) and “Jail
Busters” (AA) (2d wk), $9,000.
Mayflower (ATC) (689; 65-85-$D
—"The Bed’' (Indie) (2d wk). Nice
$5,000. Last week, $6,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
—"Desperate Hours” (Par) (2d wk).
Oke $9,000. Last week, $13,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)—
“Sister Eileen” (Col) and "Special
Delivery” (Col) (2d wk). Okay
$12,000 in 5 days. "Trial’ (M-G)
opens Thursday (27). Last week,
12 000
State (Loew) (3,400; 50-$ 1) —
“Sister Eileen” (Col) and "Special
Delivery” (Col) (2d wk). Steady
$7,000 in 5 days. "Trial” (M-G) in
Thursday. Last week, $9,000.

$ ,

UShieTy

PICTURES

.

‘DURWARD’DANDY 13G,
PR0V.; ‘MEN’ BIG 12G, 2D
Providence, Oct. 25.
"Quentin Durward” at Loew’s
State is getting the most coin of
the new films this week. Majestic’s
second week of "Tall Men” still is
big in second round. RKO Albee
is okay with "Private War of
Major Benson.”
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-75)—
"Private War Major Benson” (U)
and "Treasure Ruby Hill” (U).
Fairly good $7,000.
Last week,
"Pearl. South Pacific” (RKO) and
"Fighting
Pimpernel”
(I n d i e),

$6,000.

Hire Atomic Specialist
For Cinerama Picture

Amusement Stock Quotations

Cinerama Inc., the equipment
manufacturing firm • which is em¬
barking on a film project, has
retained Dr. Robert LeBaron, for¬
mer deputy to the Secretary of
Defense for Atomic Energy, as con¬
sultant in the making of its planned
Cinerama film dealing with the
peacetime uses of atomic energy.
Dr. LeBaron will work closely
with Grant Leenhouts, who is
producing the picture for Cinerama j
Inc.
Dr. LeBaron. who was also chair- !
man of the Military Liaison Com¬
mittee to the Atomic Energy Com¬
mission
from
1949-1954
under
Presidents
Truman and Eisen¬
hower, served as senior policy ad¬
visor on atomic energy matters to
four
successive
Secretaries
of
Defense during the period of the
postwar atomic buildup.

fiV.Y. Stock Exchange)

Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 75-$l)—
."Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk): Happy
$11,500. Firs week, $21,500.
State (Loew)
(3,200; 50-75)—
"Quentin
Durward” (M-G)
and
"Big Bluff” (UA). Strong $13,000
Montreal, Oct. 25.
or near.
Last week, "A Man
"Lady and Tramp” at the Palace
Alone” (Rep) and "Double Jeop¬ is leading all comers this week at
ardy” (Rep), $7,000.
firstruns,
with
a
smash
take.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-75) “House of Bamboo” also looms big
—"Mad
at
World”
(FM)
and at the Capitol. "Mister Roberts,”
"Thunder Pass” (FM). Mild $5,000. lone holdover, shapes solid in third
Louisville, Oct. 25.
"Tall Men” at Rialto and "I Am Last week, "Sister Eileen” (Col), session at Loew’s.
Estimates for This Week •
Camera” at the Kentucky both $7,000.
look solid in current week. "MenV
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 60-$l) —
is especially . sock. "Count Three
“Lady and Tramp” (BV).
Sock
and Pray” at the State looms mild.
$31,000. Last week, "Left Hand of
Holdover "Blood Alley” at Mary
God” (20th) (2d wk), $15,000. '
Anderson shapes okay.
Weather
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 50-85) —
has been sunny and mild, and not
"House of Bamboo” (20th). Big
Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.
ideal for film biz. "Hell and Back”
$23,000. Last week, "Never Too
Only
two
new
pictures
down¬
Is fine in m.o. at the Brown.
Yeung” (Par) (2d wk), $16,000.
town, "Gentlemen Marry Brun¬
Estimates for This Week
Princess (C.T.) (5,131; 40-65) —
ettes” at Penn and "Lucy Gallant”
Kentucky (Switow) (1.200; 65-85) at Stanley, and neither one of "Bengazi”
(RKO).
Slim $7,000.
—"I Am Camera” (DCA).
Big them is doing much. "Tall Men” Last week, "Far Horizons” (Par),
$8,000. Last week, "Ulysses” (Par) is okay in third and windup ses¬ $8,000.
(2d wk), mild $3,500.
sion at Harris. "To Hell and Back”
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,847; 6-$l) —
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.200; is finishing up at Fulton in fourth "Mister Roberts” (WB) (3d wk).
Fancy $17,000 following $21,000 in
65-85)—"Blood Alley” (WB). Okay stanza.
$4,500 after last week’s modest
second.
Estimates f&r This Week
$5,000.
Orpheum %(C.T.) (1,048; 30-50) —
Fulton (Shea) (1,700: 75-$1.25)
Rialto (Fourth Avenue)- (3'000; —"To Hell and Back” (U) (4th wk). "King Dinosaur” (Col) and "Beast
75-$l)—"Tall Men” (20th).
Sock Fine run and finishing around With 1,000 Eyes” (Col).
Okay
$20,000. Last week, "To Hell and $6,500, not bad at all at this stage. $6,000. Last week, "Chicago Syn¬
Back” <U) (2d wk), swell $15,000.
dicate”
(Col)
and
"Killers
of
Last week, $8,500.
Guild
(Green)
(500;
65-$l)— Jungle” (Col), ditto.
State (United Artists) (3,000; 5075)—"Count
Three
and
Prav” "Court Martial” (Indie) (2d wk).
iCol) and "King’s Thief” (M-G). Should be near oke $2,000. Last
Mild $7,500.
Last week. "S^ter we^k, $2,200.
(Continued from page 8)
Harris (Harris) (2.100; 85-$1.25)
Eileen” (Col) and "Gun That Won
—"Tall Men”
(20th)
(3d
wk); —"Man Alone” (Rep) and "The
West” (Col), $9,000. .
.Potent $8,000 and could stick Green Buddha” (Rep) (2d wk). Fair
again. Last week, $11,500.
$7,000 or near in 5 days.
L
Penn
(UA)
(3,300; . 65-$l)— week, $13,000.
Gentlemen
Marry
Brunettes’’
(Continued from page 9)
Orpheum
(Cinerama
Theatre
(UA). Crix walked all over this
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—"Cinerr
Against House” (Col) and "Nieht
one and it’ll be lucky to get $10,Holds Terror” (Col). Light $12,500.
ama Holiday” (Indie) (13th wk).
ono. not so good.
Last week,
Last week, "Tall Man Riding”
The 12th week ended Sunday (23)
Trial” (M-G) (2d wk). $11,000.
(WB) and “Bowery Boys” (AA),
was wow $31,000.
Last week,
Snuirrel
HilP(SW)
(900;
65-$l)—
4 $15,000.
$26,000.
Divided
Heart”
(Rep).
Great
Elington. University '(FP) (1.088- notices, but not turning the trick
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
1.558; 60-$l)—"Love Is Splendored th5s
time.
Very
disapDointing 70-$l)—"Phenix City Story” (AA)
Thing” (20th) (4th wk). Big $12,- $2,500; will probably stay in hopes and "Target Earth” (AA) (2d wk).
000. Last week, $12,500. ..
word-of-mouth
may help.
Last Oke $9,000. LAst week, $14,500.
Fairlawn, Odeon (Rank) (1.165; week. "Marty” (UA)
(9th. wk),
Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)—
2,580; 60-$ 1)—"7 Cities -of Gold” $2,200.
"Summertime” (UA) (2d wk). Big
(20th).
Oke $14,600. Last week,
Stanley (SW) (3,800: 65-$l)— $5,000. Last week, same.
"Footsteps Fog” (Col), $14,000.
Lucv Gallant” (Par). Likelv will
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—"The
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)— be dismal seven days at $8,500. Bed” (Indie) (2d wk). Okay $3,100.
ast week, "Illegal” (WB) and Last week, $3,300.
L "Mister Roberts” (WB) (4t.h wk).
'Warriors”
(AA),
$7,000.
Hefty $14,000. Last week, $14,500.
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—"Sheep
Warner (SW) (1.365; $1.25-$2.40)
Loew’s (Loew) (2,090; 60-$H-"Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (36th Has Five Legs” (Indie) (2d wk).
“Kentuckian” (UA).
Wham $19
Great
$5,200. Last week, $4,900.
000.
Last week, "Always Fair wk). Should get good $13,000 on
’ Vogue S. F. Theatres) (377; $1)
top of $12,000 last week.
Weather” (M-G) (2d wk), $12,500.
—"Wages
of Fear” (Indie) (10th
Shea’s
(FP)
(2,386;
60-$l)—
wk-5 days). Oke $1,600. Last week,
"Left Hand of God” (20th) (?d
2 200
wk).
Hep $10,500.
Last week,
$12,000.
Bridge (Reade - Schwarz) (396;
Towne
(Taylor) (695;
75-$l)—
$1.25-$1.50) — "I Am
Camera”
Buffalo. Oct. 25.
"Great Adventure’? (IFD) (2d wk).
"Girl in Velvet Swing” shades (DCA) (7th wk). Lofty $2,500. Last
Neat $4,500. Last week, $5,500.
week,
$3,300.
fairly good at the Center this
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-$l) week. "Lucy Gallant” is in much
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—"The
—"To Hell and Back’-’ (U) (4th wk).
me shape at Paramount.
"To Witch” (Indie). Big $4,200. Last
Smash $12,000. Last week, $14,000. Hdl and Back" still is big in third week,. “Limelight” (UA) and "Lili”

‘LADY’LIVELY $31,000,
MONT’L;‘BAMBOO’23G

‘MEN’ SOCKO $2,000,
L’VILLE; ‘CAMERA’ 8G

‘Brunettes’ NSG $1,000,
Pitt; ‘Men’ Fancy 8G, 3d

SAN FRANCISCO

TORONTO

‘Swine:’ Fast 10G, Buff;
$ ,
‘Hell’ Big 10i/2G in 3d

ST. LOUIS

I

(Continued from page 8)
(Col) (3d wk). Trim $9,000. Last
week, $11,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,400; 50-85)—
"Simba” (Lip) and "King Dino¬
saur” (Lip).
Mild $4,500.
Last
week, "King’s Thief” (M-G) and
"Gun That Went West” (Col),
$6,000.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
51-90)—"I Am Camera” (DCA)
Oke $2,500.
Last week, "Green
Scarf” (Indie) and "Intruder” (In¬
die), $3,000.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
$1.10)—"I Am. Camera" (DCA).
Fast $3,000.
Last week, "Green
Scarf” (Indie) and "Intruder” (In¬
die), $2,000.
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
51-90)—"Female On Beach” (U)
and "One Desire” (U). Fine $12,
000. Last week, "Tall Men” (20th)
(2d wk), $11,500.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.)—(800;
$1.10) — "Will Any Gentleman"
(AA).
Fancy $3,500.. Last week,
"Sheep Has Five Legs” (Indie) (3d
wk)f $2,000.
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Lafayette round.
"Tall Men” is
<?r”’v in second Century stanza.
Triai” is holding 10 days in sec¬
ond week to good returns at Buf¬
falo.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3.000; 50-80)—
“HPriai” (M-G) and "Stranger on
horseback” (UA) (2d wk-10 davs);
Spog $18,000. Last week, $20,000.
Paramount (*>ar) (3.000; 50-R0).
"Lucv Gallant” (Par) and "Ni«ht
freight” (Indie).
Good $11,500.
L^st week, "Illegal” (WB) and
"Adventures
of
Sadie”
(20th),
same.
Center (Par)
(2,000; 50-80)—
“^irl in Red Velvet Swing” (20th).
Shanes fairly good with $10,000.
Last week, "Unconauered” (Par)
(reissue) (5 days). $6,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 70-$l)—
"To Hell and Back” (U) and “Ahhntt-Costello Meet Mummy” (in
f3d wk). Still torrid with $10,500
or near. Last week, $15,500.
Century (Buhawk) (3.000: 60-$l)
—"Tall Men” (20th) (2d wk). Spry
$11,000. Last week, $19,700.
Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200:
$1 20-$2.40) — "Cinerama” (Indie)
(31st wk). Nice $8,000. Last week,
I ditto.

.

(M-G) (reissues) (2d wk), $2,200

DENVER
(Continued from page 8)
$9,000 or close. Last week, $15,000
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)—
"Count Three and Pray” (Col) and
"Special Delivery” (Col).
Okay
$12,000.
Last week, "Sister Ei¬
leen” (Col) and “Gun That Won
West” (Col), $14,000.
Esquire
(Fox)
(742;
60-$l)—
"Great Adventure” (20th).
Fine
$3,500.
Staying on.
Last week,
on reissues.
\ Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)—
"Phenix City Story” (AA) and
"Green Scarf” (Indie) (2d wk),
Mild $7,000 or less.
Last week,
$10,500.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 60$1)—"Gentlemen Man*y Brunettes’
(UA).
Rousing $15,000 or a bit
over.
Last week, "Kiss of Fire”
<U) and "Naked Dawn” (U), $10,500.
Vogue (Wolfberg) (442; 75-90)—
"Chance Meeting” (Indie).
Good
$1,600, and stays over. Last week,
"George K. Arthur Prize Package1
(Indie) (2d wk), $2,700.

.

For Week Ending Tuesday (25)
1955
High Low
33% 22%
32
22%
31
22%
26% 23%
18% 14%
67
87
5%
3
24% 17%
9
12*4
44% 36
43% 30%
55% 36%
10'%
6%
12
8%
. 11%
5%
15% 13%
22% 1634
31% 25%
31
263A
91
79
22% 18%
134
86
73/8
■15%
17%
8
16%
4%

4
9%
13%
3%
13%
3%

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tues.
Close
Low
High
In 100s
28%
27%
28
Am Br-Par Th 109
23%
24%
23 ,
CBS "A” ... 131
23
23%
24
CBS "B” ... 47
24%
24%
25%
Col. Pix .... 16
15%
16%
15%
Decca . 161
80
76%
79%
Eastman Kdk 122
3%
3%
EMI . 437
3%
-20%
Loew’s .... 167
19% ' 20%
9
9 ■
9%
Nat. Thea. . 120
38
38%
37%
28
Paramount .
32%
31%
Philco .
97
31%
43%
43%
44%
RCA . 316
7%
7%
7
65
RKO Piets.
9%
9%
RKO Thea. .
934
70
83%
9
Republic ...
28
8%
14%
15
15
Rep., pfd. ..
28
1634
47
17%
1634
Stanley War
273/a
26%
27
20th-Fox ...
62
29%
63
Univ. Pix ..
27%
29V4
81
80%
81
Univ., pfd. . *210
19
19i%
Warner Bros 30
19%
1203%
128%
126%
Zenith ...... 43

Net
Change
for week
4- %+ %
-j- %
— 7/a
— %
+3%
+ %'
4- Vs
— ■
— %
— %
— %
4-,/%
4- %
— %
—
— %
—13/s
+ 13/4
— %
+ %
+ 534

American Stock Exchange
6%
Allied Artists. 57
6
13%
1334
Alld Art. pfd. 14
13%
Du Moiit .... 59
13%
3%
3%
Skiatron .... 53
1334
Technicolor . 62
13%
3
3%
Trans-Lux ..
3%

—
+
—
•—
+

Over-the-Counler Securities
Bid
Chesapeake Industries ...
. -3%
Cinerama Inc. ..
.
1%
. 4%
Cinerama Prod. ........
Polaroid
. 66%
U. A. Theatres. ... i
. 1234,
. 33%
Walt Disney

6%
13%
13%
3%
13%
3%

%
.%
•
%
0

Ask
4i%
7%
5
70
14%
37%

_
—
—

+3
+2

♦ Actual Volume. .
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Negro Pix-TV
; Continued . from page 1 ;
duced three plays—"Juba,” “Salt
and Pepper to Taste” and "The
Greener Grass”—which were pre¬
sented by "little theatres” in Bos¬
ton, Los Angeles and N. Y.
His
first acting job was a role in Paul
Green’s "Roll, Sweet Chariot” in
1934.
Coleman tried to produce a film
couple of years ago but the
project never got off the ground
because of lack of financing. Last
year he formed National Negro
Television, Theatre & Motion Pic¬
ture Industries Corp. This never
got started, either, for a stock sale
brought in only $7,324, and this
was applied to expenses. Coleman
received no compensation for his
efforts in setting up both outfits.

that live off the sad, tragic mis¬
takes of some, or the indulgences
of the maladjusted few.
We de¬
plore the half,truth—and the im¬
plied slander that avoids the legal
or criminal libel. We endure it—
and wonder sometimes if you gen¬
tlemen cannot evolve a code of
practice that would inhibit this
kind of journalism . . . The accom¬
plish the downfall of such publi¬
cations would bring honor to your
profession.”

Geo. Burns’ Aulobiog
Continued from page

Z

idiom of Joe E. Lewis’ "The Joker
Is Wild,” but lacking the mobster
and muscle of the pixie comic’s
wild

Chicago

gangland

days.

Birnbaum’s struggle for existence
as the lowliest of smalltime sockand-buskin troupers (from dancehall contests to "cancellation act”
bookings,, until finally attaining
that actor's idea of vaudeville
heaven, a "route,” always pro¬
nounced "rout”) and his latterday
eminence because of radio (later
tv), has common-denominator ap¬
peal.

Sissie, v.p. and director of Splendora, is a lyricist, orchestra leader,
president of the Negro Actors
Guild of America and member of
the exec committee and advisory
council of USO-Camp Shows.
A
vet in show business, he was a
member of the Sissle-Blake vaude¬
ville, act for 25 years.
Spitalny, a brother of Phil and
It perhaps best .tells the vaude¬
Maurice Spitalny, was director of ville story because, as bas-relief
orchestra personnel for NBC 11 to the personal saga, Miss Lindsay
years, conducted his own musical has humanly captured the Burns
broadcasts and was musical pro¬ & Allen ("Lambchops”) saga. Al¬
ducer for N, Y.’s Roxy Theatre. most half the book, the forepart,
He’s a director of Splendora. Di¬ is more concerned with the Birnrector-treasurer is Emil Velazco, baum family’s personal struggles
whose N. Y. company provides stu¬ for existence.
The unfolding is
dio facilities for independent film authoritative because it sounds like
producers.
Burns. The style is Burns.’ The
anecdotes are Burns.’ The memo¬
ries and the travail and the landof-opportunity development
are
Burns.’ It is breezily broken down
555 Continued from page 5 —; into chapters—and the verses are
all bright reading.
The cast is
attack, Schary went on: “In the, contemporaneously out of the show
area of public relations we en¬ biz greats of today — intimate
courage additional attacks by side¬ cronies, from the Friars to Hillstepping current ones.”
crest to Romanoff’s. Praising the industry’s role, he
The husband-wife show biz part¬
continued:
"Yes, the American nership is savvy.
Adoration for
motion
picture
industry,
gen- "Googie” (Gracie Allen) .and vice
erically known as Hollywood, has versa for "Nattie” (Burns) is warm
served constantly as the best am¬ without being sticky. Their latestbassador of the American way of year success and the comforts that
life. We have shown all of it . . . come with suedess are merely re¬
and in showing it all we have corded as part of the saga. The
demonstrated the greatness of our title derives from that off-on redemocratic society.”
lationship; whenever people ask
Schary asked for accurate re¬ Burns how he stands for his pseu¬
porting of the Hollywood scene, do-scatterbrain wife-partner, he
by people who "love” the indus¬ has been responding — for — 28
try. He invited reporters to look 'years—"I love her, that’s why!”
for stories on the working lots and It’s a’ loveable book, good reading.
in the studios, rather than at the Even the Benny foreward is good,
"Romanoff or Chasen’s wiretap.”
because it’s offbeat.
The frontHitting the exposg magazines, part 'also displays an interesting
the Metro exec stated: "We de¬ galaxy of informal show biz pho¬
plore the shoddy contents of Con¬ tographs, naturally all focused
fidential and its bevy of imitators around Burns and/or Allen.

Schary’s Speech
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EYES
ARE
ON
THE
MUSIC
HALL...
(and M-G-M!)

BECAUSE 'TRIAL' now ploying ,o
thrilled audiences has captivated the critics, as you see:
M-G-M presents “TRIAL” starring Glenn
Ford ♦ Dorothy McGuire • Arthur Kennedy
John Hodiak • Katy Jurado • with Rafael
Campos • Juano Hernandez • Written by
Don M. Mahkiewicz from his Harper's Prize
novel • Directed by Mark Robson • Produced
by Charles Schnee.

“Highest rating! Go see this exciting, spellbinding drama!”— Wanda
Hale, Daily News • “Excellent! Trilly extraordinary!”—Archer Winston, N. Y.
Post • “A gripping movie! A distinguished picture!William K. Zinsser,
N. Y. Herald Tribune • “Tense! Taut! Hard-hitting! Don’t Miss it!”
—Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American * “First-rate.”—Justin Gilbert, Daily
Mirror • “Forceful! Powerful!”—Alton Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram and Sun
“Topnotch!”—Time Magazine
What every
girl sets for
every mart.

BECAUSE THE TENDER TRAP
next at the Music Hall, won the highest
audience preview rating ever!
M-G-M presents in CinemaScope • “THE
TENDER TRAP”, starring Frank Sinatra
Debbie Reynolds • David Wayne • Celeste Holm
with Jarma Lewis • Screen Play by Julius
Epstein • Based on the play by Max Shulman
and Robert Paul Smith • And presented on the
New York Stage by Clinton Wilder • Photo¬
graphed in Eastman Color * Directed by Charles
Walters • Produced by Lawrence Weingarten

Yes, it’s a fact! In all the years Film Research Surveys has polled
audiences, “THE TENDER TRAP” preview in New York
topped every picture in history. M-G-M has made a wonderful
entertainment of the stage play. Bait your boxoffice with this
daring, delectable, deluxe audience attraction.'
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Federal Judges Get Questionnaire,
Also 300 Lawyers, Concerning
Value of ‘Mandatory’ Trebling
Washington, Oct. 25.
A questionnaire on the opera¬
tion- and usefulness of the treble
damage antitrust suit has been
'Hollywood, Oct. 25.
sent to every Federal judge and
to more than 300 attorneys who
Shorts Subjects Branch added
have represented either plaintiffs seven new members as the Board
or defendants in such cases. The of Governors of the Academy of
largest portion of the suits and the Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
biggest share of the money in¬ approved 17 new applications for
volved are brought by motion pic¬ membership. List announced by
ture theatres against the distrib¬ prexy George Seaton included:
utors and the large film circuits.
Nicholas George, William B.
The questionnaire was mailed Justice, Alex Lovy, Denis Sanders,
out by the Senate Judiciary Sub¬ Terry B. Sanders, Jaul J. Smith
committee on Antitrust and Mo¬ and Gilbert H. Turner (Short Sub¬
nopoly. Joseph W. Burns, chief jects); Mel Blanc (Actors!; Robert
counsel and staff director of the Burks, Boris Kaufman, John F.
subcommittee, explained that the Warren
(Cinematography);
Jay
committee is interested in the eco¬ Blackton, Leonard Rosenman (Mu¬
nomic effect of the law and wheth¬ sic); Samuel Goldwyn Jr. (Pro¬
er amendments should be made. ducers); Jack A. Barry, Harlan WTilHe emphasized that the questions kinson Phillips (members at large).
are designed to obtain information
James L. Saphier was voted an
and not to support any point of
associate membership and Carl
view.
Schaefer
was reinstated in the ex¬
There are four questions but
some have several parts. Those ecutive branch.
which have special interest for
motion picture cases are:
“Can you estimate the average
savings resulting from suing after
a Government decree?”
“Would more judgments be ob¬
tained if the court were permitted
to use its discretion in deciding
whether damages should be sin¬
gle or treble?1*
“Can you make any suggestions
which would make recovery in
treble damages actions less costly
Although solidly aligned behind
for the plaintiffs?”
Burns, just back from Europe the Council of Motion Picture Or¬
where he looked into complaints ganizations Audience Award Poll,
of American business abroad be¬ theatremen who are called upon to
ing hampered by our antitrust make the preliminary nominations
laws, declared he found no com¬ are Reefing that they can’t vote
plaints anywhere from the Amer¬ properly because a large percent¬
ican motion picture industry.' How¬ age of the pictures listed have not
ever, he did confer in Rome with played their territories.Griffith Johnston, Motion Picture I Theatremen in New Jersey are
Assn, of America vice president. particularly vocal on the subject
He requested a report on the op¬ since they are involved in a clear¬
erations of the Motion Picture Ex¬ ance battle with the major film
port Assn. Burns said he also in¬ companies. It’s pointed out, for* ex¬
tends to° ask Ellis Arnall for ample, that in the Third Audience
comment on behalf of the Society Award nominations that 49% of
of Independent Motion Picture the selections had not played the
Producers.
northern part of the state and that
36% had not played most situa¬
tions in N.J.
Jerseyites have been battling for
move-up of the runs m their
territory, complaining they have to
wait too long to obtain a picture.
Many situations in N.J. do not
obtain films until after they have
“The Tall Men,” Clark Gable- completed their Broadway engage¬
Jane Russell starrer, has been sold ment.
by 20th-Fox to the Famous Players
circuit in Canada. It’ll play the +♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<
circuit in early November on a
pre-release basis.
“Tall Men” was one of the films
exempted from 20th’s regular
hM~M
release deal with Famous Players
and eligible for special terms.
Los Angeles, Oct. 25.
More statistics will be offered in
Government’s 16m antitrust suit
against five major companies when
Kenneth Beggs, senior economist
at Stanford Research Institute, re¬
Chicago, Oct. 25.
turns to the witness stand this
Hearings on the Times Film Inc. morning for cross-examination by.
suit against the City of Chicago, Justice Dept, attorneys.
seeking removal of the city’s ban
Beggs, who testified as defense’s
on the French feature “Game of
Love” and attacking constitutional¬ first witness for three days last
week,
and was followed on the
ity of the city ordinance establish¬
ing a film censor board, came to stand Friday by Ned IJ. Depinet,
former
RKO prexy, and Sidney
an end before Federal Master-inChancery David J. Shipman here Kramer, new foreign sales mana-.
ger.for
RKO,
made it clear through
last week.
Plaintiff’s lawyer Abner J. Mik- actual figures that television had
hurt
motion
picture
theatres where
va and the city’s Assistant Corpo¬
ration Counsel Edward R. Harti- it hurts the most, in the boxoffice.
gan will submit their briefs to the
Probable defense witness to¬
Master this week and his decision
and recommendations go to Fed¬ morrow (Wed.) will be Spyros
20th-Fox prexy, who
eral Judge Sam Perry, final author¬ Skouras.
planed in late last week. Others
ity in the case at this level.
expected to testify for the defend¬
ants are C. J. Tevlin, RKO studio
)
operations chief during the' How¬
Universal has acquired Eugene ard Hughes regime; Abe Schnei¬
O'Neill’s “The Emperor Jones” der, Abe Montague and B. B. Kafrom N.Y. impresario Jac Thall, hane, all of Columbia Pictures,
Clifford Cochrane and the O’Neill and Ralph Cohn, of Screen Gems.
estate. Play was first produced in Col’s tv subsidiary. Peter Levathes,
1920. Film version, starring Paul v.p. in charge of public relations at
Robeson, was released by United Young & Rubicam, former head of
20th-Fox tv. department, follows
Artists in 1934.
Thall has written a screen treat¬ Beggs this afternoon. ‘
ment of the play about a Pullman
In exhaustive testimony, taken
porter who sets himself up as “Em¬ from statistics and graphs, Beggs
peror” on a small West Indies is¬ last week, in an attempt to show
land until stripped of his powers why majors could not afford to re¬
by the natives. “Emperor Jones” lease films for tv licensing, dis¬
was done this year on tv.
i closed that tv in 1954 was respons¬

Academy’s Shorts Reps

Distribution’s Not
Uniform, Hampers
COMPO Voting

Canada’s Famous Players
Chain Sets 20th Tall Men’
On Special Pre-Release
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Charity Drive
Ahead of 1954

Looks

Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Motion Picture Permanent
Charities’ 1956 drive will appar¬
ently top last year’s tally, cam¬
paign chairman Walter Pidgeon
declared at the close of the first
week of the campaign. Take last
year was $1,100,000.
Pidgeon revealed that $816,074
was pledged during the first week
of the drive—$450,699 from execu¬
tives, department heads, guilds
and corporations, and $365,374
from Labor’s Executive Committee
which covers all AFL studio crafts,
indie unions and guilds.

Exploitation Activity at Peak;
Right Now Are Good Old Days

Perhaps one of the best barom¬
eters of film industry prosperity is
the employment status of the pub¬
licity staffs.
When production
lags and the boxoffice take sags,
the publicity men are among the
first to. feel “retrenchment.” How¬
ever, when there’s an upbeat in
production and a frequent click of
the b.o. turnstiles, pub-ad staffs are
increased, extra fieldmen are add¬
ed, and the ballymen feel free to
move around.
At present, the majority of the
major companies are operating
their pub-ad departments at peak
capacity. The staffs that were de¬
pleted at the start of the 1947
downbeat period have been built
up again, with some companies
having more staffers now than
they had in the pre-1947 era. In
addition, the past year, and par¬
ticularly the past several months,
has seen more shifts and changes
in the personnel of the homeoffice
pub-add staffs than there’s prob¬
Loew’s Theatres has officially ably been in the last decade.
Not generally known is the ex¬
requested the Dept, of Justice for istence of a unwritten agreement
permission to acquire a drive-in among the major companies
site in New Jersey. Location sought against the raiding of staffers. Most
by the theatre chain is on Route pub-ad toppers have been lenient
in okaying a shift in, cases where
35. just outsid^ of Keyport. Al¬ an employee had the opportunity
though the D. orJ., as has been its to better himself in the coin de¬
practice, has not as yet acknowl¬ partment. However, there’s a re¬
edged publicly the receipt of the cent instance where a staffer was
Loew’s application, Allied State unable to make a shift because of
Assn, has received verification opposition from his department
from the Government agency and head.
is setting in motion plans to fight
Looking Back a Bit
the request.
The protest will be led by Allied I
Shifts and/or inter-departmental
of New Jersey which f^ls that the—i-changes have affected almost every
atres of its members are thceat- film company publicity office
ened by the chain’s “invasion.” New York. In recent years, RKO
The subject of the expansion of underwent the most changes be¬
the
formerly-affiliated
circuits, cause of the on and off again sta¬
particularly in the drive-in field, tus of the company as a whole dur¬
will be one of the prime subjects ing the Howard Hughes regime.
at Allied’s national convention However, with the return of the
company to Hughes after the short¬
early in November.
Loew’s Theatres and National lived Ralph Stolkin-regime, a more
Theatres have been the most ac¬ or less normal operation resumed
tive of the divorced circuits in ex¬ although the pub-ad men were
panding their holdings! Loew’s, never certain of the future of their
with Justice Dept, and Federal jobs. So far Tom O’Neil, who ac¬
Court approval, has already ac¬ quired RKO from Hughes, has
quired ozoners in Evanston, Ill., lived up to his promise not to make
and, Jacksonville, Fla., and a con- wholesale changes in the staff.
ventidnal house in Coral Gables,
Alfred Stern, who assumed the
Fia. National, with similar ap¬ publicity manager’s job in N. Y.
proval, has added to its holding a when Mervyn Houser returned to
chain of theatres in the Salt Lake the Coast, has continued in that
City area and an outdoor theatre job. Only recent change at RKO
in Las Vegas.
is the shift of Perry Lieber, long¬
Before Loew’s can obtain the time Coast publicity chief, to the
Jersey site, the D. of J. must sub¬ N. Y. office as overall pub-ad top¬
mit its view to the Federal Court per. Previous upheavals at RKO
at a hearing where those oppos¬ included the exit of Maurice Segal
ing the application can also state and Fred Goldberg, who after a
their views. The decision then de¬ short term as executives of the
pends on the presiding judge.
Norton & Condon publicity firm,

Loew s Drive-In
Bid for Jersey
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Charts ’n’ Graphs Phase In 16m Case

‘Game of Love’ Hearings
End, Briefs Due In

U’s New ‘Emperor Jones’

►♦♦444444444444

ible for a loss of $365,000,000 to
the film industry.
This repped
55i/6 of a total $654,000,000 loss in
b.o. revenue, he said, basing his
figures on a projection of the boxoffice trend.
Gross in 1948, he pointed out,
reached $1,496,000,000. In the nor¬
mal course of events, if there were
no social or economic changes—
and if there were no tv—the 1954
b.o. figures should have hit $1,716,000,000. Instead, he declared,
the gross reached only $1,062,000,000—$654,000,000 less than it
should have been and $434,000,000
under the 1948 tally.
Loss to the industry in 1952, at¬
tributed to tv, was $335,000,000,
according to Beggs, who reported
other causes were responsible for
$223,000,000.
During Beggs’ testimony, Fed¬
eral Judge Leon R. Yankwich, sit¬
ting on case, gave a ruling as a
matter of law. The Government
cannot force the defendants to put
their current crop of motion pic¬
tures on tv, he stated.
“Television is like radio, it’s ba¬
sically advertising,” he pointed
out, in defining the difference be¬
tween motion pictures and tv.
“Motion pictures are entertain¬
ment; producers seU this form of
entertainment to theatres.
Mor
tion pictures on tv are merely a
means of selling advertising.”
Films, court asserted, “are1 not like
garbage cans—they’re a special
kind of product that must be mar¬
keted in a special kind of way.”

Figures intro’d by Beggs al¬
leged that in 1946 the five defend¬
ant majors got worldwide rentals
totalling over $386,000,000, which
dropped to $325,000,000 in 1950,
after the advent of tv. Further,
domestic 35m revenue, over $238,000,000 in 1946, dropped to $205,500,000 in 1952, and to $192,300,000 in 1954. Opening of tv sta¬
tions caused this drop, Beggs con¬
tended, adding the pattern had
been repeated in Los Angeles area
since 1947.
Beggs’ material was objected to
in part by Government attorneys,
who contended there was no direct
correlation between the declining
theatre revenue and the tv boom.
Statistician also pointed out that
theatrical reissues of films have
brought in “several times more
profit” than tv, considering the
price tv was paying.
Beggs reported, too, that tele
purchase of feature films have, in¬
creased nearly ten-fold since 1949.
He told the court that such pur¬
chases totalled $2,500,000 in 1949
jumped to $12,300,000 in 1952 and
reached $21,900,000 in 1954.
In his testimony, Depinet stressed
that RKO had never consulted fel¬
low distribs regarding any tv pol¬
icy, and that RKO’s refusal to dis¬
pose of its product to tv was in
the interests of “good business.”
Company had engaged in a pol¬
icy of watchful waiting, he said.
Kramer, following Depinet to
stand, reiterated company’s with¬
holding of product was strictly a
matter of economics.- •'

ended up at Universal and Italian
Films, respectively. Allan Bader,
former tradepaper reporter, moved
in at RKO meanwhile as trade con¬
tact.
Segal replaced Sheldon Gunzberg at U to handle J. Arthur Rank
and other of the company’s special
films. Gunzberg shifted to Walter
Reade Theatres as pub-ad chief re¬
placing A1 Floersheimer w h 0
moved up to concessions topper.
Meanwhile, at U, Alfred Mendel¬
sohn was pulled out of the pub¬
licity department to become as¬
sistant sales manager- ef United
World Films, a U subsidiary. A re¬
alignment of the. department re¬
sulted with Jerry Evans heading a
combined exploitation-tieup-radiotv department, with Segal as his
aide. «■
At IFE, Goldberg, who had been
publicity manager, assumed extra
duties when Jonas Rosenfeld, pubad veepee, shifted to Columbia as
assistant to veepee Paul Lazarus
Jr. At Col, A1 Rylander, exploita¬
tion topper, moved over to NBC-TV
to head the network’s newly-or¬
ganized exploitation department.
Ray Murray, trade paper contact,
was appointed exploitation chief
and Marty Blau, his assistant, as¬
sumed the trade post, with Shel¬
don Roskin, who had returned
from Army duty, assuming Blau’s
former duties. Roger Caras, for¬
merly associated with Michael Myerberg on “Hansel and Gretel” and
“Patterns,” was. added to the Col
staff.
At 20th-Fox, a departmental re¬
alignment took place this week.
Meyer Hutner, former associate
publicity manager, was named to
the newly-created post of account
executive on all of 20th’s upcoming
55m films. Ed Sullivan w-as given
the new title of publicity director
and Ira Tulipan was named pub¬
licity manager. Charles Levy, for¬
mer Wait Disney pub-ad chief,
joined the company as national
magazine contact. At the same
time, Lowell Benedict, who former¬
ly held the post, exited the com¬
pany, as did Charles Cohen of the
advertising department.
When
Levy exited Disney, A1 Margolies,
formerly an independent film pub¬
licity man, assumed the Disney
post.
At United Artists, George Nel¬
son, chief publicity writer, is leav¬
ing the company to become gen¬
eral manager of Ursula Halloran
Associates, an indie publicity firm.
Walter Waldman is shifting from
Paramount to take Nelson’s post.
John Scuopp departed from UA to
move over to NBC as one of Rylander’s aides. New addition to the
UA department is Buddy Young.
Other changes include: Joe Hyams from Col to join Bemie Kamber, producer’s representative on
Hecht-Lancaster and Samuel Gold¬
wyn Jr. films; Manny Herbstman
from Disney to ABC; Martin Davis
from assistant eastern publicity di¬
rector of Samuel Goldwyn to east¬
ern pub-ad chief of Allied Artists.
Additions include: Sid White as
radio-tv contact at Warner Bros.;
Bill Danziger for special exploita¬
tion on Metro pictures, and Leon¬
ard Wayne as syndicate contact at
Paramount, and Marvin Levy as ’
radio-tv contact at Metro.

Britons Yelp
Continued from page 5

favorite British argument, i.e. that
their films are being sloughed in
the U.S. An indie close to the sit¬
uation observed this week that in¬
dividual handling of such a picture
might have paid off. This seems
to be the attitude being adopted
also by J. Arthur Rank's John
Davis with his films.
Wai^r.,.vSh.as.“Jrh€-©fl'm*Busters”
not only for the U.S., but also ToF
Canada and 22 other countries.
The ABPC production was taken
on by Warners on a flat distribu¬
tion deal, with no advances. It’s
understood, too, that it was ABPC
which originally pressed WB to ac¬
cept the release for the U. S.
It’s been one of the favorite ar¬
guments both among the indies and
certain quarters abroad that, even
though a click in the major fold
might pay off big, the release that
turns out to be just so-so, for a
variety of reasons, doesn’t stand
much of a chance and gets lost in
the shuffle.
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Knights of Columbus Warning
Dayton, O., Oct. 25.
The Knights of - Columbus is making itself known in Dayton. It
sent copies of a petition, reported signed by some 300 Daytonians,
to local theatre managers, objecting to the type of films being
shown recently. The petition referred to the “tremendous respon¬
sibility” of theatre managers to the youth of the community, with
the lack of a state censorship law. Quote:
•‘\Ve wish to remind those managers who have shown ieatures
condemned by the Legion of Decency that we are aware of that
fact and. should they continue such practice, our membership and
their families and friends will not patronize their theatres.” The
petition did not specify what films or what theatres were involved.
When a wave of Sunday openings of supermarkets began in Dayton on Oct. 16, involving national and local chains, the Knights
ol; Columbus sent a resolution to all supermarkets, stating that
their members would boycott seven days a week any store that
was open on Sunday.
___

Blank’s Presidency of TOA Points
Up Sons-of-Pioneers in Exhibition
Election of Myron Blank as*
president of Theatre Owners of
America points up the extent to
which the “sons of the.pioneers,”
particularly in exhibition, are as¬
suming major roles in film industry
activities. Blank, the son of A. II.
Blank, veteran' midwest circuit
operator., is the third TOA prexy
in a row to be the offspring of the
founder of a large theatre chain.
Blank’s predecessor, E. D. Martin,
Is the son of the late Roy E. Mar¬
tin, founder of the Martin theatres
of Georgia, Alabama, and Florida.
Ray E. Martin Jr. is also active in
the management of the theatres.
Walter Reade Jr., who preceded
Martin as TOA topper, is the son
of the late Walter Reade, founder
of the New Jersey chain which
bears his name.
a
In the exhibition end of the busi¬
ness, there have been numerous
sons who have moved up to top
management posts and have taken
important voices in industry mat¬
ters. Richard Brandt, head of the
Trans-Lux chain, is the son of
Brandt Theatres topper Harry
Brandt. Wilbur Snaper, head of
Jersey Allied and former National
Allied president, is the son of
David Snaper, founder of the
Snaper Theatres of New Jersey.
Edward Fabian, son of S. H.
Fabian, Stanley Warner president,
has a top management post at
Fabian Theatres. E. C. Rhoden
Jr., son of National Theatres top¬
per Elmer ,C. Rhoden, was recently
named a vice president of Com¬
monwealth Theatres, Inc. The sons
of the late A. A. Adams, vet Jersey
exhibitor, are presently running
the theatres founded by their
father. M. A. Lightman Jr. is vice
president of Malco Theatres of
which his father is president and
general manager. These, of course,
are only a few of the sons of theatreowners who are now engaged
in actively managing family prop¬
erties.
^

Am honored that some of the
greats of show' business have be¬
come my clients in the matter of
stocks and bonds. You. too. ars
welcome to write or call me—NO
obligation.

JESSE BLOCK
‘ Registered Representative
IRA HAUPT & CO.
Investment Brokers
501 7th Ave.t New York 18. N .Y.
LOngacre 5-6262
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Wide-Ranging Bids!
Washington, Oct. 25.
Seed Sound Films, of Buf¬
falo, was low bidder to pro¬
duce a documentary color film
with narration, on the U. S.
portion of the St. Lawrence
Seaway construction. Total .of
43 bids were entered. They
ranged from the $33,900 figure
of Seeds, up to one of $457,000,
There will be a 14-minute
film, suitable for television,
on each year of the construc¬
tion and
final, composite 28minute picture on the princi¬
pal engineering and economic
features of the project.

5 Aides Encircle
Blank to Share
TOA Exec Load
Myron Blank. Des Moines exhibi¬
tor named new chairman of Thea¬
tre Owners of America, is to get
wholesale assistance in a new move
by the organization to divide and
ease the increasing duties of the
president.
Board of' directors
quickly accepted a proposal from
retiring prexy E. D. Martin that
TOA name five assistants-to-thepresident to help carry the burden
of work. Move was necessitated
by the fact that the organization
no longer has a paid executive to
carry out top duties.
Named assistants to Blank were
Nathan Greer. Santa Fe.p N. M.;
George A^ Kerasotes, Springfield;
Samuel Rosen, New York; J. J.
Rosenfield, Spokane, Wash., and
Ernest G. Stellings, Charlotte,
N. C.
Retiring prexy Martin, from Co¬
lumbus, Ga.. was named chairman
of the board of directors, and Al¬
fred Starr will helm the executive
committee again. Honorary board
chairman is Samuel Pinanski of
Boston ,and secretary is Robert R.
Livingston, Lincoln, Neb. S. H.
Fabian of N. Y. was elected treas¬
urer; Herman M. Levy remains
general counsel and Joseph Alterman will serve as assistant secre¬
tary. The finance committee will
be chaired by Mitchell Wolfson.
Named to the executive com¬
mittee were: Art Adamson, Port¬
land, Ore.; Tom Bloomer, Belle¬
ville, Ill.; James S. Carbery, Lit¬
tle Rock, Ark.; C. E. Cook, Mary¬
ville, Mo.; Edward L. Fabian, New
York; Edwin Gage, Oakhurst, N.J.;
Bolivar Hyde, Lakeland, Fla.; Jack
Keiler, Paducah, Ky.; Mack Jackson, Alexander City, Ala.; R. M.
Kennedy, Birmingham, Ala.; M. A.
Lightman Jr., Memphis, Tenn.; Ar¬
thur H. Lockwood, Boston; Roy
Martin Jr„ Columbus; Martin
J. Mullin, Boston; Robert J. O’Don¬
nell, Dallas; J. J. O’Leary, Scran¬
ton; A. Fuller Sams Jr., States¬
ville, N. C.; Jay Solomon, Chat¬
tanooga, Tenn.; Morton Thalhimer, Richmond; David Wallerstein,
Chicago; Nat Williams, Thomasville, Ga., and R. B. Wilby, Atlan¬
ta, Ga.
In reporting on the new officers,
Walter Reade made it clear that
the naming of five assistant presi¬
dents did not necessarily mean a
prexy would be selected from
among them at the next TOA^ na¬
tional convention, slated for N. Y.
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CRYING FOR ‘JUSTICE’, UNIVERSAL ASKS
CONCESSIONS OR MASTER!ORMULA O’SEA
7+ Universal will insist that "there year,
a
complicated
formula,
• be no divvying up of the French | worked out by Motion Picture Ex¬
L^nd Italian permits until and un- ■ port Assn. v.p. Griffith Johnson,
less there’s a settlement that-gives reached an advanced stage of con¬
S. Income Tax Evasion Charge Universal what it considers a sideration, but foundered on ob¬
By Federals
“just" share, or else the com¬ jections by Warner Bros.
panies agree on a “master" for¬
Under this formula, basic divi¬
San Francisco, Oct. 25.
mula. If the latter should be sion of permits is arrived at via
A Federal grand jury indicted a adopted, U would bow to it.
a percentage sampling of company
Northern California theatre owner
Big pitch being made by U is business in eight key territories
on charges of income tax evasion
that, in contrast to a number of ; where license restrictions exist.
here last Wednesday (19). '
He is Antone Martinos, 63, op¬ the other studios, its production It’s understood that Warners wasn’t
erator Of the Sky view Drive-Ins at level is definitely up. In fact, at . then—and isn’t now—inclined to
Salinas and Sacramento. Marlines one point, U reps threw out the share this information with its
is charged with three counts of idea of handing out licenses on competitors. Unless all the com¬
evading $14,501 in taxes between the basis of films produced. There panies cooperate, it’s thought unare 190 'Italian permits available • likely that any kind of formula
1949-51.
(United Artists, and Allied Artists can be arrived at.
get their own allotments) and of
Universal execs are. of course,
the 190, the Italians have handed aware that agreement on a formula
out 108.
is apt to be way 'oil'. They are
For the year ended in August. , aware, too, of the fact that, among
1954, the studios turned out 181 the company presidents, there exfeatures. If licenses were to be I isls a strong sentiment for settling
given , out at the rate of one for the perennial problem of license
each picture produced, U would ' division. U itself wants a formula
snag 32, not 22 as it’s now get¬ since it feels that, however it's
ting. It’s U’s argument that, while figured, it must take cognizance
production is down with manv : of the company’s vastly improved
companies, they're still being al¬ foreign and domestic standing.
Should there be no formula, it’s
located the same number of per¬
Theatre Owners of America op¬ mits as before and that this isn't understood that U would be satisposition to exclusive theatre tele¬ fair to outfits like U whose pro¬ • fiod with two or three additional
; permits in Italy. Company acknowl*
vising of the World Series proves ductivity is at a peak.
1 edges that there is always the dan¬
the exhibitors have come to real¬
Situation is even more difficult
ize they can’t have their cake and in France, where the companies ger that, with too much of a deeat it too, Arthur Le.vey, Skiatron are limited to 110 permits. This ; lay, the respective governments
. abroad may themselves undertake
prez, said in N.Y. last week. .
makes it even less likely that any
Levey commented that the the¬ distrib will give up any of its ! to divvy up the licenses, as the
;
Italians have already begun to do.
atres couldn’t very well maintain permits without a fight.
Question of a formula was taken
their antagonistic stand vs. homeMeet of the company proxies is . up in N, Y. last week by the prestoll tv while, at the same time, skedded in New York for next
“bottling up” major events in Friday (28) and at that time they’ll 1 idents, but wasn’t pursued since
their houses. “It’s a little late for discuss both U’s request for more : U toppers were unable to attend
exhibitors to start worrying about permits and the question of the on such short notice. Among the
keeping such ' events from the formula which has been kicking presidents who were there—Barlarge mass of the people.” he said. around literally for years. -Last . nev Balaban, Spyros P. Skouras
and Nicholas M. Schenck—senti“Have they forgotten the Marci¬
. ment for a "key" plan was strong.
ano - Moore championship fight
which millions wanted to see but
Advertisement
which only a few thousand ac¬
"TE G A L ~N Of 1C E
tually got to see in the theatres,
:
SKA MCI) PROPOSALS will be received
and at exorbitant admissions at
’ l>y ihe County Park Commission of Camthaf?”
■ den County on Thursday, November 10,
!
at 8 P.M. (prevailin'? time) 4th floor,
Levey also struck out in another
Cily Hall, Camden, New Jersey, for the
direction, reacting to the anti-subi leasing of the following tract of land for
; (he erection of a theatre:
scription-tv stand* adopted last
!
SITUATE in the Township of IJelaweek by the American Federation
i
ware, County of Camden and State of
j
New Jersey, bounded and described
of. Radio & Television Artists
I
as follows:
(ATRA). “The ranks of our op¬
Bounded on the north by Morgan
;
Avenue (now Park Drive) on the east
ponents now include every group
by Drove Street, on the south by
Switching subscription-television !
with specific axes to grind,” he
:
Cooper River, and on the west by the
to a wired basis would “automati¬
Delaware River Railroad and Bridge
said.
Company.
“The opponents’ ranks have now cally change it from a great poten¬
Said lease to be given subject to the
been filled out, but will! groups tial ally to a certain and dangerous following conditions:
<a) Said lease shall be for a period of
enemy
of
tv
broadcasting
stations."
which oppose each other far more
twenty years.
basically than they oppose toll-tv. Millard C. Faught, economic con¬ (bi The theatre to he btiill must be open
to the public within one year from
Here now are the actors, who mis¬ sultant to the Zenith Corp., told
the
date of the aeceotance of the
proposal by the Conntv Park Com¬
takenly fear subscription television the Pennsylvania Conference of
American
Women
in
Radio
&
TV
mission of Camden County.
will cut employment. Here are
<v) The successful bidder, whose bid is
talent buyers, who fear it will in¬ at Beaver Falls, Penn., last week
accepted, must provide a Perform-!*
a nee Bond in the amount of $100,crease the wages paid to actors. (22).
000.00
Participating in a debate on the id) The
Here are the broadcasters who
propos-il of the bidders shall be
for a stipulated rental of $200.0u per
fear subscription-tv will kill com¬ pros and cons of toll, video. Faught
■month, payable' monthly, plus a permercial television and darken tv said pay-as-you-see, as presently
••(■onlac'e of llic gross profit, less tax.'
The bids will he judged by the high¬
screens across the nation. And conceived, could render a logical
est percentage pronosvd on the gross
here are the theatre owners; who service to the regular tv station.
income, which shall include any and
all income from the operation of the
fear competition between sub¬ If forced to become a directly com¬
iheatre and its facilities.
petitive
service,
however,
pay-'v
scription and sponsored tv will
(ei The bidders most agree to engage a
theatrical producer with five years
keep people home from the would then “become a menace to
successful cxoe’ience in the produc¬
broadcasting—competing
.for
audi¬
movies.”
tion of top-level theatricals.
Actually, there is no unanimity ences but adding nothing to broad¬ Mi The successful bidder must landscape
and drain the entire area including
in the actors’ view re pay-tv., cast tv service,”
. he. held.
. ..
, , .
the banks of the waterway and pro¬
Ralph Bellamy. Actors Equity
Faugh! emphasized the numbei
vide a hedge boundary on the north
side of the entire area. The successful
president, is out-and-out in favor i of available channels not now ho¬
bidder must a''rce that any si*'ns
of a toll svstem and has'defended , ing used, and added that subset ioerected on the emends must he first
approved bv the C-unilv Park Com¬
it vigorously. Equity itself, how- j Hon programming and ils suppl;’mission of Cunden County.
ever. has taken no stand.
, mentary economic support “womd <\i> The successful hinder must nrovide
adequate
dust-free parking within the
TOA’s statement re proposals to! make possible at least 1,000 t\ skitheatre televise the World Series j tions serving America’s towns and ihi The successful bidder must agree to
carry adequate insurance to s-‘vc the
in 1957 said the exhib org was op-1 chics." The entire issue, he mamCounty Park Commission of C mden
posed to restricting such an event! tained. was now “whether or not
County harmless from anv and all.
tvpes of injuries or damages.
to a “privileged few." This is in, the idea should be allowed acce-s
successful bolder must agree
odd contrast to the stand of some j to the established public dccision- (it The
that the general dyne* of entertain¬
ment to he shown ^ha'l be aonroved
of the TOA leaders who have been ! making process.”
bv the Countv Park Commission of
in the forefront of those advocat-! Zenith rep explained the webs
Camden County.
ing theatre tv as an effective me- ■ were opposed to subscription video '.i> The County Park Commission of Cam¬
den County reserves the right to
dium for combatting home tele-i due to their realization that sue v
revoke any ]nn«c given for c*use.
vision. It’s pointed out, however, I a service "would make it a lot do The successful b'dd**- must acee to
erect a permanent building to be aothat the theatres’ power to nab top j easier for individual stations lo
proved bv the Coi,!,t'v Park (’■ mini-events for themselves and away j succeed economically, even wilhsion of C'amde.u
costin® at
least
$250 000.00. vvh:oh wi'l s"->.t a
from commercial video has put! out a network affiliation.’ Oppominimum of two thousand pe'-Dlc. he
them in a difficult position vis-a-! nents of the home b.o. were moeouipped with he-.it. a'r-condit'oning,
adequate sound “PA" noumment and
vis the FCC where they are op- tivated by the conviction that subadequate .senitarv f '/'ilities.
posing pav-as-you-see on the very: scription tv was certain to “pass <1> The pronosafs of bidders must be ac¬
companied by r certif;“d check or
grounds that it would restrict pop-j the test of the market place villi
cash in the amount »f $’00.00 to
ular shows to those able to pay. i flying colors," he charged.
guarantee that the bidder receiving
INDICT ANTONE MARTINES

Skiatron’s Levey
Gibes Inconsistent
Theatre Owners

Subscription TV
N.G. If Wired,
Sez Zenith Rep

, ;
!

U.S. Pix to Get Arg. Permits
Buenos Aires, Oct. 18.
American distributors here have won their first point with the
new Entertainment Board authorities, and have been promised re¬
lease certificates on all product now in the Argentine. Details have
to be worked out as to how fast the certificates will come, to avoid
swamping the censorship committee, which still has to pass the
material on moral grounds.
.
American distributors are awaiting a parley with Interventor
Tetlamanti of the Board, as he is flooded with urgent work.

:
j
■
,
.
;
•
i
.
I
1
:
,

'J

the award will ent®r into a contract
to be prepared bv the Solicitor of the
County Park CVmmissi-n. wlv'-h c"m
■ shall be retained bv the P-'rk Com¬
mission as liquidated
damages to
cover the cost, of advertising, if the
successful bidder f-ils to execute tin*
contract within ten <T0> d\vs after
submission *o the successful bidder.
The County Park Cenimi«sM»n of C«:nden County reserves the ri»ht to re wet
anv and all bids and to deride as to the
desirability of bidders. Errors and o]”">-ions may cause a bid’s rejection, t m
bidder whose proposal is accented «iu
he required to pay vv-der renh'I. sewm
rental, electricity and all o'her
required in the rnerU'-n
1‘* ’
CATHARINE S. M\D\RA.
Coimtv Park C mini .-mm m
, New
Coimtv, Court House, Caindui. New

Jersey.

USRlSff

PICTURES

BATTLE OF MAGNETIC SOUNDS AS 20TH
PLUGS OWN METHOD VS. COMBO PRINTS

Wednesday, October 26, 1955*

Allied to Excoriate Majors &TOA
If.Chicago Convention (Nov. 7-9) as Rallying '\\
11,0/ Exhibitors in Favor of Federal Controls Jj

Grimly determined to sell the obviously doesn’t constitute stereo- 4exhibition end of the industry on phonic sound, it's still a vast im- •
Critics Not Invited
By HY HOLLINGER
its single-track magnetic pickup provement in quality over optical
San Francisco, Oct. 25.
head, 20th-Fox is embarking on a sound. Furthermore, of course, a
With the short-lived romance of Theatre Owners pf America and
Critics
of
San
Francisco’s
theatre
thus
equipped
could
then
campaign that will be kicked off
Allied States Assn, now as dead as 3-D, Allied is out to prove that it
four dailies were not invited
by 20th prexy Spyros P. .Skouras play any stereophonic print. Latter
is the only true spokesman for the nation’s independent exhibitors.
to review “The Witch,” a Fin¬
when he appears before the Allied as a rule becomes available a good
Regarding the recent TO A convention in Los Angeles as completely
nish film.which had its Amer¬
deal earlier than the optical coun¬
convention in. Chicago.
unproductive of concrete suggestions or methods to improve the eco¬
ican
premiere
at
the
400-seat
But even as 20th goes a-plugging terpart.
nomic stability of theatreowners in the United States, Allied will
Rio.
for this drastic modification in
concentrate its fire on the question of film rentals and encroach¬
Owner Maury Schwarz is
stereophonic sound, other compa¬
ments on the “little fellows” being made by the previously-affiliated
advertising film as a “Freud¬
nies are engaged in an equally de¬
theatre circuits.
_ .
_ . _ ,
ian interpretation of passion,”
termined drive to gain acceptance
The Allied national convention in Chicago, Nov. 7 to 9, shapes as
with adults-only policy:
for the combination optical-mag¬
one
of
the
most
important
in
the
exhibitor
organization’s
history and
Schwarz first showed film,
netic print which they have de¬
also has overtones of having a far-reaching effect on the film in¬
which has no seal, to Small
veloped and which, in their view,
dustry
asa
whole.
Foremost
on
Allied’s
agenda
is
general
counsel
circle of personal friends.
is the most practical solution to
Abram F. Myer’s proposed bill for Government regulation of film
After getting their reactions,
the dilemma created bj the limited
rentals.
Myers
originally
presented
his
measure
to
the
Allied
con¬
he decided “The Witch” could
theatre acceptance of magnetic
vention in Milwaukee last year, but full-scale action leading to its
go review-less, be exploited on
stereophonic sound.
introduction
in
Congress
was
delayed,
pending
complete
"exploration
its sensational values.
of efforts for voluntary concessions from the major film companies.
Such a combination print- has
been developed also in Germany.
Open forums and film clinics, at
Company Talks a Flop l
It reduces C’Scope ratio to around which all exhibitors are given an
2.33 to 1. “You can hardly tell the opportunity to discuss industry
Feeling that the joint Allied-TOA talks with the distribution com¬
difference,’ emphasized a top ’exec. problems, will again be one of the
panies failed to achieve ^any rental relief whatsoever, Allied is now
At 20th-Fox, it’s been made am¬ highlights of Allied States Assn’s
prepared to push its legislative move with no holds barred. Delegates
ply clear that the company has no annual convention in Chicago,
to the convention will hear a detailed outline of Allied’s plan to
intention of playing the other dis- Nov. 7 to 9. The clinics, closed to
obtain a reduction in film prices via aid from the Government.
tribs’ game. Earl I. Sponable, 20th the press, are free-for-all sessions
Other problems faced by exhibitors, particularly independent opera¬
research topper, is on record
tors, will also be aired ofully. These include, in addition to the issues
at. which theatremen can air their
saying that the combination print beefs, no matter how minute, on
of film prices and Government regulation, the subjects of the ex¬
—one optical, four magnetic tracks their relationships “with the film
pansion moves of the divorced circuits, especially in the drive-in field;
—would result in a reduction
the advisability of fighting for additional Federal admission relief at
companies, their branch managers,
the size of the Cinemascope pic¬ and their salesman. The closed
this time, the w'orth of the proposed industry arbitration system, and
Despite the schism between the advisability of ^remaining a member of the Council of Motion
ture from the current 2.55 to 1 to door policy is followed to allow
2 to 1. 20th doesn’t propose to freedom of expression and protec¬ Theatre Owners of America and Picture Organizations.
compromise on that ratio, whereas tion from repercussions in busi¬ Allied States Assn., Myron Blank,
TOA’s Conservative Policies
the other companies seem set on ness dealings. However, a report, the newly-elected TOA president,
adopting it for the sake of prac¬ j based on the overall views ex- has set as one of the objectives of
Bitter at TOA’s alleged “sellout” and disappointed with TOA’s
his regime the establishment of a
ticality.
• pressed in the clinics, is issued to single trade organization represent¬ failure to take more positive action in fighting for rental relief, Allied
20th “Alone ♦
the membership at an open meet¬ ing all exhibitors. “Such an or¬ leaders, partly in resentment and partly to build up interest in Allied’s
Already, 20th is the only com¬ ing.
ganization,” he said, -"can bring upcoming conclave, have unleashed attacks at the rival exhibitor group
pany which still puts out a full
Clinic subjects include small¬ untold good to all exhibitors and Which is charged as being under the domination of the large circuits.
complement of stereophonic prints.
Allied president, Rube Shor, who will be the keynote speaker at'
town
theatres
(3,500
or
less
popu¬
the
entire industry.” He pointed
The rest have either cut them out
altogether, or else have severely lation), large towns (up to 20,000), out that single exhibitor groups the opening session on Monday, Nov. 7, declared when he accepted the
kickoff
assignment: “It’s time to name names and tell all to the end
cities
(20,000
to
100,000),
key
exist
in
most
countries
of
the
world
reduced them in number. Since it
that the independent exhibitors may chart their course with knowledge
insists on serving both exhibs that neighborhood arid subruns, and with the exception of the United
of
the
facts.
Once the truth is sifted from the current blasts of hot.
circuit
buying
and
bidding.
States.
have stereo sound equipment and
the exhibitors can be relied on to reject counsels of inaction and
Prior to the opening of the conothers that do not, 20th—on
The single exhibitor organiza¬ air,
despair
and
to.
unite on a program of positive action.” Shor indicated
major feature — makes available ivention on Monday, Nov. 7, Al- tion is part of a five-point plat¬
more than 500 prints.
; lied’s board of directors will meet form issued by Blank. Other ob¬ that liis sspeech would be broad in scope but jthat he will give special
attention
to
film
prices, selling policies, and distributor-exhibitor re¬
While the emphasis in the 20th ! Saturday and Sunday, (5, 6) to pre¬ jectives include: The creation of a
pitch is on sound quality, even if I pare resolutions for submission to more harmonious relationship be¬ lations.
it’s only via a single magnetic the convention. The Emergency tween all branches of the industry
Excitement Promised
track, it’s also a fact that adoption I Defense Committee, a group estab- by striving to make the new sys¬
Jack Kirsch, convention chairman, said “this year’s convention, with
by exhibs of the gadget proposed j lished to keep an eye on trade tem of arbitration and conciliation
the problems now facing our industry, promises to be one of the most
by 20th would save the district policies, will also convene before work.
exciting in the history of Allied.” A pre-convention blast, singling
close to $3,000,000 a year in extra | the opening of the convention.
The development of better ways out TOA leaders as well as other Allied opponents, was issued by
print cost. While some 250 stereo
Registration for the convention of attracting larger audiences to
prints are made available, most of opens on Monday (7). ^ Activities theatres “so that we shall have a S. J. Goldberg, president of Wisconsin Allied and a director of Na¬
them play a very low number of for the day include an official wel¬ more prosperous industry, which tional Allied. He aimed his shots at Pat McGee, Michell Wolfson,
bookings, so low, in fact, as to be come by Jack Kirsch, convention prosperity should be shared by all and E. D. Martin, influential TOA leaders, and Harry Brandt, president
of the Independent Theatre Owners Assn., an unaffiliated New York
completely uneconomical.
chairman, a greeting by an official branches of the industry.”
area exhibitor organization. He also had some unkind words for the
The unit which 20th proposes of the city of Chicago, the keynote
The prevention of the closing of trade press in general, charging that the historians of industry mat¬
that exhibitors buy, and that would address by prexy Rube Shor, a re¬ any theatre affiliated with TOA
ters “know which side your bread is buttered on” and that “it sure
allow anyone to play a magnetic view of the trade show, and the because of unfair film rentals.
seems funny that everything Allied does is wrong and . everything
p rint, would cost between $750 and first business session. The conven¬
The use of TOA’s power "to help
$800. 20th has been pressing for tion this year is being held in con¬ bring about more good pictures TOA or the film companies do is good.”
its manufacture and has been hud¬ junction with the conclaves of the which are so badly needed by all
Brandt—“Just a New Yorker”
dling with the equipment compa¬ Theatre Equipment &
Supply theatres.”
He
blasted
McGee
for setting himself up “as the guardian' of the
nies with a view to allow exhibs Manufacturers Assn., the Theatre
At the moment, Blank’s chances i
to pay off the penthouse head over Equipment Dealers Assn., and the of organizing a single exhibitor small exhibitor” and having “the bad taste to claim credit for him¬
two or three years.
International Popcorn Assn., all organization appears slim. TOA’s self on the tax campaign.” He chided Wolfson for opposing Govern¬
While it isn’t known whether j of whose members are displaying accomplishments at its recent con¬ ment hearings or regulation and Martin for his statement that “TOA
there are any 20th guarantees in¬ their wares at the Morrison Hotel. vention were not" greeted with and Allied could never get together.”. “He was absolutely keerect,”
volved to the equipment people
Registration continues on Tues¬ handsprings by the rival Allied said Goldberg. “We just don’t think aiiker We’re just trying to stay
in order to get production moving, day (8), with activities for the day group; Allied feels that TOA can¬ in business. We’re fighting for our lives. They’re fighting, too, but to
William C. Gehring, exec assistant including the film clinics, equip¬ not be a fighting, militant exhibitor try to make more than they’re already making.” He dismisses Brandt
sales head at 20th, said last week ment showmanship clinic, and the spokesman as long as it is domi¬ writh the remark that “here’s a guy that don’t even know that we got
that the company definitely did open forums.
Wednesday’s (9) nated by the chains. Although TOA civilized people outside of New York City.”
not contemplate financial assist¬ closing day will include a conces¬ has shown some indications in the
ance to theatremen who wish to sions clinic, an open forum, and past of taking aggressive action on
pate in EFFG even if given the
buy the pickup. “It’s in their own the closing session..
the subject of film rentals, it has greenlight by the Justice Dept.
interest that they buy it,” he said.
shown
a
tendency
to
back
down
or
Allied and TOA, in addition, are
A round of social activities has
“Needless to say, we are willing
also been set, including a visit to compromise when the chips are far removed on the subject of arbi¬
to help as much as possible.”
Chez Paree, luncheons, cocktail down, according to Allied spokes¬ tration. .Allied wrill not accept any
Denied a Production Code seal
Predicament
men.
system that does, not include the and given a “C” rating by the
What the 20th campaign is more | parties, and a closing motion picAt the TOA convention, TOA
or ”le7s" going” to '"amount'to’ is"in- i ij11 e Jndu«r^ banquet’ hosled by leaders gave vague hints of fur¬ arbitration of film rentals, a con¬ Catholic Legion of Depency, Dis¬
cession that the film companies
direct plea to exhibs to help the I ^ le ^aca Cola company,
ther action if film prices were absolutely refuse to make. Allied tributors Corp. of America’s con¬
company out of a hole. It was 20th ! t
■ ■ ■
not revised, but could not be pin¬ and TOA also differ on the advis¬ troversial “I Am a Camera” is
which originally pressed for ste¬
ned down to reveal just what that ability of waging a new tax fight nevertheless enjoying pressurefree success in 10 key engage¬
reophonic sound, and it’s now 20th
action would be. Previously, TOA
which is stuck with it while the
ments. Seemingly aided by the
bad hinted that it might go along
nationwide publicity relating to
rest of the companies are falling
with Allied in appealing to the
the Code nix and the Legion con¬
away in the realization that stereo
government,
but
TOA,
led
by
Mit¬
Richmond, Va., Oct. 25.
demnation,
the picture has chalked
magnetic sound hasn’t captured
Wolfson, expressed strong
“Movies' are better than ever,” chell
up a $300,000 gross in the 10 en¬
the imagination of the public.
opposition to anv move that would
_ ..
gagements.
While 20th execs insist
that chortles the industry arid the Vir- involve the Feds, and offered no
Boston, Oct. 25.
stereo sound is still a plus'factor! tfinia’s Division of Motion Picture ol>*er alternative.
DCA is now eyeing circuit book¬
at the b.o., others say it means \ Censorship agrees. Report of its
A special screening of the ings and if it can make deals with
TOA also appeared to be conabsolutely nothing. The 20th a gu-: activities in the fiscal year ended fused on the subject of a product DCA’s “I Am a Camera” at MGM’s several of the important chains, it
ment was bolstered somewhat by |Junc 30 showed no rejections at shortage. On one hand, it pleaded
projection room on film row here feels that a $2,000,000. domestic
the reviews of “Oklahoma,” which : a11 of 761 films reviewed,
for the film companies to step up last night (Mon.) was held for 20 gross is not out of reach. How¬
prominently featured the excel-1 However, the snippers eliminat- their production programs. Almost students in the Cambridge Center ever, some chains have a policy of
lence of the six-track magnetic | ed 90 scenes and 18 bits of dia in the same breath, hqwever, it for Adult Education, Freedom not booking Code-less and C-rated
sound. Again, with 20lh’s 55m log from 11 films.
used the increase in production as Agenda Program, pros and cons of films. DCA hopes to weaken such
C’Scope version, the sound will be
since its establishment in 1922, an excuse for the liquidation of its moving picture censorship.
reluctance on the basis of the
an important item.
the division has examined 46,258 Exhibitors Film Finance Group. It
Arranged - by George Kraska, grosses the film is racking up in
It s figured that the Skouras films, has eliminated scenes or dia- stated that EFFG would come to publicity director of Embassy Pic¬ current runs. All of the engage¬
speech at the Allied convention j log in 2,112 and has turned down an end in six months if the Dept, tures, Boston.
ments except one—the Adams in
Munroe Freedman, Harvard Law Detroit—are in art houses. DCA,
will throw a sharp focus on the I 72 altogether,
of Justice did not allow the previ¬
sound problem and may cue an | During the 1954-55 fiscal year, ously-affiliated chains to • partici¬ School faculty assistant, monitor of however, is confident that it can
open disagreement among the com- j the agency collected $66,972 .from pate in the financing. The end of a series of discussions on motion now break through to general sit¬
panies on the desirability of a exhibitors in fees and permits, EFFG is seen by Allied as an ad¬ picture censorship cases, invited uations and all Of its efforts are
combination print.
' After expenses, there was a $22,- mission of failure, since the group Kraska to speak to the group. now being extended in that direc¬
Latter also distributed a statement
Under the 20th plan, the pent- 338 surplus,
could not win the support of the¬
Fred Schwartz, president of tion.
house head would pick up only : In its 33-year history, the divi- atres not affected by Government by
Despite the Code and Legion
DCA, to the Eric Johnson office
the number two magnetic t ac’c. sion has collected $1,359,000 and rules. In addition. m*ny circuit protesting refusal of seal.
bans, “Camera” has not run into
which is more or less a catchall has turned in $534,958 to the State | toppers have s*"+ed p^vp^iy that
City Censor Walter Milliken was any difficulty with any state or
track. 20th argues that, while this , Treasury.
I their companies would not partici- not invited to the showing.
local censor boards.

Forums, Clinics
To Mark Allied
Chi Conclave

I

TOAs Head
Still Talks Up
One Exhib Body

i

C-RATED ‘CAMERA’ IN
10 SPOTS DOES WELL

STUDES VIEW ‘CAMERA’
AS DEBATE RESEARCH

PjfatlETY
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TV IN TWO WORDS: ‘STAY WELL’
Alcoa’s ‘Hot Potato’
On the basis .of advance dope, the Nov. 27 entry for the Sunday
night NBC-TV “Alcoa Playhouse” may well stir up some D.C.
sensitivities. It’s reported to be a hot-off-the-griddle item, au¬
thored by David Davidson and carrying the title “ThYmder in Wash¬
ington.” Robert Mulligan, whose directorial assignments for Alcoa
give him the right to pick and choose, has chosen to ride herd on
this one.
Situation is interesting in view of Alcoa’s “past history as
three-season sponsor of “See It Now” on CBS-TV, where the client
practically lived and breathed in sensitive areas (Murrow’s Joe
McCarthy “profile,” etc.).
___

Pond’s Doesn’t Feel It’s Getting
A Fair TV Shake From Co-Sponsor
The “share sponsorship” ar-f'
rangement on tv network entries
has been a sore spot since way
back, considered by many, includ¬
Vet comedy scripters Arnie Ro¬
ing the networks, as a necessary
evil inspired by the high cost of sen and Coleman Jacoby have been
programming. One sponsor may signed by Nat. Hiken to augment
have a special preference for cer¬ the scripting staff on “You’ll Never
tain markets he’s anxious to pen¬ Get Rich,” the Phil Silvers starrer
etrate, while his co-bankroller which Hiken produces-stages. They
would just as soon bypass those join Harvey Orkin and Barry Blitbecause he’s more interested in zer, who together with Hiken cur¬
rently comprise the writing.staff.
other consumer areas.
Deal was set by the Frank Coop¬
Frequently, in the case of dra¬
matic stanzas, they can’t even er agency.
agree on the vehicles being show¬
cased on their property, and if one
of the bankrolled actually con¬
trols the time (permitting the co¬
sponsor to share it with him) in¬
variably all kinds of aggravations
pop UP.
Which is precisely what seems
to be happening in the case of the
Friday night 9:30 “Star Stage” on
NBC-TV. which is a Campbell
Soups property (out of the MCA
stable), with Pond’s going along
for (lie alternate-week ride. What¬
The “October revolution” at
ever decisions are made concern¬ Mutual has brought some second
ing the show are made by Camp¬ thoughts and “reconsiderations.”
bell, and if, as now appears to be For one thing the web has changed
happening, Pond’s feels that the its mind about a previous decision
Campbell Soup entries are better to turn co-op sales programs over
than those chosen for the Pond’s to the news and sports departments
installments, it has no alternative and is instead giving the 17 co-op
but to grin and bear it—or else
shows to statipn relations to boss.
check out.
Up till now it isn’t cancelling. The radio network, in . another
But it isn’t grinning either, while change of mind, rehired three of
the several staffers who originally
bearing it.
were fired Friday (14) from station
relations and bolstered it some
more by transferring a couple of
(Continued on page 26)

Jacoby & Rosen to Hiken

Mutual Brings Up
Salvage Squad In
‘Oct. Revolution’

GM Blacked Out Of
Its Favorite City

General Motors, whose Frigidaire Division sponsors the Tuesday
night at 10:30 “My Favorite Hus¬
band” on CBS-TV, can’t get into
its Detroit homebase with an in¬
stantaneous live pickup of the
show. That’s like Philco being
frozen out of Philly, or reminis¬
cent of the days when Pittsburgh,
‘home town” for Westinghouse,
couldn’t get a look-see at the com¬
pany’s “Studio One” in the days
when WDTV was still a DuMont
o&o station and the only V in the
town.
, Ordinarily GM wouldn't care,
but since “Husband” enjoys the
advantage of picking up a sizable
portion of the preceding $64,0i0
Question,” a kine playback in a
different time segment is some¬
thing altogether different. Since
10:30 is station time, the' CBS affil
in Detroit (with the same situation
pertaining to Cincinnati and some
other major markets) isn’t obliged
to dump its local clients for the
web entry.
Nonetheless, and in view of the
'$64,000’ inheritance, CBS has 75
stations riding live with the pro¬
gram (along with 50 delays). That
is more than respectable for 10:30
and far better than the affiliate
acceptance of last season’s 10:30
occupant, “See It Now.”

CBS Takes Heart As Silvers Comes
EXACT BIG TOLL Within 4 Points of Dumping Berle;
Nobody’s Come So Close in 8 Years
By GEORGE ROSEN

These are backbreaking, de¬
manding days around the major tv
networks, particularly on an ad¬
ministrative - programming
level.
Casualties run high, for the simple
reason that no one can afford the
luxury of a single day’s layoff. A
24-hour “hiatus” can throw a whole
schedule out of kilter.
When, a couple weeks back, a
CBS-TV executive who sits in on
program board meetings was found
to have a communicable disease,
board chairman Bill Paley and
prexy Frank Stanton were the first
two to take their place in line for
immunity shots.' For health—plus
the ability to pace one’s self—are
today’s
treasured
commodities,
taking precedence over billings
and ratings in a tv business where
“1 got my job down to 70 hours a
week” is too often tossed off as an
understatement.
Industry and big business might
parade its “Think” placard as the
catch-all to success, but within the
television orbit “Stay Well” is the
secret password. Hardly anyone
talks about it—but it’s the No. 1
tv command from the front office.
The reason for it all is that a
Hubbell Robinson at CBS or a Tom
McAvity at NBC (and right dow'n
tfie line to second, third and fourth
in. command) turn out in a single
week ‘ what is tantamount to a
whole season’s output on Broad¬
way. But unlike the Broadway im¬
presario who can nurse and try
out a single vehicle at leisure
before hitting the Main Stem bigtime, in tv it’s strictly “show biz
in a hurry,” with the top network
factotums juggling 100 properties
a week. There’s never any time
for second guessing. Even one
mistake can be fatal to the tune
of $300,000 (the cost of a tv spec);
a one-shot production that’s the
equivalent of the entire underwrit¬
ing of a major Broadway musical
with a two-year gleam in its eye.
Multiply that by a 75-spec NBC
season and a 50-spec “big show”
schedule at CBS (not to mention
the rank-and-file programming
(Continued on page 35)

Water Over the Dam
An embittered Madison Ave.
(N. Y.) exec well in his cups,
whose costly full hour tv ex¬
travaganza had recently been
severely drubbed by a critic
who lives in flood-stricken
Connecticut, was overheard
muttering:
“Bet that guys reviews the
flood and raps the hell out
of it.”

TV’s Top Guessing
Game: Who’ll Get
McC-EricksonJoh
Speculation runs high as to who
has been tapped for one of the
juiciest agency plums around—the
radio-tv directorship at McCannErickson. It’s understood the guy’s
already been chosen, but his iden¬
tity is being kept under wraps for
another week or so.
Job has been vacant ever since
A1 Sealpone checked out to join
CBS-TV as program chief on the
Coast, but in view of McC-E’s new
state of affluence (inheritance of
the $15,000,000 CQca-Cola billings
which will send its ’56 biz soaring
to $200,000,000), the radio-tv job
takes on even new import.
Strictly on a speculative basis,
Hubbell Robinson’s name has been
linked with the post in some quar¬
ters. This stems chiefly from re¬
ports that have1 circulated in re¬
cent weeks that the CBS-TV pro¬
gramming chief may be cheeking
out to return to the agency field,
although this has brought unquali¬
fied denials. Nonetheless, insofar
as McCann-Erickson is concerned
(Continued on page 35)
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Whitfield Wings to N.Y.
London, Oct. 25.
English radio and vaude star
crooner David Whitfield planes for
Now York this week for two Ed
Sullivan tv appearances, Oct'. 30
and Nov. 6.
Whitfield is accompanied by
Sydney Grace, exec of the Lew &
i-'Oshe Grade office, and Reg Warhurlon, his musical director.
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Strange things continue to crop
up this season. Only a week after
CBS was wondering how it could
successfully maneuver Phil Silvers
out of that Tuesday 8:30 to 9 rap
in the face of sponsor uneasiness,
along comes the night of Oct. 18,
marking Milton Berlc’s second
time up for the season in the NBC
rotating-comic competing slot, and
the whole picture changes again.
This time Silvers and CBS ac¬
complished what hasn’t been done
since way back in ’47 when Berle
first moved into television—actual¬
ly come within four points of top¬
ping ex-“Mr. Television” on the
overnight 15-city Trendex. Scorecard: Silvers 16.4; Berle 19 8
Even ABC’s “Wyatt Earp” in the
8:30 to 9 competitive lineup
showed up impressively .i 10.5)' in
the face of the whopping Berle dip.
CBS recognizes that the Berle
show itself was perhaps a con¬
tributing factor and undoubtedly
invited -timeouts; hence one night
doesn’t reflect a pattern or turning
point in a career. And. also that,
if Berle thus far is low man in the
rotating parlay, a Martha Itaye or a
Bob Hope can smack right back
and inflict harm.
But Columbia docs takes heart
from the fact that, on the basis of
comparative audience pull this sea¬
son vs..last, a break-through in the
heretofore invincibility of NBC’s ‘
Tuesday 8 to 9 is already begin¬
ning to manifest itself.
As an example, on Berle’s first
time up this season (Sept. 27) he
just about doubled the Silvers rat¬
ing—27.4 to 14.1. Similarly, share
of audience was 49.2 vs. 26.0. On
the other .hand, only six points
separated last Tuesday’s share395 vs. 33.6.
Decline in the Berle rating (as
with Hope and Raye) this sea¬
son as opposed to ’54 are also
cited as evidence that “nothing
happenes overnight; you gotta have
heart and stay with it.^But-something seems to be happening Tues¬
day 8 to 9 NBC compared to previ¬
ous seasons.”
Berle opened last season with a
31.2; this season 26.4.
Second
show in ’54 was 30.3. This year it
was 20.4. Same story for Miss
Raye. In ’54 it was 32.1 first show;
31.2 second show. This year it
was 2^.4 first srtow, 19.1 second
show. Hope’s initialer last season
copped a 34. This year a 30.7.
“We rest our case,” says CBS.
Meanwhile, network plans chang¬
ing title to “Phil Silvers Show” and
giving it the 8 o’clock slot in
changing places with “Navy Log.”

Eastman Kodak’s
Negative Exposure
Eastman Kodak, sponsor of
“Screen Directors Playhouse” on
NBC-TV, is inclined to blame its
poor ratings on the 8 o’clock
Wednesday time period (opposite
“Disneyland”on the one hand and
“Godfrey and Ilis Friends” on the
other), rather than the show itself.
As result, the Kodak people are
shopping around for better ex¬
posure. Both CBS and ABC have
reportedly pitched up time seg¬
ments in a bid to attract the EK
billings.
This is No. 2 for Eastman Kodak
in the time rap department. Last
season it happened with “Norby,”
which was slotted Wednesday at
7:30 (although bad ratings were
blamed more on the show than on
the time). EK then shifted back
to Wed. at 8 after knocking off
“Norby” and, pending the arrival
of “Screen Directors Playhouse” a
few weeks back, sponsored the
“Margie” vidfilm series.
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UNESCO MeetProposes Inti Fihn
Center for TV; Soviet-UJS. Exchange?
Paris, Oct. 18.
The recent Tangier Conference
on
Television,
organized
by
UNESCO, drew up a resolution
recommending the creation of an
International Film Center for
Television under UNESCO aus¬
pices. The aim of this non-profit
organization is to first set up two
virfpic libraries, one in Paris and
one in N.Y., to which the 15 signa¬
tories would have across. This
proposal still has to get the ap¬
proval of the Director-General ,and
then the vote of the Constituent
Assembly.
Fifteen countries sent reps to
the conference with the main idea
of studying the best methods of
getting the clearest information
on all types of tv films of worthy
cultural, educational or scientific
content for easier exchange be¬
tween countries. Also envisaged
were coproduction setups between
countries as well as cooperation,
on interchange, between commer¬
cial as well as state subsidized tv
setups, it was decided that the
films involved should have a per¬
fection of form in expressing
humanitarian feelings, plus a re¬
spect for artistic creation and the
spirit of objectivity, which should
be the key factor.
Also sugg'ested were the. possi¬
ble areas of coproduction with
biographical pix of great living
personalities in science and cul¬
ture, better relaxing of news and
documentary films, plus special
emphasis on worthy children's
films. Language and equipment
difficulties were also discussed
with proposals of dubbing tech¬
niques and standardization of
projection and laboratory equip¬
ment in the offing. It also brought
together the reps of the big gov¬
ernment controlled and private tv
chains and led to swapping of
views on the subject between an
American and a Russian repre¬
sentative.
Maurice Mitchell, head of En¬
cyclopedia Britannica Films of the
U.S., huddled with Ivan Andreev,
the director of Russo radio and tv.
Andreev expressed the Soviet de¬
sire to obtain ty films from the
. U.S. that treated its way of life,
work, habits, recreation and films
dealing with geography, natural
resources and scientific aspects. In
short Andreev expressed a great
desire for a Russo-U.S. exchange
of tv films under the IFC. An¬
dreev said that Russia in turn
could send vidpix on musical
themes and also on the lives and
work of the Soviet people. Both
men expressed the hope that these
films would lead to more mutual
understanding between the two
countries.
Also discussed was;
more cooperation between the
countries on newsreels and also
the sending, of newsreel camera¬
men and tv reporters to each
country, reciprocally. This too got
an affirmative response, and dis¬
cussion wound with the fact that
thes^ sort of relations would make
for tighter bonds between the two
countries.

Disney’s lion’Roars
Walt Disney inaugurates a new
repeat pattern on his ABC-TV
“Disneyland” segment Nov. 23,
when he does a midseason repeat
for the first time. Segment repeat¬
ed will be “Behind the True Life
Camera . . . The Olympic Elk,”
which ran initially a few W'eeks
back. Ordinarily, the “Disneyland”
segment would run 26 weeks firstrun, then 26 weeks of repeats.
Reason given for the unusual
pattern is that the show received
favorable reaction and that it's
worth an “encore” at an early date.
But some of the more cynical
tradesters point out that the pro¬
gram contains segments exploiting
“The African Lion,”* which is cur¬
rently in theatre release. They
point out that a spring or summer
repeat of this particular program
would serve no useful exploitation
purpose, since the theatrical run
of “Lion” would be all but completed by that time.

Philly WIPs Up Million ?
Mushroom; Secret: It’s
Done With Geiger Counter
Philadelphia, Oct. 25.
.philly is getting into the nucleap fission, E=mc* business the
hard way. , Bob Maneff, “Heading
Home” emcee of WIP, announced
yesterday (Mon.) afternoon that
the prize in his “Million Dollar
Question” contest will be a Geiger
counter given by El-Tronics Corp.
Latter or somebody sez positively
that the g.c. is the “means of find¬
ing the million.” There's a small
hitch
not too detonating in
character. Contestants must write
in 50 words or less (Einstein did it
in much less for his aforemen¬
tioned equation, ’tis said) what
they would do with the “windfall.”
Contest started yesterday, closed
at midnight, Oct. 30.
There’s big news for the runnerup; he'll also get a Geiger counter
worth about $50. The Geiger coun¬
ter-in-chief is rated 20 bucks high¬
er. There’ll be book of instructions
and AEC’s manual on “prospectin’
for uranium” as part of the other
boodle.
This is no play-with-fire kid
stuff. Only those 16 or over willing
to walk over uncertain terrain of
mountains and valleys, etc., need
apply.

Pfi&IETY

‘Exurbia,’ Spectorsky’s
Schizo-on-the-Sound, Is
Saga of Thatawayites
By LEONARD TRAUBE
Everybody still wants to get into
the act, to put his Schnozzola into
the pizza. A decade or so ago it
was the 15%-plusrdient poobahs
of the kilocycles; or just 2e.-plain
“cycles of the killers.” Such as:
to - repeat, “The Hucksters” with
which F. Wakeman started the
parade of the passionate hell-bentfor-ulcer conditioning of the U. S.
hausfrau into love-that-soap, and a
kissin' cousin that caused the
“Aurora Dawn” to come up like
small thunder out of pre-Fire
Islander H. Wouk.
This year, it's that elegant fit of
Wilsonian clothing drape-shaped on
a broadcasting model of the suprasupra highclass operation, to wit,
“Man in the Gray Flannel Suit,”
which reminded the Madison Avenueites to look into their closets
to see if they were ready to be de
rigeur. Then, pronto, A1 Morgan’s
"Great Man” of radio, practically
a sermon on the mount of hate.
Wouk's “Morningstar” is in there
with having-wonderful-time-wishyou-werc-here interlarding the
Broadway-to-Hollywood motif and
enjoying best seller status, but per¬
haps more on Wouk’s socko
“Mutiny” rep than on his current
“Marjorie.”
So it's still 1955 and along comes
A. C. Spectorsky’s “Exurbia” (Lippincott; $3:95), a rhapsody in blue
of the regional homo “saps” (put
that in quotes as subjective eval¬
uation) who fan out from N. Y.
City. Possibly, like Sinclair Lewis’
best, there’s more grin than chagrin
in Spectorsky’s niftily put together
and sometimes philosophical, les¬
son-in-basic-economix saga of what
we, the uninformed, would still
refer to as suburbanites. In the
author's special context it’s
urbanite gone wilderness if not
wild, hence “Exurbia.”
It ain’t.
culture-in-the-Catskills.
Ex-newspaperman (if one-such is
ever “ex”), tv editor (NBC’s
“Home”) Spectorsky’s flashy flood¬
lights with boric acid built in
are trained in meaty part • on
the captains & kings and some
of the lesser endowed opera¬
tives
in
the
legit-radio-tv-ad
agency-mag-book et cetera firma¬
ments; from fast-with-a-Buck(s)
County habiturates
to expan¬
sive Fairfield, from Westches¬
ter to Long Island, to ad finitum.
Maybe 50 miles one way or an¬
other from radial Gotham, perhaps
less if by east (L. I.) and more if
by north in the often mortgaged
manses beyond the city’s borders.
“Exurbia” might well turn out to
be “Main Street” on the ..half¬
shell, to glean from the way the
author’s two-way scalpel goes to
(Continued on page 36)
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The Weekend Trendex
The key tv rivalry as it shaped up on the Trendex 15-city scoreboard over past weekend (22-23):
SATURDAY
NBC
CBS
ABC
Beat Clock
Big Surprise
7:30
Ozark Jubilee
22.4
7.9 -■
5.1
Perry Como
Stage Show
8:00
Grand Ole Opry
24.8
16.5
8.0
J. Gleason
Perry Como
8:30
Grand Ole Opry
21.5
23.8
4.9
Star Jubilee
Texaco Thea.
9:30
Lawrence Welk
(Coward-Martin) (Jimmy Durante)
Show
24.7
19.1
13.7
Star Jubilee
Geo. Gobel
10:00
23.7
17.0
Star Jubilee
Hit Parade
10:30
21.1
18.7 •
SUNDAY

.

5:00
7:30
8-9

Omnibus
7.1
Jack Benny
24.8
Ed Sullivan
34.4

Alice Wonderland
11.8
Frontier
11.0
Variety Hr.
15.6

Comment
Perry Como continues to close the gap vs. Jackie Gleason; Como
2.3 behind as of latest, against 2.9 previous week. CBS average for
8-9 was 20.2, while NBC put together 23.2; last week the averages
were. 22,5. for CBS, 23.1 for Como, giving latter a bigger current
edge in the block formation.
The Mary Martin-Noel Coward “two act” on Ford’s “Star Jubilee”
ran five points ahead of. Jimmy Durante, but lost out successively
to George Gobel and “Hit Parade,” with former the better on NBC’s
pairings. Jubilee average was 21.1; NBC’s, 21.3, very close for the
block but not good enough for the two stars in view of the deep
sag during the last 60 minutes. The 4 to 5:30 “Alice in Wonder¬
land,” first of the Maurice Evans specs, was close to 5 markers
ahead of “Omnibus” in the half-hour in which they competed.

WMCA Doesn’t Frighten
Easily When It Conies To
Controversial Stanzas

Pubserv s c h e d lil e of WMCA,
which barrels into politics to stir j
up controversy, is going again for
the new semester. N.. Y. outlet has
at least five shows, a fair quota for
an indie, which come to grips with
political-social issues.
Last night (Tues.) WMCA aired
“New World A-Coming,” dramatic
stanza which launched its season
with a Hannibal. Towle script,
“New Shoes,” that whacked the
-McCarran.Act. Upcomers are “The
Challenge,4’ a Wednesday showcase
whose name alone is indicative of
its nature, ..and. “The. Editor’s
Desk,” a Thursday series of •“edi¬
torials” by station owner Nathan
Straus.
..
.
Underway for awhile has been
Dorothy Dunbar Bromley’s “Re¬
port to the People” on Mondays,:
and “Report From Washington,”
featuring the various N. Y. con¬
gressmen, starts sometime in De¬
cember. -Majority of pubserv* ex¬
posure will be cross-the-board be¬
tween 9:30 and 10 p.m. _
The Barry Gray post-midnight
gabfest, though not in the pubserv
category because it takes partici¬
pating bankrolers, is another of
WMCA’s controversial political-so¬
As top tv writers ahd producers that respect. A possible fourth en¬ cial stanzas.
argued the pros and cons (mostly try is the casting chief, largely for
in disfavor) of Kraft’s $50,000 the reason that peculiarities
award for the “best script of the casting may sometimes dictate the
year,” major attention turned on manner in which the play will be
the judges in the cheese outfit’s produced, with his recommenda¬
competition, with many industry- tions for changes getting major
Expansion of radio-tv activities
ites throwing their hands up at the
(Continued on page 36)
“foreign” values of the three-man
at Marschalk & Pratt, now a divi¬
jury. There are Helen Hashes, Max¬
sion of McCann-Erickson, is under¬
well Anderson and Walter F. Kerr.
New 40G Competition
way. McCann, which is moving
Maurice Evans’ office is still
Miss Hayes has been in many
Russ Johnston over as v.p. in
The giveaway craze isn’t re¬
shopping around for a replacement teleplays; Anderson has written
charge
of radio-tv for M & P, has
stricted in television to the
for James Dean, film actor killed sparingly for the medium as set
buttressed
him with two more key
quiz
show
anymore.
Add
to
recently in an auto crash. Dean against his fertility and eminence
veeps, William C. Munro, who will
the recently-announced “Kraft
was to be the lead in “Corn Is as a Broadway playwright with
TV
Theatre”
$50,000
competi¬
head
up
radio-tv
research, and E.
Green” on “Maurice Evans . Pre¬ Pulitzers; Kerr, drama critic of the
George Cloutier, who will function
tion another, announced this
sents” on NBC-TV in December. N. Y. Herald Tribune, has appear¬
as
an
account
supervisor.
week,
for
$40,000.
Fund
for
the
Play has been set back to January. ed on tv, notably in a “Hamlet”
Republic, which sponsored a
M & P has been pretty much in¬
Harry Ackerman, operating on narration workout. None of them • $29,000 script-writing conpeti-"
active in broadcast media over the
the Coast as production head on is especially “devoted” to tv; none
lion earlier this year, will give
past couple of years, while Mc¬
Ford’s “Star Jubilee” every-fourth- has appraised tv much, if at all,
three prizes totaling $40,000,
Cann of late has been hitting the
Saturday series, is in New York, writing professionally and regular¬
to three of the best programs
jackpot.
Personnel switchovers
to seek a replacement for John ly. Miss llayes, however, has read
on
the
themes
of
liberty
and
would indicate a desire by Mc¬
Hodiak. who died of a thrombosis , many teleplays (she had to if she
freedom.
Cann to diversify its operation.
last week. Hodiak was to be in j wanted to remember her lines, and
Prizes break down to $15,the,all-star “Caine Mutiny Court ! has no doubt read some plays
000 for the best network docu¬
'Martial” Nov. 19.
i never produced).
mentary, $15,000 for the best
Cynics in tv had a certain at¬
network drama and $10,000
Masterminders of the Perry
titude about the judges’ setup. As
for. the best of either. type by
in kindred play-reading (legit,
Como show on NBC-TV have
an independent station, with
Extension of Daylight Savings Hollywood), they pointed to three
the cash to be divided among
moved in to resolve the “material”
Time through the end of the month ! and possibly four classes who are
producer, director and writer
phase of the Saturday night stanza
in New York has given WLIB, the | best equipped to judge a play from
of the shows. Board of judges
by tapping a dialog director—term
Gotham indie day timer, the biggest! the cold typescript—the producer
includes critic Gilbert Seldes,
more in use in Hollywood and
October in its history, with sales ! (he’d have to be active, not merely
legit producer Kermit Bloommusicomedy (in latter sometimes
up 32(.o over last October. Addi- ; a nominal, herd-riding chief congarden,
publisher
Gardner
referred to as “book staged by”_
tion of an hour each day for thcicerned largely-with administrative
Cowles, Mrs. Eleanor Roose¬
although sometimes there’s also a
daytime-only operation enabled it: facets; tiic director, and the story
velt, KEYD-TV (Minneapolis)
d.d. in addition). Addition to this
to ad<T to its Negro block, with re-. editor—but not. necessarily in that
topper Robert M. Purcell,
is Mickey Ross, former “script doc¬
sultant increased billings.
’ order. Some observers with special
CCNY prez Dr. Buell G. Gal¬
tor” for Sid Caesar.
Situation is understood to be the background thought the story edi- I lagher, Alt’ M. Landon and at¬
Goodman
Ace
continues
as
same for daytimers in other aieas,lor is often pccuJarly equipped in* torney Harrison Tweed.
writer-in-chief.
,

Judging The Judges

Marschalk & Pratt’s New
Veepees in TV Expansion

SEEK REPLACEMENTS
FOR DEAN & HODIAK

Como Taps Mickey Ross

DST Is TNT For WLIB

Super Circus
. 6.1
Famous Films
73
Famous Films
7.3

End 8-Week Strike
At Ottawa's CKOY
Ottawa, Oct. 25.
Signing of a collective bargain*
Ing agreement has ended the
eight-week strike at Ottawa’s radio
station CKOY. Since Aug. 26, some
25 staffers of CKOY have been on
strike protesting failure of the
station management to implement
pay-hike recommendations. of a
Federal conciliation board. Last
Sat. it was announced jointly by
union and station officials., that a
collective * bargaining agreement
had been sigped by the station
rftanagement and the » National
Assn, of Broadcast Employees and
Technicians (ClOrCanadian Con¬
gress of Labor), and striking em¬
ployees would return to work ovqr
a seven-day period starting Oct. 24.
The new. agreement dates from
June 1, 1955, to Nov. 30, 1956, ac¬
cording to a statement issued joint¬
ly by CKOY president Duncan K.
MacTavish and NABET regional
director Timothy J. O’Sullivan. It
provides revisions to CKOY’s cur¬
rent wage scales but, said the
chiefs, there are still some matters
to be mulled.
The agreement also halts legal
proceedings arising out of the
strike, including an injunction
against picketing both CKOY and
its Toronto sister, CKEY, latter
said to have provided staffers to
help keep CKOY operating during
the strike, and a suit for damages
brought by CKOY against the
union for alleged publication of
“injurious falsehoods.”

NORWICH TO SHARE
TV TAB ON ‘OZZIE’
Norwich Pharmacal Co. has
signed for one-quarter sponsorship
of ABC-TV’s “Ozzie & Harriet”
stanza starting in January.
Drug
firm will take on the segment be¬
ing vacated at that time by Telechron division of General Electric,
which bought in for a 13-week ride.
Inking of the Norwich pact
would tend to back up ABC's as¬
sertion that selling quarter-shares
in half-hour shows (with the quar¬
ter-sponsor coming in for full spon¬
sorship every fourth week or shar¬
ing alternate weeks) is not as risky
as it seems and furthermore pays
off in terms of reduced discounts.
“Ozzie” remains SRO through the
season via the sale, with Holpoint
in on alternate weeks and Quaker
Oats and Norwich sharing the skipweeks.
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AS FCC’S MTONNAUGHEY GOESTVs Gotta Have aU in Its Future’
Washington, Oct. 25.
The importance of UHF in tv’s future was stressed by two or¬
ganizations last week in letters to FCC Chairman. George C. MeConnaughey.
‘
,
. .
The Frequency Allocations Study Committee* under the chair¬
manship of Dr. W. R. G. Baker, told McConnaughey that tv “needs
both the UHF and the VHF channels assigned to it.” The Com¬
mittee was recently formed by the Radio-ElectronicsrTV Manufac¬
turers Assn, to assist FCC with allocation problems.
Dr. Baker said that “despite the many statements of a pessi¬
mistic nature that have been made recently to the Commission
and the press” the RETMA committee does not believe that the
allocation system providing for UHF and VHF stations > “has been
proved fundamentally defective or inadequate.”
Pointing out that commercial UHF has had only three years of
experience, Dr. Baker suggested that “fruitful studies” of present
allocations are needed “because many conflicting statements have
been made which are not properly supported by factual informa¬
tion.” He said his Committee would be willing to' undertake a
study to provide “authoritative” information on UHF station cover¬
age and UHF receivers.
, m „ ' . , ,„ _
The Joint Committee on Educational TV advised McConnaughey
that future development of educational tv is “closely tied in” with
the success of UHF inasmuch as 172 of the channels reserved for
education are in the ultra high band.
While recognizing the “extremely Complex” allocation problem
before the Commission, JCET executive secretary Ralph Steetle
asserted that “a decision which would for all practical purposes
write off the UHF band would be most detrimental to educa¬
tional tv.”

'Wanted’ Bally Found Wanting
Who Say* Subject Matter'* Dead for TV. Becau*e
Fugitive Is Nabbed?
Someone at CBS-TV must be
staying up nights thinking up ways
& means of outballyhooing the
ballyhoollgans. Web’s latest com¬
munique on “Wanted,” the “reelism” series launched last week,
says that the show is confronted
by a “broadcasting hazard” prob¬
ably unique among the medium’s
programs—“if the subject of each
documentary; a fugitive from jus¬
tice, is captured prior to air time,
the production is shorn of its in¬
terest point and is dead.” It goes
on to say that the producers (Peg
& McGr-aw) have just seen this
hazard become a “grim, reality”
in a documentary finished, up, week
before last in St. Paul, involving
“mixed duo” fugitives. It said that
as the . film was-being processed,
word came from St. Paul that the
man . had been picked up in Denver
and the woman in Cheyenne. It
Seems, also, that several fugitives’
names have been on the “Wanted”
docket for filming and these were
wastebasketed because- the lamisters were caught.
- Some observers privy to the
story raised their eyebrows a bit,
saying that CBS-TV’s virtue is not
very civic, that every fugitive
caught is a justice gained, regard¬
less of such minor considerations
as how these “catching up with
(Continued on page 26)

Raleigh’s ‘Penny
To Smoke Out Chi
Chicago, Oct. 25.
If CBS-TV and Raleigh smokes
So ahead with the plan to install
the “Penny to a Million” quizzer
hi the Sunday afternoon 3:30
(CST) spot, it’ll pose a knotty prob¬
lem for WBBM-TV, Columbia’s
Windy City plant. Period is cur¬
rently occupied by “This Is the
Midwest” under the auspices of the
Harris Trust Co. in on a 26-week
contract.
Aside from the fact “Midwej
represents some toplevel comrr
nity prestige angles with its tiewith the Assn, of Commerce & ]
dustry via exec officer Tom Coult
who hosts the stanza, there’s si
another factor that
mitigal
against bumping the show ev
i,0.1’ a network commercial ent:
W.iBM-TV has been rather rei
blistered in Janet Kerj
Chicago American column for t
Passing CBS-TV’s “Let’s Take
-f^P ’ in favor of the hometm
Program. Latter offering will
(Continued on page 26)

Sonja Heme’s Spec
Sonja Heni# will do a reprise
of her previous skate spec for
NBC-TV on New Year’s Night in
the hour and a half slot. Frappe
will again originate from web’s
Brooklyn studio.
Also booked for the show is
singer Peggy King. Since she will
have been on the George Gobel
show the previous night (unless
“preempted”), she’d have to fly
from the Coast.

Examiner’s Boost
For Unlicensed
‘Booster Stations
Washington, Oct 25.
Let the people In the isolated,
mountainous areas get their tv with
the aid of unlicensed “booster”
stations. What .harm does it do?
This was the gist of a surprising
report last week by FCC Examiner
J. D. Bond in the cases of three
small communities. In Washington
State which were directed to show
cause why .“cease and desist” or¬
ders e should not -be issued against
their booster operations. Examiner
Bond’s report was made in the face
of pleadings by the Commission's
legal counsel, following hearings
last May in Wenatchee, Wash., that
the orders be issued.
Whether the Commission affirms
(Continued on page 26)

SO GOES FATE
nr tiinnrn

Van Curler Asks FCC to Reexamine
innin
CBS-Lowel Thomas Albany Move-In
--+

By JACK LEVY
Washington, Oct. 25.
The fate'of UHF and perhaps 100
tv stations appears to depend on
one man. That man is FCC Chair¬
man George C. McConnaughey.
How he votes in the final go-round
on the deintermixture proceedings
before the Commission may not
only determine whether UHF’ will
be virtually scrapped but also
whether a ceiling is to be placed
on tv station expansion.
McConnaughey’s key role in the
UHF-VHF problem was revealed
in the much-leaked preliminary
vote of the Commission last week
on the five pending deintermixture
cases, action on which is generally
expected to set the pattern for
treatment of other deintermixture
proposals. McConnaughey voted
along with Comrs. John C. Doerfer
and Robert E. Lee to instruct the
staff to prepare a draft of a deci¬
sion which would deny proposals
providing for all-UHF allocations
in the Madison, Wis., Evansville,
Ind., Peoria, Ill., and Albany, N.Y.,
areas.
The other four commissioners
split their votes. Comr. Robert
Bartley voted for a draft to grant
deintermixture in the four cities.
Comrs. Rose! Hyde and Edward
Webster indicated they favor new
proceedings at which interested
parties can examine all proposals
and documents submitted involv¬
ing the allocation problem. Comr.
Richard Mack indicated he was
opposed to any action at this time.
On the fifth city — Hartford,
Conn. — Chairman McConnaughey
lined up with Comrs. Bartley and
Webster for staff instructions to
grant deintermixture (by keeping
out" an ungranted VHF channel"*.
Comrs. Lee and Doerfer, consistent
with their vote on the four cities,
were for instructions to deny.
Comr. Hyde again indicated he
favored new proceedings. Comr.
Mack's attitude was not clear.
Of course, as( experience has
demonstrated, the Commission may
line up differently when it comes
to a final vote on the five cases.
Much depends on what, the staff
comes up with and how the com¬
missioners react to the draft it
submits. In whatever decision the
Commission makes it will have to
justify its action and formulate
policy. Lawyers here pretty well
agree this will take careful writing
—and rewriting.
Should the final decision deny
deintermixture, what alternative
will the Commission offer to the
UHF problem? Will it let the U’s
in intermixed markets be killed off
by VHF competition? And if VHF
drop-ins are to be provided for
the U’s will the Commission hold
up final decisions on pending VHF
cases until, the U's can shift to
VHF channels? These are some of
the questions involved.in the final
decision on deintermixture.
However the final vote comes
out, it’s quite certain where Comrs.
Lee and Doerfer stand. They’ve
made their opposition to deirltermixture known. But Chairman McConnaughey’s position is something
(Continued on page 26)

Gregory Vice Sloane
On CBS '21st Precinct’;
Patsy Campbell’s Exit Pal Weaver Back From
With tv and film commitments
ahead, Everett Sloane exits CBS
Wide, Wide World Hop.
Radio’s “21st Precinct” series
with vid-leglt actor James Gregory
taking over the lead role of cap¬
tain Nov. 4. But whereas Sloane’s
character tag was Capt. Frank
Kennelly, Gregory’s handle will be
Capt. Vincent Cronin. It’s figured
that with a change in voice, there
should be a change in name.
Another of the web’s exitees is
Patsy Campbell after eight years
as contract star in title role of
“Second Mrs. Burton.” Since her
arrival in New York in the early
1940s Miss Campbell has never
missed a week afront the mike.
With Miss Campbell ill, her suc¬
cessor is Jan Miner starting today
(Wed.).
. ,

NBC prexy Pat Weaver will have
wound up his quick, quick hop
around the wide, wide world (he
did it in five weeks) when he ar¬
rives on the west coast tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Weaver will “lay over” in Hol¬
lywood until "the premiere of the
web’s new “Matinee Theatre” tv
series next Monday (31). These are
the full hour cross-the-board color
drama series designed to encom¬
pass the spec pattern in daytime
television.
Meanwhile, some of Weaver’s
program associates in the east
have flown to the Coast for a
weekend scries of program hud¬
dles with the just-back prexy.

CBS Leaves Columbia
Columbia Broadcasting Sys¬
tem next month will alter its
longtime cable address from
COLUMBIA NEW YORK to
CBS INC NEWYORK.
Rea¬
son: Too many latterday com¬
panies with “Columbia” titles
not to mention CBS-Columbia (the receiver, etc., arm),
Columbia Records (the platter
division V and Columbia Pic¬
tures (no relation).
Change is effective Nov. 15.
Current cable symbol has been
in effect since July 31, 1929.

Blairs Credo
For Femmes:
‘Jazz Up Soaps’
Those daytime tv soapoperas
have to be livened up to maintain
housewife interest,, according to
“Valiant Lady” (CBS-TV) produ¬
cer Leonard (Buzz) Blair.
And
Blair, one of the lew agency pro¬
ducers in daytime television, is
proceeding to do just that with his
own show. “Valiant Lady” formula
for the future calls for “more
story each day” and less padding,
use of name stars written into the
script for one-shot appearances,
use of more sets and integration
of specially-shot location footage.
. These innovations, says Blair,
keep the show from getting mo¬
notonous to the audience and also
provide a morale booster for the
staff and cast as Well. Tendency of
some shows \o pad out their stor¬
ies through the use of several
viewpoints to tell the same story
(first through the wife’s eyes, then
the husband’s, then the father’s,
for example) makes for dull view¬
ing, and that’s the first objective
on his “jazz up the soaps” cam¬
paign. Story point will be made in
one viewpoint, says Blair, and he
estimates he can make a story
point in one day where other
shows take three to do it. Blair
also points up the tendency of
other shows to use sensationalism
in their story lines, with crime and |
gangster elements written into the
! story, and points out that it’s not!
(Continued on page 26)

Wooten’s Memphis TV
Formula: 'No Repeats
Or Mae Busch Movies’
Memphis, Oct. 25.
WREC-TV. which won its twoyear battle in hearings before the
FCC over WMPS, is mapping
plans and for its Dec. 1 target
date.
Station will operate on
Channel 3, giving this city (ranked
10th largest trade market nation¬
ally) three VHF channels. Stations
now in operation are WMCT, NBC
outlet, and WHBQ-TV, ABC web.
Hoyt Wooten, who owns and op¬
erates both WREC and WREC-TV,
has inked plans with the Alsonett
Hotel chain to construct his stu¬
dios in Memphis’ Hotel Peabody.
WREC-TV will take over the entire
hotel’s grill in the basement and
also
maintain
several
other
plush studios on the street level
in the heart of downtown Memphis.
Wooten told Variety that one of
the station’s major policies is that
“you won't see any repeats on
Channel 3 and we also won’t make
any special effort to go after the
Mae Busch movies.”
Channel 3 will be the CBS out¬
let here for tv—in the same man¬
ner as its sister radio station
WREC being the CBS outlet in
this market for years. WREC-TV
is also geared to handle color pro¬
grams from both the net and local
shows.

Washington, Oct. 25.
A demand that the FCC reopen
its deintermixlure proceedings and
expose to the public examination
proposals submitted informally to
the Commission by CBS was made
yesterday (Mon.) by Van Curler
Broadcasting Co., whose UIIF sta¬
tion (WTRI-TV) went off the air
when a group headed by Lowell
Thomas acquired WROW-TV in
Albany, N. Y.. and snatched
WTRI’s CBS affiliation.
Van Curler’s petition was the
first to be filed by a party to
deintermixlure proceedings. It is
expected to be followed by others.
Petition was based on informa¬
tion that the Commission has con¬
sidered informal proposals in the
proceeding in violation of the ad¬
ministrative procedure act and its
own rules which require that such
material be made available to all
parties in interest.
Petition calls on the Commis¬
sion to vacate the current proceed¬
ings, issue a notice of new hear¬
ings. and make public all docu¬
ments submitted by CBS including
the official transcript, if any, of
oral presentations by CBS.
If
there is no such transcript, it de¬
mands that CBS prexy Frank
Stanton and other CBS official!
who have been called in by
FCC Chairman Ceorge C. McGonnaughey on the UHF problem be
required to appear as witnesses
and be subject to cross examina¬
tion by the parties.
Since acquiring WROW, the
Thomas group has netitioned the
FCC to drop in a VHF channel in
the community of Vails Mills,
N. Y., in the Albany area. Van
Curler has been fighting this
move and has supported a deinter¬
mixture proposal for all-UHF sta¬
tions by requiring General Elec¬
tric’s WRGB-TV in Schenectady to
shift from its VIIF channel to
UHF.
Van Curler petition was filed by
Arnold, Fortas & Porter.
Paul
Porter is a former FCC Chairman.
Another member of the firm,
Harry Plotkin, authored a staff re¬
port for the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee which rec¬
ommended selective deintermixture to save UHF.

ABC ‘Separation’
Pattern Evolving
ABC moved a step further this
week in the separation of radio
and television with the creation
of a new co-op program depart¬
ment for each medium and the
further separation of the two sta¬
tion relations departments. In sta¬
tion relations, same executive set¬
up holds forth, With A1 Beckman
continuing as director of tv station
relations and the recently appoint¬
ed Edward J. De Gray as director
of radio station relations, with both
continuing to report to v. p.-assistant to the prez Ernest Lee Jahneke Jr.
In the coop departments, how¬
ever, there are new faces on the
exec level, with Robert Curran
named to head up the new televi¬
sion co-op department and William
Aronson named head of radio co¬
ops. Both were supervisors of tv
and radio co-op programming in
the past, but operated under
Frank G. Atkinson Jr., who head¬
ed a combined radio-tv depart¬
ment. Curran and Aronson report
to John H. Mitchell and Charles
T. Ayres, veeps in charge of the
television and radio webs, respec¬
tively.
Atkinson is moving out of the
co-op setup into station relations
as eastern regional manager of
radio station relations. On the
tv side, Robert L. Coe, former Du¬
Mont station relations chief and
onetime v.p.-g.m. of WPIX, N. Y.,
becomes a central regional man¬
ager of station relations. He suc¬
ceeds Donald S. Shaw Jr., recently
named to head up a separate sta¬
tion clearance' departmsnt at tb*
I network.
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Cooper s Plan to Keep Writers
In Rent Money While Creating

Mark Goodson Pms
Legit and Radio Trained, UTLEY’S MILESTONE
Disclaimer on Evans’
IN COMEBACK TRAIL
Schorr Thinks TV Ideal
Chicago, Oct. 25.
Chi
NBC
newscaster
Clifton
Ut¬
Take-Home Pay Lament
Tryout for Film Items
William Schorr, long time legit
and radio director and in recent
years involved in pictures, now
intends to move in on television.
But only to the extent of making
of tv the "out of town tryout” for
films.
Schorr, an indie producer, ex¬
plains it this way: "When we had
a play we would open in, say, ,Philadelphia and this would give us
the opportunity of strengthening
its weaknesses before the expen¬
sive New York opening. And if it
were inadequate for Broadway the
reaction in Philadelphia would dis¬
close this to us.
"But there’s no such thing as a
tryout for a film—or there hasn’t
been. So why not tv.”
Such an approach would be par¬
ticularly valuable to independent
film-makers, Schorr underlines. A
sampling of the pic involved, as
aired, could serve to convince the
backers that the full-scale Holly¬
wood production would warrant
the required investment.
Schorr has two story properties
in mind, one of which he and Billy
Wilder mapped together. The pro¬
ducer will approach Sylvester
(Pat) Weaver, NBC president,
with the idea of having one of the
yarns developed by network staff
writers. (Weaver was the web’s
contact with the Fred Allen radio
program when Schorr was direct¬
ing it.)
Schorr will sit in with the
writers and otherwise serve as pro¬
ducer, without compensation. His
payoff will come via exposure of
his story, in capsule form, on tv
with the hoped-for result that back¬
ers of his full-blown pic version
will beat a path to his door.
TV plays are making their way
to pic production, Schorr points
out, but after the airing. This en¬
tails a price which some indie pro¬
ducers cannot afford. Schorr be¬
lieves he can beat this with his
"tryout” approach.
Schorr is in N. Y. from the
Coast this week for huddles with
United Artists concerning the re
lease of "The Indian Fighter,”
which he produced for Kirk Doug¬
las’ company, Bfyna Productions,
with Douglas in the lead. Film is re¬
garded as unique since it was shot
on location in its entirety, without
the usual interiors lensing at a
studio.
Pic was turned out in
Bend, Ore., where the local Cham¬
ber of Commerce erected a replica
of a fort for Schorr’s use.

ley next Sunday night (30) is
notching a major milestone in his
comeback from a serious illness
which has kept him away from
the mikes for the past two and a
half years when he returns to
WMAQ for a special 20th anni
milestone for the Charles A. Stev¬
ens Co. Department store has been
Utley’s solo radio sponsor on his
Sunday night commentaries which,
date back to 1935, first on WBBM
and then the past 10 years on
WMAQ.
During his illness and con¬
valescence, his wife Frayn has
been doing the quarter-hour Sun¬
day. nighter and she’ll be on hand
with an assist on the upcoming
anni special which has been ex¬
panded to a half-hour. Newsman
will recap the big national and in¬
ternational yarns of the past two
decades and take a look-ahead
peek at the next 20, with a special
nod to the Stevens firm for giving
him free analytical scope over the

New York.Editor, Variety:
Variety (Oct. 19) carried a frontpager. which quotes Dr. Bergen
Evans on the subject of "Two for
the Money.”
Inasmuch as there
are several inaccuracies, I’d like
to suggest that Dr. Evans may
know his. questions, but he certain¬
ly does not seem to know the
answers, at least, not where “Two
for the Money” is concerned.
For one thing, Dr. Mason Gross,
although he is certainly capable of
doing the job, is not hired to write
the questions for "Two for the
Money.” His role is that of arbiter
and judge of answers, rather than
selector of queries. Also, he is
paid considerably more than twice
the amount quoted by Dr. Evans
as his take-home pay. It was not
mentioned that this sum is un¬
doubtedly in excess of the average
stipend most university professors
garner in the normal pursuit of
their academic careers. If Dr.
Evans thinks that tv professors are
underpaid, I wonder how he feels
about those who work only at the
grist mills of higher learning?
In any case, not only was he
wrong as to the finances involved
in the remuneration of Dr. Gross,
but he also erred grossly in his
"quoting” of Herb Shriner’s slice.
By the rules of his own program,
I am afraid Dr. Bergen Evans does
not even get to drive home in a
Caddie; at best, I’d say, he’d get
a Volkswagon!
Mark Goodson.

Stressing a "creative agentry’’approach which mandates that
Col. Watts-His-Name
"we prosper only if our clients
prosper,”
the
Frank
Cooper
WCBS-TV, N. Y., is pulling
agency is planning to set up a
a first anniversary celebration
fund from which its writer clients
Nov. 1 for its metal-shrouded
can draw when working on new
character, Col. A. C. Watt, who
program
and
package
ideas.
preemed on the George Skin¬
Agency hopes to put such a fund
ner crossboard morning show
into operation next spring and
with his spaceship makeup.
summer, the idea being to keep
There’ll be a studio audience.
the writers in-rent money while
The CBS flagship has been
they lay off from regular incomeultra secretive about Col.
producing scripting chores to de¬
Watt’s identity, though many
velop the package that’s been in
in the trade are privy to his
the back of their minds for yeatfs.
mccoy moniker. The .initials
Exact manner in which suc^i a
are J. S.
fund would be handled hasn’t been
worked out yet, nor has the agency
specifically committed itself to
any one client on the project—
this won't happen before early
February—but the plan in rough
form would work this way. A
writer client with a program idea
would come to Cooper and pitch
the idea. Cooper and Sy Fisher,
Chicago, Oct. 25.
his partner and N.Y. manager,
WMAQ, NBC’s Chi o&o, is tool¬
would give it the o.o., adding their
ing
up
its
own
hometown version
own contributions and thoughts,
and if they feel it’s worth pur¬ of a weekday "Monitor” slated to
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
debut
day
&
date
Nov. 7 with the
suing, would tell the scripter
CBS-TV "Climax” stanza in
(could be one of their producer or parent web’s "Weekday” spread.
December
will
adapt "Hanging
Precise,
details
of
the
local
news¬
director clients as well, inciden¬
Judge,” play penned by Raymond
tally) to lay off for six, eight or 10 service roundelay earmarked for
Massey
and
staged
in London as
5:30
to
9
a.m.
are
still
being
worked
weeks, lock the door and come out
the late Geoffrey Tearle’s last star¬
with the finished property. Cooper out, but Henry Cooke has been
ring
vehicle,
with
Massey
topping
agency would pay the guy a week¬ tabbed as the overall host.
video cast.
ly sum, not nearly as much as he
Q’s mprning "companion,” still
Massey,
who
last
week
completed
might be making on his regular untitled shapes up as a freewheel¬
stint on televersion of "The Late
job, but enough to prevent him ing potpourri with the station’s
George Apley” for. "20th-Fox
from worrying about the rent and new mobile unit out on the street
Hour,” disclosed that Michael
food’ bills.
for direct pickups and assignments.
Powell
will direct a screen version
As regular features there’ll be re¬
Advance Royalty
of "Judge” in England next spring,
Sum advanced would probably ports from the Randolph St. pro¬
with
Eric
Portman essaying title
= Continued from page 25 mJima
take the form of an advance duce market, the U. S. weather
role. Massey indicated he might
against royalties from the package bureau and a rundown on rush
appear in screen version too, al¬ or reverses the Examiner’s recom¬
hour
traffic
conditions.
if it’s then sold by the agency.
mendation will probably depend
though in another role,
Cooper would get either a piece
on legal and engineering questions
span.
of the package or just representa¬
involved in operation of unlicensed
tion rights on the package, de¬
booster stations.
If the Exami¬
pending on the individual case. If
ner’s recommendation is upheld,
the agency failed to sell the pack¬
; Continued from page 23 ;
the impact on community antenna
age, it would take the loss on the
Continued from page 25
, systems, which now operate in
money advanced to the writer, and employees from the newly defunct
many mountain areas, could be
necessary, that the femme viewers serious.
of course also missing out on its co-op department.
Thomas Duggan was the most,
are basically interested in love and
commissions had the scripter been!
Examiner Bond held that the
important
exec
returned
to
the
family stories and that the elimi¬
out earning a weekly stipend on a
Mutual fold by the network brainnation of padding makes for boosters,, which rebroadcast pro¬
regular on-the-air show.
grams
of three Spokane stations,
trust. He will helm western divi¬
enough to keep Jem watching.
Risk is certainly worth it, says
station relations and co-op
Use of stars is another method do not interfere with other radio
Fisher, from the viewpoint of rep¬ sion
operations
and that in the isolated
programming under overall s.r. and
of pepping up the soapers which
resentation of the package alone,
Blair will use with increasing fre¬ areas in which they are located “a
not even figuring agency owner¬ co-op command of Robert Car¬
public
importance
attaches to the
quency. Idea is to grab visiting
ship shares in such a package. For penter.
Original plan, which was tem¬
Hollywqod names in New York on people’s being informed and enter¬
if a Cooper client came up with a
tained
through
the
television me¬
exploitation tours and who will ap-:
show and the agency sold it, its porarily carried out, gave the co¬
pear on the show at scale merely dium.”
109o cut for the sale alone would op sports shews to the sports pro¬
While
recognizing
that "there
to get exposure. Stars are care¬
be worth in the neighborhood of gram department. The 14 news or
fully written into the script, hot exists no vested -right in either
$150,000 a year, and the commis¬ "like news” stanzas were reported
those
who
receive
or
those who
just popped onto the screen, and
sions on the writer himself would briefly under the command of the
Blair states that their use keeps transmit” to a continuation of the
be upgraded due to his greater news department: that would in¬
operations,
the
Examiner
found
= Continued from page 25 — the audience guessing as to who’s that FCC’s control of the use of
coin-making potential. Back of clude Walter Winchell’s Sabbath
going to be oh and provides
the entire idea is the conviction quarter hour (sponsored on only 49
radio
frequencies
is
not
threatened
the crimesters” affect mere tele¬ tune-in incentive. Used so far
that even" the best writers just of the web affils by TWA).
have been Signe Hasso and Hugh by the unlicensed boosters.
There was considerable last min¬ vision programs.
don’t have time to come up with
The Examiner noted that the
On the practical side, some O’Brian (lead in "Wyatt Earp”
ute
decision-making
as
to
who
the program ideas they are
tradesters
opined
that
“Wanted”
ries), and signed up are a list in¬ Commission has received no com¬
capable of developing if they’r< would and who wouldn’t be slashed
plaints about the operations but
busy beating out material on j in the big personnel cutback of might well take advantage of the cluding Dane Clark, Shelley Win¬ has had communications commend¬
six-days-a-week basis, as most of Oct. 14. That fact was dramatized law’s culprit-catching by putting ters, etc.
ing their services and urging that
on
the
film
revolving
around
such
Blair
also
emphasizes
the
need
when
the
radio
network
delayed
them are. Given the opportunity
no action be taken requiring their
and a release from financial wor¬ the Friday payroll by several hours caught fugitives, with a live an¬ to "get away from the living room discontinuance.
ries, the agency believes they can trying to decide which staffers nouncement on the spot news to and kitchen” in sets on the show,
Among the benefits claimed for
pull off their ideas, and is willing would end up with severance rather update the case, without affecting and while these must remain basic, the Washington State boosters were
the status of the show very much, it freshens the show to.build and
than the ordinary weekly salary.
(Continued on page 36)
that
they (1) bring needed enter¬
Checks were held back from and probably even supplying a use other sets as well.' Currently
mid-morning delivery to sometime more interesting motif via the "hot in use are an airport waiting room tainment and educational facilities
into
isolated
areas; (2) provide an
and control tower set. Along this
after 1 p.m. No Mutual employee frbm the griddle” turn of events.
Hollywood has always figured it line, it’s- impossible to build some inducement in employing of school
approached later could recall that
teachers
accustomed
to', tv service;
ever having happened before at a windfall when the domestic or sets without straining the budget,
5 Continued from page 25 ;
global news caught up with its so Blair has taken to integrating (3) attract other professional peo¬
the network.
ple
and
prospective
employees
dis¬
location
footage
General cutback was made by fiction - documentaries, regardless specially-shot
of a mystery, despite the "dry run”
posed to locate in tv areas; (4)
last week. In his recent speech Mutual at a time when it is set of how the cinematic story was with the stars of the show included bring the community "closer to the
before the NARTB regional meet¬ to enter an entirely new phase, played. In the case of "Wanted,” in the footage. He’s hired Arnold main streams of national life”; and
ing in Roanoke, Va., he dwelt at Sales and programming are being the catcher-upping would, it’s felt, Morrison Productions to go out (5) "aid the economy of the re¬
. length on what the Commission has totally revamped, and some of the prove beyond "reasonable doubt” with the cast for exteriors in N. Y., gion.” clone to help UHF and gave assur¬ coin saved by the firings is being that the program is on its "crime shooting it sans sound on 16m and
The boosters are located In
then integrating it with a voice¬
ance the agency will "face up” to put back in new stanzas, web said, does not pay” toes.
over narration. Film is being used Quincy, Bridgeport and Nespelen,
the problem. While this may be
on the show presently as often as all in Central Washington. The
"double-talk.” as some sources feel,
Quincy operation was built by a
two and three times a-week.
it could hardly be construed as allgroup of citizens with the aid of a
out opposition to deintermixture.
technician. It resulted in the in¬
If McConnaughey votes for de¬
stallation of 300 receivers. The
nial of the four cities in the final
Bridgeport booster is operated by
go-round, he will decide the issue
Rockford, Ill., Oct. 25.
a nonprofit corporation. It was
== Continued* from page 25 =
—unless Ilyde. and Webster join
Announcement with a "peculiar pride” by som& educators that
not established how the Nespelen
with Bartley in voting to grant. In
they don’t own a tv set "is no longer a mark of sophistication”
course be dislodged from its net¬ booster came into being.
that case, there would be a stale¬
but is a "confession of ignorance,” tv scripter Robert J. Shaw
work berth if the "Penny” Sunday
Sens. Warren Magnuson
of
mate. If McConnaughey votes with
told the meeting of the Illinois Education Assn, here last week.
move goes through.
Washington and Wayne Morse of
Hyde and Webster for new pro¬
Shaw told 1.500 teachers that video is the number one cultural
If nothing else, Miss Kern’s bar¬ Oregon have been exploring the
ceedings, he will swing the deci¬
influence on today’s youngsters, and if they ignore tv, "their pupils
rage likely has strengthened CBS problem of getting tv reception in
sion along that line. And if he
will wind up smarter than they.”
veepee H. Leslie Atlass’ determina¬ the mountainous areas of the north¬
votes to grant, he would definitely
"If I were a teacher,” Shaw stated, "when I faced my class on
tion to stick with the local, show west. Sen. Magnuson, who is chair¬
prevent denial of deintermixture
Monday morning I’d want to know what they know, and this might
even though the columnist couldn’i man of the Interstate Commerce
and would probably muster enough
well be something they saw on their screens on Sunday.” Shaw
claim a "victory” if it were now Committee, has asked FCC to con¬
support to make his decision de¬
suggested a teacher deduct the price of her set as a tool of her
switched in favor of the Ed Wolf sider the needs of the people in
terminative.
trade from her income tax, admitting however that it might not
quiz package. The ironies of the those regions.
How the Hartford case is decided
be accepted as such. He also urged the teachers to discuss tv
situation were pointed up a couple
i§ considered relatively unim¬
shows in the classrooms. Shaw, who’s aifrequent contributor to
of weeks ago when the Daily News
Lubbock, Tex. — E. A. (Buzz)
portant in its relation to other
"Robert Montgomery Presents,” is currently on a lecture tour
in both a news story and in Ethel Hassett Jr. has joined KDUB-TV
deintermixture cases as it is a
booked by Columbia Lecture Bureau. He hit Roanoke and White
Daccardo’s tv column gave a gen¬ here as national sales director.
unique situation in that both NBC
Sulphur Springs before arriving here, and he’s slated for a 26erous splash to "Midwest” when it Hassett moves over from WMT-TV
and CBS plan owned and operated
day, 23-state circuit in January with the lecture title, "The Mon¬
featured News ed-publishcr John in Cedar Rapids, where he was tv
UHF.$taUon|.
.4
ster jn Your giving Room.”
S. Knight.
national sal^s chief.

Chis Home-Made
‘Weekday Format

Mutual

Massey’s ‘Hanging Judge’
Set for ‘Climax’ TV’er

Booster Stations

Blair’s Credo

‘Wanted’

McConnoughey

Shaw’s ‘You, Too, Can Be Ignorant’

I
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ART HAYES: RATECARD SHARP
Sales State of CBS Radio
Arthur Hull Hayes started his second six-month last weejc as
prexy of CBS Radio with that “cash, register*' jingle m support
of his still brief stewardship. For instance:
.
Network came up with a substantial chunk of business from
Hazel Bishop, the cosmetician that’s charging “onward & upward
into the aural wings as well as securing its position in tv. The
Raymond Spector house takes 10 segments weekly of four soapers
—‘‘Backstage Wife,” “Our Gal Sunday,’’ “Second Mrs. Burton
and “Perry Mabon.’? (Segments are half sponsorship )
The sale apparently stems from results of Bishops premium
offer on the web last month of a 79c. lipstick for two bits. On
Sept. 28, the firm reported that the offer brought in oyer 100,000
replies, more than anticipated. Followup offer was made of a 79c
compact makeup for 25c, which is reported still pulling heavily.
Other sales last week include: Milner Products (Pme-Sol), for
Bing Crosby and “Amos 'n' Andy Music Hall’’ under the recently
blueprinted nighttime Segmented Selling Plan. Client has also
been backing a segment of the Robert Q. Lewis Saturday daytimer
for a few years; Ferry Morse Seed Co.—for the umpteenth year
—will sponsor “Garden Gate” series for three .months during pre¬
planting season starting mid-February, via MacManus, John &
AdInmthe renewal column, Delco Batteries (United Motors divi¬
sion of GM) in a firm 52 weeks of Lowell Thomas’ crossboard
newscasts (in his 25th year as an airer, always underwritten, al¬
ways in 6-45-7 p,m. slot; and repeat contract on “The Woolworth
Hour” that will keep the Sunday afternoon musicale going through
next February at least.__

UN’s 10th Anni Hoopla
Radio & TV (Both Network and Local) Help Make
It Impressive Occasion
Widest radio-tv coverage of
United Nations Week and UN Day
in the world organization’s 10year-old history came this week
via an avalanche of network and
local programming devoted to the
UN’s anni. List, both in radio and
tv, comprised both special pro¬
gramming produced in conjunction
with the UN’s radio-tv branch, and
coverage of the occasion on exist¬
ing panel and discussion shows.
In the “special” category was
Monday night’s (24) special anni¬
versary concert* featuring the N. Y.
Philharmonic
under
Leonard
Bernstein with William Walton as
guest conductor and Emil Gilels
as solo pianist. Concert was car¬
ried in its entirety on WQXR and
WNYC, and for 75 minutes by
WOR-TV, all in N. Y. Kinescoped
segments of the concert are going
to Latin America while tapes will
be aired by the Voice of America.
Also in the one-shots was “The
Charter and the Saucer,” scripted
by Norman Corwin, produced by
the BBC, starring Sir Laurence
Olivier and distributed to 56 sta¬
tions (WINS carried in N. Y.l. U. S.
Committee for the UN produced
“Your Seat at the Table,” a quar¬
ter-hour transcription with Clifton
Fadiman, also, sent to a wide sta¬
tion lineup and aired locally via
WABC, N. Y. And on ABC Radio,
“The Family Tree/’^the final segf mefit in a series of seven shows
with John Daly narrating under
the overall tile “Assignment 10,”
was the wrapup timed to the anni.
On regularly scheduled shows,
(Continued on page 36)

Todays’ Big K.C.
Livestock Hoopla
Kansas City, Oct. 25.
Flock of tv shows which origi¬
nated in Kansas City through
WDAF-TV to the NBC net during
the annual American Royal Live
Stock and Horse Show was prob¬
ably the most intensive schedule
this area has seen. It’s figured to
have brought more national at¬
tention to the town and the cow
show than anything since a one¬
time county politician became
president.
The setup also netted shows
with more vim and vitality than
any location telecasts of recent
date for “Today,” according to
m.c. Dave Garroway. Originating
out of here at 5 a.m. in order to
catch regular eastern time of
the show, more than 5,000. per¬
sons saw the event at the Union
(Continued on page 37)

‘See It Now’ Snares
Last-Minute Clients
“See It Now” goes on tonight
(Wed.) with three sponsors snagged
at the 11th hour. Pontiac had can¬
celled sponsorship of two of the
Murrow & Friendly CBS-TV pro¬
grams including tonight’s “The
Vice Presidency^—the Great Amer¬
ican Lottery,” along with beforethe-fact nixing of the NBC-TV
documentary series which was to
open next month (now delayed)
with “Nightmare in Red,” about
the history of Communism in
Russia.
“See” sponsors are the Maybelline Co. (always hot for one-shotters) and two from the “house" in
CBS Records and CBS-Columbia,
respective platter and tv receiver
companies.

Buick Rides ABC
‘New Sound’ Radio
BowTonite(Wed.)
ABC Radio kicks off its new
nighttime “new sounds for you”
pattern tonight (Wed.) with four
of its five-minute capsules on the
sponsorship ledger, if only for one
night. Web picked up Buick Divi¬
sion of General Motors for a pre¬
miere-night ride on the “Person¬
ality of the Day,” “Arrivals & De¬
partures,” “Headline News” and
“Your Success” segments, with
Buick’s ride coming as part of a
saturation campaign introing its
new 1956 line.
Network put one of its fanciest
promotion efforts in years behind
the kickoff, starting with a feed
for agency and trade press at the
Hotel Pierre last Thursday (20),
where prez Bob Kintner and radio
v. p. Charles Ayres officially un¬
veiled the new “Listen!” overall
cueing-promotion concept for the
web and'the “new sounds” night¬
time pattern in particular. There
presentations were backed up with
a color film, a 33 rpm record album
and an expensively-trapped pres¬
entation booklet and press kit.
“New sounds” exec producer
Drex Hines, meanwhile, filled in
his exec staff on the operation,
naming his individual unit super¬
visors for each of the 25-minute
nighttime segments. Richard R.
Rendely heads up “The World and
You,” Beth Hollinger takes over
“Your Better Tomorrow,” James
Colligan handles “Sound Mirror”
and Robert J. Clarkson rides on
“Offbeat.”

Robt. Samoff on AM’s State: ‘Stop
Fighting Over Diminished Scraps
Arthur Hull Hayes is in the mid¬
dle of a steadily building career
during which he has “wet his feet”
as topper of two CBS Radio sta¬
tions about as wide apart as it’s
possible to get, and for his pains
has achieved the presidency of the
aural network. As the man “in the
middle” and in the highest post of
the network, he is in a “make or
break” stance.
'
Having . succeeded Adrian Mur¬
phy in the hot spot (“hot” because
CBS is still kingpin in the billings
and must remain so if the current
hierarchy is to remain sitting on
the throne), Hayes looks back over
his shoulder, like a jockey “run¬
ning scared,” to see who might be
threatening the web’s supremacy,
but at the same time—in trickery
that only radio tacticians are heir
to, manages to fix his eyes on the
forward ramparts to get a line, on
the how-far-to-go to hit the tape.
Last week, Hayes had completed
his first six months in office, spoke
of “those long, long months,” but
sounded off much more on the next
sixmonth. Nevertheless, the past
half-year is in many ways more
significant in that Hayes had the
difficult chore of examining the
what-was-what of the regime im¬
mediately preceding and fixin’ up
the house before making additions.
(Hayes had “come up” by degrees
in New York, achieving the man¬
agership of the then WABC (now
WCBS), was switched to San Fran¬
cisco as the boss of the o&o and in¬
herited the “full national stripes”
upon Murphy’s resignation).
Rates a 'Vocational Hobby’
Hayes’ most important contribu¬
tion to network posterity rrfay be
his handling of the ratecard, one
of about a dozen key problems that
confronted him last April. What¬
ever his destiny from here in,
Hayes is nothing if not a “ratecard expert”; it’s been his forte as
a minor executive and as manager
of two strategic outlets on the CBS
o&o route. That it is still his “vo¬
cational hobby” is reflected in the
fact that, in only a few months,
against terrific odds, he had man¬
aged to overhaul the ratecard to
the point where the old one wasn’t
recognizable.
Hayes’ “hard on the card” irri¬
tation had stemmed from a series
of complicated getups that took not
only a blueprint engineer to wade
through and comprehend, but the
mere “steady succession” of them
called for an office container
which Hayes describes as nothing
less huge than a wash basket. To¬
day, the little paper can be put
into a file folder or coat pocket for
ready reference without having to
resort to the if-ands-and-buts” and
“whereases.”
It didn’t come easy off an as¬
sembly line that started last
spring. Discounting^ the intramural
and
administrative
problems,
Hayes had to set to work almost
immediately to plan serious con(Continued on page 36)

News! Godfrey Fires 3
Arthur . Godfrey yesterda y
(Tues.) gave walking papers with¬
out public explanation to three
members of his CBS-TV “Talent
Scouts” troupe.
They were or¬
chestra leader Jerry Bresler, an¬
nouncer George Bryan and long¬
time coproducer Larry Puck. Bert
Farber takes over the podium and
Tony Marvin the announcing, with
both doubling on “Arthur Godfrey
& His Friends.”
Puck was pinkslipped off
“Friends” some months back at
the time of the Puck-Marion Mar¬
lowe romance, with Miss Marlowe
later becoming Mrs. Puck. Puck
may work under a CBS contract,
but even without that is hardly
ready for the poorhouse since he’ll
collect on the Godfrey contract,
•which runs over to April of next
year.

CBS Radio Chiefs
Go Barnstorming,
Pick Affil Brains

CBS Radio’s top team took off j
this week on a junket to the Coast j
with important stops along the af¬
filiated station route. They are
prexy Arthur Hill Hayes, program
v.p. Howard G. Barnes and admin¬
istrative veep Jim Seward. They’ll
operate as a unit when they arc
together, and separately on indi¬
vidual problems concerning their
sectors.
Barnes left Monday (24) to con¬
fer with station toppers, sound
them out on the web’s new pro¬
grams and fixed stanzas, but is de¬
sirous of obtaining from them their
ideas on formats, particularly to
be on the lookout for local shows
that have the potential for net¬
work airing. He aims also to sell
the affils on the importance of
their contribution toward building
and promoting web shows from
local angles, as well as serving
as a sounding board for promoting
their own stanzas and in becoming
a feeder for such shows as Fred
Robbins’ “Young Ideas,” as well
as other CBS packages in process
of being worked out.
Barnes, installed as program
chief recently, will be gone about
three weeks visiting affils in St.
Louis, Houston, Dallas, L. A.,
Frisco, Portland, Seattle, Denver,
Salt Lake City, Chi and Louisville, j
He’ll be joined on the 31st by
Hayes and Seward, with the three¬
some huddling with Coast program
v.p. Guy della Cioppa in a series
Programming execs at ABC-TV of meetings on programming.
have scheduled an interesting com¬
parison
of ABC-NBC
pulling
power in scheduling their “Famous
Film Festival.” ABC has set “No¬
Bertram Lebhar Jr. has organ¬
torious Gentleman,” a Rex Harrison-Lilli Palmer starrer, for Oct. ized two separate packaging com¬
30. On NBC-TV the following panies, one of which is handling
Sunday (6), in the same 7:30-9 time hockey from Madison Square Gar¬
period, NBC-TV has slated “The den via WINS, N. Y. radio indie.
Constant Husband,” also starring Lebhar was until recently sales
Harrison and Miss Palmer. Differ¬ manager of WATV, Newark tv op¬
ence between the two pix is that eration, and prior to that he spent
“Gentleman” is an oldie while several years as head of WMGM,
“Husband” is to be pre-theatrical- N. Y.
Bert Lee Enterprises is the com¬
ly telecast in the U.S.
ABC-TV wants to get a look at pany Lebhar has established to
comparative ratings of the two in handle sports programming. Bert
order to turn out a cost-per-thou- Lee is the name he uses in his own
sand study, among other things. gab activities, and he’ll do play-byThere’s ah element of trepidation, play on 35 Ranger hockey home
too, since the network fears that games under bankrolling of Silver
the use of “Gentleman” the week Sheild (“debt liquidation com¬
before may prove to be a Harrisoh- pany”) and Colonial Airlines. He’s
Palmer buildup for “Husband.” As seeking backing for 30 Ranger
for ABC’S Nov. 6 offering as com¬ away games, also on WINS.
The other unit, Lebhar & Co., is
petition for “Husband,” it will be
the first part of a two-parted “Cae¬ negotiating now to bring John J.
sar & Cleopatra,” the Claude Anthony back from the Coast to
do a live show on N. Y. video.
Rains-Vivlea Leigh starrer.

Rex & Lilli’s Twofer

Lebhar’s Sports Packages

NBC veep Robert W. Sarnoff
last week defended network ra¬
dio’s use of participation plans
against criticism of spot reps. As
one of several speakers at the final
session of the annual eastern con¬
fab of the American Assn, of Ad¬
vertising Agencies along with CBS
veep Howard Barnes, Sarnoff told
the group that “everybody in the
radio business ought to be concen¬
trating on getting more total nour¬
ishment for the medium, instead of
fighting over diminished scraps.”
He said that networks had to
turn to new selling and program
patterns in order to survive. “As a
result,” he commented, “they’re
all accused of poaching on the
spot reservation, as though the
spot business had some sort of
protected rights to efficiency in
delivering national circulation. It
seems to me that this opposition is
very short-sighted.
“We think that the redevelop¬
ment of a strong network service,”
Sarnoff said, “js important to all
of radio, and to everybody con¬
cerned with it. That includes the
public, the advertisers, the stations
and the spot reps, too. Without the
national networks, radio would
shrink down to a series of local
services. The values of the medium
to the national advertisers would
wither away. The whole national
spot structure would go down fast.
And the system would be able to
support only a fraction of the sta¬
tions now in operation. The public
would be the loser, and the coun¬
try would be deprived of its basic
system of instantaneous communi¬
cations to all people.”
Barnes on the same AAAA card
spoke in favor of strip program¬
ming via network radio. To a de¬
gree it was a sideswipe at rival
NBC’s “Monitor,” which in the
main has dropped scheduled pro¬
grams: “Contrary to ideas held in
other quarters of the industry, we
believe that years of network
broadcasting practice have shown
that the listener wants to find his
favorite shows where and when he
wants them, at a specific time.”
Other speakers at the powwow
included James M. Landis, of Skiatron, and Sidney Kaye, of Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, who
debated the toll tv issue; John H.
Bachem, of^DuMont Labs; Harry
Alan Towers', British video facto¬
tum, and McGraw-Hill’s Dexter
Merrian Keezer.

AFTRA in Stand
Against Toll-TV
American Federation of TVRadio Artists took a public stand
against toll-tv last week. But the
very thing that AFTRA appears to
object to most — subscription
video’s large feature film poten¬
tial—might ultimately pit Screen
Actors. Guild against the live un¬
ion. „And for that matter, some¬
thing AFTRA did not even men¬
tion—use of plush legit produc¬
tions on toll television—might set .
Actors Equity against it.
For the present, however, SAG
and Actors Equity have refrained
from taking any official stand on
toll tv. This neutrality, however,
has not kept Ralph Bellamy, Equi¬
ty prexy, from privately doing lots
of soapboxing in favor of pay-see.
AFTRA said that toll video “will
reduce the employment opportuni¬
ties of our members, will adverse¬
ly affect the entire entertainment
industry, and is not in the public
interest.
“If a fee is to be charged the
set owner for the privilege of view¬
ing important tv programs broad¬
cast during choice evening hours,”
AFTRA said, “it follows that the
total free tv audience would be
substantially reduced. Reduced
audiences would result In less ex¬
penditure for sponsored programs
and less money available for pub*
(Continued on page 36)
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MILLION DOLLAR SHOWCASE
GENERAL MOTORS THEATRE
With Igor Cassini, Dana Wynter,
(Fall of the Rocket King)
Cassini Girls, Teddy & Phyllis
With Harry McGirt, Pegi Brown,
Rodriguez, Tony Cabot Orch,
John Sullivan, Irving Lemer,
Phil Hunter, announcer
Ed McNamara, Rex Ha^on, Nor¬
Producer-Director: Barry Shear
man Ettlinger, Beverley Fordr
30 Mins;} Fri. 9 p.m.
Barbara Hamilton, others
Jack Benny has always prided voted to the D’Oyly Carte Opera
Participating
The fifth annual Cerebral Palsy Producer: Sydney Newman
himself as an individualist who Co. The troupe, which is currently
WABD, N.Y.
Telethon aired on WOR-TV (N.Y.) Director: Henry Kaplan
doesn’t go along with comics who running through its repertoire of
Igor Cassini, the Cholly Knickcr- Saturday-Sunday (22-23) had a lot Writer: Joel Hammil
Gilbert & Sullivan operettas at the
bocker of the N.Y. Journal-Amer- of things working against it but PO Mins.; Tues., 8 p.m.
never vary the entertainment pat, ican, should, be an - experienced despite the obstacles, the show GENERAL MOTORS (CANADA) i tern of their shows. He likes to Shubert Theatre;" N.Y., demon¬
strated
its Savoyard savvy with a
television hand by now. Certainly drew $510,100 in pledges. And CBC-TV, from Toronto
say “we don't know what we’ll do few song excerpts from “The Mik¬
he should know his way around the that’s a good 19 hours work for
i ManLaren 1
ado.”
Jess.
uppercrust, but unfortunately, if an'' telethon.
Teeoff of “General Motors The¬ next tiihe but It’ll be different.”
his opener on WABD is any indica¬
The obstacles in the telethoh’s atre,” via the Canadian Broadcast¬ In convincing proof of this think¬
tion, it’s awfully dull in the haute oath were not of its own making. ing Corp., sees a new 52-weeks’ ing he spun a comedy web last
Second excursion of 20th-Fox
monde. Besides that portion of Firstly the show had to buck some series, emanating from Toronto, Sunday (23) that was as different into the video seas is an improve¬
society must also be over-commer stiff video competition fore and for the full trans-Canada network from his or the others as could be ment over last fortnight’s episodic
cialized.
alt. At the teeoff it was up against treatment — interpolated
every diametrically devised.
What other comic would give venture, despite strong reserva¬
Cassini, it appears, is a per¬ CBS-TV’s Noel Coward-Mary Mar¬ third week by “Chevrolet Show,”
former between commercials, plus tin soecola and at the wind it was originating in New York or Holly¬ over nearly half his sho\V to an¬ tions arising from two sources- the
and an overage'of studio
plugs.
Not only do. the three bucking NBC-TV's “Alice in Won¬ wood. Svdney Newman is execu¬ other wit and be content to let him script
and sponsor plugs.
sponsors get a goodly share of the derland.” It's not hard to figure tive producer ot’ the heftier Ca¬ bisk in the borrowed spotlight?
It is hard to argue with success
Few of his shows can be said to be
spieling space, but there are plugs out where the dialers were during nadian-staged setup.
and “Laura” was a 20th-Fox pic
for a fur manufacturer, a perfume those hours.
|
Opener, tagged “Fall of the “typically” Benny and this outing which scored at the b.o. But there
was more variable than the others.
firm, a jewelry house, and of
Another tough assignment was Rocket Kins.” is billed as a satire If it didn’t clock the laughs that !? an unrealistic conception of oocourse his brother’s fashion atelier.
on tv production but is really a
The society columnist came in loosening the metropolitan, area’s penetrating, backstage picture of ordinarily gush from the trade- hce work in the script and a per¬
with a lot of talent, foremost of poeketbook. For the past couple SDonsor and agency manipulations, marked tricks the debit can be sistent. w*de-eyed. innocence on
of
months
the
folks
reached
by
the Dart, of the .chief femme charwhich was the Hope Diamond.
their troubles with writers and charged to trying something dif¬ acter (Dana Wynters, in her first
Then there was a parade of models the show have been shelling out temperamental actors, the ‘behind- ferent.
public V’ewine) which in time be¬
wearing the latest Cassini crea¬ for two flood disaster relief pro¬ the-scenes,
After
a
10-minute
standup,
long
technical bustle jncl-- for him, Benny wentTbr a heckling comes cloving. It might he that
grams and .only .a few., weeks ago
tions, and an interview'with'Dana they
were tapped on a Muscular dental to any tv prez. All this bit from Mel Blanc in the audi¬ these scrint weakness in the Mel
Wynter, a British filmster. The
the layman-viewer some con¬ ence; gagged with George Gobel’s DmelH t.eleplay are the fault of
way the interview was conducted, Dystrophy telethon. There’s gotta gives
he a limit to how much coin can cept of the nroduction difficulties thrush Peggy King, who piped the original Vera Casnarv novel,
it looked like her payoff was a bot¬ be
that
spell
the “glamor” of the
nulled
out
for
all
these
causes.
tle of perfume.
pertly “Love Walked Out” and which seems aimed at the hankieThe more than $500,000 in broadcasting biz. It’s been done then
Cassini came on with the mod¬ pledges
came the big switch. To jus¬ wri rising, segment of the femme
therefore attests to the before for the legitimate theatre tify the
est announcement that he covers socko
sppt for Art Linkletter and audience.
presentation of the Palsy and the film industry; this time, his five-year
Brahm’s direction keeps
the eWorld. His beat is anywhere tolcthoneers.
olds, a takeoff *of his
it’s
a
bold
debtffiking
treatment
of
‘ again they
where the famous congregate and called on show Once
"House
Party,” Benny said he the tale moving along swiftly and
biz to help out and the newer entertainment medium. stood accused
exciting things happen. And he through the night
of directing his smoothly and manages to mini¬
and
the
next
Whether it’s wise is a matter of shows at adults and that this mise a number of story eaps.
read from a book, the purported in¬ day there was a steady stream of
side on Meg and Townsend, which celebs giving their stuff away professional opinion but “Fall of would be one for the kids. “Link” , As nearlv everyone knows by
the Rocket King” must have had pumped the tykes for laughs and this time, ‘Laura” concerns a love¬
he says he got from an unimpeach¬ cuffo
to draw in the loot. And a new inside-stuff impact on the
ly and successful businesswoman,
able source. His major item of
again Dennis James supplied viewing audience in the manipu¬ then had a go at Benny, Rochester, believed murdered. The detective
entertainment was an exhibition once
Don Wilson and Peggy King in
a herculean job as the show’s
by Teddy & Phyllis Rodriguez, a major domo. His sincerity and lating of mass opinion and selling kiddie getups. But for his hairy, investigating the case has f-iFen
competent dance team, who got a enthusiasm for the work done by methods. In this, the motor manu¬ bony legs Benny might have m love with her portrait and her
bad, break from the camera crew the Cerebral Palsy fund rub off facturers spoof the breakfast food passed for a latter day Fauntleroy. beautifur beloftgings. But it’s an¬
inasmuch as they were frequently on the viewer. Other SDarkplugs makers, particularly the kid mar¬ Laughs were more visual than vo¬ other girl who got a shotgun Mast
ket; but it’s a pleasant plot idea cal but it was a good try at com¬ in the face, it turns out when
out of the range of the lenses.
were Jane Pickens and Maria Riva
But despite all these faults, Cas¬ with assists from Bess Meyerson that could boomerang.
edy. Blanc polled more yocks than Laura returns from a long week¬
Written by .Toel Hammil. piece the skit as the yokel hoping to win end. Eventually; it turns out that
sini came off with a solid closer. and Betty Furness.
deals with a “Major Magnificent,” a refrigerator.
it was the cQidJ.y elegant -columnist
He paraphrased. Joe E. Lewis’ fa¬
Rating bows on the production
mous remark that “Happiness end are exec producer Herb commander of one of those
Writing needed to be sharper in Laura’s life who nulled the
can’t buy money.”. Said Cassini, Rosenthal, director Ivan Reiner bseudo-scientific space-ships, and which put a burden on Benny who trigger when it became annarent
“Money can’t buy happiness.” and musical director Tony Cabot. hero of countless juveniles, who is can snap even a limp line. It was he could never have her. and the
later written out of the show after worth the gamble even though his police gun him down just as he is
. Clever?
Jose.x
Gros.
story Conference duarrels between camp followers may have relished about to'have a second try.
the actor-hero, who believes his something more in the Benny tra¬
Robert Stack undertakes the de¬
WEDDING PARTY
publicity, and a writer whose dition.
tective role with downbeat moodi¬
With Kay Connolly, Eddie Jerome, LOOK TO WIN
Helm.
ness, perhaos justified as half the
script
isn’t being followed on¬
With
Bob
Nicholson,
Shari
Lewis
Producer: Kay Connolly
screen; with the agency account
time he must believe his new¬
Producer-Director: Roger Shope
Director: Chris Montross
Some of the worst announcing in found love is dead and the other
Writer: Mike Marmer
exec caught, in the middle. With
10:30 p.m., Sat.
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 9 a.m.
‘Captain Magnificent” written out memory was dished out last Satur¬ half, that she is at. best an acces¬
NATIONAL BREWING CO.
Participating
and replaced by a new character. day afternnon (22) by Bob Neal sory to murder. Miss Wvnters im¬
WXYZ,TV, Detroit
“C o 1 o n e 1 Colossus.” confused for the Dartmouth-Harvard foot¬ presses with her fresh beautv, but
The inaugural showing of “Wed¬ WABC-TV, N. Y.
WABC-TV, N. Y. key for ABC, neighborhood kids, plus the dis¬ ball game teeveed on Channel 2. her acting is occasional^' ele¬
ding Party” was almost a complete
fiasco. Idea is to integrate film has taken the quiz show with the placed actor’s son; turn against Time after time, after a man car¬ mentary. George Sanders is pron¬
clips and live action of a local queries “any child can answer” their former hero, with evident ried the ball, there would be no ely obnoxious as the suavMy
and finally put it in its place—al¬ upsetting of the former star's do¬ mention made of the yardage sophisticated columnist, in the
wedding reception each week.
A Polish wedding party was the most. A 9 ayem slot is not only mestic life and pointing up the gained. Sometimes one would be tvne of role he has become noted
offering. The opening shot picked for the hausfrau, but there are individual insecurity of the acting told where the ball now stood, for.- Scott Forbes registers well in
up perspiring guests trying to many pre-schoolers at home then profession when someone else gets leaving to the viewer to subtract the .monochrome role of Laura’s
mentally from the previous mark¬ weak fiance.
- ' .
dance on a too-crowded floor. They too. However elementary the ques¬ the job.
Joseph Cotten does his best
For motivation, it’s inevitable, er to learn the yardage rolled off.
looked anything but happy. Kay tions were, it seemed that it was
There would be a runback of a with the “behind-the-scenes” seg-1
Connolly and Eddie Jerome, mean¬ still up to the parents to answer of course, that the replacement
while, were talking about how them, only difference from other also' develops as much tempera¬ kick, with no mention of length of ments, replete with 20th-Fox prod¬
quizzes being that they were ob¬ ment as his predecessor, for con¬ run or where the ball now stood. uct-plugs. dealing with studio art
happy everyone was.
This happiness theme was carried ligated to whisper retorts to the tinued chaos. Story’s switch has Instead of a description of the play work. But the sad truth is that
over vi'hen the bride and groom children who in turn parroted the continent’s kids later demand¬ just made, there would be a run¬ art direction is mainly of interest
were introduced. Miss Connolly them to quizmaster Bob Nicholson. ing the return of “Captain Mag¬ ning commentary on the player’s to other art directors. It might
tried her best to get the bride to But the tots have their moments nificent.” via an avalanche of mail, pedigree and stature. A penalty behoove the major studios now in
say she was gloriously happy, but on “Look To Win” too. Shari this resulting in another change of would be announced from the field, vidnix to consider that the highly
all the bride kept shouting into the Lewis who sings, -dances, manipu¬ mind on the part of the sponsor, but Neal was too busy commenting skilled technical work reouired
microphone was that sh%was.tired. lates puppets, makes balloon ani¬ and the comeback of the former on a player being from his home to mount a motion picture is not
She looked it, too. The groom also mals, etc.; is a delight for the low¬ hero. It’s a neat twatment of con¬ town, to tell what the penalty was particularly absorbing to the non¬
technical public as a whole.
est age group. And Nicholson is temporary troubles, as Renown in about.
said he was very tired.
Harvard scored its first firstKove.
Cueing trouble arose at this excellent with all age levels, when the trade, with the tv viewers In
down. but this wasn’t important
point and some rather unflattering he’s not pinching some child con¬ on plenty of peephole stuff.
Harry McGirt is properly fatu¬ enough to mention. A couple of
shots of the bride, groom and testant’s cheek.
William Saroyan’s beautiful peo¬
Pattern for q & a is not new, but ous in • the lead, ditto Norman plays later, when Harvard scored
guests got on the screen before a
film clip was inserted. This showed it suits the station’s dual audience Ettlinger as the successor, with a second first-down, it was an¬ ple came to vidpix last week, in
the couple leaving the church. aim nicely. A mom and tot were top acting honors going to Ed Mc¬ nounced—as Harvard’s first first- the third effort of “Screen Direc¬
Jerome, who can speak Polish asked four questions based on va¬ Namara as* the writer* and John down. Harvard had the ball on its tors’ Playhouse” on NBC-TV. and
fluently, tried to interview some rious sight routines, from enter¬ Sullivan as the account executive. own 12-yard line, third-down, talked, and talked, and talked. . . .
Some of the words evoked tend¬
of the churchgoers but got hope¬ tainment by Miss Lewis or Nichol¬ Neat hits are also forthcoming ready to move, with viewers won¬
lessly tangled in trying to identify son to counting boxes in commer¬ ■from Pegi Brown as the wife , of dering what it would elect to do— er and graphic poetic images and
the guests as relatives of the bride cials. For each right answer, both the dethroned hero, and from Hex when Neal asks co-announcer Dr. others hovered on the brink o*f
or groom. He also was notably participants got something. (For Hagon. the young son. who loses Mai Stevens (who must have been deep philosophical verities. How¬
unsuccessful in getting them to say (lie juves it was exclusively but a face with his juve companions and embarrassed by the whole business ever, with little positive action to
anything intelligible.
Ilolgate toy). The'fifth stumper then regains it when his father the entire afternoon) to give out kick the episode along, the guage
The action went back to the is identifying a scrambled face for gets his job back. Throughout are some other football scores. Stevens of viewer enjoyment must be how
reception where Miss Connolly a prize trip to Miami. If the studio the taut production values of Syd¬ had the sense to ask Neal to wait, the individual reacts to Saroyan's
tried to strike up a live conversa¬ contestant flubs, a parent-child ney Newman and the directorial as this was an interesting moment dreamy unreality and copious ver¬
biage. But “Playhouse.” at least,
of play.
tion with the bride’s parents. The team at home gets a chance, to knowledge of Henry Kaplan.
bride’s mother repeated the theme take up where they left off.
It went this way all p.m.—the must be given credit for an off¬
McSiay.
beat, pioneering presentation. As
—she was tired. The bride’s father,
wrong
team
announced
as
holding
“Look To Win,” which replaced
for no understandable reason, said singer-gabber Tod Russell who NICK KENNY SHOW
the ball, descriptions of various in so many of Saroyan’s efforts, in
something about occasionally shifted to 9:39 am., was as close 5 Mins., Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 10:55 a.m. school’s formations instead of the instances he can evoke scenes of
spanking his daughter “across her Id being the proper blending of Sustaining
work at hand—for as unprofession¬ great beauty and emotional impact,
fanny” when she was a girl before ohildron-adult angles as can be re¬ WABD, N. Y,
al a performance as any web could but it’s those in-between periods
that are murder to watch.
Miss Connolly hurriedlv switched called. though it would be great if
Bron.
This 300 - second slot, minus a want.
This fable deals with a young
the mike to Jerome. lie tried to the grownup segment wore as un- couple of front-and-back plugs,
man (Don Hammer) in search of a
interview the groom’s parents, who commcrcialized as that for the off¬ gives Nick Kenny ample time to
Ed Sullivan CBS-TV show last
could only speak Polish.
spring.
Art.
do, as he himself says, what he al¬ Sunday (23) fell short in the com¬ mate, but with no likely prospect.
Jerome did all right in the singways wanted to do on tv. namely, edy department. Vet vaudesters It would seem logical to a Saroyan
Ing department when he dedicated : ('\pxAIN IIART & pftq
to salute the various charitable Smith & Dale failed to pull yocks character to hang around a mar¬
riage license bureau until one
a song, Memories Are Precious of i
V& PETS j
ladies organizations around the
You,” to the couple. But, although I JJ H} N d
Bruce Podewcll country. Because, as he puts it, with a stale restaurant sketch, shows up. Couples come and go,
while a monolog delivered by
he sang directly to the couple, i
J?ern«rd M,llef
happiness is a perfume that you Dave Broadfoot. a Canadian Import, including a much-married duo (Boa
they were plainly uninterested.
j S Jr;
Beaumont
can’t sprinkle on somebody else generally missed as a guffaw-getter. Benaderat and Don Wilson) and a
A “command performance” fea-15V’ic.r:.Hstcr Goldsmith
pair of sweet young things (Eilene
without getting some on yourself.
On the show’s" credit, however,
ture of the show brought in DL-,k ' ^ ^*****'' Sun., 11 a.m.
On his p-eem, the N. Y. Daily was some suave songstering by Jenssen and Michael Monroe),
Shawn, appearing at the Elmwood j !™“Tr^NTAI1* PR0DUCTS
Mirror columnist sprinkled his Nat (King) Cole, who’s currently each supposedly representing cer¬
Casino, but the young comedian
''.from Chicago
praise on the New Rochelle League appearing at the Copac-abana. N.Y. tain aspects of wedded bliss. But
tried vainly to get the attention
< Gao rye Hartman)
it is the widowed bureau clerk
of the party guests.
| At the. moment this Sunday for Service, an outfit which spon¬ The ginger socked across a few (Kim Hunter) on whom he finally
sors
hospilals and nursing organi¬ tunesTtnd then let his wife, Maria ‘
It is obvious that much more : mornin^ .tidbit is the sum and sub¬ zations.
settles, wresting her from the at¬
That
led
logically
into
a
take over for an okay vocal job
care must go into the selection of ■' f!tancc of the regularly scheduled
recitation of some of his on “I Wanna Go Where You Go ” tentions of. a philosophical sporting
tlic wedding pair and in the prepa-! j;!n' "oing out of the Chi NBC-TV Kenny dedicated
to nurses. While A windup duct on “I Can’t Believe type (Keenan Wynn), whose eye
ration of the show. As it stands i J),ant- Packaged this year by Jiilcs verses
she has also caught.
Kenny poetized, the cameras were
now, this very tired newly married i P(j)'w‘r Inductions, it’s a quasi¬ focussed on an illustrated page of You’re In Love Wit h Me” was good:
To the credit of the cast, they
couple and
ind their unhappy guests | educational quarter ■hour beamed
_
The
rapidfirc
acro-terp
routines
poetry.
Then Xcnny, who was of the Charlivels, a male trio, also manage to impart significance to
provided very compelling reasons : ^ ,,le Pet owners with plenty of shown
Saroyan’s lines much of the time,
seated
at
a
typewriter,
had
for those viewers who were con- ’ direct an(1 indirect emphasis on time for two public service an¬ gave the program a lift. The orch, whether it is present or not. Given
fronted by Ray Bloch, provided the a static script, John Brahm’s di¬
tomplating marriage to chuck the ; ,ht‘ sponsor’s pet food products.
big plans and just elope. That!, N(,(l r-°eke as the airline captain ■ nouncements.
un:„rtthe
,.ll# last one unfor¬ act with a strong musical assist, rection concentrates on character
bcinj
sin ely is not the intent of the show, hori and young friend, this time | tunately
>J*,ofJ
m thxrmid- while the camera coverage of the delineation, and there are any
rp
i
si
Hu? io jiiciKC room lor the ppyI stunts was effective. The windup
number of characters around.
Tew. I
'Continued on page 35)
I show.
llerm.
segment of the program was de- i
Kovc.

WOR-TV’s Telethon
For Palsy Fund Pulls
51(H) Despite Obstacles
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Wednesday, October 26, 1955
CONQUEST—MAN’S FIGHT TO LOOK AT RUSSIA
With Bill McCord, narrator; Louis
FLY
R. Levine, Frank Bourgholtzer
With Westbrook Van Voorhls,
Producer: Samuel Sharkey Jr.
Larry LeSueur, Conrad Nagel
Director: Charles Christensen
Producer-writer: Alan Cartoun
Writer: Stuart Little
60 Mins.; Sat. <22), 11 p.m.
Film Editor: Frank George Jr.
longines-wittnauer
Cameramen: Levine, Gerhardt
CBS-TV, on film
Stindt, Joe Oexle
(Victor Bennett)
30 Mins.; Sun. (23), 1 p.m.
Although falling far'short of its NBC-TV (film)
professed aim to tell the story of
It’s open shooting* season In
man’s struggle to conquer the air, Moscow and environs^with news
this one-hour stanza was nonethe¬ cameras, of course. With the “new
less entertaining, if not too in¬ look” in Russian diplomacy and
the accredition of NBC's IrVing R.
structive. It was a quick, super¬ Levine as a permanent broadcast¬
ficial rundown of the past 50 years ing correspondent and a nod to a
through a compilation of old film couple of CBS men on a tempo¬
clips, most of which were familiar rary basis -(soon to be made per-,
manent, the net hopes), U.S. radio
or similar to other shots used in £»nd tv audiences are getting their
several other historical film sur¬ first on-the-spot reports from the
Soviet since 1947. Now, in the
veys.
of two Sundays, have come
The clips, which ranged from sDace
“unc^nsored” news-oictiires stud¬
the always effective fast-motion ies of the Soviet, with CBS having
sequences from the 1900-20 period gotten in the first punch via. a rush
to the shot of the atomic cloud¬
on “Moscow Todiy”"' on
burst. were merely pegged onto a insertion
“You Arp There” of Oct. 16
central theme, the development of the
show fl^d NBC following a week
aviation.
This angle, however, later . (23) with . a specially-sched¬
comprised about one-quarter of
*.
....
the total show with the Test-uled qn e-shot.
“tlncensored”
is.
auotationpadded out by other historical
material.
Despite the dramatic m?rked because, though the. Comintonations of Westbrook Van mies didn’t touch the film shot,
Voorhis and CBS newsman Larry> they d;rf restrict the areas where
Nonetheless.
LeSueur, the show said ‘nothing it could be shot.
that -was new and very little that “Look, at Russia” was a vivid if
wTas clarifying or important. It only glancing look at the Russian
t-evine.
who
said nothing more than that planes man-in-the-st.reet.
have come a long way since the ohotograohed much .of. the footage,
Wright Bros, crates,. a fact that kicked things off with a display of
his apartment, comolete with
doesn’t need much underlining.
But the clips, whether seen' pre¬ dumbing fixtures, a discussion of
viously or not, were amusing. his news sources arid a bit about
There were the inevitable shots of how he’s finding life in Moscow.
the oldtime beauty contests and Then the cameras took free rein
turn-of-the-century vaude turns. of the streets and stores—the Gov¬
The early and unsuccessful at¬ ernment department. stores, the
tempts to fly were immortalized in “supermarkets.” the Soviet-styled
several hilarious clips while the “Automat.” From- Moscow, some
clip of the Hindenburg dirigible’s quick looks at farms and rut^l
explosion also was included. Po¬ communities, at factories, at the
litical, military and- theatrical per¬ Oriental areas in Russia, at the
sonalities, including Woodrow Wil¬ Don River canal, then back to
son, Teddy Roosevelt; F;D.R., Ru¬ Moscow for? some : man-in-the-j
dolph Valentino, Gen. .Billy Mit¬ street interviews bv Frank . Bourgchell, • Eddie Rickenbacker, et al., holtzer. then visiting from his
were also part of this- show’s vis¬ Bonn bureau.
I
ual potpourri which skipped light¬
It was these sidewalk inter- j
ly over all events with the speed views, perhaps, that shed more
of a jet, The pace, -at least, was light on Russian attitudes toward
right even if the substance was their Government and the inter¬
rather thin.
national situation than all the-rest
This show is the first of two of the footage combined. For ex¬
hour-long stanzas with the overall ample, Bourgholtzer told a uni¬
title of “Conquest,” to be tele¬ versity student that America is a
vised over CBS-TV.
Herm.
democracy, that we elect our lead¬
ers and-if we don’t like them we
throw them out. The student, too
HI TIME FOR COKE
polite
to start an argument, just
With Adrienne Falcon, guests
hung his head and didn’t reply,
producers: Miss . Falcon,. Dan although it looked- as if he was
Schuffman
itching to. Another interviewee, a
Director: Bob Gittins
just-demobilized soldier, said in
60 Mins.; Sat., 12:3d p.m.
answer to a question that he knew
COCA-COLA BOTTLERS
somebody and something were
WBKB, Chicago
keeping the Soviet and American
(D’Arcy)
people apart, but just who or what
There was mucho intra-trade they were, he didn’t know. Iso¬
casting' for this hefty hunk' of local lated interviews, • of course, are
Coke coin before WBKB boated it pretty meaningless in giving a.
rounded picture, particularly in
for early Saturday afternoons. Russia, but the impression was>
From the wrapsoff stanza (22), all that the Russians are far too in¬
involved with this teen-beamed doctrinated in the big lie to doubt
bash should be in a self-tongratu- what their Government tells them,
about international problems.
latory mood. All the ingredients,
Cameramen Levine, Gerhardt
neatly packaged, are present to put Stindt and Joe Oexle freewheeled
Coke’s best foot forward on the throughout Moscow and the coun¬
public relations front, not only try, giving the impression gener¬
with the youngsters but their fond ally of a . fairly well-fed, though
elders as well.
not prosperous populous.
It’s
Off the manner she handled her¬ probable they weren’t allowed into
self on the opener, the D’Arcy the
slums, and certain they
agency pulled a coup of sorts when couldn’t go beyond externals in
they wooed Adrienne Falcon over their pictorial examination. But
from Pabst beverages (soft drinks, after years of famine. “Look at
that is) to become Coca-Cola’s tv Moscow” was practically a feast.
ambassadress. As hostess for this Bill McCord in N. Y. did a fine
party, she was poised and gracious narrating job to a well-written
without getting too sirupy with her script by Stuart . Little. Frank
teenage studio guests, and she kept George Jr.’s editing was surethe 60 minutes going without a lag. handed, and Charles Christensen’s
Studio visitors. each . week are direction swift. Overall production
from a different high school as the by Samuel- Sharkey Jr. was Signi¬
soft drink company does a smooth fied and distinctive.
Chan.
.job of promoting itself by promot¬
ing the various board of education MAGGI AT MIDNIGHT
institutions. Miss Falcon chats With Maggi McNellis
with kids about their school’s ac¬ Director: Wesley Kenney
tivities, sports, etc. foe a good 5 Mins., Mon.-Fri.
Showcasing in the best “youth of Sustaining
America” tradition.
All of this WABD, N. Y.
naturally stirs up “see us on tv”
Maggi McNellis, one of the
interest along the high school glammer-girls of the days when
grapevine.
video started to wake up, is the
Wisely, there’s a generous sprin¬ new midnight reporter for WABD,
kling of straight entertainment N. Y. Her five-minute program
values with guest names, and disk takes in chatty news events as well
spins while the kids team up for as capsule reviews of first-nights.
so!^e rug cutting or whatever they It’s not an entirely new format, but
call it nowadays. Jazz pianist Don it’s a good working model of a
ohirley, on twice with a cool med¬ vest-pocket display.
ley and “Lullaby of Birdland,” and
This five-minute segment isn't
singer Joni James, who ran big enough to hurt or improve
through her “My Only Love” hit, Miss McNellis’ stature in the tele¬
scored big with the Harper high- vision community. Opening with
schoolers as the first edition guests. some trivia illustrated with some
It was a class effort from start still shots, she then launched into
jo windup and even the Coke her capsuled review of “The Desk
niurbs, nicely woven in by Miss Set” legiter from, which she re¬
r aicon, had a bigleague aura about turned a short time previously. To
them, With its Saturday p.m. Miss McNellis, the major value of
berthing, the show probably won’t the play was in the .speed which
srmg too big a notch in the rating it plodded along. She proclaimed
{J°°k.s’ hut it should add its bit in the first act to be slow, and the
Coke retain its stake in latter chapters picking up speed
the Chi market.
: * • • Dave.
and she liked Miss Booth. She

PfiStlETY
WANTED With Walter McGraw, others
Producers: Peg & Walter McGraw
Reporter-Narrator: McGraw
Director: Bruce Anderson
30 Mins.; Thurs., 10:30 p.m.
WHITEHALL PHARMA CAL,
BOYLE MIDWAY
CBS-TV (film)
(Bioto-Beirn-Toigo; Geyer)
“Wanted” is a quasi-public serv¬
ice telepix series out of the assembly. line of the McGraws (Peg‘|
& Walter, long in radio as writers)
that started off with.’a recap plus
undoubtedly important updated
material on the' Arnold Schuster
case. Schuster was a nice plain joe
from Brooklyn, who, as it turned
out, made, the “mistake” a couple
of years ago of recognizing the
notorious fugitive Willie (The
Actor). Sutton and informing the
police. Sutton was incarcerated in
Sihg Sing; Schuster was brutally
murdered.
^As far as the “unthinking” pub¬
lic is concerned, this is the hot
potential fate of a person who
“fingers” a gangster who’s a fugi¬
tive from justice. At program’s
finale, they furnish “clues” on
identifying, elements of a lamistei:,
in this case Frederick (The Saint)
Tenuto, urg.ing viewers to turn
information over to the police or
FBI. under confidential protection
of the informant, while at the same
time- disclaiming that the show is
functioning as a prejudge and pre¬
jury on the gent with the pictur¬
esque nom-de-crime who is alleged
to have a connection writh the
Schuster case.
Even so, considering the show’s
Schuster opening, what person
would gamble his life against his
civic spirit? It’s an awful dilemma
in which'" to put an average guy.
But this theory aside, this Peg &
Walter McGraw series must first
stand up as an entertainment com¬
modity if it is to be effective for
the public weal. With such a large
and perhaps lofty objective, it is
too' early to tell about that, and
premature judgment on that count
could turn out to be against the
public interest.
But viewed as an isolated pre¬
miere unencumbered by whatever
the subsequents might develop, the
teeoffer reminds somewhat of
radio longrunners such as “Gang
Busters” and “FBI in Peace &
War,” and perhaps also “Counterspy” in some of the action and in
the clue-pitch. The plain fact is
that the opener was largely a radio
show with pictures.. Its “reelism”
or truementary values are based in
the main on a “cast” composed ex¬
clusively of criminals and their
relative - acquaintances, witnesses,
informers, law enforcement offi¬
cers and correction-welfare agents
portraying themselves. In that re¬
spect, it is a go at the actuality
stuff with editing. In the attempt
at the realism presumably unclut¬
tered by fictitious drayma, much
of it seems deliberately designed to
come out “in the raw,” so that it’s
actually a dramatization of a sort
at that which bears some kinship
to the ex-“We- the People” in that
trough. Candor compels the state¬
ment that some of these characters
act and speak- like they usually
wouldn’t if they wrere not afront
cameras and tapes. The “story” is
strung together via good but some¬
times overextended, wordy narra¬
tive by McGraw in . the three or
four chores at which he’s function¬
ing in a partnership package with
CBS.
This kind of amateur sleuthing
(amateur being used in its less
strict sense vs. pro detectiving)
does not seem very convincing,
however it may turn Out in the
final analysis of crime. As enter¬
tainment, the “Wanted” preem
was not much- higher in stature
than the average half-hour actioner
in this groove. Initialer had a min¬
imum of “action” since the exces¬
sive offscreen exposition cuts
across the camera ingredients to
set up impedimenta on the “story”
content.
As a footnote, “Lux Video Thea¬
tre” was also engaged in crime,
via “The Human Jungle” (from
the pic), which for the first 30
minutes was absorbing. At 10:30,
when “Wanted” wanted in and got
it on CBS-TV, one viewer, at least,
was loathe to change channels.
This may be the tipoff competi¬
tively.
Trau.
mentioned some of the names that
were present at the preem. It’s a
handy compendium and can be
saved for subsequent premieres as
the same first nighters will- prpbably still be around.
Since the major value of her
preem show was in the-reception
of the play, Miss McNellis should
have concentrated on the opening
and even put in some incisive re¬
marks on the show for a greater
impact.
She’s an experienced deliverer of
lines and showed it, Her projection
of verbiage was hard, but the sense
of the show was hardly as firm. A
reversal of these items should be
in order.
Jose.
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ALICE IN WONDERLAND
MARY MARTIN & NOEL COW¬
With Maurice Evans.(host), Gillian
ARD
Barber, Martyn Green, Bobby (Ford Star Jubilee)
Clark, J. Pat O’Malley, Burr Director: Coward (Jerome Shaw
Tillstrom, Elsa Lanchester, Eva
for CBS) ,
LeGallienne, Reginald Gardiner, Executive Producer: Richard LewNoel Leslie, Michael Enserro,
ine
Gilbert Mack, Bernard Tone, Ian Musical Director: Toots Camarata
Martin, Don Hanmer, Robert Costumes: Mainbocher
Casper, Mort Marshall, Alice Set Designer: Robert Markel
Pearce, Skedge Miller, Tom 90 Mins., Sat. (22) 9 p.m.
Bosely, Hiram (Sherman, Ronald FORD
t
Long, Karl Swenson, Don Somers CBS-TV, from N. Y. (color)
Producer: Evans
(J. Walter Thompson)
Exec Producer: Jack Rayel
Television proved again on Sat¬
Director: George Schaefer
urday (22) that the only way to top
Writer: Lewis Carroll
TV Adaptation: Florida Friebus, ajMary Martin show is to get Mary
from stage play by Miss Friebus Martin. This time it was CBS’
and Miss LeGallienne
turn to turn the magic trick and
Costumes: Noel Taylor
cover itself with some spec glory
Scenery: Jan Scott
Musical Numbers: Staged and and stardust as it teamed up Miss
choreographed by Tony Char- Martin and Noel Coward for the
moli
Music: Richard Adinsell (conducted ■second of the 90-minute Ford Star
Jubilee spectaculars.
Whatever
by Franz Alters)
the pre-show misgivings or appre¬
90 Mins., Sun., 4 p.m.
hensions (particularly as they re¬
HALLMARK CARDS
lated to Coward’s appeal to Hin¬
NBC-TV, from N. Y. (color)
terland USA), tv viewing was
(Foote, Cone & Balding)
translated
into a sheer delight.
There’s long been a suspicion in
It^jyas CowaEd’s^ty. premiere in
every .lancUthat=»“ Alice in Wonder¬ America
and,
in solo and in duet
land” is a fantasy. This is a base with Miss Martin,
the celebrated
canard, undoubtedly a Soviet plot. English playwright-actorr-songwritAs presented by Maurice Evans on er-nitery performer and jack of all
Sunday (23). in the first of his show biz trades, established him¬
monthly spectaculars in * color, self as a resounding hit.
“Alice” was really “for real.” It
The word “spec” is a misnomer
also was head and several pairs of for this “Together With Music” dis¬
shoulders above previous telever¬ play. It was nothing more than
sions, by* Kraft TV Theatre and two persons in a tour-de-force
the old Ford program, if. memory (though person is hardly the word
serves; but as to that, the com¬ where an intangible magic is con¬
parison is too odious, for if no tele¬ cerned, as in the case of both Miss
vision edition of “Alice” were ever Martin and Coward) and with lit¬
given, Sunday’s would still stand tle more than a prop or two in
as 'lie job for everyone to equal. A support. Yet such skill, artistry
bow to Eva LeGallienne (White and showmanship went into the
Queen) and Florida Friebus, from two performances as to make the
whose stage work Miss Friebus 90 minutes a fleeting experience.
made the adaptation for tv.
CBS in one fell swoop attained
Aside from the undoubted splen¬ a considerable foothold in the up¬
dors of “Wonderland”-in-tint, with per spec strata, for this no-produc¬
those lovingly detailed-costumes by tion production was brought off
Noel Taylor and sets by Jan Scott; with all the desired taste and sim¬
the crackerjack sprightly score plicity. The obvious conclusion is
from Richard Adinsell’s bag, ba¬ that, with Martin & Coward, what
toned to perfection by Franz Al¬ else do you need? But the fact re¬
ters; the musical numbers staged mains that CBS played it smart,
and choreo’d by the peculiarly able resisting any temptation to over¬
Tony Charmoli; arid the puppet? produce.
The closeup camera
eering of Burr Tillstrom, doubling range, the general decor and tech¬
as the Mock Turtle with that nical assists were geared from
“Beautiful Soup” blueplate special sign-on to signoff to two rare tal¬
aria; aside from these, this was an ents giving their best.
What
“Alice" that moved cheerily, sel¬ emerged could well become the
dom letting up under the overall forerunner, if played the exact
direction of George Schaefer, same way, of a Broadway legiter
Evans’ longtime associate partner, that could run for as many seasons
and chief lieutenant, with Jack as the two stars choose to keep
Rayel serving for NBC as the ex¬ going.
With an impeccable Coward in
ecutive producer who welded all
the preparatory headaches into a black tie and red carnation, and
hippodromic canvas that came out Miss Martin in one of several nifty
to a turn exactly fitting any size Mainbocher creations, the show’s
screen: Many of the long famil¬ closing portion with the two stars
iar scenes came out looking like in concert for an extended medley
Hallmark Cards, which is strictly of faves cued to a thematic “Get
the idea when you want “the -very Out Those Old JRecords,” was a
best.” (Hallmark will undoubtedly memorable highlight of this or any
sell “millions” of the Laniel-in- tv season. Obviously It conjures
up the since-recorded Martinspired drawings.)
The cast was handpicked, from Ethel Merman songalog on the
Ford
50th anni tv spec of a few
the hoity toity stars (see credits)
to Humpty Dumpty (Karl Swen¬ seasons back, except that this one
son) toppling from the wall; but a if anything, carried a greater
sense of the fitness of things that wallop.
From Miss Martin’s “London
all the intramural troupers would
surely agree to, compels singling Pride” and' Coward matching tribout the 14-year-old English girl, ute-for-tribute with “Deep In the
Gillian Barber (imported for the Heart of Texas,” through such
occasion), who in her long rote, standards as “They Didn’t Believe
went through the 90 minutes with Me,” “You’re An Old Smoothie,”
an authority and charm belying “Shall We Dance,” a fast and
by both—here
her years.
She is a lovely little loosetv Charleston
in the best show biz tradi¬
lass, not pretty in the accepted was
tion. And the exit scene for the
sense, but winsome and winning pair
in the utilization of three
and graceful, and with a traditional sweeping
leading to the
respect for the English language stairway iscurtains
one of the major plqsses
the way she is spoke. In fact, in CBS’ production
book.
w'hether by birth, parentage or
Oddly enough it was in the open¬
breeding, this was largely a John ing few minutes, when Coward in
Bull or United Kingdom produc- dressing gown and Miss Martin
tion^Evans, Martyn Green (White established a “90 Minutes Is A
Rabbit), Miss LeGallienne (White Long Long Time” continuing
Queen), Elsa Lanchester (Red theme, that the show had its only
Queen), Reginald (White Knight) faltering moments. Once that was
and undoubtedly many another in hurdled it was dear sailing. There
lineage or taste.
.
was never a doubt after that as
It would be foolhardly to accen¬ the two maintained an exhilarat¬
tuate a particular scene. But view- ing pace and established a rapport
ersj old and young, will surely re¬ with. the audience. Using much of
member the classic “Father Wil¬ the material from his recent Las
liam,” the aforementioned “Soup” Vegas nitery act (and since record¬
out of Tillstrom; the Lobster Qua¬ ed by Columbia), Coward was in
drille; “I Sent a Message to the fine fettle as he sang, acted, gri¬
Fish,” and, of course, “Speak maced and gyrated through such
Roughly to Your Little Boy” The Coward-authored iteins as “Mad
banquet with its Banquet Song was, Dogs and Englishmen,” “Uncle
white, characteristically explosive, Harry” (he’s not a missionary any
too short, but a particularly appro¬ more); “Nina” (who hated to
priate finale to a majestic pro¬ rhumba) “Loch Lomond,” “World
duction — and without doubt was Weary!’ (from “This Year Of
full Of vicarious nostalgia for Grace”) and a medley of other exGeorge Jessel, who has rarely let musicomedy faves.
a banquet get along without his
Similarly, Miss Martin didn’t
toastmastership.
‘spare the tune as she went through
Viewers who are adult by the cream of the “South Pacific”
mentality must have been aware, in score, “My Heart Belongs to Dad¬
the vivid replay of Lewis Carroll’s dy,” “I Get A Kick Out of You,”
magnum opus, that they were in “I Only Have Eyes For You” and,
the presence of a master punster, as the show’s only pretense at
wordster and storyteller whose “production,” a satirized “Madame
“sublime nonsense” speaks with Butterfly” vignette, with Coward
wonderful bits pf philosophy cov¬ doing some prompting and kibitz¬
ering many major aspects of life ing. With two such brilliant and
with a gentle bite.
From this natural performers at work and at
view, how could “Alice” be any¬ their best even color seemed like
an intrusion.
Rose.
thing but reaj?
. /
Trau.
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JfiiijijY - ARB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart
VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau

time slot, i.e.9 a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬

on a monthly basis.

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

film shoics listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market.

All

Abbre¬

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;

ratings are furnished by ARB9 based on the latest reports.

(Co)9

comedy;

(Myst)9

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informed

women’s.

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

(Dr),

mystery;

drama;

(Q),

quiz;

(Dod),
(Sp)9

documentary;
sports;

(W)9

(Mus)9

musical;

western;

(Wom)9

Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are ZJHF.

show in the specific market.

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AHDWPR

Attention should be paid to time-day and

-STATION

DAYTON

- D1STRII.

SHARE
t%!

SEPTEMBER
RATING '

DAY AND ’
TIME

SETS INII
USE 1

RATING

Cavalcade of Sports. WLW-D . .10.6
Red Barber’s Corner. WLW-D . .10.6
Liberace .. WLW-D . . ....10.6

.27.9.,.. 68,0,...

.Fri. 9:30-10:00

2. Badge 714 (Myst).....WHIO.. .NBC....... gat. 10:30-11:00 .. • • • a . 22.0
..
3. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). WLW-D .Ziv . _ Wed. 9-30-10 00 .. .21.4...... ..
4. Waterfront (Adv)
WHIO . . :.MCA . .Sat 9:30-1000 ... .... .20.5. ..
...
5.-Science Fiction Theatre (Adv).WLW-D
.Sat. 10:00-10:30 ..
6. EHerv Queen (Mvst) .WHIO . .TPA__..Fri. 10:15-10:45
.. .19.4. ..
7. I Led 3 Lives (Dr).WHIO..
Follow That Man (Myst).WHIO..

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
“PROGRAM ^STA.

Stations—WLW-D (2) , WHIO (7)

Approx. Set Count—640,000

1. Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WHIO..

Those ad agencies listed as

.Ziv.

.10.3.

..

59.5 ...
45.0_ .47.3 US Steel Hour... WHIO .. .23.0
40.0.... . 51.1 Your Hit Parade. WLW-D . ..... 28.0
50.0.. .40.0 Theatre at Home. WHIO . .
72,0.... .27.0 Runyon at Night. WLW-D .
Tonight ... WLW-D .
Lux Video Theatre. WLW-D .
38.4....
Theatre Tonight...... WLW^D .
68.0....

.1C.6
.

6.8

.

6.8

. 4.6
Break the Bank. WLW-D . . 4.6
9. Eddie Cantor (Com).. WLW-D .Ziv. .Fri. 8:30-9:jo0 ..., ..... 15.2...... .. 38.2_ .39.8 Ray Milland . WHIO .. .21.0
10. Kit Carson (W).WLW-D .MCA. .Sun. 5:00-5:30 .... .13.9. .. 45.0. ... .30.9 Sunday Lucy Show. WHIO .. .13.7
8.

-

'

ATLANTA

.Sun.

10:15-10:45
!

..

..... Id..3 > •....

Approx. Set Count—460,000

..

Stations—WSB (2), WAGA (5), WLW-A (11)

1. Favorite Story (Dr). .WAGA.
,.. Tues. 9:30-10:00 .... _37.9. .... 66.5. .... 56.9 Itrs a Great Life.
2. Racket Squad (Myst). . WSB. .... ABC....._ ... Sun. 10:00-10:30 .... ....31.7. .... 82.5. .... 38.5 Sky Theatre.
3. Ellery Queen (Myst). .WAGA. .... TPA. ... Wed. 10:00-10:30 ... _22.1. .... 66.0. .... 33.5 Patti Page.
This Is the Story.....
4. Waterfront (Adv).... .WAGA. ....MCA.... .Thurs. 9:30-10:00 ..._21.4.... .... 42.0. _51.1 Lux Video Theatre.....
5. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). . WAGA. .... Ziv,.. *. ... Fri. 10:00-10:30 ...._19.4_ .... 63.0. .... 30.8 Football Forecast...
6. City Detective (Myst). .WSB........MCA. ... .Wed. 9:30-10:00 .....18.3.... ... 35.4. ....
7. Patti Page (Mus).. .WSB.,.... Screen Gems... ... Mon. 10:00-10:30 ..._14,3.... .... 48.5. ....
_Sat. 10:30-11:00 ... .13.3.... .... 46.0..... ....
8. City Detective (Myst)........ . WSB.
....Sun. 10:30-11:00 .....13.6.... -67,0..... ....
9. Star and the Story (Dr). .WSB.
10. Secret File, USA (Adv).,. WSB..Official. ... .Sat. 10:00-10:30

BOSTON

... WSB

.. .. .. .13.2

... WLW-A .. ... 4.5
...WSB .... ... 6.1
...WSB .... ... 6.1
... WSB ....
. .24.1
... WSB .... ,... 7.1

51.8 US Steel Hour. ...WAGA ... ...26.3
News; Weather. ... WLW-A .. ... 9.4
30.1 Tafon Wrestling. ... WLW-A .. ...10.5
20.3 Your TV Theatre. ... WAGA ... ... 3.8
Playhouse 15. ... WAGA ... ... 3.8
... .13.4.- 37.8. .... 35.4 Grand Ole Opry
... WAGA .... ...13.3

Approx. Set Count— 1,250,000

29.5

Stations—WBZ (4) , WNAG (7)

1. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). WNAC. .
Tues. 10:30-11:00 . .37.7. _92.5. 43.6 Vortex . WBZ ....
2. Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WNAC...MCA. .Sun. 10:30-11:00 .
.... 64.5. 38.6 Masquerade Party. WBZ ....
3. I Led 3 Lives (Dr).. . WNAC. ,.Ziv. Mon. 7:00-7:30 .. .22,4.... _82.0___ 27.2
WBZ
Nightly Newsteller. WBZ ....
4. Foreign Intrigue (Adv).. . WBZ. . .
.Mon. 10:30-11:00
.2L5 .... _ 60.0. 35.9 Summer Theatre. WNAC ...
5. Superman (Adv)... . WNAC.
.Fri. 6:30-7:00 ... ..... .18.6_ _71.5.. 24.3 News—Victor Best. .. WBZ ....
6. Range Rider (W).. WBZ . . . .CBS.. .Sun. 7:00-7:30 ...
7. The Falcon (Myst). . WNAC. .NBC . . Sun. 11:00-11:30 .
8. Patti Page (Mus). . WNAC.
. Mon. 7:45-8:15 ..
9. Lone Wolf (Myst).... . WNAC.
.Sat. 10:30-11:00 .
10. Wild Bill Hickok (W). . WNAC.
.Tues. 6:30-7:00 ..

..... .18.3_
......16.7_
.14.9....
......13.3....

John Wayne. WBZ ....
.... 60.5. 30.3 Waterfront
WNAC
22.1 Mept thp Precc
WBZ
.42.5..
37.5 ' News Caravan. WBZ v...
47.9 Your Hit Parade
.
. WBZ ....
20.6 News—Victor Best...WBZ ....
Starring the Editors. • WBZ ....

... 5.9
...13.7
38
... 3.8
...14.1
... 4.4
... 4.4
11 7
53
...20.4
... 32.2
... 5.4
... 5.4

*

>

MPLS.-ST. PAUL

Approx. Set Count —515,000

Stations—WCCO (4), KSTP (5), KEYD (9), WTCN (11)

Mr. District Attorney (Myst). . KSTP. . . ,
. ... Thurs. 9:30-10:00 .. _30.1.... .... 64.5. ... 46.5
i i . VV L/UU . «
2. Badge 714 (Myst).. . KSTP.. . ...NBC. .... Mon. 9:30-10:00 ... ... .29.1.... .... 59.Q. ... 49.4
• « * • XYrD
3. Lone Wolf (Myst). .WCCO. .. .MCA..Sun. 8:30-9:00 . _27.7_ .... 61.ff. ... 45.1
4. I Led 3 Lives (Dr). .KSTP. . . .Ziv. .... Tues. 8:30-9:00 .... ... ,23.6.... .... 49.5..... ... 47.7
Dateline Europe... ...WCCO .. .... 9.2
5. City Detective (Myst). . KSTP. . .
.Wed. 8:30-9:00
.... ... .21.4. ... .... 38.4. ... 55 8 TTS Steel Hnur
5. Hopalong Cassidy (W). .WCCO.-..
.... Sat. 8:00-8:30
..... ....21.4.... _50.0. ... 42.0 And Here’s the Show.... ...KSTP .. .,..12.9
7. Follow That Man (.Myst). KSTP. . .
.Fri. 9:30-10:00
.... ... .20.6..,, _47.0. ... 43.9 Adventure. Theatre.
...WTCN .. .... 9.2
8. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WCCO. ..
.... .Fri. 9:00-9:30
. ....19.0.... .... 41.0.
46.2 D.. Fairbanks Presents... ...KSTP .. ....12.2
9. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).... .WCCO. ...MCA...Sun. 8:00-8:30 . ,...18.0.... .... 37.2.
...
,
... 48.5 Loretta Young
... KSTP ,. ,.. .19.9
9. Bandstand Review (Mus). .KSTP. ..
.Sat. 9:00-9:30 . ... .13.0..., .... 41.5. ... 43.5 Wrestling ..
...WCCO ., ....13.3
1.

,
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FOREIGN MARKETS INTRIGUING
Foolproof, Bonded Stuff
Official Films and Its treasurer, Seymour Reed, have worked
out a seemingly foolproof method of helping to finance telefilm
production via bank loans without paying interest—in fact, con¬
tinuing to collect interest on the monies involved. It works with
U, S. Treasury Bonds," of which Official has accumulated some
$400,000 worth as a sort of rotating fund for use in raising produc¬
tion coin.
. , _ ,
, •
Way the financing scheme works is this: Banks make loans to
producers, but besides asking that the distributor (in this case
Official) guarantee the loan, also ask that the distrib put up part
of the money. Official found itself in this situation in a couple
of cases, but unwilling to take what amounted to a “second mort¬
gage” (in that its loan to the producer would come after the
bank’s), instead worked out the bond scheme. Instead of putting
up part of the coin, Official places' on deposit with the bank in
the form of collateral for the additional coin needed by the pro¬
ducer the additional amount in the form of bonds. Producer there¬
fore gets a loan in the full sum he asked, and pays the bank in¬
terest on this loan.x^Ofii^ial guarantees the entire loan and puts
up the bonds as collateral, but pays no interest and meanwhile
continues to collect interest on its bonds.
Official has already used the scheme in two instances. One was
with the “This Is Your Music” series, where the bank was willing
to loan producer Jack Denove four-fifths of the coin required if
Official put up the.other fifth. Official instead offered to deposit
as collateral bonds to the amount of the other fifth. Bank then
gave Denove the full amount of the loan. A supilar device, though
the circumstances were different, was used in the firm’s deal with
Sheldon Reynolds for rights to the “Foreign Intrigue” pix. As of
June 30, Official had accumulated $280,400 worth of bonds for
this purpose; since that time, it’s upped the ante to $400,000, buy¬
ing the bonds out of cash on hand, etc.

Public Relations-On-Film Service
Evolved By Marathon as News Hypo
A public relations-on-film serv--<
Ice, including e'ven the servicing of
television news shows with footage
much as an ordinary p.r. firm serv" ices print media with stills, has
been evolved by Marathon TV
Newsreel, one of the pioneer firms
producing industrial film^ for tv
showcasing. The p.r. service in its
simplest form involves servicing
Marathon-shot footage of news de¬
velopments on its clients, but most
of the firm's contracts have evolved
well beyond that into p.r. for all
media and on a planning-policy
level as well.
Examples of how the news serv¬
icing-on-film works are provided in
some recent news breaks involving
Marathon clients. Most recent was
last weekend, when Donald Camp¬
bell tried for a water speed record
at Lake Mead via a “Wide Wide
World” telecast. Marathon’s client,
Socony-Mobiloil, was sponsoring
the event and a Marathon crew,
under chief editor (ex-NBC) Ken
Baldwin was there shooting foot¬
age for a Socony film and for sup¬
plementary newsreel coverage plus
helping out the regular newsreels
and the NBC live crew. Another
example is when the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Rail Road
tested its “Talgo train,” with
(Continued on page 35)

‘Stage T Client on Tap
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Four Star Productions’ anthol¬
ogy .telefilm series, “Stage 7,” is
on the verge of sale to a sponsor,
and company exec producer" Don
Sharpe has gone to N. Y. to wrap
up the deal.
Series was on last season ou
CBS, being put on the air as re¬
placement to the Celeste Holm
show when it folded in mid-season.
Producer is Warren Lewis.

Towers Finalizes
NTA Distrib Deal
On Hour Dramas

EVEN THE ARAB TPA-Screen Gems Merger Off As
POTENTIAL BIG Government Nixes Cap Gains Deal
By ART WOODSTONE
Some intriguing foreign facts
about tv film sales were provided
by Sheldon Reynolds who evident¬
ly has made “Foreign Intrigue” a
lot more his business than most
tradesters think. In addition to
being a telefilm producer, Rey¬
nolds is head of a compact Euro¬
pean and Middle Eastern sales or¬
ganization that he says will pull
him between $7,500 and $8,000 for
each half-hour he makes.
In the pasPseven or eightTveeks,
in the time prior to the launching
of commercial United Kingdom
telecasting, American tv film pro¬
ducers rubbed their hands in glee
about the tremendous sales poten¬
tial in the English-language video
markets outside the U.S.A. While
Reynolds more or less agrees with
them, he has new twists about the
foreign language market that can
provide a more realistic return.
Reynolds believes that there are
ways to skin the cat in French, and
large Arab-speaking markets, for
instance, that few American pro¬
ducers have recognized. He was in
this country last week negotiating
a multi-package tv pix pact with
Official Films, details of which are
yet forthcoming, and to take care
of some angles on his new “For¬
eign Intrigue” feature.
A month and a half ago Televi¬
sion Programs of American prexy
Milton Gordon anticipated nearly
$10,000 for one or two-run sales on
his U. S. telefilm without benefit
of dubbing. That would give him
back roughly a third of his cost
for each half-hour bought or pro¬
duced through sales . to England,
Canada and Australia (which is
getting its own tv hookup ready).
And
Gordon foresaw
another
$8,000 or so in Latin lingo gravy
for celluloid.
Naturally, there
would be $1,000 dubbing costs on
each Spanish 30-minuter.
That’s a lot higher than the
$7,500 to $8,000 figure quoted by
Reynolds.
But Gordon and the
growing number of other U. S.
execs who are eyeing overseas for
their profit in these days of hiked
union demands and shrunken U. S.
tv market for syndication are only
dealing in estimates at this date.
Furthermore, no one can be sure
that they will ever realize that
$18,000 or $20,000 since it wmuld
mean clicking in every single sales
opportunity, a happy situation
which would be highly unlikely.
However, Reynolds says his $7,500
■is after the fact. This overseas take
has eliminated a third of his cost
of production ($21,000 a pic). He
pointed out that he has a threeman sales setup which has had
(Continued on page 34)

On a flyer to N. Y. last week
British tv entrepreneur Harry
Alan Towers closed productiondistribution pacts with Screen
Gems and National Telefilm Asso¬
ciates. While here, Towers also
gave the details of a deal made
sometime ago with Television Pro¬
grams of America.
Towers, who has a share in three
English tv firms, demonstrated his
entre with U. S. telefilm distribs
by finalizing a deal for sale here
of 13 hour-long vidfilms with
NTA’s Oliver Unger. It’s believed
the first situation in which an
The recent stack of half-hour American distrib has handled cel¬
luloid of the 60-minute length
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
films going from network play into made especially for video. Some
KRCA, local NBC-TV outlet,
syndication
rerun grows with
(Continued on.page 37)
will match feature pix against
MCA-TV’s addition of 39 “Big
kiddie programs dominating other
Town” pix. Made by Gross-Krasne
channels in play for late after¬
with Mark .Stevens fronting, films
noon audience, first time this ex¬
got a new “Headline” title.
periment has been tried in L. A.
Stevens starrers are being sold
Station is laying out" $250,000 as a
as a package distinct from “Heart
“test pattern” for future program¬
•of. the City,” larger “Big Town”
Hollywood. Oct. 25.
ming, acquiring 60 first-runs from
rerun group which G-K turned
Shooting on TCF-TV Produc¬
over to MCA a couple of years tions’ “Flicka” vidpix series is now Republic, through subsid Holly¬
wood
TV Service; 13 British mys¬
ago. Earlier made batch stars Pat rolling in high gear, studio spokes¬
McVey, and by no.w are being sold man disclosed last week, with nine teries and 13 Argyle films, though
Unity
TV Corp.; and the remain¬
generally as inclusions in- MCA stanzas already in the can. two
library deals.
Within past few more slated for this week. A steady der features already viewed here.
weeks, company has also added >hce of four is planned each
KRCA gets four runs of each
“Kit Carson” cowpix, bringing its month until a shooting break next pic in package buy,-with films to
total catalog to 28 series.
be shown from 3:30 to 6 p.m.,
March.
Other
Syndicator plans to call a semi¬
“Definite assurances” has been Monday through Friday.
annual regional sales meet inJN.Y. received by the 20th-Fox subsid markets will watch the NBC out¬
tomorrow (Thurs.).
Underlying from CBS-TV that “Flicka” will let’s experiment to see if theatri¬
powwow is plan for setting release be aired sometime after the first cal pix can build and hold an
dates on a couple of other new of the year. Net’s difficulty in ob¬ afternoon, audience. If station re¬
vidfilm skeins MCA has in readi- taining sponsorship was given as covers estimated $2,000 per-first' ness, names of which have not yet reason for debut delay, originally run-film cost, considered exor¬
L?en disclosed. Another item on scheduled in September. By ex¬ bitant for afternoon programming,
the regional agenda will be to lay¬ pected start, TCF-TV hopes to other markets may open up for
out the MCA merchandising setup have at least half of first 39 stanzas daytime firstruns and increase
(under Frank IHincolla) for next done, with whole batch completed pressure on studios to make vast
stockpile of old pix available to tv.
semester.
by March break.

39 ‘Big Town’ Pix
Into Syndication

Coast, Too, Gets Bug
For Aft. Features
Vs. Kiddie Programs

CBS-TV GIVES 20TH
NEW ‘FLICKA’ OF HOPE

+

Juicy ‘Lucy’ in Brit.
“I Love Lucy’s” take from
British commercial video gives
an idea of the market’s poten¬
tial for American vidfilm mak¬
ers, that’s if they can crack
through the quota setup.
There are six U. S. series
running in England now on
the new commercial lineups,
but the Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
starrer ranks as the highest
"paid with * tatsahome pay of
$5,000 a week, said Harry Alan
Towers, British tv exec.

346G Net Profit
For Official On
Gross
'9

Official Films showed a net profit
of $346,217 for the fiscal year end¬
ed June 30, the company’s financial
statement reveals.
Profit is $30,000 up from the previous year, and
in actuality is said to be far more
because of a change in accounting
procedures. Statement lists as the
chief source of income distribu¬
tion commissions and profit par¬
ticipations of $980,934.
While no
gross billings or sales figure is
given, key sources estimate total
year’s business at about $3,000,000.
Statement is being mailed to
stockholders this week prepara¬
tory to the company’s annual meet¬
ing Monday (31).
Already sent
out were proxy statements for the
election of officers and directors
and the authorization of additional
capitalization from 2,000,000 at 10c
par common shares to 3,000,000,
Increased profit, according to
prez Hal Hackett’s letter to stock¬
holders, came about through ac¬
quisition of “the most salable tele
vision properties,” the building of
a sales force, concentrating on dis¬
continued on page 37)

LOTSAO’SEAS TRAFFIC
ON TEEPIX DEALS
International traffic among tv
film execs is getting heavier these
days. Sunday (23) Ed Stern, prexy
of Ziv International, took off for.
a month’s o.o. of European tv. Last
week Wynn Nathan and Tom Mc¬
Manus, MCA veeps, flew from the
Coast and N. Y., respectively, to
Mexico City to firm a dubbing
deal there.
Harry Alan Towers (Towers of
London, etc.) flew from London to
N. Y. and back .to London in or¬
der to finalize three telefilm deals
stateside. Sheldon Reynolds, pro¬
ducer of “Foreign Intrigue,” Paris
fro and to on a multiple-film deal
with Official. Paul Talbot, who
heads Fremantle Radio and Televi¬
sion, got in a couple of days ago
from London where he established
a permanent sales office.

Norm Sickel Scripting
Sinatra Telepix Series
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Scripting for a new Frank Sinat¬
ra tv series will get under way
within the next 30 days, with shoot¬
ing depending on his film commit¬
ments, Sinatra and manager Hank
Sanicola disclosed last week as
they assigned Norm Sickel to be¬
gin developing his original crea¬
tion.
On basis of presentation, Toni,
which picked up tab for Sinatra
radio
series
(also
written
by
Sickel), has already optioned the
tv property.
Actual format re¬
mains hush-hush, but the series
will have an adventure flavor
which permits use of music. Pro¬
duction will probably be under
Sinatra’s Carlton Productions ban¬
ner.

Deal for Screen Gems to pur¬
chase
Television
Programs
of
America is dead, temporarily at
•least.
Milt-on A. Gordon, TPA
prexy, said the two-month-old ne¬
gotiations had been called off.
While Gordon gave no reason for
the breakoff, it was reported that
tax angles were to blame.
Purchase of the company by the
Columbia Pictures telefilm sub¬
sidiary was predicated on a capital
gains deal for Edward Small, TPA
bqard chairman and a major stock¬
holder in the privately owned out¬
fit.
(Other stockholders are prez
Gordon and exec v. p. Michael M.
Sillerman.) Under the revised cap¬
ital gains laws, a property must
be in existence three years before
it can be classified under capital
gains for tax purpqses, and TPA
was only two years old last month.
It’s understood TPA applied to the
Bureau of Internal Revenue for a
special ruling on the case and ne¬
gotiations continued while the rul¬
ing was awaited. Presumably, the
Government nixed the cap gains
application, and the deal was
called off.

Possibility still exists—though
neither company would confirm it
—that negotiations may be re¬
sumed in another nine months or
when TPA would be only two
months short of becoming subject
to capital gains.
Such a deal
would then be timed for consum¬
mation in September, 1956, the
firm’s third birthday. Meanwhile,
of course, TPA is going ahead full
steam as an operating company,
with its current sales sights set on
“The Count of Monte Cristo” se¬
ries and the upcoming “Tugboat
Annie” series, plus three other new
properties in the works.
Under
any circumstances, even if the deal
had been made, TPA would have
tentatively continued in operation
as an entity.
Negotiations for TPA had been
conducted by Small and Gordon,
while Columbia v.p. Abe Schnei¬
der and Screen Gems v.p.-general
manager Ralph Cohn had handled
the Screen Gems side. Trade talk
still persisted that Columbia had
planned to use the well-organized
and extensive TPA sales force for
sale of feature films to television.
At any rate, purchase of the com¬
pany would have given the Screen
Gems-TPA combine the largest sin¬
gle telefilm producing-distributing
business in the industry.

Wicks 2d British
Series; Signs BBC
Charles Wick, personal manager
and head of Telefilm Enterprises,
is propping a second made-in-Britain telefilm series and has already
sold the films to the British Broad¬
casting Corp. in a pre-production
deal. Wick planed to London over
the weekend for the start of pro¬
duction later this week on the
mystery-adventure series, which
will star Wayne Morris.
Title is
tentatively
pegged
“Day
and
Night.” pending legal clearance of
the phrase.
Accompanying Wick
to London was Larry Menkiri, who
was signed to a 39-script deal.
Series will be produced by John
Larkin
under the same setup
which turned out “Fabian of Scot¬
land Yard” for Wick.
Deal with
the BBC, unusual in that produc¬
tion hasn’t even.started, was made
on the basis of “Fabian’s” success
on the Government network, In¬
cidentally, “Fabian” has latched
,onto a sponsor in New York, with
Encore, ciggies picking up the tab
on WRCA-TV in a new Saturday
late-night time.

PAUL BLAIR TO UM&M
Paul Blair, vet film salesman,
has joined the UM&M syndication
operation as head of the Chicago
office.
He’ll headquarter at the
Chi office of United Film Service,
one of the three component com¬
panies of UM&M.
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PRUETT

YOUR RADIO THEATRE
! ♦
Oiftt Shall Be X® NisJeO'
I
WiSi Herbert Marshall, narrator; 4
Fredric March, Florence El- ♦
dridge. others; Don Stanley, an- *
ncwmcer
♦
Barry Gray, the WMGA N.Y
Producer-director.
Andrew C.
y+* M-M
midnight c»tmmentator — no c_sk
;.ockey he: he' only plays .an ecm- Writers: Various
Uy yEW

UNITED NATIONS TRIBUTE
(Tits Is tte UN.)
fTith Mrs. Elea a® r Roosevelt,
ITttUtm Meson, Paid Martin,
Michael Redgrave, Melryn Doug¬
las, Burl Ires, others
Writer-Prodneer-Direeton
Saul
Carson
ft Mins.: Sun.; 9:25 pjn.
Sustaining
WNEW. X.T.
7ez:h anniverSary cf the United
N£;:cr_s cans :r for reeogniticn ns

M-MH

From the Productloo Centres

^C^transcribed^ °° P'm‘

YORK CITY

_BiU Stern starts his second year as ^ ABCs sportscaster . . . Both

confession Saturday midnigh: in

Serkin. pianist. will solo Saturday '29> on WQXR’s “Young People’s
Concert" from Carnegie Hall . . . Eighth annual communion breakfast
cf radio-tv slated for the Waldorf Nov. 20, with tix available through
N. Y. C. agencies and stations . . . “Human Relations Workshop of the
Air” into eighth year via WHLI. L. I. . . . Roy Acnff guesting tonight
Wed.? on Bill Edmonds’ “Barnyard Jamboree” on WiIGM . . . Dick
Jackson, WOR-ar.d-tv Lack head, hitched last Saturday c22> to another
staffer Marlene Miller at St. Ignatius Loyola Church.
Tony Aless’ ne.v “Long Island Suite”" had first playing on Lenny
cay ci dimmisr.ed nighttime listecership. and. for a fact, it doesn’t Suiick’s music commentary show over WCPP, Freepnort ... Norman
lightest to ary Eradford named creative director of Product Services . . . Lewis
have to bow
Ln.'^_f --- 0f t>;e
things of yore. With Greist, ex-Hicks & Greist asst, account exec, joins CBS Radin spot
the frivolous minded, but to stu- ;7T.e
•od fore arc afting sales as a.e. . . . Joseph O. Meyers appointed mgr. of NBC News, up
dents of history anu serious citfrom chief of Central News Desk . . . Vet announcer John Hiestand
even makes a nice buy for a signed for new Edgar Bergen CBStanza.
-Ronald Dawson has sold some old radio script to Nationalist China
. : . Westport home of WCBS’ Martha Wright suffered heavy damage
in recent storm. Homes of Carl Ward, Herman Hickman and Jack
rWng also damaged, but minor . . . Walter T. Whippen named New
a’.l stanza was MIcha«5 RSJirsv.* *£T,»V ca~e?
l doriVlhirix*even ’ Xame-tileh: '"’Tour Radio The- England sales mgr. of Charles An tell Inc.
v/ho recalled the UN’s launching at {-q'sy pW 'read^ wou’d care rtre” has plenty of. Last week
Betty Green, secretary to Tom O’Neil, General Teleradio prexy. conSan Francisco and traced its multi- f"r jt ’ ^ ntv " c-o’umn" or that the husband-wife team of Fredric
fold benefits to the world’s peqpies p/-, »ou’d* aonrove cr*re usin®’ the March and Florence Eldridge were valescing at St. Joseph's Hospital. Yonkers . . . Milton Warren moving
through such UN affiliates as.‘the . Jr*e ^ tj-j- purpose -• However, backed for er.ee by what some from Forjoe station reps to WWRL sales department . . . Art Rust has
World Health Organization WHO
added, seemingly many do care! hopeful radio fiacker could bon- new weekend sports session for same station . . . WHLI fL.Lt chiefard the United Nations Eduea- judging%v his talks before civic estly say v/as a “top cast of sup- tain Panl Godofsky aiming at the “captive commuter” from Madison
tionaL Scientific and Cultural Or- gro-jps. jie Y;cn -dded that the porting actors.’’
’ Ave. via a series of passenger card ads on the LIRR ... Radio Pioneers
ganization UNESCO?.
Baker mess did much to alienate
Show has healthy vehicles too.. Club to present Frank A. Arnold, originator of term “broadcast adParticularly vivid was “This Is him from longtime show business The Marches did Robert Sher- vertising” when director of development for NBC from *26 through,
the UN.—Its Actual Voices 1950* friends and credited Nathan Straus wood’s “There Shall Be^No Night.” *32. plague today 'Wed.? in office of NBC y.p. William Hedges.
1955.” edited, written and directed Jr. for his steadfast loyalty in face and McLagien was “me Inform-’
Charles S. Monroe, CBS Director of Program Writing, taking a" deU* OdUl
W1UI WUpCldUUli
d.UlL'h^r for
iUL without
WKIiUU; the
liiC owner er.” of course.
by
Saul Carson with
cooperation of of attacks
Future dates call laved holiday at his Southhold. L. I. cottage ... CBS staffwriter Johanna
the UN. Dept, of Public Informa- of WMCA backing him up “I could for ruch as -‘Angel Street.” ‘‘Lost Johnston has another children s book. “Sugar Plum” »Knopf) out this
tion. Conferenciered by narrator v eil have been out of a job then. Weekend and Death ot a Saies- week . . . Berry Kroeger will narrate the radio show, “Tremdous Trifles”
for Columbia.
Joseph Schildkraut, stars in “A Song for An Autumn Evening.’*
that Canada’s Mackenzie King aptly from" ihe"Stork 'ciuY.' and from t"e7 Chan nYVadlo* royalty‘at alh''%'
“4
dh^ct0^* l°r
referred to as “The Magna Charta that stemmed a series on columnist: March v.as at all times effective ?'-r,°nD1C Dise^e Ho-pual, Brcokijn.
It 11 be heard Saturday «29),
01 Todays World.”
V< alter V» incheil. and 0."ber snow - ^
acclaimed Finnish doc- Zy~°'
P-m*
cire-V S-hdav
nigh:
23
ever
WNEW. N Y.r and' 99 other U 5. v .ser. and utilizing an "Inv.te"*
^co a^c>.'^
stations.' Show was also rebreac- rrirr: a pubnsner
CcSt through Voice cf America. .ifv'h_
U.L''1 -“T
Canadian Broadcasting Ccrp. and preium^tucus ^on ^R-y v";
ear^ n-^i
UN. Radio. Mainstay of the pro¬ ;tateu tnat. alter :iur
gram «as tape recorded voices cf
. c= • :’v “*'1“
statesmen of the world whose com¬ C.un-Baiier anair: trat re -in , a^o
r. = u seen -^ements were sandwiched in at ap- c.iCo*enen r.e
He a.so “;ej:iY“
mentioned
pronnate points to illustrate the .2'-^
e V-juf 1 •
—1I V
VM s growth and scope.
_117
771.
Obviously this was dull sti
,
. ,4.

__p:o. A fcrtnigJit ago the audio
web inserted a de luxe SS-minuie
dramatic stanza. “Your
Radio Theatre." as a three-cut-offtur-week replacement for anr\-~r classy, but less commercial.
orcgr-n called “Bicnranhies .n
c.^Ynd ' It's as fine as any scnndonly nreser.tation available :n *
;.;rj£r-*)^|

wiS.is HOLLYWOOD ...
Sunt^fJd Mi“ Eld^e^^ *
fnZ™ «“P f tbe.p?m?,0n $5%*? Bf?'
"Atoms for Peace.-’ It was poidted
■ impressed as his American wife', "^headman Jim PoUat sent out a cad to Lew TMertan lor fce.p.
oat that the ITNs credo was "pa'Sherwoods
spm holism,
of
an. . u be coming along to handle nine shows where there were ml;
tience and persistence” and these * v v TirrmTanvovir
j idealist trving to cure insanitv tv‘° seven months ago . . . Ev Meade looking in on Voung & Rub>
qua-ities were certainly more than whh
Fa^tt limmentaior- while the v or!d was on th* brink ^ sho’vs in this capacity as consultant, ^’Our Miss Brooks” and
virtues as attested by the remark-;
rn*4t
' of its greatest insanity, was per- J°bnny Carson getting an especial ogle because of their short 13-week
’ 6UC:jk
haps a mite too broad, but still the fjrm commitment . . . Charlie Hamilton, a singer who became station.
a ole manner
ProdncenPIStii
• play flowed from one stimulating manager and assistant to the prez, entered his 20th year at Earle C.
machinery dealt
alt ^h0^e
wich one CL>'>
eri^._ Qft
wTr_,c Sun.,
Cnn 2:30 p.m.
90 Mins.,
after another.
] sequence to the next.
; Anthony’s KFL . . . "When NBC veep John West scanned the golf
Art.
,
,
Sustaining
. card of Leo Durocher, winner of the net’s annual golf tourney, he
UN's accomplishments and cb- CBS, from N. Y.
I mocked his chagrin with, “who you working for next week?” . . ,
jectives also came in for scrutiny
’ N. Y. Philharmonic, oldest RAID THREE
The
| Peter Potter moved his “Juke Box Jury” from CBS’ KNXT to NBC’s
from Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt. In¬ 114 years- yet one of the spriest.With John Raleigh, Paul Taylor
I KRCA.
Says he tripled his stipend . . . Gil Henry, formerly with
dia’s Krishna Menon and Canada
oi U. S. symphs. opened its 26th ’ Producer-Director: Fred Harper
; KING, Seattle, will have his own programs on KNX ... KFTs Ben
Paul Martin in a brief discussion season or. CBS Radio Sunday after- 25 Mins.; Thurs. <20) 8A5 p.m.
: Hunter was “elected”
honorary
mayor
of Holl.vwood.
Each vote
witn Raobi Irpng Miller. They noon .23., -aith an all-Mozart pro-{KTW,-Philadelphia
..
.
.
v/ere guests^ of WNEW s Sunaa> grarr, ^ Qeference to the com- : It’s now routine for night raids meant 10c to the Kiwanis kid fund . . . Sid Strotx coming back to
night airer. “The Bibie m .-action, .power’s bicentennial year.
The to get on-the-spot coverage from Hollywood after disposing of his Coca-Cola franchises around Pitts-

tures.
years ago by the Philharmonic s dope raid the opening sound ef-CBS.
Cantoris exclusive with Ziv runs out in February . . . William
Show
also marked the debut of first violist. William Lincer. With fects are the same—the chilling .- Morris.....aviMUtL
_
Morris* Phil Weltman had a series with the late John Hodiak starred
“The Ballad For the UN.” which ' the orch’s -first-desks—concertinas- . bating of dogs. John Raleigh,ready for sale when the actor was struck down *0 suddenly
Ed
WNEW copy chief 5Iilton Robert- ter John Corigiiano. cellist Laszlo KYW news director and Paul Tay- Cashman, veepee at Foote Cone A Beldine to N Y for takp’nff of
son wrote for the occasion with • Varga and violist Lincer—as solo- lor. station's top newsman, further: Maurice Evans’ Hallmark series.
6>
* *
0
music composed by Hal Schaefer. ‘ ists. the work proved very engag- hypo the mood with descriptions
Burl Ives sang the lyrics in his own ; ing and the performance firstrate.. of the darkened houses, the empty < jvr /’jjm ACfh
inimitable style, backed by Red-; Program also contained two pi-’ narrow streets and the awareness**^ CiJI L/iO-ly . • •
grave’s fine narration. About the i ano concertos, the D Major <K.; of people looking from behind; Elbert Kamp new veeoee strioer at 4 C Nipl^n^ rhi
->a
only flaw in this fine public sendee 451- and C Major =K. 503-. expertly «lifted blind slats. Cops bang on a! department and JaekISsL a^d^ CarlviP
®^1Vk
program-'for which WNEW cleared ; and sensitively played by Rudolf : door and the immediate response is | 2®Pv
and
llk,e.
w
lse,.veePe4
m.
the
its commercial schedule save for. Serkin. The orch. under Dimitri ’ from all the neighborhood mutts. ' N. Y. office ... Bud Cflllyer and his “Feather Y’our Nest” daytimer
two five-minute newscasts' was} Mitropoulos’ precise baton, gave The pattern follows previous raids: roosting in NBC-TV s local plant for two weeks of originations start¬
some tape recorded comments that ’ the pianist deft and well-balanced ; Denial that the addict lives there, ing Monday *31) . . . Charles Tennant Jr. is departing his creative di¬
were unnecessarily repeated.
! support.
mnnnrt
ior
i or ”hp\<;
“he’s at wnrlr”
work.” thpn
then thp
the arroct
arrest. rector post at the Geoffrey Wade agency to fill Miles Labs’ newlyGilb.
Intermission time had music! Tapes are sometimes muddled created director of advertising berth . . . Robert Durkin, ex-Sears
commentator James Fassett internoisy, hut the sock emotional Roebuck, new addition to Howard Coleman’s WNBQ-WMAQ ad-promo¬
the Coast from his WAAF
__1_1 i' material
material comes
comps thrmiffh.
Ponpvp.” tion staff . . . Marty Faye commuting
viewing Serkin, in a talk recorded
through. ‘“Popeye,
CRITIC-AT-LARGE
last week'at the pianist’s home ini'"*0 ^Jieves the world would be deejay duties to handle pitches for Muntz TV . . . Harriet (Sis) Atlass
With Phil Gelb
Vermont. Serkin. very shy, talked ’ t>e^ter if everyone used dope, would taking the second generation trail as a production assistant at WBBMProducer-director-writer: Gelb
a little about himself, his piano- • ma.ke no further -statement as he T\ helmed by her dad Les Atlass . . . Oliver Corp. picked up the daily
15 Mins.; Mon., 3:45 pan.
playing as a child, and first public • waited for the wagon in the corner tab on Norm Kraeft’s WGN noontime weather reports . . . Chi NBC
Sustaining
appearances.
The two discussed •
a dimly-lit store. Another strong newsman Alex Dreier leaves next week for a two-frame vacation with
KUOM, Minneapolis
the concertos on the program, and : sequence was the interview with a John Holtman subbing on the early morning regional Skelly newscasts
c0rir;n
! former boxer. Honevchilp. Johnson. and the Saturday morning “This»Farming Business” .. . . Reginald
Carey brought in from Detroit as new office manager of CampbellEwald vice Earl Clements who will specialize in account work . , . Chi
Come?”
Honeychile
replied: “That’s NBC-TV ad-promotion manager Hal Smith and' Steve Krasula* of the
«1 ln
anE--;e-r*°,h •ROlice
tion irT'^nir
now hastt a ntregular placennn.
on iI 5SSea'Umey4wr?tlS«
*nZ
h„ef
'Jh.
the way things happen. I guess.”
done
some
rewriting.
One
of
the
WNBQ-WMAQ
ad-promotion department inked in as panelists on the
the KUOM, U. of Minnesota non two concertos, surprisingly, had
A stirring interview was the
commercial radio station, schedule
calm questioning of a whimpering Federated Ad Clubs’ workshop session Tuesday <D.
20-year-old boy by a Police Lieu-' iV nrjir jnrr nrrr a
role dissecting plays, films and j haJ™”lc.before last weekend. •
tenant. The boy, who had already j
atllLj%UiLLr tllA.
books in a severely critical and • hlYf™;n5,.p/ri0ngrna51‘h*2rei' served a prison. term on narcotic
Ed McMahon, W'CAU-TV
-personality, promoted to Major in
highbrow fashion.
! |tartdf ® the s™Dhonv
R?oif I char«es. whined that he would lose L.S.M.C. . , . Ludy and
Marge Love cleffing new tunes for L«e Dex¬
First of the fall-winter series j
r__• p
~~ .
on" i his 30b in a department store. His
had Gelb, himself a playwright \
| father chimed in claiming the ter’s WPTZ puppet show . . . Erwin Rosner upped to general sales
of WPEN
and now a regular KUOM staffer
“arrest was 'a frameup” and that i manager
. „ „
^ .- .- .- Mary
- Dorr, WFIL-TV film hostess, piloted own
«««
“ it would kill his mother.” The*
Beaver Falls. Pa., meeting of American Women in Radio and
after service on the school's facultv. explaining “the myth and l
n
nr m® irn rk
1 ' outh was taken in to City Hall, ■ Television . . . Gertrude Berg to make three day visit (Nov. 9-12) . . ,
Frank Elliot, director of sales development for CBS-TV spot sales
meaning of ‘Mister Roberts’ and.
l/HPS
W IIM-TV Prntp^t i however,
in the dope dragnet.
Luca IIJllU If IIUICM
The narcotic raids pianned and lectured on tv audience measurement at WCAU-U. of Pennsylvania
in • so doing, discovering implica-1
tions likely to escape the average!
briefed with all the thoroughness course i24) . . . Harry Sheldon, Atlantic City deejay, started a progres¬
Lansing. Oct. 25.
persr1
WJIM-TV has protested to the of a Commando attack, keep not sive late-night jazz session on WHAT t24) . . . Claire Parker, “Miss
Gelb. po'sse«-sor of a flawless air- U. S. Department of Justice against only the police up all night, but New Jersey” 1952, has replaced “Miss Claire” Coleman on WFIL-TV’s
lar.e deli’.try, impressed in this the NCAA’s refusal to permit it to also a large segment of the press “Romper Room” . . ’. Donald Thornburgh, pres, and g m of WCAU
toeoff as an erudite and deep j telecast the sellout game between and broadcasting industry. Taylor attended the regional NARTB meeting in Roanoke, Ya., as member of
trlnkmg critic as he probed deep-' Illinois and Michigan State. H. Grant, in the wrapup for KYW tv panel.
Jy in his ana.;, sos of “Trial.” also f. Gross, station prexy, said the said: All the law officers concerned
deserve a pat on the back.” That
rZ™VneJl\/‘‘rr‘ :r'ere‘ an,d “Roberts.” £ast Lansing game had been a sell- fllso goes for his station's news de¬ IN BOSTON ...
'
.w'*1 an? 5i‘?u' out for 30 days and that both uni- partment and documentary staff.
WEEI’s “Beantown Varieties” continues to be broadcast from the
' ’ pictures''surfaces he nrerid'- 'pities had consented to the teleGagh.
r.ra?d»*^oncourse at Soulh Nation daily from 8 to 9:30 a.m. with
‘ed'some'food
as°weii•
"o'-vhelming" pubCarl Moore, emcee. Tommy Russell, announcer, and cast of 18 enteras interesting and entertaining; llc demand in the aiea
Models have
Cleveland—WNBK is donating ta^ing commuters in behalf of the Red Feather fund.
commentary.
Gross added the game was elig¬
a full-hour film stanza for different been added to spark the drive and the show continues from the railIt’s a different sort of criticism ible for telecast under NCAA rules. charity sponsorship each Saturday ^irStatlon thro.l^h $at- ,29' • • • Harold Fellows, former gen. mgr. of'
and Its very offbeat character The NCAA announced the telecast
WEEI now president of NARTB, was discharged Monday <24) ^from
spells listener allure, especially was rejected because it would over¬ afternoon according to Lloyd Yo¬ Peter Bent Brigham Hospital after a bout of virus pneumonia.
He
for the type of intellectuals who lap other games within a 90-mile der, general manager, with Com¬ will convalesce at his Swampscott home for two weeks and further
munity
Chest#
kicking
off
opera¬
dial in on this station.
Rees.
area of the contest.
tions (221.
(Continued on page 37)
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The Big News in Philadelphia...
Is the News on WCAU-TV
prepared by the biggest and best news staff of any American station!

The 11 o’clock News
RATINGS NOW 57% HIGHER THAN COMBINED COMPETITION!

LOOK AT THE NEWEST RATINGS:
MONDAY..
18.2 ARB SOLD OUT
TUESDAY .... 17.0 ARB SOLD OUT
WEDNESDAY.. 17.6 ARB SOLD OUT
THURSDAY... 13.6 ARB SOLD OUT
FRIDAY..
23.1 ARB SOLD OUT
A higher rating than the combined ratings
of all 3 newscasters on all 3 networks:
John Daly—ABC...Doug Edwards—CBS...
John Cameron Swayze—NBC.

NOW!

A new opportunity to cash In—the greatest 5-minute strip show in Philadelphia—

NOW AVAILABLE

on WCAU-TV

5 TIMES WEEKLY ACROSS THE BOARD, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

The town's outstanding newscaster...on the town's outstanding station. The biggest 5-minute strip buy in Philadelphia—and it s open now!

WCAU-TV
Channel 10, Philadelphia
THE PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN STATION
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TV-FILMS
Map TV Film Code

Foreign Market Intriguing
-■

- Continued from page 31

the European sales twists worked
out for a long time.
Reynolds got only $400 for each
“FI” stanza pacted in French Can¬
ada. That out out the $2,000 po¬
tential cited by others for that
market, but Reynolds said his deals
had the Canadians paying for their
own prints and dubbing. There¬
after he got the Gallic soundtrack
free to use jn France proper, which
most vidfilmers shun since tv there
is embryonic.
7% of Theatrical Gross
Reynolds’ French raison d’etre,
however, ‘is theatrical and not tv.
He pointed out that each short
shown theatrically gets 7% of the
gross from the theatre, and they
all have to play a short with every
feature-length pic. He said that
he has been selling about 10 out of
every 39 “FI” pix as theatrical
shorts. Amortizing his profits, the
producer sales chief saULhe’s been
pulling from
French theatres
$1,500 for each and every half-hour
produced.
Italy and West Germany don’t
pay from a tv viewpoint either,
but he noted that there is an im¬
portant Arab market. He said it
has been all too neglected by vid¬
film makers. He said the Middle
Eastern area will take on the
average of one feature from him
for every 39 half-hours produced.
(Three 30-minuters comprise a fea¬
ture.) He explained that this was a
largd extra dividend for the TV
film producer.
Of course, in drder to click n the
Middle East, Reynolds cautioned
that the story has to be right. He
said that after the initial flounder¬
ing he began shooting “FI” with
the necessary story demands in
mind.
Reynolds had a few things to
say about British video. He noted
that there was a 20% quota in ef¬
fect on importation of outsideU. K. product. It’s, a union restric¬
tion, he said. (Others say it is not
official.)
Though Reynolds said
the English are willing to' pay
“shockingly high” prices for vidfilm, it would look as though few
American producers are going to
crack the barrier, so it might be
better not to calculate the Eng¬
lish take in the foreign sales pic¬
ture. (There are those tradesters
who visualize producing more and

more in Britain to beat the quota
rap.)
Incidentally,
Reynolds,
who
stopped producing “FI” telefilm
after four years, said that the pri¬
mary reason for doing a feature
under that format was to give the
video series a chance to return
later on under the stimulus created
by the feature.

CONNE-STEPHENS
ROLLS FIRST SERIES
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Heavy production sked of ConneStephens Productions Inc., just in¬
corporated in California for $1,000,000, gets under way Dec. 5 with
the first of eight announced prop¬
erties, an anthology series, going
before the cameras.
Firm has
been authorized to sell a first issue
of 300,000 shares at $1 par to fi¬
nance a longrange telefilm produc¬
tion program. Output will be dis¬
tributed by William Morris.
Officers of C-S include William
Stephens, prexy; Harry Maizlish,
owner of KFWB, v. p.; Jerome
Webber, secretary and counsel, and
Alice Blackburn, treasurer. Ed¬
ward R. Conne heads directors
board, on which all officers plus
John G. Stephens serve.

Ziv’s 2-Coast Commuting
Service for Performers

First major concrete program¬
ming project for the fall of 1956
was consummated at ABC/TV this
week with the inking of Four Star
Productions to turn out: a series
of one-hour dramas to be filmed
on the Coast, Paris and London:
Series is titled “Wire Service” and
will use a wire service setting as
the peg from which to get into
varying types of dramatic yarns.
Series will star three rotating
name actors, none of them signed
yet (they won’t be the “four stars”
of the production company—Dick
Powell, David Niven,. Charles Boy¬
er and Ida Lupino). Only produc¬
tion plans firmed yet is the Jan. 15
delivery date for the first film in
the series—and that so that the
network can start peddling the
films at that time. Plans call for a
minimum of 26 hour films and a
maximum of 39 the first year.
Deal was set by Four Star exec
producer Don Sharpe and ABC’s
Bob Weitman, with the latter to
act as the network’s production su¬
pervisor on the series.

Ziv Television Programs is in¬
augurating a N. Y.-to-L. A. actors’
shuttle by which it plans to make
heavy use of Gotham legit-tv tal¬
ent in its Coast-produced vidpix
series. First pair of Gothamites
tapped were Sidney Blackmer and
Maria Riva, who were flown out to
the Coast last week for single
stints in, an upcoming Ziv series.
New. setup has been extended
to writers, sans the traveling part.
Such Gotham-based scripiters as
David Davidson, Robert Howard
Lindsay, Carey Wilbur, Mel Gold¬
berg, Stanley Niss, -Marc-Brandel,
William Templeton and Bernard
Wolf are turning out screenplays
for the new Ziv productions. En¬
tire writer-actdrs setup is being
handled in N. Y. by Dick D’Orso,
E. James York has joined Screen
Ziv’s newly appointed manager of
N. Y. talent and program develop¬ Gems as manager of the Columbia
Pictures subsid’s merchandising
ment.
department. York has been with
King Features for the past 12
years, handling merchandising of
top comic strips in the post of
Arche Mayers, who has been assistant, to the manager Of the
working on a new distribution and special service department. York
syndication firm since he sold reports to ad-promotion director
Unity Television several months Henry White, while reporting to
ago to Joseph Seidelman, has'es¬ York will be Robert Cooper, who’s
tablished the company under the been named supervisor of pre¬
title of Standard Television Corp. mium merchandising, and Joyce
Irvin Shapiro, with Mayers at Selznick, supervisor of merchan¬
Unity, is again associated to pro¬ dising exploitation.
cure new-for-tv product.
Screen Gems is currently con¬
Company is lining up a feature centrating on merchandising . of
film package to be revealed the “Rin Tin Tin" show, with some
I shortly.
35 items currently being licensed
and manufactured. Items include
Memphis — WHER, Memphis’ kiddies’ cavalry uniforms, hats,
newest AM .indie, programmed toys, etc.
with all-femme talent cast, has
named Dotty Abbott, w.k. local
New York — Bernard Musnik,
radio performer as the' station’s after 15 years with Crosley Broad¬
program director. Miss -Abbott casting latterly as veep in charge
was formerly a top staffer with of sales in the east, has quit to
WHHM, Memphis indie and han¬ move into vidfilm sales for Ziv.
dled program duties for KNOI, Musnik will concentrate on N. Y.
Phoenix.
ad agencies for national spot sales.

York to Screen Gems
As Merchandise Manager

LIVES

In Bill Wagner’s tv,class at the U. of Houston, embracing 32 students
Variety is used as a textbook because he believes it to be “best
suited for requirements of the course.” He reports the class “geii
uinely enjoys the weekly issue, not only, the Radio-TV section but
other featured as well, and I have received nice comments from the
students to the effect they are learning a great .deal about show
business and tv in particular.”
Willard E. Walbridge, general manager of Houston’s KTRK-TV of
which Wagner is production manager, puts it another way in a letter
to this publication: “I’d say the world has come to a pretty pass when
a bunch of deadenders like you guys parlay your soap wrapper into
a college textbook.”
In the juxtaposition of figures, an impression was gained last week
that National Airlines had bought Steve Allen’s show for $10,000
cross-the-board on WRCA-TV, N. Y., in the NBC flagship’s reshuffle
of the post-11 p.m. block (with Allen starting at 11:20 for a 10-minute
stanza, preceded by sportscaster Jimmy Powers at 11:15 for Knicker¬
bocker Beer, which will become Allen’s ex-sponsor as of next month).
National Airlines will have a one-minute spot in a five-minute segment*,
leaving other segment open. Participant pays at the rate of $850 per
show’ and since the pact is for 13 weeks, it receives a frequency
discount of 5%, according to WRCA-TV. Latter originally had offered
the 10-minute stanza for $2,500 per night or trimmed to $10,000 per
five-day week. Apparently it was figured a solo sponsbr would be
snagged, but then the sales pattern was changed to put it on a par¬
ticipating basis, at the lower figure as indicated’ by the National Air¬
lines’ fee.

4-Star to Film
One-Hour Drama
SeriesforABC-TV

Mayers’ New Setup

\v

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Attempt to frame a strength¬
ened and strongly-backed tele¬
vision code for film producers
will be made later this week
when the National Audience
Board meets with the National
Society of Television Produc¬
ers in a joint effort. NSTP,
headed by Lewislor Produc¬
tions chief Tom Lewis, already
has framed a code but is seek¬
ing support of the widelybased Audience Board.
Audience Board, headed by
Peter Goelet, former radio
operator, was called in by
NSTP general counsel Max
Gilford. Sessions start Fri¬
day (28)*

VIGOROUS

J1

1

A distinguished professor of law collapsed and died Monday (31) at
Fordham U>, the Bronx, just after congratulating RCA-NBC board
chairman David Sarnoff on his lecture titled, “Freedom, Responsibility
and the Law” (Sarnoff also receiving an honorary degree). He was
Prof. I. Maurice Wormser, 68, ex-corporation law expert and member
of the Fordham law faculty for more than 40 years. While felicitating
Brig. Gen. Sarnoff, Prof. Wormser was stricken and had to be assisted
to a chair, dying shortly after. In the interim, Prof. Wormser was
treated by Dr. Cornelius H. Traeger, Sarnoff’s medico.
I

Beginning Dec. 21, the ECC will accept applications from broad- t
casters wishing to establish international radio stations. Frequencies
will be assigned In the 5,950-26,100 kc band for use during specied
hours for transmissions to specified foreign countries. Under inter¬
national agreement, the limited spectrum space available for this serv¬
ice must be shared among the nations. Most international stations in
this country are now under contract to the Government and these
are not subject to Commission jurisdiction. However, there are two
stations which engage in private operations—WRUL (Worldwide) in
•Boston and KGEI (General Electric) in Belmont, Calif.
Assn, of National Advertisers is settling into the N. Y. Hotel Plaza
from Oct. 31 through Nov. 2 for its 46th annual meeting. ABC prexy
Robert Kintner will sit on a panel which poses him against Harold
Barnes of Bureau of Advertising and Warner Moore of Outdoor Ad¬
vertising Inc., in discussion of “media’s creative marketing contribu*
tion to more productive advertising,” general theme of the sessions.

CHERTOK PRODUCING
TUGBOAT’ FOR TPA
Television Programs has handed
over production reins on its up¬
coming “Tugboat Annie” series to
Jack Chertok, and the series will
get underway shortly at General
Service Studios on the Coast,
where Chertok headquarters. Still
in the works is casting on the title
character, and this has been the big
stumbling block thus far. Edward
Small, TPA board chairman, ’ who
had acquired the property from
the Norman Reilly Raine estate
early last year, has been trying to
cast the part for over a year now.
Deal with Chertok to produce
marks a switch for TPA. In the
past, when it has owned a proper¬
ty outright, it has done its own
production, usually under Leon
Fromkess or another of its exec
producers. It has also dealt with
outside producers like Bob Max¬
well (“Lassie”) or Harry Saltzman (“Captain Gallant”) on co¬
production deals, but this occurred
only when the property was held
by the producer. “Annie” marks
the first time TPA is contracting
out the production of one of its
own properties. TPA, incidentally,
has dealt with Chertok on another
matter recently—it took on dis¬
tribution of Chertok’s “Private
Secretary” reruns, retitling them
“Susie.”

Salt Lake City—Glenn Shaw be- j
comes general manager of KDYL i
and Harold (Hack) Woolley sales i
manager of sister tv station KTVT, I

2,500 Sq. Ft.
Penthouse
Penthouse Offices from $95 Month

Hotel Great Northern
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Ideal for TV rehearsals
Ballet School
Dance Instruction
Photographic or Art Studio
Or living quarters

24-hour olavator and owltchboard servlet

‘Annie’s’ 140 Markets

BN BUFFALO
RICHARD CARLSON’S vivid portrayals of the cx*
citing three lives of Herb Philbrick help keep Buffalo
TV fans eager for more of Ziv’s “I LED 3 LIVES.”
This viewing activity shows up in vigorous Telepulsc*
ratings, for instance , . .

Hour and a half editions of the Ed Murrow-Fred Friendly “See It
Now” will be presented Nov. 27 and March 18 on CBS-TV.. Slot is
5 to 6:30 p.m. Sunday, preempting “Omnibus” as per prior agreement
with TV-Radio Workshop of the Ford Foundation, subsidizer of the
experimental show. Understood there were to be three preemptions,
but so far only a pair.

29.9 Jan. 1955 . . . 30.5

Feb. 1955 .«. 31.5 May, 1955,,,and so on up the line*

“Annie Oakley” skein Is running
in 140 markets for Carnation Co.
Bankroller has added 17 new sta¬
tions to its national spot vidfilm
buy.Carnation’s Albers Division uses
the cowgirl half-hour to pitch dog
food and cereals in 129 markets.
Fresh Milk Division is bankrolling
in 11. Deal was through Erwin
Wasey agency.

SPECIALISTS for the ARTS
Air Conditioned - Furnished Offices

Mail - Telephone Services
Telephone Answering
TELESERVICE
JU 2-1957
(Since 1928)

EVERY DAY
ON EVERY CHANNEL \

Recently voted "Best Non-Network
Film Secies" ... “I LED 3 LIVES” is now
in production for 3rd award winning year!

To get an active
TV audience,
GET IN TOUCH
WITH

Des Moines—The.lOlh annl con¬
vention of the Iowa Radio and
Television News Association will
be held in Des Moines, Oct. 28-29.
Speakers • will Include Spencer
Allen, WGN-TV, Chicago, and
Buck Prince, NBC, New York.

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 Wert Otrt St., N.Y.C.-Tel. PL. 7-St 00
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Mpls. Teamsters Union
Sponsors KSTP-TV News

TV In Two Words: ‘Stay Well’
.s; Continued from page 23 ———

over a week’s span), and it spells I
out migraine in 20-foot letters.
(In terms of personnel longevity,
ABC, it’s felt, is playing * it the
smart way: at least they’re going
outside the company for their
properties and siphoning off the
heartaches and the worries to
others.)
‘Hemotherapy in a Hurry*

Invariably an accurate gauge of
what’s going on around the tv net¬
works can be determined from the
pace and tempo of the press' de¬
partments—as the "nerve center”
of the operations. Here the situa¬
tion is dramatized twofold. It’s a
case of trying to cater to the
stepped-up demands of the nation’s
dailies and mags which, conserva¬
tively, have tripled their coverage
since 1950, while still operating
with antiquated geared-to-radio
methods and techniques.
Unlike the film companies, where
cognizance of exploitation-publici¬
ty values are written into stars’
contracts, it’s like extracting teeth
in tv to pin down a major person¬
ality for a session with a photo¬
grapher or a newspaper or mag
interviewer. But chiefly it’s the
manpower situation that keeps
Charles Oppenheim’s press division
at CBS, or Syd Eiges’ at NBC,
virtually running around in circles

AMERICA’S

10th tv
MARKET

RADIO-TELEVISION

trying to keep pace with the coastto-coast demands for copy and art
("we want it in color, too”), and
naturally everybody wants it on an
exclusive basis.
As an illustration, Oppenheim
has a staff of about 50. Actually
more than half of these are secre¬
tarial or backstop aides, leaving
about 20 to tackle 90 shows. Up
the personnel ante 10% and you
have the NBC story, with 100
shows. (This, represents about a
20% increase in manpower over
the past two years, in contrast to
a 100% stepped-up operation and
tempo.) When it’s recognized that,
in terms of- CBS, two of Oppen¬
heim’s major aides, Bob Blake in
the east, and Ted Wicks, his coun¬
terpart on the Coast, have been
channelling their energies exclu¬
sively from August to October intb
two one-shot productions (Judy
Garland and Mary Martin-Noel
Coward), and that it’s been neces¬
sary to drain off one other key
aide during the past six weeks for
a single "See It Now” entry, the
"what are we gonna do for man¬
power” crisis grows more acute
weekly.
What makes the situation all the
more irritating is the continuing
pressures from sponsor and agen¬
cies for individual attention on
their programming. There just
aren’t that many people to go
around, even on the present sevenday-a-week schedule. As result,
somebody’s always complaining of
being persecuted.

Minneapolis, Oct. 25.
For the first time a labor union
here, the AFL Teamsters Joint
Council No. 32, is sponsoring a
locally produced news show. A
13-week contract was signed with
KSTP-TV for latter’s morning
news program. Teamsters’ spokes¬
men state that other unions may
join in the project.
It also has been explained that
"the union will have no control
over news copy.”

McC-Erickson Job
■mbw Continued from page 23

that’s the kind of bigleague entry
it wants to keep company with.
(And in view of the agency’s new
prosperity the assumption, is that
coin is no object as long as they
get the right guy).
Another
name
speculatively
tossed into the hopper is that of
Harry Ackerman (although it’s
understood Ackerman would pre¬
fer remaining berthed on the
Coast.) Such an eventuality would
create an ironic turn of events,
since Scalpone quit McC-E to suc¬
ceed Ackerman at CBS, with
Ackerman moving into the newly
created post as the network’s spec
impresario.

Marathon's Pub Relations
—■i

Continued from page 31

.Marathon providing all the net¬
work news $hows with its own foot¬
age. Another^ was in the PanAmerican Airlines announcement
it was going into jet flight, with
Marathon covering for client PraltWhitney, which is making the en¬
gines for Boeing and Douglas.
Actually, the p.r. service evolved
out of Marathon’s previous filmmaking services to its clients. Orig¬
inally founded as an overseas
newsreel service to the networks,
Marathon later became a produc¬
tion firm for Industry, turning out
what proxy Konstantin Kaiser
terms "public information films”
for free use by television stations,
plus sales, trainings and public
relations
films.
He numbered
among his clients in this field
Socony, Sikorsky Helicopters, The
Budd Co., American Car & Foun¬
dry and several others. With his
newsreel background, it was a mat¬
ter of inevitability that as the
clients had news breaks which they
wanted serviced on television,
Kaiser should be called up to
handle them.
'
Newsreel servicing goes far be¬

■

yond the mere shooting of the foot¬
age, according to Kaiser. There’s
policy-planning first (though not
always), then the actual shooting.
Then Marathon takes care of the
lab work and editing, then con¬
tacting the networks and sending
the edited footage over, and finally 1
monitoring and reporting back to
the client. Kaiser is a stickler for
keeping the footage brief and con¬
cise' (just like a good press release,
he says), knowing just what the
time and editing problems are in
news shows. He cites the example
of one company which complained
that its footage, wasn’t used "We
gave them 1,000 feet and they
didn’t use any of it,” the company
complained, and Kaiser pointed
out that the reason was exactly
that—the network couldn’t use all
the footage and couldn’t handle it
either.
Ottawa—Licensing of new tele¬
vision station CKVR-TV in Barrie,
Ont., north of Toronto, brings
Canada’s video outlets to 29, in¬
cluding eight operated by Canad¬
ian Broadcasting Corp. Barrie sta¬
tion is operated by Ralph Snelgrove Television Ltd.

l/24tb OF A SECOND
FROM THIS

Tele Reviews
Continued from page 28
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(9) Bruce Podewell with Darlene
Carney alternating, palaver about
the various furred, feathered and
finned guests on hand.
Special
visitor was Marguerite Parks and
her trained burro which, if noth¬
ing else, demonstrated that they’re
stubborn critters as the beastie
went through his tricks with obvi¬
ous reluctance.
But all in all it’s a tidy enough
minor entry as befits its fringe
time berthing and should again
sell some pet grub.
Dave.
SCIENCE IN ACTION
With Earl S. Herald, host; Marston
Bates, guest scientist
Exec Producer: Benjamin Draper
Director: Vem Louden
Writers: Benjamin and Barbara
Draper, Freda McCaig, RichardE. Cook
30 Mins.; Mon., 7 p.m.
CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF
SCIENCE, AMERICAN TRUST
CO.
KRON-TV, San Francisco

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA.

NBC and CBS
The WGAL-TV multi-city mar¬
ket area is comprised of
912,950 TV sets owned by
3Vi million people who have
$5% billion to spend each
year— America's 10th TV
Market.
STEINMAN STATION
Clair MtCollough, Prei.

MEEKER TV, INC.

(McCann-Erickson)
In . its sixth year on the air,
"Science in Action” has moved a
long way from the standard testtubes - and - sliderule concept of
science and more and more into
the social sciences.
Thus Marston Bates, a U.< of
Michigan prof, tried to hit the high
spots of his book, “The Prevalence
of People,” in a half-hour package.
Result, if not very smooth, was
interesting and different enough
from average tv fare to guarantee
a good share of viewers.
Zoologist Bates spent part of
program discussing human migra¬
tion, a lively subject with good map
illustrations. Then, using a Stone
Age lamp as a gimmick, Bates
transported himself and host Earl
Herald to several ancient caves,
where he dug around for such
proofs of man’s early existence as
arrowheads and bones. With %a
literate script, it was understand¬
able and not too far-fetched. In
final part of program Bates gave a
short talk on a series of recon¬
structed ancient heads, finishing
with a Neanderthal skull — the
heads had the show’s strongest
visual appeal.
Herald, though an ichthyologist,
was not at all a fish out of water
and prodded the zoologist to a
quick pace. Herald has developed
into a skilled host who enjoys his
guest and communicate that en¬
joyment.
Prime trouble with this show
was that it tried to cover too much
and, therefore, tended to be
sketchy. In addition, program was
at the disadvantage of not being
able to use the kicker in Bates’
book namely, the zoologist’s strong
advocacy of birth control.
But good production, nice camera
work and, most important, an
offbeat subject handled in a lively
manner made for a fast half-hour.
Steif.

From Park Avenue to Paris in an instant! That's Background Process
Projection... It offers you background action of any scene, season, or
sport.right in New York.. .for your motion pi. lure requirements.
Permit your creative efforts the freedom
which only rear screen projection offers.
Further information on request.
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ministration vacated by Campbell’s
appointment.
News Broadcasts—New policy of
virtually every-hour - on - the - hour
newscasts launched this month
Continued from page 27 ;
(October). Hayes points again and
frontation with
the affiliates; op angle is often misunderstood, again "to radio’s' immediacy—“the
whose meeting was skedded for that the local sponsor technique j one thing it has above all other
applies only to a given number of media”—and said every program,
September in Detroit; no affiliate shows,
which are linjited, and that
links in the chain, or too many dis¬ the answer lies almost wholly in without exception, is being and
would be interrupted for airing of
sidents and “rebels,” and you can the economics peculiar to broad¬ major spot news—“If there isn’t
kiss the network goodbye. Faced casting; also, it’s often a case of in¬ such a top news break in two
with a fast approaching deadline, dividual network structure, mean¬ months, we won’t cut into programs
he had to blueprint the chapter ing number of stations, where they just for the fun of maintaining our
and verse on (1) new program pat¬ are dispersed, the potential circu¬ policy,” Hayes declared. In that
terns and schedules, (2) promotion lation, etc. The affiliates listened, way, when there is an interruption,
and advertising, (3) renegotiation seemed to like what their ears told listeners will know that they wall
of station contracts and, (4) over¬ them, and after a few scuffles, have to keep their ears alert or
hauling of the ratecard. He~~has went “wholehog for Hayes.”)
they will miss out on “something
tried to fill all prescriptions before
Program Realignment
big” then and there.
the patient got worse of died.
Programming — Program Dept,
Competition—Too early in the
Th^ Ratecard — Completely re¬ realigned from the top. In the fray for discussion, mainly as re¬
worked, it is novr about the sim¬ resignation of v.p. Lester Gottlieb, gards NBC’s four-month-old “Mon¬
plest in the industry.
Saturday who went over to the web’s day¬ itor” and upcoming “Weekday”
and Sunday daytime rates were time tv forts, Hayes elevated pro¬ concepts. But -as to what he plans
increased to align them with the ducer Howard G. Barnes to the at the moment to meet “Weekday”
Monday-through-Friday dollar sign. veepeeship; with Norman Frank , with its cross-the-board throw-theThe Segmented Selling Plan was having preceded Gottlieb in “Oper- ■ clock-avvay pattern, Hayes said
made an integral part of it under ation Resignation” (to go with “nothing now, but should inroads
a project whereby portions of the NBC-TV), Harlan Dunning became develop, we’ll take action. Right
w^b's major nighttime strips are program supervisor, the herd-rider.
made available at a uniform rate, Budget was upped, highest quarter now, look at the CBS billings and
the ratings. Why should, we change
including time and talent.
There were some loud squawks in CBS history, but as to that, the script when it’s producing the
at the Detroiting “gathering of the Hayes nixed any specifics on fig¬ des’red results?”
This week, on the theory that
CBS clans” in September, but the ures (apparently for psychological
last battle won measures the vic¬ reasons). (He also nixeef “on the “if you stand still it’s like being
record”
discussion
of
a
deeply
sen¬
left
back in school,” Hayes and
tory overall. Reaction to the net¬
work’s “good ‘faith” was evidenced sitive subject that may eventually two top executives will be off to
come
into
the
open
on
a
national
the
Coast
and way places as a team
in an affil resolution adopted at
scale, but talked freely “off the and for individual working out of
the parley.
record”
after
an
agreement
with
problems.
Station Contracts—Renegotiation
activities resulted in signed amend¬ his interviewer that this would be
ments by 100% of the affiliates in the only such verboten topic.)
Talent—Hayes is holding fast to
a jackpot win that is the key of
Hayes’ inspired efforts toward fu¬ the policy of “boxoffice” names
ture planning.
The links also (Bing Crosby, etc.), plus adding ;-^ Continued from page 24
heard Hayes’ blueprint on 70-sec¬ Jack Carson, resuming the stanza consideration (as would be the
ond announcements and coopera¬ of Edgar Bergen, pitching clicko recommendations of the other
tive programs. (Hayes says the co- Mitch Miller (CBS Records) at three, of course).
dialers, ousting the Fred Robbins
There was no tendency to snipe
“Disk Derby” but framing Robbins
Into, another format. Stations on at the judges specifically, but more
the route had been screaming about at Kraft (via its ad agency, J. Wal¬
a platter session coast to .coast, ter Thompson). As to the judges,
claimed it was not for them; the drama critic Kerr was figured more
affiliates had responded to him at then qualified, as would be any
Detroit; so Hayes, typically, re- first-line aisle-sitter, plus his peda¬
snnnded to them in the case of gogical-playwright - lecture - author
“Disk Derby.” (Anyway, it wasn’t background. But as to Anderson,
some felt he might reject all but
coin-productive.)
the “poetic class” stuff which
New Programs—Sink or swim, mi "lit otherwise rate with the up¬
among the nighttime shows slotted percase scripts on tv. Most felt
are “My Son, Jeep,” “Yours Truly, Miss Hayes could give a good ac¬
Johnny Dollar,” “Young Ideas” count of herself in a pro tern
(Robbins), Jack Carson, Edgar Ber¬ switch to play-judging, based on
gen; and daytime, holding the line her half century in the theatre cur¬
on the more formidable shows, in¬ rently being celebrated.
vesting more coin in them to keep
One of the principal “charges”
them on the air In the dropout of versus Kraft was that the 50G
sponsors. “Shows have attracted award, sounding good on paper
new advertisers and are doing and productive of nationwide pro¬
well.”
motion, would in practice amount
New Personnel and Changes— to nothing or next to it. For ex¬
Composer-Conductor
Some stations complained, saying ample, the fee per accepted play
radio wasn’t being given all it could be reduced “privately” on
Radio Registry
should in news and sports cover¬ the average of $1,000 to yield the
age. Thus, Carroll Hansen was $50,000 on the year. Budding Or
brought in from the Coast to work other playwrights would, on this
specifically for AM in integrated theory, be enthused about enter¬
news-public affairs at CBS; in ing the competition just for the
Manufacturers o(
Sales Dept., William Shaw was also jackpot alone, ignoring the indi¬
Background Projector
recruited from California as net¬ vidual fee.
Equipment for
work sales manager. No. 1 under,
Little explored was the fact that
v.p. John Karol. Recently, in rec¬ the contest would result in, say,
MOTION PICTURE
ognition of current and apparently 100 or so scripts not making the
and
increasing importance of spot sales award grade but deemed worthy of
operation in aural, Wendell Camp¬ producing. Since the tourney
TELEVISION STUDIOS
bell was made v.p.-in-charge; J. bound to result in at least a couple
11541 Bradley St.
Kelly Smith, an administrative v.p., of dozen plays of special merit, the
San Fernando, Calif.
took over direction of station ad¬ 50G might be considered small po¬
tatoes against building up a Kraft
backlog.
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Art Hayes: Ratecard Sharp

Judging Judges

5SS Continued from page 24

the point with cutting satire. The
Exurbians (if that is the word,
though it sounds like guys who
formerly lived in a country
formerly called by • the name
where that archduke or something
was assassinated to touch off WW I)
live in a sort of Schizo-on-theSoiind. One foot—the hurried one
and the monied one—is “in town”
and the other on his paradisiac
lawn, backed up perhaps by £
blackamoor or other antique prop
to serve as hitching post.
But most of them would prob¬
ably not soon surrender their pre¬
sumed “gracious living,” espe¬
cially and including Scotch-on-theRockland, or whiskey with a Wantagh chaser, meaning the sands of
Beach de la Jones. They may em¬
bark upon an interim back-toGotham, but Babylon Revisited
may lose its original charm.
The exurbanite, viewed as a “10”
potion with a “limited dream,”
may be compounded of one part
gardener, two parts mortgage,
three parts commutation and four
parts nostalgia. But let no casual
reader think that this is the sum
and substance of “Exurbia.” It’s
“The Proper Bostonians” way
down (below) east with accent on
Flat-lot
Split
Level,
Noxious
Ranch House, Gas-Station Modern,
pestilence in the guise of clap¬
board, but much more in its ex¬
ploration of an active new culture
of geographic persuasion. Names
and hepigrams drop out of Spec¬
torsky like an IBM machine ‘as he
gravitates between The Racing
Form and Guernsey cows.
To make it short, the “Exurbia”
spiel has the feel of a bestseller.

JOHN
GART

‘BODDE’

Cooper’s ‘Rent Money’
= Continued from page 26

SAYS:

If you want a
powerhouse show,
get details on
"Private Secretary",
now available
first-runafter-network* ~
Just call the man
at TPA.

Ch’field Hops Aboard
NBC-TV PEP Formula

Spectorsky

to risk some dough to prove it.
This is one phase of what Fisher
describes as “creative agency.”
Another, and collateral phase, is
the agent’s duty to “lend direc¬
tion” to the talent. The fund idea,
Fisher believes, is unique among
agencies, but he points out that
networks do it all the time. The
difference, he says, is that the net¬
works tell a writer to come up
with a program and leave it at
that; in the agency’s case, the good
agent .must stay with the writer
guiding him as to what’s commer¬
cial, what’s salable, what’s in de¬
mand and what’s right or wrong
about a given idea. The success¬
ful agent is the one who has man¬
aged to spot trends over the years
and who can foretell with some
degree of accuracy which way the
programming wind is going to
blow next season and the season
•after. His job, says Fisher, is to
impart this knowledge to his tal¬
ent’s specific project. Particular¬
ly in arrera when it’s tough enough
to land an indie package on a net¬
work, the payoff is in the proper
guidance of the personality, be he
writer, producer, director or what
have you.

UN 10th Anni

Liggett & Myers is first in with
a pact to spread its Chesterfield
wares over NBC-TV’s 44 small
markets under an incentive gim¬
mick. This is the web’s Program
Extension Plan (PEP) by which
sponsors of network shows can ex¬
tend their stations up to the num¬
ber of 44 in the smaller areas. To¬
bacconist already had 16 of the
areas riding for “Dragnet” in addi¬
tion to the regular network spread.
As per the web’s tabulation',
“Dragnet” thus grabs 611,000 more
tv homes to join the nearly 400,000
tv receivers embraced in sponsor’s
other 16 stations on the PEP route.

AFTRA
== Continued from page 27 ;

lie service and sustaining programs.
“Such a reduction in the free tv
audience,” the union claimed,
“would discourage national adver¬
tisers from attempting to reach the
large markets now available to
free tv stations. Pay-tv would not,
in our opinion, make up for the
loss of employment . in free tv
which it would cause. Its promot¬
ers intend to concentrate on repeti¬
tious showings of motion pictures
and on televising numerous sports
events for pay.”

Jack Logan Back to Pitt
Pittsburgh, Oct. . 25.
Jack Logan, who started in radio
here as an announcer in 1935, is
returning to Pittsburgh from
Washington, D. C., where he’s been
associated with WMAL for last 10
years, to become the morning deejay for KQV, the CBS local out•let*
‘ * .

« Continued from page 27

“Monitor” inserted spot salutes to
the organization from delegates
and celebs all weekend. “Let’s
Take a Trip” on CBS-TV Sunday
did just that—to UN headquar¬
ters.. On. Monday morning, CBSTV’s “Morning Show” did a series
of live pickups from the UN site
while “Today’s” Dave Garroway
on NBC featured UN Day posters.
“Ding Dong School” had the kid¬
dies looking at the UN, while the
CBS-TV “United Nations in Ac¬
tion” Sunday pulled natural. CBS
Radio carried an address Monday
by UN Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge from Salt Lake City; Ted
Malone on ABC Radio devoted his
feature to the occasion; Pauline
Fredericks on NBC Radio did a
pair of stints; “Youth Wants to'
Know” Sunday featured General
Assembly President Jose Maza.
James Wadsworth, U. S. delegate,
and Archibald Alexander, state
treasurer of New Jersey, cut a
kinnie for use on WATV, Newark.
WCBS-TV’s “On the Carousel” de¬
voted its weekend show to the
anni, while its radio counterpart
in N. Y., WCBS, had former UN
Ambassador Ernest Gross as guest
on “The Leading Question.”
Ottawa — Keith Morrow, super¬
visor of farm and fisheries shows
for the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., promoted to coordinator of
radio.
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NEED SOMEONE TO
CARRY THE BALL?
To sell your product in the big
Northwest market, KSTP-TV is
a triple-threat performer.
The Northwest’s first TV sta¬
tion, KSTP-TV combines maxi¬
mum coverage, top entertainment
and superior service to dominate
this market of 615,000 TV fami,lies and $4 Billion in spend¬
able inedme.
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From The Production Centres
Continued from page 32 ;

HD at his Shoreham Hotel apartment in Washington . . . Archbishop
nVrhard J. Cushing will be cut in from WEEI here Sun. (30) when
rHS celebrates its 2bth year of “Church of the Air.” Arthur C. King,
WEEI production mgr., will supervise the Hub cut in . . . WEEI en¬
gineer John Conti receiving congrats on his marriage . . . WNAC-TV
fc-itured the running of one of the outstanding stake races of the 1955
season at Suffolk Downs §at. (22), “the Mayflower Stakes ,” for $25,nnn added with Babe Rubenstein calling, and Gus Saunders doing the
highlights . . . WNAC-TV will telecast “The. Yankee Handicap"’ for
$50,000 added purse for three-year-olds Wed. (26) with Les Smith
doing the color.

IN CLEVELAND . . .

P'fiRlEfY

RADIO-TELEVISION

‘Welcome Travelers’
Just Plain ‘Love Story’
After long years as a Chicagobased (and for some time New
York) show, “Welcome Travelers”
is being included out. Daytimer
was launched Monday (24) under
reaccented format and title—more
of a “hearts & flowers” pitch but
pointing up the romantic angle,
hence a new tag of “Love Story.”
Things like old married couples,
newly-weds and about-to-take-tothe-altar; a kind of combo of
“Bride & Groom” and “This Is
Your Life,” with prizes.”
Jack Smith remains as emceeplus-singer; same web, CBS-TV;
same sponsor, Procter & Gamble
(via Benton & Bowles).

Television Chatter
Hal Mathews, ex-Y&R, to Kenyon
New York
& Eckhardt as a tv producer . , .
Arnold Stang has joined the cast Bud Palmer telecasts opening
of “The Goldbergs,” currently be¬ event of Madison Sq, Garden win¬
ing produced in N.Y. by Guild ter sporls sked, hockey match of
Films, in the role of the shipping N.Y. Rangers vs. Boston Bruins.
clerk, the same part that he did Sat. (29) via WPIX . . . Bernard
years ago in radio . . . Robert Grant in three-week load on “Date
Kirsten has exited Telenews to With Life” . . . Diane Cilento and
become New York editor for Walt John Laurie, in “Small Servant”
Disney’s “Mickey Mouse Newsreel,” on “Alcoa Hour” Sun. (30), are
one of the features on the daytime both in "Tiger at Gates” legiter.
ABC-TV "Mickey Mouse Club” . . . Also in tv cast, Halliwell Hobbes
Joe Franklin matching the modern . . . Marian Winters on “Star To¬
and oldtime glamor on his "Mem¬ night” tomorrow (Thurs.) with
ory Lane” WABC-TV segment this Signe Hasso guestarring . . . Edr
week, with the new Golclvvyn Girls ward Andrews In lead on "Circle
and Jayne Mansfield on live and Theatre” Nov. 1 in "My Father
filmed o.o.’s ot the old Mack Ren- Had Five Sons.”
nett Girls, Jean Harlow. Lillian
"Faith for Today,” the SeventhRussell, Theda Bara, el al
Day Adventists’ quarter-hour reFrank Cooper agency signed Lois ligioso
series, is going film after
Balk and Phil Green to-comedywriting pacts With NBC under the five years of live telecasting on
ABC-TV.
Scries went into produc¬
web’s writer development opera¬
tion . . . Flack Mike Marmer scrip¬ tion this week at Charter Oak
ting the new Bobby Nicholson Tele-Pictures Studios in N.Y., with
kiddle stanza on WABC-TV, "Look 39 films planned . . . Ted Bruce,
to Win” . . . Jim McEaneney, for¬ whose new disk "Hold On To Your
merly with the Detroit office of' Heart” was released this week,
Weed & Co., joined the N.Y. sales "nests on Ruby Mercer’s show
staff of Everett-McKinney. radio-tv Nov. 2.
Martyn Green, cx-D’Oyly Carte
station, reps . . . Guest lineup for
the new Peter Marshall-Tommy star, appears in a dramatic role
on
"American Inventory” on NBCFarrell "Two of the Most" stanza
on WABC-TV has been nartially TV Sunday (30) . . . Bob Dowling
set
for a second week in Philadel¬
finalized: Don and Diedre Budge on
Oct. 28, Joanne Dru and hubby phia on WPTZ in a late-evening
John Ireland Nov. 1 and Joan cross-board show biz-literary com¬
mentary ... Wa'ter Cronkite planes
Blondell Nov. 3.
to Pittsburgh Friday (28) to accept
Christiana Felsman, understudy an award from the Alleghany
for Hildegarde Neff in “Silk Stock¬ County Community Fund . . . The
ings” musical, guesting on Robert Pnnlempis junket to Elmira today
Q. Lewis’ CBScast today (Wed.) . . . (Wed.) for a two-day o.o. of spon¬
Don Morrow has completed batch sor Polly-O Cheese facilities.
of L&M film commercials . . . Ivy
League extrack star Bill Berger
cast as Nathan Male In one of the
Guild “I Spy” vidfilm skein . . .
David Lowe new producer-dircctor■■ -- — Continued from page 27 5^53
writer for the Eddie Fisher NBCTV stanza via an MCA arrange¬ Station last Wed. morning before
ment . . . Jean Blake takes over as
prexy of George Blake Enterprises punching the time clock.
In addition to sections of the
following the death,of her husband.
. . . Shirley Hewitt becomes exec- show devoted to the American
aide to Blair TV prexy William Royal the Garroway staff rounded
Weldon . . . Dr. Allen B. DuMont up Harry S. Truman, Mayor Roe
reelected Commodore of the East¬ Bartle, balloonist Garrett Casliman,
ern Cruiser Assn. Busy Tom Fad- a section of the Kansas City Phil¬
den, who has roles in 20th-Fox’s harmonic, a Dixieland group head¬
“The Tall Men” and “The Body ed by Ray Ehrhart, and took'cam¬
Snatchers (AAh recently com¬ eras into t he "Armour & Co. plant
pleted q stint in Revue Productions’ to see meat in the making. Day
"The Lash of Fear.” with John before •‘Today” originated from
Payne and Keenan Wynn for the the arena of the American Royal
General Electric Theatre.
Building, rolling out champ live¬
David Tripp, 4, son of Paul Tripp, stock before the cameras most of
to make his acting debut on Tripp’s the morning.
WCBS-TV "On the Carousel” Sat¬
Earlier Eddie Fisher and his
urday (29) as a skeleton following
his pater around as latter sings a "Coke” show came in for two origi¬
song about Halloween . . . Nancy nations via WDAF-TV, preceding
Berg, WRCA-TV’s "Count Sheep” his p.a. at the Coronation Ball.
girl, left on three-week vacation
and will be subbed by Geraldine
Brooks and Peggy MeCay the first
two weeks, with pinchhittrcss to
be named . . . Joe Campanella on
“Montgomery Presents” Monday
(23) and Geraldine Page and Allan
Hancock on “U.S. Steel Hour”
tonight (Wed.) . . . MiJburn Mc¬
Carty Associates celebrating second
anni in p.r. field . . . Ben Pratt, now
listed in "Who's Who in the East”
(A. N. Marquis Co.), is one of :
radio’s pioneer publicists.
I
In line with his No. 1 novelist :
status, a John P. Marquand story |
will teeoff NBC’s "Matinee” day-;
timer Oct. 31. with adaptation by;
Frank Gilroy of "Beginning Now” :
(also an apt title for a preem) . . .1

Phil Silvers slated to emcee Press Club-Newspaper Guild “Page One”
Bull (29) . . . Newest duo in .radio-disking is Henry Pildner and Ron
Barrett who play piano and sing daily on WGAR . . . Plymouth deal¬
ers pacted WDOK airing of Baron’s hockey games . . . Chris Miller
returned to WSRS shellac-turning . . . Robert V. Kocab, WGAR audi¬
tor elected treasurer of Advertising Media Credit Execs . . . Johnny
Andrews and WTAM Bandwagon highligh4~Kent State’s Saturday grid
links (29) . . . NBC’s Bill Dollman, Morris Wattenberg and George Way
Continued from pace 31
into New York . . . Cleveland News record writer Ethel Boros to
California and Plain Dealers’ radio-tv editor George Condon doing New tribution rather than production
York . . . Stu and Rita Buchanan off on Nassau hiatus . . . Shaw’s and its acquisition of a piece of
Jewelry picked up tab for WNBK’s half-hour Sunday morning spiritual Nettlefold Studios In Britain and
«ongfest.
Its close relationship with British
telefilm sources. The $30,000 in¬
IN PITTSBURGH ...
creased profit figure, Hackett ex¬
Harold C. Lund, general manager of KDKA-TV, elected a director of
the Pittsburgh Civic Business Council of the Chamber of 'Commerce plains, actually should be $130,000
. . . Danny McKenna, who left Stanley-Warner Theatres publicity de¬ in relationship to last year, since a
partment to join WILY pales staff, has quit the station to go into the bookkeeping procedural change in¬
real estate business . . . Bryson Randolph, critic with Players Maga¬ creased thfe '53-’54 net by $110,000.
zine, joining Aluminium Co. of America here to do special promotion Additionally, this is the first year
on “The Alcoa Hour” . . . Art Pallan has chalked up 13 years platter¬ where the net profit figure is
spinning at WWSW . . . Gloria Abclou, director of women’s activities prefaced by “after provision for
at WCAE, gets femme lead in next Playhouse show, “Dial M for federal income tax,” since the
Murder” ... Gino Prato coming here as guest of Pittsburgh Opera company’s three-year . tax loss
Co. for its opening production, “The Masked Ball,” Nov. 3-5 .. . carryforward has been enhausted
Tony Milo, singing comic at Vogue Terrace, set for four Tommy and this year and $2,000 is^ being pro¬
Jimmy Dorsey “Stage Show” programs this season . . . Vickie Corey, vided for taxes.
ex-KDKA educational director now publicity head, for Pennsylvania
Income was broken down into
College for Women, doing production on side for four Westinghouse
tv films in connection with the White House Conference on Education. two sources, the company’s tele¬
vision activities on a straight dis¬
tribution and profit participation
IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
basis, and its wholly-owned prop¬
NBC’s John K. West, Pacific Division vice-president, popped into erties. On the latter, which in¬
Frisco with' the prediction that by 1965, some 65,000,000 tv receivers cludes home movie rentals, tv mu¬
will be in action, of which 60% will be able to receive color.
He also sical shorts, cartoons, etc., firm
sail NBC’s color recording device, lenticular film, will be tried out in grossed $459,418 and expended
late November . . . KYA’s new operations supervisor is John Bowles, $245,146 in sales costs, netting
ex-KNBC staffer,, who also does a spot of deejaying on the side . ... $214,271. In distribution commis¬
George Hall, KGO saxophonist, departed radio for a real estate job ... sions and profit participations, the
KRON’s Bonnie Kever is boning up to get an M.A. in music at S. F. company grossed $980,934. Sell¬
State College . . . Don Barksdale, doing nicely as a KWBR deejay, ing, promotion and general ex¬
nixed a Boston Celtics basketball pact, decided to stick with the penses ran to $842,134, with other
less other income
platters this year . . . Robert Hagopian, ex-KPIX, has joined KQED as deductions
amounting to $4,854.
facilities director..
Other items of interest in the
report include the addition of
IN MINNEAPOLIS ...
$606,866 to the paid-in surplus via
With daylight saving ended WCCCKTV has tossed late, late movies excess of consideration received
out of window, replacing, them with a studio live variety show, Mell over par value of 385,000 shares
Jass’ “Merry Go Round,’.’ 11:15 p.m. to midnight, Mondays through Fri¬ of common stock issued during the
days . . . Merle Bjork- resigned as WLOL Radio chief engineer to be¬ past year, bringing the total paidcome a WCCQ-TV cameraman-engineer . . . Roger Kent, KSTP disk in surplus to $1,618,025. Also new
jockey-announcer, emceed -“Grand Ole ©pry” when latter appeared is a system of amortizing rights to
at Minneapolis Auditorium ... KEYD-TV, fourth and newest Twin film < properties over a three-year
Cities’ video station, denied. current-reports it’s up for sale . . . period on an 80%-10%-10% basis
Maurice “Clipper” Smith,, onetime Notre Dame football star and famed instead of equally over the three
ex-college and pro football coach, WTCN-TV staffer, taking over pro¬ years.
This system will apply
motion and publicity duties,. Jerry LaRoque having resigned to reenter largely to rights payments on re-,
educational work in Chicago
run packages sold on a long-term
basis, with the system introduced
to parallel the sales patterns on
that type property. Amortization
will cover minimum agreed pay¬
ments for rights and guarantees on
those
properties, and will be
Continued from page 31
charged for the entire term of the.
of the performers lined, up by Tow¬ a new Canadian play called “Con¬ agreement. Balance sheet also re¬
ers are Ralph Richardson, Robert cert,” which the British factotum veals Official’s investment in and
Morley and Dame Edith Evans; says has a controversial racial advances to Nettlefold Studio < it
twist. Though he wouldn’t disclose has a 25% piece) to be $28,350.
And some of the properties are NTA’s distribution plans, it’s prob¬ Balance sheet shows accounts re¬
Shaw’s “Many of Destiny,” Hugh able that Unger will seek a net¬ ceivable to be $1,742,946 less $410,847 payable to film producers.
Walpole’s “The Old Ladies” and work deal for the pix.
The hour films are reported by
Towers to cost in excess of $50,000
each to produce. Eight are in the
IN AMERICA'S
can now, with five more to make.
Oth MARKET It's TV's
They are already being exposed
in the 8 to 9 Saturday anchorage
2.ucck
of Associated TV Ltd., the week¬
‘i///
end commercial outlet in the Lon¬
don area for which Towers is one
of the top administrative directors.
Also with NTA, he’s gotten the
okay to extend the 26 “Lilli Palm¬
er Presents” half-hours to 39 for
316,000 watts ot V. H. F. power
sale here. This show too is on
British commercial video.
With Screen Gems, he arranged
Greater Huntington Theatre Corp.
to produce eight 30-minuters for
Huntington, W. Vo. Huntington 3-0185
the Ford anthology.
They’ll be
part of the 52 such pix playing
now in England, ahd they shall
also be sold in the U. S. by SG.
Don't Buy A New Car
Towers confirmed that his Inc.
TV Program Co. Ltd. (ITP) is
Until You Talk to
shooting TPA’s “Count of Monte
Cristo” skein, with lensing being
SAM ANGER
done both in England and Spain.
Seven half-hours were already
For The Best Deol On A
made on the Coast, he said, but 32
FORD
are being shot by his firm abroad
and first three of latter group are
or
done. ITPC is supplying all facili¬
ties.
FORD
Besides an interest in ITP, the
I thunderbsrd
outfit also behind “Robin Hood,”
and ATV, the new commercial
TED ROWLAND, in'-.
programmers, Towers owns the
KANSAS
production house Towers of Lon9 0600
i don.

Official

Towers-NTA Deal
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
“Month of Sundays” could be the
side to bring the Art Waner orch
into the payoff brackets. Tune is
a standup ballad which Waner
works over in topnotch style ac¬
centing the strings. A vocal chorus
handles the lyrics effectively. “I
Love You” is better than average
spinning fodder.
Percy Faith Orch: “The Rose
Tattoo” - “Tambora”
(Columbia).
“The Rose Tattoo” is a minor key
melody with a major commercial
potential. As delivered by Percy
Faith’s orch and chorus it emerges
as a strong spinning best for jock¬
eys and jukeboxes. “Tamora” is a
brisk instrumental in the chile
groove.
Alan Dale: “Robin Hood”-“You
Gotta Give” (Coral). The story of
“Robin riood” isn’t too stimulating

Four Aces: “A Woman In Love”“Of This I’m Sure” (Decca). Chalk
up another big one for the Aces.
It’s a socko coupling delivered* in
spin-grabbing style. Nod will prob¬
ably go to “A Woman In Love,” a
lilting ballad from the pic version
of ‘‘Guys and Dolls.” It's a solid
tune and performance blending all
the way.
“Of This I’m Sure”
doesn’t have the beat but it looks
like a strong contender, too.
v
Jo Stafford: “If You Want To
Love”-“It’s
Almost
Tomorrow”
(Columbia). Given a simple ballad
idea, Jo Stafford can turn it into a
hot wax property. “If You Want
To Love” fits the bill. The senti¬
mental lyric is given an effective
melodic support and an expert
reading. The slicing will rack up

Best Bets
FOUR ACES ..

(Decca)

.A WOMAN IN LOVE

.

....... Of This I’m Sure

JO STAFFORD

. IF YOU WANT TO LOVE

(Columbia) ..

. . .It’s Almost Tomorrow

a big score all over. “It’s Almost
Tomorrow” is an interesting ballad
but it’ll be tough taking the play
away from the other side.
. Sarah Vaughan: “C’est La Vie”“Never” (Mercury). Sarah Vaughan
gets a lot of her vocal power into
“C’est La Vie” and tune-melody
blend appear to be strong enough
to grab hold. It’s a lilting item even
in the hands of the De John Sisters
who give it a brighter workover on
the Epic label. On the Mercury
flip, Miss Vaughan takes “Never”
for a Latino-tempoed ride. It’s a
bit too reminiscent of her previous
cuttings.
David Whitfield: “Santa Rosa
Lea Rose”-“The Lady” (London).
David Whitfield’s piping strength
is evidenced again in “Santa Rose
Lea Rose,” a rich and colorful bal¬
lad entry. It’ll get plenty of spin¬
ning support from the jocks and
the coinboxes. “The Lady” has a
lush melodic setting but the story
is much too involved. "
Lo Monte: “Rosina”-“TomboleeTombola” (RCA Victor). Italian in¬
terpolations payed off big for Lou
Monte
in
“Darktown
Strutters
Ball” so he’s at it again in “Rosina.” This one is a run-down of a
Italian restaurant menu set against
a brisk beat. It’s a cute side.
There’s nothing too exciting about
“Tombolee-Tombola.”
Art Waner Orch: “Month of Sun¬
days” - “I Love You”
(MGM).

P^RIETT

in its wax dress, but it’s tied in
with the CBS-TV show of the same
name and the plug ought to help
it somewhat in the market. Alan
Dale (no relation to Alan A-Dale
of Hood’s mob) does what he can
with the narrative lyric. Joe Reisman’s orch and chorus gives the
tale a bit more pep on the RCA
Victor label, but it remains so-so
platter fare. Dale brings a lot of
spirit to “You Gotta Give” with a
high pressure belting job.
Roy Hamilton: “W i t h o u t A
Song”-“Cuban Love Song” (Epic).
On this coupling of oldies Roy
Hamilton shows that he doesn’t
need tricky pop offerings to score
on wax. He’s developed into a well
organized crooner who can take
anything in his stride. “Without
A Song” is done straight and ef¬
fectively. It should pull in lotsa
spins. “Cuban Love Song,” too,
will win attention.
Micki Mario: “Like I Loved No¬
body Before”-“Pet Me, Poppa”
(Capitol). Micki Mario has a strong
scoring chance with “Like I Loved.
Nobody Before.”
She. belts the
ballad with a captivating zest. It’ll
attract lots of deejay attention.
She also dees well with “Pet Me,
Poppa,” a spirited rhythm item
out of the “Guys and Dolls” pic.
Jill Corey: “Cry Me a River”“Nobody’s Heart” (Columbia). Al¬
though Jill Corey's slicing of “Cry
Me a River” is a few weeks behind

...

MOMENTS TO REMEMBER (6)

.

LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING (7)
YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS

+ 5.

and his
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
218th Consecutive Week
Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Parle, Cal.
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America.
Julie London’s Era etching, it has
a good chance to cash in cm the
tune’s potential.
It’s a weeper
ballad that seems to be catching
on and Miss Corey’s version will
help it along the way. She has s
refreshing workover of the Rodg¬
ers & Hart oldie" Nobody’s Heart”
on the bottom deck.
Tommy Edwards: “Baby, Let
Me
Take
You
Dreaming”-“My
Sweetheart, My Best Friend and I”
(MGM). “Dreaming,” from the up¬
coming Danny Kaye pic, “The
Court Jester,” is a slick ballad en¬
try which Tommy Edwards whips
up into a pleasant offering. Bot¬
tom deck is mediocre fare.
Rosalie Rand:
“Tonight,
I’ve
Got a Feelin’ for the Blues”That’s What * a Song Can Do”
(King). Rosalie Rand shapes as a
wax eomer.
She’s a solid belter
with a shellac savvy and knows
how to get the most out of a song.
“Tonight, I’ve Got the Blues,” a
mood ballad entry, has a takeoff
possibility.
Material on the re¬
verse is ordinary.
Back Bay Gang: “Party-Party”Kenahora” (Label X). The Back
Bay Gang is a spirited bunch who
bring a lot of pep to this coupling.
“Party-Party” has a catchy beat.
A good bet for the juve trade.
“Kenahora” has a lively Israeli
beat to help it along.
The Bon-Bons: “Frog on a Log”“Circle” (London).
“Frog on a
Log” is a cufe novelty offering
which thfe Bon-Bons deliver in a
winning manner.
Rates deejay
programming.
Group also comes
off okay on the ballad on the bot¬
tom deck.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience' Trend Index.
Published by Office* of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.
t Film.
Survey Week of Oct. JL4-20, 1955
All at Once You Love Her—t“Oklahoma” . Williamson
Amukiriki .. Famous
At My Front Door . Hollis
Autumn Leaves . .Ardmore
Bible Tells Me So.;. Paramount
Black Denim Trousers ... H&R
Cry Me a River .. Saunders
Forgive My Heart .. ..'..... .BVC
Give Me a Band and My Baby.... Columbia
He ......
Hummingbird ..*... Jungnickel
I Like' Them All...
I Love You Fair Dinkum. Mills
I Want You to Be My Baby.... Victory
If You Don’t Want Mv Love....
Kwela Kwela ...... _
Longest Walk .......
Advanced
Love And Marriage . Barton
Love Is Many-Splendored—t“Love Is Splendored” Miller
Miracle in the Rain—f “Miracle in the Rain” .... Remick
My Bonnie Lassie . Leeds
Rockin’ the Cha Cha. Porgie
Same Old Saturday Night .. Barton
Seventeen .;.
Shifting, Whispering Sands ... .Gallatin
Slam Bam .... Marks
Suddenly There's a Valiev . .H&R
Then I’ll Be Happy . Bourne
There Should be Rules . Witmark
Tina Marie .
Wake the Town and Tell the People . . Joy
Yellow Rose of Texas . Planetary
You Are My Love ...’. t . Jubilee

10 %t Sellers on Coin-M?cbines

AUTUMN LEAVES (4)

3.

LAWRENCE WELK

“ Capitol Records is on a band Song Carousel” (RCA Victor). Over
binge. In the past year the label the years the Walt Disney pix have
turned out a flock of socko melo¬
has developed. an impressive orch
dies so it’s now comparatively easy
roster particularly for album show¬ to pull out 12 top tunes for un
package.
Joe
Reisman’s
casing adding such names as Les album
Brown, Duke Ellington, Woody “Song Carousel” is an attractive
compilation of the Disney song hits
Herman and Harry James to a It's his first set for the label and
stable that was already highlighted it gets him off to a good start. His
by Ray Anthony and Stan Kenton. arrangements are standout and lie
handles the orch and chorus with
Cap now has handsomely packaged
a deft hand. Attractive open-out
the six orchs in separate sets that’ll jacket will be a sales aid.
appeal to listeners as well as terpWorld Symphony Orch: “Music
sters. Stan Kenton’s “Contempo¬ a La Carte” (Request). This set is
rary Concepts,” for example, spot¬ an instrumental potpourri which
lights the maestro’s modern jazz uses international dishes as a take¬
interpretation of a flock of solid off point for a musical romp. The
standards while “Harry James In menu runs the gamut from blintzes
Hi-Fi” is a nostalgic throwback to to smorgasbord and the melodies
colorful
and
ear-arresting.
the swing era featuring the maes¬ are
tro's torrid trumpet work. Helen Liner notes offers 10 recipes re¬
Forrest is in top warbling for on printed from Myra Waldo's “Roundthe James’,, set. In Les Brown’s the-World Cook Book.”
“$64,000 Jazz” (Columbia). The
“College
Classics,”
a
swinging
dance beat gives such faves as tie-in with the top-rated $64,000
“Sweetheart of Sigma Chi,” “Betty Question” tv show will help this
Co-ed”
and
“The
Whiffenpoof package on the commercial level.
Song” a fresh and intriguing qual¬ It’s an - all-star set culled from
ity. Woody Herman’s “Road Band” Col’s jazz vaults. Most of the stuff
offers displays the band in a jump¬ has been heard before but it still
ing jazz groove working over such adds up to a good'jazz sampling.
newies as “Cool Cat on a Hot Tin Styles range from Louis Armstrong
Roof,” “Captain Ahab” and “Opus to Dave Brubeck.
De-Funk.” Ray Anthony’s “Swingin’
Svend Asmussen: “Rhythm Is
On the Campus” is a topnotch Our Business” (Angel). Svend As¬
dance tempo set which gives the mussen & His Unmeloncholy Danes
maestro a chance to take off on know how to-put a swinging beat
such numbers as “On the Alamo,” into the groove. Combo puts a lot
“At Sundown,” “Am I Blue?” and of steam into their teachings and
“Undecided.”
Duke
Ellingtons make each instrumental a jazz
“Dance to the, Duke” is bright standout. In the 10-inch LP are such
and
melodic
with
a
standout exceptional items as “Nobody’s
rhythm bent. Most of the tunes are Sweetheart Now,” “On the Sunny
the maestro’s originals.
Side of the Street” and “Doin’ the
Joe Reisman Orch: “Walt Disney New Low Dow.”

Roger Williams .Kapp
Four Lads .Columbia
\ Four Aces . ... .Decca
) Don Cornell .Coral

(12) ...■ ■ ■

HE (2) .

'!!!^C^al

S Al Hibbler .Decca
..) McGuire Sisters.Coral

Julius LaRosa .Cadence
Gogi Grant.. • • • Era
f Platters ... Mercury
ONLY YOU (2)...Lola
Dee.
.
‘
.Wing
.Dot
[Hilltoppers

SUDDENLY THERE’S A VALLEY

.

10

/ov
f
' }.\

SHIFTING, WHISPERING SANDS (1) .
i
.|
_
\
SEVENTEEN (11)..,....J
\
LONGEST WALK (8) .....

®iIIy VffU0,hn • • •1
Rusty Draper ...
Fontane Sisters .,
Boyd Bennett ...
Rusty Draper .:..
Jaye P, Morgan

..... .Dot

. .Mercury
..... Dot
.King
... Mercury
....Victor

Second Croup
f Cheers
i..Capitol
\ Vaxighn Monroe.Victor
( Lcs Baxter ............ Capitol
WAKE THE TOWN AND TELL THE PEOPLE
| Mindy Carson.Columbia
\ Nick Noble .
.Wing
BIBLE TELLS ME SO ....
\ Dick Cornell ..Coral
I HEAR YOU KNOCKIN’ .
Gale Storm.Dot
BLACK DENIM TROUSERS..

Boone .Dot
Domino .Imperial
\ Ronnie Gaylord .Wing

»J Put
AIN’T THAT A SHAME .....\ Fats
TINA MARIE .
HARD TO GET

.

LEARNIN’ THE BLUES
SONG OF THE DREAMER

Perry Como .Victor
Gisele MacKenzie .....Label X
Frank Sinatra .Capitol
j Eddie fisher....Victor
l Johnnie Ray ..Columbia

J Pat Boone....Dot
* “ / El .Dorados.Vee-Jay
(Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks tong has been in the Top 10]

AT MY FRONT DOOR

tf «MM

.

II

Top 30 Songs on TV
*
(More In Case of Ties)
Adelaide—1 “Guys and Dolls” .... . Frank
Ain’t. That a Shame .....
Amukiriki .t r ,
• FamousAutumn Leaves ...
• Ardmor§
Blue Star .:..
. Young
Cry Me a River .. • ScUindcirs
Farmer and the Cowman—t“Oklahoma” . . Williamson
Forgive My Heart ... .BVC
I Like Them All ... • JOiuaULaot
I Want You To Be My Baby .... . Victory
Learning to Love...■_ _
fir
Longest Walk ..
Love and Marriage ......!.
. Barton"
Love Is Many-Splendored—t“Love Is Splendored” . Miller
Many a New Day—t“Oklahoma” . .
. Williamson
Moments to Remember .
Oh, What a Beautiful Morning—“fOklahoma” .. *. . Williamson
Oklahoma—“1'Oklahoma” .
Pet Me Poppa—t“Guys and Dolls”. . Frank
.Roosevelt
Rice ...
Sailor Boys Have Talk to Me in English
. Morris
Seventeen .
Surrey with the Fringe on Top—1 “Oklahoma” ... . Wiillamson
Then I’ll Be Happy .
.Bourne .
Tina Marie ..
Toy Tiger—f"Private War of Major Benson” .... , Northern
Wake Me ....'.
Wake The Town And Tell The People ... Joy
Yellow Rose of Ttexas.
. Planetary

1
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ASCAP PREZ, PAYOFF PROBLEMS
F.EA Means ‘Forget Ethics Already’;
Carlton Exits as Prexy; Others Duck
The music business’ two-week'f
old romance with ethics is appar¬
Now You’re, in Business
ently over. Joe Carlton, RCA Vic¬
Harry Meyerson, MGM Rec¬
tor’s pop a&r chief, has pulled
ords a&r chief and parttime
out as prexy of the F.’E.A. turn¬
chronicler of the music biz
ing the reins over to publisher
.cliche, offers the following
Paul Barry. Insiders figure that
publisher - to - recording man
without Carlton at the helm", the
patter line:
org will lose much of its attrac¬
* (1) "It’s so miserable it could
tion, especially to publishers.
‘
be a hit.”
Barry, who is currently on the
(2) "They’re either gonna
road plugging his new tune,
love it or hate it.”
"Robin Hood,” couldn’t be reached
(3)
"If this gets the right ex¬
for comment on whether the
posure, it could go (all the
F.’E.A. (initials are still top secret)
way).”
will carry on.
Tipoff to music
(4) "If that’s what they want
bizites that -the org was o* the
these days, this is it.”
skids came last week when one of
(5) "There must be room for
the charter members was caught
a good song somewhere.”
without the gold F.’E.A. emblem
(6) "Our whole staff is be¬
in his lapel. The org was launched
hind this one.”
by Carlton, Barry and publishers
(7) Mitch flipped but he
Phil Kahl and Goldie Goldmark,
couldn’t fit it in.
who sported the pin the first
week.
Purpose of the org* according to
the spokesmen, is for the moral
betterment of the music industry.
Initiation dues are $28.50 and
members get the gold emblem
priced around $10.
According to Carlton, the pres¬
sure of his duties at Victor,
forced him to resign the presi¬
dency. Ho plans to continue as a
member of the outfit, if it con¬
tinues, but will keep away from
Chappell Music, which had been
any of its administrative details.
Since its launching the F.’E.A. confining most of its efforts to
showtune
writers, is now widening
has been a. target of all the Tin
Pan Alley wags who were not too its orbit to include pop tunesmiths.
sold on the org’s aims. The gagLast week .Chappell's general
sters have been ribbing the char¬
ter members on the luncheon cir¬ professional manager Stan Stanley
cuit and it’s not surprising that tagged Bennie Benjamin and Sol
the founders are and will be duck¬ Marcus to a two-year exclusive
cleffing deal. It marks the first
ing for cover.
time in a number of years that the
firm has tied up with strictly pop
writers. Team’s kickoff tune under
the Chappell banner is "Of This
I’m Sure,” which has been cut by
The Four Aces for Decca.
Marcus and Benjamin had col¬
The ,Mary Martin-Noel Coward laborated before, but for the past
CBS-TV specola, "Together With couple of years Benjamin has been
Music,’’ may be put into the groove working with George Weiss and
by Columbia Records. Show, which turned out such clicks as "Wheel
was telecast Saturday (22), was of Fortune” and "Cross Over the
taken off the air by Goddard Lieb- Bridge.”"
erson, Col’s exec veepee, who is
now mulling an album release.
A few weeks ago Col released
"Noel Coward at Las Vegas,” an
album of on-the-spot tapes made
during Coward's recent stint at the
Desert Inn, Vegas nitery. The set
was produced by Lieberson.
“Together With Music” will be
the second specola taken off the
air for album release. In June,
1953, Decca Records culled the
Mary Martin-Ethel Merman seg¬
ment from the Ford 50th Anni
Show for a .10-inch LP.

Chappell Gets
Exclusives On
Pop Tunesmiths

COL IN GROOVE WITH
MARTIN-COWARD SPEC

Oil

| High Court Nix of larks’ Appeal Still
H0HIZ0i!Leaves°Pei1 SomeCopyriitQuestions

ASCAP’s general membership
meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y., yesterday (Tues.) and the
upcoming election of a new prexy
for the Society next spring have
again brought into focus some
problems still besetting the Amer¬
ican Society of Composers, Au¬
thors & Publishers. Two persistent
points of dispute in the Society's
structure are the payoff system for
writers and the overall method of
logging performances.
Herman Starr, lead of the
Music Publishers Holding Corp.
and ASCAP board member, took
the offensive against the society’s
critics at the membership meet by
attax^king those scmawkers whose
contributions have been "negli¬
gible.” He nam§d no names, but
his references w&re clear. Pinky
Herman, a longtime dissident but
now reconciled to I'he leadership,
spoke in favor of the present
ASCAP setup.
While most of the ASCAP mem¬
bership is apparently satisfied
with the present distribution meth¬
od, two opposition schools have
emerged within the ASCAP ranks.
Most active and vocal is the group
represented by Hans Lengsfelder,
who has been urging a sweeping
overhaul of the ASCAP structure
extending from the logging system
to the weighted voting procedure.
Lengsfelder wants a straight 100%
current performance payoff.
He
was not present at yesterday’s
meet because, he said, "speeches
get you nowhere.”
Representing the opposite pole
are some songwriters who regard
the present payoff system as being
too heavily weighted in favor of
current performances. Such vet
(Continued on page 45)

O’Keefe Cleffing Again
Comedian Walter O’Keefe is now
taking a crack at songwriting.
He’s now working on tunes lor a
projected television spectacular
revue.
O’Keefe is also collabbing with
Victor Young on an album to be
called "The All Night Watchman.”

♦

The Power of Music
After 10 years of writing
program notes for the reli¬
gious music in Sesac’s library,
Vincent A, Riniti is leaving the
licensing organization to join
the clergy.
He’s been named pastor of
the Christian Assembly Church
in Sharpsville, Pa.

it. TV
Outfit Buys Into
Keith-Prowse
London, Oct. 25.
Associated-Rediffusion have ac¬
quired a substantial minority hold¬
ing, believed to be about 49% in
the Keith-Prowse Music publishing
company. The deal, closed last
week, involved an investment of
around $250,000 and a new organ¬
ization is being set up which will
include directors from the two
companies.
A-R, which are London’s week¬
day commercial tv programmers,
have been on the lookout for a mu¬
sical publishing affiliation for some
months. The advantages are ob¬
vious, particularly in view of the
extent of the K. P. catalog, which
includes standard hits going back
many years, pops and an extensive
repertoire of classics and operet¬
tas.
The new network uses a lot of
music, and instead of paying fees
to other publishers, will now be
able to pay them into the company
in which they are partnered. They
will also collect their share of the
Performing Rights Society fees,
which would very nearly return
half of their costs.

OUT SOON!

Wanted: Disk Executive
With Photogenic Phiz
Capitol Records execs and staf¬
fers are doubling as models on the
diskery’s album covers. Pictured
in foreground and background on
recent albums have been veepees
Walt Heebner ai\d Lloyd Dunn,
publicity chief Gordon (Bud) Fra¬
zier, and head of Cap’s music firms
Mike Gould. Several of the Coast
office’s secretaries have posed for
the glamour shots.
Occasionally, prexy Glenn E.
Wallichs’ playroom has been used
us the backdrop.

Douglas in Hospital
Walter Douglas, chairman of the
Music Publishers Protective Assn.,
who recovered from an illness just
u few months ago, has been hos¬
pitalized again at Johns Hopkins
Baltimore.
. *Ie’s expected back at his desk
in about a mbnTh.
ATLANTIC ADDS MONTROSE
Jack Montrose, tenor saxist from
1 he Coast, has been added to the
indie Atlantic Records jazz roster.
His first LP will be released
this week. Montrose had previ¬
ously been represented in AtlanUc s jazz^ series, {is an arranger.

The

GOLDEN JUBILEE
50th Anniversary Number
Of

Forms closing shortly

Usual Advertising rates prevail

While refusal of the U. S. Su¬
preme Court last week to hear an
appeal in the E. B. Marks Music
vs. Remington Records suit now
establishes that pre-1909 tunes are
not entitled to mechanical.protec¬
tion under the Copyright Act, the
related copyright question involv¬
ing arrangements of pre-1909 tunes
still remaps up in the air. Fol¬
lowing past practice, most diskeries
still pay cut ro^affics rates on pre1909 tunes because the new ar¬
rangements presumably come un¬
der protection of the Copyright
Act.
Neither the publishers nor the
diskers are especially eager 1o get
a definitive ruling on what consti¬
tutes an arrnrgemcnt and whether
such arrangements of pre-1909
tunes are er+n.ied to copyright
protection.
The publisers' fear
that an adverse decision would cut
off all royaRv oayments on pre1909 turns, while the diskers fear
that ir the ruling went the other
way, they would have to pay the
full statutory rate on. prc-1909
tunes.
In the E. B. Marks case, the ac¬
tion was brought against Reming¬
ton over the tune, "In the Good
Old
Summertime,” solely on
grounds that the Copyright. Act did
give protection to pre-1909 tunes.
The question of the arrangements
did not enter the case, while the
plea that a renewal of a pre-1909
tunes constituted a new copyright
was rejected by the court.
Under the Copyright Act, pub¬
lishers can copyright tunes and
all arrangements thereof. It has
be.en assumed up to now that any '
disk version of a tune, which goes
beyond the piano copy, is an ar¬
rangement and hence copyrightable. Some disk company lawyers,
however, believe that the question
of what constitutes an arrange¬
ment is still moot.
Industry
lawyers
meantime,
are studying new proposals to
change the Canadian copyright
statutes. A government commis¬
sion has been probing the matter
and has come up with a recom¬
mendation that the . provision om
mechanicals be amended. In the
present form, the Canadian copy¬
right law reads that a copyright
owner shall be paid 2c per "play¬
ing surface.” That has assumed
new meaning with the advent of
the new speed disks since many
tunes can now be incorporated on
one "playing surface.”
Major disk companies in Canada
oppose any change in the wording
of the statute. They claim that
there’s no need for the amendment
since industry practice has been
to follow the U. S. policy of pay¬
ing per tune, regardless of the
wording of the law.

IT’S CADENCE’S COOK
BUT COL’S CALLIOPE
Columbia Records’ slice of "I
Never Knew,” from the soundtrack
of the Jack Webb film, "Pete
Kelly’s Blues,” Is stirring a hassle
between Col and the indie Cadence
Records. Although Col’s platter
bills the calliope sound as being
made by Pete Kelly’s Orchestrion,
tiie instrument was played by Jay
Lawrence Cook for the film’s
soundtrack.
Cook, however, is an exclusive
Cadence artist and Cadence execs
are now probing whether Webb
had the right to sell Cook’s sound¬
track performance to another disk
company, even though the artist’s
name is not being used on the .
platter.

Special exploitation advantages
David Rose to Clef, Cut
12 Originals for MGM
Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
NEW YORK 36

HOLLYWOOD 28

CHICAGO 11

LONDON. W. C. 2

154 W. 46th St.

4311 Yucca St.

612 N. Michigan Ave.

8 St. Martin'* Place
Trafalgar Square

Hollywood, Od. 25.
David Rose has embarked on a
project to compose and record a
dozen new original tunes. Cleffing
stint is expected to take several
months.
Materia], when completed, wiW
be recorded by Rose for MGM
Records and released as an LP.

After 45 Disk Slices ‘Autumn Leaves’ ]
Climbs to No. 1 Spot Via Kapp Label
Hollywood, Oct. 25. 4One man’s confidence in a song
has achieved that' rarity in the mu¬
sic business—a tune that becomes
a smash hit after having been
around for five years during which
it was generally regarded as little
more ‘than a fair number. The
song, of course, is “Autumn
Leaves,” which last week regis¬
tered No. 1 in both the Variety
disk and sheet music tabulations.
Mike Gould, head of Ardmore
Music, the Capitol Records subsid
which publishes the song, gives all
the *bredit to Dave Kapp. “Dave
had the perseverance and cdhfidence that the tune needed,” he
points out. “And he stayed behind
the song for four years until he
found the right recording.”
Kapp first heard the tune in Eu¬
rope five years ago. where, as “Les
Feuilles Mortes,” it was a top hit.
Ardmore acquired U. S. rights to
the song and had lyrics put to it
by Johnny Mercer. Kapp, then a&r
exec at Decca, was one of the first
to record it.
Kapp cut it with Bing Crosby,
Artie Shaw and Carmen Cavallero.
All versions were good, but not
hot. When Kapp moved over to
RCA Victor as a&r topper, he cut
“Autumn Leaves” again, this time
with Melachrino Strings.
Other companies meanwhile had
tried out different versions. In all,
45 diskings of “Autumn Leaves”
had been made up to this spring,
without one real big record emerg¬
ing from the batch.
Early this spring, Kapp cut
“Leaves” for the fifth time for his
new indie Kapp Records with pi¬
anist Roger Williams featured. The
disk broke for a hit almost imme¬
diately. As of last week, the plat¬
ter had sold slightly more than
500,000—a tremendous, total for an
independent label to achieve in so
short a time. And, simultaneously,
, Ardmore began to get calls for
^he sheet music. Pubbery has al¬
ready topped the 400,000 mark and
is still going strong with every in¬
dication that the sheet sales will
go over 500,000 to become the biggets in Ardmore's history.
Pre¬
vious topper was “Vaya Con Dios,”
which sold around 400,000 and
which, coincidentally, had a' his¬
tory almost parallel that of
“Leaves” in that it was around for
about two years before the Les
Paul-Mary Ford etching broke.

Chicago Cardinal Bans
Secular Wedding Songs
In Church Ceremonies
Chicago, Oct. 25.
Cardinal Stritch, head of the
Roman Catholic Archdiocese, in
Chicago, has banned the Wagner
and Mendelssohn wedding marches,
eight versions of the “Ave Maria,”
and three other secular composi¬
tions from performance in Chi’s
Catholic churches, effective Nov.
27.
The ban, which includes the
Bach-Gounod,
Schubert, Verdi,
Mascagni, Rosewig, Kahn, Millard,
and Luzzi “Ave Marias,” as well
as “I Love You Truly,” “O Prom¬
ise Me,” and “Because,” heeded
the recommendations of the Arch¬
diocesan Commission of Sacred
Music, established last year, and a
Pope Pius X encyclical. The se¬
lections were .declared unsuitable
for performance in church be¬
cause they lacked “sanctity,” since
many of them were either pop or
“secular” music, or were corn:
posed for the theatre.
Similar
bans have been announced in the
past, but the music has always
crept back.
The cardinal’s decree empha¬
sized that this was in no way an
attempt to pass judgment on the
artistic merit of the compositions
in question.
Local musical fig¬
ures. such as Dr. Rudolph Ganz of
the Chicago Musical College; Leo
Sowerby, organist of St. James
Episcola Cathedral, and Richard
E. Vikstrom, director of music for
Rockefeller Chapel, U. of Chicago,
declared themselves in agreement
with the ban.

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Oct. 15)
London, Oct. 17.
Blue Star .Chappell
Man*From Laramie.. Chappell
Ev’rywhere ..Bron
Yellow Rose.Maddox
Hey There .Frank
Hernando’s Hideaway.. .Frank
Evermore . Rogers
Every Day .....Robbins
I’ll Come When You Call. Reine
Stars Shine ..Maurice
Close the Door..Duchess
Learnin’ the Blues. .Connelly

PEREZ PRADO’S PEAK
BIZ AT LA. PALLADIUM
Hollywood, Oct. 25r
Palladium Ballroom's first ex¬
periment with a latune ^outfit as
the key attraction has wound up as
the biggest success in the terpery’s
history.
Perez Prado, who concluded a
three-week stand last week, drew
$15,150 the first week (four days),
$10,598 the second' (four days) and
$11,450 the third.
First week’s
tally included a 6,661 paid-admis¬
sions record Saturday, the biggest
Saturday night the terpery has had
in 10 years. In on a guarantee
against a 50-50 split over $7,000
per week, Prado exited the stand
with $18,560.
>

Instrumental-vo. ^1 < •» o, Alex
Shey Trio, has been r V?-l ty Mer¬
cury Records for f-;.: ■
’
i
Group will cut some cf Shey’s j
own tunes.

(India Dklrarc

'Hit Parade’ Lineup
)n Oct. 22 NBC-TV Show)
(On
1. Rose of Texas-Planetary
2. Love Is Splendoretf.
Splendorefl. .Miller
3. Autumn Leaves.. .Ardmore
4. Wake the Town.Joy
’ 5. Bible Tells Me.. Paramount
6. Longest Walk... .Advanced
7, Seventeen.Lois

““Iv I/IoliCIo
/I
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Major ‘Covers’
The indie labels are still calling
the tune for the major companies.
Latest indie disking to stir up a
scramble in the industry is Kit Carson’s etching of “Band of Gold”
on the Mars label. Capitol Record#
late last week moved in ahead of
four other bidders and latched
on to the master and an exclusive
pacting with Carson.
Hollis Music, a Howie Richmond
subsid, cut the tune independently
for Mars a couple of weeks ago.
It started to take off in Cincin¬
nati under the spinning impetus of
deejay Ron Dunn (WCPO) and
soon began to spread-through the
midwest. Cap’s takeover* of the
Mars master included initial orders
for almost 50,000 records.
As a result of Cap’s acquisition,
Columbia, King, Cadence' and Mer¬
cury are planning cover platters
with their own artists.

Ink Ex-Printer To
Etch for Epic Label
Crooner Bob Spencer has been
set for his wax debut by Epic Rec¬
ords. Spencer, who was found
working in a print shop by per¬
center Billy Shaw, was pacted by
label’s a&r chief Marvin Holtzman.
His preem platter will be re¬
leased after the first of the year.

Sets Latin-Am Distrib

Capitol Records is planning to
cash in on Andy Griffith’s hit no¬
tices in the Broadway comedy "No
Time for"Sergeants.” Label’s execs
on the coast are currently working
on new package and platter re¬
leases for the hillbilly monologist.
Griffith made an initial score for
the label two years ago with his
monolog etching of “What It Was
Was Football.” The platter passed
the 750,000 sales mark.

Unchained Melody.Frank
I Wonder.Macmelodies
Love Me or Leave Me...Prowse
John and Julie. Toff
Cool Water .Feldman
Softly .
Cavendish
Never Stop Lovin' ... .Robbins
Go On By .Bluebird
Dambusters March... Chappell
Stranger in Paradise. ...Frank
Ever Been Lonely.... .Wright
20 Tiny Fingers .... .F.D.&H.

11 PT
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Griffith Legit Click
Sparks New Cap P’kge Indie Coast Diskery

Real Records, Indie Coast label,
has tied in with Columbia’s Latino
affiliates for south-of-the-border
distribution. Deal was set with
Discos Columbia de Mexico, Discos
Columbia de Brazil and Discos Co¬
lumbia de Argentina.
Real’s top sellers in the Latino
Denise Lor, Mercury Records
division are Lalo Guerrero's slic¬ songstress, headlines at the Boule¬
ings of “Pancho Lopez” "and “My vard, Queens, L. I., for a weekend
Rosita From Texas.”
stand starting Friday (28).

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
i •

-Variety

National
Rating
This Last
wfc. wk.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12A
.
12B
14A
14B
16
17
18
19
20A
20B
22
23A
23B
25

|S

B

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in
.21 cities^ a/nd shouting com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.

g
o

FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing”. 1
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
1
“Autumn Leaves”.... 3
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
3
“Yellow Rose of Texas”...... 2
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
4
“Moments to Remember”RUSTY DRAPER (Mercury)
18
“Shifting, Whispering Sands’’.....
CHEERS (Capitol)
8
“Black Denim Trousers”.
AL HIBBLER (Decca)
12
“He” ....
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
6
“Shifting, Whispering Sands”.
PERRY COMO (Victor)
7
“Tina Marie”.. 7
AMES BROS. (Victor)
15
“My Bonnie Lassie”.
EL DORADOS (Vee-Jay)
9
“At My Front Door”.
PAT BOONE (Dot)
5
“Ain’t That a Shame”. 4
FONTANE SISTERS (Dot)
10
“Seventeen” ..
GOGI GRANT (Era)
13
“Suddenly There’s a Valley”.
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)
18
“He” ..
DON CORNELL (Coral)
11
“Bible Tells Me So”. 10
GALE STORM (Dot)
25
“I Hear You Knockin’ ”..
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
..
“Someone You Love”.
JOHNNY DESMOND (Coral)
13
“Yellow Rose of Texas”.
PAT BOONE (Dot)
13
“At My Front Door”.
STAN FREBERG (Capitol)
. .
“Yellow Rose of Texas”.
JAYE P. MORGAN-(Victor)'
“Longest Walk”.
FOUR FRESHMEN (Capitol)
21
“Day by Day”.
JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
20
“Suddenly There’s a Valley”.
JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)
24
“Suddenly There’s a Valley”.
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MISS SHOW BUSINESS

LONESOME ECHO
Jackio Gleason

Frank Sinatra

Victor

SOA 595
FDM 1, 2-595

3

5

IN THE WEE,
SMALL HOURS
Film Soundtrack

3

7

9

LPM 1085
EBF 1, 2-581

i

h

. go .

7

Capitol
Columbia
CL 710
B 2090
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SIX TOP
ALBUMS
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Artist, Label, Title_

2

3

1 ? 1 I l

LOVE ME OR

MERC INKS SHEY TRIO

Wednesday, October 26, 1955

Variety

MUSIC

Capitol
W 627
EBF 1, 2-627
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Petrillo Relaxing Bars on Anglo-U.S.
Band Exchange; Heath-Kenton Swap
London, Oct. 25.
-*■
Janies C. Petrillo, . president of
tlie American Federation of Mu¬
sicians; has reportedly agreed to
a1 low an Anglo-U.S. exchange of
bands between the Ted Heath orch
and‘that of Stan Kenton. Petrillo
will allow Heath to bring as many
men' as he likes to the States and
The tv music biz romance is
stay as long as he likes, provided continuing in full swing with “The
the Stan Kenton band can play the Unitqd States Steel Hour"’ and the
same period in Britain with the George Burns & Grade Allen
same number of men. Only stipu¬ Show (both on CBS-TV) getting
lation is that Heath’s American into the act.
»
tour must be confined to concerts
For the “U. S.,Steel” show, Earl
—no club dates. Kenton will also
Shuman and Marshall Brown have
piav concerts in England.
penned / the title song, "Shoot It
This is the first sign of a lifting
Again.”' The Burns & Allen song
of the ban which has existed since
plug will be for Mack Gordon’s
1935 on the entry of American
“I Love Her, That’s Why.” Title
bands in this country.
of Gordon’s song has been taken
The ruling by Petrillo that only from Burhs’ recent autobiography,
concerts may be played by the vis¬ published by Simon & Schuster.
iting band to the States, restricts The plug has been set for the Nov.
the earning capacity of the British 7 stanza.
visitors, And Heath now finds him¬
“Shoot It Again,” which is be¬
self in a situation where it would
cost $12,000 to transport his band ing aired tomorrow (Thurs.), is
published
by. Miller Music, a Big
to the States, quite apart from the.
cost. of intermediate transport in Three firm. Tune has been cut by
Teresa
Brewer
for Coral Records.
making long hops from concert to
concert. Heath’s is a high-priced Disks are being shipped to retail¬
ers
in
time
for
the
telecast.®
band and the expenses of an Amer¬

Burns & Allen, Steel Hour
Get In Music Biz Act
Via Video Song Plugs

ican tour are such that, at the mo¬
ment, it does not seem possible
that the outgoings could be: reim¬
bursed by the takings of the tour.
The same state of affairs does
not exist for Stan Kenton in this
qountry since the jazz public here
is more concert-minded, and there
are many more opportunities for,
presenting the band in this form at
halls throughout the country.
In
any. case, the cost of travelling is
immeasurably lower in this coun¬
try since there are no occasions for
long hops.
Tentative suggestions, at the mo¬
ment, seem to be.that, while Ken¬
ton will play in Britain, a band less
expensive than that of Ted Heath
may go over on the reciprocal ex¬
change.
It has only been lifted once, for (
charitable purposes, when Norman '
Granz’s “Jazz and the Philhar(Continued on page 44)

Magyar Tempers Rise
■i As Detroit AFM Local
Holds Up Gypsy Concert
•

Detroit, Oct. 25.
The curtain for Gertrude GelJcrt’$- production of “Gypsy Fan¬
tasy” was delayed 40 minutes last
^Wednesday night (19) at the Ma¬
sonic Temple Auditorium because
of a dispute with the Detroit Fed¬
eration of Musicians over payment
of orchestra members in advance
of the show. During the wait, the
approximately 1.000 persons in the
audience
angrily
stomped
and
whistled. A "few got their money
back.
The contract called for $1,000 in
cash or certified check before cur¬
tain time. Miss Gellert gave band¬
leader Ziggy Bela a personal check
for that
amount.
Les Clark,
union business agent who was
backstage, was told to get cash or
a certified check.
As sounds grew angrier out
front, a person from the audience
slipped backstage. He was Vasile
Conciatu, a designer for a refrig¬
erator firm, who offered to write
a check for $1,000.
Clark said it
wouldn’t do.
C. W. Van Lopik, auditorium
manager who had been counting
receipts all this time, said he could
guarantee $500 to the union; that
there were additional uncounted
receipts at a downtown ticket of¬
fice and the union could take its
chances for the remainder of the
check. Clark and Werner agreed.

Buzzell Exits Richmond
Loring Buzzell is resigning his
professional manager’s post with
the I-Iowie Richmond firms to take
oyer the managerial reins for his
wife Lu Ann Simms. Ruzzell had
been with the Richmond org for
dose to five years.
Miss Simms has been out of ac¬
tion for the past eight months. She
recently became a mother. It’s not
known yet whether she’ll return to
the Arthur Godfrey show, of which
•me was a member before her
hiatus. She has a seven-year pact
with CBS, however, and is also
under contract to Columbia Rec¬
ords.

MUSIC

Capone Gang Next?

DJs Cash in On Alan Freed Format
With Rock V Roll Sideline Packages

Now that such heroes of the
old west ■ as Davy Crockett,
Wyatt Earp and Daniel Boone
have had their fling on wax,
MGM Records is turning to
the outlaws for a shellac workover. Label is releasing an
album salute to the desper¬
adoes by folk singer Dickson
Hall.

Stan Meyers’ Band
To Work Far East On
U. S. Servicemen Tour

Hall has penned original
lyrics to a number of familiar
folk melodies', for the package.
Among the outlaws worked
over are Billy The Kid, Jesse
James, Belle Starr, Doc Halliday, Dalton Bros, and Black
Bart.

Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Stan Meyers band of 15 musi¬
cians planed out over the weekend
as the “pilot group” of a new phase

Decca in Tieup
Jag to Plug LPs
Decca Records has gone on

a

tie-up binge to plug its album re¬
leases. Latest joint promotion for
the diskery is with the Hammond
Organ Co. in behalf of 27 organ
LP sets. Campaign involved stand¬
ard catalog., material as well as a
couple of ‘ new albums by Jesse
Crawford.
The diskery has recently made
tie-ins with Holiday magazine, for

Jacques Singer will open the a series of around-the-world music
1955-56 season of the Corpus
Christi, Tex., Symphony Orchestra
on Oct. 31 with a concert featuring
Lily Pons as soloist.

sets; with Harmony Guitar Co. for
a flock of hillbilly band packages;
and with the Austin Motor Co.
for an Andre Previn LP.

of professional entertainment for
servicemen of the Far Eastern
command.

Tooters

are

financed

out of profits derived from the
post exchanges and film showcases
of the army and the plan was
worked out after conferences be¬
tween John te Groen, president of
AFM Local 47 here, and Lt. Col.
Jerome B. Coray of the Armed
Forces Entertainment Branch.
Temporary entertainment pro¬
gram is being purchased by the
Far East Command to fill in the
iulerim period during which USO
is unable to provide shows in the
area. The Meyers aggregation will
be gone for 20 weeks. Second unit
of Nappy Lamare and 9 windjam¬
mers will leave Nov. 7. Junket will
cover
Japan,
Korea,
Okinawa,
Guam, Formosa and the Philippine
Islands. Bands will be augmented
by specialty acts which will be
changed each eight weeks.

Scoreboard
,OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

NOTE: The current comparative tales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, twQ ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines. retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)..
Autumn Leaves
FOUR ACES (Decca) ..Love Is Many-Splendored

1

1

2

2

3

3

MITCH MILLER (Columbia).jlonnte Blul gJ*™

4

4

FOUR LADS (Columbia). Moments to Remember

5

10

AL HIBBLER (Decca). He

6

5

pat nnovrr /rw\
(Aint That a Shame
PAT BOONE (Dot) ...} At My Front Door

7»

8

CHEERS

8

RUSTY DRAPER (Mercury).‘ ‘ lleven^een^18^1^

9

7

BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)..Shifting, Whispering Sands

10

6

PERRY COMO (Victor)...j^e^arie

(Capitol)... Black Denim Trousers

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

1
2

1

3

3
2

4

4

5
6

5

7
8
9
10

7
9
6
10

(♦ASCAP.

fBMI)

TUNE

PUBLISHER

*AUTUMN LEAVES.
Ardmore
*LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING.Miller
* YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS.

Planetary

*MOMENTS TO REMEMBER...... Beaver
fSUDDENLY THERE’S A VALLEY .Hill & Range
^SHIFTING, WHISPERING SANDS

.

MDS

fHE .’.. Avas
*BIBLE TELLS ME SO ..
Paramount
•[BLACK DENIM TROUSERS ...... Hill & Range
•[SEVENTEEN.

The rhythm & blues vogue has
opened up new vistas for disk
jockeys. They’ve developed a hot
sideline packaging r&b shows for
theatres.
With a steady, flow of r&b names
continually breaking on wax. it’s
been a comparatively easy job for
the deejays to round up a live
package.
It’s adding up to big
coin for the jocks, too, because
they keep the nut at a minimum
and sell the whole package at top
coin and usually with a percentage
to boot.
Hefty coin potential of the r&b
units, helmed by deejays, was evi¬
denced in early September when
Alan Freed (WINS, N. Y.) brought
a troupe into the Brooklyn Para¬
mount and drew over $150,000 for
a week’s run. Freed also scored at
the same theatre during Easter
week with a similar r&b setup.
With Freed leading the way,
other r&b jocks are hopping on
the bandwagon. Tommy Small, lor
example, the “Dr. Jive” of WWRL
(Long Island indie), has been
cleaning up with the same format.
In the past six months Small has
brought two separate units into
New York’s Apollo Theatre for
solid boxoffice. He’s set for his
third round there beginning Nov.
4 with such r&b artists as Bo Diddley, Bill Dogepp, The Jacks, The
Flamingoes, Howling Wolf and The
Harptones among others.
In the upstate New York area,
George Lorenz, deejay on WKBW,
Buffalo, is propping an r&b show
to play his homebase city as well
as Rochester, Syracuse, Utica, Al¬
bany, Philly, Richmond, Provi¬
dence, Toronto and Montreal. Lor¬
enz, who bills himself as "the orig¬
inal Houn’ Dog,” has tagged his
package “Howl of the Hound and
a Great Rhythm & Blues Show.”
Latest deejay to get into the act
is Hal Jackson, platter spinner on
WLIB, N. Y. He’s rounded up.anr&b troupe for a one-nighter at
New York’s Carnegie Hall Satur¬
day night (29).

Paris Gendarmerie
Called in to Cool Off
Rioting Bechet Fans

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

41

Lois

Paris, Oct. 25.
Sidney Bechet's popularity among
the young jazz set here was the
cause of a riot at the Olympia Musichall last Wednesday (19) which
let’ to 10 youths being hospitalized,
with two gravely hurt, and $6,000
damages for the house. Riot start¬
ed when the packed house was
closed to a crowd still trying to
get in. This free show by Bechet,
given to celebrate his 1,000,000
disk, was held at the Olympia on
its weekly closing day. House,
which can seat 1,900, already had
3.000 inside when the police tried
to close the doors. A remaining
2,000 set up a clamor and fights
broke out.
Bechet, who has become a jazz
staple since settling here over
seven years ago, gave the concert
with the Claude Luter orch. It
was during the intermission that
the exuberant youngsters ransack¬
ed the house, tore up seats and
ripped down all the portraits of
singers on the walls except that
of Edith Piaf. The return of Bechet
assuaged the ri)ob who stayed with
him in handclapping pandemonium
until the end of the -concert. Exit
was less demonstrative and an re¬
inforced group of Dolicemen did
not ftave any 1 rouble.
Bechet,
incidentally,
recently
wrote his first ballet. “La Nuit
Est Une Sorciere” (Night Is A
Sorcerer), which was performed by
the Ballets De La Tour Eiflcl at
the Theatre Dos Champs-Elysecs
last month.

Instant Jam
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Capitol staged a whirlwind re¬
cording session to get the next in
its continuing series of jazz al¬
bums. Date was called when Bobby
Hackett arrived in town for a oneday stand and the label decided to
get the package cut without delay.
Hackett and such sidomen as Jack
Teagarden
and
Malty
Matlock
worked through the night to re¬
cord an entire 12-inch LP album
with Dave Cavanaugh supervising.
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'A&IETY

EMI Net Profit
At $2,33(

KAKIETY-

—-

London, Oct. 25.
EMI (Electric & Musical Indus- j
tries), British electronics company !
which recently took control of I
Capitol Records, has racked up con- !
solidated trading profit of $8,876,000, an improvement of more than
$3,000,000 on the previous . year,
Profit, before taxation, has jumped
by over $2,500,000 to $5,544,000
Dividend has been hiked to 15Cc
as against 10Co.
After providing over $3,000,000
for taxation, there is a net profit
of almost $2,330,000. According to
the balance sheet, profits from
overseas, including the U. S..
amounted to $478,800. Group re¬
serves now stand at around
$18,000,000.

Survey of retail 'Sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
. 12 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this ,
and last week.
ASCAP
t BM1
National
Rating:
This Last
wk. wk„„

Title and Publisher

Hollywood, Oct. 25.
11
10
Capitol has signed Shirley Jones, .
12A 11
singing find of the film version of
12B .
“Oklahoma,” to a plattery contract
14
and will begin plans to groom her
15
as soon as she finishes her cur¬
rent film stint in “Carousel.” In
the latter, she’s re-united with
Gordon MacRae, with whom she
did “Oklahoma.”
With both Miss Jones and Mac¬
Rae in “Carousel,” Capitol is as¬
sured of the soundtrack album of
the 20th-Fox film, just as it had
0ne ot the ™ost comprehensive
the “Oklahoma” album.
_;_
works of its kind is Leonard
Feather’s “Encyclopedia or Jazz”
ARMSTRONG WOWS DANES
(Horizon; $10), with a foreword
-—r(which he said was tape-recorded)
Concerts, at 4, 7, 9:30 All Go Clean by Duke Ellington, and with some
In 5,000-Seat Hall
200 photographs of the exponents
~
the medium. These run the
Copenhagen, Oct. 25.
gamut from Le Jazz Hot to the
Louis Armstrong played to lit- other foreign nationals—German,
eral capacity in all his dates in Scandinavian, Japanese, etc. — to
Denmark. At the K. B. Hallen, the hot versus the cool brands.
which seats 5,000, he did three
Feather is an acknowledged auperformances one day, at 4, 7 and thority on the subject and the
9:30 and the same night played in kingsize book is bound to become
another spot for 1,000 students, the definitive authority, It is rewearing one of the white Danish piete with discography as well as
students caps.
biography; it has been elaborately
His engagements at the pro* indexed and cross-indexed (birthvincial towns of Aarhus and days of 1,065 jazzists, biogs, etc.),
Odense were equally sellout, a re- and includes elaborate further
flection of a popularity attested by breakdowns of home addresses;
diSk
instrumental,
SalTfS
Satrhmn'^thirrt visit to biog bands, small combos andTim
T,*1Th/ war Artuallv dred categories), disk companies,
he ldt the Danes like a one man glossary of jazz terms, etc.
tm-nado1^
aco of,
It is obviously a musician's book
first appearance. There has been as well as for the disciples. It is
no lessening in his almost hysteri- broken down as to disk label and
cal popularity here.
number; vital statistics; and will
be a handy reference for future
and frequent consultation.
Feather is generous with his author’s intro credits, for obviously
a giant undertaking of this size
could not be a one-man operation.
His sources are authoritative as is
his exposition and categories.
Quite naturally the “Hall of Fame”
candidates — Satchmo,
Satchmq, the Duke,
Charlie Parker, the Count and
Lester Young have the most generous bibhography, but the rest of
the alphabetized galaxy in this
pamstakingly prepared encyclopedxa are also well covered.
Obviously, a work of this nature
NVGM #K-U094
requires regular updating, and
Feather states that is the basic
idea between himself and Horizon
Press.
Abel.
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* Autumn Leaves (Ardmore)
2
’'"Rose of Texas (Planetary)
3
*Love Is Splendored (Miller). 4
~SuddenIyaTValie7lH&R).. 7
"Moments Remember (Beaver)... 10
"Bible Tells Me (Paramount). 5
iHe (Avas)..
1
"♦Shifting- Sands (MDS). . ... 9~
♦Wake the Town (Joy). 8
“'Love and Marriage (Barton).... . 6
tSeventeen (Lois).
■'Longest Walk (Advanced).
IBIack Denim Trousers (H&R)... ..
♦For Favor (Frank)..
♦Never Stop Loving (Feist).

SHIRLEY JONES TO CAP;
DUE IN‘CAROUSEL’SET

Z

_ Sholes Upped
In RCA Revamp

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Leonard Feather’s ‘Jazz
Encyclopedia’ a Complete
Book of Cats & Jammers

BUDDY GRECO
The Thrilling Vole* and Exciting Piano
Presents

THE BUDDY GRECO TRIO
Currently

SANDS HOTEL, Las Vegas
CORAL RECORDS
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Steve Sholes, who has bcei
heading up RCA Victor’s count™
& western operation for many
years, has now boosted to the chief
of the newly created specialty
department under the recent Victor realignment of execs into sep¬
arate units for singles and albums.
Working in .the singles division
Sholes is now in charge of hillbilly, ^ sacred, international and
rhythm & blues releases. Johnny
Comacho, artists & repertoire manager for the international division,
will report to Sholes as will Bob
Rolontz, a&r head for r&b.
Expanded duties for Sholes is
in recognition for RCA’s click liillbilly out for the past few years,
This department has been a consistent moneymaker for the company. Sholes works under W. W.
(Bill) Bullock, who’s general man^ager of singles division.
General assignments for Victor
disk execs under the new setup
are virtually the same as before
except that the division .between
the singles and album operations
has been formalized.

EDDY ARNOLD FOLIO
TIES IN WITH TELEPIX

The Lost Chord

I.nral
SlaiK Pptrilln
Lutdi 47 oidpa
i cuiiiu .

Boston, Oct. 25.
The organist is usually the
one guy who never worries
about having his instrument
lifted. Not in Boston, how¬
ever. Ronald I. Harry has
Back Bay police looking for
his $2,800 organ, stolen togeth¬
er with a three-quarter ton
truck after a dinner party at
Hotel Statler.
Harry turned out some soft
organ
organ "strainTfor
strains for '“theTnatio
the nation's
new
new Ambassador from Cana
Canada,
Arnold
D. P.
P. Heeney,
Heeney, and
and had
Y
Arnold D.
the
the organ
organ put
put on
on the
the tri
truck
after
the program.
program.
wh
after the
While
Harry was picking up a snack
sm
at the hotel some Hub mu
music
lovers picked up the organ
organ.
■
-■
■ ■
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Music with
is hitting
the marketTrinity
this week
its first
song

hFlArtinff
Now Vaatiaa
EluLIUlg llCW ItJCpcC

folio> “Eddy Arnold Time.” Publication is tied in with the telepic
series of the same name and will
10 right tor Korun Loin be peddled primarily in the 82
Hollvwnod Oft 25
markets that showcase the pic.
In one of strongest slans a loAdvance orders for the folio
cal has yet take^af AFM prexy
James C. Petrillo, administration “ \et?llsJt°\ $11 ??
nn t
candidate Eddie Pratt was over- dled
f°F 5°C °n 3
wh&mingly defeated for veepee of non-returnable basis.
Local 47, todter union in this city.
He’d beeh serving as interim can¬ Flanagan En Route
didate since the resignation of
On 4rMonth Band Trek
Phil Fischer, who has retained the
post as international rep. Pratt
The Ralph Flanagan orch is curreceived only 714 votes to 1,208 for rently swinging through PennsylCecil Read who promised to go be- vania on the first leg of a four*
fore the international to demand a month cross-country tour.
change in the re-use stipulation
Band treks through Texas durunder which coin is funnelled into jng November and then sit down
the musicians trust fund. Third for a month beginning Dec. 8 at
candidate, Arthur J. Rano, re- the Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans,
ceived only 71 votes. '
-_lkf:
IN Pf
K- L«ner, SesaCs general
cause they'cant get coin for reiun attorney appointed chairman of
r\f radio
rodin and
«mH tv
i\r programs.
vwnorramc In
Tn a.
q prenvo- the
,,
^
^
Portland, Ore., Oct. 25.
of
Copyright
Office Affairs ComNorman Granz’s “Jazz At The election speech. Read, specifically mittee of the American Bar Assn,
Philharmonic” racked up a scorch- 10 years, on which all other talent formed.
T_ nj-Li

f

15G GROSS IN PORT.

big $15,100 gross at the Auditorlum here Friday night (21). This is
a new record take for the outfit
Plays_ here. annually Concert
was yu/o soia oi t in aavance
Biz at the Auditorium has been
ack with legit shows so the stout
slack
ke was
take
was surprising.
surprising.
"
. JATP’s Sock 23G In H’wood
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Nnrmsn Rrfm*'*
Norman
Granz’s tmnnp
troupe at a
0ne-niter on Oct. 19 at the Shrine
Auditorium grossed $23,700, drawg 5oo navees Ton was $4 75
Last year’s take was $19,000. $
jn Qranz troupe, now on national tour, are Ella Fitzgerald,
Gene Krupa Quartet, Lester
Young> Dizzy Giiie§pie, Buddy1
Rich, Oscar. Peterson, Roy Eldridge
dridge, Illinois
Illinois jaCquet,
Jacquet, Flip
Flip PhilPhillips and Eddie Shu.
-
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jfs getting residual coin. It marks
the first time in recent history that
an administration candidate has
been defeated for an office here,
~~
TTnwaivI "R^rlr
-“®rK -CNa.mea
_

monic” unit played a couple of
concerts in London in aid of the
British Flood Relief Fund twvo
;ars ago.
The British Musicians Union has
ways held out for a one-for-one
always
cinrocal basis of exchange bereciprocal
tween British and American bands
and has intimated that on this
basis, it will offer no objection to
Kenton coming here.
Kenton has a European tour
booked in the spring of next year
so his British dates will take place
round about the same time. Harold
Davison and Maurice Kinn will be
handling the tour, and propose to
fly to New York within the "next
few weeks to meet Stan Kenton
and iron out all details.
In the U. S., the AFM has okayed
the current concert tour of maestro Mantovani who has been workIng with two British sidemen and
a pickup U. S. orch. AFM also regularly permits entry of British concert artists.

THINGS

Epic Promotion Head

Howard Berk takes over as adsales promotion manager for Epic
Records, Columbia subsid.
Gil
Gi} McKean
M,cKean and Art Schwartz
E5vHy.llh^n1dle<l Jh.e . ad;s.ales
en4 f°r ?oth *
a.„ Epic< McK®an
and Schwartz
Schwartz will
will now
now confine
confine
and
their actlvities
activities to
to the
the parent
parent corncom¬
pany.
pa y* ^

^

9'°l7*2* Hillbillies

Columbia Records expanded its
hillbilly roster last week with the
pacting of thrush Gail Davis and
the juve duo, The Collins Kids.
Platters by both newcomers are
■
being set for release within the
i nex* coup^e of weeks.

.= Continued from paKe 41 =5

THE PERFECT
AFTER-VACATION SONG

[

CHRISTY JOINS TUXEDO
The indie Tuxedo label has added blues shouter Leroy (Potato)
Christy to its roster. Christy’s initial platter will be released in
a
n u 1
a^S0 ^a®^ed ^ie Capitol
r;Z?Dc} 31St
9,lty ?^.ar.
s! a 2osPel group ±rom
. ,.s!
Pblladelphia,
.
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Inside Stuff-Music

Loesser Firm Inks
r,s
Another Young Writer
for CBS-TV’s

Columbia Records has been slotted as the destination
x
“Lets Take A Trip” stanza Sunday (30). Show’s regulars Sonny Fox,
Ginger MacManus and Pud Flanagan will be taken on a tour of aa
sk
Col’s 30th St. (N.Y.) studios by Hecky Krasnow, head of label’s kidisk
w
division. Diskery also has prepped a platter to tie in with the show.
za
It’s a recording of "Whoopsy-Doo,” which will be sung on the stanza
ds I
by Ginger MacManus and Pud Flanagan. The disk will be in the hands
of the retailers the day following the telecast.
■•h'
During' Sunday’s stanza, the juves will meet Art Carney and watch
'w
him cut a new tune, "Mamma, Mamma.” They’ll also be shown how
a record is made via film clips taken in advance at Col’s Bridgeport,

MUSIC

Oil The Upbeat

Frank Music, Frank Loesser’s
Publishing operation, has tagged
^6-year-old Arthur Hamilton to an
exclusive writing pact. Hamilton
Samuel G. Engel, directed by
New York
Henry Koster.
scored this year with ‘.‘Pete Kelly’s
Don Elliott Quartet opened at
'Gwen Bari opened a two-week
Blues>'
the current "Cry Me A the Rouge Lounge, Detroit, yester¬
River.”
day (Tues.) ... Rita Lintz back in stint at Art Williams Eldorado on
Monday
(24) . . . George Valando
Loesser is prepping longrange the Columbia1* Records publicity
Plans lor Hamilton along the lines department after a trek through of T-C Publishing Corp. on a threeweek
trek
through Texas and Ari¬
of Dick Adler and Jerry Ross Europe . . . Tune written for Phil¬
whom he wrapped up several years adelphia’s New Year's Day Parade, zona . . . James Truitte choreo¬
plant.
graphing
Lester
Horton Dancers’
ago. Adler and Ross have since "Mummers March,” has been put
paid off big with two clicko legit into the groove by the Harrowgate concert, "Salome,” for troupe’s Bal
RCA Victor has come up with its own "celebrity service” for its art¬ tuners, “The Pajama Game” and String Band on the Juke Box label Caribe at the Palladium Oct. 30.
ists roster in order to simplify the-guest star and interview routines "Damn Yankees.”
. . . George Fruness, BMI contact[or radio-tv and magazine. Each week, Victor is issuing a memo list¬
man, back at "his New York desk
Chicago
ing all of its artists who are scheduled to be; in New York and Los
os
after several weeks on the Coast
Count Basie in for two weeks at
. . . Bill Hayes, back in town from the Blue Note, Chi, Jan. 19 . . .
Angeles. Info will show date of arrival arid duration of stay in addi¬
a five-week disk jockey tour, slated Perez Prado due for a one-niter
tion to listing the artists under the various categories of pop, jazz,
for six guest shots on Sid Ceasar’s tour of the midwest in November
longhair, hillbilly and international.
CBS-TV show . . . Guy Lombardo . . . Claude Thornhill plays Wis¬
Service is partisularly slanted for video producers who want to know
iw
named national co-chairman of the consin U. Friday (28) with Johnny
where to cadge a spare guest star at the last minute.. Bill Alexander,
Muscular Dystrophy Fund.
Desmond . . . Les FJgart set for
Victor’s ad manager, devised the availability service to minimize the
Golden Gate Quartet planed to the Melody Mill, Chi, Nov. 23-27,
frayed nerves generated by the frantic "who’s in town” searches.
British society bandleader Tom- Paris yesterday (Tues.) for a three- Dec. 21-25, Dec. 28-Jan. 1 . . .
my Kinsman wound up his 21-dav | week stand at the Olympia Thea¬ Sauter-Finnegan doing one-niters
tre beginning tomorrow (Tliurs.)
Songsmith Harry Parr-Davies, who recently died in London, wrote
te junket-in-the-rough across the U.S. , . . Billy Eckstine set for a week in the Chicago area for two frames
many songs for Grade Fields, and George Formby—including "Wiph
F last week with the impression that at the Latin Quarter, Philly, Nov. 7 in November, playing Keyman’s,
Chi, Nov. 13 . . . Eddy Howard into
Me Luck As You Wave Me Goodbye,” "Sing As You Go,” and "It’s in
in there’s an overload of jazz here
the Air.” He cleffed the music for several shows and films including and that the public, for the most . . . Pupi Campo into the Golden the Lake Club, Springfield, Ill.,
Slipper, Glen Cove (L.I.) Nov. 1 Nov. 5-11 . . . Ted Weems inked
"Lisbon Story,” from which came the hit, "Pedro the Fisherman.” His
jV* Part, is getting tired of hearing for one week . . . Dick Gersh han¬ for the Roosevelt Hotel, New Or¬
last musical comedy was "Dear Miss Phoebe.” At the time of his death
cn the same thing played again and
eastern promotion for the leans, Nov. 10-Dec. 7 . . . David
he was working on the score of forthcoming musical based on the play, again. "It’s gotten so,” he stated, dling
indie Ridgeway Records . . . Roy Carroll set for the Aragon, Chica¬
"Peg of My Heart.” His last published song, "Now and Forever,”
> “that most of the jazz improvisa¬ Stevens, currently at the Roseland go, Nov. 27-Deo, 30 . . . Blue Bar¬
is the theme of a film of that title due out in December.
tions are unrecognizable and that Ballroom, recording for the Origi¬ ron opening at Chicago’s Melody
a lot of the jazz musiciars just nal label . . . Drummer Denzil Mill tonight (2G).
Best, formerly with George Shear¬
:’s seem to be blowing anythin!!.”
Taking a leaf from the pop pushers, Robbins (Big Three) Music’s
sr
Kinsman, who has made the ing, joined Erroll Garner’s outfit
educational department is plugging Ferde Grofe’s “Hudson River
Pittsburgh
c- Europe-to-N.Y. bit 60 times over . . . Rona Barrett joined Walt
Suite” with cuffo albums. E. J. McCauley, Robbins’ educational direc¬
Concert package of Dave Brum the years, decided to get an inside Hofer office . . . Rico Carri Trio
tor, is sending out 100 copies of Andre Kostelanetz’s Columbia album
y, view of the country via a trek on instrumental group, currently at beck, Gerry Mulligan combos and
of the suite to the major civic syrriphony orchs around the country.
the Gondolier, Greenwich Village Australian Jazz Quartet booked for
,h the Greyhound bus route.
He eatery . . . The Jodimars, new Cap¬ one-nighter
The albums are being sent to "audition” the new suite for the symph
at Syria Mosque Nov.
figured he covered close to 10.000 itol Records rock ’n’ roll group, 8 . . . Ted Lewis unit comes to
orchs.
miles in an itinerary that took him opened at the Cadillac, Trenton, Mosque Nov. 27 for 16th annual
^
south
from
N.Y.,
then
west,
north
Monday (24) . . . Burton Sisters Jewish War Veterans "Night of
Bill Randle, Cleveland (WERE) dee jay, has been tapped by Uni¬
n and back to Gotham.
move from the Lotus Club, Wash¬ Stars” . . . Brad Hunt orch has
versal Pictures for a film short. Cameras started rolling last week in
ie
Kinsman believes that every sec- ington, to the Casino Theatre, landed' Carnegie Tech Military
his home base and will follow his activities to New York where he
helms a Saturday afternoon plattter show on WCBS. A flock of top tion of the country is now wide Toronto, and the Seville, Montreal. Ball on Dec. 10 . . . Chuck Marlin
I opeh for a ouieter type of music.
Frank Mathews, Cadillac Rec¬ band had option renewed at Chez
disk artists are currently being lined up for the pic.
Jazz, he said, seems to be tiding ords crooner, on a two-week dee- Dee; ditto Walt Harper outfit at
itself out and losing its aud on a jay promotion tour through the
In a move to spark sales on its lowprice. disks, Bell Records is pack¬
c- national basis. "You hear the same midwest . . . Thrush Betty Ben¬ Sky Vue.
aging the platters In illustrated jackets. Heretofore, Bell had con¬
l- kind of jazz in every city.” he nett waxed her first LP for Atlan¬
fined the illustrated jackets to its LP and EP album line. The Bell
II added, "and it is losing some of tic .. . Georgia Gibbs pacted to Ted Lewis’ 1947 Sides
Gabbe, Lutz & Heller’s manage¬
platters, which peddle for 39c, are distributed by Pocket Books.
its original excitement.”
Due for Merc Package
_
In contrast to the jazz overload ment office . . . The Rover Boys,
ABC-Paramount
label vocal group,
here, Kinsman pointed out that
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
cree went into operation. Rus¬
>- England is wide open for the hep currently at Kin-La-Low, Toledo.
Eight sides made by Ted Lewis
sell’s speech was received coolly.
tootlers. If art interchange of
eight years ago will be released
Hollywood
g American and British orchs can be
next month by Mercury as an LP.
The problem of adequate logging
Continued from page 39Tunes were cut by Lewis In the
Bobbie Short Trio follows cur¬
is another knotty one for thee worked out, he said, U.S. jazzsters
e
v/ill
clean
up
in
Britain.
"Right
cleffers as Benee Russell, for in¬ ASCAP board.
rent
Nellie
Lutcher
into
Castle
frantic weeks before the 1947 rec¬
Many of the
They were a part
stance, want the Society to estab¬ younger writers, including thosee now,” .he added, "American jazz Restaurant Nov. 4 . . . Phil Rose ord ban.
n disks are big sellers in England.” replaces Mel Blanc on the children of a group of 24 the maestro cut
lish a payoff which would give all who do not support Lengsfelder on
As far as the straight musicians series for Little Golden Records independently. Decca took 16 and
other
issues,
also
support
exten¬
writers at least 90% of what |hey
j- go, Kinsman was surprised by all . . . Tunesmiths Pony Sherrell and the remaining eight masters have
received before the consent de- sion of the-logging coverage. At
,e the extras required of a musician Phil Moody are penning the music been in Lewis’ possession since.
the present time, the neworks are
for this week’s revue at the Desert
Numbers include. "September
logged completely," while the in¬ here. "They’ve got to be contor- Inn, Las Vegas. One of the tunes,
n tionists, acrobats and comics as
dependent
stations
are
covered
on
“A Girl’s Just Gotta Have Mink,” Song” and Lewis’ fifth version of
PROGRAM TO-DAY
e
well
as
musicians,”
he
stated.
"A
"St. Louis Blues.”
a rotational sampling basis. The
will
be
published
by
Mills
Music
^ musician in England would never
accent on the networks in both
. . . Songstress Roberta Linn has
YESTERDAY'S
t comply to such exhibitionism.”
radio and tv, it’s claimed, weights
her first song, "You Look
i
Beyond the realm of music, penned
performances in favor of the stand¬
Up to Him,” and will introduce it
"
Kinsman’s
other
views
were:
1)
at her Nov. 14 New Frontier. Las
ards and the old catalogs. The
j Color tv is like a one penny post- Vegas, bow ... George Cates,
indie stations, on the other hand,
l’ card with a long way to go. 2) The Coast recording director for Coral
showcase more of the new tunes
f roads should be dubbed beer-can Records, recuperating after a heart
in all idioms, from pop through
p highways for a hardly a yard goes attack.
hillbilly to rock ’n’ roll. ASCAP
£ by without passing a discarded
Martin orch holds over
Music by
execs have been studying methodss beer-can on the road. 3) The credit forFreddy
the Gale Storm show opening
to expand the logging procedure. system makes buying too easy. 4) at the Cocoanut Grove Nov. 9 . . .
JESSE GREER
On the question of logging,
g> there should be a distribution of KOWL deejay Chico Sesma opened Today, vending machines are a
prexy Stanley Adams explained
SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN
d winners in sports so I rooted for a band engagement at the El Som¬ two-billion-dollar business . . .
that
the
costs
of
covering
the
small
11 the Brooklyn Dodgers. 5) New brero nitery yesterday (25) . . . and in many cities, mobsters
1270 Sixth Aw.
N.w York 20
Bobby Short Trio open a limited dictate who can have them,
stations were prohibitive. He stat¬
t- York is one big fairground.
ed, however, that ASAP’s spot
5t
Kinsman headed home last week 1engagement at Charley Bollar’s how the take is split—even
Castle Restaurant Nov. 4 . . . Les
check
system
now
surveys
stations
is
and
is
set
to
play
at
the
Windsor
1
F-rm The 70. h ..„ ■ » T ,
in 44 out of the 48 states.
Castle Christmas dance Dec. 16 in Baxter signed by producer Au¬ what crooner you’ll hear in
brey
Scheck to compose and di¬ jukeboxes.
v
which
the
Royal
Family
dances
'
The
question
of
naming
a
new
"LOVE is A a/iANY-SPLENDOPED thing
rect
the musical score for Bel Air’s
In November Reader’s Di¬
ASCAP prexy next spring by thee with the Castle’s hired hands.
production, "Frontier Scout,” star¬
board to succeed Stanley Adams
ring Tony Martin . . . Dave Pell gest, Lester Velie shows how
is generating several possible can¬
octet at the enlarged Zardi’s and the underworld, aided by cor¬
didates for the $25,000-a-year post.
spot is prepping a special opening rupt union locals, has invaded
Among those named as possible
bash Nov. 4 with Oscar Peterson
a giant industry. Get Novem¬
headlining.
candidates are Deems Taylor and
Frances Faye, originally booked
ber Reader’s Digest: 38 articles
.Gene Buck, both of whom served
j
Terry
&
The
Macs,
a
Canadian
j
for
three
weeks
at
the
Interlude,
as ASCAP prexies previously, and
of lasting interest, including the
L. Wolfe Gilbert, board memberj. vocal quartet, have been added to jhas been drawing turnaway biz best from leading magazines
r. the ABC-Paramount label. Group’s and
£
the club has added five twoand longtime rep -of the, Coast
,c
initial
waxings
will
be
included
in
\
week options to the deal . . . Com¬ and current books, condensed
membership.
the label’s first release package jposer Leigh Harline has been to save your time.
Russell made a pitch for Buckk set for mid-November.
ssigned by 20th-Fox to score "Good
as the next prez at the meetingg
Other pop artists in ABC-Para- IMorning, Miss Dove,” produced by
and Buck, who was present, ap¬• mount’s kickoff will be Eydie :
peared to be both surprised andd' Gorme, Annette Warren, Dick
annoyed at the encomiums.
Duane, Rex Trailer, Bernie Wayne
Adams is barred from succeed¬- and the Trio Shmeed among
\
nthill
TOP LYRIC MAN
ing himself since the ASCAP by¬- others.
WANTS TOP MELODY MAN laws now provide that a president
achievement guaranteedcannot serve more than three suc¬
cessive one-year terms. Adams,’ Decca’s New Catalogs
NO AMATEURS. PlEASE
however, has been mentioned forf
Aimed at Gift Market
SPIKE GLAZER
the post of ASCAP general man¬
Decca Records is pitching for
ager, a spot that has been vacantI
618 Che.r.r Stre.t, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Christmas
gift market with three
since the death of John G. Paine.
„ new color catalogs. During the next
' week, 1,000.000 catalog pieces will
JULIUS LA ROSA
,,<,or,,'^ bY
be distributed to distribs and j
PATTY ANDREWS . .Cadence
retailers.
j
JO STAFFORD .
Caphol
Catalogs cover the company’s 12COGI GRANT ..Columbia
inch pop albums, the phonograph
MILLS BROTHERS.Era
line and the classical releases.
|
RAY ARMEN .
Decca
BOB CARROLL
..
Jubilee Collars Tomcats
Pubii,h.d by..
. The Kansas City Tomcats, newly j
H 1 Ad? *ANGE SONGS, INC.
formed instrumental group, have
WARMAN MUSIC
been tagged by Jubilee Records.
j|
Combo’s initial platter is being
put into release this week.
/

Tfcinty Kinsman, Brit,
Banfefler, Sez There’s
“
Too Much Jazz in U, S.

ASGAP

“SLEEPY
HEAD”

Racket in
the jukebox

* LOVE IS *
. A MANYSPLENDORED
THING <

l ABC-Par Adds Combo
a
To New Artists Roster!

BMI "Pin Up* Hit
Suddenly There's A Valley
Another

America V Fastest
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Lotta Act Sources Still Untapped, Sez
Miller, Eyeing Royal Nevada Needs
There are still a lot of sources hit Las Vegas is virtually over.
of acts to be tapped, without going Miller said that the past weekend
was one of the heaviest in the re¬
after performers tied down to any sort’s history. Only one hotel is
Las Vegas spots, according to Bill actually still battling it out, and
Miller, who has resigned as talent even that one has passed the hump,
buyer for the Sahara Hotel to be¬ he stated.
come general manager of the
Royal Nevada. Miller stated that
there are plenty of acts around
that will draw and who have vet
to play the casino territory. He’s
currently in New York eyeing
talent and shows and conferring
with agencies.
Miller, who still retains a 6%
Joe E. Lewis pulled up lame at
slice of the Sahara, declared that the cocktail party given him at the
he would not disturb any of the
performers he signed to that hotel. Friars clubhouse in N.Y. Friday
He’s too friendly with the general (21). Comic came, in at a point
manager of the spot, Milton Prell, when he was still debating whether
and besides, he would like a try to go into the hospital the follow¬
at fresh faces in the Royal Nevada. ing day for some throat surgery.
He says that lie’s fortunate Nonetheless, he proved that he can
enough in having to start fresh still be funny even without his full
there. There are no talent con¬ voice. The secret is that he prob¬
tracts that he has to play out. The ably thinks funny. Incidentally,
present show. “Guys & Dolls,” is Lewis did not go to the hosp; he’s
currently in its 10th week and recuperating at his N. Y. hotel.
Miller says it will hold just as long
The Friars pulled a record crowd
as it continues to do big business. for the Joe E. toast. Even standing
Criticism of that show from Las room was at a premium. Among
Vegasites has been that its running those showing up were Beldon
time doesn’t perpiit too much Katleman, operator of El Rancho,
casino activity.
Las Vegas, who came in from the
However, Miller’s theory is that casino country for the event; John
Just as long as it creates traffic in Rurnsey, the. first Abbott of the
the hotel, it’s a desirable tenant in Friars, a post which Lewis now
its nitery room. The fault lies', holds, and a retinue of entertainers,
according to Miller, in some archi¬ newspapermen and show bizites.
tectural designs which he will cor¬ Eli Basse, Lewis’ writer for many
rect. and the building up of faith years, toastmastered the event.
in that hostel. Many wouldn’t play Max Asnas, head of the Stage deli¬
at the tables, says Miller, because catessen, contributed the eats.
of reports of the inn’s shaky finan¬
To make Joe E. feel at home, the
cial position. However, the latter clubhouse was decorated with los¬
part has been altered since a lot ing pari-mutual tickets, waiters
of cash has been placed in reserve were dressed in jockey outfits and
for the casino.
Conn McCreary, Lewis’ favorite
Among the acts that Miller holds jockey, took the day off to pay his
belong to the Sahara are Ann tribute to one of the foremost con¬
Blythe, Marlene Dietrich, Donald tributors to the improvement of
O’Connor, Edgar Bergen, Sarah the breed.
Vaughan, Vaughn Monroe, Jean
Carroll, Ray Bolger, Kay Starr,
Billy Daniels goes into the CopaDennis Day, Martha Raye, Xavier cabana, N.Y., Jan. 5 on a deal set
Cugat and Louis Prima.
by Joe Glaser’s Associated Book¬
He feels that the slump that has ing Corp.

Joe E. Pulls Up Lame
For His Friars Party
But Is Still Socko

’The Voice That Thrills’

Fialkoff to Book Schine
Theatre Circuit Shows
The Schine Theatre circuit is to
resume. stageshows in several sit¬
uations. Herman Fialkoff Agency,
N.Y., has been named to book the
layouts.
Major stand will be at the Ben
Ali Theatre, Lexington, Ky., where
talent displays will commence Nov.
10 for three-day stands. Fialkoff
will also book the Jefferson Thea¬
tre, Auburn, N.Y., where he’ll spot
legit and concert stands when
available. The Salisbury (Md.)
Theatre will play Negro units one
day a week.
In all situations, Fialkoff will
seek to spot the vaude shows in
theatres and niteries in surround¬
ing territories.

Miami B. Hotels
May Nudge Out
Cafes on Talent
The Miami Beach hotels are
likely to nudge out a lot of cafes
for top talent. Indications are the
Eden Room, still under construc¬
tion, will be using a lot of topliners. Spot has already signed
Joe E. Lewis and Howard Keel.
Lewis ordinarily w'ould play one
of the cafes, such as the Latin
Quarter or Beachcomber. With
hotels entering the talent buying
picture in a big way, cafes will be
hardpressed for names.
In addition, the other Florida
beachfront hotels have already
pacted a parcel of names so that
they can be assured a moderate
supply.
On the other hand, several nit¬
eries are indefinite about the
plans. It’s still; not known whether
Copa City will open this year.
Murray Weinger, who has stated
that he will take over the spot, is
currently ailing and his plans are
indefinite. The" Beachcomber has
started to buy,^but hasn’t gotten
very far on lining up the supply
of talent. The other top niteries
haven’t made enough purchases to
indicate the style in which they’ll
be operating.
All the cafes would like a batch
of top names. However, they
haven’t been able to line up too
many. . Many are holding out in
hopes that the supply will become
abundant.
Meanwhile, the hotels have been
buying up as many suitable acts
as possible. Some, such as the
Sans Souci, have pacted various
performers for three appearances
during the season. A sufficient
number of such pacts and it will
have its talent completely lined up.
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Bigtime Anra Due for Cuban Gambling
As Vegas Group Steps Into Nacional
Markus, One of Busiest.
Of Bookers in Heyday
Of Vaude, Passes Away
Fally Markus, who died last
Thursday (20) in N. Y. at the age
of 68, was considered one of the
busiest bookers in America during
the heyday of vaude. Markus, who
booked more than 200 houses on
the coffee-and-cakes circuit, fre¬
quently followed a routine that
would have him chasing acts in
virtually all sections of the coun¬
try at any hour of the day and
night.
It was a known fact in the vaude
industry that Markus could book
any act if the price were low
enough. He serviced the bulk of
the independent vaude houses and
it was his aim to conserve as much
expenses for the owners as pos¬
sible. Frequently, headline acts
during slow periods would work
for Markus at reduced prices, but
under assumed names.
Markus
would often tell independents that
no budget was too small for him
to handle.
One of Markus’ distinguishing
facets was his old-world - courtli¬
ness. He was probably the politest
booker of his day. He would re¬
main standing in the presence of
lady-performers,
he
frequently
bowed low and was rarely known
to have lost his temper. More fre¬
quently, it was the others who
would lose their temper at him
for his sense of politeness. One
femme actress once told him “To
hell with manners; just get me a
job.”
Those in Markus’ office were
Billy Cloonan, Harry Lorraine and
Arthur Fisher. Latter started as an
office boy and after many years
with the office left, many of Mark¬
us’ accounts going with him.
v After the demise of vaude, Mark¬
us went into the theatre seat busi¬
ness.

Although Cuba has had open ca¬
sino operations for many years the
gambling aspect of the island’will
get a bigtime treatment starting
this season. Operators of the Des¬
ert Inn, Las Vegas, will take over
the casino of the Hotel Nacional
Havana, The Sans Souci, also in
Havana, has been canvassing the
talent agencies in New York and
Miami Beach, in an effort to come
up with some heavy names.
Entry of Las Vegas ops into the
Cuban casino scene is an indica¬
tion that a heavier-than-usual at¬
tempt will be made to woo trade
from the U. S. mainland, as well as
lure some of the coffee million¬
aires from Brazil, oilmen from
Venezuela, cattle-kings from Ar¬
gentina, and big spenders from
other countries.
Wilbur Clark will reportedly be
in charge of the Nacional opera¬
tion, with Frank Sennes booking
talent. Takeover by the Desert
Inn group is scheduled for this
year, but the bigtime policy isn’t
likely to start until next season in
order to make some major altera¬
tions to the casino and nitery ad¬
junct.
The Sans Souci has been a sea¬
sonal operation using big produc¬
tion shows but inexpensive acts.
Because of the increased competi¬
tion of the Nacional, and with the
Tropicana and Montmartre also
vying for the same trade, it’s going
after names as an enticement.

Chevalier 13 ViCi, N. Y.
Maurice Chevalier’s take at the
Lyceum Theatre, N.Y., dropped a
bit last week, but biz is still gdod.
Collections were $13,500 for week
ending Saturday (22).
Previous week gross of the en¬
tertainer’s one-man show was
$16,000.

IRENE RYAN'S AUSSIE TREK
Sydney, Oct. 25.
Irehe Ryan opened a four-week
stand at the Tivoli Theatre here
last night (24).
Comedienne will tour Australia
on the Tivoli Circuit.

BOBBY BOYD
'vuwJj

CASINOS PURGED FROM
S. ILLINOIS NITERIES

Ralph

CURTIS

Opening Nov. 3rd (3 Weeks)

THUNDERBIRD
LAS VEGAS
(3rd Return Engagement)
— Thanks HAL BRAUDIS —

St. Louis, Oct. 25.
The purging of casinos in South¬
ern Illinois niteries last week
resulted in five simultaneous raids
by state cops, and gambling ap¬
paratus and coin were confiscated
in two niteries. In the El Patio, a
nitery north of Cairo, the cops
seized a dice table, poker chips and
$152 in cash. The raid on the
Furple Cackle, a spot at the east
end of a bridge spanning the
Mississippi to Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
yielded a dice table, poker chips
and $232 in cash.
Two other niteries in the same
area were visited but no evidence
of gambling was unearthed. In
addition,1 nine slot machines were
seized in the Mariner’s Club south
of Johnson City. Evidence of
gambling was.found.in two taverns
and two women were pinched in a
third. The raids were the second
made against Illinois gamblers this
month.
On Oct. 5, Internal Revenue
agents seized 49 pinball and four
slot machines in raids on 33 tav¬
erns, restaurants and pool halls.
These raids were made to enforce
collection of the $250 Federal tax
stamp required for all coin-oper¬
ated gambling devices, it being
alleged that payoffs were made to
persons playing the pinball devices.

BERNSTEIN TO SHAW
Personal Management
ETHEL BURNS
Hotel Belleclaire, Now York, N. Y.

Sid Bernstein has joined the
Billy Shaw Artists Bureau, where
he will work in the act department.
Bernstein
recently
resigned
from the Lou Walters Enter¬
prises.

ktoniits

Of Rhu!^^Si'l

TOWERCONTACT-NEbraska4-6460 PHILA.,PA^
PREVIEW LOUNGE
Chicago, III.
Direction—G.A.C., New York
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Une Bonne Jour Woof a Mes Amis
I'm learning to bark in
French while my mistress,

%M 1
. j jfl

Patricia Lordier
is singing at the Bal Tabarin,
Quebec.
Signed,
COPPER, the DOG.
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Mere? Paramount Attractions
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(fcteisMding Rooms Due to 20% Bite,
D.C. Told; Abuse Re Pools, Rinks
Washington, Oct. 25.

-4-'

The 20% bite on nitery tabs and
[the Way it is enforced by the Inprnal* Revenue Service have been
orcing hotels to close down rooms I
n which they formerly offered
dancing and entertainment.
Vernon Herndon, of Chicago’s
Palmer House, told a House Ways
■and Means
Subcommittee
last
Iweek that over 700 hotels formerly
hiad one or more “entertainment
room” apiece, but that the number
has now dwindled to no more than
240 rooms operating in hotels un¬
der the cabaret tax:
The result, he added, is a reve¬
nue loss for the Government,, in
addition to loss of employment for
musicians,
entertainers,
waiters
and other help. He called for a
break for the hotels and for a
more equitable enforcement of the
fax law.
! "This particular tax,” said Hern[lon, “has provided more headiches for the hotel industry than
iny other single excise, during the
-ears it has been in operation.
There are instances on record
vhere unwitting violators have
ost their entire business, when a
■etroactive assessment for a three,-ear period would wipe out the
capital and reserves of a place of
jusiness.”
Herndon listed a number of eximples of inequities:
1. When a dance band plays a
lance hall or vaude acts play a
heatre, the customer pays a 10%
Emissions tax. But when the same
>and or acts go into a hotel sup>er room to provide dancing and
mtertainment, the tax immediatey becomes 20% on the entire
heck.
2. If an organization rents a
lallroom in a hotel and brings in
ts own entertainment and band
or an evening, tickets are subject
jo only a 10% tax. But if the or¬
ganization uses the hotel’s regular
Entertainers, the 20% cabaret tax
lust be imposed.
i
Virtue Vs. Vice
| 3. “We feel Congress clearly act)cl in a discriminatory manner
A’hen you reduced the admissions
[axes substantially on all motion
picture tickets, while leaving the
:abaret tax at 20%,” Herndon said,
j All virtue does not repose in the
heatre, while all vice is not found
n a cabaret.”
4. While diplomatic personnel is
exempt from the levy, the hotel is
in the spot when it comes to de¬
termining who is exempt. Diplo¬
mats, who ask exemption frpm the
10% bite, sometimes don’t carry
their credentials and so leave the
hotel in doubt about their identity.
5, Incidental
music
may
be
played, without imposition of the

Bill Walker Producing
Negro Unit for Coast

Stern to Set St L Fest
St. Louis, Oct. 25.
Alfred Stern, who has handled
major
exposition
projects,
has
been hired as managing director
of the Mid-American Jubilee, an¬
nual exposition to be held on the
local river front startingmext Sep¬
tember,

Stern signed a one-year contract
starting next Dec. 1, according to
Stanley M. Richman, exec v.p. of
Veteran actor Bill Walker is pro¬ City County Cavalcade Inc., which
ducing an all-Negro variety show to will sponsor the undertaking.
be booked with a firstrun film at
the Bard Theatre here in hopes of
making the house an “Apollo of
the West.”
Debut is slated for
Nov. 3.
Red Callender’s orchestra, John¬
nie Lee, Bixie Crawford, Mary
Emma Watson, Dru Pegee, Bobby
Lee House and Sound Waves have
been
set.
Archie
Savage
will
The stormy career of Monte
stage.
Proser’s La Vie, N. Y., ended last
Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Picket Texas Fair
In Negro Snarl

Tax Bureau Slaps Liens
On Three Frisco Clubs
San Francisco, Oct. 25.
Tax liens against three Frisco
nightclub operations were filed last
Thursday (20) by the Internal
Revenue Service.

Dallas, Oct. 25.
Backfire on segregation at the
State Fair of Texas here occurred
Sunday (16), when the Negro
Chamber of Commerce reversed an
earlier stand and voted, 21 to 12,
to support the fair’s annual Negro
Achievement Day. Prexy C. B.
Bunkley promptly resigned, claim¬
ing the expo’s board of directors
would not meet with the Negro
group. He stated, “I can’t go along
with the Chamber of Commerce as
long as it supports a policy of
segregation.”
Mayor R. L. Thornton, also State
Fair of Texas prexy, had earlier
Sunday (16) announced that two
rides previously barred would be
open to Negroes for the remainder
of the fair’s run, but that the
restaurant policy—due to previous
commitments — would be un¬
changed. Thornton also stated that
“after the close of the 1955 fair
we will be happy to meet with
representatives of the Negro Cham¬
ber of Commerce and reexamine
the entire matter.”
Despite the Negro org’s last
minute tie-in, Youth Council mem¬
bers of the National Assn, for the
Advancement of Colored People
Monday (17) picketed six of the
11 fair gates, with signs that read:
“Don’t Sell Your Pride for a Segre¬
gated Ride. Stay Out.” Efforts
failed, however, as Negro Day
drew 181,725 visitors, as compared
to 1954’s Negro Day, unpicketed,
which had only 178,068 turnstilers.

Named were Charlie Low, oper¬
ator of Chinatown’s Forbidden
City, $17,420 in excise taxes; Nich¬
olas Andros and Tony Marino, op¬
erators of Fack’s $1,363 for with¬
holding taxes, $695 for miscella¬
neous taxes, plus three per cent
penalty, making a total of $2,161;
Theatre
Restaurant
Enterprises
Inc., operator of the Italian Village
Wednesday (19) when a U. S. mar¬ nightspot burned out in midsum¬
shall padlocked the spot for fail¬ mer—$24,798 in excise taxes.

ure to pay $10,831.31 in cabaret
taxes.
The marshal came only
hours before June Taylor, who had
a line of girls in the spot when
the cafe first opened in June, was
readying to have the effects sold
at auction in order to retrieve
$4,000 allegedly owed her for sup¬
plying the line girls.
In addition to these debts, there
are several outstanding sums due
various performers.
A total of.
about $2,500 is owed Jackie Kannon, Diahan Carroll and a couple
of others. In addition, The Ameri¬
can Guild of Variety says that La
Vie is liable for two weeks of
Buddy Hackett (at $3,000 per), who
was to have opened Thursday (20),
and two weeks salary for The
Gerardos, who were to have played
two additional weeks on an option.

2 RockV Rolls
ForN.Y.atXmas
There may be two rock ’n’ roll
troupes playing New York houses
during
Christmas
week.
Alan
Freed, WINS, N. Y. disk jockey,
who headed the r&r troupe in two'
orevious stands at the Paramount,
Brooklyn, may head an aggregation
at Loew’s State, N. Y., which
hasn’t played a stageshow in sev¬
eral years.
Dr. Jive
(Tommy
Smalls) Of WWRL, Woodside, may
take a rhythm & blues unit into
the Brooklyn Par.

If the State deal is set, it would
In at the closing was Bernie
mark the second time that this
Kammett, La Vie’s manager, who
house has had a stageshow since it
topk care of the obsequies. Proser
took flesh out about seven years
was in Las Vegas, starting work
ago.
A couple of seasons back,
at the Tropicana Hotel, where he
there was a stageshow headed by
will be its entertainment director.
Julius LaRosa. It would also mark
He’s currently negotiating to. put
the first time that r&r will have
Eddie Fisher in at the opening an airing in a Manhattan theatre.
show of that hotel, which will be Freed scored $154,000 during his
finished around the end of January. week at the Brooklyn Par earlier
One of the woes ascribed to La this year.
Vie, which contributed to its de¬
Leo Cohen, who is booking the
mise, was the difficulty in getting State, had been trying to get stag¬
names. It’s problems point out the ers into the nearby Capitol as well
fact that it’s difficult to buck es¬ as his house. Cohen sometim.e ago
tablished spots in buying talent. was dickering for Nat (King) Cole,
The talent agencies with prior loy¬ but deal failed to jell.
alties to Copacabana and the Latin
The Dr. Jive deal at the Brook¬
Quarter aren’t offering whatever lyn Par would also mark a new de¬
names are available to newcomers. parture for the disk jock, since his
Generally, there aren’t enough regular vaude stand is at the Apol¬
leftovers after the other niteries lo Theatre, in Harlem. Smalls has
get their pick, to offer any box- been in that house twice and each
office excitement to others.
time scored about $40,000.

Las Vegas, Oct. 25.
A Federal judge came to the
rescue of the closed Moulin Rouge
Hotel here last week (19). Follow¬
ing action filed in Carson City,
the state capital, by the shuttered
hotel’s attorneys, Judge John R.
Ross ordered two secured credi¬
tors to show cause why they
should not be stayed from pro¬
ceeding with receivership action
or sale of the hotel Dronerty.
Referring to Section 11 of the
Federal Bankruptcy Act,. Judge
Ross instructed Rosohedge Corp.
and Leroy Investment Co., both of
Los Angeles, to have representa¬
tives on 'hand in Federal Court
here Friday (28) to answer the
court order. Both companies had
filed public notices calling for a
public auction of the hotel prop¬
erty and its furnishings to satisfy
debts owed them by the hotel,
which amount in excess of $300,000.
But with the restraining
order, they are temporarily pre¬
vented from foreclosing.
Attorney Thomas Foley, speak¬
ing for the Moulin Rouge, which
collapsed three weeks ago under
financial strain, said Judge Ross’
action will assist the hotel with
negotiations presently underway
for a refinancing.
lie said that
once the loan is obtained and the
hotel is back in operation, all
secured creditors will be paid and
substantial amounts will be shelled
out to unsecured creditors, pend¬
ing final Dayment.
Meanwhile, the Moulin Rouge
got a black eye and so did one of
its partners when general manager
Nate Schlaifer assertedly popped
part owner Will Swartz in the orbs
during a discussion (21) of th*
hotel’s problems. Case was sched¬
uled to be aired in Municipal
Court yesterday (24) as Schlaifer
was arrested and booked in city
jail the day following the alleged
fracas. The general manager paid
the $100 bail and at the same time
sought to file a complaint against
Swartz for assault and battery.
His charge, however, is being held
in abeyance by the court pending
the outcome of yesterday’s trial.
Swartz told Asst. City Atty Ral¬
ston
Hawkins
that
Schlaifer
knocked him unconscious with a
single punch in the eye. The in¬
cident occurred in the darkened
Moulin
Rouge lobby where a
group of stockholders were dis¬
cussing
the
hotel’s
financial
plight.

Dallas Judge Nixes Cafe
Tax in 88’er Song Claim

OUT SOON!

Ex-Dancer Shot by Bandit
In Toronto Store Holdup
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Dallas, Oct. 25.
The Town Pump here isn’t a
cabaret and can’t be taxed as a
cabaret, U.S. Judge William Haw¬
ley Atwell ruled. Judge Atwell
issued a permanent court order
prohibiting the Internal Revenue
Service from foreclosing its $3,496.29 tax lien on the North Dallas
tavern.
Town Pump Inc. filed suit for the
injunction last week.
Attorneys
said the injunction was required
because the corporation would be
forced into bankruptcy* if the IRS
persisted In its efforts to collect
the cabaret tax.
A tax agent at the hearing testi¬
fied that he deemed the Town
Pump to be a cabaret because its
piano player sang.
Establishments which
provide
customers with more than instru¬
mental music or jukebox entertain¬
ment are subject to the 20%
cabaret tax. Singing constitutes
such extra entertainment, the Gov¬
ernment contended.
Town Pump attorneys produced
several witnesses, including the
piano player, who testified the only
singing in the tavern came spon¬
taneously from
the
customers.

Command Yande Leads

/

prit. Vaude 12»/2G, Mont’l
.
Montreal, Oct. 25.
‘va?rift3f Te"t’s English vauder,
lSety’lwith Tessie O’Shea-and
K aii Evans did a-near $12,500
n,ler Majesty’s last week,
ffiiv.
anc* Sympathy” with Maria
Li,,a and Alan Baxter is current,
Kfii ■ f,ames Melton’s “Words and
L.j51.c
to follow Oct. 31. Eddie
Lackei?
4*Seven Year Itch”
•°toes in Nov. 14.
■ *

47

Court Stays Vegas Moulin Auction
Move; Mgr. Gives Owner Shiner

CestUne Stormy
La Vie in Foldo

(Continued on page 50)

Toronto, Oct. 25.
Walter Hewlett, 49, dancer in
U. S. vaude and nitery circuits for
some 10 pre-war years, during
which he was billed as “Rubber
^egs Hewlett,” was shot to death
In Toronto (21) in a holdup just
before-the closing of a retail beer
store where he was clerking. De¬
spite longtime instructions of em¬
ployees to hand over the cash reg‘ster receipts without quibble in
event of a holdup—and with no
guns on the premises—Hewlett
tackled the well-dressed bandit
tod was killed by three shots that
’V1 ■hton in the chest, groin and
?i8Vuhan<1, There was some $1,000
in the till.
,(“^7 Withers have posted a $3,0t>0
for the killer’s arrest, plus
JJ.OOO put up. by Hewlett’s em¬
ployers and fellow workers. Foror dancer, who leaves a wife and
“ye1ar'°^d daughter,' was in the
last3 ^ana<^an ’Ait Force during

VAUDEVILLE

CHICAGO.il
412 N. Michigan Avt.

LONDON. W. C. 2
• St. Martin’s Plqca
Trafalgar Squar#

London, Oct. 25.
George
Jessel,
Lena
Horne,
Doretta Morrow, Darvas & Julia,
Johnnie Ray and Channing Pol¬
lack are among those selected for
the Royal Command Variety Per¬
formance slated for the Victoria
Palace here, Nov. 7.
A supplementary list is expect¬
ed within a few days.
Col. Joseph Goetz, head of the
Army’s
entertainment
services,
now at the Walter Reed Hospital,
Washington, for surgery.
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VAUDEVILLE

Well, That’* One Way

Hotel Combines Looming Bigger;
Indies Being Pushed Out of Sight
One of the major facets of the 4--*—!-:-:. mercantile world that will have a .... ,
. n
.
or
profound effect on talent buying
- is the increasing centralization of
®
_* ■
i
istavedesring

Hllde^arde Oettlllff ZU-/J5
Summer Symph Guesters |

toward mergers and the independAudience poll by the Connectient innkeeper is gradually being cut Symphony, as to which “popuforced out of the picture.
lar” performer or program ranked
The Hil^pn and Sheraton hotel best, gave Hildegarde the nod.
chains are, of course, the most pow- Paul Whiteman and Sigmund Romerful factors in the hotel industry berg were next. Chanteuse guestand probably the biggest talent ed with the Fairfield, Conn., group
buyers in the cafe field.
Aug. 20, delayed from the 19th beFact that the Koplar interests cause of Hurricane lone and its
are negotiating to unload the Chase flood damage.
and Congress Hotels in St. Louis
Miss Hildegarde, currently tourpoints out the fact that indies are jng the statler chain of hotels, befleeing the industry in greater fore coming back' to the Cotillion
numbers.
Some industryites prc- Room 0f the Hotel Pierre, N. Y.,
diet that within a few years, none Ras some 20-25 similar summer
but the oldline institutional hotels symph concerts lined up for next
will be left in the possession of the summer, wherein she does pops,
independents.
middlebrow and classics as piano
The solo ops are being forced soloist, along with her vocal interout in the face of the competition iudes.
from the chains and motels.
In
fact, several of
.
«
mm
H
tact,
oi the
me indies
inaies are
cue*
A
switching to the roadside-type op- hi II
11 h
A
MAA|. Lly/|f»
eration catering to autoists.
All
l||gg[ EVcS
£VgS
Mil f H
M IflCCl
Probably the biggest handicap to
J
the independent hotel is the tele— .
_
'
type setup. The referral business
L*I«
L*I«try/w Ua aIa
aI,m|
of the Hilton and Sheraton hotels
EJllDlOVfir fam
is sufficient to bottle up a sizable
vi
m
Dortion of the trade with which
.
„
,
.
_
the indie cannot compete.
Even
A four-hour reportaccenting
report--accenting
tieups of independents into central .
organizations cannot overcome the
t0Sav U^fth?hP
dav
handicap of having to have a series opening day of the three-day
of coast-to-coast hotels constantly meeting
the national board of
referring business to themselves. ^he American Guild of Variety
In effect the Hilton chain has more Artists, which started its deliberathan 30 salesmen in various points ^ns yesterday
Tues) at the
in the world, the Sheraton has 28, Henry Hudson Hotel, N. Y.
A businessman at the Hotel
r First day was devoted to various
Waldorf-Astoria wanting to go to reports, including those of the
Chicago, for example, can have various
branch
managers
and
confirmed reservations made at no other officers. A report was read
additional charge at the Conrad for prexy Joe E. Lewis, currently
Hilton and the Palmer House.
^hospitalized for a throat operation.
Another factor that gives the It’s expected that all the reports
chain inn a tremendous edge is the will be accepted as read by today
superiority in buying. The Hilton, (Wed.).
Sheraton or Kirkeby chain can buy
Major business of the meeting
liquor at an estimated 10% saving. will be the going over of the new
It’s believed, for example, that the employment contracts.
Pact, as
Hilton chain buys up approximate- presently designed; has a per- j
ly 90% of the Glenmore Distil- forated addition attesting' to the
lery’s bourbon. The saving is also fact that the employer will pay
(Continued on page 50)
the welfare contribution.
In ad■_■■ —; dition, the new pacts will not es/*Aiienv uatbdiai
tablish an employer-employee retOMsDT MAItKIAL
lationship, but will designate the
For All Branches of Theatricala
act as artist and the talent user
as the operator. This point is exTHE OR/G/NAL SHOW-B/Z GAG FILE
pected to provide a considerable
(The service of the stars)
amount of argument.

FUN-MASTER

I

1 \insiv;^si°05~pel
1Otherwise, ifs anticipated that
_the rest of the meeting will be
• 3 Bks. parodies, per book $10 •
placid.
As was pointed out in
: « blacRkoot0SksT.,. bi,: Us :
^‘ional
Administrator
Jackie
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for stags) $50 •
Bright s report, the treasury is
HOW TO master THE ceremonies
now in a better position than it
giant classified encyclopedia
has been during the past few
of gags. $300. worth over a thousand
years.
Red ink has been elimipii
acau
nated and expenses have been cut
-Sic* m
v VW « *
considerably.
One of the items
200 W. 54th s*yrJjew^York 19 Dept. V
cut was the cost of printing mem1

SPECIAL MATERIAL
SPECIAL
MATERIAL
WRITERS,
WRITERS, NIGHT CLUB
ARTISTS,
ARTISTS, M.C.s
M.C.s WANTED
WANTED
(Comedy Only)
PLEASANT MUSIC
117 W. 48th
‘St.
Circle 7-3632
48th‘St.

I

bership cards and stamps. Under
the new system adopted a couDle
of weeks ago, with a $5,000 NCR
machine as tbe focal point, the
membership ca d will comprise a
hs„how.ing V5lil wh.at
date a member is paid up to.
Printing of stamps was therefore
eliminated. A new billing system
to facilitate mailings of statements has also been adopted.

Ben Maksik, operator of the
Town & Country Club, Brook¬
lyn, who is .currently enlarg¬
ing his cafe, has frequently ex¬
perienced difficulties in get¬
ting names. He’ll consequent¬
ly inaugurate a new gimmick
in his refurbished spot.
Star dressing rooms at the
Town & Country will be fit¬
ted with a reception room, its
own
bar?
airconditioning,
showers, plus -whatever other
gimmicks can be figured out.
That and enough money will
lure the headliners out to
Brooklyn.

Hotel, Casino
Mgrs. Big Need
In Las Vegas

Wednesday, October 264 1955

Ruling on Vegas Thunderbird faming
License to Go Over to Early 195
Las Vegas, Oct. 25
Casino row is looking to some

Rodeo Sags at Garden
Below N.Y.’s 54 Gate

time after the first of next year
before Judge Merwyn Brown Jn
rule on a permanent injunction
moved by. Marion Hicks and S
•The “World Championship Ro¬ Jones to block revocation of th*
deo,” headed by Roy Rogers, which Thunderbird Hotel’s gambling u!
wound up at Madison Square Gar¬ cense by the NeVada Tax Commis¬
sion.. During a three-day heari™
den, N. Y., last week, didn’t do too
held here last week (17-19) atto?
well this session.
The take was neys for the hotel and the tav
$100,000 or more under the gross agency argued up points, most of
of last season. Actual figure wasn’t which had been di.scussed during
initial hearings of the Thunderbird
revealed.
case held last year in Carson City,
However, it’s remembered that
The Tax Commission . charges
the rodeo had one of its best play- that both Hicks and Jortes were
dates last year, but drop of- more aware of hidden interests held in
than $100,000 from thqt anni took the Thunderbird by Jake Lansky
brother of eastern gambler Meyer
the joy out of the current season.
Lansky,
and
gambler
George
Saldo. The assertion was aired
before the Tax Commission, result*
ing iir the agency revoking the
hotel’s casino license. But the hotel
won a temporary injunction block*
ing the lifting of its license.

Two Canton
Agencies Merge

Next to name acts, the scarcest
ingredient in Las< Vegas is experi¬
enced hotel and casino manage¬
ment. The difficulties of new inns
and the attendant switchovers in
management are indication that
money is no longer the major in¬
gredient in the operation of a
Canton, Oct. 25.
Nevada spot.
Two recently organized booking
The new hotels that have under¬ combines that clashed on their
gone management changes are do¬ respective second ventures at the
ing
considerably
better.
The 6,000-seat Canton Memorial Audi¬
Dunes, which was taken over by torium. have merged.
the Sands, operated by Jake Freed¬
Aldee Productions, bankrolled
man and Jack, Entratter, has im¬ by ex-grocer A1 Dashbaugh of
proved. A biz pickup is reported 1 nearby Carrollton and fronted by
at the Royal Nevada, now managed disk jockey Denny Devers of
by Bill Miller. The Riviera, helmed WCMW, has paired with Edgar
by Gus Greenbaum with assistance Roth, auto parts dealer, whose
of Ben Goffstein, both formerly brother Ernie, freelance flack for
with the Flamingo, is still not com¬ name band singers, has been man¬
pletely out of the woods, but it’s aging the foray into entertainment.
on the upbeat. The New Frontier
Aldee lost money on Fred Wait¬
is extricating itself. The soje casu¬ ing's “Hear! Hear!” on a onealty is the Moulin Rouge, which nighter prior to its New York
is trying to get new operating opening,
and' has “Grand Ole
capital.
Opry” coming in November. The
It’s pointed out that one just Roths lost on Ralph Flanagan,
cannot open the door of a Las Eared okay on “Midwest Jamboree.”
Hillbillies have almost all made
Vegas spot and expect business to
since
the
Auditorium’s
fall in. A manager must be versed money
not only in hotel operation, but opening five years ago, while most
casino
management,
and
must name' bands haven’t tolled enough
Best
know the cafe business, pulling to meet their guarantees.
power of acts, and show business grosser consistenly has been “Holi¬
generally. The only place to get day On Ice,” which will return
that kind of education on a major Thanksgiving week.
Aldee and Roth clashed with
scale is in Las Vegas, and proof
lies in the fact that the older ho¬ manager Ralph Smith of; the Audi¬
tels are/in good shape, and where torium, over question of who had
experienced
managements
have priority to book hillbilly attrac¬
taken over the shaky spots, the tions. Smith observed it was a
municipal public building, open to
outlook is brighter. •
any
legitimate
attraction
that
could pay its rent when booking
dates
were
available*
Result:
merger.

Most of the testimony during last
week’s court session was a rehash
of previous statements made in
court.by both the agency’s and the
hotel’s witnesses. Only new angle
was brought up when a former
Bureau of Internal Revenue agent
disclosed that he had been a Fed¬
eral tax agent for 11 years, but
that he left the Government post
for a job high-salaried. with the
Thunderbird after having con¬
ducted a probe of the hotel’s books,
The session came to a close (10)
when Hicks, who with Jones—the
former Lt. Governor of the state—
owns 60% of the hotel, reiterated
that he borrowed $200,000 from
Sadlo, with interest on 12% of the
coin. Hicks insisted he .tried to giv$
Sadlo Thunderbird stock for secur¬
ity on the loan, but that the
gambler turned down the offer re¬
peatedly.
In their argument on behalf of
the Thunderbird, attorneys charged
that the revocation order of the
Tax Commission Was politically
inspired during the 1954 guber¬
natorial elections. The Tax Com(Continued on page 50)

FRANKIE SCOTT
Amrrico 1
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$25,000,000 Spent in Hub
By Conventions Last Year

Boston, Oct. 25.
Hub niteries benefitted through
orgs holding conventions here last
year along with other segments
of the entertainment field, the
Boston Chamber of Commerce re¬
ported. .
President Donald J. Hurley said
that $25,000,000 was spent in Bos¬
ton in the last 12 months by or¬
ganizations
holding conventions.
Biggest from the nightclub point
of view was the VFW convention.
Hurley said the Chamber aims to
double this year’s figure in 1956.
Hub hosted 375 conventions in the
12-month period.

KA SEE'S
NIGHT CLUB

Buddy & Velma Ebsen
In Short-Term Reunion

Toledo, Ohio
O'nt'on
fox

Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Buddy and Velma Ebsen are
planning a short-term reunion as a
song and dance act for a theatrenitery tour early next year. They
haven’t worked together since be¬
fore the^war.
Femme .currren'cly operates a
dancing school in Beverly Hills.
He’s working in the Walt. Disney
teleseries for the “Mickey Mouse
Club.”

PETER J

Tl-.'Olrf Bldcj

IODICE
Dflroit

Representing

CIRO rimac
„

Original Latin American Rhythms and Revue
Now —* Third European Successful Tour

Played since January, 1955, Moulin Rouge, Paris; Monte Carlo Casino, Monaco;
Ambassadeurs, Copenhagen; Delhi Palace, Hamburg; Ancienne Belgique, Bruxelles;
Fiskartorpef, Helsinki; H55 Konsert Yariete, Halsingborg; China Theatre, Stockholm;
Casino Travemunde, Germany; Casino Estoril, Portugal.
Now September, Return, Fiskartorpet, Helsinki; October, Casino Place, Liege; Novem¬
ber *55, Olympia Theatre, Paris; December *55, Ancienne Belgique, Bruxelles.

Currently, OLYMPIA THEATRE, Paris (Until Dec. 7)
S ALU DOS TO: JOE HILLER, ROY COOPER, ANGEL LOPEZ, HARRY ROMM, HARRY
KILBY, DAN FRIENDLY, CHARLEY RAPP. TAPS, LEONARD ROMM. LOU BRANT. SOL
SHAPIRO, and all our AMIGOS IN AMERICA and CANADA.
Permanent Home Address:
33 West 63rd Sf„ New York 23. N. Y.t USA
Permanent Address in Europe:
Clro Rimac, 8 Rue Fromentin, Paris f, France

Comedian

Bookings in Europe with
TAVEL AND MARUANI
24 Rue Marbeuf, Champs Elysees
Paris, France
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Tour Packagers Could Hypo
Biz With More N.Y. Niteries
The nitery situation in New in Paris, Damascus, Haiti or some
York is causing a lot of embarrass¬ of the ekotic spots found in the
ment for the tourist packaging .travel agency folders, but it’s dif¬
offices. With only two bigtime ficult to stage in New York.
As a consequence of the singular
spots to draw from, the tour pack¬
agers are having a tough time lack of growth in the cafe field in
getting repeat business. The pack¬ New York, the tour packagers are
agers have been offering the Co- hard put to find an adequate sub¬
p>cabana and the Latin Quarter stitute for the paucity of topline
with regularity, and the customers niteries. They would like to spread
would now like to try something their nitery custom around a little
more equitably, but until some
'different.
largescale cafes open up, the tour¬
Unfortunately, there’s little to
choose from. If they want a big- ist bureaus feel that they are los¬
time nitery aura, they still have ing a lot of repeat biz, and there¬
fore New York is losing a lot of
to book at the Copa and LQ, and
therefore must go back to the cus¬ coin that would be spent by tour¬
tomers with the same prospectus. ists in fields other than entertain¬
Unfortunately for the travel ment.
agencies, the smaller cafes have
attained an aura of respectability.
There are no Apache hangouts,
where the customers could be
treated to an occasional knifing,
and authorities frown on haunts
New York
that could provide the peasantry
Marguerite Piazza pacted for the
with such novelties as hashish
smoking or voodoo exhibitions. Fontainebleau, Miami Beach, Jan.
These could be obtained, perhaps, 1 . , . Dick Haymes starts tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the Chez Paree, Chi¬
cago . . . The Four Tunes longdis¬
tance to the Yau Lee Chau, Hono¬
lulu, Nov. 6 . . . Bobby Van goes
into the Dunes, Las Vegas, Nov. 14
. . . Johnny Puleo tapped for the
Palmer House, Chicago, next April
. . . Eartha Kitt has a three-year
contract with El IJancho, Las
Vegas.

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Chicago

Eileen BARTON
CORAL RECORDS
Dir.: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Press Relations: BILL HEGNER

Paul Gray inked for the Western
Electric, show, Chicago, Dec. 5-11
. . , Nick Noble plays his first the¬
atre date when he opens at Chi’s !
Chicago Theatre this Friday (28);
Chicago deejay Jim Lounsbury |
plays the same show . . . Dick
Haymes, Betty & Jane Kean open
at the Chez Paree, Chicago, Friday
(28) for two frames . . . The Vaga¬
bonds into the Chez Nov. 27 for
three . . . Audrey Morris back at
Mr. Kelly's, Chicago . . . Joe Derise
into Mr. Kelly’s for four frames
... Jo Ann Miller and Norm Deigen Jr. open at the Muehlebach,
Kansas City, Friday (28) for two
. . Ana Moreno & Yonely into the
Muehlebach Nov. 25 for a double.

Hollywood
Don Martin will costume the
modern-dress nitery version of
“Miss Salome” for the Lester Hopton Dancers’ “Bal Caribe” Oct. 30
at the Palladium . . . Bambi Lynn
& Rod Alexander have been added
to show headlining Celeste Holm,
opening in Ball Room of the BevHilton Hotel Nov. 4 where Billy
Regis will pick up the baton . . .
Gaylords set for the Arizona State
Fair, Tucson, Nov. 10-12 . . . Four
Jokers, now at Larry Potters, are
intro’ing a new tune by Alan Wil¬
son and Alan Bergman. . I’s the
“Geiger
Counter,”
about
the
uranium rush.

l“°nd«dT«
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WHEN IN BOSTON
ft's the

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Show Folk
Avery & Washington Sts.
Radio in Every Room

JOYCE & GINGER HURT
Ottawa, Oct. 25.
Bobby and Ginger Joyce, billed
as Bobby Joyce & Ginger in this
week’s Chaudiere Club show, were
seriously cut about the face and
head in a highway accident near
the club.
They had to bow out of the
show.

V/E ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT
ON AND AFTER OCTOBER 25th. 1955,
WE WILL BE LOCATED IN OUR NEW OFFICE
AT
160 WEST 46th STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

MILES INGALLS
Circle 6-6425-6426

JOE FLAUM
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New Murray ‘Blackouts’;
Marie Wilson Returns
Hollywood, Oct. 25,
A new edition of Ken Murray’s
“Blackouts,” reuniting the come¬
dian with Marie Wilson, will open
at the Carthay Circle here Chirstmas night for a four-week run. It
will have' all new material.
Original “Blackouts” ran for
seven year#-at El Capitan Theatre
here, becoming a local and tourist
institution before heading east to
flop on Broadway.
Revue will be produced by Jack
Present and Harry Zevin,. as one
of their series of shows at the
Carthay Circle Theatre.

Vegas Ruling
Continued from page 48
mission allegation was hurled by
Gov. Charles Russell, chairman of
the state agency, just prior to his
reelcction a year ago. Hicks said
that he had assumed over the years
that the Tax Commission was aware
of the loan he made from Sadlo,
as he had told the agency’s secre¬
tary, Robbins Cahill, of it on sev¬
eral occasions. On the stand, Cahill
admitted Hicks had told him of the
transaction with Sadlo, but with
regard to the Tax Commission’s
latter charge that Sadlo and Lan¬
sky were silent partners, the
agency had not sufficient proof
until last November.
Judge Brown said that because
he has a full calendar through to
the Christmas holidays .it probably
wouldn’t be until after the New
Year before he was able to give
his ruling on the case.

Hotels Fold Rooms
Continued from page 47

^

cabaret tax, so long as there is no
dancing or entertainment.
But
there have
been cases where
guests broke into song and the es¬
tablishment suddenly found the
Government levying on it for taxes.
At the same hearing, Vernon D.
Platt and Arthur E. Litzenberger,
testifying for the Participating
Sports Assn, of America, com¬
plained of another type of dis¬
crimination.
They said admission to a private¬
ly-operated
swimming
pool
or I
roller skating rink is subject to
the 10% admissions tax. Yet, there
is no comparable tax on bowling 1
alleys, tennis courts, golf courses
and other types of participating
sports. They pointed out that the
swimming pools and skating^ rinks
were used mostly by children and
teenagers, whereas adults com¬
prise the larger part of those in
the other activities.
They said also that a swimming
pool or skating rink owned and
operated by a municipality or one
of its subdivisions is exempt from
the 10% tax on its pajd admissions.
This creates additional unfair com¬
petition for privately-owned pools
and rinks. As a result, both have
declined sharply in numbers in re¬
cent years, while Governmentallyowned pools and rinks, built by
the taxpayers’ money, are increas¬
ing by leaps and bounds.
AFL Takes a Stand
The American Federation of La¬
bor convention meeting at the
Commodore
Hotel,
N. Y.,
has
passed a resolution urging Con¬
gress to eliminate the 20% cabaret
tax. Resolution called the impost
“discriminatory,”
especially
in
view of the 10% bite now in effect
in theatres and other forms of
amusement. The resolution stated
that the 20% nick has hurt the
employment of waiters, bartend¬
ers, caterers, entertainers and mu¬
sicians and urged at least parity
with the other amusement fields.
The AFL is thus following the
lead of member AFL unions. The
American Federation of Musicians
has already mustered up a defense
fund to fight the tax. The Ameri¬
can Guild of Variety Artists has
similarly passed a resolution, and
it’s national board, currently meet¬
ing in New York, is likely to re¬
new the plea to Congress to lower
the nick.

Davis to MCA ia N. Y.
Roy Davis is resigning Para¬
mount Attractions, Chicago, to
join the New York office of Music
Corp. of America. He'll work in
the personal appearance dept.
Before turning to agency work,
he did a record act.

Hotel Combines Loom Bigger
5, Continued

from page 48

considerable in linen, furniture,
china, glassware, carpeting and vir¬
tually anything else.
While the chain inns can de¬
crease
the
cost
of
operation
through gigantic buying power and
having one exec take care of sev¬
eral inns, the independent is find¬
ing his costs constantly on the up¬
beat. Cost of getting clients is on
the rise and help is also getting to
be a considerable headache.
Talent Angle
Of particular interest in the tal¬
ent field is the ability of the chains
to commandeer top talent. Despite
the fact that the single buying
power of Merriel Abbot has been
divided so that Hilton veepees in
three cities are responsible for
what acts go into the hostels, the
Hilton chain is able to get an edge
also because of the referral sys¬
tem.
One manager will recom¬
mend and notify another on talent
potentials.
Thus that chain will
get the top names also at reason¬
able prices. Talent managers would
prefer a tour on a class hotel chain
for prestige purposes frequently,
as against playing cafes in the
same towns or lesser hotels. '
The trend toward chain hotels Is
apparently In keeping with pres¬
ent-day economic trends in which
the biggies get bigger.
At pres¬
ent, the sole defense by the indies
are either to sell out or to lease
the house to the circuits, or- to
align themselves with a hotel Tep^
resentation and management sys¬
tem such as the Warner organiza¬
tion.
In recent years, many hotels
hitherto operated as indies have
gone into chain management. The
Astor and ex-park Central in New
York have gone over to the Shera¬
ton chain.
Hilton, which didn’t
build a single hotel in New York,
now has five.
The Sheraton has

three, all having been acquired in
various absorptions.
The matter of savings is readily
seen even in the matter of adver¬
tising. The chains can use a single
ad- to trumpet ah entire string
while the Indie must use virtually
the same amount of space to tell
about a single or only a few if
they have a tieup.'
In the Jface of all these handi¬
caps, the indie is having an in¬
creasingly tough struggle. Some of
the single operations may derive
some hope In the Government’s an¬
titrust suit against the Hilton
chain, which seeks to get Hilton
to divest some of the Statler chain
acquisitions in situations where the
merger may have a stranglehold
on the banquet business. The ban¬
quet biz is also another department
in which the chains hold a su¬
periority.
As a result of the developments
of the past few years most indies
presently see no way of bucking
the trend with solo operation.

BINES SET TO PRODUCE
KAYERKOSTAGESHOWS
Dave Bines, producer at the Pal¬
ace Theatre, N.Y., has been signed
to produce the stageshow for
Danny Kaye, which opens for a
series of RKO dates In Dayton,
Oct. 31.
Act lineup for the display will
comprise the Three Houcs, Marquis
Family,
Three
Cheers,
Senor
Wences, The Dunhills and maestro
Jo Lombardi. Latter will be on a
four-week leave of absence from
the Latin Quarter, N.Y., where he
is the house boniface.

Cal. Court Lifts Picket
Ban at Chi Chi Club
Palm Springs, Oct. 25.
Picketing at the Chi Chi Club,
here, was resumed following a de¬
cision from the Superior Court in
Indio,
invalidating
the
resort
town’s requirement that all pickets
be registered with the police. Tem¬
porary injunction to restrain the
police from mtejfering with the
picket line was reversed by the
bench. Ruling was sought by the
Culinary and Hotel Workers Union.
The American Guild of Variety
Artists has ruled the spot out ofbounds until the dbrute with the
culinary union is settled. Spot is
still being serviced by members
of the American Federation of Mu¬
sicians.
Show there comprises
musical acts.

CAB CALLOWAY
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LATIN QUARTER
New York
Mgf. BILL MITTLER, ltl? (roadway. Now Yori

TROTTER BROS.
Featuring FABULOUS PUPPETS
Currently

CASA L0MA, Montreal
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St, Regis, New York
Fernanda Montel; Milt Shaw and
Fay Bari orchs; $1.50 and $2,50
convert.
Fernanda Montel is back at the
Maisonette of the St. Regis, with
new material and even more im¬
proved with a now savvy interna¬
tional floorshow concept, particu¬
larly with an eye to the Yank nonnaflezing customer's. Result is that,
without resorting to "the corny
Franco-Anlerican hit parade,” al¬
though she is wise in repriseing
some of the more durable favorites,
She registers all the way.
A strikingly tall blonde person¬
ality, with- an arresting mien and
manner, she mixes up the ChampsElysees-Park Ave. tunes in fine
style. It runs the gamut from "At
Last” (“La Poete”) to Cole Porter’s
“All Of You,” from songs about
dancing in the Paris streets, the
“oiano of the poor” (organgrinder),
the accordion-motif ed chansons,
“poor Jacques,” the Seine, "Hortensia,” bistro blues, etc., and the
result is a- very pleasant 45 min¬
utes.
The St. Regis has a right formula
—■ this, too, is an establishment
that doesn’t try to rewrite a hit.
Sometimes the personalities do,
but when geting back in this set¬
ting it’s something else again. For
example, Julie Wilson is slated for
a return £n midwinter. Connie
Towers, also here before, follows
Miss Montel.
Per usual, the Milt Shaw 802ers
give out with beaucoup "society”
dansapation, the medley type of
sprightly choruses which the class
custpmers favor here, and Ray
Bari’s alternating ensemble is
equally expert. A new credit is
light man Joel Friedman wlfb,
when not making with the gela¬
tines here, has been maestroing an
off-Broadway Shakespearean Thea¬
tre workshop repertory troupe.
Abel.

Savoy Hotel, London
London, Oct. 18.
Lena Horne (with Lennie Hayton), Ian Stewart & Francisco
Cavez Orchs; $5 minimum.

PjVrIETY

pert blonde, make brief appear¬
ances when Miss Baker does a cos¬
tume change (she carries 43 gowns
in her wardrobe) with a song-andimpresh session that fills the time
neatly.
Ernie Richman and his
three attractive mannequins open
'the show with some sparkling off¬
beat hoofing and okay songs. Four¬
some seems ideally suited and gen¬
eral choreography is well above
average with diversified material
and good costuming which reveals
trim femme figures for continued
payee attention. •
Maury Kaye’s new orch gives
show solid backing^ -with the Her¬
man Apple combo in the relief
spot. One of the best sound sys¬
tems in Montreal and a layout that
gives partons a good view of the
show, plus adequate terp space,
Should make this room a sure-fire
customer draw.
Newt.

Ciro’gy Hollywood
Hollywood, Oct. 19.
Patty
Andrews
(with
Wally
Weschler), Dominique, Hal Loman,
Ciro’s Girls (8), Dick Stabile Orch
(8), Geri Galian Rhumband (5);
cover, $2, $2.50.

The accent is on comedy in the
new layout and the result is a
show that hits a good entertain¬
ment level. Last-minute booking
makes exploitation tough and the
show will have ter depend on wordof-mouth, so early stages of the
fortnight may be slow. But the
local bow of Patty Andrews as a
single and the excellent legerde¬
main of Dominique develop an au¬
dience response that will pay off.
Miss Andrews has developed a
comedy turn that has plenty of ex¬
uberance, but she still needs to
smooth some rough edges for best
results. Singer wisely eschews the
tender ballads for the comedies
and much of the material has zing.
But' there’s a tendency to mouth
the lyrics too rapidly, particularly
on such items as "The Rains
Came,” "The Peony Bush” and
"South Rampart Street Parade,”
and much of the value is lost. She
clowns with husband-accompanist
Wally Weschler, who has his own
keyboard spotlight stint, and builds
to a walloping finale in "Lady
Clown.” Number is well-staged
and gets her off strongly after a
35-minute stint.
Dominique, peer of the prestidi¬
gitators, uses the familiar sleightof-hand stuff only as an opener be¬
fore jumping into the nimble7
fingered routine of lifting watches,
ties and suspenders from unwary
patrons. Dick Stabile introduces
him as the "amazing” Dominique
and the adjective is well-chosen.
Light-fingered approach is com¬
plemented by a keen sense of com¬
edy values and he makes the most
of the embarrassment and befuddlement of his victims. It’s a 20minute act that moves without let¬
up.
Ciro’s girls are repeating the
"rehearsal” production numbers of
previous shows and are in for a
new opener which spotlights the
footwork of Hal Loman, who also
choreographs. It sets a good pace.
Dick Stabile, as usual, is better
at the baton than with the bon
mot, and his crew and Geri Galian
alternate to provide a danceable
beat. On opening show, the Stabile
crew was occasionally too brassy
on the Andrews accompaniments,
but it’s a problem that’s easily
licked.
Kap.

For a long time, the Savoy has
been content to play second-class
cabaret.
Not since Hildegafde
appeared there some years ago had
they had a star of international
name value, until Lena Horne’s
engagement.
They’ve certainly got back into
the bigtime with a splash and
should get capacity biz.
The
ropes were out for opening
night and the society and show
business audience gave an unsually
encouraging sendoff both to the
artist and management.
Miss Horne is, of course, no
stranger to London’s West End.
In the postwar years, she has head¬
lined at both the Casino and the
Palladium, but this is her first ap¬
pearance here in cabaret. The main
restaurant at the hotel is no eqsy
proposition for a performer, but
the star immediately establishes a
close intimacy with the audience
as she goes through her carefullyplanned and prepared routine.
Dressed in a skintight blue and
gold gown, which enhances her
natural beauty, Miss Horne puts
the emphasis on sex, as though
with studied deliberation. In her
own particular stylized way, >she
projects with considerable charm
and effect and creates just theright degree of emphasis to appeal
to the emotions.
With husband Lennie Hayton at Waldorf-Astoria, X, Y.
the ivories, playing alongside Ian
Jozsi Ribardi Orch (4), Cy Cole¬
Stewart’s resident combo, the qual¬ man Trio; minimum $4, Sat.-Sun.ity of the baclt-grounding is as¬ holidays.
sured. Rhythm dance sessions are
capably taken care of by the Fran¬
Musical menu in the Waldorf’s
cisco Cavez orch.
Myro.
Peacock Alley is a tasty mixture of
Alt Wien and the modern beat. It’s
an innovation for the room, which
El Morocco. Montreal
in the past had confined its tonal
Montreal, Oct. 14.
Josephine Baker. . (with. Milos backgrounding to the schmaltzy
Bartek), Treasure & Johnny Verdi, school. Move toward the modern
Ernie Richman
&
Mannequins beat, in the kickoff case, Cy Cole¬
(3), Maury Kaye Orch (7), Her¬ man Trio, was apparently made
to bring in a younger crowd to
man Apple Trio; $1-$1.50 cover.
complement the more sedate stead¬
ies. The switch-rhythm plan is
Ignoring the general pessimism only a few weeks old, but it shapes
°Y mof5t Montreal cafe operators up as a payoff operation.
vvno cut budgets, bring in so-so acts
For those who like their music
and ^wonder why people stay home, straight from the shouldei\ Vien¬
r’eter Van Der North preemed his nese violinist Jozsi Ribardi fills the
^ou-seat Oasis Room this week and bill. He works with the standard
capacity biz greeted headliner bass, piano and accordion backing
Josephine Baker and the new El to produce colorful melodies with a
Morocco addition,
lighthearted beat. He’s got the Con¬
v if ®aIcer has-been on a Canadian tinental touch down pat and when
kick for the past several weeks, he’s playing for dinner (between
scoring heavily in Ottawa and in 7 and 8:30 p.m.) he sidles up to the
Quebec City, where she broke ringside tables and delivers plenty
ihaf s long-standing cafe record. If of romantic fiddling.
the present pace by this exuberant
Coleman is a familiar figure
Performer is maintained, she around Gotham’s jazz rooms. Al¬
!X°VJd set SOn\e sort of mark for though his beat is in the modern
El Morocco. Wowing in a visual groove, it fits well in the quiet
manner witth her many theatrical realm of Peacock Alley. His in¬
gowns, Miss Baker works her way terpretation of the standards is
her established faves, fresh and invigorating and his im¬
which are repeatedly requested, provisations are never out of order.
ffutan? at times but always exhib¬ A bass and drums backing help
iting, fine showmanship.
round out the Coleman rhythm.
Johnny Verdi and Treasure, a
Gros.

Copacabana, X. Y.
Nat (King) Cole, Shecky Greene,
Paulette
Sisters,' Tony
Foster,
Fran Leslie, Meri Miller, Jimmy
Sisco, Mike Dufso Orch, Frank
Marti Group; $5 minimum.

That unique combination of tal¬
ent, personality and vital animal
magnetism which goes by the name
of Nat (King) Cole currently is re¬
proving the obvious: that a star
has a special mark which sets the
great entertainer above and apart.
It would make no sense to single
out any one trait. -Cole is a nat¬
ural stylist to start with.
He
caresses a song, makes love to a
lyric, toys pensively with a thought.
The soft dove-coo of the voice con¬
trasts fascinatingly with the chis¬
eled strength of his features, the
ebb and flow of his lazy smile. His
command of an audience is not a
matter of voice and manner alone
but includes the instinct-plus-ex¬
perience "feel” he has for what he
is doing and for the impact it is
having upon the customers. This
is more than timing. It is a kind
of private radar. .
Explain him how one may, Cole
is plainly one of the great living
artists of popular music, complete¬
ly himself.
Working in a jaunty,
under-punched way, he has the
mastery of self and artistic means
which enables the singer to hold
the floor for the better part of an
hour, subduing all distraction and
torching — the right word — the
folks.
Saying which, it has perhaps
been made clear that Cole wowed
’em at Jules Podell’s rathskeller
on opening night last Thursday
(20) and it only remains to add a
word of appreciation for the gui¬
tar, bass and drums he carries. In
fusion with Mike Durso’s regular
Copa bunch the musical support
was up to the occasion.
Shecky Greene and the Paulette
Sisters round out the bill, along
with the usual Copa g.rls (a little
uncertain in routine for the first
show) and the standard boy and
girl singing and dancing pairs,
namely Tony Foster-Fran Leslie,
Meri Miller-Jimmy Sisco. The girl
dancer is especially peppy with a
mischievous way about her.
During 1952, Greene was reviewed
at the 5 O’Clock Club, Miami, by
Variety’s Lary, who rated him a
"fast punching youngster who
shows plenty of possibilities” and
who was as of then “not too far
away from the better cafes.” Back
one up for the Miami critic.
Greene’s New York debut at the
Copa was distinctly impressive.
This flip comic uses the micro¬
phone, his voice and his mugging
with considerable originality and
perceptive audience sense. Start¬
ing cold, an unknown, and not
quite on the rails the first four
minutes, he began to gain altitude
steadily and at the bowoff he was
flying high. This was a gala night
in his career.
There are three Paulettes, and
they look enough alike to be true
siblings.
They, too, did well al¬
though a certain sameness in type
of number (except at the very
end) and the stereotyped hot trio
gesturing would perhaps leave
room for an infusion of imagina¬
tion. Girls were reviewed as a
New Act from Ottawa earlier iij
1955.
They are pleasant figures
with attractive smiles and an au¬
thority which is in process of ma¬
turing.
They justified the book¬
ing as an opener.
Land.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
about his uncle there, in a man¬
ner most reminiscent of the way
Bob Burns used to talk about his
uncle back in Arkansas.
*
Husband-wife team of Peggy
Ryan and Ray McDonald have a
song a*id dance act of consider¬
able promise which isn’t fulfilled.
Despite a considerable amount of
very nice material, the act is still
formless and sags badly at one
spot when they go in for dance
imitations.
Miss Ryan, a pleasant tap
dancer, is a natural comic, bub¬
bling
over
with
personality,
warmth and the kind of timing
that few acquire.
McDonald, a
much better dancer, plays straight
man to her. The comedy, how¬
ever, needs more disciplining to
achieve its potential. Miss Ryan
occasionally moves around so much
that it becomes a little difficult to
keep up with what’s going on.
Lowe.

Duplex, X. Y.
Love y Powell, Hal Holbrook,
Brooks Morton; $3 minimum.

The Duplex, new addition to the
Greenwich Village scene, has an
avant-garde atmosphere, with its
entertainment motifs influenced by
such operations as San Francisco’s
Purple Onion and the hungry i.
It’s a charming spot deeored simply
with oil paintings serving as the
sole relief from the vast expanse
of darkened walls. It’s a comfort¬
able room, and adding to its attrac¬
tiveness for the younger folk, who
seem to be the major customer
group here,'are the Brooks Bros,
garcons who are the attendants
here.
Playing with avant-garde ideas
in a highly commercial and com¬
petitive field such as niteries can
be fairly dangerous. However, ex¬
perimentation seems to be the
major need in the industry, inas¬
much as many of the orthodox
nitery rooms are finding the going
rough without names.
The major items here are the
songs by Lovey Powell (New Acts),
piano stylings by Brooks Morton
and the Mark Twain characteriza¬
tion by Hal Holbrook.
Holbrook is the type of perform¬
er who under present day nitery
standards is more suitable for the
concert circuits. He comes on
dressed in a white linen suit with
heavy makeup as an elderly gent
with flowing mustache of the 1910
period. His humor is very much
in the manner of Twain. There’s
a gentle tone about it all. Hol¬
brook’s task is primarily in the
thespic domain. He assumes the
mien of a speaker relating experi¬
ences and in that manner provides
a lot of pleasantry. His dissertation
is on accidents and ‘insurance and
he makes a lot of relaxed humor
in the process.
Morton cuts a lot of music on
the 88s, culling his selections from
the musical comedy domain. His
keyboarding is relaxed and easy
to take.
He provides sufficient
variety in both his interpretations
as well as selections to maintain
interest.
.
Jose.

51

Riverside, Reno
Reno, Oct. 13.
Paul Gilbert, Victor Julian &
His Pets, Starlets, Bill Clifford
Orch; $2 minimum.

The Riverside is still having its
problems of indecision. The sale of
the hotel by George Wingfield is
still a possibility. Casino operator
Mert Wertheimer, one of the pos¬
sible .buyers, hesitates to do any¬
thing until a decision is made one
way or the other. As the man who
buys the show, big names will be
scarce until he knows for sure he
can be in business the following
month.
Paul Gilbert, however, is a shot
in the arm. The place will do busi¬
ness this frame in spite of the dayto-day operation.
For those who have never seen it,
and for those who await it, Gil¬
bert’s opening flipflop—a jarring
flip which lands him on his back,
shaking tableware closeby—gets
him that immediate attention, so
often lost in an agonizing monolog.
Also awaited impatiently by the
devotees, is that surgical lecture,
now turned into one, long hilarious
operation.
George Moro puts a little twist
in this show by having Gilbert in¬
troduce the Starlets one by one
with some inevitable remarks about
each. But it winds the show easily
and definitely.
Victor Julian brings in a kennel
of anthropoids. Troupe of pooches
all perform on their hindlegs. This
in itself may not sound like much,
but these dogs never resort to fore¬
paws.
Besides this, they’re cossumed, and they walk or prance ac¬
cordingly—waltz time, rumba et
al. It’s one long parade of amazing
mutts. There are some showoffs
who do continuous flips until the
music stops, but essentially, the act
is a canine parade of nations and
fashions.
Mark.

Tliiinderliird, Las Ye^as
Las Vegas, Oct. 18.
Mickey Shaughenessy, Monique
Van Vooren, Irving Fields Trio,
Estelita & Chicuelo, Thuntferbird
Dancers (8), Barney Rawlings, Al
Jahns Orch (11); no cover or mini¬
mum.

At the Thunderbird for the next
three frames it’s the case of the
Gaelic and the Gallic sharing the
headline slot, but the hilarious
blarney of Mickey Shaughnessy
forges ahead over the voluptuous¬
ness of his marquee cohort,
chanteuse Moniaue Van Vooren.
With Irving Fields Trio, Estelita &
Chicuelo, the diverse packet should
give the Navajo Room steady biz.
Shaughnessy knows how to cor¬
ner yocks in this room without
putting a strain on his file. He
socks with a high decibel count to
score with a bundle of new Gaclectics, stories to bring forth his
thesping side, a few tossaway oneliners and tunes "Mary Ann
O'Shea,” and "Shillalagh,” the
latter a hanger for quickie gags.
His usual closer is the kid film
mime, “Gene Autry,” which never
fails to win a begoff.
Miss Van Vooren’s advance
publicity stressed her s.a. lure, the
Itirillaiul, X. Y»
well-curved torso, et al., and softJen Southern, Terry Gibbs Quar¬ pedaled the sing side. All the
tet, Miles Davis Quintet; $2.50 three-sheeting was fairly accurate.
Her chants have far less buxom
minimum.
proportion than her chest, for
instance,
although a flicker of the
Jeri Southern, Decca Records
we* hie hnen I "oo-la-la” naughtiness comes over
vocalist from the Coa:
?
Viw1111
"I’m
Ready,
Willing and Able,”
steadily building her
IniifPrc In
t5 her
hm^and “Whatever Lola Wants.”
stylist among the hipsters.
is very pvrotcchnical in
first N: Y.- nitery date in several hisFields
Stcinway approach, giving full
years, she shows why. Miss South¬ keyboard
vent to “Yellow Rose of
Stnllor Hotel, Wash.
ern is a standout songstress who Texas,” and
an extended concertoWashington, Oct. 13.
can. work any spot, from the jazz j tvpe handling
of “Slaughter on
Dick Kerr, Peggy Ryan & Ray boites such as Birdland to the; Tenth Ave.” He makes a nice flow

McDonald, Dick La Salle Orch
(10), Ted Alexander Quartet;
$1.50, $2 iveekencls.

cover

Although
pretty
much
"n'o
name” entertainment, reversing
the Staffer's usual policy, the Em¬
bassy Room’s current bill is gen¬
erally lively and good fun. How¬
ever, a greater change of pace be¬
tween the two acts would help; as
it is. one spends most of its time
imitating pop singers while the
other imitates well-known hoofers
of the past.
Dick Kerr, a husky, affable guy
billed as an impressionist, displays
considerable voice virtuosity. His
wares consist of a line of singing
imitations ranging from Rose Mur¬
phy, Bill Kenny and Billy Daniels
to Louis‘Armstrong, Sammy Davis
Jr. and Johnnie Ray. For an en¬
core, he does one of Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis tossing a song
back and forth between them. He
never takes himself too seriously,
spoofing his own imitations for
nice returns. He bridges the gap
from one singer to the next with
explanations in a high-pitched,
pre-adolescent voice which gets a
little wearing after a time,
native of Turtle Creek, Pa., near
Pittsburgh, he also has a monolog

smartest hotel rooms..

I o£ ..Autumn LeaveS," and Rets book

Miss Southern projects with a , jn Up-tempo stride with “Ove
subtlety and restraint, where that’s j Negra,” backed on all 88ing by his
called for, and she swings when ! bassist and drummer.
necessary. Although her voice is
Estelita & Chicuelo scorch the
not in any way overpowering, it’s floor heel. & toe, punching with
flexible instrument which she added flavor on castencts to “Malauses with savvy. Even a very bad guena,” a tango, and “Lady of
mike setup here, which alternated Spain.”
Will.on opening night between not am¬
plifying and then taking off on
whistles, didn’t soften Miss South¬ Sans Souci, Miami R’cli
ern’s impact.
Miami Beach, Oct. 14.
Alan Drake, Rosita Cadiz, Freddy
Her repertoire is generally ex¬
cellent, ranging from well-known Calo Orch; $2.50 minimum.
standards to several of her own
etchings which, even though they
Alan Drake, formerly a Nautilus
weren’t hits, were worthy numbers. Hotel regular returnee, has
Among the tunes she docs are “I switched his waggery to the Sans
Hadn’t Anyone Till You,” “What’s Souci Blue Sails Room roster, with
My Name,” “Miss Johnson Called results on the plus side throughout
Again Last Night” and “Scarlet his highly improved stint.
Ribbons.” the latter two earning
Working with assurance that
the top aud reaction from the Bird- ; stems from a sound array of gags
land jazz buffs.
! and situation bits, he keeps reac¬
Rest of the bill here comprises tion mounting, topping matters
old familiars. Terry Gibbs quartet, with a horse-player routine that
featuring the leader on vibes, is mixes pathos and comedy adroitly.
a swing combo with plenty of color Insert of straight rhythm songs to
and verve, while Miles Davis plays keep the uptempo pace adds to im¬
ultra-cool trumpet and is pact.
Rosita Cadiz, a Cuban import,
backed by a sax and rhythm trio
in some interesting musical con¬ concentrates on a series of flamen¬
figurations. Both combos play here co-accented routines, to garner fair
returns.
Lary.
frequently.
Herm.
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San Soucl Hotel
Bob Carroll
Sammy Walsh
Freddy Calo Ore
Ann Herman Dcre
Bombay Hotel
Ava Williams
Peter Mack
Fontainebleau
Larry Storch •
Karen Chandler
Sacasas Ore
■
Balmoral Hotel
Enrlca St Novello
Sonny Kendip Ore
Wayne Carmichael
5 O'Clock
Tommy Raft
H. S. Gump
A1 Golden
Parisian Rev
Clover Club
The Continentals (4)
Del Forrest
Dottie Dagmar
Winnie Hoveler Dcs
Elena Rankin
Benson Duo
Len Dawson Ore
Empress Hotel
Stuart Sc Samara
Mandy Campo Oro
Jack Kerr

Saxony Hotel
Peter Hanley
Roxanne St Martin
Norma
Dave Lester Orch
Johnny Silvers Oro
Robert Rhodes
Sea Isle Hotel
S Hoffman Ore
Patsy Abbott
Vanity Fair
Qthella DaUas
Chico Cuban Boys
Arlene Fontana
Sorrento Hotel
Alan Kole Ore
Johnina Hotel
Bill Harris Combo
Andy Martin
Quartet
Roney Plaza
Juan & Jose Cortez
Ore
Place Plgalle
The Wick-Wacks
Bobbie Lynn
Fausto Curbelo Ore
Leon & Eddie's
Lisa Lynn
Darlene Kellar
Dagmar Girls

Wednesday, October 26, 1955
ly. So far I’ve not had any ship¬
ment rejected by the customs offi¬
cials, but they stress each time that
each shipment must be considered
and approved on its merit. It takes
a minimum of two hours and usual¬
ly more to send out a package of
film by the time all the red tape is
unraveled.
Of course, there is
only one airline flying out of the
USSR, the Soviet Aeroflot, so if
you don't like the service there’s
nothing to do.

Circus May Lose
Continued from pace 1 a—j

Ringling’s getaway coin. Last year,
because of the spotty road tour,
WEEK OF OCTOBER 26
>,
it was virtually all the big money
Numerals In connection with bill* below Indicate opening day of show
they took in.
whether full or split week
. .
Should the deal go through unLetter In parentheses Indicates circuit. (I) Independent; (L) Loew; CM) Moss;
der Garden terms, it could con¬
<P> Paramount; <R> RKO; <S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; <W> Warner
ceivably end the circus as it’s pres¬
ently constituted. The Wirtz-Norris-Burke interests could offer
Bon Self
Chateau Madrid
Douglas Sc Priscilla
NEW YORK CITY
Luis De Caceres
3 Flames
Terrace St Gray
Music Hall (I) 24
Ringling a big route of indoor
Dora Sc Betty
Mae Barnes
Jaye Bros
Corps de Ballet
So far, I’ve had orily one bit of stands in major cities. They could
Gaudsmith Bros
Julie Romero
Portia Nelson
Lee Sc Swenson
Wilfred Mae 3
Ralph Font Ore
Tony Sc Eddie
Rockettes
get hardtop dates in some of the
difficulty
shooting
pictures.
I’ve
La Plaza 6
Jimmie Daniels
Glee Club
CHICAGO
been permitted to shoot anything I best showshops in the country, in¬
Copacabana
Evalyn Tyner
Le Ruban Bleu
Chicago (P> 28
Less Dassles
Nat (King) Cole
desired inside factories, churches* cluding prime time in Chicago.
Tobi
Reynolds
Hllltoppers
William Upshaw
Shecky Greene
Spellbinders
on collective farms, on the Volga- Indianapolis, Detroit andxsome of
3 Lassies
/ Paulette Sisters
Kathryn Kelly
Alan Sc Phyllis Sues
Nick Itoble
Palace (P) 24
Tony Foster
Don Canal, in cities and towns. the other cities in arenas con¬
Joey Carter
Jim Lounsberry
Billy & Ann
Fran Leslie
Bob Mayberry
During the visit of Chancellor trolled by the combine.
Eddie Hubbard
Stan Harper
Merl Miller
Norman Paris 3
Coin Saving
Lenny Colyer
Fay De Witt
Konrad Adenauer when an NBC
Jimmy Cisco
Le Cupidon
Michael Durso Ore
At the same time, a route of
cameraman from Germany was
Jimmy Komack
AUSTRALIA
Frank Martin Ore
Jerome Courtland
hardtops
would
save the circus
given
a
visa,
I
sent
him
out
to
a
Composer
Kathy Barr
Robert' O'Donnell
John Mehegan 3
MELBOURNE
Moscow cemetery to take pictures a lot of money. It would no longer
Ira Brandt Ore
Fay Agnew
Bernard Pfeiffer
Tivoli (T) 24
Armando Federico
be
necessary
to
troupe
the show
of
a
Russian
funeral.
The
care¬
Embers
Wendy Layton
Old Roumanian
HAVANA
Wiere Bros
Maureen Hudson
Dorothy Donegan
taker of the cemetery noticed him, under canvas, feed the company, *
Gene Baylos
Trio Gypsy
Dancing Boys (3)
Jonah Jones
Montmartre
Corday & Trlana
Alain Diagora
insisted
that
"he
come
.inside
a
lit¬
carry
roustabouts,
and
take
to the
Troplcana
Nudes (6)
No. I Fifth Ave
Danny Mason
Upshaw Sc Cooper
Gloria St Rolando
Zenia
Ballet (10)
tle caretaker’s shack. The care¬ one-night stands. The only prob¬
Cedrone Sc Mitchell
Sadie Banks
Red Moore
Meckansant Singers
SYDNEY
Pedro Vargas
Virginia De Luce
Lillian Hayes
Ken Littlewood
lem
would
be
summer
dates,
as
taker
phoned
the
police.
Appar¬
Emelita Dago
Bob Downey
Tivoli (T) 24
Joe Laporte Ore
4 Knights
Carlos Amador
Nancy Moren
ently the police said, “of course, many buildings aren’t air-condi¬
Harold Fonvllle
D’Aquila Ore
Mel Torme
Angelita Castant
June Barton
Maria Julia.
Hazel
Webster
Park
Sheraton
he can take pictures inside the tioned. In that respect they would
J’s’ph’n McCormack A1 Pellegrini
Orlando Montes
Henry Boyer
Hotel Ambassador
Jaan August
Irene Ryan
Dancing Boys (4)
Olga Guillot
Paul Diaz
cemetery,” and the caretaker with tent the show only for a few sure
Chauncey Gray Ore Eddie Laytop
Michael Bentine
Ballet Girls (16)
Montmartre Ballet
Tropicana Ballet
a what -i s - this - world - comingt- to moneymakers. Also,- a plethora of
Fred Bamberger
Jani Sarkozi
PALMERSTON
Two Guitars
Casino Play a Orq
S Suarez Orq
NORTH
G Brox Sc Myrna
Quintero Ore
Olga Karpis
Fajardo Orq
A Romeu Orq
shrug
let Joe Oexle, our photogra¬ indoor stands would eliminate a
The Alfreros (3)
Regent (T) 24
Hotel Plaza
Eugene Sc Sonia
major circus bogey as a boxoffice
pher, continue his work.
June Salter
Winifred Atwell
Los Chavalps
Andrei Hamshay
RENO
Gordon Humphris
Canfield Smith
Trini Reyes
Misha Usdanoff
factor—rainy weather.
0
John Bluthal
Eddie Vitch
Ted Strader Ore
Kostya Poliansky
Rowan & Martin
Mapes Skyroom
It’s also figured that under the
Frank Ward
Joe Church
Mark Monte Ore
■Ore
It still is not easy to get news indoor setup that could be pro¬
Carl Ravazza
Jack Baker
3 Hellos
Royal Whirlwinds .
Hotel Pierre
Versailles
Jack Durant
Ballet Girls (12)
Romaine Sc Claire
Yma Sumac
here. The other day, what with vided by the arena combine, they
Edith Plaf
B & Cece Robinson D. Kramer Dcrs.
Stanley Melba Ore
Salvatore Gloe Ore
the creation of several new minis¬ could make more money with a
Will Osborne Oro
Skylets
BRITAIN
Dornan Bros.
Panchito Ore
Riverside
Eddie Fitzpatrick
tries, I phoned the Press Depart¬ shorter season.
Hotel Roosevelt
Viennese Lantern
Harry Richman *
New Golden
ASTON
LONDON
Eddy Howard Ore
Monica Boyar
ment, the equivalent of our Infor¬
Starlets (8)
Chris Powell
However, a lot of in-fighting is
Hippodrome (I) 24 Hippodrome (M) 24 Tommy Purcell Ore Sigrid
Bill
Clifford
Oro
Blue
Flames
mation Officers in government de¬ in the wind before such a setup
Johnnie Ray
Jimmy O'Day
Hotel Statler
Ernest Schoen Ore
Flying De Pauls
Maureen Potter
Les Elgart Ore
partments,
and
asked
if
they
could
Paul Mann
can
prevail.
The indoor circus
Devine Sc King
Danny Cummins
Hotel Tan
Village Barn
make available to me a list of Min¬ would mean the end of the tradi¬
Billy Dainty
Vernon Heyden
Vincent Lopez Ore
Jerry Bergen
Rih-Aruso
Darry O'Donovan
istries
and
Ministers’
full
names.
Ronnie Hayden
Hotel St. Regis
tional circus grift. Prograrn sales
Stan Stennett
Jimmy Kennedy
Larry McMahon
Fernanda Montel
“I will ask my superiors and let are the province of the arena own¬
Theda Sisters
Gaytime Girls
Pat Harrington
Milt Shaw Ore
Harry Worth
Len Sc Les Rogers
you know,” was the reply. I’m ers, as are the retailing of eats,
Continued from page 1 =
Stella Bergen
Ray Bari Ore
Vic Lewis Orch
BIRMINGHAM
D.
Davis
Ore
Latin Quarter
still waiting.
Hippodrome (M) 24 George Carden Co
novelties, etc. The circus conces¬
Waldorf-Astoria
Cab Calloway
velop within a few moments, and
MANCHESTER
Billy Cotton Band
Sometimes
Russians
tiurprise sionaires would put up a terrific
Harry Belafonte
Hippodrome (M) 24 Frank Libuse
Anton Sc Janetta
use over the network. (And then you. One Russian whom (I’ve got¬ battle before they gave up this
Chiquita Sc Johnson. Nat Brandywynne
Kenny Baker
Bill Waddington
Ore
Margot Brander
Ken Dodd
Grainger’s Puppets
there was the later four-city size- ten to know moderately well I’ve source of coin.
Mazzone-Abbott Dcr Mischa Borr Ore
Jimmy Olitheroe
Bruce Forsyth
Village Vanguard
Tamar Bensamy
Sponsorship Angle
Dennis Spicer
up, suggested by Barry Wood, the still not been invited to a Rus¬
Brockways
Enid Mosier
Lynn Christie
Kordites
Alex’nd’rs Dog Rev
sian home, but then how many
Another result that would come
Sylvia Syms
Howard Mann
web’s special events chief.)
Joan
Davis
Lovelies
BLACKPOOL
Jo
Lombardi
Ore
Steel
Trio
Soviet
newsmen
in
the
U.
S.
A.
with
the
circus changeover to
Joy Harris
Palace (I) 24
B Harlowe Ore
C Williams Trio
Also 'Brain Machines'
Rawicz Sc Landauer Harry Norway
are invited to American homes) hardtop operation,. is the probable,
P Sc S Sherry
Terry Wilson
These
and
other
electronic
tech¬
was
discussing
with
countries
com¬
elimination
of sponsorships in
NOTTINGHAM
I
Johnny Lockwood
CHICAGO
Hippodrome (M) 24
George Meaton
niques will be deployed again in posed of middle-aged or older many situations. At present, the
Crew-Cuts
Lionel King
Lou Folds
Black Orchid
women
whose
hatred
for
fascism
circus
has
a
crew getting organi¬
Ann Sc Val Shelley The Mello-larks
Marcies
Fred Hirschfeld
1956—supplemented, of course, by
rather than their beauty is their zations to underwrite it. This may
Bobby Monahan
Juggling Brauns
Terry Haven
Le Due Bros
“modern” gimmicks and gadgetry, disinguishing characteristic. “We be eliminated as bad dates are
Mandos Sisters
Francois & Zelda
Johnny Lee
Celal Inge
Dowie Sc Kane
BOSCOMBE
The Ogelvies
Blue Angel
inclusive of Univacs that work and call them,” he said, “the Anti- blocked out. It was also one of
Morlands
Hippodrome (I) 24
Dave Parks
'Calypso Frolics”
Mundy Sc Earle
Davy Kaye
Robert Lenn
Lydia Lora
“brain machines” that 'don’t ex¬ Women’s League because they are the- causes of the cut in gate re¬
NORTHAMPTON
Brian Gray
The Tattlers
Lord Carlton
pire from the fever of nearly the so ugly.”
ceipts as it forced the circus to
New (M) 24
Boulevar-Dears St
Ladies Godiver
Vazquez Sisters
Sandy Powell
Boulevar-Dons
John Killick
same name. But as to what might
Dolores Martiniqua
change some traditional dates.
Norma Meadows
F Masters Ore
Derek Dixon
King Rudolph
be the character of these mysteriAll factors are now being
Kay White
Dee-Dee Lane
Blue Nete
Palmer House
L Sc E Bartell
osos, the nets are keeping them in
Turk Murphy
Blue Streak
weighed before the ownership of
"Boast of the Town”
Vicky Fitzpatrick
Harry Mullins
Johnny Pate Trio
boxes
as
a
dark,
top
top
secret.
part
of the circus stock passes over,
Will
Jordan
Frank Wilson
Chez Pare#
Bop Kids
Arthur Worsley
And new ones will make their
Marie De Vere J Co June Christy
Tommy Sc Sylvia
. Continued from page 2 == to other hands. Some fear that
NORWICH
Augie St Marge
BRIGHTON
Gary Morton
debut
at
the
parleys.
It
its
known
the
reign
of John . Ringling North
Hippodrome (M) 24 The Shyrettos
Gillian Grey
Hippodrome (M) 24
that one foremost gimmick will aisle to the bar, so the atmosphere would be ehdangered under the
Hal Monty
Empire Eight
Max Bygraves
Brian Farnon Ore
Beams 6 Girls
Clelster Inn
Charlie Fisk Ore
Nitwits .
be much smaller cameras to pro¬ is pleasantly informal and gets new setup. Certainly, the tight
Morgana King
Walthon Sc Dorralne Babu Rayo
London House
vide greater mobility in an. “Opera¬ even more so as the evening goes control that he exercised would no
Sam Linfield Co
Nelson Bros
Lurlean Hunter
PORTSMOUTH
Don Shirley
,
Dick Marx
tion Elbow Room.”
Rosinas
along. The acts themselves, includ¬ longer be vested in him.
Theatre Royal (M) Johnny Frigo
Mr. Kelly's
Gillian Sc June
Carroll Levis Towns
Biggest tv headache, according ing such well-known performers as
It’s expected that a decision will
Beverly Paradise
Conrad Hilten
BRIXTON
Talent
Bobby Short
"Carnival On Ice”
Empress (I) 24
to word here, where the respective Peter Ustinov, are resurrections of be made within a few weeks. The
Edmund Goffron
Jimmy Bowman
Ronnie Harris
Victor Charles
parties maintain their hq and bal¬ turns that were new when Winston terms seem to be stiff for several
Morgan Sc Gray
Trcbletoncs
Falcons
Jimmy Edmundson
lyhoo hordes, continues to be the Churchill was a cadet at military members of the Ringling family.
IOS ANGELES
Fred Atkins
Jerry Harris
logistics. Despite the duplication school.
But, unfortunately, they now have
SHEFFIELD
Original Robys
Ambassador
Hotel
Wally
Weschler
Empire
(M)
24
Chic Robini
of much equipment in Chi arid
And one of the newer eating to think in terms of survival.
Dominique
Tony Martin
Albert Modley
Healey & Asher
Frisco,
considerable
stuff
will
have
Without
the Garden date, the
places
goes
all
the
way
back
to
'Hal
Loman
Hal
Borne
Teddy
Johnson
Bobbysoxers
Geri Galian Ore
Interludes
Pearl Carr
CHISWICK
to be moved from the midwestern Elizabeth I — Shakespeare’s Good chances of trouping successfully
F Martin Ore (18)
Dick Stabile Oro
Raf & Julian
Empire (M) 24
to
the
Coastal
metropolis
and
be
are
slim.
At this point there is
Queen
Bess
—
for
its
inspiration.
Band
Box
Sunny Rogers
Dickie Valentine
Crescendo
Maxie Rosenbloom
2 Natanzas
set up and on time. Personnel will The Elizabethan Room of the Gore no alternate N. Y. site. The new
Harry Bailey
Billy Daniels
Sid Fields
B Z Marvi
P Sc P Page
Rene Touzet Ore
also
have
to
be
transferred.
New
York
Coliseum, currently in
Hotel
serves
you
a
dinner
straight
Sid Gary
SOUTHAMPTON
Louise Sc Co
Mecambe
Sammy Wolfe
Grand <l) 24
Bill McAndrew is in overall out of the 16th century, complete construction at Columbus Circle,
Del Cortina
Rudy Vallee
Smith Twins
Smith Bros Co
Desmond Sc Marks
Paul Hebert Ore.
even
if
it
wanted
to give the cir¬
with
roast
peacock,
with
tail
erect,
charge of the planning board for
Bea Sweet
Jimmy Page
Lane (2)
Marco Rizo Rhumba
Gerry Doun Trio
Crotchett
EDINBURGH
NBC, of which he’s the news direc¬ boar’s head, royal sturgeon, sala- cus a home, is in no position to,
Ore
Bar of Music
Nick Nissen
Empire (M) 24
magundy,
artichoke
pie,
Good
King
as
it
has
an
agreement,
whereby
tor, with v.p. Sig Mickelson as his
Larry Allen
Moulin Rouge
Eric Delaney & Bd Pat Carr
Loray White
Peters Sis
Brailianos
Clarkson & Leslie
opposite number on CBS (plus pub¬ Henry champ and Syllabub. You it will not be in-competition with
Beverly Hilton
Marquis Family
Les Michels
Vogelbeins Bears
wash
this
down
with
mead
and
the
Garden
on
certain
theatrical
lic affairs under latter’s wing).
Jose Greco Troupe
Andrea Dcrs
SUNDERLAND
Dickie Dawson
Bernard Hilda Orch The Cabots
Empire (M) 24
Both are setting up special conven¬ claret served in a two-handled events. No doubt that Ringling date
Demos
Peiro Bros
(16)
Guy Mitchell
Roger Came
tion units. Reuben Frank heads a flagons, grabbing one handle while is one of them.
Micha Novy Ore (8) Ffolliott Charlton
Sterlings
De Vel & P't’n’r
Jerry Gray Ore
Biltmore Hotel
Fred Lovclle
three-man team to handle details the other is taken by one of the
FINSBURY PARK
Statler Hotel
Henny Youngman
Empire (M) 24
Shan
wenches,
authentically
cf planning for NBC, with Elmer serving
Helen
Forrest
Allan
Jones
Freddie Harrison
Max Miller
Toy
8t
Wing
Gil
Lamb
Lower heading the CBS operation dressed in a vvell-cleavaged Eliza¬
Angelos
Gold Sc Cordell
Hal Derwin Ore
Zerbys (2)
Joe Black
bethan costume with frilly white
Kentones
in
a
kind
of
“chiefs
of
staff”
setup
Clro's
•
A1
Donahue
Ore
Pat Rosa
Georgette
Patty Andrews
Belaire Trio
. Continued from page 1
j
under the supreme command of cap that nobody seem to notice.
SWANSEA
Nat Gonella
Empire (M) 24
El Granadas
“Bill & Sig” Bill Henry already is You’re dining by candle-light at other 22 have firm starting dates
Alfred Thripp
I Paul Raymond
LAS
VEGAS
on the Coast setting up special genuine 16th century tables, off during the next five weeks. The
GLASGOW
I Las Vegas
Empire (M) 24
Ramonl Bros
committees there to handle cover¬ wooden platters with knives and indies have completed 45 this year
D. Kramer Dcrs
Dunes
Ross Sc Ramaya
Ray Burns
Jack Durant
age by individual tv and radio sta-. “bifurcated daggers” to the music as against 52 last year but at least
Howard Keel
Desmond Lane
• Renee Dymott
Don Arden Dncrs
Sam Levenson
Ken Roland
Bill McGuffie
tions of the GOP wing-ding-dong. of roundelays with harpsichord ac¬ 10 more will go before the
Carlton
Hayes
Ore
Lilo
Richards Sc Yolanda Ken Roland
companiment.
Dune Dancers
New Frontier
Albert & Les Ward Jack Anton
cameras before the end of the year.
WOLVERHAMPTON Jay Rubanoff Ore
Hans Bela & Mary
What with the soft lights, the On the basis of the present pro¬
Red Buttons
Hippodrome (I) 24
Syd & Max Harrison
Flamingo
Four Aces
music, the mead and wine and the jection, the rriajors will have hit
Krandon & Kama
Arthur English
Step
Bros
Ritz Bros
HACKNEY
serving wenches, all hell generally 204 for the year while the indies
Eddie Gray
Garwood Van Ore
Mary French
Empire (M) 24
Roy Jeffries
manages to bust loose — in a com¬ will have close to 60.
Y-Knot Twirlers
Riviera
>
Ivy Benson Sc band Bobby Breen
—— Continued from page 2 ;
Starlets
yn Gr;
pletely authentic manner, of course
Jimmy James
J Sc W Peterson
Last year, the major output was
Garwood Van Ore
Phil Foster
Dash's Chimps
Reriny Collis
or not. From now on I stick only —before closing time.
179 films while the independents
Thunderbird
Marx
Bros,
Paul Howard
Patsy Sylva.
to
newscasts.
Kenny & May
Hal
Belfer
Dncrs
Seaton & O'Dell
The night I was there, the pan¬ contributed 64.
Mickey Shaugnessy
Ascott Sc Roberta
Ray
Sinatra
Ore
YORK
Mon Van Vooren
elled walls rang with the shouts of
Columbia leads the majors in
Les Galantas
Empire (I) 24
Showboat
Irving Fields 3
LIVERPOOL
Recently I wrote a story about assembled Spanish Ford dealers, projects started since the begin¬
Ted Alex
Estelita & Chicuelo Lenny Gale
Empire (M) 24
Bobby Thompson
Thunderbird D’c'r's Lila Gardner
Soviet
movies
(reprinted
in
Va¬
and
the
like
hadn't
been
heard
ning
of 1955 with a total of 34 films
Deep River Boys
Edna Dean
Garr Nelson
Barnet Rawlings
Jackson
riety).
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New Acts
MATTY MALNECK
With Etc Marley and Beverly
Richards
Song’s
o0 Mins.
_
Mocambo, Hollywood
Matty Malneck, who has been
around for a considerable period
as a tunesmith, sideiflan and erst¬
while conductor for several acts,
has long yenned an act of his own.
He’s got one now, and with the
smoothing of a few rough spots
evident in the plush break-in at the
Mocambo, it should be ready to
vie for attention as a featured
offering at the better clubs.
Malneck showcases the talents of
Eve Marley, a throaty brunet and
Beverly Richards, a clear-voiced
redhead, in a song melange that is
well-staged and generates excite¬
ment. ' Gals are lookers and. have
good pipes and they do a good job
of selling a medley of Malneck
tunes, like
“Goody Goody,”
“Through With Love” and “Stair¬
way to the Stars.” Another, medley,
a tribute to Ethel Waters, Grace
Moore, Libby Holman,. Helen
Morgan and Ethel Merman; doesn’t
quite measure up. Special' hand¬
ling of . “Sweet Chariot,” “Can’t
Give You Anything But Love” and
“Dancing at the Motion Picture
Ball” complete the turn, latter
getting them off strongly with a
silent-screen flicker effect. Malneck
is still a little stiff as an emcee,
but it’s no great deterrent.
n
Kap.
THE HI-LIGHTS (3)
Songs, Comedy
20 Mins.
Down Beat, Montreal.
The parade of male vocal groups
from Toronto is apparently end¬
less. Latest combo to star on the
circuit is the Hi-Lights and judg¬
ing from reception these young¬
sters pick up every night at the
Down Beat, they should soon be
pressing the 4 Lads, the Crew Cuts
and others who started via the
choir boy route in that Ontario
town.
Threesome, doing their first
Montreal engagement, are in some
ways a carbon of the other teams
but have managed to insert enough
comedy and vocal gimmicks to
give them a certain amount of in¬
dividuality. All have fair voices
and a sense of showmanship that
is surprising considering the lim¬
ited experience they have had;
tempos throughout are kept at a
rollicking pace and a big impresh
session midway through act clicks
with payees.
With the proper handling, off¬
beat arrangements and the good
sense to avoid the obvious, the HiLights are a platter cinch and a
good bet for any visual medium.
Newt.

BOBROW BROS. (2)
Music
10 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
The Bobrow Bros. (2) are a pair
of youngsters skilled at the accor¬
dion and xylophone who appar¬
ently have been coached by an oldtimer in the variety field. They
employ a lot of obvious bits that
go under the general heading of
showmanship and they use tunes
written 20 or more years ago. It’s
a good act for 20 years ago.
It’s painful to see youngsters beco?ne corny from the start. Their
act is built for the oldtime vaude
bouses, of which there are so very
few left. So after they play the
sparse number of weeks what
then? They can go in for scale in
cocktail lounges at best. Besides,
it’s an act that doesn’t express
them. They might do better ’with
some material suitable for young¬
sters or something that at least ex¬
presses themselves and not some¬
one living in the past.
Jose.
CUBAN PETE & MILLIE
Dance
10 Mins,
Apollo, N.Y.
Latino dance duo are flashy
mambo purveyors but there’s not
enough variety in their stepping to
sustain interest throughout the
turn. They change pace after the
lively mambo intro* with an at¬
tempt at some ballroomology sot
against a “Love For Sale” back¬
ing. It’s an effort'way above their
heads and emerges as a. preten¬
tious bit. They close with stome
hot solo stepping in the mambo
groove.
Cuban Pete is a long, lanky guy
who moves with speed. Millie is
-an eyecatcher in a tight fitting
dress who shakes and wiggles
from derriere to dome. Act’s po¬
tential is limited to occasional
v«ud6 spottings, and shots at
mteries and ballrooms with mamborama leanings.
Gros.

LOVEY POWELL
Songs
14 Mins.
Duplex, N.Y.
Lovey Powell is a difficult sing¬
er to define. She’s a tall looker
with nicely cultivated pipes and
apparently has a deep conviction
that histrionics are an important
item in the development of a
singer. She works along the lin^s
of a diseuse.
Altogether the impression she
makes is pleasing. Her voice, in
the mezzo register, has warmth,
her manner is charming, and she
eschews commercial attacks so
that there are a lot of refreshing
mannerisms in her makeup. Weak
spot lies in the fact that she has
still to determine what ■ is her
metier. For a. number such as
“10c a Dance,” her manner and
makeup are entirely out of keep¬
ing with the theme. It seems at
times that she’s a singer brought
up and equipped to do the delicate
old English ballads, but is trying
to break away from these con¬
fines. She does a number of off¬
beat tunes, in an ingratiating man¬
ner, and. enacts them pleasingly.
But she has still to find material
that will show her off to her top
advantage.
^
Jose.
BALLET HO (9)
Dance
25 Mins.
L’Olympia, Paris
Geol-ge Reich, an American
dancer formally with the Roland
Petit Ballets De Paris, has formed
his own dance group. Numbers are
primarily in the musical and nitery
mode and four girls and boys do
adequate terping, but choreography
needs show backing to be really
effective, and on its own seems
repetitious and unimaginative on
a house scene. Costumes are bright
but familiar numbers such as the
everpresent flapper bit, which is
much too facile, an Afro-Cuban
romp, and some boy-meets-girl
stuff, all lack an individuality to
make them unique or outstanding.
As is, this makes for an okay
terp addition to any nitery show,
and has the visual attributes for
video. It does not have the varia¬
tion to stand on its own, but would
fit well into a bigger spectacle in
the revue variety. Reich has pres¬
ence but a certain lack of dyna¬
mism and levitation to detract from
his attempts at more intime ballets.
Boys lack virility and girls grace.
Ninth man is a bongo player.
Mosk.

HARRY WORTH
Comedy Ventriloquist
12 Mins.
Iliftpodrome, London
Using a hesitant but appealing
style of delivery, Harry Worth in¬
tros his ventriloquist act with firstrate comedy material. His particu¬
lar merit is that he has developed
an individual style and not at¬
tempted to ape any of his com¬
petitors.
For his plain routine, he uses
two dolls and indulges in an amus¬
ing crosstalk with them. There’s
a sustained quality in his presen¬
tation, and his performance has a
class appeal. lie should prove a
popular bet for the major vaude
circuits, with strong possibilities
in cabaret.
Myro.
BILLY DAINTY
Comedy
10 Mins.
Hippodrome, London
This is broad, unsophisticated
comedy, with too much of the spiel
made up of vintage material. The
comedian’s main appeal is in his
rubberneck eccentric movements,
which he exploits with commenda¬
ble skill.
As it static’s, however, the rou¬
tine is Irtilow accepted West End
standards.
Myro.
GALENA
Songs
35 Mins.
Ritz Carlton, Montreal
Hailing originally from Vienna,
Galena and her operetta-type pip¬
ing is an ideal choice for the Ritz
Cafe. A handsome blonde she easily
fills this intiriiate boite with her
lucid thrushing and has the good
sense to run the gamut with her
songalog, varying the language
numbers to please all. Introing to
“With a Song in My Heart,” she
changes the mood with "Golden
Earrings” and from a bi-lingual
interp of “Portugal” scores with a
comedy bit on how to be a Con¬
tinental singer. A slight accent
that spices all patter adds to over¬
all atmosphere and particularly
effective during the Continental
bit which includes a fair impresh
sequence. An interp of Piaf’s “If
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I Loved You” under a blue light
and using a bar stool as a prop
contrasted neatly with her follow¬
ing session of oldies.
Windup to a number from “Car¬
men” in its original form and the
same song from “Carmen Jones”
proved a solid clincher.
The
straight offering showed her voice
to best advantage and the “Carmen
Jones” version provided a minor
sex angle when she doffed a vol¬
uminous overskirt to reveal a trim
figure. Too much gabbing when
switching songs took slight edge
off routine but entire unit makes
for an ideal begoff. A good appear¬
ance, okay voice and wardrobe
make Galena a good bet for the
more fashionable intimeries.
Newt.

JESSE RICKS
Dance
6 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
Negro tapster Jesse Ricks is a
conventional hoofer okay for teeoff slotting in vaude layouts. His
terp trickery includes some” fancy
footwork on a rhythm number,
with which he opens, some slick
shuffling against a beguine back¬
ing and a flashy windup with aero
turns and spins. Turn moves fast
and several steps draw mitt ap¬
preciation along the way.
Slick tux garbing and a pleasant
stage demeanor are in his favor.
Gros.

FRANK MATHEWS
Songs
20 Mins.
Gay Haven, Detroit
A good-looking youngster of
average build, Frank Mathews has
a big. well-trained baritone vo;ce.
Considering that this is his first
professional engagement, he is re¬
markably poised.
Mathews, who was born in Ire¬
land but brought to this country
as an infant, has had classical
training. He has a rich, resonant
voice which has fine tonal duali¬
ties at full power; but—because of
improper use of the mike—was
not so well-defined in the softer
ranges. Hi& Phrasing needs ad¬
justing, too. But, all that is cor¬
rectable with work and proper
coaching; the basic equipment and
personality are sound.
Mathews opens well with “Going
to Live ’T’l T Die,” followed by
“Have a Good Time.” medlev of
“Paper Moon.” “Darling .Te Vous
Alme Beaucouo,” “Blue Heaven”
and “Mark of the Moon.” The best
number, "Song of Songs,” was in
the bowoff plot. For encores he
did well with “Summer Nieht”
and “Come Back to Sorrento.”
Mathews looks like a comer, for
any size room arid his ability with
the semi-classics stamps him as a
good prospect for musicals. Tew.
THE PLATTERS (5)
Song
11 Mins.
Anollo, N.Y.
This senia r&b group has already
made a dent on wax via the Mer¬
cury slicing of "Only You.” Disk
has pre-sold ’em for their in-person
outings and they’re greeted warmly
before they get going. They never
lose their grip on the aud and build
steadily till they come to a workover of the clicko slicing. It’s all
hot mitting thereafter.
Team is different from the runol'-the mill r&b groups in several
respects. The Platters have given
the brush to suggestive body move¬
ments and line up in front of two
mikes in a classy singing style.
Another offbeat item is the single
distaffer who fills out the quintet..
Majority of r&b groups around
today are strictly stag. She helps
vocally and visually.
Otherwise the pattern is the
same. Too much mumbo-jumbo is
interspersed throughout the lyrics
and the vocal quivers are in abun¬
dance. SongaJog includes "What
"You . Gonna Do?”, "Seventeen,”
“Love All Night” and the clicko
“Only You.” It’s all built for the
r&b trade and limits booking
potential.
Gros.

Harry Ranch’s Maniacs
In Extended L. V. Deal
Las Vegas, Oct. 25.
Number of Strip hotels here
have gone in for longterm deals
with acts in an effort to control the
fluctuating talent situation, but the
Golden Nugget, downtown gam¬
bling palace, has come up with
the most extended deal to date.
Nugget has set Harry Ranch and
his Musical Maniacs, eight-piece
crew originally set for one month,
for a contract that will keep the
combo here for 10 of the next 15
months. Ranch returns to the
Golden Nugget Jan. 12 for a flat
three months. He’ll return June
28 for another three months and
then comes back on Dec. 20, 1956
for a four month stand.
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House Reviews
Pa;ac«s X. Y.
Karpis Trio, Bobrow Bros. (2),
Rigoletto Bros. & Co. <3), Courtney & Sonia Van Horne, Charles
(Slim) Timblin 13), Bill Lawrence,
Don Cummings, Wells & Four
Fays, Myron Roman Orch; “Simba”
(Lip), reviewed in Variety Feb.

2, ’55.
Bulk of the acts on the Palace
bill are in the standards class and
theoretically the layout should
play rapidly and easily. However,
this is far from being the case,
inasmuch as the card lacks a lot.
of excitement. It might easily have
been the comparative paucity of
customers at show caught that
made the bill play lackadaisically,
but nonetheless, the old vaude pat¬
rons at this house lacked the feel¬
ing of study and discovery that
comes with some exciting New
Acts. Only newcomers on this lay¬
out *are the Bobrow Bros. 12).
Although not a New Act, but a
newcomer to this house, is Bill
Lawrence, the youthful vet who
was one of the earliest castoffs of
the Arthur Godfrey Show and who
has appeared at the Paramount,
N.Y. Lawrence is a likeable singer,
\\ ell-versed and experienced in
getting the maximum response
from a crow^l. His pipes are solid
and he has an engaging manner.
Songs go over handily. A pair of
Cole Porter tunes orovidc his
strong spot and lie’s off excellently.
*The major comedy effort is by
Don Cummings, who got fair
results this show with a line of
familiar chatter and rope tricks.
He has done much better at this
house. In the -'‘omedy-novelty line
are the Rigoletto Bros. & Co. (3),
in which the two boys mix maeic,
juggling and tricky aero work. It’s
a strong act in any vaude situation.
Charles (Slim) Timblin (3), who"
has done well at this house on
some occasions, failed to move the
patronage with, his Negro preacher
skit. This ancient vaude relic has
some commercial value, but in the
light of progress that Negro per¬
formers have made, the material
seems to have outlived its useful¬
ness.
Openers on the bill are the
Karpis Trio, two men and a girl
in a combination of risley bandto-handing that goes over well and
gives the house a warmup. Wells
& The Four Fays have a pleasing
.and energetic turn that gets good
results, while the terping of Court¬
ney & Soja Van Horne only gets
by with a very unexciting routine.
Jose.

II ip pod romo. I.ou ilon
London, Ocl. 17.
Johnnie Ray, Vic Lewis Orch.
Stan Stenneit, Billy Dainty, Harry
Worth, Devine & King, Theda Sis¬
ters (2), Rih Aruso. Flying De.
Pauls (6), George Carden Girls

(16).
Essentially, this must be regard¬
ed as a stop-gap presentation be¬
tween the closing of one produc¬
tion and the opening of another.
The selection of Johnnie Hay as
headliner within a few months of
his recent Palladium engagement,
is a fairly safe guarantee of boxoffice success,, but little attention
appears to have been paid to the
supporting bill.
Which may be
regarded as a compliment to Ray.
In almost every sense, be re¬
peats the formula that has led to
his past triumphs. The songs, the
gestures, the showmanship, are
all the same; and so are the hys¬
terical teenagers, who effectively
drown the opening chords of every
number. There Was a diversion
on opening night, when three fans
climbed on stage to be rewarded
with a hug and a kiss from the
star.
The headliner is accompanied
by the Vic Lewis orchestra, which
has played for him throughout his
tour. They are on stage for the
second half of the show and open
after the intermission with a pleas¬
antly restrained musical perform¬
ance.
Stan Stennctt, an estab¬
lished local comedian, offers lit¬
tle that is new in his spiel, al¬
though his timing and delivery
are firstclass. He also does an ef¬
fective takeoff of Billy Daniels.
Billy Dainty and Harry Worth
(see New Acts) are both newcom¬
ers to the West End. Dovino &
King get a few laughs for their
musical clowning, but with their
expert handling of a variety of in¬
struments, they deserve a better
routine.
The Theda Sisters, a young and
attractive duo from Denmark, give
an impressive show on the trapeze.
Rih Aruso opens with some fancy
footwork on a bicycle as a prelude
to a breathtaking balancing feat

with the machine perched pre¬
cariously on a 15-foot stand. The
Flying de Pauls are a sextet of fastmoving tumblers,, and the George
Carden trained line introduces the
program with adequate stepping.
Myro.

Apollo. IV* Y.
Joe Loco Orch (15). Jesse Ricks,
Vafetta Dillard, Cuban Pete & Mil¬
lie, The Platters <5), Crackshot &
Co. (3); “The Command” (WB).

House is on a solid mambo kick
this semester with Joe Loco head¬
lining. The r&b beat hasn’t been
brushed off. though, and Is ade¬
quately repped by The Platters,
vocal quintet recently in from tha
Coast. Group is reviewed in New
Acts.
But the bulk of the show is in
Loco’s bands. Maestro works with
a complement of 14 tootlers in
the showbacking chores and trims
down to a quintet for a peppery
instrumental sesh midway in the
layout. Loco’s kinetic keyboarding
is spotlighted against a bongo,
conga, drums and bass backing
and each number gets an exciting
and peppery workover.
Group opens with a lively "Jumambaya." Drummer Pete Terrace
then switches to vibes for a socko
interpretation of "Flamingo.” In
front next is Bobby Flash for a hot
bongo specialty on "Tremendo Cha
Cha.” Loco moves to the fore
again for some fancy fingering on
"Love Is A Many Splendored
Thing.” Windup is a sizzling /ersion of "How High The Moon.”
Bill tees off with Jesse Ricks, a
likeable tapster. He’s reviewed in
New Acts, as are Cuban Pele &
Millie, a mambo dance team
spotted later In the layout. Plump
songstress Varetta Dillard is only
passing in her three-song effort.
She’s got an okay flair for the uptempoed numbers but. there’s noth¬
ing unusual in her delivery. In her
songbag are "Mr. Thomas.” "I’ll
Never Forget You” and "My Babe.”
Crackshot and his two aides,
Edna Mae Harris and George Wilt¬
shire, are way off base in a sketch
pegged on wife-stealing, gambling
and murder. Aud tries to like ’em,
but it’s really no laughing matter.
Gros.

Itobino, Paris
Pai ls. Oct. 20.
Mick
Micheyl,
Claude
Vega,
Three Swifts, Marattes <3), Four
Kelroys, Desmond & Mark, Grasso,
Champi, Blair Sisters (2). Maurice
Boulais Orch (12), Monique Le¬
roy, $1.25 top.

This two-week entry is an en¬
tertainment winner, but not likely
(o draw too big, the Mick Micheyl
name not being a highpowered star
entry. Miss Micheyl is a better
songwriter than singer, and proves
it during her 30-minute stint.
’Stubby and rumple-haired, she
gives out with a throaty voice to
some nice numbers, but lacks a
definitive personality and drive to
make her songalog personalized
enough.
Claude Vega, a teenager, displays '
takeoff on known singers here
way beyond his years. Besides un¬
cannily miming mannerisms and
shrewdly recreating voices, his fine
material has this a high comic
twitting and analyzing of the song
stars, and it goes off to much
mitting. Champi is one of the better
storytellers, who can spin blue
yarns that even the kiddies will
not take amiss. He keeps laughs
alive for a fine 20-minute stint.
Four Kelroys are a bouncy trampolin act, composed of two men and
two women, who bound with grace
and liveliness. Grasso does an okay
aero-cyclist routine and rolls to
good applause as an opener act.
Marottes (3) are an eyecatching
puppet act. Inventively gowned
and agitated puppets develop a
malicious life of their own and
titillating voice accompaniments
are also an asset. Whether it is the
flirting of two bashful pcasnnl
youngsters, or a zany caterpillar’s
run-in with a rctiscent snail, or the
vervy peasant dances, this is always
beguiling and looks like an entry
: for U.S. specialized boites or video,
j Biair Sisters (2) do a spirited and
graceful aerobatic dance routine
v. hose coordination saves this from
the ordinary. Looks and zest make
. this a good bit.
Amy Anahide is a heavyset
'bolter, of Greek origin, who disi plays good phrasing and larynxmg
1 in French, but does not display (he
distinctiveness in delivery or ma¬
terial to be anything more than a
good band singer or intime bone
, entry. Three Swifts display a fine
juggling act as one comes up from
I the audience.
Musk,
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Shows Out of Town
Pi|>« Dream
New Haven, Oct. 24.
Rodgers & Hammerstein production of
musical In two acts (18 scenes). Stars
Helen Traubel, William Johnson: features
Judy Tyler. Music by Richard Rodgers:
book and lyrics by Oscar Hammcrsteln
2d, based on novel, “Sweet Thursday." bv
John Steinbeck. Staged by Harold Clurman: scenery and lighting. Jo Miel/inev:
costumes, Alvin Colt: orchestrations. Rob¬
ert Russell Bennett; musical director,
Salvatore deli’Isola; choreography, Boris
Runanin; dance arrangements, John Mor¬
ris. At Shuberi Theatre, New Haven, Oct.
24, '55; $6 top.
Doc ... William Johnson
Hazel
. Mike Kellin
Milllcent Henderson . Jayne Heller
Mac . G. D. Wallace
Suzy .
Judy Tyler
Fauna . Helen Traubel
Jim Blaikey .Rufus Smith
Ray Busch ... John Call
George Herman . Guy Raymond
Red .. Kieth Kaldenbcrg
Bill .
Steve Roland
Whitey ..
Hobe Streiford
Hazy . Nicolas Orloff
Eddie . Warren Kcmmcrling
Alec .
Warren Brown
Joe (The Mexican).Kenneth Harvey
Pancho (A Wetback).
Ruby Braff
Agnes .
Temple Texas
Mable . Jackie McElroy
Emma ..Marilyn Bradley
Beulah .
Mildred Slavin
Becky ...
Louise Troy
Cho Cho Sen . Pat-Creighton
Suml . Sandra Devlin
Sonny Boy
.
Joseph Leon
Esteban (A Wetback). Jerry LaZarre
Waiter . Kazimir Kokich
Harriet . Patricia Wilson
Hilda .
Ruth Kobart
Fred . Marvin Krauter
Slick .
Gene Kevin
Slim . Don Weissmuller
Basha .
■■■
Sigyn
Bubbles . Marsha Reynolds
Sonya .,.... Annabelle Gold
Kitty . Jenny Workman
Weirde .
Patti Karkalits
Johnny Carrlagra .
Scotty Engel
Pedro . Rudolfo Cornejo
Dr. Ormondy . Calvin Thomas

produced an exceptionally smooth
premiere.
Musical direction of
Salvatore Dell’Isola has the score
nicely in hand at all times. Rob¬
ert Russell Bennett’s orchestra¬
tions add considerably to overall
music appreciation.
There’s a good filmusical in this
material.
Bone.

Yiddish Theatre Makes
Last Stand With Trio
OfShowsinN.Y.,Bklyn.

Wednesday, October 26, 1955

Self-Censorship of the Times
Although the N. Y. Times generally opposes censorship edi¬
torially, it apparently condones it in its own advertising columns.
In fact, the paper’s ad censor even expurgates quotes from the
Times’ own editorial columns.
Such a Times quote was eliminated for a recent ad for the offBroadway show, “Spring’s Awakening." Published intact by the
other N. Y. dailies but cut from the ad appearing in the Times
was the following sentence, “The play morbidly examines the
topics of rape, flagellation, suicide and homosexuality."
The sheet also refused to print quotes from Times book critic
Orville Prescott’s recent review of the Robert Ruark bestseller,
“Something of Value."
According to an exec of Doubleday, the publisher, the Times
copy censor declared the Prescott quotes might be acceptable to
the editorial department, but were objectionable to the ad de¬
partment.
Trade circles are still chuckling at the incident of last season,
when the Times ad censor insisted on having a brassiere added
. to a line drawing of a femme figure in display ads for the Broad¬
way comedy, “Reclining Figure." In that case there must have
been some kidding around the Times office, as the paper subse¬
quently published the ad without the innocence-saving brassiere.

The Yiddish Theatre, which once
flourished in the U.S., is battling
for survival against overwhelming
odds. Principal negative factors
are a dwindling Yiddish-speaking
audience and a lack, of new and
imaginative talent. The latter aspect
is reflected in three current New
Janus
York productions.
Wilmington, Oct. 19.
Alfred de Liagre Jr. production of
The trio comprise two musicals
comedy in three acts (lour scenes), by
Carolyn Green. Stars Margaret Sullavan. and one drama. The latter, Leizer
Robert Preston, Claude Dauphin. Staged Trcister’s “Shepherd King," is the
by Reginald Denham; setting and lighting,
Donald Oenslager. Presented at Play¬ weakest of the three. That’s pri¬
house, Wilmington, Oct. 19-22, 55; $3.85 marily
because the other two,
Honeymoon", and
Jessica .. Margaret Sullavan “Farblondjete
Denny .
Claude Dauphin “Wedding
March," relieve trite
Miss Addy ..:.
Mary Finney
story
lines
with
gome pleasant
Gil
... Robert Preston
Mr. Harper ..... Robert Emhardt musical interludes.
“King,"
starring
Maurice
This comedy by new playwright
Carolyn Green, a housewife from Schwartz," preemed last Wednes¬
near Scranton, Pa., offers bright day (12) on N. Y.’s lower Second
lines, amusing situations and five Ave. It’s the initial offering of the
topnotch performances. It’s not yet reorganized Yiddish Art Theatre,
ready for Broadway, but has pos* which, has taken over the Down¬
sibilities as a laugh show. Princi¬ town National Theatre. Derived
the difficulty of Warner’s task is
Tea and Sympathy
pal weakness is the slim plot, from the Biblical story of Saul, the
apparent.
(ERLANGER, BUFFALO)
which makes a wife’s infidelity and first King of Israel, the play is
Generally, Warner, who has
Buffalo, Oct. 21.
the resulting complications the dreary and lacking in emotional
Whatever else may be said about sampled most sides of British thea¬
impact. The plot is antiquated and this
main basis of humor.
touring edition of Robert An¬ tre, dogs a satisfactory job, as he
the
performances
generally
un¬
The action revolves around the
derson’s drama, it still unfurls as bellows in the first two acts, and
wife of a Seattle shipping tycoon, inspired; A ballet, performed by mighty attractive and durable. then mellows to the happy climax
who for seven years has been com¬ a group of shepherd boys and George Brandt has touched up the in third. Warner, a name as a
muting. to New York to write his¬ choreographed by Belle Didjah, is original Playwrights Co.-Mary K. comedian in pictures and radio, is
torical best sellers in secret, col¬ dire. Also, a battle scene at the Frank production With a fresh¬ a good marquee Choice for the lead
laborating with a married French play’s windup is staged amateur¬ looking mounting, effective light¬ on tour. His Cockneycised lingo is
teacher. Their novels "appear un¬ ishly.
ing and a capable cast, including possibly too rapid in earlier stages,
der the pen name of Janus. The
Schwartz, who also produced several holdovers. The script re¬ but he settles into part with home¬
collaboration isn’t confined to lit¬
“Pipe Dream" is an entertaining erature, so when hubby appears on and directed, doesn’t turn in a mains impressive stagecraft, so ly comfort.
Pauline Jameson scores as the
musical. It radiates talent in every the scene there’s the traditional particularly impressive perform¬ skillfully conceived and written
facet of its production. It con¬ triangle, but for laughs. There are ance as Saul. His offstage daughter, that the otherwise sometimes in¬ cool wife who ultimately puts the
tains some of Richard Rodgers’ only two other characters, a spin¬ Frances, playing a similar onstage credible patness of the story is bumptious “Hippo" in his place,
most beautiful melodies and Oscar ster authors’ agent and a male in¬ role, shows up well, while Dora acceptable and convincing. And 1o and there are two well-acted cam¬
Hammerstein 2d’s most polished come tax investigator.
Kalinova is okay as the queen. complete the happy transition, eos by Evelyn Kerry as the mother
Brandt has spotted Maria Riva in of the business-man and Dorothy
lyrics. It has an interesting book,
Margaret Sullavan is charming Others in the cast aren’t notable. the leading role.
a fair share of humor, original
Dewhurst as a talkative Cockney
dance movements, capable per¬ as the wife who professes to see Settings and costumes were de¬
To judge from. Miss Riva’s por¬ maid. Philip Ashley is suave and
formers, attractive girls and color¬ nothing wrong in leading a double signed by SauK Raskin, while trayal of Laura, provincial audi¬ dapper as a cousin and Derek War¬
Sholom
Secunda
provided
inciden¬
life, and she., handles her comedy
ful visual assets.
ences are not going to miss her ing has youthful looks as a son.
with her familiar ease. tal music.
predecessors, Deborah Kerr, Joan
It hasn’t, as of its "New Haven momentsPreston
Anthony Holland’s setting of a
is excellent as the
Honeymoon" and “Wedding" Fontaine and Mary Fickett. Miss sitting-room in suburban London
premiere, reached the lift-you-out- Robert
husband baffled by feminine rea¬ aren’t likely to recruit any new Riva has plenty of glamor in her
of-your-seat stage. It may not reach soning,
is effective. '
Gord.
but
reacting
with
male
in¬
Yiddish legit patrons, but judging own right and; for what is practi¬
such a stage even for Broadway.
by audience reaction, they’re satis¬ cally her stellar legit debut, gives
It still is a good musical, however, dignation and bombast.
Claude Dauphin makes a sym¬ factory fare for dyed-in-the-liokum the tricky role a truly skillful read¬
and should meet with general ap¬
Porgy and Hess
proval.
For its sponsors, it pathetic character of the French addicts. In both cases the stories ing, outstanding especially in its (BELLAS ARTES, MEXICO CITY)
should emerge as a creative anti¬ teacher-author. Mary Finney is are hackneyed and involved, but uncanny sense of timing. Her looks
Mexico City, Oct. 16.
outstanding as the caustic literary the performances are generally lend dignity and matureness to the
thesis of its title.
Still going strong after four
• Story revolves around a young agent with surprising views on life likeable. “Honeymoon," incidental¬ portrayal which she projects with years, the Blevins Davis-Robert
scientist researching in California’s and love. Robert Emhardt rounds ly, is being presented at the Palace intelligence and ease. In its Breen production of “Porgy and
Cannery Row, and a girl who bat¬ out the cast in the small but juicy Theatre, Brooklyn, while “Wed¬ warmth and luminiosity, the char¬ Bess" is meaty fare for audiences
acter unfolds believably as a unused to U.S. style musicals.
tles the world and wins a man. role of the tax sleuth who tries to ding" is at the Second Ave.
woman of understanding and in¬ Even at this date, the physical pro¬
Conflict between the pair as they bring order out of the dilemma of
Casts of both shows are w. k. sight, caught in an otherwise in¬ duction is spic and span.
move toward a mutual level makes the Janus duo’s income.
Donald Oenslager’s Washington to regular Yiddish theatre patrons. credible emotional morass.
substantial fodder.
Book sticks
Leslie Scott takes top honors,
Robert Higgins as the harassed doing a Porgy of great conviction.
close to its original, the John Square living room has distinction, Heading the “Honeymoon" per¬
Steinbeck novel, “Sweet Thurs¬ especially in the antique appoint¬ former lineup is Molly Picon, mak¬ subject of the story and object of He is neatly seconded by Martha
ing
her
first
Yiddish
legit
appear¬
ments,
and
Reginald
Denham’s
di¬
heroine’s compassion, Alan Baxter Flowers as a tempting, luscious
day."
Script is pitched against an odd rection generally keeps things on ance in five years. During the as the super-masculine husband Bess. John McCurry as the villian
assortment of loafers, prosties and the move, except for the script lags interval, she appeared in summer and Harry Mehaffey as the boy’s Crown, is big, brutal and expres¬
slock and briefly on the road in obtuse and puzzled father give sive, but Joseph Attles falls short
similar characters, all authentic in the first and third acts. Klep.
an English production, “Make strong histrionic support to the as Sportin’ Life,
types. For a story-line novelty,
Momma Happy." Others in “Honey¬ story line. The entire production
this one gets away from the hack¬
Musically, the show remains
Macbeth
moon" include Jacob Kalich, Mi¬ is creditable in all departments.* . evidence of high U.S. legit stand¬
neyed first act curtain that has the
Canadian Players revival of tragedy in
It should be noted that the cast
chael Michaelesko, Esther Saltzlovers separated so they Can be three
acts,
by
William
Shapespeare.
ards, and Latin audiences here
reunited in the second stanza. Here Staged by Douglas Campbell; costumes. man, Jacob Jacobs and moppet drew half a dozen curtain calls have lapped it up.
Clarence Wilson. At Eaton Auditorium, Barbara Travis in principal roles. from a packed house at the local
they don’t even discover each Toronto,
Breen’s direction remains fluid,
7, '55; $3 top.
other until the intermission break. 1st Witch,Oct.
The “Wedding" cast comprises opening. For this frigid theatrical thoughtful and vigorous, with
Lady Macduff,
Gentlewoman .. Amelia Hall Rose Lee Rozenzweig, Moshe Tar- outpost, that’s impressive manifes¬
It’s a refreshing twist.
amusing
touches that retain the
tation of audience reaction.
Witch. Lady Macbeth. .Frances Hyland
Cast-wise, “Dream" is in excel¬ 2d
lowsky,
Leon
Liebgold,
Mae
realism of the original story, and
3rd Witch. Fleance,
Burt.
lent hands. Helen Traubel’s legit Macduff Child .. Margot Blavey Schoenfeld, Diana Goldberg, Irving
add a lyric folk opera quality, and
Seyton.Roland Iiewgill
debut is commendable. She thesps Duncan,
Alexander Smallen’s musical di¬
Luba Kadison, Muni
Malcolm . John Gardiner Jacobson,
a lengthy role (as a brothel madam) Sergeant, Macduff.Douglas Campbell Serebroff,
The Little Hut
rection keeps the well-remembered
^
_
_ Grossman, Lilly
Irving
capably, and stamps quality on her Macbeth1 “U.rderer
tunes
fresh and. vigorous, even
(SHUBERT,
DETROIT)
wmiaE,0lH,St I limin' and Bei-Zion Schoenfeld.
vocal assignment. William John¬ Banquo, Old Siward... .George
though they have been interna¬
Detroit, Oct. 16,
McCowan
In
both
shows
practically
every¬
son’s playing and singing of the Angus, Doctor. Jack Hutt
In the third act of “The Little tional pop favorites for several
male lead catalogs him among the Porter ... Bob Gibson body gets in on some songstering Hut," Rex O’Malley, says, “I’m be¬ years.
Pete.
Donalbain, 2d Murderer... .John Horton
toppers in musicomedy media.
while the comedy situations and ginning to find it a bore." The
lines
are
generally
obvious.
In
Judy Tyler, also in for a Broad¬
sparse
audience
at
the
2,050-seat
Canadian Players are an off¬
way debut, sparkles as something shoot of the Shakespearean Festi¬ “Wedding," Miss Schoenfeld and Shubert for the local opening had Stratford (Ont.) Fest
special in looks, personality and val at Stratford, Ontario, with the Irving Jacobson are, as usual, no reason to disagree. It’s just as
Sets French-Canadians
voice. Mike Kellin does a fine stars of “Julius Caesar” and “The paired as a comedy team and, as dire out front as onstage.
character job as a dull-brained Merchant of Venice" now essay¬ usual, break up the audience with
O’Malley, playing the husband,
Stratford, Ont., Oct. 25.
hangeron and G. D. Wallace con¬ ing a 1955-56 tour of Canadian a standard number utilizing pop is bored because his wife’s lover,
For its revival of “Henry V"
tributes importantly as a learned and U.S. one-nighters. The group tune titles instead of lyrics. Eng¬ played by Dennis Patrick, is a next summer, the Stratford Shake¬
leader in a flophouse. Numerous is alternating this revival of “Mac¬ lish is generously employed in both spoilsport in sharing the love of spearean Festival will use a num¬
comic cameos are provided by re¬ beth” with the production of musicals, making it easier for those the wife, played by Veronica Lake, ber of French-Canadian actors, who
sidents of the brothel and flop- Shaw’s “Saint Joan" that was with a skimpy knowledge of Yid¬ after the three are shipwrecked on will speak French in two scenes,
house.
Rufus Smith plays and toured last season.
dish to get the gist of what’s going a tropical island. Norris Brann- featuring Princess Katherine of
sings personably as a friendly dick.
strom is also in the cast as a re¬ France. For their other scenes,
This “Macbeth" is a vigorous on.
Score gets off to a fast start with
stranger. The single set¬
drama,
a
beardless,
crew-cut
Billed as a comedy with music, sourceful
listenable “AH Kinds of People,’’
of a hut, a ship’s mast and ap¬ the players will speak English, in
Shakespeare
done
with
clarity
“Honeymoon” has a book by H. ting
which they are ilso fluent. The
goes into comedy with “The Tide
propriate flora is fairly good.
Pool" and rings a semi-blues bell and vitality. It may not be the Kalmanowitz, lyrics by Jacobs, mu¬
“Hut," originally a hit in Paris, players to be cast for the assign¬
with “Everybody's got a Home But traditional performance on ap-| sic by Yasha Kreitzberg and a pro¬ had a long run in London (in an ment as members of the regular
Me," a potential click for the pearance, but it should hold the logue by Kalich, who also staged. adaptation by Nancy Mitford), professional company at the The¬
jukes. Other standouts are a lively audiences, including many getting William Siegel scripted the book chiefly due to the brilliantly hoked- atre du Nouveau Monde, Montreal.
“Sweet Thursday," a tuneful Trau- their first taste of legit, that it for “Wedding," while the music up performance of Robert Morley
British director Michael Langbel-Tyler duet. “Suzy is a Good will reach during its long trek.
and lyrics are by Joseph Rum- in the role of the husband. With¬
“Macbeth," in this version, is a shinsky and Chaim Tauber, respec¬ out the British star, the farce stag¬ ham, who will stage the “Henry
Thing," and the romantic “All at
Once.” An effective act one closer, vivid, headlong Bard in platform tively. Irving Grossman directed. gered through five weeks on V” production here, returned to
London last week to line up stars
“Thinkin’" gets good laugh treat¬ style that had a capacity opening*
The audiences at all three Broadway two years ago, with the for next summer’s Festival. De¬
For presentations
ment by Kellin. “Will You Marry night audience cheering.
are comprised mainly support of pre-booked theatre par¬ pending on who is available, a
travelling
purposes,
the
scenery
Me?" and “The Next Time it Hap¬
ties. There’s been no explanation
and lighting have been cut to a cf oldsters, most of whom prob¬ for the decision to send the piece Shakespeare comedy will be pre¬
pens" show pop possibilities.
supported the Yiddish theasented as the alternate bill.
Boris Runanin has injected nu¬ minimum, but the costuming is ably
on tour, even at cut-rates. Tew.
the
during
the
late
’20s,
when
there
merous novel movements into his striking. The leads play two and
choreography and Don Weissmul¬ triple parts each, effectively dis¬ were approximately 20 houses in
ler offers an engaging soft shoe guised by cowls and voice changes. N. Y. and around 15 on the road.
• Hippo Dancing
routine. Ensembles emphasize
The scaled-down production has Now there are only four Yiddish (KING’S THEATRE, GLASGOW)
comic terps.
great impact, with William Hutt theatres currently operating in N.Y.
Glasgow, Oct. 19.
Donald Albery is considering a
In relatively few sets for a siz¬ as the expressive, beardless title Brooklyn and the Bronx combined.
Jack Warner, British stage, film London production of “Southwest
able musical (five, plus a drop in character, Frances Hyland as s Besides the three mentioned, and radio personality, has taken Corner," John Cecil Holm’s dram¬
one), Jo Mielziner has packed a lot fragile and sensitive Lady Mac¬ there’s the Elsmere, Bronx. As for on the chore of succeeding Robert atization of Mildred Walker’s
of colorful atmosphere into his de¬ beth, Amelia Hall an exquisite hinterland outlets, they’re virtually Morley as star for a provincial tour novel. The play was a Broadway
signing and lighting. Particularly Lady Macduff and Douglas Camp¬ extinct.
‘
Jess.
of this farce adapted by Morley failure last season.
effective is the living quarters In¬ bell scoring as Macduff, besides
from the Parisian original by An¬
Peter Ustinov has completed a
side a discarded boiler. The sets supplying the
bold direction.
Tallulah Bankhead is trying to dre Roussin. Since Morley tailored new play, “Romanoff and Juliet,"
have a good color complement in There is no formal scenery, but sell her home at Pound Ridge, it for his own inimitable person¬ to be produced in the West End
the Alvin Colt costumes.
drapes and banners provide the N.Y.
Ditto legit-film director ality and talent, and scored an in¬ next January by Linnlt & Dunfee,
Staging by Harold Clurman has colorful backgrounds.
McStay.
Robert Lewis,
dividual success with it in London, with the author enacting the lead.
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Torgy’ Going Ahead With Russ Trip
Plans Despite Lack of U. S. Coin Aid
Although “Porgy and Bess” is
going ahead with plans to tour the
Soviet Union and the satellite
countries, the trip will apparently
be made without the support of
U. S. Government funds. It’s still
hoped that the State Dept, will al¬
locate some of its approximately
$2,500,000 funds intended for such
projects, but if not, private financ¬
ing has been guaranteed to under¬
write losses from the. tour.
Robert Breen, who staged the
show and co-produced it with
Blevins Davis, has raised the
initial $35,000 to take the “Porgy
and Bess” company to Germany,
from where the Soviet government
will provide for transportation to
Russia, after which the various
Ron Curtain nations will supply
the travel facilities.
Following the eastern European
tour, “Porgy and Bess” has been
invited to tour Australia, New
Zealand ana the Orient. That in¬
volves a huge transportation bill,
however, and probably cannot'be
undertaken without State Dept,
support. Meanwhile, there’s still
the possibility of a U. S. network
telecast of the folk opera, with
NBC now competing with CBS for
the rights.
The Dorothy and Du Bose Heyward-George and Ira Gershwin
musical has extended its success¬
ful engagement in Mexico City an
extra week through next Sunday
(30), after which the company will
fly to New York and thence to
(Continued on page 58)

Ward Morehouse May Be
Drama Critic When & If
B’klyn Eagle Is Revived
Ward Morehouse looks set for
the Brooklyn Eagle drama critic
post, as and \yhen that paper re¬
sumes publication In tabloid form
under Robert W. Farrell, the
sheet's former Broadway colum¬
nist, who is heading a syndicate to.
revive the paper. It would be a
p. m. tab.
Farrell has paid $5,000 on a $100,000 consideration for purchase of
the Eagle’s title and goodwill. The
Securities & Exchange Commis¬
sion has approved a $750,000 stock
issue.
Directors of the new Eaglg
Newspaper Enterprises Inc. would
include Milton Blumberg, presi¬
dent of General Acceptance Corp.;
William F. Crowell, trustee of the
Brooklyn Savings Bank and for
20 vears business manager of the
oltr Eagle; Dr. Jacob Hartstein,
dean of the graduate school and
chairman of the Dept, of Educa¬
tion of Long Island U., and Wil¬
liam S. Webb, Brooklyn insurance
man. V. George Badoian, of Cam¬
bridge, Mass., would be veepee
of the new company; Farrell, prez
and one of the five directors of
the corporation.
Another new daily tabloid, the
Mid-Island Daily Times, Hicksville,
L. I., for mid-Long Island resi¬
dents, made its first appearance
Sunday (23). S. A. Kaye, of Lo¬
cust Manor, is publisher.

Pic Producer Bassler
Plans ‘Monkey’ on B’way
’ Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Robert Bassler, indie film pro¬
ducer formerly with 20th-Fox, plans
a flyer on the Broadway stage with
“The Second Monkey,” by scenar¬
ist-playwright Allan Scott. He’s
beaming it to open next spring.
Meanwhile he is prepping a pair
of pictures to roll next year. First is
“The Singer Not the Song,” which
Scott also is adapting; second is
undisclosed.

Mamouiian May Stage
B’way ‘Sleeping Prince’;
Working on ‘Hornpipe’
“The-Sleeping Prince,” Terence
Rattigan’s London success of two
years ago, may be produced on
Broadway this season with Rouben
Mamouiian directing. . The prob¬
able management isn’t indicated,
but may be Roger L. Stevens, pos¬
sibly under the banner of Produc¬
ers Theatre. " . '
Under the auspices of H. M. Tennent Ltd. and Laurence Olivier
Productions, the play had an eightmonth run in London', with Vivien
Leigh and Olivier in top roles. No
cast has been set for the proposed
Broadway edition.
Mamouiian, who recently re¬
turned from a summer’s stay in
Europe, reveals that he’s still
working on “The Devil’s Horn¬
pipe,” the musical for which he
collaborated with Maxwell Ander¬
son on the book, wljile Allie Wrub§l wrote the songs. There are no
immediate production plans for it.
Still another project on the
Mamouiian agenda is a film ver¬
sion of “Carmen,” scheduled to go
before the cameras in Spain next
spring. Picture will be produced
and directed by Mamouiian, in as¬
sociation with Robert Haggiag,
who owns the righ.ts to the Bizet
music. It’s to be lensed in Techni¬
color’s new widescreen process
which the company will reportedly
demonstrate to the trade within
several weeks.
Mamouiian recently staged the
ANTA-sponsored revival of “Okla¬
homa” which, with “The Skin of
Our Teeth” and “Medea,” were the
U. S. contribution to the “Salute
to France” Festival.

Los Angeles, Oct. 25.
A quiz-wiz wowed ’em in court
here. He’s Rowland Leigh, former¬
ly associated with the Shuberts,
who appeared as a plaintiff’s wit¬
ness in Federal Court in writer
Siegried M. Herzig’s $250,000 suit
against 20th-Fox, charging the
studio’s use of the title “Vicki”
hurt the value of his 1942 stage
property “Vickie.”
In an effort to test Leigh’s credi¬
bility as a witness, defense attor¬
ney John Pollock, on cross-exam¬
ination, read off a list of 26 plays
that appeared on Broadway in
1942, when “Vickie” was current,
and asked Leigh to identify them.
The witness recited the names of
the stars of each of the plays and
the theatres in which the vehicles
appeared.
As the stunned attorney was pre¬
paring a new line of questioning,
Leigh added softly:
“That list is incomplete. You
left out ‘The Pirate,’ starring Lunt
and Fontanne, at the Martin Beck
Theatre.”

Cheryl to Give
Token‘Bonus To
‘Reuben’Backers
Cheryl Crawford is giving the
backers of her recent “Reuben
Reuben” tryout failure 5% of the
profits of her next two shows. The
piece will come out of her pro¬
ducer’s share.
This unprecedented managerial
action is voluntary, representing
a gesture of appreciation by Miss
Crawford for the support of the
90 backers of the Marc Blitzstein
musical, including many habitual
investors in all her shows. “Reu¬
ben Reuben” folded last Saturday
(22). in Boston at a loss of about
$170,000-$175,000.
The musical cost around $150,000 to open out-of-town, with the
operating loss on its fortnight run
and closing expenses providing
the additional deficit.
The bal¬
ance of the $200,000 will be re¬
turned to the backers, as will a
requested but later rescinded 10%
overcall.
Miss Crawford says that she
closed “Reuben” because she felt
(Continued on page 59)

around $116,000.

Distributed profit on the Tennessee Wiiliams drama was $66,000 as
°; Oct. 1. On the basis of th£ reg¬
ular 50-50 split between the manfi?eiVen^ ant* backers, that gave
the latter a $33,000 slice. Remain*ng assets included $12,250 in
Union bonds, $15,000 cash reserve
and $8,034 available for distribu¬
tion. preceding five weeks the
f ro^Vcii°n made an operating
profit of $27,356. Future income
includes the show’s 40% share of
the film sale to Metro for $500,000
plus a percentage of the picture
gross.

$250,000 Budget For
Brentano’s ‘Say Hello’
,
I
I
;
j
I
|
I

A $250,000 budget, including a
reserve of $40,000, has been set for
“Say Hello,” a new musical slated
for Broadway production by Felix
Brcnlano. Book and lyrics for the
tuner are by Frank Orefice, while
Frank Stuart composed the music.
Brentano, who’s directed on
Broadway, was one of the major
backers of last season’s “Festival,”
with a*$39,000 stake in the Samuel
and Bella Spewack flop.

Back Bay Brand Humor:
‘Hate Helen Hayes’ Keys
Booze Emporium Hypo
Boston, Oct. 18.
“Why I Hate Helen Hayes,” a
gag contest to drum up biz for
the Harvard - owned Eliot Lounge
and hostelry in Hub’s Back Bay,
local cafe society. The promotion
was via 1,000 printed postcards urg¬
ing “Enter Doug Flynn’s latest and
greatest contest. Tell in 25 words
or more Why I Hate Helen Hayes.”
Perpetrator of the stunt., Doug
Flynn, an assistant and “advertis: ing adviser” to the cocktail
lounge’s manager, Laury Herman,
says he wrote to Miss, Hayes about
the stunt, but has received no an¬
swer. He asserts that no offense
is meant, and reveals the following
among the “entries” submitted:
“I hate Helen Hayes because she
can think herself tall, signed, Sing¬
ers Midgets.”
“We hate Helen Hayes because
critics always write about her
shows as though hers is the great¬
est show on earth. Signed, Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey.”
“We hate Helen Hayes Period,
Signed, second lady of the theatre,
third lady of the theatre, fourth
lady of the theatre.”
“Will success spoil Helen Hayes.
Signed, Rock Hudson.”
These were only a few of the
bits of prose snowballing into the
place from “literary” Boston. Biz
perked, for the lounge and one
would-be wit remarked, “If the
place is good enough for Helen
Hayes it’s good enough for me.”
Flynn, an occasional waiter and
a Hub first-nighter, is a gag hob¬
byist. who dreams up offbeat bits
involving personalities.
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By HOBE MORRISON
Successful legit producing is be¬
coming, more than ever, creative
rather than just managerial. That
is highlighted by last week’s
Broadway click of “No Time for
Sergeants.”
As with many hits of recent
years, the new show represents a
triumph of producer vision and
planning. That is, the key element
in its creation as a stage offering
j was the Conception of a producer,
rather than an author.
That procedure has been char¬
acteristic rather than exceptional.
In fact, it’s unusual nowadays for
a producer to pick up a script
that’s purely author-created. With
the demand for suitable stage ma¬
terial so intense, few producers
feel they can afford to sit back
and wait for a likely script to fall
into their laps.
The situation involving “No
Time for Sergeants” is, therefore,
typical. The farce is an adaplaI tion of Mac Hyman’s "bestseller of
| the same title. Stage rights to
j the book were acquired by Mau¬
rice Evans, who first sought to
! have the dramatization done by
Donald Bevan and Edmund
Trzcinski, authors of “Stalag 17.”
Meanwhile, the Theatre Guild,
which had obtained the television
rights to the Hyman yarn and
aired a short adaptation by Ira
Levin on its U. S. Steel series,
using an unknown named Andy
Griffith in the lead. Evans saw
and liked the telecast and, having
failed lo reach an agreement with
Bevan and Trzcinski, signed Levin
(Continued on page 59)

K. C. Starlwkt Drooped
$9 777 on 1955 Season;
Frank S"ink New Prez

Kansas City, Oct. 25.
Starlight Theatre Assn, has
emerged from its summer schedule
of 10 musical productions with a
net loss of $9,777, according to
figures given at a meeting of di¬
rectors and executive board last
week. Gross for the season totalled
$590,170, with ticket sales account¬
ing for $562,368. Balance was from
concessions ($15,000), printed pro¬
grams ($7,500), membership dues
($5,250) and miscellaneous.
Expenditures totalled $599,947.
The net loss is figured virtually a
paper deficit, as the association has
on hand about $28,000 worth of
usable supplies and equipment,
$8,000 in assets added, during the
year and $3,000 worth of returnable
equipment, according to the report
by treasurer Paul Connor.
Revenue was down slightly from
previous years, but the difference
was relatively small. In view of
the extreme heat wave of mid¬
summer, biz is figured near par.
President fot; the 1956 season,
elected at the meeting, is Frank II.
Spirk. Other officers are R. Crosby
Kmnper, first vice-president; Karl
Koerper, second vice-president;
Cliff Jones Jr., secretary, and
Connor, treasurer, both of the latI ter having been re-elected. Spink is
a hardware merchant and presiI dent of the Kansas City Board qI
Police Commissioners.
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Sergeants Click Accents a Point:
Producer Must Get Off His Swivel

He Confounds Attorney As Herzig’s Case Goes Tp Trial.

‘CAT PROFIT NOW 116G;
66G NET PAID SO FAR
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” cur¬
rently in its 32d week at the
Morosco Theatre, N. Y., has passed
the 100% profit mark. As of Oct.
1. the Playwrights Co. production
had netted $101,282 on its $102,000
investment (including 20% overcml).
Biz for the . ensuing three
weeks ending last Saturday (2) was
over capacity as usual, bringing the
iotal profit as of that date to

Legitimate

LEIGH'S TOTAL RECALL

LONDON, W. C. 2
8 St. Martin's Place
Trafalgar Square

Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Part-time film operation is being
considered by Huntington Hartford
for his luxurious Huntington Hart¬
ford Theatre here. Management
has begun investigating cost of
equipment and union problems that
might be faced in showing selected
pictures for a portion of the year.
House has been lighted only 23
weeks since he acquired it and re¬
opened it as a legit in September,
| 1954. It’s figured that, without in¬
i' terfering with the legit operation,
! the theatre could be made available
! for at least 13 weeks per year for
j domestic or foreign pix.
The spot, for many years fhe
home of the Lux Radio Theatre,
was purchased by Hartford and
refurbished at a reported cost of
nearly $1,000,000. Prior to its use
for radio, the house was a legiter,
but had a brief career as a filmery
about 30 years ago, after which it
was taken over by Howard Hughes
and re-named The Mirror.
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librarians, not replace them. Fi¬
nally, the delayed-uptake' exec
proposes to the' nice career girl
cross-country by dictaphone re¬
Backers of the Richard Kollmar-James W. Gardiner-Yvette Schumer
]Vo Time for Sergeants ■ right farce—and the absence of un¬ cording.
There are several good scenes, production of “Plain and Fancy”, currently in its 35th week -on Broad¬
Maurice Evans
(in association with derlying seriousness or pathos—
Emmett Rogers) production of comedy in “Sergeants” sags rather alarmingly which unfortunately tend to be way, include Gardiner, $10,700; bandleader and orchestra contractor
two acts, by Ira Levin, adapted from
the middle.
The first few incidental to the plot. The best is Meyer Davis, $4,000; Mrs. Schumer, who’s also the wife of Henrv
novel by Mac Hyman. Features Myron in
McCormick, Roddy
McDowall, Howard spenes are uproarious, but begin¬ one of those exasperating aptitude- Schumer, head of the Schumer Theatrical Transfer firm, $4,000; late
Freeman, Royal Beal. Robert Webber, ning with a honkytonk scene in efficiency test interviews, with the
souvenir program ag^nt A1 Greenstone* $4,000; actress Helen Menken
Andy Griffith. Staged by Morton Da
Costa; settings. Peter Larkin; costumes. which the slaphappy hero guzzles a bland but canny chief librarian representing a syndicate, $4,000; John Shubert, of the Shuberts, $4,000*
Noel Taylor; lighting. Peggy Clark. At palpably unbelievable amount of making a monkey of the smooth
Eugene Dunkel Jr., of the Dunkel scenery company, which painted the
Alvin. N.Y., Oct. 20. '55; $4.60 top ($5.73
young
efficiency
man.
Another
is
booze without ill effect, it bogs
Friday-Saturday eves.; $9.20 opening).
show’s sets, $2,500; F. H. Messmore, of the Messmore & Damon scenery
Preacher . Don Knotts down in exaggerated plot compli¬ what amounts almost to a vaude¬
Will Stockdale . Andy Griffith cations.
Even so, the audience is ville routine as two of the librar¬ firm, which built the show's sets, $2,500; producers Rita Allen and
Pa Stockdale .
Floyd Buckley
ians get high at the office Christ¬ Archie Thompson, $2,000; producer-theatre owner Anthony Brady Far¬
Draft Man . O. Tolbert-Hewitt laughing so hard by then that it
Bus Driver . Michael Thoma
continues from sheer momentum mas party, and Miss Booth has a rell, $2,000; tv performer Happy Felton, $2,000; Hal Lashin, of Midtown
Irvin Blanchard ..Robert Webber
line
of giggling prattle about a Caterers, Inc., $2,000; theatre pwner Ben Marden, $2,000; legit producer
until the script picks up for the
Rosabelle . Maree Dow
Mexican Ave. bus. Both bits arc and tv commentator-announcer Kenneth Banghart, $1,000; singer Lanny
finale.
Inductees .Cecil Rutherford, Robert
largely
extraneous, however, and Ross, $1,000; choreographer Robert Sidney, $1,000; MacWeiss, of the
McQuade, Carl Albertson. Arthur
Under Morton DaCosta’s fastP. Keegan Van Williams, Jules
direction, the large cast although they get laughs, they I. Weiss Sc Sons fabric firm, which provided the drapes for the show,
Racine. Wynn Pearce paced
contribute
virtually nothing to the $1,000; George Feinberg, president of Dazian’s fabric firm, which pro¬
Ben WlilUedge. Roddy McDowall gives a lively and convulsing per¬
Sgt.. King . Myron McCormick
story. Come to think of it, the
Captain. .
Ed Peck formance In support of rookie-lead entire second act contributes vir-. vided special fabric for the musical, $500; agent Lester H. Lewis, $500;
Nurse*. Maree Dow Griffith. As the initially calm but
Marion Weaver, technical adviser on the production, $500. CapitilizaClassification Corporal.Ray Johnson presently apoplectic and finally de¬ tually nothing to the story, and
- Corporal, Manual Dexterity. .Don Knotts
somewhat the same goes for the tion on the production, which originally opened at the Hellinger Thea¬
Lieutenant . Earl Hyman spairing top kick, Myron McCor¬
tre, N. Y., and then moved to its present berth at the Winter Garden
third.
Psychiatrist . James Millhollin mick is broadly expressive, and
Cigarette Girl . Maree Dow
Miss Booth is superb as the head Theatre, N. Y.,-totalled $250,000, including 25% overcall. The entire
Infantryman . Arthur P. Keegan Roddy McDowall is expertly in¬
coin was put up by 39 backers. A road company edition of the tuner
librarian.
Time
after
time
she
sets
Air Force Policeman. Jules Racine tense as the dimwit hero’s worryup and cracks a seemingly innocu¬ is current at the Philharmonic Auditorium, Los Angeles, where it
Colonel ...». Rex Everlieart wort chum.
Pilot . Haien Gifford
preemed
last Sept. 5.
ous
line,
exploits
a
small
piece
of
Howard Freeman and Royal Beal
Co-Pilot ..
Carl Albertson
Engineer . Cecil Rutherford are properly panic-stricken Gen¬ business and carries an irrelevant
Navigator .....
Bill Hinnant erals whose careers and pensions scene to at least momentary conse¬
“The Burns Mantle Yearbook, Best Plays of *1954-55,” edited by
Gen. Bush . Howard Freeman
quence. It’s brilliant, seemingly Louis Kronenberger (Dodd, Mead; $5), remains the most decorative
Gen. Pollard . Royal Beal are riear-victims of the shambles.
Senator
.. O. Tolbert-Hewitt j Robert Webber is a convincing extemporaneous and effortless, and of the Broadway annuals, due largely to selection of photographic
Cen. Pollard's Alda.Ray Johnson
although It never quite takes the material, and to liberal sprinkling of Hirschfeld drawings.
Lt. Abel . Rex Everhart smalltime bully, James Millhollin
Format continues in style set by late Bums Mantle, originator of
Lt. Baker .Edmund Johnston is guffaw-provokingly distracted as place of a play, it is diverting and
Capt. Charles .
Wynn Pearce an Army psychiatrist who has the ingratiating while it lasts.
the series. As usual, Kronenberger has chosen 10 “best” plays to pre¬
There are other pleasant per¬ sent in digest: “The Boy Friend,” “The Living Room,” “Bad Seed,”
misfortune to run afoul the ex¬
Here’s the first comedy smash uberantly cooperative draftee, and formances by Dorothy and Clarice “Witness for the Prosecution,” “The Flowering Peach” “The Des¬
of the season. It’s also a cinch to there are diverting bits by Ed Peck Blackburn (no relation) , and Anne- perate Hours,”'“The Dark Is Light Enough,” “Bus Stop,” “Cat on a
make a wildly funny picture for as a harried classification center Marie Gayer as the other librarians, Hot Tin Roof,” and “Inherit the Wind.” Of these, “Witness,” “Cat,”
Warners, which acquired the Captain with a penchant for im¬ Byron Sanders as the unfeeling “Inherit,” “Bus Stop,” “Bad Seed,” and “Desperate Hours” were in¬
screen rights in a pre-production maculate latrines, Floyd Buckley as efficiency man, Frank Milan as the
deal.
a devoted backwoods pappy and O. bachelor executive, Joyce Van Pat¬ cluded in John Chapman’s “golden dozen” productions, digested for
ten as an amorus secretary and his yearbook, “Theatre '55” (reviewed in Variety, 9/28/55). '
Not for years, perhaps not since Tolbert-Hewitt as an officious lo¬ Mary Gildea as the personification
Kronenberger’s tables of theatre information are more complete than
cal
draft board representative.
“Mister Roberts” first bowled over
of
a running (make that, read walk¬ his rival’s. Claudia Cassidy reports on the Chicago season; Kenneth
Larkin’s remarkable scenery is
Broadway, has a premiere audience
ing) gag.
Tynan, London; .Andre Josset, Paris; Luther Nichols, California; Gar¬
laughed as hard as at the opening helped by Peggy Clark’s skillful
George Jenkins has provided a
of “No Time for Sergeants.” And lighting and Noel Taylor’s approp¬ stunning atmospheric library office rison P. Sherwood, off-Broadway; and Robert McLaughlin, radio-tv
not since—well, not Jn memory— riate costumes. Incidentally, ad-1 setting, with an awesome contrap¬ editor of Time, institutes a new department, “The Season in Tele¬
has an unknown actor burst into aptor Levin got the assignment to tion to represent the miracle ma¬ vision.”
stardom as spectacularly as does do the legit version of the script chine in the third act. There’s lot
Andy Griffith in his Broadway after Evans saw his. much shorter of production and performance in
Elizabeth Seal, British chorus dancer who leaped to prominence
debut as the blissfully semi-consci¬ treatment on the Theatre Guild “Desk Set,” in fact, but still not as featured terper-comedienne in the London production of “Pajama
ous draftee of this Ira Levin dra¬ television series, with Griffith as much play.
Game,” continues to get unusual press attention there. She was the
Hobe.
matization of Mac Hyman’s bestsel¬ lead.
Incidentally,Chodorov and Fields subject of an editorial last week, for instance, in the London Sunday
ler.
>
are not program-credited for their Express, under the heading. “Persevere.”
As so often happens with a
.The Desk Set
work on the script, but Fields gets
A new show; ?ays the editorial, produces a new star, “In 'Pajama
__obert Fryer Sc Lawrence Carr produc¬
smasheroo, there are several
billing as stager (with Cromwell Game,’ pert little Libby Seal becomes a celebrity overnight. .. This
tion
of
comedy
in
three
acts
by
William
heroes of the occasion. Actor-pro¬
Hobe.
Star* Shirley Booth; features not listed).
weekend the world Is saying ‘Isn’t she. lucky?’ But it is not just luck
ducer Maurice Evans, for instance, Marchant.
Dorothy Blackburn, Frank Milan. Byron
which brings sudden fame to Libby Seal. Far more than that, it is
who grabbed up the stage rights to Sanders, Elizabeth Wilson. Harry Ellerbe,
Mary
Gildea.
Clarice
Blackburn,
Annethe reward of tough, heart-breaking years of 'hoofing’ in the chorus
the book (repeating his coup of Marie Gayer, Joyce Van Patten, Loul9
without recognition. .
“Teahouse of the August Moon”) Gossett. Staged by Joseph Fields; setting
and
lighting,
George
Jenkins;
production
“The moral of her story can be applied to every other job in life.
and is presenting it in partnership
Robert Linden. At Broadhurst.
Never be discouraged. If it is earned, sooner or later your break will
with his associate, Emmett Rogers. manager,
N.Y., Oct. 24, "35; $4.00 top ($3.73 Friday.
come. It is a case of perservCring till you get it.”
Also, but definitely, designer Saturday eves; $0,80 opening).
Meyer.Clarice Blackburn
Peter Larkin, for coming up with Sadel
Miss Seal is dancing the role in which Carol Haney first drew critical
Peg Costello .Dorothy Blackburn
such brilliantly flexible scenery Ruthie Saylor .Anne-Marie Gayer
and audience' raves in the original Broadway production of the mu¬
Four leading : theatrical hauling sical, and in which Shirley McLaine. Helen Gallagher and Pat Stanley
Frank Roberts
that it virtually makes the whole Mr. Bennett .
Sumner ..Byron Sanders companies and the theatrical truck¬
show possible. And, of course, Richard
have since scored in New York and on torn’.
Bunny Watson .. Shirley Booth
Griffith as the all-important lead¬ Abe Cutler . Frank Milan ers union, which recently accepted
Man In Shirt Sleeves.Harry Ellerbe a consent decree'ending.their al¬
ing player.
Although it bears the clan name, the Shubert Theatre, Wash., is no
in Blue Suit.Mary Gildea
Larkin’s scenery is frankly in¬ Lady
leged
monopoly
in
the
field,
were
Kenny . Louis Gossett
credible. Without stage waits or Elsa ... Joyce Van Patten sued for $1,500,000 treble damages longer operated by the Shuberts. It’s again managed by I. Hirst En¬
terprises. Hirst took over the house, formerly known as the Gayety,
Miss Warriner.Elizabeth WUson
even pauses, it uses scrims, vari¬ Miss
Rumple .
Doris Roberts last week by a competing firm. The several years ago during the period Actors Equity blacklisted the com¬
ous movable platforms, flown Reporter
.. Wayne Carson action
charges violation of the petitive National Theatre because the then-management of the latter
pieces and ingenious lighting to Photographer .Sterling Jensen Sherman antitrust law.
Elsa's
Friend
.
Mike Steen
had a racial segregation policy. The Gayety was refurbished by Hirst
achieve instantaneous shifts of lo¬
Plaintiffs are. the three Reilly at a reported cost of $$00,000 and was leased to Milton Shubert, who
cale, frequently In view of the au¬
Given a little material, a couple sisters, Helen, Marjorie and Mar¬ gave lt the family name. However, the lease lapsed after a year’s
dience. These go from a back^
woods cabin in Georgia to a small¬ of old pros like Jerome Chodorov ian, through their company, Reilly operation.
town square, various parts of an and Joseph Fielda can whip up a Theatrical Transfer. Defendants
Hirst Enterprises, a part of the Hirst burlesque circuit, booked the
Air Force barracks, beneath a fairly good show. And given the are Walton Hauling Sc Warehouse Shubert during the 1954-55 season and is dittoing this semester Shows
semblance
of
a
scene,
a
gifted
Corp., Tait Transfer Company Inc.,
grounded bomber, the interior of
are lined up through the Shubert-affiliated United Booking Office,
the plane in flight, a saloon, an actress like Shirley Booth can Schumer Theatrical Transfer Inc., and the Shubert office, is also consulted, on the productions brought
Observation post at Yucca Flat, a create an illusion of theatre. That’s Erie Transfer Co. Inc., and Theat¬ in. Hirst Enterprises also owns the Walnut, Philadelphia, but lease*
it with. “The Desk Set”—it rical Drivers, Chauffeurs Sc Help¬
remote spot in the woods, etc. If about
to the Shuberts as a legit house. Hirst Enterprises also owns bur¬
the stage became any more ani¬ isn’t much of a play, but they al¬ ers Local Union No. 817, Interna¬ it
lesque houses in several cities.
mated it might have to take out an most fool you with it for a short tional Brotherhood of Teamsters.
while.
Equity card.
not much anyone could The suit was filed in U. S. District a
« icaiuic piece, me uroaaway
Griffith, of course. Is the stand¬ doThere’s
with a story as slight as this Court, N. Y.
out. On the basis of this show, he William
The Reilly firm, in existence Angel, subheaded “What’s Art in the Theatre Is Also Arithmetic.”
Marchant
piece. So when
After a breezy lead, associate editor Russell Chappell wrote among
has the talent, technique and per¬
since
1898,
claims
that
it
has
been
sonality to become a major star. Chodorov and Fields were brought “virtually forced out of business”
^10n,s *hat
s(Jason>s profits on Broadway shows “ran to
to doctor the show during the
In fact, it’s hard to figure how he in
tour, they apparently con¬ by the defendants’ “combination $7,200,000 -and that producers Robert Fryer and Lawrence Carr had
could miss. As the deliriously In¬ tryout
an
easy
time
financing
their
new “Desk Set” because their last effort,
nocent and irrepressibly goodna- centrated on Injecting laughs. Also, and conspiracy” to bring about
who succeeded John Crom¬ non-competitive conditions in the¬ By the Beautiful Sea, ’ proved a success. After a couple of bloopers
tured hillbillly with a matching ac¬ Fields,
like
that,
,there
seemed
little
point in reading further.
as stager, seemingly added atrical hauling.
It specifically
cent as thick as corn syrup, he’s a well
business and sight gags, charges that the haulers have “al¬
gangling, drawling, tousle-headed, comedy
meanwhile
emphasizing
the
scenes
located . customers, excluded , nonwide-smiling delight.
Booth’s uncanny
True to the show’s title, this in whichandMiss
style substitute mirth members of a trade association
well-intentioned bumpkin not only delivery
since dissolved from engaging in
drives his routine-happy top ser¬ for substance. The already-thin business, fixed prices and utilized
almost disappears in conse¬
geant daffy, but with disarming story
the teamsters’ union to carry out
quence.
• Philadelphia, Oct. 25.
Legit is going in for disk jockey
helpfulness, blunders his way to a
The star exploits her limited illegal practices.”
Valley Forge Music Fair will, re¬ promotion. A. special recording,
medal for heroism (awarded “post¬ opportunities brilliantly, and at
Although the defendants, includ¬
humously”) and just about de¬ such moments “Desk Set” is funny, ing the union, recently accepted a pay approximately 50% of the tagged “Anastasia,” has been re¬
moralizes the entire Air Force in with even a suggestion of her per¬ consent decree agreeing to end $100,000 put up by its 43 backers
leased as an exploitation gimmick
the process. Through it all, this sonal warmth. But it’s only trick¬ the alleged monopolistic tactics,
fabulous Will Stockdale is just ery, and there’s no escaping the the Reilly suit must prove the ex¬ for its breakin season last summer. for the touring Elaine Perry pro¬
duction. The number was written
about the most friendly and likable play’s inherent frailty. On that
The
tunetent
in
the
suburban
Main
wave of consternation that ever hit basis, “Desk Set” should get a istence of such violations of the Line grossed $278,000, or more by Jack Segal and Paul Taubman,
law.
If the Government’s antimilitary regimentation.
rather modest run, with a flock of monopoly case had been won in than $20,000 weekly for its 13^2 friends of the producer. Segal, in¬
The play is in the form of a flash¬ theatre parties and Miss Booth’s
week season. The 1956 summer cidentally, is currently represent¬
back, with the tobacco road corn- personal following important fac¬ court trial, the Reillys would not stand will be at least three weeks ed on the best seller lists with
ball coining on in one to tell his tors, and the proceeds from the have had to prove that portion of longer.
“Hard to Get.” ’
hometown admirers (the audience) pre-production film sale to 20th- their suit, but would merely have
The disk, waxea by vocalist Jul¬
Leon Guber, who formerly op¬
how he won his medal. It then Fox to help recoup the investment. had to show that the illegal prac¬
erated the Rendezvous Cafe here, ian Patrick and the Don Costa Orcli
shifts back and forth between the¬
The play is located in the refer¬ tices had caused them damage.
on
the Music Workshop label, is
and
broadcasters
Shelley
Gross
and
atrical action and first-person nar¬ ence library of a network office in
Milton R.. Weir is attorney for
Ed Felbin are the producers. Gu¬ being distributed to deejays in
rative. That format, incidentally, New York and the plot centers on the Reillys.
ber and.Felbin, who were previ¬ towns booked to play the Dolly
brought about a unique incident an efficiency expert’s scheme to
ously associated . as promoters of Haas - $ugenie Leontovich - John
opening night as Griffith received install an electric brain that will
an ovation when he came out in be able to do the work of the four Fredericksburg (Va.) O. H. jazz package shows, are looking for Emery starrer. A letter accom¬
front of the curtain to start the femme employees. A subplot in¬
a concertstage offering for the panying the platter points out that
Taken
Over
As
a
5
&
10
second act.
winter season.
by playing the record and mention¬
volves the head librarian’s frustrat¬
Fredericksburg, Va., Oct. 25.
“Sergeants” may be likened in ing romance with an indecisive
ing the show the d.j. “can be a
The old Opera House, where
some ways to “Mister Roberts,” al¬ network executive.
vital part of keeping the living
though it’s not really comparable
There's an ingenious bit in which President Grover Cleveland was
theatre alive on the road.”
in quality, depth, or poignance. another electronic brain in the ac¬ feted in 1894 and many theatrical
The record spinners are also in¬
Besides its broad similarity in counting department issues pink events were held around the turn A $75,000 budget has been set for
Armed Services subject matter and slips to the entire company per¬ of the century, has been sold to Alexander H. Cohen's scheduled vited to attend the drama as guests
of
the management. The disk is
comic tone, it has a single small sonnel, including the efficiency the F. W. Woolworth Company for production of Max Wilk’s comedy,
not being peddled commercially, •
femme role. The Thomas Heggen- expert and Ills network president- $180,000.
“The Brass Section.”
but
it’s being pitched to 20th-Fox
Joshua Logan show also played the uncle. But it turns out that the
The building, at the busiest in¬
Marc Daniels will direct the 11Alvin Theatre.
reference department machine was tersection in town, will be used for character play, which will have a for possible use in that company’s
forthcoming filmization of the
Aside from its emphasis on out- only intended to supplement the a five-and-dimery,
single set by Ralph Alswang.
Play.
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Shows on Broadway

Reilly Sisters Sue Union,
Truckers for $1,500,000
In New Antitrust Suit

Valley Forge Repaying
‘ANASTASIA’DISK FOR
Half of 100G Capital
TOURING LEGIT PLUGS

'Brass’ to Cost $75,600
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Riva 13G in 4,
Chi Hits Skids; ‘Cadillac’ $15,800,
! Maria‘Tea’
Breakin, Buffalo B’way Hot; “Sergeants’ $26,100 in 5,
“Waltz’ $14,3(10, But Teahouse’.^G1
“Roses’16G; ‘Rock’ $28,600, “Bus’ 28G,
‘Janus’ Spritely $17,200
‘Fanny’ 63X4G. ‘Pajama’ 52G, ‘Bov’ 32G
Chicago, Oct 25.
Except for “Teahouse of the Au¬
gust Moon,” which maintained its
SRO pace, Loop biz sagged last
week. “Anniversary Waltz” opened
weakly as a Theatre Guild-American Theatre Society subscription
entry, after a critical roasting.
“Solid Gold Cadillac” Is likewise
finding the going tough.
“Pajama Game” is due Nov. 15
at the Shubert for a run and “Bus
Stop” is slated for Nov. 21 at the
Selwyn for five weeks, on subscrip¬
tion. “Kismet” is due Dec. 5 at
the Great Northern for a run, also
on subscription.
Estimates for Last Week
Anniversary Waltz, Harris (1st
wk) ($5; 1,000). Almost $14,300 for
first eight performances, oil sub¬
scription.
Can Can, Shubert, (12th wk)
($5.95; 2,100).. Over $33,200 (pre¬
vious week, $37,000); leaves town
Nov. 12.
Solid Gold Cadillac, Blackstone
(2d wk) ($4.50; 1,450). Nearly $15,800 (previous .week, $20,000).
Teahouse of the August. Moon,
Erlanger (6th wk) ($5; 1,335) (Bur¬
gess Meredith,'Scott McKay). Sold
out again at nearly $35,500.

‘Rain’ Big $25,200,
‘Chalk’ 12G, Phila.
Philadelphia, Oct. 25.
Settlement last week of the dis¬
pute between the musicians’ union
and the Shuberts brought music
back into the local playhouses. Im¬
mediate effects of the agreement
were return of pit orchestra at the
Forrest where “Janus” opened last
night (Mon.) and the booking of
“King and I” into the Shubert for
a four-week run beginning Nov. 7.
Other tuners in prospect are
“The Amazing Adele,” at the Shu. bert, Dec. 26; “Strip for Action,”
Shubert, Jan. 30, and the D’Oyly
Carte Opera Co., Forrest, Jan. 30.
“Hatful of Rain” left the Forrest
and “Chalk Garden- quit the Wal¬
nut, Saturday night (22), both reg¬
istering improved second weeks.
Only other newcomer scheduled is
“The Matchmaker,” due Thursday
(27) at the Locust.
:.
Estimates for Last Week
Hatful of Rain, Forrest, <D) ■
($4.20; 1,760) (Shelley Winters, Beh
Gazzara). Melodramatic study of a
narcotic addict’s home life caught
public fancy, and star power
helped; nearly $25,200.
Chalk Garden, Walnut (CD)
($4.20; 1,340) (Gladys Cooper. Siobhan McKenna). Enid Bagnold’s
literate work on homicide and hor¬
ticulture drew a mild $12,000.

3D ‘TEAHOUSE’ $37,100,
2D WEEK, CLEVELAND
Cleveland, Oct. 25.
Second week of “Teahouse of
the August Moon” at the 1,515Hanna, took in a smash $37,100. That was $3,000 more than
the Larry Parks starrer got on the
initial frame.
The comedy continues here this
week and th<?n moves to the Victory» Dayton, for a week beginning
next Monday (31).

Veronica-‘Hut’8G, Det.
<<r .... „ . „ Detroit, Oct. 25.
Little Hut,” starring Veronica
Lake, grossed a poor $8,000 last
week on the first stanza or a fortnjghts stay at the 2,050-seat
Shubert.
Top is $3.50 on twofers.

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated if set)
Htavenly Twins, booth (11-4).
2!wb*.n
ANTA (11-8).
Haffoi of Rain, Lyceum (11-9).
(f^p'TWint- Card. (11-10).
G?rk' Longacro (11-17).
Janus, Hymouth (11-24).
r,,pe. Dream, Shubert (11-30).
Matchmaker, Royale (12-5).
Fallen Angels (12-29).
Great Sebastians <wk. 1-2).
of,u?UB.a,ne th.e Cr*at' n’way (1-19).
Quiet p,*Ce (wk. 1-23).
t1®* Corner (1-24).
For Action (2-13).
My Lady Lixa, HelHager (wk. 3-10),

OFF-BROADWAY
Amedee, Tempo (10-31).
wi°Ub e *n Mind, G’n’w'ch Mcwb (11-3).
Highway Robbery, Pres. (11-7).
JP_ri,*on'* Mouth, Cherry Lane (wk. 11-16).
Sff .j* *ong. Circle in Square (12-1).
Six Characters, Phoenix (12-1),
Marching Song, Phoenix (3-0).
,

._
Buffalo, Oct. 25.
Tea and Sympathy,” with Maria
Riva, racked up around $13,000 in
a four-performance breakin at the
Erlanger here last Thursday-Saturday (20-22). Touring edition of the
Robert Anderson play is being
sent out by George Brandt, who
acquired the road rights from orig¬
Broadway had another healthy
inal producers, Playwrights Co. and session last week. Biz was gener¬
Mary K. Frank. •
Wilmington, Oct. 25.
ally on even keel with the previous
“Janus,” starring Margaret Sulli¬
The play is current at Her frame, with several shows going
van, Robert Preston and Claude Majesty’s, Montreal.
over capacity.
Dauphin, rang ujp a near-capacity
There were no closings last
$17,200 in a five-performance
week, while only one is skedded
breakin at the Playhouse last
for the current stanza.
That’s
Wednesday-Saturday (19-22). That
“Carefree Tree,” wh^ch winds up
was the top take of the season so
at the off-Broadway Phoenix Thea¬
far at the 1,233-seater. The comedy
tre next Sunday (30) after only two
is current at the Forrest, Phila¬
weeks instead of the regular five.
delphia.
Last week’s preems were “Room¬
The “Janus” gross will probably
ful of Roses” and “No Time For
be topped by The Alfred LuntSergeants.”
The current frame
Lynn Fontanne starrer, “Great
Boston, Oct. 25.
has four openers, “Desk Set,”
Sebastians,” which preems here
The Hub got two postponements Comedie Francaise, “Chalk Gar¬
for five performances beginning
last week due to the floods. “Heav¬ den” and “Deadfall.”
next Wednesday (3).
enly Twins” at the Colonial and
Estimates for Last Week
“Anastasia” at the Wilbur, were] Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
washed out of their skedded Mon-! CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
day night <171 preems because of MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musitrain snafus, and opened Tuesday
night (18) instead. “Reuben Reu¬ cal-Dravia), O (Opera), OP (Opben” did its folderoo quietly at jthe retta).
Baltimore, Oct. 25.
Other parenthetic designations
Five performances of “King And Shubert Saturday night (22).
I” grossed a firm $26,000 at Ford’s
Because of the Monday night refer, respectively, to weeks played,
last week. Local bow of the Rod- miss, “Heavenly Twins,” first The¬ number of perfortnances through
gers-Hammerstein tuner was de¬ atre Guild show here this season, last Saturday, top prices, number
layed. until Wednesday (19) after put on a special Sunday night per¬ of scats, capacity gross and stars.
* flooded rail routes prevented the formance (23) to take care of Price includes 10% Federal and
transfer of thctf>hysical production patrons who had seats for the can¬ 5% City tax, but grosses are net:
in time for the scheduled Monday celled performance.
i.e., exclusive of tax.
(17) opener.
“The Lark” Is due at the Plym¬
Boy Friend, Royale (MC) (56th
An extra week has extended the outh, opening Friday (28) for a
wk; 443; $6.90; 1,050; $38,200) (pre¬
run here through Nov. 5, thereby two-week
tryout,
and
“Pipe vious week, $34,100; closes Nov. 26
postponing the start of a four-week Dream” arrives next Tuesday (1)
to tour). Last week, almost $32,000.
stand in Philly until Nov. 7.
at the Shubert for a four-week . Bus Stop, Music Box (CD) (34th
tuneup.
wk; 270; $5.75-$4.60; 1,010; $27,811)
‘Pajama* $224,000, Dallas,
Estimates for Last Week
(previous week, $27,800).
Last
Twins, Colonial (1st week, over capacity, topped $28,000.
In 24-Performance Run wk)Heavenly
($4.40; 1,590) (Jean Pierre
Cat
on
a
Hot
Tin
Roof,
Morosco
Dallas, Oct. 25.
Aumont, Faye Emerson). First
“Pajama Game” racked up . a Theatre Guild show opened to (D) (31st wk; 244; $6.90-$5.75; 946;
lusty $224,000 for its 24 perform¬ so-so notices, but got a healthy I $31,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes. Bul l
ances at the State Fair Auditorium $26,600; should better that on the Ives) (previous week, $31,600). Last
during the 70th annual Texas State current stanza then heads for New week, over capacity again, nearly
$31,600.
Fair. Perfect weather greeted the York.
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC)
16-day run closing with the mati¬
(25th wk; 196; $8.05-$7.50; 1,297;
Anastasia,
Wilbur
(1st
wk)
nee Sundajf (23).
Touring show starring Fran ($3.85; 1,241) (Dolly Hass, Eugenie $50,573) (Gwen Verdon) (previous
Adequate
$12,700 week, $50,800), Last week, over
Warren, Larry Douglas and Buster Leontovich).
West opens tonight (Tues.) at the for the first seven performances; capacity again, topped $50,800.
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D)
American Theatre, St. Louis, for exits town Saturday (29).
Reuben Reuben, Shubert . <2d (3d wk; 21; $5.75-$4.60; 1,098; $28,a three-week run. .
wk) ($4.95; 1,734) (Eddie Albert). 571) (Joseph Schildkraut) (previous
Tryout folded here-Saturday (22); Week, $27,500). Last week, almost
drew almost $18,000 after a so-so $27,800..
D’Oyly Carte, Shubert (OP) (4th
$26,800 the. previous semester.
wk; 31; $5.75; 1,453; $42,000) (pre.
LONDON
vious week, $34,000). Last week,
(Figures denote opening dates)
nearly $35,000.
I*ir, Book,- Candle, Phoenix (10-5-34).
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (51st wk;
Boy Friend, Wymlham’j (12-1-33).
404; $7.50; 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio
Burnt Flower Bed, Arts (0-9-55).
Pinza, Walter Slezak). (previous
Count of Clerembard, Garrick (9-6-35).
week, $63,800). Last week, over ca¬
Washington, Oct. 25.
Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
pacity again, topped $63,500, with
First seven performances of Pinza still out ill.
paad on V, Westminster (8-24-55).
“The Vamp” (formerly “Delilah")
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
grossed a moderate $28,800 at the (25th wk; 197; $5.75-$4.60; 1.162;
Follies Bergerei, Wales (4-9-55).
National Theatre last week. The $31,300) (Melvyn Douglas) (pre¬
Kettle A Moon, Duchess (9-1-55).
Carol Channing starrer is play¬ vious week, $30,900). Last week,
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
ing to a $4.95 top Friday and Sat¬ over capacity, nearly $31,400.
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
Lucky Strike, Apollo (9-14-55).
urday nights in the 1,677-seat
Joyce Grenfell Requests the
Mr. Pennypacker, New (5-18-55).
theatre,
and $4.40 remainder of Pleasure, Bijou (R) (2d wk; 16;
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
the week. The show opened Tues¬ $5.75; 588; $18,660) (previous week,
Mrs. Willie,. Globe (8-17-55).
My 3 Angels, Lyric (5-12-55).
day night (18). Miss Channing’s $16,000 for first eight perform¬
Pa|ama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
performance drew raves from the ances). Last week, over $15,100,
Periphery, New Water (10-12-55).
local critics, and the opus was with take cut by subscription.
Punch Revue, Duke (9-28-55).
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
praised, with reservations. “The
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin (C)
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
Vamp” is booked for a third week. (1st wk; 4; $5.75-$4.60; 1,331; $38,Romance In Candlelight, Pic. (9-15 55).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
It will be followed at the Na¬ 500). Opened last Thursday (20)
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
tional by a fortnight of “Janus.” to unanimously favorable reviews—
Separate Tables, St. -James’s (9-22-54).
The Shubert Theatre, dark last (Atkinson, Times; Chapman, News;
Shadow of Doubt, Saville (7-7-55).
Small Hotel, St Martin's (10-12-55).
week, reopened last night (Mon.) Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins, WorldSpider’s Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
with Shelley Winters and Ben Gaz¬ Telegram; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
Sun of York, Royal Ct. (10-5-55).
zara in "Hatful of Rain” for two McClain, Journal-American; Watts,
Talk of Town, Adelphi (11-17.-54).
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54). weeks.
Post); over capacity, almost $26,100
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (8-3-55).
for first four performances and
Water Gypsies, Wlnt. Gard. (8-31-55).
one preview.
Whole Truth, Aldwych (10-11-55). „
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)
Queen A Rebels, Haymarket (10-26-55).
(76th wk; 604; $6.90; 1,615; $52,118)
Short Spring, New Lind. (10-27-55).
(John Raitt, Eddie Foy Jr., Helen
Plume de Tante, Garrick (11-3-55),
Komuso, Arts (11-8-55).
Gallagher) (previous week, $52,Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.
100). Last week, almost $52,000.
Plain and Fancy, Winter Gar¬
Second week of “Kismet” at the
TOURING
All for Mary
1,700-seat Nixon, playing at $4.80 den (MC) (39th wk; 308; $6.90;
Anniversary Waltz
top, improved a bit to $25,200. <.1,494; $55,672) (previous week,
Call Girl
Call of the Dodo
Show took in over $48,000 for the $52,000). Last week, over $53,000.
Call Girl
Roomful of Roses, Playhouse <D)
fortnight stand.
Call of the Flesh
Nixon is currently dark, but gets (1st wk; 8; $5.75-$4.60; 994; $25.Captain's Lamp
Changing Wind
"Anastasia” next Monday (31), fol¬ 500) (Patricia Neal). Over $16,000
Doctor Jo
lowed by three weeks of “Teahouse for first eight performances.
Florodora
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
of the August Moon,” starring
Guys and Dolls
(35th wk; 276; $7.50; 1,427; $57,800)
Hamlet
Larry Parks.
Hippo Dancing
(Hildegarde Neff, Don Ameche)
Jazz Train
(previous week, $58,200).
Last
Kinloch Players
‘Desperate* Up to 19G
Week, nearly $57,700.
Ladies for Hire
Lilac Time
Teahouse
of
the
August
Moon,
On Holdover Week, L.A. Beck (C) (106th wk; -953; $6.22Love From Judy
Pardon My Claws
Los Angeles, Oct. 25.
$4.60; 1,214; $33,608) (Eli Wallach,
Portrait by Peko
Business spurt was recorded last John Beal) (previous week, $33.Quaker Girl
Reluctant Heroes
week by “Desperate Hours,” town’s 500). Last week, almost $33,300.
South Pacific
only legiter, in its second frame
Stratford Memorial Theatre Co.
Tiger at the Gates, Plymouth (D)
Strong Are Lonely
at the Carthay Circle Theatre.
(3d wk; 24; $5.75; 1,062; $34,000)
Summertime
Gross reached $19,000, up $2,000 (Michael Redgrave).(previous week.
Suspect
from the opening figure.
Tabltha
$32,500; moves Nov. 21 to the Ful¬
Thorn in the Flesh
ton). Last week, nearly $33,300.
Too Young To Marry
View From the Bridge, Coronet
20 Mins. South
Twinkle
(D) (4lh wk; 28; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60;
Wedding In Paris
998;
$30,000) (Van Heflin) (pre¬
Seattle,
Oct.
25.
Women of Twilight
“Tender Trap,” in 11 perform¬ vious week, $28,600). Last week,
World's Wonder
ances ending last Saturday (22), almost $29,400, with theatre party
grossed a mild $15,000 at the 1.670- commissions cutting into the take.
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,
seat Moore Theatre here at $4.50
Belasco <C) (2d wk; 12; $5.75; 1.073;
top.
<Nov. 2-6)
The comedy had good advance $31,582) (previous week, $19,900
for first four performances and
billing and okay reviews.

In 5 Shows, Wilmington

Twins’ $26,600,
‘Reuben 18G, Hub

‘KING’HEALTHY $26,000
IN 5 SHOWINGS, BALTO

ish Shows

‘VAMP’$28,800 IN 7, D.C.;
CRIX SO-SO ON SHOW

‘Kismet’ Modest $25,200
For 2d Week in Pitt

‘Trap’ 15Gin 11, Seattle

Equity Show

two previews). Last week, nearly
$28,600.
Witness for the Prosecution, Mil¬
ler (D) (45th wk; 356; $5.75-$4.60;
946; $23,248) (previous week. $23,400). Last week, over capacity,
topped $23,300.
Young and Beautiful, Longacre
(D) (3d wk; 25; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60;
1.101; $28,300) (previous week,
$13,300). Last week, about $10,000,
Miscellaneous
Carefree Tree, Phoenix <D) (2d
wk; 16; $3.45; 1,150; $24,067) (pre¬
vious week, $8,500 for first eight
performances). Last week, almost
$7,5Q0; closes next Sunday (30).
OFF-BROADWAY
(Figures denote opening dates)
Cherry Orchard, 4th St. (10-18).
La Ronde, Circle in Square <227-55); closes next Nov 7.
Macbeth, Jan Hus Aud (10-19).
Out of This World, Actor's Play¬
house (10-12-55).
Mornings at Seven, Cherry Lane
(6-22-55); closed last Sunday (23).
Song of Sorrow, Blackfriars (1024).
Spring’s Awakening, Prov. (109); closed last Saturday (22).
Threepenny Opera, dc Lys (9-20).
Opening This Week
Desk Set, Broadhtirst <C) <$5.75$4.60; 1,182; $29,500) (Shirley
Booth). Comedy by William Marchant, presented by Robert Fryer
& Lawrence Carr; production fi¬
nanced at $75,000; cost about $70,000 to bring in, including an ap¬
proximate $10,000 tryout loss, but
excluding bonds; can break even
at an estimated $17,000; previous
two weeks’ 11 previews drew
nearly $34,400; opened Monday
night (24) to unanimous pans for
the play, but unanimous raves for
the star (Atkinson, Times; Chap¬
man, News; Coleman, Mirror; Haw¬
kins, orld-Tclegram; Kerr, Herald
Triune; McClain, Journal-Ameri¬
can; Watts, Post)
Comedie Francaise, Broadway
(C) ($6; 1,900; $50,000). Classic
French repertory company, pre¬
sented by Sol Hurok by arrange¬
ment with the French government;
opened last night (Tues.) for a lim¬
ited engagement through Nov. 20;
the first two weeks’ offering is “Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomme,” the third
week offers the twin-bill “Barber
of Seville” and “Arlequin Poli Par
L’Amour,” and the final week
brings the dual-bill “Le jeu de
L’Amour et du Hasard” and “Un
Caprice.”
Chalk Garden, Barrymore <D)
($5.75; $4.60; 1,077; $27,811) (Gladys
Cooper, Siobhan McKenna). Play
by Enid Bagnold, presented by
Irene Mayer Selznick; production
financed at $100,000, cost about
$80,000 to bring in, including an
approximate $15,000 tryout loss,
but excluding bonds; can break
even at an estimated $16,000;
opens tonight (Wed.).
v
Deadfall, Holiday (D) <$5.75;
$4.60; 834; $28,000) (Joanne Dru,
John Ireland). Play by Leonard
Lee, presented by Martin Good¬
man in association with Julius M.
Gordon; production financed at
$75,000, cost about $70,000 to bring
in. including an approximate $5,000 tryout loss, but excluding
bonds; can break even at an esti¬
mated $15,550; opens tomorrow
night (Thurs.).

‘FANCY’ HEFTY $44,900,
‘BUS STOP 18G, FRISCO
San Francisco, Oct. 25.
“Plain and Fancy” picked up a
bit in its second frame at the Cur¬
ran last week, while the third week
of "Bus Stop” at the Geary slipped.
"Tender Trap” opens -tonight
(Tues.) at the Alcazar for two
weeks.
Estimates for Last Week
Plain and Fancy, Curran (2d wk)
($4.90; 1,752) (Alexis Smith, Craig
Stevens). Excellent $44,900; con¬
tinues through Nov. 19.
Bus Stop, Geary (3d wk) ($4.40;
1,550). Okay $18,000; moves out
Saturday (29).

Comedie SRO $24,900 (5);
Late Booking:, Toronto
Toronto, Oct. 25.
With Toronto included at the
last moment after complaints of
being passed up in North American
(our, Comedie Francaise sold out
for five performances last Wcdnesday-Saturday (19-22) for a $24,900
gross. The 1,525-seat Royal Alex¬
andra had a $5 top, tax included.
French-language troupe moved
to New York over the weekend.
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Shows Abroad
Small Hotel
London, Oct. 13.
Linnlt & Dunfee Ltd. production of
com 'dy in three acts, by Rex Frost. Stars
$ ariorie Fielding. Gordon Marker. Staged
Murray6 Macdonald. At St. Martin's
Theatre.1 London, Oct. 12. .'55; $2.20 top.
A liEi'?amSOn"*BO ” * • • ■ • • • ^*^3ord*on*lfarker
A‘‘ m- Pryor . Pam Marmont
Gammon . Gladys Henson

!:xry • v:/;//::/. “°“ mow wnaS
{;£“!!. ".v.v.'.v
SS
Stanley
Mr. Finch . Anthony Sharp

4 new playwright, after years m
the catering trade, follows humbly
in the wake of Terence Rattigan s
•'Separate Tables” with this hu¬
man little comedy dealing with a
small country hotel. In this in¬
stance, however, it is the hotel
stall' rather than the guests who
are the pivot of interest. .
The play gives veteran cockney
character actor Gordon Harker an
opportunity of displaying another,
hut more toned down, version of
his familiar earthy personality as
an old waiter artfully lining his
pockets while, maintaining a tradi¬
tional benevolence. The yarn deals
with human realities and the dia¬
log flows humorously without a
wasted word. It should make a
comfortable tenant at this small
house, ori a modest budget, relying
to a large extent on the star’s
drawing power,
“Hotel” concentrates interest of
the characters of a veteran waiter
and the teenage apprentice wait¬
ress whom he is teaching the tricky
tricks of the trade. The girl, al¬
ready in trouble with the local
magistrate, is smoking and sam¬
pling wine, but a tangle of lies
threaded with blackmail clears up
the difficulty and at the finale the
olcl waiter has philosophically re¬
sumed his duties and the illegal
coaching of his apt pupil.
Second only to Harker in expert
characterization is Marjorie Field¬
ing as an old battleaxe magistrate,
and there is a fresh, bright per¬
formance by Eleanore Bryan as
the . immature waitress. Gladys
Henson makes a forthright figure
ol! the cook and Anthony Sharp
and Diana King bring a callous
touch of modernism as a head
o/l'ice snooper and his brash assist¬
ant. Play is well directed by Mur¬
ray Macdonald.
_ Clem.

Summertime
Glasgow, Oct. 12.
Toby Rowland production .of comedy ill
Ihree acts, by Upo Betti, adapted' by
Henry Reed. Stars Dirk Bogarde; features
Owen Ffrangcon Davies, Geraldine MeEwan, Michael Gwynn. Staged by Peter
frail; settings and costumes, James Bailey.
At King’s Theatre; Glasgow, Oct. 10, '55.
Aunt Cleofe .... Kwen Ffraingcon Davies
Francesca .; Geraldine McEwan
Maria . Barbara New
Aunt Ofelia .
Esma Cannon
Adelaide . Maureen Quinney
Alberto ... Dirk Bogarde
Postman . Tony Church
Noeml . Vivienne Drummond
Doctor . Michael Gwynn
Consalvo .
Mark Dignam
Farmer .... Ronald Barker

Light comedy by the late Italian
dramatist Ugo Betti represents the
second British presentation of
Toby Rowland, former U.S. repre¬
sentative of the London firm of
II. M. Tennant, Ltd. The first was
“Desperate Hours,” at the London
Hippodrome.
“Summertime” seems destined
for little success in view of its
almost complete absence of plot
and essential slightness. Strong
team of players contribute top¬
flight acting but are struggling
against uninteresting material in
this essay on love amid the moun¬
tains of North Italy.
Play is a boy-meets-gal story of
the respective nephew and niece of
next- door neighbor aunts. The
courtship is enacted in leisurely
slyle during one long sunny day
or. a picnic, against spacious back¬
ground of mountains and blue
slues. Various friends, relatives
arid strangers take a hand, with
various degrees of amusing results.
Geraldine McEwan, as the girl,
gives a delicate and delightful per¬
formance that marks her as a
>oung actress of great promise.
LriUsh film star Dirk Bogarde acts
polish and ease as the youth,
Mr fcie tlle poor material.,
• Michael Gwynn scores strongly
!!-s a gangling doctor friend, occa;s;?Pa]ly almost saving the play
o ith ins comicalities. Gwen Ffrang¬
con Davies is good as the talkative
aunt and Esma Cannon, small and
| ussy, wins plaudits as her neigh; r* £ humorous postman portrayal
at °iff^.e<* ky Tony Church, and
P1 ark Dignam is strong as a myste¬
rious stranger.
v PJ^y’s highlight is“ its technical
h Ulinnce, including the lighting
c lects which give a surprising immountainsides
'me sun and of a lightning storm.
; le, James Bailey settings are an
etui m themselves. Costumes
ai e ^milady rich. Peter Hall’s di¬
rection is also in the top class.
Gord.

LEGITIMATE

Legit Bits

Has Kaltc Licht
(The Cold Light)

Zurich, Oct. 8.
Schausplelhaus production of drama in
three acts (13. scenes), by Carl Zuckmayer.
Staged by Guenther Haenel; sets, Hannes
Mever;
technical
director,
Ferdinand
Lange; lighting, Walter Gross. At Schauspielhaus, Zurich, Oct. 7, '55; $3 top.
Krlstof Wolters.Paul Edwin Roih
Buschmann ..
Sigfnt Steiner
Hjoerdis Lundborg .... Anne-Marie Blanc
Friedlacnder .. Erwin Parker
Roittner . Robert Bichler
Lacrosse .. Helmuth Ebbs
Sir Elwin Ketterick ...... Heinz Woestcr
Angus Fillebrown.Hanns Krassmtzer
Dorothy Fitch . Angelica Arndts
Jean-Marie Merminod.. AUons Hoeckmann
Frederick Schiller Lee.Fred Tanner
Prescious Fillebrown.Lisette Oeseh
jurew . Wolfgang Stendar
Heather Hodger . Traute Carlsen
Thomas Northon .. Herman Wlaeh
Waitress ..
Sonja Gericke
Gentlemen .. Friedrich Carlmayr,
Friedrich Braun
Beadle ... Carl Delmont

Carl Zuckmayer’s latest dra¬
matic opus appears to be one of
the top German postwar legit
events. Widely acclaimed at its re¬
cent Hamburg world-preem, it has
already been presented by some 40
German-speaking
legit
houses,
with the Schauspielhaus here stag¬
ing it as the. first theatre outside
Germany.
Judging by initial reaction here,
though, it does not look like a top
grosser in this country, having re¬
ceived only lukewarm reviews.
Due to its topical theme and skilLful dramatic workout, it has okay
U.S. chances, with good possibili¬
ties for the screen.
The story is loosely based on
fact, but without straining for doc'umentary accurateness. It deals
with the" case of German-born
atomic spy Dr. Klaus Fuchs, named
here Kristof Wolters. It shows
how the young scientist, -working
on an atomic project, betrays ser
crets to the Soviets. When the
treason is discovered,- sufficient
proof is lacking, but the scientist
is persuaded to confess.
Woven into this is a frustrated
love-affair between the spy and his
superior’s wife, the play’s weakest
point. Lack of sufficient motiva¬
tion -at times, plus several psycho¬
logical errors, are also among its
flaws. These are offset however,
by vivid dialog, as well as Zuck¬
mayer’s flair for dramatic effects.
The Zurich production, directed
by Guenther Haenel, is adequate,
with several portrayals standing
out. Among these is Paul Edwin
Roth, who as the scientist, achieves
good effects through underplaying.
Veteran player Herman Wlach is
excellent as a secret service man,
with Erwin Parker and Sigfrit
Steiner contributing effective bits.
Anne-Marie Blanc is well cast and
properly elegant in the basically
ungratifying femme lead, play’s
sole femme principal.
Waltej* Gross has *provided strik¬
ing lighting effects.
Mczo.

The Suti of York
London, Oct. 4.
_ Ariel Theatre Ld. (b.v arrangement with
London Theatre
Guild) production of
drama in three acts (12 scenes), by O.
and I. Wigram. Stars Leslie French, Val¬
entine Dyall. Staged by Leslie French;
decor, George Toynbee-CIarke. At Royal
Court Theatre, London, Oct.. 5, 55; $2.20
top.
Morton..
Valentine • Dyall
Jane Shore ... Gabrielle Brune
Elizabeth ' Woodville.Sheila Moriarty
Prince Edward . Vernon Morris
Anthony Woodville .John Gordon
Lord Richard Grey.David Brierley
Richard .
Leslie French
Duke of Buckingham.David Fitch
Lord Hastings . Derek Blomfield
Prince Richard . Huw Evans

Here is a new interpretation of
British. history—and a very dull
one. The joint authors of “The
Sun of York” have dished up a
whitewashed portrait of Richard
III, presenting him as a kindly and
sympathetic monarch, who merely
eliminates his treacherous com¬
patriots. Apart from its many other
failings, the piece lacks dramatic
sparkle and is almost devoid of
tension. Altogether, a dim b.o.
prospect.
In any event, such a piece seems
a dubious economic proposition for
this small theatre. With a cast of
30, it has a top-heavy operating
nut and even at capacity level
would have a struggle to pay its
way. As it works out, however, the
struggle will inevitably be too one¬
sided to matter.
With all the historical back¬
ground at their disposal, the au¬
thors have failed to make this
anything but a conventional piece
of court intrigue. Also, the script
is given episodic treatment which
robs the plot of much of its con¬
tinuity.
The players try hard within the
limited framework. Leslie French’s
interpretation of Richard III rep¬
resents a complete departure from
tradition, but is otherwise rather
placid and colorless. Valentine
Dyall gives a dominating perform¬
ance as Bishop Morton and Ga¬
brielle Brune turns in a lively study
as the mistress of Edward IV.

59

Other members of the big cast do
adequately.
The piece has been loosely
staged by Leslie French; George
Toynbee-Clarke’s decor is suffi¬
= Continued from page 55
ciently ingenious to provide for a
John Montague and Tom Bod¬ that too much time and effort will
number of quick scene changes.
kin, are respective advance agent be needed to make the necessary
Myra
and company manager for the revisions and she believes this
touring “Bus Stop.”
should not be at the backers’ ex¬
Tli© Whole Trull.
Chandler Cowles and Roy New- pense. The producer feels there’s
London, Oct, 12.
announce Lionel Wig- plenty of salvageable material,
Henry
Sherck
production
of
melo¬ bert Jr.
drama in three acts, by^Philip Mackle. gam’s comedy-drama, “The Prime
however, and she intends to go
Stars Ernest Clark, Leslie Phillips. Staged
by Leslie Linder; decor, Michael Eve.. At of Life,” for Broadway production ahead
with the revisions. She
Aldywych Theatre, London, Oct. 11, *55; next February.
denies a published report from
$2.20 top.
Lee Scgall, Dal],is radio-tv exec, Boston that Blitzstein refused to
Carliss ..
Leslie Phillips
Lewis Paulton .
Ernest Clark who created the “Dr. I. Q.” quiz make requested changes, asserting
*
Brenda Paulton . Sarah Lawson
show, plans making his Broadway that he was not only gentlemanly
Deenie .
Ellen Bluelh
Visitor . Faith Brook managerial debut this season with but zealous and tireless in doing
Briggs .
John Russell two plays • by Benjamin Simcoc,
so.
Brett . Arnold Bell
Petty . Robert Bruce “Yankee Cousin” and “The Devil,
The two productions in which
a Saint Was He.” The latter is a
“The Whole Truth” is the first ineller adapted from Robert Strev- “Reuben” backers will have an in¬
terest
are N. Richard Nash’s “The
ens’
original
British
tv
play,
“Dark
of a series of new Henry Sherek
productions to be tried out on Tribute.” which was also given a Girls of Summer” and Edward
Chodorov’s
“Erskine.”
Besides
U.S.
television
presentation.
BBC-TV. The producer must set
his sights higher if the plan is to
Walter N. Greaza was re-elected those two shows, Miss Crawford
succeed, however.
for a third term as shepherd of The also has Norman Rosten’s “Mister
This whodunit by Philip Mackie Lambs at the club’s annual meet¬ Johnson” on her production sked.
co-produce
that
play,
has an excellent opening act, but ing last Thursday (20). Other of¬ She’ll
gradually deteriorates until it falls ficers elected were Harry Hcrsh- adapted from a novel by Joyce
apart by the final curtain. As it field, boy; Bobby Clark, corre¬ Cary, with Robert Lewis, who’ll
stands, it is an unlikely prospect sponding secretary; Michael Ab¬ also direct.
to stay in the West End for any bott, recording secretary; Lep
Besides these upcoming projects,
treasurer,
and
Tex
length of time and its film chances Solomon,
Miss Crawford is negotiating for
O'Rourke, librarian.
are meagre.
another tour of “Oh Men, Oh
There is never any doubt as to
David Clive announces Andrew
the identity of the real killer, but Rosenthal’s “Third Person” for Women” this season as a subscrip¬
the interest is held by watching Broadway nroduction next Decem¬ tion entry. She wants to lease the
rights to the comedy on a royalty
the principal suspect beat the ber. with Bill Butler as director.
overwhelming evidence against
“The Shape of Things,” a revue and profit-sharing basis. Negotia¬
him. The author first builds up a budgeted at $200,000, is announced tions are also underway with''Sam
powerful-ease, has to leave a.loop¬ for Broadway production this sea¬ Wannmaker. who wants to pro¬
hole so that an innocent man is son by John Cobb and Rudy duce “Oh Men” in Lohdon. Inci¬
not wrongly convicted—and that is Pcrcoco.
dentally, the film rights to the
his undoing. The loophole" is as
The Theatre Guild has slated comedy have been purchased by
wide as a noose.
_ “Valour Will Weep,” by Henry Darryl F. Zanuck from Charles
When he is given good material Denker and Ralph Berkey, for Feldman.
to work with, Leslie Linder proves Broadway nroduction next Decem¬
Another of Miss Crawford’s past
to be a highly skilled director. The ber, with Windsor Lewis as .direc¬
Broadway
productions,
“The
atmosphere in the establishing act tor.
is expertly created, but later,
Fred Sadoff will stage “The Ter¬ Honey’s” has been leased to Lon¬
like the play itself, is allowed to rible Swift Sword.” a new play bv don producer Emile Littler for a
End
presentation
next
disintegrate.
The principal set¬ Arthur Steuer, which will launch West
ting designed by Michael Eve is of the New Director’s Series at the spring. The N. Y. company will
standard quality, but a subsidiary off-Broadwav
Phoenix
Theatre get a percentage of the gross and
set used only for one scene has a next Nov. 16 for seveti perform¬ a percentage of any profits on that
makeshift appearance. Two per¬ ances through Nov. 20. The series, production.
formers emerge creditably, Leslie which will consist of four plays
Incidentally, the cast of “Reu¬
Phillips as the suave, persuasive presented at seven-week intervals, ben” held a closing party at the
killer and Ernest Clark as the ob¬ is being presented bv Phoenix pro¬ Darbury Room, Boston, after last
ducers E. Edward Hamblcton and Thursday (20) night’s perform¬
vious suspect.
Myro.
Norris Houghton in association
The farewell shindig was
with Roger L. Stevens and Lyn ance.
>f©ine Frau Erlaolirt
attended by the 38 members of
Austin.
Kein Wor(:
“Desk Set,” which opened at the the company.
(The Seven Year Itch)
Broadhurst Theatre, N.Y., last
Berlin. Oct. 12.
Monday (24), had to push back Its
Renaissance
Theatre
production
of
comedy in five actfc, by George Axelrod, second night press list to next Sat¬
because of sold out
translated by H. H. Carwin.' Stars Heinz urday (29)
Ruehmann: features Hertha Fciler. Eva houses all this week.
Kerbler, Karl Schoenboeck. Staged by
Princeton U. is presenting an ex¬ _____ Continued from page 55
Axel von Ambcsser; scenery, Janni Loghi;
stage music, Karl von Feilitzsch. At hibition and lecture series cover¬ to do the stage treatment.
He
Renaissance Theatre, Berlin, $3 top.
ing 50 years of American drama subscciuently set Griffith to re¬
Richard Sherman ...... Heinz Ruehmann
Helen, his wife . Hertha Fciler from 1900-1950.
peat
his
hillbilly
characterization
The Girl ... Eva Kerbler
Eddie Dowling has again op¬
Tom MacKenzle . Karl Schoenboeck tioned Frank Carney's “The Right¬ in the legit edition.
Dr. Brubaker . Sigurd Lohdc
Ditto ‘Teahouse*
Miss Morris . Erika Knab eous Are Bold” for Broadway pro¬
Basically, that was similar to the
Olivia . Chiqui Jonas duction.
Marie . Edelweiss Alalclli.i
Elaine Perry and George Banyai procedure by which Evans got the
Ricky .' Lothar Staeck
have scheduled Morton Wislien- rights to the successful Vern
George Axelrod’s “Seven Year grad’s “Rope Dancers” on Broad¬ j Sneider book, “The Teahouse of
Itch” should find a receptive audi¬ way. Banyai is general manager the August Moon,” and arranged
for John Patrick to do the drama-,
ence in Germany. Mainly, how¬ for Gilbert Miller.
"The Test.” by actor Steve Hill, [tization. The resulting smash hit
ever, it should appeal to big city
audiences. Because of its compara¬ and an untitled comedy by Na¬ recently passed the two year mark
tively sophisticated locale and thaniel Benchley. have been added on Broadway and has been repro¬
theme, it has been acclaimed in to the Lyn Austin-Thomas Noyes duced on the road and in numer¬
•
ous foreign countries.
Berlin as one of the most amusing production sked.
Joyce Sullivan, of the Abbey
The point is that both “Tea¬
and laughable comedies in some
Theatre, will make her Broadway house” and “Sergeants” represent
time.
Both critics and audiences, fas¬ debut in Gordon W. Pollock’s pro¬ creative imagination on the part
duction of “Red Roses for Me,”
tidious and unpretensious patrons, which
goes into rehearsal next of the producer, taking alreadylove it. The lion’s share of the
7. She previously appeared written material from other media,
current Berlin success goes to Nov.
in the Sean O’Casey play at the “casting” the proper dramatic
Heinz Ruehmann, whose perform¬ Houston
adaptator and then putting the
ance of the husband of the vaca¬ years ago.(Texas) playhouse three completed work on the stage suc¬
tioning wife is an acting gem.
The Theatre Guild has cancelled cessful ly.
This will be helped toward long its scheduled Broadway produc¬
Fundamentally, the same gem-,
runs in most domestic situations tion of “Child of Fortune.”
eral procedure was involved in the
by the fact that there is a current
"Ride a Wooden Horse,” a new
lack of good jentonie comedies. play by Lynn Shubert, will be pre¬ creation of “Pajama Game” and
Other assets are word-of-mouth sented by The Lambs next Sunday “Damn Yankees” by producers
and the U. S- screen version, cur¬ (30) as the second segment of a Frederick Brisson, Robert Griffith
and Harold S. Prince; “Where’s
rently playing here.
two-part program. The initial half
Axelrod’s play bears the apt of the bill will be a character study Charley,” “Guys and Dolls,” “CanGerman title. “Meine Frau Er- of Mark Twain, with Hal Holbrook Can” and “Silk Stockings” by pro¬
ducers Cy Fcuer and Ernest H.
faehrt Kein Wort,” which roughly as the humorist.
means “My Wife Won’t Know a
Ardis Smith, critic of the Buffalo Martin; "Fanny,” by producer
Thing.” It has been skillfully trans¬ Evening News, was in New York David Merrick (teaming in the
lated by H. H. Carwin. The dialog last week to catch the new crop management with adaptor-stager
is witty and apparently retains the of Broadway shows. Edwin Schal- Joshua Logan); “Diary of Anne
giggles and. chucklbs of the origi¬ lert, of the Los Angeles Times, is Frank”
by
producer
Kerrnit
nal.
due in the second week of Novem¬ Bloomgarden and “Tiger at the
Ruehmann, a leading German ber on a similar stint.
Gates” bv producer Robert L.
comedian, is excellent as the rest¬
Milton Shubert returned from Joseph. That list includes most
less summer bachelor. He avoids Europe yesterday (Tues.) on the
obviousness and exaggeration, but Liberte. Also arriving on the same of the current major hits of Broad¬
gets a load of laughs, some of the ship were European producers Eric way.
Somewhat the same creative se¬
best coming on his eloquent play¬ and Ludwig Charell.
quence was involved in such
ing of scenes in which he doesn’t
“Roomful of Roses,” currently at
say anything, but just thinks things the Playhouse, N.Y., was financed modern hits as “Oklahoma” and
over.
at $50,000. There was no overcall as “Carousel” (Theatre Guild). “Mis¬
ter Roberts” and “South Pacific”
Eva Kerbler, still not too well- stated in Variety last week.
known locally, is ideal as the cute,
Latest addition to the Richard (Lelahd Hayward) and numerous
talkative doll. She’s a sexy looker, Aldrich-Richard Myers production others. The procedure isn’t new.
with a charming Viennese accent, slate is “Baron Samedi.” drama¬ It may antedate by several hun¬
and a deft comedy talent.
tized by Ernest Pascal from “The dred years the manager who ar¬
Ruehmann’s actress-wife, Hertha Pencil of God.” a novel by Pierre ranged for the dramatization of
Feiler, plays his spouse, a relative¬ Marcelin and his brother, Philippe “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” from Harriet
ly small role. She’s attractive and Tlmby-Marcelfn.
Beecher Stowe’s prairie fire best*?
Courtney Burr has optioned seller.
charming.
Karl Schoenboeck is
also standout as the lady-killer au¬ Tony Webster’s “A Jolly Good Fel¬
What’9 new about it is only a
thor, and Sigurd Lohde clicks as low” for Broadway production.
matter of degree. Under the tre¬
Geraldine Page will star in Gor¬ mendous pressure of present-day
the psychiatrist.
Axel von Ambcsser’s direction don W. Pollock’s production of legit producing, creative manage¬
is fluent, Janni Loghi has created Theodore Apstein’s “Innkeepers,” ment has become a necessity rath¬
tasteful scenery and Karl von skedded to begin its pre-Broadway er than an infrequent bonus.
Feilitzsch contributed the adequate tryout tour next Noy. 17 at the That’s why “Sergeants” is typical.
musical background.
Hans. J Wilbur, Boston.

Cheryl Crawford

‘Sergeants’ Click

t
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CONCERT - BAIXET

ALL WIN & LOSE AS U.S. SUIT VS. BUREAUS
ENDS IN CONSENT JUDGMENT & FINES
Bernstein To Be Kudosed 33 American Composers
At ‘Music For Israel’ Fete Gain Commissions For
Juilliard 50th Yr. Fest ]
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One-Man Control
One-man control Is never ideal. Take the concert situation in
Philadelphia. The leading newspaper publisher, Walter H. Annenberg, of the Inquirer, controls the concert-recital setup through
ownership by his Philadelphia Inquirer Charities of both the Phila¬
delphia Forum and the Emma Feldman concert, series. The
Forum’s William K. Huff and Miss Feldman, between them, han¬
dling the main concert series, bring practically all the visiting
longhair attractions to Philly.
Last season, Columbia Artists Mgt. tried to book the Berlin
Philharmonic, under Herbert von Karajan, into Philiy. This fall,
they offered the Philharmonia of London, also under von Karajan!
Frederick C. Mann, Philly’s Recreation Commissioner and manu¬
facturer-philanthropist (he built an auditorium recently in Israel
for the Israel Philharmonic), being Jewish and remembering the
6,000,000 Jews killed by the ►Nazis, reportedly talked his fellowJew Annenberg into forbidding Huff or Miss Feldman to book
the Berlin orch last season, or the Philharmonia this time, mainly
because of von Karajan’s onetime Nazi connections. Columbia
got a freelance public relations and newspaperman, Gerard Gaghan, to present th ■) Berlin orch in Philly last season, and is having'
Betty Matthews (Mrs. Robert Bolger), a housewife, formerly.head
of Col’s N. Y.. recital department, do the same for the Philhar¬
monia this fall (Nov. 15).
But the question remains. Estimable as Annenberg’s (and
Mann’s) personal feelings may be, and since the State Dept, in
wooing West Germany has okayed visits by a German orch and
conductor, should a powerful publisher dictate to his concert au¬
diences, depriving the German-extraction subscribers to his vari¬
ous concert series, or any others, even a-political music lovers, of
their opportunity to hear the world’s top orchs and conductors?

By ARTHUR BRONSON
The U. S. Government’s fouryear-old antitrust case against the
two major concert bureaus—Co¬
A dinner and concert for the
lumbia Artists Mgt. and National benefit of “Music For Israel” will
The Juilliard School of Music
be
given Nov. 3 aboard the S.S.
Concert & Artists Corp.—came to
an end last week in N. Y. Federal Israel, new flagship of the Zim has commissioned 33 American
Israel Navigation Co., while she is
Court, with apparently all sides in New York harbor following her composers and two choreographers
the vrnners and losers—and not maiden voyage from Israel.
to create works for the Festival
winning or losing by so much.
“Music For Israel” is sponsored of American Music, which w'ill
The Government, whose origi¬ by Children To Palestine, the mark the first 50 years of the
nal goal was to have the bureaus Christian-Jewish committee dedi¬ school’s existence.
Festival, 1 to
divest themselves of their subsidi¬ cated to refugee children in Israel. take place in February and April,
aries, Community Concerts and Helen Coates is national chairman. 1956, is made possible by a grant
Civic Concerts, respectively, won
Leonard Bernstein, honorary co- from -the Juiliard Musical Foun¬
instead regulation of the industry chairman, will be guest of honor dation
and Sbme change in practices. The and will be presented with a cita¬
Orchestral concerts will include
bureaus won their big point, to tion for his contribution to the
hold on to their subsids, thuogh musical life of Israel. Mrs. Serge world preems of works by Leon¬
ard Bernstein, David Diamond,
agreeing to a consent decree and Koussevitzky is also honorary co- Vittorio Giannini, Roy Harris, Pe- |
being fined.
chairman.
ter Mennin, Walter Piston,’ Roger
The smaller independent man¬
Harold Arlcn, playing and sing¬ Sessions, Bernard Wagenaar, and
agements who had originally com¬ ing his own songs, and Menahem Robert Ward.
plained to the Government about Pressler, young Israeli pianist, will
William Bergsma, Aaron Cop¬
alleged monopoly, and helped it in provide part of the musical pro¬
the suit, lost their hopes of dives¬ gram. James G. McDonald, first land, Norman Lloyd, Vincent Persichetti, Melvyn Powell, and Sey¬
titure, but ended up getting more U. S. Ambassador to Israel, will be
than expected, through the open¬ presiding chairman. Tickets for mour Shifrin will contribute cham¬
ing up of the bureaus’ records to the dinner and concert are $100 ber music, and new songs written
by Milton Babbitt, Henry Brant,
them, and the promise of more use each.
Theodore Chanler, Henry Cowell,
of their artists. . And the local
Michaux Moody, w.k. Southern
Paul
Creston, Norman Dello Joio,
managers in the field will get a
concert manager who is also U. S.
Trving Fine, Ross Lee Finney, Lu¬
better pool of talent to pick from,
impresario on Ballet Espanol,
cas
Foss,
Richard
Franko
Goldman,
while still finding the organized
brought suit for $14,000 in N. Y.
Frederic Hart, Sergius Kagen,
audience movement (as represent¬
Supreme Court last week against
Wallingford Riegger,
Robert
ed by the two subsids) impinging
Joseph
H. Conlin Jr., youthful
Starer and Howard Swanson will
Soprano Polyna Stoska and hus¬
on or near their bailiwicks.
band-manager and film producer Gotham manager, charging breach
be heard.
Last Thursday (20) the Dept, of
of
.contract.
Suit followed can¬
Also to be presented is the first Felix Ehren arrived in N. Y. on cellation by Conlin of some Ballet
Justice,, repped in N. Y. by Richard
San Francisco, Oct. 25.
performance of a new version of the S.S. United States yesterday Espanol dates he had contracted
B. O'Donnell, filed both civil and
A Friscq, music critic hollered William Schuman’s Violin Con¬ (Tues.).
criminal antitrust complaints
Met Opera assistant manager for.
against Col and NCAC, who to¬ ffoul” and pointed her finger ^at a certo, first performed in 1950.
Situation, resulting in the kill¬
and conductor Max Rudolf will
For the Jose.Limon dance com¬ lead the N. Y. Philharmonic for ing off of a week of bookings for
gether handle about 200 of the ‘famous leader of the New York
world’s top artists. Immediately, claque’’ in her review of the San pany, Doris Humphrey and Limon the first time Saturday, Nov. 5.
the Spanish troupe, is most unus¬
Conductor Sylvan Levin, who ual in the trade. And it’s coupled
a consent-judgment was entered
have been commissioned to create
into in the civil action, and the de¬ Francisco. Opera’s “Tosca” last new works, the scores for which filled in recently as Alexander with a similar snafu, to make the
The critic was will be composed by Otto Luening, Smallens’ alternate as maestro of affair altogether unique.
fendants pleaded nolo contendere Thursday (20).
Conlin
in the criminal action. Cravath, Marjory M. Fisher, who has cov¬ Norman Dello Joio and Stanley the touring “Porgy and Bess” in had been tied up with Maurice
Europe and South America, has Attius, N. Y. Spanish exporter who
Swaine & Moore repped Columbia;^ ered music and ballet for Scripps- Wolfe.
been back in the States for a
McAloon & Hirschberg, NCAC, Howard’s San Francisco News 25
while, working on a book on sing¬ is backing the Carmen Amaya
dance troupe in its current U. S.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Stanley N. Barnes, yepis.
ers and the technique of singing.
in Washington, was in charge of the
First sentence of her story
Virginia Davis left last week visit. As a result of what he calls
“mishandling,”
Attius
Government’s case.
read: “If Fausto Cleva had been !
(Thurs.) for a season in Europe. Conlin’s
in the pit last night, it would not
She’ll sing in the new French claims several thousand dollars in
Light $16,000 Penalty
losses
already
with
Amaya,
and
the
have
been
permitted.”
opera, “Le Fou,” by Marcel LanFederal Judge Sidney SugarVerdi: Aida (RCA Victor). A dowski; do some radio stints in company also has had an unex¬
Miss Fisher went on to explain
man fined Columbia $2,000, and its
really
all-star
cast
here
in
a
firstParis,
and
in
March
appear
in
pected
two-week
layoff.
He
said
Community subsid $10,000, also that the claque leader—never iden¬ rate production. Zinka Milanov, England in symph concerts under he's also planning to take action.
fining NCAC and its Civic subsid tified by name—“was in the thea¬ though sometimes a little shrill, is Pierre Monteux.
As for the Moody suit, Conlin
$2,000 each, for a total penalty of tre to stimulate an ovation that overall a fine Aida; Jussi BjoerlingRalph Vaughan Williams won a negotiated a pact with him May
$16,000.
(For a case involving would lead to a precedent-shatter¬ a sterling Radames. Boris Chris¬ Huntington Hartford Foundation 10, through Moody's N. Y. rep,
such bureaus, areas of interest, and ing encore” for Met Opera star toff, Leonard Warren, Fedora Bar- award for ’55.
David Libidins, for seven Ballet
towns involved, the small, light Renata Tebaldi’s “Vissi d’arte” bieri and others under Jonel Perlea
Espanol dates Oct. 31-Nov. 7 at
aria.
Miss Tebaldi, wrote the in great support.
fines were a surprise.)
$2,000 each. These were for New
Beethoven:
Concert? No.
1
The four outfits were charged critic, “was obviously eager to cre¬
England
territory, with special
with conspiring to restrain inter¬ ate a sensation” and • “had sung (Angel). Geza Anda in a refined,
permission for a couple Greater
state trade, to monopolize the man¬ with gestures directed toward the cool and choice reading, supported
N. Y. dates. Libidins claims he
by the Philharmonia under Galagement and booking of concert audience
asked repeatedly for particulars of
The claque, said Miss Fisher, liera. Flip has the pianist in a
artists, and to form and maintain
dates from Conlin, which were ig¬
graceful
job
on
the
“Moonlight.”
organized audience associations. ‘whooped it up” until conductor
nored until a month ago, when
Beethoven: Concertos No. 2 & 4
The Government said that Col and Glauco Curiel^'finally acceded and
Sir William Walton’s new opera, Conlin gave him dates in territory
(Columbia).
The
two
.poetic
con¬
NCAC accounted for more than gave the order to repeat.” Con¬ certos dre highly favored here by “Troilus and Cressida,” had its otlier than that assigned. Libidins
80% of all artists’ booking and ductor Cleva was quoted as re¬ Rudolf Serkin’s luminous, search¬ N. Y. premiere at City Center, protested. On Oct. 13 Moody-Libithat they had no comparable com¬ marking after the performance ing performances with the Philly N. Y., last week (21), adding im¬ dins received a wire from Conlin
that he “would have thrown down Orch under Ormandy.
petitors.
measurably to the N. Y. City cancelling the contract “due to cir¬
It claimed the bureaus conspired the baton and walked out” before
Svendsen: Symphony No. 2 & Opera Co.'s stature. The British cumstances beyond my control.”
to refrain from competing with repeating the aria.
Rhapsodies No. 2 & 3 (Mercury;. er’s work, set. to a fine, workable Since the pact had no cancellation
each other for the management
Miss Fisher’s story confirms re¬ Charming scores here in these libretto by Christopher Hassall, is clause, Moody refused to agree,
of artists, and in the organization ports here that four or five fiigh- Norse works in a tender, lyric, an impressive creation, lyric, dra¬ and brought suit. Nathan Tanen,
and maintenance of audience asso¬ priccd opera singers, and possibly melodious symphony and two gay matic, tuneful, with a sustained of Nussbaum & Tanen, is han¬
ciations. They had agreed, the more, have been “investing”
rhapsodies, all showing much folk- melodic line. It is easily the stand¬ dling.
U. S. said, to allocate to one an¬ professional claqueurs to grab bet¬ music influence. Oslo Philharmonic out of opera compositions of the
Ballet Espanol arrived in the
other specified towns in order to ter notices and thus get better glistens.
last two decades.
U. S. from Madrid Oct. 17, opened
avoid competition for these asso¬ bookings.
There are slow, even dull mo¬ in Rochester Oct. 19 and is now
Other disks of interest: Uneven
ciations. The asserted monopoly
The going price for an ovation though warm Tchaikovsky Quartet ments in the opera, but so few as in Chi. Libidins claims he can’t
deprived audiences of access to art is reported here to run between No. 2 (Angel) capably played by to be negligible. Overall effect is fill the cancelled Conlin dates on
ists not handled by the two bu¬ $100 and $200, depending pri¬ Armenian State Quartet; rich read¬ imposing. The work is conserva¬ such short notice. He also main¬
reaus; excluded indie managers marily on how many ether mem¬ ings of Strauss’ Till Eulenspicgel tive, though modern; reminiscent tains that two weeks before' the
from this association biz, and com¬ bers of the same cast can be and Death & Transfiguration (Vic¬ without being a copy; traditional first Conlin date, the latter didn't
pelled indie artists to subject shaken down to help pay for. the tor) by NBC Symph' under Tosca¬ and solid, but not old-fashioned. have the halls secured. The idle
nini; Haydn’s richly dramatic Missa
themselves to the bureaus’ control claque.
Leaders of the claque Solemnis (Lord Nelson Mass), in There is much of the grand line week of layoff for the Ballet Es¬
to obtain association bookings. Col
(two
are
reported
to
have
operated
a vibrant performance by Viennese here, as in the last-act sextet, Cres- panol troupe, with salaries, plus
has about 800 towns in its Com¬
sida’s first-act lament, Troilus’ fee of van, driver, etc., will cost
munity • association; NCAC has in Frisco.this season) then recruit artists (Vanguard); Mozart Sonatas second-act air and its following Moody an estimated $11,000 to
as
many
claqueurs
as
they
think
in B-Flat and A-Flat (Columbia),
about 400 in Civic.
duet. There is fine on and off¬ $12,000.
with
Joseph
Szigeti
and
George
By the terms of the decree, di¬ necessary and buy seats. Profits Szell, latter as pianist taking the stage chorus work, and some beau¬
Conlin, it’s reported, found his
viding of territories, and exclusion may go as high as $400-$500
trouping with the Attius-Amaya
tiful orchestration througout.
lead
arid
play
away
from
Szigeti;
of artists, are forbidden. The nub performance.
Staged vividly and smoothly by company an expensive deal, and
Beethoven’s Third Symphony (Vic¬
Some
singers,
especially
Ameri¬
of the decree, however, is this:
tor) in a vigorous reading by the Margaret Webster (in her NYCOC hoped to improve his' terms on
The bureaus must announce yearly can-trained ones, have rejected Chi Symph under Reiner; Bizet’s bow), and conducted brilliantly by Ballet Espanol by negotiating a
via a magazine ad, at usual time claque leaders’ overtures, but for¬ Pearl Fishers (complete) in a very Joseph Roscnstock, with satisfac¬ fresh contract. He had Amaya out
of their drives, that they are offer¬ eign singers, particularly the Ital¬ pleasing version by a Paris Opera- tory decor by John Boyt. the for two weeks along the Atlantic
ing the towns in their subsids a list ian, have been susceptible because Comique cast under Cluytens preem came .off as a triumphs coast, and his method of handling
of available artists, and must in¬ of the pressure for good clippings (Angel).
Bron.
(Composer Walton was present, to various booking details brought
vite the indie managements to add to build concert tours.
accept an ovation).
about the break with Attius. Lat¬
It is this system which helped
their availabilities to this list.
Phyllis Curtin is an admirable ter has brought Helen Richards
Tributary
Ties
Furthermore, the bureaus must provoke Miss Fisher’s outburst.
Cressida, vocally as well as thesp- in as booker and promotion agenl.
New Orleans, Oct. 25.
make available to the indie man¬
ically, while Jon Crain is reson¬ Attius had promised the Amaya
agers the Community and Civic list
Alexander Hilsberg and the New antly secure as Troilus. Yi-Kwei troupe a 10-week tour, and after
S. F. ORCH EXEC SEC
of towns with name and addresses
Orleans Symphony will pay tribute Sze, impressive-looking as the its fortnight layoff, the group is
San
Francisco,
Oct.
25.
of their local directors—heretofore
George P. White has been to the reopening of the Vienna
the secret of the bureaus. (This will named executive secretary of the State Opera House in their con¬ High Priest, is a little weak in the off again under his own manage¬
high register, though sonorous ment for balance of the contract.
enable the indies to write these San Francisco Symphony Founda¬ cert here Nov. 8.
otherwise. Norman Kelley i
Attius, operating as Empire
1,200 towns direct, to promote their tion, president Philip S. Boone anAustrian
Chancellor
Julius
Raab,
treat as the wily Pandarus, a first- State Artists, Inc., is also* pre¬
artists.)
nouru t\ last week.
thanking the symphony for sched¬ rate actor and an admirable singer, senting Spanish dancer Escudero
The bureaus will have to keep
White has been managing the uling the tribute, wrote: “This is scaling difficult coloratura with in a single appearance at Carnegie
records "or the r' :t 10 jea-'s of A< anla Symphony and in 1951 was ! truly
happy indication of the skill. Lawrence Winters makes an Hall, N. Y., next Sunday (30). Con¬
all such ac.ivui'r.
at l
,c ■ assistant manager of the Aspen, cuF.ural and musical ties binding imposing Diomede, and Gloria lin was also in originally on this
(Continued on p..ge 61)
1 Colo., Festival.
two worlds.”
Lane a good Evadne.
Bron.
deaL

Tempers Flare as Two Spanish Terp
Groups Face Layoffs, Cancellations

Clickety Claque Stirs Up
Frisco Crick to Cry‘Foul’;
She Points Finger at N. Y.

Troilus,’ In Gotham Bow,
Is Impressive Addition
To N. Y. City Opera Sked
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Real Literati Rodeo
Cody, Wyo., Oct. 25.
The mantle of Literary Athens
of America descended briefly on
this old frontier ranching commur
nity this week when bookmen, au¬
thors, publicists, newspapermen,
radio announcers, photographers
and assorted celebrities by the
score descended from
trains,
planes and motor ears to attend
what is probably the most preten¬
tious book publication party in
western history.
Occasion was the launching of
“Buffalo Bill and The Wild West”
by Henry Sell, editor of Town &
Country, and Victor Weybright,
which will be published nationally
Nov. 5 by the Oxford University
Press.
“We simply took a page out of
the film industry,” said Sell to the
20-odd reporters who converged
upon Cody from as far away as
Chicago and Virginia City, Nev.,
for the event. “You remember how
in those years they were always
staging fantastic junkets to Dodge
City, Santa Fe, Omaha and points
west for the first showing of films
to the New York critics? Well, we
thought the appropriate place to
launch a book about Buffalo Bill
Cody was in Cody and this is the
place.”
Cody turned out en gala to wel¬
come a private charter plane of
United Air Lines filled with Chi¬
cago reviewers, radio personalities
and news writers by Marshall Field
& Co. at Cody Airport and es¬
corted the VIP guests to rooms re¬
served for them at the Irma Hotel,
named for Buffalo Bill’s daughter,
and Cody social center.
Events of the two day celebra¬
tion included trips to the Buffalo
Bill Museum and Cody Dam. wel¬
come by Wyoming Governor Milward Simpson, dinner at the Park
County Country Club, attendance
at a performance of “The Chips
Are Down” by the Old Faithful
Players, a local dramatic group,
and luncheon at the Valley Ranch
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. I. H.
Larum. Sell and Weybright laid a
wreath at Gertrude Vanderbilt
Whitney’s magnificent equestrian
statue of Scout Cody riding for¬
ever westward into the Wyoming
saga, and western hospitality in
bottles was on generous tap at the
town’s multiplicity of saloons.
Lucius Beebe.
Mort Walker’s ‘Lady’
Mort Walker, creator of the
“Beetle Bailey’ daily and Sunday
comic strip, has been tapped to re¬
ceive the 1955 “Silver Lady,” the
ninth annual ward of The Ban¬
shees, the New York luncheon club
of newspaper, radio, tv, magazine
and publishing personalities
sparked by the Hearst org as an
institutional promotion. Presenta¬
tion takes place at a luncheon in
the grand ballroom of the WaldorfAstoria Nov. 10.
Walker, whose strip is in some
400 papers under the King Fea¬
tures banner, will also get an al¬
bum of testimonial letters from
leading citizens. Banshees com
mittee handling the luncheon com¬
prises Arthur (Bugs) Baer, Barry
Paris, Bradley Kelly, Joe Willicombe and Ward Greene.
Lee Ettelson’s Promotion
Lee Ettelson, who ’has been exec
editor of the .Hearst-owned Chi¬
cago American for the past three
years takes over next week as pub¬
lisher of the San Francisco CallBulletin.
Ettelson’s Chi post earlier was
assigned to Edward Doyle, former¬
ly news editor of the N, Y. Journal-American.
. Henriette Kish’s Book
Vet mag writer Henriette Kish
has a tome on the over-40 set.
Questions Older People Ask,”
about to be published by E. P.
Dutton. Work is the outgrowth of
a stint she did on the shortlived
Lifetime Living mag, devoted to
me needs and wants of older peoPJe» with Dutton commissioning
£er to script the book based on
her work with the publication.
Buffalo Bill On The Half-Shell
A couple of pros, Henry Black¬
man Sell, editor of Town & Coun“'y, and a kinsman of Col. William
Buffalo Bill”) Cody, and Victor
vV eybright, editor - in - chief and
chairman of the board of the New
American Library* of World Literature (Signet, Signet Key and
Mentor books), have turned out a
^e„P°tential Xmas package in
Buffalo Bill and the Wild West.”
r,,s well attuned to the current
t-'end toward “adult westerns,” and
you, gotta be an adult—and also
?a?ed — to lay out $6.95 for a
-lick job which the Oxford Univer¬

sity Press has produced, but it’s
worth it.
It’s obviously a labor of love,
and the oversize book, with its
double-column makeup and gen¬
erous illustrations, is just about the
definitive story of a colorful show¬
man-cowboy. A good deal of it is
new material, and will probably
touch off another cycle of “Buffalo
Bill” and “Annie Oakley” scripts
—pix, video, et cetera. It’s com¬
pelling Americana.
Abel.
Cuneo’s La Guardia & WW Books
Ernest Cuneo, former law clerk
to Mayor Fiorello H. La Guardia,
liaison officer between the OSS,
FBI and British Security during
World War II. attorney and now
prez of the NANA (North Ameri¬
can Newspaper Alliance), has au¬
thored the just-published “Life
With Fiorello.” Cuneo calls it “a
memoir,” and the widow of “the
Little Flower,” as New York’s fiery
mayor was known, did a special in¬
tro approving Cuneo’s treatment of
her husband’s career.
Cuneo, incidentally, has been a
legal aide-to Walter Winchell and,
says the latter, “He is one of three
people now doing biographies on
me.” The first Winchell knew of
Broadway publicist Ed Wiener’s
soon-due “Let’s Go To Press!”
(Putnam) -was from the Literati de¬
partment of Variety.
Winchell
feels Cuneo’s “will probably be
the most anecdotal, because. he’s
been so close to me.” Wiener, too,
is an intimate of the columnist.
Pepe Romero’s Novel
Mexico City columnist Pepe Ro¬
mero. longtime, resident in N. Y.
and Hollywood, has been huddling
in Gotham with Theodore Purdy,
editor of Putnam’s, on his new
novel, “Street of Guilty Men.”
It has . a Mexico City background
but, unlike Romero’s first book,
“Mexican Jumping Bean,” which
was autobiographical, this is a
whodunit.
Goodman Ace Collection
“The Book of Little Knowledge”
by Goodman Ace (Simon & Schus¬
ter; $2.95), comprises a selection of
the. vet writer’s best essays on tv,
done originally in The Saturdayl
Review. Book is prepared in eight'1
sections, devoted to varying sub¬
ject matter. In preface, Ace ad¬
mits he has revised some of his
entries.
Humorous bio of author, ob¬
viously the author’s own work, ap¬
pears on last page of book and on
jacket, stating, among other things,
that Ace is the Only Kansas Citian
of his era “not personally ac¬
quainted with Harry S. Truman
when that distinguished gentleman
was a haberdasher in that Midwest
metropolis.”
Down.
CHATTER
Joan Stevens, whose father
George Stevens is veepee of Lippincott, engaged to Paul Weissman.
Tele writer Alfred Bester back
in New York this week after 15
months in Europe working on new
scripts.
Man-bites-dog: Greenberg Pubishers quotes M. Lincoln Schus¬
ter’s plug on Frank Scully’s just
published autobiog; “Cross My
Heart,” in its newspaper ads on
the tome.
Willet Weeks, g.m. of the N. Y.
Herald Trib’s Paris edition, re¬
turned to the French capital yes¬
terday (Tues.) on the Mauretania.
Arthur Godfrey’s autobiography,
“This Is My Story,” will run for
eight weeks in the Saturday Eve¬
ning Post, beginning in the Nov. 5
issue.
Anatole Chujoy, editor-publish¬
er of Dance News, invited by the
U. of Toronto extension division
to open a sfcries of lectures on bal¬
let appreciation Oct. 31 in To¬
ronto.
Joe Rosenfield Jr., WMGM <N.Y.
radio indie) post-midnight gabber,
has penned his autobiog. “The
Happiest Man In the World,”
which Doubleday is publishing
Nov. 3.
The
“Encyclopedia
Of
The
Opera,” by David Ewen, is being
published by A. A. Wyn Inc. Oct.
31, as a comprehensive 600-page,
one-volume reference book on
opera.
Ann Ronell has written an ar¬
ticle for the November issue of
Film Music magazine on the score
of the film, “The Great Adven¬
ture,” which she composed, includ¬
ing the title song.
Gordon Irving, Variety mugg in
Scotland, telling “The Ella Logan
Story” in series of interview arti¬
cles in the Scottish Daily Record.
Series was timed to coincide with
warbler’s Glasgow vaude week.
Bernard Sobel, sho\y biz his¬
torian, doing the paper on the
American circus for the Italian
Encyclopedia (Encyclopedia Dello

UfitelETY
Spettacolo) and is skedded to fol¬
lowup with a rundown on minstrel
shows.
First issue of ’Artist Life,’
house organ of Angel Records
(Electric & Musical Industries,
U.S.), is out, dated October. Mag
discusses artists and their record¬
ings, in an eight-page slick-paper
job, lavishly dotted with pictures.
Dave Karp, who’s curren11 y
scripting the Kathy Godfrey show
on CBS Radio, has sold an adapta¬
tion of his noyel, “One,” to
“Studio One” for Oct. 26 airing
and has a new opus due to hit the
bookstores next month under the
Knopf imprint titled “All Honor¬
able Men.” “One” was a Bookof-the-Month selection when orig¬
inally published and now is in pa¬
perback edition under the title of
“Escape to Nowhere.”

Win & Lose
Continued from .page 69

end of five years, if the Dept, of
Justice isn’t satisfied that con¬
ditions have improved (that
the decree’s purposes have been
achieved), it can petition the court
again for divestiture.
The Government’s suit has
aroused unusual interest, because
it’s the first application of the Anti¬
trust Act to show biz in its field
work. All others (like the Shuberts case) had to do with real
estate, the operation of theatres,
etc. This was a new facet—a suit
against agents who have no prop*
erty or real estate.
Unprecedented Setup
The bureaus also find in the
consent decree an unprecedented
situation—having to divulge to
their competitors the names of
their clients in .all their organ¬
ized movement "towns. (It costs
Col alone $750,000 annually to run
its Community business.)
Basic aim of the decree is to give
indie managers a wider participa¬
tion in these organized towns.
Frederick C. Schang Jr., Colum¬
bia prez, said the Government’s
charges related to activities dis¬
continued seven years ago and en¬
gaged in by people no longer with
the bureau. Col consented to the
decree, without admitting any
wrongful
conduct,
because
it
doesn’t have the money for pro¬
longed litigation.
Luben Vichey, NCAC prez, who
bought the bureau only a month
ago, sees an improvement in the
concert biz due to the decree, add¬
ing “whatever, happened in the past
is past.”
The bureaus always felt that the
Government’s case of monopoly
was poor and weak. Col filed a
brief with the Government in
June, 1954, that apparently con¬
vinced officials of that. It also
convinced the Justice Dept, that
divestiture would cripple the con*
cert biz.
So the Government
changed its tack, and asked for
regulation instead. Col and NCAC
felt they had no guilt—only the
subsids.
Phoney Monopoly?
Schang has always said that
the “monopoly” charge as regards
the subsids is phoney, since the
subsids don’t include the cream
of the business, namely the big
cities.. They’re only small towns,
and anyone can rent a hall in one,
and has 360 concert-less days a
year to do it in.
The bureaus, he says, took the
Government’s view without agree¬
ing, as contesting would be too
expensive. He sees the issues as
unresolved by law—put on the
shelf, so to speak. The bureaus
will do their best to work with the
Government. Schang will have a
department formed to watch over
his subsid’s records carefully, to
be ready with proof of compli¬
ance at end of the five-year grace
period.
Indie managers are all very
pleased by the decree—in a quali¬
fied way.
They had originally
hoped for divestiture. At least now
they have the names and addresses
of the organized audience setups,
and have an entree. They foresee
an increase in biz in these towns
for their artists. The provision
for reinvestigation after five years,
and divestiture If there’s no im¬
provement, was a pleasant surprise j
to them.
j
Impartial observers don’t think
there'll be too much change on
basis of the consent decree. There
still exists the key fact that Col
and NCAC go out annually and
organize their audience associa¬
tions. The mode of buying talent
will be changed; Community and
Civic will buy more from the in¬
dies. But the collusion charged in
the complaint stopped long ago.
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By Frank Scully ..

Hollywood.
Sometimes I feel I belong on the New York Post, circa 1912, They
never bothered to report a fire. They waited several days to find
out what caused it. Their reporters wrote with pens, using a fine
Spencerian hand. Their editor wa san old math professor from Johns
Hopkins and precision was his ideal.
His name eludes me for the moment. It wasn’t Simeon Strunsky.
Strunsky wrote a gay' and cultured column on the paper, a tradition
that ..Kit Morley carried on when he joined the paper. I remember
the editor’s name now. It was Fabian Franklin. .
Having cleaned up these irrelevancies, I can now get to what sent
me down this particular memory lane. It’s a curiosity as to what
happened to the “Unfriendly Ten” after they were fired from Holly¬
wood studios after refusing to tell an equally unfriendly Congressional
committee what side their bread was buttered on.
Some went to the courts to insist that their contracts with the studios
be carried out. Others scrammed to foreign lands for jobs. A few
hung around town and went into bootlegging scripts, or polishing the
work of less skilled professionals under the cloak of anonymity. Two
or three of them tried to make an independent picture and found that
the picture industry does not admit of that much independence.
Now and then I see one or two of them dining out in Hollywood
restaurants featuring courses designed to make sure no one’s ulcers
will be cured by what he eats. This has invariably surprised me, as
I sort of figured that one week off a payroll, with all their gold having
gone to Moscow, they would be reduced to taking handouts on Skid
Row.
Some of them were singularly skilled in their field and knew prac¬
tically nothing else outside it. As they could not earn a livelihood
even as dishwashers, a field as yet not screened or brainwashed be¬
cause of the vast shortage, it meant to me at least that others were
hiring them under the table to polish a script here and there and take
money instead of screen credit.
This, on inquiry, turned out to be so. Others, whose skill was not
completely confined to the narrow corridors of Hollywood, decided to
prove they were writers in the broadest sense of the word. They found
publishers were not quite as united as Hollywood to reduce them
either to starvation or drive them to Moscow, where seemingly none
has gone since getting the old heave-ho from DeMilleville by the Sea.
One of them in fact had worked his way back to Hollywood from
New York and was pitching for a book of some 672 pages in a fashion¬
able home when I saw him for the first time since onus had been
put on him. He was John Wexlej’, who began his climb toward lite¬
rary eminence through a play, “The Last Mile,” which started Spencer
Tracey on his upward climb too.
Wexley wrote several plays after that and then bowed his head while
Hollywood put a collar of servitude (gold-plated) around his neck. He
wrote several scripts and collaborated on several others, notably “The
Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse,” “Angels With Dirty Faces,” and “Confes¬
sions of a Nazi Spy.’- These were all commercial successes, as we
would have said cm the Post if I had been a staff man in 1912.
Wexley Judges the Judges
But his latest opus, which was written in the last two years, was by
no means a quick one with his hat on. It bore the title “The Judg¬
ment of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg,” was published (and quite hand¬
somely too) by Cameron & Kahn, New York, and merchandized to sell
at $6 a vol.
It’s the case-history of a New York couple who were convicted and
subsequently fried in the atom spy case, the first civilians to be ex¬
ecuted in peacetime for wartime' crimes. The Government’s case is
lifted bodily from the Columbia Law Review, but outside of that the
book must have made Wexley work like an Eskimo dog.
I’m not claiming to have read it. It would take me a calendar year
to read a serious book of that length. I did, however, listen to Wexley
retail as much of it as could be told to a well-heeled audience be¬
tween 10 p.m. and midnight. Then I slipped out, as midnight is hours
past my present bedtime.
The book, for all its heft, is already heading toward a third edition,
so there must be many people who are curious to see how well a
writer of unquestioned skill can flay an equally unquestioned team
of dead horses. How I got a copy is easy to explain. The CPA who
puts some order in my chaotic finances also has Wexley. as a client.
The CPA loaned me his autobiographed copy.
Another of the U. T.’s who has set out to prove his talent as a
writer not confined to the Hollywood production line was Ring
Lardner Jr. One of his scripts won an Academy Award if I remember
correctly, and what would make anybody think I wasn’t remembering
correctly? Some of his prose, too, had a fine quality, but it has taken
a novel to show that irony did not die w'ith Anatole France.
Ring Lardner Jr. Becomes a Senior
In fact, his “Ecstacy of Owen Muir,” also published by Cameron &
Kahn, is so full of subtle cracks behind a dead pan that I still don’t
know how straight the book should be played. It’s a daring plot and
came mighty close to home as it moved along with hair-splitting logic.
I’d like to see it as a picture starring Marilyn Mdnroe and a younger
Jimmy Stewart but don’t believe I ever will, as the subject matter
currently is, I suspect, not for. pix.
But it will do a lot for the rehabilitation of Ring Lardrier Jr. who,
like all of Ringold’s boys, is really a writer. The beating he took for
sticking with the “Unfriendly Ten” does not seem to have left any
scars. He was always a sweet and somewhat baffled kid and his hero
Owen Muir is a good likeness of his creator.
I remember him from the days when he emerged from Dartmouth
and joined Russell Birdwell’s publicizing outfit. He lived with three
other kids in a cooperative enterprise in Encino, then, a rather mangey
faubourg in San Fernando Valley, but now quite a highclass suburb.
He learned the fabricating art of writing scripts reasonably fast, being
no doubt helped to a degree by his name.
That he leaned toward helping underdogs in his off-hours was proof
of his heart. It was during the years of a depression at home and
Hitler’s rise abroad. One of his brothers (Jimmy?) -was killed while
reporting the Spanish Civil War and that of course could hardly have
softened Ring toward the fascist enemy.
In those days there was a determined effort of those on one side
of the ideological war to enlist everybody on their side or drive them
to the other. There was no place for middle-of-the-roaders.
But
many who found aid and comfort among the comrades were no more
Communists than house cats in Moscow. They subsequently admitted
in great numbers that in political matters they were innocents both at
home and abroad.
That certain sections of an administration were able to really give
them the works for not pulling over to'the side of the road does not
alter the basic kindness of their thinking. At the outside I’d guess
that not more than half-a dozen believed so much in the Communist
cause that they would die for it. Dozens of others, however, did not
share the view that they should kiss and tell.
One of these, Sidney Euchman, finally broke the back of this par¬
ticular attack on integrity. He was willing to tell what he thought,
said and did, but he wouldn't inform on others. Apparently lie never
went to jail for his anti-finking bias and I understand they still have
affection for him around Columbia.
As far as I know he has not written anything. Like Wexley and
Lardner he had talent and heart. His confessions would be more
welcome reading to my 20-20 eyes than going over Rousseau again.
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Los, forgot all about a closed party
the group had to do at Fack’s, went
to the opera and finally was
Donald O’Connor back from his
(Temple
Bar
5041/9952)
dragged
in a bit red-faced.
The Larry Golobs marking their
vacation in Europe.
Douglas Geddes named press
25th wedding anni. He’s Warner
Noreen Nash recuperating after
officer to the EMI Record Division.
Bros, eastern publicity director.
a fall in which she fractured a hin
Joe Loss celebrates his silver
bone.
H
Victor Mature and Hassard
jubilee as an orch leader Dec. 10.
Danny Kaye returned from a 12Short back from Europe yesterday
By Jerry Gaghan
Allan Davis left for N. Y. to di¬
(Tues.) on the Queen Elizabeth.
Eddie Heller moving his Nassau country tour in behalf of the In¬
rect the Broadway production of
ternational Children’s Emergency
Boniface Billy Reed giving him¬
Music Publishing Co. to Philly.
"Someone Waiting.”
self a golden jubilee (50th) birth¬
Somethin’ Smith and Redheads Fund.
Agnes Bernelle planed to N. Y.
Group of 24 moppets, the Mouseday at his Little Club next Sunday
last week to join her husband and gave Chubby’s best week of new
keteers, will make a series of per¬
(30), hosted by Dan Dailey.
to fill tv engagements.
season.
sonal
appearances during the
The Army Kinema Corp. hosted
Comic Chaz Chase making first
Rov Haines, who., is shifting to
a dinner to film industry toppers nitery appearance here in 15 years, Christmas holidays at Disneyland.
the Coast to bead WB’s newlyat
Woolwich
last
night
(Tuesday).
at Latin Casino.
iestablished L.A. division sales
Diana Dors injured in a car
Geza Ande, Hungarian pianist,
unit, feted by his colleagues at
smashup last week when returning made U. S. bow with the Philadel¬
“21.”
from Denham Studios to her home. phia Orchestra last .week.
Colleen Moore, silent screen
By George Mezoefi
The BBC Symphony celebrated
Modern Jazz ’55, with Dave Brustar, returned from Europe yester¬
(Florastrasse 32; 34-70-32)
its 25th anni Last weekend. It beck headlining, begins national
day (Tues.) on the Liberte accom¬
The 12-year-old Israelian pianist
made
its
first
appearance
with
Sir
tour
at
the
Academy
of
Music,
panied by husban^i Homer Har¬
Daniel Bareboim giving a recital
Adrian Boult on Oct. 22, 1930.
Nov. 7.
grave.
Norman Newell, British song¬
Toni Dale, bass player and vo¬ at Tonhalle here.
Henry Ginsberg in from the
Dance comedienne Lotte Goslar
writer and formerly Phillips Rec¬ calist, breaking up quartet and
Coast for promotional huddles
ords, left for Hollywood last week concentrating on contract with and her troupe currently at the
with Warner Bros, execs, on
Bernhard Theatre.
to take a three-month tv course. Bethlehem Records.
George Stevens’ production of
World preem of William Faulk¬
Paul N. Lazarus Jr., Columbia
Harvey Stone, comic at Celebrity
Edna Ferber’s “Giant.”
veepee, checked out from London Room, inked pact with the Sahara, ner drama. "Requiem for a Nun,”
held
at Schauspielhaus.
Mimi Benzell will toastmaster
last Thursday (20) after 10 days Las Vegas, for two years, with
John Butler’s "American Dance
the 44th 'annual awards luncheon
of confabs with the company’s eight weeks’ work per year.
of the N. Y. Philanthropic League
Emil Gilels, Russian pianist, who Theatre” will make its first appear¬
British execs.
Nov. 13 at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Gerry Walker appointed asso¬ made triumphant debut with the ance at Kongresshaus here.
Atelier Theatre Berne presenting
Among recipients of awards will
ciate casting director to Robert Philadelphia Orchestra, engaged
be Ted Mack.
Leonard at the Associated British for the All-Star Concert Series, at initial Swiss production of William
Inge’s “Come Back, Little Sheba.”
Studios, Elstree. He has been as¬ the Academy of Music (Nov. 9).
Helen Hayes will guest at Saint
The N. Y. Philharmonic, batoned
sistant casting director since 1947.
Mary’s College, Notre Dame, Nov.
Curt Weiter, former pianist at
George and Bert Bernard planed the Embassy, now heading a trio by Dimitri Mitropoulos, drew un¬
11-12 at the ceremonies commemo¬
rating the laying of the corner¬
to Brussels last weekend to head at the Canal House, New Hope, animously rave reviews in its
stone of the O'Laughlin Audi¬
a cabaret season at the Lido. They Pa., with Lon Mercury, one-time Tonhalle concert with an all-con¬
torium and Moreau Hall.
will play a further date at the Glenn Miller guitarist, and Joe temporary program.
Two concerts. at Kongresshaus
Moulin Rouge before returning for Collini, from the Herman Band.
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, long¬
this month will feature some of
a BBC-TV chore.
time consultant to NBC, RCA,
Germany’s
top disk and radio stars,
Lena Home, current cabaret
RKO Theatres, Eastman Kodak,
including Caterina Valente, Vico
star at the Savoy, made a guest
etc., has purchased the East 93d
Torriani and the Kurt Edelhagen
appearance
on
commercial
tv’s
St. town house formerly owned
orch.
By Emil W. Maass
"Sunday Night at London Pallad¬
and occupied by singer Jane Froium.” Johnnie Ray, now topping (Grosse Sdhiffgasse la; A-45045)
man.
By Gordon Irving
Salzburg
new
festival
house
will
bill at the Hippodrome, plays a re¬
(Glasgow; Kelvin 1590)
Orson Welles, accompanied by
cost $5,000,000.
his wife (the former Paola Mori',
“Battle Cry” (WB) drawing solid turn date on the program next
Jean Madeira inked for three
returned from Europe Monday biz at Regal and Coliseum cine¬ Sunday (30).
By Glenn C. Pullen
years at Vienna State Opera.
(24) on the Andrea Doria. Ramon mas, Glasgow.
Juanita Brown back at Korman’s
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Novarro, silent screen star, sailed
Harry Gordon, senior Scot co¬
Burg Theatre pic, “Goetz von Ber- Back Room Club while Jay Jason
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to Grand Order of Water Rats.
George Szell and his Cleveland
By Frank Scully
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Title of new Mozart film under
time.
,
_
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and also to journey to Philadelphia dian, pacted for the Buttons role ware store.
Werner in the lead will be “Reich annual Page One Ball here Oct.
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on an RCA Victor labor problem. in “Cinderellar” at His Majesty’s
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Bronze plaque in memory of late
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By Les Rees
Mary Martin, Cornelia Otis
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opened, to prove it,' with “You
over "Life With Mother.”
Dana Wynter comes in tomorrow
Education recommended that film
“Grand Ole Opry” into Audi¬ Can't Take It With You.”
(Thurs.) to plug "View From PomPalm Springs Villager, now appreciation should be introduced pey’s Head.”
torium for fourth local engage¬
in
schools
as
a
subject
of
study.
owned by Percy Whiteside, has
ment.
Jay Hornick in town for con¬
Pakistan hit by scarcity of raw
By Robert F. Hawkins
"The Telephone” and "The Me¬ turned to color and featured Esther film stock. Situation made more fabs with George Murray, manager
(Archimede 145; 800 211)
dium” set for St. Paul Auditorium Williams in its first issue.
acute by devaluation of Pakistan of the Casino.
Kit Kat nitery opened with Pat I one-nighter Oct. 31.
Ted Blake into the New Nixon
rupee which has sent the price of
Rainey heading show which also
Lyceum’s early definite under¬
for an indefinite stay as featured
raw stock soaring.
features Ugo Calise and Romero lines are "Bus Stop” and “Kismet.”
comic
and m.c.
Producer
E.
Shantaram
has
ar¬
Martin Orchestra. The Open Gate weeks of Nov. 7 and 21, respec¬
By Guy Livingston
Bill Putch, former head of Play¬
ranged to release his Technicolor
Club, with Virginia Somers return¬ tively.
School,
now
managing
Helen Aimee current at the Blue venture. "Janak Janak Payal Baje” house
ing as topper, also opened.
Hollywood actress Gloria Max¬ Moon in Lowell.
(in Hindi), at the Metro this month. Equity Library Theatre in N. Y.
Linda Christian bowed out of well topped "Handyman Do-ItRoy Rogers and the World: This will be third Indian picture
Jackie Heller comes home JVIonher skedded part in Giuseppe Ben- Yourself Show” at Auditorium for Championship Rodeo current at to play this exclusive English film day (31) for two weeks at John
nati’s “I Galli del Mare,” with eight days.
Bertera’s new Holiday House on
the Boston Garden.
house.
Mara Berni. Italo starlet, subbing.
Veteran
ex-vaudevillian
Bob
Louis Cline, manager of the
S. K. Patil, president of Motion bill with Patsy Shaw.
Others in pic are Rossana Podesta, Hall, now a brewery public rela¬ Colonial Theatre and once Variety Picture Producers Assn., wants
Marco Vicario and Georgia Moll. tions rep, performed at Northwest rep in Atlantic City, and Gladys Bombay state government to set
“Bridges at Toko-Ri” (Par) cur¬ Variety club’s monthly dinner McDonnel, hostess at Steuben’s, up Film Finance Corporation. Patil
announced their engagement.
rent on local screens, has been meeting.
also negotiating with India and
Lawrence Spiivak, producer of
censored for Italo consumption,
"The Heavenly Twins” at the Burma governments to allow re¬
though no one so far has noticed
Colonial and "Anastasia” at the mittance of Indian film rental coin NBC-TV’s “Meet the Press,” initiah
topper on Oak. Park commu¬
it. Missing is the entire Jap com¬
Wilbur missed their Monday night to India.
nity lecture series Monday night
munity bath sequence during
(17) skedded openings because of
By Ramsay Ames
(24).
Grace Kelly’s visit to Tokyo.
the floods. Both opened Tuesday
(Castellana Hilton; 37-22-00)
General David SarnOff, RCA(18) instead.
Robert Z. Leonard checked out
“Rear Window” (Par) very big at night
NBC board chairman, is featured
A1 Capp leaves his Cambridge
of Residence Palace Hotel after a the Carlos and the Roxy.
By
Glenn
Trump
speaker
at Chicago Council of
early in November to go to
Jong stay during which he direct¬
“Sabrina” (Par) at the Lope de home
Dick Walter has Royal Scots Navy League
tomorrow night
Hollywood to play the role of A1
ed his first Italian picture, "The Vega is doing terrific biz.
Guards
slated
for
City
Aud
Arena
(Thurs.).
World’s Most Beautiful Woman,”
Xavier Cugat and wife Abbe Capp in a film version of “The Nov. 5.
Vic Bernstein, Chi 20-year film
with Gina Lollobrigida. “Woman” Lane in from Paris lor a icw days King of Hearts.” which is being
“Kismet” booked for City Aud vet,
appointed . Allied
Artists
made now under the title of “That
opens in mass Italo release late of vest.
Feeling” by producers Music Hall Dec. 1-3 by Broadway branch sales manager here; for¬
this month.
Miguel Mihura putting finishing Certain
merly associated -with Paramount
Productions.
Norman
Panama
and
Melvin
touches to his “Mi Adorado Don
Ex-Nebraskan Orville Rennie, exchange.
Juan.” which will, star Alberto Frank.
Oriental Theatre experimenting
Sr., in charge of promotion for
Closas.
KOA, Denver.
with a yesteryear ’harkback as
Edmund Gwenn here, prepara¬
Local theatre owner Ralph D. Helea Westbrook and Eddy Os¬
By Gene Moskowitz
tory to starting a picture for Jesus
Goldberg back from two-week vaca¬ born pump out 'Saturday night
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44) Saiz, which will be directed by
By Bill Steif
tion on the Coast.
pipe organ interludes.
Sue Stanley, U.S. singer, off to Luis Berlanga.
Cross & Dunn are quitting as an
Frank Pane titled his new book¬
London for a stint at the Colony
Italian company of Marcella de act; leaving show biz.
ing office here "The Ak-Sar-Ben
Club.
Osma, Gianna Poggi and Jose SiChile’s Riders of the Andes Entertainment Service.”
Line Renaud in-line to star in morra preemed their “La Boheme” sailed in for their Cow Palace
Harrison & Fisher dance team
another pic'5 here, “Paris, Amour at the Teatro Madrid.
The Lancers and Tokyo Cantopped Clarkson Hospital Benefit
show.
Et Fantasie.”
Jose Lopez Rubio’s adaptation of
Can Girls at Amato’s Supper Club.
New press agent for Bimbo’s 365 Fashion Show at the City Aud.
The 1955-56 film season will see Molnar’s “Lilliom.” under the di¬ Club is Don Pitts, replacing Don
Betty Cramer and Jack Barber
Wayne C. Sweeney resigned as
39 French films on the West Ger¬ rection of Claudio de la Torre, Steele.
manager of State Theatre to accept joined the Interstate Theatre Sup¬
man market.
opening at the Teatro Maria Guer¬
Peggy Tolk- Watkins’ new jazz similar post at Paramount Theatre ply Co.
Johnnie Ray set for a three rero.
spot. The Fallen Angel, is set for in Phoenix, Ariz. Gene Autry’s Variety Show set
week stint at Moulin Rouge nitery
Peter Damon, U. S. actor who a Halloween Night opening.
National Orchestra Service hare for two shows at the Auditorium
here in November.
has been very big here in Spanish
. David Diamond got good space peddling a unit composed of the Oct. 30.
Sonja Henie heading for Mos¬ pictures for the last couple of in the dailies with his tale on the Todds, the Mirandas, Ed Coatney
Harry Kuh, advance man for
cow on an official invite as an au¬ years, opened in Detroit in Carol filming of "Phenix City Story.”
Gene Autry Variety Show, in city
and Wayne Chapman.
thority on ice skating.
Channing’s “Delilah.”
Metro’s Johnny Green came up
Mary Simpson quitting as ice for a few days.
Lou Walters in for his annual
Fernandez Ardavin’s version of from Hollywood to attend Ameri¬ skating pro at Ak-Sar-Ben Col¬
Edmund Grainger, Rory Cal¬
.ogling of possible Gallic talent for “Cyrano de Bergerac,” directed by can preem of Sir William Walton’s iseum after 10 years to help her houn and Rita Baron in town for
his N. Y. Latin Quarter.
Jose Tamayo, opened at the Teatro "Troilus and Cressida” at the parents run a resort near Banff, a couple of days for preem of
M. P. Zimine, head of Sovexport Espanol. It stars Manolo Dicenta Opera House.
Canada; will be replaced by Mar¬ “Treasure of PanCho Villa” at J.
Film hare, says the Russian Film and Maria Dolores Pradera.
Bob Morse, one of the four Hi- garet McAllen of Indianapolis, Ind. J. l’arkcr’s Broadway Theatre.

Broadway

Week is to unroll here in De¬
cember.
Alicia Marquez heading for
America, from her Folies-Bergere
show, to open at the El Rancho in
Las Vegas in November.
Yves Ciampi goes to Japan to
direct the first French-Japanese
coproduction “L’Honorable Partie
De Campagne” (The Honorable
Countryside).
Jack Hylton
taking Robert
Dhery to London where he will
mount a stage revue based on the
skits from his various comedy re¬
vues here. Show then goes to the
U.S.
Claude Renoir will do the color
lensing on forthcoming Jean Ren¬
oir pic, “L’Oeillet Rouge” (The
Red Carnation), starring Ingrid
Bergman, Mel Ferrer and Jean
Marais.
.
Preston Sturges winding his two.
version pic (English and French),
"Les Carnets Du Major Thomp¬
son” (The Notebooks of Major
Thompson), after 12 weeks of
shooting.
Upon winding “Ccla S’Appelle
L’Aurore” (That is the Dawn), Luis
Bunuel heads for Mexico to start
exteriors on his next pic, “La Mort
En Ce Jardin” (Death in The Gar¬
den). It will be a Franco-Mexican
coproduction.
Four U.S. pix are among the 10
top grossers this week; "Bridges at
Toko-Ri” (Par), “20,000 Leagues
Under Sea” (Disney), “Vanishing
Prairie” (BV) and “Bad Day At
Black Rock” (M-G).
Cinerama
still holds its own as a top weekly
grosser.
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managing editor and then as edi¬
tor of the Journal. Exactly one
week before the Journal and
American were merged, he was
named editor. Since 1942 Curley
had been assistant editor-in-chief
of the Hearst Consolidated Pub¬
ber of musicians associations. An¬ lications.
other of his clients was Decca Re¬
Surviving are his wife, son, two
cords, which he helped organize. daughters, a brother and two sis¬
Surviving are a daughter, son ters.
and three brothers.
FRED MEYERS
SID HARRIS
Fred Meyers, 58, metropolitan
Sid Harris, 47, veteran theatrical district manager for United Artists,
tradepaperman turned taleht agent, died of a heart ailment in New
died Oct. 23 in Miami Beach, after York Monday (24).
a prolonged illness. Harris started
A veteran in both film exhibi¬
in show business in New York tion and distribution, Meyers en¬
about 30 years ago, coming directly tered the industry in 1912 as a
from high school as secretary to theatre manager. He switched to
the late W. H. Donaldson, founder- sales with First National Pictures
publisher of The Billboard. From in 1925 and became film buyer for
that status he was elevated to the RKO Theatres four years later. He
was named eastern division sales
manager for Universal in 1941 and
joined United Artists in 1951 when
the Arthur B. Krim-Robert S. Ben¬
jamin management group took over
that company.
Survivors include his . wife, a
daughter, a sister, and a brother.

OBITUARIES
JOHN HODIAK
John Hodiak, 41, stage, screen,
radio and television actor, died
jjfti9 at Tarzana, Cal., following
an attack of coronary thrombosis.
1JD to the time of his death he had
shown no signs of illness.
His entertainment career began
nt the age of 11 in Detroit, where
he acted in several Ukranian plays
staged by his local parish. Later
he won a scholarship in dramatics
at Northwestern U. in Evanston,
his career began
in 1940, in radio and in Chicago
where he originated the character
^Professionally

L B WILSON
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of “Lil’ Abner.” After two years
he was signed by Metro.
Hodiak’s first screen role was in
“A Stranger in Town,” followed
by “I Dood It” and “Song of Rus¬
sia.” His first loanout role was
opposite Tallulah Bankhead in
“Lifeboat” at 20th-Fox.
Afer numerous starring roles
under contract he became a free¬
lancer. His last screen appearance
was in “Trial.” He was co-starring
at 20th-Fox in “Threshold of
Space” when death struck.
He
had completed all his important
scenes. His last appearance on
the stage was in Paul Gregory's
“Caine Mutiny Court-Martial.”
Survivors are his parents, broth¬

CHARLES F.'HORVATH
Charles F. Horvath, 60, famed
1 drummer of the ’20s and onetime
manager of the “Gold Kette Or¬
chestra” with Bix Beiderbecke,
Joe Venuti and the Dorsey Bros.,
died Oct. 10 in Cleveland. He suf¬
fered a heart ailment last June.
After leaving the drummer beat
during the jazz age, he subse¬
quently became active in bowling
alleys and skating rinks. He re¬
editorial side, covering niteries, mained a member of the Detroit
vaudeville and burlesque. For a Federation of Musicians.
time, he was vaude editor of the
Survivors include his wife, two
paper.
sons, two sisters and a brother.
Harris also served in the Chi¬
cago office of the sheet and soon
ANDREW PANICO
drifted into the talent field. He
Andrew Panico, 65, veteran mu¬
started with the William Morris sician, died Oct. 16 in Chicago. A
Agency, where he remained several professional bass player at 18, he
years. He later resigned to go played with his brother’s band,‘the
with the Frank Sennes office to Louis Panico orchestra, until 1941.
take charge of the Miami setup. He Until J951, he had been a station¬
later struck out on his own.
ary engineer for the Chicago Board
Harris was credited with having of Education when blindness
kept many Beach hotels on the forced his resignation.
floorshow policy. Knowing some
Sumved by wife, a son and
hotels couldn’t afford to maintain brother, both trumpet players with
weekly layouts, he plotted a round the CBS staff orchestra here; and
I of one-nighters at the various inns. four daughters, one of whom,
Gloria, is a nightclub singer.

IN LOVING MEMORY

&am iUebert
Author of "SHYLOCK VERSUS SHAKESPEARE"
Oct. 24, 1945

ANNA LIEBERT and FAMILY
er, sister and a four-year-old
Harris is survived by his wife,
daughter, Katrina, born of his the former Selma Marlowe, one¬
marriage to screen actress Anne time dancer who becon^e a line pro¬
Baxter.
ducer; a daughter and a brother.
Services today (Wed.) at 1:30 p.m.
MILTON DIAMOND
at Park West Chapel, N. Y.t.
Milton Diamond, 66, retired at¬
torney for the music and entertain¬
FALLY MARKUS
ment industries died Oct. 19 in
Fally Markus, 68, former vaude
New York. Diamond had been booker and more recently in the
American manager for Richard theatre equipment business, died
olrauss, the German composer and Oct. 20 in New York after a brief
conductor, and general counsel for illness.
the American Federation of Musi¬
Details in the vaude section.
cians. He was also president and
general manager of the Production
WILLIAM A. CURLEY
Music Managers’ Assn., which at
William A. Curley, 81, editor of
one time booked concerts for N. Y. Journal-American and a top

EARLE L. McGILL
v^faVs-s’ * Tibbett, Toscanini, Stok°SUturbi ™d Heifetz.
Diamond repped a Gercombine that controlled
®ur<>Pean talkers and was
WalVe
negotiations that led to
in+uer Bros- acquiring an interest
h
group’s holdings, He later
President of Tofeis of
]Qm|^lca, which opened a chain of
oun
tbeatres and produced its
f7". pictures, most of them in
eititlgn a Jan8uage for American
one time he was a law
£u?Ser of former N.Y. Lieut. Gov.
har? a«+s .Eoietti and with Poletti
can oCte.dAas counsel for the Ameriaiwi n 1u,t-y,0^ Composers, Authors
His career a*so
uded the founding of a num¬

TOM BRENNAN
Tom Brennan, 41, northern dis¬
trict manager for_FQX Inter-Moun¬
tain Theatres, a brother-in-law of
Frank H. Ricketson Jr., president
of the company, died recently in
Laramie, Wyo., following a heart
attack suffered while attending a
football game. Prior to .his ap¬
pointment as district manager, he
managed theatres for the company
in Laramie, Rawlins and Chey¬
enne.
Surviving are his wife, Virginia,
a sister of Ricketson; three daugh¬
ters and a son, his mother, three
brothers and two sisters.

executive in the Hearst newspapermagazine chain, died Oct. 23 in
New York. Born in that city, Bill
Curley joined the Hearst news¬
papers in 1898 as a sports writer on
the Journal and took over as sports
editor of that paper. He then be¬
came Sunday editor of the N. Y.
Ameiican and news editor of that
sheet, which was a morning news¬
paper at that time. From 1911-13
he was managing editor of the Los
Angeles Herald. And from 1913-14
held a similar post on the San
Francisco Call. He became editor
of the Chicago American in 1914
and remained in - that post until
1927.
Curley received a permanent
transfer to N. Y, in 1927, first as
*.
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WILLIAM MOLLIS ON
William Mollison, 61, actor and
director, died in London Oct. 19
after a stroke. He began his acting
career at the age of 10 in the Drury
Lane production of “Dante,” and
played his first adult role seven
years later in “Strife.”
Between 1925 and 1930, Mollison
staged many leading musicals, in¬
cluding “Hit The Deck,” “The Girl
Friend” and "No, No, Nanette.”
He also directed a number of
Broadway musicals in the early
1930s.
T. N. McCARTER SR.
Thomas N. McCarter, Sr., 88,
who donated $250,000 for the
building of the McCarter Theatre,
Princeton, died Oct. 23 at his es¬
tate in Rumson, N. J. He was the
founder and former president and
board chairman of the Public
Service Corp. of New Jersey.
Surviving are his wife, two sons
and two daughters,, one of whom
is Mrs. Nelson Doubleday, widow
of the book publisher.
AGNES H. VIOLA
Mrs! Agnes Hanick Viola, 68,
onetime opera singer Mio operated
a voice studio for the last 20 years,
died Oct. 14 in St. Louis after a
long illness. A native of St. Louis,
she studied in Paris and made her
debut in 1910 when she sang the
title role in “Aida” at the Sociale
Theatre at Lake Como. She also
toured with the Aborn Opera Co.
Her husband, two brothers and
two sisters survive.
ARCHIBALD H. HOSIER
Archibald H. Hosier, 52, presi¬
dent of the St. Louis Theatre Sup¬
ply Co., died of cancer Oct. 17 in
Edwardsville, Ill. < A film industry
veteran, he became head of his
company in 1947.
Surviving are his wife, three
daughters 'and a son.
THOMAS DANAHER
Thomas Danaher, 76, longtime
outdoor advertising manager for
the Shuberts, died Oct. 24 in New
fej
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York., Danaher began his career
with the “Buffalo Bill Wild West
Show,” and later toured Europe
as a member of the P. T. Barnum
Circus. He had been associated
with the Shuberts for 48 years.
Surviving are his wife, son and
daughter.
FRITZ SAALFELD
Fritz Saalfeld, 52, for more than
20 years one of the top leading
men on the Frankfurt stage, died
Oct. 9, the night following his open¬
ing in Albert Wedekind’s "Musik”
in Frankfurt. Police, who listed
his death as a suicide, reported he
was despondent over no longer be¬
ing able to play youthful roles.
WILLIAM H. PHILBRICK
Will H. Philbrick, noted come¬
dian who trouped in vaude and
musical comedy, died Oct. 20 in
Chelsea, Mass. Among roles in
which he appeared was that of Taberie in “The Vagabond—King.”
He frequently understudied Vic¬
tor Moore.
CLIFFORD BLANCHARD
Clifford Blanchard, 66, vaude¬
ville actor who formerly toured
with his wife as Clifford & Marion,
died Oct. 10 in Hollywood, follow¬
ing a heart attack.
His wife survives.
Mother, 85, of Mrs. Margaret
Livingston Whiteman, former danc¬
er and wife of bandleader Paul
Whiteman, died Oct. 20 in Rosemont, N.J., at the home of the
maestro.
r
Mother, 88, of Charles Boasberg,
special assistant to Paramount
worldwide sales head George
Weltner, died Oct. 21 in Buffalo,
N. Y.

Philadelphia, Oct. 15. Bride is
with WCAU-TV’s promotion dep’t.
Isabelle Logan to John J. Canavan, Philadelphia, Oct. 15. Bride
is KYW auditing assistant.
Joan Gibbons to Maurice Childs,
London, Oct. 18. Bride’s the widow
of late bandleader Carroll Gib¬
bons; he’s business rep at the
Savoy Hotel.
Kirsten Damm to Philip Brice,
Los Angeles, Oct. 15. He’s an ad
man at KABC-TV.
Lena Sindoni to Mike Cardone,
Valdina, Sicily, Oct. 1. He’s man¬
ager of SW State Theatre in
Washington, Pa.
Linda Lewis to Louis Everstine,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 15. Bride and
groom are both little theatre ac¬
tors.
Harriet Manning to David Baer,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 16. Bride’s with
Associated Theatres circuit in
Pitt.
Denara Motley to John Morris,
Burbank, Cal., Oct. 15. Bride’s a
television editor at KABC-TV.
Mildred Baer to Sol Rous, Bur¬
bank, Cal., Oct. 17. Bride’s a
screen actress; he’s a costumer at
Ui.

Irene Wong, to Gilbert Kam,
Honolulu, Oct. 8. Bride is secre¬
tary with KGMB there.
Ruth Myers to Martin A. Sidman, Bedford, N. H., Oct. 15. He’s
an announcer with radio station
WKBR in Manchester, N.H.
Patricia S. Craven to William M.
Shepard Jr., Paris, Oct. 14. He’s
a Paramount International rep.
Diane Meyer to George Bern¬
stein, New York, Oct. 23. Bride is
with media department of Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather agency; he’s
sales manager of WLIB, N. Y.
Margaret Ann Borden to Stan
Kenton, Detroit, Oct. 18. He’s a
bandleader; bride is a singer with
his orch under the name of Ann
Richards.

Edward Holland, 70, explolteer
for RKO and Columbia Pictures
for the last 30 years in the Des
BIRTHS
Moines area, died of peritonitis
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Girardi, son,
Oct. 16 in Newton, la. His wife Mount Vernon, N.Y., Oct. 9. Mother
and a brother survive.
| is editorial researcher at CBS.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Grumbach,
Hermine Brown, 79, wardrobe son,
Brooklyn, N.Y., Oct. 4. Mother,
attendant, for years at Metro, died Gloria
Dulchin, was ex-aide to
Oct. 11 at the Motion Picture Re¬ Robert Q.
Lewis.
lief Fund’s Country Home on the
Mr.
and
Mrs. Basil De Soto,
Coast.
son, Burbank, Cal., Oct. 3. Father
is
a
disk
jockey
at KHJ.
Wife, 62, of Tom Cowie, theatre
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Nagao,
manager, died in Glasgow, Oct. 11.
She was the former Frances son, Honolulu, Oct. 13. Father is
Cusack, cinema manager and cash¬ a KGMB-TV technician.
ier in silent pixera.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert DeFilippo,
twin sons, New Haven, Oct. 17.
Don Honrath, 40, manager of Father is office manager of radio
continuity acceptance for NBC-TV station WAVZ in that city.
on the Coast, died of polio recently
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wood, son,
in Mexico City, where he was vaca¬ Hollywood, Oct. 16. Father is sales
tioning. He was ill but four days.
manager for KNX.
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsley Parsons
James R. Thompson, 76, who for¬
merly operated the Cpmmunity Jr., son. Burbank. Cal., Oct. 18.
Theatre. Raymond, Ill., with his Father is an assistant film direc¬
wife, died recently in Rolla, Mo. tor.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert O. Burton,
Jack Gardner, 40, actor and tv- daughter, Chicago. Oct. 17. Father
radio newscaster, was found dead is a theatrical designer.
near Camarillo, Cal.. Oct. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Jones, son,
His wife and two children survive. Philadelphia, Oct. 17. Father is
WCAU publicity director.
Mother, 63, of Pat Notaro, viceMr. and Mrs. Merton Shapiro,
president of Roth theatre circuit son, Philadelphia, Oct. 19. Father
in Washington, D.C., died Oct. 17 is co-owner of the Arcadia The¬
in Pittsburgh.
atre, Philly, and several uptown
Mrs. Aimee Raisch Bennett, 60. nabes.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Kane, twin
who was wed to late actor Richard
Bennett from 1927 to 1934, died daughters, Philadelphia, Oct. 11.
Father
is WPTZ director.
Oct. 18 in San Francispo.
Mr. and Mrs. Hans Breitbarth,
Billy Ruge, 89, of the old vaude son. New Braunfels, Tex., recently.
team of Frobel & Ruge, and a pi¬ Father is German radio announcer
oneer in film production, died Oet. at KGNB there.
19 in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Eisner, son,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 18. Father’s a
Malcolm C. McLarry, 67, re¬ musician; mother is Alice Gerber,
tired rep for the Motion Picture a singer.
Advertising Service Co., died Oct.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Marchese,
19 in Dallas.
daughter, Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.
Father’s a nitery singer.
.. Frank Darien Jr., retired actor,
Mr. and Mrs. A1 McDowell, son,
died’ Oct. 20 in Hollywood. His
Pittsburgh, Oct. 17. Father’s on
wife, son and daughter survive.
KDKA news staff.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Colman, son,
Mother of Joe Gibson, announc¬
er at WWSW in Pittsburgh, died Pittsburgh, Oct. 13. Father’s with
Brad Hunt orch.
Oct. 18 in Clairton, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Davis, son,
William McCarthy, 81. retired Erie, Pa., Oct. 10. Father man¬
manager of B. F. Keith Theatres, ages Dispon’s Plaza Theatre there.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Mayer,
died Oct. 18 in Natick, Mass.
son, Pittsburgh, Oct. 9. Father’s
the son of John Mayer, longtime
MGM cashier in Pitt.
MARRIAGES
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Sebastian,
Cynthia Goldfine to Johnnie daughter, New York,- Oct. 21.
Howard, Boston, Oct. 23. He’s a Father is supervisor of exploitation
nitery comedian.
for the NBC Film Division.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Douglas, son,
Jane Withers to Kenneth Errair,
Newport Beach, Calif., Oct. 23. Hollywood, Oct. 20. Mother is film
Bride is a film actress; he’s with actress Jan Sterling; father is the
film actor.
singing group, The Foursomes.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wyler, son,
Mari Sabusawa to James A.
Michener, Chicago, Oct. 23. He’s N.Y., Oct. 23. Father appears on
his
own television show, “The
the author-playwright.
Traveller.”'
Marlene Finer to Norman Rosen,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kaye, daugh¬
Hollywood, Oct. 23. Bride’s the ter, New York, Oct. 5. Father is
daughter of Samuel Finer of Tech¬ Third Naval District entertainment
nicolor; he’s with ' the Columbia liaison, motion picture rep and
camera department.
booker.
Margot Rauch to Albert MatterMr. and Mrs. Reuben B. Bowen,
stock, Holzhausen, Germany, Oct. son, New York. Oct. 23. Parents
8. He’s a stage and screen actor. are known professionally as Jean
•Joan Saleski to Frank Fisher, Darling and Kajar,( the Magician. ^
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